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Give Yourself Permission to Suck
December 12, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
This is the very first article I’ve published on here, and there’s a reason for that. At 9.37pm today, I
gave myself a challenge:
Write an entire article in 1 hour.
It’s go time.
I, like a tonne of other people, have a serious issue with perfectionist thinking. I procrastinate
working on my goals, I put off taking that first step, because I obsess about whether or not I can do a
perfect job of something… instead of just doing it. I look at the long road ahead of me, the amount of
steps between where I am now and where I want to be, and I worry I’ll never get there. So instead of
getting started, I end up doing nothing at all.
I’ve done this a tonne in the past. I wanted to do a 365 Photography Project (taking a photo every
single day for 365 days in a row), but put it off for months because I was paranoid my photos weren’t
quite good enough yet.
I put off going to the gym for years, instead opting to buy a home gym and muck around for a year,
making no progress. I was worried I was too weak to step foot in the gym, worried I wouldn’t know
how to do the exercises, worried I’d do a bad job. And then when I finally did go to the gym, I put off
hiring a weightlifting coach for another year – again, because I was worried I’d do a bad job choosing
a coach.
I put off talking to girls for seven months after finishing an “approach anxiety program” because I
was terrified I’d do a poor job of literally just talking to other human beings.
I put off getting a tattoo for over a year, because I was terrified I’d never find the “perfect” design, or
find the “perfect” tattoo artists.
I put off losing weight for ages before finally diving in, because I was obsessed with researching the
“perfect” weight loss diet, researching the “perfect” gym program, figuring out which was the
“perfect” calorie-counting app, etc… Spinning my wheels instead of, you know, actually losing
weight.
Pretty much every big goal I’ve ever achieved was preluded by days/weeks/months of
procrastination, because I was obsessing about perfection rather than just starting.
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Everyone
sucks, most of the time.
So how’d I stop the procrastination and end up achieving things?

By giving myself permission to suck.
With my photography, I just sat down one day, and said “Ok. Today is Day 1 of my 365 project. I’m
going to be awful, my photos will suck for a while, but if I don’t start now I’ll never start.”
With girls, I told myself “I’m going to be awful at talking to girls. I’ll be nervous, anxious, I’ll
probably throw up out of nervousness, I’ll forget what to say, I’ll stumble and lose my words, I’ll
look like a complete creep and I’ll make a total fool of myself. No girls will like me and I’ll be a total
failure. But that’s ok. I’m allowed to be shit at this, because everybody is shit when they’re first
getting started.”
With the gym I told myself “I’ll be the weakest guy in here, there’s no doubt about that. I don’t know
how to do the exercises, I might even injure myself, but all that is fine. I’m allowed to be awful at
this, because everybody is at the start.” And the tattoo – today I went in and booked a session to
finally get a tattoo done next week.
Even writing articles for this site. I’ve put off making my own site for ages (months and months,
maybe even a year) because I wanted my first article to be perfect. I have hundreds of ideas for
articles, guides, rants, etc… but every time I start typing, I get in my own way and worry “this won’t
be good enough, you can’t release this, it’s not perfect.” I worry what I’ve written isn’t good enough,
isn’t long enough, is too long, doesn’t have enough pictures, has too many pictures, isn’t concise
enough, is too verbose, has too many spelling errors, etc. I worry about what “direction” this site
should have, what “voice” I should give my writing, what topics I should cover, how in-depth my
guides should be, etc.
I had to set a goal of writing 10 articles in 1 month, otherwise I’d never start. (This is the first article).
And I’ve had to tell myself “It’s ok if this isn’t your best work. It’s ok if you could have done better.
Just start writing, start posting, and you’ll improve over time.”
www.TheRedArchive.com
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One
Small Step for Man…
It’s funny, because I can easily give that advice to other people. I tell mates who’ve just started
hitting on girls, ‘It doesn’t matter how terrible you are at this – it’s ok to be awful. Just start doing it.”
I’ve told people who start taking photos for their Tinder profiles, “You’ll be AWFUL at this at first.
That’s ok. Just take hundreds, thousands of photos and you’ll eventually take some good ones.”
But like most people, I give great advice to others, but often don’t take the advice myself…
I’m sitting here right now re-reading this article, thinking of 50 things I should add to it, 20 ways I
can improve it, all the paragraphs I should cut out and all the ways I should rewrite them. But fuck it.
I’m giving myself permission to suck. I’m hitting Publish.
The time is now:

So I succeeded. I wrote this article in (much) less than an hour. If it sucks, I don’t care.
At least now I’ve finally gotten started.
——
UPDATE 2021: Here’s a follow-up to this article:
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My Transformation (About Me)
December 12, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
NeeNoise left this comment on my last post:

Yellow text on yellow
background. Thanks, WordPress.
He got me thinking about where I started and where I am now, and I guess I have come a long way.
It’s often hard to give yourself credit for your achievements (partly out of not wanting to feel
arrogant, and partly because you’re so focused on your future goals you forget to take a moment to
glance back at where you came from). But it’s a very useful – even mandatory – exercise to do every
now and then.
Like everyone in the world, I was born with a handful of natural advantages, and a handful of
disadvantages. I’m 6ft2 tall, very witty and funny, extremely intelligent, and had a great upbringing
with two very loving and supportive parents. I don’t have any disabilities or deformities. I was born
into a 1st world country where I can be whomever I want to be.
But we’re not here to talk about what went right in my life. Let’s look at the things that were fucked
up:
I was extremely suicidal from age 14 to 23. As in, every single day I’d have fantasies of killing
myself. I lost count of the number of times I found myself in the kitchen holding a knife to my wrist,
willing myself to have the courage to finally fucking do it.
Existence brought me nothing but pain. I told myself, “When I have my 30th birthday, that’s when
I’m allowed to kill myself.”
I hated myself more than you can possibly imagine, and I used that self-hatred to flagellate myself
and make myself even more depressed and suicidal. I made myself miserable, tormented myself and
berated myself – I used to say the most fucked-up, evil things to myself every single minute of every
day. I’d tell myself how worthless I was, berate myself for being useless and constantly remind
myself I wasn’t good enough.
www.TheRedArchive.com
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I used to cross the road, see traffic coming towards me & think, “If I just closed my eyes and stood in
front of this car, it’d all be over.” I’d imagine how good it’d feel to finally be taken away to
somewhere where every moment wasn’t suffering.
The only reason I didn’t go through with killing myself was because my self esteem was so low I
didn’t even think I deserved to end my suffering.
I literally thought I deserved to sit there and wallow in my existential misery. I thought I deserved
more pain than anyone else in the universe, more suffering than anyone else alive. I thought I was the
lowest of the low, and never deserved even a single second of happiness. In fact, I used to feel guilty
if I ever had a moment where I enjoyed life, and I’d torture myself for it – “You don’t deserve to
smile, you fucking piece of shit. Fuck you for thinking you’re allowed to be happy, you pathetic
scum.”
UPDATE 26th March 2021: Here’s a huge, detailed account of my depression which goes into way
more detail than what you’ll read below:

I was in an abusive, violent relationship for 6 years… then I left that one and walked right into a
second violent, abusive relationship for another 4 years. I’m talking very violent, to the point I
sustained injuries. Neither of them were attractive or slim either – I just didn’t think I deserved any
better.
At no point did I think to leave – my self-esteem was so low I truly believed nobody else in the world
would ever want to be with me, so I had to desperately cling on to this shitty, abusive relationship. I
was so convinced I was utterly unlovable and unworthy of a girl who treated me with respect that I
never even considered I was allowed to leave. The thought of being alone – truly alone – felt more
terrifying than any abuse anyone could throw at me.
Clearly I thought being emotionally, verbally and physically abused was totally ok and something I
should put up with. After all, I put up with it for a decade.
I developed extreme agoraphobia, to the point where I could not leave the house unless someone
came with me. The only reason I survived was my girlfriend at the time did everything for me.
I couldn’t go to the supermarket without her coming with me – and even then, I’d suffer extreme
anxiety and almost have a panic attack being around other people. I became paranoid, convinced
everyone in public knew I was fucked up and was watching me, which only made me less likely to go
outside, making the agoraphobia and paranoia even worse.
Over the years, it got worse and worse, until it got to the point I couldn’t even go check the mailbox
out the front of my apartment without my girlfriend coming with me. I was completely dependent on
her for survival, which only made her hate me more and made our fights that much worse.
I had no self-awareness. I had absolutely no idea why I did the things I did; I was reacting to
everything emotionally like an animal would, with no pause for thought or any sort of rational logic
behind any of my day-to-day decisions. I was never rational, never used logic, never paused before
doing anything. I was impulsive, with zero self-control.
I felt like I was a passenger in my own life, like I wasn’t in charge of where I was headed. I knew I
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hated my life, hated myself – but I had no way of changing anything. I suffered deeply from learned
helplessness – the notion that nothing you do really matters, and therefore there’s nothing you can do
to improve your life. It all felt completely and utterly hopeless.
I became an alcoholic. I was drunk every single day, even when I went out in public. Alcohol
became my crutch; I used it to get through the tough moments, and eventually just to get through
every moment. I built up such a tolerance I’d have to drink most of a bottle of wine just to feel that
slight buzz. I looked forward to that feeling; it was like a warm embrace at a time when I felt like the
universe had otherwise turned its back on me.
I had a liquor cabinet full of 50 or so different spirits, liqueurs, vodkas, whiskeys, etc. I bought a
cocktail making book and convinced myself I was “learning to make cocktails”. Truth is, I just
wanted to be drunk all the time because it numbed the pain and made me forget how much I hated my
existence… even if just for an hour.
I developed an extreme porn addiction – I’m talking 8 hours a day, 7 days a week. I’d jerk off for
hours and hours, until I lost my erection, but then just keep watching more porn.
I threw myself into it, being completely absorbed in my addiction – it was a form of escapism. In
those hours while I was drunk and staring at the computer screen, I could forget that life sucked, that
I sucked, that everything sucked. The girls in porn didn’t reject me; they welcomed me with open
arms, much like alcohol did.
It became a huge problem though; I got to a point where I felt like porn was the real world, and real
life was “fake” somehow. Every moment I wasn’t watching porn, I’d start getting anxious and antsy,
like a junkie desperate for his next fix. I’d get angry at my girlfriend just for being at home, because
when she was home I couldn’t look at porn. We’d have fights where I’d try and get her to leave the
house, just so I could jerk off. I’d sneak off into the toilet and sit in there for half an hour watching
porn on my phone, I’d wake up in the middle of the night and sit up until 3am watching even more
porn. I barely did anything else.
It affected my ability to perform – I couldn’t even get it up for my girlfriend any more. There was no
way she could compare to the unlimited new and exciting women porn had to offer me. I felt like I
wasn’t a man any more.
I developed a video game & TV addiction too. I bought a Nintendo Wii, modded it so I could play
games on it for free, and must have played through hundreds of Wii and Gamecube games. I’d sit
there for 30 hours straight, not even sleeping – just playing video games and wasting my life.
The worst part was I could delude myself into thinking I was making progress and working towards
something; building something. Video games give you a sense of progression, because you always
start out as a weak character and you yourself are new to the game; by the end you and your character
are both more experienced, more worldly, more awesome. I poured tens of thousands of hours into
video games, convinced I was being productive – when really I was just trying to avoid facing any of
my problems.
I also did the same with TV shows – I’d binge-watch entire seasons of shows without taking a break,
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sometimes 48 hrs straight, until I eventualy passed out. I watched 1000 episodes of the anime show
Bleach, thousands more of Cowboy Bebop, Ghost in the Shell, Full Metal Alchemist and about 20
others. I binged on every TV show you could think of, even ones I wasn’t into. I watched hundreds of
movies, melting into my couch as one day flowed into the next and they all blended together, an
endless flow of misery, self-medication and avoidance.
I wasn’t living; I was merely existing.
I had absolutely zero friends. Quite literally none. Nobody I could talk to, nobody who’d hang out
with me, nobody to turn to with my problems to or ask for help. I had my girlfriend, but that was
clearly an unhealthy, unhappy relationship. And the second girlfriend I had was just as unhealthy and
abusive and fucked up.
I truly felt alone in the world. It was just me, and my suffering.
I was on the cusp of obesity. I weighed 104kg (229lbs) with NO muscle mass. Walking was starting
to take effort, and I felt fat and gross and unattractive all the time… Because I was.
I hated looking at myself in the mirror – I avoided mirrors entirely. I didn’t have the courage to face
myself or even acknowledge I didn’t like myself. I ran from it, hid from it, buried my self-loathing
and covered it by self-medicating with porn, alcohol, TV and everything else.
I used to call myself a feminist, and was convinced all women were beautiful delicate flowers who
could do no wrong. I had all sorts of fucked-up notions about how men should be gentle & kind and
not masculine and not be too muscular and not want to have sex with women and other shit.
I went one step further though and bought in heavily to all the feminist dogma about men being
disgusting, evil creatures. I hated the fact I was born a male, feeling vastly inferior to every woman
around me, and hating myself for having a penis. I felt gross, vile and unworthy of respect or love.
It took me a lot to overcome that brainwashing; it fucked me up for years.
I really did have NO muscle & I was a complete weakling. I was not a strong person. I literally
couldn’t do a single pushup (even with my knees on the ground), or a single chin-up, or a bodyweight
squat. I couldn’t pick up anything over 20kg, and even that took all of my willpower and all of my
might.
It’s been hell to get to where I am now in terms of strength/muscle – it’s taken me years. And I still
have more work to do.
I absolutely DID NOT believe I had the right to talk to girls. I didn’t think I had the right to stop
them in the street, or hit on them on Tinder, or try to have sex with them, or “bother” them by starting
a conversation. I felt like a loser who wasn’t on their level.
I didn’t really even think I deserved to have a girlfriend – I felt like even the two abusive, horrible,
unattractive girlfriends I’d been with were too good for me.
All of my fears, insecurities and doubts about having the “right” to talk to girls was hell to overcome.
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It was probably the hardest thing I’ve ever done in my life. I had so many mental hurdles to
overcome in order to even start trying to get laid – the vast majority of my self-improvement work
has been just giving myself permission to actually try to get laid.
I started out with NO confidence. I was meek and scared, not just with girls… I guess with life in
general. I didn’t believe I had the “right” to be a cool, fun guy, so I held myself back. I thought being
cool was “arrogant” or something.
I had ZERO fashion sense or knowledge of how to dress myself. Half my clothes were ones my
mother had bought for me as a teenager, 10 years earlier. They were tattered, faded, riped and worn. I
looked like garbage, and I felt like a nobody.
I’m balding VERY badly – my receding hairline is very bad. It used to be such a huge point of
insecurity for me I’d think about it at least 10 times a day; it’d always be on my mind. It ate away at
me, became something I obsessed about – it drove me mad.
I was 28 by the time I got serious about self-improvement. I had all sorts of insecurities & doubts
about being too old to fix my life (after all, 30 is supposedly “past your prime” and I was only 2 years
away from 30). I certainly thought I was too old to be hitting on 18-25yo girls (how wrong I was…) I
was terrified that if my life was this fucked up in my late 20’s, it’d take me til my 40’s or 50’s to fix
it.
I felt hopeless.
So many guys in their early 20’s who come to me for coaching say, “Dude, I’m 25 and worried it’s
too late for me.” I was 28 and a complete wretched mess, so I perfectly understand the fear of it being
“too late”; that feeling of your life having passed you by and you missing out on everything everyone
else is taking for granted.
And none of this is mentioning all sorts of other self-esteem/self-doubt/low-confidence issues that I
let hold me back.
So I certainly had my issues and things I needed to fix. I was a complete and utter trainwreck, by
most accounts. Suicidal, depressed, 10 years of abusive relationships, obese & unfit and generally a
pretty fucking big loser.
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Selfsabotage was my forte.

How’d I fix it all?

Depression:
Eventually I hit rock bottom & had a breakdown, which forced me to tell my family and friends about
my depression and suicidal thoughts (more on that here). I saw a counsellor/psychologist, read
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hundreds of self-help books (You Can’t Afford the Luxury of a Negative Thought changed my life),
taught myself CBT, worked on breaking down my negative thoughts and negative habits, and trained
myself to be optimistic instead of pessimistic. Years later I also took psychedelics (LSD) multiple
times, and each time felt like I’d compressed 10 years worth of therapy into a 16-hour period; LSD
was massively beneficial to my healing.
It was bloody hard, but I didn’t have a choice; I couldn’t go back to being the loser I used to be.
I’d seen the depths of hell; the most painful parts of existence. I had no intention of ever going back.

No Friends:
I forced myself to go talk to people, especially through the social site Meetup.com. I tried social
meetups, sports meetups, went to art groups, took a candle-making class, a soap-making class, an
origami class and even a magic trick class. I made a tonne of friends and proved to myself I was
capable of interacting with other human beings.
I also sought out more masculine-focused groups to make male friends; particularly one called “The
Red Pill Bookclub”, where we read books on masculinity, taking responsibility for your issues, selfdevelopment, etc.
I’ve got an in-depth guide on making friends here – read through that if you’re in a similar boat. If a
loser like me can make friends, you sure as hell can too.

Agoraphobia:
Since being around other people terrified me, I forced myself to do the opposite. I remember the first
day I set myself a goal of walking around a shopping centre by myself for an hour. That was a
herculean task for me at the time; I even called up my mum afterwards & told her about it, I was so
proud of myself.
I eventually started putting myself into social situations every day; I went clubbing by myself 5
nights a week for about 6 months (completely by myself – I didn’t go with anybody else) and chatted
up bouncers, bartenders, girls, guys, anyone and everyone. I made a tonne of friends and turned
myself into the social person I am today.
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Abusive relationships:
Eventually I got to a point where I realised, “I deserve better than this. This isn’t me.” I walked away
from a 4-year relationship and decided from that moment on I’d walk away as soon as I got even the
slightest hint a girl had abusive tendencies. It’s been years since I put up with even the slightest hint
of disrespect; I have a hair-trigger towards rudeness and disrespect these days. I don’t tolerate it, and
I don’t have anyone in my life who’s even the tiniest bit rude towards me.
Looking back, it’s insane how much horrible shit I put up because I thought I deserved it.

Weight:
I started counting my calories religiously, walked for 12+ hours a day every day (no exaggeration)…
most days I’d stay up til midnight just walking nonstop. I walked all day at my job, then I’d finish
work and walk for hours and hours more. I took the stairs all the time, I bought a “standing desk” so
I’d never be sitting down, I did tonnes of cardio, I started playing sports again.
I was obsessed with reaching my goal weight, and ended up losing 35kg (77lbs) in about 9 months.
I’ve written in-depth about how I lost the weight here.
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Addictions and Self-Medicating
This one surprisingly took care of itself, as I started to improve myself and work on my biggest
issues.
Dr Phil explained my situation brilliantly on the Joe Rogan podcast:
I had a lot going wrong with my life, and as Dr Phil says – if your life is shit, you should be
depressed about it. As soon as I started getting my life on track, my need to self-medicate with porn,
TV, alcohol & video games went away. I had no need to hurt myself with my addictive behaviours,
because I actually started to like myself.
I still watch porn from time to time – probably more than I should. I still have to watch how much
alcohol I drink (I try to just never drink), because I’m still tempted to use it as a crutch, especially
when I’m going through rough times. But it certainly doesn’t rule my life like it used to.
If you’re in a situation where you self-medicate too much or have addictions, ask yourself: Is there
anything in my life that’s making me deeply unhappy? Work on fixing those things, and you might
find it a whole lot easier to work on your addiction.

Weak/no muscle:
I started hitting the gym, which was terrifying at first. I was so intimidated because I was BY FAR
the weakest person there; I actually had to ask one of my mates to go with me the first few times
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because I was so nervous.
I read absolutely everything I could on bodybuilding, powerlifting, nutrition, sleep, exercise, etc. I
hired a strength coach and got into powerlifting. I went from a guy who couldn’t even do a pushup to
(at the time of writing) being able to deadlift 2x bodyweight (170kg/375lbs), squat 1.5x bodyweight
(120kg/264lbs), bench 1x bodyweight (90kg/198lbs). I still have a long way to go, but I’m pretty
damn proud of how much I’ve improved.
I’ve got an in-depth article on how I got stronger here.

Not having the “right” to talk to girls:
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Oh man, this was a tough one. First I did a grueling “Approach anxiety program” to give myself the
confidence to actually start hitting on girls. I kept logs and videos of the entire process:
How I Beat My Approach Anxiety
Then I had a complete breakdown when it came time for me to actually start hitting on girls. I had to
go through several months of hell where I did nothing but process my emotions, my insecurities, my
doubts, my fears, etc for 8+ hours a day. I literally took time off work to work on it. I had to sit down
and ask myself, “WHY don’t I feel like I deserve to talk to women? WHY do I feel like I’m not good
enough? WHY do I feel like I’m a loser?” That was incredibly confronting and by far the hardest
thing I’d ever had to face. Much harder than everything else on this list.
As I mentioned, I took LSD quite a few times – specifically to work on my notions of not
“deserving” to have any girls like me. It was very confronting, and very hard to work through, but in
the end I got there.

I’ve gone on to have a fucking awesome sex life – click here to check out stories and pics/vids from
my lays, including plenty of proof I actually get laid. I’ve gotten laid well over 100 times, had a
MFFF 4some and plenty of 3somes, done all sorts of wild shit like sex in public. I’m very much into
BDSM and kinky sex now, have a cupboard full of whips and chains and sex toys – girls love it. I’ve
become a very confident and dominant man – a far cry from the scared little boy who was a staunch
feminist.
I’ve gotten myself to a point where I have sex with new girls with almost no effort – my Tinder
profile is set up to be very efficient and I make it very clear I’m looking for sex when I match with a
girl. I don’t have dates any more – it’s literally, “Let’s meet somewhere in public, and we’ll walk
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back to my apartment together and bang.”
I also have a main girlfriend who brings in extra girls from her bisexual Tinder profile, and we share
them together in 3somes.

Feminism/screwed-up sense of masculinity:
This one took me about a year to “un-brainwash” myself. I specifically sought out masculine sites
and books such as The Rational Male, Good Looking Loser, Danger & Play, The Red Pill Reddit, and
others. I joined a local Meetup group dedicated to self-improvement and self-knowledge & made
friends there. The more I got to know women, the more I stopped pedestalising them & started
treating them like normal people.
It’s crazy how god damn sexist I used to be – there’s nothing more sexist than thinking an entire
gender is “perfect” and can do no wrong. Jesus christ.
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Balding:
I wore a cap/beanie 100% of the time, whenever I was outside. This was really just avoiding the
issue… so I recently went to a barber, showed him my receeding hairline and he came up with a
haircut that almost entirely covers it up. You can’t tell I have old man hair now.

Fashion sense:
Did a tonne of research and went shopping with a mate who’s great with fashion. It took me a tonne
of failed attempts to dress myself, hundreds of outfits tried on in changerooms, sending pics of each
outfit to him and other mates I trusted.
I slowly improved my wardrobe/accessories over a year or two (with lots of trial and error). Got ear
piercings and a tattoo as well, and now I’m pretty happy with how I look.
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Self-awareness:
This was something I had to teach myself over time. The CBT helped, as did my counsellor, and
some anger management books, as well as books on philosophy, ethics, psychology, self-knowledge,
etc.
Self-awareness is something you build with time; it takes practice. It involves being present, and
focusing on your emotions and how you’re feeling. It involves taking a deep breath before every
action, and asking yourself, “What do I want to do in this situation; how do I want to react?” I got
better over time, and now consider myself one of the most self-aware people I know.

Confidence:
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That just came over time, from kicking ass with my goals.
If you want to read an extremely detailed 26-page log I kept on how I overcame my fear of
approaching girls, that’s here.
I then made a 100+ page detailed log of my struggles with actually getting laid, dating, overcoming
my limiting beliefs, etc. I still post in that log today.
Those two links detail more of my struggles, fears, doubts, insecurities & successes more than
any one article or guide ever could.

I’ve achieved other things in my life too – I got briliant at photography & Photoshop by sheer hard
work day in, day out. I did a “365 Project” where I had to take a photo every single day for 365 days
in a row. I’ve gotten laid enough times I’ve now lost count, including a bunch of threesomes
(something I never thought would EVER happen to me in a million years). I’ve shagged 150+ girls
from Tinder/online dating/approaching in the street. I’m dating an awesome girlfriend who brings us
girls from her Tinder, and is cool with me banging other girls from my own Tinder. We have an
incredibly close, very honest and open relationship where we push each other to kick some serious
fucking ass with our goals – I love her to bits. And I finally set up this site, which is something I’d
been wanting to do for ages.
Especially the sex stuff – I never in a million years thought I could be a guy who gets laid. It took
me years of hard work, but in June 2018 I was able to post this on the GoodLookingLoser forums:
————————————————–
Ok. I’m finally able to admit this to myself:
I am a guy who gets laid.
More importantly, I am a guy who CAN get laid. If I moved to a new city, or a new country, and had
to start my life anew… I know I could get laid within 1 week, without much effort.
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Online dating, cold approach, I’m absolutely comfortable with all of it.
That’s such a massive fucking thing for me to say… It’s taken me 3 years of work to get there. This
was my end goal when I first found Good Looking Loser. I wasn’t even sure I’d ever be able to reach
this point.
Now that I’m here, I’m not sure what the next goal is. Part of me thinks “Ok dude, you can delete
your account and stop posting on the forums. You don’t need it anymore”.
I’m so tempted to do that. To just enjoy this “golden era” of my life without keeping a journal of it.
But I’d miss the friendships I’ve built up with a lot of you guys.
Plus I know it’s arrogant and stupid to think just because I’m getting laid right now means “I’ve
made it” and can slow down and rest. This is the time I need to push myself HARDER, not rest of
my laurels.
I’ll keep doing what I’m doing – trying to get laid more and more, improving my looks, improving my
body, working on my killer instinct, pushing the boundaries. There’s still a LOT on my sexual
bucketlist, plus I’m just enjoying getting new pussy. I’ll keep posting on here.
————————————————–

So as you can see, I’m a long way from where I started. I obviously still have a LONG way to go – I
feel like I’m about 25% of the way into my journey. I’ve only just started working on my finances
and starting a business – this website is me taking my coaching/mentoring seriously and helping other
guys walk the same path I have. My body is only 30% of where I want it to be – I still have a tonne of
muscle and strength to add. I feel like there’s a million billion things I still have to learn in life. I’m
super excited for the future.
One good thing about sharing my story is it?s encouraged others to share their stories with me. I get
emails every week from people who’ve been through their own impressive self-improvement
journeys, and it’s bloody awesome to see; I love a good underdog story. I’ve met so many amazing
people through this awesome journey. I’ve even helped my main girlfriend go through her own pretty
awesome self-improvement journey.
So if you’re at the start of your journey, or maybe you feel like a complete loser, or you worry that
your life is so much worse than everybody’s else’s, or you wonder if you’ll ever be able to achieve
anything: you’re not alone.
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I felt like that, my friends felt like that, and a million other people have felt like that.

If a complete fucking loser like me can get his shit together, you sure as
hell can too.

Want to kill your inner loser too but feel like you have NO idea
where to start?
Hit me up for coaching – I’ll simplify things for you and give you a clear plan to move forward and
build a legendary sex life and a kickass life. I’ll analyse where you’re at currently in terms of
appearance, give you a plan moving forward to lose weight, or hit the gym (including a workout plan
and diet plan), style guide, and I’ll help you take better Tinder pics, and all of that. I even give you
some free follow-up sessions for the next 2 months after our call, to make sure you’re on the right
path and to keep you accountable.
Remember that I started out as a complete unhappy, obese mess. So if I can get my shit together, you
sure as hell can too. I absolutely guarantee I’ll kick your ass into gear.
I know if you’re reading this, there’s a big part of you that feels like, “Yeah but my problems are
even more insurmountable than anybody else’s; I’m a special kind of fucked up.” I absolutely
promise you that isn’t the case. We all felt like that at the start; we were all convinced we were
exceptionally fucked up and could never change. Truth is everybody can change; you just have to
start with one tiny little baby step and take things one day at a time. The journey of a thousand miles
begins with a single step.
Don’t make excuses. Make it happen. Contact me.
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“You’re So Lucky…”
December 12, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
“You’re a very lucky fellow. I wish I could have been that lucky when I was younger”.
Somebody said this to me recently, and it’s a reccurring theme I see at least once every 2 weeks.
Someone will directly say to me, “I’m glad you’ve found success, you’re very lucky.” Throughout my
journey thus far, whenever I earn success, I’ve had people say, “You’re lucky!”
I’ve heard it said to other friends too; my mate recently earned (notice I said earned) a promotion, I
told a few people about it, and some said, “He’s very lucky”.
“You’re lucky you’re white.”
“You’re lucky you’re 6ft tall.”
“You’re lucky to have such a beautiful girlfriend”
“You’re lucky to have such an awesome job”.
“You’re lucky to have such a strong, fit body.”
“You’re lucky you’re so well-read and educated.”
“You’re lucky your parents are still together.”
“You’re lucky…….”

Play Me a
Sad Song
Fuck off. Luck usually has very little to do with someone’s success. And even if luck had a lot to do
with it, that doesn’t take away from all the effort the person had to put in to get to where they are.
Luck and hard work are not mutually exclusive.
And in the cases where it’s genuinely luck – eg, “You’re lucky you were born tall”, you’re cherrypicking one lucky attribute and ignoring all the unlucky attributes the person was born with. They
might be tall, but do they have a stutter? Maybe they’re extra neurotic? Maybe they were born into
poverty, maybe they have terrible insomnia, maybe they’re terrible at making friends, maybe they
have crippling depression underneath that tall exterior you so enviously covet. Don’t pick one
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isolated attribute and act like it’s the only attribute that person has.
Obviously when you chalk someone’s successes up to luck, you’re taking away from all the hard
work they’ve put in. Speaking from experience, when you achieve something great (anything that
takes a minimum 12+ months or longer of hardcore, total obsession to achieve), it NEVER comes
easily.
You’ll make a million mistakes, look like a fool 10,000 times, and constantly wonder if you’ll
ever get anything right.
If it’s anything that involves dealing with other people (hitting on girls, sales, starting a new
business) you’ll be rejected hundreds or thousands of times, which will absolutely eat away at
your confidence and self-esteem, especially early on.
You’ll have moments where you feel completely cut off from everybody else, stuck in your
own lonely existence, because you’re sufferingnow (relentless hard work can be torture
sometimes) while they all seem to be happynow. (Don’t worry; the hard work will pay off
eventually).
You’ll have moments where you want to give up. Hundreds of moments.
You often lose track of where the finish line is, and where you started, and you find it hard to
tell if you’re even making any progress at all (are you just spinning your wheels?)
Doubt. Oh, the doubt. “Am I doing the right thing?” “Is this goal even achievable?” “Do other
people think I’m a loser for working on this goal?” “Do my friends/loved ones think I’m too
obsessed with this goal?” “Other people that achieved this were smarter/stronger/better than
me, I don’t think I can do what they did.” etc.
At some point, once the initial excitement of the goal wears off, you enter whatArnold
Schwarzenegger calls “The Pain Period” where it’s a total un-fun grind, you know you’re miles
from your goal, and you’ve just gotta stick at it day-in, day-out. That can be absolutehell.
And as well as taking away from the person’s hard work (“hellish work” is probably more accurate),
you’re doing something even more nefarious:
You’re giving yourself permission to not even try.
This right here is THE REASON people say, “You’re so lucky”. It’s not that their main intention is to
take away from your achievements (well it is, a little bit). Their main intention is togive themselves
an excuse not to have to repeat your hard work and earn the successes you’ve earned.
And I get it. I just wrote a long list of all the ways in which you suffer and struggle on the path of
reaching a meaningful goal. It’s HARD. It’s HELL. You’ll struggle daily, you’ll constantly wonder if
you’ll ever reach your goal, you’ll wonder why the hell you ever took on this monumental task. I
wouldn’t wish the struggle upon anyone.
But I’d wish the SUCCESS on everyone. Literally anyone can do what I or anyone else who’s
achieved goals has done. It’s literally just consistent daily effort, over a long enough time period.
By saying, “You’re so lucky”, you’re writing it off as something they only have because “the
universe pre-ordained it”; which means that you could never have it. Because they’re lucky, and
you’re unlucky. Which means you get to sit on your couch and continue eating potato chips while
watching TV, never having to worry, “Am I wasting my potential? Could I achieve my goals, like he
did?”
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If you are envious of what others have, you either need to:
a) Go for it and make it happen yourself; or
b) Accept that you don’t really want it, and thus give yourself permission to let it go & move on
with something else.
Most people know they can’t pick option b), because deep down they really DO want to achieve their
goals.But option a) is scary as hell. Instead, a lot of people opt for a third option, “I’ll say he’s just
lucky, so I don’t have to emulate his hard work and struggles”. They continue to want the
goal/achievement, lament others who have it, but tell themselves they can’t have it because they’re
just “unlucky”.
Eventually “I’m unlucky” and “I can’t achieve that goal because of reason x, y, z” becomes the
default habit, and they never achieve anything they want to achieve.
It’s learned helplessness.
It’s fixable though. Just stop making excuses, admit you really DO want to achieve that goal, and
then start taking steps to make it happen.
People who want to change/improve, will find ways to improve. They’ll Google resources, read
books, ask other people, or even experiment and try and find the answer themselves, through trial and
error. They’ll do whatever it takes to reach their goals.

It’s up to
YOU to make shit happen.
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This motherfucker was born without any limbs, yet he’s pushed himself to live an awesome life – he
travels around the world giving motivational speeches and set up his own not-for-profit. He chose not
to let bullshit excuses get in his way – he earned his success. What right do you have to complain
about your “unluckiness” when he was born with 4 less limbs than you and is still out there getting
shit done?
In a similar vein, I’ve never understood the concept of living vicariously through someone else
instead of achieving things for yourself. Celebrity/idol worship is insane to me. If you like what
someone else has, don’t you want that for yourself? Why would anyone be content to watch other
people achieve success, while not going for it themselves, justifying it with terrible excuses like,
“They’re just lucky”?
Nuts. Absolutely nuts.
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Offbeat: How I Lost $28,000
December 12, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
I’m starting a new series “Offbeat”, where I talk about random topics that come to mind in a much
more casual writing style.
At the end of last year (2017), Bitcoin and cryptocurrency in general were going off. People were
going crazy: there was a massive crypto bubble (even wilder than the Dotcom Bubble and the Tulip
Mania of yesteryear). Check this out:

My mates and I knew we were right in the middle of a bubble craze, and we poured as much money
into it as we could. I busted my ass for about 5 months working crazy overtime, pouring all my extra
earnings straight into Bitcoin and other cryptos. I researched a tonne about each one, trying to pick
which one seemed the most likely to double, triple, or even go up 100x in value. My mates and I
wrote pages and pages of info about each crypto coin, speculating, theorising, trying to pick the next
winner. We picked a few winners and made a few thousand dollars, and picked a few duds too. It was
an incredibly exciting time to be alive; we felt like we were part of a goldrush.
Eventually I got my portfolio up to a pretty solid amount:
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Not bad.
Not bad at all.
At the peak, I was sitting at a portfolio value of $26,454 Australian Dollars (and that’s after I’d sold
a few thousand dollars worth of profit). Somewhere near the peak, my mates and I had a very serious
conversation about whether we should sell it all (we knew the bubble would burst at some point and
the crypto-fever would fade away)… or hold on for dear life and just let whatever happens, happen.
We talked about it over a week or two, and decided it was worth holding on. It was very possible my
portfolio could go up another 3x in value or more (I’d already watched it increase by 5x over a period
of a few months). That’d get me close to $100,000, at which point I’d sell half and keep the rest
invested. That would have been a life-changing amount for me at the time.
And if the opposite happened and it tanked and I lost it all, well, that was worth the risk to me (and
my mates). We agreed to keep it all invested and just ride the rollercoaster. We promised ourselves
not to panic sell it all if it started to tank; we’d hold on for dear life.
As you can see from the graph, it definitely tanked in a HUGE way. Coins which had a value of $100
dropped to almost nothing (less than a few cents in value). I lost the vast majority of my portfolio. I
sold a bit at the end (about $2000 in total) once it was clear it wasn’t going to bounce back. Watching
it tank was sad, but I’d already promised myself I’d be ok with it if it happened.
Besides, it wasn’t really a true loss of $26,000 – as I said, I had already sold a bit for profit when it
was near the peak, and at the very end of the nosedive I sold the last $2000 worth. In total I sold
about $6,000 worth, meaning I only lost a potential $20,000 or so. (Still quite a lot, let’s be honest).
There’s a great saying:
“You made the best decision you could with the information you had available to you at the time.”
Hindsight is 20/20, and it’s really easy to point out a bad decision once all the chips have fallen
where they may. But I’m more than confident I made the best decision at the time.
Do I think about the $26,000 I could have had? Yeah, of course I do. It would have paid off all my
university debt and allowed me to get a hair replacement transplant, with some money to spare. I
think about it from time to time.
But I’m glad I made the decision I made, and I’m glad I trusted myself enough to be ok with
whatever would happen. I’m glad I had the balls to stick with my decision and not panic or become
emotional/irrational. Training myself to be stoic is more important than any amount of money.
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Moral of the story: Make a decision and stick to it. If you tell yourself, “This is the decision I’m
making, I’m sticking with it no matter what, and I’ll have no regrets if it doesn’t work out” then you
won’t beat yourself up if it doesn’t work out. At least you’ll have learned something, & become a
more stoic, rational person.
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Offbeat: Andy Gets a Tattoo
December 12, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
I wrote the first half of this article while sitting in a waiting room, just before getting my first ever
tattoo.
Damn, this is one of the most terrifying things I’ve ever done. I can’t believe I’m doing something
this stupid. I’m about to get my first tattoo.
Rationally, I know this isn’t a stupid decision. I’ve wanted a tattoo for at least 2 years, maybe longer.
I’ve researched hundreds of tattoo studios and artists, thought for many many many many months
about what design I want. I came up with something meaningful to me (a bowling pin, something
which has featured heavily in my photography in the past. Ive talked it over with mates, I’ve talked to
other people who have tattoos. By all accounts I’m ready.
But I’m fucking terrified. I have more anxiety than the first time I ever hit on a girl. My mind is
racing, and as I listen to the buzz of the needle in the other room, I’m panicking with thoughts like
“this isn’t me” “I’m too old for this” “I’m going to regret this” “This is permanent disfigurement”.
But that terrifying fear is exactly what I need to do this. My mate Dan and I have this saying, “If
something terrifies you, then you probably need to do it.” We don’t run away from fear; we run
towards it.
The real reason I’m scared is I know this is one of the last things tying me to my old life. The old
Andy never would have gotten a tattoo. The old Andy was safe and conservative and thought tattoos
were for “lower class people”.
Yeah, the old Andy was a total pussy. But the mind resists change, and I’m terrified that last step is
the nail in the coffin. It really does prove that I’ve completely and utterly changed and I can never go
back. Once this tatt is on my arm, I can’t erase it. And I can’t erase all the changes I’ve made. I just
texted my mate, “This is the last part of killing the old me.”
Alright.
Let’s do this shit.
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The rest of this article is written a week after the tattoo.

Damn, what a little bitch I was. Isn’t it nuts how irrational some of our fears are? We really don’t like
change, do we. God damn I’m glad I “forced” myself to just nut up and get this. Now that I’ve gotten
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my first tattoo, it’s opened the door to get more & become “a guy with tatts”.

What was the process like?
Pretty easy, apart from the whole “Holy shit I’m getting a permanent mark on my body and I’m
terrified I’ll regret it” bit.
1. I first researched the hell out of tatt designs, brainstormed for 12+ months about what I’d like,
etc. (Yeah, I took a really long time to make sure I was happy with a design). Settled on the
idea of getting a bowling pin (explanation below).
2. Next I googled the hell out of tattoo artists within 100km of me (I was willing to travel if I
really liked an out-of-town artist). I have a folder with hundreds of artists I liked and their
designs. Finally settled on Bugsy from Third Eye Tattoo in Australia. He specialises in black
tattoos and I love his shading style.
3. Went in for a consultation, showed him pictures of bowling pins and explained I wanted it on
my shoulder, I wanted it black, I wanted it with his cool shading style, and possibly something
“dark” or “ominous” like his other skull tattoos.
4. A week later he showed me the design – but with a twist. He had one design with just a plain
bowling pin, and another with the skull inside it. He said “You kept telling me how much you
liked my skull tatts, so I figured you probably wanted a skull to go with your bowling pin.”
Legend. (If you can find a tattooer who cares about giving you the best tatt they can, all the
better).
5. 45 minutes of sitting in a chair talking to him (he’s a super cool guy), with barely any pain, and
it was all done.
6. “Aftercare” was easy – just had to avoid the sun, avoid swimming for 2 weeks, gently wash it
in the shower and apply antiseptic cream a few times a day for 2 weeks. It didn’t hurt, didn’t
really itch, only flaked a tiny bit for 2 days.

Why a bowling pin?
Check out a bunch of photos I’ve done in the past:
https://www.flickr.com/search/?user_id=64746070%40N07&view_all=1&text=bowling
Notice a theme? Bowling pins ;)
The bowling pin is very meaningful to me – it reminds me of a photography project I did where I
took a photo every single day for 365 days. The bowling pin was a prop in the first day’s photo, and it
became a recurring prop throughout the entire project.
The project itself was the first real disciplined thing I ever did. I was diligent in creating a photo
every single day, and didn’t miss a single day – even on a particular day I had food poisoning. That
daily discipline gave me the confidence to be just as disciplined with my weight loss journey, and
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then do an “Approach Anxiety” program to fix my fear of girls, then join the gym, and a whole lot
more. My photography project was THE catalyst for my self-improvement journey, and a bowling
pin represents all of that for me.
I still have my bowling pin sitting in my cupboard at home. I’ll probably always keep it.
My next tattoo will be a duck – which reminds me of my Approach Anxiety journey (I’ll write an
article on that at a future date).

Did it hurt?
It was a really strange feeling. At some points it felt like my skin was being sliced open, but not in a
super painful way. At other points it felt like a whole bunch of mosquitoes constantly biting me. It
was more “annoying” than painful, and my brain kept telling me to swat the needle away.
That said, I was only in the chair for 45 minutes. Larger tatts obviously take longer, and I could see
the pain becoming uncomfortable after 4 or 5 hours straight.
Interestingly, the artist said a bunch of girls come in to get tattoos because they love the pain. I’ve
had a few girls say this to me themselves (bare in mind these were girls who were into BDSM/rough
play/pain).
Other interesting things: The needle is dipped into the ink every few minutes throughout the
whole process. For some reason I’d always assumed the needles were hooked up to tubes of ink and
“squirted” them into your skin.

Needle being dipped in black ink, before being shoved in
some mothertrucker’s
epidermis.
Tattoos are VERY black/saturated when you first get them, and then fade over the next week or
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two. For the first few days, it didn’t look like a tattoo – it looked like someone had drawn on my skin
with a Sharpie marker.
It’s amazing how quickly you get used to your tattoo. The first day or two, it looked “weird” – like
it didn’t belong on my arm. Like a sticker someone had put there. It’s only been a week, and it now
already looks like a part of my body.
Girls seem to LOVE the fact I have a tattoo. I’ve only seen 3 girls since getting it, but all 3 loved
the idea of me having it. Like by having a tattoo(s), you become “a guy with tattoos” and you’re a
turnon for some girls. To be fair, I’m turned on by girls with tatts too.
Got any questions about getting a tatt? Drop them down below and I’ll answer.
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The Time a Girl Tried to Give Me Herpes [Storytime with
Andy]
December 12, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Gather round, kiddos. Andy’s going to tell you a story that happened 3 years ago.
It was late one Sunday night, the stars were twinkling, the normies were sleeping, Andy was checking
out OkCupid on his phone. Suddenly, a wild Asian girl appeared:
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And so, it
begins.
Ok, enough talking in third-person. So you can see this girl was super forward right from the
beginning (heads up, a girl being that aggressively forward while sober is a HUGE red flag –
something I wasn’t smart enough to know at the time. Since then, literally EVERY girl who’s ever
been that forward and said she wants sex (as the FIRST thing she says) has had mental issues.)
In my youthful naivety, I invited her over. She drove 2 hours to see me (another red flag… what girl
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drives 2 hours on a Sunday night for sex with a stranger she’s barely said 10 words to). We start
fucking (I wore a condom), it’s pretty good. Then, the madness begins.
About 5 minutes into the sex she suddenly slaps her forehead as if she’s just remembered she left the
oven on. She goes “Oh crap. You know, I forgot something. There’s something I forgot to tell you.”
I pull out, take off the condom, sit across from her on the bed and say, “What?”

Yep, that’s what she said. “I have herpes.”
Ok, at this point I freak out – mostly because of how psychopathic it is to pretend you “just forgot”,
and then randomly remembered during sex. I tell her to get dressed and get the fuck out of my
apartment.
I stand there waiting for her to get dressed, and she starts going off on this long rant about, “It’s not
that big a deal that you have herpes now, it’ll be ok. It won’t affect your life much, you’ll be able to
live a normal life.”
“Hold on. What the fuck do you mean now that I have herpes? Who the fuck says I have herpes?
There’s not a 100% transmission rate; diseases don’t work like that.“
“It’s ok to be in denial, that’s perfectly normal when you first catch a disease. I know you’re stressing
and panicking right now about what the rest of your life will be. Don’t stress. Herpes won’t ruin your
life, you’re still the same person.”
I got chills down my spine. Her delusional behaviour was terrifying the fuck out of me, so I kicked
her out. The fact she was talking as if was a solid fact I now had herpes was fucking deranged.
The second she was out, I sprang into action. In my irrational, panicking, not-thinking-clearly state I
figured the best course of action would be to cover my dick and groin in as many cleaning chemicals
as possible. I gathered up a massive collection of things, took them into the shower and scrubbed like
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mad. Including (I’ve probably missed a few):
– isopropyl cleaning alcohol
– dishwashing liquid soap
– laundry detergent
– tea tree oil
– olive oil
– tabasco chilli sauce
– floor cleaner
– regular soap
– sex toy cleaning spray
– window cleaner
– anti-fungal cream
– boot polish
Basically, if it looked like something that cleaned, I used it. Hell, as you can see I even used a bunch
of random shit that had nothing to do with cleaning; such was my state of frantic panic. I scrubbed
until my skin was red raw and bleeding. My entire dick and groin and balls felt like it was on fire. At
the time I knew I was being over-the-top and a little insane, but I figured, “If I do everything I
possibly can right now, then I’ll be able to say I did all I could to prevent catching herpes.”
I hopped out of the shower, chilled out for a while with an ice-pack on my dick and groin, then went
to bed.
She blew up my phone over the course of the next day, sending me messages on OkCupid and text.
Again, she was delusional, talking as if I already had herpes, rather than “There’s a chance you
might have herpes, so go get tested.” She never even mentioned getting tested – she thought I already
had the disease from 5 minutes of intercourse with her.

The conversation above is the FIRST time she even mentioned the test, but it seemed like an
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afterthought – she was mentioning “the first round of antivirals” in the same breath. Nutbag.
I knew I should block her number, but I was legit getting freaked out by some of her texts (you’ll see
below). So I decided to let her keep messaging me and keep all the texts/emails as evidence, if
needed.
Even more freakish, the next day she drove 2 hours to my place to buzz my intercom 20 times
then leave a bag of fucking food outside my door. Of course I threw it in the bin incase it was
poisoned.
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Crazy texts.
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Check the last message in the screenshot. She somehow found my photography work and this is when
I started getting a bit more freaked out. She found my email a week later and sent:

Bare in mind all of this is without me replying to ANYTHING she said. I completely ignored every
single message she ever sent, I gave her nothing back, and yet she kept messaging me. Insane. It was
like she was having conversations with herself.
6 months later, when I’d completely forgotten about her, she made a new Facebook account (I’d
blocked her other one) so she could send me:

The crazy bitch even changed her Facebook profile pic to one of my photography photos. Even
today, it’s still in her photo album (I unblocked her temporarily to check):

Moral of the Story:
If a deal sounds too good to be true, it probably is. Women, generally speaking, do not make the first
move – and sure as hell not in such a crass, forward, “Let’s have casual sex right now” way. It just
doesn’t happen like that in the real world, not with sane women.
Any girls that are that forward in their FIRST message, turn out to have mental issues/no impulse
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control/etc. I, and all of my mates, have not found a single exception to this. I’ve got several other
stories like this (it took me a couple more crazy girls to learn my lesson for good…) I’ll talk about
them in future sometime.
So did I catch herpes?
Ask ur mum, lol.
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How to Take Better Tinder Photos
December 12, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
As with most things in life, you can sit around reading pages and pages of instructions, guides, howtos, etc and never really get anywhere… Or you can decide you’ll just take action and start doing the
thing, even if it means you’ll suck at it for a while.
I’ve got a very in-depth guide where I go into absolutely everything you could ever hope to know
about taking great Tinder photos – including how to choose a camera, how to pose, how to get
constructive feedback on your current look, and so much more. Go read it now: How to Get Laid on
Tinder. It’s free.
Oh what’s that? You’re a lazy bastard who doesn’t like to read? Fine, here’s a super short version:

1. Buy a DSLR camera.
2. Go take 1000 photos of yourself/flowers/animals/streets/architecture/furniture/the floor/the
ceiling/sunsets/sunrises/friends/family/enemies/grass/anything at all, so you can get good with
the camera. Play around with every setting, do a bit of research into aperature, f-numbers,
shutter speed, manual vs automatic mode, autofocus, etc if you need to. Basically, learn by
doing and by experimenting.
3. Once you know what you’re doing, hand your camera to your friends and give them a bit of
a super-quick rundown of how to take a photo of you. Get them to take 100 photos of you (tell
them it’s totally cool if they’re out of focus, or blurry, or out of focus, etc). Just take 100
photos. Go home, check the photos, see if any are decent. Get your friends to do this every
time you go out – especially if you go somewhere interesting.
4. Eventually some of those photos will be good. Post them somewhere you can get honest
feedback (Good Looking Loser is a good example). Photofeeler is another. Ask other people
for feedback on how you can pose better, look better, whether you should try smiling vs not
smiling, looking at the camera vs looking away, etc.
5. Eventually you’ll have a whole bunch of pretty decent photos. Use them on Tinder. Get
matches and go on dates.
6. Iterate steps 2-5 ad infinitum. Eventually you’ll have a batch of better and better photos. You
should ALWAYS be improving your pics/physique/style/fashion/etc, learning how to pose
better, smile better, etc. Onwards and upwards.

Yep, that really is it. Practice makes perfect. Here’s the kind of quality you want to be aiming for,
but it’ll take you a while (and a lot of practice taking photos) to get there.
As I wrote in my DSLR Camera Buying Guide, a couple mates of mine have gotten great results from
literally just taking thousands of photos and asking for feedback, until they get some they’re happy
with. Examples:
Ok, fine. You want at least something to give you an idea of how to take photos and how to pose.
Here’s some beginner’s guides:
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Canon EOS RP User’s Guide
Nikon D7000 Tutorial – A Fast Start Guide to Your DSLR
Nikon D7000 Tutorial: All Settings, Menus, Functions by Carlos Erban
The dPS Ultimate Guide to Photography for Beginners
The Ultimate Guide to Learning how to use Your first DSLR
21 Creative Self Portrait Ideas for Photographers
How To Take a Self-Portrait
10 Most Common Self Portrait Photography Mistakes
And some posing guides:
7 of the Best Poses
18+ More Poses
14 Tips for Taking Creative Self-Portraits
A Photographer?s Guide to Posing Men In Portraits
How to Improve Your Self-Portrait Photography
100 Seriously Cool Self-Portraits (scroll down the page a bit for the actual examples).
My own personal photography portfolio (feel free to copy ideas I’ve done).
Just work your way through the lists in all of those articles – try every single pose/photo they have,
and see which ones you can pull off. Practice the poses in front of your mirror if you like first, before
you go out and shoot them for real.
And some quick tips from me:
Shoot at the lowest f-stop number you can (usually f/1.8). The lower the number, the more of
that sexy “blurry background effect” you get (known as “low depth of field”).
Shoot vertical (turn the camera sideways) – NOT horizontal. Tinder crops photos vertically; as
do most of the other dating apps.
Don’t stand too far back. Most guys make the mistake of standing way too far back. Stand
closer, so you fill up more of the shot (you don’t want huge gaps of empty space above/below
your head in the photo). Not to mention the closer you are, the blurrier the background,which
looks even better.
Take a BUNCH of photos. Literally just hold down the shutter button and rapid-fire 50 photos
at a time. That way you increase the chances of one of them having a nice natural-looking pose.
If you just shoot 1 photo at a time, it’ll look “staged” and “posed” (because you literally have to
pose for the photo, since you can only take 1 at a time).
Turn on these settings, found in the camera’s settings menu:
– AF-S (Servo Autofocus)
– Continuous (Low-Speed) shooting. Don’t use high-speed continuous; low-speed lets the
camera re-focus between shots when you’re rapid-firing.
– Face detection on.
– Eye-tracking on.
Always shoot in C-RAW (or just normal RAW if your camera doesn’t have C-RAW) Never
shoot in JPG. C-RAW/RAW is a setting in your camera’s menu. Use C-RAW. RAW photos are
higher quality, especially if you/someone else edit the photos in Photoshop.
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Don’t worry that you might look a bit silly and not quite get it as right as the guys do in these
example photos. You will absolutely look a little silly when you’re first practicing posing – 99% of
my clients are awkward at first. Just try a bunch of times and eventually some of your photos will
come out awesome. (Just like if you want to get laid, you have to hit on a bunch of women – as many
as you possibly can – and some of them will say yes).
I can’t tell you what will look good until you try it; a pose that looks amazing for one guy might not
work for the next guy.
Again, shout out to my much more in-depth guide to getting laid on Tinder – go give it a read. It’s
free, with no “enter your email first” bullshit.
So if you’re not getting laid on Tinder because your pictures suck, there’s no excuses. Stop mucking
around. Follow the steps above – buy a camera, take a tonne of pics, try some of those poses, ask for
feedback, repeat. It’s exactly what myself and a bunch of others have done, and it works. The best
way to be successful is to actually start, and you’ll gradually improve over time.
Any questions? Ask me in the comments below.
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Tinder Photos & Inspiration
December 12, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
As I went into detail here, the whole aim of your Tinder profile is to sell yourself. You’re trying to
market yourself as a cool, masculine, sexy guy, and your pictures should reflect that. (If you’re not a
cool, masculine, sexy guy, it’s not that big a deal – just come up with a range of photos which make
it look like you are. And work on becoming a cool, masculine, sexy guy.)
Everything I write for this site assumes your goal is to get laid (rather than go on go-nowhere dates
where you end up getting friendzoned after hanging out with the girl 5 times). If you’re looking for a
girlfriend, that’s cool – but you still want to have sex with this girlfriend, right?
So your goal should always be to try and get laid, and worry about the dating/relationship side of
things after you’ve had sex with the girl a couple of times.
Alright, glad we’re on the same page. There’s a tonne of different types of photos that’ll work well
on your Tinder profile. But the key tenet for all of them needs to be: Does this photo make me look
cool, masculine, sexy or interesting – or a combination of those things? If it doesn’t, don’t use it. I
don’t care if it’s your favourite photo of all time; if it doesn’t help you move towards your goal of
getting laid, it’s of no use to you on Tinder.

Yes, These Guys are Attractive as Hell.
Yes, these guys are ridiculously attractive – probably more attractive than you or I. That’s the
point – I’m showing you peak examples of guys, so you:
a) Have something to strive for. Push yourself with your self-improvement (here’s my guide on
improving your looks), become as good-looking as you possibly can. You don’t need to become a
male-model like these guys; just aim for “above-average” and be the best you can be. Get to low
bodyfat, add muscle, improve your style, wear a watch/ring/necklace/whatever else you like, and
you’ll be 99% of the way there.
b) Can copy their style of photo. I’m not telling you you have to look like a male model like these
guys (though that will help you immensely, and 99.9% of guys can make themselves ridiculously
attractive if they’re willing to put in a few years of effort.) I’m telling you to shoot the same sort of
photos they have – just copy their pose, use the same props they use, wear similar clothes to what
they use, have your photo taken with a pro camera like they have (or hire a photographer), and edit it
in Photoshop like they have.
If you want to see some examples of less-attractive photos, here’s the set of photos I was using
back in 2018/2019, and was getting laid (scroll down to “And the Profile Before That”.) I’m clearly
not even remotely a male model, but I put a lot of effort into taking the best photos I could. Aim for a
similar level and then keep improving your photos over time.
So don’t stress if you aren’t anywhere near as good-looking as these guys. This guide is meant to
motivate you, not make you compare yourself to others. Don’t be a cunt to yourself.
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Copy These Photos Exactly
Don’t just use this article only for inspiration – you need to go out and actually emulate these photos.
Start by picking a photo you like best, and literally copy it as exactly as you possibly can. Do
exactly what the guy in the photo does, dress as well as he dresses, do the same pose he does, make
sure the lighting is the same as he does, apply the same filters as he does.

Street/Casual Shots
Sports/Gym
Professions & Hobbies
Travel/Outdoors Photos
Dogs
Physique/Body Shots
Silly/Gimmick Photos
Other Types of Photos
More Inspiration

Street/Casual Shots
These are by far the easiest type of photos to do, so they’ll probably make up the majority of your
Tinder photos. Just grab your DSLR camera, grab a mate, walk around looking for interesting places
and shoot a bunch of photos of yourself in different poses. Try looking at the camera vs looking
away, try smiling vs not smiling – just experiment and see what looks good. Some of them will turn
out great; use those ones on Tinder. As I’ve mentioned before, the trick to taking great Tinder photos
is just to take a tonne of photos, and slowly improve them each time you go out.
It’s also important to make sure your style/fashion is on point; don’t go out dressed like a slob. Make
sure you’re wearing clothes that are in fashion and fit you well, with some accessories thrown in to
finish off the outfit (earrings, necklace, watch, rings, etc). Hell, go all out and wear a suit if you have
one (and you look good in it).

Sports/Gym
Sports and gym photos always look great – especially sports that are considered masculine, or ones
that show off your physique (assuming you have a good physique, which you should.) Rockclimbing
is a great one (if you’re not a rockclimber – just go take 1 class, get a mate to come along with you
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and take a bunch of photos of you. It’ll only take 2 hours out of your life, you’ll have a tonne of fun,
meet cool people and end up with an awesome photo).
Action shots are great too – you making a pass in football, or about to make a slam dunk, or even
lining up for a golf drive. You’re trying to market yourself as an interesting and cool guy, so take
photos of you doing interesting and cool things.
If you’re a gym guy, take your DSLR camera to the gym and get a mate to take a photo of you
working out (or ask someone else to snap a few photos of you). Make sure you take quality photos –
don’t use your crappy smartphone.
Well, ok, you can use your smartphone – as long as you’re muscular and attractive enough and the
photo looks good enough. Just don’t use your smartphone for all your Tinder pics. DSLR shots look a
hell of a lot more professional with that beautiful blurry out-of-focus background effect, and it makes
a huge difference in the number/quality of matches you get.

Professions & Hobbies
If you’re passionate about something, show it off. It can be literally anything, even hobbies which are
stereotyped as “boring”. Mad keen on chess? Take a quality DSLR photo of you poised over the
chess board, deep in thought.
Maybe you’ve got a cool job, like a firefighter, cop, bartender, etc. Or an interesting or unique hobby
like a photographer, poker player, gymnast, marathon runner, surfer, etc. Take photos showing off
what you do.
You can also cheat and borrow props that make it look like you have cool hobbies. Borrow a friend’s
guitar and snap a few shots. Borrow someone’s camera, put it around your neck and boom, you look
like an amateur photographer.
Even something stereotypically “nerdy” such as mathematics or software programming can be sexy if
you put some damn effort in. Edward Frenkel is a brilliant example – he’s a 50 year old
mathematician & professor. With a bit of effort, he’s able to look this good in a photo:
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Oooh
professor, speak nerdy to me.
There’s no excuses. If a 50 year old mathematician can look that decent, you can turn
literally any hobby or profession into a great Tinder photo.

Travel/Outdoors Photos
A tonne of guys have outdoors/travel shots in their Tinder profiles, and for good reason. Not only are
they eye-catching, but they make you look like a cool, worldly, adventurous guy with an interesting
life.
You don’t have to travel to take these sorts of shots though – find landmarks in your local area and
take some photos there. Head to a beach, go hiking, go sit in a park and wait til sunset – there’s
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hundreds of places right on your doorstep where you can take great photos.

Dogs
It never ceases to baffle me why girls are so obsessed with guys who have dogs in their Tinder pics. I
mean hell, there’s Instagrams dedicated to this shit. Dogs are in. Use your dog, borrow a friend’s dog,
steal your neighbours dog, go to the beach/park and ask politely if a stranger would mind you taking
a photo with their dog. Just get a dog.

Physique/Body Shots
If you’ve got a great physique (and you should, if you really want to get laid), show it off. Same goes
for if you’ve got a few tattoos – girls love them, so show ’em off.
The good thing about having a good body is you’ll pretty much look good anywhere. Take a shot at
the beach, or at the pool, or even just a shirtless shot on the street.

Silly/Gimmick Photos
Ahh, the silly shot; my forte. Silly shots provide a nice counterbalance from more masculine/sexy
shots, so feel free to throw one in if you have it. Just keep it to one though – don’t make your entire
Tinder profile silly. You’re trying to go on dates and get laid, not be a dancing monkey for girls to
laugh at.
Just make sure you still look good in your silly photos. Remember, the main goal is to look cool and
attractive in every picture.

Other Types of Photos
There’s a tonne of other photos you can come up with. Group photos of you with friends. Shots of
you with girls (caveat: make sure they’re attractive girls, and make sure they’re not “couples” photos
(photos of you embracing each other like a boyfriend/girlfriend, etc)). “Voyeur” shots of you
somebody took when you weren’t looking (sometimes those shots turn out brilliantly because we’re
relaxed and not “stiff” and “posed”).
Everything in this article is meant as inspiration, rather than a definitive list. Go out there and
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experiment, see which pictures work, and be constantly trying to improve & upgrade them.
Also note: There’s one trend you’ll notice across all these photos. They’re all taken with a DSLR
camera, to give that nice blurry, out-of-focus background. You can’t take high-quality tinder photos
without one, so borrow a mate’s DSLR camera or buy the second-hand cheap one I recommend here.

More Inspiration
After more inspiration? Follow someone like Magic Fox on Instagram. He’s a brilliant example of
someone with a wide variety of interesting photos – all high quality taken with a DSLR camera. He
looks like he leads an incredibly interesting life, he’s masculine, attractive and dresses very well. Get
yourself to his level and you’ll be drowning in girls.
I’ve set up a Tinder profile using his pics, and it would blow your mind how many matches his pics
got. I’m talking hundreds of matches within the first hour (until the account was reported & banned
for being obviously fake). We should all be aiming to hit his level of attractiveness + high quality
photos.
Alex Koch is another great example; all his photos would do extremely well on Tinder.
Mike Heiter too.
Rowan Row
Daniel Ocean
Roland Michaud
Mariano Di Vaio
That’s just a small list; there’s plenty more dudes on Instagram with great pics, so go hunting for your
own inspiration.
You can also see my current Tinder profile for a variety of different examples of pictures I’m using at
the moment. I’m nowhere near where I want to be, but I’m a good example of someone working
towards having pics like the examples above.
Most importantly, check out my in-depth Tinder guide – it covers absolutely everything from
improving your looks, taking good photos, getting matches, what to message to girls, going on dates,
how to make a move, how to have amazing foreplay and mind-blowing sex, and how to retain girls
afterwards so they’ll want to keep seeing you.
And yes, it’s free.
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Banana Girl – The Girl Who Knew Nothing About Sex
[Storytime with Andy]
December 12, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
A few years ago I was riding a train, just minding my own business, when this bubbly Vietnamese
girl sat down in front of me, carrying a huge bunch of bananas. I made brief eye contact with her,
smiled a bit… ah, that my first mistake. She immediately launched into conversation, asking about
my day, where I was going, if I was doing anything interesting on the weekend – she was a super
chatty one. I asked her why she had so many bananas. Her face lit up with a huge smile and she said,
“I like bananas.”
I smiled and stared out the window, but this girl was very energetic and talkative – she kept starting
up conversations and trying to get me to take one of her bananas. “I have so many bananas, are you
sure you don’t want one? Just take one, they’re really nice.” She wasn’t super attractive, a little plain,
but slim. As I was about to get off at my stop I thought, “Fuck it” and asked her for her number. She
seemed extremely surprised and burst out with, “Really? You want my number?”
Cute.
A few days later we went on a date. I tried to kiss her a couple times but she was very shy, and later
told me traditional Vietnamese girls don’t like to kiss in public. She told me she was a virgin (despite
being 24 years old). She’d never learned any sex education in school (it’s not taught in Vietnam), had
never watched porn or masturbated, and never talked about it with any of her friends.
Quick tangent: That seems to be pretty common in my experience with Vietnamese and (most)
Chinese girls. They don’t learn about sex in school, their parents generally don’t tell them anything
about sex other than “You study! No talk to boys!” They’re all usually too shy to talk to their friends
about sex, so the end result is they have literally no idea what sex is.
I took her on another date a few days later and this time we kissed a bit and I even got her back to my
apartment, but she was WAY too shy to have sex or do anything other than grind a bit. She was a
sweet girl & wanted to have sex – was just nervous and “not ready yet” – so I was happy to be
patient.
Fast forward another date and it looked like we were gonna have sex. But she had NO idea about
anything… she’d never had an orgasm, and didn’t know how sex worked (other than the basic, “penis
enters vagina”). She’d never even tried masturbating; I asked her, “Didn’t you ever accidentally
touch yourself, like in the shower?” Nope. What the hell.
She’d never watched porn, ever. I didn’t believe her, so I whipped out my phone, went to Pornhub…
and she got really shy. She covered her eyes and didn’t want to look at the screen, which was equal
parts adorable and goofy. She said she even closes her eyes any time a kissing scene comes on
TV/during a movie.
We fooled around a bit, I touched her a bit and showed her how her body worked. She absolutely
loved me rubbing her clit. We had sex for a bit (with a tonne of lube and lots of patience – she was
obviously tight). But now for the best part of the story…
When I started getting closer to cumming, I asked her if she knew what would happen when I
orgasmed. She said, “It just means you feel really good, right?”
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“Yeah, but you know what physically happens with my dick when I orgasm, right?”
“No..?”
I thought she was trolling me, but she was adament. I said, “You know how guys cum?”
“No?”
In this moment, there was a devil on one of my shoulders, and an angel on the other, arguing about
what I should do. Part of me wanted to just surprise her and not tell her I was gonna spray cum all
over her, because that’d be hilarious. But pretty mean. But funny. But mean.
Fuck it, of course I went with the devil. YOLO.
I made her get up really close to my dick, barely a couple of inches from it. She watched, curious, as I
jerked off. The scene reminded me of when you tell your friend to look down the hosepipe to see if
any water is coming out. Then right as he has his eye up close to the pipe, you quickly turn the hose
on, spraying him in the face. I didn’t tell her what would happen – remember, she had literally no
idea that guys shoot cum when they orgasm.
I got closer and closer, before finally saying one last time, “Are you sure you have no idea what will
happen?” She was 100% adamant she didn’t know. With her face only an inch from my dick, without
any warning BOOM I blasted her straight in the face, massive ropes right up her nose, which made
her jump back and let out a mini scream. It was the funniest shit ever, I couldn’t stop laughing as I
finished cumming. She yelled, “You asshole!”and eventually she started laughing too. Good times.

I saw her a few more times after that. It was amazing to me how she’d managed to keep herself so
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naive/ignorant for so many years. She even asked me WHY I wanted to have sex with her. I said
“Because I find you attractive, and when a man finds a woman attractive, he wants to have sex with
her.”
She was intrigued by that, like I was telling her something she’d never considered before. She kept
asking me all these follow-up questions, like “Why are you attracted to me? Are other people
attracted to me as well? Is it my body, or my clothes, or my hair?”
I seriously considered the fact she could be an alien sent to Earth to gather information about human
sexuality. I really felt like I was talking to an autistic alien as I talked to her.
Over the next few weeks, things slowly petered out and we eventually stopped seeing each other. I
wonder what she’s up to these days, and whether she’s offered any bananas to strangers on trains
lately.
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“Negging” is Dumb
December 12, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
If you’re read any sort of “How to date girls” or “Pickup Artist” advice, you’ve probably heard of the
term negging. A “neg” is an insult or passive-aggressive comment made towards a girl to bring her
down a few pegs, when you sense she might think she’s “too good for you”. Some examples:
?Your clothes don’t match. Should have worn brown shoes.?
?Your roots are showing.?
?Your nose is a little red. You?re like an Eskimo. Cool.?
“You look like my little sister. Weird.”
The idea is by bringing her down, you’re showing her you’re not intimidated by her
beauty/confidence, and you’re also showing that you’re more confident than her.
Except, negging is fucking idiotic.
By making a snide, passive-aggressive comment, you’re subconsciously telling yourself you don’t
respect the girl, or you think she’s a bit of a bitch or too arrogant/mean… but she’s still worth your
time. You’re actively choosing to talk to, spend time with & try to have sex with somebody you don’t
respect (do you insult/make snide comments to people you respect?)
You’ll also only screen in girls who don’t mind if you insult them. Any girl with a modicum of selfrespect is going to think you’re autistic for insulting her, as if your parents didn’t teach you basic
social skills or tell you to be polite to strangers.
I also don’t think it’s healthy to spend time with girls who require you to neg her in order for her to
bestow upon you the gift that is her pussy. It’s a hoop I personally don’t want to have to jump
through just to get her, & I think any man with any self-respect should be better than that. If you can’t
get her without negging her, then good riddance – you’ll go find a cool girl instead.
Look I get the rationale for it. I get that if you meet a girl who’s “guarded” and a bit bitchy at first, it
sounds good on paper to disarm her with a neg and show her you’re not going to take her shit. The
issue is, there are other girls out there in the world, and you don’t need to be focusing your time on
the bitchy or guarded ones. There are plenty of hot, sweet & friendly girls who don’t require a neg
just to talk to them. Focus your time on filtering in those girls instead.
Advocates for negging say it’s just a simple way to show you’re not intimidated and nervous by a
beautiful woman. But hiding your nervousness isn’t even that important – I’d argue it doesn’t really
even matter. The way to get laid is to hit on a tonne of girls (“play the numbers game”). You DON’T
need to make every girl like you, and it doesn’t matter if sometimes you’re nervous, or intimidated,
or say something stupid – just move on and go hit on another girl. I’m nervous and intimidated by
plenty of girls – and so are all of my mates who regularly get laid – it literally doesnotmatter. You
can be nervous and still get laid if you hit on enough girls (and have your fashion sense, body and
style somewhat sorted).
Ironically, by embracing your nervousness and being ok with being intimidated by hot chicks, you
accept the nervousness, which in itself gives you an air of confidence. Sounds strange, but you’re
comfortable being nervous. I say to girls all the time, “Hey you’re really sexy and I’m nervous
talking to you, but I’m Andy. You single?” Me being totally ok with my nervousness makes me less
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nervous and I appear very confident – not to mention I don’t have to sit there stressing and
overanalysing every single word in the conversation.
The only way to really improve your confidence is to talk to as many girls as possible (and be ok with
the fact you’ll be nervous/intimidated for quite a while). Over time, by hitting on hundreds/thousands
of girls, you’ll become confident and less intimidated by their beauty. You don’t need to fake it with
stupid lines and lame insults – in fact, these will only make you more self-conscious and nervous,
because you know you’re just putting up a front.
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Why Your Tinder Pictures Suck (And How to Fix Them)
December 12, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Watch the video version of this article:
Guys often complain they get very few (or no) matches on Tinder and 99.9999% of the time, it’s
because their picturessuck.

What does a good Tinder photo look like? Start with my massive (free) Tinder guide – I cover how to
take better photos, how to pose better, what to wear during a photoshoot, etc.
And who the hell am I, why should you listen to my advice on taking better Tinder photos?
Here’s my proof – how I’ve gotten laid/dated women, with plenty of pics and vids.
Here’s my current Tinder profile.
Here’s my proof I know how to take good photos – I’m a professional photographer.
Here’s the pics I use currently:
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Let’s get started.
For this experiment, I set up a female Tinder profile using one of my friends-with-benefit’s
photos (she was cool with it). Together she and I went through over 1000 male Tinder profiles
in order to put this article together. It took me about 2 weeks, working on it for 5 or so hours a day. I
found that so many guys just repeat the same mistakes as each other, and I was about to distil it down
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to about 14 mistakes everyone keeps repeating.
So similar and samey were 99% of the profiles, that I found myself starting to go insane from having
to see the same crap over and over and over again; it really gave me a hell of a lot of insight into what
girls have to go through. Every now and then I’d come across some guy who just STOOD OUT, and
that was a breath of fresh air.
No wonder girls respond so well to polarising profiles like mine.
Don’t stress if you’re making a lot of these mistakes – that’s normal at the start. And they’re all
fixable. Over time as you improve your pics, you’ll naturally make less and less of these mistakes,
leading to a better profile overall. I’ve ordered these in rough order of how often I see them, from
most-common to least-common. Everything in this article assumes your goal is to get laid or find
a girlfriend (otherwise, why would you be on this site?)
Table Of Contents
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Mistake #1: Using a Shitty Camera
Mistake #2: Bad Lighting
Mistake #3: Poor Quality (Blurry/Out of Focus/ExcessNoise/Pixelated)
Mistake #4: Extreme Closeup Selfies of Your Face(UnlessYou’reREALLY Attractive)
Mistake #5: Bathroom/Bedroom Selfies
Mistake #6: Lack of Variety/Depth
Mistake #7: Several Photos of You in the Same Location
Mistake #8: Awkward or Uncomfortable Smile/Pose (or too Staged/Stiff)
Mistake #9: Bad Angle/Too Far Away
Mistake #10: You’retheOnlyPersoninAllyourPhotos
Mistake #11: Too Much Silliness(IncludingSillyFacial Expressions)
Mistake #12: Several Pics of You Wearing the Exact Same Clothes
Mistake #13: Only One Picture
Mistake #14: Memes/Quotes
Mistake #15: Animals (Without You in the Shot)
How to Fix it:
The Takeaway:

Mistake #1: Using a Shitty Camera
This one is at the top of the list because a tonne of guys don’t seem to get it – you’re not going to
take high-quality Tinder photos using your crappy smartphone. I’ve written about all the reasons
why, here:
DSLR vs Smartphone
So, now you know you need to use a proper DSLR camera – not a crappy smartphone. Either find a
friend who owns one and ask them to take photos of you. Or pay a professional photographer to take
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photos of you – I’ve got a guide on doing that here. Or do what I recommend – buy your own DSLR
so you can take as many photos as you need, improving them over time, at your own leisure.
Good news is it doesn’t have to be expensive – you can buy a used second-hand one for a few
hundred bucks on Amazon. I’ve got a guide on buying a proper DSLR camera here:
DSLR Camera Buying Guide
Seriously; don’t keep reading this guide without borrowing or buying a proper DSLR camera. You’ll
just be wasting your time.

Mistake #2: Bad Lighting
By far the worst mistake to make, photos where it’s too dark to see your face should be a
dealbreaker… but for some reason this is the most common mistake on this whole list. Pretty much
80-90% of Tinder profiles have multiple pics where you can’t even see the dude, usually shot while
lying on their bed in a dark room. Not to mention, the darker the lighting, the more grainy the photo
will be. It’s like most guys can’t even be bothered trying to get laid.
Brighten them up in Photoshop or throw them out and take better ones. Generally speaking, photos
look much better taking during the daytime – not at night.
Do not upload shitty dark photos, no matter how cool you think you look in them. Re-shoot the same
photo with better lighting.
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These
guys can do so much better than this.
Another common mistake is standing in front of a super bright light source (eg a window, or
standing outside in the middle of the day with a super sunny light source). The camera will either
blow out the sky and make it pure white, or darken your face so you’re completely dark and hard to
make out. Harsh outdoor lighting also sucks because it forces you to squint, which never looks
flattering.
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It’s hard
to make out the subject in all of these photos; they all need to be reshot in better lighting.
Instead, do one of these things:
Shoot on a cloudy day, or in the shade – get away from that harsh sun. Shadows will be much
softer and your face won’t come out dark as hell.
Shoot during the “golden hours” – sunrise and sunset. The light will be much less direct and
less harsh – not to mention nice and golden/red which always looks awesome in a photo.
Learn to use a DSLR camera with a proper off-camera flash or use a reflector – both will even
out the dark areas in the photo.
Brighten yourself up in Photoshop (I’ll happily help). Note that if the photo is too dark, there’s
not a whole lot you can do to save it; best to reshoot the photo in better lighting conditions.
Wear sunglasses (just don’t wear them in every photo).
And finally we have what I call “serial killer lighting”, where the light is coming from above your
head, pointing straight down. This casts dark shadows underneath your eyes, giving that scary “horror
movie” look. Never take photos in a room with overhead lighting, on a street at night, etc.
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Serial killer lighting. Notice the dark
shadows under his eyes? He needs to find a location with better lighting & take a better photo.

Mistake #3: Poor Quality (Blurry/Out of
Focus/Excess Noise/Pixelated)
This one comes up all the damn time; you’d think every guy on Tinder is still rocking a shitty phone
from the 90’s with how bad the quality of their pics is. With smartphone cameras being as awesome
as they are these days, and DSLR cameras being hella cheap, there’s no excuse.
Cropping a photo (to zoom in on yourself) obviously results in a more pixelated, shittier looking
image, yet guys do this a tonne on Tinder. Don’t crop your photos or use a shrunken version of
your photos.
Other bad examples I’ve seen are blurry images (camera wasn’t being held steady while taking the
pic, or subject was moving), out of focus images (person didn’t take half a second to make sure the
shot was in focus), or images that are full of excess “noise” (the “grainy” texture that happens when
you take a photo in low-light). Images shot using an old phone tend to give shitty photos too
(especially in low light).
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Click the
image to zoom in for a better view. Most of these suffer from way too much noise, some are blurry,
others are pixelated.
Don’t just grab an old photo of yourself and crop it down, or it’ll be low quality. Take the time to
take a proper quality photo.
You either need to grab a DSLR camera so your photos are high-quality, borrow a friend’s DSLR, or
use a semi-recent smartphone which takes awesome pics (grab one that automatically blurs the
background to give you that DSLR-look known as low depth of field).

Mistake #4: Extreme Closeup Selfies of Your
Face (Unless You’re REALLY Attractive)
Selfies (especially closeup selfies) look boring when you’re a guy. Unless you’re ridiculously good
looking (and if you’re reading this article you’re probably not), you’re not going to get laid from your
face alone. Girls can get away with selfies; guys need something more.
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Unless
your face is ridiculously hot, don’t take selfies.
A sub-genre of this is photos with half your face cut off. This is something girls do a hell of a lot,
but they can get away with it (because everyone wants to fuck them). As a guy you can’t be doing
retarded things if you want any sort of success on Tinder. And cropping out most of your face is
pretty retarded.
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Closeup
selfies with your face half cut off rarely look good.
Selfies are something you should avoid in general – it is always better to hand your phone/DSLR
camera to a friend or a random stranger and ask them to take a few pics. Ask them to stand nice and
close (most people take pictures from waaaaay too far back). Tell them you want the subject (you) to
fill the entire frame (don’t have useless background filling up most of the picture).
If you’re not happy with the photo, ask them to take a couple more (or ask another stranger).

Mistake #5: Bathroom/Bedroom Selfies
Low effort, a tonne of guys use them, and it looks like you don’t care whether you get laid or not. It
makes it look like you half-heartedly snapped a photo of yourself right where you were standing and
thought, “Fuck it, that’s good enough.” (Caveat: a possible exception is if you’re ridiculously jacked
and lean; even then, you’d be better off getting a better, less “staged” shot of your physique. A shot at
the beach, or hiking somewhere pretty, even the gym, or rockclimbing, or at a pool party, etc.)

This
guy’s entire profile is nothing but bathroom selfies. Girls look at this and ask, “Do you even leave
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your house?”

This guy
has 3 photos standing in his bathroom taken at the exact same angle. He needs to mix it up and put
more thought into his pics.
I could show 500 more examples of this – it’s an extremely common mistake guys make. It just
screams “I can’t be bothered putting in any effort”. If you don’t take yourself seriously, why the
hell should any girl take you seriously? Would you give a job to someone who rocked up to an
interview wearing dirty sweatpants and an old faded tshirt, clearly putting in zero effort? Or would
you give it to the guy who bothered to dress in a suit, groom himself well and wear awesome
cologne?
It takes no effort to leave the house, hand your phone to a friend (or a random stranger on the street/in
the gym) and ask them to take a handful of photos of you.

Mistake #6: Lack of Variety/Depth
It always looks lazy when you have 8 photos of you at the gym, or several photos of you with your
mates, or a bunch of photos of you doing the same thing. Don?t make the excuse of ?But I?m in
different locations in each of these photos!? if they?re all showing off the same aspect of your
personality/looks.
The point of your Tinder profile is to have a variety of photos showing you off to be a cool,
masculine, sexy guy – not a one-dimensional loner who only has 1 interesting side to him.
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This
guy’s profile is full of photos of him at the gym, and not much else. In 3 of them he’s wearing the
same bad yellow tank top, & the same blue headphones in all 5 pics. They’re also bad pictures in
general (boring phone selfies). He needs to mix it up and show off his other hobbies, or his friends,
etc.
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This
guy’s profile is nothing but him posing, with no friends, hobbies, etc – he looks like a boring loner. 3
of them are even taken in the same place (his kitchen). He has a great body and should definitely
show it off – with a pic of him working out, one with his friends, one of his hobbies, one in the pool,
etc.

Yoga’s a
great and cool hobby, and definitely worth including. But include one photo – not 3. Or two photos,
with the second one including other people in it with you (eg a group yoga class).
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This guy
only has photos of him sitting or standing in front of pretty landmarks (but not really doing much
else). It’s obvious he likes travelling, but he hasn’t shown anything else that’s interesting, masculine
or sexy about himself. Admittedly I’m nitpicking a bit with this one, because travelling in itself is
interesting – but his profile only has travelling pics and is very one-dimensional. He’s also always
posing by himself, which makes him look lonely.
He could do better. He’s a professor at a university – he could have a kickass photo taken of him
giving a passionate lecture to hundreds of eager young students. He could grab a friend or two to pose
with him in some of his travel photos so he looks more social. He could show off his other hobbies,
or grab an animal to pose with, etc.
You only need one or two photos of you at the gym, one or two photos of your dog, one or two
photos of your favourite sport, or a couple photos of you standing in front of famous landmarks.
Don’t fill your entire profile with one aspect of your personality, otherwise you’ll look like you
couldn’t think of any other ideas for photos. Read this if you need some suggestions.

Mistake #7: Several Photos of You in the Same Location
If a number of your pics are in the same location, it makes it look like you just went out one day to
snap a bunch of photos for Tinder. It looks like you couldn’t be bothered gradually building up a
portfolio of good images over time, and instead just wanted to rush it in an hour. It also makes it look
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like you have no sort of life, and only hang out in that one spot.

This one
blows my mind. Elite-level body, awesome tatts… and he goes into a men’s urinal to take selfies.
Holy fuck. Despite how ridiculously hot he is, he’s completely negated that with this shitty (pun
intended) location. He only had one job – “don’t fuck it up” – and he somehow failed to do that. And
if you’re thinking, “He’s doing that intentionally, to filter in dirty girls!” he’s not. His profile states,
“No hookups, looking for a relationship.”
He needs to ditch the toilet selfies, pick a better location, and he’ll be absolutely slaying.

Great
body, but show it off in different ways – not 4 identical shots of you at the beach. Go to a party, or a
pool, or the gym. Hell, even just a high-quality shot of you lounging around at home topless would
offer at least some variety.
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Both
photos taken in the exact same store fitting room. He needs to pick one, and replace the other with
something more interesting.
When you go out to take some photos for Tinder, only use one photo from each location – no
matter how good the other shots are. Pick the best one, then go somewhere else (with different
clothes!)

Mistake #8: Awkward or Uncomfortable Smile/Pose (or too
Staged/Stiff)
Photos where it’s very obvious you’re posing for a photo always look awful. It’s always better to
look natural, as if the photo was incidental and the cameraman just happened to (almost
accidentally) take a great snap of you while you were just going about your business.
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Stiff and
awkward poses, as well as some very awkward/forced smiles. They need to reshoot these, taking a
bunch of photos (30 or more) trying different poses, smiling vs non-smiling, looking at the camera vs
looking away from camera, sitting vs standing, etc. The only way to take natural-looking photos is to
take 100s of photos, until you get a couple that look awesome.
Basically, you never want static posture (standing completely stiff and still). Either take a dynamic
shot (where you’re moving – try walking towards the camera whilst looking slightly off to the side of
the camera, and have your cameraman quickly snap a bunch of shots as you walk). Or completely
relaxed posture – lean against a wall, or relax your body a bit. It might take some practice, but it’s not
that hard once you get it.
The only way to look natural in a photo is to take hundreds of photos and you’ll “accidentally” have
some that look completely natural.

Mistake #9: Bad Angle/Too Far Away
Holding the camera down below your eye level and facing it up towards your face always looks
terrible. It automatically makes you look fat (even if you’re not); it’s not a flattering angle.
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Nobody wants to see right
up your nose; it’s never flattering.
Instead, hold the camera at roughly eye-level (a tiny bit above or a tiny bit below is fine).
Another mistake guys make is being way too far away in the shot, so they’re only a small part of
the entire photo. This shows off less of you and distracts with all the background clutter. It also
means the background won’t be as nice and blurry (out of focus) compared to when you stand close.
Generally speaking, you want to fill the frame – make sure you take up most of the frame. The photo
will be a lot more impactful the more you’re actually in it.
Obviously this is a balancing act – don’t get so damn close you break rule #3 above (extreme
closeups of your face). Just don’t be standing so far away you’re barely even in the photo.
Examples:
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Photo
courtesy of diSogno Photography

In the
shot on the left, I barely take up half the frame; you can barely see my face. The background clutter is
extremely distracting. In the shot on the right, it’s all about me – there’s no distractions.
You’re aiming to eliminate as much empty space above, below and to the sides of you. There’s a
saying photographers have: Get as close as you can to the subject, and then get even closer.
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Mistake #10: You’re the Only Person in All your Photos
If every one of your photos features only you, with no friends, you’re going to look like a bit of a
loner; especially if you’re not even doing anything exciting in any of them.
It’s not a complete dealbreaker IF you’re really attractive, or have really kickass hobbies to show off.
But even then, you’d be much better off including other people in at least one or two of your pics.

Top row:
This guy only has 3 pictures of him sitting in the same chair at home, by himself. He’s even wearing
the same blue shirt in 2 of them.
Middle row: This guy has 5 photos of him in different rooms of his house, again not doing anything
exciting.
Bottom row: This guy has 9 photos of him by himself. He’s even somehow managed to avoid having
people in the background when standing outside, almost like he’s doing this on purpose…
Grab a friend and go to a bar/pub and hand your phone to someone to take a snap of you two. Grab
a girl (a friends-with-benefits/girlfriend, or a female friend) and ask someone to take a photo of the
two of you together. Or include a group photo of you with mates (make sure you look good in it).
Hell, even a photo of you on the street with a few people in the background will do. Just make
sure there’s some other humans in at least one or two of your photos.

Mistake #11: Too Much Silliness (Including Silly Facial
Expressions)
I actually recommend having a silly photo as part of your Tinder profile (if you want to). It only
becomes an issue if you have too many silly photos. Many guys have their entire profile full of
nothing but silly photos where they’re making silly expressions. They’re doing it because they feel
uncomfortable “taking this Tinder thing seriously”, and making stupid faces allows them to say, “I
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don’t care if I don’t get laid/find a girlfriend, I’m not even trying bro.”
If you want to get laid/find a girlfriend, you have to take it seriously and you have to be a little
vulnerable, so don’t cover up your insecurities with goofy expressions.

A little
silliness is fine. Too much, and you become a joke.
I’ll admit I used to fall victim to this when I was first using Tinder/online dating. I’m a photographer
by trade, and I have a tonne of silly photos of myself with all sorts of wild costumes, props, making
silly faces, etc. My entire Tinder profile was made up of ridiculous photos of me doing ridiculous
things, and guess what? Girls would regularly match with me to tell me how hilarious my photos
were, but then go stone cold silent when I asked for their number. I didn’t get laid once using a
profile full of silly photo.
Remember, you’re trying to look sexy and masculine in your Tinder pics, not be an amusing
monkey for girls to laugh at. One silly photo is cool; but put it as one of the last photos in your
profile.

Mistake #12: Several Pics of You Wearing the Exact Same
Clothes
This one makes it really obvious you just went out to snap a bunch of photos for Tinder, but couldn’t
be bothered going out more than once. It makes you look like a boring person who can’t really be
bothered putting in any thought or effort into your Tinder profile. It looks like you just went out one
afternoon to half-heartedly throw together a few pics and hope for the best. (Remember, you’re trying
to market yourself).
Luckily this mistake doesn’t come up too much – most guys are smart enough to know it’s painfully
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obvious they’re wearing the same clothes in multiple pics. But when it does come up, it sticks out
like a sore thumb.
Also included in this section is bad fashion sense in general; you need to make sure your clothes &
style are awesome. If you’re clueless when it comes to fashion (I certainly was at the start), it’s
something you need to fix immediately. Start following fashion blogs, go to trendy areas in your
town and mimic what cool guys wear, or post on a reputable forum that can give you honest
feedback & suggestions for your style. Good Looking Loser is my recommendation (I’m on there).

This is
the worst example I’ve seen. Not only is he wearing the same clothes, he’s also in the same location.
Top row he’s barely bothered to get out of the chair. Bottom row he hasn’t even moved an inch. He
looks like he just went outside to take some half-assed, extremely-staged Tinder photos & called it a
day after 20 minutes.

4 pics of
him in the same boring grey v-neck. He needs to switch shirts and throw in some accessories (a
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necklace, or maybe a piercing, some rings, a watch, or a tatt – just something to spice it up a bit). His
third pic isn’t rotated properly either – he can easily fix this on his phone or computer.
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Switch up your clothes
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between shots so you look like you’ve put a little effort and thought into your Tinder profile. All of
these guys have their duplicate outfit photos right next to each other in their profile, so as you flick
through the profile it’s really obvious they’re wearing the same clothes.

Mistake #13: Only One Picture
If you’ve only got one pic in your profile, I’m going to slap you. No guy ever got laid with an aboveaverage girl using just 1 pic on Tinder. Even if your picture is mind-blowingly good and you look
incredibly attractive and sexy, you’ll get thrown straight into the “this profile is fake” bin.
Not to mention, only having 1 photo means the girl has zero chance to know anything about you, or
see what hobbies you’re into, or see that you have friends you hang out with. Would you meet up
with someone you knew nothing about?
It also looks like you truly don’t give a fuck – uploading 1 pic means you’re not even remotely taking
getting dates/getting laid/finding a girlfriend seriously. If you don’t take yourself seriously, why
should anybody else take you seriously?
Don’t be lazy. Take more photos. Aim for at least 4 solid (quality) photos to begin with, and then
gradually add more over time. (But don’t add shit photos just to fill all your photo slots.)

Mistake #14: Memes/Quotes
Memes are a way for guys to say, “Haha, I’m not taking this Tinder thing seriously lol, so I don’t care
if I don’t get laid/date much”. Instead, shut up and take this seriously. You’re on here because you
want to get laid/find a girlfriend, not fuck around and waste time.
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Unless you’re a female or a motivational speaker, don’t post any “inspirational” quotes either. You’re
trying to get pussy, not be a pussy.
Besides, they don’t add jack shit to your profile. You’re trying to have sexual intercourse, remember
– the valuable photo space shouldn’t be taken up by nonsense that makes you look like a goofball.

Mistake #15: Animals (Without You in the Shot)
Admittedly not the most egregious crime on this list; in fact, animal pics are a very good thing. Girls
love ’em. But we’re aiming for elite, not mediocre, so make them even better by including yourself
in the shot; don’t just take a lazy shot of your pet. A picture of you cuddling that cute kitten or dog is
a million times better than a random snapshot of it.
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These would be so much
better if the guys were holding these pets.

How to Fix it:
Like I said, go read my free, massive Tinder guide – I cover how to take better photos, how to pose
better, what to wear during a photoshoot, etc.
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If you’re still a bit lost, I offer coaching and complete Tinder profile overhauls (I’ll tell you what’s
working, what’s not, Photoshop your photos and tell you exactly what photos to go out and shoot).

The Takeaway:
If any of these mistakes seem like nit-picking, or if you’re tempted to use the excuse, “But Andy,
most other guys have shitty pics, why can’t I get laid with mediocre pics too?”… Have some damn
self-respect. Put in the effort and actually try to get laid. You’re not aiming for 1 date every few
months, are you? Because that’s all you’ll get if your pics are as crap as the ones I’ve posted above.
As with everything else on this site, we’re aiming for elite – you want hundreds of matches a week,
near-endless options, so you won’t have to settle. But getting to that stage requires awesome Tinder
pics – you won’t get by with close-up selfies shot in the dark, or 10 lame shots of you in the gym,
surrounded by sweaty men.
Want examples of great Tinder pics? Dive into my Tinder Pictures and Inspiration page for a
massive list of elite-level photos.
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You Are Here Now.
December 12, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
You’re reading this site for motivation, to feel good, to see what I’ve achieved & mimic what I’ve
done. Maybe you’ve followed my journey on the Good Looking Loser forums & want to find your
own success in life.
You’re here because you want to get laid, or lose weight, or overcome your depression, or make
friends, or get strong, or become rich, or turn yourself into a more well-roundeded person.
You’re here because you want to be better.
If I can do it, you can do it. I give you permission. Turn off your computer and go take action right
now. Go do what I did.
Because if a complete fucking loser like me can do it, you sure as hell can too.
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You Should Get a Strength Coach
December 12, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
If you’re looking to gain a tonne of strength and become A Strong Motherfucker?, it’s pretty much
mandatory you get yourself someone who can coach you. A coach’s job isn’t just to get you stronger
– it’s to get you stronger whilst using correct form, so your risk of injury is massively reduced. An
injury could screw you up for 3-6 months, massively ruining your progress – it’s to be avoided at all
costs.
A good coach also ensures you’re actually making consistent progress, and can push you when your
gains start to slow down.
Before I started seeing my current coach, I was trying to figure out how to squat on my own. Despite
watching literally 100+ hours of squat videos and reading countless articles, my form was always off,
and my knees would hurt like hell every time I squatted. My lower back was also in pain any time I
deadlifted, and it became so bad I couldn’t progress on any of my lifts. I spun my wheels for over a
God damn year, adding a bit of weight, hurting myself then having to lower the weight, then trying to
work up to more weight… over and over and over again, never getting anywhere.
The nutty thing is my coach fixed both those issues within the first 2 sessions, and touch wood, I
haven’t had any sort of injury or issue in 2 years of seeing him.
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Me
pulling 140kg (308lbs) for the first time, taken by my coach.
I even talked a mate of mine into seeing the same coach, and his strength and form have both
massively improved over the last year (especially his benchpress). Another mate of mine has joined a
powerlifting group that meets twice a week for group support and coaching.
“You wouldn’t try and become an elite tennis player, training 5 days a week, without hiring
a coach. So why the hell do guys go to the gym 5 days a week, dedicating hours and hours
to it, without a coach?”
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Andy’s Coach

Powerlifting, Weightlifting, Strongman & Bodybuilding
If your goal is to get strong, there’s a few different training methods you can go with. Personally I’m
a huge fan of powerlifting – it’s the most simple, you get the most bang for your buck when training
(especially as a newbie), and it’s the easiest to keep track of progress. It requires the least number of
hours in the gym – if you’re efficient, you can make massive progress with just 3 x 1hr gym sessions
per week.
Powerlifting uses 3 main lifts: the squat, the benchpress & the deadlift. You might throw in a few
easier “accessory” exercises (eg bicep curls, calf raises, etc) but they’re not necessary to make
progress. My coach and most powerlifting experts recommend just sticking with the squat, bench,
deadlift (abbreviated to SBD, or sometimes called “The Big Three”) for your first year or so – there’s
no need to change things as long as you’re making progress each week.

Powerlifti
ng. Real men squat.
Your coach will help you with your program, but in general most people start with something simple
like Stronglifts 5×5 or Starting Strength.
Weightlifting, also known as Olympic Weightlifting or Oly, uses the same lifts you see when
watching the Olympics – Clean and Jerk, the Snatch, etc. They’re great lifts for getting stronger but
perfect form is paramount – it’s incredibly easy to injure yourself if you don’t know what you’re
doing. I don’t recommend it to anyone with less than 2 years experience lifting weights.
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Olympic Weightlifting. Push motherfucker,
push!
Strongman is the cool shit you see big fat guys doing – flipping tires, throwing massive kegs 10
metres into the air, picking up giant rocks and generally being badasses. Strongman gyms are a little
more rare than powerlifting gyms, but if you can find one they’re awesome fun and you’ll gain a
tonne of strength. And don’t worry, you don’t need to be fat to be a strongman.

Strongma
n. Image credit: sumoman.co.uk
Bodybuilding focuses more on building muscle (hence the name), but a side-effect is you’ll naturally
gain some strength along with it. I don’t recommend it if strength is your main focus though. If
you’re new to the gym, focus on strength for your first year at least so you have a nice base to work
with, then transition over to bodybuilding if you desire. If you’re super weak, doing bicep curls with
5kg dumbbells isn’t going to do anything for you except waste your time. Build up some strength
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first, then do bodybuilding once you can lift decent weights.

Bodybuil
ding. Curls get the girls.
There’s also Crossfit, but that’s not so much about strength – it’s more focused on endurance &
overall fitness.

Finding a Coach
Finding a good strength coach isn’t that hard. Just Google “Strength Coach [name of your city]”, or
“Powerlifting Coach [City]” or “Weightlifting Coach [City]”. There’s likely going to be multiple in
your city, so send them all a quick copy-paste message briefly explaining your current experience
levels, and your goal (hint: “to get stronger”). Whichever coach gives you the best response and gets
you pumped up to train with them, go with that person (or try out a few different coaches til you find
one you really click with).
You could also befriend the strongest guys in your gym, and offer to throw them a bit of cash/beer
in exchange for advice and training. Notice I said strongest and not biggest – pick a guy who’s
deadlifting, squatting, and benching heavy weights, as those are the best indicators of strength.
Don’t just go to the guy with the biggest muscles – it’s possible to build muscle doing isolation
exercises which doesn’t always translate into raw strength. The biggest guys might not be the best
teachers either, especially if they don’t do any strength movements (squat, bench, deadlift).
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160kg
this time, a few months after the 140kg.
Another option is to find a powerlifting/weightlifting/strongman/strength group in your city.
Meetup.com is a good place to start, but again you can simply Google “Powerlifting Groups [City]”,
etc. Surround yourself by a good bunch of people (most powerlifters are super friendly dudes) and
they’ll help coach good form and push your strength levels through the roof.
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Getting a feel for how 200kg feels in the
hands. This wasn’t a full deadlift, but a “rack pull” where you only lift from halfway up, rather than
off the ground.
So now it’s up to you to go out there and get it done – find yourself a coach and start kicking some
ass in the gym. Any questions about finding a good coach? Drop them in the comments below.
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How to Get Strong/Gain Muscle
December 12, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
A couple years ago I was a mess – fat & sloppy-looking, with absolutely no muscle mass. And when
I say no muscle mass, I mean no muscle mass. I couldn’t do a single pushup – not even with my
knees on the ground. A bodyweight squat was impossible – I’d fall over. I couldn’t do a chinup; I
could barely even hang from a bar for more than 5 seconds before it would start to hurt. I was weak
and pathetic.
I had a messed-up perception of what “strong” even was – I used to think 20kg (45lbs) was “a lot of
weight”. At jobs where I had to pick things up, if something was 15kg, I’d have to muster all my
energy and use my whole body to pick it up – and usually end up with back pain.
Enough was enough. I decided to get my shit together, bought a gym membership and started paying
a powerlifting coach, and last year managed to do this:
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Fucking
around with a 200kg (440lbs) rack pull
Now I can pick up 200kg with barely any effort, as in the photo above. It’s taken me about 2 years
to get to my current strength levels, and the journey has been more than worth it – especially for the
discipline I’ve built. My current max lifts are (as of March 2019):
Squat: 122.5kg (270lbs)
Bench: 87.5kg (193lbs)
Deadlift: 170kg (375lbs)
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I’m a long way from where I want to end up, but I’m now stronger than 99% of average guys walking
around. The confidence you gain from knowing that is astounding – every bit as important as the
confidence gained from knowing you can always get laid.
It also makes sex a whole lot more wild – you can pick girls up and carry them into the bedroom,
throw them around a lot easier, pin them down, and generally be a hell of a lot more dominant. Best
of all, you can pick them up in the air and bounce them up and down on your cock:

Trust me when I say girls go apeshit over this position..
You’ll gain confidence from knowing you’re not so much of a pushover in a fight (though I don’t
recommend getting into any…) Your day-to-day life is a million times easier; things like carrying
groceries, moving furniture, doing manual labour, etc become incredibly easy and actually fun
(because you get to show off – who doesn’t love doing that?). The stronger you get, the more
accessible the world becomes.
Oh, and the stronger you are, the more muscle you’ll have & the better you’ll look. What a nice
side-effect.
So how do you actually get stronger?

Start Here
To get started, follow this beginner guide on AWorkoutRoutine – it’s almost exactly the same as what
I did when I first started:
Intro to Beginner Workouts
The Beginner Weight Training Workout Routine (this is the actual routine/plan)
FAQ Guide for Weight Training
Those 3 articles answer absolutely every question you could ever have about working out, gaining
muscle, getting stronger, progressive overload, how much protein to eat, how to lift with good form
so you don’t hurt yourself, etc.
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Get a coach
As I went over in my You Should Get a Strength Coach article, hiring someone else to motivate you
is a sure-fire way to get stronger. Make sure you hire an actual strength coach (or a
powerlifting/weightlifting coach) – don’t just go to a personal trainer. You’re trying to get strong,
not “fit”.
Your coach will also be able to give you the best training routine (usually something like “Stronglifts
5×5”), tell you how many calories to eat, etc. And they’ll teach you good form, so you won’t injure
yourself.
My coach is a powerlifting record holder in my country – so he really knows his stuff – and he’s
made a massive difference to my motivation and consistency. Paying a coach means you’re basically
“outsourcing personal responsibility” and paying someone else to keep you accountable. When you
first start, tell your coach, “If I ever complain, or tell you I don’t want to be here, or tell you I’m tired
and want to go easy, I need you to yell at me and absolutely kick my ass.”

Plan Your Routine
Paying a strength coach/weightlifting coach is the best way to sort out your routine, and takes the
guesswork out of it. If a newbie, they’ll probably recommend something like Stronglifts 5×5, Starting
Strength, or similar. You’ll be focusing most on the core exercises (Squat, Bench, Deadlift).
I personally started out just doing Squat, Bench, Deadlift for 5 sets of 5 reps, all in 1 workout – I’d do
that same workout 3 days a week. Start with the Beginner Weight Training Routine listed above – it’s
the easiest and most effective when you’re a newbie.
After 1.5 years of sticking to just squat, bench and deadlift, I moved on to this “Upper/Lower Split”
routine.

Set Targets to Reach
Setting targets is mandatory if you want any sort of success when it comes to gaining strength. Set
yourself a squat weight you want to hit, as well as bench and deadlift targets. If you’re a total
beginner like I was, your first set of goals will be pathetic – because you likely have no idea what
your body will be capable of. My first round of goals were:
Squat 50kg (110lbs) for 5×5 (5 sets of 5 reps)
Deadlift 60kg (133lbs) for 5×5
Bench 45kg (100lbs) for 5×5
I definitely set the bar (pun intended) very low. But at the time I set those goals, I honestly wasn’t
even sure if I could ever achieve them. As I said, when you’re starting out, you generally have no idea
what your body is capable of. If you’ve always been weak, you’ll just assume you’re “not meant to
be strong”.
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Set your goals, talk to your coach to make sure they’re realistic, set a (very rough) deadline, and then
make it happen.

Grab a Workout Buddy (Who’s Also Focusing on Gaining
Strength)
A workout buddy makes your workouts a million times more fun, and they’ll help push you when
you need it. You’ll also find yourself getting competitive – especially if their lifts are way above
yours, you’ll be desperate to catch up as quick as possible.
I have one mate who goes to the gym with me at least once a week & is a brilliant motivator, and 2
other mates I go with every now and then.
Just make sure you grab someone who’s just as strength-focused as you are; someone who takes it
seriously and won’t just waste time distracting you in the gym.

Tracking Progress
Regardless of which program you go with, your goal will always be to add weight to the bar over
time. This is known as progressive overload, and is all you need to focus on if strength is your goal.
“Am I getting stronger and lifting heavier weights each workout?”
You can track workouts using an app – I useStrong.
Some workouts you won’t gain any strength (you’ll only lift the same weights for the same reps as
the previous workout), but as long as you’re gradually getting stronger over time, you’re on the right
path.

Be Patient
One thing I struggled with in my first year and a half was just how slow strength gain and muscle
gain can be. It’s taken me a solid 2 years of consistent (3-4 gym sessions a week) effort to get to
where I am. And it’ll likely take me another 3-5 years to get to my longterm strength goals.
Gaining strength is a slow process; especially if you’re starting out very weak. You won’t go from
zero to hero in weeks or months; you need to measure progress over years.
Be patient. Your consistent efforts will pay off over time, even if sometimes it feels like you’ll never
get there.
You’ll have to learn to love the journey, as cliche as that may sound. Enjoy the process of pushing
yourself in the gym, enjoy the process of adding a kilo or 2 to your lifts whenever you can. Enjoy the
process of smashing goals you previously thought totally impossible.
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The Takeaway
?No man has the right to be an amateur in the matter of physical training. It is a shame for a man to
grow old without seeing the beauty and strength of which his body is capable.?
– Socrates
Getting stronger is one of the coolest things you can ever do – especially if you’ve always been weak.
If you’re anything like I was, you have a skewed version of what “strong” is – as I said, I used to
think 20kg was “heavy”. It’ll blow your mind what 200kg feels like in your hands… it feels amazing.
Physically dominating an extremely heavy object is a rush like no other.
Go get it, tiger.
If you’ve got any questions about strength training or the gym in general, drop them below and I’ll
answer them. Or send me an email if that’s easier.
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How I Used to Get Laid on Craigslist [Storytime with Andy]
December 12, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
What’s the weirdest method you’ve ever used to get laid?
For me, it was Craigslist (and another similar site called Gumtree). Both sites had a “casual
encounters” section where you could post free ads looking for sex, and have women (and guys who
can’t read properly…) reply.
I put a lot of time and effort into writing really long ads which were more like short erotic fiction
stories. I wrote ones for all sorts of fantasies I wanted to fulfill – I had ones about BDSM/rough sex,
ones about meeting a girl in a public park late at night and fooling around, ones about roleplay
scenarios, ones about Asian girls, and black girls, ones about MILFs, ones about pregnant women,
etc. I had a tonne of fun writing the ads, and even more fun actually fulfilling each fantasy.
I became very efficient at it, and developed a system where all the ads were posted, and once a day
I’d go through and hit “repost” on the old ones to bring them to the top of the page again. It took
almost no time, and once it was all set up, required very little upkeep. It was like free sex.
It became a routine for me, part of my life – like brushing my teeth. Every morning I’d repost all the
ads, reply to any girls who’d messaged me & try to get them to meet me. I kept it up for about 10
years (on and off), and ended up banging a decent number of girls – roughly 50 or so. I fulfilled a
huge number of my fantasies through Craigslist, and gained a lot of confidence with sex and girls in
general.
It wasn’t always easy though. The majority of replies to my ads were actually from guys – and not
gay guys wanting to have sex with me. These were guys who absolutely failed when it came to
reading comprehension; they somehow read my ad and thought I was a girl, despite me making it
very obvious I was a male. It got so bad I started putting “No guys!” at the start and end of every ad –
which did almost nothing to cut down on the 10 or 20 guys who’d reply to each ad.
I can’t complain though. Wading through 20 idiotic replies from guys was worth it to find the one
woman who was up for a hookup.
The majority of the girls were overweight – mostly because I was pretty damn fat myself and didn’t
have very high standards. But I also met quite a few cute and even hot girls – my top 3 hottest lays
actually came from Craigslist. Due to the anonymous nature of the site, I got a lot of replies from
“professional women”; doctors, lawyers, etc who didn’t want their reputation tarnished by being on
OkCupid/Tinder/etc. Those were my most enjoyable lays; there’s something really fun about
pounding the shit out of a high-class lawyer while making her call you Daddy.
My favourite fantasy of all, and one I fulfilled quite a few times, was sex in public. I loved meeting a
girl in a well-lit area, chatting for a bit, then taking her to a quiet park at night or a beach or alleyway
and pounding her in the bushes. There was something so hot about the raw, animalistic nature of
fucking in public mixed with the taboo of possibly being caught. You’re doing something naughty,
something you know you shouldn’t, and it just feels so right.
I remember meeting one chick who was very submissive and loved being dominated. We’d banged a
few times previously, and agreed to meet in a park one night. She ended up being 30 minutes late,
and when she arrived, I told her she was going to be punished. I pushed her face-down on the grass,
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ripped her pants down, spat on my cock and shoved it deep in her ass, pounding her into the wet grass
as she moaned, whispering all sorts of fucked up things in her ear. I pulled out & snarled, “That’s all
you get tonight. I’m going to leave you here like this, ruined like the whore you are, and I want you to
think about what you did wrong. Never be late again, understand?” I left and walked home, leaving
her panting, out of breath and naked with her ass still up in the air and a face full of grass.
Good times.
Sadly Gumtree disabled their casual encounters section quite a few years ago, and in 2018 Craigslist
did the same. I was devastated; it felt like a huge chapter of my life came to an end. Over the years I
met a tonne of cool girls on Craigslist, fulfilled a lot of sexual fantasies and ticked a lot off my
bucketlist. I’m really grateful it existed for as long as it did.
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Self-Improvement is a Lifelong Endeavour
December 12, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Is there an endpoint to self-improvement?
Many people start improving themselves, assuming if they achieve their goals it?ll fix all their
insecurities and solve all their problems.
?If I had more luck with the opposite sex, I?d be happy.?
“If I was strong and fit, I’d be happy.”
“If I made enough money to pay all my bills and buy any toys I want, I’d be happy.”
“If I _____, I’d be happy.”
The problem with putting the focus and importance on the goal (and not the journey) is you’re
defining an endpoint. You’re saying there’s a certain point you can get to where you’ll be happy and
satisfied and won’t need to keep busting your ass with self-improvement.
The truth is you should never want to relax and stop improving. If you’re not improving, you’re
atrophying.

In life, you’re either on an upwards trajectory (towards your goals), or a downwards trajectory (away
from your goals). There is no in-between. If you think you’re “treading water” and staying still,
you’re really moving away from your goals. Success doesn’t come from staying still.
A concept you?ll often hear from many people is, ?I want a partner who loves me for me?, or ?I
don?t want to have to keep pushing myself, always putting up a front and trying to be strong.?
They?re complaining about having to improve themselves and actually make an effort to achieve the
things they want to achieve. ?It seems like a lot of work??
So what, you want to give up completely, not strive for anything, sit around playing video games,
being complacent, just ?existing??
Existing = sitting around just waiting to die.
Truth is you should be working on bettering yourself every day anyway; it should be a core part of
who you are. It?s a core part of being human, and a key piece of the happiness puzzle.
The day you feel like a completed product in one area of your life is the day you move on to the next
area that needs handling. If you?re finally able to date people you’re into or find a partner, then it?s
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time to move on and start killing it with money/career. If you finally hit that gym goal you?ve been
working on for 5 years, then it?s time to set the next goal. If your business finally makes 100k, then
it?s time to work towards 200k.
You?ll never ever be satisfied with who you are as a person or where you are in life. You?re not
supposed to be. You should definitely be happy and proud of your achievements; but that?s not the
same thing as satisfied. Satisfied implies there?s no more work to be done, no more improvements to
be made, nothing else to get better at. There will always be more to improve. You will never be
perfect or complete – and that’s a GOOD thing.
Self-improvement is an in-tray that never gets emptied.
Once you get a taste for working on goals, pushing yourself, working on your mission, achieving big
things – you’ll never want to stop. You’ll always want more.
And that?s a really beautiful thing. You?ll never, ever, ever, ever be bored. You?ll never, ever, ever
be directionless. You?ll always know what it is you need to do, and where it is you want to go.
You?ll have a sense of confidence & self-knowledge most people could never even dream of. You?ll
know who you are, and who you?re going to be in 1 year?s time.
Eventually you’ll be satisfied with always being a little dissatisfied.
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It’s “You and Me”, not “You vs Me”
December 12, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
One of my most important life philosophies is the concept of “You and Me”. It underpins all of my
interactions with girls (and people in general). It’s at the forefront of my mind with every sentence I
say to every person I ever talk to. It goes something like this:
In every interaction you have with someone, you’ll quickly figure out you’re either on the same
team, or working against each other.
That is to say, it’ll either be “you and me”, or it’ll be “you vs me”. You’re either working towards a
common goal (or helping each other achieve your own individual goals), or one/both of you are
trying to achieve your goal at the expense of what the other person wants.
This is especially pertinent when it comes to relationships with the opposite sex. When guys first start
getting laid, there’s very much a “me vs women” mindset – especially if you’ve never had much luck
with women in the past. It’s very easy to see them as the enemy, especially when you get rejected.
Rather than seeing it as, “This girl just isn’t interested in me” it’s easy to frame it as, “All women are
trying to screw me over” or “most women reject me” or “women really suck”.
I fell victim to this myself and became pretty damn bitter. I was convinced women were nothing but
wet holes; I didn’t think they had anything else to give. I posted this on a forum back in late 2015:

I was at war with girls; in my mind I was in a battle with all womankind. I thought of them as the
enemy, and I was always trying to win. If I got a hint a girl was about to reject me, I took immense
pleasure in quickly rejecting her. “Hah, you can’t fire me – I quit!” Oftentimes I’d reject perfectly
nice and cute girls for no reason at all – just to exert some dominance and convince myself I’d
somehow “won” because I got to reject them.
I was also intentionally a dick a lot of the time, massively playing up the “badboy” traits just because
I could. I cringe now when I look back over my old journals and forum posts where I’d brag about
girls I’d led on, girls I’d rejected, girls I’d hurt. I was incredibly insecure – insecure about my looks,
about my own worth, about whether girls really liked me, about whether girls thought I was
attractive, about whether girls wanted to have sex with me. I was lashing out because of that
insecurity, and taking it out on girls who’d done nothing wrong to me.
I used to play silly games with girls – “negging” them (a mild insult so she’ll “think you’re cool” or
some shit). I used to intentionally take hours/days to reply to texts, so she’d think I was “super busy
and super important”. I’d ignore direct questions from girls, giving them a silly answer. I
intentionally acted like a dickhead, thinking it was what I was supposed to do (thanks, Pickup Artist
community…)
All of that just resulted in me ending up with girls who were happy being manipulated. Any girls with
a modicum of self-respect saw me as the childish manipulator I was and ran from me (as they should
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have). The only ones who stuck around were the ones who also enjoyed manipulating and playing
games, resulting in this fucked up “me vs you” dynamic with every single girl where we were both
trying to “get one over” on the other person. It was a zero-sum game where one person had to win
and the other had to lose.

But it Wasn’t Just Me
Everything I wrote above is extremely common behaviour from guys who don’t have much
experience with women. Dare I say most guys who first start getting laid think they have to act like
dicks in order to get women. Or at the very least, act cold and distant, keeping up their guard so the
girl doesn’t screw them over. Yes, badboys do get laid more, but it’s because they’re confident, goodlooking & have a “I don’t give a fuck” attitude – not because they’re raging dickheads. They get laid
in spite of being a dick.
As I got more experience under my belt and developed a sense of self-confidence, I started to develop
a sense of entitlement. As in, I feel entitled to have lots of women in my life. These days I know I can
get laid whenever I want, with as many girls as I want (as long as I put in the effort). This confidence
has completely erased all the insecurity I used to feel. I no longer feel insecure about my looks, or
about whether women will like me. I know women like me – quite a lot of women like me.

And Now…
So now I’m in a position where I have no reason to act like a dick to girls. I have nothing to prove,
there’s no bitterness or anger or insecurity or jealousy causing me to lash out. All that’s been replaced
with joy, love and good memories from all the girls I’ve been with. Now when I’m with girls, I’m a
whole lot more chilled, I’m a hell of a lot nicer and empathetic towards them (I do my best to mentor
girls I date – especially younger chicks) and I see relationships/dating/sex for what it is – I’m just
looking for cool girls to bring into my life and share experiences with. I’m not at war anymore.
Every girl I date now, I very much have the mindset of “you and I are on the same team together.
We’re not trying to screw each other over, or ‘win'”.
Because of this new attitude, I’m now 100% upfront and honest with absolutely every girl I
date/bang. I’ll answer every question they ask me 100% honestly – even the ones I used to lie about
like, “Are you looking for sex?” and “How many other girls are you currently sleeping with?”
The good thing about being 100% honest is you naturally filter in girls who appreciate and respect
your honesty, and can handle the truth. You’ll filter out girls who like being lied to and who like
lying to guys (read: emotionally-immature girls). You completely eliminate all the games a lot of
girls usually play. You’ll never be emotionally-manipulated. No girls will ever be passive-aggressive
with you. They’ll never distrust you, or try to sneak information out of you, etc. They won’t “shit
test” you. You’ll almost never have any arguments, because there’s no reason to – if you’re both
always 100% upfront, then there’s nothing being hidden from either of you, and nothing that can
build up to a fight.
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A lot of “pickup artists” – and hell, a lot of normal guys in general – talk about “bantering” with girls
and “push/pull” and teasing/negging the girls. A tonne of guys have it in their head that the best way
to have sex with a girl is to pretend you don’t want to have sex with her, whilst simultaneously trying
to have sex with her. Since it’s obvious you’re manipulating her, she’ll naturally throw out a “shit
test” like “Do you only want me for sex?” to which you’re supposed to completely lie to her and say,
“Woah tiger, who says I want to have sex with you? You’re not really my type anyway.”
But in playing these games, and lying to girls, you’re filtering in girls who want to play games with
you, and who are happy to be lied to. Who the hell wants to stick their penis in someone who is
completely fine with being lied to? That’s insane. And I spent years doing that, because I thought
“this is what you’re supposed to do to get laid.” I saw women as people you’re supposed to “trick”
into having sex with you.
The biggest problem with lying to girls and playing these games and trying to trick them into sex is
there’s a high chance you’ll have to battle her as she tries to wrestle back the power. Eg you’ll say,
“We’ll go grab a drink, meet me at ____ bar.”
She’ll say “Can we meet at a coffee place instead?”
Or you’ll say, “Let’s grab a drink. What’s your number?”
To which she’ll reply, “Actually, can we talk on here a little more first?”
Because she knows you’re trying to sneak your way into her panties, she’ll do everything she can to
delay that (so she doesn’t look like a “slut”) by putting up as many roadblocks as she can. Your every
conversation will be marred by this weird power dynamic where you’re both trying to outsmart and
outmaneuver the other person. It’ll feel like you’re trying to get blood out of a stone.
That’s no way to have good sex. Do you really want to have sex with somebody who fought against
you every step of the way? Good sex comes from finding a girl who wants to have sex with you; aka
a girl who’s on the same team as you. As The Rational Male so eloquently puts it in “Wait for it?“:
A woman who wants to fuck you will find a way to fuck you. She will fly across the country, crawl
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under barbwire, climb in through your second story bedroom window, fuck the shit out of you and
wait patiently inside your closet if your wife comes home early from work ? women who want to fuck
will find a way to fuck.

Her Treating You Like the Enemy
Some girls will be naturally resistant to the “we’re on the same team” idea, because it might not be
something she’s used to. Some girls put up a defence and don’t let their guard down with guys;
possibly because she’s been hurt in the past & is terrified of being hurt again. You can instantly tell if
a girl is treating you like the enemy because she’ll come right out and say it – eg “We’re not having
sex tonight, mister” or “You better buy me a drink if you want to get in my pants.” With these sort of
statements, she’s treating you like the enemy, like your wants/needs (to have sex with her) is wrong
and in opposition to what she wants.
In many cases, you can extend an olive branch by telling her about the idea of being on the same
team. Just tell her you’re sick of playing games in relationships, & you’ve decided to always be real
with everyone you date/sleep with. Tell her you’re dropping all the BS. A lot of girls will instantly
drop their guard when you’re this honest and vulnerable, and will often say, “Damn, me too. I’m sick
of having to play games when it comes to dating; I wish I could just be honest & stop having to
pretend all the time.”
Any girls who don’t drop their guard, well, good riddance. They’re not worth your time, because
they’re going to make every step of your interaction with them very difficult. I never keep banging
girls who don’t eventually come over to my side and embrace the “You and Me” thing. I don’t like
having sex with “the enemy” so to speak. It feels weird.

Being Upfront from the Start
These days I’m 100% upfront from the very first moment I meet a girl. When I first get her number,
before we even meet up, I’ll tell her I’m looking for something fairly casual at the moment, but am
open to more with the right person. I make it very clear I’m looking for sex at the start.
Obviously this gets me way more rejections than if I was “subtle” and “Mr Pickup Artist”, pretending
I was looking for dates/relationships. But I’d much rather more rejections up front, because it means
I’m left with girls who respect my honesty and will give me the same level of honesty in return.
I never run into “last minute resistance” (when the girl decides at the last minute she doesn’t want to
have sex with you – even as you’re taking her panties off) because the girls already trust me and
know I’m not trying to snake my way into her pants. After all, I’ve already told her I want to have
sex with her. There’s no manipulation, no “surprises” – all our cards have already been laid out on the
table. I’m not trying to “trick” her into sex, so she has no reason to panic/freak out at the last second
and change her mind.
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The Talk
When you’ve had sex with a girl a few times, it’ll become very obvious when she’s starting to like
you – I’ve found most girls start showing signs of liking me after about the 3rd time we bang.
Because all of my relationships start off very casual (fuckbuddies/friends with benefits), the girls
assume they’re “not supposed to catch feelings”.
If you’re in a similar situation and have seen a girl a few times, when she does get feelings, her
instinct will be to tell herself, “Oh my god I’m doing this all wrong, this is supposed to be just sex
and I’m not supposed to get feelings, what the fuck is wrong with me. I bet he doesn’t have feelings
for me, so I’m a fuckup.” Which only makes her shut down and start to see you as “the enemy” so to
speak. She’ll withdraw, keep you at arms-length to protect herself, you won’t be as close as you were,
the sex will feel like she’s holding back, and the relationship will start to feel weird.
I’ve been through this countless times, so now I pre-empt it and prevent it from happening. The
second or third time I bang a girl, if it’s really obvious she’s cool and I like her and I’ll probably keep
seeing her, I’ll have a conversation with her (usually after sex). I’ll say, “By the way, at some point
you’ll catch feelings for me, because it’s inevitable when you spend enough time with someone. Just
don’t shut down and feel like you’re ‘not supposed to get feelings’. Just be real with me, tell me
you’re catching feelings and we’ll talk about it. Don’t feel like you have to keep that shit to yourself;
I’d rather you tell me.”
9 out of 10 girls you say this to will end up telling you a few weeks/months later, “You were
definitely right about the whole feelings thing, I definitely feel like I’m starting to really like you.”
Then we’ll talk about it, I’ll tell them I like them too, and it’s all good. Much better than the
alternative where things get more and more awkward and the girl pulls away more and more to save
herself from getting hurt, eventually ghosting you with you having no idea it was because she liked
you.

Breaking the Ice
You’ll find most girls you date will start off in a “me vs you” mindset – 99% of people do that by
default. It’s a very normal thing to have your guard up when you first meet someone new. But you
can cut your way through that if you’re persistent and very patient with the girls. All it takes is for
you to drop your mask and just be real with them. I have these sorts of conversations with every girl I
bang, usually after the first or second time I bang her, when you’re cuddling after sex, basking in the
afterglow (everybody’s more relaxed and open-minded immediately after sex).
I’ll start it off by maybe sharing something about my past, or asking about her past, or saying
something like, “By the way, I’ll always be pretty damn open and real with you. I hate playing
games, I can’t stand when you have that weird fuckbuddy dynamic where you both hold back, try to
remain poised and in control all the time, and you never actually get to know each other properly. I
find that stupid – what’s the point of chilling with someone if you’re going to treat each other like the
enemy? I’d rather just be on the same team, being real with each other all the time. There’s nothing
I’d ever judge you for; you can tell me pretty much anything.”
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That is usually more than enough to get her to soften up. 9 times out of 10 they’ll literally soften; her
shoulders will drop, she’ll let out a big sigh, you’ll see her visibly relax. They usually reciprocate by
saying, “You’re absolutely right, I hate when I can’t be myself and I have to hide my true
feelings/thoughts. I’ve done that in the past a lot and even with some of my friends I feel like they’d
judge me if they knew the real me.”
From that point on you’ll find things are just easier; she’ll never play games with you, you’ll never
have to wonder what she’s thinking, she’ll never try and play that “power wrestling” game where all
her words are covert. She’ll always say what she means.
Bare in mind because she likely hasn’t “dropped the mask” and just been real very often before (most
people haven’t), it might take her a few reminders for it to become a habit. She’ll default to the “I
should always show only my best side at all times” mindset and you’ll have to gently remind her it’s
ok to just be vulnerable and real. Example:

(Click for larger view)
Being real with a girl also means she’ll tell you when other feelings come up – for example if
she’s ever jealous of you seeing multiple girls. I’ve had this conversation a million times with
different girls: She’ll randomly say one day, “Hey… I know you said I should always be honest with
you. I found an earring in your bathroom and I know it’s dumb because you’ve already been honest
with me and told me you’re seeing other girls, but seeing the earring just made me feel jealous and
insecure and I didn’t know what to do about it. I’m sorry.” That vulnerability/honesty makes you
want to wrap them up in a big hug, tell them it’s perfectly fine to feel jealous, and talk about it until
they feel better. After that, without fail, they’re always a hell of a lot more into you and even more
honest and real with you going forward. (In rare cases they decide the jealousy is too much for them
and break it off; but even then, it’s always amicable because you’re both being honest and real with
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one another).
Now imagine if she didn’t feel you and her were on the same team. She’d find the earring, get very
insecure and jealous about it, maybe ask covert/subtle questions to try and probe and see if you’re
fucking other girls. If she’s super jealous/crazy, maybe she’ll try and go through your phone when
you’re not looking. Maybe she’ll just withdraw and eventually fade out of your life, and you’ll never
know why she ghosted you. None of that is beneficial to you; it’s just unnecessary drama. Not to
mention she’ll be feeling like shit for no good reason, when you could have easily avoided it by
making sure she was on your team.

Being Upfront in Relationships
Once you have a regular fuckbuddy or a full-on relationship, you should aim to keep it “you and I on
the same team”. I’ll talk at length with girls about being on the same team, and that I expect her to
always tell me everything. I reassure her there’ll be nothing I’d ever judge her for. I also make sure to
share things with her and always make sure I include her in my life.
You should go one step further and even share the negative stuff, rather than letting it build up into a
real issue. If you’re annoyed at something she’s done, tell her. Don’t bottle it up. Literally say, “I’m
annoyed because you did _____. I’m telling you so we’re on the same team, because not telling you
is even worse. I’d rather be honest with you.”
Over time she’ll learn to do the same, and will tell you whenever she’s sad/annoyed about something,
etc.
This communication and being on the same team is even more important if you have an open
relationship/are sleeping with other girls. Jealousy will naturally come up, and it’s super important
you make it clear she can always tell you when she’s feeling jealous or insecure. The first few times
you might have to “force” the conversation – I’ve had to literally say, “Do you ever feel jealous or
insecure about the other girls I see?” After you have the conversation a few times, you’ll find she gets
more comfortable mentioning it to you any time jealousy comes up, and over time it becomes less
and less of a big deal. Eventually she’ll likely get to a point where she says, “I’m jealous sometimes
but I don’t really care any more, because we’ve talked about it so many times and I know you’ll
always listen to my insecurities. So I feel secure.”
My main girl and I were talking a few weeks ago about some of her friends and their relationships,
and how some of them argue quite a bit. My girl and I never fight, and I mentioned that to her – “Did
it ever occur to you that you and I have never had a single argument or even been remotely
angry/annoyed at each other?”
She said, “Yes, I’ve thought about it a few times. I just don’t see why I would ever be upset at you
though, for any reason. Because you’ve made it so clear I can talk to you about absolutely anything.
There’s no reason anything would ever go wrong if I can always talk to you.”
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Newbies Can Take This Advice Too
This advice applies to guys who don’t have a lot of experience – you shouldn’t repeat my mistake of
treating girls like the enemy when I was inexperienced. A question inexperienced guys ask me all the
time is, “I haven’t had much sex, and I’m meeting this girl tomorrow night. How do I pretend I know
what I’m doing so she thinks I’m experienced?”
My advice is always the same – you’re supposed to be on the same team, so bring her onto your
team for fuck’s sake. Be 100% honest with her and say, “Hey by the way, I’ll be fully open and
honest with you – I haven’t had a lot of experience. I’m kinda nervous, but super excited about
tomorrow night, I think we’re gonna have a hell of a lot of fun.” Stop trying to lie to girls by
pretending to be experienced and perfect if you’re not. Drop the mask and just be real. Life is a
WHOLE lot easier that way.

This All Applies to Other People, Too
It’s not just girls you should apply this mindset to – I apply “you and me” to everyone in my life. I
don’t have any friends who aren’t on the same team as me. I even make sure my family are on the
same team – eg instead of hiding my mistakes/failures from them, or trying to be perfect in their eyes,
etc – I’ll just be real and say “You know, sometimes I have this really strong desire to put on a brave
face and try and act perfect in front of you, because I don’t want to disappoint my parents.” That’ll
spark a conversation with them where they say, “Yeah we have the same thing, maybe even stronger
because we’re your parents. There’s a lot of pressure to try and look like we have all the answers, it’s
hard being strong for you and your sister all the time.” Boom, now you’re on the same team & you
can be real with each other.

The Takeaway
Get everyone onto your team – make it “You and Me” with everybody in your life, especially girls.
You’ll find life a whole lot easier when you drop the mask and just be real with people.
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You Get What You Subconsciously Believe
December 12, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

It’s shocking to me how many people have an extremely negative outlook on life, and then have no
idea why life isn’t very nice to them in return.
For instance, if you think all women are gold diggers, that’s what you’ll get. I see a tonne of
comments online (especially on YouTube and Reddit) from guys complaining, “Women only want
your money.” If that’s your outlook, you’re going to confirmation bias and only look for women who
confirm your negative outlook, whilst ignoring all the exceptions who don’t want your money. You’ll
literally only see gold diggers everywhere you look.
Women do this too. We’ve all met a woman who says, “All men are assholes” or “Men only want
one thing.” Again, confirmation bias means she’s going to filter out all the dudes who genuinely want
a connection, leaving her with only the guys who just want sex.
She’s creating her own reality.
If you believe people are fundamentally good, and being alive is a wonderful gift – you’ll project that
into the world. People who have the same positive life philosophy will naturally be attracted to you
and want to hang around you, which will make you even happier, which will attract even more happy
people to you. It’s a self-reinforcing cycle.
If you believe women are likeable and nice and will generally bring happiness into your life, then
that’s what you’ll end up with – nice girls who bring joy into your life. You won’t accept anything
less; you’ll quickly get rid of any sub-par people, leaving only the ones that line up with what you
want. You know, good human beings.
The mind is a very powerful filtering tool.
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The Fuckbin
December 12, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
We’re all familiar with “The Friendzone” – when a guy who wants something more with a girl gets
himself relegated to friendship only, usually with the magic words, “Let’s Just Be Friends”. Many a
guy has lamented his tragic friendzoning (despite it being completely his own doing). But did you
know there’s a corollary to the friendzone – one that applies to girls?
Ladies and gentlemen, I present to you, The Fuckbin.

Always
wear protection when dealing with girls from The Fuckbin.
The Fuckbin can be defined as:
A place where a girl is relegated to sex-only, and nothing more. The guy she’s having sex with
doesn’t want a relationship or any sort of real intimacy with her.
In the same way guys try to escape from The Friendzone, a girl who’s in The Fuckbin often doesn’t
want to be there… despite her actions only reinforcing her position there. We all know a member of
The Fuckbin when we see one – they’re easy to spot. There’s a tonne of things girls can do to secure
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their presence in The Fuckbin , including:
Bragging about how many other guys she’s slept with (a high lay-count is not an achievement
for a girl; it takes zero effort for a girl to get laid). Bragging about something that took you no
effort to achieve is a turn-off. Note: having a high lay count is not something I care about; she
can do whatever she wants with her sex life. But bragging about it is a turn-off.
Being completely closed off and never opening up to you or being vulnerable in any way, ever.
She’s leaving town in a few weeks/months, so you know the relationship isn’t leading
anywhere.
Being openly dismissive of “girlfriend behaviours” – eg “I’d never cook for a guy”, “I hate
sleeping over a guy’s house even if he asks me to”, “I don’t like public displays of affection”.
She’s sleeping with multiple guys (you’d be ill-advised getting into a relationship with a girl
who’s currently seeing multiple guys; at least wait & see if she wants to break up with the rest
of them in order to date you properly).
Extremely annoying personality – you’ll tolerate her in small doses in order to have sex, but
you can’t imagine the idea of having to put up with her in a relationship setting.
Having an addiction, being crazy, or other serious red flags.
Being extremely flaky and disorganised; not respecting your time.
Being a drama queen whose life is a trainwreck.
Complaining about things you do, and otherwise showing a lack of respect for you.
You send a “We’re still on for our date tonight, right?” text in the morning, and she doesn’t
reply until 10 minutes before the time you were due to meet.
Complaining endlessly/being an overly negative person/being a drag to be around.
Extremely low intelligence – you don’t mind it when you’re just having sex, but you’d go nuts
if you had to have any sort of lengthy conversation with her outside the bedroom.
Exhibiting some other behaviour which for you is a dealbreaker (this could be anything you
personally deem to be something you won’t put up with). You put up with it in order to have
sex with the girl; but you’d never tolerate her in an actual relationship. An example – for me, a
sense of humour is a must. If a girl can’t even laugh at my jokes, I’ll bang her once or twice but
I’d never in a million years spend any time with her outside the bedroom.
All of these behaviours lead to you naturally liking the girl less, being less attached to her, having
less respect for her, and being less likely to want things to progress to any sort of serious
“relationship” level. After all, if she hasn’t earned your respect or made you like her, why on Earth
would you bother investing in her?

“Get Me Out of Here!”
Of course, oftentimes girls who are in The Fuckbin do not want to be in The Fuckbin, and will try
and make you feel guilty for the fact they’ve put themselves there. It’s exactly the same as Nice
Guys? trying to pull themselves out of The Friendzone by guilt-tripping the girl.
There’s one thing I need to make absolutely clear:
You have the right to get into a relationship – or not get into a relationship – with whomever
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you choose.
Many girls in The Fuckbin will completely dismiss this fact & often be downright insulted by your
right to choose. She wants a relationship; therefore, you need to give it to her, right now.
But rather than change the behaviours that led to her Fuckbin incarceration, she’ll double-down on
her bad behaviours while simultaneously telling you off for judging her. You should give her a
relationship just because she wants it – just like the Nice Guy should get a relationship/sex just
because he wants it.

If only we could have
whatever we want, by simply saying “I want it so give it to me”.
There’s two ways to deal with girls who do this – either be honest with her and tell her, “Look, this
will only ever be casual”. Or end things with her, because her nagging/emotional manipulation is
only going to get worse as time goes on. There’s no point seeing a girl who’s not happy seeing
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you.

Girls Who Willingly Reside in The Fuckbin
Some girls actually put themselves in The Fuckbin intentionally. A mate of mine has been casually
seeing this girl recently who has very, very, very low self-esteem and is always making selfdeprecating statements about herself. Because her self-esteem is so low, she’s convinced he’s too
good for her, and she’s always making “jokes” like, “You’re going to replace me with a better girl,
right?” and “I hope you don’t get feelings for me or want anything serious because I’ll probably just
disappoint you.”
By saying these things, and constantly trying to keep things casual-only, she’s keeping herself in The
Fuckbin. Even if my mate wanted something more with her, she’s made that completely impossible
with her constant self-deprecation and sabotaging of any kind of intimacy.

Is The Fuckbin Good or Bad?
Truth be told, there’s nothing wrong with girls who are in The Fuckbin. It’s their life; they can do
whatever they choose. Ask any guy who gets laid regularly, and he’ll tell you girls in The Fuckbin
make life a whole lot easier when you’re trying to have sex. In fact:
“God Bless Fuckbin Girls.”
– Andy, 2019
I mean check out this screenshot of a girl’s Tinder bio:

“Not here
for anything serious”. I love girls who call out to you from The Fuckbin right in their Tinder bio.
I matched with her and immediately thanked the heavens for sending me this gift on a silver platter. I
banged her on the first date, & ended up banging her 2 more times after that. God bless the lowhanging fruit.
All silliness aside, I really love girls like this because they’re 100% upfront and honest and don’t play
games. She’s self-aware and honest enough to know what she wants.
The only issue can arise when after a few weeks/months of banging, some of these girls hit you with
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the “Where is this going? What are we? Do you only want me for sex?” nonsense. Just like a Nice
Guy saying, “We’ve been friends for years now, when are we going to become something more?”

Girls Earning Their Way Out of The Fuckbin
Miracles do happen. Some girls earn their way out of The Fuckbin – by pulling off a massive turnaround. Maybe she kicks an unhelpful/addictive behaviour and cleans up her life, or starts sorting out
her life and working on goals/achievements. Maybe she starts seeing a counselor and becomes
someone worthy of respect. Maybe she starts cooking and cleaning for you, stops complaining about
irrelevant shit & properly tries to earn your affection.
It should be noted this is extremely rare (I’ve only ever had ONE girl legitimately earn her way out of
The Fuckbin – and she’s currently my main girl). You’ll find most people don’t change – and you
should be wary of someone appearing to change in the short term as a manipulation tactic to secure
commitment from you. Change has to be over a long enough time scale that you can see it’s
legitimate change.

The Takeaway
Don’t hand a relationship/commitment to a girl just because she asks for it – it’s something she’s got
to legitimately earn from you.
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How to Make Friends
December 12, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
User atlas_benched on a forum I frequent (Good Looking Loser) gave a great suggestion for an
article:

A tonne of guys struggle to build up a strong support network of like-minded guys who’ll have their
back; it’s a topic that comes up time and time again on forums I frequent.
Having a strong support network is absolutely critical if you want a successful life. Not to mention
the guys you surround yourself with will shape who you become – you’re the product of the 5 closest
people you surround yourself with. If you’re surrounded by successful go-getters, you’ll naturally be
motivated to kick ass and catch up to them. If you’re surrounded by fitness freaks, it’ll be damn hard
for you to stay a fat, sloppy mess – they’ll naturally pull you up to their level. If you’re surrounded by
rich guys, you’ll have a good idea of the financial success that’s possible, and you’ll want the same
success for yourself.
Success breeds success.
Conversely, if you’re surrounded by lazy guys who sit on the couch all day, that’ll make it sooo much
easier for you to sit around wasting your life too. After all, why would you feel guilty about it when
all your friends are doing it to? If you’re surrounded by fat friends, there’s no incentive for you to get
your act together and hit the gym. If your friends are too scared to talk to girls, that’ll make it
perfectly ok for you to give in to your fears and never hit on any girls either.
Failure breeds failure.
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Cut Negative People Out of Your Life
First things first, if you’ve got anybody in your life who drags you down, you need to stop spending
time with them (or drop down to a more casual relationship). A good rule of thumb is:
Does this person bring more good than bad into my life? Are they a net positive benefit to my
life, or a net overall negative?
Be ruthless with this; if you’ve been buddies with someone for 10 years but they bring you down, are
overly negative all the time, belittle you, talk shit behind your back, sponge off you, use you, etc –
it’s time to seriously reduce the amount of time you spend with them. Life’s too short to waste it on
people who aren’t helping you.
Some people will be easy to cut – the ones who are very obviously a bad influence. Others might be a
little more in the middle. For those people, write out a pros and cons list – what positives do they
bring to your life? What negatives do they bring? If they’re overall more of a negative influence, cut
them. Or at least cut down on how much time you spend with them, and how much influence you
allow them to have over your life.
I’ve cut out a tonne of people who weren’t adding to my life, and now I’m surrounded byonly
positive people. I literally don’t have a single negative influence in my life – which is absolutely the
way it should be.

Find Positive People
Years ago I was at a point where I didn’t have a lot of mates (certainly no quality mates who really
added to my life). After breaking up with my long-term girlfriend at the time, I had to create a social
life basically from scratch. I did most of the things in this article, so rest assured this all works.
Over the next year or two, I built up a really solid group of friends in my city who have my back no
matter what. I’ve also built up a very solid online support network, including a few Whatsapp groups,
several online forums and a couple guys I do Skype calls with every month or so.
Like most things in life, you’ll find that making quality friends is a numbers game. You’ll probably
have to meet quite a lot of people before you find guys that are really worth keeping around – the
majority of guys will be good casual friends but not much more than that. Luckily, it gets easier once
you’ve met a few awesome dudes and your standards increase. You’ll know what qualities to look for
and won’t waste as much time on guys who don’t really contribute much to your life. You’ll also
meet more mates through your current ones.

Meetup.com
Meetup.com is a brilliant way to make new friends, especially if you specifically search for positive
people. Types of groups you should search for:
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Masculinity groups – search for keywords like “masculinity” or “groups for me”, etc.
Entrepreneur groups. They’ll all be super passionate people who are very focused on selfimprovement and success. These type of people usually deal with rejection very well (starting a
business = tonnes of rejection) and are overall resilient, tough people. They also tend to be a
great networking resource.
Philosophy groups. These people are obviously great thinkers, usually very intelligent and
usually into self-development/self-awareness. One of my best mates is a guy I met through a
philosophy book club on Meetup – we’ve been mates for 5 years now. Search for “philosophy”
or “debates” or “thinkers”.
Sports groups – generally healthy, social people. You won’t find any lazy couch potatoes here.
Hiking/camping/outdoors groups are also brilliant for meeting fit, healthy people.
Book clubs – similar to above, usually great thinkers.
Other random groups. There’s a tonne of other groups on Meetup, including cooking classes,
pub crawl groups, general social groups, trivia groups, movie groups, barbecue groups, etc. The
people in them will be more of a mixed bag, but it’s easy enough to find some quality mates if
you go to a few of these groups.

Online Friends
You can also find great people online, and build up your own online support network. Go join my
forums – we discuss getting laid, improving your fashion, hitting the gym, dealing with anxiety and
starting your own business. There’s a specific subforum where you can find other guys from your
country – many people there have met up in real life and become mates. You can also put your
country in your signature as I have, and you’ll sometimes get people messaging you asking to meet
up in real life. I’ve personally made 3 quality mates who live in my city through forums.
The Fastlane Forum is another great resource – it’s the best resource for financial success/starting a
business/side-hustles.
Use those (and other) forums for advice, support, and networking. Ask to swap
Skype/Whatsapp/social media with people and you’ll eventually make friends who are on the same
path as you. If you ever see anyone in the same country/city as you, message them and offer to catch
up for a beer/coffee. Most guys will take you up on the offer.
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Having a support network adds a tonne to your life; they’ll brainstorm ideas you never would have
come up with, keep you accountable, pick you up when you’re struggling, and share in your
successes whenever you kick ass.

Meet Random People
You can also literally just go up to strangers and tell them you’re looking to make new friends:
Yes, I have done exactly this, just like he does in the video. You’ll find most people are
ridiculously nice and very inclusive, and very keen to grab a beer with you and hangout.
You can then ask those new friends if they can introduce you to their other friends (the first time you
hangout with your new friend, just say, “I’m really looking to expand my social circle. Reckon you
could introduce me to any of your other mates at some point?”)
Congrats! Now you have a social circle of friends.

Make Friends at the Gym
The gym is a kickass place to make solid friends – everybody in there is obviously very focused on
self-improvement. More importantly, if they’re in the gym then they’re people who take action
instead of just sitting around talking about it. Definitely people worth having in your life.
Go up to any guys that are roughly around your strength level or roughly the same size as you,
introduce yourself. Doesn’t need to be fancy, just “Hey bro, this is a bit random but I’m new here
and looking to make friends. I’m [your name]. [Shake hands].” (Note: The “I’m new here” line can
be used pretty much any time you want to make friends. Doesn’t really matter if you’re new to the
gym/city/whatever; just use the line anyway.)
You can also ask for a spotter (especially on bench press), then get chatting with the guy. If you hit it
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off, ask to add him on Facebook/Instagram/etc. Congrats, you now have a new mate.

Use Your Current Friends to Make More Friends
This is an easy one – text/talk to all your current mates, and say, “Yo, I’m trying to be more social
and make more friends. Got any other decent mates you can introduce me to/hangout with as a
group?” Add in the caveat that you’re looking for quality friends, not just random acquaintances.
I’ve used this before to great effect, and met a tonne of cool guys through my current friends.
Everybody knows a few awesome people they can introduce you to.

Girls are No Different
All of this applies to girls too. After you get through your newbie phase, you should aim to only
spend time with girls who add to your life. If a girl is hot but bitchy, don’t spend your time on her –
there’s plenty of hot and nice girls out there. Every second you spend with a girl who’s negative is
time you could have spent with a better girl.

The Takeaway
There should be nobody in your life who’s a detriment – every person you give your time to should
be adding something to your life. You’ll find life is a whole lot smoother – and much more fun – if
you’re surrounded by positive influences.
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Newbies Should Do Whatever it Takes to Get Laid
December 12, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
99% of the time my advice is “Don’t waste time on girls who aren’t super into you”. However,
there’s one exception:
If you’re a newbie, you should do whatever it takes to get laid.
The entire reason we’re trying to get laid in the first place is to fix our sex lives and to show ourselves
we have options when it comes to sex/dating. This is commonly called “abundance mentality” –
when you have such an abundance of girls in your life your entire mentality changes (in a good way).
With options comes power – no longer will a girl be able to make demands of you. You won’t have
to settle. You won’t have to make sacrifices and compromise your principles just for a bit of pussy. If
a girl annoys you, or doesn’t tick all the boxes you’ve set, you can ignore her and move on to the next
girl.
However, before you can get to that point, you obviously need to get laid a bunch – you can’t be “a
man with options” without actually having any options. And at least at the start, if you’re going to go
from not-very-experienced to hardcore-player, you’re going to have to make some compromises.
You’d be a fool to turn down too many girls when you’re a newbie – beggars really can’t be
choosers. Here’s what happens when you have sky-high standards (hint: you don’t get laid).

Your Number 1 Priority: Getting Laid
As a newbie, you really need to make getting laid your number one priority above all else, and never
lose sight of that goal. Any time you’re thinking, “This girl is screwing me around a bit, should I drop
her?” remember your goal. Let her screw you around, as long as you keep doing everything you can
to have sex with her. If she wants to wait til date 5 to have sex, then wait til date 5. When I was a
newbie, I once waited 8 dates to have sex with a Vietnamese girl who was a virgin. It was absolutely
worth it, because I didn’t have much experience at the time, and she taught me a lot about getting laid
and dealing with rejection (she said no to sex 20 times before she said yes). She was also one of my
favourite girls out of everyone I’ve ever met – affectionate, sweet, and very grateful for any time I
spent with her.
Newbies should also lower their standards and take anything they can get (at the start). That’ll mean
banging a tonne of average-looking girls; it’s something I had to do myself to gain a tonne of
experience (including a bunch of fat chicks). At the end of the day, sex with an average girl is a
billion times better than sitting around at home, jerking your little dicky to foot fetish porn and
feeling like a lonely loser who can’t get laid. And don’t forget in order to bang hot chicks, you’ll need
to be a confident and experienced guy – what better way to gain confidence than with less-attractive
chicks who’ll be incredibly grateful you’re paying them some attention. Average-looking girls will
give you a million compliments, which you absolutely need as a confidence boost if you’re at the
start of your getting laid journey.
Go on as many dates as you can, gain as much experience as you possibly can. I talk a lot about this
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in You’re Not Obligated to Have Sex with Someone.
Once you’ve gotten some experience under your belt, then it’ll be time to “upgrade” and go for cuter
girls, and put up with less bullshit from girls you sleep with. The quicker you lower your standards
and make compromises, the quicker you can get to the point of raising your standards.

Newbie Mindset isn’t Just for Newbies
You can also benefit from the “newbie mindset” when you have a particular fantasy you want to
fulfill, or a new type of girl you’re going after, etc. When I set out to have my first few 3somes, I
made a lot of compromises in order to get the job done and not miss out on the 3some. I intentionally
played it safe as if I was a newbie, and it worked out.
I’ve done the same thing for specific fantasies I want to fulfill – eg the first time I had sex with a
“gym bunny”, I went on 3 dates with her before she was comfortable having sex. Normally I only go
for first date lays, but it was worth it to be able to say I’d banged a hot fitness girl.

The Takeaway
Lowering your standards and doing whatever it takes to get laid is mandatory for newbies. You can’t
complain about not getting laid if you’re not willing to lower your standards and do everything you
can to have sex.
It pays off in the end when you can raise those standards and have more of a “take it or leave it”
attitude to sex. That’s when getting laid really becomes fun – you get to decide when you’ll be having
sex and with whom. Your sex life will be entirely in your control.
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How to Handle “What are We?” / “Where are We Going?”
December 12, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
As I mentioned in You and Me, life is a whole lot easier and goes a whole lot smoother if you’re
upfront and honest with girls (and people in general.) Nowhere is this more important than when a
girl you’re having casual sex with starts to like you and drops the “Where is this going?” question.
A lot of guys advocate for dodging her question, usually with something like, “What we have is good
right now, so let’s not ruin it by putting a label on it.” They advocate for stringing her along a bit and
hoping she won’t ask again (for a while).
But honestly, why play games? By doing so, you’re screening in girls who like to be lied to, and
you’re creating a situation where neither of you is honest with each other. Things will often blow up
when she eventually gets tired of being strung along. Why add unnecessary drama for yourself?
It’s easier to be 100% honest and tell the girl what it is you’re after. I personally say something along
the lines of: “Look, I like sex. I’ll never be monogamous. I like you though, and I’m not making any
promises but for now I’m happy to keep seeing you. If you’re happy to keep seeing me too, we’ll do
that. If you’re ever unhappy, just talk to me and we’ll figure out what to do. I’m never going to lie to
you though or promise you something just to get you to stay. That’s retarded.”
By being upfront like this, you’re screening in girls who appreciate honesty and will be upfront with
you in return. There’ll be much less drama, she won’t blow up and say “You led me on and wasted
my time!” etc. If she’s happy to keep seeing you, you can both relax, knowing you’re on the same
page and both want the same thing. That may change in future, but because you’ve already laid the
foundations of honesty, she’ll have a calm rational discussion with you if anything does change.
And if you’re worried being honest will cause her to walk away – isn’t that a good thing? Don’t you
want to filter out girls who want something different to what you want? If you’re not on the same
page, your time would be better spent finding girls who are on the same page as you; girls who don’t
want to rush into a relationship too fast.
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Shit Tests, Game, and Having a Fucking Backbone
December 12, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
In a previous article, a commenter mentioned the concept of “shit tests” and winning a girl over. He’s
of the opinion you should be working to win over girls who are on the fence about having sex with
you – including girls who “shit test” you.
A shit test is an insult/combative question/disruptive question a girl throws at you when she’s not
really that interested in you, or is just a rude/socially-retarded person in general. She’s throwing up a
hurdle and making things difficult for you.
Googling “shit test” brings up a host of articles – it’s a very common concept in the pickup
artist/getting with girls world. All the articles you’ll read about shit tests say they’re a completely
“normal” part of dating/having sex, as if you should expect to be insulted every time you want to
have sex with a girl. Some articles go as far as to say every girl will shit test you, and “if you’re not
getting shit tested, you’re doing something wrong.” Examples: this, and this and this.
“I bet you have a small dick.”
“I’m not giving you my number.”
“Do you just walk around hitting on girls all day?”
“You have man boobs”.
“I don’t date Asian guys.”
“You’re bald, that’s so gross.”
There’s several issues going on here. First of all, any girl that’s mean to you or insults you is
someone you should run away from (assuming you haven’t said anything insulting to her first). You
should NOT be sticking around and trying to “win over” a girl who’s mean to somebody she just met.

Holy shit,
I used to be such a fatty.
Second issue is all these articles talk about “passing” a shit test, as if you should be jumping through
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hoops like a little puppy dog. It’s an extremely unhealthy mindset to think you need to “please” girls
and “win them over” – sex/dating isn’t a fucking test or quiz you’re trying to pass. Sex is two people
deciding they’re into each other, and then going into the bedroom and touching each other’s naughty
bits. It’s not a fucking power struggle.
Third, if you’re getting insulted/shit tested by girls (and it’s happening more than just 1 in every 100
girls), you’re doing something really wrong – or your appearance/sex appeal is really horrific. If
you’re a fat, balding, badly-dressed short guy telling girls they’re cute, you’re naturally going to get a
few insults/disgusted looks from girls. If that’s the case, fix that immediately, and then talk to girls.
The vast majority of girls are really fucking nice people – they don’t insult random strangers for no
reason.
Finally, any guy who gets laid a lot knows shit tests aren’t actually that common in the real world,
and you can chalk up any shit test to “this girl is weird” and just go find another girl to hit on.
A lot of these articles say the point is you should aim to get to a point where shit tests don’t affect
you, and you literally don’t care when a girl insults you. So you’re hoping to feel neutral when a girl
insults you. That’s the best case scenario. But shouldn’t you be aiming to feel good when you talk to
girls? Don’t you want to spend time with or have a conversation with a girl who makes you feel
good, not neutral?

An Insult Isn’t “On The Fence” – it’s a NO
If a girl insults you/mocks you in a serious way, she’s not on the fence. She just INSULTED YOU.
That’s a no, not a maybe. She’s very overtly telling you she’s not interested in sleeping with you. If
you keep trying to have sex with her, you’re telling yourself you have no self-respect. Have a damn
backbone; why are you trying to win over a girl who already turned you down?

Any girl who insults you
when you did nothing to provoke her, has mental problems. Emotionally-stable people don’t insult
strangers.
The world is full of women – over 4 billion of them. If a girl insults you, move on and go find
another one. There’s so many “yes girls” out there who’ll be enthusiastic and not require you to
“work on them” or “win them over”. You’ll save yourself a lot of hassle if you ignore the maybe girls
and spend your time finding the yes girls. It’s a better, more efficient use of your time. In the time
you waste trying to overcome one girl’s shit tests, you could have hit on 10 more girls.
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Game = Being Fake
When you’re playing games and handling shit tests, when you actually do have sex with the girl
there’s always a small part of you that thinks, “She’s only having sex with me because I’m putting up
a front and acting all confident and cocky and tough. If she knew the real me – the actual me – she’d
leave me.”
When you actually decide to be real with girls and treat them like they’re on the same team (instead
of being combative), and then have sex with a girl, you absolutely know she’s into you, and not just
the mask you’re hiding behind.
Guys who advocate for playing games and winning girls over and having pre-rehearsed lines in your
head are avoiding true vulnerability and openness. They’re avoiding being real, because they’re
secretly terrified girls won’t like the real them underneath the mask. It’s cowardly to play games &
put up a front; life is easier if you just drop the bullshit and be real.

The Takeaway
So here’s my challenge to you. Go out and be real with the next 10 girls you try to have sex with.
Try being normal, instead of trying to pass shit tests, “run game on her”, etc. Walk away from the
insults, walk away from the girls who are on the fence, and go talk to girls who make you feel good.
Be open with those girls, tell them if you’re feeling insecure, show them it’s completely cool to be
open and vulnerable. Show her you’re on the same team.
After my You and Me article, a tonne of guys emailed to say they’d tried being real with girls and
had massive success with it. So if you try being real, drop a comment below and share your story
with us.
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Asking Can Sometimes Be a Mild Form of Manipulation
December 12, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
A guy I’m coaching at the moment, Javier, gave me the idea for this article. He wanted to ask his
long-distance girlfriend if she would do an open relationship. The following is the advice I gave him.

Asking a girl for an open relationship is a form of manipulation. By asking her for something, you’re
biasing the answer. You’re indicating you want a certain outcome, and (slightly) pressuring her to
give you what you want. Most people (especially females) feel at least a little bad saying no. So she
might go along with what you’re asking her to do, only to later regret it and go back on her decision.
(Which means more drama for you later on.)
A better way of communicating is telling the person how you’re feeling/what you want, and then
giving them a chance to think about it and tell you if that’s something they want too. Rather than
asking, “Can we do an open relationship?” you tell her “I want an open relationship. Let’s talk about
how you feel about it.”
That’ll give you a chance for honest, open communication, and you can ask her if your suggestion is
a dealbreaker for her and she wants to leave, or something she wants as well, or something she’d be
willing to at least give a go. She’ll have a chance to express any concerns/worries, you’ll talk it out,
etc.
Most importantly of all, if she does decide she’ll do what you want, you will be absolutely 100% sure
she wants to do it, and you won’t feel guilty that maybe you manipulated her into it. You told her
what you wanted in a mature, non-manipulative way, and she told you how she feels about it in a
mature, non-manipulative way.
Telling someone what you want is also much more masculine and mature than asking for it. You’re
saying, “I’m confident enough to directly tell people what I want.” Women respect that. People in
general respect that. You’ll respect yourself more when you do it.

So in the example of an open relationship: don’t “ask” her if she’ll do an open relationship. Instead,
be honest and *tell* her how you’re feeling. “I care about you a lot. With the long distance, I’m
missing out on sex and that’s something that’s important to me. I’m going to start having sex with
other people, but let’s talk about it. Is it something you’re cool with, or is it a dealbreaker for you?
I’m not going to force you to stay if it isn’t something you want.”
And then just see how she feels about it.
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Tinder Mistakes You’re Probably Making
December 12, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
A guy on the Good Looking Loser forums posted a thread asking why he wasn’t having success with
Tinder. His pics are solid (probably better than my own pics), and he’s a little better looking than I
am, with more muscle. Yet he’s only had sex with 2 girls from Tinder.
Good pics and a decent bio are a requirement to getting laid on Tinder, but there’s a whole host of
steps that need to happen after that – and a lot of things you can completely screw up. Here’s a quick
list of questions to ask yourself if you have good pics but you’re not getting laid. I’ll flesh some of
these out into longer individual articles in the future if there’s interest.

Are you asking for numbers from girls as soon as possible? (You should aim to do it within
about 4 messages you send.) You don’t want to have long conversations that go on for ages,
only to find out the girl doesn’t want to give you her number. Save time and ask for the number
ASAP.
Does your bio make it clear what you’re looking for, or do you have something unhelpful
like, “Nice guy looking for a nice girl”? If you can’t think of a decent bio (it doesn’t need to be
amazing – just not terrible), just steal mine: “When I was little, girls hated when I pulled their
hair. Funny how some things change.”
Are you screening girls (quickly getting rid of the ones who aren’t DTF and are clearly just
wasting time/looking for attention), or are you wasting days/weeks having long conversations
that never lead to sex?
Are you messaging a tonne of girls (30-50+ a week) and copy-pasting the same message to
them so you’re efficient? (Don’t waste time customising messages for each girl – that’s a total
waste of your time & isn’t necessary at all).
Are you paying for Tinder Plus and using Boosts to get more matches? Buy 2 boosts a week –
use them between 11pm-2am on Friday and Saturday nights. That’s when you’ll get the most
matches from the girls that are most sexually-available.
Are you making it obvious (through your pics, bio and messages) that your goal is to get laid
(and not be friends)? If you’re not sure how to make it obvious you want sex, just think to
yourself, “What would a guy who gets laid a tonne do?” and then just mimic what you think
that guy would do. Pretend you’re a player. Fake it til you make it.
Once you get a number, are you trying to meet up with the girl as soon as possible – no later
than 3 days from when you get her number? People tend to lose interest very fast, so as soon as
you get her number, launch straight into “You free Thursday night?” (That should literally be
your 2nd message after you say “Hey it’s me, sup”.) Don’t have long text conversations, don’t
ask how her day was, don’t “build rapport”, don’t try and make her like you, don’t ask what’s
she’s up to. She gave you her number so she already likes you – just get her out on the date
ASAP.
If she won’t meet you for a date, or says “I’m not free that day” more than 2 times, are you
deleting her number and moving on? Don’t waste time on a girl who’s “too busy” or “has a
crazy schedule”. Those girls aren’t that serious about meeting up with you, so don’t waste your
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time.
On the date itself, are you doing everything you can to steer things towards sex? Things like
holding her hand as soon as you can, touching her, kissing her, inviting her back to your
apartment. Or are you playing it too safe and not even trying to kiss her, let alone have sex with
her? Are you doing time-wasting, unhelpful things like going to movies/dinner, having long 5
hour dates where you talk too much and waste too much time instead of trying to have sex, etc?
Your dates should be: meet for 1 drink in a bar, talk and touch/kiss each other a bit, then say
“Come back to my apartment and we’ll hang out for a bit.”
On the date, are you looking your best, with good fashion that’s in style? Are you wearing
accessories (necklace, rings, watch, piercings, tattoos, etc)? Is your body-fat low (10-13%), are
you well-groomed, wearing good cologne, with a sexy haircut?

Let me know in the comments below if you’d like me to go into more details about any of these
points. I’ll write them into full articles if there’s interest.
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There’s a 95% Chance You Won’t Listen to Anything I Say
December 12, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Most people who read self-improvement/”motivational” sites do it for one reason: to feel good. They
experience that sweet little dopamine kick from thinking, “Fuck yeah, I can change my life!” They
try out the advice for a little while, make a few changes… only to eventually make excuses when it
starts getting hard and then stop. They go right back to square one.
Motivational speakers know this. Personal Trainers know this. Dietitians know this. The majority of
people, despite constantly saying they want to improve their circumstances and live an awesome life,
will inevitably fall back into old habits and never make any sort of lasting change. They aren’t
willing to put in the long-term consistent hard work it takes to achieve meaningful goals.
Even as I’m writing this article, I’m well aware there’s a 95% chance you (yes, YOU) are one of the
people who’ll never put words into action.
Your gut reaction is probably, “You don’t know me! You can’t predict that I’ll fail, I’m going to
succeed even though 95% of other people give up after a couple of months. I’m different.” Here’s
what I’ll say to you:
You (yes you, the human reading this right now) will never achieve jack shit in your life. You’ll
try things, maybe stick with them for a few months to a year, but your heart will never be in it. You’ll
never give it your all. You’ll live a comfortable life following the blueprint society sets out for you,
but you’ll always feel something is missing. You’ll watch other people succeed and turn their lofty
goals into reality, but you’ll make excuses like, “I’m ethnic, if I was a white guy I could do it”, “He’s
not as busy as I am” or “he was born into an easy life” or “he’s tall and I’m short”. You’ll try and
convince yourself you’re truly happy, you’ll try and self-medicate the guilt away, but deep down
you’ll always know: you chose to be a loser.“

Prove me wrong.
Added 6th Jan, 2020: If it’s not abundantly clear, the intent of the above is to kick your fucking ass
into gear and stop you being a little bitch. I wrote a follow-up article here to give you guidance on
how you can overcome your mental hurdles if you still can’t shake the idea that, “But I’m a special
case who definitely can’t get laid“. I go into detail on what to do if you’re white, or ugly, or short, or
fat, etc. No excuses, read it: I Can’t Get Laid Because…
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Life is a Process of Trying on Different Hats (Kill Your Inner
Loser)
December 12, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
I was doing some reflecting yesterday, and I realised how many things I’ve done that I once swore I
could never do. I feel like I’ve been several different people over the last 10 years – like I’ve lived
several different lives. Some people refer to this as “phases” – and if you’re living your life well,
you’re supposed to go through many phases. Life’s a lot of fun when you try on a bunch of different
hats & figure out what you like.
For one, I never in my life thought I could be creative. I spent all of high school telling myself,
“I’m a brainy guy, but I’m not a creative guy. I’m just not artsy; I have no creative talents, I can’t
think of creative ideas. I’m just not that type of person.” I kept up this line of thinking for over a
decade, convinced I wasn’t capable of pursuing any sort of creative endeavour.
At some point I accidentally discovered photography (thanks Dad) and was hooked from the get-go.
Turns out “I’m not a creative person” was a load of utter bullshit; I became a very creative person the
same way you get good at anything; practice. For 2 years I wore the hat of Andy the Photographer –
it became my identity. It was all I talked about, all I dreamt about, all I focused on. I even did a
photo-a-day challenge for an entire year, which was one of the most fulfilling phases of my life.
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Just a
boring selfie from my photo-a-day project.
There’s been many other things I thought I could never do, which turned into important phases in my
life. I never thought I could be strong – I was an ultra-weakling who couldn’t do a single pushup,
or a bodyweight squat, or any kind of physical activity. In my head I was convinced things would
always be that way – I had never been a strong person in the past; therefore I could never be a strong
person in the future.
Turns out that was a load of bullshit too, and Andy the Gym Guy is a hat I’m still wearing today. I’ve
come leaps and bounds in terms of strength, fitness and aesthetics, and I can finally call myself a
strong guy. It’s become part of my identity now; I’ve literally turned into a different person.
There’s many other hats I’ve tried on over the last few years. I’ve been:
Andy the Guy who Gets Laid
Andy the Social Butterfly
Andy the Mentor
Andy the BDSM Connoisseur
Andy the 3some Expert
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Andy the Manager/Supervisor
Andy the Rockclimber
Andy the Guy Who’s Fixed his Depression
Andy the Photoshop Wizard
Andy the Computer Programmer
Andy the Comedian
Andy the Musician
Andy the Mentor
Andy the Writer
Andy the Tinder Expert
Andy the Philosopher
Andy the Pool Tiler/Labourer
Andy the Social Butterfly
Andy the Guy Who Writes “Social Butterfly” Twice Just to See if You’re Paying Attention
All of these were things that at one point or another, I thought I could never be. All of them seemed
so far out of reach, I thought they were only possible for somebody other than me. And technically I
was right – I had to become somebody new to achieve each goal.
When we look at our loftiest goals, the ones that take months or years to achieve, it’s so easy to say,
“I’m just not that person.” But you’re missing a word: you’re not that person… yet.
Guys tell themselves, “I haven’t had much sex, therefore I’m not a guy who has sex.” From there, it’s
easy to be defeatist & say, “I’m not a guy who has sex; therefore I’ll never be the guy who has sex.”
Despite the negative thoughts in your head, despite how convinced you are that you’re not that type
of person, you have to ignore those voices and take action now. You just have to move forward
towards your goal, one baby step at a time, and over time you’ll slowly become that person you’re
convinced you could never be. You’ll wake up one day and say, “Holy. Fucking. Shit. I’m actually a
guy who gets laid/is strong/is confident/earns $200k/can play the guitar well/has a buff body/etc.
When the hell did that change?”
If you’re willing to at least start taking small steps to achieve your goals, you’ll be shocked how
much you can change if you’re consistent each day. You’ll surprise yourself by trying on a bunch of
different hats, becoming many different people & going through different life phases. You might not
be a strong guy now, but you can change that by going to the gym a few times a week. You might be
a virgin now, but you can become a sex god by overcoming your anxiety, signing up for Tinder and
going on a few dates then eventually having sex.
No matter who you are right now, you can literally turn yourself into a completely different
person.
That’s where the title of this site comes from. I had to kill the old Andy – the loser inside me – many
many many times, in order to become a better version of myself. Push yourself and be consistent with
your goals and you’ll kill your inner loser too; you’ll literally become a new person. You won’t even
recognise the old you.
So don’t stress if your goals seem impossibly far away. Don’t stress if you feel like “I’m not that
person”. Don’t stress if you’re not a confident guy. Don’t stress if you’re not a guy who gets laid.
Don’t stress if you’re weak, or look like shit, or are scared to talk to girls, or have no friends, or don’t
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like the person you are right now. You’ll change that, one step at a time.
Eventually, you’ll kill your inner loser.
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Write a Daily Action Plan (Todo List)
December 12, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
One of the guys I’ve been coaching recently asked me for some tips on being more productive each
day. One thing that’s been a big part of my life for the last 6 or 7 years is writing a daily action plan
(a to-do list) and ticking everything off each day.
I’ll grab a sticky-note or piece of paper, jot down the main things I want to get done that day, and
cross each one off as I go. Writing a quick list like this every morning means you know what you’re
going to do every day – you’ll never feel “lost” & you’ll never be bored. You’ll have a general plan
for the day, you’ll feel more productive and you’ll get a LOT more done.

Keep it Short
It shouldn’t be a massive list with 100 items on it – make it a list you can comfortably finish off in a
day. Once you complete it, if you have extra free time you can deside what “bonus” things you’d like
to do as well. There’s no point writing a list of 30 items and then only doing 9 of them – even though
you achieved 9 goals (a success), you’ll feel like a total failure for not doing all 30. Keep your action
plan realistic and achieveable (completeable) each day.
If you have any big (long-term) goals you’re working on, every day add 1 small step you can take to
your list. Eg if your goal is to lose 20kg, each day write down “count my calories” or “run on the
treadmill for 30 minutes”. Big goals are achieved with 1 small baby step at a time.
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The Cure for Depression
A daily action plan also helps pull you out of depression, by keeping you busy & occupied (sitting
around idle and feeling unproductive is a sure-fire way to sink further into depression). And the more
things you tick off your daily to-do list, the more you’ll feel like you’re actually doing something,
rather than sitting around depressed. Each thing you tick off is like a tiny victory, a rebellion against
that helpless feeling and the “what’s the point?” hopelessness that depression brings. Over time you’ll
add up more and more of these tiny little victories & your success will snowball over days, then
weeks, then months, then years.
I have my parents to thank for this idea – I was chronically depressed and suicidal as a teenager and
into my early 20’s. I eventually had a massive breakdown and moved back home to live with my
parents. Every morning my mum would write me a todo list every day of chores and things to do
around the house – little things like “do the dishes”, “mow the lawn”, “put the garbage out”, “work
on your resume for 10 minutes”, etc. I remember saying to her, “My life isn’t worth living, what the
hell is the point of doing these meaningless, stupid tasks? There’s no point to anything.” She told me
to just shut up and do them, even if I didn’t feel like it. When you’re depressed, you have to just
take small steps each day, regardless of how you’re feeling.
I forced myself to do those silly “meaningless” tasks, and slowly over a few days I started to feel at
least a little productive. I started adding more meaningful tasks to the list, eventually getting a job,
making new friends, losing weight, and moving back out of home again. Looking back, I absolutely
could not be where I am today if I had not taken those first few tiny, seemingly-insignificant baby
steps to start moving away from depression and towards an awesome life.
Jordan Peterson has a similar philosophy – he advocates cleaning your room as a way of taking
control of your life. It seems like such a minor thing, but cleaning your room and setting your
personal belongings in order is the first step in being master of your own destiny. You’ll be sitting in
your newly-tidied room, proud of how great it looks. You’ll think, “Hmm, what can I do next?
Maybe I’ll tidy up the kitchen.” You’ll tidy that too, then you’ll start thinking of other things to do.
“Maybe I’ll go for a walk and spend time around other people again.”
“Maybe I’ll finally work on my resume and start applying for jobs properly.”
“Maybe I’ll join a new sports club and make some friends.”
Success will snowball, and before you know it, you’ll be building good habits, adding up those small
victories one at a time, and building a healthy and happy life.

The Takeaway
Every morning when you first get up, spend 5 minutes thinking about what you want your day to look
like. Write it down on a piece of paper or sticky-note, and then have fun ticking each one of those
things off, celebrating each little victory. Add up 365 days worth of those little victories, and
you’ll have a pretty awesome year.
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Age Doesn’t Matter
December 12, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
I regularly hear this from guys: “I’m in my late 20’s, it’s too late for me to get laid with 18-25yo girls
now.” And guys in their 30’s are even worse: “No woman under 30 will want me, it’s too late for me
now. Guess I’ll have to date cranky old women now.”
It’s a ridiculous, self-defeating piece of propaganda they’re feeding themselves (usually so they don’t
have to put in the effort and try to get laid.)
Worrying about your age or her age is completely useless. You’re focusing on something you can’t
change, which is pointless and you’ll only use it as an excuse to not talk to girls and go after that
glorious gash. The more you focus on age and obsess about it, the more insecure and neurotic you’ll
come across – especially if it’s something you really worry about. A girl will jokingly say, “You’re
old lol!” and instead of taking it as a fun bit of harmless teasing, you’ll get all butthurt about it and
make things weird between the two of you.
If you’re convinced girls won’t like you because of your age, you’ll create a self-fulfilling prophecy.
You’ll get what you subconsciously believe; girls will think you’re too old for them, because you’re
the one making a big deal of it. You’re turning a molehill into a mountain.
I’m the opposite – I know I’m becoming more attractive as I enter my mid-30’s. I’m a more
confident man, I look better, I’m working out at the gym, I know how to get laid with no effort, I
have more friends than when I was younger, I dress better, people look up to me as a mentor, I have
more hobbies & girls love me. I expect the majority of girls to like the fact that I’m older, and guess
what – they do like it. My stubborn refusal to believe anything except “girls love me being older”
means I filter in girls who don’t care about age and I don’t even notice the ones who think I’m “too
old”.
Girls who think I’m “too old” don’t matter to me because I screen them out immediately and
go talk to other girls – I literally don’t even know they exist. They’re not part of my world.
I used to be very insecure about my age when I was in my mid to late 20’s. I felt old and was
convinced no girls would like me. I was partly correct – girls didn’t like me, but it was because I was
fat, unconfident, boring, had no friends, had no social skills, had very little sexual experience. The
fact I was obsessed with & insecure about my age pushed them even further away.
Now that I’m 33 (as of 2020), age almost never comes up any more. I almost exclusively go for
18-21yo girls (I have my Tinder set to this age range & in person I hit on young university students
more than any other demographic). None of them give the slightest shit how I old I am.
It’s also easy as hell for me to bang older women in their 30’s, now that I’m in my 30’s – 30yo
women are much more into 30yo guys than they are 20yo guys.
Truth is, girls love me at 33 way more than they ever did when I was 20. Scroll through my proof
stories and you’ll see most of the girls I bang are under 21. And really it has nothing to do with age –
it’s the fact I now have my shit together and I’m someone worth spending time with.
My other mates who get laid are around the same age as me, most of my coaching clients are in their
30’s or older – and they consistently & easily get laid with 18-25yo girls.
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Any girls that think I’m too old for them, no stress – we just aren’t compatible. You can’t expect
every girl to like you and be a good fit for you. I just move on and find the ones who don’t care about
age.

Andy as a
Baby, circa 1987
I’m confident even in my 40s and 50s I’ll still be banging 18-21 year olds. I’ll be much more
confident and experienced and better at getting laid, and I’ll be an expert at finding the girls who love
older guys. There’ll be a smaller dating pool for me to choose from of course (there aren’t as many
18yo girls who dig 50yo guys), but I’ll be better at capitalising on the opportunities to bang the ones
who are into older dudes.

The Takeaway
You can’t let age be something that holds you back. If you’re insecure about your age, it’s not the age
itself that’s making you insecure – you’d likely be insecure no matter what age you are. I’ve met
guys who feel “too old” at 40, at 30, at 25, and even a few who are 20 fucking years old and spout
absolute nonsense like, “Now that I’m 21, I’m too old to get with 18 year old chicks. I’ve missed
out.” If you feel like you’re “too old” at 21, then clearly you’re insecure to begin with – independent
of your actual age. That’s something you can (and should) work on.
You need to stop making excuses and be vulnerable enough to open yourself up to possible rejection.
No matter your age, go out there and talk to the girls you want to talk to, and just see what
happens.
The best time to plant a treeis 20 years ago. The secondbest timeis now.
It’s not too late for you.
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1 Approach a Day
December 13, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Last week my roommate and I started a small daily habit – hitting on 1 girl a day. It’s an everyday
rule – we aren’t allowed to go to sleep until we’ve done our 1 approach for the day, no exceptions.
I’ve done this 1-a-day habit in the past for about 6 months straight, and it was life-changing. Talking
to girls became effortless – as easy as tying my shoelaces. I got laid 7 times, and it took almost no
time or energy out of my day – barely a 2 minute conversation with a girl every day (or less than 10
seconds if she’s not interested).
Back then, I desperately needed this daily habit of hitting on girls – I was unconfident and had to
force myself to talk to any girls. I’d only had sex from online dating, and hitting on girls in person
during the day was a huge mountain for me to climb.
The daily habit broke it down into a smaller, more achievable goal – instead of “go out and talk to a
tonne of girls and get laid”, it was “just go up to one girl every day, talk to her for a minute and ask
for her number”.
This time around, it’s only been 4 days since starting the 1-a-day habit, and I already have a date
lined up with a chick I met 2 days ago.

As I said in a comment on another article, by instituting a small daily habit – something you can
easily keep up no matter what – you’re taking one baby step towards success every single day. Over
time those hundreds of little baby steps add up, compounding into a massive win. You’re winning a
war against your biggest challenges, one seemingly-insignificant little victory at a time.
Talking to 1 girl a day means you’ll talk to 365 girls in a year. That’s enough cor even a total newbie
with anxiety to get laid with 3-5 new girls, without much effort at all. You’re literally just saying hi to
one girl a day and asking for a number.
You don’t have to have a long conversation – I never do. When I hit on girls, it’s 1 minute max
(unless we really hit it off, in which case I might talk for a massive… wait for it… 3-5 minutes.) I use
the same line each time, and the conversation is almost always exactly the same.
“Hey, I know this is random but you’re hot and I had to say hi.” *smile*
[She’ll say something, usually a smile and a thankyou]
“You single?”
[If she says no, I leave. If she says yes, then carry on]
“Cool. I’m Andy. *Shake hands*. What are you up to today?”
[Small-talk for 30 seconds]
“Lemme grab your number, we’ll grab a drink.”
That’s it. Done. 1 minute max. Surely you can do that every single day, right?
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But Andy, I don’t have enough time! I’m a super busy person, I
can’t be hitting on girls!
You and I know that’s bullshit – you’re just scared to talk to girls (which isn’t anything to be
ashamed of). But I’ll play along and pretend you’re actually as busy as you say you are. In that case,
just say this to girls:
“Hey, you’re hot and I had to say hi. I’m in a massive rush though – wanna give me your number and
we’ll grab a drink sometime?”
10 seconds. Literally 10 seconds. No excuses – you can definitely do that once a day. If you’re too
nervous to do that, read this.
And if you’re scared of other people seeing you hit on girls – I’ve got an answer to that here.

Join Me
Join me – do 1 approach a day with me. Write a comment below letting me know you’re
committing to the habit with me. Even if you only do it for a month, you’ll find it really helps make
approaching more of “who you are” thing, rather than something you have to push yourself to do.
It’ll become a habit.
Hitting on 1 girl a day is like a conveyor belt in a factory that just keeps on moving, never stopping. 1
girl a day means you’re keeping the wheels constantly turning, and by keeping things turning, you’ll
inevitably get some numbers, then dates, then sex. It’ll feel like girls “accidentally” fall into your lap,
from just 1-2 minutes of minor effort a day. You’re doing the 1 approach a day anyway, and if you
get sex out if it, that’s a nice bonus.
It’ll eventually feel like you’re getting laid for free, without doing any work.
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Always Keep an Open Mind
December 13, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
I’m constantly pleasantly surprised by girls who turn out to be nothing like I thought they’d be. This
week I matched with an unremarkable-looking asian girl on Bumble, grabbed her number and
organised to meet her for a hangout.
She was extremely plain-looking in her photos though; not unattractive, just average/boring. On the
day we were due to meet, I had a strong sense of “I can’t be bothered meeting her”, and was very
close to cancelling the date. I was dragging my heels as I walked to our meeting spot, and had to tell
myself a few times, “Just keep an open mind. You’ve been pleasantly surprised in the past.” I texted
her to tell her “I can’t stay long” and told myself I’d bail after 20 minutes. Just the bare minimum
amount of face time so I wasn’t being rude by flaking.
Soon as I met this chick I thought, “Damn, she’s much cuter than her pics.” Short, very slim, perky
tits, and a very bubbly personality. We went people-watching, did some Geocaching, walked around
a bit and stopped to make out here and there. A 20 minute date turned into 2 hours, and I ended up
taking her to a park on the way home. We made out under a tree, I played with her tits while she gave
me one of the best handjobs of my life and then licked all the cum off her hand and smiled at me.
Not at all what I was expecting.

I’ve had many similar experiences in the past – times when I’ve been sure I wouldn’t be that into a
girl, only to be extremely surprised later on. I almost cancelled a date with another girl due to apathy
(I just “couldn’t be bothered” going to a date because I was exhausted from work), and she ended up
being one of my best lays ever. We ended up seeing each other for 7 months.
One of the hottest girls I’ve ever banged was a girl I very nearly didn’t meet – because I was “too
tired”.
My current girlfriend drove me absolutely mad the first 2 times I banged her – she was incredibly
annoying and neurotic (I jokingly called her Woody Allen). I was about to cut things off with her after
the second time we banged, but told myself to be open-minded and see her a third time. Her neurosis
and annoying habits went away as soon as she got comfortable with me, and she’s been an incredibly
valuable partner in my life over the last couple of years.
I have at least 10 other examples like this. My life has been so much better since I’ve started telling
myself the magic words:
“I’ll just keep an open mind and see what happens.”
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Update: Go read the follow-up to this: “You?re not Obligated to Have Sex with Someone“.
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If You Hate Women…
December 14, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Back in early 2018, someone asked me on the Good Looking Loser Forums how I managed to cure
my hatred and anger towards women. Here’s a copy-paste of my response at the time:
I didn’t actually try to cure it. If anything, I tried really hard to keep my “Women are evil”
mindset. I used to read red pill stuff daily, I’d constantly tell myself “Remember, this is a war, you’re
always at war with all women, they all want to use you so don’t let them win”. I surrounded myself
with as much “women suck” stuff as I could – used to subscribe to a tonne of anti-women, antifeminist Youtube channels too.
I haven’t shagged a lot of girls from cold approach – only 8 so far. But 3 of them were virgins &
another had only been with 1 guy before me. Those 4 girls were REALLY into me, and really
innocent, and didn’t play ANY games whatsoever. They appreciated my time. All 4 of them cared
deeply about me, 2 of them definitely loved me and the other 2 were pretty close to being in love with
me.
Those 4 girls more than anything else made me realise yeah, some girls are evil – so are some guys.
But some girls are pretty fucking sweet and have no intention of trying to fuck you over. Some girls
are actually good people.
All the approaches I did (done over 600 so far) helped too. All the times I had a fun conversation with
a cute girl really made me like women again.
I didn’t WANT to stop hating women, but it just kinda happened by accident. I’ve read a tonne of
other reports on here from guys who say the same shit – they started off hating women, but by talking
to and shagging a few women, they dropped the “women are evil” shit almost by accident.
So bottom line: If you’re fucking angry at women, embrace it. It’s fine man, it’s part of the process.
Don’t try to fix it, just focus on having fun, shag a lot of girls, and in time you might find yourself
surprised at how you just don’t care about their annoying habits (like flaking, lol)…
That’s right; I actively wanted to hate women and actively FOUGHT to keep up my anger towards
them… But in the end women won me over and melted my cold heart with their genuine sweetness
and caring nature.
If you hate women or hold a lot of anger/resentment towards “female nature”, try not to get too
frustrated by that – in a lot of guys’ cases the anger/bitterness is just part of the process. Just keep on
trucking, keep going on dates and trying to get laid, keep improving yourself so you get a better class
of women (and more of them).
Most of all, try to keep an open mind. Try being vulnerable and honest whenever you can, and the
more you open up to girls, the more you’ll start to find ones who are pretty good people and treat you
pretty damn well.
The issue will be if you never grow out of your hatred of women – or it gets worse over time. Hating
(or being angry at) half the world’s population obviously isn’t going to lead to a very happy life. It’s
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a hell of a burden to bear.

But for now don’t worry about the future – just focus on giving yourself as much dating/sexual
experience as you can, and trust that over time as you meet a few cool chicks you’ll learn to chill out
with the anger/disappointment thing. Try not to be too much of a dick to girls in the mean time;
they’re honestly really nice people.
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Getting Laid a Lot Requires You to be “Creepy”
December 15, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Most guys who are starting out do everything they can to avoid the seemingly-terrifying label of
“being creepy”. Dudes feel like their entire world will come crashing down if any girl – or anyone in
general – perceives them to be “creepy” or “weird”.
I have news for you: You can’t get laid a lot without making it your number 1 goal & hitting on a
large number of girls. That will mean you inevitably creep a few girls out along the way; after all,
talking to girls you don’t know and trying to have sex with them isn’t exactly socially normal.
Therefore, you cannot get laid a tonne whilst completely avoid being creepy.
Let’s define creepy: “Creepy is you doing something I personally think is weird or wrong or
inappropriate, according to my own subjective opinions and preferences.” You see, creepy is pretty
damn subjective. It’s a value judgement someone makes on you/your behaviour; it depends a hell of a
lot on that person’s preferences, current mood, relationship status, personal hangups, how their life is
going at that point in time, etc.
In the context of talking to women, creepy usually means the girl just isn’t interested in you (unless
you do something really stupid like lick your lips whilst saying, “Mmm girl, Daddy wanna eat you all
up, buttercup.”) Hell, even then, some girls would be into that.
And that’s my point. What seems “creepy” to one girl is “confident” and “spontaneous” and
“charming” to another. My roommate puts it best: “It’s not possible to get laid without creeping some
girls out, because there’s such a broad range of things that could potentially creep any one girl out.”
People have preferences, likes and dislikes – you’re going to gel with some girls but not with
others. Some girls will love your personality and your traits, your manner of talking, the way you
look… while others will think you’re the creepiest motherfucker in the world. And that’s perfectly
fine.
I message one girl on Tinder & ask if she’s into BDSM and wants to give it a go; she calls me a
massive creep/pervert. I copy-paste the exact same message to the next girl, who says, “Oh my god I
love your forwardness. I’m very curious to explore that actually.” Nothing changed except one girl
was into me/what I was offering, and one girl was not.
Here’s a perfect example. My Tinder bio is, “When I was little, girls hated when I pulled their hair.
Funny how some things change.”
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I ended up having sex with this girl, by the way – including a 3some with another one of my
fuckbuddies. Proof is here.
So one girl thinks I’m a massive creep, but another loves me for it and has sex with me. Exact same
bio, two very different reactions.

A Caveat…
Obviously if you’re getting called “creepy” a lot, it may be your appearance. If you’re overweight or
dress horribly or you smell really bad & walk up to girls and tell them they’re sexy – you’ll get a lot
of “you’re creeping me out”.

Ok,
maybe you don’t need to be this creepy.
If you want a lot of lays, you’re going to have to walk around checking girls out constantly – pretty
much non-stop. You’ll have to become a guy who’s thinking about sex all the damn time – which
some people may think is “creepy” – otherwise you’ll never have any kind of solid sex life. Big goals
require you to go all-in and not hold back.
You’ll also need to be more up front and assertive on Tinder/online dating – if you want a lot of sex,
you cannot afford to have your time wasted with long conversations that don’t lead anywhere. You’ll
have to be a sexual guy online as well. Some girls might think that’s “creepy”, and that’s perfectly
ok. Let them think you’re creepy; those girls aren’t worth your time anyway.
Hell, even if all you’re after is a loyal, decent girlfriend – you’ll still have to go on dates and make
the first move most of the time (girls aren’t forward – it’ll be up to you to hold her hand, to kiss her,
to try to have sex with her, etc). Sometimes you trying to kiss a girl will creep her out a bit. That’s
totally normal – it’s par for the course. Embrace it and learn to be ok with it, because at the end of the
day, “creepy” is just a label.
If you’re hitting on girls in person, you’re also going to have to get over your fear of having other
people hear your conversations. It’s inevitable other people will see you chatting up girls out on the
street if you do it enough times. Some of those bystanders may even think you’re weird for doing it –
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they’re usually just insanely jealous of you. But in all my approaches, and all my friends approaches,
nobody ever had the balls to actually walk up to any one of us and say, “You’re being a creep”. So let
the haters hate from afar, sitting there watching you and stewing, wishing they had the courage to do
what you’re man enough to do.

I Used to Worry About the “Creepy” Label too
I used to be fucking terrified of being “creepy”, especially as I used to do a lot of my approaches on
one particular university campus. I had to talk to a lot of girls before I got over that fear, and I
realised I was fabricating this wild story that if I ever got called creepy, my whole world would fall
apart. Over time I learned to let go of that irrational fear and just get on with my goal: sleeping with
girls & enjoying my life.
These days I’m the creepiest cunt ever. When I get a number off a girl in person/on Tinder, my first
text is, “Do you have experience with being submissive/BDSM, or is it something you’d like to
explore?” That’s pretty damn forward, and so I’ve been called creepy, gross, perverted, an abuser, etc
quite a few times. It never feels nice (after all, who wants to be insulted?) but it’s MORE than worth
it to have fun and meet a lot of really sweet, really interesting, really awesome girls.

Well aren’t you a charmer.
Yep, I still get called creepy to this day – who gives a shit. A woman who calls you creepy probably
isn’t all that happy with her life – healthy girls don’t insult strangers they barely know.

The Takeaway
If you truly want to meet a bunch of women and get laid, date them, etc – you’re going to need to be
bold. It’ll be up to you to initiate and make the moves. It’s inevitable that sometimes girls (or
bystanders/other people) will think you’re being creepy; it’s all part of the process. You need to not
only accept it, but fully embrace it.
I give you permission to go out there and risk being called creepy.
Update 26th July 2019:
Even girls get called creepy sometimes, so don’t feel like you’re alone. Here’s a conversation my
girlfriend had with another girl:
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How to Take Nude Pics with Girls
December 15, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

Always ask permission when taking pics of girls, & never push any girl to do something she
doesn’t want to do. Life’s infinitely less drama that way.
I have permission for every photo on this site. I’m also happy to immediately remove any pics or
detail if anyone would like me to – contact me.

So, you’ve had some bedroom rendezvous with a girl, and you’d like some saucy pics or videos to
remind yourself of the wild romp you two are sharing. Guys overthink it and overcomplicate it,
asking “How do I get a girl to let me take nudes?”
It’s not something you need to “make her do” – you just have to use your words like an adult and ask.
She’ll either be up for it or she won’t. My buddy just straight up says “Yo, you’re super hot – lemme
take a pic real quick. Cover your face if you want.”
I do similar – I tend to be a very complimentary person – I give a lot of compliments to people in my
life. So it’s very easy for me to say during sex, “You’re so insanely sexy, you’re turning me on like
crazy. Seriously, wait right here.” I’ll go grab my phone, come back & say, “You’re so sexy I HAVE
to take a photo of your incredible body.”
A lot of girls are very keen to show off for you, especially when they can see how much their body
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turns you on. It’s a huge compliment and ego boost for a lot of them. Some of the more cheeky girls
will even say, “Sure I’ll pose for you, so you can jerk off to me later ? ? ? “
If you plan on showing/sending it to any of your mates or uploading it on a forum or something,
make sure she’s cool with that too. Just throw out a casual, “Yo, mind if I show your body off to my
mates?” Again, if you ask, most girls are fine with it.

Generally speaking, most girls don’t mind you sharing their photos as long you block out their face
completely and any other identifiable information (tattoos, jewellery, birthmarks, face, etc) so
nobody can tell it’s them. That way it just looks like a nude photo of some random person, rather than
her. I always show the photo to them before I upload it to make sure they definitely approve.
Sometimes a girl will be a little shy (but still clearly keen), so I’ll say, “No I’m serious, I’m taking a
photo, you are way too hot – I have to remember this moment. You cool with it?” If she’s still clearly
into the idea but a little nervous, I’ll ask, “Ok, what if we put the blindfold on you so your face is
covered?”

If she’s cool with it, then I’ll take the picture. If she’s still a little unsure or hesitant, I don’t take
the pic – don’t push someone to do something they don’t seem all that keen to do. Especially when it
comes to them being in a vulnerable position, naked in your bed. This stuff is way more fun if she’s
really into it – it’s not fun feeling like you’re pressuring someone into doing something.
Sometimes girls will want to take a pic with you, but not a nude one of their body. In that case, get
under the blankets with her so you’re both covered, and tell her you want to take a cute selfie of the
two of you. Your bodies will be covered up but it’ll be obvious you’re both naked in bed, which is
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proof enough. Most girls are pretty cool with this – it’s just a selfie. (Again, if she asks you not to,
respect her wishes and don’t take any photos.)
Sometimes when you break up with a girl, she might ask you to delete all the photos you have of
her. Obviously do so. I’ve only ever had 2 girls ask me to delete all their photos. It actually made me
feel a little sad – these were 2 girls I’d dated for about a year each, and hitting that Delete button was
painful; deleting all the memories I had of them felt like I was erasing them from my life. Somewhat
like Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind.
If you’re deleting all her photos, make sure you also check your Google Drive/Apple
iCloud/Dropbox/etc as well. Often your phone/computer automatically backs up all your photos to
the cloud, so make sure you erase those copies as well.
The goal of my site is to help you get laid whilst respecting the people you sleep with, and not
make them feel used. Nobody likes feeling used – it feels pretty fucking shit (speaking from
experience). Treat chicks like people, not throwaway notches/trophies.

Artsy Photoshoots
Once you’re more comfortable with a girl and you’ve seen each other a few times, you can tell her
you’d like to do an actual “photoshoot” with her; ie an artsy/nude photoshoot. A lot of girls love the
idea; especially if you try and make the photos classy/artsy.
This is something I’ve been more into lately, and my girls fucking love it. It’s a hell of a lot of fun
coming up with photo ideas together, shooting a bunch of photos until you get one that looks
awesome, trying out all the toys together, trying different poses, etc. It’s also a lot of fun getting each
other all worked up (it’s pretty erotic taking nude photos of someone), then banging each other like
mad afterwards.
It also feels a lot better taking photos with a girl, rather than of her – it’s like you’re sharing
something fun together, rather than you just quickly snapping a boring smartphone photo of her. You
get to pretend to be all artsy and sophisticated and shit.
Here’s some I’ve done so far (they’re cool with me showing them here):
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The Takeaway
So if you want to take nude photos of girls, you literally just have to ask for it. Guys tend to overthink
it and ask me, “How can I convince a girl to let me take nude photos of her?” It’s not something you
have to “trick” or pressure her into doing – Just use your words and ask like an adult.
The worst that could happen is she says no.
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Don’t Worry, You’re Making Progress (Bad Days are Ok.)
December 16, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
If there’s one thing we humans are good at – particularly those of us into self-improvement – it’s
beating ourselves up and being a self-tyrant. We place these crazy unrealistic expectations upon our
own heads, expecting daily perfection, never allowing for any misteps or mistakes anywhere along
the way.
You’ve gotta be realistic in your expectations of yourself – you’re a human, a human who’s going to
make a million mistakes throughout your life… no matter how hard you try not to. The measuring
stick you should be using is: if you’re making progress – ANY amount of progress – you’re on track.
The journey of a thousand miles is measured in individual steps – not giant leaps. In other words,
simple daily habits consistently repeated over time, rather than huge leaps which require you to
muster up all your willpower and motivation (which are always followed by a dropoff in
motivation and then days/weeks of laziness & lack of progress). Think “The Tortoise and the
Hare“.
This is the method I’ve used to achieve pretty much all of my goals – slow and steady progress over
time.
The Slight Edge ? How I?ve Achieved All My Goals
A client I’m coaching was recently beating himself up, because he had a day where he only talked to
5 girls. He was really down on himself, because the previous day he’d talked to 15 girls, and felt like
he was “going backwards”.
But 2 weeks ago my homie wasn’t talking to ANY girls – now on his worst day he talks to 5 girls.
He’s also much more self-aware, more confident, is working on his dating skills, is learning to be
more honest with girls, is building a habit of going to the gym, and is tackling his challenges head-on
like a man. He feels more alive. His worst day now is a million times better than his worst day from 2
weeks ago, let alone 2 months or 2 years ago.

Measure Progress Over a Longer Timescale
Don’t get caught up in comparing each and every single day to your previous day – take a step back,
zoom out a bit and look at the general trend over time. Are you, generally speaking, happier and
making more progress than you were a few months ago? Good, you’re on the right path. Your only
goal should be to have a general upwards trend over time. You need to compare your average days to
your past average days, and then see if you’re gradually improving over time.
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It doesn’t
get more nerdy than a scatter plot.
Example time: Let’s say 6 months ago you spent most days jerking off to porn, eating too much junk
food, not talking to any girls, and not going to the gym. These days, you go to the gym a few times a
week, you’ve cut down on the porn (though sometimes you relapse), you count your calories and
don’t eat as much junk food, and you’re messaging a couple girls a week on online dating sites.
Congratulations! Your average day now looks a hell of a lot better than it did 6 months ago.

Comparing Your Best…
You can also compare your best days to your past best days, and see if there’s a general improvement
over time. Maybe 6 months ago your best day meant you went to the gym and messed around for 30
minutes, talked to 3 girls on Plenty of Fish, met up with some mates and smoked weed with them all
night. A pretty decent day.
But the last few weeks, your best day looks more like this: You go to the gym and absolutely crush
your routine, putting more weight on the bar than you did the previous workout. You leave feeling
amazing, strong, fucking powerful. You message 10 girls online, and even manage to work up the
courage to talk to a random girl you see on the street during your lunch break. You listen to selfdevelopment podcasts on your commute to and from work, put in a very solid work day (other people
are starting to notice & comment on your improved work ethic), and grab dinner with some mates,
talking about your goals and latest achievements.
Clearly a much better “best day” than your best day from 6 months ago. Congrats! You’re improving
over time.
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…And Comparing Your Worst.
And if you must compare your worst days and be a tyrannical cunt to yourself, fine. But at least be
realistic in your comparisons. If you have a shit day now – like my client “only” talking to 5 girls
instead of 15 – compare it to your shittiest day from 6 months ago. I’ll bet you 10 bucks that 6 or 12
months ago your worst day was the stuff of nightmares. At the time, I bet you’d have given
anything to have a day like the “bad” days you have now.
The number of bad days vs good days is also important. If a year ago 3 out of every 7 days were bad
days – and now you only have a bad day once a week – that’s massive progress. It’s proof you’re on
the right path, proof you’re doing the right things. Keep on going, and don’t ever quit.

Another thing people do is compare their progress to other people’s progress. The issue with that is
one of transparency – you’re acutely aware of all of your flaws and mistakes, but you don’t see even
one-tenth of the mistakes the other person makes. You’re only seeing a highlight reel of their life –
the parts they’ve chosen to show you. You have no idea what’s going on in their head – their fears,
insecurities and doubts are all hidden from you.
You look at them and think, “Damn, they make it look so easy. Meanwhile I’m here being such a
fuckup”. Truth is they’re exactly like you, and they’re not special. They’re not immune from all the
bullshit you’ve had to struggle with. Every person you look up to, every person you compare yourself
to, had a million bad days where they were on the edge of despair. And chances are on their bad days,
those people were beating themselves up, just like you are right now.
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The Takeaway
Be more objective in how you judge your progress. Are your generally improving over time? Great,
keep doing what you’re doing – and don’t stress about the occasional bad days. If you’re not
improving over time – then make some changes, adjust your approach and try again.
If you’re stressing about making up for lost time, or feel time is slipping away from you, remember
age doesn’t matter. Just focus on making a little progress each day – one teensy tiny little baby step –
and over time your success will snowball. As long as you never quit, you’ll eventually get there.
Be nicer to yourself; this self-improvement journey is supposed to be enjoyable. Don’t beat
yourself up if you have a bad day. Just focus on incremental improvements, and as long as you’re
doing the right things, you’ll be on that upwards trend line.
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How to Be Productive & Get Shit Done
December 16, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Hi, I’m Andy. I’m a world-class procrastinator.
When I have a task to do – maybe an article to write, or an apartment to clean, or an email to reply to
– I’ll go out of my way to do absolutely everything except the actual task at hand. I’ve wasted hours,
days, weeks, months of my life just killing time and avoiding doing the actual work I really want to
be doing.
Over the years, I’ve come up with a list of techniques that have helepd turn me into a productive
person who can actually get shit done. It’s something I still struggle with now and then, but for the
most part I’ve become a pretty prolific worker.
Here’s my list of tricks to get shit done. Experiment with all of these yourself; you’ll be blown away
by how much more awesome & productive you can be if you set your mind to it. You can literally
become a “productive person”.
Table of Contents:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Tell Yourself, “Today I’m Going to be Productive” (And then Follow Through with it)
Daily Todo List
Set Rewards for Successfully Being Productive
Have a “Productivity Routine”
The Pomodoro Technique
Turn off ALL Distractions
Give Yourself Permission to Ignore People for a Little While
One Task at a Time
Know When to Unplug & Call it Quits
The Takeaway

Tell Yourself, “Today I’m Going to be Productive” (And then
Follow Through with it)
Probably the most important thing on this list. If you want to get shit done, you need to actually
believe that’s possible. No point sitting down to work if you don’t actually believe you’ll succeed in
getting anything done.
One technique that helps is to visualise how damn awesome it’ll feel to have a product day (or just a
productive hour or two). Really think about how proud of yourself you’ll feel, how you won’t have
that sense of guilt that comes from procrastinating working on your goals, etc. Allow yourself to feel
all those positive emotions, then say out loud, “I’m going to feel like that at the end of today.” Then
get to work actually making it happen.
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Daily Todo List
Writing a todo list of things you want to get done each day is something I’ve gone into detail before.
If you don’t define what your goals for the day/session are, how will you know what you should be
working on – how will you know if you’re on task, or straying?
Grab a piece of paper and write down everything you want to achieve. Writing it down makes
you accountable. You’ll find it’s a hell of a lot of fun crossing things off the list as you go – each time
you scribble something out, you’ll feel like you’re one step closer to the finish line; one step closer to
those awesome feelings we visualised in the step above.

Set Rewards for Successfully Being Productive
You can’t be all work and no play – a productive day deserves a fun reward at the end of it. Come up
with something fun you’ll do once you finish your goals for the day, and keep it firmly in your mind
the whole day – use it as motivation, something to work towards. Being productive is supposed to
be fun; you’re not supposed to be a tyrant to yourself and work yourself to death.
At the end of the productive day, allow yourself to have the reward you set, without any feelings of
guilt or “I should be doing even more work, I can’t afford to relax.” Chill out and enjoy the fruits of
your labour.

Have a “Productivity Routine”
Come up with a set of actions that put you in a nice productive mood – and keep repeating those
actions until they become a habit. For me, my productivity routine is:
I tell myself, “Today I’m going to get a tonne of shit done”, and then I visualise how fricking
awesome it’s going to feel at the end of the day when I’ve succeeded.
I get out a big sheet of paper and write down everything I want to get done that day/in that
“productivity session”.
I put on my most comfortable clothes, making sure I’m not too hot and not too cold.
I like to make myself a nice cup of coffee in the biggest mug I have.
I open up the blinds in my apartment (I have very wide panoramic windows with an awesome
view out into the city), letting in a tonne of light, boosting my mood.
I put on my headphones and turn on some music that puts me in a good mood. I like
electronic/ambient, drum n bass (this one’s great too), chillstep, progressive house,
downtempo/electro house, and a few others. Find something that puts you in a good mood but
doesn’t distract you and take your attention away from the task at hand.
Then I sit down at my computer, do all the techniques we’ll go over below, and get to work.
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You should come up with your own routine – it can be literally anything, as long as it’s a routine you
repeat each time you want to sit down and be productive. After a week or two of repeating the exact
same routine, you’ll start associating the routine with productive work – and the simple act of going
through the routine will automatically put you in a great frame of mind to kick ass and put in some
solid work.

The Pomodoro Technique
The Pomodoro Technique has been a recent addition to my productivity routine, and it’s the secondmost important thing on this list. It’s pretty damn simple:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Do 25 minutes of productive work
Take a 5 minute break
Repeat this 3 more times, for 4 cycles in total.
After the 4th cycle, take a longer break (15-30 minutes).
Repeat as many times as you want.

To make it super easy, use an app, which will automatically set the timers for you:
Android: Brain Focus Productivity Timer
iOS: Focus Keeper
Web: Pomodoro Tracker
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It’ll take a while for you to actually become productive with it – like most things, you have to build
it into a habit. At first you might find 25 minutes isn’t enough time for you to actually be productive
– you might spend that entire time being distracted. You might find 5 minutes of break time isn’t
enough – you’ll feel like you’ve barely had a second to rest before it’s time to start working again.
But over time you’ll adjust to it and find it’s an incredibly powerful tool for getting shit done.
In order for the technique to work (after the initial adjustment period), you HAVE to sit there and
write/work on your goals/whatever you’re trying to do. You’re not allowed to get distracted and
make cups of tea, or reply to that “super urgent email”, or text your friend, or any other bullshit. Just
sit down and work on your goal – force yourself to do that and nothing else.
You also have to take a break as soon as the timer goes off. At first this will be fucking hard –
damn near impossible – especially if you’re on a roll and being really productive. Force yourself to
stop what you’re doing, go do something else for a bit – it’s only 5 minutes. Even if you’re literally in
the middle of a sentence, you need to just stop and
^ (See what I did there? ? )
Nothing is so important you can’t take a break for 5 minutes and come back to it. If the thought
you were in the middle of having was important enough, you’ll still remember it when you come
back.
You’ll also find taking a break allows you to take a step back, refresh your mind and see if you’ve
started to become inefficient or waste time. You’ll come back with a renewed sense of energy and a
clear mind, ready to kick ass for the next 25 minute round.
A lot of the time you’ll spend your break excitedly waiting to get back into the work; your mind will
be racing with ideas & you’ll be itching to start working again. Thus, working and being productive
actually becomes really fucking fun.

Turn off ALL Distractions
When you’re working on your missions/goals, it’s easy to let yourself be distracted by the daily
bullshit of life. You’ve gotta ignore the distractions and put them out of your mind for a little bit.
Turn your phone on silent and put it out of arm’s reach, face down so you can’t see the screen
light up.
Close your email program so you don’t get any notifications.
Close Skype, iMessage, etc.
If you have to, tell your friends/workmates/everyone else you won’t be contactable for a couple
hours.
Put some music on (especially if you have noise-cancelling headphones) so external sounds
won’t distract you.
Make sure the room is not too hot and not too cold.
Use an app like Off The Grid to completely remove the temptation to fuck around with your
phone when you want to be working. It disables all notifications and completely locks you out
of your phone for the designated amount of time you set. You can also use apps like
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StayFocused to do similar.
Remove the temptation to visit distraction websites (Facebook/Youtube/Twitter/etc) by using a
Chrome/Firefox/Safari addon like StayFocusd (Firefox: Use Monastery. Safari: Use
WasteNoTime).
If you’re working in one window/application, close all other windows and make your main
window full-screen.

Give Yourself Permission to Ignore People for a Little While
When you sit down to work on your goals, it’s inevitable people will text you/message you/call
you/email you/try to get in contact with you. You’ve got to give yourself permission to let go of the
need to reply to everybody the millisecond they try to talk to you. It’s absolutely fine to wait an
hour, two hours, even an entire day to reply to someone. Most of the time people are just talking to
you for the sake of talking to you. Even when they say “Please reply, this is urgent!” they’ll almost
always figure out the answer themselves or sort the issue out on their own. It’s not your job to be at
everybody’s beck and call 24/7 – especially when you have your own goals you want to work on.
After you’ve done a couple hours of solid, productive work – or during your 5 minute breaks if
you’re using the Pomodoro Technique – you can reply to everybody then. But you need to get into
the habit of keeping work time strictly as work time – not “allow myself to be distracted by
everybody’s bullshit” time.
You’ll find if you just wait a couple of hours, when you eventually do reply to everybody, they’ll say
“Oh that’s cool, I already figured it out myself” or “Yeah that problem doesn’t matter any more, it’s
all good”.
You’re not neglecting other people when you ignore them for a little while. You’re setting
healthy ego boundaries for yourself and teaching other people your time is valuable. You’ll actually
help the other person too – because they’ll have to learn to be more independent if they know they
can’t just constantly spam you every time they have a problem/are bored/feel like killing time/feel
lonely.

One Task at a Time
Focus on achieving one task at a time – don’t hop between tasks or try to do multiple things at once.
Multi-tasking isn’t real, and jumping from one task to another is inefficient. If you have a lot of tasks
to do, write them all down on a piece of paper, and systematically go through the list, focusing on one
item at a time and ticking them off as you go.
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Know When to Unplug & Call it Quits
There’ll come a point after a few hours where your productivity really takes a nose-dive – especially
late at night. When you find your output slowly grinding to a halt despite your best efforts, it’s
probably time to call it quits. Either give yourself a very long break (an hour or two) or go to bed.
Getting a good night’s sleep is much more important and much more productive than trying to pull an
all-nighter.

Give yourself a big pat on the back – you kicked ass today. Give yourself that reward you set
earlier, rest up and kick some more ass later today/tomorrow.

The Takeaway
With practice, you’ll be able to build everything above into a habit you can use pretty much every
day of your life. You’ll be able to settle into a nice productivity routine, shut out all distractions and
just get on with the task at hand. You’ll be 10 times more productive, you’ll feel like you’re truly
making the most of every day – you’ll feel like you’re truly living. I wouldn’t be where I am today
without the above tools.
In fact, this entire article was written in an afternoon, and I utilised every technique listed above to
get it done with minimal fuss. So this shit works.
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Sexual Apathy (aka “Banging New Girls Just isn’t Fulfilling
Anymore”)
December 17, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
If you’re a newbie when it comes to getting laid, you can skip this article. Right now you should just
do everything you can to get laid.
But if you’re much further along when it comes to getting sex and feel like you’ve achieved most of
your goals with women, you’ve probably asked yourself this question: Is sleeping with new girls
always going to satisfy me?
I see a tonne of guys go through the process of learning to get laid, working on themselves and
making massive improvements which eventually result in them getting plenty of girls. They get to a
point where sex comes fairly easily to them & is no longer a challenge – which sounds like a dream
come true (and in many ways, of course it is). But they all inevitably hit the same roadblock: “Getting
laid is becoming boring; it doesn’t satisfy me like it used to. I don’t feel fulfilled any more.”
I ran into this problem myself when I really started getting laid, but I quickly figured out the problem.
Guys get bored of sex because they’ve stopped improving.
We’re not having sex just to have sex. Part of the appeal of getting laid is it’s a mission, a goal,
something to work towards. Guys love missions, we love having the pull of an awesome, lifechanging goal to give us direction. It’s the process of working on your goals that gives you a reason
to get up every morning and try to be better than you were the day before.
And once we reach those goals, when we finally get to say, “I did it”, we set new goals. Deadlift
200kg in the gym? Cool, time to work towards a 250kg deadlift. Get a promotion at work? Great,
time to work towards eventually running the company (or leaving to go start your own company).
Once we reach a goal, the only logical thing to do is set a new goal and keep moving forward.
Yet for some reason, guys forget this when it comes to getting laid. We have this weird notion in our
head that, “As soon as I can get laid a lot, my entire life will be perfect.” We expect when we reach
our goals with girls, all the pieces will fall into place, the stars will align, God himself will reach
down to give us a high five – life will be perfect.
But: it doesn’t work that way.
Getting laid is like every other goal – it’s something you achieve, and then you move on to the next
goal. Life is a series of trying on lots of hats.
You’re not supposed to find Ultimate Satisfaction? from getting laid – it’s just one (very important)
goal in a long list of goals you’ll work on over your lifetime. Just like being rich won’t make your life
totally complete and finished, getting more pussy won’t keep fulfilling you forever and ever and ever.
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Pussy is
great, but it won’t keep you fulfilled forever.
So when you get to the point where sex comes easily and is no longer as fulfilling as it once was,
you’ve got two options:

Start your Next Mission, & Let Sex Become a Fun Hobby You
do in Your Spare Time
When you get to the point that banging new girls doesn’t bring you the euphoria it once did, and you
feel like you’ve got your sex life fairly handled, it makes sense to sit down & come up with a new
goal to dedicate yourself to. For me, it was starting this website and mentoring other people – I want
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to help you achieve all the cool things I’ve been able to achieve. For you, it might be starting your
own business, or working on strength goals, or becoming a blogger, or finding a girlfriend to settle
down with and start a family, or travelling around the world, or giving back to your community
through philanthropy. Whatever the goal is, give it everything you have and go all-in; close the
“getting laid” chapter of your life and 100% commit to the next chapter.
Some guys choose a girl to go monogamous with, so they’re getting regular sex, intimacy and
companionship, and can therefore focus on their next mission. Other guys have casual
relationships/regular fuckbuddies, so they’re getting hassle-free sex without much drama or effort.
Some dudes use Tinder to maintain their sex life “in the background” while their main mission is at
the forefront.
If you’re like me and you still enjoy sex and don’t ever want to be monogamous, you can find a
girlfriend who’s cool with you sleeping with other girls (preferably one who wants to share them with
you). My girl and I have plenty of 3somes together – and you can too. Or you could approach 1 girl a
day in the street (takes literally 1 minute out of your life) and keep Tinder rolling in the background
for easy sex. I’ve created a very efficient sex life for myself so I can concentrate on my other
missions.
I go into way more detail about all of this in: Eventually You’ll End Up Settling Down.
To make it clear: Even after you’ve had a tonne of girls – sex is still fun. It will always be fun.
You’ll always enjoy it, always have the drive to do it, and always enjoy female company. It just
won’t always be your number one goal any more – it’ll be more like a “background” habit.

Write a Sexual Bucketlist, and Make it your Mission to Explore
Everything on it
If you feel like you still want to focus on getting more sex – but you’re frustrated by the fact it hasn’t
been fulfilling you as much as it used to – you can sit down and write a sexual bucketlist.
I’ve got a full guide to writing a sexual bucketlist here. The goal of writing a bucketlist is to set
yourself the mission to work through as many of the items on the list as you can and tick them all off.
It’ll be a fun project for you to work on, you’ll end up with a tonne of hilarious stories to tell your
friends, you’ll gain heaps of experience, you’ll meet a variety of different types of women (since in
many cases you’ll have to seek out a very specific type of girl to fulfil a particular fantasy). Working
through your list will become satisfying in itself – not to mention the sex you have will be a hell of a
lot more varied and wild. Nothing cures sexual apathy like a massive, exciting list of fun kinks to
explore.

The Takeaway
Having sex isn’t supposed to be your end goal; in fact, there’s no goal that’ll totally complete your
life by itself. The day you decide to stop improving yourself is the day you cease to truly live.
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This was never about girls anyway. This was always about making yourself a better man.
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How to Explore Your Sexual Bucketlist
December 17, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
As I mentioned in Sexual Apathy, writing a sexual bucketlist is a great way to keep things fresh in the
bedroom and ensure you have a solid mission to work on if sex is becoming less fulfilling as time
goes on.
You can also use your bucketlist for experiments to learn things you’ve always been curious about.
Eg “Is it possible to make most girls squirt?” (hint: it is).
“Are 3somes really as amazing as everyone says they are?” (They’re pretty fucking groovy).
“How long can I keep a girl on the edge without letting her orgasm?” (So long that you’ll need to take
a break for lunch).
“What happens if I start tickling a girl while she’s cumming?” (It’ll be the funniest shit you’ve ever
seen).
(Heads up, I may get a small commission if you use my links to buy any of the things listed below, at no cost to you.)

How to Build Your List
Building your bucketlist is easy – and a hell of a lot of fun. Sit down with a big sheet of paper or your
laptop, and let your imagination run wild. Think of the filthiest, wildest things you’ve always wanted
to try – no matter how “out there” or weird they are (obviously: make sure they’re legal).
Here’s a few ideas to get you thinking:
Roleplays:
“Daddy”
Nurse/patient
Student/teacher
Petgirl
etc
Having fun with the Daddy fantasy.
Dominant Sex:
You dominate the girl
Making her orgasm over and over again or teasing/edging her
She dominates you/takes the lead, seducing you
Calling her dirty names (slut, whore, bitch, etc – but make sure she’s into it first)
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BDSM:
Toys (This is the site I buy a lot of mine from).
Blindfolding a girl and spending hours teasing her
Spanking
Teasing her with ice cubes, hot wax
Restraints
Slave/Dom, etc
Sex toys:
Use a dick pump to make your dick massive
Vibrators (here’s the one I use and recommend)
Whips, ropes, etc (buy this BDSM starter kit if you have no idea where to start).

3somes/4somes:
Two girls who’ve never met each other
Get one of your girls to bring her friend along
Get one of your girls to find other girls on Tinder
You and your girl go to a bar and try to seduce a girl together
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Sex in public:
Park
Beach
In the backseat of a car
In an alleyway
In the back of a cinema
In a restaurant
In a public toilet
(I’m not encouraging you to break the law – use your own judgement)
A specific type of girl:
A stripper
Girls with tattoos
Gym/fitness girls
A high-profile female lawyer
A circus performer/acrobat (I’ve banged 3 of them)
Asian girls
A girl who’s super intelligent
An escort
A cheerleader
etc

A specific body part:
A girl with huge tits
Tiny tits
Ginger hair
Huge ass
etc
Girls who can do cool things:
A girl who can cum from only touching her nipples (yes, those girls exist)
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A girl who can multiple orgasm with no effort
A girl who can squirt
A girl who’s never orgasmed (so you can have fun teaching her how to orgasm)
etc
Less-experienced girls:
A virgin you can mentor and teach about her own body
Shy girls
A girl who’s never tried a specific sex act and who’s really excited for you to try it with her
More-experienced girls: These girls are usually much more chilled about sex, won’t play games
with you, give you less drama, and make awesome fuckbuddies (because they’re usually cool to hang
out with after sex).
Specific sex acts/positions:
Anal
Doggy-style
Rough sex
Ruined orgasms
Her being COMPLETELY quiet the entire time
Licking pussy
Cowgirl
Pain (whipping, spanking, etc)
Cumming on a girl’s face
Picking a girl up and fucking her in the air (bounce her up and down on your cock)
Make her taste her own pussy juice
Videoing/taking photos during sex
Pee-play/watersports
Sex on LSD/psychedelics
69’ing and you both cum at exactly the same moment (mutual orgasms)
Eating a girl’s ass
etc
Achievements/funny stories:
3somes as a couple
Having sex with a girl you approach on the street
Sex on first dates
Banging 100 girls total
Banging 3 girls in 1 day
Banging a girl and her best friend
Banging 7 girls in 7 days
Banging a girl within 15 minutes of meeting her for the first time
etc
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You can also go watch a bunch of porn to see what’s out there. Here’s a massive list of porn types
courtesy of Reddit, including many you’ve probably never even considered:
Top 200: Best Porn & NSFW SubReddits

Get Girls to Write Their Own Lists
A great way to discover new kinks you’ve never considered is to tell every girl you sleep with to
write her own bucketlist and share it with you. A lot of them will surprise you with their fantasies –
they’ll have fetishes you’d never in a million years have thought of. You’ll get to learn new things &
discover different aspects of the human psyche/human sexuality.
Best of all, if you practice doing this with every girl you meet, you’ll become a sort of “gateway” for
her to discover her secret desires and fantasies. You’ll be the nonjudgemental, understanding guide
who’ll be a safe place for her to try things she’s always wanted to try & let out her inner “slut”.
You’ll start seeing yourself as “The Guy who Unleashes Girls’ Deepest Fantasies”.
When you bring up the subject of her writing her own bucketlist, make it very clear you’re not going
to judge her for anything on her list. If she’s worried about you thinking she has weird fantasies (girls
tend to be way more paranoid about being “perverts” than we are), she’ll never open up to you.
Here’s an text message I recently sent to a girl:

Here’s an example list one of my girls replied with:
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Exploring a girl’s list with her is a hell of a lot of fun – it’ll be like a project or assignment you get
to work through together. Each week when you meet up, you’ll get to explore a little further, go a
little deeper, tick more things off the list. Incidentally, you’ll also find girls are much more keen to
keep on seeing you for longer periods of time, because you’ll be building something together.
I love telling girls that we’re going to explore one item from her list every time we meet – but that
I’m not going to tell her which item it will be. Girls absolutely love the surprise of never knowing
what they’re going to get when they see you.

Examples from My Own List
Here’s a small selection of examples from my own bucketlist (this isn’t all of it; my complete list is
fucking huge). Some of these I’ve already ticked off; others I’ll have fun ticking off in the future.
Feel free to steal some of these for your own list.
Make an amateur porn film, with decent production values (use my DSLR camera).
Fuck a girl and make her call a friend/family member to have a casual chat, while I’m fucking
her (trying to be quiet and not make it obvious she’s having sex).
Make a girl sit in front of a full-length mirror, and she masturbates while staring into her own
eyes the entire time (I’ve had girls do this, and it’s one of the most intense things you’ll ever do
– for you and for her).
Tie my main girl up and mke her sit in the corner of the room with a vibrator in her pussy,
watching as I fuck another girl in front of her.
Cum on a girl while she’s sleeping, like this (NSFW). Talk to her about this beforehand so you
don’t freak her out in the middle of her slumber.
A few girls have told me this one, this is in their words: “I want to try and wrestle with you, but
you overpower me and eventually tire me out and I have no choice but to stop fighting you and
let you take me.”
Create a portfolio of high quality BDSM artwork.
Cum in a girl’s hands and make her lick it up, like this (NSFW).
Play with hot candle wax.
Have 2 girls making out with each other while I cum on their faces, & they continue making
out afterwards.
Make a girl to pee her panties in public, without anybody else noticing.
Gag a girl with her own panties, like this (NSFW).
While a girl is hanging out with her friends, she secretly has a vibrator in her pussy. Her job is
to try to last an hour without anybody noticing she’s acting “weird”.
Similar to above – have a vibrator with a wireless remote. She has the vibrator inside her. Go to
a restaurant together, I turn the vibrator on/off whenever I want, and she has to keep a straight
face and not let anybody notice.
Tie a girl up and tie a vibrator to her pussy, so she can’t take it off, like this (NSFW).
Have a girl secretly play with herself in public in front of you (eg on a train, in a cafe, etc).
Have my girl take the lead during sex (I’m usually the dominant one).
Have a 4some (with 3 girls).
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Take my main girl to a bar, and we seduce another girl together.
Rip a girl’s shirt/pantyhose/panties/etc during sex, like this (NSFW).
Make a girl scream and beg and go completely wild during sex so I have to muffle her mouth
with my hand (this is my favourite type of sex).
Cum on a girl’s face, then immediately start banging her again, like this (NSFW).
Cum on her shirt/dress, and make her go back home without cleaning it off.
Get girls to write dirty things on themselves in marker pen, like this (NSFW).
Bang a super-fit gym bunny.
Bang a hippy girl at a festival.
Play drunken truth or dare with 2 girls (in a 3some).
Hold a girl up in the air and eat her pussy while she gives me a blowjob, like this (NSFW).
Bang a goth girl.
(And about 100 other things…)

The Takeaway
Go out there and have fun – explore your sexuality. There’s a million billion ways you can have sex –
it doesn’t always have to be vanilla.
(Obvious disclaimer: make sure the girl is cool with any of the stuff you try before you do it.)
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I am Always Full of Doubt.
December 18, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
My life has been a never-ending string of doubts.
I’ve had doubts about my own ability/competency from the very first moment I first started selfimprovement. Hell, probably from the moment I was born. I doubted I’d ever be a cool guy people
enjoyed talking to, I doubted I’d ever be social or have a lot of friends, I doubted I’d ever be a decent
photographer, I doubted I’d actually finish the Approach Anxiety Program on Good Looking Loser, I
doubted I’d ever actually get laid, I doubted I could have 3somes, I doubted I could get strong in the
gym, or have a loving relationship, or start my website and be a good coach and actually get paid to
help other dudes improve their lives.
Doubt has been a constant theme for my entire existence, but I’ve never given into it or let it
overwhelm me. I’ve always made the conscious decision to ignore it and just do the work anyway –
often just on blind faith. “If I keep pushing myself and NEVER give up, I just have to hope this will
eventually work out”.
And things have worked out – I’ve done things I never even could have dreamed a loser like me
could ever do. I’ve listened to my clients tell me their loftiest, seemingly-impossible goals – the ones
they think are goals for somebody else to achieve – somebody’s who’s not them. They’ve talked me
through the hundreds of doubts and fears and insecurities and “reasons why I can’t do this” – it
usually ends up being a very impressive list that could fill a book.
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And guess what? Even with all those hundreds of doubts bouncing around their head, they’ve
gone on to kick ass anyway. Doubt is something that will probably always be there – the trick is not
to beat yourself up if you have doubts and insecurities. You can still do the work in spite of how
unsure of yourself you may be.
My girlfriend is one of the most insecure and unsure people I’ve met – her head is constantly full of
doubt – but she’s also one of the highest achievers I know. Last month she got 2 internships with 0
experience and no university degree – she just walked in off the street and spoke to a bunch of people
at different firms until a couple decided they liked her enough to hire her. She had 40,000 doubts and
was convinced getting an internship with 0 experience was utterly impossible – but she pushed those
doubting voices out of her mind and just did it anyway.
Another mate of mine had been wanting a raise at his job for 2 years, but was convinced it wasn’t
possible – “They don’t have room in the budget to pay me any more than they currently do.” A few
of us finally convinced him to apply to other firms, he got a few offers, then was able to negotiate a
$30,000 pay rise with his current employer. Despite being utterly convinced he wouldn’t be
successful, he pushed those doubts aside and just gave it a go anyway, and look what happened. He
walked out of that meeting with tears in his eyes, because he just earned himself a 40 percent payrise.
Contrary to popular belief, you don’t have to be confident and you don’t have to “fake it til you make
it” in order to achieve the things you want to achieve. Uncertainty is part of life; you’re probably
never going to be 100% sure of what you’re doing. Accept the fact you’ll be nervous and often
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bloody terrified, accept the fact you’ll suck at everything when you first attempt it, and give yourself
permission to fail a few (hundred) times.
I’ve never been confident at anything I’ve started. Even after all my successes, I’m still nervous
and full of doubts when I start a new venture or pursue a new goal. That’s a totally normal part of the
human condition – you’ll be nervous every time you step into the unknown. Accept the doubt,
embrace it, and push through it.
I’m actually glad I have so much doubt, because learning to push forward and achieve things despite
the doubt is what’s made me into a man.

The Takeaway
Despite all your doubts, despite all your fears and insecurities, you need to just soldier on and keep
putting in the effort each and every day. Sheer fucking hard work will get you where you want to be –
even if you think your goals are “literally impossible.”
It’s fine – hell it’s completely normal – to be full of doubts and fears and insecurities and worries and
concerns along the way. None of that will matter in the end, as long as you always hold this mantra in
your head and repeat it to yourself a billion times a day:

No matter what, I. Will. Never. Quit.
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There is No Such Thing as “Alpha”
December 18, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
When guys first jump into the self-improvement game, they have a concept in their heads of a perfect
guy they want to eventually become – a guy who’s confident, masculine, great with women, never
weighed down by emotions, fears or insecurities. A true go-getter who does what he wants and
doesn’t even stop to consider what others might think of him. They call this majestic man, “an
Alpha”.

An alfalfa alpha in the wild. Magnificent.
Truth is though, there is no such thing as an “alpha”; it’s a made-up fantasy, the male equivalent of
a Disney fairytale.
I understand what guys mean when they say, “I want to be an alpha.” Hell, I spent the first few
years of my self-improvement journey trying to become “an alpha”. Most guys do. When you’re
starting out with self-improvement/getting laid, you feel like you’re so far from where you want to be
– you know you have 10,000 steps you need to take before you’ll be anywhere near happy with
yourself. You build up this idealised notion of who you have to become in order to considered a true
man.
This idealised, alpha man is everything you’re not. He is the embodiment of perfection, because
that’s exactly who you’ve built him up to be in your head. You’ve mashed together a bunch of
idealised traits your perfect “alpha” has, pulling some traits from movies you’ve seen, some traits
from celebrities you idolise, some traits you’ve invented that are so impossibly unrealistic nobody in
the real world could ever live up to. You know what I’m talking about; an alpha has to have:
Rugged looks, a steely jaw.
A strong, muscular body, but lean too – ready to fight.
A deep voice that commands the room.
The ability to sleep with any woman he chooses, with minimal effort; women swoon over him
and he has his pick of the litter.
Rich and well-off; money means nothing to him.
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Charming, funny, able to spin a tale and captivate his audience.
Knows when to stay quiet and mysterious – the strong, silent type.
Most importantly of all, stoic and never ruffled by anything life throws at him. He seems
almost emotionless; he’s the epitomy of stability.
Twenty other characteristics you sit around fantasising about possessing some day.
The problem is, nobody in the real world embodies all of those characteristics. A lot of those
characteristics on their own will take years for any one man to achieve; let alone all of them added
together. No one man could possibly have his shit together in all those areas. Your “alpha” doesn’t
exist.
And putting the label of “alpha” on those traits doesn’t help you in the slightest, because it makes
your success binary – you’re saying, “I’m either an alpha winner, or a beta loser.” You haven’t left
any room for anything in-between; you’re saying during your entire self-improvement journey you
won’t be good enough, until the magical moment you cross the finish line and can officially call
yourself A True Alpha?.
As you progress through this self-development journey, you’re going to find life is a lot more grey –
it’s rarely so black or white.
I wish I’d known this sooner. I wish somebody had woken me up; I wish somebody had slapped
some sense into me and told me I would never be perfect, and that I didn’t need to be an alpha. The
impetus behind me writing this article is I wasted so much time trying to be Mr Alpha. I spent months
– hell, years – trying to be a perfect man, convinced I had to be 100% stoic and cold and emotionless
all the damn time. I yelled at myself any time I showed emotion, or felt love/empathy towards the
women I dated. I beat myself up for my shortcomings, didn’t allow any room for failures or missteps,
and made myself generally pretty miserable. I was a tyrant to myself.
I succeeded in some ways – I definitely embodied most of the “alpha” characteristics I revered. I
became stoic, able to handle life’s difficulties, more quiet and mysterious… but in doing so I also
turned myself into a cold-hearted sociopath, a man who hid away any semblance of empathy for
others, kept everything to himself and didn’t open up to anybody. I was terrified of being vulnerable,
of showing any emotion whatsoever.
I told myself I was “courageous” and “strong” and “brave” to bottle up my emotions & “get rid of
them”; that I was making myself a stronger, more well-rounded person by shutting off the “human”
part of me. In hindsight, the truth is I was shit-scared the mask would fall, people would see I didn’t
have all the answers all the time, and the tower of “alphaness” I’d spent years building would come
crumbling down.
And you know what the worst side effect of trying so desperately hard to be Mr Alpha is? When
you’re masculine and stoic all the time – without ever letting your guard down with anybody – you
get fucking lonely. Lonely like you wouldn’t believe – because you’re convinced you can never let
anybody in, or talk about your problems, or show vulnerability, or confess to a moment – just a
millisecond – of weakness. You’re never allowed to have doubts, and you have to be strong all the
time.
As for the women I attracted, I ended up with quite a few cold, emotionally-messed-up women;
women who were just as emotionally-unavailable and weird as I was. The few emotionally-healthy
ones were smart enough to see how much of a fake actor I was being, and they rightly ran away. I
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was so terrified of acting “beta” around them or showing them any sort of affection/emotion that I
over-analysed my every move and conversation, and just came across as really fucking weird.
Just like a pickup-artist, I was always in my own head – a complete neurotic mess. I would analyse
and go over my every move, my every word, even my own thoughts – “Am I thinking like an alpha?”
That pickup-artist/”manosphere” philosophy that there’s a “right” way to be or do something is so
shallow and 1-dimensional – not to mention immature. It took me a very long time to break free.
I had trapped myself in a prison of “I must be alpha all the time/I can never be a beta”, and was
totally stuck there. Over time I started to feel like I was caged for life, with no way to reach out to
anybody and tell them, “Hey, I’m not so sure I want to be alpha 100% of the time”… because that
would be beta as hell. And I wasn’t allowed to be beta for even a second, remember?
Obsessing about being alpha makes you drive yourself insane with neurosis, constantly secondguessing your every move. It’s inevitable when you’re trying so hard to be Mr Alpha, you’ll
constantly ask yourself:
Am I standing like an alpha?
Is my voice deep enough, like an alpha voice should be?
Am I dressed like an alpha?
This girl Ive been dating for a year just said she loves me, and she’s looking into my eyes,
waiting for a response, but it’d be beta of me to tell her I love her too, right?
Is it beta to tell your best mate of 10 years that you appreciate all he’s ever done for you?
Is the way I’m leaning against this wall alpha or beta?
Am I spending too much time with my friends – wouldn’t an alpha spend more time by
himself? Am I too needy?
Is it beta to call my parents too often to chat?
Would an alpha give a girl a compliment?
Am I talking too much – aren’t alphas usually quiet and more measured?
Is it beta to tell my mother I love her?
Would an alpha see this girl more than once a week, even if he really likes her? Would an alpha
even like a girl in the first place?
Am I busy enough – shouldn’t an alpha have an ultra busy schedule and life an awesome,
exciting life?
Does an alpha cross his arms when he’s standing still, or put his hands in his pockets?
Is it beta to snuggle up to a girl in bed after sex?
(ad infinitum)
Jesus christ.

I Had to Drop the Mask.
Eventually I got sick of always having to hold up this mask and fake being something I wasn’t. I felt
like I was living somebody else’s life – none of my achievements felt like my own. If I slept with a
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new girl, it was because she liked the “Alpha Andy”, not the “real” Andy. I started feeling more
and more like the real Andy wasn’t good enough. I developed a complex and eventually started
hating the real Andy… while simultaneously hating the fake “alpha” Andy as well.
It took a hell of a lot of courage (and a lot of deep breaths), but eventually I decided to try dropping
the mask & cutting out the bullshit to see what would happen. I tried being real & vulnerable with
girls, and put in a lot of self-development work to learn to be ok with being a complete fuckup
sometimes. I accepted (with the help of psychedelics and counselling) that is was ok to not be an
alpha male all the god damn time – that that was an unrealistic endpoint; one I’d never actually reach.
And if I’d never reach it (because nobody ever reaches perfection; nobody’s perfect 100% of the
time), then I had to be ok with who I was right now, even if I still had things to improve and goals to
work on. You don’t have to be Mr Alpha in order to be successful.
Since dropping this notion of being a perfect “alpha”, life has become a billion times easier. It’s like a
massive burden has fallen from my shoulders; like I finally let out a sigh I’ve been holding in for
years.
For one, I don’t hate myself – I don’t feel like I’m miles short of being the “perfect” man; I’m cool
with the fact it’ll take me a couple more years to be where I want to be.
I’ve been more honest with my mates, and I’m now unafraid to tell them when I’m having a shitty
day, or let them see my bad sides. I’ve let girls in, been open and honest and real with them. They no
longer run away and instead regularly say, “Wow, you are brutally honest about everything. I like
that.”
I’m in a happy relationship where I also bang other girls (and share girls in 3somes with my
girlfriend) – and my girl has learned to mirror my openness and share absolutely everything with
me/her friends, without this immature notion of trying to be perfect all the damn time.
Girls have been a lot more open with me, and many have told me they respect my
honesty/vulnerability:

Best of all, I started this site, and have poured my heart and soul out onto the keyboard, being as real
and vulnerable and fucking honest as I possibly can be. When I was obsessed with being an alpha, I
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could not in a billion years have even tried to offer advice to others – I was too caught up in my own
neurotic thoughts of “I’m not alpha enough” to be able to relate to anybody, let alone empathise and
offer useful help.

“100% Alpha, 100% of the Time”
If you’re anything like the stubborn jackass I was a few years ago, you’re sitting there resisting
everything I’ve just said, thinking to yourself, “Look at this beta cuck, giving up completely. I’ll be
an alpha, no matter what he says. I’ll be masculine in every way possible. I’ll do what he couldn’t
do.“
Truth is, nobody is 100% alpha in every area of their life, with every person they interact with,
and at all times.
The biggest, meanest badass guy you see in the gym might cry any time his girlfriend is mad at him.
A guy who has his shit together with women may be a complete little bitch when it comes to his
office workplace, and be completely unable to stand up for himself when his boss tells him off.
The doctor with the kickass job and kickass salary who exudes “alphaness” at work may act like a
“mummy’s boy” any time he goes home to visit his family for the holidays.
Elon Musk, one of the leading thinkers and innovators of our time and a guy who does seemingly
whatever the hell he wants (he strapped a car to a rocket, is pioneering AI research, wants to build an
empire on Mars, even sold fucking flamethrowers and jetpacks) – is not an alpha all the time. He has
been divorced 3 times… Twice by the same woman. He’s also cried on stage/in interviews multiple
times. Is that “alpha”?
Even the guys who write about being alphas aren’t 100% alpha, 100% of the time – they can’t
possibly be. Mike Cernovich has a lisp and a soft voice – is that alpha? Rollo Tomassi, a man who’s
built an empire on talking about “alpha” vs “beta“, took nearly a decade of writing before he was
finally brave enough to do a face reveal and stop hiding behind his computer screen – and even still,
he uses a fake name. Would an “alpha” be scared to reveal himself?
No disrespect to any of these men – they’re solid rolemodels who took me a hell of a long way with
my own self-improvement. They’re my idols. And that’s my point – even my own idols (Musk,
Cernovich & Rollo Tomassi) are fallible – they’re not alphas all the time. The definition of “alpha”
changes depending on who you ask; one man’s alpha is another man’s beta.
Alpha archetypes like James Bond don’t exist in real life. People are human, with human emotions
and stresses and insecurities and fears. Nobody is strong and stoic all the time. Even Marcus
Aurelius, king of stoicism and toughness, had moments of self-doubt and despair. You are going to
be a mess sometimes – and that’s totally ok. You have to give yourself permission to suck sometimes,
because sucking is part of being a fucking human.
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Just like
the Santa Claus thing…. *lowers voice and whispers* James Bond isn’t real.
These days I’m not alpha, I don’t pretend to be – I’m just Andy. The fact I’m open about my failures
and shortcomings is the reason you’re here. I’m not some bullshit caracature – I’m exactly like you.
You read my articles because you know if a non-alpha “loser” like me can be successful, there’s
nothing stopping YOU from doing the same thing.
I don’t even like using the word “loser” – part of me wishes I’d chosen a different username/website
name all those years ago when I first came up with “KillYourInnerLoser”. I wasn’t a loser, and even
if you’re a total newbie to self-improvement, neither are you. You’re just a guy who’s at the start
of his self-improvement journey. And when you get further down the track, you won’t magically
turn from a beta into an alpha. You’ll simply be “the guy who’s now further along with his selfimprovement journey”.
And if there’s still a part of you clinging on to the notion of “becoming an alpha”, I’ll throw this at
you: do you think the masculine, confident, successful “alpha” you’re trying to emulate sits around
constantly worrying about whether or not he’s an “alpha”? Fuck no – he’s too busy living his life and
working on his goals. You need to do the same; just get on with working towards your goals and
stop worrying about being “alpha” or “beta”.
“Becoming alpha” also implies there’s a state of “alphaness” you can obtain where you’ll be
successful; a certain threshold you’ll cross and then suddenly be considered an alpha.
Alpha isn’t an end-point – there’s no such thing as an endpoint to self-improvement. There’s no
point you get to where you’re finally happy and you can take a rest and coast for the rest of your life.
You’ll never be completely satisfied, and when you achieve your goals you’ll immediately want to
set off on the next big mission.
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The Takeaway
“Alpha” isn’t some arbitrary list of traits. If you really want to be masculine, just do what you want,
work towards the goals you’d like to achieve, and stop worrying about what other people might think
of you. Especially stop worrying about whether other people will think you’re “alpha” or not.
Don’t focus on trying to live up to some ideal notion of an alpha man; you’ll end up spending your
life chasing a ghost. Show a little realness. Don’t be afraid to say how you fucking feel – even if it’s
the “wrong” thing to say.
As for being “perfect” – fuck that. Just focus on making small, gradual improvements; make each day
a little better than your previous day.
Please, please, please don’t get caught up in all the alpha bullshit like I did – I don’t want you to
waste months or years trying to perform perfectly like some fake actor, never removing the mask,
constantly second-guessing your every move for fear of not being alpha enough. You’re already
fucking good enough.
Now go out there and kick some ass.
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Talking with Girls isn’t “Making Progress”
December 19, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
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A coaching client recently mentioned to me that he’s had a couple girls he’s been messaging on
Tinder for a month and it hasn’t led anywhere – they haven’t wanted to actually meet up with him for
a date, even after weeks and weeks of conversation.
God damn is that relatable – most of us have wasted weeks talking to a girl, only for her to eventually
stop responding seemingly out of nowhere. I’ve had this happen a million times since the days I was
a lonely horny teenager chatting on MSN Messenger to girls in random chatrooms (who were
probably 45yo men). I’ve been ghosted/had girls disappear more times than your mum has had
“gentleman callers”.
It hurts because the more time you spend chatting to a girl, the more you become invested in her. You
start thinking, “I like this girl, she’s got some cool hobbies, she seems like a nice person, we vibe
well, we’ve shared some inside jokes, I’m attracted to her. I want to meet her.“
Which just makes it even more frustrating/painful when you don’t end up meeting – not only have
you wasted a bunch of time, but you were emotionally-invested in her too.

Girls are Like a Leaf on the Wind
Call me an ace detective, but in my 30+ years on this Earth I’ve been able to figure out that girls can
be pretty damn finicky at times – what they want changes from second to second, like leaves being
blown around by the wind. Hell, they can change their minds about things mid-sentence. The longer
you spend chatting to a girl without pushing for a meetup/sex, the more chance she’ll be turned off by
something you say, or will get bored of your go-nowhere conversation.
It could be literally anything that puts her off, and it’s completely random and arbitrary. Girls have
been put off by me saying the weirdest shit – and it changes from girl to girl. One girl will love if I
say “I’m really into tennis.” Another girl might decide it’s a boring sport and just suddenly lose
interest in talking to me. (Who doesn’t like tennis though? Fuck her.)
Not to mention it’s damn hard to keep a conversation interesting and engaging for any long period of
time. The longer you talk, the more you’re making it harder on yourself by trying to entertain her
with your “witty banter” and “killer lines”.
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“But Andy, you total goose, you’re wrong! I don’t mind talking to girls for weeks, because I’m
practicing my conversation skills & that will help me bang other girls!”
Nah. Spending ages talking to a girl doesn’t make you more likely to bang other girls – you’re not
“getting good at talking to girls”. You’re only getting good at wasting your own time.

Generally speaking, the less talking you do before having sex, the better. Which is why you should
always push for a meetup (and sex) as early as possible, and work on building a
connection/talking/learning about each other’s hobbies/etc after you’ve smushed your private parts
together. Do the dirty deed first, and then do the talking.
You can’t fully know a person until after you’ve had sex with them anyway. Before that, she’ll be
holding up a mask, trying to make a good first impression and not say anything to put you off. After
you bang, you’ll both be much more relaxed, since you’ve already been intimate.
Talking is much more enjoyable after you’ve just fucked each other’s brains out – there’s something
really nice about basking in the afterglow together, her lying on your sweaty chest, the two of you
chatting the night away. There’s no tension, no nervousness, no expectations. It’s… nice.
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Sometimes It’s not Her Fault – Sometimes You’re
Cockblocking Yourself
Oftentimes a girl literally wants to meet up with you, but you’re cockblocking yourself. You’re
carrying on these long “Hi how are you today?” conversations over weeks because you’re too scared
to pull the trigger and actually invite her out for a date. I get it – I used to be terrified to actually
make the move I knew I had to make, because it sets you up for possible rejection. And the longer
you’ve been talking to the girl, the less you’ll be able to handle her saying, “No thanks, I don’t want
to meet”.
So you drag out conversations, hoping if you just keep talking to her either:
a) She’ll eventually invite you out for a date (which almost never happens – girls aren’t the ones who
make the moves 99% of the time); or
b) You’ll keep making “progress” and eventually you’ll feel more at ease and will be able to make
the move yourself.
The issue is, those two things rarely happen. Girls don’t make the move (it’s not their job to do so –
it’s yours). And it’s entirely likely you feel less able to make a move the more you talk to a girl,
because the longer you delay doing so, the more nervous you’ll become. The more you procrastinate
asking her out, the more of a big deal you’re making it out to be, and the less likely you’ll follow
through and actually do it.
This is probably something you’ve never considered, but I’ve had countless girls talk to me about
how hurt they are that a guy they liked never actually ended up asking her out on a date. Or, they’ll
go on a few dates, but he’ll never actually make a move and try to kiss her and have sex with her.
Girls are always incredibly hurt by this. They’ll literally meet up with their closest girl friends, sit
down at a cafe somewhere, let out a big sigh and ask, “Do you guys think I’m ugly? There’s this guy
that hasn’t made a move on me yet.”
Girls absolutely hate it when a guy doesn’t make a move when he’s had ample opportunity – if
enough time passes, she’ll start feeling like you’re not really that into her. It’ll feel like a rejection to
her. You’re literally hurting a girl’s feelings – and insulting her femininity/attractiveness – if you
never make a move on her. You’re putting her in the friendzone.
If you continue not making a move, at some point she’ll have had enough and will pragmatically
decide not to see you for another date.
Girls want you to make a move on them. So stop wasting time talking, and just be direct and
assertive & make a move.

The Danger: You Think You’re Making Progress when You’re
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Talking to a Girl
You need to start being more pragmatic and not letting yourself waste time talking to girls for ages –
for your own personal sanity, if for nothing else. Because, you’re essentially breaking your own
heart every time you talk to a girl for a month and don’t end up meeting her.
And that’s something you’ve engineered – you’re the one who’s decided to talk to her for a month.
You’ve built up this romantic idea that the two of you “vibe” and you’re “compatible” and meeting
would be “amazing”. Truth be told guys are the real romantics – we’re the ones who build up these
idealised notions of how great it would be to meet this one particular girl. We get invested in the idea
of her, and get swept up in the romance of it all. It’s all in your head – she’s likely nothing special
(none of us are all that special – there’s 8 billion of us), and you’d benefit from cutting your losses
and finding the next girl.
The worst thing of all is you think you’re making progress just because you’re talking to a girl. All
you’re really doing is saying words to a girl and she’s saying words back to you. I know it feels like,
“I’m getting closer to this girl, we’re getting to know each other better, I’m learning her likes and
dislikes, we’re having funny conversations, I’m getting her more comfortable with me and she’ll be
comfortable meeting up with me soon. I’m getting closer and closer to having sex with her.“
All of that is something you’ve invented in your head though – none of it is necessarily true. If she
hasn’t met you within a week or two & has declined meeting with you (this assumes you’ve, you
know, actually invited her out for a date) then she has no intention of meeting you. You’re not
making any progress with her, and worse – you’re actually moving backwards. Time you’re wasting
chatting with her is time you could be spending with other girls.

From
r/Tinder. This is why you don’t waste time talking long into the night before you’ve even met up with
a girl.
And in the cases where it’s your fault – as in, you haven’t actually asked her out on a date – you’re
sending her the message that you’re not really serious about meeting up, and are happy to just waste
time chatting online/via text. You’re creating a situation in which your time will almost certainly
be wasted.
Look, I get it – cutting a girl off or risking rejection by actually asking her out on a date after weeks
of chatting hurts. It’s the “sunken cost fallacy” – you feel like you’ve invested a tonne of time and
you don’t want that to have been for nothing. It feels like you’ve been building something with this
girl, and cutting it off can seem a bit harsh. “Andy, you’re overreacting – I’m happy to keep chatting
to this girl, because there’s still a small chance she’ll meet me.”
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You have to let that go. There’s a 5% chance she’ll meet you after wasting more weeks/months of
your time – those are terrible odds. But if you go talk to 20 more women, it’s basically guaranteed
you’ll meet up with one or a couple of them for a date (and likely even have sex with them if you
make a move).
If you want further proof right from the horse’s mouth, here’s a post by a female on reddit/r/Tinder:

So this poor sap has been talking to her for a week, and at one point for four hours straight – the
whole time thinking to himself, “This girl is awesome! We’re vibing, she really likes me, I really like
her a lot – I’m making so much progress!“
The whole time she has absolutely no intention of meeting him, but is happy to keep wasting his time.

The Solution
You need to be trying to get girls out on dates and then trying to have sex with them.
That is your goal.
It is your only goal.
Don’t worry about trying to “make the girl like you” or “forming a connection” or “building rapport”.
Just get her out on a date, ASAP. The date is when you actually get to know someone properly, so
save the conversation for face-to-face.
If there’s any girls you’ve been talking to for days/weeks and it’s not really going anywhere, do this:
1. Get the girl’s number with: “You seem cool, we should grab a drink. What’s your number?”
2. Once you have her number, text her a hello & immediately pitch a meetup. “Free tomorrow
night at 6pm?”
3. If she says she’s busy, pitch another time + date.
4. If she’s busy then too, pitch a third time + date.
5. If she says no to your third attempt, say: “All good, sounds like you’re super busy. I’m not
going to keep chasing you, so when you’re free, shoot me a message and we’ll organise
something.” Most of the time the girl will never text you, which is great – you’ve gotten rid of
a timewaster.
If you’ve sent the final message to a girl & a few days/weeks later she sends a message that seems
like she’s just wasting your time again – eg she says a simple “Hi” or “Good morning” or “How’s
your day going?”, reply with “Hey. Ready to meet up now?” If she’s still non-committal & won’t
agree to a date, she’s even more of a timewaster than we originally thought. Block/unmatch her
immediately and move on. Life’s too short to waste time on girls who have no intention of ever
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meeting up with you, & who show active disrespect for your time.
And going forward, for new girls you talk to, follow the exact steps above. When you match with or
meet a new girl, chat to her for a couple of messages (no more than 3 messages), then do steps 1-5
above. Remember, you’re not trying to “form a connection” over text, you’re trying to get her out on
a date – that’s where you’ll form your connection.

Once you’re out on a date, don’t waste time in overly-long conversations there either. Talk for a
bit until you’re both somewhat comfortable and like each other, then make a move on her. Hold her
hand, try to kiss her, give her a cuddle, tell her to link arms with you as you walk, make out with her,
play with her – touch her in some way. It doesn’t really matter what you do, but do something that
isn’t just conversation. Invite her back to your apartment to hangout & then try to have sex with her.
Remember, you don’t have to be good at this, you’re allowed to be nervous and make mistakes… but
you do have to push yourself out of your comfort zone and actually make a move on girls.
You should always be pushing for sex as early and often as you can, starting from the first date.
You might need to try multiple times on a date if she’s taking a little while to warm up to you, or if
you’re nervous and keep pussying out. It might take you a couple of dates before she’s comfortable
banging you. It’s all good.
But for god sakes, don’t get caught up in really long conversations spread out over multiple dates,
thinking that’s an efficient way of getting you closer to sex. It isn’t – trying to have sex is what gets
you closer to having sex. Your goal is to move towards sex as soon as possible & cut off any
timewasters, because the only way you’re going to get laid/find a quality girlfriend/etc is by talking
to a tonne of girls. You can’t do that if you’re getting bogged down in long, drawn-out, go-nowhere
conversations & wasting multiple dates not moving towards sex.
Your job is to talk waste as little time as possible on girls who just want to waste your time and
never actually meet you. Every single second you spend talking to one of those girls is emotional
and mental investment you’re expending. It takes energy, it kinda hurts a bit – that’s going to drag
down your ability to get on with your life and talk to other girls. It’ll affect your general energy,
you’ll have less time and energy for your friends,less energy for the gym, less desire to go talk to
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more girls.
There’s also a very real chance you can become bitter if you let it drag on for long enough and
with enough girls over a long enough time period. You’ll eventually start believing things like “All
girls are just out to waste my time”. Or even more nefarious – “I’m undateable and no girls want to
have sex with me”.
No, you’re not undateable – you’ve just been wasting time on girls who never planned on meeting
you. Or, you’ve been cockblocking yourself by not making a move. If you get rid of timewaster girls
as soon as possible, & actually make moves on the girls you talk to, you’ll free up time and emotional
energy you can put towards the women who do want to actually meet up with you and have fun with
you. You should be filtering out the timewasters, and focusing on finding the cool, awesome girls
who are down to meet guys.

Girls Who Make it Easy to Have Sex with Them are Much
More Fun Anyway
Another reason you should be seeking out girls who make it easy to have sex with you (rather than
timewasters) is because you’ll find you enjoy your time with the laid-back girls much more. If you’re
a newbie this will sound counter-intuitive: but you’ll actually respect girls who put out quicker –
because they’re being real with you and not playing games with you. You’ll respect that they didn’t
fuck you around and make you wait an arbitrary amount of time.
I’ve said as much to girls I’ve had sex with on the first date – “I respect you for not playing games,
and for being real. You didn’t try to use sex as a bargaining chip, you didn’t use it to ‘extract’ a
relationship from me or get something from me. You just wanted to have sex with me because you’re
attracted to me, I’m attracted to you, and sex is fun. That’s cool.”
These girls are so much more fun to hangout with – they’re more laid back and will almost never
manipulate you or use you. Here’s some text screenshots from girls I’ve banged, to show you how
easy they made it for me to have sex with them.

Girls who Make You Wait will Likely Continue to Be a Pain
Focusing more on girls who waste your time and make you wait: If a girl is wasting your time and
making you talk to her for weeks on end before she even thinks of meeting with you – that’s not
going to suddenly just change if she ever does meet up with you. She’s a timewaster now, so she’ll
be a timewaster in the future.
If it takes you 4 weeks of talking before you even meet up for a date, then chances are she’ll make
you talk to her for 5 hours on the date before she even lets you kiss her. She sure as hell won’t come
back to your apartment on the first or second date. She’ll likely make you wait some arbitrary amount
of time before you even think about having sex with her – it’ll be like drawing blood from a stone.
No thanks.
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Not to mention, if you do have sex with her, the magic will have been taken out of it. You’ll feel like
she’s just “giving you what you’re owed” – you’ll feel like you’ve spent weeks/months talking to her,
so of course she owes you sex by now, as a bare minimum. That doesn’t exactly sound like a healthy
sexual relationship, does it?
Compare that to a girl you meet who’s super into you and has sex with you on the 1st or 2nd
date. It’ll be spontaneous, passionate, full of lust and desire. She’ll want you, and you’ll fucking want
her. That’s the best type of sex – the sex that didn’t take 4 weeks of grinding conversations and
weeks of boring, platonic dates.
The girl who waits 4 weeks/several months to have sex with you is not going to be a passionate,
crazy girl in bed. She’s not a sexual person; otherwise she would have been more keen to have
sex with you. Sex obviously isn’t that important to her, and those girls end up being the worst type of
girls to have in your bed. They’re not usually open to new experiences, the sex isn’t exciting and
spontaneous, she’ll usually have a list of “rules” you have to follow in order for her to graciously give
you the gift of her glorious gash. (Look at that absolutely astounding and amazing alliteration). All of
that sounds like a boring business deal, rather than fun, wild sex.
Sex is supposed to be spontaneous, fun, exciting; it’s two people who are attracted to each other and
can’t keep their dirty hands off each other.

The Takeaway
I know better than anyone the pain and frustration that comes from thinking you’re making progress
with a girl over a few weeks, then having her lose interest and stop responding. I fucked around for
over a decade before I finally got my shit together on this issue. I wasted tens of thousands of hours, I
poured my heart and soul into being “interesting” and “funny” and “a good conversationalist” – all
for very little reward. I was so frustrated I often broke down in tears; “Oh look, here’s yet another
girl wasting my time”.
You have a very good head start over me; you’re reading this article right now. Don’t be a total
knobhead like I was; don’t repeat my mistakes by wasting time with month-long conversations. Push
for a meetup and then push for sex as early as you possibly can with every new girl you date.
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Timewasters (Red Flags to Look Out For) – for Advanced Guys
December 20, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
I’ve talked to tens of thousands of girls on Tinder/online dating/in person over the last ~15 years of
my life, and if there’s one thing I’ve done a lot of, it’s wasting time on girls who were never ever
going to actually meet up with me for sex. I’ve spent thousands of hours having go-nowhere
conversations with girls who were just wasting my time.
I was so frustrated by having my time wasted when all I wanted was to just get laid. A few times I
was even driven to tears by the frustration and hopelessness of “I’ll never get laid, girls are just here
to fuck me around and string me along”. Eventually I got to a point where I decided, “Ok, no more. I
will never allow a girl to waste my time ever again.“
Sidenote: My advice here runs counter to what most pickup artists say – they say you should be
“hanging in there” and “never letting any girl go” and “putting up with her timewasting, because you
can win her over with sick ‘game’!” Ignore that (unless you like having your time wasted and don’t
like sticking your penis in actual vaginas). A tonne of pickup artists (most of them?) think women are
an alien species that can only be communicated with via childish negs and pre-rehearsed “perfect”
lines. Unless a pickup artist shows proof they actually get laid regularly, dismiss most of what they
have to say.
I wanted to get laid efficiently and with minimal fuss, so I worked my butt off trying to figure out
what the signs of a timewaster were, and how to avoid them. The following are all the red flags I now
look out for on Tinder/in real life. If any of them seem a bit weird and make you go, “How is that a
red flag? That behaviour doesn’t seem so bad,” you’re just going to have to trust me. I’ve had sex
with a lot of girls and I’ve had my time wasted by many many many more.
Or better yet, because we often need to experience something for ourselves in order to truly believe it
(reading my blog won’t always be enough to convince you) – you should go out yourself and try
having sex with 500 girls who exhibit the behaviours listed below. You’ll find out for yourself if
those girls end up wasting your time or making sex extremely difficult/a lot of work. After all, taking
action and figuring it out for yourself by making mistakes is one of the best way of learning.
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Caveat: beggars can’t be choosers – newbies need to do whatever it takes to get laid. If you’re
unhappy with your current sex life, then you’ll have to tolerate having some of your time wasted –
because you need to be desperate in your attempts to get laid. That’ll naturally mean you put up with
more bullshit, but it’ll pay off – you’ll get laid more. Once you’re a little further down the track, have
a few lays under your belt and want to be more efficient, you can start filtering out the timewasters.
I’m also not saying the things on this list are complete dealbreakers, or apply 100% of the time.
They’re just red flags that make me stop and ask myself, “Is this girl just going to waste my time?” If
you’re a newbie, answer that question with, “Who cares, I need to do everything I can to get laid –
it’s ok if my time is wasted a bit” (but still within reason). If you’re more advanced, you may choose
to instantly unmatch timewasting girls (which is what I do) because you’ve learned from experience
that in this case, the juice is not worth the squeeze.
The point of this article is to get you thinking, and show a few ways you can save yourself a bit of
time and stress (and thus get laid with a whole lot less drama and effort).
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Short Answers/Low Effort Responses
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Most humans already know this one: if someone gives one-word answers to all your questions, and
doesn’t even try to hold a conversation with you, they’re probably not that into you.
Yet I’ll be damned if I haven’t seen 10,000 examples of guys still trying to carry on the conversation
with a girl who’s giving absolutely nothing back, desperately hoping maybe, just maybe, they’ll say
“the right thing” and she’ll suddenly open up.
99% of the time, if a girl’s barely responding, you ought to cut her off. I’d even go so far as to say if
you’re a total newbie (eg a virgin), you still shouldn’t be wasting your time with a girl who makes it
so darn obvious she’s not that into you. Cut her off & go find another girl.

She obviously didn’t reply to my last
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message – she wasn’t that interested.

3 replies, and only 3 words; this is
actually impressive. At least she’s concise.
In both of the above examples, the girls didn’t reply to my last message, because they weren’t all that
interested in the first place. (Normally I unmatch them after the first low-effort response – I can’t be
bothered with girls who write 1 word answers. I kept these conversations going solely for this
article).

In this case, the girl’s so
lazy she hasn’t even bothered Googling “BDSM”. Hell, she’s too cool to even bother typing a
question mark.
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“Let’s Talk for a Bit Longer Before I Give You My Number”
“Let’s talk for a bit longer” and “I’m not comfortable giving my number out too soon” are the
absolute death of a conversation; the equivalent of smashing head-first into a wall at 200km/hr. Any
girl who utters this phrase is usually a time-waster who never plans on giving you her number, let
alone meeting with you & having sex with you.
She’s either trying to waste your time because she’s just killing time chatting to guys because she’s
bored, or has some serious baggage/past bad experiences that are causing her to really hold back and
be overly-cautious. She’s not the type of girl we’re aiming for (hey, if you want closed-off girls with
heaps of baggage who take weeks/months of conversation before they’ll have sex with you, be my
guest).
It might be tempting to keep talking to her in the hopes that if you chat for long enough, & just be
patient enough, she’ll eventually become “comfortable” and will give you her number. That’s almost
always a fool’s errand.

“Maybe” Girls

“Could” means “I’m not,
but feel free to keep wasting your own time by talking to me.”
Just like the low effort answers above, any girl who uses words like “maybe”, “could”, “possibly”, “I
dunno” – instead of an actual answer to your question. Especially when you pitch the actual meetup –
if you ever get a “maybe”, unmatch immediately.
You want YES girls – enthusiastic girls are always way more fun. If you said to me, “Hey Andy, let’s
go on a roadtrip on the weekend! It’ll be so much fun!” and I replied to you with “Maybe”…
wouldn’t that take the wind out of your sails a bit and make you feel deflated?
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This girl would
have been absolutely happy to waste my time if I hadn’t pointed it out to her. She likely waste the
time of everybody else she talks to. Avoid people like this at all costs.

Of course, she never
replied. (I’d usually unmatch after she dropped the “Maybe” bomb).
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“I mean,
I’m not not interested” is the most round-about way of saying “I’m on the fence and would like you
to keep talking to me for a few more hours before I decide to say yes or no.” She obviously never
responded to the last message.

Taking Days to Reply to your Messages
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Note:
This chick took 3 days to reply to my text message, which is slow as hell. Note this was via text. If
we’re talking about the first few messages on Tinder, you should expect girls to take a few
hours/maybe a day to reply to your messages. But once you get her actual number & text her, any
reply that takes longer than 1 day is her being silly.
Normally I’d immediately just block this girl’s number (without replying) since she took so long to
reply. But I tried to keep the conversation going for the sake of this article – to show you she’d
eventually stop replying anyway. The things I have to do for science…
Quick caveat: Sometimes girls are busy, and they have hundreds/thousands of other matches they
could be talking to, so you can’t expect them to reply instantly to whatever you say.
But if a girl takes 2 or 3 days to reply to each message, then
a) you’re less likely to actually have sex with her, and
b) with such a slow response rate, even if you did end up meeting and having sex, it’d take weeks to
get to that point.
Exceptions do exist – I’ve had sex with a couple of girls who took 2 or 3 days to reply. But keep your
expectations low, and don’t be disappointed if one day she just stops replying to you entirely. It’s
almost never worth the amount of effort (and patience!) it takes to wait 2 days between replies.
You want to meet most girls as soon as you possibly can – ideally the same day or next day you
match with them.
When you first match with someone is when they’re most excited to meet with you – that dies off the
longer you wait. Strike while the iron is hot. So if a girl takes too long to reply, the excitement dies
off (or was never there in the first place).
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“I’m too Busy”

This girl
never replied to the text message I sent her. That’s the point at which I’d delete her – but for the sake
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of this article I jumped back on Tinder and sent her the “What happened?” message you see above.
“Life’s been hectic” = “I’ll never actually meet you”.
As mentioned above, the longer you wait before meeting up with someone, the less excited they’ll be
to meet you. So if when you pitch a meetup time & place, she says, “My schedule is too busy this
week”… 9 times out of 10 you’ll never end up meeting her.
If she can’t even fit in an hour for a quick drink/coffee with you at some point in her week, she’s not
that serious about meeting you.
I always text, “I get it. I don’t chase girls though, so if you want to meet, shoot me a text when you
have some free time and we’ll grab that drink. Peace.”
Then you can delete her number (because they almost never actually hit you up later on), put her out
of your mind and move on. And on the tiny chance she messages you a few weeks later and doesn’t
meet you, she’ll be like a nice unexpected bonus.

“I can’t
tell you when I’m free” usually translates to “I’m not all that bothered about meeting anyone at the
moment, and my free days are going to be spent on watching Netflix in my pyjamas.” Needless to
say, this girl didn’t end up texting me.
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Silly Answers/Responses

Girls who give a really silly answer to a question you ask or a comment you make – to the point
where they’re not making a joke but actually ignoring your message – are just fucking with you.
This one happens way more on a Friday/Saturday night, especially late at night when all the girls are
drunk. They’ll open up Tinder and will just send stupid shit to guys to fuck with them (often with
their friends sitting next to them, egging them on).
Caveat: I don’t mean when a girl gives 1 silly answer or makes a little joke – a sense of humour is
great (and fairly rare in women). I’m talking about when a girl makes multiple jokes that completely
ignore what you’re saying (as in the example above), or she makes a joke that’s a thinly-veiled insult.
Banter is fun, but a girl being obnoxious or ignoring what you’re saying is something else entirely.
She’s usually just out to waste your time. In the rare cases you actually meet with her – do you really
want to give your time to a girl who actively fucked with you, or would you rather find a sweet chick
who’s socially aware and wasn’t raised by wolves?

Girls Who Initiate Sexual Conversation
This one throws a lot of guys off, but a girl who initiates dirty texting (or sexting, as the fucking kids
are calling it these days) with you (as in, she steers the conversation towards explicitly dirty texting –
not just flirting) will rarely meet up with you.
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This girl ended up being a total nutcase.
Meeting her was not wise.
Generally speaking, girls don’t take the lead – and certainly not in such a blunt, unfeminine way with
dirty/crass texting. Any girl who starts talking dirty out of nowhere is:
a) fucking with you;
b) getting some validation;
c) feeling horny in that moment and just trying to get herself off, then she’ll quickly move on once
she’s done;
d) batshit crazy.
We’ll deal with d) in a sec, but let’s focus on c). Most guys think if they’re dirty texting with a girl,
they’re “making progress” towards having sex with her… but it doesn’t work out that way. I spent
decades dirty texting with girls, and found it actually lowered my chances of sleeping with them.
There’s various reasons for this, including:
a) The more you dirty text her, the more you’re saying “If we meet, we will definitely be having sex.”
Girls like a little plausible deniability – they like to be able to say “I didn’t plan on having sex with
him! It just happened! Teeheehee.” If you talk dirty with her for a long time, you’ve removed that
deniability for her; it’ll be expected she puts out.
b) That expectation of sex will create a lot of pressure and make her damn nervous, making her more
likely to flake.
c) She was likely just texting dirty with you to get herself off, which means once the horniness is
gone, she has no need to keep talking to you or meet you.
d) By dirty texting, and telling her all the things you’re going to do to her when you meet up, you’re
killing the magic and ruining the surprise. Girls love meeting you without quite knowing what will
happen – they get a rush from not being in control. If you remove the magic and tell her every little
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thing that’ll happen, you’ve removed most of the impetus to actually meet up with you.
And most girls who initiate the dirty texting end up being batshit crazy. I have a few examples of this
from my own experience – I had to get burned multiple times before I finally learned my lesson.

High Maintenance/ Demanding/ Bossy Girls
Girls who tell you what to do/expect to get their own way/are bossy/etc aren’t your best bet for fun,
laid-back, easy dates and sex. Pickup-artist nerds would say this is just a “shit test”. Here’s my
thoughts on that.
Girls who tell you what to do, or tell you what to say, or tell you off for saying the “wrong” thing to
them are going to be an absolute nightmare to be around. Would you accept that behaviour from one
of your mates – being told what to do & how to behave at every turn? No? Then don’t accept it from
the girls you give your time to.

I lost interest after her first message – that’s the moment I’d
normally block her. Made a joke for this article because why not.
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Another bossy girl who’ll spend more time focusing on
every little thing you’re doing “wrong” than just chilling and enjoying your company.

Ironically, the only people who
are going to put up with such a poor/rude attitude are weak men – the exact guys she’s saying she
doesn’t want.

Not Answering a Direct Question
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Her
answer to “Do you want to try BDSM” is “I was a bit hesitant to respond” – which doesn’t answer
the question at all. As expected, she stopped replying.
You ask a direct question and she doesn’t acknowledge it or changes the subject. I always say “That’s
not an answer to my question.” If she doesn’t immediately say “Woops, sorry! Here’s the answer:
_______” then she’s a time-waster.
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Some girls almost take pleasure in seeing how many times they can message you in a row without
addressing your question; like it’s a weird game for them. You’ll ask the question multiple times and
she’ll still sidestep it, which just comes across as socially-inept; it’s weird as hell. Unmatch/block
those girls immediately.

You Should Unmatch/Delete These Girls
Whenever a girl exhibits one of these timewaster behaviours, I always unmatch them from Tinder or
block their number from my phone. (In the screenshots above, the only reason I carried on
conversations was for the purposes of this article; to show you even if I tried to keep talking, the girls
weren’t really that into me and would stop replying anyway).
There’s two reasons for blocking/unmatching:
– I want to be able to completely forget about her and move on to talking to more girls.
– I don’t want her to bother me looking for more attention in a few days when she’s bored.
This second point happens a lot – the time of girl who’s happy to waste your time on
Tinder/OkCupid/etc is the type of girl who’ll hit you up the next time she’s bored, “just to say hi”.
You’ll assume her contacting you means she might actually want to meet now, so you’ll throw out,
“Hey let’s grab a drink while you’re free!” Only to be met with a lame excuse or no reply at all.
Better to block/unmatch timewasters so they never have a chance to waste your time in future. Life’s
too short to spend it chasing ghosts – there’s a million other girls out there who won’t play games and
will make it easy for you to meet up with them.

Examples of Non-Timewasters
Here’s some examples of girls who were very easy to meet up with and required no effort. These are
all girls I ended up banging. This is what an easy conversation looks like; minimal fuss, no time
wasting, no bullshit. Just two people meeting up for some no-strings hanky panky, as God intended.
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(Click to enlarge)
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(Click to
enlarge)
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(Click to enlarge)
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(Click to enlarge)

The Takeaway
No matter if you’re a newbie to getting laid/finding a girlfriend, or a guy with 100 lays under his belt,
you’ll benefit from keeping an eye out for girls who are just looking to waste your time, avoiding
them wherever possible. Guys almost inevitably get to a point where they express frustration with
how much of their time is being wasted; it’s something we all have to deal with at some point.
When you hit that point of frustration, come back to this article, read over it again, and see if you can
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spot any timewasting behaviours from the girls you’ve been chatting to recently.
Had your time wasted recently? Seen any of the above behaviours from girls you’ve been chatting to?
Drop a comment below and share it with us.
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You’re not Obligated to Have Sex with Someone
December 20, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
A tonne of guys (and girls) struggle with this one, even though on paper it’s so simple:
You’re never under any obligation to have sex with someone – and you shouldn’t feel guilty
about “leading someone on” & later changing your mind.
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Don’t Cut Girls Off too Early
Having a girl back at your place doesn’t mean you HAVE to fuck her. You are allowed to, even at the
very last minute, decide you’re not going to put your penis inside her. Crazy thought, I know.
But it’s something a tonne of guys struggle with when they first start dating girls. They feel like, “If
I’m not super attracted to the girl right off the bat, I should be a gentleman and cut things off with her
immediately.”
By doing so, you’re robbing yourself of:
a) The chance at some desperately-needed dating experience.
b) The chance to potentially “warm up to her” and find her attractive as you spend more time with her
(or consume more beers…)
As I’ve said before, if you’re a newbie, you need dating experience as much of it as you can get. So
go on as many dates as you can – including girls you aren’t super keen on having sex with. Yes, I’m
advising you to go on dates with girls you’re not super into, solely for the much-needed
experience.
Learn how to hold hands and practice it with lots of different girls, figure out how to kiss them, learn
how to invite them back to your place, learn how to makeout and fool around. You need practice –
lots of practice – with all of these things in order to be comfortable getting to the sex part.

“But Andy! That’s leading her on!”
You’re not “leading her on”. You’re interviewing – seeing if you like her, seeing if she likes you,
seeing how far you both want to go with things. You haven’t signed a contract saying you’re
definitely going to see her for more dates. You haven’t signed a contract saying you’re definitely
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going to kiss her. And you haven’t signed a contract saying you’re definitely going to have sex with
her.
Getting laid a lot – whether just for the sake of getting lots of lays, or because you’re searching for a
girlfriend or fuckbuddy – means you have to “interview” a lot of potential candidates. That inevitably
means a lot of girls won’t fit your criteria, or you won’t vibe with them, etc – and you’ll have to let
them go. You can’t give the job position to the very first person who asks for it.
Girls do the exact same thing – they go on dates to figure out if they like the guy, and see if they want
to go any further. They know each date is just two people’s figuring out if they click, with no
obligation to go any further if they don’t want to.
When you remove this pressure from yourself – this expectation that you should only be on dates
with girls you’re absolutely sure you want to bang – dating becomes so much easier. You’re more
laid back, more carefree, and you no longer stress about how “awkward” things might be if you
decide you don’t want to go any further with her. You stop feeling guilty about potentially wasting
people’s time.
Because that’s what dating is – two people figuring out if they want to go further. How can you know
the answer to that question until after you’ve spent a bit of time in each other’s company?
Taking the pressure off yourself to have sex will also open you up to new experiences, because you
won’t be thinking so far ahead into the future. Guys tend to think, “Could I see myself banging this
girl?” or “Could I see myself dating this girl and introducing her to my friends?” Woah, cowboy –
chill a little. The only question you need to ask yourself is, “Am I happy with the stage we’re at now;
am I enjoying being with her in this moment, right now?”
If the answer to that is yes, then keep hanging out. Stop thinking into the future and worrying that
at some point you might stop enjoying her company. If right now feels right, then be in the
moment and enjoy it.

Some Girls Will Win You Over
Instead of stressing about the future and talking yourself out of going on dates, you should always
keep an open mind – I’ve had some amazing experiences with girls I initially had no interest in.
You should be saying yes to every opportunity that presents itself – yes to every girl who’s happy to
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spend time with you. Don’t turn down girls for arbitrary reasons – especially when you’re in the
beginner or intermediate stage of getting laid. Say yes to everything, and then figure out during the
actual date how you feel about the girl.
Some of my absolute best experiences were with girls I didn’t initially want to meet up with for a
date. I had to talk myself into keeping an open mind, reminded myself, “You need all the experience
you can get”. I’m so glad I did, because some of those girls turned out to be absolute sweethearts &
some of them were bloody amazing in bed.
It’s nuts to think I very nearly robbed myself of some of my best sexual and life experiences, because
I was worried about not being attracted to them further down the line.

If I Do Decide I want to End Things… How do I do that?
Let’s say you’ve kept an open mind, been on a date with a girl, maybe even had sex with her – but
you decide you don’t want to progress any further or see her again. How the hell do you handle it?
This was something I struggled with for a number of years. I felt bad every time I “rejected” a girl,
feeling like I’d led her on & wasted her time. I knew how bad it hurt when a girl ghosted me or
turned me down, and I hated – no, I resented – having to do the same thing to them.
I handled it horribly for the most part – usually choosing to just ghost (not text her at all). All because
I was too awkward to do the decent thing and send a polite text message turning her down. I’ve
learned from my mistakes and don’t do that any more.
If you decide while you’re on a date with a girl that you’re done for the night & don’t want to go any
further, just use my line: “Hey, let’s call it a night. I’ll walk you back to the train station/your car.”
Walk her back to the car/train station, and see how you feel about it the next day. If you decide you
don’t want to see her any more, text her a simple:
“Hey, I had a tonne of fun but feel like the chemistry wasn’t quite there. I’m really glad I got to meet
you, all the best.”
Saying “the chemistry wasn’t quite there” softens the blow a lot – you’re blaming something external
(lack of chemistry) rather than saying it’s her fault. Normally I’m a proponent of raw honesty, but
this is one time when it’s best to phrase it in a nicer way. Sometimes a white lie is nicer than a black
truth. There’s no need to be a raging dick – remember, we’re not out to hurt any girl’s feelings.
All of this applies even if you’ve already had sex with a girl. After you bang, if you’re not really that
attracted to her or don’t vibe with her personality, you are under no obligation to see her again.
You have nothing to feel guilty about if you decide to end things. Just shoot her a casual, “Hey, I had
a lot of fun last night” and leave it at that. If she messages you wanting to meet up again, just use the
same line as above – “I had a tonne of fun but feel like the chemistry wasn’t quite there. I’m really
glad I got to meet you, all the best.”
This even applies if you’ve previously told her, “I hate one night stands” or “I’d never do a one night
stand”. When you said that, what you really meant was, “I’d never deliberately seek out a one-nightstand. If I like a girl & the sex is good, I’ll always want to see her again.” But how were you ever
going to know if the sex was good until you actually had sex?
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If you decide the sex was horrible & you definitely don’t want to see her again, ask yourself, “Am I
keeping an open mind, or cutting her off too soon?” If the answer to that is “I definitely don’t want to
see her again”, then don’t feel bad about having a one-night-stand. Sometimes the chemistry just isn’t
there; sometimes the sex is just awful. It is ok for you not to see a girl again after you have sex
with her.

Girls Inherently Understand this Concept
Girls are used to being in the position of choice – so they understand inherently it’s fine to not keep
seeing a guy, for whatever reason. “My body, my choice” – obviously. They understand dates are for
figuring out if you click with someone & deciding if you want to sleep with someone or not. They
also understand even after you’ve banged, you’re under no obligation to see each other a second time
– especially if the sexual chemistry wasn’t there.
But guys struggle with this, because – at least at the start – most of us:
a) Aren’t used to turning down any girls, and thus feel guilty for doing it.
b) Often have never even considered that we’re allowed to reject a girl we’re not super into. It’s a
foreign concept.
And to be fair, some girls don’t handle rejection all that well…

So take a page out of the female handbook, and give yourself permission to gain some dating
experience with girls you’re not all that attracted to – and to end things with them when you feel you
don’t want to continue.
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AWALT: Don’t Write Off All Women Just Because a Few
Weren’t Great (The Red Pill)
December 21, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Truth time: The “dating game” really fucking sucks at the start.
When you haven’t had as much dating success as you’d like, you care so much about reaching your
goals, whilst desperately trying to avoid any possible rejection. Every time a girl turns you down, it
hurts, like a knife to the heart. Every little infraction a girl commits – every time she doesn’t do
exactly what you want her to do – can feel like a personal assault on you, like she’s trying to crush
your hopes and dreams.
It’s easy to become frustrated and even disillusioned over your lack of results, especially when you’re
first starting out. That frustration and desperation to just get laid can build up in a whirlwind of anger
and torment that you just want to hurl at somebody else so you don’t have to keep it all inside.
As the rejections build, as your frustration grows, it’s so easy to start adding up every time a girl
doesn’t give you what you want, keeping a running total of how many times you’ve been “screwed
over”. It’s tempting to tell yourself, “women as a whole are all doing wrong by me.” A friend of
mine, nicknamed Bad Idea Bear, said it best:
“You blur them all together, instead of recognizing each girl isn?t responsible for the sins of the
previous girl.”
I was the king of doing this. I used to take pleasure in doing what one girl had done to me, but doing
it to a new girl. I had multiple people tell me, “Don’t mistreat a girl just because you were mistreated
by another.” Bloody good advice.
But did I listen? Of course not – I was young, dumb, and full of cum. Me taking my frustration out on
other girls only ended in me being even more frustrated – it didn’t solve any issues and in fact just
made me obsess more about the negatives. As Buddha said, “Holding on to anger is like grasping a
hot coal with the intent of throwing it at someone else; you are the one who gets burned.” I got more
and more swept up in, “Every girl is deliberately trying to annoy me”. I kept count of how many
times I’d been “wronged” – even including stupid things like “This girl said she has a boyfriend” or
“This girl wanted to wait til date 3 before we had sex”. In my quest to find every example of a girl
screwing me over I fell victim to confirmation bias.
I’d ghost girls – often for no reason – just so I could feel powerful and in control. “Other girls
ghosted me, but now I get to ghost this girl. I win!” .
I’d intentionally wait a couple days to reply to a girl’s texts, telling myself, “Other girls have
taken days to reply to my texts, so it’s fine if I do it.”
I’d taken pleasure in rejecting a girl, giving no consideration to how she felt because, “Other
girls didn’t care how I felt when they rejected me.”
A girl would open up to me and tell me her feelings, and instead of empathising with her
vulnerability, I’d robotically say, “I don’t give a damn about your feelings”. If a few girls in the
past hadn’t cared about my feelings, I was justified in not caring about any girl’s feelings,
right?
If a girl didn’t give me what I wanted (her number, a kiss, sex, etc) instead of being mature and
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saying, “That’s fine, I can’t tell you what to do” I’d feel “wronged” by her, like she hadn’t
given me what I was “owed”. I’d take out that frustration on the next girl, intentionally
withholding something she wanted – so I could feel I was “back in control” & not a “victim”.
You’ve likely done some of these things yourself. Most of us have at some point.
I’d often rationalise it to myself as, “I’m just fucking with her, it’s all good” or “I’m just trying to
entertain myself”. But what I was really doing was annoying or even hurting someone just because
someone else had annoyed me.

It’s important to take a step back and ask yourself, “Is a girl not giving me what I want really a big
deal? Should I be angry just because a girl decided not to give me her number?” I know it’s
frustrating when you reaaalllyyy just want that number, and 20 girls also just rejected you & didn’t
give you their number. But take a deep breath, let it go, and try not to get too frustrated. This is
supposed to be fun, it’s not a life-or-death battle.
On a similar note, you have to realise that not getting your way is very much part of trying to get laid.
Pickup-artists and dating coaching will try to sell you a rosy reality and tell you “If you just say/do
the right things, you can win any girl!” The cold hard truth is: you’re going to get rejected far more
than you’ll ever be successful. For every 50 girls you talk to, you may only have sex with one of
them (or none of them). Rejection – and not getting your way – is very much part of the process.
You also can’t expect each individual girl to do what you want, or even to behave rationally. People
(especially women) are emotional, erratic, have their own agendas and wants and needs and hopes –
they’re not always going to do what you want. Sure, you’d give anything for this cute girl you’re
talking to to give you her number… but sometimes (most of the time) it just won’t work out that way.
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Best thing you can do is move on and go hit on more girls.
The long-term cure is, as with most guys’ problems, to get laid enough that you start seeing
women not as your enemy but as just other humans. You’ll come to realise women are exactly
like us – sometimes with even more pain, doubt, fears, insecurities than we have. No, I’m not saying
you have to be Mr White Knight, protecting all the poor women’s feelings. But you don’t have to be
the opposite – acting like a raging cock just for the “lolz”.
Life’s much more pleasant when you aim to be somewhere in the middle. Showing respect to girls
who earn it. Getting rid of the timewasters/girls who don’t respect you. And treating each new girl
you meet as if you’re meeting her for the first time. Because you obviously are – you’ve never met
this girl before, even if she’s “just another woman”. Don’t tar her with the same brush as any bad
apples you’ve run into in the past.
Don’t punish the many for the actions of a few.
When you’ve slept with and dated a large number of women, you start seeing them not as a collective
group, but as individuals, each with their own hopes, dreams, fears, insecurities. You know, human
beings. You’ll find there’s some shit ones, some average ones, and some truly lovely ones. They’re
not all copy-paste clones “running the same female firmware.”
The Red Pill/Pickup Artists/”the manosphere” would debate me on most of this. They have a concept
of “AWALT” – All Women Are Like That. They use the concept to show similarities between girls –
to the point where they claim there are no unique women. Supposedly all women are exactly the
same and all want exactly the same thing – essentially to selfishly use men & then cast them aside
once they’ve leeched them dry. Many times I’ve heard the phrases, “all women will fuck you over”
and “don’t worry about how you treat a woman, because she’ll eventually leave you for an alpha
anyway”.
Sure, if you’d like to live your entire life being unable to trust 50% of your fellow humans, then go
for it. Hell, I used to be like this myself, years ago. I really didn’t like women; I actively distrusted
them. I spent too much of my time either paranoid a woman was out to get me, or I focused my
efforts on trying to “beat her” and “win” some imagined battle I was in with her.
And I really regret it. Not just because I was a douche to a tonne of women for no reason & treated
them all like the enemy. But because it hurt me as well. It’s so painfully obvious I was acting out of
insecurity, out of pain from all the times I’d been rejected. I had confirmation bias – I was actively
looking for bad women who’d rejected me (even if they were ultra polite and kind with their
rejection), and dismissing all the nice ones I met. If you asked me about the nice ones, I’d have said,
“She doesn’t count, she was just pretending to be nice”. And then I’d rattle off a list of the last 20
women who’d been “crappy” to me.
Nuts. Totally nuts. Sure, I’d been rejected, ignored & hurt by some women before. But the next girl I
walked up to was a fresh new girl. She hadn’t hurt me, or committed an infraction against me – she
hadn’t done anything wrong. But I treated her as if she was part of some group (women) that were all
trying to frustrate me or something.
If you’re in a similar boat, pause for a second. Ask yourself:
Do I want to be a person who brings positivity into the world – someone who’s a force for good?
Or do I want the world to be a shittier place for having me in it?
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Honesty is Always the Best Policy
December 21, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

“Honesty is the best policy”.
Now this is a statement I stand behind. It’s a core principle I hold; one that permeates pretty much
every aspect of my life. But not for the usual childish reasons people spout like, “because being
honest means you’re a good & virtuous and noble person!” or “because lies make Jesus sad!”

The main reason I’m always honest is because I just can’t be bothered lying. It’s too much effort, it
results in too much drama. It means I have to keep track of the lie(s) I’ve told and continue to keep
telling them. I have to feel guilty for being a lying shitbag. I’ll never really know if girls like me for
me, or just for the lies I’ve used to manipulated them into sleeping with me…
Bah.
No thankyou.
If you just aim for honesty – especially in your dealings with women – life becomes a whole lot
simpler. There’s no thinking about what the “right thing” to say is, there’s no getting stuck in your
head, trying to figure out how to handle a certain situation. For most guys, being allowed to drop the
notion of “I must say the right thing at all times” is a godsend – it removes a huge burden from their
shoulders & frees them up to just be in the moment.
Most of the guys I coach will inevitably ask me a question along the lines of, “If a girl asks me [a
particular question], what’s the best way for me to answer it? What should I say to get her to do what
I want?” I always defer to honesty – “You can’t make someone do what you want – all you can do is
tell them what you want, and see if they’re down for it. Just be totally honest about what you’re after.
Say whatever the hell is on your mind. Stop overthinking it and just be autistically honest – blurt out
whatever is bouncing around your head, as if you have no filter.“
I always see a light go off in their head when they hear that – “You mean I’m allowed to just drop the
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bullshit and be open with her? I don’t have to think about what to say any more, or how to phrase it?”
That’s exactly what I advocate being honest – to the point of autism where you just blurt out
whatever is in your head. It takes away all the pressure to perform. You just say what you’re
thinking, without worrying about how it might sound. You’re free to just be real with people and not
overanalyse every word that’s about to come out of your mouth.
This applies to things you’re insecure about too. If you’re inexperienced when it comes to sex and
you’re worried the girl will think you’re shit in the bedroom, just tell her that. “I know this sounds
dumb but I’m nervous to invite you back at my place, because I haven’t had a lot of sex. I’m telling
you because I’d rather be real with you.” 99.99% of the time girls will respect the shit out of you for
being so open with them, not to mention you’ve just eliminated 90% of your performance anxiety by
removing the pressure to perform. Suddenly you’re on the same team as her – it’s you and her, not
you vs her.
Or another example: someone recently asked, “Is there a way to tell her I don?t want a relationship
but I would rather just see her her again from time to time?”
I said yes, you tell her, “I don?t want a relationship but I would rather just see you again from time to
time”.
Simple.
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Props to
me for hamfisting “Honesty is the best policy” into a Tinder message.
So many guys will, instead of asking a girl what she’s feeling, instead jump on the internet and ask
random strangers to theorise about what she might be feeing. Strangers who have no idea what the
girl is thinking, because they’re not in her head.
Don’t be a weirdo; if you want to know what’s in someone’s head, just fucking ask them.
If you find it hard to be honest, that’s ok. I certainly did at the start. As I’ve talked about in other
articles, honesty is something to aim towards; it won’t be something you just wake up one day and
start doing. It takes time – and practice – to become a really open and honest person.
Deferring to honesty cuts out all the thinking and stressing about the right way to say things. You just
say what you want in an honest way, and see if the person is open to the same thing you want. If they
are, awesome. If they’re not, no hard feelings. It makes even the most stressful conversations – like
“where is this going?” – super easy to handle.
You’ll also get better at “keeping it real with girls” and keeping them on your team. As in, cutting
through the bullshit and saying, “Look, I want you to be completely real with me. Let’s be honest
with each other, because I’ve had enough of dating people who played games”.
I say it to every girl I date, and it’s the reason the vast majority of them are so damn honest with me
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in return. Most girls say something along the lines of “Andy you’re the first guy to ever tell me he
wanted honesty. Everybody else just plays games.”
Set yourself apart by telling them you expect truthfulness, and they’ll give it to you. But it’s up to
you to lead, and set the foundation of honesty.
Best of all, being honest with girls means you’ll end up with girls who are honest with you.
Being a good person means you’ll end up with good people in your life. Who would have thought? ?
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Assorted Tidbits from My Dating Past [Storytime with Andy]
December 21, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
The following are some dating stories I wrote in my online journal over the years. Most of these
didn’t make it to my proof article; check that out for more stories.
Most of these I’ve copy-pasted directly from my journal, without any spellchecking/editing, to
save myself having to re-write them. And also because it’s amusing to me how god-damn awful my
writing used to be. In some of these, I didn’t even capitalise my sentences (because I thought
capitalising your sentences wasn’t “alpha” – yes, I actually used to think like that.)
Important: Bare in mind some of the below posts are from several years ago; I?ve changeda hell of a
lotsince then ? especially my mindset on women & people in general. I cringe when I read how
immature ? and at times downright shitty & bitter ? I was back then, but my past is an important part
of my evolution so it?s important I show it to you. I go into great detail about how my mindset has
changed in?You and Me?.
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Andy Discovers that All Girls are Celebrities on Tinder
Guys, I present to you, a girl’s tinder account:
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This is my girlfriend’s tinder. I got her to sign up for Tinder Gold so we could see how many guys
had swiped on her, out of curiousity. 5605 likes, plus another 323 she’s already matched with.
Bare in mind she’s NOT ultra attractive – she’s a little curvy, has awful photos (she doesn’t like
having photos taken).
So when you meet a girl from tinder, remember you’re beating 5000+ other guys she could have
talked to.
And when a girl doesn’t reply to your messages, or ignores you, or ghosts you, it’s probably not that
you’re doing anything wrong. It’s just that she has 5000+ other guys competing for her attention,
and she forgot about you.
Also, the reason boosts and superlikes work so well (you’ll always get matches when you use them) is
because it FORCES your profile to actually be shown to girls. It puts you at the front of the queue, so
you’re not lost in the masses of other guys.
Getting laid is literally a numbers game.
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Andy Spills Blood for a Woman
Speaking of girls who usually ignore me… I fucked my first “rocker girl” EVER. I’m fucking happy
as shit. I love these kinda girls (also known as punk girls, scene girls, alt girls, etc) but they never
liked me in the past.
I just invited this girl straight round (but I went and met her in public first, then walked back to
mine). 30 minutes before the date I sliced my fucking finger open though:

Just for added drama.
I didn’t have any bandaids in the house, so I had to wrap my thumb in fucking masking tape to stop
the bleeding. So as I’m banging this girl, I have a giant stumpy thumb I have to hold up in the air so
she doesn’t accidentally knock it or something. I looked like I was giving her a thumbs up the entire
time as I was banging her, lol.
So this chick is interesting. She has a high-paying job as a senior researcher in a biomed lab. Has
her own apartment and seems very intelligent and articulate, she pauses before she speaks and is
very measured with what she says. Witty too.
But she self-harms. Her body is COVERED in scars, she has “FAT FUCK” and “DISGUSTING”
scratched into her thighs. It’s completely at odds with her otherwise-happy personality. It really
pained me to see it – felt really bad for her.
She was heaps of fun to fuck though. She’s tall but THIN as shit, I threw her around like a ragdoll.
She’s covered in piercings (like 10 on her face) has full tattoo sleeves on both arms, chest and back.
She’s ultra feminine and very very sweet.
Definitely gonna meet her again – a little worried about the self-harm shit though. (That’s a little
hypocritical given I just self-harmed the shit out of my hand…)
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Andy is the Hero This City Deserves
Back in 2017/2018, I used to love being silly on dates and saying goofy things to girls to entertain
myself. Every girl I dated, when she asked what I did for work, I’d say, “I have 3 jobs.”
I’d tell her about my 2 main jobs, then she’d inevitably ask, “What’s your 3rd job?” I’d spend the
entire rest of the date making her guess, and every girl drove herself crazy trying to figure it out.
They’d beg, plead & nag me to tell them, or give them a hint… but I’d keep dragging it out. “It’s a
job you do at night.” “It’s not very rewarding and it doesn’t pay very well at all.” “I don’t get enough
credit for doing it.” By the end of the date they’d be close to tears with frustration, and I’d leave them
with, “I’ll tell you on the next date.”
Some of them would playfully slap me on the shoulder, screaming, “Nooooo! You can’t leave
without telling me!” They’d text me an hour or so later, begging me to not keep them in suspense and
just tell them what my damn job was. I’d stay strong; “I’ll tell you on the next date.”
If I saw them for a 2nd date, the millisecond we met up, they’d yell, “Andy! You have to tell me your
job now!” I’d let them guess a little more, then look them straight in the eyes and say, “You have to
swear not to tell anybody if I tell you what it is.”
“Of course! Just tell me!”
I’d lean in, close to their ear, and say….. “I am the Batman.”‘
They’d get so fucking mad (in a playful way); a lot of them would let out an audible scream, their
face a mixture of amusement and incredulity, shocked that I’d led them on for all that time just for an
admittedly-lame joke.
I amuse myself sometimes.

Andy and His Mate Hit on the Same Girl
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Went on a date with a Vietnamese chick on Wednesday. She goes to the toilet, so while I wait I text
my buddy and tell him how this girl is weird so I’m gonna leave. I tell him a few things about her and
he replies, “Wait, is her name [name]?”
I’m like, “Yeah, when did I tell you that?”
“Does she live in [location]?”
“Fuck… WTF yes she does”
“Is she Vietnamese?”
“YES. WHAT THE FUCK”
Turns out he dated her 4 nights earlier AHHAHA. We picked her up in entirely different locations on
different days, so it’s the most insanely random chance. She probably felt like a superhero being
approached twice in 4 days lol.
Epilogue: I ended up having sex with her & saw her for a couple of weeks. She ended up being
totally batshit insane (as in, mental institution levels of insanity), which is a story I’ve never told…
perhaps I will someday.

The Racist High-Fiver
2nd date with asian chick

one hilarious thing happened: i highfived some random dude, then told her she had to highfive
someone. so she walks up to this random woman and goes “HI! HIGH FIVE!” the woman goes “oh
hi, how are you? you cut your hair!” and im laughing like “oh how funny is that, turns out to be her
friend, that’s random as fuck”. they chat for a bit, the woman is like “you coming to the party
tonight? oh wait you have uni, nevermind”. they chat for a minute or two.
then my girl comes running over, grabs me and starts laughing her head off. i say “thats pretty funny
that it turned out to be your friend”. she yells “NO! I DIDN’T KNOW HER! IVE NEVER MET HER
IN MY LIFE!”
fucking LOL, this random woman thought she knew my girl. i bet in her mind all asians look the
same. funny as fuck.
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Andy Bangs an (Amateur) Pornstar
A few weeks ago I was having a wank, looking at porn… and I’m thinking to myself, “Gee, this girl
looks so familiar. She looks a hell of a lot like one of my old fuckbuddies from 2 years ago”. I look up
more pics and holy fucking shit, it’s one of my ex-fuckbuddies. I lose my shit, this is the funniest thing
I’ve seen in ages, so I tell a few of my mates about it, even some of my normie mates. I have the
bright idea to get back in touch with her, because it’d be hilarious to be able to say, “I fucked a
pornstar” (even though the porn she’s doing is solo and lesbian only, and it’s amateur shit…
technically she’s still a porn star).
Takes me an afternoon but I manage to track her down on Facebook. Send her a message, turns out
she’s still into me, she comes over the next night and we fuck like rabbits. It’s been 1.5 years since I
last saw her, and she’s changed a hell of a lot in that time. She used to be a really immature,
annoying 18yo girl. She’s a little more worldly and a hell of a lot less annoying now. She’s also a
fuckload kinkier – she’s fucking *filthy* – so I’m going to have fun ruining her even more. I was
spanking her during sex, and afterwards she told me she wanted me to punch her next time. Yes,
punch. Jesus christ.
Also, it gets even funnier – one of my best mates says “Wait… I think I’ve fucking seen that girl! She
works in the building next to mine, and comes in to my workplace a few times a week”. So I asked her
about it, and YEP, she does work in the building next to my mate, and goes to his building a few
times. FUCKING LOL.

Andy Hated Women Back in 2017
For a couple years after I first started getting laid, I was a very negative and combative person. Here’s
a quote I wrote on the Good Looking Loser Forums back in October 2017:
“Almost every girl is a demanding, entitled fucking pain in the ass.”
And guess what? Every girl I dated ended up being a demanding, entitled pain in the ass, because I
was filtering those type of girls in – I didn’t think I deserved any better. Talk about a self-fulfilling
prophecy.
These days I love women – and guess what, they love me.
You’re totally in control of the time of women you allow into your life. Don’t be a passive victim;
it’s your life, so take control.
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Andy Hits on a Fuckbuddy’s Best Friend
Something HILARIOUS happened. “J” met up with her best friend last night for dinner. She shows
her friend a picture she took of me. The friend is like “What the fuck. That guy hit on me and we went
on a date.” LOL OL OL OL. It was an awful date too, I remember the chick – she was a bit of a
bitch/idiot, so I left the date halfway through. I then immediately went and started hitting on chicks,
and that chick saw me do it and texted me “Fuck you, you’re an asshole, I saw you talking to other
girls”. HAHAHAHA.
She told all this to “J” last night, and said “omg you can’t see this guy, he’s an asshole, he’ll just go
fuck other girls and he’ll never care about you, promise me you won’t ever see him again, you can’t”
etc etc etc. “J” came over to my place and asked me if I did date her friend. I said of course. She was
pretty heart broken. I’ve told her in the past I’ll never be monogamous, but I think this made it a lot
more real for her, it’s more “in her face”.

She cries about it, we talk for quite a while and hash it out. I let her say what she needed to say (“I
thought I was special” and “if you care about me, shouldn’t I be enough for you? Why do you need
to see other girls?”) etc. Told her “Obviously I care about you. But I like sex. Sex has nothing to do
with caring about someone”. etc.
Went to bed, then in the morning she was still depressed. She said “I’m sorry. I just don’t think I can
do an open relationship with you. We shouldn’t see each other any more.”
I said “That’s cool. I completely understand. I won’t force you to do something that’d make you
unhappy.”
Then she just grabbed me, kissed me and we fucked for an hour or so.
~ ~ ~ ~ What the fuck? ~ ~ ~ ~
During sex she was kinky as fuck, kept saying “Daddy… is mine the best pussy you’ve had? Do you
like my titties the best?” Girls are hilarious. They don’t mind sharing you, as long as they’re the best.
They want to be “special” and better than all the other women you’ve fucked. It’s like a competition
for them. She is by far the best sex I’ve ever had, so she gets credit for that.
We went out to get some lunch, we see this HOT asian chick. “J” gets close to me, grabs my dick and
goes “ooooh, that girl is hot, you should go get her number” then she giggles.
So we’ve gone from “I can’t do this” to completely ok with it in a matter of a couple hours.
~~~ Girls ~~~
~~~ Are ~~~
~~~ Nuts ~~~
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Andy & His Girl Meet a Dumbass
<<<World’s most retarded story incoming, boys.>>>
So my girlfriend matched with another girl on Tinder. She sent her the usual “Would you like to try
BDSM with me and my man?” line. The girl is hella into the idea of a 3some with some BDSM, they
chat for a bit, then agree we’ll all meet for a drink.
We all meet this girl, grab a Starbucks and we sit down and chat for a while. She’s super curious and
has like 20 questions about BDSM, about sex, about what’s expected, etc. All is good and well in the
world.
We talk to this chick for 30+ minutes about sex and bdsm and fetishes and shit.
Then we get to the question of limits/boundaries. I say to her, “Got any boundaries or
dealbreakers?”
She looks me dead in the eye and says, “You.”
I’m like “Uh, what? Explain.”
Still looking me in the eyes, she says, “That’s my dealbreaker – I’m not ok with sexual penetration”.
Me: “Well that’s obviously a dealbreaker for me. Let’s call it a night, it was nice to meet you.”
She looks confused and says, “Wait… are you being serious?”
“Yes, of course I’m being serious. If you don’t want to have sex with me during a 3some, we’ll say
our goodbyes. It was nice meeting you.”
Again she says, “Wait… seriously?”
YES YOU GOOFY MOTHERFLIPPING DICKBRAIN, I AM SERIOUS THAT ME NOT EVER
BEING ABLE TO PUT MY PENIS IN YOU WOULD BE A DEALBREAKER………………….
My girl and I leave and head home, both of us so damn confused as to how the hell a girl could meet
us FOR SEX, thinking we were never going to have sex.
Did she think I was just going to sit in the corner like a cuck?
Did she think we’d only foreplay and I’d be completely cool with blue balls?
Who signs up for a 3some without wanting sex?
The weirdest part is that she was actually confused – incredulous, even – that I wouldn’t be ok with
not being able to ever have sex with her. At least I got this amusing story out of it.
We’re chalking this one up to just bad luck. Sometimes a girl will do something so fucking weird and
you step back and ask yourself, “Could I have prevented this? Should I change my behaviour in the
future to screen harder/make sure this doesn’t happen again?”
And sometimes the answer is “No, I won’t do anything differently.” Because stuff like this is just pure
weird random bad luck that happens once in a blue moon. The chances of a girl thinking bdsm means
“no sexual penetration” is like 1 in a million. This girl is just a complete retard, and there’s probably
nothing we could have done to screen her out, short of autistically asking every girl “By ThE wAy
ArE yOu Ok WiTh SeXuAl PeNeTrAtIoN?”
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Moral of the story lads:
Always eat your vegetables or you’ll get cucked. I’ve seriously been neglecting my vegetables the
last few weeks, pretty sure that’s why this girl didn’t want to shag me.

The Post that Made Me Start Getting Laid a Tonne
Back in early 2018, I wasn’t getting laid much. In fact, I was doing everything I could to
procrastinate having sex – I was avoiding putting in the work I knew I had to put in. I was barely
talking to any girls at all.
A guy on the Good Looking Loser Forums I frequent, “NoStringsAttached”, hit me with a truth
bomb that turned it all around. I’ll post it here in its entirety; you’ll likely get a lot from it, as I did.

I’m gonna be straight up with you. You have delusional expectations of this game.
For starters, you have this idea of there being a magic number of approaches it takes to fuck a girl.
There isn’t. I know Chris mentions his approach to lay ratios, but they’re meaningless.
Instead of carefully calculating your approaches as if you have a limited amount that you can Use,
approach as if your life depended on it.
You can keep track of all of your stats: approaches, dates, etc. But what counts is how many girls you
fucked.
If you think that you’re cool because you fucked x amount of girls with the least amount of
approaches, you’re wrong.
While you’re out here calculating your 1000 approaches, Chad is out there fucking 4 new bitches.
Let’s say it took him 4000 approaches to get this 4 girls in one month. It doesn’t matter because he
got laid.
The way I see it, what matters the most is when I’m getting laid. Am I getting laid today or 1 year
from now?
Am I going to fuck 30 girls this year or over a span of 5 years?
Secondly, you really need to work on your looks. I don’t know what the trends are in Australia, but in
LA, your style would be lacking.
You are tall tho and that puts you at a great advantage. Use that.
For the types of girls that you like, I don’t think you have to get buff. I’m not saying not To, but I
think while you work on that, you should wear looser clothing. Clothing that fits well but doesn’t hug
you to the point where you can tell that you’re skinny fat.
Thirdly, you mentioned this but I will say it again. If you want to be successful you have to go all in.
You said you haven’t gone all in because you are afraid.
I can assure you that if you go all in with this, you will succeed. I can’t say how long it will take to
achieve your goals. It might take you 2 years. Might take 10. I don’t know. But as long as you keep
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improving and pushing yourself, you will succeed.
This game is harder than it looks. That’s why most people quit. The game eats most people alive.
Accept the fact that this is hard. Respect it. And then play it with all you’ve got.

That post was the catalyst for all my crazy lays after that. I’ll always be grateful to him for pushing
me and kicking my ass into gear.
Check out his site, The Heavy Hitters Club – he’s got a bunch of articles for advanced guys and
newbies alike, mostly focused around getting laid.
Got your own hilarious dating stories? Don’t be shy, share ’em with us in the comments below!
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Eventually You’ll End Up Settling Down
December 21, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
When I first got into self-improvement and decided I really wanted to get laid a lot, I surrounded
myself by guys on the net and in real life who’d slept with a lot of women. I used them as my
motivation, my driving force to repeat what they’d done and push myself even higher than they had.
As I progressed further into my journey and found some initial success, something strange happened.
All the mentors I looked up to started talking about settling down with their girlfriends; a few of them
even got married.
This absolutely blew my mind. These were guys who were miles ahead of me – they could go out
seemingly any day or night of the week and get laid with girls much hotter than I’d ever been with.
They could do the craziest sexual acts with a new girl every night if they wanted, they could have
3somes and 4somes and 5somes if they so desired… yet all of them had settled.
I shuddered at that word. Settled. It conjured up all sorts of horrible imagery of guys giving up,
putting up with a nagging girlfriend who could never compete with the wonderous allure of meeting a
new, fresh girl every week and bringing her home to your bed to do all sorts of wild, kinky things.
Why had all these guys settled down? Why had they all given up? Why had my heroes forsaken me?

I swore I’d never be like them. I made a promise to myself and anyone who would listen that I’d
never stop chasing pussy; I’d spend the rest of my life giving everything to the cause of getting laid.
Ahh, the hubris of naive little Andy – the Andy who’d barely even started getting laid – to think he
knew better than the more experienced, more worldly guys he looked up to. What I thought was them
losing their minds and becoming complacent and lazy was really just a natural consequence of getting
enough sex; enough notches in their belts. They weren’t being lazy, crazy or stupid; they were simply
focusing their time and energy on new goals.
And the ones who were still getting laid relegated it to a “background goal”; something they put only
a tiny bit of time and effort into each week, whilst focusing on their new main priorities.
Having “getting laid” as a low priority seems like such a foreign concept when you’re new to all
this. It seems utterly unfathomable that you could ever get to a point where you can have sex without
even trying; that sex comes so easily you actually stop caring about getting it. It’s like being a
woman; sex is abundant and plentiful, something you can have whenever you feel like it. To newbies,
this makes no sense. When getting laid is all you think about during every millisecond of your
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existence, you can’t envision a world in which you have time or energy to think about anything else.
Not to mention when you’re a newbie, all you care about is sticking your penis in a vagina – no
matter how much effort it takes. The last thing on your mind is whether or not you’re making
efficient use of your time. As long as that dicky goes inside her lovebox, you don’t care whether you
wasted 100 hours making it happen.
That all changes once you’ve gotten your fill of fresh gash – once you’ve had enough sex, you’re less
compelled by the idea of spending 8 hours a day talking to girls on Tinder/out on the street. You start
thinking of ways to cut down on the hours spent chasing lays, coming up with copy-paste messages
you can use on Tinder, only talking to girls on the street as you go about your normal day (instead of
going out for “daygame sessions”), and screening much harder for sex with girls so you don’t get
strung along on 3+ dates with a girl who wants to friendzone you. You ditch any girls who “shit test”
you, and instead focus only on easy-going, laid-back, cool chicks.
And once you’re really done with the getting laid phase of your life, you start moving on to new
goals. At that point, it makes sense to find a cool, chilled fuckbuddy (or two) – or an awesome
girlfriend – to satisfy your urges while you work on your new missions. Casual one-night-stands
become pretty much a waste of time/resources for most guys.

I hit the point of “I’m happy with my sex life” about a year-and-a-half ago. I’ve got a girlfriend I see
a few times a week for sex/companionship/roadtrips/ conversations/intimacy. We have 3somes with
other girls (she brings in about 50% of the girls we sleep with). I talk to 1 girl a day out on the street,
and message a couple girls on Tinder every week with a copy-paste line that takes absolutely zero
effort. I barely have to think about sex any more.
Truth is, there’s about 100 things I’d rather do than go out chasing new girls. I’d rather:
Build my coaching into a full-time business so I can quit my job. (Update April 2020:
Achieved!)
Get 8 hours sleep (sleep is incredibly important).
Go to the gym.
Get to 100 articles total published. (Update April 2020: Achieved!)
Challenge myself by writing 5 articles in 24 hours.
Watch a movie.
Eat fried chicken covered in melted chocolate (don’t knock it til you’ve tried it, trust me).
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Chasing new pussy is the furtherest thing from my mind.
It won’t be forever – I know there’ll be points in my future where I feel that spur to go out and meet
new chicks. I’ll inevitably have periods where I’m desperate for some new action, chasing it like I did
in the good old days. I haven’t hung up my boots for good, and I never will. But right now it’d be
detrimental to my current goals to make getting laid my number 1 goal. I’m happy banging my
girlfriend, and meeting 1 new girl every month or so. I’m happy not having to try.
By putting in consistent effort over the last 3 years, I’ve built a really efficient way to get laid that
works for me. I get to have sex with a new girl every month, whilst focusing on my main goals
(writing for this site and building up my coaching business). I never thought I’d say these words, but
sex is no longer the all-consuming obsession it once was, and I’m pleasantly surprised that’s the
case.

If you’re in the “I must get laid at all costs” stage of your life, what I’m about to say will sound
utterly insane to you, like I’ve gone off the deep end:
Eventually, you’ll settle too.
What I mean is, at some point, chasing new girls will lose its allure. Don’t get me wrong: sex will
still be incredibly fun, as will chasing new girls. But you won’t feel desperate to go after it any more.
You’ll have moved on to new goals, you’ll be on a new mission – you won’t have time to go out and
hit on 100 girls.
I’m not necessarily saying you’ll settle down with 1 girl and be monogamous – for some guys (like
me), that’ll never be the case. In that case, you’ll have one or two loyal fuckbuddies/girlfriends, and
meet new girls every now and then, whenever the opportunity presents itself. But you won’t be out 7
nights a week spending 90% of your waking hours thinking about and chasing sex.
I know all this sounds utterly insane to many of you… it did to me years ago. “Andy, you’re nuts! I
will NEVER get sick of chasing new girls. I’ll always want to seek out new experiences.”
I used to think exactly the same way about all of my idols who’d slowed down or given up their quest
for new muff. I thought they were just being “lazy” by getting into long-term relationships. I was
confused… how could sex ever stop being as much of a desperate need as it was for me at that point
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in time?
Thing is, this chasing girls thing was never meant to be your number 1 priority for the rest of your
life. After all, isn’t the entire reason we push ourselves to get laid so we can get to a point where
sex takes no effort, and we don’t spend every minute of every day stressing about hooking up?

A few mates and I have talked about this subject a tonne over the last couple of years: we don’t
believe you’re supposed to chase girls forever and amass a massive notch count (eg 1000+) without
eventually starting to form longterm bonds with girls. Part of being human is bonding with other
humans, and that most definitely includes the girls you have sex with.
The pickup-artist Roosh V is the perfect example of the harms of not growing out of your “chasing
girls” phase. He pushed it far past what can reasonably be considered healthy for the human psyche.
He’s banged god knows how many women (1000?) and all that experience just seems to have made
him more bitter & disillusioned – it’s left him very frustrated (hateful, even) towards women.
After a certain number of women, there’s not much left to gain from banging more, other than a bit of
fun and perhaps an interesting story. My mates and I would argue after a certain lay count, you run
the risk of doing yourself harm if you just keep racking up notches without bonding with the girls.
You’re training yourself to not care about people you have sex with; training yourself to keep a hard
outer shell & not get close to people you’ve been intimate with.
Because if you have a tonne of sex, it’s inevitable you’ll come across a number of girls who blow
your mind and make you fall in love with them. When that happens, you’ve got a few choices – either
fight it & keep things casual or break up with her so you don’t get “bogged down” by a relationship
with her, freeing you to keep racking up a huge lay count. Or you can take a leap of faith and try
letting yourself be close and vulnerable with her.
Choosing the former – keeping her at arm’s length or breaking up with her – trains you to fear
intimacy. It trains you to run from normal human connection, because you’re worried if you get too
close to a girl, you’ll become lazy and complacent and not go after your goals (getting a huge lay
count). The danger is that becomes a powerful habit you find very difficult or impossible to break.
You also can’t keep chasing the same thrill and rush you had when you were first starting to get laid
– when sex is new and novel and exciting. It’s natural that over time that thrill will fade. If you fight
against that and keep trying to relive your glory days, you’ll be like a heroin addict chasing their first
high – no girl you ever meet in the future will match up to the first few you met when you first started
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getting laid. We’re not meant to keep chasing the exact same thing over and over for decades on end.
It’s easy to say, “Sure, I’ll settle when I find the perfect girl – and I won’t allow myself to have a
relationship until I find that perfect girl.” The perfect girl doesn’t exist though – every human is
flawed, shitty, in need of a fix-up. If you’re always thinking, “I could do better than this girl” for
every girl you meet, you’ll never find one who measures up to your impossible expectations – you’ll
spend your life chasing a ghost.
I’ve got a future article in the works – “How to Pick a Solid Girlfriend” – but in short, you can do
what I did and find a girl who’s 75% of what you want, but is also extremely into self-improvement.
Over the course of a year, you support and push her to keep improving herself; essentially building
her into your “perfect” girl.
As for when to settle – don’t get me wrong. I’m not saying you have to force yourself to settle before
you’re ready. It isn’t something you need to consciously think about. And you definitely shouldn’t
settle with a girl who’s below average. All I’m saying is, once you’ve gotten your “getting laid” stage
handled, you’ll find yourself naturally starting to form longer and longer bonds with girls, without
realising you’re doing it. You’ll want to keep girls around for longer and longer, and you’ll be less
inclined to have casual, throwaway sex. Eventually, you’ll end up with one (or two, or three) girls
you see for several years or longer – again, without you consciously thinking about it.
If (when) you feel the urge to build something with one main girl, don’t fight it. Don’t mourn for the
loss of that initial excitement of chasing girls; nor should you mourn for the “newbie passion” you
felt at the start of your journey. Be grateful you’re at a place where sex comes easily to you, and use
your newfound free time and energy to start planning out your next goal.
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You Should be Better than Your Idols
December 22, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
We all have idols – guys we look up to, guys we respect the shit out of, guys whose every word is the
gospel truth our little disciple ears so desperately long to hear. You know what I’m talking about –
you have your own list of guys you’d give anything to be like.
For me, it was guys like Chris from Good Looking Loser, Rollo Tomassi from The Rational Male,
the Roman Emperor Marcus Aurelius, a few prank channels like BigDawsTV, as well as a bunch of
guys on the Good Looking Loser Forums – guys who’d all done exceptionally amazing things with
their lives.
I aspired to be like them, to live the lives they had lived, to be who they were. And for the longest
time, I made that my number 1 mission. I tried to emulate their actions, their thoughts, their modus
operandi – I wanted to be a copy-paste version of them.
As I progressed and started carving my own path, I realised something that at first seemed arrogant –
I wanted to deviate from their path & go my own way. Not just that, but I wanted to be better than
them. I wanted to build off of the foundation they’d laid. I wanted to fill in their philosophical
potholes – the gaps in their knowledge.
I struggled with this at first, feeling like I was overstepping my mark. Who was I to think I could ever
match – much less improve upon – the guys I looked up to?
In time, and with much mediation & self-reflection, I came to understand:
You’re disrespecting your idols if you don’t aim to be better than them.
They put in all the hard work – and oftentimes went through absolutely fucking hell – so that you
wouldn’t have to.
They’re the guideposts that mark a safe path for you to travel; the lighthouse for you to steer your
ship towards as you sail through the rough & often terrifying waters of your self-improvement
journey.
You’re supposed to listen to your idols’ message and learn from their mistakes, then go out and do a
better job than they did. You’re supposed to avoid the traps they fell into, and improve upon their
body of work. You’re supposed to at first become them, and then later become a better version of
them – an Idol v2.0. You’d be dishonouring them if you only ever matched them, given all the
wisdom they’ve instilled upon you. It’d be a failure to launch.
You have their entire body of work to comb through, a roadmap of how they got from their starting
point at the very bottom of the mountain all the way up to their current position perched atop the
peak. You can see what they did right, where they misstepped, what they could have done better. You
can use that to plan out your own path; a path that’ll take you far beyond where they had the time and
the energy to go. It’s all laid out for you in glorious detail with the added benefit of their 20/20
hindsight vision & newfound maturity and wisdom – so don’t waste it.
The whole reason I started coaching was to save you months – even years – of making the same
mistakes I made. I fucked up so many millions of times, in millions of different ways, so that you
wouldn’t have to. I experimented, I tried things, I failed hundreds & thousands of times over, just so I
could learn what would happen; I needed to build up my own base of knowledge as to how things
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really worked. Without all those pitfalls getting in your way, without you having to get bogged down
in the mud like I did, you have a very real chance of outdoing me in every single respect. Just like I
did with the guys that came before me, you can use my knowledge to run your own experiments and
build a deeper base of knowledge than I have done.
If you’re reading this, you’re obviously into self-improvement. You want to be better, you want to
grow – hell, you want to be elite. Use your idols to springboard off, and you’ll have a very real
chance at going above and beyond anything they’ve done. If you envy my number of lays, the
copious amounts of 3somes I’ve had or the wild stuff I’ve done in and out of the bedroom, the weight
I’ve lost or the self-development I’ve been through: I want you to do it too – and then go even
further.
Make the most of the information I’m giving you. Kick my ass, and the asses of all your idols.
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Pump Out a Tonne of Content (and Some of it Will be Gold)
December 22, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
“If something’s worth doing, it’s worth doing properly.”
Fuck this statement.
The quote above has left me more frustrated than an Amish electrician, and I’d wager you’re in the
same boat. When we embark on a new endeavour or start a new hobby, it’s easy to get caught up in
perfectionist thinking. Our first thought is to do as much research about the topic as we possibly can.
We dive into Youtube videos, read books, skim through 500 articles, and spend days/weeks/months
becoming an “expert” on a topic. We write out a plan of action and rewrite it multiple times, trying to
get it perfect.
The problem is all that planning and reading and learning doesn’t make you an expert. You’re not a
piano player until you’ve actually played a few songs. You’re not a photographer until you’ve taken
some decent photos. You’re not a writer til you’ve written, you’re not an artist til you’ve painted,
you’re not a guy who gets laid until you’ve put your penis inside some vaginas. Research & talking
about theories doesn’t count for jack shit – it’s just mental masturbation.
The solution? Take a deep breath and dive head-first into the deep end. Just get started. Now.
I wasn’t a photographer until I started Day 1 of my photo-a-day challenge. I wasn’t a writer til I
published my first article. I wasn’t a coach til I had my first client. I wasn’t a guy who gets laid until I
– you guessed it – started getting laid.
Once you get started with a new project, don’t worry about being efficient or implementing the best
plan or cutting down on wasted time. The only thing you should focus on is going balls-to-the-wall;
give it everything you’ve got. Trust that as you start to gain experience, you’ll naturally figure out
what you can do better, what you’ve been doing wrong, etc.
The best way to learn is by doing.
If your goal is to get laid, then go out and talk to thousands of girls. Don’t worry about what to say;
just get in there and try a bunch of different things and see what works for you. Figure it out as you
go along.
If you’re trying to improve your Tinder photos, go out and take a tonne of photos. Most of them will
suck, half of them will be out of focus, but you’ll get lucky and end up with a few solid ones. Do it
enough times, and you’ll end up with some truly awesome snaps.
If you’re a content creator (writer, artist, etc) focus solely on making tonnes of content; you need to
make the act of doing a habit. Don’t worry about quality at first; focus on quantity.
Sure, you’ll release a lot of content you’re not happy with, but you’ll also (seemingly by accident)
release a few gems you really love. Over the course of months or years, you’ll build up a pretty solid
portfolio. After you’ve knocked out a year’s worth of content, you’ll have a handful of great pieces to
show off, & the not-so-good stuff you released will fade into the background.
Contrast that with obsessing about quality: you’ll get stuck in “analysis paralysis”, where you spend
so much time obsessing about being perfect that nothing you do is ever good enough. You’ll release
almost no content, you’ll talk to only a handful of girls, you’ll go to the gym only a couple of times;
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all because you were terrified of the possibility your output might suck at the start.
Newsflash: Of course you’ll fucking suck at the start. Who the hell is ever good at something from
the moment they start it? That’s so incredibly rare we have a word for those people: savants. You’re
not a savant, so drop the ego, accept the fact you’re going to suck at almost every new endeavour you
embark upon, and start taking action now.

The only
way I got decent at photography/Photoshop was to take a metric fucktonne of photos over the course
of a year.
I took my own advice – I set myself a challenge to do 5 articles in 24 hours. Some badly-timed life
stuff got in the way, so it actually ended up being 5 articles in about 10 hours. I wrote:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Eventually You’ll End Up Settling Down
You Should be Better than Your Idols
Assorted Tidbits from My Dating Life
Honesty is Always the Best Policy
Pump Out a Tonne of Content (and Some of it Will be Gold) [The article you’re reading now]

Nobody would claim those are my 5 best articles. But I’m in a much better position for having
published them.
For one, I’ve shown myself what’s possible: 5 articles in 10 hours isn’t really that hard.
Certainly something I could easily do again.
I’ve kicked myself out of a rut I’ve been in for the last few weeks, where I didn’t publish a
whole lot. These 5 articles bring my average rate of posting back up to something I’m happy
with; since starting this site 250 days ago, I’ve released an article every 4 days.
I’ve realised I should be writing for 8 hours a day, instead of the 1-2 hours I’ve been doing.
I’ve practiced my craft; writing these 5 articles has been time spent improving, practicing
finding my “voice”. They gave me room to experiment with different writing formats and time
constraints, etc. The best way to improve at something is to do it a tonne of times.
And the obvious: I have 5 more articles to my name than I did yesterday. That’s a win in itself.
Update: On 6th May 2020 I did it again – another 5 articles in 10 hours:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Solution to All Your Problems: Go Talk to More Girls
Do you Actually WANT to Lose your Virginity?
Storytime with Andy: When I had Unrealistic Standards, I Didn?t Get Laid
Anxiety Doesn?t Go Away (You Just Stop Caring)
Aiming High Means Falling Far

Struggling to get started with one of your own projects, because “analysis paralysis” is kicking your
ass? Drop a comment below and tell us about it; I’ll give you a hand.
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This is All Just a Big Experiment
December 22, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Here’s a wild thought for you: You should never take anything anyone says as The Gospel Truth.
Nobody is right about everything – including me.
Everything I’ve published on this site, all my impassioned cries for you to listen to the experienced
advice I’m giving you, is what’s worked for me and my friends/coaching clients. But what works for
you may end up being entirely different to what’s worked for me.
The point of getting laid, self-improvement – hell, life in general – is to experiment and try things out
to find out what suits you and your personal likes/dislikes & preferences. Even if I give you the most
killer advice of all time, something that’s brought me more success than anything else, you might try
it and decide, “Nah, I don’t like the way that feels when I do it.”
On the flipside – if I’ve tried something a few times and it hasn’t worked out, I’ll warn others about
following in my failed footsteps. But perhaps you find a way to make it work. Maybe you find the
missing puzzle piece that brings it all together and makes it magically, satisfyingly click into place.
This concept of experimenting – of carving your own path, separate from mine – also applies to
screening girls. I have my own “type” of girls I prefer. I have my own likes and dislikes, turn-ons and
turn-offs, things I’m willing to put up with and things I just see as time-wasting.
A lot of things that turn me off might not be so much of a turnoff for you ? in which case you should
experiment and figure out for yourself what constitutes a timewaster. Something I see as a girl
wasting my time, you might see as “just having fun with some banter.”
The things I like & dislike are going to be radically different to what you like & dislike. You and I
are not going to agree on a lot of preferences when it comes to women. My idea of a great girl won’t
line up with yours, and that’s why you need to experiment and figure out what you like.

My
stickiest experiment of all time.
I’m not perfect, I’ve never claimed to have all the answers. I’m just a guy who’s done a lot of living
and done a lot of experimenting. I’ve learned what works for me, what doesn’t work, and I’m here to
share as much of my knowledge with you as I possibly can. But nothing I say is The Whole Truth –
it’s up to you to use my experience and advice to run your own experiments, carve your own path,
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become your own man.
I’m the last person on Earth who’ll ever say my advice is 100% right, 100% of the time. My site
is just me saying, “This worked for me – it should work for you too, but try it out and find out.” As I
said here, there’s a million paths to success; my way isn’t the only way.
Sitting around theorising about what the answer may be will only get you so far. At some point you
have to take the plunge, throw yourself into the deep end and actually try it and find out.
More importantly, don’t let anyone (including me) talk you out of something you really want to do.
Prove them wrong.
Life itself is just a big experiment. Nobody really knows what to do. You’re not born with the
answers – you’re born a fucking retard, and over the course of your life you become slightly-lessretarded.
How could youths better learn to live than by at once trying the experiment of living?
– Henry David Thoreau
Go out there and try a bunch of shit.
Fail miserably.
Succeed unexpectedly.
Play around.
Have fun.
Over time you’ll figure out what works, what doesn’t, and you’ll get better at navigating the
tumultuous waters of life. Keep experimenting and you’ll naturally become more intrepid and selfassured, just like I have. Actually, you’ll likely exceed me – I want you to.
Update: I recorded a follow-up podcast talking more about this:
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My BDSM Tinder Profile
December 22, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
I’ve gotten laid well over 100 times from Tinder/Hinge/other apps using this BDSM Tinder profile
(proof of my lays here, including pics, videos and lay reports), so these pics absolutely work, and
work well.
I started out having NO idea what the hell I was doing, but figured it out as I went along. Read my
full transformation story here.
I’m going to keep this updated regularly with my current online dating pics/bio. Your online dating
profiles should be in a constant process of being improved over time, regularly updating it with better
pics that show off your improving physique, your more interesting hobbies, etc. Over time you’ll
figure out what works & what doesn’t work. Don’t let your profile (or anything in your life) stagnate.
Each time my online dating profile goes through a major improvement, I’ll post the new profile on
here and move the old one to the bottom of this page.
UPDATE: Want an even more in-depth version of this guide? Sign up for one of my coaching
packages and get a far more advanced version of this guide, as well as a collection of my eBooks you
can’t get anywhere else!

Current Profile
Bio
Marketing Yourself
Hinge
Distance and Age Settings
Tinder Gold/Boosts/Superlikes
What I Say
The Type of Sex I Have
Old Profiles
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Current Profile (as of 2020):

1. Body photo: A professional photoshoot of my body in the most perfect lighting I could
manage. Screens very hard for girls who want something sexual/casual – it’s very clear I’m not
“looking for a nice girlfriend.”
2. BDSM photo (holding a whip): Again, shows what I’m all about. It’s classy, it shows girls if
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3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

they meet me we’ll be having sex, sex, and more sex.
Me with a cute girl: My previous set of pics didn’t have anyone else in them (I was all alone
in all of the pics), so I grabbed one of my girls for a quick photoshoot. Having a cute girl in
your pics telegraphs that you’re a guy who’s comfortable with chicks (and probably gets laid).
BDSM Photo: Shows what I’m all about – girls are under no illusions that I’ll be “Mr
Boyfriend”. Note: I’ve had my account banned from using this photo a couple times (I’ve just
made a new account each time). I’ve had others message me to say they tried it and had their
account banned as well – so be prepared to have to make another account if you eventually get
banned.
Another BDSM photo: This time me in a suit holding up handcuffs. Chicks seem to dig the
suit; I’ve had positive comments on it.
Gym: Me way overdressed for the gym – in sneakers, jeans, a beanie, gold watch etc picking
up some heavy-ass weight. It shows I go to the gym, and coupled with my first BDSM photo
shows I’ll be able to easily physically dominate the girls I sleep with. And it’s also a little more
lighthearted/silly than your average gym selfie. Eventually I’ll replace this with an even
sillier one – eg maybe me wearing a full suit while deadlifting or something similar.
Cat Selfie: Chicks love cats.
Newspaper “weirdo” photo: A silly photoshoot I did, shows my creative side. Girls tell me
they like it.
Pink wig: Same thing; silly photoshoot showing off my humour.

There’s clearly a lot of improvements to be made; my photos, my looks and my body aren’t
elite yet (though still pretty fucking good). As I’ll go into detail further below, you should be
constantly looking for ways to improve your photos to get more (and hotter) matches over time.
My profile is obviosuly extremely sexual. You do NOT need to be this sexual – in fact, if you’re new,
maybe it’ll be too much for you. Just follow my comprehensive Tinder guide that goes into detail of
the photos you should take, how to improve your looks, etc.
The reason I’m so sexual in my photos is I got to a point where I was getting friendzoned a bit, and
I’d go on dates wondering if this girl was actually going to sleep with me or not. I got sick of
spending an hour or two on a date, only to have her say, “No thanks, I don’t want to come back to
your apartment tonight.” I decided to start screening with the BDSM/sexual photos you see above,
and boy did it work.
I got far less matches from being so sexual, but the girls that did match with me, were really into me.
Since I make it so abundantly clear with my pictures and my texts that I’m looking for casual BDSM
sex, girls know what they’re signing up for – so there’s less hassle, girls never play games with me,
and sex is guaranteed if I meet a girl in person.

Bio:
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If you’re a tall guy, it’s worth putting your height in your bio somewhere; a tonne of girls will only
match with tall guys, especially if they’re tall themselves. If you’re 5ft10/5ft11, buy heightincreasing shoes (or inserts). Many of them can make you 3 inches taller. Then put your height as 6ft
in your bio. If you’re shorter than 5ft10, just leave your height out.
The line about blindfolds tells girls what I’m looking for (sex), so I never match with any girls who
are hunting for boyfriends or “nice guys”.

Hinge:
My Hinge profile uses the first 6 pics from my Tinder profile. Everything is pretty much the same as
on Tinder.
The “Prompts” I use are:

I pay for a “Preferred Membership” and then spam 100-200 girls a day with the same copy-paste line
as I’ll show you below.

Marketing Yourself:
Your tinder profile is basically a sales pitch. You’re selling not only yourself, but THE BEST
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VERSION of yourself.
So no matter who you are in real life, Tinder/other dating apps offer you a chance to market yourself
as something more. If you’re a bit of a loner in real life, it doesn’t even remotely matter when it
comes to getting laid online. Just give the appearance of being a cool, chilled guy and that’s what
people will assume you are.
Remember, girls spend hundreds/thousands of hours practicing putting on makeup, dressing
themselves to show off their best assets, taking thousands (millions?) of selfies until they get the
perfect angle/lighting/pose/etc. Girls are natural experts at marketing, so you should be too. Put as
much time and effort into marketing yourself on Tinder/other apps as you can.
In late 2017/early 2018, I looked like absolutely shit (skinny-fat, you couldn’t see what little muscle I
had). Here’s a photo I took back then:

I used to look below-average.

Here’s what I look like now.
I looked pretty shit, right? (Thank god I look better now – these days I look like the photo on the
right). But even though I used to look shit, I had good Tinder photos at the time – I had to do a lot to
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market myself as a whole lot sexier than the crappy picture above. In my pics, I looked great. That’s
all that really matters. And I’ve gotten laid a tonne (proof). You need to do the same – market
yourself in the best possible light. Sell yourself.
Another thing you need to think about is how you’re marketing your intentions. I’m purely going for
sex/friends with benefits. In no way shape or form and I advertising myself as a boyfriend. I’m
selling “Fuckboy Andy”.
It’s a combination of things – my cheeky bio about a firm hand. My not-so-subtle BDSM pictures.
The fact I don’t look like a “nice guy” in any of my pics. My confident/masculine body language in
every pic. And of course the very-sexual opening line I send to girls (more on that below).
If you don’t feel confident enough to be super sexual, I’d still recommend being as
sexy/confident/masculine as you possibly can (and making it something you try very hard to improve
over time). Just because you want a girlfriend doesn’t mean you should advertise yourself as “Mr
Safe” or “Boyfriend Material”. In fact, you’ll do much better at finding a girlfriend if you’re as
masculine and sexual as possible (see: Aggressive Game Only Gets Sluts?)
Remember, all of this is a gradual gradual process of improving. You improve your pics, improve
how aggressive/ruthless you are, improve your standards for girls you bang, improve how quickly
you ask for a number, improve what you say to girls, improve your confidence, etc. You don’t have
to be perfect at the start.

Distance and Age Settings:
I have my age on Tinder set to 25 and then I use Tinder Gold to hide my age so it doesn’t show up
(I’m actually in my 30’s as of writing this). Setting it to 25 or younger means you’ll match with far
more 18-25 year olds (I don’t generally like girls older than 25). If a girl is 25 or under, when she
signs up to Tinder the default search range for her will only show 18-25yo guys. Most girls don’t
even think to change it, so if your age is over 25 you simply won’t be shown to younger girls.
Set your age to 25 (you may have to make a new Facebook account with age set to 25), then pay for
Tinder Gold and hide your age:

If any girls ask your age, tell them your real age – don’t lie. Honesty is always the best policy; we’re
not here to deceive or manipulate anyone.
I have my distance set quite close (10km radius) as I’ve found girls who live further away are harder
to meet up with.
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Tinder Gold/Boosts/Superlikes:
Tinder Gold: You should absolutely pay for Tinder Gold. Unfortunately as a man you won’t have
any sort of success on Tinder without it (unless you’re a celeb/really really really good looking), so
it’s a given. The ability to see which girls have liked you is mandatory. You’ll get 5 free superlikes a
day, and if you have a decent profile, at least 1 of those superlikes will result in a match each day.
You get a free boost each month as a nice extra bonus.
Boosts: Buy 1 or 2 a week and use them strategically, they’re bloody brilliant. I usually use 2 a week
– late on a Friday and Saturday night. I’ve found the best time to boost is between 10pm and 2am
Friday/Saturday. Sunday during the morning/afternoon is decent too.
Bare in mind I have a very sexual Tinder profile, especially with the BDSM pic as my main pic. So I
have massive success on a Friday/Sat night, when girls are tipsy/lonely/horny. Use a boost and you’ll
get at least 5 phone numbers per night within the space of 30 minutes (assuming you have
good/sexual pics). This is why I advocate all guys have a sexual profile – you don’t want to be Mr
Safe and Boring when all the girls are tipsy and horny late at night.
Superlikes: I don’t buy any extra ones; the 5 free each day are more than enough. Each day at least 1
of the 5 superlikes will result in a match, and these girls tend to be more likely to meet up.

What I Say:
I screen very hard for girls who are DTF and into trying BDSM. I copy-paste the same message to
every girl:
Me: ?Hey, you?re sexy. I?m Andy. I?m looking for something very specific on here.?
Her: ?What?s that??
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Me: ?Have experience with being submissive/BDSM, or is it something you?d like to explore??
[If she?s down, I immediately say]: “Cool, we should grab a drink. What’s your number?”
[If she hesitates, or says “I want to talk for a bit first”, or says “I do want to explore it, but only with
the right person” I immediately unmatch her. I’m aiming for efficiency with no games/no bullshit.]
Once I have her number:
Me: “Hey sexy, sup.”
Her: [Whatever she says]
Me: “When you think of BDSM, what comes to mind for you?”
Her: [Whatever she says]
Me: “Cool. Here’s a few BDSM examples from photoshoots I’ve done recently.” [I send her a few of
my artsy BDSM photos.]
Me: “Free tomorrow night at 6pm? Let’s grab that drink.”
Note: If you’re not into BDSM or haven’t ever tried it, don’t just start immediately yanking girls’ hair
and going crazy. Start slow with something like this.

The Type of Sex I Have
On my dates I usually do whatever I want, and that carries through to the bedroom as well.
Sometimes we?ll hangout on my couch and talk for a while, especially if I find her interesting or
we?re deep in the middle of an interesting conversation. (I?m not always in a rush to bang these days;
I?m usually more laid-back and relaxed, because I?ve already had my fill of sex).
During those more-relaxed dates, I like to have fun teasing girls. While we?re just having a normal
conversation on my couch, I?ll start playing with her tits over her clothes, or rubbing her pussy
through her shorts, making her moan. I?ll carry on the conversation, even as she closes her eyes and
moans, and then I?ll tease her by saying, ?What?s going on? I?m trying to have a conversation here
but for some weird reason you just seem to be unable to talk properly? Is something distracting you??
She?ll moan and be unable to really talk, my fingers on her pussy distracting her too much, leaving
her only able to let out a weak, ?You?re touching my pussy??
I?ll keep teasing her and mocking her (in a friendly way), ?I?m barely touching you at all though, and
you seem so horny and desperate already? I?m just trying to talk to you but you girls are all the same,
you have a one-track-mind and can?t think about anything other than sex.? I always say this with a
big smile on my face.
She?ll get more and more turned on, less and less able to talk, until finally I?ll say, ?Do you want me
to stop talking and just fuck you?? All girls say yes & even beg at this point, but I?ll give them a
cheeky smile and whisper in their ear, ?No. I?m going to keep teasing you for a while. This is too
much fun.? I love that shit, and they love it too.
In case it?s not clear, I am a bit of a horny mo?fucka. I like rough sex, gentle sex, kinky sex, vanilla
sex, toys, massage oil, fetishes and fantasies, roleplays and ?scenes? (where you act out a particular
sex act or roleplay you?ve discussed with a girl beforehand). I love me dominating the girl, as well as
getting her to take the lead (you?ll still have to direct her & teach her how to take the lead ? it doesn?t
come naturally to 99% of girls). I?ve had sex in public, sex in my apartment, sex on the balcony and
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sex on the kitchen bench. Read my Sexual Bucketlist article ? I?m into basically every single thing on
that list (and a whole lot more).
I?m also a big fan of toys, blindfolds, restraints and vibrators (especially this massive vibrator) ? I
really like to mix it up. There?s nothing more fun (for you, and the girl) than blindfolding her and
spending ages teasing her, touching her all over, whispering dirty stuff in her ear as you play with her
body. Girls love not knowing what?s about to happen, and a blindfold is a shortcut to that. If you
don?t have a blindfold, just grab a suit tie, or a tea towel ? anything that?ll cover her eyes.
I talk more about the type of sex I have here.
I’ve got a tonne of toys, but you can get started for barely any money with just these two (both are
affiliate links):

BDSM Starter Kit (everything you need to get started with BDSM/kinky sex).

Magic Wand Vibrator (to give her mind-blowing orgasms; literally just hold it against her pussy and
she’ll be screaming in pleasure).

Other Dating Apps
I use pretty much the same profile/technique for all the other dating apps too. These days I use
Tinder, Hinge and Bumble – but back in the day I got laid quite a bit on OkCupid/POF (something
like 30+ times, roughly).
Lately, Hinge has been kicking ass – I’m getting laid more on Hinge than Tinder.
On Bumble, I can’t use any BDSM pictures (they get deleted within 5 minutes) – so I use normal
pictures but still use my BDSM copy-paste line.
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Want an Even More Comprehensive Guide to Getting Laid on
Tinder?
Read my (free) comprehensive Tinder/online dating guide here:

I go into much more detail than I do in this article – it’s longer than most books, and covers
absolutely everything you’ll ever need to know about improving your looks, taking the best photos
for Tinder/Hinge/other dating apps, getting matches, messaging girls, getting laid and retaining them
afterwards. It’s completely free, with no “enter your email first before you can read this” bullshit.

Old Profiles:

Profile I used up until May 2020:
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1. Body photo: A professional photoshoot of my body in the most perfect lighting I could
manage. Screens very hard for girls who want something sexual/casual – it’s very clear I’m not
“looking for a nice girlfriend.”
2. BDSM Photoshoot with Girl: Again, shows what I’m all about. It’s classy, it shows girls if
they meet me I’ll be somewhat professional and know what I’m doing.
3. Cat Selfie: Chicks love cats.
4. BDSM Photo: Shows what I’m all about – girls are under no illusions that I’ll be “Mr
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5.

6.
7.
8.

Boyfriend”. Note: I’ve had my account banned from using this photo multiple times (I’ve just
made a new account each time). I’ve had others message me to say they tried it and had their
account banned as well – so be prepared to have to make another account if you eventually get
banned.
Gym: Me way overdressed for the gym – in sneakers, jeans, a beanie, gold watch etc picking
up some heavy-ass weight. It shows I go to the gym, and coupled with my first BDSM photo
shows I’ll be able to easily physically dominate the girls I sleep with. And it’s also a little more
lighthearted/silly than your average gym selfie. Eventually I’ll replace this with an even
sillier one – eg maybe me wearing a full suit while deadlifting or something similar.
Green Tanktop: Shows off my tatts and a bit of my body. I’m in the process of losing
weight; will reshoot this when I’m lean.
Plushies Having Sex: Completely silly and sexual at the same time. That’s me in a nutshell.
Newspaper “weirdo” photo: Another silly photoshoot I did, shows my creative side. Girls tell
me they like it.

Profile I used up until Feb 2020
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1. BDSM Photo: Shows what I’m all about – girls are under no illusions that I’ll be “Mr
Boyfriend”. Note: I’ve had my account banned from using this photo multiple times (I’ve just
made a new account each time). I’ve had others message me to say they tried it and had their
account banned as well – so be prepared to have to make another account if you eventually get
banned.
2. Selfie: Looking cocky. Most of the time I don’t recommend selfies (it’s hard to look good in
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3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

them), but if you can pull it off, use it.
Gym: Me way overdressed for the gym – in sneakers, jeans, a beanie, gold watch etc picking
up some heavy-ass weight. It shows I go to the gym, and coupled with my first BDSM photo
shows I’ll be able to easily physically dominate the girls I sleep with. And it’s also a little more
lighthearted/silly than your average gym selfie. Eventually I’ll replace this with an even
sillier one – eg maybe me wearing a full suit while deadlifting or something similar.
Green Tanktop: Shows off my tatts and a bit of my body. I’m in the process of losing
weight; will reshoot this when I’m lean.
BDSM Photoshoot with Girl: Again, shows what I’m all about. It’s classy, it shows girls if
they meet me I’ll be somewhat professional and know what I’m doing.
Me with a Cute Girl: My previous set of pics didn’t have anyone else in them (I was all alone
in all of the pics), so I grabbed one of my girls for a quick photoshoot. Having a cute girl in
your pics telegraphs that you’re a guy who’s comfortable with chicks (and probably gets laid).
Plushies Having Sex: Completely silly and sexual at the same time. That’s me in a nutshell.
Cat Selfie: About time I have an animal photo in my profile.
Pink wig: Girls love this one. It’s a crazy photoshoot I did a few years back, with teddy bears
having a tea party and plenty of confetti flying around. Shows off a silly side of me, which is a
nice counterbalance to the first two photos. I plan to keep this one.

Profile I used up until August 2019
1. Brown jacket: Fairly casual shot showing off my chilled, relaxed side. I’ve lost recently and
my face looks a lot better in this pic than all the rest (need to re-shoot all the other pics/use new
ones where I look lean).
2. Green tanktop: Shows off my tatts and a bit of my body. I’m in the process of losing weight;
will reshoot this when I’m lean.
3. Gym: A somewhat-goofy photo of me in sneakers, jeans, a beanie, gold watch etc picking up
some heavy-ass weight. It shows I go to the gym, and coupled with my first BDSM photo
shows I’ll be able to easily physically dominate the girls I sleep with. And it’s also a little more
lighthearted/silly than your average gym selfie. At some point I’ll replace this with an even
sillier one – eg maybe me wearing a full suit while deadlifting or something similar.
4. Me with a cute girl: My previous set of pics didn’t have anyone else in them (I was all alone
in all of the pics), so I grabbed one of my girls for a quick photoshoot. Having a cute girl in
your pics telegraphs that you’re a guy who’s comfortable with chicks (and probably gets laid).
5. Camera around my neck: Decent outdoors photo showing I’m a photographer. Plan on
replacing this soon, as it was taken years ago before I started going to the gym.
6. Bar: Girls occasionally comment on this because I’m in a bar wearing headphones – they ask if
I’m a DJ (I’m not). Definitely replacing this; it’s not a great photo (bad lighting, nobody else
in the picture with me, etc).
7. Pink wig: Girls love this one. It’s a crazy photoshoot I did a few years back, with teddy bears
having a tea party and plenty of confetti flying around. Shows off a silly side of me, which is a
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nice counterbalance to the first two photos. I plan to keep this one.
8. Modelling photoshoot: Showing off my photography hobby, girls love this one. I plan to
keep this one.f
9. BDSM photo: Shows what I’m all about – girls are under no illusions that I’ll be “Mr
Boyfriend”. Note: I’ve had my account banned from using this photo multiple times (I’ve just
made a new account each time). I’ve had others message me to say they tried it and had their
account banned as well – so be prepared to have to make another account if you get banned.
Photos I plan on adding: I’ll get my second tatt then take better photos. I’m currently cutting (losing
weight), so I’ll redo quite a few of these photos when I’m lean.
Remember: Constant process of improving/upgrading over time.

Profile I used up before that
1. BDSM photo: My main photo. This catches the eye of a lot of girls, especially late at night on
a Thursday/Friday/Saturday night when they’re drunk and a little horny. It also instantly
telegraphs what I’m about, so there’s absolutely no doubt. There’s a tonne of girls who sit
around daydreaming about 50 Shades of Grey, being tied up and spanked, being roughed up,
etc. I can’t tell you how many girls I bang who say, “As soon as I saw your BDSM picture I
knew I had to finally explore this side of myself.” I plan to always keep this as my main
photo. Update: A few people have tried using this same BDSM photo and had their
account banned. I’ve never had an issue with it, but be warned you may want to forgo the
BDSM pic if you’re worried about being banned.
2. Gym: A somewhat-goofy photo of me in sneakers, jeans, a beanie, gold watch etc picking up
some heavy-ass weight. It shows I go to the gym, and coupled with my first BDSM photo
shows I’ll be able to easily physically dominate the girls I sleep with. And it’s also a little more
lighthearted/silly than your average gym selfie. At some point I’ll replace this with an even
sillier one – eg maybe me wearing a full suit while deadlifting or something similar.
3. Modelling photo: A decent street shot of me trying to look cool. I’ll definitely replace this
with a better one.
4. Pink wig: Girls love this one. It’s a crazy photoshoot I did a few years back, with teddy bears
having a tea party and plenty of confetti flying around. Shows off a silly side of me, which is a
nice counterbalance to the first two photos. I plan to keep this one.
5. Douchebag bathroom selfie: Again, showing I have a body and can dominate girls. I’ll
replace this with a better photo soon, especially as I’m now leaner and have a tattoo (girls
love tatts).
6. Outdoors with camera: Decent outdoors photo showing I’m a photographer. Plan on
replacing this soon, as it was taken years ago before I started going to the gym.
7. Bar: Girls occasionally comment on this because I’m in a bar wearing headphones – they ask if
I’m a DJ (I’m not). Definitely replacing this; it’s not a great photo.
8. Newspaper “weirdo” photo: Another silly photoshoot I did, shows my creative side just like
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the pink wig photo. Girls dig it. I’ll keep this one.
There’s clearly a lot of improvements to be made; my photos aren’t even remotely perfect. As
I’ll go into detail further below, you should be constantly looking for ways to improve your photos to
get more (and hotter) matches over time.
Photos I plan on adding: I’m getting a second tattoo in the next few months and want to show off
my two tattoos in some way. A tonne of girls love tatts. I’ll take a better gym photo. I’ll steal
somebody’s dog and take a photo with it (for some reason girls have this obsession with dogs on
Tinder/other apps). I’ll take a photo with mates or girls – every single one of my photos shows only
me, so I sorta look like a bit of a loner. I’ll take a photo of me rockclimbing, as it’s an interesting
hobby and will show off my physique.
Remember: Constant process of improving/upgrading over time.

And the profile before that:
Here were my thoughts behind the photos/bio, from a conversation I had with a few friends:
I look like a cool, interesting guy with a tonne of different hobbies. Each photo shows off a different
hobby. The pink wig one is random as fuck. I have one showing me with a camera. One of me
modelling. One of bdsm. One of me in a bar, girls ask “are you a DJ?” One of me weightlifting. I
have “crime fighter” in my job description which a tonne of girls ask about (I tell them I’m batman,
and they have to promise not to tell anyone). My bio is also really cheeky with the hair pulling thing.
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How to Breakup / End Things Amicably with Girls
December 22, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
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Something I regret from my early years getting laid is that I ghosted a hell of a lot of girls I didn’t
want to see any more, instead of just sending them a polite message ending things. I’d rationalise it to
myself in different ways:
“Girls ghost me all the time; therefore it’s fine if I do it to them.”
“I’ve only seen this girl a few times, so there’s no investment. It’s normal to ghost her.”
“She’s probably talking to 20 other guys, so it’s fine if I just ghost her.”
[Some other lazy rationalisation for why my shitty behaviour was justified]
I did this for the longest time because I was too much of a pussy to just send a casual text telling her I
was moving on. I didn’t treat girls like they were on my team; instead, I was adversarial and wanted
to “win” and “beat them”. Ghosting them was, in a twisted way, often pleasurable to me because I
felt like I was “getting back at all the girls who’d ghosted me in the past.”
Until one day when someone wise said to me, “Ghosting is a shit thing to do, man. Just because other
girls ghosted you, doesn’t mean you have to be a dick to other girls. Don’t punish innocent girls for
the shitty behaviour of other girls.“
That hit me like a tonne of bricks, and I re-evaluated how I was treating girls. Was it really ok to
ignore a girl who liked me and wanted to hangout with me some more, just because other girls I’d
liked had ghosted me in the past? Was it really ok to hurt other people’s feelings and contribute more
negativity into the world, just because I’d been treated poorly?
A lot of people rationalise to themselves that ghosting isn’t a big deal, especially because both
genders do it to each other (a lot). But as pretty much everyone is aware, being ghosted doesn’t feel
good. Having someone ignore you and not even give you the courtesy of “I don’t want to keep seeing
you” feels really shit. So why would you want to put those same negative vibes out into the world
when you don’t have to? It’s possible for you to get laid a lot while being a decent human being. In
fact, it’s not just possible; it should be your goal to be a good person while you get laid. Getting
laid a lot doesn’t mean you have to be a dick, at all.
We’re not aiming to replicate the shittiest of human behaviour. We’re aiming to be good people in
our quest for plentiful pussy, so we don’t have to feel guilty while we do it. It’s possible to feel really
damn good about yourself while also sleeping with a lot of women, knowing you’ve added to their
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lives rather than taken something away.
Especially when it’s so damn easy to send a text. You can literally copy-paste the templates I’ll give
you below. It takes 5 seconds out of your day and then it’s done. And then she won’t keep hitting you
up trying to hangout with you. It’s a really horrible feeling when you chase someone but they’re not
interested – you’ll save her (and yourself) a lot of drama if you just politely cut it off. You also don’t
really want someone texting you when you have no intention of meeting up with them – it’s just a
weird feeling knowing someone is more into you than you are into them.

Girls You Haven’t Had Sex With
If it’s a girl you’ve been on dates with but haven’t had sex with, neither of you are going to be all that
invested in one another. So you can just copy-paste this really brief message:
“Hey, I had fun but I’m not really feeling it and don’t want to continue any further. It was cool
meeting you.”
It’s polite, to the point, and doesn’t leave her sitting around wondering if you’ll want to see her again.
Most girls will reply thanking you for your honesty and for not wasting her time.
Here’s an example from a girl I went on 1 date with, but didn’t have sex (I wasn’t super into her):

Click to expand
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Girls You’ve Had Sex with Once or Twice
If you’ve had sex with her once or twice, but are kinda on the fence about seeing her again – as in,
you think you’ll see her again in a couple weeks but just not right now – just keep her number in
your phone. If she hits you up wanting to hangout, just say, “I’m busy this week, but I’ll let you
know when I’m free.” Obviously only do this if you think you’ll definitely see her again in the future
– nobody likes to be lead on.
If you don’t plan on seeing a girl again that you’ve had sex with once or twice, copy-paste this short
message:
“Hey, I had fun but I’m not really feeling it and don’t want to continue any further. I’m just not
feeling the chemistry. It was nice meeting you.”
Examples:
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99.99% of the time, it’ll go exactly like the screenshots above. If you’ve only slept with each other
once or twice, most girls completely understand if you don’t want to see them again, and will
appreciate you being so upfront and honest (because most people just ghost, which feels like shit).
Saying “I’m just not feeling the chemistry” is a really polite way to end things with someone; it’s
exactly the language polite girls will use to end things with a guy. (They’ll also say “I’m not feeling a
spark” or “I’m just not in a place to see anyone right now.”)
If she doesn’t take it well, that’s on her. It has nothing to do with you, you didn’t do anything
wrong (as long as you were polite, like in my messages above). She likely just doesn’t take rejection
well, or was having a crappy day/week/life, or is an unhappy person in general, or gets emotional
very easily, etc. All you can do in life is treat others with respect, and it’s up to them how they react.
Don’t feel like you have to explain yourself if you don’t want to see her – we’re talking about a girl
you’ve only slept with once or twice. You don’t owe anyone an in-depth essay on why you don’t feel
like seeing them. You simply don’t feel like seeing them any more, and that’s ok. Some people just
don’t click with each other; that’s a normal part of life.
And look, I get that for a lot of guys, ending things with someone (even someone super casual)
isn’t easy. It never was all that easy for me either. Even now, I still feel a tinge of guilt when I hit
send on that breakup message. It never feels nice. But you’re doing the girl – and yourself – a favour
if you send her a polite message ending things. Don’t leave it hanging by ghosting her – that feels
horrible. And definitely don’t keep seeing a girl you’re not really into, just because you’re anxious
about ending it. The longer you drag it out, the more awful you’ll feel.
Just copy-paste my line from above, hit send, then tell yourself, “What’s done is done.”

Girls that are Friends-with-Benefits
If you’ve seen each other more than a couple of times (ie you’re friends-with-benefits or
fuckbuddies) – and it never quite got to a full-on relationship – copy-paste this:
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“Hey, I’d like us to stop seeing each other. You didn’t do anything wrong, I had a hell of a lot of fun
with you. I’m just not feeling the chemistry any more. I’m really glad we met, and I wish you all the
best.”
If she asks why, you can give her a reason if you want to, or don’t give her a reason if you’d rather
not. Just because she asked, doesn’t mean you have to tell her. Sometimes there’s no nice way to say,
“I don’t really like your personality” or “I’m not super attracted to you” or “There’s 2 other girls I’m
seeing that I like more than you”. In those cases it’s better to just say nothing. After all, it’s not our
mission to hurt girls. I may advocate complete honesty, but it’s sometimes kinder to say nothing at
all. Don’t lie, but don’t overshare if it’ll just hurt her.
In the cases where there’s a good reason to end things, I’ll always tell the girl what that reason is.
(There’s an example in the screenshot just below).
She may argue or try to stop you ending things or say something like, “I’ll change” – best to be firm
and say, “I’ve already made my decision. I wish you the best.” Or just don’t reply at all. Block her
number if it helps you not reply (more on that below). You’ve been honest with her, told her you’re
not going to see her anymore – don’t get bogged down in debating or rationalising your decision to
her.
Besides, trying to explain will only drag it out for longer, which is ultimately shitty for both of you.
It’s kinder to her to cut it off politely but firmly and then just not reply after that. After all, it’s
better to rip a band-aid off quickly than to prolong the suffering.
An example:

Context: We’d been seeing each other about 2 months at this point, banged probably 10 times
including a 3some with my girlfriend. Cute girl, very fucking hot – but not kinky enough for me.
Most of my fantasies, she wasn’t into.
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Another example:

Click to enlarge
The backstory: She’d told me a couple times she really wanted to find love, but didn’t think she
deserved it. I saw her a couple more times but didn’t feel great having casual sex with someone I
knew wanted more; even if she was a bit of a dumbass for not going out and trying to actually find
love (I made it abundantly clear I wasn’t going to be the one to give her love).
When she asked “Why?” I decided to tell her the reason, because I thought it might benefit her to
hear, and it wasn’t a reason that’d cause offense or hurt her. I didn’t reply to the last message in her
screenshot above, as there wasn’t anything left to say. I deleted her number and moved on.
Below is another example of a girl I saw for a few months and really got to like. She’d only ever been
in 1 relationship before she met me, so I had a lot of fun teaching her about sex, about foreplay and
teasing and psychological play, I helped her play with another girl for the first time, I taught her
about BDSM and pleasure and pain. I mentored her with her life quite a bit, and helped her figure out
what she wanted to do with her career.
However, she got to a point where she started getting really over-the-top sexual; as in, texting me for
hours a day while I was at work, and not listening to me when I told her to slow it down a bit because
I was busy and didn’t have time to read multiple messages. It started to get a bit too much. Much as I
loved her company (she was a very sweet person), I eventually ended things when it was apparent she
wasn’t going to slow down):
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When I end things with a girl – especially if I saw her for a while – I’m always really grateful I met
her. Even casual fuckbuddies will give you some nice memories you’ll be able to look back on.
Getting laid isn’t just about the sex; it’s about the people you meet and the connections you make
along the way.
Each girl you sleep with should add to your life; there’s no point racking up “notches” just for the
sake of it. Ending things amicably helps you keep those memories happy, rather than tainting them by
a bad breakup/ghosting.

Girls that are Serious (Relationships)
If it’s a girl I’ve seen for longer and built a connection with, I have this conversation in person,
not over text. Usually somewhere public but semi-private, eg a park during the day. Somewhere you
can be relatively alone, but still out in public.
You’ll have to take it on a case-by-case basis, depending on the type of relationship you had with the
girl, how close you were, how long you were together, etc. I’ve had a few of these conversations now
with girls I deeply cared about (and a couple I loved), and all I can tell you is breaking up sucks and
there’s no right way to do it. No matter how you do it, you’ll feel like you could have done it a
whole lot better. Go easy on yourself; nobody is good at breaking up with people.
Try your best not to hurt the other person – be honest, but to a point. If she starts demanding you tell
her everything she did wrong or reasons why you don’t want to be with her anymore, don’t say things
that are likely to hurt her. With a breakup, it’s often better to say less than more.
Talk for as long as you both want to, but at some point you’re going to have to leave – and that point
really hurts (for both of you). Some stuff to remember:
There’s no nice way to break up with someone. It will suck, no matter what.
There’s no perfect time to break up with someone. I’ll be bad timing, no matter when you do it.
No matter how hard you try, you’ll probably look like the bad guy… Until a few days or weeks
later when emotions die down a bit. You’re not an asshole for breaking up with someone in an
empathetic way. You’re only an asshole if you don’t break up with someone you don’t really
want to be with – especially if you only stay with them because you’re scared to break up.
She may cry, you may cry – doesn’t matter. Breakups suck. They’re messy. There’s no
avoiding the pain.
After you break up, you may have a few days where you think, “Oh god what have I done? I
should apologise to her and get back together with her.” Fuck no. Do NOT get back together
with someone you’ve broken up with. You’ll feel strong emotions for a few days after the
breakup; emotions that’ll make you second-guess your decision. Tell yourself, “I’ll just wait 4
weeks, and if in 4 weeks when I’m more rational I still want to get back with her, then I’ll
reassess at that time.” If it helps, remind yourself of the reasons you broke up with her.
Remember: an ex is an ex for a reason. What happens every single time is you’ll wait a week or
two, and all of a sudden you won’t feel so emotional, you won’t feel like you’re grieving as
much, and you’ll start moving on with your life.
After you break up with her, go spend time with your mates and family. Keep busy. Hit on
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other chicks if you’re up for it (when you’re ready) – nothing assuages the pain of losing a girl
than moving on and showing yourself there are other people out there for you.
My most recent serious breakup was a pretty painful one (most breakups will usually be somewhat
painful, remember). I’d been seeing her for about 8 months and was in a 3some relationship with her
and another girl. I just wasn’t feeling the chemistry any more and hadn’t been for a month or two. I
told her, “I have something to discuss with you, let’s meet at [a cafe in the city].”
We met, grabbed a coffee, and went to a nearby park. I explained I felt like I wasn’t really that into
her any more, and as shit as it was, I’d rather break up with her than keep leading her on by staying.
She argued and tried desperately to get me to stay. I ended up talking everything through with her for
a few hours, as she went through all the stages of grief – anger (“you’re horrible for doing this!”),
denial (“you’re just emotional, tomorrow you won’t really feel like breaking up with me”), etc.
Eventually she came to acceptance as she agreed things hadn’t been great between us for a while
now, and she had definitely felt like we were growing apart. I walked her back to her car, she looked
at me sadly and said, “I’m going to miss you.” I gave her one last hug and replied, “I’m going to miss
you too.” We parted ways, and that was that.
Watching her cry was fucking painful, because I still cared about her very deeply. I’ll say it again:
there’s no easy way to break up with someone. And it can be fucking tempting to do it over text.
Whilst text is perfectly fine for anything casual, if it’s a serious relationship it’s always better done in
person. Once you get through those tough minutes/hours while you talk it all through, you’ll be glad
you did, and you can go grab yourself an icecream or a giant chocolate bar to make yourself feel (a
little) better.

To Block or Not to Block
For super casual girls I only saw once or twice, and know I’ll definitely never want to see them
again, I send them a breakup text and block their number so they can’t text/call me in the future. I do
this because it makes it easier for me to say in my mind, “Ok, I’ve cut her off for good now – the
communication is cut off. I can move on.” I like being able to move on and focus on other girls/other
projects, without that feeling of, “She might try to get back in contact with me in a
week/month/year”. I don’t like things feeling like they’re half-complete.
Blocking a girl and moving on means you won’t have her number sitting in your phone, tempting you
on one of those lonely saturday nights. There’s no worse feeling than being desperate/lonely/horny,
reaching into the metaphorical garbage can of your phone contacts list, and pulling out an old flame
you broke up with. I’ve done that a few times in the past and it always felt horrible; you’d invite her
over again, have sex with her, and remember the reason(s) you ended things with her. Then you’d
have to end things a second time, not to mention have to deal with the fact you’re not a man of
principle. I felt like I’d just used the girl in my moment of neediness/horniness; bringing her back
into my life for a quick bang, only to immediate discard her once again. Not a nice feeling.
Think with the head on your shoulders, not the head on your dick.
Some guys also choose to block a girl immediately after sending the breakup text, because they’re
worried she might send something mean/emotional/angry. That’s perfectly fine too; as long as you’ve
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done the right thing and sent a polite breakup text instead of ghosting, you don’t have to read her
reply if you really don’t want to.
For girls I’ve had a friends-with-benefits or relationship thing with, I don’t tend to block them.
Some of them have hit me up months or years later, and I’ve been happy to message them a bit to tell
each other what we’ve been up to (but only a few friendly messages – I don’t start up a friendship or
anything). Given the type of relationships I tend to have (I tend to mentor girls a lot and offer them
lots of life advice/guidance), I’ve had a few girls hit me up years later asking for advice on their
current boyfriends/careers/etc, which I’ve been happy to give.
I don’t rekindle a relationship once I’ve decided to break up with a girl. One of my core principles is,
“When I say something, I mean it.” It’s something I very much live by. So once I send a girl a
breakup text, I stick to that. I’ll happily talk to her later on down the track and give her advice/find
out what she’s been up to, but I won’t get back into a friendship or a relationship – not even a casual
fuckbuddy situation.

You Do You
All of this advice is what’s worked for me and what I like to do. You can do whatever feels right for
you, and take all this on a case-by-case basis. If you want to do what I do and block all short-term
flings you definitely don’t plan on seeing again (after you’ve sent the breakup text, of course), then
do that. If you don’t want to block them, then don’t. If you want to block even your long-term
relationships after you’ve broken up with them, then definitely do that. Some guys need that in order
to stop themselves calling her up on a lonely saturday night with those horrible words, “I’ve made a
huge mistake”. They can’t trust their emotions not to take hold and make them do something they’ll
regret. In that case, blocking and moving on is the best thing to do.
I also tend to be able to move on very quickly – much quicker than many guys, it seems. So if a girl I
was in a full-on relationship with hits me up months or years after we break up wanting some advice,
I’ll feel absolutely no emotions if we start talking again. It’s like all my emotions for her have been
filed away in a neat little drawer called, “Nice Nostalgic Memories” and they’ll never be anything but
that; memories.
Some guys will feel all the emotions come flooding back if they see or talk to a girl after they’ve
broken up with her, even a year or two down the track. For those guys, blocking and not talking to
her again is probably best.
Sometimes it’s trickier than that; such as when you have mutual friends or go to university together &
can’t avoid seeing each other again. In that case I’d advise minimal contact; keep it polite, but don’t
say more than a bit of casual smalltalk here and there. If you talk for too long, you’re just giving her
hope of a rekindling, and that’s horrible.
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Let’s Just Be Friends? ?
The final question that’ll come up: should you be friends with a girl after a breakup? Can you
downgrade to a friendship situation without it being weird?
That’s entirely up to you; I can’t tell you what the “right” or “wrong” thing to do there is. But I’ll
make a case for both sides:
I personally never be friends with girls I’ve slept with; I don’t like taking a backwards step and going
from fuckbuddies/relationship down to just a friendship. There isn’t a single exception in my past;
I’ve literally never ever ever been friends with a girl after we’d had sex. Being friends with a girl
you’ve been intimate with means you’ll both be acutely aware that something is missing – like an
elephant in the room, you’ll both pretend there’s nothing weird but it’ll be obvious as hell and you’ll
both know it deep down.
It’s also unfair in situations where you or her (or both of you) really cared about the other person.
Now you’re just giving her (or yourself) a small sliver of hope that things will get fixed. “He’s still in
my life, we’re still friends, so maybe there’s a chance we will get back together?” If you don’t get
back together, then you just gave her false hope and dragged it out over several months/years; how
shitty is that? And if you do get back together, then why the hell did you break up in the first place?
Don’t you trust your own decisions? You broke up with her for a reason; stick with your principles,
have faith in your own decision-making and don’t second-guess yourself or you’re only showing
yourself you’re a liar and that your word doesn’t mean anything.
A good mate of mine has the opposite opinion to me – he’s downgraded a lot of his fuckbuddies to
just friends. In a couple of cases, that’s worked and he’s still friends with them to this day. But for
every case where it worked, there’s several where it really didn’t work out well… in fact, it was a
nightmare. In those cases, it just prolonged the breakup, and caused anguish and pain for both of
them over several months, until they both finally agreed, “Ok, let’s just end this properly. We can’t
be friends; it’s too painful.” As his friend, that was hell to watch – nobody likes seeing their friend
put himself through anguish, slowly drawn out over many months longer than it had to be.
So ultimately it’ll be up to you. My advice is don’t be friends with girls you’ve slept with; there are a
million other girls out there in the world you can be friends with. It leads to a lot of complications, it
often delays the breakup, and it’s usually just a cheap excuse people use because they don’t want to
break up properly. “If I offer friendship to the girl I’m ending things with, I’m not a bad person!”
Sometimes in life – especially in dating, and especially as the one making the hard decision to end
things – you have to be the bad guy. “Sometimes you have to be cruel to be kind” was never more
true than in a breakup.
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Andy’s Guide to Fixing Erectile Dysfunction (ED) &
Performance Anxiety
December 22, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
Updated Feb 2020 with suggestions from RogerRoger & thebull. Cheers guys.
You’re there in the bedroom, a cute girl laying naked in front of you, super horny and dripping wet,
ready to receive your man-meat. Only… your man-meat RSVP’s “Nope” to your little party, leaving
you feeling limp, lame, lost and let down.
God fucking dammit.
Fear not, fellow penis-owner. Uncle Andy is here to help.
Dick issues come in two forms – your cock not being 100% hard (erectile dysfunction). And the
anxiety and worrying about not being able to get fully hard (performance anxiety).
If you can get hard from porn/jerking off by yourself, but can’t keep hard when you’re with a girl,
then that’s performance anxiety – you’re just nervous/psyching yourself out. Sometimes even the
thought of potentially getting ED can give you ED itself. I’m speaking from experience here – I’ve
made more than my fair share of anxiety about ED, and that’s lead to me not being able to perform.
Even recently – as recent as a few weeks ago, I’ve psyched myself out by worrying about ED.
Sometimes it’s more crippling – sometimes we build ED up into a big monster we’re terrified of,
which gives us even more anxiety/ED, and before we know it we can’t get hard with any girls.
It’s frustrating as hell – debilitating. If you can’t get an erection for a girl, it feels like, “I want her but
I can’t give it to her. She’s right there, but I can’t have her.”
But you have to realise, having performance anxiety at some point is inevitable. Even after all the
girls I’ve had sex with, every now and then I still sometimes get nervous. Maybe I haven’t seen a new
girl in a while, so I feel rusty. Maybe this girl is crazy hot and I feel a bit of pressure to perform.
Maybe I jerked off too much earlier in the day, and I’m worried my dick won’t get fully hard. Maybe
I’m super tired and stressed from a long week of work, and sex is the last thing I feel like doing.
Sometimes my dick just doesn’t work as well as I want it to. If you ever have anxiety or erection
issues, it’s not just you.
Don’t beat yourself up about it, or think there’s something wrong with you, or think you’re less of a
man. Every man’s had at least one moment where he couldn’t get it up in the bedroom – it’s normal.
And if it makes you feel any better, girls have their own insecurities and anxieties in the bedroom
too. At least 50% of girls aren’t able to orgasm all that easily in front of guys without a few toys and
a lot of concentration/relaxation, and a lot of them feel very insecure about it. Girls also tend to be
very insecure about their bodies – ask every girl you sleep with, “Is there anything you don’t like
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about your body?” and she’ll give you a long list of 20 things she’s insecure about. They’re insecure
about their ability to please you (sounds like the performance anxitey a lot of guys have…), insecure
about if you’ll think she’s pretty, insecure about her tits (the majority of girls aren’t happy with their
body – even more so for hot girls. They’re some of the most insecure).
So while you’re stressing about your ability to perform for her, remind yourself she’s stressing about
her ability to perform for you. When you’re nervous, remember she’s just as nervous as you are –
maybe even more so.
Enough theory – let’s not waste any time sitting around analysing your ED, figuring out why you’re
having problems, or if you’re doing something wrong, or if there’s something wrong with you, etc.
Fuck that shit – let’s jump straight into improving this, right fucking now.
Go through all the solutions below, trying each one one-by-one. I promise at least one of the
solutions on this list will improve your anxiety/ED. You’ll get even better results if you combine
multiple solutions from the list.
These are all solutions I’ve figured out myself in my past struggles with ED. All of these solutions
work – I haven’t included anything I haven’t personally tried and verified myself. On my site, I
only ever talk about things I have experience with.
I’ll make your dick hard, I promise. ? ? ?
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Solution #1: Give Yourself Permission to Not Have Sex
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Absolutely the best solution on this list, and one I came up with myself because I’m a fucking genius.
I’ve used it many times when I’ve been nervous/anxious about sex, particularly with a new chick.
You tell yourself:
“She and I are not going to have sex tonight. I’m not even going to let her touch my dick – it’s
off the table. We’ll do everything else; kissing, touching, I’ll finger her and go down on her, but
she’s not touching my dick because it’s probably not going to be hard.”
Let’s go one step further. I forbid you from using your penis. Your dick must stay away from the
action no matter what. No handjobs, no blowjobs, and especially no sex.
That’ll take all the pressure off, because there’ll be literally no pressure to perform. Sex is off the
table, so who gives a shit if you can’t get a boner? You won’t be needing it tonight.
You can even keep your pants or underpants on if it makes you more comfortable. Which is fun in
itself – there’s something really fun about the girl being completely naked and you still being halfdressed. It’s also a fun fantasy for a lot of women. It puts you in the position of power, where you can
have fun teasing her and making her feel good, but she doesn’t get to have you… yet.
Keeping your dick out of it will also give you a great opportunity to explore other aspects of sex,
and get a bit of practice with foreplay & teasing. There’s a million things you can do to have fun with
a girl that doesn’t involve your dick:
Make out and tease each other for as long as you can last, touching and caressing every part of
her body except for her clit, before she finally begs you to finger her/play with her clit.
Go down on her and eat her out (many chicks enjoy being eaten out as much as sex itself).
Play with vibrators (I highly recommend a magic wand; read my guide on Giving Girls
Mindblowing Orgasms)
Finger her and learn where her G-spot is and how to make her squirt.
Tease her body for ages, bringing her close to orgasm then backing off at the last second,
leaving her begging for more (Do this again and again for 30 minutes and she’ll rant and rave
about you to all her friends).
Give her a massage.
Tell her to masturbate for you, while you watch (without touching yourself). She and you will
both find this incredibly erotic; it’s really fucking hot watching a girl masturbate for you while
you just sit and watch her, gently encouraging her and telling her how sexy she looks.
Especially if you’re there with your underwear/pants still on, while she’s exposing herself to
you.
Cuddle her and just hangout talking or watching a movie, gently playing with her tits or her
body while you do.
Grab something to use as a blindfold (use a scarf, or a piece of clothing), tie her wrists together
above her head with another scarf or tie, then grab some ice cubes from the freezer and spend
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some time gently moving them over her body, asking her how it feels.
Hang out and talk about sexual fantasies; get a piece of paper and write a sexual bucketlist
together for you to explore later.
Roll her over so she’s lying on her stomach, then spend some time spanking her ass with one
hand while you rub her pussy with the other.
Kiss/lick her erogenous zones to drive her crazy; nibble on her ear lobe, lick her ear, kiss and
lick her hip bones.
Grab some baby oil or massage oil and cover her in it, and cover yourself in it, then have fun
sliding against each other like two sssssssslippery ssssssnakesssssss.
This is a great way to explore and get good at everything that doesn’t involve you shoving your dick
in a girl. This is how I taught myself to make girls squirt, bought cool new toys, etc – by spending a
lot of time experimenting and trying anything and everything I could think of.
This works so well because you’re giving yourself permission not to get an erection. You’re saying,
“My biggest fear is completely ok – I accept I WON’T get an erection tonight, and that’s fine.” It
fixes your immediate problem of not being able to get hard. Now you don’t have to.
The reason this is number 1 on this list is it’s by far the most effective way to handle your
anxiety/ED. You need to know it’s totally ok for you to not “perform” for a girl – not use your dick –
and you’ll both still have fun. Once you give yourself permission not to have sex that night – once
you let yourself off the hook – all the pressure will be taken off. You can relax, and actually try to
just have a good night.
You may also find by ignoring your dick for a while & just relaxing and having fun with foreplay,
you start getting really hard. Hearing a girl moan, talking about sexual fantasies, making out, etc is
really damn hot and often gives you an accidental boner. Hurray! But remember, you’re not allowed
to use your dick tonight. Save it for next time ?
After you see a girl a couple of times, you’ll be less nervous anyway – especially if you use this tactic
as many times as you need to and do everything except sex. You’ll find because you’ve removed the
expectations, at some point you’ll “accidentally” get hard because you’re not obsessing about it and
pressuring yourself.
Visualise this: right now I want you to close your eyes and imagine meeting a girl and just touching
her a bit, visualise making out with her, but imagine there’s no pressure to do ANYTHING with your
cock. In fact, you’re not ALLOWED to do anything with your cock. As you play out that scenario in
your head and really vividly imagine it, how do you feel? Does knowing your cock won’t be part of it
make you feel even slightly more relaxed and less anxious? Awesome, we’re on the way to working
through your performance anxiety.
You can also make this into a fun game you play with her. Frame it as, “She’s not allowed to have
my penis yet.” Say it to her exactly like this: “I don’t think you’ve been good enough for my cock
tonight. Next time you’ll get it, if you’re good tonight. Maybe. We’ll have to see.”
Girls absolutely love psychological play and being teased and denied like this – they love when you
don’t let them have what they want. Saying “You don’t get my dick tonight, and you’ll have to be a
good girl if you want it next time” will drive her absolutely fucking wild. It’ll turn into a fun game for
the two of you – she’ll spend the whole night begging for your dick, “Please let me have it… please
fuck me…” and you’ll spend the whole night saying, “Hmmm, you’ve been pretty good. But you’re
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definitely going to have to try harder – I think you need to be dirtier for me, and show me what a bad
girl you can be.”
You’ll often find telling a girl she won’t be getting your cock tonight will make her start acting really
filthy, as she gets so horny she can’t control herself and becomes sexually depraved. She’ll start
talking filthy (even “innocent” girls get dirty if you keep depriving them of your dick). She’ll be
grinding her hips, playing with herself, a look of lust coming over her face as she realises she’s lost
control and just fucking wants you. Seeing a girl so insanely horny that she turns into an animal will
often give you a huge boner in itself – it’s really sexy seeing someone lose control, especially if it’s
something you haven’t seen in person very often. But even if you do get a boner, remember: I forbid
you from using it tonight. Sorry son, you’ll have to wait til the next date to use it…

If I can stick to my
rule and not have sex with a girl, you can too.
I’ve done this to many girls when I was nervous/worried about getting it up. They all loved it, many
said the teasing and not being allowed to have my dick made it the hottest night of their life.
Especially because I kept my pants on so they didn’t even get to see my dick, which just made them
want me more. Yep, the fact you can’t get a boner can lead to the best sexual experience of her life, if
you decide to make it so.
You’ll also set yourself apart – there’s a good chance you’ll be the only guy in her life who’s ever
said, “Nah, I’m not going to fuck you tonight – you’ll have to wait.” Guys are normally horny little
buggers and it’s damn hard for us to control ourselves. You’ll be memorable for saying no to sex and
making her wait – that’s a position most girls haven’t been in all that often and it’s a huge sexual
fantasy for them. If you deprive her and spend hours making her desperate for your cock, she’ll leave
wanting more and will be all over you the next time.
If you’re not all that confident, you can also phrase it in a more casual (less sexual) way: “Hey, I
prefer to space things out over a couple dates, rather than dive straight into sex. It’s much more fun
to explore foreplay and other stuff properly first.”
Say this to her when you first get in the bedroom (when you first start making out), so she’ll know
what to expect and so you’ll feel like you’re “let off the hook” – no pressure to get a boner or have to
perform.
Update: One of my coaching clients mentioned he’s concerned a girl wouldn’t want to see you again
if you don’t bang her when you’re in bed with her, particularly if that was the reason she came to you
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in the first place (ie she expected a Tinder hookup).
But that’s the thing – your dick is just your dick. It is not even remotely the most pleasurable part
of sex for a girl. You fucking her doesn’t have to be the main event, and shouldn’t be if you know
what you’re doing. Teasing, foreplay, fucking a girl’s mind by putting a blindfold on her, touching
her body all over teasing her for an hour until she’s dripping wet & begging you to play with her
pussy – that’s how you fuck a girl’s mind in a way that’ll practically guarantee she’ll come back
for more.
I ask most girls I date, “What’s your favourite part of sex with me?” All of them – without exception
– say, “It’s the teasing – getting me all worked up by touching me and not letting me have your dick.”
Foreplay, teasing and exploration is the best part of bedroom play – not you shoving your dick in her
funbox.
And if you’re worried about not being great at foreplay/touching, don’t stress – you don’t have to be
great at it, as I’ll go into more detail below. When I first started getting laid, I had no idea about good
foreplay, or teasing, or touching. I lost count of the number of times I was nervous – no, fucking
terrified – and had to give myself permission not to have sex with the girl. I just touched them a bit,
tried a few things (even though I had no idea what I was doing – I just explored). The vast majority of
those girls didn’t even care that I didn’t fuck them, because they had fun exploring their body with
me. They happily saw me again for another hangout.
Because although I wasn’t having sex with them, I still made sure we both had an awesome night
anyway – we hung out and talked a bit, made out a lot, I fumbled with her tits and rubbed her pussy,
and tried to make her cum (I rarely succeeded back then – again, I really had no idea what I was
doing. If you don’t know what you’re doing, that’s totally ok – just try a few things and play around.
Sex is supposed to be an experiment. It’s supposed to be fun).
If she asked why we weren’t having sex, I’d nervously stammer something like, “I want to take my
time and not rush”. We’d fool around some more, I’d walk her back to the train station, and text her
after, “I had fun”.
Guess what? Even without doing anything special, even with my lackluster sexual prowess, almost
all of those girls saw me again. Most girls are happy to see you again if you put a bit of effort into
trying to make the night fun. You don’t have to be amazing, you don’t have to go out of your way to
be her Best Lay Ever?. You just have to experiment and have a bit of fun making her (and yourself!)
feel good in ways that don’t involve your dick.
I promise, if the girl likes you (and she already likes you if she’s gotten naked with you), she’ll see
you again.

Solution #2: Cialis / Viagra
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Note: In rare cases, these two pills can have side effects such as headaches, nosebleeds, etc. Speak to
your doctor first before taking them, and start on a very low dose (1/4th of a pill) the first time to
gauge your tolerance. Medical disclaimer: None of this is medical advice, I’m only telling you my
experiences.
I’m going to call them “C” and “V” for the rest of the article, so Google doesn’t punish me for talking
about dick pills like a spammer :p
The reason “C” (generic name: Tadalafil) and “V” (generic name: Sildenafil) are so high on my list is
they work. I’ve used both of them myself many times – hundreds of times. Sometimes because I
know I’ll have some performance issues; but most of the time it’s because having a super-hard dick is
just so much fun.
Now, I know what you’re thinking. “But Andy, only decrepit old men use “V”!” Well, dick pills
aren’t just to help your grandaddy poke your grandmumy. I’m 32 (as of 2020) and I’ve been using
“C”/”V” on and off since I was around 28. Plenty of my friends and clients have experimented with
“C” & “V” too.
I’m all for using one of them in emergencies, or temporarily to show yourself that it’s possible to get
erections. A lot of guys psyche themselves out and start believing they’ll never be able to get a full
erection in front of a girl. Which just leads to more anxiety, which leads to more erectile dysfunction.
Taking a bit of “C” or “V” gives them that 100% boner they’ve never had, and they realise, “Holy
shit, it IS possible for me to get a full boner with a girl. If I can get one with a pill, maybe I can get
one on my own.” And boom, the worst of their performance anxiety goes away.
“C” and “V” are the shit. They don’t give you a spontaneous erection out of nowhere, but they
make the “barrier to entry” way lower. When I take “C”/”V” , I get hard as soon as a girl holds
my hand in public, and the boner comes on much quicker (within 5 seconds). Little things like your
girl smiling at you can make you hard, or the scent of her hair, or even hearing her voice. It’s fun as
hell. They make you feel much more confident because you know, “Even if I’m nervous as hell, the
pill will still give me an erection.” It’s a nice safety net.
You’ll also stay harder much longer – hours and hours (if you’re still receiving stimulation). If
you’re one of the guys that can get an erection but it just doesn’t hold for as long as you’d like, “C”
and “V” will help with that. Obviously, after you cum, you’ll lose your erection, but you’ll find it
comes back quicker and you’re ready for round 2 a lot quicker.
And the most fun part of all: your erection will be at 120% strength. It’ll feel harder than it’s ever
felt before, like a steel rod. You’ll grip it with your hand and squeeze as hard as you can, and there’ll
be no “give” (no squishiness) – it literally feels like a stiff piece of metal. It also won’t go soft as
easily (unless you stop all sexual activity, then it will).
Which leads to sex feeling so much better because your dick actually feels more sensitive because
it’s so damn big and hard. You’ll feel every crevice of her pussy as you fuck her, your dick rubbing
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up against the sides. A blowjob feels 10 times better than normal because your dick will throb even
harder than usual.
Some guys have a lot of resistance or even a blockage when it comes to trying “C” or “V” :
“I don’t need a pill, that’d be admitting I can’t get it up and I’m not a man.”
You’ve got to drop the fucking ego. You literally CAN’T get it up, dipstick – that’s why you’re
reading this article. Either keep your ego, or keep an erection. Pick one.
I’ve had sex with a pretty high number of girls, and I use “C”. Male porn stars use “V”. If it’s good
enough for us to use, it’s good enough for you to use.
Dosage:
“C” and “V” both come in different dosages, but no matter what dosage pills you have: the first
time you try it, take one-quarter of a pill to gauge your tolerance. The next time, try half a pill.
That’s usually enough to get your dick rock hard. You can experiment with a full pill later if you like,
but there’s diminishing returns with taking more (and a slightly increased chance of getting a side
effect like headaches).
“C”: The pills I have are 20mg pills, and I usually take half a pill (10mg) of “C” which makes me
ultra hard. A full 20mg pill does work a little better (even stronger erections and kicks in faster) but I
don’t really need it. Highest I’ve ever tried was 40mg (2 pills) – definitely made me even harder and
the effects came on even quicker, but it’s not necessary. Seriously, I always stick to 10mg of “C”
and that’s always been more than good enough. There’s no need to go crazy high.
“V”: The pills I’ve used are 50mg pills. Again, half a pill (25mg) is enough for me. A full pill (50mg)
is stronger, and 2 pills (100mg) is even stronger, but 150mg gave me a very very very slight lightheaded feeling that went away after 20minutes. I always stick to 25mg of “V”.
Timing:
You’ll have to experiment a bit with timing, as everyone is slightly different. For me personally, I
take “C” 3 hours before sex or “V” 1 hr before sex for maximum effect. If I’m in a pinch and
can’t wait that much time, “C” still works 1hr before sex and “V” 30min before sex, but they won’t
be nearly as potent when you start having sex.
“C”‘ effects will last for ages – even 6 hours after I take it, I still feel the benefits. “V” lasts much
less – about 2 or 3 hours after I take it.
I always carry a “C” pill in my wallet at all times. If I’m at work or something and a girl messages
me wanting to meet up, and I think there’s a chance I’ll need a little boost or I just want to be super
hard so I can fuck her for hours, then I’ve got it on hand. I’ll work out how long before the date I
need to take it: “C” I usually take 3 hours before I meet up with her (but anywhere from 2-6 hours
works well for me). “V” I’ll take 1 hour before a date (but anywhere from 1hr-2hrs works well for
me).
Even just having it on hand will help you a tonne. Just knowing you could take it if you need it
alleviates a lot of the pressure and nerves; you often find you don’t end up needing to take any at all.
You can even take the “C”/”V” during sex, if you’re having issues. If you start messing around with
a girl and realise you can’t get hard, just take a “V” and then just kill 30 minutes while you wait for it
to take effect. With “C”, kill an hour or an hour and a half. Just play with her, fool around, go down
on her and make her feel good – or cuddle and talk while you wait.
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How often?
You probably don’t want to use “C”/”V” every time you have sex, or you’ll start feeling like you
need it and can’t have sex without it. Which might lead to anxiety if you ever have to go without it.
I personally use it about 1 in every 3 times I see a new girl. I use it less for girls I see regularly –
about 1 in every 4 times. Mostly because it makes the sex way more fun for all the reasons listed
above. It’s cool as hell having a big raging 120% erection for 2 hours. But I don’t let myself need it,
and I’ve gone long periods of several months in a row where I don’t have any at all.
If you use it the way I do and don’t use it every single time you have sex, you won’t build up any sort
of dependence or tolerance. It’s supposed to be there as a boost when you need it, or a crutch to help
you get over your nerves/anxiety if you’re inexperienced, or as a recreational toy every now and then.
Just don’t treat it like a mandatory requirement and you’ll be fine.
Which one to pick?
My recommendation and the one I use now is “C”, simply because it lasts longer. Take it 2-3
hours before you plan on having sex (take it before your date if you like). Once it kicks in, you’ll feel
the benefits for another 4 or so hours, so you’ve got a nice big window in which to have sex.
It means you can take it and then relax, knowing you’ve got plenty of time in which to have sex,
without needing to stick to any sort of particular timing schedule. Because you have such a large
window, you know you’ll be covered whenever you do actually have sex. That’ll take a lot of the
pressure off (with “V”, you have to really know when you’re going to have sex – or take it as soon as
you’re about to have sex, and then kill 30-60mins while you wait). For me, “C” is “set and forget” –
I take it and then don’t have to worry about my dick at all.
The only potential downside of “C” (and its not too much of a downside) is you’ll have to plan to
take it – you can’t take it 30min before sex like you can with “V”. But you can just take it whenever
you think you might have sex with a girl (even if you’re not 100% sure), and if you don’t end up
having sex, you’ve only wasted half a pill.
The one thing “V” really has going for it is how quickly it kicks in – so if you’re in the bedroom
about to have sex and realise you can’t get a boner, you can excuse yourself, go into the bathroom
and take a pill out of your wallet, eat it and then just kill time with her for 30 minutes while you wait
for it to kick in. You can’t do that as easily with “C” – you’ll have to kill 1-1.5 hours. But again, take
half a “C” pill 2-3 hours before you even think you might have sex and you won’t have this issue.
Where to get them:
There’s several ways to get “C” or “V”. Go see a doctor/GP and tell them you can’t get it up because
of severe anxiety, and just want to try half a pill at a time as a little boost until you feel more
confident and less anxious. In the USA/Australia/UK/probably most other countries, you can buy it
from online pharmacies. Just make sure it’s legal in your country, and remember I’m not
condoning you doing anything that’s against the law.
Get the generic versions – the generic version of “C” is Tadalafil, and the generic version of “V” is
called Sildenafil. Generic versions are much cheaper and do exactly the same thing (even the
dosage/potency is exactly the same). They are literally the same pill, just not sold under a brand
name.
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Solution #3: Talk to her about it

It’s not rocket science: If you have anxiety about having sex with a girl, tell her. It’ll take all the
pressure off your shoulders, and she’ll be able to help you work through it (rather than it being
something you have to stress about completely on your own, feeling like it’s a shameful secret you’re
terrified she might find out). Being honest is the answer to most of your problems, particularly when
it comes to the pressure to be perfect.
I absolutely promise you most girls won’t care that you’re having dick problems – I speak from
personal experience, and the experience of quite a few of my clients who’ve taken my advice and
been honest about it.
If I ever can’t get it up, I just point it out to the girl and say, “I’m a bit tired” or “I think I jerked off
too much” or “I’m probably a bit nervous”. Hell, here’s a text I sent one of my girls just 4 weeks ago
after I couldn’t get it up (I was super tired and had drank a lot, which messes with my dick):

Don’t feel ashamed about it, and don’t let it be the end of your night. Tell her, “I guess I’m
nervous or some shit. Let’s do other stuff though – I really want to go down on you and eat you out.”
As I listed in Solution #1 above, there’s plenty of other things you can do that don’t involve your
dick. Fool around, make her feel good, hangout and talk – make the night an awesome night, even
though your dick wasn’t fully present.
You’ll find if you’re honest and still hangout with her/fool around with her even though you don’t
have a boner, she’ll be really damn sweet about it and won’t mind at all. I promise.
Look, I get that it’s potentially an awkward topic to bring up, but don’t you dare feel ashamed or beat
yourself up over something that isn’t really your fault. Besides, shame is not sexy and it’s your
shame/self-loathing that’ll put the girl off; not the fact you couldn’t get it up. It’s not a big deal if
you don’t make it a big deal.
Girls get nervous in the bedroom too… you have NO idea. They’re fucking terrified of doing a bad
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job, not being hot enough for you, you thinking she’s fat (even if she’s skinny), not knowing how to
give a great blowjob, etc. Even the hottest girls get nervous during sex. It just doesn’t manifest in
such an obvious way like your boner, so you don’t realise it. Girls completely understand that
guys get nervous & have issues too; they don’t expect you to be perfect. You’re the one expecting
yourself to be perfect; she has no such expectations.
I have had so many conversations with girls about their past experiences with guys who couldn’t get
it up. And all of them made it abundantly clear they did not care that the guy couldn’t get it up. They
just wanted to spend the night with him, fool around, explore each other, have fun. Most of them
worried they were doing something wrong or weren’t hot enough and were the reason he wasn’t
able to get it up. They absolutely were not thinking, “This guy sucks for not getting it up.”
In cases where the guy got really frustrated and ashamed, THAT was the turnoff. Mostly because it
pushes the girl away; she’s there being supportive and saying, “I don’t mind at all, I promise” and
you’re literally ignoring what she’s saying to you because you’re too much in your own head. She
can’t get through to you, she starts thinking, “I feel so bad but he’s not even listening to me; we’re
not on the same team.” Do you think she’s going to be excited to see someone again who pushed her
away during a vulnerable moment?
So just tell her you’re nervous and having trouble, but want to try other stuff. Then go nuts
exploring all the other aspects of sex/intimacy/hanging out. The next day, you’ll find she respects you
a hell of a lot more for being man enough to confide in her. Because that takes balls, and most guys
shy away from truly opening up and trusting girls.

Solution #4: Accept You’re Not a Sex God Yet (Don’t Stress
About how Good You are or how Long You Last)

Similar to the first solution, a lot of guys drive themselves crazy by stressing that they’re not super
experienced at sex, cum too quickly, don’t know how to make a girl orgasm, etc.
You’ve gotta chill the hell out and realise it’s totally ok to not be great at sex at the start. I sure as
hell had no idea what I was doing; the only way you figure it out is with practice. You’ve got to give
yourself permission not to be good at sex, and not to last for ages. If you’re insecure or unconfident
about your ability to give a girl a good poking, or if you don’t tend to last longer than a minute or
two, that can put a lot of pressure on yourself and lead to anxiety.
Guys tend to have pretty screwed up ideas around what constitutes good sex. Being able to get
an erection is wrapped up in “being a real man”, etc. Same goes for lasting a long time – “I’m not a
real man because I could only last 3 minutes!” All of that is bullshit; good sex is you and the girl
connecting (liking each other), and having plenty of foreplay. You don’t even have to be good at
foreplay; you just have to try a few things with her, experiment with her, ask what she likes, tell her
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the things you like, and figure it out together. That’s literally it.
You can’t expect yourself to always be perfect at everything all the time. If you worry that you’re
shit in bed, the pressure you put on yourself can lead to anxiety. Especially if you worry you can’t
satisfy a girl properly, worry you cum too quickly, etc.
Sex is supposed to be you having fun, not some performance you have to put on to impress her.
You can get around the premature ejaculation “problem” (not that it’s really a problem – most girls
don’t care) by just having plenty of foreplay before you bang. Tease her, touch her all over, drive
her wild. One thing I love doing is covering a girl in baby oil/massage oil and rubbing her body for a
while (especially her tits and pussy) – it makes them look incredibly sexy when they’re all slick with
oil, and it makes them feel sexy too.
Go down on her, finger her, play with some toys if you have them – take your time with her. Do
everything except use your dick in any way. By the time you actually put your penis in her, she’ll
want you to cum quickly, because you’ve been driving her so crazy & building it up for so long. If
you only last 30 seconds, she’ll love that – because you spent 30 minutes teasing her beforehand.
Good sex is more in the foreplay than the actual sex. It’s about teasing, and making her wait to get
what she wants.
And that’s the point – cumming quickly is a good thing (if you’ve had plenty of fun foreplay). Girls
get really fucking turned on by you cumming very quickly if you’re not ashamed of it. Tell her,
“Holy shit, you’re gonna make me cum already, you’re so fucking sexy I can’t help myself.” Watch
her eyes light up with lust as she realises how much she’s turning you on. Nothing makes a girl
happier than knowing you find her so irresistible you literally can’t control yourself and can’t hold
off.
Lasting a long time isn’t sexy. Passion is sexy.
Focus on taking as long as you can to tease the girl, instead of focusing on “I need to put my penis
inside her”. Focus on her and My guess is that focusing on taking as long as I could teasing the girl,
instead of focusing on when she will be ready so I can put my penis inside her was the actual game
changer. Thebull over on the GoodLookingLoser Forums had a lot of success following this advice.
He says: “This time I was so focused on the teasing, and it lasted so long, and it was so fun that
it completely took my mind off my PE issues.”
Distracting yourself by just focusing on teasing/foreplay really can be all it takes to fix your
ED/nervousness.
On another note, if you’re feeling any other sort of pressure, it can dampen your erection. Eg, a girl
saying “We only have 15 minutes so we have to hurry” is pressure and can turn your hard rod into a
floppy noodle. Same if you think the girl is “too hot for me”. Or if you’re inexperienced. Anything
can be perceived as pressure that can lead to anxiety/erection problems. The trick is to let yourself off
the hook and say, “I’m allowed to be bad at this.”
It’s ok not to be a sex god.
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Solution #5: Do Really Kinky, Depraved Things with Her

Truth time: vanilla sex can be a little boring sometimes. If you’re not super horny and not all that
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fussed about banging a particular girl, that can manifest itself as a less-than-stellar erection.
Oftentimes, spicing it up a bit invigorates you & injects some life into your pecker.
I’ve seen a few girls that I wasn’t crazy attracted to, so I helped get myself into the mood for lovin’
by thinking up some wild, kinky shit to do with them.
Think of it as a great opportunity to explore your sexual bucketlist. It’s much easier to do kinky shit
with a girl you’re only half-into, because you won’t stress so much about putting her off with all your
crazy fetishes, you sick fuck. ? If a less-than-perfect girl is turned off by your fantasies, that’s fine –
you won’t feel like you’ve really lost much (no offence to the girl).
Exploring your fantasies allows you to get turned on by the fantasy itself – even if the girl isn’t super
hot. She’ll get super turned on by it too, and turned on by the fact you’re turned on. Often just seeing
her in pleasure and turned on will make you rock hard and ready to go ploughing.
If you’re struggling to think up any fun fantasies you’d like to try, I’ve written a comprehensive list
of every facet of sex and kinks you could imagine. Go nuts.
Some examples of things I’ve done with girls to get myself really hard:
I’ve jerked off on girls while I’m thinking really dirty thoughts, telling them to rub their pussy
and moan for me (hearing a girl moan is usually more than enough to get you hard).
I’ve had plenty of anal sex with girls (read my How to Have Anal Sex guide)
I’ve told girls to tell me what they want me to do to them – hearing a girl talk dirty to you is a
very big turnon.
I’ve gone into the bathroom/toilet and thought of some really kinky shit while stroking myself
until I’m hard, then go back into the bedroom and banged the shit out of her.
I tell them to call me Sir, Daddy, etc to get me really horny.
I use my ultra-powerful vibrator on them; nothing turns you on quite like a woman screaming
in orgasm.
I’ve had sex with girls in public, with the excitement of trying not to get caught pumping plenty
of blood into my sausage.
Come up with your own turnons; go nuts and think of the most filthy, depraved, kinky shit you can.
Then try some of them whenever you’re not 100% raging hard. They’re like cheat codes to get you
stiff and ready for action.

Solution #6: Don’t Jerk Off or Watch Porn for 2-5 days

If you’re a horndog like me, this can be hard to manage; not jerking off for a few days can be hell.
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But it’s bloody helpful – nothing lifts your libido (and your sausage) like going 3+ days without
jerkin’ your gerkin. Especially if you’ve been jerking off to porn (which itself is a known libido
killer, because it’s so overstimulating).
Go 2 days without jerking off and you’ll be walking around with a boner half the day. Go 5 days
without jerking off and you’ll wanting to grind against anything that moves. You’ll also shoot more
cum the longer you wait, so you can have fun blasting her in the face with your love syrup.
I used to have a really bad porn addiction when I was younger; it was so bad I would regularly watch
for 8+ hours a day and do absolutely nothing else with my day. That lead to all sorts of fucked up
erectile dysfunction with girls – it’s hard to get a boner when you know there’s infinite numbers of
much hotter girls on the internet. I also had no motivation to talk to girls or try to get laid (or do
anything, really) – why would I need to when porn was on hand (pun intended) 24/7?
My addiction is mostly under control these days, but I still struggle at times. If I jerk off to porn too
many days in a row, my dick starts only getting 80% hard… sometimes less. I also find I’m much
less motivated to have sex with girls I’m seeing, because I’m less horny overall. And when I do have
sex, it’s harder to keep fully 100% hard, because the sex itself is less stimulating because my dick is
less sensitive. I fix all of this by going just a day or two without jerking, and suddenly I can get
100% hard again, like a steel rod.
These days I regularly force myself not to jerk off or look at porn for a few days per week (I have 3
designated days I’m not allowed to jerk off), because it makes life so much more fun. I’m insanely
horny, insanely motivated to hit the gym/write/work on myself/jump on Tinder and find new
girls/have wild sex with girls I’m already seeing/etc. If I jerk off too much, life just feels a bit “meh”
– like I have no reason to push myself with anything.
If you watch porn (let’s be honest, most guys do), have a crack at not watching it for a few days.
Don’t jerk off or touch your cock either. If you fail, don’t stress; just try again, and keep trying until
you can go a few days without it.
If you’re really struggling, just keep yourself really busy and schedule as many things as you can –
don’t give yourself any alone time where you could potentially jerk off.
See what it does to your libido, your erections, and your motivation to go out and talk to more girls.
You’ll likely be so horny your cock will be throbbing and ready to slide into her funbox.

Solution #7: Tie Her Up & Blindfold Her, then Get Yourself
Hard
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I’ve got a guide on using blindfolds to counter your nervousness here: Blindfolds; The Secret Cheat
Code for When You’re Nervous.
I’ve done this quite a few times in the past in the past, when I ran into performance issues: If I wasn’t
able to get hard, I’d quickly go pop a “C”/”V”, and then tie her up and blindfold her so she can’t see
what’s going on – and can’t see the fact I’m not hard. Then I’d take my time exploring her body
while I wait for the pill to take effect, making her feel good – all while gently stroking my semihard cock.
If you don’t have ropes/blindfolds, buy this BDSM starter kit (affiliate link – I use that site to buy
most of my toys). Or just grab a few ties (neck ties) or scarves, and tie up her wrists, then tie another
over her eyes.
Having her blindfolded and tied up means you won’t feel any embarrassment from not being hard
(she won’t be able to see that you’re soft). She also won’t be able to reach out and try to grab your
dick, because her arms are restrained. And you’ll often find it you just keep gently stroking yourself
with one hand while playing with her pussy with your other hand, after 10 minutes of stroking you’ll
start getting hard. (Especially because seeing her tied up and moaning for you is very erotic). Then
you can quickly throw on a condom and start pounding away.
If you took a “C” or “V” pill as well, then even if her being tied up & blindfolded doesn’t make you
hard, it’s a good time-killing activity while you wait for the pill to take effect.

Solution #8: Kegal Exercises & Edging
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Ever heard of the pelvic floor muscles? They serve a few purposes, including controlling your bladder
as well as your erections and ejaculations. When you feel that “contraction” feeling as you orgasm,
that’s your pelvic floor muscles flexing.
Building up your pelvic floor muscles gives you several superpowers:
Much stronger erections.
The ability to hold off and stop your orgasm/ejaculation, even when you’re literally right on the
edge of cumming.
The ability to make your dick “bounce” up and down if you have very strong pelvic floor
muscles.
You’ll shoot your cum much further and harder, and there’ll be a little more of it.
You can flex your pelvic floor muscles to pump blood into your cock, making you go from soft
to hard much quicker than normal.
Get them super strong, and you can even have multiple male orgasms (I’ll publish an article on
that soon).
For now, let’s focus on the benefits for your erections.
Building up your pelvic floor muscles is pretty easy, if you do what’s known as kegal exercises.
Good Looking Loser has a guide on kegal exercises. Go read that now; it’ll also tell you how to find
your pelvic floor muscles, and how to flex them.
However, the way I like to do it is much more fun and not a chore/exercise you have to do. But
first, a bit of backstory:
As I mentioned above, when I was younger I used to watch porn – a lot of porn. Hours and hours a
day, in fact. That entire time, I’d be doing what’s known as “edging” – jerking off but stopping right
before I actually came, and then waiting about 20 or 30 seconds so the “I’m about to cum” feeling
passed. Then I’d resume jerking off a bit more, again stopping right before I came. Every time I did
this, I’d be squeezing my pelvic floor muscles like crazy, as this would stop the orgasm from
happening.
Over the months I built up a really fucking strong set of pelvic floor muscles, and even 10 years later
I can flex them and make my cock bounce up and down pretty violently. Cool party trick. It’s meant I
can keep an erection for a really long time by keeping my pelvic floor muscles tensed during sex. I’m
also able to have multiple orgasms in a row, I can hold off and stop myself from cumming with very
little effort, and I can flex and make my cock throb and jerk inside a girl’s pussy, which always
REALLY turns them on.
I wouldn’t advise you whip your pants off and browse to Pornhub, though. I was clearly very
addicted to porn, and it very nearly ruined my life. I became a shut-in, developed severe agoraphobia
(fear of going outside) and had literally zero friends. It became a very dark and extremely unhealthy
time in my life – I was suicidal daily. It took a lot of counselling, antidepressants, and sex addiction
group therapy to get me to a place where I was even remotely ok.
There’s a much more healthy way to build up your pelvic floor muscles with edging: you can do
the same thing without the porn – just practice jerking off in the shower or in your bed, stopping right
before you cum and flexing your pelvic floor muscles. (Read the Good Looking Loser Kegal Guide if
you’re not sure how to flex them).
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Or even more fun, do what I do:
Every time you have sex or get a blowjob, practice stopping right before you’re about to cum.
Literally just stop (pullout), start flexing your pelvic floor muscles like crazy, as hard as you possibly
can. Don’t touch your dick and don’t let her touch it either; any stimulation might send you over the
edge, and we’re trying to avoid that. If she asks what you’re doing, just say, “Holy fuck, you almost
made me cum, but I really want to hold off because I’m enjoying this way too fucking much.” (This
is word-for-word what I say when girls ask me).
Then go back to gentle stuff with her like kissing, sucking on her tits, playing with her pussy and
teasing her for about a minute. After the minute is up, go back to sex, and then right when you’re
going to cum again, stop, flex your pelvic floor muscles as hard as possible, and again go back to
something more gentle.
Girls love this shit, by the way. There’s nothing sexier than the rollercoaster of fucking her for 30
seconds as hard and fast as you can, like a caveman possessed and overcome with lust… then
stopping and teasing her gently, letting her catch her breath as she desperately begs you for more,
then pounding her again, then stopping… girls go absolutely fucking wild for this.
Keep doing this for as long as you can. At some point you’ll “fail” and accidentally cum (I can’t hold
off forever – nobody can). It’s completely fine if the first few times you fail every single time.
Over time with practice you’ll get much better at squeezing your pelvic floor muscles hard to hold
back your orgasm, and you’ll be able to do the stop-start routine 20 or 30 times over the course of an
hour or two before you finally fail and cum.
Congratulations! You’ve trained your pelvic floor muscles to become much stronger. You’ll likely
notice this ends up giving you much stronger erections by default (without you having to do
anything). And they’ll be even stronger if you flex your pelvic floor muscles hard every minute or so
to pump more blood into your cock.
You can also flex your pelvic floor muscles hard during sex, and it makes your dick “throb” really
hard. Girls fucking LOVE it when it’s inside them, and if you stop moving and just lay still, and flex
it, she’ll always ask, “How the hell are you doing that? I can feel your dick throbbing like it’s a heart
beating!” Just say some cheesy shit like, “That’s because you make my heart beat for you, baby” and
bam! She’ll fall in love and give you all her money or something.

Solution #9: Are You Actually into Her?
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Many a married man has issues getting a full erection, and never in a million years would he think,
“Oh wait. It’s probably because my wife looks like a dumpster fire and weighs more than a small
rhino.” All the willpower in the world can’t get your dick to full plumpness if the girl you’re with is
herself at full plumpness.
It’s not just married men out there banging slump-busters, of course. I’m a big proponent of lowering
your standards in order to get laid if you’re a newbie, but if the girl you’re about to sleep with is so
unattractive/overweight you literally can’t even imagine having sex with her without feeling a little
grossed out, then you shouldn’t be surprised if you don’t get a full chub.
I’ve been in that situation plenty of times, and have combatted it with a variety of tricks. Go hard
with the sexual fantasies; really go crazy trying out your wildest, most depraved fetishes with her.
Focus on her best body part – if she has great tits, focus on them. If she’s got a big ass, focus on that.
If she’s got a cute face, imagine her lips on your cock. You can also pop a “C”/”V”, to get you to full
mast.
If you’ve tried fantasising doing kinky things with her, tried “C” or “V”, and still aren’t excited by
the idea of seeing her naked, then perhaps she’s just not your cup of tea. Sometimes you can’t
make yourself be into somebody, no matter how hard you try. Best thing to do is end things amicably
(here’s my guide on that) and find a girl you’re much more attracted to.
If the only girls you can get aren’t super attractive, then the issue is you. Lose weight if you’re fat,
overhaul your fashion/style, hit the gym and pack on some muscle, and make yourself a cooler, more
awesome dude. Read everything I wrote in my Tinder guide.
In a similar vein, sometimes a girl will have such a horrible personality you feel put off by it. You’re
super attracted to her but she’s just a shitty person, or is super bossy, or really rude, or mean to
strangers, etc. Maybe she’s crazy, or impulsive, or dangerous. You want to fuck her, but there’s
something inside you saying, “Nah, I shouldn’t stick your penis in her.” In those cases, you’ll lose
your erection (or not get one in the first place). I’ve been there too – if you really don’t like the girl as
a person, then cut things off and end it.

Solution #10: Condom Tricks and Sizing
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A lot of guys can get a full erection, but once they put a condom on, they lose it. Condoms reduce
sensation, and some guys just can’t keep their dicky stiff when they sheath up.
But here’s something even more awesome: I’ve got a secret condom trick for you. Put one drop of
water-based lube in the inside of the condom or on the head of your dick. Make sure it’s water-based
lube. Other lubes can damage the condom and render it useless. Don’t use too much (or the condom
may slip off); literally just a single drop. Then put the condom on like normal.
During sex the lube will feel amazing on your cock, allowing it to slide a little and fixing that dryness
issue you have with most condoms. With the right lube, it feels pretty damn close to not wearing a
condom at all, and the increased sensations help you keep your erection if condoms are an issue for
you. I do this every single time I put a condom on.
You can also use thin condoms (affiliate link) (also known as “bareskin” condoms) to increase the
sensitivity and keep you hard.
If after trying thin condoms and my lube trick you still can’t stay hard in a condom (but have no
trouble staying hard without one), your condom may be too small.
Story time: Gather round, kids. I’m going to tell you the story of how I lost my virginity.
You see, I was but a naive young 19 year old lad, living with my girlfriend at the time. We were both
each other’s firsts, and we decided we wanted to fully explore foreplay, teasing, oral, fingering,
handjobs and blowjobs, etc – and leave the sex until we’d done everything else. We spent about 3
months exploring each other’s bodies, trying everything we could think of, getting good at eating
pussy, blowjobs, 69’ing, etc – until we decided it was time to smash our organs together.
I went to the store and bought some condoms, and thinking myself somewhat of a genius I thought, “I
should buy the smallest size condoms possible, because then it’ll be tighter and feel better! I’m so
wise!” I went back home, we turned off the lights and made out, dry humping for about 30 minutes.
When neither of us could take any more, I got out a condom, examined it like it was some cryptic
puzzle (I’d literally never held one before), and tried putting it on.
Only, I couldn’t get the fucking thing on. It just wouldn’t go over my dick. I tried stretching it until it
ripped, and then I tried with a second condom which also ripped. She tried with a 3rd condom, which
also ripped. Confused, we knew we must be doing something wrong… but we were both so innocent
(retarded) that we didn’t even consider: maybe the condom is too small.
We had the bright idea to both try stretching it at the same time, so she held one side of the condom
open while I stretched the other, and we managed to get it over my cock (but only about halfway
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down). It was incredibly tight, squeezing my dick and cutting off all the circulation (my dick went a
bit purple/blue), and guess what happened? My dick went down like the Titanic.
I tried putting my dick in her pussy, which was the weirdest sensation ever – the top half of my cock
was still hard (the condom had restricted the blood flow and kept it hard) but the bottom half of my
cock was floppy. After 5 minutes of trying we gave up, frustrated, and I assumed maybe I had erectile
dysfunction because I was nervous or something.
Now, a smart fellow would realise the issue was with the condom. But not I, and not my girlfriend.
We tried again the next night, and the next – we tried for weeks. A few times I could get it in, but it
felt horrible – no sensation, completely numb. Eventually we completely gave up, and we were both
fucking heartbroken. We both figured we’d been lied to – “Holy shit, have the world and advertising
and movies and all our friends been lying about how good sex feels? This feels fucking shit, why has
everyone said sex is amazing???”
Heartbroken and dejected, we just focused on other things in our relationship – fingering, oral,
blowjobs. All of that felt amazing, and we longed for sex… but alas, it wasn’t meant for us. We
didn’t even try sex without condoms, because we never for a second guessed the issue was with the
condoms – we just thought, “Sex itself doesn’t feel good, and everyone’s been lying to us our whole
lives.”
…Until months later when I randomly saw a box of extra large condoms at the supermarket. On a
whim I decided to buy them, thinking, “Maybe they’ll feel slightly better and we could have another
crack at that sex thing.” I took them home, surprised my girlfriend with them, and guess what? SEX
FELT FUCKING AMAZING.
My erection didn’t go down, I was rock hard and horny the entire time, and I felt like I’d finally come
of age.
You may laugh at this story, and think, “I’m not an idiot like you, Andy. I know what size condoms
to wear.” But you’d be surprised how many guys lose their erections when they put on a condom,
because the damn thing is too tight. I’ve even had a few of my clients who’ve had the exact same
issue I did with a condom that was too small – and as soon as I suggest trying a large or extra large
condom, they come back to me as if I’ve given them the answer to all of life’s problems.
Try a condom that’s one size larger than you normally get (condoms have the diameter written on
the side of the box), and, combined with me lube trick, see if you enjoy sex more and stay harder for
longer.
Update: A few people have asked me how to find the right sized condom. I can’t tell you which size
to buy without seeing your dick (no, that’s not permission to send me dick pics) – so the best way
will be for you to try a bunch of condom brands and sizes until you find the one you like the best.
In my country (Australia), sizes are listed in mm on the side of the boxes. I just experimented with a
bunch of different brands and sizes until I found one that feels the best. Different brands also have
different feels even with the same sizing, so this really is a case of “try a few and see which one feels
the most pleasurable”.
To experiment, grab 1 condom, use my lube trick (1 drop of lube in the condom), put it on your dick,
and try jerking off a bit. (Note: don’t do this in the store; wait til you get home). See if it’s better or
worse than other condoms you’ve used. You can also try it during sex – just be careful if it’s a larger
condom than you’ve tried before. Make sure it doesn’t slip off and is still tight enough to protect you.
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To be extra safe, don’t cum in your girl if you’re not 100% sure the fit is good – you don’t want any
of your little spermies leaking out. I promise to never use the phrase “little spermies” ever again.
If you’re in the USA, condom sizes are a bit weird. Not every brand lists measurements on the box,
and there’s no universal size between brands – a “large” in one brand is an “average” in another
brand. This handy guide goes into way more depth and has sizing charts for lots of different condom
brands:
https://www.ripnroll.com/blogs/sexual-education/118070213-condom-size-chart
Even that in-depth guide ends by saying the same thing I’m saying. “To help you find the right size,
you may need to try several different types or styles of condoms before finding the one that provides
you with the most comfort or best fit.”
You can also buy “condom assortment packs” – they’ll have a bunch of different sizes. But as with
many aspects of self-improvement, this will be one of those things you have to experiment and find
what works for you. As Morpheus said to Neo in The Matrix:

Solution #11: Lose Weight (Even if You’re Already Pretty
Lean)
If you’re overweight – even just a tiny bit – it’ll be hindering your ability to get an erection. Not just
from slightly lower testosterone levels, but from something you likely didn’t think about:
The fatter you are, the lower the quality of girl you can sleep with.
I’ll say that again, because if you’re anything but lean, you absolutely need to hear this:
The bigger you are, the less attractive girls you’ll end up banging.
And as I mentioned above, less attractive girls are less likely to give you a raging boner – it’s hard to
get it up for a girl you’re not really super crazy about. Whereas sexy, hot girls make you so hard you
tear a hole in your pants instantly, and there’s no way you’re easily explaining that one to your mum.
Most guys drastically overestimate how attractive they are, and drastically underestimate how much
weight they could benefit from losing. “I’m fairly attractive, maybe I could benefit from losing 1 or
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2kgs”. In reality, most guys could easily lose 10kg (22lbs) and still not be lean enough to see
their abs. Go out and lose 5kg (just follow my guide; I was able to lose 35kg), and see what
difference it makes in the quality of girl you’re able to attract.
Even if you’re already fairly lean, unless you have abs, you would benefit massively from
slimming down. Speaking from personal experience here; every 5kg of fat you lose roughly doubles
the number of girls who show interest in you, and the average attractiveness of those girls also
increases.
If you’re obese, this advice is even more pertinent. Being a massive fatty can ruin your erection
quality, bigtime. Obesity causes reduced blood flow, lower energy levels and less testosterone in
general, all of which will fuck with your dicky. Low testosterone is a huge erection and libido killer,
and “being overweight is the number one risk factor for a man having low testosterone levels” –
source. And let’s be real, if you’re obese, no attractive girls are taking any interest in you, sexually
speaking. Maybe your wallet, maybe your “winning personality”, but not your meatrod.

From
104kg to 69kg. What a chubby little nugget I was.
If I can do it, you can do it too.
So even if you’re average and not super fat: If you don’t have abs, lose weight. It should be your
number 1 priority. You want hotter girls, right? Then start losing weight right now.

Solution #12: Fix your Sleep and Reduce your Stress

Lack of sleep completely fucks me up, and crushes my erections. This year I’ve finally made a
concerted effort to make sleep a priority and I sleep 8 hours a night most nights. Anything less than 6
hours sleep and my dick doesn’t seem to work as well. Anything less than 4 and my dick (and my
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brain, and my body) are entirely useless. Over the years I’ve figured out how to sleep better, and it’s
done wonders for my life (and my cock).
If you’re lacking in the sleep department, try getting 8 hours sleep a night for 3 nights in row. See
how much that improves your life, and your penile fortitude.
Same goes for stress in my life. If something is stressing me out, or even if I just have a big work
project coming up, I tend to get in my own head and ruminate about the stress/project. Which means
during sex I’m distracted and not focusing on the sex itself. Which, of course, can make you lose
your erection.
If you’re super stressed, you’ve absolutely gotta fix that, as your number 1 priotity. I’m serious;
drop everything and reduce your stress, immediately.
Take a day off and chill out.
Cut out the people in your life who are stressing you out.
If you’re juggling too many responsibilities, get rid of one or two of them. It’s much easier to
have one or two main goals you go 100% all in on, rather than trying to work on 15
simultaneous goals.
Declutter your apartment/room; chuck out a bunch of stuff you don’t need and live a little more
minimalistically.
If something in your life is making you deeply unhappy, fix it immediately. Talk to your
friends/family about it, go to counselling, join an internet forum and ask for help; whatever it
takes to fix it.
It’s up to you to take action and remove the stress in your life; nobody’s going to do it for you.
If you still feel yourself getting distracted and thinking too much about external stresses (work
deadlines, family stresses, etc) during the middle of sex, just take a quick toilet break, sit there by
yourself and take some deep breaths and chill. Decide you’ll put the thing that’s stressing you
aside for a bit and deal with it later, and for now just concentrate on having fun. A lot of the
time that’s all you need to do to get out of your own head and enjoy your coital congregation.
If when you rejoin the girl you’re still in your head and too distracted to get fully hard, just tell her,
“Sorry, I’m in my own head and I think I’m too distracted to just relax and get fully hard. I’m
worried about [whatever you’re worried about].” Most girls will completely understand, and you
might find talking to her about what’s bothering you helps you relax and let the distracting thoughts
go.

Solution #13: Don’t Drink as Much Alcohol
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Alcohol and erections don’t always mix, and some guys are particularly vulnerable to “whiskey
dick”. Not to mention just the sensation of really needing to pee can make it harder to get an erection
and stay hard.
I’m one of those unlucky bastards. Anything more than 2 beers and I just can’t get fully hard – and if
I get really drunk, my dick is entirely useless (even with “C”/”V”).
It was a huge issue for me in the past when I was nervous and used alcohol to try to deal with
performance anxiety… but it caused its own anxiety by ruining my erections.
These days I rarely drink; especially not before/during sex. If you know you’re sensitive to alcohol,
have one drink at most, or none at all. You’ll also feel less of that annoying urge to piss during sex
(though that could be a negative if she’s into golden showers…)

Solution #14: Bathmate for a Bigger Dick

If you have fears around having a small dick, the Bathmate dick pump can help. You use it before sex
– I’ve personally found it adds about an inch or so (circumference) to my dick, temporarily. For me
the effect lasts a couple of hours.
Lemme make this damn clear though: you do not need to have a massive dick to please girls; at all.
Try everything else on this list first, before buying the Bathmate. But if making your dick
(temporarily) a bit thicker before sex would make you feel less performance anxiety, then go for it. A
bunch of my coaching clients have used the Bathmate to improve their self-confidence and take away
a lot of that pressure to perform.
I’ve got a full guide on using the Bathmate properly here.
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Solution #15: Have More Sex
Having more sex and getting more experience will in itself lower your anxiety and erectile
dysfunction – the more girls you’ve been with, the more you’ll start to know what you’re doing and
feel less nervous. More importantly, if you have a few performance issues with girls, you’ll start to
see it’s not really that big a deal – most girls don’t care, as long as you’re not ashamed about it. This
has certainly been my experience – I’ve had plenty of dealings with erectile dysfunction, and most
girls haven’t cared at all (because I haven’t made it into a big deal).
If you simply put yourself in a situation where you’re having more sex, you will have to sort out your
ED issues. If you push yourself to meet new girls, or push yourself to have sex more often with a girl
you’re dating, you’ll have to address your performance anxiety. You’ll have to use all the other
techniques in this article, you’ll have to try a bunch of stuff to see what works; you’ll have to beat
your ED. You’ll also have plenty of moments where your ED gets the better of you and your dicky
isn’t fully hard, and you’ll have to learn it isn’t that big a deal and the world isn’t going to fall apart.
You’ll also get more comfortable doing Solution #1 on the list – you’ll have plenty of chances to fool
around with a girl and not have sex, and you’ll see time and time again the girls just enjoy fooling
around with you and being in your company, even if you don’t fuck them. You’ll learn to relax and
be ok with not being a sex god, and you’ll be more comfortable in the bedroom so you won’t be so
nervous or timid. And the less nervous you are, the less likely you are to have performance anxiety or
ED.
It’s basically exposure therapy – you get used to sometimes not getting it up, and then it’s not such a
scary monster any more.
You also won’t care so much if you can’t get it up, because you’ll already have had enough sex in the
past that it doesn’t really matter if you can’t get it up for this particular girl in this particular moment.
You won’t really need 1 more lay; you’ll just be happy fooling around with her, having foreplay and
chatting like two old women long into the night. Your dicky can stay neatly tucked away in your
underpants while you fingerblast her meat curtains.
So, make it your actual mission to have more sex – either with more girls, or have more sex with a
girl you’re currently dating. Once you focus on getting as much practice at possible, you’ll often find
your ED takes care of itself.

If None of the Above Works…
If your ED/anxiety is really bad and none of the solutions above seem to help, open up to other
people about it. Ask any of your mates, “Ever had any issues with your erections during sex?”
You’ll find almost all of your mates have struggled with it at least once – every guy has. Talking
about it makes it much less of a big issue, and your mates will be able to tell you how they were able
to deal with it themselves.
If your issues are anxiety-related (rather than physical), talk to a counsellor or psychologist about it.
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Ask for advice from guys on my forum. As with everything in life, talking about it helps a lot.
You can also speak to a doctor about getting some blood tests done to check your testosterone
levels – low testosterone can contribute to erectile dysfunction, and lower your desire and drive to
bang.
I’ve also personally experimented with 2 peptides – MT-II and PT-141 – which give you
spontaneous erections and make you super horny. I’ve experimented with them about 20+ times each,
so have some of my mates, and they both work. In fact, they work really fucking well. I get a raging
hard-on about 5hrs after I inject it – I’ll be sitting on my couch watching YouTube and BAM, my
dick is hard for no reason. They also make me insanely horny, desperate for sex, and keen to go
multiple rounds even after I cum.
I haven’t put them in the list above because a) they’re in a legal grey area, and b) long-term side
effects haven’t been studied. I can’t recommend them to you, but I can’t stop you going out and
trying them yourself. You’re an adult; it’s not my job to tell you what to do, only to tell you what’s
worked for me. I made sure I did plenty of research first though.
There are a few other ideas people have suggested to me, but as I haven’t personally tried them, I’m
not including them in this article. But you can do your own research and experiment with:
Diet, particularly eating enough protein
L-arginine (a supplement)
Meditation and breathing techniques to calm yourself down and let go of your anxiety in the
moment
I promise everything is fixable, so don’t stress.

Did this guide help you out?
If this article helped you, sign up to my Patreon.
Not only will you be supporting me so I can make more content like this, but you’ll get access to
exclusive content I ONLY post on Patreon, access to me (ask me any questions you like), as well as
early access to all my content (sometimes weeks before everybody else sees it). Join the higher tiers
and you’ll even get a free coaching call every month – massive value. Join here:
KillYourInnerLoser on Patreon
-Andy
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Musings of a Non-Completionist
December 23, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Over the years, I’ve met many a guy and a gal who dream of embarking on a new project or creative
endeavour – maybe blogging, or creating art, or starting a YouTube channel – but they’re held back
by the worry: “What if I run out of things to say?”
I was scared of this – no, I was fucking terrified of it – when I first started this website almost 1 year
ago (late 2018). Starting up a website – particularly a self-development website – is scary as shit and
opens you up to all sorts of vulnerability. You worry about if you’re enough of an expert to be giving
advice, whether people will think you’re a fraud, if anybody will even read your blog. But the thing
you worry about the most is, “What if I don’t have anything to contribute? What if I have nothing to
write about?“
It’s a reasonable fear, but reality usually has a different plan in mind: once you get into writing (or
really any sort of creative endeavour, from art to marketing and advertising to Youtubing to product
design and everything in between), you tend to have too many ideas and not enough time to complete
them all. You start thinking of new ideas pretty often – in fact, all the damn time. You’ll be walking
down the street, and something will inspire The Next Great Idea?. You’ll hurriedly pull out your
phone, furiously banging away at the keys, desperate to write it down before the idea is lost. 20
minutes later a conversation with a friend will spark another idea and you’ll quickly write that one
down too. You’ll watch something on TV and think of 3 more ideas.
Oh and showers? Forget having a normal shower any more; when you dedicate yourself to some form
of creative endeavour you’ll never have a normal shower ever again. Thoughts flood your brain
quicker than the billion-and-one droplets slapping against your skin. 10 minute showers turn into 50
minute epic writing sessions, tapping away on an incredibly inefficient and incredibly wet phone
screen until you finally say, “Fuck this” and jump out, racing to the computer without drying
yourself, yelling at the damn thing to hurry up and boot up so you can continue your flurry of creative
expression before you lose that frustratingly-fleeting creative flood.
And other people? Once people hear what you’re doing and pin you as “That Photography Guy” or
“That YouTube Creator” or “That Blogging Dude”, they’ll absolutely flood you with suggestions and
inspiration on a near-constant basis. “Dude, you absolutely have to do something with this cool idea I
have!” The worst (or best?) part is most of those ideas are legitimately fucking cool, and you know
you absolutely have to do them at some point… As soon as you get time.
You get to a point where the ideas come flooding in 10x faster than you can possibly get through
them. Ideas pile up, your in-tray seems like an insurmountable Mt Everest, and before you know it
you’re staring at:

Yeah… as of right now I have 101 half-written articles; many of them only needing another 3 or 4
hours to complete. So much for, “What if I run out of things to say?” And if you’re reading this a
year, or two, or three years in the future, that number will likely have swelled far beyond what any
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human could reasonably tackle in the next 5 years.
Sounds like an awesome problem to have, right? It’s definitely better than the alternative – having
nothing to say – but god damn, having too many ideas can be overwhelming and anxiety-inducing. If
I have 101 drafts after only 11 months of writing, how many pending ideas will I have in another 11
months? Another 2 years? 5 years? How the hell will I ever get it all done?
It often feels like a never-ending torrent of information flooding my brain; an infinite number of
topics I have to write about, but a very finite number of hours in the day. Made worse by the fact I
work a full-time job and have frustratingly-little time and energy to get through my backlog. Each
idea deserves to have its voice heard; they all deserve a chance in the spotlight. Sure, some ideas are
better than others, but if I wrote the idea down in the first place, I obviously think it has inherent
value.
This is a running theme for my life – I’m a great starter, but a less-awesome finisher. During my
photo-a-day project, I had so many ideas for photos, my notebook swelled to 739 ideas by the end of
it. Yep, after doing 365 different photos, all with unique concepts, I had another 739 MORE ideas I
could have immediately gone out and shot.
All of this is my own doing, of course. I start 10 new projects before I’ve even finished the first one. I
get overtaken by that creative urge when I have an exciting fresh new idea; becoming a man
possessed, overcome by passion and unable to stop myself writing all my thoughts down “lest I forget
them”. I don’t think I can stop – I struggle to let an idea go without writing it down. At this point, it’s
probably pathological.
Even right now, I have 9 tabs open in my browser – 9 different articles I’m working on,
simultaneously. I go through and add little bits to an article, then get bored and switch to another tab
and add bits to that article… Cycling between them, never actually finishing one.

Too many tabs, not enough time…
Maybe it’s just the way I like to write. Perhaps other creative people are just like me, bouncing from
one idea to the next, in a state of manic energy, possessed by each new idea and unable (or
unwilling?) to let it go. But only making it halfway through, until the exciting novelty of the new idea
has faded a bit and it’s time for the actual gritty work of fleshing that idea out into a fully-fledged
thing… That bit is much less fun.
That bit kinda sucks.
Sitting down and working on that old project that’s been sitting there for months, uncompleted
because you’ve let yourself procrastinate by thinking up 50 new ideas instead, distracting yourself
with novel new projects so you don’t have to do the hard thing and instead get to do the fun thing.
It’s the finishing that’s tough; bringing your idea to full maturity – in my case, hitting that damn
Publish button. That fucking Publish button. I hate it – because hitting it means I’m putting my work
out into the public sphere and saying, “Hey world, I think something I did is good enough. I think I
am good enough.”
Right as I’m about to hit that motherfucking Publish button, I’m acutely aware of the article’s flaws,
the bits I could flesh out and add more to, the paragraphs that are too short. I get stuck in a cycle of
“This article is still too short/not perfect enough, I need to keep adding to it”, the result of which is
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the article is never good enough. Perfectionist mindset is a bitch.
So I’m stuck between a rock and a hard place – admittedly one of my own making. I have longer,
more important articles I want to write (very very very in-depth guides on BDSM, Tinder, open
relationships and 3somes) – but they’re taking a long time because they’re so fricking detailed. Each
guide will be well over the length of a novel – probably 100,000 words each. I’ve also put more
pressure on myself to make them “perfect” (or as close to it as I can get), because they’ll be my
cornerstone content; my magnum opuses (opii?).
But on the other hand, I don’t want to go months without releasing any articles at all; I don’t want my
site to look like an abandoned wasteland. So I chip away at the long series a bit, then jump back to
the shorter, easier articles; and therein lies the rub: it feels like I’m not getting very much done.
Even this article itself is a procrastination. I’m just writing it because it’s a fun, easy, relatable topic
to write about, and I get to procrastinate writing about the articles I really should be writing about.
And, I’ve even procrastinated this article – I first started writing it four months ago and I still
haven’t actually finished it, instead consumed by 30 other Awesome Article Ideas I couldn’t stop
myself from half-finishing as well, growing that massive pile of incompleteness.
Like a lot of humans, I’m self-aware about my procrastinating, but fuck it, I’m still going to
procrastinate.
I’m getting better, though. Slowly. But surely. One thing that helps is forcing myself to sit down
and work on old, unfinished ideas – The Stuff I Don’t Really Want to Do. If I sit down for long
enough and just force myself to stare at the bloody screen, after a while I finally stop fighting it and
actually start working on the articles I’ve been procrastinating. It’s never easy, but I always
eventually get there.
It also helps to remind myself that I suck, my writing sucks, I don’t have to be perfect at this and
sometimes it’s ok to hit that shitty Publish button on an article that’s not as perfect as it could
possibly be.
Sometimes you just have to say, “Yeah, it’s good enough. Time to move on to the next piece.”

And as for completely getting through my list of unwritten ideas & finishing all of them – that’ll
never happen. I’m slowly learning to let go of the notion I’ll ever complete everything I have to do.
Much as I’d love to have an empty in-tray, I know that’s impossible. When we die, our in-tray will
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still be piled up with unfinished tasks, littered with all the great ideas we didn’t get around to
completing. That’s the nature of being a human, and it’s perfectly ok.
If there’s one thread that permeates every article on my website – if there’s one thing I want you to
take away from everything I have to say – it’s this:
It’s ok to be messy, disorganised, inefficient, imperfect. It’s ok to not have your shit together, at
all. It’s fine to jump between projects, it’s fine to switch your goals – as long as you keep
moving forward one baby step at a time. Make daily progress on at least something, and you’ll
end up living a pretty awesome life.
Don’t mistake any of this for me complaining about writing, or the creative processes in general. I
absolutely love writing. It’s cathartic; healing. It helps me get my ideas out on paper so they’re not
stuck bouncing around in my head, driving me insane because I don’t get to share them with anybody
when I know some of them will be gems.
Writing and sharing my ideas is very much self-counselling for me, as I talk myself through my own
ideas, thoughts, teachings, problems. Every time I write an article, I get to spend a few days
brainstorming everything about that topic, and I inevitably end up viewing it from a completely new
and fresh angle I’d never considered before. Much as I’d love to be Mr Altruistic, I write for me,
more than I write for you. I write not to teach you, but to teach myself.
Writing also helps me cement my own ideas and figure out where I stand on certain issues. By
writing, mentoring and teaching, you get to think through the seedlings of your less-fleshed-out ideas
and nuture them to a fully-grown flower. “Teaching is the best way to learn”, and all that.
The obsessive, compulsive, possessed frame of mind you get into when you’re Being Creative is also
shared by everyone who truly wants something.
If you’re desperate to build a successful business, you dedicate ever spare second you have to
building it up, expanding rapidly, hiring new people, making it as awesome as possible. You become
a business owner 24 hours a day, 7 days a week – nothing else matters. You breathe business,
dream about business, talk to everyone about business; it engulfs you – you can’t help yourself, just
like I can’t help myself when an idea takes me over.
It’s 12.30am and I should probably head to bed, but I’ll leave you with one final thought:
This article actually started out as a stupid joke between my girlfriend and I; “I have 100 unfinished
articles. I should write an article about how I keep starting new articles.” This was never meant to be
anything other than an unfinished draft; a joke buried in the bottom of my todo list that I’d never get
around to finishing.
But when I forced myself to Do The Hard Work and see this idea through to the end rather than
chasing a novel new idea, it grew into something half-decent, something I’m glad I finished. Don’t
throw away your “dumb”, silly ideas, because you’ll often find – with a bit of nurturing – they
blossom into something pretty cool.
And every now and then, sit down and do the hard, un-fun work you know you really should be
doing. It isn’t as much fun as chasing The Next Great New Idea?, but you have to start clearing that
in-tray at some point.
At least just a little.
Update: I wrote a companion piece to this: Musings of a Non-Completionist 2: The Hustle.
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Get Laid on Tinder [Part 3] – Messaging Girls
December 23, 2019 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
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Chapter 1 – Templates

1.1 – Introduction
Well look at you Mister Studious, making it all the way to part 3 ? In the previous part we covered
installing Hinge/Tinder/Bumble/etc, adding your pictures and getting matches. Now let’s message
those cuties and get some dates.
I’m going to throw you some templates you can use when messaging girls, and after that we’ll go into
more detail about the rationale behind them.
Get the condensed version of this entire Tinder series as a pretty PDF you can read on your
computer or phone any time you want:

1.2 – Hinge/Tinder/Bumble Template
Hey, you’re sexy. I’m [your name]. Watcha up to?
[Respond to whatever she says]. What do you like to do for fun?
[Respond to whatever she says]. I’m into [hobbies you’re into]. What part of [your town] are you
from? I’m in [area you’re in].
[Respond to whatever she says]. You seem cool, we should grab a drink and see if we click. I’m not
looking for anything super serious, but if you’re up for a drink, a flirt & to see what happens, drop me
your number & I’ll send you a text.
Example Conversations:
1
“My friends put a high five ban on me”.
2
“I’m training for a marathon.”
3
“I’m not looking for anything either, just having fun”.
4
“You’re quite attractive yourself babe”.
5
“I like trouble”
6
“I’m funny too.”
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7
One from the CoffeeMeetsBagel app.
8
“You are nice on the eyes too”
9
“I like to shoot”.
10
“We’ll grab a coke then”.
11
“I’m a big water baby”.
12
The Hula Hooper.
13
The girl next door.
14
The Dancer.
Slight variations:
On Bumble, girls will have to message you first before you can message them.
On Hinge, you’ll need to make sure you vary one word in the message each time, otherwise
your messages won’t actually send (even though they’ll appear to have sent). Just change
“Hey” to “Hi”, then back to “Hey”, then “Hi” again – keep alternating each time.

1.3 – Text Message Template (After You get her Number)
Hey sexy, it’s [your name]. Sup
[Respond to whatever she says]. Let’s grab that drink. Free [day] at [time]?
[If she says she’s free]: Meet me at [time] at [location].
– [If she says she’s not free]: Ok, how about [new time] at [location]?
– [If she’s still not free then either]: Ok. When are you free?
– [If she says something vague/non-committal like “I’m not sure” or “I’ll let you know”]: That’s
cool. Well, I’m not going to chase you, so hit me up when you’re free and we’ll grab a drink.
Example Conversations:
1
“That’s a very public meeting place.”
2
“Still at gym”
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3
“I actually just crawled into bed”
4
“Can’t tonight, a bit too fucked”.
5
“I’m not trouble I promise”
6
Short and simple.
7
“Hey handsome”
8
“What’s up??”
9
“Just cleaning my house, riveting.”
10
“I’ll meet you there.”

1.4 – Extra Details
Modify the templates to suit your country/language/culture if you need to. But keep the original
“spirit” of the template, which is to keep things short, efficient, and aim to get her number
and meet up for a date ASAP.
Stick to the template, but add an extra sentence or 2 at the start of each line. Where I have
“[Respond to her message]”, that should be just 1 or 2 sentences directly replying to what she
just said, then you copy-paste the next line of the template. Take a look at all the example
screenshots above to see how I text.
If she says “Do you only want a hookup?” or “Do you only want a one night stand?” – just
be honest about what you want. I’m always honest: “One night stands are horrible – if the sex
is good, why wouldn’t you do it again? I’m after something casual, but ongoing.”
If she wants to give her Instagram/Facebook/etc instead of a number – just take it and
message her on there. It doesn’t really matter anyway, we’re only using the
number/Instagram/FB to set up the date. My one exception is I don’t take a girl’s Snapchat (I’ll
tell her to give me a number/Insta/FB instead). I fucking hate the fact messages disappear on
Snapchat (so you can’t even remember when you’ve set up a date), and you can’t take
screenshots. Retarded app. No thanks.
Where I have, “If she’s not free, pitch another meetup”: You don’t have to keep pitching the
next meetup right there and then. If your next available day/night isn’t for a couple of days,
just wait til the day before and text her then asking if she’s free. (Eg if your next free night isn’t
until Friday, send her a message on Thursday asking if she’s free Friday). If she says no to that,
wait again until the day before your next free time slot, and hit her up then.
If you’ve pitched one or two meetups and even asked her when she’s free, and all she’s said is
something vague like, “I’m not sure” – send the “I’m not going to chase you, hit me up when
you’re free message” line. 99% of the time those girls have never messaged me (or any of my
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clients) later on. Just delete her number after a couple days/weeks (whenever you get around to
it.) On the rare occasion she does hit you up a few weeks/months later, if you already deleted
her number, just say, “Hey I don’t still have you in my phone contacts, so who’s this?” Ask her
for her Instagram if you still can’t remember her.
If you’re in America and can’t legally drink til you’re 21, just change “let’s get a drink” to
“let’s grab a coffee”. Half of my lays have been coffee dates. And even when I say, “Let’s
grab a drink”, 50% of the time we only end up drinking water/Diet Coke. “Let’s grab a drink”
is just another way of saying “let’s hangout”.
I usually message girls on all the apps at night, so that I’m not getting too distracted
throughout the day. The exception is the weekend – Sat and Sun I’ll message girls whenever I
want to. Especially Sunday morning – lots of girls respond early around 7am-10am, so it’s easy
for me to use the apps at that time, get a bunch of numbers and set up some dates.
The reason we ask for a number (instead of just setting the date up on Tinder/Hinge/etc) is it
seems to weed out a lot of the timewasters. Girls who give you their number are more serious
than girls who only talk on the app, so you’ll get less flakes. It also feels like 1 step towards a
date – you’ve moved off the app, and next you’ll move off the phone and into the real world. If
you stay on the app, you also tend to get buried amongst the other 50 guys messaging her,
whereas if you get her phone number she’s more likely to see your text messages and reply.
After you’ve organised the date, occasionally a girl will keep texting you, wanting to have
long conversations. Just send her a polite message, “You seem super excited to meet ? I’ve got
a lot of work and stuff to catch up on, so I can’t text much right now. I’ll see you tomorrow
when we meet.”
If a girl won’t give you a number/Instagram/Facebook/anything else, 9 times out of 10 you
should unmatch her. I haven’t banged a lot of girls who didn’t want to give me a
number/IG/FB/anything – and in the cases where I did, the girls had made it really obvious they
wanted to actually meet me:
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In the example above, you can tell she still wanted to meet me, even though she didn’t give a number
– she literally said, “I would love to grab a drink sometime.” I launched straight into a time and place
for the date, and we ended up meeting (we didn’t bang though – catfish).
But a lot of the time, the girl you’re talking to won’t give you a number and doesn’t seem keen for a
date, or worse she seems outright combative. In those cases, unmatch her because she’s just wasting
your time. Here’s an example of a girl you should unmatch immediately:
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Compare this to the
example above. This girl isn’t saying she wants to meet up – in fact, she’s saying she wants to talk
more before meeting up (you’ll soon discover “I want to talk more first” means “I have no intention
of ever meeting anyone and I’m just on here to waste time.”) If a girl wants to sleep with you, she’ll
make it easy for you; she won’t throw up weak excuses like, “Let’s get to know each other via a
phone screen”. Unmatch.
And another:

The very definition of a
timewaster, she’s expecting you to perform for her like a dancing monkey just to possibly, maybe,
perhaps, “earn” the precious gift of… her phone number. This girl’s a bit of an ass; unmatch
immediately.

1.6 – Save their Name & Picture in Your Phone
Once I get a girl’s number from Hinge/Tinder/etc, I save a bit of info about her in my phone. I save
her name, photo (just take a quick screenshot of her Tinder/Hinge/etc photo) and age. You can also
add other stuff if you want – her location, something to remind you who she is (eg her hobby), etc. If
you want to get hella nerdy about it, you can add in the dating app you met her from (eg “Hinge”,
“Tinder” etc) – but I don’t usually bother. I also add a “z” to the start of each name, so they’re all
easy to find – they’ll all be at the end of my contact list, instead of randomly spread throughout it.
(Check the screenshot below).
The reason I save girls in my phone contacts is because it makes me take things a lot more
seriously. If I just collect numbers without any info about the girls, I just see them as a bunch of
anonymous numbers – none of them mean anything to me. I’m not invested in any of the girls, I can’t
even remember which one is which, which means I put a lot less effort into trying to get laid with any
of them. Remember, part of getting laid a tonne (or finding a great girlfriend) means taking it
seriously, and going all-in.
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Saving their photo also makes it easier when you meet up for the date – you’ll know what she looks
like, and it’s easier to spot her in public at your meeting spot.

The “z” stops them from
clogging up your phone contacts (it can be annoying when you’re trying to find your actual real
friend “Jessica”, but you saved 3 other Jessicas from Tinder in your phone).
For a long time I didn’t save girls in my contacts, and it made me care a lot less about them. That
might sound like a potentially-good thing (“abundance mentality”, not getting too invested in any one
girl, etc), but all it really did was make me put in a lot less effort. The girls didn’t mean anything
to me – they were just numbers in my phone. I didn’t let myself get excited about any of the girls, and
so I wouldn’t try as hard to get them out on dates. I’d also forget which girl was which, and I’d have
to scroll through the previous message history to remember who I was actually talking to. When
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you’re messaging 10 girls at a time, it’s fucking annoying not knowing which girl is which.

1.7 – The Date Logistics
When you invite her out for a drink/coffee (drink is usually better, but about half my dates are coffee
dates), make sure you meet her near your apartment/somewhere you could possibly take her to
fuck her. You want to set yourself up with the best possible chance to have sex; even if you don’t
think you’ll end up having sex on the first date. Many times the date will go exceptionally well,
you’ll want to invite her back to your place… but your dumb ass agreed to meet her 45 minutes away
from your place and now you can’t take her back home.
The actual bar or cafe you go to doesn’t matter too much – just go to whichever place is your
favourite. Just make sure it has somewhere you can sit next to her, not across the table from her
(sitting together is more intimate, and sitting across from one another feel weird and standoffish on a
date). What I did when I was first starting out was I went to a different bar or cafe each time, trying
probably 30 different places until I found one I liked the best.
If you don’t have your own apartment (that’s something you’ll need to change ASAP), you can bang
girls at their place – but that’s usually a logistical nightmare. You’ll have to ask her if her place is
free, how far away she lives, whether she has roommates, etc.

1.8 – Meet Up ASAP

Oh now we get some ass too? Nice.
I really do mean as soon as possible – don’t wait a week or two between getting her number and
going on a date. Generally, within 1 to 3 days works best.
Girls have a million options on dating apps, and if you wait too long before going on a date, they tend
to forget you pretty damn quickly. You have to strike while the iron is hot; the longer you wait, the
more chance she’ll lose interest or get too nervous and talk herself out of meeting you. To the point
where if you wait a week, 95% of the time you won’t end up meeting her. One of my good mates
and I joke that any time a girl says, “I’m busy this week, let’s meet next week instead” it’s
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immediately game over.
That doesn’t mean you’ll never meet up with girls more than 3 days into the future – just that your
chances drastically diminish the longer you wait.
As for when to do the dates: Nighttime usually works better than daytime – there’s a bit more of a
fun, flirty, sexual vibe at night; it’s more romantic. So I pitch my dates for either the same night, or
the next night, or the night after (depending on when is best for my schedule).
But don’t take that to mean you can only do dates at night; around one-third of my lays have been
daytime dates where I’ll just grab a coffee with her, hangout for an hour then invite her back to my
place. Schedule dates for whatever time works best for you (and for her).

1.9 – “You’re Sexy”
The more upfront you are (by starting off your very first message with, “Hey, you’re sexy”), the
easier you’ll end up getting laid, and with much less hassle. You’ll always be on the same page with
girls, since you showed her within the first sentence exactly what you’re after. Girls appreciate guys
who don’t beat around the bush and who don’t hide their intentions; you’ll get a lot of girls who say,
“I really appreciate how direct you are.”

Saying “sexy” also makes you feel like more of a man – something that’s important to a lot of guys
(probably all guys, if we’re being honest).
If you’re absolutely way too scared to call girls “sexy” and can’t even force yourself to do it (I had to
force myself to do it at first – it’ll feel a little unnatural when you’re a newbie), you can say “very
cute” instead.
Just know that you should absolutely push yourself towards saying “sexy” eventually. It’ll
massively improve your results and make life a hell of a lot easier – “sexy” gets you laid much
quicker because girls are under no illusions as to what you’re looking for. You’ll also end up with
less drama, because you’re being more honest and upfront with your intentions – girls will absolutely
know you find them sexy and want to eventually put your meat stick inside her. “Cute” sounds a little
more boyfriend-ish, and some girls will think you just want to go on a cute date together, rather than
bone each other.
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Chapter 2 – Theory

Remember I said above that taking action is infinitely more important than just reading theory alone?
Make sure you dive in and actually start messaging the girls you match with using the template
above, before you read any further.
Once you’ve sent a message to a couple of girls, come back here and dive into this theory stuff.
I’m serious – all the theory stuff I’m about to write below is nowhere near as important as just
getting out there and talking to a bunch of girls. The way to get good at getting laid is to practice,
make a million mistakes, and learn what works over time. The absolute worst thing you can ever do
is spend hours and hours and hours and hours reading everything in this guide, then reading it again,
then again, over-analysing everything, studying like a nerd… and never actually talking to girls.
And when I say you need to start talking to girls, I mean a lot of girls. If you want to get laid on
Tinder (or elsewhere) a lot, you need to talk to literally thousands of girls. And if you want to get laid
as much as I have, that requires tens of thousands of girls.
Remember: I fucking sucked at all this when I was a newbie. The only way I got to where I am was
by giving myself permission to be terrible at it, and just starting.

2.1 – Why These Templates Work
I’ll make this damn clear: One of the biggest issues with a lot of guys who give getting laid advice is
they obsess about theory and “mindset”, to the point of becoming a complete geek about it. But they
often neglect to tell you that you need to go out and actually take action – you know, hitting on girls,
going on dates, trying to put your pecker inside her funbox. Often, theory gets in the way of actually
trying to get laid.
I was actually tempted to not put any theory stuff in this guide at all, for fear that newbies would read
everything I write, study it, obsess about it… and not actually talk to any girls or try to get laid. In the
end, I decided to include all of this because theory and mindset does help you… you just have to
understand it’s nowhere near as important as actually talking to girls, making mistakes, learning as
you go, running your own experiments.
I don’t want you to read everything here and use it as an excuse not to actually start talking to girls. “I
need to study all this, learn all this, and then I’ll hit on girls!” No. I want you to start messaging girls
right this second (using the templates I gave you above). Once you’ve messaged at least 20 girls,
minimum, then you can come back and read through all this theory/mindset stuff.
I’m serious. Stop fucking reading, go message 20 girls using the templates above, and then come
back to this spot and keep reading.
Seriously.
Stop.
Fucking.
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Reading.
Go.
Message.
20.
Girls.
…
Ok, messaged 20 girls? Cool, let’s continue.
All the theory, and reading, and discussing, and thinking in the world aren’t even remotely as
important as jumping in there and messaging a bunch of girls. Action first, thinking second –
especially when it comes to getting laid. You’ve got to give yourself permission to suck, and just get
in there and give it a go. There’s plenty of time for theory and reading and improvement later one –
after you’ve actually spent a bit of time messaging girls. As Good Looking Loser says in Work
Harder, Not Smarter: “RELENTLESS hard work guarantees a result, it’s just a matter of time.”
As for the message template itself – even that doesn’t matter too much. I’ve experimented with a
tonne of different words, a bunch of different styles of messaging. I’ve spent years doing this shit,
and I’ve tried everything under the sun. I’ve tried asking a bunch of questions vs being very direct
and keeping it short. I’ve tried making jokes vs being serious. I’ve tried being flirty vs keeping it
friendly & platonic. I’ve tried being crass, tried being a “nice guy”, tried being over-the-top sexual (at
one point my opening line was, “Anal?”)
Some message styles work better than others, but it’s not worth you even worrying about until you’ve
got at least 20 lays under your belt and (somewhat) know what you’re doing. As long as you get
yourself to a point where you’re attractive with good pics (go back and work through Part 1 again),
most message formats will work.
The templates I’ve given you above have gotten me laid a tonne – most of my early lays were from
using these templates (and here’s what I use now – much more sexual/to-the-point). The point is, the
templates above will get you laid, as long as you look good and talk to a lot of girls. Don’t
overthink this shit, don’t spend weeks trying to come up with your own “perfect” templates – just
copy the exact template I gave you above and start going on some dates. You can play around with
different templates when you’re more advanced (if you want to).
Your goal is to get girls out on dates ASAP & try to have sex with them – not to be good at texting,
or to be a great conversationalist, or to have witty banter, or any of that stuff. Your only mission is to
meet up with girls on a date – nothing else matters. More dates = more chances to stuff her pastry full
of cream cheese. You don’t have to be perfect at any of this. Just tell yourself, “This template Andy
gave me is good enough, I’ll use it and make it work” and get started. You’ll improve your
conversation skills over time, naturally.
The template above works because it doesn’t waste time. It’s short, to-the-point and lets you know
within 4 messages whether or not she’s interested in grabbing a drink/coffee with you, or if she’s not
interested. The less time you waste, the more time and energy you’ll have to hit on more girls – the
only way you’re going to get laid a tonne/find an awesome girlfriend is by really hitting the numbers
game hard.
The template is also very honest – the line, “I’m not looking for anything super serious, but let’s
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have a flirt” shows girls you’re looking for sex first, relationship second. (Note: Even if you
ultimately want a relationship/girlfriend, you need to have sex with her first, and then figure out if
she’s worth getting into a relationship with. Sex always comes first, and then a relationship if she’s
worth dating).
In all the example screenshots of conversations above, I haven’t included screenshots of text
messages where I didn’t meet the girls – because I unmatch/delete them immediately and move on. I
have quite a few examples of girls I didn’t meet here. But if you’re a newbie or don’t have a lot of
experience, you shouldn’t even be worrying about anything in that particular article – it’s for
advanced guys only.
When you’re a newbie, you have to accept the fact you’ll have your time wasted a fair bit, and a lot
of your conversations won’t go anywhere (because you won’t know how to spot the timewasters
who’ll never actually meet up with you). If you’re a newbie but you start screening really hard and
being really fussy, you’ll end up getting barely any dates, which you’ll probably take personally and
feel very down about. Hence my advice to newbies is do whatever it takes to get laid; even if that
means having your time wasted early on.
As you get more advanced and bang quite a few girls from Hinge/Tinder/Bumble (let’s say, 10-20
girls) you can start being a bit more cutthroat and unmatching more girls as soon as you think they
might be a potential timewaster. But when you don’t have options, suck it up and put up with having
your time wasted a bit; beggars can’t be choosers. Timewasters are frustrating; I know that better
than anyone. But time-wasters are just part of the game when you’re a newbie.

Oh yes please.
Another reason I’m giving you this template to follow is you’ll be nervous as hell when you first start
online dating. If you’re anything like I was, you’ll put all this pressure on yourself to “say the right
thing” in order to “impress every girl”. I’m taking away the pressure to perform; all you have to do is
literally just stick to the script I’ve given you, with one or two extra sentences thrown in there
depending on what she says. Truth is you don’t need to impress anyone or say the perfect line – 95%
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of getting laid online (and in general) is just looking good + hitting on a tonne of girls.
And if a girl says no or stops replying, you can tell yourself she isn’t rejecting you personally – she’s
rejecting the template. She’s just not down for what you’re offering. No hard feelings, just move on
and find a girl who is down for what you’re offering.
Conversation is only 20% of the equation, and even then, I’m being generous. You can see from my
example conversations above I barely put in much effort and I’m not Mister Smooth Talker with the
Wittiest Banter. I don’t need to be – the girls already like me based on my pics, so all I need to do
is grab their number and invite them out on a date.
I’ve made this point many times: spending days/weeks/months “honing your conversation skills” and
working on “the perfect pickup lines” might help you get laid 33% more. Definitely a nice
improvement, but do you know what will help you get laid 100% more? Talking to twice as many
girls. Know what helps you get laid 1000% more? Talking to 10 times as many girls. Hitting on more
girls will always trump working on your conversation skills, learning pickup routines, etc. And
hitting on more girls is infinitely less effort than spending days and weeks studying pickup material,
memorising lines, practicing routines, etc.
Besides, you’ll naturally improve your conversation skills, your confidence and your charm as a
natural consequence of just hitting on lots of girls. You get good at this stuff by practicing; not by
trying to memorise hundreds of lines, conversation openers, routines, tricks, etc. I’m only good at
talking to girls because I went out there and talked to tens of thousands of them, even though I totally
sucked at it at the start.
The template is also nice and direct because that screens in the girls who appreciate a direct, honest
guy who knows what he wants (that’s most girls, by the way). Any girls who don’t like directness
will leave (that’s a good thing – those aren’t the kind of girls we want to end up with, because they
end up being the type to communicate covertly & play games & manipulate you.) The girls you do
end up with will appreciate how masculine and forward you are – and they’ll sometimes even tell you
that. Sex with them will be much easier, because they’ll already like you and your vibe before you
even meet.
On a similar note, guys often ask me, “How do I stand out from all the other guys she’s messaging on
Tinder?” That’s easy – you stand out by being the only guy who makes it really clear he wants to
actually meet up for a date & have sex, instead of being content to just waste time having long
conversations. You stand out by being direct and masculine, instead of the generic, “Hi how are
you?” conversations most guys dribble out. You stand out by using this template which makes it very
clear you have a purpose, you’re on a mission, and you want to meet up and have some naughty time.
You stand out by getting her on a date ASAP, in as few messages as possible.

2.2 – Play the Numbers Game – Talk to as Many Girls as
Possible
I’m going to repeat this many many many many many many many many many many MANY many
many many many times throughout this guide: getting laid is a numbers game. The aim is to get as
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many matches as possible, and talk to as many girls as we possibly can. Messaging one or two girls at
a time isn’t going to cut it; we need to be hitting the numbers as hard as we can.
When getting laid was my absolute number 1 goal, I’d message 500 girls a week (and hit on another
20-30 in person, on the street). That’s no exaggeration; I’d go on OkCupid and POF, and just spam
literally every woman on the app, over a week or two, until I’d messaged pretty much every girl in
my city. These days you can do the exact same thing with Hinge – pay for the “Preferred
Membership”, then message 100 or more girls a day, every day. If you want to get laid a tonne, you
have to go all-in.
Playing the numbers game also stops you from overthinking any negative reactions, or stressing
about rejections.
You should also be talking to lots of girls at once. You need to have multiple girls on the go, so if any
one particular girl flakes/stops answering/ignores you/doesn’t want to meet you, you won’t care
because you’re talking to 10 other girls. I’m usually messaging 10-20 or so girls at once, and bringing
in new girls constantly through Boosts and Superlikes and messaging new girls on Hinge.
Some guys have a problem with this, thinking it’s somehow “wrong” or “unethical” to be talking to a
bunch of girls at the same time. I’ll tell you from experience, no girl on the planet is talking to only 1
guy at a time on Tinder/Hinge/etc. Why? Because they have options. How many options? Here’s
one of my friends-with-benefits’ Tinder accounts (this girl lives in a big city with 5 million people):

Yep, 5,605 likes, plus another 323 guys she’d already matched with. I don’t want you to use this as
an excuse to feel bad about how many matches girls have – I’m only showing you so you understand
that you need to hit on a lot of girls, because most girls have options. You need to play the numbers
game.
Most girls on online dating apps are talking to a bunch of guys (as anyone with options should be
doing), to try and see which one they want to pick for an actual date. How the hell can she know who
she should meet up with if she only talks to one guy at a time? That’d be incredibly inefficient and
downright retarded.
You’ve gotta put yourself in the same position – follow Part 1 and Part 2 of this guide and improve
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yourself and your pics to a point where you have some options too. Then you’ll be able to talk to lots
of girls at once to find the ones that want to go on dates with you and suck on your flesh sword.
Again, every single girl on Tinder/Hinge/Bumble is talking to multiple guys at the same time; often
even going on multiple dates per week. Some girls are even dating/banging multiple guys. Life isn’t a
Disney fairytale, there is no “the one”. If you want to get laid, or find an awesome girlfriend, or even
eventually settle down and get married – you need to talk to as many women as you can in order to
find the truly awesome ones. Interview a lot of candidates and you’ll find a winner.
You’ll need a tonne of matches because the majority of girls you message will not end up meeting
you for sex. A portion of the girls you match with will just never reply to your first message (they
were only on Tinder to get matches and feel good – or they got too many matches and couldn’t
possibly reply to everyone). Of the girls that do reply, only like 1 in 4 will give me a number. Of the
numbers I get, only roughly 2 out of 5 will meet me for sex. An inevitable part of getting laid online
is having a bunch of conversations go absolutely nowhere; so more matches = more chances to
actually have bang.
A lot of guys have incredibly unrealistic expectations of how many girls they need to talk to in order
to get laid on Tinder. They’ll talk to 10 girls on Hinge/Tinder, consider that “a lot”, and then wonder
why they’re not having any success.
You need to message (roughly) between 50-100 girls using my template in order to get laid once.
Your actual number will vary a lot depending on a million factors (and the actual lay rate is not even
remotely important, so please don’t track it like an autist). Your actual lay-rate doesn’t matter at all;
even if you have to talk to 300 girls in order to get laid, who gives a shit – you still got laid. Go talk
to another 300 girls and you’ll get laid again.
I talk to a tonne of girls to get laid – I message as many as I can. I spam girls on Tinder, Bumble,
Hinge, CoffeeMeetsBagel, as well as talking to any cute girls I see in public as I go about my day.
My girlfriend also messages a bunch more girls on Hinge/Tinder/Bumble for us to meet together for
3somes; she plays the numbers game hard like I do. When getting laid was my number 1 priority, I
was talking to easily 500+ girls a week across all the dating platforms + talking to a few more in
person + my girlfriend was finding more girls for us.

I also want you to bear in mind this getting laid thing is very random. One week you’ll get 15
numbers and get laid 4 times (maybe even 3 times in 10 hours like I’ve done) and feel on top of the
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world. The next week you’ll get zero numbers and feel miserable, even though you did everything
exactly the same. It really is like a lottery sometimes – there’s so many variables it really does feel
completely random.
The only thing you can do is tip the odds in your favour by talking to hundreds of girls a week and
continuing to improve your looks and your pics. The only way I’ve had sex with (at the time of
writing) 150+ girls is by talking to a lot of girls. You will not get laid or find a quality girlfriend
unless you talk to as many women as humanly possible.
Getting laid takes a lot of work. It really does. You can’t half-ass this; you have to go all in, or you’ll
only have mediocre results. Exceptional results require exceptional effort.

2.3 – Don’t Change Your Strategy for Each Girl; Stick to the
Gameplan
It’s important you stick to the same gameplan/template with each girl, rather than trying to tailor your
approach depending on the girl. Use the same template no matter who the girl is, wear your same
outfits/style no matter who the girl is, stick to the same formula each time, and do the same things on
each date – don’t change yourself based on who she is. You’re not a chameleon; find a style that
works for you and roll with it each time.
Obviously when you’re new you’ll have to try a few different outfits/styles to find one that makes
you feel the most confident. You’ll still be working out who you are, and you’ll need to trial a bunch
of different stuff – that’s cool. You’ll try being funny vs serious on the dates, laid back vs more
earnest, etc. You’ll need to try a few different approaches before you find what works for you. But
once you’ve found it, make it yours and stick to it.

Some more nice titties. Wonderful.
I?ve banged all sorts of girls ? Chinese virgins, rocker girls, punk girls, cheerleaders, nerdy
bookworms, party girls, strippers, 18 year olds, 40 year olds, innocent Catholic girls, high profile
lawyers, submissive girls, dominant girls, girls into drugs, girls who?d never ever touch drugs, shy
girls, confident girls, sporty athletic girls, barbie girls, feminists, traditional girls.All of that without
changing my strategy at all – the same templates, the same style and the same vibe worked across all
types of girls.
How’d I bang so many different types of girls without varying anything? Because I hit on tens of
thousands of girls. The numbers game trumps all. I just picked a template I liked, a “vibe” I liked
(on dates I’m relaxed, very nice/polite and funny), a style I liked, and ran with it.
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Worry less about which particular vibe you should give off, or which particular style of clothing you
should pick, or which particular message template you should use, and just pick one that’s decent.
Then focus more on talking to as many girls as possible. Yes, having a good style and a good vibe
are important ? but it?s not important which particular style/vibe you pick. Just pick something halfdecent. Then go talk to 1,000 girls. If you end up not liking your style/vibe/message templates, you
can always change them later. While you?re sitting at home obsessing about style/vibe/message
templates, the less-stylish, less-cool, less-perfect guy is out there banging multiple new girls a
week because he’s actually talking to tonnes of girls.
I know when you’re relatively new to getting laid, it’s tempting to think, “Maybe if I just tweak the
template a little bit I’ll get laid more…” Or “Maybe with certain girls, I should play it a little safer
and not use the template Andy gave me… maybe I should talk to them a little more than usual, extend
out the conversation so they like me more.” You need to take step back and remember the
fundamentals: Getting laid mainly requires you to look good and talk to tonnes of girls. You
can’t talk to tonnes of girls if you’re spending this much time over-analysing what to say to one
particular girl.
You can’t let yourself start thinking, “I hope I don’t lose this girl” – she’s just one girl out of
thousands you’ll match with over the next year. Sure, you’ll be more into some girls than others, but
you still need to focus on playing the numbers, rather than trying to win every single girl. Getting laid
is like a lottery. The good news is you’re allowed to grab infinite lottery tickets.
Remember, you?re not going to appeal to every girl ? you can?t possibly. Your job isn?t to make
every girl like you (especially not by playing it safe) ? your job is to just have some girls like you
and move towards having sex with those girls.

2.4 – Don’t Waste Time with Long Conversations
In order to play the numbers game and talk to a tonne of girls, you have to keep conversations
relatively short and efficient, pushing for a number (and then a date) ASAP.
The goal of dating apps is to get off the dating apps. Your only mission is to get the girl out on a
date ASAP, and then push towards sex. Your goal isn’t to have long conversations, or “make her like
you” or “win her over with sick banter”. All of that is a waste of time; all you need to do is look good
and play the numbers game (talk to as many girls as you can, as efficiently as you can).
I understand that if you’re a newbie, you’re going to be very tempted to add a lot of extra
conversation to the template I gave you above. It’s tempting to think, “If I just talk more with each
girl, I’ll have more of a chance to get to know her and “build a connection” – then she’ll be more
comfortable meeting me.” I’m telling you from personal experience, talking to girls isn’t making
progress.
You only have a limited amount of time in the day, and you can either spend it talking to one girl for
5 hours, or talking to 20 girls for 15 minutes each. Even if your 5 hours “wins over” that 1 particular
girl, you could have been more efficient and found 3 girls who were happy to grab a drink/coffee
with you with very little conversation/effort.
Having long conversations with girls leads to less lays overall. The more you talk, the more you
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give the girl the impression all you want to do is talk. You appear less serious about actually
meeting up, and you start giving girls the impression you’re just using online dating to talk to
girls/kill time/get some validation – rather than get your dick wet/get into a relationship. After all, if it
takes you a week to work up to asking her out for a drink/coffee, you can’t really be all that serious
about grabbing a drink/coffee.
It’s a lot of pressure to keep a conversation “interesting” and “engaging” for days or weeks at a time.
You’ll start feeling like you have to walk on eggshells when talking to girls – like every little thing
you say could be the thing that turns her off and makes her stop texting you. You feel like you have
to be “perfect” – hence why all the pickup artists obsess so much about “text game” and
“conversation skills”. It’s an unnecessary pressure they’ve heaped upon themselves. Just save
yourself the neurosis and focus on going on a date ASAP – stick to my template.
Being great at texting isn’t even remotely important. I’m not a great texter, because I don’t need to
be. Is your goal to be a great texter, or is your goal to stick your penis in vagina/have a
girlfriend?
If you think you’d feel an immense amount of pride from being a legend at texting girls, wooing them
with your charm and witty banter, making them laugh with your pickup lines, then stop reading.
This guide isn’t for you. I’m not judging you – if you genuinely enjoy pickup artist stuff and texting
girls and “building rapport”, then go for it. Some guys genuinely enjoy the thrill of the chase more
than the prize itself – and I can honestly see the appeal in that. Again, no judgement from me.
But my site is focused on having sex and dating women – not the lead-up to that. Texting is only a
stepping stone; it’s not the main thing I focus on. After you’ve had sex a couple times with a girl,
then you can text her as much as you like.
Another reason not to spend ages talking is you have no idea if a girl will actually meet up with
you until the moment you invite her to meet up with you. Before that, you’re just hoping she’ll
meet up with you. But you’ll quickly find even when it seems like the conversation is going great,
even when you’re both “vibing” and talking about shared interest and everything else, that doesn’t
mean she wants to meet up with you or bang you. Check this post written by a girl on r/Tinder:

So this poor sap has been talking to her for a week, and at one point for four hours straight – the
whole time thinking to himself, “This girl is awesome! We’re vibing, she really likes me, I really like
her a lot – I’m making so much progress! I bet we’re going to meet up!”
But because he hasn’t actually fucking asked her out, he has no idea if she’ll say yes or not. The
whole time she has absolutely no intention of meeting him, but she is more than happy to keep talking
to him (because he hasn’t given her the impression he wants anything more than to just talk).
You break your own god damn heart when you talk to girls for days/weeks, and then have them say
no when you do eventually ask them out. You’ll save yourself so much frustration and pain if you
stick to the template I’ve given you above, and keep conversations short and to-the-point. Talk on
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the dates, not on Tinder/Hinge.
By texting a lot, you also just add yourself to the long list of other guys who waste days/weeks
talking about absolutely nothing to her. Especially if you meet a girl on Tinder, she’s texting 10 other
guys as well as you, all about random bullshit that doesn’t matter like, “How is your day going?” etc.
Instead of being yet another boring dude texting her a bunch of inane drivel, respect your own time
and keep it short and sweet – stick to just the logistics of setting up a date.
And if you think, “But this girl and I are really vibing, she’s really into me because we’ve been
talking a lot, there’s no way she’ll flake on me when it comes time to meet.” That’s your hubris
and inexperience talking. Once you’ve gotten laid a lot and talked to a lot of girls, you’ll come to
realise girls flake on you for a-million-and-one reasons – even the girls who seem super into you.
You’ll never know if a girl will meet up with you until the very second she turns up for the date. You
can’t predict who’ll meet you or who will flake, even if the conversation seems super amazing. So
save yourself time and keep conversations short – talk in person instead.
Because remember, the amazing and fun and awesome conversations you could have with a girl
over text would be even more amazing and fun and awesome in person. In-person is always
better, since you can see her smile, hear her tone of voice, see what she actually looks like in person,
catch the subtle nuances of her body language, enjoy her femininity, hear her laugh, hear when she’s
being sarcastic, smell her perfume, touch each other, etc. Text conversations suck ass in comparison
to a proper in-person conversation – texting is a low-fi version of communication
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What a
good girl.
The only reason you ask for a girl’s number is so you can organise logistics of a face-to-face meetup.
Texting isn’t to make her like you, or make her think you’re cool, or try to talk dirty to her or flirt
with her. None of that gets you any closer to having sex with her or building an actual connection.
That’s what a face-to-face date is for.
It’s all too easy to build up a fantasy about a girl over text – “Oh my god she’s so funny, she’s so
sweet, she has a great personality, I bet she’s even cooler and hotter and more amazing in person.”
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Reality often has something else to say though; too many times I built up a romanticized notion of a
girl, only to find she was extremely disappointing in person. Maybe she’s fatter in person, or
incapable of carrying on a conversation, or she’s rude to people in the bar you’re in, etc. You’ll never
see any of that when you’re texting – you’re only seeing 5% of the total person. If you’ve never
met this girl in person, how the hell do you really know what she’ll be like?
Remember, online dating is for meeting up in person – not for chit-chat. You need to be trying
to get girls out on dates and then trying to have sex with them.
That is your goal.
It is your only goal.
Don?t worry about trying to ?make the girl like you? or ?forming a connection? or ?building
rapport?. Just get her out on a date, ASAP. The date is when you actually get to know someone
properly, so save the conversation for face-to-face.
Do your best to stick to the template, and try not to get over-invested in any one particular girl before
you’ve actually met. Stick to the template with 1 or 2 extra sentences each line, then push forward
with getting her out on a date. On the actual date is when you can talk for as long as you want about
your shared interests, your hopes and dreams, etc.
Yes, you should be excited to talk to girls (it’s really fun, especially when you’re a newbie) – I just
mean don’t get too overinvested to the point where you become heartbroken if a girl stops replying,
or you don’t end up meeting her, etc. Having some girls go cold on you is all part of the game.

2.5 – A Lot of Girls are Just on Dating Apps to Waste Time
When you’re messaging girls, you have to keep in mind: a certain portion of girls are only on
Tinder/online dating to waste time. Those girls have no intention of ever really meeting up with
anyone, they’re happy to have long conversations that go absolutely nowhere and they often don’t
even know why they installed the app in the first place. These girls are: The Timewasters.

A Timewaster, actively searching for other
Timewasters.
The Timewasters are an inevitable part of getting laid – especially when you’re a newbie and you
have no idea what you’re doing. I’ve simplified things for you by giving you the template above. You
don’t have to go out of your way to avoid The Timewasters; the template I’ve given you will
weed most of them out automatically. By being so short and to-the-point like I’ve written in the
template, The Timewasters will realise you’re not the kind of guy who’ll engage in long, useless
conversations with them, so they’ll give up and go waste someone else’s time instead.
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At least she’s upfront and honest about being
a Timewaster.
The only reason I’m telling you The Timewasters now is I don’t want you to feel disheartened if a
few girls seem to be into you, but then go silent when you ask for a number/pitch a meetup. That’s a
trait of The Timewasters; happy to talk on the app for hours and hours, but the moment you want to
meet up for real, they stop replying. Don’t take it to heart; the girl was simply one of The
Timewasters.
You can also make things easier on yourself by doing your best not to get too invested in any one
particular girl before you’ve actually met her. The way I think of it is, “She’s not a real person
until the moment we meet each other for a date; she doesn’t count until she’s standing in front of
me.” I don’t mean that in a dehumanising way, and I’m not encouraging you to act like a psychopath.
What I mean is don’t treat any girl on online dating as particularly special, until the moment you’re
both on a date together. Before that, she’s just a face on a dating app; words on your phone screen.

If you pitch a date with a girl and she just says, “I’m super busy and I never really have any free time
to meet up”, she’s made it really clear she has no intention of meeting you. She’s a Timewaster, so
unmatch her and move on.
This will all be a balancing act you’ll figure out as you go along. If you’re a newbie, you still need
to do everything it takes to get laid (and thus be willing to have a bit of your time wasted)… but
balance that with not having so much of your time wasted that you become disillusioned and
depressed about it, and give up. The girls who are really really really obviously just Timewasters –
unmatch them. The ones who aren’t so obvious: don’t stress too much if you end up having some of
your time wasted – you’ll get better at spotting The Timewasters after you’ve had sex with a few
girls.

2.6 – “Doesn’t Being So Direct/Honest Scare Some Girls Off?“
Yes, being this direct scares off some girls – it scares off The Timewasters. Good. That’s a very good
thing. It means you won’t waste time with girls who just want to sit around talking. You’ll also scare
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off the girls who don’t have healthy views about sex, or who want to wait until date 10 before having
sex. Again, that’s a good thing. And finally, you’ll scare off girls who can’t handle being
straightforward and honest – also a really good thing.
What you’ll be left with are all the girls who appreciate honesty and you being so forward. You’ll end
up with girls who respect masculine guys who go for what they want, instead of beating around the
bush & hiding their true intentions.
Hell, look how direct I am these days with my messages (you do not need to be this direct if you’re a
newbie), and look how much the girls I match with love it:

Yep, I
intentionally quoted the title of one of my articles to her (this one: Honesty is the Best Policy). I
amuse myself. I didn’t end up showing her my trouser snake though; we didn’t end up meeting for a
date.
Another benefit of being so upfront (by sticking to the template I gave you at the top of the page) is it
shows girls you’re a non-judgemental and open-minded guy. She’ll know, “Any guy who calls me
sexy and directly tells me he’s looking to have some fun, is probably not going to judge me, especially
when it comes to sex/my body.” You’re essentially saying, “Let’s drop all the bullshit, let’s just meet
up, see if we like each other and bang if we do.” Most girls are open to having casual sex/being
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friends-with-benefits if you phrase it in the right way (by being non-judgemental) and happen to
catch them at the right time.
Whether your goal is to have a lot of sex, get some more experience, or find a great girlfriend – the
aim is to do it in a mutually-beneficial way where the girl(s) have a good time too. The whole
point of being so upfront and honest with my template is so we’re not bullshitting anyone or leading
them on. It’s very clear what our intentions are, and no girls are going to get the wrong idea or feel
like we led them on. Which means any girls you meet up with will be able to relax and just have a
good time with you, knowing you’re not trying to deceive her or snake your way into her pants. And
you’ll also be able to relax, with no guilt that usually comes from lying to girls and pretending you’re
not looking for sex even though that’s what you actually want. It’s a win-win, where you’re both on
the same team.
There’s no worse feeling for a girl than going on a date expecting one thing… only to find out the
guy kinda hid his real intentions and actually planned on doing something else. I’ve heard 100 stories
from girls who tell me of some guy who acted like he just wanted to “be friends” or “just hangout”,
and she hungout with him thinking they were just going to be friends, only to have him make a
horribly-awkward move she completely wasn’t expecting. More than anything, the girls feel betrayed
and often stupid for having the wrong expectation – she feels like she has egg on her face.
Being honest means you don’t have to lie – you can just say what you want and see if she’s into it
too. No deception, no hiding your true intentions, no pretending you’re just going on a nice friendly
date then having to stress about how to escalate it and make a move. She’ll already know you want to
bang her (because you told her by copy-pasting my template), so if she meets up with you, she’s
entertaining the idea of banging you too.

I’m always this direct, so all
the girls I meet up with know exactly what I’m after.
Trust me on this: I spent about 8 years on online dating having long, go-nowhere conversations where
I thought I was “building a connection” with girls. I ended up wasting a tonne of my own time, I
barely ever got laid, and I didn’t realise girls were less likely to meet up with me if I wasted heaps of
time talking to them. You have to trust me that being direct and to the point will end up in you going
on more dates and having more sex.
The more honest and upfront you are, the more likely you are to get what you want. You’ll get a
lot of rejection, but the ones that do say yes will be much, much less likely to waste your time.
They’ll know exactly what you want, and they’ll be happy to give it to you – because they want the
same thing. No more games, no more manipulation, no more trying to convince girls to sleep with
you; you’re being direct and looking for the girls that want to sleep with you.
And if you’ve still got that voice in the back of your head that says, “I can’t be that direct…” That’s
ok. I too was fucking terrified of being direct at first. If you’re not willing to trust me, then do this:
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for a few months, be less direct and have long conversations where you “build a connection”. Try that
for a few months. Then for a few months use the template I’ve given you above. After you’ve tried
indirect vs direct for a few months each, you’ll have your answer as to which one works better for
you.
Being direct also means you don’t waste your own time, because girls who have no interest in
sex/dating will leave immediately – which is exactly what you want. And you’ll also be being a super
nice guy, because you’re not wasting any girls’ time either:

This girl is a great example of a girl who wants to cut through the bullshit, get rid of the week-long
conversations, and just say what we both want and see if we’re looking for the same thing. There are
a tonne of girls like this on Hinge/Tinder/Bumble, so our short-and-sweet template will filter them in
and save you (and her) a tonne of time.
By being so direct/efficient, you’ll be more likely to bang girls who actually want to have sex –
they’ll be impressed by your confidence and forwardness. Compare that to having long conversations
– you’ll actually turn off the girls who want to meet, because they’ll think, “Oh great, another guy
who just wants to sit around talking via text instead of meeting face-to-face.”
You might feel like “I’m losing girls by being so direct!” Remember, talking to girls isn’t making
progress. Any girls you filter out probably weren’t going to meet you anyway – they were just
wasting your time, having a conversation, but had no intention of actually meeting up with you.
The longer you talk, the more likely you’ll run out of things to say – you can only sustain a
conversation for so long via text. At some point if all you’re doing is texting, the convo will naturally
become a little boring. Great, now she associates the feeling of boredom with you. Yet another
reason to save the talking for in person, where you can do other things that are far more interesting
(like holding hands, making out, and sticking your pecker in her fuckbox).
Saying less actually says more. You’re communicating you’re there to meet up and not have long,
drawn-out conversations that don’t go anywhere. You’re demonstrating you’re a man who
respects his own time, and showing her she should respect your time too.
Your mindset needs to be, “My mission is to go on dates and get laid.” Not to sit around talking to
girls via text. If you’re sitting there talking to her all day, she’s going to think you’re just happy
texting. If you talk for ages and then try and pitch a meetup, there’s less impetus for her to jump up
and say “Yes!”, because she knows you’re already happy just texting her. She can comfortably say,
“I’m kinda busy this week, maybe next week?” knowing you’ll happily just keep texting her, because
you’ve already been texting her for days/weeks.
But when you make it your mission to go on dates – and you decide not to accept anything less
than a date – she’ll be less inclined to turn you down. If you take control of the conversation from
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the very beginning and are direct and straightforward, jumping straight into organising a date, she’ll
know what you’re about. “Oh, this dude wants a date – he isn’t all about that texting life.” She’s less
likely to keep wasting your time with long, drawn-out texts; because you’ve made it very clear you
want an actual date and aren’t going to be roped in to long text conversations.
Another benefit of being so direct & honest is you’ll end up with a lot less drama – especially if
you want to bang/date a few girls at once. Being honest about wanting something casual/nonmonogamous will save you a hell of a lot of drama because you’re telling girls upfront what you’re
looking for – no girls will say “You didn’t tell me you were seeing other girls!” Honesty leads to
much less heartache.
On that note, even if you want a relationship, you should always start off sexual/casual. Don’t jump
in to a relationship too quickly – you’re best taking things one step at a time. Have a couple of casual
dates, have sex with each other, then if you like her & she likes you it’ll naturally become a
relationship. Don’t start off seeking a relationship or you’ll be way too needy and will put too much
pressure on yourself and her, and you’ll have too many expectations. Chill out and go one step at a
time.

2.7 – “Isn’t Copy-Pasting too Robotic?”
No, son! We’re not only copy-pasting; I want you to add in 1 or 2 sentences with each line of the
template, in direct response to what the girl just said. Check my screenshot examples at the top of the
page and you’ll see I’m not a copy-paste robot; I still have a conversation with girls, it’s just only 1 or
2 sentences per message. I push hard towards setting up the date quickly, but the conversation still
flows.
I’m not telling you to be a complete autistic robot and completely ignore her if she asks you a
question or she makes some off-topic remark. Just answer her question, or respond to her remark, and
then copy-paste the next line in the template.
But I am telling you to stick to a template (another way of saying “have a gameplan”). You shouldn’t
be going off on tangents and talking about other things, and you definitely shouldn’t ever let the
girl steer the conversation – that’ll only serve to waste your time. You’re a man on a mission; to get
laid, or to find an awesome girlfriend. Your mission has to come first, meaning you have to stick to
the template, and not spend days talking about whatever she wants to talk about.
You’re the man; it’s your job to take the lead.
Sticking to a template also takes the pressure off – you won’t neurotically stress about having to say
something interesting/engaging to each girl. You don’t have to be perfect, or be witty, or be a great
conversationalist; you literally just have to stick to the template. That’ll allow you to really play the
numbers game and hit on way more girls than if you spend time hand-crafting every text. You’ll also
be less invested in any one girl before you’ve actually met; so you won’t be disappointed if she stops
replying or doesn’t want to meet.
Some guys worry, “Won’t the girl know I’m sticking to a template, even if I add in 1 or 2 sentences in
response to what she writes? Won’t I look like a robot?” No. If you want to over-analyse it, when
you stick to a template and keep your messages short and to-the-point, you’re giving off the
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impression, “This guy has a busy life and doesn’t have time to just waste time with lengthy
conversations.”
But more importantly, you’re neglecting to think about what happens if you do the opposite.
Customising every single message is infinitely worse. By hand-writing every single message &
pouring heaps and heaps of thought into having really long conversations, you’re showing you have
way too much time on your hands, and absolutely nothing better to do. You’re also showing you’re
new to online dating and don’t understand how it works. And you’re also showing you’re so invested
in each individual girl & that you have the time/mental energy to spin out an entire hand-woven
conversation in a desperate attempt to entertain her/make her like you. Remember, you haven’t even
met these girls in person – you know nothing about them (reading text on a phone screen doesn’t
count as getting to know somebody). Why on Earth are you trying so hard to make them like you
before you’ve even met?
You’re not trying to write a Pulitzer Prize winning novel; you’re trying to get the girl out on a date
ASAP. Sticking to a template is the way to go. I’ve experimented a tonne over the last ~8 years with
copy-paste messages vs long hand-written messages, and long hand-written messages made me LESS
likely to get laid. Hand-writing every single message is for old people.

If you’re reading this in the future, in
2020 we said “Ok Boomer” all the time. It was a funny meme. I promise.
If you want some more proof, ask any of your female friends/fuckbuddies/etc what they think about
having long, hand-written conversations on Tinder. They all say, “It’s really nice if the conversation
is good, but it makes me think all the guy wants to do is sit around talking and he’s not that serious
about actually meeting me.”
If you put too much investment into any one girl before you’ve met her and had sex with her, you’re
in for a lot of disappointment. In fact, that’s the biggest reason guys quit trying to get laid. They
invest too much time in each girl (often only talking to one girl at any one time), and then get
heartbroken when that girl doesn’t want to actually meet.
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Keep your sanity by sticking to the template, and keep messaging as many girls as you possibly
can.

2.8 – Texting in the Days Leading up to the Date
Once you’ve set up a date, there’s no need to text her in the leadup to it. You shouldn’t have a
long lead-up to dates anyway – you want to be setting dates ASAP (within 1-3 days) anyway. But in
the time leading up to the date, don’t think that you need to “keep her engaged” or “keep her on the
hook” or some nonsense like that. She either wants to meet you or she doesn’t; if she’s so half-assed
about it that you literally have to talk her into not flaking, does that sound like a good match to you?
Meet up with girls who want to meet up with you; not ones you have to convince.
Besides, texting her in the leadup to the date only shows her you’ve got nothing better to do. You
need to focus your time on self-improvement: hit the gym, work on losing fat, take better photos, etc.
You also somewhat ruin the magic if you spend all your time having inane conversations all
day. The more you talk, the more boring you seem – it pays to keep a little mystery in the lead-up to
the date. That way you’ll both be excited about meeting & getting to know each other, rather than
feeling like you’ve already bled all the conversation dry.
And why would you waste time and mental energy getting super invested in someone you haven’t
even met up with yet? You don’t know if she’s far less attractive in real life vs her pics, or maybe you
two just won’t click in person or won’t be compatible. You’ll set yourself up for a lot of
disappointment if you get over-invested in someone before you even meet them. (Yes be excited, just
don’t be over-invested). Don’t text much at all before the date – keep it to logistics/plans for the date
only, with maybe a “Looking forward to meeting you tonight” thrown in there if you like.
For some guys, that’s pretty hard at first – especially when they’re really excited/nervous about a
date. I know it’s tempting to text her because you really want to talk to her and make sure she’s still
excited to see you. Just take a deep breath, put your phone away, and go distract yourself. Keep
busy, focus on other things, and the time will pass quicker. Before you know it, it’ll be time to go out
on the date, and you can talk to her then.
You also need to be talking to multiple girls at the same time – as many girls as possible. Don’t put
all your eggs in one basket, or you’re just going to set yourself up for disappointment. You won’t
end up meeting the majority of girls you send a message to on Tinder/Hinge, no matter how
much you try to. Hence I advise keeping the conversations nice and short, aiming to go out on a date
ASAP, and not getting too invested in anyone before you’ve actually met in person.
You can send girls a text the morning of your date though. I usually send a short, “Looking forward
to tonight”, just to make sure they’re definitely still on for the date. In the past, I didn’t do this, and it
lead to a couple of last-minute flakes.
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2.9 – Does it Matter What Time of Day I Message?
Not that much.
Obviously if you message girls at 4am, they’ll take a lot longer to reply to you vs texting her at 6pm.
Texting her during work hours on a weekday means she’ll take longer to reply vs 10am on a Sunday
morning. But don’t overthink this – just message girls whenever is most convenient for you.
The time of day you message girls isn’t something I want you to worry too much about. Again, the
most important thing will always be playing the numbers game and talking to as many girls as you
possibly can – that’ll have far more of an impact on how often you get laid. You’re welcome to
experiment messaging at different times, but don’t overthink it or waste too much time on it.
Losing fat, hitting the gym, taking better photos and upgrading your style will all have a much greater
Return on Investment (ROI) than wasting time “figuring out the optimal time to message girls”.
Handle the important things (your looks & pics, & messaging tonnes of girls) first, and don’t stress
too much about the minutia until after you’re already getting laid consistently.
I message girls whenever I have a chance – usually in the evenings after work, but I sometimes also
text at 6 in the morning, or during the middle of the day, etc. (I try to minimise how much I message
during weekdays, because it distracts me from my work). But in general, the time when I message
girls doesn’t make much difference in terms of how often they meet up with me for a bit of the old inout, in-out (that means sex, for you youngsters).
Don’t overthink it; message whenever is convenient for you.
Get the condensed version of this entire Tinder series as a pretty PDF you can read on your
computer or phone any time you want:

2.10 – Pick a Specific Time to use the Apps Each Day
Further to the point above: I’ve always found it best for me to pick a time period each day where I
use all the apps, and then not use them for the rest of the day. I find 6pm after work each weeknight
works best; during the weekends I message whatever time I feel like it. I also turn off notifications on
all the dating apps, so I’m not being distracted during the workday.
In the past I was checking my phone 100 times a day like a neurotic mess, desperately hoping girls
would reply to me. It got to a point where I started driving myself crazy, and it was really making me
anxious and even distracting me at work. I’ve had clients who got so caught up in anxiously using the
apps they even started to ruin their sleep patterns, as they were staying up late at night, messaging
girls until 2 in the morning.
Turning off notifications and only using the apps once a day fixed these issues for me – and a few of
my clients too. To stop myself checking the apps during the day, I use an Android app called Stay
Focused. It lets you block any apps during specific times of day.
Again, your time will be best spent on self-improvement; reading self-help websites on your lunch
break at work, hitting the gym, taking better pics, learning how to use a DSLR better, working on
your meal plans, etc. Not neurotically checking your dating apps 50 times a day.
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2.11 – It’s Not “You vs Me”. You’re On the Same Team.
With all this online dating stuff, some guys fall into the trap of seeing women as the “other” – the
enemy, the target, the thing to be conquered. One of the core tenets of my site is my “You and Me”
philosophy – the idea that you and girls are on the same team. Your goals and her goals shouldn’t be
opposed; you’re not trying to “beat her” or trick her into sex. Your mission is to find girls who want
the same thing you want; ie, girls who are on the same team as you.
When you’re a newbie and you care deeply about what girls think of you, the sting of rejection can
pierce really deep. It can be tempting to start seeing women as the arbiters of your pain, the enemy
who’s rejecting you. But girls aren’t the thing standing between you and “getting laid” – they’re not
some NPC you have to overcome, or some boss you have to defeat. They’re people, with their own
desires, goals, hopes, dreams – just like you. Some girls will be into you, some won’t – and that’s
perfectly fine. The ones that aren’t into you, aren’t your enemy. Just unmatch them and move on.
Yes, I understand you’ve invested a hell of a lot into getting laid; you’ve put a lot on the line. I also
put everything I had on the line when I was starting out; my entire self-worth was tied up in whether
or not I could get laid. But no matter how much you might want to meet up with a particular girl, she
might have her own wants that don’t happen to line up with yours. That doesn’t mean she’s a bad
person, or a bitch, or she’s ruining your chances at getting laid. I know it really fucking sucks, and
it’s really fucking frustrating, but you just have to tell yourself, “She’s a human being with her own
wants and needs. She doesn’t want the same thing I want. Fine, I’ll unmatch her and go talk to 20
more girls to find one who does want what I want.”
My goal with this site and my coaching is to get you laid easily, with awesome girls – in a mutuallybeneficial and very honest way. No games, no bullshit, no deception. Girls that you meet up with
will know exactly what you want, and they’ll want it too.
They’ll be able to relax and just have a good time with you, knowing you’re not trying to deceive
them or sneak your way into their pants. And you’ll also be able to relax, with no guilt that usually
comes from lying to girls and pretending you’re not looking for sex (even though that’s what you
actually want.) It’s a win-win, where you’re both working together towards a common goal (both of
you having a good time) rather than trying to battle each other (you wanting sex, her wanting to make
you wait).
Girls are your allies, not your enemies.

2.12 – Making her Wait – “How Long Should I Wait Before
Replying?”
By this point you know I’m all about honesty, keeping it real, and not playing fucking games with
girls like you’re some teenager in the schoolyard. Drop the games, drop the bullshit, and life becomes
a hell of a lot easier with a hell of a lot less drama. Not to mention you’ll end up doing a lot more of
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that belly-bumping with girls.
And nothing screams “silly games” like intentionally waiting a certain amount of time before
replying to a girl’s messages, so that she’ll think you’re “cool” or “busy” or some nonsense. Are you
a teenager, or are you a grown man? Girls aren’t doing that lame childish shit – they’ll often reply
within 2 minutes of getting your text. Just be a normal adult human and do the same – reply
whenever you get a chance, rather than intentionally waiting some arbitrary amount of time.
Remember what I said above – you and girls are on the same team. You’re not enemies, you don’t
need to “run strategies” on her or “game” her or try and manipulate her into doing what you want.
Just be honest, be upfront that you want to grab a drink/coffee & have some fun, and find the girls
who are on the same page as you.
If you play games with girls, you’re only going to end up with girls who play games with you.
You’re intentionally screening in dysfunctional girls who like to be fucked with, who have low selfesteem, who don’t know they deserve any better than being manipulated.
Waiting is also stupid in the age of Hinge/Tinder/Bumble. As I’ve shown you, girls have
hundreds/thousands of other options, so making her wait only gives her a chance to forget about you.
You need to strike while the iron is hot. The longer you wait, the more chance she’ll get bored of
you, or talk to/meet one of the other guys she’s talking to, or forget you. (Hence why I also
recommend meeting within 1-3 days).
Waiting also gives her the impression you’re not that into her (because if you were, you’d be
excited to talk to her and reply quicker). Just like we don’t like the feeling of rejection, neither do
girls – having someone take ages to respond to everything you say can feel like a mini-rejection. It
makes many girls want to protect their ego and stop talking to you (because who on Earth wants to
talk to someone who’s just not that into them), especially when there’s other guys on Tinder who’ll
reply straight away. If a girl kept taking hours to reply to every message you wrote, you’d feel less
excited to meet her, right? Same goes for girls.
Part of my core philosophy is being good to people, and that goes for dating/getting laid.
Intentionally making someone wait isn’t a particularly nice thing to do, and it doesn’t offer any
benefits. You’re just playing yourself, instead of focusing on what really matters: improving
yourself and talking to a tonne of girls.
And no, replying quickly won’t make her think you’re “needy” or “beta” or any of that nonsense.
You’d only look needy if you spent all day and all night texting her with long conversations, showing
her you have nothing better to do. Remember, we’re only using texts to set up a date ASAP, so you
won’t be doing much texting at all. Just reply when you see her messages (I usually reply within a
couple minutes, unless I’m at work), and get her out on a date ASAP so she can savour your meat
saber.

2.13 – Don’t Talk Dirty (Sexting May Be Fun, but You’ll Bang
Less Girls)
I’ve experimented a tonne with talking dirty over the last decade – I’ve tried sending nudes, flirted
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and been charming, gotten nudes from girls, told girls everything I’m going to do to them in great
detail, I’ve experimented with roleplay. I’ve done it all. Talking dirty has never made girls more
likely to meet me – in fact, it’s always had the opposite effect. A little flirting/teasing is great, as well
as some innuendos. But dirty texting at great length/sending nudes has always interfered with
my ability to bang a girl.
My other mates who get laid on Tinder/elsewhere a lot have come to the same conclusion: talking
dirty/sending nudes reduces the number of lays you end up with. There’s a myriad of reasons why.
Scroll up and read everything I wrote in the section, “Don’t Waste Time with Long Conversation” –
all of that applies here. The longer you spend texting a girl, the more you’re saying, “I’m happy with
us just texting”. After all, if you’re just sitting around texting dirty all day, then you must be pretty
happy just talking dirty, right? You’re giving girls the impression you’re more happy talking dirty
than actually meeting up. Girls and guys who dirty text usually aren’t all that serious about
actually meeting up – they’d rather just indulge in fantasies and flirting.
Dirty texting or sending nudes also makes her feel a little “slutty” afterwards – something girls are
incredibly sensitive to. No girl wants to feel judged for her sexuality, and most of them are constantly
paranoid you’ll think she’s too dirty or too “slutty” if she’s too forward/sexual too early on. She’ll
enjoy the dirty texting in the moment, then afterwards think, “Jesus, I said some really filthy things to
this guy. I cannot meet him for a drink and look him in the eye, knowing I said all those things.”
Some girls are cool with their own sexuality and will still meet you (especially if you make it clear
you’re non-judgemental), but a hell of a lot won’t.
Dirty texting/sending nudes also gives off the impression you have too much free time on your hands.
You have a million things you could be doing to improve yourself; all of which will have a massive
impact on your life. Hitting the gym, losing fat, improving your style, taking better pics, making
friends, working on your mental health – those are all far more important than sitting around sending
dirty texts to girls. As fun as it is, sexting isn’t anything more than a time-wasting activity that can
easily become an addiction, or a tool for procrastination/self-medication.
It also means you’ll bang less girls – talking explicitly and dirty makes things feel so much more real
for a girl. Meaning, the nervous girls are much less likely to actually meet up with you. If you don’t
talk dirty, she can tell herself, “We’re just meeting up for a drink/to see what happens, no pressure.”
But if you’ve been explicitly talking dirty over text, she knows if you meet, there’s an expectation of
sex (because you’ve already crossed that barrier via text). She’s infinitely more likely to flake on you
last minute, even if you try to reassure her with,”We don’t have to do anything sexual, we’ll just meet
for a drink/coffee.”
If instead you keep texts to organising logistics only, then she can tell herself, “We’re just meeting to
get to know each other”. She’ll be much less nervous about meeting.
And the times when you do talk dirty to a girl and still successfully meet up with her, she was
already going to meet you anyway. You didn’t “win her over” with your dirty texting. She already
wanted to meet you, and even the dirty texting wasn’t enough to put her off. Remember, I’ve been
doing this shit for like 8 years now (on and off, I was in a few relationships) – speaking from
experience, talking dirty/sending nudes has always reduced my chances of lays overall.
And look, I get that talking dirty is really fucking fun. I get that it gives you a huge amount of
validation – “A girl is sending me nudes, she’s really turned on by me, this is great!” I’ve certainly
indulged in my fair share of dirty texting to get validation, especially early on when I was a newbie
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and needed all the ego-stroking (and dick-stroking) I could get.
Just make sure you’re very honest with yourself about it: You have to remind yourself that it’s going
to lead to less lays, and more flakes. You have to be ok with that, and not get down when 10 girls in a
row flake on you a few hours before each date because you told them all how much you wanted to
lick their dirty assholes. Remember this article, remember these words: talking dirty, whilst fun,
makes it less likely you’ll meet up with a girl. You have to know you may be sacrificing a lay just
to jerk your gherkin.
Sometimes the girl herself will try to initiate dirty texting – especially if it’s late on a Friday or
Saturday night when lots of girls are drunk. Sometimes with something like, “Tell me what you want
to do to me if we meet.”

Do not
partake in coital conversations; save that for the date. Credit: Three Word Phrase
Same rules apply: Even if she initiates the dirty texting, don’t indulge in it. Even moreso when she
initiates it; she’s either drunk, or horny in the moment, and just wanting to have some fun/be a little
naughty. As soon as she’s sobered up/gotten over her horniness, when you pitch the meetup she’ll be
more likely to make an excuse not to meet up. She only sees you as her virtual sex novel, to use
any time she’s horny and then immediately forget about.
When a girl tries to get dirty, I just reply, “You’ll have to use your imagination. Let’s meet tomorrow
night at 6pm at [location].” Avoid the temptation to jump into dirty texting with her, if your plan is to
actually meet up with her in real life.

No, silly – I want to meet
you, not get you off via text.
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With enough experience, talking to enough girls, you’ll eventually realise, “Tell me what you want to
do to me” quite often means she’d rather sit around fantasising about meeting you rather than
actually meeting you.
And look, to be fair, meeting new people can be scary – especially as a woman. A tonne of girls love
the idea of meeting someone… but they’ll never actually go through with it. If you spend ages
talking dirty, you’ll make things even worse for her, because you’ve removed any plausible
deniability she might have had. If you’ve spent ages talking dirty about sex, there’s no getting away
from the fact that if you meet, you will want to do absolutely everything you just told her via text. For
many girls, that can be overwhelming. She’ll be nervous, she’ll feel pressure to perform, she’ll worry
about being a slut (especially because you were so damn explicit with all the things you were going to
do to her).
When you talk dirty with girls, you’re removing the surprise, the fantasy, the uncertainty of what
might happen when they meet up with you. You’re removing all the sexual tension, which is half the
fun for a girl. They love surprises, uncertainty, the unknown. There’s a reason they get so fucking
turned on by being blindfolded & tied up – it means they have no idea what’s about to happen. Stop
being the asshole who ruins the mystery for her.
You’re also, without being aware of it, making it your goal to talk dirty with girls (rather than to get
them out on a date). She thinks you’re happy just texting dirty, because that’s what you seem to be
enjoying. So she’s less likely to go on an actual date with you, because, “I already gave him what he
wanted by dirty texting, didn’t I?”
When you instead focus on going on dates (and having sex), you’ll make that your sole mission
– and you’ll do everything to make it happen. You won’t accept dirty texting, you won’t engage in
it, you won’t accept having long conversations that go nowhere, or talking about how her day is
going. When she tries to talk about that stuff you’ll say, “I hate talking via text, let’s save that for the
actual date. How’s tomorrow night at 6pm?” You’ll make it abundantly clear the only thing you’ll
accept from her is an actual in-person date; and she’ll either give in and say, “Ok, let’s meet for a
date” or she’ll get the hint that that’s what you want, and she’ll stop texting you for other irrelevant
stuff.
I’m speaking from experience with all of this. I tried for years and years talking dirty. Back in the
day I used to get laid a tonne on Craigslist Casual Encounters, and for about 5 years straight I talked
dirty to every girl who replied to my ads. I had to talk to about 200 girls before I’d get just one to
meet up with me. I thought all my dirty texting was helping me, but it was hindering me. At some
point I dropped the dirty texting and refused to engage in it, instead focusing solely on, “Let’s grab a
drink. Free tonight?”
All of a sudden girls started meeting me – about 1 in 30 girls who replied to me. Literally the only
difference was that I stopped sexting with them and instead tried to get them out on a date.
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This
might seem fun, but it’s less likely to get you laid. Credit: Three Word Phrase
I’ll make this clear: I’m not saying you can’t meet girls you’ve talked dirty to. I’m saying it makes it
less likely you’ll end up meeting. Not to mention it’s a big waste of your time – time you could be
spending talking to more girls/hitting the gym/one of a million other things.
Note: None of this applies if you’ve already banged the girl a couple of times. In that case she’s
already into you and already wants to fuck you again, so send a few dirty texts if you want. She’s not
going to be scared off by you being dirty since she’s already slept with you and knows you won’t
judge her. I sometimes hint to girls what I’m going to do to them next time we meet, but I like to
keep it short (just write one or two messages at most; it’s important you focus on self-improvement
rather than sitting around sending dirty texts).

A girl I’m already in a
relationship with.
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2.14 – Rejections are Part of the Game (We All Get Rejected)
The nature of online dating means not every girl you match with is going to meet up with you. No
matter how good looking you are, no matter how confident and badass you become, no matter how
awesome your pics are, the reality is you’ll only actually meet up with a small portion of the girls you
match with.
But that percentage doesn’t even remotely matter; we don’t care about all the girls who don’t meet
with us. We only care about the ones who do. Just like sales, you don’t need to convert every single
person into a sale; you only need to find one buyer. When you’re busy getting your sausage sucked
by a cute chick, the last thing you’ll care about is how many girls you had to talk to in order to get
here.
Getting laid a tonne also means getting rejected a tonne; you cannot have one without the other.
Girls will stop talking to you for all sorts of reasons, and it’s usually not because you did anything
particularly wrong (especially if you have good pics and stick to the template I’ve given you).
Sometimes girls will be really excited to meet you, they’ll agree to a meetup… only to flake on you
last-minute. Flakes, rejections and girls going cold is simply the nature of dating in the 21st century –
especially on Tinder/Hinge/etc.
I don’t want you to be disheartened though; the joy and pleasure of having some coital relations with
a cutie far outweigh the frustration & pain of rejection. Every time a girl says no, every time a girl
goes quiet and stops replying, every time a girl flakes on you – I want you to think to yourself, “I’m
one step closer to getting my next lay. I just need to keep on pushing.” As long as you never quit,
success is literally inevitable – it’s only a matter of time.
And remember, we all get rejected – even guys who’ve gotten laid a tonne. The vast majority of girls
I message don’t end up meeting me, and I’ve gotten laid more times than I can count (roughly 140+
times as of early 2020). Yes, the more experienced you become, the easier it is to get laid (and the
less flakes/rejections you’ll get). But even with all my experience, I still have to message (roughly)
40 girls to get laid once. Again, that number doesn’t matter though – when my cock is deep in a girl’s
cooch, I’m not thinking to myself, “Gee, it really sucks that the previous 39 girls I messaged didn’t
sleep with me.” I’m too busy getting my dick wet.
When you do get directly rejected or just plain ignored by a few girls, GOOD. Go watch this.
Adversity is an opportunity to build up your resilience, and getting turned down is a good chance to
build some resistance to the feeling of rejection. It’s a good opportunity to get fired up, to get angry,
to channel that energy into crushing your gym workout, buying new clothes, taking a bunch of
awesome new pics for your Tinder/Hinge. Yes, rejection hurts (I know better than anyone, I’ve been
turned down by probably 10,000 chicks at this point). But what doesn’t kill you will only make you
stronger, and I promise you’ll become a much stronger man if you just keep pushing through all the
rejection.
This is why I keep encourage you so hard to play the numbers game. It doesn’t matter how many
girls you have to talk to in order to get laid – all that matters is you got laid. Don’t worry about all
the girls who say no to you or aren’t down to meet you, don’t worry that you “may have said the
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wrong thing”. Just unmatch the girls who don’t want the same thing you want. And then
immediately move on and talk to more girls.
When a girl rejects you, you need to immediately move on in order to save your sanity and stop
yourself from getting down about every girl who wasn’t into you or didn’t want to meet. You can’t
let those girls take up space in your mind, or you’ll get bogged down and depressed and you won’t
put in the numbers you need to really get laid. You’re supposed to have a high turnover when
messaging girls – I do. You’re supposed to get no reply from the vast majority of girls you message.
We’re looking for the next girl who says yes; we’re not trying to turn every girl into a yes.
But with all this talk of rejection, I want to make one thing clear: The vast majority of girls are
absolute sweethearts who don’t want to reject you. I mean look how adorably nice this girl is:
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Wholesome.
That’s your average girl on Tinder/Hinge/etc – the majority are so ridiculously nice and friendly and
they would never want to upset you. A lot of the time what guys think is rejection or being
ignored, is really a girl just being overwhelmed by all the hundreds of guys messaging her. 9
times out of 10, they’re not ignoring you because they’re a bitch or because you’re ugly or anything
of the sort. They just can’t keep up with the flood of messages they’re receiving.
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Another super nice girl on Tinder.
There’s millions of them, I promise.
I’ve had tonnes of girls talk to me at length about this; they all tell me how god damn stressed they
are about the fact they can’t reply to all their messages. “I feel like such a bad person, I know a lot of
guys message me and I don’t reply and I hate the fact they probably think I’m ignoring them on
purpose.” A lot of the time girls aren’t even rejecting you; they’re just too busy/overwhelmed to
reply to you (or anyone else).
Remember I showed you a screenshot of a girl’s Tinder above? Here’s another girl I dated:
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When we took that screenshot, she had 4,296 likes, which basically means she has infinite options.
This is typical for every girl on Tinder who lives in a big city. So you can’t expect girls to reply to
every guy that messages her; that’s logistically-impossible. When a girl doesn’t message you, just
come back to this image and look at it again. She’s not ignoring you, it’s not because you’re ugly
or a loser or anything like that – she’s simply swamped by too many messages to ever reply to yours
(or most guys).
Other times, girls will go on a date with a guy, decide they like him, and decide to date him properly.
At this point they usually stop messaging other guys on Tinder – 75% of girls (I pulled that number
out of my ass) don’t like dating multiple guys at once or having multiple fuckbuddies. So what you
think is her rejecting you is really just her having already met a guy she likes and then not
checking her Tinder messages.
The exception to all this is if every girl is turning you down, and you haven’t been on a date in
months. In that case, your looks/pics need improving – go back to Part 1 and keep working on
yourself. I went from literally zero matches on Tinder to being able to get laid consistently and easily
(here’s my journey), so if I can improve myself, you sure as hell can too.
The bottom line with all of this is: try not to get too frustrated by girls going cold or outright turning
you down (I know that’s easier said than done.) Channel that frustration into going and hitting on
more girls. Having 20 girls a week stop replying to you is barely even noticeable if you have 20 new
girls the next week to talk to. You want to keep the treadmill turning, keep new girls constantly
coming in, so you’re not sitting there obsessing about and overanalysing the ones who didn’t
reply to you.
This is incredibly important. If you sit around getting sad about all the girls who stopped replying,
you’ll take it to heart and never have much success at all. Getting laid is supposed to be fun,
remember – not frustrating. You really have to toughen up, take any rejection in your stride, build up
your resilience and keep moving forward.

2.15 – Even Cute Girls Get Rejected (Stories from My
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Girlfriend)
Here’s some stuff my girlfriend wrote specifically for this guide, detailing her foray into online
dating. She started out looking for guys, and she was a typical girl on the app – hundreds of matches
+ 5,000 more guys sitting in the “People Who’ve Already Liked You” pile. Guys were pretty damn
thirsty (as you’d expect), so she had tonnes of options – things were smooth sailing. Then she met me
and switched to looking for girls instead. Suddenly she got her first real taste of rejection, and it
completely opened her mind as to what the dating landscape is like for us guys.
I’m including this because her journey with trying to bang other girls mirrors the journey of most
guys; she dealt with rejection, ghosting, flaking. She experimented with all sorts of different
messaging “techniques”, eventually listening to me and using a similar template to the one I gave you
at the top of this article. She also felt quite a lot of frustration and even a bit of bitterness towards
women – eventually getting over that and coming around to my “you and me” philosophy. Here’s her
story:

“As a girl I was very, very oblivious to the differences when using Tinder as a guy vs using it as a
girl. I remember recommending Tinder to some of my male friends, not aware that the respective
experiences of men vs women on the app were not even remotely the same. When I was playing
around swiping on guys I’d expect to match with maybe every second guy I swiped right on. And
that’s not me trying to swing my (non existent) dick around, I thought that was normal. I’m not
going to lie and say that I didn’t use it as validation when I was bored. It was a little ego boost to see
the matches pile up.
When I started swiping with girls, I was swiping left on girls for arbitrary reasons, like: she’s sitting
in a field of sunflowers (I said “that’s too ‘hippy'”), or she has nothing but selfies, or she only has
photos taken at parties. It definitely knocked me off my high horse when I didn’t get very many
matches. After a chat with Andy about lowering my standards to something a little more reasonable,
I started getting a handful of matches, admittedly noticeably fewer. This was my first stage of
coming to terms with the fact that rejection was pretty normal.
What I wasn’t ready for was the ghosting. I remember getting, upset, hurt, frustrated and insecure
when the majority of girls would ghost me. Some would stop replying after one message, some after
two, some three messages. I’d get my hopes up when I got a number, and then some would stop
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responding when I’d try and arrange a time to meet up. I’d overthink everything I said and
hypothesise about whether a differently-worded text would’ve worked better. After the first couple of
flakes to meet up, I remember saying to Andy, ‘I’m surprised more men don’t end up hating women.’
All that being said, I was aware I was being a big hypocrite. I needed to take a step back and
remember that these girls weren’t these Machiavellian schemers out to waste my time and they
definitely didn’t hate me or think I was so disgusting that I wasn’t worth their time. With some
explaining from Andy and a revised approach I stopped having drawn out conversations, and started
being direct and efficient with copy / paste messages. And after doing it hundreds of times
rejection became very normal.
The first time I sent the copy / paste text to a girl I thought the police were going to come after me for
being some sort of creepy sex fiend. I had to psyche myself up to click send and and couldn’t look at
my phone for the next 10 minutes. I quickly found out most girls were super nice, and almost all were
polite, even the ones that weren’t interested. I was shocked at the number of girls that said something
along the lines of: ‘I hope you find what you’re looking for’.
I will admit, I still got a little offended at the first few that politely said no. It felt uncomfortable and
icky and I reactively messaged back niceties about how I completely understand, thanks so much
anyway, of course, I completely understand etc. After I while I realised I didn’t really need to do that
either. I was just getting myself worked up.
If we’re talking proper rejection, I still remember the few bad responses I ever got. There were maybe
2-3, genuinely rude messages that really affected me. But I just blocked / unmatched them and that
was it, my worst fear coming true amounted to little more than a mildly unpleasant feeling.
Long story short, (coming from someone that is pretty sensitive to the opinion of others) rejection
from strangers on the Internet wasn’t really a big deal after I had felt it a few times, and stopped
caring so much.”

2.16 – Unmatch/Delete Numbers of Girls Who Haven’t Replied
Part of the online dating game is you’re going to have a lot of conversations that don’t get off the
ground – conversations that just die after the second or third message, even if she seemed enthusiastic
at first and replied to your messages instantly and with lots of little smilie faces ? ? ? ? ? You’re going
to have a lot of girls just never reply when you ask for their number – even though before that it
seemed like she was really into you. And you’re going to get numbers of girls who don’t commit to a
meetup, or keep saying they’re “too busy”.
As I said above, it usually doesn’t mean you did anything wrong – it’s just the nature of online
dating. The vast majority of girls I talk to don’t give me a number. And of the ones who do give me a
number, I’ll only meet roughly 2 out of every 5. It doesn’t matter though – all you need to focus on
are the girls who do end up meeting you – the rest don’t matter.
To save your sanity, do what I do: delete numbers & unmatch girls who stop replying. I usually go
through once a week and unmatch any girls who haven’t replied for a week or 2 (don’t unmatch girls
if it’s only been a day or two – some girls just take a few days to reply, especially before you’ve
actually met up. Wait til it’s been at least 1 week without her replying to your last message.)
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Especially early on, you need to be focusing on your successes, not the girls who don’t end up
meeting you. Leaving a bunch of old messages sitting in your phone can become depressing – you’ll
just look at all the girls that stopped replying to you and think, “Look, 100 girls stopped replying to
me in the last 2 weeks. Fuck, I’m such a loser.” No you’re not a loser, you sexy little man – remember
what we just talked about. Girls usually stop replying because your message gets lost in the 500 other
messages on her Tinder/Hinge. And girls going cold happens to all of us – if I didn’t clear out all the
girls who stopped replying to me, I’d have thousands of dead conversations sitting on my phone.
As you’re deleting the old conversations where girls didn’t reply, you need to think nothing of it. As
long as you look above-average (we want to look better than just “fine”, remember) then you can
remind yourself a certain number of girls going cold is normal. As I said, I get ignored by a huge
portion of the girls I match with. Culling old messages/matches is a way to give yourself closure –
deleting conversations/numbers from girls who haven’t replied allows you to move on.
And if you’re thinking to yourself, but can’t I just hit them up a few days/weeks later? I’ve
experimented with trying to get girls to start talking to me again, and everything I’ve tried has been a
colossal waste of time. A few girls will reply to you, but none of them will meet you – I can count the
number of girls I’ve ended up having sex with after they stopped replying on one hand. It’s hilarious
how much of a waste of time it is – I almost want you to try re-engaging with every girl who stops
replying just so you can see how few of them you’ll end up ever banging (it’s close enough to 0 we
may as well just call it 0.)
For YEARS, on and off, I experimented with everything I could think of to try and get girls to start
responding again, including:
“?”
“Free tonight?”
“Fuck you!”
“Yo sexy”
“Yo, wanna hang out tonight?”
“I have to tell you a secret”
“Reply to this message or I’ll curse you and your family forever”
“OMG”
“Didn’t your mother teach you it’s rude to ignore people? ? “
“lol”
“Bitch”
“Holy crap”
“How’s your day going today?”
“Hi”
…and about 50 other cringe-worthy messages.
Sometimes girls would reply to those texts, only to go cold again – especially when I pitched the
meetup. Over the years, I tried on probably 5,000+ girls who’d stopped replying. For all that effort,
energy and more importantly emotional exertion, I only met up with a couple of girls; not really
worth it for all the hours and hours and hours of effort (and more importantly, mental energy) it took.
If a girl can’t even be bothered to reply to your messages, she’s just not that keen to bang.
If you’d still like to experiment with it, that’s your choice – I am a proponent of you trying things out
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and seeing what works for you. Send a “?” to every girl who hasn’t replied to you in a few days, and
see what happens. But you’ll find even though a few might reply again, it’s damn near impossible to
actually bang any girls who had initially gone cold. You’re going to find you just end up with a
phone full of girls who still didn’t reply to your attempt to resurrect the dead conversations:

Some of the girls I sent “?” to, with no reply. Remember
I’ve done this with thousand and thousands of girls and it has rarely ever worked. What a colossal
waste of my time.
But a bigger and more important point to make is this:
If a girl stops replying to you or doesn’t seem super excited to meet you, is she really worth
trying to have sex with? Don’t you want girls in your life who are actually enthusiastic about
meeting you? Go read these two articles right now:
Fuck Yes or No
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Wait for it?
Those two articles, along with my core philosophy of You and Me, are a great foundation for your
getting laid/dating journey. It’s always much more fun fucking a girl who’s a “fuck yes!”, who
doesn’t make you jump through hoops to “earn” it, a girl who’s on the same team as you (“you and
me”).
This will sound counterintuitive if you’re new, but a girl who stops replying to you is a good thing.
She’s told you, in no uncertain terms, she isn’t all that fussed about meeting up with you and is likely
just going to waste your time. Awesome, delete her number, forget about her and move on to the next
girl. Don’t chase girls who have literally shown you they’re not interested; take the hint she’s very
clearly giving you, and move on.
If there’s a part of you that thinks, “God dammit, but I really wanted to meet this girl” – you have to
just take a deep breath, and let go of the hope you’ll meet this one. There’s plenty more out there for
you. You need to be always looking forwards, not backwards.
Make things easier on yourself: unmatch/delete girls who haven’t replied to you for over a
week.

2.17 – If You’re Not Sure if She’s a Potential Catfish…
Sometimes you’re not 100% sure if a girl’s going to be as cute in real life as she is in her pics – eg
you can’t tell if she’d be chubby or less attractive in real life. Easy fix: just ask for her instagram so
you can see more pics of her.

If you’ve checked out her Instagram pics and are still on the fence about meeting up with her, my
advice is to just see her anyway. Some of my best experiences were when I kept an open mind and
just met up with the girl; same goes for many of my clients. Remember, you don’t have to have sex
with her; just meet her for a drink/coffee and get some much-needed dating experience. Read this:
You’re Not Obligated to have Sex with Someone.

2.18 – “I’ve Run Out of Matches“
If you’ve messaged all your matches and have run out, have you done all this?
Are you using Tinder, Hinge and Bumble (and the rest of the apps) – not just one of the apps?
On Tinder, are you Boosting on Sat nights + Sunday morning?
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On Hinge, have you paid for “Preferred Membership” so you can message infinite girls?
Have you then gone through and messaged at least 50 girls a day?
Are you swiping on Bumble? (You need to swipe a little each day or you won’t get matches).
Do you live in a decent-sized city? (A city with 100,000 people isn’t going to get you
anywhere near as many matches as a city with 2 million people).
Are you sticking to my template, adding in 1 or 2 sentences with each message that responds
to what she just said (where I have “[Respond to her message]”)?
If you’ve done all that and still aren’t getting matches… It’s time to upgrade your pics & keep
working on improving your looks. Go back to Part 1 and read through everything I wrote.
Self-improvement/getting laid is a process of iteration; you’ll go through phases where your looks
improve and you start getting more matches, but then you’ll hit a “wall” and the matches will slow
down or stop entirely. At that point it’s time to do an overhaul of your style, take a couple of better
pics, go on a fat-loss diet for a couple of months, etc. You’ll improve yourself and start getting more
matches, and the cycle continues. Many many many many times I hit a point where I totally ran out
of matches; so have my clients. We’d work hard for a few weeks/months improving ourselves and
our pics, and we’d start getting more results.
You have to be in this for the long-haul. Self-improvement is a lifelong endeavour.

Chapter 3 – Key Takeaways

1. Templates
1.
2.
3.
4.

Stick to the templates, adding 1 or 2 sentences in response to each message she sends.
Get her number ASAP, then pitch a date ASAP.
Save names + photos in your phone so you try harder to bang each girl.
Meet up as soon as possible – within 1-3 days.

2. Theory
1. Play the numbers game (talk to as many girls as possible).
2. Don’t waste time with long conversations. Stick to the template.
3. Be direct and honest; don’t manipulate girls. State exactly what you want (to grab a
drink/coffee and see where things lead), and find the girls who want the same thing as you.
4. Don’t make girls wait; reply to their messages whenever you get a chance.
5. Don’t talk dirty. It’s fun, but a waste of time, and you’ll end up banging far less girls.
6. Rejections are normal. I get rejected, girls get rejected, you will get rejected. Focus on the
girls who say yes, forget about the ones who say no.
7. Unmatch girls who haven’t replied for over a week, so your phone doesn’t get filled up with
girls who went cold.
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8. If you aren’t sure if she could be a catfish, ask for her Instagram.
9. This is a process of gradual improvement. If you run out of matches, go back to Part 1 and
keep improving your looks/style/pics.

Any questions? Ask them in the comments below, no matter how big or small the question. I’m here
to help.
In Part 4, we’ll go be going over the fun stuff – going on dates and having SEX! Fuck yeah. Stay
tuned, it’s coming soon.
Get the condensed version of this entire Tinder series as a pretty PDF you can read on your
computer or phone any time you want:
<- Part 2: Setting Up Your Profile & Getting Matches
Part 4: Going on Dates & Having Sex ->
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Get Laid on Tinder [Part 1] – Improving Your Looks & Taking
Photos
January 6, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
Part 1 Table Of Contents
Chapter 1 – Introduction
1.1 – The Aim of This Series
1.2 – What are Your Goals?
1.3 – Who Am I?
1.4 – I wasn’t Always a Guy Who Got Laid…
1.5 – Proof I Actually get Laid
1.6 – You Can Do it Too (I am Nothing Special)
1.7 – Other Dating Apps
1.8 – Getting “Lucky” isn’t about Luck; You’ve Got to Actually Try to Get Laid
Chapter 2 – Improving Your Looks
2.1 – Looking Good Matters the Most
2.2 – Get Honest Feedback on your Current Looks
2.3 – You Don’t have to be Perfect; Just Always be Improving
2.4 – Lose Fat: Low Bodyfat Makes the Most Difference
2.5 – Hit the Gym; Gain Muscle
2.6 – Fashion/Style
2.7 – Instagram Inspiration
2.8 – Accessories: Watches, Rings, Necklaces, Bracelets
2.9 – Hair and Facial Hair
2.10 – Teeth Whitening
2.11 – Tattoos, Piercings
2.12 – Additional Things: Skin-care, Height-increasing Shoes, Posture, Shaving your
Body, Tanning, Cologne, etc
2.13 – If You Have Mental Issues/Depression…
2.14 – But What About “Game”, Conversation Skills, Routines, Pick-up Lines?
2.15 – Self-Improvement Quick Reference Guide
Chapter 3 – Photos
3.1 – The Vibe Your Photos Should Get Across
3.2 – Your First Photo is the Most Important
3.3 – Curate Photos Already on your PC/Phone
3.4 – Which Photos to Shoot
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3.5 – Examples of Bad Photos
3.6 – DSLR vs Smartphone
3.7 – DSLR Camera Buying Guide
3.8 – Option 1: You Take Your Own Photos
3.9 – Option 2: Your Mate Uses Your Camera
3.10 – Option 3: Your Friend has his Own DSLR Camera
3.11 – Option 4: You Pay a Professional Photographer
3.12 – How to Pose
3.13 – Checklist when Taking Photos
3.14 – Editing/Photoshopping & Filters
3.15 – Getting Feedback on your Photos
Chapter 4 – The Photos that have gotten me Laid Most
Chapter 5 – Continuing to Upgrade Your Photos Over Time
5.1 – Gradual Improvements
5.2 – If You Don’t Get Results…
Chapter 6 – Key Takeaways

Chapter 1 – Introduction

Want the short version of this series? Click here for the condensed Tinder guide.

1.1 – The Aim of This Series

Woah. Titties. Yes please.
To get you laid a lot – or get you to meet a lot of women so you can find an awesome girlfriend.
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I’ve written this guide for absolutely everyone from the absolute newbies who’ve never even kissed a
girl, to good-looking guys who want to elevate their Tinder/Hinge/Bumble/etc to the next level. (It’s
called a Tinder guide, but you’ll get laid just as much on Hinge/Bumble/etc with this guide). It’s my
mission to get that sausage of yours in as many tuna tacos as possible.
More specifically, I’m aiming to get you laid with minimum effort or drama. Whether that be so you
can get a lot more sexual experience with a variety of different people, or to meet girls with the goal
of making one your girlfriend – I’ve got you covered, son. I know better than anyone that Tinder &
online dating can be really frustrating when you?re a newbie, so it’s my mission to save you the pain
and frustration and hell I went through when I was figuring all this out for myself.
I advocate getting laid in an ethical manner where we add to the lives of as many of the girls we meet
– we’re not aiming to just use them for a one night stand then immediately discard them. If that’s
your goal, you won’t enjoy my content, so probably best to go read something else like browsing
goatse images (note: don’t.)
This is, hands-down, the most comprehensive guide on getting laid on Tinder/Hinge/online
dating on the internet. I’ve poured my heart and soul into this; it’s the culmination of years of trial
and error between me and all of my clients, figuring out the most efficient way to get laid on
Tinder/elsewhere as much as possible. If you follow this guide to the letter & are willing to work on
yourself, you’ll get laid like I have. The only caveat is you must be willing to work for it, and make
the personal changes necessary. You will never be successful if you think improving yourself is
“beneath you”.
Much as I’d love to just give you a magic pill to make women throw their flesh tuxedos at you,
getting laid doesn’t work like that. You can’t just read this guide and suddenly have girls grinding
their wet flaps against your leg; theory alone doesn’t get you laid. If you’re not happy with your
dating life, you need to actually take action and improve your circumstances, by becoming a man
girls would want to spend time with.
Getting laid on Tinder/Hinge/online dating is simple:
1. Look good in your pics.
2. Message as many girls as humanly possible, sticking to a short template/script each time. Ask
them all for a phone number.
3. Invite them on a date, try to put your meat rod inside them.
Getting laid isn’t complicated. It does, however, require effort.

1.2 – What are Your Goals?
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Those are some biiiiig titties.
If you want to get laid a lot (or find an awesome girlfriend), you need to define your goals before you
start. They need to be tangible and achievable. Don’t install Tinder/other apps “just to see what
happens” or to “see what’s out there”. Get your shit together and have a specific goal in mind. If you
don’t know where you’re heading, you’ll never bloody get there.
Take some time right now to write down your goal(s) when it comes to women.
If your goal is to get laid a lot, write down how many girls you’d like to bang. e.g. “I want to
have sex with 10 girls in total” (or 100,000 girls if you’re a highly-motivated individual).
If you want a quality girlfriend, what would she look like? What would her personality be like,
roughly? Write it all down.
If you?re a virgin and want to lose your virginity, write down, “I want to lose my virginity with
a real, live woman.”
If your goal is to socialise with girls and get some more dating experience, define that. How
many dates in total would satisfy you? How cute do the girls need to be – will any girl count, or
do you have a threshold they need to pass? Once you’re more comfortable being on dates with
girls, do you want to go on to start getting laid a lot? Write all that shit down.
Once you’ve written down your goal on a big piece of paper, keep it somewhere handy and look at it
daily. Look at it hourly. Fuck, tattoo it onto your eyeballs. As long as you’ve kept your goal
achievable and realistic, you’ll absolutely get there – as long as you work on it a little each day, and
never quit.
No matter who you are, as long as you’re willing to put in the work required to make yourself a better
man, you can get laid a lot. Follow this guide to the T – this is the exact process I’ve used to get laid
over 100 times so far (proof here). Everything I’ve written is in here for a reason; don’t skip or
half-ass any of the steps.
Get the condensed version of this entire Tinder series as a pretty PDF you can read on your
computer or phone any time you want:

1.3 – Who Am I?
I’m Andy – a 32yo guy (as of the time of writing) who went from being invisible to girls to getting
laid pretty much as often as I want, whenever I want.
I’ve banged roughly over 140 girls (that’s an estimate, but should be fairly accurate) at the time of
writing – early 2020. I live in Melbourne, Australia – the city with the most inconsistent weather on
Earth.
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I’m currently in a non-monogamous relationship (we both see other girls; but no guys) with my 20yo
bi girlfriend pictured here (what a little cutiepie). We’ve been seeing each other for a couple of years
now; we met when she was 18. I bang other girls (but keep it strictly casual with them), and my girl
bangs other girls from her own Tinder, usually sharing them with me. We adore the shit out of each
other, she’s incredibly helpful & supportive with my writing and this site – she’s great. She come a
hell of a long way herself – she’s had as radical a transformation as me.

One of my BDSM photos.
I’m a huge fan of BDSM and kinky sex, as I’ve talked about here. These days I rarely have vanilla
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sex; preferring to explore my wide assortment of ropes, whips, chains and toys (this one is my
favourite). Think 50 Shades of Grey, without all the angsty bullshit. I also have a lot of fun doing
nude/sexual artsy photoshoots with girls.

1.4 – I wasn’t Always a Guy Who Got Laid…
Alright, time to get serious for a minute. I started out about as low as you could possibly start. I was
suicidal, obese, depressed, with absolutely no hope for redemption – I really felt like a lost cause. I
had absolutely zero friends and was in abusive, violent relationships for 10 years. I was an alcoholic
with a severe porn addiction – I was drunk all the time and would stay up until 3 in the morning
watching porn every single day, desperately trying to escape the hell I was living in. My body sucked
– I was obese with no muscle & couldn’t even do a single pushup, even with my knees resting on the
ground. I had agoraphobia and couldn’t leave the house to go to the supermarket, and my self-esteem
was so low as to be completely non-existent.
Doesn’t sound like fun, does it.
I contemplated suicide multiple times a day, praying for the courage to finally do it. Truth was I
didn’t want to kill myself because I hated myself so much I didn’t think I deserved to end my
suffering. Go read through my full transformation story so you can see that no matter where you’re
starting from, it’s possible to improve yourself & start getting laid.
Through hard work and the support of my family, I was able to turn it all around over a few years and
get my shit together. I saw a counselor, took LSD 30-40 times and used each trip as a self-focused
counseling session to work through my issues, faced my agoraphobia head on, lost fat, started making
friends through Meetup.com, read as many self-help books as I possibly could (You Can’t Afford
the Luxury of a Negative Thought is a life-saver.) I quit drinking, quit porn and video games and
eventually started to actually like myself.
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I used to
be such a fat, gross mess. Now, not so much.
Even though I was happier, I still had a huge fear of talking to girls – my anxiety around women was
crippling. I felt like such a little bitch, like I wasn’t a man if I couldn’t get laid. Most dudes feel that
way when they’re not not getting pussy. I enrolled in a free “Approach Anxiety Program” – here’s a
log I kept detailing everything I did (you’ll need to be logged in to view it). It was absolutely
terrifying at first, I had a tonne of breakdowns, & I really wasn’t sure if I’d be able to make it
through. Hardest part was having to confront the fact I still didn’t think I “deserved” to get laid.
I more than anyone get all the struggles of trying to get laid. Of not wanting to feel fucking invisible
to women, to society at large. I get not wanting to feel like a god damn loser. I understand the pain
and frustration of just wanting girls to like you and be nice to you, and give you any attention at all.
Hell, the idea of a girl just looking in my general direction would have felt like the greatest gift
known to mankind.
I pushed through all the mental hurdles & all my mental bullshit, and eventually got some phone
numbers, then some dates, and eventually met some awesome girls and put my flesh pike in their
meat muffin. These days, life is pretty awesome, and I’m very fucking happy. I’m now at a point
where I know I can have sex whenever I want it – more than I could possibly need – just by jumping
on Tinder/online dating or going outside and talking to some girls.
I’m clearly nothing special; if I can get my life together and improve myself, you sure as hell can too.
That’s the whole point of my content – to get you to emulate my successes. Whilst I’d never say it
was easy, all it required was that I just never quit.
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If you want to read an extremely detailed 100+ page detailed log of my struggles with getting laid,
dating, overcoming my limiting beliefs, etc – it’s here. It details more of my struggles, fears, doubts,
insecurities & successes more than any one article or guide ever could. I still post in that log today.
A lot of people helped me get to where I am – most notably GoodLookingLoser.com. Without all
those people giving me their time and knowledge completely for free, I wouldn’t have achieved all
that I’ve achieved. It’s my turn to pay it back, and do everything I can to get you to where I am – and
then have you propel yourself even further than I’ve managed to. This guide – and my site in
general – is an homage to everyone who helped me get to where I am.

1.5 – Proof I Actually get Laid
Alright, now for the part you horny little devils actually came for; the nude pics.
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More titties. And these ones have words on them. That’s art.
The vast majority of online dating advice on the net is written by guys who show you absolutely zero
proof they actually get laid a lot. They don’t tell you a rough number of girls they’ve slept with, or
how long they’ve been working on self-improvement, or any actual, tangible details about themselves
or their sex life. They almost never show you any photos of themselves, or the pictures they use on
Tinder/other dating apps. They keep themselves totally anonymous, and then expect you to just
follow their advice blindly, with no clue as to whether they’re actually experienced – or just spurting
advice they read somewhere on the internet. Which sucks for you as the reader, because you can’t be
certain following their advice will actually lead to success instead of just spinning your wheels. If
you don’t know they actually get laid, how do you know following their advice will get you laid?
To top it all off, they never even show you some nude pics they’ve taken with girls they’ve slept
with. How’s a man supposed to get into your supposed sexcapades, if you don’t even show him what
you’ve been up to? If I wanted to read boring sex stories with no nude pictures in them, I’d have been
born a woman. Men need some nudes to get motivated; we’re visual creatures ?

This was a fun afternoon.
I’ve gotten laid about 130-150 times so far as of early 2020). Roughly 80 of them from Tinder – (I’ve
kept a journal). Another (roughly) 30 or so from OkCupid/POF. I’ve had a bunch of 3somes, done
plenty of wild, depraved things, gone deep into BDSM and had plenty of kinky sex. I’ve had sex
while tripping on LSD (boy is that a life-changing experience), fooled around with a few strippers,
met all sorts of cool girls. I have most of the best stories/pics/videos in an article called Proof,
including plenty of pictures and videos girls & I have taken together. Go read through it for all the
proof you’ll ever need that everything in this guide works.

Took me a long time to get to this point.
I’ve also done you the courtesy of throwing plenty of nude pics I’ve taken with girls into this guide.
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Fuck I’m such a nice guy. A lot of them were from fun photoshoots we did together after sex (the
girls often came up with ideas for photoshoots themselves). I only include photos of girls I’ve stuck
my penis in – I don’t see any point posting nude selfies from girls I haven’t actually had sex with.
I’ve also included plenty of pictures of myself, and the photos I use on Tinder/other apps – I don’t
want my advice to be faceless and authentic.
Here’s a few fun videos I’ve taken recently:
Make sure you listen with sound.
Sound for this one too.
Lemme get serious for just a second: I always ask every girl for permission before sharing nude
pics of her & I remove all identifying information (blur faces, remove names/personal info from
screenshots, etc); you should always do the same. Every photo on this site was uploaded with
permission first (I literally asked if I could share on my site). I’m also happy to immediately remove
any pics/stories if anyone would like me to – contact me.
When you’re taking nudes with someone, never push anyone to do something they don’t want to do;
we’re aiming to encourage girls to show off for us, not force them to. Only takes half a second to say,
“You’re so fucking sexy, let me take a pic real quick to show my mates your sexy body? I’ll block out
your face.” More info here.
The goal of this guide – and my site in general – is to help you get laid whilst respecting the people
you sleep with, and not treating them as merely throwaway notches/trophies. Mattress-dancing is
meant to be fun, for you and for her.

1.6 – You Can Do it Too (I am Nothing Special)
This guide is almost 5 years in the making; a culmination of everything I’ve learned from improving
myself from a suicidal, depressed, fat mess with zero friends, to a pretty decent dude with a pretty
decent life. I talk more about my transformation here. Bottom line is: if I can do it, you sure as hell
can too.
If you have doubts – if you think you’re too short, or you’re Asian/Indian/some other nationality
you’re convinced “can’t get laid”, or you’re too old, or you’re still a virgin, or you’re depressed, or
too busy, or too poor, or you have too many mental issues – read this: I Can’t Get Laid Because…
I’ve talked to tens of thousands of girls and been rejected god knows how many times. I’ve made a
tonne of mistakes and done some truly cringe-worthy things in my pursuit of precious pussy. I’m
publishing this guide to help you avoid my pitfalls, so you can hopefully have a smoother experience
sliding into girls’ smooth interiors. (That pun was smooooth).
Do you think I ever thought me – a complete fucking loser who was suicidal every day & couldn’t
leave the house – could get his shit together enough to start getting laid, then have sex in public, have
sex with hot strippers, have plenty of 3somes, learn BDSM? I did all that, just by slowly improving
myself one day at a time.
When you first think about trying to build an awesome sex life, it’s easy to talk yourself out of even
starting, because the finish line seems so damn far away. It seems an impossible task to ever get
yourself to a point where girls would actually want to sleep with you, because you’re acutely aware
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of the 10,000 things you need to improve/fix first. “I’m such a fuckup; a girl would have to be
mentally ill to spread her legs and show me her bearded clam.” You’re aware of all your flaws, and
fixing them all seems like an insurmountable task.

Woah, even more titties. Nice.
But you don’t have to tackle your shortcomings all at once – you just have to take it one day at a
time. You work on losing a little fat, you go to the gym and start familiarising yourself with the
different weights and exercises. Then you learn about what to eat to nourish your body and help build
muscle. Then you start working on your fashion a little, trying a few new outfits, looking like a dick
at first, but eventually learning as you go. Then you try taking a few photos for your Tinder/dating
apps, and they’re not great at first, but fuck it – at least you’re trying. You’ll improve over time. You
start messaging a few girls – clumsily at first, as if you’re an autistic child trying to communicate
with some alien species – but some of them are actually nice to you and that makes you feel pretty
damn good.
As the weeks go on, with you taking these little baby steps each day, you start gaining a little more
confidence. You start to realise, “You know what? Maybe I’m not as big a loser as I thought I was. I
know I’m not elite, maybe I never will be – but I’m at least ok. Maybe one day I can get myself to a
level where I’m kinda decent.”
At this point, you start trying a lot harder – because you’ve already seen some results, and you’re
spurred on to see even more results. Your motivation snowballs, you start really hitting the gym
properly – you decide to pay a strength coach and actually take it seriously. You buy your own proper
DSLR camera (or you borrow your mate’s camera) to take some cool photos for Tinder, and you
spend hours shooting photos, desperate to do a better job than your previous shoot. You spam a tonne
of girls on Tinder/Bumble/every other dating app, and you actually start getting a couple of phone
numbers now. You even go on a date, and she’s really nice to you and turns out to be a lot cuter in
person – you fantasise about doing wild things to her naughty bits.
And one day you wake up and realise, “Jesus Christ. I’m not bad at this self-improvement thing. I’m
actually doing a good job. I’m a good boy doing a good job. I never in a billion years thought I could
get my shit together, but I’m really starting to. I’m gonna make it.“
And you are going to make it, if you put in the effort. I’ve gone into extreme detail with this guide –
literally every single step you have to take – so there’s no ambiguity. So, no excuses; I’m showing
you exactly what to do, all you have to do is give it a go.
I’ll keep repeating this throughout the guide: improving yourself and getting laid a lot is very doable,
even if you think “it’s impossible for a guy like me”. I used to think exactly those thoughts myself.
I’m not anything special, and I’ve done all this. I started out a total depressed & suicidal loser, so if I
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can do it, you sure as hell can too.
I don’t want you to read this guide just to feel nice for a bit, then go back to your
comfortable/mediocre life, leaving all the pussy to the “more deserving guys”. I want you to read this
guide and become a guy who deserves to get laid. As my non-existent uncle used to say, “Claim that
pussy, son.”
The only thing that matters is you just never quit.

1.7 – Other Dating Apps

Oh shit, that’s nice.
I’ve called this a Tinder guide – but it’s much more than that. You need to install all the dating apps
and use them all. Especially Hinge – I’ve gotten laid a tonne on there, even though I’ve only started
using it recently. In a few years, I could see myself ending up with as many Hinge lays as Tinder
lays.
You should be using all possible dating apps to message as many girls as humanly possible. Tinder,
Hinge and Bumble are mandatory, at a minimum. Getting laid requires you to talk to a tonne of
women – a hell of a lot more than you think. Install:
Hinge (top priority)
Tinder (top priority)
TanTan (especially in Asia)
Badoo (especially in Asia & Europe)
Bumble
CoffeeMeetsBagel
Feeld (for kinks/BDSM/3somes/etc)
Taimi (Especially if you’re looking for bisexual girls for 3somes)
Happn
Hily
SeekingArrangements (only if you have money & are happy to buy girls a drink – you don’t
have to pay for anything more than 1 drink)
Skout
OkCupid
Plenty of Fish/POF
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Paktor (in Asia)
(Any others that are popular in your country)
Tinder and Hinge are by far the best apps (and have more openminded & sexually-available girls
who’ll be down for sexy sex with you). Bumble is good too. Some of the other apps might be
unpopular in your country and have very few girls – but you won’t know until you actually install
them and try to get laid. Hence me saying, shut your mouth and install all of them.
Make sure you give each app a proper go – give it your all. Make sure you look good, your pics look
good & you message tonnes of girls before you declare “this app is dead!” Don’t blame an app for
your poor results if you look terrible, or your pics suck, or you don’t message a tonne of girls. I’ve
gotten laid with all these apps; you can too.
I’m serious about talking to as many girls as humanly possibly; that’ll be a running theme throughout
this guide.If you want to get laid a lot, you have to be a machine, talking to thousands of women. And
if your goal is just to find a cool girlfriend, you’ll get there much quicker and find a much more
awesome girl the more girls you talk to.

1.8 – Getting “Lucky” isn’t about Luck; You’ve Got to Actually
Try to Get Laid

More titties? Holy mackerel.
Getting laid will absolutely make you a better man, because improving your sex life requires you
to become a better person. You can’t be a loser and get a lot of vag. You have to hit the gym, lose fat,
improve your fashion, build up your confidence and practice being social & less of an autist, in order
to get girls. All of which has a positive knock-on effect on the rest of your life.
Sorting out your sex life is something you should handle first, as your absolute number 1 priority.
Think about it: can you really dedicate yourself fully to your career, knowing you’re a loser when it
comes to women? Can you really focus on having fun with all your friends & enjoying your life,
when you feel insecure with how few girls want to let you see their pink canoe?
Handle your sex life first, and then you can focus on your other goals – like career, travelling,
becoming huge at the gym, building a business, becoming a male porn star, etc. Sex has to come first,
because it’s the one need (and it is a need) you can’t really ignore without feeling like you’re a
massive raging loser.
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I had to put most of my other goals aside for a few years and just dedicate myself solely to getting my
sex life sorted out. Without a doubt, the reason I’ve been successful with all my big goals is because
I’ve become obsessed with them. I think about my goals 16 hours a day, from the moment I wake up
to the moment I go to bed, and every spare second in between.
If your goal is to get laid on Tinder/elsewhere or find a great girlfriend, you have to make it your
number 1 mission until you’re successful. You have to give this your all. You have to somewhat lose
yourself (Eminem, if you’re reading this, let’s collaborate) in this mission – big dreams require big
sacrifices.
Going all-in also means you have to take your Tinder/other dating site profiles seriously. If
you?re just here to ?have a laugh? or ?try it out for a bit? or ?see what?s out there?, stop reading this
guide. I can’t help you if you’re not willing to be vulnerable and give this everything you’ve got.
A tonne of guys put no effort into their photos (because putting in effort requires you to be vulnerable
and might look “try-hard”, not to mention it actually takes effort), and it shows. They look like they
don?t take themselves seriously; like they can?t really be bothered. If you don?t take yourself
seriously, why should any girl take you seriously?

Nice.
I myself half-assed it for the first year or two, and I deeply regret it. I had mediocre results for the
first year and a half of trying to get laid, because I didn’t really want it. I just wanted to pretend I was
trying, when the truth was I was way too much of a pussy to throw myself into the deep-end and
actually try. I was afraid to fail. I also didn’t think I “deserved” success; I didn’t think I was the type
of guy who could get laid.
I eventually became frustrated that the one thing I wanted most – just for women to like me – I
couldn’t have. God dammit, it drove me crazy. I channeled that frustrating into going all-in and
making getting laid my number 1 mission; I went nuts. I did everything I could to get laid, and as
soon as I made that mental shift, I immediately started getting laid – as in, literally the very next week
(you’ll need to be logged in to read that).
Desperate people – people who really want to achieve their goal – will do whatever it takes to
succeed. They’ll experiment & try a million different things, even things with a low probability of
working out, just on the off chance it does. They’ll do everything they can to improve themselves and
get better each day. They’ll live and breathe their goal, thinking of nothing else all throughout the day
and long into the night.
I dreamt about getting laid. I’d wake up in the morning and obsess about getting laid. I’d be
constantly brainstorming new ways to get laid. I failed so many thousands of times because I was still
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learning, but I succeeded too. It was a beautiful time to be alive.
I’m telling you to become desperate and obsessed with getting laid – make it your number 1 goal
and don’t half-ass it. Don’t make the same mistake I did, spinning my wheels for almost 2 years
because I was afraid to admit I really wanted to get laid. You need to go all-in from the very start and
decide you’re going to do whatever it takes to get laid.
Be more than motivated, be more than driven, become literally obsessed to the point where
people think you’re fucking nuts.
David Goggins
Drop your ego, ignore that voice in your head that says, “Getting laid is a shallow goal” (it’s not, you
dipstick) and shut your mouth and just put in the hard work. It’ll take a tonne of work to get your
photos to a level where you get matches consistently – especially if your body and your style/fashion
needs work. It’ll take a tonne of work to learn to be ok with copy-pasting the opening line template I
give you – especially if you think copy-pasting is “bad” or “robotic” or “means you’re treating
women like objects rather than individuals”. It’ll take a tonne of work to build up the courage to go
on dates, to make a move on girls, to invite them back to your apartment, to ask to see their yeast
cake. That shit is hard at first – terrifying – especially if you don’t have a whole lot of experience
with casual sex or sex in general.

Nice nice.
Stick with it though, and you’ll be rewarded with bountiful booty, just like I have. Again, you’ll be
successful if you just never quit.
As for the notion of “getting lucky” – there is some degree of luck when it comes to getting laid or
finding a kickass girlfriend. You’ll have to talk to a tonne of women, get rejected a tonne, often for
seemingly-random, arbitrary reasons – this is a numbers game. But you make your own luck: “The
harder I work, the more luck I have.”
You don’t have to be good at self-improvement/getting laid though. In fact, you’re going to suck at
this at the start; everybody does. Going all-in doesn’t mean you never fail; it just means you give it
your all and do whatever it takes to reach your goal. You have to actually try everything I’ve written
in this guide – commit to giving it a proper go. You can’t skip any of the steps (especially the selfimprovement steps) and then complain you’re not getting results.
If you think you can’t get laid like us because of [whatever reason is holding you back], read this for
a pep talk.
If you’re nervous to start, that’s totally okay. If you just want to dip your toe in the water and see
what happens, that’s cool. Do that. Just know later on down the track you’ll need to go all-in, when
you’re ready.
As a mate of mine said to me when I needed to hear it most, “Accept the fact that this is hard.
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Respect it. And then play it with all you’ve got.”
Before you read any further:
Make a commitment to take yourself seriously. Make an account on my forums here – introduce
yourself, tell us what your goals are and what you want to achieve, and make a promise to yourself
that you’re going to actually take action and improve.

Chapter 2 – Improving Your Looks

2.1 – Looking Good Matters the Most
Some dating “gurus” will bullshit you and tell you in order to get laid all you have to do is say the
right pickup lines, or Just Be a Confident Alpha?, etc – without working on your appearance. I’m not
going to lie to you – getting laid or finding a girlfriend requires you to get yourself looking at
least above-average. And above-average is only the minimum – the more attractive you become, the
easier getting laid gets. If you keep improving yourself, you can eventually get yourself to a point
where getting laid happens almost on autopilot with basically zero effort.

Extra nice.
You already inherently know this. You already know the hottest guys get female attention without
even trying. Oftentimes they absolutely suck with conversation and have no wit or charm, but it
doesn’t matter – they’re good looking so girls want to be around them.
This is bloody good news for you – you just have to get yourself to a point where you look pretty
good too, and you’ll earn your share of female attention. You don’t have to look like a god right
away; just aim for above-average at first, and you’ll start seeing results.
I know, “You have to improve your appearance” isn’t what a lot of guys want to hear. To guys
who’ve never looked good (I sure as shit had never looked good before), the thought of having to
take their appearance seriously and put in effort seems daunting – sometimes even impossible. I’d
never been a guy who dressed himself well, so I didn’t even know where to start.
Don’t stress if you feel similarly-overwhelmed at first. Remember this is a process of gradual
improvement, working on yourself a little each day – Rome wasn’t built in a day.
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Need some motivation? Take it from me – someone who went from looking way below average to
well-above-average. Off the top of my head, here’s some of the ways looking good made my entire
life more awesome:
Looking good gets you matches on Tinder/other apps, massively boosting your self-esteem.
The girls that match with you will be hotter.
The girls that match with you will be more into you; more keen to give you their number, more
keen to go on a date and more keen suck on your meat stick.
They won’t play as many games with you, or make you jump through hoops to impress them.
You’ll already be impressive to them because you look good, without you having to do
anything special. (Yep, you can throw out those shitty pickup lines you’ve been memorising,
you big nerd).
Your friends and family will be nicer to you, you’ll be more likely to get a promotion, random
strangers will be nicer to you – see Halo effect.
Keeping girls around is infinitely easier; girls will see you again 95% of the time, even if the
sex is only ok at best.
Your self-esteem and self-worth will be massively improved. Every time you look in the
mirror, you’ll be proud of the man staring back at you.
Sex is more fun; the girls will be way more into you, more horny over you, more into your
body, more excited to touch you and much more eager to please you.
Girls will give you way more compliments (unprompted), which is a massive boost to your ego.
It feels really really nice to have people say nice shit about you – validation from other people
counts for a lot. In my case I went from never getting any compliments from women, to getting
them from most girls I date/bang. There are still times it feels surreal to have people say nice
shit about you.
Those are only the ones off the top of my head. Start improving the way you look, and you’ll start
reaping the benefits too. My entire life changed when I started improving my appearance. It was like
the world opened up to me; I was no longer invisible or unimportant.
I know improving your looks often runs counter to mainstream advice and advice from normal,
everyday people. Plenty of people will try to dissuade you from your self-improvement efforts, with
nonsense like, “Just keep being yourself and someone great will come along!” You need to actively
block out that sort of crap and don’t let it enter your head, because it’s actually harmful to your selfimprovement – you need motivation, not discouragement. If just being yourself hasn’t worked up
until this point, it’s time to start making yourself a kickass, fuckable man.
Because the thing is, if you?re trying to play hide the sausage, you?ve got to look like a guy that
girls would want to fool around with. Here’s a quick question for you: Which of these two girls do
you want to bang more?
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I’m sure
the woman on the right has a lovely personality.
Girls are the same. They?d rather bang an attractive, slim guy than an overweight, badly-dressed guy.

Which
one of these guys do you think has more girls sitting on his face?
Browse the net and you’ll find tonnes of guys with similar reservations about improving themselves.
They’ll complain on Reddit and forums that they’re not having any luck with women. In most (all?)
of these posts, the guys will readily admit they look “okay” at best (which is a dishonest way of
saying you look like a plate of old sandwiches). Girls don’t want to sleep with guys who only look
“okay”, especially when there’s so many options on Tinder/other apps.
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I want to make this abundantly clear: if you haven’t had much dating success, and you’re overweight
or don’t look after your personal appearance. The reason you haven’t had much luck with
dating/getting laid is because you haven’t made yourself look good – not because you’re “unlovable”
or “unworthy” or “undeserving”. It’s not because you’re worthless – it’s just because you haven’t
tried properly.
A lot of guys say “I would say that I look fine”, and don’t want to aim for anything more than belowaverage or average. I’ve lost count of the number of Reddit/forum threads I’ve seen from guys
complaining they’re not getting laid or even going on dates, whilst they readily admit they look
“fine” or “okay” or “about average” (all of which are roundabout ways of saying they look like a
plate of old sandwiches). Too many unhappy men have settled with, “I look fine”, doing nothing to
elevate themselves above the swarms of average guys out there. Then they have the gall to complain,
“I look fine, but for some reason girls aren’t paying me any attention.”

Fine is a fucking joke. Fine is fine if you don’t want to have sex or find a girlfriend or use your hand
for good instead of just jerking off. Fine is fine if you want an average, middle-of-the-road life like
the average guy has. But fine is not fine if you actually want a decent sex life or an awesome love life.
Fine can go fuck itself.
For the longest time when I first started, I looked fine at best – aka, average. Actually, I was belowaverage, but I told myself I was “fine”. After all, I had no obvious deformities or missing teeth/limbs,
so I must be fine, right? Truth was, I looked bad – I had no muscle, carried too much fat, dressed like
shit, and looked like an average plebe. It was incredibly hard for me to get laid – I’d get rejected
hundreds of times without getting a number, and the only girls I’d have sex with were morbidly obese
chicks I was not even remotely attracted to. I’d always hate myself afterwards, because I knew the
only reason I had sex with them was because I was lonely and had zero other options.
When I improved myself and started looking above-average, cute girls started going on dates and
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having sex with me. I started building a good sex life I was pretty pleased with – all it took was me
looking above-average. As I improved further and became extra-above-average, hot/sexy girls started
giving me the time of day and showing me their sticky buns, and sex became easy. As easy as your
mother.
So let’s aim for better than fine. Let’s aim for at least above average, and then go from there. (If
you’re already above average, let’s get you looking extra-above-average, and maybe even elite.)
Another complaint guys (and girls) have is “The dating landscape is shallow! Why can’t people just
like me for me.” I understand the frustration – I used to think the same way, praying I could find girls
who’d overlook my horrible body and appreciate my other qualities. But first appearances matter
most, because the dating landscape has always been – and will always be – “shallow”. Yes,
personality/hobbies/etc are still important, but looks are king. You might have the most awesome
sense of humour known to mankind, but if your appearance is revolting, no girls are even going to
give you the chance to show them your “killer banter”.
Being attractive gets you a foot in the door. No, scratch that – being attractive lets you stroll right
through the door, grab her by the hand, and take her right into the bedroom. Super hot dudes barely
even have to try; girls want to reward them with pussy just for existing.
A lot of guys detest the fact getting laid – and dating in general – is based 90% on looks.” But can’t I
just work on my personality and my jokes, and make her love my amazing pickup lines and
conversation skills?” You can either join those guys in complaining about reality, or you can join the
rest of us in improving yourself and start getting laid too. As an old mentor used to say to me: Don’t
wish it were easier. Wish you were better.
Let’s get you looking good.

2.2 – Get Honest Feedback on your Current Looks
Step 1 is to figure out where you’re currently at in terms of looks. Post photos of yourself on our
forums and ask for genuine feedback on your looks. Everybody there will give you honest feedback,
tell you what you need to improve, and how to best get started with your self-improvement. (I’ve I
get asked sometimes about using sites like photofeeler.com – use them if you absolutely must, but
those sites only give you a rough rating of your looks (as a number from 1 to 10). A number doesn’t
tell you what you need to improve, and doesn’t give you any advice or guidance on how to improve.)
And look, I get that the whole concept of self-improvement can be daunting when you first start,
because you don’t have evidence you can actually change. You likely have a concept of “people
just are who they are”. You’ve likely pigeon-holed yourself as a “certain type of guy” – a guy who
doesn’t get laid. I did exactly the same thing at first – I wasn’t a guy who got laid, so I was convinced
I could never be a guy who gets laid.
But fuck it, you have to just try anyway, even if the concept of you getting laid seems ridiculous. I
sure as hell didn’t think I could get laid, but I knew I’d hate myself if I didn’t at least just try.
The entire time, I thought “There’s no way in hell a loser like me could ever have a decent sex life”.
Even after I got a laid a couple of times, I still thought, “That was just a fluke. I’m not really a guy
who gets laid all the time. Sooner or later my luck is going to run out and I’ll be back to a sexless
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loser.” Trust me when I say the only thing that matters is you push through, keep trying, and never
bloody give up.
Even today I still have doubts – all the time. We all do. It’s normal. You just have to acknowledge the
doubt, be ok with it, and give things a go anyway. There’s a chance it’ll work out and you’ll find
success “accidentally”, so what have you got to lose.

2.3 – You Don’t have to be Perfect; Just Always be Improving
If I haven’t drilled it into your sexy little brain by now, lemme say it once again: You never need to
be perfect in terms of looks or self-improvement. You just have to be above-average – aka better
than the average guy on online dating. And since the average guy is aiming for fine (remember how
much we hate fine), it doesn’t take much to look better than him. Anyone can look above average if
they’re willing to put in the work – so don’t make shitty excuses like “I’m short” or “I’m not white“.
If you do, I’ll come kick your lame, excuse-making ass.
It’s also fine if you’re not even remotely above-average right now; I was far below average when I
started. You should just aim to improve a little each day, and look better than you did yesterday. (If
you already look elite, then fuck yeah my man! You’re already well on your way to building an
awesome sex life or finding a great girlfriend.)
If you’ve still got a long way to go in terms of improving your looks (eg you’re a fat fatty fatboy
like I was), or if you’ve only just started, you should still follow this guide and try to get laid.
You’ll need to temper your expectations, obviously – if you’re obese you can’t expect to be getting
many matches. Getting laid does require you to look at least semi-decent; obese is below fine (and
remember how much we hate fine). But you should still start following this guide and give it a go;
even if all you can do is message a couple girls and maybe scrape together a date every now and then,
it’ll be good practice for you. Familiarise yourself with Tinder and the other apps, familiarise yourself
with dating in general, and you’ll be much more ready for the cutie girls when you become a cutie
boy yourself.
It’s totally fine if the only girls you can get at the start are really overweight and unattractive –
everyone has to start somewhere. At least go on a date to get some experience, even if you don’t end
up having sex. You’re likely going to find that a lot of overweight girls are some of the nicest human
beings on the planet, and if you keep an open mind, you’ll likely end up really bloody grateful for
having met them.
I don’t want you sitting on the sidelines watching everybody else have fun, when you could be
getting in there and getting some dating practice yourself. Over time as you improve yourself and
become less of an obese-boy, you’ll start getting cuter and cuter girls.
When I first started really getting laid, I didn’t look fabulous. If you were feeling generous, you’d say
I looked slightly-above-average. This is me after having lost a lot of my fat, but still not looking elite:
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This is how I looked early on.
Now, admittedly that’s about the most unflattering photo I could have taken – bad lighting, bad pose,
not flexing, in my underwear with a retarded expression on my face. But you can see where I was at
after losing a lot of my fat, but before getting super-serious about improving my looks.
I was skinny-fat with no muscle, I was pale, I needed a haircut, my facial hair was scruffy; , my face
still held some fat so you couldn’t see my jawline; not exactly Mr Sexy. I dressed pretty decently
though (obviously not shown in this pic…)
But the important thing to note is a large number of the lays I’ve had were while I looked exactly
as I did in the photo above. I had solid pictures that hid my flaws and showed off my best features. I
was nowhere near good-looking, but my pictures were more that good enough to get me somewhere
around 50 lays in 1.5 years. I also had to be willing to spend a lot more money on Tinder Boosts than
other guys (Boosts are something you pay for to get you more matches – we’ll go into detail in Part
2). This is what I mean when I say even if you have miles to go with your self-improvement, you
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should still try to get laid.
Tinder and other online dating apps are all about marketing yourself – so even if you don’t look
like a super-sexy-boy, you can put up a portfolio of decent pics, drop some money on Boosts (in my
case, a lot of money) & find plenty of girls that are into you. When I looked like I did in the photo
above (slightly above-average), I was using these pics:

Looking back, these old pics weren’t anything mind-blowing but they still got my trouser snake
inside quite a lot of flesh wallets. They’re varied enough & interesting enough to get some girls. Bear
in mind I had to talk to a metric-fucktonne of girls in order to make it happen; infinitely more than I
do these days. And like I said, I also spent a lot on Boosts. But fuck it, I still got laid, instead of
sitting around being a lonely-boy, waiting for the 2 to 3 years it’d taken to become elite-looking (and
I’m still nowhere near elite-looking).
During that time, I worked my ass off doing everything I’ll list in this guide – I improved my fashion,
worked my butt off taking the best photos I could (I must have done like 50 photoshoots), hit the
gym, lost even more fat, got a tattoo and ear piercings, messaged thousands of girls and got rejected
god knows how many times. I built a pretty decent sex life, having plenty of 3somes and wild
sexcapades, gradually working on my appearance over time.
So bottom line: The end goal is to get yourself as good looking as possible. But if you’re not goodlooking yet, still try to get laid by marketing yourself really well with the best pics you can, whilst
also putting tonnes of effort into improving yourself. No matter where you’re at in terms of looks, I
give you permission to start getting after it, right fucking now.
As for where I’m at right now (as of early 2020):
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Much better than the first pic above. I’m clearly a hell of a lot more confident, which shows. Lower
body-fat – I’ve lost about 10kg of fat vs the photo above, so I have a jawline now (though I could
stand to lose a couple of kilos more to really make my abs pop). Decent amount of muscle now, but
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working on adding more. Fashion is in-style. I have a tan now. I have a tattoo, and two earrings, a
nice watch, and rings. I’ve got neatly trimmed facial hair, and I’m covering my bald motherfucking
head with a hat that suits me. You can’t see it in this photo, but I also have professionally-whitened
teeth.
I’ve come a long way, but I’m clearly nothing special; and that’s the whole point. You yourself can
be getting laid just as much (or hopefully more) as I am. You just have to get yourself to “aboveaverage/decent”, then do whatever it takes to start getting laid whilst continuing to improve your
looks. Being elite-looking is my ultimate end goal, but I’ve clearly gotten laid a hell of a lot already
because I worked my butt off hitting on as many girls as humanly possible & threw money at the
problem in terms of Boosts. Sure, I had to hit on 50 times more girls than a super hot guy would have
to; but if you want lots of sex, you’ll sack up & do whatever it takes.
Don’t wait til you’re elite-looking before you start getting laid; start getting laid right now by just
freaking trying.
You don’t have to be an “alpha”, or be a super confident, perfect sex machine – I’m certainly not and
I still get laid. If you’re nervous as shit on your first few dates – or even just messaging girls on the
online dating apps – that’s totally cool. You don’t have to be an elite god – you just have to be
willing to improve yourself a little each day, one baby step at a time. You won’t go from zero to hero
in a day, a week, or even a month – but if you make improving yourself your number 1 goal, in one
month you will be a freaking god compared to who you were the previous month. Keep going another
month after that and you’ll be even further along the path to awesomeness. 6 to 12 months in and you
won’t even recognise the old you – you’ll feel like you’ve killed your inner loser.
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This ugly
duckling certainly killed his inner loser. Oh wait, that’s me. Good job, me.
It’s not going to be smooth sailing, and it’s not meant to be. It certainly wasn’t for me. Even when
you’ve been improving for a few months, you’ll still feel like a loser for quite a while. Even when
you’re getting results, you’ll feel like a fraud. Like it was just a fluke. This is imposter syndrome;
you’ve gotta just keep pushing through it.
Even when I was already getting laid a bit, I posted this on a forum:
“I still dont feel like a player. Ive been a loser all my life, wont get into all the details but shit was
pretty bad. This is all very new to me and several times per week I wake up thinking, ‘Is this real or
am I just pretending?'”
And:
“I still feel like it was a fluke, like it was just luck. I still don’t believe I “deserve” hot chicks yet, I
really don’t. Last night was scary because I honestly felt like she was too hot and I was scared to kiss
her. I have this feeling like I won’t see her again, she’ll regret the sex or something and not talk to me
again. I honestly think it would hurt my confidence if I didn’t see her again, I’d really take the
rejection personally. As dumb as that is.”
I’m on this self-improvement journey just the same as you are. We’re doing this together. If a skinny
nerdy little bitch like me can turn himself into someone with almost 150 lays at this point (remember,
most of those early ones were overweight though), you sure as hell can too. It might be daunting, it
might be overwhelming; but feel the fear and do it anyway.
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2.4 – Lose Fat: Low Bodyfat Makes the Most Difference
Alright, you’re ready to become Mr Sexy Boy. So where do you start first? Lose fat.
“But Andy, I’m not that fat!”
Do you have abs? Then you need to lose some fat.
Hell, even if you already have a hint of abs, losing a couple kilos of your fatty fat will bring out your
jawline and make those abs pop even harder. Your stomach will be like a washboard, you sexy man,
you.
The best part about losing fat is it’s relatively quick (compared to gaining muscle), so you’ll start
seeing noticeable improvements & getting compliments within 2-4 weeks. Your face will also start to
look radically more handsome, and if the fat loss is drastic enough, you’ll look like an entirely
different person:
Now do you see what I’m talking about? These guys literally look like different (better) human
beings, just by losing fat. There’s even more examples and here and here.
I’ve even written about my own drastic changes and the effects it’s had on my self-esteem, the way
girls treat me, and my sex life:
Why Losing Fat Matters Above All Else for Getting Laid (+Bonus 3some)
There’s other benefits to losing fat – clothes will also look much better on you and fit you better, not
to mention you’ll look better in almost everything you put on. People will pay you more
compliments. Girls will be far more into you. Erections come easier & harder, exercise becomes
easier, you have more energy and motivation to do shit and your testosterone will be higher. You’ll
find yourself with a zeal for life that was sorely lacking before. Want to know the best thing of all?
The leaner you are, the higher quality of girls you can sleep with.
Speaking from personal experience here; every 5kg of fat you lose roughly doubles the number of
girls who show interest in you, and the average attractiveness of those girls also increases.
Not to mention it’ll be easier to get them into bed with less effort, because you’ll be a more attractive
man. If that’s not motivation enough to lose fat, I don’t know what is.
You’ll also have a lot more confidence & more self-esteem, and you’ll feel more like you deserve to
bang hot girls. And the more you feel you deserve it, the harder you’ll try – increasing your results
even further.
How much fat should I lose?
As much as it takes until your abs show, and your face looks lean and sexy, with a decent jawline. If
you’re not there yet, keep losing fat. Hit the gym and lift heavy weights at the same time, so you’re
not losing muscle (we’re aiming for fat loss, not just general weight loss; we’d rather lose fat and
preserve as much muscle as possible).
You can also post photos of yourself (topless) on our forums and get honest feedback on roughly how
much fat you have to lose.
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Most guys drastically underestimate how much fat they need to lose, assuming a couple of kilos will
get them rocking that sexy 6-pack in time for summer. In general, unless you have experience getting
lean and having abs & a lean face: Whatever number of kilos/pounds you think you need to lose;
triple it.
I know that sounds insane. I know you’re think you’re don’t have that much fat to lose. But time and
time and time again, I see fat-boys say they only have a few kilos to lose… Then they lose 5kg and
realise they still have another 10kg to go. Hence, triple your estimate.
I myself fell victim to this myself recently – I’d put on a bit of fat and thought I only had a few kilos
to lose before I’d see my abs. It ended up taking roughly 15kg of weight loss before I started seeing
my abs, which blew my mind. How the hell was I carrying THAT much fat?
We as human beings are not great at estimating how much fat we’re carrying, so don’t be
disheartened if you lose a few kilos only to realise you’ve still got a fair way to go. This is all a
process of gradual improvement, remember; so just keep chipping away at your fat loss, a little
each day.
Here’s me at my absolute heaviest, vs right now (about a 30kg/55lbs difference):

See how much better my face looks now? I don’t look like such a fat mess and I actually have a jawline and cheekbones.
How to Lose Fat
There’s many ways to lose fat; an overwhelming number of different diets and exercise plans. But
every single diet achieves the same outcome:
Burn more calories than you consume.
That’s literally it – it’s not rocket science. Here’s how I lost 35kg (77lbs) myself, just counting my
calories.
You can exercise if you want to (because it’ll burn some extra calories), but don’t if you don’t want
to. I personally don’t like cardio, so I didn’t do any. Set a target amount of calories to eat each day,
count your calories with a calorie-counting app, and you’ll be a slim-boy in no time.
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Massive
difference between the old fat me vs the new leaner, more muscular me. If I can do it, you can too.
Everything you need to know about fat loss has been written on two great sites that helped me a tonne
– ACalorieCounter.com and AWorkoutRoutine.com. They’re both by the same author and he
absolutely knows his shit – I’ve used his articles to lose fat. Start here:
1. How To Lose Fat
2. The Best Diet Plan ? Lose Fat. Build Muscle. Be Healthy
That second link in particular is incredibly comprehensive – it’s a list of 30 or so in-depth articles
he’s written that answer every single question you could ever have about fat loss. It’s absolutely
everything you’ll ever need to get lean & sexy & lick-able (girls love licking lean guys all over), so
don’t make excuses.
If you want the short and sweet version – the method I used: Download MyFitnessPal to count your
calories (just use the free version), start with 2000 calories a day (reduce it by 200 calories if you
haven’t lost any weight after 2 weeks) and get going right now. If I did it, you sure as hell can too.
Realistic fat loss is up to 2lbs/1kg a week – though you can lose it faster if you have a lot of fat to
lose. I averaged about 1kg (2lbs) a week. You can go harder if you want (Some weeks I lost 1.5kg
(3.3lbs)), but you’ll have a lot less energy. I just made up for it by sleeping more & sitting down
more.
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My heaviest on the left, and my
slimmest on the right. About a 35kg (75lbs) difference.
Even if you?re average and not super fat: If you don?t have abs & a lean face, lose fat. It’s especially
important on Tinder/etc, where girls are only looking at your face for 1 or 2 seconds before swiping
left or right. You want hotter girls (and more of them), right? Then start losing fat right now.

2.5 – Hit the Gym; Gain Muscle
The second thing to work on is gaining muscle and looking like a buff-boy, so it’s time to hit the gym
and lift heavy. Lifting weights will make your life far more awesome:
You’ll look better, get noticed more, and have girls touch and caress and lick your muscles.
You’ll have more energy & life will be infinitely less effort, because everyday tasks like
carrying things, picking things up, will be a hell of a lot easier. You’ll get tired less, you’ll have
more zest for life and generally feel like a badass.
Clothes will fit you better, and you’ll “fill out” shirts better – everything will look good on you.
Your posture will be better and you’ll stand a little taller, a little more confidently.
Your testosterone will increase.
Your sleep will improve.
People will respect you a lot more; not just friends, colleagues, etc but also random strangers.
If you’re in the middle of losing fat, you absolutely still need to lift weights at the same time. You
can still gain muscle at the same time – it’ll just be at a slower rate. It’ll give you a good chance to set
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up a habit of lifting weights, learn all the movements, find a strength coach (highly advised).
If you’ve never been to the gym and never lifted weights before, you may feel intimidated – that’s
totally natural. I was scared shitless when I first stepped into a gym, convinced I didn’t belong there
(I was the skinniest, weakest guy there by far). I couldn’t even do a single pushup when I walked in,
and I was terrified people would yell at me and tell me to leave or something. Just do what I did – ask
a mate to go with you (offer to buy him a beer) so you don’t feel so nervous.
You’ll find when you step into the gym, everyone is incredibly nice, the staff are always cool as hell,
and random strangers will be eager to give you advice if you ask for it or look like you’re lost. People
will bend over backwards to help you; gyms are one of the most welcoming places on Earth.
To get started, follow this beginner guide on AWorkoutRoutine – it’s basically exactly the same as
what I did when I first started (I now use the Intermediate Routine from the same website):
Intro to Beginner Workouts
The Beginner Weight Training Workout Routine (this is the actual routine/plan)
FAQ Guide for Weight Training
Those 3 articles answer absolutely every question you could ever have about working out, gaining
muscle, getting stronger, progressive overload, how much protein to eat, how to lift with good form
so you don’t hurt yourself, etc.
As for food: If you’re currently losing fat, stick to the amount of calories you decided upon in the
section above. If you’re already very lean with abs/a lean face and want to just focus solely on
gaining muscle, first figure out your maintenance calories. It doesn’t have to be super accurate,
because you’ll adjust your calories later on depending on if you’re making progress or not. Once
you’ve figured out your rough maintenance calories, start by adding 200 calories on top of your
maintenance every day, and see if you’re gaining strength in the gym.
The only thing that matters when lifting weights is progressive overload – can you lift more (more
weight or more reps) than you did the previous week? If so, good – you’re on task. If not, you might
need another 100-200 calories per day, or you might need to improve your recovery (sleep), etc.
Progressive overload is a more important measure of progress than just, “Is my weight going up on
the scales?”
Weight on the scales includes fat gain – many guys (me included) eat a tonne of food when they first
start lifting weights, stuffing their faces and thinking it’s helping them add muscle… when in reality
all they’re doing is making themselves fat for no real reason. There’s a limit to how much muscle you
can gain each week, generally between 0.25 & 0.5lbs of muscle a week.
So you can use your scales to track your progress, but have reasonable expectations. If you’re gaining
weight too quickly (eg something silly like 0.6lbs a week), that’ll be mostly fat – drop your calories
by 200 a day and then reassess after another 2 weeks. This whole thing is a process of figuring out
how many calories work for you and your body – it’ll be different from person to person. And the
best measure of progress will always be, am I getting stronger in the gym? Make that your priority,
and over months/years you’ll gradually build up a solid frame of muscle & become a sexy-boy.
As for lifting itself: The best advice I can give you is to get a strength coach like I have done. You’ll
massively benefit from someone coaching your lifts, keeping you away from injuries, pushing you
further than you can push yourself and giving you the confidence to become a strong motherfucker. I
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was absolutely terrified of hurting myself at first; I’d tried weightlifting myself for about a year and a
half, and couldn’t lift more than 70kg (150lbs) off the ground. I had knee pain from lifting with bad
form, and I knew if I added any more weight onto the bar, I’d seriously injure myself.
1 year with my coach and I got up to a 200kg rack pull (shown below) – not to mention all pain was
gone. I’m now at a point where I can work manual-labour jobs lifting 45-50kg bags of cement,
hundreds of times a day, without breaking a sweat. That would have been literally impossible when I
started out.

200kg
rack pull. Easy as pie (not really).
If you aren’t sure where to start with weightlifting or losing fat, I’m happy to give you some guidance
over Skype/email, and come up with an eating plan. But it’ll always be better if you can find a proper
strength coach in person, as they’ll be able to do the best job for you.
Make sure you find a strength coach, or powerlifting coach, or weightlifting coach – don’t just go to a
random personal trainer making minimum wage at the gym. They’ve got to understand the big 3 lifts
(squat, bench, deadlift), have experience coaching clients and have a track record of making those
clients stronger with minimal/no injuries.
So no excuses – hit the gym. You’ll be nervous at first, that’s fine – juts make your first goal to just
go to the gym once & have a look around. Get used to the weights, to the environment, to your coach
if you see one (again, recommended). Then build up a habit of going 3 times a week. Once it’s a
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habit, focus on progressive overload and lifting a little heavier each week than you did the previous
work.
None of this is complicated, so start right now. Do this routine and stick to exactly what it tells you
to do. You got this.

2.6 – Fashion/Style
Fashion is another one of those things you’re going to fucking suck at when you first get started –
that’s totally fine. I dressed like a weird little K-Pop band member when I first started working on my
appearance – didn’t help that I was ultra skinny too.
Do what I did: Accept that your fashion & style is a process of gradual improvement over time.
1. Go to a bunch of different stores – if you have them, Zara, H&M & TJMaxx are decent
places to start.
2. Try on a bunch of outfits (20 or so outfits) and take photos of each outfit. Make sure they’re
not too loose or baggy because that almost always looks terrible. Jeans/pants shouldn’t be loose
or baggy either. It’s not enough to just take photos of the outfits hanging on the rack – you need
to actually wear them to see if they suit you.
3. Try on some shoes too – white sneakers usually look good. Brown boots can be another good
choice, if they suit what you’re wearing (they go well with ripped jeans).
4. Take photos of yourself wearing each outfit. Don’t buy anything.
5. Show the pics to mates you trust, or female friends whose opinions you trust and who aren’t
just going to tell you what they think you want to hear (so, probably not your mother…). Best
option of all is to post on our forums where people will give you honest, constructive feedback.
There’s a bunch of guys on there who know their fashion infinitely better than I do; they’ll give
you amazing advice.
6. Get feedback, and then buy 1 or two outfits people were most enthusiastic about. If the general
consensus was all your outfits sucked, go to a different store and repeat from step 1.
You really only need 2 or 3 decent outfits to get started – focus on getting a couple of complete
outfits including shoes, accessories, etc, and then you’ll have 3 separate outfits to wear in your photos
so you’re not doubling up. No point going overboard and buying 10 different outfits – you’re likely
to outgrow them if you’re going to the gym or losing fat.
Again, this is a gradual process of improvement – you are not going to go from badly-dressed-slob to
sex-symbol-and-fashion-icon-extraordinaire in one shopping trip. This is all just a big experiment to
find out what works for you. It took me about 2 years of continually upgrading my look until I got to
a point where I’m relatively happy with it. Especially if you’re fat, or really skinny – as you improve
your body, your fashion will naturally improve along with it.
I went from wearing old, out-of-style, very baggy tshirts that didn’t fit me – to wearing in-style, tightfitting and “edgier” clothes that made me look cool:
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Which
guy do you think gets laid?
Again, I don’t look special. I do, however, look like a guy who puts in effort and actually gives a shit
about his appearance. That’s what counts the most; that you look like you take your appearance
seriously. I look like a guy who gets laid. (You don’t have to actually be a guy who gets laid at first –
just aim to look like a guy who gets laid).

2.7 – Instagram Inspiration
Leading on from above (look at that killer segue), the best thing you can do is find guys who look
like they get laid & then just copy their style. You don’t have to know whether or not they actually
get laid – just find guys that you personally would look at and say, “I think that guy could probably
get laid.”
Guys to follow (click any of the images to go to their Instagrams):
@magic_fox
@magic_fox
@rolandmichaud
@rolandmichaud
@mikeheiter13
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@mr.danielocean
@mr.danielocean
@marianodivaio
@marianodivaio
I also have an entire article with hundreds of examples of good-looking guys here.
Just pick out a few pics you really like, then go into a few stores and try to find outfits that look
similar.
I’ll make it clear: You absolutely do not need to look as good as these guys do in order to start getting
laid. I certainly don’t look as good as them, and I get laid. These are the elite of the elite; a great goal
to aim towards, but if you’re an obese guy who’s never been to the gym, it’ll take you years to get to
their level. For now, just focus on improving yourself a little at a time; aim to be a little better than
you were yesterday.

2.8 – Accessories: Watches, Rings, Necklaces, Bracelets
Accessories elevate you from an average normie guy to a sexy guy who actually gives a shit what he
looks like. They’re like a cheat code to get you from average to top 20%, instantly. Normie guys
don’t wear necklaces. Normie guys don’t wear bracelets, or rings (wedding rings don’t count).
Normie guys look boring as hell; accessories are your chance to stand out.
I’m an absolute nerd when it comes to necklaces in particular – I’ve collected a tonne of weird ones I
love to wear:

Remembe
r the bowling pin and the duck. They’ll come up again later.
I go through periods where I get obsessed with one in particular and wear it every single day, then I’ll
pick another one to obsess over for the next few weeks or months. Just my own little obsession.
You don’t have to be a weirdo like me when it comes to accessories – just grab a necklace or two, a
nice watch, a ring (or two if you want to be a wild child). Either grab accessories you like in
H&M/TJMaxx/other stores you visit, or grab something cheap and easy of Amazon/Etsy/etc.
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I’ve got like a billion hats/caps I wear too (because I’m a bald boy):

These
are the faces I make during sex.
Watch and rings:
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The watch I’m
currently rocking
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My two favourite
rings. One looks like tyre treads. The other has a wooden finish to it and gets a few compliments.
Just like your clothes, experiment with a few and find ones you like. You won’t know what looks
good on you until you try a bunch of different things.
With accessories in particular, your main goal is to find stuff you perseonally like. Stuff that makes
you feel good about wearing it – stuff that makes you feel confident. If you have some accessories
you think are fucking awesome, and they make you feel good wearing them, then wear them. Girls
will like almost anything you wear (within reason, obviously), as long as you like it yourself.
Start by buying a watch, necklace, & a ring you think looks cool. Throw in a bracelet too if you like.
Over time you can replace them with accessories you like better, but for now just get started; don’t
overthink it.

2.9 – Hair and Facial Hair
99% of guys look better with facial hair, so if you can grow it, grow it. Plus you can use it to tickle
girls, which is a superpower, honestly.
Experiment with different styles and see what works best for you. I personally prefer stubble/3-day
growth around my beard area, and a completely clean-shaven moustache area. To shape/trim it and
keep it clean, use an electric trimmer – I’ve got a guide on using them here:
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Ask for feedback from friends and family or post on our forums. If people like your facial hair, keep
it. If not, change it up – there’s a million different styles you can play around with, from full beard to
short stubble, and everything in-between.

If you rock some facial hair, make
sure it’s neat and trimmed like this – nobody likes scraggly boys.
If your facial hair has patches where there’s no hair, one of my mates has had good results with using
Minoxidil on it to grow more hair. He’s written a journal about it here. Full disclosure: I haven’t
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personally tried Minoxidil myself (I don’t need it), so do your own research if you want to try it. I’m
not advocating it one way or the other. If you do try it, drop a comment below – I’m genuinely
interested. Start your research here:
Minoxidil Beard FAQ
One of my readers, Gerhard, linked me to that (cheers mate!). I’ve read through it; it’s very in-depth.
Again, I haven’t personally used Minoxidil; do your own research, blah blah blah.
If you still can’t grow a good covering of facial hair, don’t stress – just keep it clean shaven.
The hair on the top of your head will be much the same – a process of trial and error to find out what
looks best. Full disclosure, I’m no expert on hairstyles – I have bad male-pattern baldness and I’ve
always just worn a cap/beanie to cover it up. (If your hairline sucks, just do the same.) Sometimes I
just shave it all off completely. I get my coaching clients to do one of these options:
1. Google barbers/hair stylists in your area who have good reviews (check Google reviews and
Yelp). Pay for a consultation, tell them you have no idea what the hell you’re doing with your
hair but you want to look in-style and attractive; “I want to stand out. Don’t give me a safe
haircut.” Most barbers do an awesome job if you tell them specifically you want to stand out
and look hot. You can also phrase it as, “Make me look like someone who takes his hair
seriously.” Or:
2. Find a fashion forum or just jump on our forums and ask for advice on what you should do with
your hair. Take that advice to your barber and tell him exactly what you want (with example
pics if the people on the forums give them to you).
Finally, if you have long nose-hairs and ear-hairs like I do, keep those trimmed with an electric
shaver.

2.10 – Teeth Whitening
White teeth make a massive difference to your appearance, and have the best side effect ever – you’ll
want to smile more.
I personally messed around with the whitening strips for a long time (about 6 months in total) before
getting professional “Zoom Whitening” done. The strips made a massive difference – my teeth went
from yellow to white – but I could have saved myself a tonne of time if I’d just gone straight to the
dentist and had the professional cleaning done.
If you want to use the strips at home yourself, grab the ones from Crest. I’ll throw up a guide on
which strips to buy and how I used them very soon.
If you go the dentist route, when you book in your appointment tell them you want a clean +
whitening. The clean has to come first – they’ll scrub your teeth and remove any plaque build-up –
particularly the yellow stains between your teeth. Professional whitening does cost a bit, but you’re
saving yourself months of time.
And look, I totally get you might be terrified to go to the dentist. I put off getting my teeth done
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professionally for almost a year, instead trying about 30 different brands of teeth whitening strips and
trays and lights and things you wore to bed and all sorts of other stuff. The white strips eventually
worked for me, but I wish I hadn’t procrastinated the dentist solely out of fear.
You’ll find dentists are the nicest, most understanding people ever – they fully understand a tonne of
people are scared to visit the dentist, and they’ll do everything they can to make you feel at ease. If
you get your teeth cleaned + whitened, here’s what you can expect:
You’ll be in a super clean white room, cleaner and nicer than a hospital. The dentist (probably Asian
– that’s not me being racist) will be super nice to you and make sure you feel very comfortable.
They’ll take before photos of your teeth. You’ll lay back in this cool chair thing that tips you upside
down, the dentist will explain they’re going to clean your teeth, and they’ll use this weird scraper
thing to clean the fuck out of those badboys. They’ll also use a little electric polisher to remove any
yellow stains (plaque). Then they’ll open your mouth up with a special plastic thing that holds your
lips open so your teeth are showing. They’ll put this stuff on your teeth for the whitening process, put
a blue light in front of your teeth that supposedly does magic whitening stuff, and you’ll just chill for
an hour watching tv or listening to music or whatever you want (I took my headphones with me). It
might tingle a little, possibly feel “sensitive” (but not painful), and an hour later you’ll be done.
They’ll take the after photos of your teeth, show you both for comparison, and you’ll go, “Jesus
fucking Christ my teeth are white.” The dentist will tell you not to use Jesus’ name as a swear, you’ll
say sorry, and you’ll be on your way. Out on the street, as soon as they see your new white teeth
strangers will high-five you, women will start making out with you unprompted, and men will
joyfully slap you on the back and say, “Well done, man. Well done.”
Not that scary, right? I was fucking terrified of the dentist and I forced myself to do it (eventually…)
so you can too.
Whether you go the slow route with the strips or the fast route with the professional whitening, it’s
going to blow your sexy little mind how much of a difference having white teeth makes. It’ll have a
positive effect on every aspect of your life – it’ll have just as much of an impact as losing 77lbs did
for me. Particularly if you’ve always had yellow teeth, people are going to comment on how amazing
your smile looks now. Even strangers and girls you bang will start commenting on it. “You have nice
teeth” sounds like a weird compliment a serial killer would give but you’ll be hearing it quite a lot.
The biggest impact I noticed after getting my teeth whitened was that I smiled a hell of a lot more. I
used to be very conscious of my yellow teeth and would smile “with my lips” – as in, smiling with
my mouth closed so my teeth didn’t show. Like a half-smile. When the teeth whitening strips started
to work their magic, I found myself becoming more and more comfortable smiling properly and
showing my teeth. Friends and family actually commented on it – “You smile a lot more, Andy.” I
felt like I didn’t have to hide my smile any longer.
Start working on your teeth right now – grab the strips and use one every 2 days, or book an
appointment with your doctor.

2.11 – Tattoos, Piercings
Oh, so you want to be a bad-boy and get some tatts and piercings, do you? What would your mother
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say.
Tattoos:
Actually, tattoos and piercings are pretty bloody mainstream these days, particularly if you live in an
artsy/progressive city. I live in a very art-focused city, and my tattooist actually said to me, “You’re
actually being more mainstream by getting a tattoo.”
No denying chicks dig ’em though – get one and they’ll be touching, licking and kissing it all day and
all night.
Here’s my guide on getting a tattoo, coming up with a design, picking something you’ll be happy
with for the rest of your life, how to find an artist, whether or not it hurts, etc:
I know a lot of people say, “A tattoo is a life-long decision; you should think about it for 6 months to
a year first.” I used to think the same way. But as anyone who’s gotten a tatt will tell you (including
my girlfriend), as soon as the tattooist finishes and you walk outside, you’ll be struck with a sense of,
“Why did I make such a big deal of this?” You’ll wonder why you didn’t get one sooner.
Hell, if even my girl can get one, you can too:

Look at her happy little face.
The one thing that will change though is you’ll now become a guy with a tattoo – it’s like a checkbox
girls love to tick off. It doesn’t even seem to matter what your tattoo is – girls just see you have a
tattoo, and are instantly just a little more attracted to you. Girls view guys with tattoos and piercings
as edgier, sexier; the type of guys to get laid.
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“Sexually attracted to tattoos”.
That said, you don’t have to be a hard-ass to get a tattoo. Like I said, they’re pretty sociallyacceptable in most non-conservative countries. I certainly wasn’t a hardass when I got mine done – I
was actually a little bitch about it. I wrote all about it here. It’s hilarious in hindsight, but I was
having a full-blown mid-life crisis & panic attack in the waiting room.
If you get one, better to make it something meaningful, something you’ll look at for years to come
and say, “I’m glad I got this.” Brainstorm and come up with some ideas, ask your friends what tattoo
design they think would represent you best, think about it for a few weeks/months. Do research on
tattoo parlours in your area, check out tattooists on Instagram for inspiration. (Fun-fact: auto-correct
on my phone thinks “Instagram” should be “Pentagram.” Google, what the fuck are you smoking.)

One of my tatts
I knew from the get-go I was either going to get a duck or a bowling-pin, as both were extremely
meaningful to me (If you want to know the story behind either, drop a comment at the bottom of the
page and I’ll give the story). I ended up with the bowling pin in the photo above, and it’s probably the
most meaningful thing I ever could have gotten – it represents the most intensely-disciplined thing
I’ve ever done over a period of an entire year.
So get a tattoo if you want one, or don’t if you don’t want to. It’s your decision.
Piercings:
Piercings definitely make you look like a sexy-boy girls will want to expose their fur burgers to, and
you’ll gain quite a bit of confidence from looking like a more edgy/fashionable guy. Again, this is
something I was nervous to get, because I didn’t think I “deserved” to look more fashionable. I didn’t
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think I was “the type of guy who wears earrings” – like I wasn’t good enough to wear them. Like
they “weren’t me”. I also had this fear they were “gay” – and yep, that is exactly the word my Dad
used as soon as he saw ’em.
All that is bullshit, obviously – but I get why you might feel the same. Not just about earrings, but
about all of this self-improvement stuff. It’s easy to read self-improvement content then immediately
dismiss it, saying, “I’m not the kind of guy to improve. That’s not me. I’m not a guy who is cool or
gets laid.” I certainly wasn’t at the start, but you can’t let that be an excuse. What you’re really saying
is, “Cool guys are allowed to get laid. But I’m not a cool guy, so I’m not allowed to get laid.”
I tell you what. I, Andy from Kill Your Inner Loser, do officially give you, the person reading
this, permission to try and get laid.
There you go. Now you’re allowed to at least try everything I’ve put in this guide, and see what
happens.
Back on topic: both ears pierced looks better than just 1, but start with 1 if you’re nervous (I just
started with 1 and got the other done a year later). Diamond studs look good – they’re pretty timeless.
Black studs can look good too. If you want piercings, don’t overthink it; just get it done.

My piercings (click to enlarge)
If you don’t want piercings, that’s your choice – but I’d definitely recommend them. They make a
noticeable difference to your appearance, people will compliment them, & girls will say you look
better with them.

2.12 – Additional Things: Skin-care, Height-increasing Shoes,
Posture, Shaving your Body, Tanning, Cologne, etc
All the stuff above are the big things you’ve got to tackle as a priority; everything that follows is still
important, but handle the stuff above as a priority. Losing fat will have the most impact. Hitting the
gym will do a tonne for your appearance. Improving your style and taking great photos for your
online dating will make a huge difference. Everything below will absolutely help too, but it should be
your second priority. As someone wise once said to me, don’t get caught up in the minutia.
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Height-Increasing Boots/Insoles
If you’re a shorter dude, grab a pair of height-increasing boots or in-soles (inserts). I’ve written an
entire guide on buying them and using them here:
Make Yourself Taller – Height-Increasing Inserts/Insoles & Elevator Shoes
They add up to 3.5 inches to your height, which will massively increase your confidence when you go
on dates – for the same reason women wear high-heels. You can also say you’re taller in your bio
(say whatever height you are with the insoles).
You can buy custom-made boots, but buy the in-soles first to try them out (they’re only a few bucks
on eBay/Amazon). I’ve played around with some, they’re cool as hell – though the whole world will
feel weird. You’re used to seeing the world from a particular height, and when you add 3.5 inches to
your height you’ll fall like you’re walking around amongst ants.
It also takes a few days to learn to walk in them; it’s like wearing high heels (not that I would know
about wearing high heels, I swear…)
Don?t worry about the fact you’ll be shorter when you take your shoes off. I’ve covered that here.
Girls won’t really give a shit, since you’ll already be in your apartment – if she’s come into your
apartment, she already likes you. Besides, a lot of girls will be “cheating” too, with highheels/platform shoes.
Skin Care:
If you’ve got acne or acne scars, visible pores, blackheads or generally spotty skin, book an
appointment with a dermatologist (skin care specialist) to get it sorted. They’ll be able to give you
the best advice for your particular skin issues. A few of my clients have had acne/skin issues, and for
all of them I’ve said, “Go to a dermatologist.”
You can also check out this subreddit, it’s pretty decent: SkincareAddiction.
When I was younger, I had terrible skin, with heaps of visible pores and acne scars. I fixed it in about
6 months with some salicylic acid. But again, go see a dermatologist.
If your skin is particularly horrible (massive acne scars, or lots of fresh acne), then it’s more than just
“minutia” – fix it as a main priority.
Fix Your Posture (Stand Up Straight & Tall)
This one will pretty much sort itself out if you hit the gym and lift heavy, as all the big lifts (squat,
bench, deadlift) require you to protract your shoulders and puff your chest out. You’ll naturally carry
that over to the rest of your life, which will make you look a hell of a lot more masculine in your
photos.
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Look at
that horrific posture on the left; much better on the right.
You should still make a concerted effort to stand tall and straight, with your shoulders back –
especially when taking photos for online dating.
Bad Breath:
Nothing screws up your getting laid success quite like bad breath. The worst part is most people are
going to be too polite to ever tell you that your breath smells like a troll’s ballsack, so you’ll walk
around stinking and be none the wiser. Especially if you drink a lot of coffee or smoke; both of which
are horrible for your breath.
If you’re not sure what your breath is like, here’s a trick: lick the back of your hand, and wait 10
seconds for it to dry. Small it – that’s roughly what everybody else is smelling.
It’s easily fixed – floss daily, brush twice a day, use mouthwash. Something I’ve been doing the last
couple of years: carry a pack of gum with you at all times (I chew on it after eating/drinking, and
especially if I’m on my way to meet a girl for a date). When you’re on a date with a girl, if you two
drink alcohol or coffee, chew one after you finish your drinks (give her one too, because you’re a
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motherfucking gentleman).
Smell Good (Wear Cologne)
I have an awesome cologne girls regularly compliment me on – total strangers even compliment me
on it. I always wanted to smell like coffee – don’t ask me why, I just always thought that’d be a cool
thing to smell like. I did some Googling and found a few different coffee colognes, tried a few of
them (on eBay you can buy $5 sample bottles of tonnes of different colognes), and Bob’s your uncle.
If you don’t already have a favourite cologne, do what I did – pick something you think would be
cool to smell like, and then find a cologne that smells like that. If you want ideas, go to Fragrantica
and look through all the different scent types. Buy a bunch of different samples from eBay (they
should only be a few bucks for the tiniest sample sizes). When you find one you like, stick with it –
make it your scent. Girls will remember you by it, and you won’t smell like a carbon-copy of
everybody else who just wears the same cheap stuff bought at a grocery store.
Shaving your Chest, Arms & Stomach:
Ok, stay with me for a second – I was shocked when a bunch of my mates told me I had to try
shaving my body. I thought they’d lost their minds and gone full metrosexual. But I tried it, and holy
shit, I’ve never looked back.
If you’re lean enough to see your muscle, it’s likely obscured behind all that hair on your body.
Shave it, and all of a sudden you’ll look like a beast – there’s a reason every single bodybuilder
waxes. You’ll be able to see muscles you didn’t even know existed, and you’ll be much more
vascular (the cool veins that show when you workout, especially in your arms).
If you’re lean, try it once and see – just trust me. (If you’re not lean, hurry up! Everything looks
better when you’re lean).
Tanning:

From pastey-boy to Donald Trump
impersonator.
Tanning improves your appearance a little – but I’d say less than everything else in this guide. Just
make sure you don’t go out in the sun too long, and bear in mind sun tanning is skin-damage. This is
the only thing I’d say you can happily skip if you want.
To get this tan, I used an experimental peptide called MT-II – it allows you to tan all over your body
without really having to go in the sun. Disclaimer: I’m absolutely not advocating you use MT-II. It
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hasn’t been been approved for medical use (as of the time of writing) and some countries have
warnings against it. Do your own research.

2.13 – If You Have Mental Issues/Depression…
If you have any deep mental issues, such as severe depression, mental illness, or extreme hatred
towards women: focusing on those issues should be your main priority. I was able to overcome a
hell of a lot, so you can too. You can still work on your fat loss + muscle gain + improving your
fashion at the same time, but you’ve gotta dedicate yourself to sorting out what’s making you
unhappy.
I really hated women when I first started trying to get laid, and it hindered my results because I was
so combative – I rejected a tonne of girls who would have happily slept with me, just so I could say,
“Hah, I rejected you, so I win!” It led to me hurting/neglecting a whole bunch of girls just because I
was bitter; something I’m not particularly proud of. My goal with this site is promoting getting laid in
an honest and ethical manner.
These days I love women – and my results are a billion times better because girls can tell I’m a
happy, emotionally-stable dude – so they’re more open & don’t have their guard up because they
know I’m not out to manipulate them. Not to mention by being less of an asshole and more of a nice
person, I’ve attracted more truly awesome girls in return.
If you’re in a similar boat to where I was, start working on this stuff now; don’t just sit around hoping
your mental issues will magically fix themselves.
Start reading some self-help books – You Can’t Afford the Luxury of a Negative Thought was a
life changing book for me & everyone I’ve recommended it to.
Find a counsellor in your area, or hit me up for a coaching call.
Talk to your mates about what’s been bothering you.
Reach out to your family.
If you don’t have any mates or family you can talk to, join a forum like ours or the SANE
Forums and just tell people what you’re going through. A problem shared is a problem halved.
Just do something – anything – to start getting the ball rolling – you’ll never be your best self if you
don’t address your mental/emotional hurdles.

2.14 – But What About “Game”, Conversation Skills, Routines,
Pick-up Lines?
I know the internet is awash with Pickup Artists and Dating Gurus who all tell you you can bang any
girl if your “game” (pickup-artist tactics) is good enough. A lot of these guys (most of these guys) tell
you looks aren’t really that important. They say if you just work on your manipulation tactics pickup
routines, women will be hypnotised by you & will fall for you – even if you look like you don’t take
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any personal pride in your appearance. (To be fair, some pickup artists do push looking good as an
important tenet; those are the guys you should be listening to.)
As for the guys who tell you looks don’t really matter all that much (or can be circumvented by
learning pickup artist tricks): do they have proof they actually get laid? Have they told you their
rough lay count? Do they show pics/videos of girls naked in their bed like I have? (Kissing paid
actresses on the street in YouTube videos doesn’t count; we’re aiming to get laid, not just kiss girls
for the camera).
The vast majority don’t have any proof; because most pickup artists are more interested in
“game” and “conversations skills” than actually getting laid. For more on that topic, read this.
If your goal is to get laid, then listen to the guys who show you tangible proof they get laid a lot. Hell,
do what I advocate and run your own experiment if you want to; try following pickup artist advice for
6 months (focus on learning pickup routines, don’t improve your looks) and see how much you get
laid. Then follow my advice for 6 months (do everything in this guide) and compare. Then you’ll
have your answer as to whether you should focus on pickup artist material or focus on selfimprovement & upgrading your appearance.

Two girls kissing in a BDSM sex-cage? I’d bang both of them. Oh shit, I
already did.
Every single one of my mates who get laid as much as me says, “The words you say don’t really
matter that much at all. You just gotta look as good as you can, and talk to a lot of girls.”
Good-looking guys can get laid easily without worrying about what to say. So make yourself a
good looking guy & then go talk to as many girls as you can; it’s the cheat code to tonnes of easy sex.
Time you spend learning pickup lines and weird techniques (techniques that are actually extremely
manipulative & sociopathic) is time you could have spent hitting the gym, shopping for better style,
messaging as many girls as possible across all the dating apps, etc. I’ve lost count of the number of
guys who come to me and say, “I lost about 3 years of my life being indoctrinated by pickup artist
stuff, memorising all the lines and treating women like they were some alien species I had to treat
differently… instead of just talking to them like human fucking beings.” Save yourself from joining
the cult of “game”, “pickup artistry”, etc; and just improve your looks and talk to tonnes of girls.
Girls aren’t that different from you; they don’t require you to learn “tactics” in order to talk to them.
You don’t have to do anything special other than say hi and be normal. Girls are just human beings
with a pussy.
Getting laid isn’t complicated. Truth is game/pickup lines/elite conversation skills/manipulation
tactics aren’t all that important – they help about 20%. But you know what helps 10,000%? Losing
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20kg of fat. You’ll improve another 10,000% if you pack on as much muscle as you can in a year or
two of working out. You’ll improve yet another 10,000% if you improve your style, throw in some
accessories and dress yourself like you’re actually somebody worth getting to know.
Besides, you get better at talking to women by just talking to women – not by memorising lines
like you’re a fucking actor (and that’s what pickup artistry is – acting. Faking.) You won’t be good at
talking to women at first, especially if you’re inexperienced – but it really doesn’t matter. I was so
nervous – no, terrified – during my first 20 dates. I could barely talk, I was sweating and shaking, I’d
mix up my words and one time I even forgot my own name (what the fuck…) None of it mattered
though; I still managed to get laid, and over time I naturally grew more comfortable talking to women
and people in general, and the conversation skills just took care of themselves.
I do coaching where I take guys out on the street and get them to talk to girls. They always initially
ask me, “Ok, what the hell do I say?” I tell them, “It doesn’t matter, just spot a girl you like and go
tell her you think she’s cute.” They always ask me, “No seriously, what am I supposed to say? Don’t
you have some conversation starters for me or something in case I forget what to say?”
Again, I (gently) tell them, “No. Just go tell her you think she’s cute, and see what happens. You’re
going to be really shit at this at first, and that’s ok. Just go actually start.”
Guess what invariably happens? They go talk to a cute girl for a minute or two, come back to me with
a huge smile on their face and tell me, “Holy shit dude, I did it! I was so awful at it, I couldn’t think
of anything to say, and my throat went all dry, but I did it!”
Many of these guys go on to get laid a tonne, because they’re no longer afraid of making a fool of
themselves or being really terrible at talking to women (because they just made a fool of themselves,
and nothing bad happened). You are going to suck, no matter how hard you try not to. You have to
just embrace it, and be willing to give it a go anyway, trusting that you’ll improve with experience.
Just like everything else in life; almost nobody is good at things when they first take them on.
In Part 3 I give you an easy-to-follow template you can stick to when messaging girls on Tinder/via
text – you’ll literally just copy-paste it, with only a little variation between each girl. Nice and
efficient. But what you say really doesn’t matter; your looks matter infinitely more than anything
you say. As long as you’re not saying something completely socially-inept, you’ll do awesome.
I promise.

2.15 – Self-Improvement Quick Reference Guide
I know we just covered a hell of a lot, so here’s a quick checklist for you to keep & refer back to:
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click and save it to your computer.
Save that image somewhere on your computer/phone where you can refer back to it from time to
time, to keep yourself on track.
Right-click and save the above image somewhere you can refer back to from time to time, to keep
yourself on track.
Get the condensed version of this entire Tinder series as a pretty PDF you can read on your
computer or phone any time you want:

Chapter 3 – Photos

3.1 – The Vibe Your Photos Should Get Across
Your ultimate goal with your photos is to look like a guy who gets laid. Even if your goal is to
find a girlfriend, you still need to look like a guy who has options when it comes to girls.
It also helps if you look like a guy who has friends, some sort of interesting hobby, maybe you’ve
been to interesting places, etc. You know, someone with an interesting life going on. You do not need
to look like the most amazing dude on the planet, but you do need to put some effort into your
portfolio. Tinder/other apps are awash with guys who’ve taken 5 boring selfies of them in their
bathroom/bedroom, and it’s painfully obvious they don’t take themselves seriously. If you don’t
take yourself seriously, why should any girl take you seriously?
Your portfolio likely won’t be amazing at first (remember, process of gradual improvement, one step
at a time). But at the very least, you need to make them as interesting as you possibly can – so no
boring selfies in your bedroom or bathroom. You don?t have to look like a male model, but you do
have to dress really well (no boring polo shirts) and have good accessories. If you?re fat, lose fat. If
you?re skinny, add some muscle. Everything we went through above.
Remember what I said: Online dating all about marketing yourself.
Tinder allows you to upload up to 9 photos (6 on bumble, 6 on Hinge), but don’t aim to just fill it up
with crap. If you’ve only got 3 good photos at the start, that’s fine – work with those, and aim to add
more over time. 3 carefully-curated photos in your portfolio are better than 9 crappy selfies.
As I’ll go into below, most guys on Tinder/other apps are boring as hell. For girls – who have to
swipe through hundreds of guys to find any interesting ones – it all starts to blur together after a
while. If you have interesting photos where you stand out as a cool, confident, sexy guy, you?ll be
top 1% by virtue of not being another “fine” guy (remember how much we despise fine).
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Straight from the horse’s
mouth – this girl points out how different my profile is (I have BDSM artwork, remember). She
mentions what I’ve been saying – a tonne of guys have incredibly generic, boring profiles and
pictures.
I ran an experiment where I made a female Tinder profile and checked out 1000+ male profiles. The
thing that stood out to me the most is just how boring and same-ish most guys’ Tinder profiles are.
With a bit of effort and time, you can easily rise about the chaff.
You need to think of the vibe you?re trying to give off, and then build your portfolio around that.
You?re trying to look like a guy who gets laid (even if you’re not yet) ? a guy who?s sexy and
knows it (even if you don’t know it yet), who?s got a cool, interesting life going on (even if you don’t
really). If you don?t have these things, don?t stress – you just have to go out and take photos that
make it appear as if you do.
Notice how I keep calling it a portfolio? You need to think of Tinder as your portfolio; your resume.
You?re putting out your best combined collection of photos that all give off a certain vibe; “I’m a guy
who gets girls.” First impressions matter. No, scrap that – on Tinder/other apps, the first impression is
almost the only thing that matters.
When you start taking photos to add to your portfolio, think more about the overall vibe of all your
pics combined. You want all your photos to tell an overall story when you put them all together.
I’ll go more into photo ideas below, as well as show you my Tinder portfolio. For now, play up your
strengths and take photos of any hobbies you have. If you?re a skateboarder, take some cool shots of
you skateboarding. If you?re an artist, take some cool shots of you working away in your studio. If
you?re a photographer, include some of your portfolio work. Just don?t make your entire profile
about that one thing or you?ll look dull and one-dimensional. Include 1 or 2 photos of your hobby,
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with your main focus on just looking like a cool, sexy guy.
As we?ll go into in the upcoming pages of this guide, girls appreciate a masculine man who?s
forward and doesn?t beat around the bush. Your pics should show you what you want ? to have some
fun with a cool, open-minded girl. Don?t hide your intentions or try to come across as “safe” and
“boyfriend-ish”. You’re a man, which means you want to meet girls and get laid (even if that’s just
with one loyal girlfriend) – so don’t beat around the bush & don’t pretend you don’t want what
everybody knows you want.
Just be completely honest and real with girls and communicate exactly what you want, both in your
pictures and in your messages (more on that later). By being upfront, you?ll end up with girls who
appreciate your honesty, and you?ll filter out all the ones who just want to play games & string you
along or waste your time.

3.2 – Your First Photo is the Most Important
If you watch a girl on a train or a bus (or a girl you?re casually dating) using Tinder or another dating
app, you?ll notice most girls just mindlessly flick through Tinder, swiping left or right on each
guy based only on his first photo. Most girls will only click into a profile and view his other pics &
bio if the first pic is already solid.
This means your first pic needs to be your absolute best. It needs to communicate ? clearly ?
exactly what you?re looking for on Tinder/other apps. In our case, we?re looking to get laid as easily
& efficiently as possible (if you’re after a girlfriend, you still need to look like you get laid). So your
first pic should make you look masculine, sexy, confident ? the kind of guy a girl would want to fuck.
If you’re not super confident yet, that’s cool – then aim to look like the kind of guy a girl would want
to grab a drink with and get to know better. Basically, don’t be average and plain and boring.
If you have a great body, show it off. If not, work on building a great body you can eventually take
pics of and show off.
In my case, my first pic absolutely screams sex, & kinky BDSM sex at that:

By no means do you need to put a kinky BDSM photo as your main pic ? especially if you?re just
starting out on Tinder/getting laid (if you have the confidence for it, absolutely do it; it will skywww.TheRedArchive.com
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rocket your results.) It took me a couple of years to get to a point where I was confident enough to
broadcast to the world, “I want sex. Who wants to join me?” If you’re totally new to all this, I don’t
expect you to be that direct at first. Here’s a more tame photo I was using before:

Your main pic should make you look really fucking good, and stand out from the usual bullshit girls
have to wade through when they?re trying to find a guy to have some fun with.
Some other examples of great first Tinder pics:
All of these guys look sexy – the kind of guys women want to mingle limbs with.
I wrote a massive article with hundreds of examples of photos you should aspire to, so go read it
now: Tinder Photos & Inspiration. Seriously, read it right now or I’ll yell at you; it’s the ultimate
form of inspiration for your own pics. It also explains how you can start taking your own awesome
pics to rival the best of the best. Don’t read any further until you’ve read that guide.
But again, let’s be clear: If you’re an absolute newbie, there’s a very good chance you’re going to
suck at this at first. Your pics will likely not look as good as the ones in that article. Just aim to be a
little better than you were the day before; you’ll gradually improve over time.

3.3 – Curate Photos Already on your PC/Phone
Your first step should be to pull out your phone and go through every single photo you’ve ever taken
of yourself. Then do the same with your computer, and even check Google Drive/iCloud. Go through
every photo you have and ask yourself with each one, “Do I look good in this photo? Do I look like a
guy who gets laid – or at least like a guy girls would want to meet up with?” You likely have good
photos sitting right there on your phone/computer you didn’t even realise. You silly goose.
The first thing I do with every one of the guys who see me for coaching is I tell them to
upload every single photo they have on their computer/phone to a Dropbox/Google Drive dump so I
can go through and curate a selection of their best photos, edit them a bit in Photoshop, and arrange
them in the order that fits best. It?d blow your mind how many guys have no luck on online dating
because they’re using shit pictures, but they have mind-blowingly good ones just sitting on their hard
drive collecting metaphorical dust. I’ve had a couple guys now I’ve helped from like 5 matches a
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week to 100 matches a week with photos they already had.
Even if you’re convinced you have “absolutely no decent photos of me on my computer!”, I’ve heard
that a million times and it’s been wrong a million times (a million is an exaggeration. Maybe only
ten-thousand). Go through all your photos and keep an open mind, asking yourself which ones look
like a guy girls might want to get to know better and show their muffins to. Try to look at each photo
objectively; pretend that you’re not looking at yourself, you’re looking at some other guy. Does this
other guy – not you – look good in that particular photo?
You can also get a mate you trust to curate your photos for you. Or post a bunch of them on our
forums & get feedback.
Reminder: Whilst the apps let you upload 6 or 9 photos (depending on the app), don’t just fill those
slots just for the sake of it if you’re filling it up with crappy old photos from your hard drive. 5 highquality photos is better than 9 average ones.
As for the order of the photos, I know I said the first photo is the absolute most important. But in a lot
of cases, you’ll have a couple of photos that could easily be your first photo. In that case, just play
around and try one photo for a week, then try another and compare. The order of photos is something
you figure out over time, based on how many matches/lays you get. Sometimes the photo you’re
convinced makes you look the best doesn’t get as many matches as one you think is only “meh”.

3.4 – Which Photos to Shoot
By now you should have read through my Tinder Inspiration article to see what you should ultimately
be aiming for (once you really know what you’re doing.) If you haven’t read that, you’re an
incredibly naughty boy – you’ve been told 3 times now. See me after class.
You’ll notice all the photos were taken with a DSLR camera – hence that “professional” look to
them. They have nice, blurry backgrounds, great lighting, and high quality overall. We’ll go over
why you should use a DSLR (vs a smartphone) below.
Start by picking one photo from that article you like best, and literally copy it as exactly as you
possibly can. Do exactly what the guy in the photo does, dress as well as he dresses, do the same
pose he does, make sure the lighting is the same as he does, apply the same filters as he does. (You
won’t do a perfect job, but do your best). Edit it in Photoshop & throw some filters on it (or send it
my way and I’ll help).
Once you’ve emulated a photo as best you can, get some feedback on it (more on that below). Throw
it up on Tinder if it’s good enough, and see if it increases your matches. Then repeat the process with
another photo you like from my Inspiration article. Keep doing that over and over, gradually
improving your portfolio over time. Your Tinder/other app portfolios are an ongoing project; they’ll
never be complete, as you should always be upgrading over time.
You can also throw in one or two selfies with mates at a bar/when doing hobbies/etc. These would
look better taken with a DSLR, but I understand very few people take their DSLR cameras to bars (I
do, but that’s because I’m fucking cool like that). Just don’t have too many low-quality camera-phone
photos in your portfolio; high-quality DSLR photos will always get you more girls.
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If you have any props you can include – shoot those. Eg you with a guitar, or if you have a second
camera you can put around your neck to make yourself look like a photographer, etc.
Photos of you with a girl/multiple girls work too. I have a photo of me with my girlfriend in one of
my photos.

3.5 – Examples of Bad Photos
It’s inevitable when you first start taking photos of yourself for online dating, most of them are going
to suck. Doubly so if you’ve never modelled before, or haven’t tried to get laid via online dating
before. You can’t expect yourself to know what you’re doing when you first start out – even with my
guide. You only get good at things by actually doing them, and figuring it out as you go along.
You need to just get started, and you’ll be able to upgrade your photos over time. You’re going to
make a tonne of mistakes in your photos, so read through this massive in-depth guide I put together
and aim to reduce how many of these mistakes you make over time.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Bad Lighting
Poor Quality (Blurry/Out of Focus/Excess Noise/Pixelated)
Extreme Closeup Selfies of Your Face
Bathroom/Bedroom Selfies
Lack of Variety/Depth
Several Photos of You in the Same Location
Awkard or Uncomfortable Smile/Pose (or too Staged/Stiff)
Bad Angle/Too Far Away
You?re the Only Person in All your Photos
Too Much Silliness (Including Silly Facial Expressions)
Several Pics of You Wearing the Exact Same Clothes
Only One Picture
Memes/Quotes
Animals (Without You in the Shot)

Read my article Your Tinder Pictures Suck (but Here’s How to Fix Them); it’s mandatory reading.
Seriously, do not read any further through this guide until you’ve read that article. I go into
depth on every mistake you’re likely to make during your photoshoots, as well as easy changes you
can make to avoid them.

3.6 – DSLR vs Smartphone
A DSLR camera kicks the shit out of any smartphone any day of the week – it’s not even a
comparison. Smartphones can sometimes take almost-as-good photos as a DSLR, but to get laid via
online dating, you absolutely need to get your hands on a DSLR. Don’t half-ass this (go all-in,
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remember?) – grab (or borrow) a DSLR.

Click to
enlarge. The one on the LEFT was taken with my smartphone – notice the distracting & cluttered
background. The one on the RIGHT was taken with my DSLR, and has a much cleaner background –
all your attention is directed to the model, as it should be.
Even just at a glance, the photo on the right is clearly a more professional-looking photo. The
background is better, the model is more in focus and sharp. The lighting is more even – pay particular
attention to the area under her eyes, which has dramatically-less-harsh shadows under her eyes in the
DSLR photo on the right. Everything about it just looks better. And the one on the left was taken with
a phone that’s very new (only came out last year), so older phones will be even lower quality.
No matter how awesome your new smartphone is, it can never match the quality of a DSLR camera.
DSLRs give you:
Higher quality, with less noise (that grainy look phones are more susceptible to). DSLR
photos just look a million times better. This is because a DSLR has a massive sensor compared
to the tiny sensor in your smart phone.
Faster shutter speed; you can take 30 photos in one second (a smartphone can?t), so you can
just hold down the button and photos will just fire off in rapid succession. This is brilliant for
photos where you?re moving (eg photos of you walking towards the camera, sports shots, etc)
Ability to spam photos & “accidentally” take an awesome one – another benefit of being
able to just hold down the button & rapid-fire photos is you can take hundreds or thousands of
photos in a photoshoot, and some of them will “accidentally” be perfect. I do this with all of my
clients who are nervous – I tell them not to worry about posing ,and I just fire off thousands of
photos while we’re talking and hanging out. Some of those will, by complete chance, just
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happen to be absolutely amazing – they’ll be smiling or laughing, their hands will be in exactly
the right spot, their body-language will be perfect. The fact you can spam thousands of photos
with a DSLR means you’ll get “natural”-looking photos, vs the very “posed” & stiff photos you
get with a smartphone.
Better low depth of field (the ?blurry background effect?). DSLRs give a much nicer effect,
making you pop out of the background instead of it being all cluttered. Yes, new smartphones
have a special “portrait” photo mode that can emulate this, but since it’s done in software (vs a
DSLR which does it with the hardware itself) you end up with artefacts and areas that look
wrong/weird.
Better low-light performance. Especially in clubs/bars, or anywhere dark at night.
Crisper photos that aren’t as blurry, because of the faster shutter speed. Smartphones often
get blurry if the subject moves (click here for an example), or your hand isn’t steady when
taking the photo – especially in low-light conditions.
If you crop your image a little, it’ll still retain more derail and look much better vs a
smartphone photo
DSLRs can shoot in RAW (higher quality) mode. These files are much better for editing in
Photoshop – you’ll get less image degradation (noise, grain, etc). It’s also easier to fix an overly
dark RAW file in Photoshop & make it brighter. If you attempt that with a photo from your
phone, you’ll end up with a tonne of noise & artefacts, making the photo look crappy and low
quality.
Exposure: You can manually set the exposure on a DSLR, so images won’t be blown out or
too dark like they often are when a smartphone does a bad job with the light setting.
About 20 other reasons – DSLRs are just all-round better.
Here’s examples of what I’m talking about when I saw “spam photos with a DSLR and you’ll get
some “natural-looking” photos:

See how they look like they’re mid-step, like they’re in the middle of doing something; rather than
stiff and staged and posed?
Now, to be fair, the absolute newest smartphones are starting to approach DSLR camera quality
(they’re not there yet though). But if you don’t already have the latest (and most expensive) phone, a
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second-hand DSLR is significantly cheaper and will last you a hell of a lot longer (hopefully a
lifetime – my first DSLR lasted me 8 years. The one I have now should last just as long.).
If you tell me you absolutely can’t buy or borrow a DSLR (or pay a photographer): I’ve gotta
call you out and say you can’t be all that serious about getting laid. You can use a smartphone as a
temporary solution if you don’t have access to a DSLR & want to start trying to get laid right this
second. But aim to upgrade to a DSLR (or make friends with someone who has a DSLR) as soon as
possible. And just know I’ll be secretly judging your bad smartphone photos, you naughty
disobedient boy.

3.7 – DSLR Camera Buying Guide
I’ve got a guide to buying your own DSLR camera – check it out.
You’ve got 2 options here; a budget, super-low-cost option. And a higher-budget one I recommend
(it’s the camera + lens I have).
If you’re short on cash:

Budget Option:
Budget Camera:
Buy this camera body second-hand (don’t buy new – a second-hand DSLR works just as well). This
doesn’t come with a lens, so make sure you buy the lens below as well or you won’t be able to take
any photos.

Budget Lens:
Buy this lens new (don’t buy second-hand; you won’t save much money & second-hand lenses
sometimes have scratches on them).

Again, let me make it clear: You need to buy both. The camera doesn’t come with a lens.
If you want a much better camera, and the one I recommend, go for the one below. Features it has
that make taking Tinder/Hinge photos a BILLION times easier:
Automatically detects and focuses on your face – without you doing anything. So you can
stick your camera on a tripod, take a bunch of photos (even photos of you walking towards the
camera, which is a nightmare on the old camera) and every single shot will be perfectly in
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focus.
You can also hand your camera to a friend or a complete stranger and get them to take photos
of you – and you don’t even have to explain to them how to make sure you’re in focus. The
camera will handle that for you.
You can hold the shutter button down and rapid-fire shots FAR quicker than the Nikon above
– great for doing those street shots where you’re walking. I always say, “Just take 300 photos of
yourself and some of them will happen to turn out perfectly) – this makes it way easier. This
new camera sounds like a machine gun when it’s taking photos.
It has an LCD screen at the front so you can see what the image will look like as you’re taking
it (you don’t have to hold the camera up to your eye and peer through the viewfinder).
The LCD screen flips out and can rotate to face towards you (perfect for taking portraits of
yourself). You can actually see what you look like as you’re taking the photo, so you can
adjust your position, fix your clothes, see what you look like when you smile. No more “take a
photo, go check what it looks like, try again, go check what the new one looks like” – you can
adjust on the fly, saving you HOURS of time.
Image quality is MUCH better because this is a full-frame camera (the old Nikon above is
cropped sensor; so backgrounds aren’t as blurry and nice vs the newer camera). Photos you
take will just look better.
Images are sharper. The autofocus is MUCH more accurate on the new camera – on my old
camera, no matter how hard I tried, the focus wasn’t quite perfect (due to the way the autofocus
system worked on that camera). This one is handling all the focus for you, using the facedetection algorithm. Focus is always perfect, 100% of the time.
Send photos to your phone via bluetooth. You have no idea how fucking cool this is until
you start using it – now, every single time you want to just take a quick snap of something to
send to someone, you can use your high-quality camera and get amazing photos, and then
they’re on your phone in an instant. No more shitty smartphone shots of anything, ever. You
can even do this automatically – backing up every photo you take, straight onto your phone.
You’ll take far less shots overall on the new one – on the old camera, you have to mess
around with the settings a lot more and try and make sure you’re in focus. Most of your shots
won’t be in focus, especially if you move even a tiny bit. On the new camera, because it
automatically focuses on your eyes no matter how much you move, you’ll always be perfectly
in focus in every shot. No more “Take 100 shots and hope a couple of them are in focus”.
Video – tonnes of people use this as a blogging/video camera (the video on the old Nikon
camera sucks). 1080p, perfect continual autofocus, image stabilisation, the camera itself is
smaller and weighs less so it’s easier to hold. Not to mention the LCD screen makes it a
BILLION times easier to frame shots – you don’t have to look through the viewfinder. You can
hold the camera wherever the hell you want, and look at the LCD screen.
You can use the camera as a webcam on your computer – so you get professional looking
1080p video quality with that nice blurry background. My coaching clients have all told me my
Skype calls look WAY better now that I’m using this camera.
Can plug the camera straight into pc and pull the images off (on old camera, you have to
take out the SD card, and use an SD card reader).

Recommended Option:
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Recommended Camera:
Buy this camera body + adapter (the adapter is required in order to use the lens below). This doesn’t
come with a lens, so make sure you buy the lens below as well or you won’t be able to take any
photos.

Recommended Lens:
Buy this lens new (don’t buy second-hand; you won’t save much money & second-hand lenses
sometimes have scratches on them).

I’ve owned both of the camera combos above and have used both of them for my professional
photography. Pretty much every single photo you’ll see on this website was taken with one of the two
cameras above (everything taken before 2020 was the old camera; everything after 2020, the new
one).
SD Card:
You’ll then need an SD card to take photos (you can’t take photos without it). If you don’t have one
already, just buy this one.

If you plan on taking photos by yourself (without anyone to help you), you’ll also need a tripod and
a remote control (skip these if you plan on having someone else take the photos of you).
Tripod and remote trigger:
Tripod:
Buy this tripod new.

Remote:
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Buy this remote trigger new.

3.8 – Option 1: You Take Your Own Photos
Alright, let’s dive in. You’ve got 4 main options for taking your photos:
1.
2.
3.
4.

You take your own photos (with your camera or a camera you’ve borrowed).
Your friend has his own DSLR camera.
Your friend uses your DSLR camera.
You pay a professional photographer.

Taking your own photos is what I recommend at first, because it gives you the most room to
experiment. If you don’t have a camera, buy the one above – it’s affordable and it’s my exact camera,
so I can help you if you get stuck. Another option is to borrow a mate’s camera. Having your own
camera (or a mate’s camera you’re borrowing) means you’ll be able to take as many photos as you
like and try as many different poses/camera settings/locations as you like, without feeling like you’re
bothering anybody else by using up too much of their time.
If you’ve just bought the camera gear I recommend, or have your own camera and aren’t sure how to
use it, I’ve got you covered. Here’s the most comprehensive guides I’ve found on the internet. Yep, I
checked the entire internet, all by myself. These guides will teach you absolutely everything you
could ever need to know about learning your camera & taking photos of yourself:
Canon EOS RP User’s Guide
Nikon D7000 Tutorial – A Fast Start Guide to Your DSLR
Nikon D7000 Tutorial: All Settings, Menus, Functions by Carlos Erban
The dPS Ultimate Guide to Photography for Beginners
The Ultimate Guide to Learning how to use Your first DSLR
21 Creative Self Portrait Ideas for Photographers
How To Take a Self-Portrait
10 Most Common Self Portrait Photography Mistakes
Note: whilst theory is important, nothing beats actually using the camera – don’t get so caught up in
reading manuals/watching YouTube tutorials that you forget to actually take pictures.
And some quick tips from me:
Shoot at the lowest f-stop number you can (usually f/1.8). The lower the number, the more of
that sexy “blurry background effect” you get (known as “low depth of field”).
Shoot vertical (turn the camera sideways) – NOT horizontal. Tinder crops photos vertically; as
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do most of the other dating apps.
Don’t stand too far back. Most guys make the mistake of standing way too far back. Stand
closer, so you fill up more of the shot (you don’t want huge gaps of empty space above/below
your head in the photo). Not to mention the closer you are, the blurrier the background,which
looks even better.
Take a BUNCH of photos. Literally just hold down the shutter button and rapid-fire 50 photos
at a time. That way you increase the chances of one of them having a nice natural-looking pose.
If you just shoot 1 photo at a time, it’ll look “staged” and “posed” (because you literally have to
pose for the photo, since you can only take 1 at a time).
Turn on these settings, found in the camera’s settings menu:
– AF-S (Servo Autofocus)
– Continuous (Low-Speed) shooting. Don’t use high-speed continuous; low-speed lets the
camera re-focus between shots when you’re rapid-firing.
– Face detection on.
– Eye-tracking on.
Always shoot in C-RAW (or just normal RAW if your camera doesn’t have C-RAW) Never
shoot in JPG. C-RAW/RAW is a setting in your camera’s menu. Use C-RAW. RAW photos are
higher quality, especially if you/someone else edit the photos in Photoshop.
Once you’ve got your gear (camera body + lens + tripod + remote), mount the camera onto the
tripod using the “mounting plate” that comes with it. Plug in one remote trigger using the included
cable, and hold onto the other trigger (you’ll use that to actually take the photos). Half-press the
button so the camera focuses, take a shot of yourself and bam, you’re now a photographer.
Congratulations!
Don’t bother taking photos of yourself without a tripod + remote – it’s way too much effort trying to
balance your camera on something, plus you won’t be able to prop the camera up vertically to take
portrait shots without a tripod. You also need a remote trigger, because it’s a nightmare having to use
the countdown-timer to take shots; you have to start the timer, sprint into position, hope it focuses on
you, wait for the timer, then repeat it 100 more times til you get a good shot. No thankyou.
Here’s the fun part – as many photos of yourself as you can. Then take hundreds more. As I
mentioned in How to Take Better Tinder Photos, the way to take awesome photos is to take a lot of
photos. All the theory in the world won’t teach you how to use the camera quicker than actually
getting in there and giving it a go.
When I first started teaching myself how to take photos, it took me a couple weeks of taking
thousands of photos before I figured out all the camera settings, how to make sure things were in
focus, how to change the exposure settings so the photos weren’t too dark/too bright, etc.
Your first 1000 photos will suck no matter how much study you do beforehand. Nobody picks up a
camera and is awesome with it. Here?s the first few photos I ever took:
KONICA MINOLTA DIGITAL CAMERA
Click to zoom in on them, and you’ll see most of them weren’t in focus, some of them were way too
dark – I had no idea what in God’s name I was doing. And these are only the ones I actually kept –
the thousands I deleted were way worse. At times, I’d take hundreds of photos, come home and check
them out on my computer, and delete every single one of them because they all sucked. But I kept on
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taking photos, practising and getting better every time I clicked the shutter button.
Here?s what I can do now, after tonnes of practice:
If I can get decent with practice, you can too. Just keep shooting as many photos as you can, as often
as you can – take your camera with you everywhere you go. Take photos of people on the street, take
photos of your friends, take photos of your food, take photos of plants and animals and the sky and
the ground. After a week or two, you’ll be pretty damn proficient at using it, and will start to come
away with some cool shots of yourself.
As with most things in life ? especially trying to get laid ? you will suck at the start and only get
better with experience. You really do just have to give yourself permission to suck. Tell yourself,
?Ok, I?m going to be awful at this for a bit; my photos will come out dark, out of focus, boring,
shitty. But I just need to push through and keep taking photos, and trust I?ll get better with
practice.?
I promise you will.

3.9 – Option 2: Your Mate Uses Your Camera
Once you’ve practices posing with your own camera and have a feel for it, you can grab a mate and
ask him to take some photos of you for your online dating profile. Offer to buy him a beer or a
blowjob (you buy him a blowjob, you don’t personally give him a blowjob). If your mate also has
Tinder/another app or is thinking about setting one up – great – you can take pictures for him in
exchange for taking your pics. Win-win, just like going 69.
If you don’t have any mates who can help you out, then make some – I’ve got a comprehensive guide
on how to make friends who are also into self-improvement/getting laid. Tell them you need a hand
shooting Tinder photos and get cracking.
If the person you get to help you knows how to use a DSLR & take photos, awesome. If not, get them
to read some of the links I gave you above – or just walk them through how to use the camera.
Remind them they’ll suck at first, and that’s perfectly ok – they’ll get better as they gets into the
swing of things.
Just make sure whoever you get to help you out is absolutely happy to do so, and isn’t doing it
begrudgingly. If you feel like you?re having to drag them along against their will, neither of you are
going to give it your all. They won?t be patient when you ask him to re-shoot the photo for the 50th
time as you adjust your pose ever-so-slightly. And you?ll feel pressure to rush through it and not take
the time required to really experiment and play around trying out different shots.
Remember, you & whoever you get to shoot photos will need to take a TONNE of photos. In my
photoshoots, I take 400+ photos of my clients in order to get 6-8 good ones. They have to be happy to
be there with you.
Do what I do on my shoots – get your photographer to rapid-fire tonnes of shots, non-stop, basically
the entire time you’re hanging out (even when you’re not “officially” shooting – often in the
downtimes, you’ll accidentally take the best photos because they’re the most candid/relaxed). Tell
them to keep shooting photos as they?re talking to you. Literally just keep hitting the shutter button
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thousands of times as you two talk.
Photos cost nothing, so don?t stop clicking. and just have a normal conversation. You?ll get lost in
the conversation, naturally loosening up a bit as you forget the camera is there. You’ll likely walk
away with some of your best shots. (But if you don’t, no stress – you have unlimited retries).
You can also get some more casual, candid shots – take your camera with you everywhere you go,
and any time you’re with a mate, hand it to one of them and ask them to snap a couple of quick
photos, casually. Don’t do a full photoshoot – just snap a couple of photos. Make a habit of this every
time you go out, and eventually you’ll end up with a cool shot or two.

3.10 – Option 3: Your Friend has his Own DSLR Camera
If you know someone with their own camera, you can skip buying your own and either borrow the
camera & shoot your own photos (follow what I wrote in Option 1 above). Or get your mate to shoot
photos of you (follow what I wrote in Option 2).
Explain to them what your goals are ? to improve your pics, meet some women, have a good time.
Get them on board and make them enthusiastic so they?ll want to help you out and will be happy to
spend the hours that it takes to start getting good shots. Hell, buy them 2 beers every time they do a
photoshoot of you (or give them 2 blowjobs… I mean buy them 2 blowjobs).

3.11 – Option 4: You Pay a Professional Photographer
Paying a photographer is a solid choice… but it also comes with the potential to just waste your time
& money if you’re not proactive. Most photographers don?t know how to take good online dating
photos ? because they?re not usually on Tinder/Hinge/Bumble getting laid themselves. I’ve seen a
tonne of Tinder photoshoots done by photographers, and whilst they’re competent shooters & the
quality of the photos is awesome, the photos inevitably come out very “staged” and contrived – think
“corporate headshots”. Again, most Tinder photographers aren’t on Tinder/other apps
successfully getting laid themselves, so they don’t have a whole lot of experience knowing what
makes a good set of Tinder photos.
It can also become expensive ? especially when you consider you?re paying for one shoot only.
Since self-improvement is something you?re always working on, you?ll improve your
looks/style/body-fat/hair/confidence/etc, and you’ll then want to go take a new set of photos –
meaning you’ll need to pay the photographer even more money for another shoot. If you have your
own camera, or can borrow a buddy?s camera or get him to take photos of you, you?ll save a tonne of
money.
Paying a photographer also means you?ll shoot less photos overall, and will be less likely to
experiment with new photos/try out a new look. Since each shoot costs money & takes effort to book
in, you?ll be less inclined to just fool around a bit taking experimental photos. A lot of my best
photos came when I didn?t have a plan and just mucked around shooting a tonne of photos of myself
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– something I would not do if I knew I was paying by the hour.
Despite saying all that, I still get quite a few guys hitting me up to shoot their Tinder/other app
photos. If you live in Melbourne, Australia or can visit, I’ll happily shoot your photos for you – just
remember you’re paying for 1 shoot only, & I’d still recommend you get your own camera
eventually. I know what I’m doing so I can mitigate most of the negatives of hiring a photographer –
I know how to shoot photos that’ll get you laid (assuming you look better than fine.)
I?d still recommend you learn to use your own camera or find a mate who can take your
photos; it’ll pay off more in the long-term.
All that said, if you don’t want to have to do it yourself and don’t have any mates who can shoot your
photos, a photographer is still workable – if you’re happy to spend the money. Just make sure you use
the time efficiently, and get the most out of your photographer. Go through the checklist below –
even send it to your photographer before the shoot so you’re both on the same page:

Paid Photoshoot Checklist:
1. Tell them what your photos are for ? Tinder/other apps. You?re trying to look masculine,
attractive, hot, cool. Not cute, or cuddly, or nice, and certainly not fine.
2. Does this photographer have experience shooting photos for Tinder/other apps where the
aim is to get laid? Do they have any proof people have gotten more matches/more dates/more
sex as a direct result of their photoshoots?
3. Do they have testimonials (reviews) from their previous clients? (for example, here’s some of
mine).
4. Can they show you examples of their work? Take a good look through all their photos – do
those look like real guys who actually get laid/get girlfriends? Or do they look more like “stock
images” or “stiff corporate photos”?
5. Bring a bag full of multiple different outfits with you. Tell the photographer you’ll need
somewhere you can get changed between photos (eg a public toilet). It looks terrible if you
wear the same outfit in multiple photos.
6. How much time are they willing to spend on the photoshoot? Are you paying per hour, or
paying a fixed price?
7. Is he/she willing to take hundreds of photos in order to come away with some great ones?
(You will not end up with decent photos if they only take 10 photos – especially if you’re
inexperienced with having your photo taken.) Is he/she patient enough to keep taking more
photos until you?re both happy, or is he/she limited with their time?
8. What tricks do they have if you feel nervous/awkward/stiff in your posing? (So for me
personally, when I’m doing a shoot I talk to the person non-stop to distract them from the
photoshoot, so they can relax. I take hundreds (sometimes even a thousand) photos, increasing
the chances that one of those photos will “accidentally” look really awesome and relaxed. I also
have relaxation techniques I walk them through if needed).
9. Does the photographer know how to use Photoshop to edit your photos, remove pimples/acne
scarring, fix any mistakes, remove distracting objects/people from the backgrounds, add filters,
adjust colours/contracts, etc?
10. Is that Photoshopping work included in the price, or does it cost extra?
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If they’re not happy to answer all those questions, then that’s your answer right there – find another
photographer.
So yes, you can definitely pay a photographer if you’re happy to spend the money – just make damn
sure you’re getting the most out of them. And be prepared for the fact you’ll need to pay for a few
photoshoots over time, as you upgrade your looks & style & confidence.

3.12 – How to Pose
Posing is one of those things guys overthink, getting in their head and becoming almost neurotic with
how much they’re worrying about putting their hands in the right spot, tilting their head at exactly the
right angle, etc. As with everything else when it comes to getting laid, you’re probably going to
suck at posing for a while until you’ve had some practice. Give yourself permission to suck at it,
and just take a bunch of photos until you improve.
Here’s some posing guides that’ll give you plenty of ideas for poses & creative photo ideas you can
try:
7 of the Best Poses
18+ More Poses
14 Tips for Taking Creative Self-Portraits
A Photographer?s Guide to Posing Men In Portraits
How to Improve Your Self-Portrait Photography
100 Seriously Cool Self-Portraits (scroll down the page a bit for the actual examples).
My own personal photography portfolio (feel free to copy ideas I’ve done).
When I take my clients out for a shoot, half the time I literally just scroll through those lists and come
up with 10 or so different poses we’ll try. Do the same – Just work your way through the lists in each
of those articles. Try every single pose they have, and see which ones you can pull off. I can’t tell you
what will look good until you actually try it; a pose that looks amazing for one guy might not work
for the next guy.
Practice the poses in front of your mirror if you like first, before you go out and shoot them for real.
The easiest poses are usually ones where you’re leaning against a wall, or holding a prop in your
hand (even just your phone), so start with those.
Don’t worry that you might look a bit silly and not quite get it as right as the guys do in these
example photos. You will absolutely look a little silly when you’re first practising posing – 99% of
my clients are awkward at first. There’s no way to avoid it, if you’ve never done a photoshoot before.
Just try a bunch of times and eventually some of your photos will come out awesome. (Just like if
you want to get laid, you have to hit on a bunch of women – as many as you possibly can – and some
of them will say yes).
You’ll likely be in your head too much, over-thinking every little pose. “Where should I put my
hand?” etc. That’s completely fine; we’re all like that when we first start taking photos of ourselves.
Just keep at it, and with time and practice you’ll eventually relax into it.
If you go out shooting a couple of times & still can’t relax, use my trick. You simply act like you
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just don’t care any more.
The reason you’re so stiff is because you’re carrying tension – because you care about getting this
shoot right. The only way to truly relax is to actually just not give a shit. Because seriously, does it
really matter if you’re stiff? Who really cares if you can’t relax? Will anything bad happen if all your
photos suck? The world will keep on turning, the birds will keep on tweeting or Twittering or
whatever they do. The fact you can’t relax does not matter.
So stop caring, tell yourself, “Fuck this, I don’t care if this works out or not” and just stop caring.
Literally get depressed – let your shoulders slump, let out a big sigh, say “I don’t care any more.”
The very act of not no longer caring relaxes you – it’s impossible to be tense when you don’t care. If
your photos all suck, you can just go try again another time, and another time after that. It literally
doesn’t matter, so chill out and relax a bit, homie.
You can also have fun doing some of the more arsty/creative photos in those lists – don’t be afraid to
do some proper artsy modelling. Plenty of the photos I do for clients are artsy/weird ones like these
(these are my photos):
Feel free to steal any of these ideas and recreate them yourself.
You can also do “walking photos” – as in, photos where you’re in motion, like this:

To do those, either use a tripod, or give your camera to a mate. Tell him/her to take a LOT of photos
of you walking. Stand about 30 feet or so away from him/her, and tell them to just hold down the
shutter button and take a billion photos of you walking towards the camera (it usually looks best if
your eyes are looking away from the camera.) Then go stand back in the same spot, and walk towards
the camera again. Repeat this 5 or so times – you should have at least 150+ photos. Some of those
photos will accidentally look good – awesome!
You can (and should) also look through guys on Instagram for inspiration, and to copy their
posing/style/photographs. Check out the links I gave earlier in the Instagram Inspiration section.
And don’t forget to have fun. Through all this, you might find you actually enjoy taking photos and
modelling – most of my clients end up having an awesome time. There’s a reason girls take 10 billion
selfies per day – it’s actually kinda fun posing for the camera, having all the focus on you, feeling
like a famous-boy.
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3.13 – Checklist when Taking Photos
When you’re first starting out & don’t really know what you’re doing, don’t stress too much about
getting things perfect; the following checklist is more of a guide than a regimented, “you must do
everything on this list.” I don’t want you getting in your head too much when you first start taking
photos; you’re most likely going to suck at the start, so just embrace it and try to have fun. You’ll
improve each subsequent time you take some photos.
That said, if you’re a total newbie with the camera, this checklist is a nice reminder of things you
might forget to do. There’s a hell of a lot to remember when you first learn how to use a DSLR; I get
that. Don’t stress if you make some really retarded mistakes; I certainly did at the start.
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click and save this on your phone/computer.
Save that somewhere on your phone so you can look at it when you’re out taking photos. If you’re
going to get a friend to take photos of you, give them this checklist.
All of these apply if you’re paying a photographer. If they’re making too many of these mistakes,
you’re being ripped off – find another photographer.

3.14 – Editing/Photoshopping & Filters
If you know what you’re doing in Photoshop (or have a mate who does), then you can massively
improve your photos in Photoshop. You can:
Remove distracting background elements, so you stand out more.
Brighten up your photo if it’s too dark.
Blur the background even more than it already it (it should already be blurry from the DSLR
you’re using).
Slightly increase your muscle definition & reduce your fat with the Liquify tool.
Make your muscles/vascularity stand out even more by using the dodging and burning tools to
locally-increase contrast.
Pay with colour/contrast filters.
Don’t go way too overboard with the editing – you still want your photos to look somewhat
natural. (Artsy photos are the exception). We’re not aiming to totally catfish anyone.
If you aren’t able to edit your photos yourself, pay someone on Fiverr.com to do it (just make sure
they have good feedback) – or hit me up and I’ll do it for a very affordable price.
You can use a filter app on your phone like Snapseed or Pollarr (they both have apps on Android +
iOS). But I highly recommend you edit them properly in Photoshop, because it makes a massive
difference to how many matches you’ll get.

3.15 – Getting Feedback on your Photos
So you’ve taken a bunch of photos (or curated some of the photos you already had on your
computer/phone) and now you need to know if they’re any bloody good. I got you, fam.
Best way to get feedback is to post on a reputable forum – again, I recommend ours. Post your pics
on there and myself and others will give you feedback, tell you what you can improve & give you
suggestions for other photos ideas. You can also ask for any tips on the actual photography – did you
make any camera mistakes when taking the photos? Were you in focus? Is anything overblown or
washed out? Is your face too dark or in shadow? Etc.
If you have a mate who gets laid on Tinder/other apps, you can show him your photos and ask for
constructive criticism.
Or show them to me – I offer a full Tinder service where I’ll go over all the pics you have (including
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every single photo you have on your pc). I’ll curate the ones I think will work best, Photoshop ’em,
and give you tips on how to improve your looks and your photos. I’ll also give you photography tips
for when you next go out to shoot more photos. Get in contact with me if you want that.
Some guys use sites like Photofeeler.com, but I don’t necessarily recommend it. I did a photoshoot
with a client in my city: we shot a bunch of pictures and completely overhauled his entire Tinder
profile. The photos we did were much more masculine; he looked confident & sexy. He put the pics
on Photofeeler and girls said he looked “arrogant”, a few said things like, “I wouldn’t ever talk to this
guy”. The feedback was mostly negative.
Guess what happened when we put those photos up on his Tinder? He got more than triple the
matches he usually got, & he got laid twice in the first 2 weeks of using his new profile. What girls
tell you on Photofeeler doesn’t necessarily translate to how easily you’ll get laid. So if you do use
Photofeeler/etc, just use it to get a rough idea of where you’re at. But any comments people give
you, take them with a humongous grain of salt. I’m talking a grain of salt as big as your momma
(huge).
Another way you’ll know if you’re on the right track is girls will tell you you’re cute/attractive/hot.
When I first started, I had basically never had a girl compliment me for my looks, ever. As I
improved myself & improved my pics, girls started calling me cute. Holy shit, I can’t tell you how
much of a positive effect that had on my self-esteem; I finally felt like I was worth something. After
more improvement, girls called me attractive. Eventually it was hot. Now I even get “sexy” or “you
turn me on“.

It will
feel really fucking nice the first time a girl says you’re sexy too. It took me quite a lot of effort and
self-improvement to get to this point; you can get there too.
If you don’t get any compliments on Tinder/other apps – good. It’s good because it means you have a
lot of room for improvement. It means whatever results you’re getting now (or not getting), you have
potential to be getting many more matches, if you keep improving yourself.
Bad results now = plenty of opportunities to grow in the future.
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Chapter 4 – The Photos that have gotten me Laid Most
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Here’s what I’m currently using. In contrast to the old photos I was using at the top of the page, my
newer pics do infinitely better, and get me laid far easier. I’ve kept some of my silly photos so girls
can tell I have a bit of a goofy side, but most of my photos now screm sex. I still pay for Boosts (2 per
week, 11pm on a Friday & Saturday night), but I get far more matches (vs the old pictures at the top
of the page) and now have sex with zero effort.
The biggest difference is I’ve got some very sexual photos in my profile now. I’ve made it very
clear I?m a sexual guy looking for something sexual. I also immediately tell girls I match with that
I’m looking for a girl who wants to try BDSM. I get their number, meet them for a coffee to make
sure they’re not a catfish & immediately take them back to my apartment for coital-relations. I go
into much online dating profile here, as well as the thoughts behind it.
If you have the confidence to do it, absolutely throw some more-sexual photos into your
Tinder/online dating portfolio. (Don’t use anything nude though – it’ll get deleted). Either a tasteful
BDSM photo (grab one from Google images if you want), or a shirtless photo of yourself looking like
a sexy boy, or one of you with a girl (make sure she’s hot or at least cute). Bear in mind if you go too
over-the-top, your photo might get reported & deleted; it happens to me once in a while.
Let me make it clear though: Whilst it will massively increase your results, you don’t have to
include sexual/”aggressive” photos like I do if you’re nervous. You’ll still get laid with normal pics,
as long as you’re attractive with cool pics. Being more edgy/sexual skyrockets your results (you’ll get
laid about 3 times as much), but I get that you might not be comfortable doing it at first. I still got laid
a lot when I was only using normal photos (it just took much more effort).
If you can push yourself to do it though, definitely do it. I was fucking terrified when I first put up a
BDSM photo – I was convinced I’d get in trouble, my account would get banned and someone would
call the police on me. I was paranoid as hell, I have no idea how I worked up the courage to actually
do it. Guess what? Absolutely nothing bad happened, and my results sky-rocketed. Girls also
appreciated my honesty and forwardness, since I was making it clear what I wanted so I didn’t waste
their time.
Winner winner chicken dinner.
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Drop a comment below if you
know what game this is from & you’ll win a high-five.

Chapter 5 – Continuing to Upgrade Your Photos Over Time

5.1 – Gradual Improvements

Oh wow, I’d bang that. Oh wait, I already have. Good work, Andy.
This is something I’m going to continue to emphasise over and over and over and over and over and
over and *deep breath* over and over and over again in this series: you will probably suck at all of
this when you first start. The only thing you need to worry about is making small, gradual
improvements over time. That very much applies to your photos; if you haven’t used a camera before
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& have never taken photos of yourself, they’ll probably be awful the first few times you go out to
take ’em. Your first iteration of pics will only be the first round of many.
Don’t stress though – just read my article on why your pics suck and try to eliminate as many of
those mistakes as you can. Some of your shots might be out of focus, too dark, with awkward poses
and an uncomfortable smile. Don’t get disheartened – just go out on another day and shoot another
round of 200+ photos, and they’ll likely be a little better. This is a process of gradual improvement
over time. Remember: you have unlimited retries.
I’ll make this absolutely clear, because it’s important you go into this with realistic expectations at
the start: Unless you’re already very attractive AND naturally photogenic, it’ll likely take you a few
weeks/months to get to a point where you start getting a decent number of matches. It is entirely
possible you get zero matches with your first round of pictures, if they’re particularly bad. That’s
totally normal; you just need to keep improving & the results will eventually start to come, I promise.
Getting laid/ finding a legendary girlfriend takes practice, and persistence. It isn’t easy at first; it’s
fucking hard. If you’re expecting to go out once and take a couple photos of yourself and then start
getting laid a tonne, you’re going to be sorely disappointed. It took me at least 6 months of selfimprovement to get to a point where I have a really good profile that got me laid with very little
effort. I had to lose a tonne of fat, work on my mental blockages, experiment and take hundreds of
photos, try different outfits, hit the gym, add muscle.

50 Shades of Grey, without all the angsty drama.
Good news is you can do it much faster than me, because I’ve given you absolutely everything you
could ever need in this guide (aren’t I such a nice boy?) You won’t have to stumble around in the
dark figuring things out like I had to do, making 10 million mistakes, having no clue why things
weren’t working & having to bang your head against the wall over and over again.
Getting laid a lot on Tinder/other apps might be hard when you first start. But it’s oh-so-worth the
effort, because once you have a good profile set up, the sex comes easily, often, with no drama
and no strings. Once you lay the foundations and get decent at it, it honestly feels like you get free
sex handed to you on a silver platter every week; all the bearded clams you could eat.
That’s where I’ve been at for the last couple of years now; I meet girls off Tinder and other apps after
barely 4 lines of talking, meet up with them in a public place, take them by the hand and walk them
directly back to my apartment for wild BDSM sex & 3somes. I had to work my fucking ass off to get
here, but the pay-off is amazing. My goal with this guide is to help you get yourself to the same point,
by putting in the hard work now, so you can reap the rewards later on.
I also get NO girls friend-zoning me any more, or meeting up for a “date” – every girl who meets up
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with me knows we’re meeting to have sex (BDSM sex) because I’m honest & upfront and I make it
so explicit.
Life is good. I want to get your sex life/dating life to where mine is too (ideally even higher).
Don’t worry. You got this.

5.2 – If You Don’t Get Results…
The hardest part of getting laid on Tinder/other apps is to keep going when you’re not getting
results yet. 90% of guys end up giving up way too soon, cursing “Online Dating sucks!” on their
way out the door. Tinder and the other apps are fucking awesome – the issue is these guys go out and
only do 1 or 2 half-assed photoshoots without giving it their all, get a few matches but don’t start
immediately drowning in pussy and they get frustrated and give up. The issue wasn’t online dating,
or women, or “society today” or some other nonsense. The issue was these guys quit before they’d
really given it a proper go.
And it’s a damn shame, because the vast majority of guys who see me for coaching become wildly
successful because I don’t let them quit. I force them to keep going even when the going is tough, I
give them pep-talks when they’re de-motivated, I empathise and listen to them during their moments
of struggle and they all come out the other side eventually getting laid. Getting laid isn’t always
easy, but it is very achievable.
Every guy has the potential to get laid via online dating. Yes, I really do mean every guy – even if
you have major physical deformities, are you going to let that hold you back? Or are you going to
grow a pair of fucking balls and say “Fuck you universe, you don’t get to beat me – I’m going to
show you) and bust your ass working 3 jobs for 2-3 years to save up enough money for cosmetic
surgery so you can be a handsome motherfucker & get all the girls? Don’t make excuses, don’t be a
little bitch: literally any guy can overcome his obstacles if he really wants to. Look at all the crap I
had to overcome. If you say you’re a “special case” who can never get laid, you are choosing to live a
shitty life.

Just two cute kids, hanging out.
But most guys have unrealistic expectations and expect one or two amateur photoshoots is going to
be enough to bring in tonnes of girls, and they give up far too early.
I’m speaking from experience here; I had very unrealistic expectations at the start. The first year of
using Tinder and other apps, I’d install them, use my shitty bedroom-selfie pics, get literally zero
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matches after 2 weeks of having the apps, and get frustrated and uninstall them all. I’d bitch and
moan, “online dating is a scam!”, convinced nobody could ever get laid online (or maybe just not
me). Over the next few weeks/months the loneliness would build up, I’d reinstall the app with new
pics that were slightly better, and this time get 1 or maybe 2 matches. But even though that was an
improvement, I saw it as a failure and uninstalled the app again.
I wasted a year or two where I could have been getting tuna tacos from Tinder because I expected 1
set of new photos to magically propel me to some elite player level… and then got frustrated and quit
when that wasn’t the case. Once I decided to lower my expectations and started appreciating when I
got a few matches or a date, I stuck with it long enough to really improve myself and my pics – and
eventually my results.
Unless you’re already good looking with great pics, getting laid on Tinder/other apps is a process of
iteration; of upgrading yourself and your pictures a little bit at a time. It’s a marathon, not a sprint.

We’re just a couple of cool kids, hanging out with our titties out.
I can’t tell you how many times I’d get a new outfit, or a new haircut, or ear piercings, or take new
pics… Only to see a minor increase in my matches. It was frustrating to put in all that effort for only
a minor improvement. This shit isn’t easy.
But added up over time, each one of those tiny little improvements adds up to make a massive
difference. Make enough improvements and eventually you’ll get to a point where you start getting a
few lays here and there… Then a lot… Then more than you can handle. It took me about 2 years of
self-improvement to be absolutely drowning in pussy, but I fucked around & wasted months/years
because I had no idea what I was doing. You’ll do it in about half that time, if you’re serious. And
remember, it’s not like you’ll be waiting ages before you get any results; it’s not “either zero results,
or drowning in pussy, with nothing in-between.” The whole time you’re improving yourself, you’ll
still be getting laid – you can usually start getting laid within a month if you don’t have a
massive amount of self-improvement to do.
No matter how long it takes you, it’s worth it when you get there. Because having unlimited free
minge, and having tonnes of girls really like you, absolutely changes your life in more ways than you
can imagine.
Nothing else is anywhere near as important as this one tenet:
Never fucking quit.
That is the only thing that really matters – everything else is secondary. You will be successful
eventually – your success is literally guaranteed if you just keep at it without ever quitting, for as
long as it takes. Even if it somehow took you a decade (it won’t, that’s insane) – it’d still be worth it
to be able to hold your head up high and say, “I’m a guy who gets laid. I matter.”
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Chapter 6 – Key Takeaways

1. Introduction
1. I went from absolute zero to a guy who gets laid pretty consistently (if I put in the effort) and
without drama. If I can do it, you sure as hell can too.
2. Pick a goal, and go all-in. Don’t half-ass this. You won’t be successful if you’re not willing to
do whatever it takes.
3. Install every dating app possible (not just Tinder) & talk to as many girls as you can.
2. Improving Your Looks
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Look as good as possible. Lose fat, put on muscle, improve your style, fix your hair/teeth.
Get feedback on your current appearance so you know what to focus on.
You don’t have to be perfect; just focus on improving a little each day.
If you have mental issues or are depressed, handle that as a priority.
Pickup-lines aren’t important; you don’t need to trick women into sleeping with you. Just be
normal, and talk to as many girls as you possibly can.

3. Photos
1. You want to look like a guy who gets laid (even if you’re not getting laid yet). If you’re
starting out from the absolute beginning, that’s fine; just focus on improving one baby step at a
time.
2. Your first photo matters most.
3. Curate photos you already have on your pc/phone.
4. Buy or borrow a DSLR; don’t half-ass this with a smartphone. If you want to get laid/find an
awesome girlfriend, commit to following this guide properly.
5. Take a tonne of photos – thousands – until you improve.
6. Don’t stress if you’re awkward/nervous when posing; you’ll get better with practice.
7. Photoshop your photos (or pay someone to do it for you).
4. Continually Upgrading over Time
1. Get feedback on your photos so you know what’s working/not working.
2. Improve your photos over time; always be taking new photos and working on your
appearance.
3. If your results suck, go back to Chapter 2 (Improving Your Looks) and keep improving your
looks + pics. Good-looking guys with great pics get laid on Tinder/other apps, so keep working
on yourself and you’ll get there too.
4. No excuses. This is all possible if you actually want to get laid. Do whatever it takes.
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Know someone who desperately needs to get some action on Tinder/other apps? Give the poor
bugger this guide. Let’s get him all the wet moose knuckle he could ever want.
My mission with this guide is to convince every guy who’s not having luck with his dating life that
he’s entirely capable of meeting girls. Even the most overweight & obese, miserable & unhappy
wretch can turn his life around and build himself into a guy who gets laid (or has an awesome
girlfriend if that’s more his thing).
Read through my transformation again – I started from so far below zero I was utterly convinced
there was no way I’d ever have any women like me, let alone want to engage in adult naptime with
me. I am the posterchild for a life gone wrong – 10 years of abusive relationships, suicidal every day,
overweight and with crippling alcoholism, agoraphobia and porn addiction. I managed to get my shit
together, so anybody can.
Nothing hurts me more than watching guys be miserable because no girls like them, feeling like
they’re worthless – like it was preordained they’d be losers. I know all too well how it feels to believe
nobody gives a shit about you and women will never really like you. I don’t want anyone to have to
go through the pain and misery I went through for years and years – it fucking hurts thinking other
guys are going through the same shit I suffered through.
Any questions? Ask them in the comments below, no matter how big or small the question. I’ll
answer everything, and will edit this guide to add in any extra information that comes from your
questions.
In Part 2 we go over setting up your Tinder and all the other dating apps, as well as getting matches. I
cover Boosts, Super Likes, Tinder Gold, the best times to use the apps & much much more.
Get the condensed version of this entire Tinder series as a pretty PDF you can read on your
computer or phone any time you want:
Part 2: Setting Up Your Profile & Getting Matches ->
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My Girlfriend Takes a Girl’s Virginity (Nike Girl) [Storytime
with Andy]
January 12, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
I’m going to start posting fun stories from my dating life, because everyone loves stories. If I ever
post nude pics, I’ll ask the girl’s permission to post here (as I do with every page of my site).
Let’s start off with a bang (oh wow, great pun dickhead) – this is the story of my girlfriend popping a
girl’s cherry recently, something she actually had on her bucketlist because she thought it’d make a
cool story. Oh and if you haven’t read Part 1 of my epic Tinder guide, go read it now. It’s gooooood.
My girlfriend recently reinstalled Tinder to find girls for us to shag together. We took a bunch of
super sexual photos for her Tinder, so girls who match with her know exactly what they’re in for.
Pics like this:
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She?s been using a template I wrote for her to save her time & be more efficient (she’s got a tonne of
other goals she wants to work on, so just like myself, she’s aiming to invest as little time/effort as
possible with each girl):
My girl: “Hey, you’re very cute. I’m [my girl’s name]. I’m looking for something very specific on
here.”
[Other girl says something]
“I have a master who’s been teaching me BDSM & helping me explore myself in the bedroom, and I
really want to find a girl for he & I to teach together. Have experience with being submissive/BDSM,
or is it something you’d like to explore?”
Then she asks for their number, sends them a couple of pics from our BDSM photoshoots, and if
they’re down we all grab a drink & do the horizontal tango, only with 50% added value.
She gets the number of this cute 18yo African girl with really dark skin, who it turns out hasn?t done
anything more than making out and giving a handjob once. This girl is very keen to lose her virginity,
very keen to try BDSM, very keen to explore girls, and very keen to have a 3some. Yep, it’s like the
perfect storm of sex. This girl wants to go from 0 to 100 in one single night. I respect her openness,
that’s fucking cool.
Here’s the Tinder convo:
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She turns out to be (understandably) nervous ? really nervous. Makes sense; I was shit-scared myself
when I lost my virginity – I talk about it here (scroll down to “Solution #10: Condom Tricks &
Sizing“. She flakes on us once, asks my girlfriend like 5 times, ?You guys promise you?re not going
to murder me, right??
My girlfriend does what I’ve taught her and keeps it real with her, saying, ?Hey, I understand you?re
nervous. We?ll make sure you have fun ? this is only fun if you?re having fun. If you aren?t
comfortable with something, we?ll stop. But you’ve gotta make a decision to either meet or not; no
hard feelings either way.”
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She agrees to meet for real, with the plan being to grab a Starbucks and go back to my apartment. We
get ready, and my girlfriend goes over the top – she dresses up in full-on BDSM gear. Lots of
mascara, a black, see-through top, giant black BDSM leather boots that go up to her knees, with
massive heels on them, black stockings. I dress in my usual drug-dealer outfit. I?m sure this won?t
be intimidating to a nervous, young virgin girl.
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My
girlfriend getting ready to sacrifice a virgin have some gentle, loving sex.
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We meet her, hug her, grab our Starbucks and head straight to my place. She?s semi-chatty, clearly
nervous but still functional. Back at mine, I haven?t even taken my shoes off before my girlfriend
grabs her and kisses her. Like a lion pouncing or something. Our girl seems into it, but clearly
extremely nervous, so I tell her to come hang on the couch and chat for a bit.
I sit between the two of them and we just shoot the shit for a bit. My girlfriend is a bit nervous too,
because she has no clue how to have sex with a virgin, and doesn?t want to scare her by going too
fast/aggressive (but obviously kissing her within 30 seconds of getting inside my apartment is fine.)
And the girl herself (let?s call her ?Nike Girl?, in honour of her Nike jacket) is insanely nervous.
Shaking the whole time, can barely talk, can?t look either of us in the eyes.
I do the obligatory, ?So what made you want to lose your virginity?? and ?You?re definitely sure you
want to do this, yeah?? She relaxes a tiny bit and says she’s very very sure, but just nervous and
unsure what to do. I tell her of course she’s going to be nervous – “It’d be pretty damn weird if you
were confident your first time.” I open up and tell her my hilariously awful story of my first time, and
she cracks up. Then my girlfriend tells her first time story too, which is equally as bad. I smile and
say “Do you want your first time to be shit like ours, or good?” She giggles and says, “Um, good, I
guess.”
She’s a lot more relaxed at this point, so I lift her chin up gently so she can look at me, and kiss her
softly. She?s very very into it, and reasonably decent at kissing – I’m impressed. I motion for my
girlfriend to come over to the other side and kiss her, and now Nike is even more into it, as I start
playing with her tits over her top while my girlfriend makes out with her. If you haven?t had a 3some,
*you have no fucking idea how insanely hot it is to watch two girls make out, right in front of you* ?
and then turn to you and make out with you. It?s like the best porn ever, only you?re involved, AND
the girls are turned on by YOU. It?s every fantasy combined.
My girlfriend starts being a little more assertive now, and a little cheeky, as I?ve taught her to be. She
says to Nike, ?Hmm, I think your t-shirt is in the way, isn?t it? I think we?re going to have to get rid
of that and have a look at what?s underneath.? She turns to me and says, ?Don?t you agree, Andy??
I smile and say of course, and we undress her down to just her panties. Jesus Christ this girl has big
tits ? like F cups or some shit. And she?s pretty skinny, so these just look obnoxiously big. I ask her,
“How the fuck are you allowed to have these, they should be illegal.” She just giggles and shyly says,
?Thankyou I guess??
We both take turns sucking on her sexy black nipples while the other person makes out with her,
kissing her passionately and teasing her – then swapping places. By this point she?s getting really
turned on. I bend down and pick her up, carrying her into the bedroom (of course, with her doing the
thing all girls do ? ?No stop, you won?t be able to pick me up, I?m way too heavy, you?ll hurt? Oh
shit, how did you just pick me up????) Silly goose.
I lay her down on the bed and my girl and I really go to town on her, making out with her, playing
with her tits, taking off her panties and rubbing her clit. She?s insanely wet (most virgins get
REALLY wet, since they?re so damn sensitive and haven?t done anything like this before – it’s like a
rollercoaster ride for them). I slide my finger into her very gently, pull it out, all slick with her juices
and rub it on her nipples. Girls absolutely love when you do this, and unsurprisingly, she moans like
crazy. I slowly move towards her nipple and gently lick it clean, making her moan even more.
We continue to tease her, showing her a few of my toys – vibrators, whips, chains, ropes, etc. She
loves the pegs most of all, as we put a peg on each of her nipples and I get her to put one on each of
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my girl?s nipples as well, which makes both of them insanely horny to the point where they?re
unable to form coherent sentences now. This is where I have the most fun – when girls can’t even
talk any more, and I’m completely in control of their pleasure. I get to be completely rational & calm,
while she’s a moaning, sweating, panting mess, begging for my cock, for pleasure, for release, for
more.

We also let Nike try a vibrator for a few seconds (she?s never tried one before) and she absolutely
loves it, moaning like crazy and completely off in her own little world. I think by this point she
knows this was a good decision.
Ok, so here’s where the story gets fun: My girlfriend and I had decided beforehand that my girlfriend
was going to take her virginity; not me. I’ve got a strapon dildo, and we both thought it’d be the
coolest story of all time if she got to take a girl’s virginity, with my help. Something to tick off the
bucketlist and all that.
So I ask Nike if she?d like my girl to fuck her with the strapon, and she?s nervous but says yes. I tell
her, ?Hmmm, I think you can do better than that, don?t you? If you really wanted it, you?d beg her
for it. Beg her. Tell her how much you want her to fuck you.? She sits up a bit and looks my
girlfriend in the eyes, with a look of lust on her face, and says, ?Please fuck me with the strapon??
I say, ?No, say ?Please fuck me with your big strapon’?
She giggles and says, ?Please fuck me with your big strapon.?
I say, ?Say ?Please fuck me with your big black strapon cock’?
Both of them crack up but bless her, she says, ?Please fuck me with your big black strapon cock?.
LOL. Good times.
My girlfriend puts the strapon on (it?s a really tiny one; much thinner than my dick) and puts on
plenty of lube, and plenty of lube on and inside Nike’s pussy. Nike starts shaking, clearly nervous as
hell, but relaxes a bit when I make out with her. I tell her, ?This isn?t supposed to hurt ? all the shit
you?ve heard about ?your first time is supposed to hurt? is utter bullshit. We?ll go super slow, and if
it feels uncomfortable at any point, just say ?Wait, slow down.? She relaxes a bit, and nods.
My girlfriend starts putting it in, a tiny bit at a time, being very patient and going ever-so-gently. I
gently play with Nike?s tits while whispering in her ear that she?s doing a really good job, reassuring
her and asking her every minute or so if it still feels good.
The best thing you can do with a virgin is to reassure them constantly, because they’re in their own
head the entire time, worrying that they’re not doing a good job for you, worrying they’ll screw
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things up, worrying you won’t like them. I like making girls feel good when we bang; especially
virgins. I’m their introduction into the world of sex, pleasure, adulthood; it’s my job to be their guide,
their mentor, their teacher. I want them to walk away really fucking glad they met me, and really
fucking keen for our next session.
Eventually my girl gets the whole strapon in and I pull her down to Nike, so they can both just
cuddle, not moving while Nike gets used to the size. They lie there for a few minutes, with me
stroking Nike’s hair, asking if she’s having fun – she says yes.
Eventually my girl starts moving a little, just gently grinding, making Nike moan loudly. I ask her if it
feels good and she says, ?Very. It?s a tiny bit uncomfortable but it definitely doesn?t hurt.? My girl
starts going a tiny bit faster ? nothing crazy, still very slow, but enough that Nike starts enjoying it.
All 3 of us are making out at this point (a 3some kiss is fucking hot, by the way), our tongues dancing
around each other, lips gliding over one another’s, my cock throbbing like crazy over how hot this is.
We play like that for about 10 or 15 minutes, then my girlfriend has to go to the bathroom. While
she?s gone I talk to Nike about how nervous she was when she first came over, and how she seems
really relaxed now – she’s come a long way. She says, ?Yeah, I was really nervous but you guys are
nice.? I ask her if she?s having fun and she says she?s really enjoying it and wants more. Good girl.
My girl comes back and we all make out some more ? by this point Nike?s discovered my girlfriend?s
nipples are really sensitive and is having a whole lot of fun pinching and twisting them, and every
time my girlfriend moans, Nike moans in response. Fuck it?s really hot, watching two girls get turned
on by each other right in front of you. A billion times better than lesbian porn.
I ask her if she wants me to fuck her now. She?s hesitant, and asks how big my dick is. I pull it out,
and that only makes her more nervous (I don’t have a big dick, but to a virgin, any dick is massive).
Again I reassure her, ?I?ll use tonnes of lube, go ultra slow, and if at any point it feels uncomfortable
we?ll stop.? She says ok.
I throw on a condom, put on tonnes of lube and even more in her pussy, and gently start sliding in. I
only get a tiny bit in and then pause, making sure she?s ok. She?s uncomfortable; it?s a lot thicker
than the strapon. She’s clearly still having a good time though, so I push in a little further. My
girlfriend keeps sucking on her titties and gently stroking her face lovingly, as I push in inch by inch
until I’m about half-way in. She asks me not to go any further, so I lay down on top of her and just
cuddle her, while making out with my girlfriend for a bit.
We lay like that for a while, my cock still halfway inside her, and I ask her if she wants to try more ?
she says ok. I push in a little deeper, a centimetre at a time, and again she says to stop pushing in. We
rest again for a bit, again she wants more, I push in. We repeat this a few times until almost all of it is
inside her, and I hold her for a while like that. With a big smile on my face I say to her, ?Congrats!
You?re no longer a virgin.? She giggles and I say, ?Technically [my girlfriend] took your virginity,
so you should say thankyou to her.? She giggles again and says thankyou to her. What a cute little
Nike.
I ask her if she wants a break and she says yes. I gently pull out, she gasps and I lay down next to her,
the 3 of us cuddling for a bit. We play with her tits for a while, squeezing, rubbing and caressing
them. She seriously has amazing tits – they’re fucking huge, very black, with huge nipples. Very
sexy.
I hand Nike the paddle and the whip and she giggles, a huge smile on her face. I tell her to have a go
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spanking my girlfriend, and she does it super softly at first, too afraid to do anything harder. I tell her
to have a proper go, and she whacks my girlfriend on the butt, making my girlfriend moan – Nike
loves that. My girlfriend and I then have a turn spanking Nike a bit, and though she doesn’t like it too
hard (yet), she likes the stinging, tingling feeling it causes her.
I ask her if she wants more sex and she gives a very enthusiastic yes – what a little cutie. I smile and
ask her who she wants to fuck her, and she says my girlfriend (you traitor!), because my cock was a
little uncomfortable/big. My girl puts on the strapon and this time we get Nike to hop on top and ride
her, mostly so we can get a look at those FUCKING HUGE dark tits of her. Nike really has fun this
time, grinding a little harder (nothing crazy but definitely starting to feel good), and I have fun
sucking on her tits, then switching to my girl?s tits, going back and forth.
I?m horny as shit by this point, so I pull Nike down and get her to make out with my girlfriend, still
grinding on the strapon. We all make out together while I jerk off, and after a minute or two I can”t
hold off much longer (this shit is way too hot) so I get on my knees and angle my cock towards their
faces while they?re both making out. (Sidenote: jerking off on two girl?s faces while they make out is
the hottest shit ever.)
I can?t help myself and I cum all over their faces, covering mostly my girlfriend and a little on
Nike?s face. Both of them start moaning like crazy, especially my girl, and they continue to make
out, kissing each other with my cum.
That?s when you know you?ve made it in life ? watching two girls make out with your cum, both of
them moaning over it, as they get more and more desperate to taste it all & start licking it off each
other. My girl takes her finger and wipes some of it off her cheek, pushing it into her mouth and then
kisses Nike with it, repeating this again and again until it?s all cleaned up. Jesus-H-MotherfuckingChrist, I?m in heaven.
I ask Nike if she’s cool with me taking a pic to show my friends, but she says she’s shy and would
rather not have any photos of her out there. Fair enough; not all girls are into showing themselves off
on the net, even with their face blocked out.
So, back to the story, you horny little devils: We all lay down and cuddle ? I spoon Nike from behind,
and get her to spoon my girlfriend from behind, like a big spoon sandwich. We talk for a while, and
just chill, enjoying the afterglow and making sure Nike feels good after such a huge experience. After
a while, we walk her back to the train station and say our goodbyes, and she gives my girlfriend a
cute little kiss on the lips, then me too. It’s always fun having my girlfriend and I both kiss a girl in
public – I wonder if anyone notices. Haters gonna hate.
Afterwards, the little cutie texts this to my girlfriend:
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There you go. Andy is a good fingerer, confirmed by a virgin. Please share the news.

Round Two:
We meet up with good ol’ Nike Girl a few days later for another “bit of crumpet” (that means SEX,
sexy sexual sexualised sex) and take her straight back to mine. Soon as we get inside I grab her pull
her close to me, her body pressed against me, my cock already hard. All 3 of us are horny as hell,
with me ripping of her clothes while my girlfriend plays with her tits. God damn those titties are
huuuuuge, I?m telling you.
This time we spend more time focusing on mentoring her ? teaching her how to lick my girlfriend?s
pussy. I show Nike how to lick the clit, get her to try licking in circles, and side to side, and sucking
gently, biting softly whilst reaching up and grabbing my girl?s tits. I teach her how to tease a bit ? I
get her to go fast and passionate with her licking, making my girlfriend moan? then stop suddenly
and go back to teasing, making my girlfriend cry out for more. Nike becomes obsessed with eating
my girl out, and does it for about 15 minutes ? we can?t get her to stop. Not that my girl is
complaining?
I also get more of a chance to fuck her properly, and god damn she?s tight (obviously; she was a
virgin 3 days ago). It feels so god damn good I can barely hold myself off from exploding, and I have
to take breaks every 20 seconds so I don?t bust. It?s not helped by the fact the two of them are
making out with each other, and then taking turns kissing me passionately. It’s such an incredible
turn-on watching two girls you?re very attracted to getting horny over each other and over you. If at
this point you’re getting jealous, never fear; I’ve half-written a massive 3somes guide that I’ll finish
once I release the rest of my Tinder guide.
After a few more minutes of the two of them driving me wild and keeping me on the edge, we
blindfold Nike and pin her arms above her head, and have fun teasing her with ice cubes all over her
naked body while she writhes in pleasure. My girlfriend plays with Nike?s pussy while I gently suck
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on her tits, stroking myself as I do. I get the two of them to start making out while I jerk off, and once
again this is so insanely hot there’s no way I can hold off. I explode, showering their faces as they
kiss and make out. Just like last time, the two of them continue making out, becoming more
passionate with my cum all over their faces.
No matter how long I live, there will never be anything hotter than watching this fantasy of two girls
making out with and getting turned on by my cum, in real life right in front of me.
The best part of having 3somes is I’m always filled with a sense of pride because this wasn’t just luck
– getting laid isn’t about luck. I made this happen – all the 3somes I’ve had were because I asked
for them. And I’ve done it so many times now I know the formula to make it happen easily and
efficiently, even with girls who are virgins. One of my clients recently said to me, ?Dude, you talk as
if 3somes are no big deal. I think you forget not everybody has them.? It?s true ? this stuff becomes
normalised as you do it enough times. And you know what I?m going to say: If I can have 3somes,
you sure as hell can too, guys.
I’ve written a full guide on having 3somes. The easiest way to get a 3some is to go on as many dates
& have sex with as many girls as humanly possible. Ask every single girl you have sex with, ?Ever
fooled around with another girl, or thought about it?? When you have two fuckbuddies who say
yes, show them each other?s pictures. If they both think the other is cute, tell each of them, ?Cool,
we?ll grab a bottle of wine, hang out and see where things lead.?
That?s the easiest way to set up a 3some, and it puts the power in your hands ? turning 3somes from a
?lucky fluke that just happens to lucky players? to ?All I have to do is go out and pro-actively date
more girls, and pro-actively ask every one of them if they?ve thought about fooling around with
another girl?.
That’s not that hard, is it? You can definitely do it.
Back to the story, bitches: My girlfriend gets one of my vibrators (the big powerful magic wand I use
to give girls screaming orgasms) and starts using it on Nike. Nike?s moaning like crazy (she?d never
used a vibrator before meeting us), and my girlfriend teases her for the next 15 minutes, going hard,
then slow, then hard, then slow – driving her wild.
Nike starts getting really into it ? moaning and shaking, unable to say anything even when we ask her
if she?s having fun. She’s off in her own little world now, existing only as a vessel for pleasure and
nothing else. While my girlfriend is playing with the toy on Nike, I?m laying there on my phone,
reading emails and doing a bit of writing for my website, lol. Since Nike can?t see (blindfold,
remember), and my girlfriend doesn?t give a fuck, why not get some productive time in while they?re
blasting off to the moon, orgasmically-speaking?
My girl and I also have a bit of fun with secret hand signals & mouthing stuff to each other like, ?I
love you?, a giant smile on each of our faces as we know Nike can?t see what we?re doing.
Eventually it?s time to go, so we wrap up, walk Nike back to the station, and bid her adieu.
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Nike has ended up being a total cutiepie, getting very attached and being very affectionate. At some
point she texted my girlfriend this:

Awww.

Toys Used:
(These are all affiliate links).
Rope
Magic Wand Vibrator
Paddle

And if 3somes sound like something you really want to try yourself, read my in-depth guide on How
to Have 3somes:
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Musings of a Non-Completionist 2: The Hustle
January 17, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
This is a follow-up to Musings of a Non-Completionist – read that first.
So, I’ve got a mission. Something I want more than anything I’ve ever wanted before. A dream, if I
want to be all posh about it. It’s a lofty goal: I want to quit my job and write + coach full time.
When I first started this site, I told my girlfriend, “You know what would be cool? Imagine if I made
$1 from my site, somehow. I don’t even know if that’s possible. But wouldn’t that be the most mindblowing thing ever? Imagine if someone actually paid me for my advice. Seems impossible right
now.”
The idea of someone paying me money – in essence saying my advice was worthwhile enough they
wanted to give me something in return for it – seemed outlandish to me. Sure, I knew plenty of other
guys who charged money for their advice, but that was just it – those were other guys. Other guys
who weren’t me. Sure, they could do it; but I wasn’t sure I could.
I’m no stranger to self-doubt and imposter syndrome. Both have been running themes in my life
during most of my big goals & the hurdles I’ve overcome, like a script constantly running in the
background in my head. I never in a billion years thought I deserved to get laid a lot. I never thought I
deserved to get out of 10 years of abusive relationships and actually be loved by someone in a
healthy, respectful manner. I never thought I deserved to be strong, or lose fat, or look good, or be
respected, or make friends. I especially never thought I deserved to have women – and people in
general – actually like me.
I overcame all of that, despite my doubts, insecurities and complete conviction there was no possible
way I could ever have any of the things I really wanted. But even as I achieved the goals I’d laid out,
there was always one I never believed I’d ever achieve: to have money.
I don’t know why, I can’t tell you where it comes from, but I have always had a firmly-held belief
that no matter what, I will always be poor. Like a self-fulfilling prophecy I’ve willed into existence,
I’ve racked up about $20,000 of debts over my 32 years on this earth – even when I had enough
money I could have paid that all off instantly. I’ve had chances to earn good money, but I’ve
squandered them, because I never believed I deserved to be anything but poor. I had a loser’s
mindset, and thus I’ve remained a loser when it comes to money.
But late last year, something changed. Like a light switch flicking on in my brain, I woke up one day
with a realisation: I deserve to be financially-independent, as much as anyone else. I don’t know what
brought on this change; maybe a combination of hitting my loftiest goals with girls like having
3somes & exploring BDSM, and realising if I could hit my goals with women I could probably do it
with money. Maybe a bunch of guys on the GoodLookingLoser forums pushing me to start charging
for my advice and set up my coaching page. Maybe one of my best mates BadIdeaBear starting his
own business & pushing past his own doubts and insecurities, and eventually starting to flourish.
Or maybe it was two of my best mates getting massive payrises at work – one in particular got
himself a 40% raise just by asking for it. And this was a guy who’d gone most of his life feeling like
a financial-loser, and not at all believing he was entitled to earn decent money. He found out he was
being massively underpaid compared to everyone else in his office, took a chance and asked for a
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raise, and they said yes in an heartbeat because he’s a bloody good contractor.
Whatever it was, something changed late last year and I realised I want to make it as well. I don’t like
looking at my bank account and seeing -$20,000 show up on the screen. I don’t like keeping myself
up at night, wondering how I’m going to pay the rent. I don’t like sometimes having panic attacks
when my workplace goes quiet and I don’t have a job for a few weeks. I don’t like having to turn
down all my friends offers’ to go travelling because I can’t afford it. I don’t like not being able to pay
for Boosts on Tinder and get laid more, or fix my shitty fashion, or improve my balding hairline. I
hate feeling worthless, being embarrassed by my financial situation – being a financial loser. I hate
having no money.
I dont want this to come across as me feeling sorry for myself. I absolutely put myself in this
position, by believing I didn’t deserve to be rich. That limiting-belief has haunted me for years – a
decade – and it’s my fault that I never faced it before now. I guess I was scared.
It doesn’t matter; the past is in the past. I’m ready to face my fears now; I want money. I want
financial independence. I want to be able to afford the things I need to continue my self-improvement
progress. I’ve hit a wall in my journey that only money can bust through. I don’t even want to be rich,
necessarily – I just don’t want to be fucking poor.
And it’s not just money I want; actually, that’s only part of it. I want time. I want time to write, I
want time to actually help other guys, I want time to be able to dedicate myself to my coaching. I
want to be able to sit on a coaching call and fully dedicate myself to helping the other person, without
the selfish background worries of, “If this guy stops seeing me, that’ll make it harder to pay the bills.”
I need to finish putting on my own oxygen mask so I can better help others put on theirs.
I want free time during the day, instead of going to my warehouse job for 8 hours a day (plus another
3hrs total commute time), wasting 11 hours a day I could be spending writing. It’s painful being
somewhere you don’t want to be, desperate to escape – like being in prison. I feel trapped, and during
my worst moments, hopeless. I want to write, I want to express myself, I want to fly free of the 9-5
grind (6-5 in my case) and have the freedom to fill my days however I choose. We all deserve to be
free of our shackles, and god knows I want this more than I’ve ever wanted anything.
I realise I could get another job. At this point that’s a waste of time and resources – this job is
thankfully very flexible. I get to go to work whenever I want and leave whenever I want, which
means I can skip work when I have last-minute coaching calls and keep on hustling with my site.
There’s not much point going through the time-wasting disruption of switching jobs when I’m
working hardcore on becomingaa full-time writer/coach. I need to just shut up, accept that things
aren’t ideal right now, and hustle like crazy.
So I do exactly that; I shut my mouth and I hustle. I fill in every spare second I possibly can with
writing & building up this site. I write on the train and the bus to work, I write on my phone
whenever nobody’s watching me at work. I write during my tea break, during my lunch break, and
again on the commute home. I write in the shower, when I’m out to dinner, when I’m with my
friends. Hell, I wrote most of this article during my commutes to and from work. I fill my weekends
with nothing but writing, staying up til 4 in the morning then falling asleep on my couch and waking
up at 8am to write some more.
I hustle with my coaching too; I’ve offered half-price discounts on my coaching multiple times, I’ve
paid past clients and friends for referring new clients to me and I’ve done everything I possibly can to
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make sure my clients get the most out of our sessions so they’ll want to see me again. I constantly
bug everyone to refer me to other people; I’ve gotten 8 one-off coaching sessions this week, just by
asking.
I hustle with monetising my blog in a hopefully-not-annoying way; I’ve set up a second site I plan on
using for affiliate links & guides on using the stuff I’m passionate about (sex toys, books that have
changed my life, dick pumps, cool shit, etc) to help support myself.
And I’m getting there. I need 7 regular weekly clients in order to pay the bills; right now I have 3
(as well as a few sporadic one-off clients if I hustle and advertise my services).
My biggest struggle has always been patience; as one of my clients, several of my friends, & my own
mother always say, “Andy, you always do everything in extremes.” I find it hard to take a deep breath
and tell myself to wait for what I want; I’m like a darn millennial, wanting instant results. (This is the
part where you say Ok boomer. Also, this reference won’t age well.)
I’m an all-or-nothing kind of guy; I like to go all-in. I overcame my approach anxiety by doing
“social anxiety drills” – some days on 100+ girls. I banged 3 girls in 10 hours. I took MT-II to tan
quickly. As much as I promote slow and steady progress, one day at a time, sometimes you need to
do the opposite and become fucking obsessed for a few months while your crush your goals.
That leads to tension and stress though; being obsessed with something means it’s hard to sleep, hard
to take a break, hard to turn off and relax. Every second spent relaxing feels like time you “should”
be working on your goal, and it leads to a situation where, ironically, relaxing just makes you more
stressed. When relaxing doesn’t help, talking it out usually does – so I’m writing this post to release
some of the tension and stress I’ve been feeling over the last few months.
This tension has been slow-building, creeping in so I didn’t really notice it, like a frog slowly boiling
in water (irrelevan sidenote: that saying may be a myth). I struggle to relax at all during the day now,
and I can barely sleep. I lay my head down on the pillow and I’m filled with an urge to go back out to
my computer and write some more, hustle some more, do anything to push myself further with my
goals. I get a surge of adrenaline and I can’t sleep; last night I was up til 3am, totally restless, my
thoughts racing a million miles and hour.
It’s also frustrating because I know the words on this site are not even remotely my best work,
because these aren’t the best writing conditions. And whilst I’m always banging on about giving
yourself permission to suck, there’s still a lot of tension that comes with knowing you’re
handicapping yourself by working a full time job whilst trying to building up a website/community.
Even writing – the thing that brings me incredible joy – is a source of stress and anxiety at times.
Thank god not all the time (99% of the time writing feels fucking amazing). But every now and then,
I’ll be reminded that I only have a limited amount of time in the day, and I keep having the thought,
“Is this the most productive article I could be writing? Should I stop writing this and write a different
article? How on Earth will I ever get through the literally-hundreds of articles ideas I want to write
about?”
My brain is a cacophony of new ideas I so desperately want to share with you, because a lot of it is
stuff that has been genuinely life changing for me. I have so much to say about getting laid, about
having 3somes, about building honest and open communication with girls, about taking psychedelics
and LSD as self-improvement tools (I’ve tripped 30-40 times), about getting a girl to bring you more
girls, about dealing with depression and suicide, about motivation and building habits and pulling
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yourself out of crises. I hate the notion that guys are constantly telling me their struggles, and I have
the answers to their problems but it’s all locked away deep inside my head. I have a responsibility to
get it all out, I owe it to the guys who are struggling – because when I was struggling, plenty of
people helped me. But I don’t yet have enough time in the day to write everything down, and that’s
incredibly frustrating – and oftentimes, disheartening.
When I take a step back, I have to admit none of this sounds very healthy or rational, does it? If I’m
honest it’s rather pathological; I’ve gotten myself into a situation where everything is a source of
anxiety, I’m constantly frustrated, and my fight or flight instinct is continually activated. So caught
am I with filling every spare second with writing, I can’t help but see relaxation time as “lazy”.
Thing is, I’ve seen the opposite; I’ve seen what it’s like to relax. I had 2 weeks off work over
Christmas, and I was able to just chill out and do whatever I wanted. I went on roadtrips, I spent time
with my friends, I watched YouTube for hours a day. I wrote – oh how I wrote – and it was the stuff I
really wanted to write. I didn’t feel like I was in a constant frantic rush to cram as much writing into
what little fragments of free time I had. I could just sit down and write from 8 in the morning until
3am the next morning if I wanted to – and yes, I did that for quite a few days in a row. It was fucking
marvelous.
Contrast that with when I’m working full time. When I have a limited amount of time in the day to
write, I “can’t” finish my articles. When your only writing time consists of 5 minutes here, 10
minutes there, you have to stop-start-stop-start your writing, which aside from being disruptive can
soon start to feel like you’re making absolutely no progress whatsoever.
Instead of being able to sit down for 10 hours and just finish something all in one go, you have to
work on it over the course of a week or two, constantly being interrupted hundreds of times, each
time feeling like you’re stopping right when you were on a roll. “I was right in the middle of having a
huge epiphany I just had to write down, and now I have to stop before I’ve finished! Ahh! What if I
forget the idea? What if it was the best idea I’d ever have, and now it’s gone?” It’s like stopping right
in the middle of sex. Blue balls.
Blue fucking balls.
So I have to cram, cram, cram to get my ideas down on paper, which means I’m racing against the
clock. I’m literally always checking the clock – I need to make sure I don’t miss my bus stop, or miss
my train, or be late for work, or get caught secretly writing in the toilet for too long, or be seen
writing at my desk at work when I should be working, or take too long on my lunch break because
I’m obsessed with writing.
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None of this is meant as a pity party. I’m writing this article partly to show you I’m human,
fallible, full of insecurities & going through my own struggles. None of us are perfect. Fuck being
perfect. Being perfect is not even remotely important; I achieved all my past goals by being
completely fucking imperfect. Hell, most of the time I’m a complete train-wreck, and yet that hasn’t
really mattered. There’s only one thing that leads to success: just never quit.
Don’t take any of this as me complaining, even though perhaps it seems like I’m crying, “Woe is
me!” Truth is I love my life, I love where I’m at right now; even if it’s currently filled with lots of
self-induced anxiety and stress & unrelenting pressure. I did that to myself. I’ve got tools to cope
with it; CBT, deep breathing, soft music, telling myself, “Chill the fuck out, bro. Everything will
work out.” All of which helps.
This article itself is me relieving the tension, using a tool to help myself be ok. This keyboard – and
expressing these words – do wonders to keep me from feeling overwhelmed.
And I’m also writing this article as a pep-talk to myself; a “you can do it!” motivational speech to
remind myself I’m doing alright, I’m making progress, and I’ll get there eventually – I just have to
persevere.
I spoke to my girlfriend about all of this, and among other things, she pointed out:
“Aw honey, I don’t know how you want to approach things, but do you think your deadline of by the
end of the year having your coaching established is making things worse, like increasing that
urgency and anxiety about always having to write? I know you want to get to a point where you’re
able to be financially independent and not need other work, but it sounds like the urgency to make
that happen is hurting you.”
She’s right in many ways, and I’m grateful to her for pointing it out. She was the impetus for me
writing this article. I know I’d be a lot happier if I chilled out and relaxed, and told myself, “If it takes
me a year or two to be able to quit my job, that’s fine. I can wait.”
But even as I type those words out, I know I don’t believe them for a second. I can’t fathom the
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thought of sitting around waiting like a good little boy – waiting feels like a prison sentence. I am
deeply unhappy with my current financial circumstances. I’ve been unhappy about it for my entire
adult life. I’m unhappy with not having reached this goal when I’m already into my 30’s; I could
have addressed this so much sooner. Much like I used my deep unhappiness as motivation to
transform my sex life with urgency and extremity, I urgently want to build my financial
independence. No, “want” isn’t the right word; I need this.
In this case at least, waiting feels like giving up. Like giving in. I know if I tell myself it’s OK to wait
a year, I won’t really try as hard to become financially-independent. I’ll be admitting I don’t really
want it, instead choosing to rest on my laurels. I won’t hustle, I won’t have that desperation and drive
to make this happen. I won’t be all-in.
So I’m focusing on the hustle, filling every spare second I have with writing & building up my site.
I’m doing my best to produce the absolute best content I possibly can, just trusting If I build it, they
will come.
I know I’ll get to the point where writing/coaching pays the bills, and then all of this will really
snowball. I just have to get myself over the threshold, the critical mass, the point where I have much
more free time I can dedicate to really building up my work & creating something truly worth
visiting. At that point I’ll be able to write multiple articles a week – one a day is my goal. I have
thousands of ideas in my head just waiting to burst out and come alive. It’s painful not being able to
express them, and I long for the day I can throw myself into this with 100% gusto.
I have to just trust that if I focus on writing the best & most helpful content I possibly can, I’ll
eventually make it.
I’m grateful though, even though this may all seem a little ungracious. At the top of this article I said
I started out feeling like it would be a massive achievement to make a single dollar from my work.
Fast forward to the present and I’ve made a couple thousand percent more than that initial,
seemingly-impossible goal of 1 measly dollar. It’s been the most rewarding work I could possibly
imagine, and I can’t believe people are paying me for it.
The word “work” does it a disservice; what I get to do feels like the most rewarding thing I could
possibly imagine. I get to give guys the same motivation and support other guys so graciously gave
me, finally feeling like I’m paying it back. I get to root for the underdog; I’ve seen so many guys
come from absolutely nothing and really get their shit together, going from virgins to guys who
regularly get laid. I’ve seen weaklings become monsters in the gym, I’ve seen shy, timid guys
become confident men – I’ve been blessed by people sharing their stories and their struggles and their
victories with me. I can’t imagine doing anything else right now.
No, this is not work. This feels like a calling, and I’m so bloody grateful people actually pay me for
doing the thing I want to be doing the most.
I’ll reach my goal one day. Success is literally inevitable if you just never quit. I remind myself of
that daily, and I keep on hustling.
And if you’re up for some coaching – that’s here.
Update: I wrote a companion piece to this:Musings of a Non-Completionist 3: Why I Write for this
Site.
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How I Use the Bathmate
January 20, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
This is the exact site I used to buy mine (affiliate link):

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
Heads up, I get a small commission if you use my links to buy the Bathmate; I really appreciate you
supporting me.
Furthermore: There’s actual pics of my dick in this article. None of what follows is medical advice.
Updated 2021: Here’s a YouTube how-to and unboxing I did, walking you through how to fill it
with water, how to use the pump, how to make your dick bigger before sex, etc:

After using the Bathmate.
Of all the toys and devices I own, the Bathmate is my favourite (along with the magic wand – it’s a
tie between them.) I personally use it before sex to pump my dick up and make it huuuuuge.
I’ve been using it for about 3-4 years now, usually right before sex. It’s so much fun pumping up
your dick like a balloon, and destroying a girl’s love tunnel with your baseball-bat-sized dick.
Sometimes I use it for the lols to troll a girl I’ve already been seeing, to see if she’ll notice that my
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dick is bigger than usual. Sometimes I use it when I really want to fuck the shit out of a girl and
stretch her pussy wide. Having a bigger dick feels so much better for her and for you – her pussy will
be tighter and will grip your dick much harder.
Other times, I’ll bring a girl into the shower with me before we have sex, show her the pump, and see
if she can guess what it does. (Some of them think it’s a dildo, bless their little cotton socks.) I’ll
show her how it works, get her to try pumping it on my dick a few times – most girls find it really
fascinating and fun as hell. Then I’ll take it off, see her eyes widen as she goes, “Holy shit!” and get
her to give me a blowjob. Sometimes it’ll be too big for her to suck; especially if she’s a smaller girl.
Fun times.
Even when you jerk off, it’ll feel weird as hell – your dick will be so fat it won’t feel like your dick.
It’ll feel like you stole someone else’s dick, like this monster dick can’t possibly be yours. It’s
honestly fucking hilarious holding such a fat dick in your hands, as your mind is saying, “Something
feels weird here; this is too big to belong to me.”

I used the Bathmate here too.
You can also use it on girls you’ve seen a few times – but do it as a surprise. Use it secretly just
before you meet up with her, without telling her you’ve done it. Don’t let her see your dick, just slide
inside her and watch her get confused as hell (and very turned on). I’ve had multiple girls say, “Oh
my god, your dick feels huge? Did it grow??”
Now let’s be realistic: It doesn’t give you a 19-inch dick. It doesn’t make your dick longer. It makes
it wider – adding girth to your dick before sex, and the effect lasts a few hours. So your dick will be
fatter, her pussy will feel tighter, and she’ll say your dick feels a lot “wider”. Good times.
It’s actually fucking hilarious when you try to put on condoms – if you give yourself a really big
pump, you might not be able to put on even extra-large condoms. That’s funny the first few times, but
if you actually want to have safe sex with your big dick, buy some extra-extra large condoms. Durex
sell “XXL condoms” – grab some of Amazon/eBay. Or, just use the Bathmate for half as long/at half
the intensity, so you get a bit of a pump, but nothing insane.

Stories Where I’ve Used It:
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These days I use the Bathmate pretty much every time I have sex – especially if it’s with a new
girl and I really want to blow her mind. Some recent examples:
Miss Giggles + Immy?s Thoughts on the 3some
When to Talk Dirty, & a Girl Who Takes the Lead
Why Losing Fat Matters Above All Else for Getting Laid (+Bonus 3some)

How Long Do the Effects Last?

Depending on how regularly you’ve used the Bathmate before (if you use it regularly, multiple times
a week, the effect seems to last longer). I’ve experimented with using it 5 days a week, and the “big
dick effect” would last like 10 hours after each pumping session (for me personally).
These days I only use it before sex – so that’s roughly 3-4 days a week. Now the effects last (roughly)
up to 6hrs for me personally.
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How I Use It (Step-by-Step)

Not my
actual penis.
It’s basically just a pump that goes over your dick, creating a vaccuum/suction to expand your dick
(literally pumping it up a bit). You use it in the shower, and fill the pump with water (gotta keep that
dick hydrated).
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Sometimes, if I feel like having a really long sex session, I’ll take half a Cialis pill before I start any
of this routine (the pill takes an hour or two to kick in). It’s not mandatory, but it makes the sex even
better – you’ll have a bigger dick from the Bathmate, plus be 110% hard from the Cialis (it makes
you even harder than you’d usually be – like a steel rod). I’ve talked more about dick pills here.

After a
Bathmate session.
I hop in the shower, make sure the valve is locked (so no water can escape), and fill it with water.
I have foreskin, so I retract that first (not mandatory; I just do it so I can see my dick better and make
sure it’s getting a good pump). I face the Bathmate downwards towards the floor (so the water
doesn’t pour out) and place my dick inside.
I grab my balls with my free hand and pull them downwards, away from my cock. The reason I do
this is to stop them getting sucked into the Bathmate – that tends to feel uncomfortable for me. I hold
my balls out of the pump the entire time it’s in use.
Then I pump the Bathmate a few times (by pressing it against my body), and once it’s got a good
suction, I attach the hand-ball pump and pump a few times, until I feel a decent amount of pressure. I
don’t go crazy with the pressure; you don’t need to pump much.
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Bathmate
in action.
If I’m feeling lazy, I’ll use the hands-free shoulder strap it comes with, to hold it up without me
having to hold it. That also lets me do my normal shower routine – washing, shampoo/conditioner,
etc. Easy as hell.
After a few minutes, I take it off (there’s a valve you push to gently release the pressure). I pull my
foreskin back over my dick and let it rest for a few minutes before I have sex (your dick will be a bit
“puffy” for a couple minutes immediately after using the Bathmate – known as temporary water
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retention.)
And then I go back the hell out out of some poor girl with my big fat dick.
I always make sure my groin area/balls are trimmed/shaved. If I don’t, I don’t get as much of a
suction, or as much as a pump. Sometimes the Bathmate will even come off after 5 minutes if I don’t
trim first – so always trim your hair down a bit. It doesn’t have to be smooth-shaven or anything; just
a little shorter than usual. Just use a pair of scissors (carefully) to trim it down a bit, or use an electric
trimmer (I’ve got a guide on using them here).
This is the exact site I used to buy mine (affiliate link):

When You’re First Starting Out…
Start Slow:
Start with just using the pump for 3 minutes the first day, just to get used to the way it feels.
The next day, do 3 minutes, then take a 2 min break, then go another 3 minutes.
Once you’re used to that, the next day do 3 mins, then a 2 min break, then 3 mins, then a 2 min break.
The manufacturer says you can use it for 15 minutes a day max.
You’ll need to get your dick used to the feeling of being pumped, so don’t rush things. At no point
should it ever feel uncomfortable; if it ever does, take a day off before using it again.

Is it Safe?
I’ve never had any issues with using the Bathmate, and I’ve been using it for about 3-4 years now.
Bare in mind I’ve always been careful with it: I started slow with only 1-min sessions every 2 days,
then 2 minutes, then 3, no need to go crazy.
Follow all the instructions, do your own research, take it slow and if you feel any sort of discomfort
at any point, stop immediately and take a few days off. It’s never supposed to hurt or be
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uncomfortable. Basically, just don’t be an idiot with it.

Which Size Bathmate Should I Get?
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Thankyou Bathmate for this big dick you have bestowed upon me.
Get the HydroXtreme version – the one with the pump. I owned one of the old ones (the Hydromax
one) and it didn’t work even remotely as well. Without a pump, you won’t get as strong a suction –
the newer one pumps your dick up much more. The valve on the old one also broke on me twice and
had to be replaced – that hasn’t happened with the new one in over 3 years of use.
The HydroXtreme comes in multiple sizes – I’ve got the 7 inch one (HydroXtreme7). Use this sizing
chart (scroll down to “What size am I?”):
What Size am I?
There’s a 5-inch version if you’re a little shorter, a 7-inch normal version, a 7-inch “wide” version, a
9-inch version and an 11-inch version. Use the sizing chart above to make sure you’re buying the
right size. If you’re in-between two sizes, buy the larger size.

Where to Buy
This is the exact site I used to buy mine (affiliate link):

They have free shipping to any country and a 60-day money-back guarantee.
Leave a comment below and tell me about your own Big Dick Experiences – do you use it before
sex to blow a girl’s mind?
If you have any questions about using it – drop a message in the comments below and I’ll answer.
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How to Start Anything
January 20, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Just start.
Article done. There?s nothing else I need to tell you. Literally just START ? that?s how you start
something. Go. Right now. START.
Oh ok, fine. ?But if I could just start, then I would have already started, idiot!? The problem is you?re
sitting around waiting for the perfect moment to start ? you?re waiting til you have a little less stress
in your life, or a little more free time, or waiting til you get back from a vacation you have coming up
soon. You?re waiting until you have the right tools, or maybe you?re waiting until you have the right
knowledge.
But what you?re really doing is procrastinating.

And I get it ? starting a new project/a new mission is fucking terrifying. There?s so many thoughts of
?what could go wrong? and ?ways I may fuck this up? and ?but what if someone tells me I?m doing a
bad job and I feel embarrassed?? There?s self-doubt, there?s feeling like you don?t ?deserve?
success, or like you?re not the kind of person who could do this thing.
So you spend days, weeks, sometimes months ?researching? ? reading forums, articles, watching
motivational YouTube videos, trying to prepare yourself to just start. But the only thing you?re not
actually doing is starting.
So stop. Stop reading, stop researching, stop waiting, stop making excuses.
Just start. Now.
More research isn?t what?s needed; you?re only building up your nervousness, and showing yourself
exactly how much you don?t know. Every new article you read opens up a new can of worms, a new
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niche bit of knowledge you have to do even more research into? you?re just wasting time.
You need to do 1 week of research at the absolute most, and then just start. Accept the fact you
won?t know what you?re doing at the start, give yourself permission to suck, and just have a go
anyway. If you embarrass yourself, who cares. If there?s something you don?t know, you can then do
more research and learn more about it. You don?t need to start with a perfect plan; you?ll make one
up as you go along, and adjust it along the way. This is the principle behind the goal-setting method
that’s helped me the most:
The Slight Edge ? How I?ve Achieved All My Goals
So go. Right now. Go fucking start something.
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I Give You Permission to be Honest
January 20, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
I get this question quite a lot: “Andy, I really want to start being honest with girls like you’re always
going on about. But I’m worried about what she’ll say if I’m truly 100% honest. Are you sure I
should be honest?“
Yes.
Yes I am sure.
Having started out more deceptive than anyone, and eventually transitioning into being upfront and
honest with every girl I bang/date, I can tell you my sex life is unequivocally better when I’m real
with people. Hell, my life in general is better – there’s less drama, no arguments, no manipulation, no
secrets and no surprises. I always know what’s coming, because I’m honest with everyone and they
respect my honesty and give it back to me in return.
I know that when you haven’t had a lot of experience with being honest and real with people, there’s
a terrifying fear that something bad will happen if you share the truth. Yeah, something bad might
happen – that’s always a small possibility. But if you’re deceptive, if you lie or manipulate or hide
the truth, there’s a very real possibility something bad will happen. When the lie comes out, drama
usually ensues – nobody appreciates having been lied to.
And even if the lie doesn’t officially come out, people aren’t fucking stupid – they can sense when
you’re holding back a bit. That trepidation you’re showing, the skirting around the truth you’re
doing, is very easy for girls to pick up on. They’ll know you’re hiding something, and they’ll
naturally treat you with suspicion, holding back the truth from you as well because they’ll get a sense
that you’re not open and real.
When you ask me if I think you should be honest, what you’re really asking me for is permission to
be honest. So here it is:
I give you permission to be honest with girls, and risk something bad happening. I promise you,
everything will work out okay.
I know it can be scary at the start – you’re treading uncharted waters. I had a terrifying fear of what
might go wrong if I told any girls the absolute truth. I was convinced the world would come crashing
down. I thought they’d yell at me or throw a tantrum, or, heaven forbid: tell me I was a bad person. I
thought that by lying, or “telling her what she wants to hear” or “keeping the truth to myself”, I was
doing them a favour because I was saving them from pain.
Thing is, it’s really not your job to save anyone else from having a bad reaction to the truth. All
you can do is be authentic, honest, totally real with girls, and see which girls are able to mirror your
honesty and ethics and give you the same in return. The ones who can’t handle the truth – good – let
them leave and move on to the next girl. If you lie, if you go out there and play games with girls and
bullshit them, you’ll only end up with a bunch of girls who are happy to be lied to. And they’ll
happily lie to you in return.
If instead you show yourself to be an open book, who does his best to tell the truth even when it’s
uncomfortable, awkward and weird, then you’ll naturally end up with more girls who will tell you the
truth… even when it’s a little uncomfortable.
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Get Laid on Tinder [Part 2] – Setting Up Your Profile &
Getting Matches
January 29, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
Part 2 Table Of Contents
Chapter 1 – Installing Tinder and Other Apps
1.1 – Install all the Apps
1.2 – Web Tinder vs App
1.3 – Choose Bisexual (even if You’re Straight)
1.4 – If You’re Over 30 but Want Younger Girls…
1.5 – Uploading Your Photos
1.6 – Smart Photos
1.7 – Bio
1.8 – Connecting your Instagram & Spotify
1.9 – Tinder Gold
1.10 – Age Range Preference
1.11 – Don’t Show My Age
1.12 – Distance Preference
1.13 – Show Me People of the Same Orientation
1.14 – Notifications
1.15 – Travelling Overseas? Passport to Any Location
1.16 – Value Your Privacy & Need to be Discreet? “Only Show Me to People I’ve
Liked”
1.17 – Other Settings
1.18 – Sign up for All the Other Apps
Chapter 2 – Getting Matches
2.1 – Getting Matches on Tinder
2.2 – Boosts & Super Boosts
2.3 – Super Likes
2.4 – Getting Matches on Hinge/Bumble/etc
2.5 – Hinge
2.6 – Bumble
2.7 – OkCupid & Plenty of Fish (POF)
2.8 – CoffeeMeetsBagel (CMB)
2.9 – Other Apps/Sites
2.10 – “I Don’t Want to Spend Money”
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2.11 – If You don’t get Many Matches
2.12 – Resetting Your Account…
Chapter 3 – Key Takeaways

Chapter 1 – Installing Tinder and Other Apps

1.1 – Install all the Apps
Welcome back, ya sexy bitch! In Part 1, we covered everything from working on your looks, losing
weight, gaining muscle, dressing yourself like a fashion boy and taking killer photos. Now let’s get
down to business and install the damn apps.
As I said in Part 1, if you’re serious about getting laid/getting a girlfriend, install as many dating apps
as you possibly can. Hinge, Bumble and Tinder are absolutely mandatory. You can (and should) also
try all the other dating apps as well; myself and many of my coaching clients have gotten laid through
some of the less-popular apps (OkCupid, POF, etc).
Using multiple dating apps will also make you feel more like a man with options. If Tinder isn’t
going so well, you won’t mind as much because you’ll also have Hinge, Bumble, etc. Sometimes I go
through “slumps” where I don’t get laid on Tinder for a while, but I’ll be getting laid 2 times a week
from Hinge – so I don’t even notice that Tinder’s currently sucking. If you only have Tinder and
nothing else, you’ll get extremely frustrated and feel down if you go through a slump. You’ll feel like
you have no other options.
So, install the main 3 first (Hinge, Bumble, Tinder), then experiment with the other ones too.
Here’s the full list of apps that’ll get you laid, listed roughly from most popular to least:
Hinge (top priority)
Tinder (top priority)
TanTan (especially in Asia)
Badoo (especially in Asia & Europe)
Bumble
CoffeeMeetsBagel
Feeld (for kinks/BDSM/3somes/etc)
Taimi (Especially if you’re looking for bisexual girls for 3somes)
Happn
Hily
SeekingArrangements (only if you have money & are happy to buy girls a drink – you don’t
have to pay for anything more than 1 drink)
Skout
OkCupid
Plenty of Fish/POF
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Paktor (in Asia)
(Any others that are popular in your country)

Oh shit
Andy, you’re including more titties? Bless you, my son.
I’ve listed them in rough order of how many lays myself and my clients have had from each app.
Hinge especially has been brilliant for me – some weeks I’ll get more matches than Tinder. Your
mileage may vary (especially if you’re in a different country), so experiment & try them all.
They all have their own quirks, and you’ll get slightly different types of girls on each one. For
instance, on Hinge everyone is given 10 likes a day they can use. Since girls can’t just swipe like
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crazy and get a million matches for validation, they tend to be a lot more picky than Tinder. (You can
get around this if you pay – but girls never pay for the app). So you’ll get less matches – but the girls
that match with you will be much more into you. The majority of them will also reply to your
messages (on Tinder, a certain percentage of girls you match with are only looking for
validation/trying to kill a bit of time, so they won’t reply to you no matter how attractive you are).
Bumble requires girls to message guys first – and if they don’t message within 24 hours, you’ll lose
that match. So expect a lot of matches that don’t go anywhere, because most girls are too shy to send
the first message. It’s a really retarded concept. But hey, I’ve shoved my sausage in plenty of girls’
love tunnels thanks to Bumble, so who am I to complain.
OkCupid and POF tend to have more “serious” women – as in, most of the userbase are older
women (30+) looking for boyfriends. But you can still get laid on Tinder (or anywhere else) if you’re
willing to weed through the boyfriend-hunters and find the Down To Fuck (DTF) girls. You may just
have to go on one or two extra dates with the girls before you’ll have sex. I started out using
POF/OkCupid; a good 30-40 (roughly) lays came from those two platforms. Mind you, this was back
in 2016; they’re both a lot less popular now.
There’s other idiosyncrasies between all the dating apps, so play around with them and experiment. If
you have any questions about a particular app, ask me in the comments at the bottom.
We’ll be putting the most effort into Tinder, but you definitely need to use all the other apps as well –
more apps means more girls to pick from. Which means more opportunities to slide your pork sword
into her squeezebox.
We’ll cover signing up for Tinder first, and then all the other apps after that.
Get the condensed version of this entire Tinder series as a pretty PDF you can read on your
computer or phone any time you want:

1.2 – Web Tinder vs App
There’s two ways you can log into Tinder: via the app (iOS/Android) & also via the website
(www.tinder.com). You can make an account on either platform and then log-in using either method
(you can even be logged into your phone + the website at the same time). You’re not restricted to
one or the other.
You should log into both when you first sign up, because one will usually be cheaper when you
buy Boosts, Tinder Gold & every other purchase. For two of my clients, boosts are cheaper via the
phone app. For me, they’re cheaper via the web. So experiment and see which one is cheaper for you,
and always buy through that version.
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Buying boosts via the web version is 23% cheaper.
(These are in Australian Dollars; the dollar amount is much less if you’re in the USA.)
I personally stick to the web version even after I’ve made my new account. Not only is everything a
little cheaper, but the web version also has this going for it:
1. The web version stops me mindlessly, neurotically flicking through Tinder throughout the
day. If I only use the web version of Tinder on my PC, I have to wait until I come home from
work before I can use it, so it?s not a distraction. It means I?m not constantly checking the app,
waiting on a girl to reply to me. This gives me a hell of a lot more free time & mental energy to
focus on work, writing, enjoying the day, etc.
2. Typing, and copy-pasting the template I’m going to give you will be much easier on the
computer. It’s slightly annoying highlighting text from the template on your phone, copy it,
paste it into the Tinder app, etc. Ctrl-C & Ctrl-V on the computer is so much easier.
3. Because you?re using the website on a big screen, it?s easier to navigate, see all your
messages at once, etc.
4. If you happen to have your account banned for whatever reason (it’s unlikely unless you upload
nudes or say something really offensive to a bunch of girls), you may get an automatic refund
of any unused Boosts or Super Like purchases. I’ve personally had an automatic refund (I
uploaded a far-too-raunchy BDSM photo, it was deleted, I tried re-uploading it again like an
idiot & I was banned. Got a full refund of all my unused Boosts. On the phone app, I will lose
any unused Boosts if my account is ever deleted.)
5. The web version doesn’t have annoying notifications for stuff you don’t care about.
Annoying shit like “top picks” – features that are entirely useless for our purposes of getting
laid/finding a kickass girlfriend.
Especially on point #1 ? guys can get caught up in constantly checking their phone, replying to every
message as soon as it comes in, getting frustrated any time a girl doesn?t reply, etc. Tinder/other
dating apps on your phone can become a neurotic addiction, sapping away your precious free time &
mental energy. If you find yourself wasting too much time, or caring too much when girls don’t reply
to you, uninstall the app from your phone and stick to the web version.
But again, pick whichever one you like best (or log in to both at the same time if you want).

1.3 – Choose Bisexual (even if You’re Straight)
When you’re going through the Tinder signup process:
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1. Choose Bisexual as your Sexual Orientation (and make sure “Show my orientation on my
profile” is NOT ticked).
2. Then TICK “Show me people of the same orientation first”.
Trust me on this; pick it even if you’re straight. (Don’t worry, nobody will be able to see that you’ve
selected ‘bisexual’).
Why? Choosing this this option will show us bisexual girls as first priority, and will show our
profile to bisexual girls first as well. Bisexual girls tend to be the most open-minded & more
sexually-available; exactly what we’re looking for. Plus, if you ever want to organise a 3some later
on down the track, you’ll already have one foot in the door because you’ll be dating bi girls.

1.4 – If You’re Over 30 but Want Younger Girls…
If you’re 30 or older, and you really want to go for the 18-25yo age range: When you sign up for
Tinder, set your age as 24. Then when you pay for Tinder Gold (more on that below), click the
“Don’t Show my age” option so you’re not lying to girls about your age.
If you’re looking for specifically 18-19 year old chicks, set your age to 19 (and then click “Don’t
Show my Age”). Only do this if you’re already getting laid and have plenty of options; setting
your age to 19 will give you significantly less matches, because the older girls won’t match with you.
Why do we do this? 38% of Tinder users are 18-25. Most of them don’t bother to change their age
search preference after they sign up – they just tend to leave it on the default setting. By default,
Tinder will only show them guys in the same age range (18-25), so if you’re a 30+ year old man,
these girls will never have a chance to see your profile. Setting your age as 24 (and then hiding it)
means all these girls will see you by default, and you’ll match with far more 18-25yo girls as a result.
On Hinge/Bumble, there’s no “Don’t Show my Age” function. So just set your age to 24 (or 19 if you
want mostly 18-19yo girls), then in your bio write, “I’m actually [your age]”.
If you’re worried this feels a little deceitful: I’m absolutely not advocating that you lie. On Tinder,
hide your age. On the other apps, make it clear in your bio “I’m actually [your age]”. If any girls ask
your age, tell them the truth. We’re not lying; we’re gaming the system and making the apps work for
us. 18-19yo girls want to meet up with us (most of my lays have been 18-21yo); they’re just not
seeing us by default. Here’s how the conversation will usually go:
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I myself have 2 Tinder accounts, 2 Hinge accounts and 2 Bumble accounts. They’re exact
duplicates (same pics, bio, etc). One of each account I have my age set to 19 (and age hidden/my real
age written in the bio), so I can match with more of the 18-19yo girls. The duplicate accounts are set
to my real age, so I can match with the older crowd.
Truth be told I much prefer younger girls tho, so I put more effort into the 19yo accounts.
Note that none of this age stuff is mandatory: If you prefer girls older than 25, just use your real age.
This is only for if you prefer 18-25yo girls.

1.5 – Uploading Your Photos
Once you’ve made your account, you’ll need to upload your photos. If you followed everything I said
in Part 1, you should have at least a couple of decent photos by this point. Again, they don’t need to
be amazing if you’re a newbie (your first round of photos likely won’t be) – just start with what
you’ve got and keep continually upgrading your photos over time.
Make sure each photo you upload is worth uploading – don’t just aim to fill up all 9 slots with shitty
photos. 3 great photos is better than 9 crappy ones. We want you looking like a sexy boy, not an
average pleb.
If you have any sexually-themed photos (like my BDSM art photos I have on my profile), you can try
uploading them and see if they stay up or get deleted. Some apps are more fussy than others –
Bumble won’t allow anything remotely sexually-themed, and often deletes even relatively tame
photos like topless beach photos. Hinge doesn’t seem to care what I upload (as long as it’s not a fullon nude) – BDSM photos are fine. Tinder lets me upload sexually-themed/BDSM photos, but they
sometimes get deleted – so I just try again with a different photo. (Never the exact same photo; they
seem to keep track of your deleted photos. If I try re-uploading the same photo, I get immediately
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banned).
As a reminder, here’s my main Tinder pic:

Again, you don’t need to have sexually-themed photos; but they definitely help you get laid
quicker & with less effort. Just make sure they’re not nudes or photos of you actually having sex,
and you should be fine. If a photo does get deleted, don’t reupload the same photo or your account
may be banned.

1.6 – Smart Photos
Tinder has a feature called Smart Photos – it will cycle through your photos, putting each one as your
main photo to see which one gets the most likes. Whichever photo performs the best will then stay in
that first slot, for as long as you keep Smart Photos enabled.

Whether or not you use the feature is largely a matter of experimentation (as with most of getting laid
– it’ll take you some trial and error to become efficient at it). What works for me might be slightly
different to what works for you; experiment and find out for yourself.
If you have one photo that’s clearly head and shoulders above the rest of your photos, then try putting
that as your first photo and turn off Smart Photos. See how many matches you get over a 2 week
period. Then turn on Smart Photos and see if that gets you more matches. For myself, and a few of
my clients, we get more matches with Smart Photos on. Some of my other clients get more results
with it off. Again, experiment and see what works for you – this whole getting laid thing is all just a
big experiment.
If you’re not sure whether you should put it on or off, just turn it on and don’t worry about it. I don’t
want you wasting too much time on the order of your photos when there’s better uses of your time.
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You should be focusing more on improving your looks, upgrading your style, losing fat, taking better
photos – the things that’ll most improve your results.
The other dating apps (Bumble, Hinge, etc) don’t have a Smart Photos feature, so on those apps
just choose the order you think fits best. You can change it every two weeks and see if you get more
or less matches.

1.7 – Bio

The Mount Rushmore of boobies.
Your bio isn’t quite as important as your photos, but it does still give a sense of your overall vibe. It’s
best to give off a cool vibe – and show that you’re up for something fairly casual/sexual (even if
you’re hoping for something that’ll eventually develop into a relationship). You?re just trying to
communicate that you?re reasonably cool, normal & honest. A little sexual innuendo helps too (as
long as it’s not crass/blunt).
Here?s some I?ve written for you ? feel free to use any of them.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Looking for a cool girl to chill with.
When I was little, girls hated when I pulled their hair. Funny how some things change.
Girls with Daddy issues can skip ahead to the front of the line.
Send me a message and say hey. I’ll take care of the rest.
A firm hand a day keeps the brattiness away.
My mum made me sign up for this.
I?m cute, you?re cute, let?s grab a drink.
Only nerds read the Tinder bios.
Come with me, I’ll ruin your life, it’ll be fun [[Andy’s note: taken from Dan Bilzerian]]
Hey. You. Yeah, you. You’re hot.
I can keep a secret ?
Not looking for anything super-serious.
Firm, but fair.
Do you trust me?
Elon Musk is my spirit animal.
Voted Most Eligible Bachelor in Grade 3.
Insert witty bio here.
I get a kick out of dopamine.
King of whispering sweet nothings. [[Andy’s note: this one is inspired by Red Pill Dad]].
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If you’re 6ft or taller, add your height in at the end of your bio as well. If you’re close enough to 6ft
(eg 5ft8 or over), buy these height-increasing shoes/insoles (they add up to 3.5 inches to your height)
& then you can call yourself 6ft. If you’re shorter than 5ft8, don’t stress – just don’t put it in your bio.
If there’s any interesting little things about yourself you can add in – such as “I love cooking” or
“Avid rockclimber” or “Love tennis”, add those in to the end of your bio. Same goes for if you’re
foreign – girls love foreigners, so add, “German dude” or “Traveling French guy” etc.
You can see in all of these bios I haven’t spent too much time over-thinking it; I threw this list
together pretty quickly. You don’t need to spend days trying to come up with the perfect bio. Just use
one of the ones I’ve given you above and get started on your quest for poon sandwich.
It’s very easy to procrastinate getting laid, because you think you need to come up with the perfect
unique bio, the perfect pictures, the perfect conversation openers. It’s too easy to sit around saying,
“I’m not perfect yet, and I can’t get started until I am.” But you’ll never get laid if you sit around
waiting for things to be perfect; you need to just start, even if it means you suck at first.
Job Title, School, etc:
If you want to, you can fill out all the other info below your bio (in the Edit Profile/Edit Info section).
However, they’re not mandatory – I usually just add my job title. I ignore Company, School, My
Anthem and Living In.
Sexual Orientation:
As I stated above, make sure you’ve chosen Bisexual and unticked Show my orientation on my
profile.

1.8 – Connecting your Instagram & Spotify
You can connect your Instagram to Tinder, so your IG (look at me using acronyms) photos show up
down the bottom of your profile. It makes your profile look a little more “real” – if you have really
high-quality photos on your Tinder profile, girls will sometimes ask if your profile is fake. Having
your Instagram linked makes you look less like a “bot” and more like a real live boy.
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It?s not mandatory though ? do it if you have great Instagram photos, don?t do it if your Instagram
photos look like ass. Again, don’t overthink it.

Same thing applies to linking your Spotify account ? you can connect it to help you look more like a
legit account. Again, not absolutely mandatory.
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1.9 – Tinder Gold
Tinder Gold IS mandatory (not Tinder Plus – it doesn’t have all the features we want. Get Tinder
Gold). It’s found in the Settings menu.

Half of the features we’ll be using to get laid require Tinder Gold. You’re severely crippling yourself
if you don’t pony up and pay for it; don’t read any further in this guide until you’ve activated it.
(Remember to check whether the web version or app version is cheaper).
Gold gives you:
See Who Likes You.
5 Super Likes per day.
Don’t Show my Age
1 Free Boost each month.
Rewind Swipes (if you accidentally swipe “no” on a girl, you can undo it).
Unlimited Swipes (not super useful – we won’t be swiping a whole lot anyway).
Change Your Location (if you plan on travelling and want to set up dates with girls in that city
ahead of time).
Control Who Sees You (only show yourself to girls you’ve swiped right on, for privacy)
No ads.
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The most useful feature is the ability to see who’s already liked you (swiped right on you).
Normally you and the girl both have to swipe right on each other before you can talk; this feature lets
you see which girls have swiped right on you so you can match with them immediately. If you don’t
pay for this feature, you’ll have to swipe for days before you’ll end up matching with the girls
who’ve liked you (and often you won’t match at all because there’s too many other random girls to
get through).
You get a discount on Gold if you pay for 12 months upfront – but if you’re unsure, just pay for 1
month at first. You can always pay for 12 months (and get the discount) later.
Tinder and Hinge are the apps you need to pay for – you can get away with only using the free
features on all the other apps and you’ll still get enough matches.

1.10 – Age Range Preference
Click into the Settings menu (not “Edit Info“) to find your age preferences.

I set my age range to 18-55+ (I’m 33 as of 2020). But the girls I like the best are younger girls, so I
use most of my Super Likes on them (more on Super Likes below). Often I’ll go through a period
where I only want younger girls, so I’ll set my age range to 18-21.
Younger chicks are the most spontaneous and the most likely to meet up with you for a bit of the old
bam-bam in the ham, so chances are you’ll end up with a lot of girls in the 18-25yo age range.
Younger chicks also tend to be sexier and more fun/laid-back in general – but older women can be
fun too.
If you’re worried about younger women being “too young” for you, delete that nonsense from your
sexy little head. Age doesn’t matter. At all. The vast majority of my lays have been 18-23 year olds
and they all love me being older. My older (40yo+) coaching clients also get their fair share of action
with under-21 year olds.
Some dudes prefer women older than 25, which is cool – just bear in mind you’re severely limiting
your options if you ONLY target older women. 38% of Tinder users are 18-25, so you’ll get far less
matches if you completely exclude them. (It’s probably roughly the same on other apps – apart from
OkC/POF which skew older). So I wouldn’t advise cutting them out – set a wide age-range like I do,
and you’ll meet more girls for some crashing of the custard truck.
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1.11 – Don’t Show My Age
Click into Tinder Gold settings > Don’t Show My Age.

If you’re over 30 and signed up with your age set to 24 (to get more 18-25yo girls, as I explained
above), then turn on the Don’t Show My Age setting.
If any girls ask you what your age is, tell them the truth – there’s no reason to lie. Some girls won’t
like you being older, some will love the fact you’re older, and some won’t really care one way or
another. I’ve said before age doesn’t matter – it’s only a big deal if you make it a big deal.

1.12 – Distance Preference

Distance settings – I have mine set to 21km/13 miles. I live in the very centre of my city (literally on
the main street) – a huge city with 5 million people. So I can afford to be a picky boy and only match
with girls that are fairly close to me.
I also personally never travel to meet girls – I get them to meet me somewhere within 5minutes
walking distance of my apartment. If they’re not able to travel to me, I don’t meet them at all.
Whenever I already have a few fuckbuddies in my life, I’ll be even more fussy and change this
distance setting to even closer (5km/3miles).
Girls that are closer are much easier to meet up with – the further away a girl, the more it’s a hassle
for her to drive to you or you to drive to her. But if you live in a smaller city, you may have to set
your distance preference to further away to get more matches.

1.13 – Show Me People of the Same Orientation
If you didn’t select, “Bisexual” during the signup process, change it now:
Click into “Edit Info”.
Scroll down to “Sexual Orientation” and select Bisexual.
Also untick “Show my orientation on my profile”.
Once you’ve done that, go back out.
Go into “Settings”.
Scroll down to “Show Me” and click on it.
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Make sure “Show me people of the same orientation first” is ticked.

As I said before, this will show bisexual girls to us first, and will show our profile to bisexual girls
first. Those girls tend to be the most open-minded, the most fun, and a little less constricted when it
comes to sex; they’ll be (generally speaking) easier to get into bed.

1.14 – Notifications
(Found in Settings > scroll down to App Settings/Notifications.)
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I turn notifications completely off (on Tinder and all other apps), and then check all my messages
once a day – usually around 7pm weeknights and early morning Saturday+Sunday. I find if I have the
notifications on, I get too distracted from my main goals – Tinder/dating apps really can be a time
sink.

1.15 – Travelling Overseas? Passport to Any Location
(This setting is found in the “My Tinder Gold” menu).

If you plan on travelling to another city/country and want to have some girls in the pipeline for when
you arrive, use this setting. You can start collecting a bunch of matches, message with them and tell
them you’ll be visiting their city soon, and organise a bunch of dates for when you arrive.
If you’re using the web version of Tinder (tinder.com) you can also use a browser addon like Change
Geolocation (Chrome | Firefox). It accomplishes the exact same thing.

1.16 – Value Your Privacy & Need to be Discreet? “Only Show
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Me to People I’ve Liked”
(This setting is found in “My Tinder Gold”).

If you’re a private motherfucker/don’t want people at your workplace or your family members
knowing you’re on Tinder, use this setting. You’ll get significantly less matches (since you’ll ONLY
be shown to people you’ve already swiped on), and you’ll have to do quite a bit of daily swiping to
actually get any matches. But if you don’t want people knowing you’re trying to get your pork sword
sheathed, this option will allow you to get laid discretely.

1.17 – Other Settings
Swipe Surge: Turn it on. I have no idea if it’s ever helped me, but it doesn’t hurt to have it on.
Super Likeables (not to be confused with Super Likes) – pop up every now and then. It’s basically
just a free Super Like you can use sometimes.
You can pretty much ignore these settings/leave them on default:
Recommended Sort (this setting is found in settings). Make sure it’s turned ON (it should be
on by default).
Control Who You See (found in “My Tinder Gold”). There’s two options: Balanced
Recommendations & Recently Active. I’ve experimented with both, and so have all my clients;
none of us have really found it makes much of a difference. Rather than worrying about this,
your time is better spent improving your looks, taking better photos, going to the gym, etc.
Top Picks is entirely stupid; completely ignore it.
Read Receipts. They cost money and are entirely useless. Why do you care if a girl read your
message if she doesn’t reply to it? If a girl doesn’t reply to you, she’s not interested/is too
busy/etc. Move on and talk to more girls.
Make my Distance Invisible (found in “My Tinder Gold”). I can’t think of a use for this;
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ignore it.
Web Profile/Username: Ignore it.

1.18 – Sign up for All the Other Apps
Once you’ve signed up for Tinder, sign up for all the other apps too. More apps equals more
opportunities to do squat thrusts in her cucumber patch.
The process will be pretty much the same as Tinder; the other apps will just be missing some of the
features we covered above, and will have some of their own unique features. As I stated at the top,
some apps (Bumble) don’t let you upload anything risque or even some topless photos. Other apps
like Hinge, CoffeeMeetsBagel, etc don’t care what you upload (as long as it’s not a nude).
I’ll cover each individual app in more detail below.

Chapter 2 – Getting Matches

We’ll go over getting matches on Tinder first, and then we’ll cover the other apps.

2.1 – Getting Matches on Tinder
On Tinder, we’ll do a bit of swiping every day, but will mostly stick to the “Girls who’ve already
liked you” feature that comes with Tinder Gold. It’s found on the “Messages” page > Click the “[]
Likes” button.
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Once you’re on the “Girls who’ve already liked you” page, decide which girls you want to swipe
right on and match with. I use my patented Boner Test?:
1. I look at her first picture (and maybe her other pictures) and try to imagine myself having sex
with her (or just going on a date with her and getting to know her better). If I can imagine
myself doing that with her, then I match with her.
2. If she’s absolutely not even remotely attractive to me and I couldn’t imagine getting a boner
– even if I was horny and had some alcohol in me – then I swipe left and don’t match with her.
3. If I’m on the fence, I just swipe right, without wasting much more time thinking about it. Half
the girs you match with won’t even reply to your opening message, so it’s not worth wasting
too much time trying to decide if you want to bone her – just match and see what happens. If
she replies to you, then you can take the time to stop being on the fence and decide if she’s
attractive enough or unattractive.
It’s usually worth keeping an open mind though – I’ve had a tonne of amazing experiences
when I kept an open mind. (I don’t spend more than 30 seconds deciding though; don’t
overthink this).
When you’re already having a lot of sex/or have a friends-with-benefits or two already, you can raise
your standards if you like – but if you’re a newbie, you really should be doing everything it takes
to get laid. That includes not having unrealistically-high standards – if you aren’t getting much
action, you’re better off lowering your standards, getting a few dates/banging a few girls, so you’re
more confident and in a position to raise your standards. Remember, you don’t have to have sex with
the girls you match with – just meet them for a date to get some practice going on dates.
When you’re finished swiping, go through and message all your new matches – in Part 3 I give you
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an opening line you can just copy-paste.
Side-note: When you first sign up to Tinder, you’ll get a hell of a lot more matches in your first 24
hours. Tinder seems to show you to way more girls than normal during your first day, then it
massively drops off after that. It’s like giving crack out for free the first time, to get you hooked.
Bastards.

2.2 – Boosts & Super Boosts
You’ll get the vast majority of your matches on Tinder using Boosts.
What are Boosts? They bump your profile to the top of the pile for 30 minutes, so more girls will
see your sexy little face compared to normal. The vast majority of matches you get will come from
Boosts.
Boosts cost money, but they’re absolutely mandatory. Tinder really has become pay-to-win; you
aren’t going to slide your pants python into many flesh sockets if you’re not willing to buy at least 1
or 2 Boosts a week (and pay for Tinder Gold so you can see which girls have liked you).
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Some of the other apps have a similar feature, but we won’t be using it on those apps (you’ll get more
than enough matches on the other apps without boosting).
Remember to check both the web version and the app to see which one has cheaper Boosts.
You don’t need to go crazy with Boosts if you don’t have a lot of money to spare. Buy 1 Boost & use
it on a Saturday night anywhere between 10pm-1am. (Around midnight has always worked great
for me). Saturday nights have always given myself and my clients the most number of matches.
If you have extra money you want to spend (but don’t feel like you have to – 1 Boost a week is
enough to get you some matches), you can also Boost during these times:
1. After you use your first Boost on a Saturday night, you can use a second one Sunday any time
from (roughly) 8am to 3pm.
2. Friday night 10pm-1am.
3. Any weekdays from about 5pm to 8pm (aim to invite them out for a drink that same night).
All of these times are what’s worked best for me and my clients. As with everything, I encourage you
to do your own experimenting and find out what works for you. I don’t claim to have all the answers;
I’m just here to share the things that have helped me indulge in plenty of vagina spelunking.
If you’re getting absolutely no matches from boosting at the peak times (Saturday night,
Sunday morning), don’t keep wasting your money though. Scroll down to the “If You don’t get
Many Matches” section below.
Boosts are cheaper if you buy the 10-pack; just resist the urge to waste them all at once. Save them
for the peak times listed above.
Late Saturday nights have always worked best for myself and all my clients/friends – it’s the
weekend so girls are less stressed about work/study and more interested in having fun. There’s plenty
of slightly-drunk girls who are feeling a little more fun and flirty. Doubly so if you have a sexuallyfocused Tinder profile like mine (or even if you just have a good body and show it off with some
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topless pics + a bio with a bit of sexual-innuendo in it). Saturday nights usually get me 3-5 phone
numbers within the 30 minute Boost.

Bless you Andy, for bringing this brilliant benefaction of a babe’s
beautiful & bountiful boobies.
Everyone feels a little naughty at midnight on a Saturday night; there just seems to be something
electric in the air. Some of my best lays have come from Saturday nights when I message a girl, get
her number, meet up with her straight away, take her back to mine and fill her out like an application.
If you don’t want to stay up late, just hit the Boost button and go to bed – you don’t have to
message all the girls the same night. Just message them all the next day or whenever you get time
(but generally speaking, the sooner the better).
The biggest benefit of sticking to Boosts on a Saturday night/Sunday morning is you only need to use
Tinder on Sat + Sun, and maybe check your phone each night to reply to any messages you get. This
will free up your days to work on your self-improvement; you won’t be wasting hours a day
messaging girls on Tinder, trying to get matches, etc. You absolutely need to focus the vast majority
of your time and energy on building yourself into a sexy boy – doing everything we talked about in
Part 1.
Improving your looks and taking better pics are the foundation of getting laid a lot on Tinder
(or finding the world’s coolest girlfriend). You’ll get far more matches and far more dates/lays the
hotter you become, vs spending all day swiping or buying 20 Boosts if you look like crap. Losing fat,
adding muscle, upping your fashion/style and practising your photography/modelling skills will net
your big ol’ dirty dick far more action than anything else you could do.
If you have a long way to go in terms of looks/good pictures, then spend your money on a personal
trainer, a good hairdresser, getting your teeth whitened, a stylist who can help you choose better
outfits, paying me for coaching so I can yell at you and kick your butt into gear, etc. Again, if you
have a long way to go with your looks, buying 20 Boosts & getting no matches isn’t going to be the
best use of your money/time. Get yourself looking a little better, and then go all-out with the Boosts.

Super Boosts:
Super Boosts get you even more matches than a regular Boost and last for 3 hours, rather than 30
minutes. Some nights I’ve gotten 50 matches from one Super Boost. But holy Christ on a stick,
they’re expensive – 6.8x the cost of a single Boost where I live.
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Because they’re expensive, I wouldn’t recommend you spend money on one until you already get
matches with a normal boost. Try using a normal Boost on a Saturday night at 11pm – if you don’t
get at least 5 matches, a Superboost is probably a waste of money (unless you’re ridiculously rich and
really don’t give a fuck). Improve your appearance, upgrade your pics, and then try again.
Get the condensed version of this entire Tinder series as a pretty PDF you can read on your
computer or phone any time you want:
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2.3 – Super Likes
Super Likes put you on the top of the pile of all the guys who’ve liked a girl, meaning she’s more
likely to see you and swipe right on you too. It also shows a big blue star icon on your profile, so she
can see you’ve Super Liked her.

You get 5 free ones every day with your Tinder Gold subscription. Rough estimate: every 15-20
Super Likes I use net me 1 match (matches will show a little blue star next to them so you’ll also
know it was because of the Super Like).
Use them on whomever you like – I personally have the most luck shooting for 18yo girls, so I use all
my Super Likes on 18yos only. They’re the most open-minded, the most DTF, the most spontaneous
and the easiest to have sex with, with the least hassle. They also seem to like older guys more than
any other age group, and I enjoy mentoring them, teaching them about life, helping them become
better people, etc – 18 year olds seem to be the most open to life advice.
I also prefer to use mine on “cute” girls, rather than super hot girls – I get much more matches
doing this. Hot girls tend to get a shitload of Super Likes, so you’ll be somewhat lost among the rest
of the cloud. Using it on cute girls – who get less Super Likes – works better for me. As Chado over
on our forums put it: “My barometer is I use it on chicks I think I have a good chance of matching
with anyways, using the super like can help guarantee that.”
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The 5 free daily Super Likes are a nice freebie to have, and you may as well use them up each day –
but they’re not so amazing as to be worth buying extra ones. A couple of times I’ve experimented
with buying a big bunch of them – two times I bought the 60-pack for $61 Australian Dollars. Both
times I only got 3-5 matches from it; a complete and utter waste of my money. A Super Boost costs
the same and gets me significantly more matches – sometimes up to 50 matches on a Saturday night.
That’s more than enough matches to get my big ol’ dirty dick wet.
Other apps have similar features (eg on Bumble they’re called “SuperSwipes”) – but I don’t bother
with them. They cost too much money & have never gotten me many more matches at all. They just
seem to be a waste, at least for me & my clients who’ve also tried them.

2.4 – Getting Matches on Hinge/Bumble/etc
I’ll say it again: getting laid is a numbers game. Our aim is to be getting as many matches as
possible every week, so you have the most opportunities for dates and sexy sex. More matches also
make you feel good about yourself, which is super important at the start ? you need all the
validation and motivation you can possibly get if you?re nervous and inexperienced.
If you don’t swipe on the dating apps a little each day, you won’t get matches. All the apps seem
to slightly “punish” you for not swiping – they count you as an inactive user and won’t show your
profile to as many girls. Just do a few swipes a day and you’ll find yourself getting more matches.
I go through all the apps and swipe/message girls around 7pm every weeknight, as well as early
morning saturday and early morning sunday. It’s much easier doing this once a day in the evening,
setting aside 30-60 minutes to reply to all your messages, swipe a bit, get phone numbers and set up
dates. Night works the best for me; that’s when most girls are online and more likely to reply.
For the most part, you should not be reading girls’ bios until after you match with them. You need to
really hit the numbers game hard – you need to message thousands of girls. You can’t do that if
you’re pausing to read every girl’s bio before you’ve even matched with them – that’s a total waste of
time.
Just spam likes/swipes/opening lines, and once you match with a girl, then you can read her bio.
Quick reminder: you’re usually best to turn off all the reminders on all the apps, so you’re not
constantly distracted during the day. You want to have your own life going on; you want to keep busy
with your self-improvement, rather than getting bogged down with neurotically checking your phone.
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2.5 – Hinge
Hinge gets me a lot of matches (some weeks more than Tinder), and due to the fact everyone only has
a limited amount of matches each day, 90% of girls I match with will reply to me (on Tinder, a tonne
of girls are only looking to collect a tonne of matches for validation, and they’ll never bother actually
replying).
On Hinge, you can message 10 girls a day with a free account. Pay for the “Preferred Membership”
though, and you can message infinite girls.
After you click the Like button on a girl, send her a message as well (don’t just click the Like button)
– use the texting template I give you in Part 3 of this guide.
When you copy-paste your template, make sure you vary one word in the message each time. If I
don’t, the message doesn’t actually send for me, and all the girl will see is that I’ve liked her (but
with no message). You don’t have to vary much – just change one word (eg “Hey” to “Hi”, and then
back to “Hey”, then “Hi” again – keep going back and forth between each message).
Hinge seems to be very kink-friendly (at least in my country) – lots of girls will put in their bio, “I
want to be tied up” or “Looking to explore my kinks” etc. If you’re not a kinky bastard yet, don’t
stress; there’s plenty of less-kinky girls on there too.
I pay for the membership (called “Preferred Members”) – it lets you message as many girls as you
want. When I’m on a mission to get laid a lot, I’ll use it to message 50-100 girls a day with my copypaste opening line, and get a tonne of dates. It’s located down the bottom of the Settings page.

Because you can message anyone (not just girls who’ve matched with you, as is the case on Tinder),
you’ll get far more matches – a message is far more likely to get her interest than just a like. Hinge
also nets me much hotter girls than Tinder – since you can message anyone, you’ll be able to
message hot girls you’d likely never match with on Tinder.
Hinge is also fucking awesome because it gives you a good idea of the level you’re currently at.
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Because you can message a tonne of women (eg 500 in a week), you can use that to determine where
you’re at in terms of looks, pics, etc. If you send 500 messages and get a bunch of matches, you’ll
know, “Awesome, I’m on the right track. I’ll keep pushing and get even more matches.” If you don’t
get many (or any) matches, you’ll know you need to double-down on your self-improvement efforts
(read Part 1 of this guide) and kick some more ass.

2.6 – Bumble
When you sign up for Bumble, it’ll ask you if you want to enter a bunch of extra details (what you’re
looking for (“something casual”/”a relationship”/etc), your political leanings, etc). I don’t fill any of
this out – you’re only adding additional reasons for a girl to say no. Generally speaking with online
dating, the less you say, the better. Don’t give her arbitrary reasons to say no. Besides, you’ll be
able to get to know each other better when you’re actually out on the date – then you call tell her all
about your “political leanings”/etc.
Whichever bio you end up using, add this to the end of it: “Send me a message and say hey. I’ll take
care of the rest”. Girls have to message first on Bumble, but most of them are too scared to do so.
Adding this line to the end of your bio drastically increases how many girls message you.

You will absolutely need to do a bit of swiping on Bumble each day – if I don’t swipe, I get
absolutely zero matches. If I spend 10 minutes swiping, I’ll get (roughly) 3 or so matches a day. More
time swiping obviously means more matches, but you need to strike a balance between swiping
enough vs still keeping busy with your self-improvement efforts.
Remember on Bumble, girls have to message you first – and a lot of girls are way too shy to send the
first message. Matches expire after 24 hours if she doesn’t message, so expect a lot of that. Don’t be
disheartened; it’s part of the (admittedly goofy) game on Bumble.
Update Jan 2020: Bumble just introduced a daily swipe limit:
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Just swipe until you use up your daily limit, then do some more swiping the next day.

2.7 – OkCupid & Plenty of Fish (POF)
OkCupid and POF used to absolutely kick ass for getting laid about 5-10 years ago before Tinder
came along; I got the majority of my early lays with these two sites. Nowadays Tinder/Hinge/Bumble
have taken over, so OkCupid & POF aren’t as popular. It’s still possible to get laid (and if you’re allin, you should definitely try) – just don’t be disheartened if you only get laid once or twice; nor if
those lays take a little more time/effort than the other apps.
The one thing they have going for them is they both let you message girls before you’ve matched
with them, so you can just copy-paste the same opening line. They both have limits (POF is 25 per
day, OkCupid is about 10), so use up those copy-pastes each day.
(Sidenote: Back in the good ol’ day OkCupid and POF had no limit to how many girls you could
message. This is exactly how I got laid so much early on; I’d spam 200 women a night, and get laid a
couple times a week. If my account ever got reported for spam and deleted, I’d just make a new
account (using a free VPN to change my IP address) and pick up where I left off.)
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2.8 – CoffeeMeetsBagel (CMB)
CoffeeMeetsBagel is similar to Hinge: you have a certain number of messages you can send each
day. Use them all up, message girls with the copy-paste opening line, and get some puss.
On CMB they refer to girls you match with as “bagels” – I guess because they think girls are just
something soft with a hole. Sexist pigs, reeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee!

2.9 – Other Apps/Sites
I’ve only had a handful of lays from all the other apps I’ve tried – so do your own experimenting,
have a go, and drop a comment if you get laid and tell us about it.
One of my mates has gotten laid a few times off the new Facebook Dating app – I haven’t tried it
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myself (it’s not available in my country).
I also have a couple mates who’ve had some success messaging random girls on Instagram (by
searching for location tags in their city, and just messaging any cute girls in the area). Again, I
haven’t tried that myself – feel free to experiment yourself.

2.10 – “I Don’t Want to Spend Money”
I realise some guys are going to throw out the excuse of, “I don’t have money to spend on Tinder
Gold/Boosts or Hinge”, or “I’m too good to pay for pussy!”
I understand being hesitant to spend cash; I’m a tight-ass myself. One of my mates jokingly calls me
“financially-anorexic”. It’s painful parting with your precious paper, but proper priorities are a
precondition for plentiful pussy. (Note to self: I’m a fucking wordsmith.)
I went a few years without ever spending a dime on Tinder/Hinge, and guess what happened? I got
barely any results, my beautiful little balls turned blue… but I continued to cling on to my precious
frugality, telling myself, “I’m too good to spend money on this”. At some point I had to ask myself
what was more important to me – my ego, or getting my dick sucked?
After some soul-searching, I decided to drop the bullshit, went all-in and did absolutely everything I
could to get laid. I bought a bunch of Boosts, and I started getting laid the very next week.

I believe she’s ready for some dinky-tickling.
The majority of my lays have come from Boosts on Tinder, and Preferred Membership on
Hinge. I’ll make this clear: I would not have gotten laid 100+ times online without using tonnes of
Tinder Boosts & spamming tonnes of girls on Hinge. I’d love to not have to spend any money on
Tinder/Hinge, but a few bucks a week for Tinder Gold + 1 Boost + Hinge membership doesn’t kill
me and means I get to have easy, often-mind-blowingly-good sex with no drama and (usually) next to
no effort.
On the other dating apps, you can use them without paying anything – but on Tinder, Boosts and
Tinder Gold are not optional. If the idea of having to pay to increase your odds of getting laid is
unappealing to you – and you can’t even buy 1 Boost a week – then you’re just not that serious about
getting laid/finding a girlfriend.
If you seriously can’t afford Gold + 1 Boost + Hinge membership, then get a casual job for a couple
hours a week, or cut down on spending. You’re most likely buying alcohol you don’t need, food
you could find cheaper somewhere else, wasting money on nights out, putting fuel in your car when
you could probably take public transport, etc. Funnel some of that money into Tinder/Hinge instead.
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All the other dating apps don’t require you to spend money in order to get laid – you’ll get
plenty of matches and dates without spending anything. So use all those apps for free, and just put a
bit of money into Tinder + Hinge each week to increase your matches further.
If you absolutely can’t pay for many Boosts because money is tight, just save even $5 a week for
ONE Boost per week, and use it late on a Saturday night. You can absolutely afford that – cut out 1
cup of coffee a week, or walk somewhere instead of taking public transport, or cut out 1 meal a week
to save $5, or sell something that’s been laying around your apartment gathering dust. Hell, offer to
clean your mate’s apartment for $5 a week or something. If you’re serious about getting laid, you
will do WHATEVER IT TAKES. No excuses.
While you’re being “too good to spend money”, other guys are knee-deep in pussy simply because
they put their ego aside, sucked it up, and spent the money it takes to get laid on Tinder/Hinge.
Remember, even just 1 Boost on a Sat night/Sunday morning will get you matches. You’ll get even
more by messaging 50 or so girls a day on Hinge too.
If you still don’t want to pay for Tinder/Hinge, then getting laid online probably isn’t for you. This
guide probably isn’t for you. Getting laid has always cost money (and time) for guys – that’s just the
way it is. We’re not women; we can’t just exist and get sex (unless you’re a celebrity). You’ll
always be paying for sex in some form or another:
Paying for Tinder/Hinge.
Buying nice clothes that are in-style so girls take notice of you.
Buying accessories, tattoos, piercings, a watch, rings, a necklace, etc – again, so girls notice
you.
Paying for a gym membership so, you guessed it, girls notice you.
Buying fancy shit like a cool apartment, lava lamps, a nice car, etc – stuff we say is for “us”,
but is really 50% for us and 50% to impress women.
Buying drinks for girls on dates if you’re into that (I personally never do, but each to their
own).
etc.
Getting laid costs money; it’s just a fact, so stop fighting it and just deal with it. “I’m not getting laid”
is something you can directly solve with money, and the more money you’re willing to throw at
the problem, the more you’ll get laid. (Assuming, as always, you look good and have good pics. If
not, use your money to improve those things as the top priority).
Don’t hold back. Go all-in. You deserve to get laid; don’t sabotage yourself by being needlesslyfrugal.

2.11 – If You don’t get Many Matches
Here’s a checklist to go over if you’re getting very few matches:
Did you set your “Maximum Distance” at a reasonable distance? If it’s super close (eg
5miles) and you live in a smaller city, you may not get many matches. I can’t tell you how
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many times I’ve used a Boost, gotten only 1 or 2 matches and gone, “What the fuck?”… Only
to later realise I had my distance settings set to only 2km. I’ll change it to 20km, try another
Boost, and instantly get a tonne more matches.
Have you set your age range to a wide range? I have mine set to “18-55+” If you set your
age high like 30-35, expect a lot less matches – most of the girls on Tinder/Bumble/Hinge are
18-25, so you’re selling yourself short if you exclude the biggest potential dating pool. Same
goes if you have a very narrow range (eg “18-19”) – you’re going to get less matches vs if you
widen the search.
Tinder: Are you using Boosts, particularly late on a Saturday night (10pm-1am – midnight
works best for me)?
Hinge: Are you paying for a Preferred Membership so you can message 50-100 girls a day?
On all the apps, are you swiping and messaging girls proactively each day?
Have you installed at least Hinge, Bumble and Tinder – and possibly experimented with the
other apps too?
Have you clicked “Show me on Tinder”? If you untick this, Tinder will hide your profile.
Are you using the “Only show me to people I’ve swiped” setting? If you are, expect almost
no matches until you start doing a tonne of swiping.
If none of the above increases your matches, go back through Part 1 and keep working on
upgrading your appearance & your photos.
If you’re not getting many matches, don’t stress; it’s fixable. When I first started using Tinder/other
dating apps, I got 0 matches. Yep, quite literally zero matches. I had awful pics (bedroom selfies), I
looked like shit, and if I’m honest I have to admit I wasn’t really all that serious about getting laid. I
think I wanted zero matches, because it’d mean I didn’t have to invite girls out on dates and risk
rejection.
But over time I kept improving my looks, my body and my pics, and got myself to a point where I
now get laid pretty regularly without too much fuss. If I can go from zero matches to more than
enough matches, you can too.
And look, I know it fucking hurts to get very few (or no) matches when you use a few Boosts. It
sucks, it bruises your ego, it makes you think, “But I put in all this effort with my self-improvement
and my photos, and it was all for nothing. What the hell was even the point?”
You just have to remind yourself that as long as you focus on improving yourself just a little each
day, you’re making progress. Yes, getting very few matches sucks donkey dick, but you’ll dig deep,
work harder, kick some fucking ass and keep improving yourself until you get to a point where you
get as many matches as me (hopefully even more than me).
If you’re getting few matches, that is absolutely fixable. It’s a GOOD thing. It’s a chance to
improve yourself, to become a better man; a man that women – and people in general – will take
notice of and pay attention to. Getting few (or no) matches is just a hurdle you will overcome; use it
as fuel to push yourself.
At the start of your self-improvement/online dating journey you have to be ok with getting very few
matches, because there’s a very good chance that’ll happen. Especially if you’re very new to taking
photos of yourself, or are particularly uncomfortable with being in front of a camera. Even more so if
your appearance isn’t yet where you want it to be. You have to be willing to risk feeling that
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disappointment, and you have to be willing to pick yourself up, dust yourself off, and have another
crack at improving yourself/your pics a little more.
One of the best ways to improve yourself – and to get support/motivation from other people going
through the same shit as you – is to join a self-improvement forum. Sign up at our forums and
introduce yourself. Everyone there is incredibly focused on improving themselves, very welcoming
to newbies, and they all give pretty solid advice. The forums are heavily-focused on showing proof
you get laid before you give advice; so there’s no “theoretical bullshit” there.
Sign up, make a post and just say, “Hey, I’m fairly new to self-improvement and I’m trying to get
laid on Tinder/dating apps.” It’s fucking hard trying to get laid on your own; so ask for help.
It’s very important you have realistic expectations. If you live in a tiny town, or in a very
conservative country, or in a city with less young people (especially less university students), or you
live on the very outskirts of your city: you have to expect that you’ll get less matches. I live in the
most liberal, sex-positive city in Australia – a city with 5 million+ people. It’s incredibly easy for me
to get laid here. If you live in a small town in the deep-south of America, you’re going to get less
matches than me (and especially less sexually-open, DTF girls).
I’ve lost count of the number of guys who say they can’t get laid… then you find out they live in a
rural town with less than 50,000 people. As The Red Quest pointed out, if you’re wondering where
the chicks are – they’re in the big cities. If you’re serious about going all-in with getting laid, and you
live in a tiny town, my advice is to move right this fucking second. You aren’t going to sort out your
sex life if there’s no girls around you.
Don’t compare your results to other people either. The size of your city, how sexually-open girls are
where you live, etc – are all going to have a huge impact on your matches/lay-rate. I especially don’t
want you comparing yourself to me; I’ve been at this for a long time, I’ve spent literally thousands of
hours improving myself and thousands of dollars on Boosts. I’ve gotten laid a lot not because I’m
anything special; but solely because I worked really fucking hard, over quite a long period of time.
You can work really fucking hard too.

You can give yourself some motivation if you like, by running a test with a guy who has elite
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pictures. Download some photos from Magic Fox on Instagram – he’s absolutely ridiculously
attractive, cool and masculine. (Yeah, I have a man-crush on him, no homo.) Make a new Tinder
account using a few of his pics, and see how many matches you’d get if you looked as good as he
does.
I’ve run this test before, and it absolutely blew my mind how many matches his pics got. Hundreds
and hundreds of matches within about 15 minutes, until the account was reported and banned for
being obviously fake. (If you run a similar test, your account will probably be banned too and you’ll
have to sign up again using a new phone number – keep that in mind).
It’s still worth doing if you’re feeling a little down or lacking in motivation. It’s mind-blowing to see
how many matches you could be getting if you looked that good. Yes he’s absolutely elite, but if you
can make yourself even one-tenth as attractive and cool as he is, you’ll get more matches than you
can possibly message each day. Even more if you can get yourself to his level, which is perfectly
doable if you’re willing to put in the work over a few years.
I’m personally nowhere near his level yet; I’m still very much a work in progress. I’ve still had a
tonne of lays, so I don’t want you to think you need to look like a god before you can get laid; you
don’t. (But looking elite should be your ultimate goal.)
Bottom line is: keep working on yourself. If you’re not getting matches now, remind yourself: “I’ll
get plenty of matches in the future as I improve myself and take better pics. If a loser like Andy can
do this, I sure as hell can too.“

2.12 – Resetting Your Account…
Guys ask me about this quite a lot, usually because they think resetting their account will fix their
lack of matches. If you’re not getting matches, it’s because your pictures need improving or you’re
not using Boosts at the right time (10pm-2am, Sat + Fri nights).
Go through this guide for a list of mistakes you may be making with your pics. Then read this guide
for inspiration on what you should ultimately be aiming for with your pics. Improve your appearance,
improve your pics, and you’ll naturally get more matches.
For the most part, resetting your account isn’t something you need to worry about. I don’t really
do it with my account, and a lot (most) of my clients don’t bother either.
If you do decide to reset your account (eg if you do a complete overhaul of all your pictures & want
to start fresh), I wouldn’t reset any more than every 4 months; there’s some (anecdotal, unverified)
reports that resetting it too often could cause Tinder to “shadow ban” you, meaning you would get no
matches at all. I can’t comment on this as myself/my clients haven’t experienced it, so it’s up to you
if you want to do your own experiments and try to get yourself shadow-banned ?
Any unused Boosts are non-transferable if you delete your account, so use them up first.
Again, worry more about handling the important fundamentals (looks, muscle, style, grooming &
photos) rather than stressing so much about exactly how many milliseconds you should wait before
resetting your account.
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Chapter 3 – Key Takeaways

1. Installing Tinder & Other Apps
1. Install every app; not just Tinder. Especially Hinge – I’ve gotten laid a lot on there. We need
to play the numbers game in order to get laid a tonne.
2. Sign up for Tinder. Check whether the web version (tinder.com) or the app is cheaper for you.
Always pay for Boosts using the cheaper version.
3. Choose bisexual, and select “Show me people of the same orientation first”.
4. Bio; don’t overthink it. Just use one of mine. Instagram/Spotify: link them to make your
profile look more “real”.
5. Pay for Tinder Gold.
6. 18-55+ works best for your age preference.
7. Turn off notifications on all the apps, so you’re not neurotically checking constantly.
2. Getting Matches
1. On Tinder, swipe a bit, but also focus on the girls who’ve already liked you feature.
2. On other apps, you’ll also need to proactively swipe/message girls.
3. On Hinge, make sure you slightly vary the message between each copy-paste opening line (just
change 1 word).
4. On Tinder, Boosts are mandatory.
5. Saturday late night works best for Boosts, followed by Sunday morning, followed by late
Friday night, followed by other nights of the week. Remember, these are what has worked for
me – feel free to experiment on your own.
6. Use your 5 Super Likes each day, but don’t buy any extra ones.
7. On Tinder, spending money is mandatory; find a way to scrounge together some coin any
way you possibly can. Do whatever it takes to get laid.
8. On other apps, spending money is far less important; you can easily get laid without
spending anything.
9. If you don’t get many matches, don’t stress. Just go back to Part 1 and keep working on your
self-improvement/taking better photos. I got no matches at the start and now I get laid plenty; if
I can do it, you sure as hell can too.

Any questions? Ask them in the comments below, no matter how big or small the question. I’m here
to help.
In Part 3, we go through messaging girls you’ve matched with, getting their number, and setting up
dates.
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Get the condensed version of this entire Tinder series as a pretty PDF you can read on your
computer or phone any time you want:
<- Part 1: Improving Your Looks & Taking Photos
Part 3: Messaging Girls ->
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Stop Being a Cunt to Yourself
February 5, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Hey you.
Yes, *you*.
This is a friendly reminder to stop being such a fucking cunt to yourself.
If you’re anything like me (if you’re on my site, you probably are), you have extremely high
standards for yourself. You have big dreams, lofty goals, high hopes – and you’re furiously working
towards them (or, you’re in the process of working up the courage to start working towards them).
You’re a man on a mission.
And boy have you dedicated yourself to this mission. You spend hours a day working towards your
gym goals, reading self-improvement sites, working on your Tinder/Hinge/etc, improving your
fashion, learning to be more honest with girls, making progress on your goals, a little at a time.
You’re acutely aware of everything you have to do to get to where you want to be, and by Christ,
you’re going to hustle like mad until it’s done.
But every now and then, or maybe every single day, you have missteps. You make mistakes, you get
something wrong, you do something silly. Sometimes you have a lazy day/week where you make no
progress towards your goal, instead choosing to self-medicate with video games/TV/porn/alcohol.
And it crushes you, because you know you have a million things you should be working on… Yet
here you are, wasting precious time.
That inevitably leads to you beating yourself up, often with horrible self-talk that borders on the selfabusive. You yell at yourself, telling yourself not to be such a pussy, not to be such a lazy bastard, not
to be such a fucking failure. “Other guys aren’t fucking up this badly, it’s only me that’s a loser”.
It’s an easy trap to fall into. A tonne of us are assholes to ourselves because we’re not where we want
to be and haven’t achieved the goals we want to achieve. We beat ourselves over the head and berate
ourselves for not being good enough, flagellating ourselves for our perceived failures, wondering if
we’ll ever manage to get our shit together. We act like totalitarian dictators, refusing to accept
anything but 100% perfection… a standard that isn’t even remotely possible.
In short, we’re total cunts to ourselves.
The question to ask yourself is: would you treat your best friend like this?
No?
Why is it not ok to treat others like shit, but somehow it’s ok to treat yourself like shit? Are you
somehow so special – more special than anybody else – that you deserve special punishment you
wouldn’t dole out to even your worst enemy?
Drop your fucking ego – you are not special. The arrogance you must have to think you deserve
special punishment nobody else deserves… You’re not any more important than anyone else, so
don’t treat yourself like shit if you wouldn’t treat others like that. Sure, have high standards for
yourself (lord knows I do); but don’t be a toxic asshole to yourself when you have moments of
imperfection.
Self-improvement is supposed to be something you enjoy; a fun journey you spend the rest of your
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life going after. It’s not supposed to be an excuse for you to berate yourself or indulge in hateful selftalk. Self-improvement is not a stick you hit yourself over the head with.

Yep,
sometimes I beat myself up too.
I have as much experience with this as anybody – I used to have the most evil self-talk imaginable.
Any time I made a mistake or failed at something, I’d tell myself, “You’re such a useless piece of
shit, you never get anything right. You’ll never make it if you keep fucking up like this.” I didn’t allow
any room for mistakes or missteps, expecting myself to be 100% perfect, 100% of the time.
Over time, and with techniques like Cognitive Behaviour Therapy (CBT), I worked on reframing
those negative thoughts into more positive ones. I reframed “You’re useless” into “You’re only
human”.
“You never get anything right” became “You sometimes make mistakes, and that’s ok. Don’t stress.”
“You’ll never make it” became “You’ll make it, as long as you just never quit”.
Over time I became a more positive, self-loving person, and I learned to stop being such a fucking
cunt to myself. It took a lot of work and a lot of patience, but I eventually got there.
The antidote is to be kind and forgiving to yourself when you have moments where you know you
can do better. Talk yourself up, rather than beating yourself down. “Come on, I know I can do better
than this. I am better than this. Ok, I’ve got this – I’m gonna kick some fucking ass.” Give a pep talk
to yourself, pick yourself up, and force yourself to do better.
“Don’t be such a cunt to yourself” has also worked wonders for plenty of my friends, family, and
quite a few of my coaching clients. One guy in particular had some very clearly negative self-talk
right from the very first session we had together. I waited til he’d finished speaking, paused for
dramatic effect, and said, “Mate. You are an absolute cunt to yourself.” It floored him.
After the session he said, and I quote: “You know, when I first came to you for coaching I wasn’t sure
how much you could give me. That one little nugget changed my whole outlook right there and then.”
It’s insane how much of a radical concept “Don’t be a cunt to yourself” is for most of us. When
you’re laser-focused on self-improvement, and you’re constantly looking to the future, it can be hard
to look back and give yourself credit for the things you’ve already achieved.
As much as we don’t like to admit it, we’re only human. We’re going to have good days, and bad
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days, and days in-between. We’re going to totally suck sometimes. We’ll have days where we crush
it and make massive progress towards our goals… and we’ll have days where we do absolutely
nothing. As long as you’re making progress over time, you can’t beat yourself up for having a few
lazy/crappy days here and there. Be kind to yourself. Be your own best friend.
Remember, you’re not the enemy.
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If You’re Worried About Other People Seeing you Hit on
Girls…
February 6, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
One huge fear we all have at the start of our getting laid journey is, “I want to go outside and hit on
girls… but what if other people see me?” We’re deeply afraid of someone spotting us, or worse –
someone calling us out and publicly-humiliating us. We’re deeply afraid of the embarrassment, the
humiliation, the horror of being called out for doing something that isn’t considered “normal”.
Some guys are even afraid a security guard/police officer/etc might come and arrest them for the
heinous crime of telling girls they’re cute. That was something I was deeply afraid of myself, and it
all tied in to one thought that was constantly bouncing around my head: “Hitting on girls like this is
somehow wrong.”
The thing is, you are not doing anything you need to be ashamed about. Assuming you’re being polite
and respectful to chicks you hit on, you’re not doing anything wrong.
All my approaches go like this: “Hey, you’re hot/cute/sexy and I had to say hi. I’m Andy.
[Handshake. Then general conversation for a minute or two.] Lemme grab your number and we’ll
grab a drink.”
If you’re doing something similar to that, then you’re all good. Be respectful when a girl says, “I have
a boyfriend” – just say, “No worries, it was nice meeting you. Enjoy your day.” and leave. As long as
that’s your modus operandi, then the only thought that should be in your head is, “I am proud of the
massive fucking balls I have dangling between my pretty little legs.”
You’re out there doing God’s work when you hit on cute girls; it’s what men were made to do. You
have nothing to feel “guilty” about, nothing to feel “weird” about – you don’t need to get anxious
about other people seeing you hit on girls.
Again, I’ll drill this home: As long as you’re being polite & chilled when you hit on girls, the vast
majority of people will respect and even envy what you’re doing. Stop thinking you are doing
something wrong; you’re not.
As long as you’re always respectful, and know how to take no for an answer, the vast majority of
girls will think what you’re doing is sweet. Girls like being hit on by attractive, respectful guys.
They’ll massively respect your courage & will encourage you to hit on more girls – I’ve lost count of
the number of girls who’ve said, “I actually have a boyfriend, but you should keep talking to girls
like this, it’s really brave of you.” One even gave me a pat on the shoulder and told me to keep it up,
lol.
As for guys – the majority of them will think you’re a fucking superhero for having the courage to
talk to random girls and introduce yourself to them. They’ll wonder how the hell you’re able to do
something that to them is utterly unfathomable; you’ll seem like a God. As long as you’re being
polite about it, most people will revere you for talking to girls.
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You also have to understand what it looks like to other people when you hit on a girl. For everyone
around you who might see you walk up to a girl and talk to her, it just looks like you know her and
you’re saying hi to her.
If you really want to over-analyse it, it looks like you semi-know her and you’re introducing yourself
to her properly. It looks like maybe she’s a friend of a friend… or maybe you met her at a party
once… or perhaps she’s in one of your classes at university… Or maybe you half-know each other
from work. Most people who see you introduce yourself to that girl will quickly come up with one of
those stories to explain what you’re doing, and then immediately forget about you and get back to
their lives.
I promise you, nobody is paying that much attention to you anyway. Most people are far too busy
with their own lives to even notice what anyone else around them is up to. Think about it; when
you’re walking down the street, lost in your own thoughts, do you really notice what everybody else
is doing? Or are most of them just random “NPCs” in the periphery; extras in the movie that is your
life?

Here’s the part that’ll blow your mind: to everyone else, you are just a random NPC. Just like
other random people on the street don’t matter to you, you don’t matter to any of them. You aren’t
being noticed, you aren’t being paid attention to, and nobody is watching you for long enough to
realise that you’re hitting on girls.
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I have personal experience with this myself. Before I’d ever hit on any girls, I never saw a single
other guy hit on a girl in public. Literally zero – I’d never seen any “pickup artists”, or random guys
talking to girls they didn’t know on the street, etc. Literally never seen it.
As soon as I started hitting on girls, I started seeing other guys doing the same thing, multiple times a
week. In fact, on certain nights when the “pickup artist” groups are out, I’ll see 30 or so guys walking
around, talking to girls. When I was just a normal average person, I never noticed any guys
hitting on girls.
My girlfriend also never saw any guys hitting on girls… until I showed her what to look for and now
she sees them all the time. 5 of my mates also never saw any guys hitting on any girls, until they
started approaching themselves – now they also see it all the time.
99% of people out on the street have no idea what it looks like when a guy hits on a girl; they’re blind
to it, just like I was, just like my girlfriend was, just like most of my mates were. Rest assured, you’re
pretty much anonymous/invisible when you go out to hit on girls… even if you sometimes feel like
the whole world must be watching. They’re all oblivious to what you’re doing. You and the girl are
the only two people who actually know what’s going on.
Besides, if anyone does notice you (which is extremely rare) – they’re going to think you’re a legend.
I’ve only ever been noticed by a handful of people, and guess what? They were all pickup artists who
came up to me and said, “Did you just hit on that girl? That’s fucking awesome.”
Go out there and hit on lots of girls. Don’t worry about what other people around you are doing; none
of them matter. You and the girl will be the only two people who really know what’s going on; it’ll
be a fun little secret only you two are in on.
Have fun with it.
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You Can’t Force Someone to Like You
February 8, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
A tonne of us start out thinking that getting laid is just a matter of being good at seduction. “If I say
the right thing, act the right way, make her like me – she’ll let me eat her tuna taco.” Then we go out
there and try our absolute hardest to win over every girl… but we find no matter what we do, some
girls still aren’t into us.
The stubborn/dopey guys double down even harder, wasting years and years learning more and more
pickup lines, “conversation routines”, “negs”, “push/pull techniques”, etc, in an effort to try and win
over 100% of girls (which is impossible). The smart guys realise getting laid is just a numbers game
– some girls will like you, some won’t, so the only way to get laid a lot (and with minimal
effort/drama) is to hit on a lot of girls.
It’s like sales. You’re not trying to win over every person; you’re just looking for one buyer. Getting
laid/retaining girls is basically you saying: “Here’s what I have to offer. Do you like what I’m
offering? If you do, we’ll get together. If not, no worries.”
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Andy,
back in his pre-player days.
You can’t MAKE someone want what you’re offering. They either want it or they don’t. A
particular girl will either want to sleep with you, or she won’t. You should obviously put in lots of
effort and try your hardest to sleep with her, but if after you’ve done your best she still isn’t
interested, you need to know when to move on and go hit on the next girl. The same applies to
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friends; you aren’t going to be best mates with everyone you ever meet.
Not everyone on this planet is going to like you. Don’t worry about the people who don’t gel with
you – focus your energy on finding the ones you do click with. You can’t force everyone to like you
– but I promise, there’s plenty of people out there who’ll think you’re bloody awesome.
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Get Laid on Tinder [Part 3] – Messaging Girls
March 6, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
Part 3 Table Of Contents
Chapter 1 – Templates
1.1 – Introduction
1.2 – Hinge/Tinder/Bumble Template
1.3 – Text Message Template (After You get her Number)
1.4 – Extra Details
1.6 – Save their Name & Picture in Your Phone
1.7 – The Date Logistics
1.8 – Meet Up ASAP
1.9 – “You’re Sexy”
Chapter 2 – Theory
2.1 – Why These Templates Work
2.2 – Play the Numbers Game – Talk to as Many Girls as Possible
2.3 – Don’t Change Your Strategy for Each Girl; Stick to the Gameplan
2.4 – Don’t Waste Time with Long Conversations
2.5 – A Lot of Girls are Just on Dating Apps to Waste Time
2.6 – “Doesn’t Being So Direct/Honest Scare Some Girls Off?”
2.7 – “Isn’t Copy-Pasting too Robotic?”
2.8 – Texting in the Days Leading up to the Date
2.9 – Does it Matter What Time of Day I Message?
2.10 – Pick a Specific Time to use the Apps Each Day
2.11 – It’s Not “You vs Me”. You’re On the Same Team.
2.12 – Making her Wait – “How Long Should I Wait Before Replying?”
2.13 – Don’t Talk Dirty (Sexting May Be Fun, but You’ll Bang Less Girls)
2.14 – Rejections are Part of the Game (We All Get Rejected)
2.15 – Even Cute Girls Get Rejected (Stories from My Girlfriend)
2.16 – Unmatch/Delete Numbers of Girls Who Haven’t Replied
2.17 – If You’re Not Sure if She’s a Potential Catfish…
2.18 – “I’ve Run Out of Matches”
Chapter 3 – Key Takeaways
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Chapter 1 – Templates

1.1 – Introduction
Well look at you Mister Studious, making it all the way to part 3 ? In the previous part we covered
installing Hinge/Tinder/Bumble/etc, adding your pictures and getting matches. Now let’s message
those cuties and get some dates.
I’m going to throw you some templates you can use when messaging girls, and after that we’ll go into
more detail about the rationale behind them.
Get the condensed version of this entire Tinder series as a pretty PDF you can read on your
computer or phone any time you want:

1.2 – Hinge/Tinder/Bumble Template
Hey, you’re sexy. I’m [your name]. Watcha up to?
[Respond to whatever she says]. What do you like to do for fun?
[Respond to whatever she says]. I’m into [hobbies you’re into]. What part of [your town] are you
from? I’m in [area you’re in].
[Respond to whatever she says]. You seem cool, we should grab a drink and see if we click. I’m not
looking for anything super serious, but if you’re up for a drink, a flirt & to see what happens, drop me
your number & I’ll send you a text.
Example Conversations:
1
“My friends put a high five ban on me”.
2
“I’m training for a marathon.”
3
“I’m not looking for anything either, just having fun”.
4
“You’re quite attractive yourself babe”.
5
“I like trouble”
6
“I’m funny too.”
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7
One from the CoffeeMeetsBagel app.
8
“You are nice on the eyes too”
9
“I like to shoot”.
10
“We’ll grab a coke then”.
11
“I’m a big water baby”.
12
The Hula Hooper.
13
The girl next door.
14
The Dancer.
Slight variations:
On Bumble, girls will have to message you first before you can message them.
On Hinge, you’ll need to make sure you vary one word in the message each time, otherwise
your messages won’t actually send (even though they’ll appear to have sent). Just change
“Hey” to “Hi”, then back to “Hey”, then “Hi” again – keep alternating each time.

1.3 – Text Message Template (After You get her Number)
Hey sexy, it’s [your name]. Sup
[Respond to whatever she says]. Let’s grab that drink. Free [day] at [time]?
[If she says she’s free]: Meet me at [time] at [location].
– [If she says she’s not free]: Ok, how about [new time] at [location]?
– [If she’s still not free then either]: Ok. When are you free?
– [If she says something vague/non-committal like “I’m not sure” or “I’ll let you know”]: That’s
cool. Well, I’m not going to chase you, so hit me up when you’re free and we’ll grab a drink.
Example Conversations:
1
“That’s a very public meeting place.”
2
“Still at gym”
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3
“I actually just crawled into bed”
4
“Can’t tonight, a bit too fucked”.
5
“I’m not trouble I promise”
6
Short and simple.
7
“Hey handsome”
8
“What’s up??”
9
“Just cleaning my house, riveting.”
10
“I’ll meet you there.”

1.4 – Extra Details
Modify the templates to suit your country/language/culture if you need to. But keep the original
“spirit” of the template, which is to keep things short, efficient, and aim to get her number
and meet up for a date ASAP.
Stick to the template, but add an extra sentence or 2 at the start of each line. Where I have
“[Respond to her message]”, that should be just 1 or 2 sentences directly replying to what she
just said, then you copy-paste the next line of the template. Take a look at all the example
screenshots above to see how I text.
If she says “Do you only want a hookup?” or “Do you only want a one night stand?” – just
be honest about what you want. I’m always honest: “One night stands are horrible – if the sex
is good, why wouldn’t you do it again? I’m after something casual, but ongoing.”
If she wants to give her Instagram/Facebook/etc instead of a number – just take it and
message her on there. It doesn’t really matter anyway, we’re only using the
number/Instagram/FB to set up the date. My one exception is I don’t take a girl’s Snapchat (I’ll
tell her to give me a number/Insta/FB instead). I fucking hate the fact messages disappear on
Snapchat (so you can’t even remember when you’ve set up a date), and you can’t take
screenshots. Retarded app. No thanks.
Where I have, “If she’s not free, pitch another meetup”: You don’t have to keep pitching the
next meetup right there and then. If your next available day/night isn’t for a couple of days,
just wait til the day before and text her then asking if she’s free. (Eg if your next free night isn’t
until Friday, send her a message on Thursday asking if she’s free Friday). If she says no to that,
wait again until the day before your next free time slot, and hit her up then.
If you’ve pitched one or two meetups and even asked her when she’s free, and all she’s said is
something vague like, “I’m not sure” – send the “I’m not going to chase you, hit me up when
you’re free message” line. 99% of the time those girls have never messaged me (or any of my
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clients) later on. Just delete her number after a couple days/weeks (whenever you get around to
it.) On the rare occasion she does hit you up a few weeks/months later, if you already deleted
her number, just say, “Hey I don’t still have you in my phone contacts, so who’s this?” Ask her
for her Instagram if you still can’t remember her.
If you’re in America and can’t legally drink til you’re 21, just change “let’s get a drink” to
“let’s grab a coffee”. Half of my lays have been coffee dates. And even when I say, “Let’s
grab a drink”, 50% of the time we only end up drinking water/Diet Coke. “Let’s grab a drink”
is just another way of saying “let’s hangout”.
I usually message girls on all the apps at night, so that I’m not getting too distracted
throughout the day. The exception is the weekend – Sat and Sun I’ll message girls whenever I
want to. Especially Sunday morning – lots of girls respond early around 7am-10am, so it’s easy
for me to use the apps at that time, get a bunch of numbers and set up some dates.
The reason we ask for a number (instead of just setting the date up on Tinder/Hinge/etc) is it
seems to weed out a lot of the timewasters. Girls who give you their number are more serious
than girls who only talk on the app, so you’ll get less flakes. It also feels like 1 step towards a
date – you’ve moved off the app, and next you’ll move off the phone and into the real world. If
you stay on the app, you also tend to get buried amongst the other 50 guys messaging her,
whereas if you get her phone number she’s more likely to see your text messages and reply.
After you’ve organised the date, occasionally a girl will keep texting you, wanting to have
long conversations. Just send her a polite message, “You seem super excited to meet ? I’ve got
a lot of work and stuff to catch up on, so I can’t text much right now. I’ll see you tomorrow
when we meet.”
If a girl won’t give you a number/Instagram/Facebook/anything else, 9 times out of 10 you
should unmatch her. I haven’t banged a lot of girls who didn’t want to give me a
number/IG/FB/anything – and in the cases where I did, the girls had made it really obvious they
wanted to actually meet me:
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In the example above, you can tell she still wanted to meet me, even though she didn’t give a number
– she literally said, “I would love to grab a drink sometime.” I launched straight into a time and place
for the date, and we ended up meeting (we didn’t bang though – catfish).
But a lot of the time, the girl you’re talking to won’t give you a number and doesn’t seem keen for a
date, or worse she seems outright combative. In those cases, unmatch her because she’s just wasting
your time. Here’s an example of a girl you should unmatch immediately:
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Compare this to the
example above. This girl isn’t saying she wants to meet up – in fact, she’s saying she wants to talk
more before meeting up (you’ll soon discover “I want to talk more first” means “I have no intention
of ever meeting anyone and I’m just on here to waste time.”) If a girl wants to sleep with you, she’ll
make it easy for you; she won’t throw up weak excuses like, “Let’s get to know each other via a
phone screen”. Unmatch.
And another:

The very definition of a
timewaster, she’s expecting you to perform for her like a dancing monkey just to possibly, maybe,
perhaps, “earn” the precious gift of… her phone number. This girl’s a bit of an ass; unmatch
immediately.

1.6 – Save their Name & Picture in Your Phone
Once I get a girl’s number from Hinge/Tinder/etc, I save a bit of info about her in my phone. I save
her name, photo (just take a quick screenshot of her Tinder/Hinge/etc photo) and age. You can also
add other stuff if you want – her location, something to remind you who she is (eg her hobby), etc. If
you want to get hella nerdy about it, you can add in the dating app you met her from (eg “Hinge”,
“Tinder” etc) – but I don’t usually bother. I also add a “z” to the start of each name, so they’re all
easy to find – they’ll all be at the end of my contact list, instead of randomly spread throughout it.
(Check the screenshot below).
The reason I save girls in my phone contacts is because it makes me take things a lot more
seriously. If I just collect numbers without any info about the girls, I just see them as a bunch of
anonymous numbers – none of them mean anything to me. I’m not invested in any of the girls, I can’t
even remember which one is which, which means I put a lot less effort into trying to get laid with any
of them. Remember, part of getting laid a tonne (or finding a great girlfriend) means taking it
seriously, and going all-in.
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Saving their photo also makes it easier when you meet up for the date – you’ll know what she looks
like, and it’s easier to spot her in public at your meeting spot.

The “z” stops them from
clogging up your phone contacts (it can be annoying when you’re trying to find your actual real
friend “Jessica”, but you saved 3 other Jessicas from Tinder in your phone).
For a long time I didn’t save girls in my contacts, and it made me care a lot less about them. That
might sound like a potentially-good thing (“abundance mentality”, not getting too invested in any one
girl, etc), but all it really did was make me put in a lot less effort. The girls didn’t mean anything
to me – they were just numbers in my phone. I didn’t let myself get excited about any of the girls, and
so I wouldn’t try as hard to get them out on dates. I’d also forget which girl was which, and I’d have
to scroll through the previous message history to remember who I was actually talking to. When
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you’re messaging 10 girls at a time, it’s fucking annoying not knowing which girl is which.

1.7 – The Date Logistics
When you invite her out for a drink/coffee (drink is usually better, but about half my dates are coffee
dates), make sure you meet her near your apartment/somewhere you could possibly take her to
fuck her. You want to set yourself up with the best possible chance to have sex; even if you don’t
think you’ll end up having sex on the first date. Many times the date will go exceptionally well,
you’ll want to invite her back to your place… but your dumb ass agreed to meet her 45 minutes away
from your place and now you can’t take her back home.
The actual bar or cafe you go to doesn’t matter too much – just go to whichever place is your
favourite. Just make sure it has somewhere you can sit next to her, not across the table from her
(sitting together is more intimate, and sitting across from one another feel weird and standoffish on a
date). What I did when I was first starting out was I went to a different bar or cafe each time, trying
probably 30 different places until I found one I liked the best.
If you don’t have your own apartment (that’s something you’ll need to change ASAP), you can bang
girls at their place – but that’s usually a logistical nightmare. You’ll have to ask her if her place is
free, how far away she lives, whether she has roommates, etc.

1.8 – Meet Up ASAP

Oh now we get some ass too? Nice.
I really do mean as soon as possible – don’t wait a week or two between getting her number and
going on a date. Generally, within 1 to 3 days works best.
Girls have a million options on dating apps, and if you wait too long before going on a date, they tend
to forget you pretty damn quickly. You have to strike while the iron is hot; the longer you wait, the
more chance she’ll lose interest or get too nervous and talk herself out of meeting you. To the point
where if you wait a week, 95% of the time you won’t end up meeting her. One of my good mates
and I joke that any time a girl says, “I’m busy this week, let’s meet next week instead” it’s
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immediately game over.
That doesn’t mean you’ll never meet up with girls more than 3 days into the future – just that your
chances drastically diminish the longer you wait.
As for when to do the dates: Nighttime usually works better than daytime – there’s a bit more of a
fun, flirty, sexual vibe at night; it’s more romantic. So I pitch my dates for either the same night, or
the next night, or the night after (depending on when is best for my schedule).
But don’t take that to mean you can only do dates at night; around one-third of my lays have been
daytime dates where I’ll just grab a coffee with her, hangout for an hour then invite her back to my
place. Schedule dates for whatever time works best for you (and for her).

1.9 – “You’re Sexy”
The more upfront you are (by starting off your very first message with, “Hey, you’re sexy”), the
easier you’ll end up getting laid, and with much less hassle. You’ll always be on the same page with
girls, since you showed her within the first sentence exactly what you’re after. Girls appreciate guys
who don’t beat around the bush and who don’t hide their intentions; you’ll get a lot of girls who say,
“I really appreciate how direct you are.”

Saying “sexy” also makes you feel like more of a man – something that’s important to a lot of guys
(probably all guys, if we’re being honest).
If you’re absolutely way too scared to call girls “sexy” and can’t even force yourself to do it (I had to
force myself to do it at first – it’ll feel a little unnatural when you’re a newbie), you can say “very
cute” instead.
Just know that you should absolutely push yourself towards saying “sexy” eventually. It’ll
massively improve your results and make life a hell of a lot easier – “sexy” gets you laid much
quicker because girls are under no illusions as to what you’re looking for. You’ll also end up with
less drama, because you’re being more honest and upfront with your intentions – girls will absolutely
know you find them sexy and want to eventually put your meat stick inside her. “Cute” sounds a little
more boyfriend-ish, and some girls will think you just want to go on a cute date together, rather than
bone each other.
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Chapter 2 – Theory

Remember I said above that taking action is infinitely more important than just reading theory alone?
Make sure you dive in and actually start messaging the girls you match with using the template
above, before you read any further.
Once you’ve sent a message to a couple of girls, come back here and dive into this theory stuff.
I’m serious – all the theory stuff I’m about to write below is nowhere near as important as just
getting out there and talking to a bunch of girls. The way to get good at getting laid is to practice,
make a million mistakes, and learn what works over time. The absolute worst thing you can ever do
is spend hours and hours and hours and hours reading everything in this guide, then reading it again,
then again, over-analysing everything, studying like a nerd… and never actually talking to girls.
And when I say you need to start talking to girls, I mean a lot of girls. If you want to get laid on
Tinder (or elsewhere) a lot, you need to talk to literally thousands of girls. And if you want to get laid
as much as I have, that requires tens of thousands of girls.
Remember: I fucking sucked at all this when I was a newbie. The only way I got to where I am was
by giving myself permission to be terrible at it, and just starting.

2.1 – Why These Templates Work
I’ll make this damn clear: One of the biggest issues with a lot of guys who give getting laid advice is
they obsess about theory and “mindset”, to the point of becoming a complete geek about it. But they
often neglect to tell you that you need to go out and actually take action – you know, hitting on girls,
going on dates, trying to put your pecker inside her funbox. Often, theory gets in the way of actually
trying to get laid.
I was actually tempted to not put any theory stuff in this guide at all, for fear that newbies would read
everything I write, study it, obsess about it… and not actually talk to any girls or try to get laid. In the
end, I decided to include all of this because theory and mindset does help you… you just have to
understand it’s nowhere near as important as actually talking to girls, making mistakes, learning as
you go, running your own experiments.
I don’t want you to read everything here and use it as an excuse not to actually start talking to girls. “I
need to study all this, learn all this, and then I’ll hit on girls!” No. I want you to start messaging girls
right this second (using the templates I gave you above). Once you’ve messaged at least 20 girls,
minimum, then you can come back and read through all this theory/mindset stuff.
I’m serious. Stop fucking reading, go message 20 girls using the templates above, and then come
back to this spot and keep reading.
Seriously.
Stop.
Fucking.
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Reading.
Go.
Message.
20.
Girls.
…
Ok, messaged 20 girls? Cool, let’s continue.
All the theory, and reading, and discussing, and thinking in the world aren’t even remotely as
important as jumping in there and messaging a bunch of girls. Action first, thinking second –
especially when it comes to getting laid. You’ve got to give yourself permission to suck, and just get
in there and give it a go. There’s plenty of time for theory and reading and improvement later one –
after you’ve actually spent a bit of time messaging girls. As Good Looking Loser says in Work
Harder, Not Smarter: “RELENTLESS hard work guarantees a result, it’s just a matter of time.”
As for the message template itself – even that doesn’t matter too much. I’ve experimented with a
tonne of different words, a bunch of different styles of messaging. I’ve spent years doing this shit,
and I’ve tried everything under the sun. I’ve tried asking a bunch of questions vs being very direct
and keeping it short. I’ve tried making jokes vs being serious. I’ve tried being flirty vs keeping it
friendly & platonic. I’ve tried being crass, tried being a “nice guy”, tried being over-the-top sexual (at
one point my opening line was, “Anal?”)
Some message styles work better than others, but it’s not worth you even worrying about until you’ve
got at least 20 lays under your belt and (somewhat) know what you’re doing. As long as you get
yourself to a point where you’re attractive with good pics (go back and work through Part 1 again),
most message formats will work.
The templates I’ve given you above have gotten me laid a tonne – most of my early lays were from
using these templates (and here’s what I use now – much more sexual/to-the-point). The point is, the
templates above will get you laid, as long as you look good and talk to a lot of girls. Don’t
overthink this shit, don’t spend weeks trying to come up with your own “perfect” templates – just
copy the exact template I gave you above and start going on some dates. You can play around with
different templates when you’re more advanced (if you want to).
Your goal is to get girls out on dates ASAP & try to have sex with them – not to be good at texting,
or to be a great conversationalist, or to have witty banter, or any of that stuff. Your only mission is to
meet up with girls on a date – nothing else matters. More dates = more chances to stuff her pastry full
of cream cheese. You don’t have to be perfect at any of this. Just tell yourself, “This template Andy
gave me is good enough, I’ll use it and make it work” and get started. You’ll improve your
conversation skills over time, naturally.
The template above works because it doesn’t waste time. It’s short, to-the-point and lets you know
within 4 messages whether or not she’s interested in grabbing a drink/coffee with you, or if she’s not
interested. The less time you waste, the more time and energy you’ll have to hit on more girls – the
only way you’re going to get laid a tonne/find an awesome girlfriend is by really hitting the numbers
game hard.
The template is also very honest – the line, “I’m not looking for anything super serious, but let’s
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have a flirt” shows girls you’re looking for sex first, relationship second. (Note: Even if you
ultimately want a relationship/girlfriend, you need to have sex with her first, and then figure out if
she’s worth getting into a relationship with. Sex always comes first, and then a relationship if she’s
worth dating).
In all the example screenshots of conversations above, I haven’t included screenshots of text
messages where I didn’t meet the girls – because I unmatch/delete them immediately and move on. I
have quite a few examples of girls I didn’t meet here. But if you’re a newbie or don’t have a lot of
experience, you shouldn’t even be worrying about anything in that particular article – it’s for
advanced guys only.
When you’re a newbie, you have to accept the fact you’ll have your time wasted a fair bit, and a lot
of your conversations won’t go anywhere (because you won’t know how to spot the timewasters
who’ll never actually meet up with you). If you’re a newbie but you start screening really hard and
being really fussy, you’ll end up getting barely any dates, which you’ll probably take personally and
feel very down about. Hence my advice to newbies is do whatever it takes to get laid; even if that
means having your time wasted early on.
As you get more advanced and bang quite a few girls from Hinge/Tinder/Bumble (let’s say, 10-20
girls) you can start being a bit more cutthroat and unmatching more girls as soon as you think they
might be a potential timewaster. But when you don’t have options, suck it up and put up with having
your time wasted a bit; beggars can’t be choosers. Timewasters are frustrating; I know that better
than anyone. But time-wasters are just part of the game when you’re a newbie.

Oh yes please.
Another reason I’m giving you this template to follow is you’ll be nervous as hell when you first start
online dating. If you’re anything like I was, you’ll put all this pressure on yourself to “say the right
thing” in order to “impress every girl”. I’m taking away the pressure to perform; all you have to do is
literally just stick to the script I’ve given you, with one or two extra sentences thrown in there
depending on what she says. Truth is you don’t need to impress anyone or say the perfect line – 95%
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of getting laid online (and in general) is just looking good + hitting on a tonne of girls.
And if a girl says no or stops replying, you can tell yourself she isn’t rejecting you personally – she’s
rejecting the template. She’s just not down for what you’re offering. No hard feelings, just move on
and find a girl who is down for what you’re offering.
Conversation is only 20% of the equation, and even then, I’m being generous. You can see from my
example conversations above I barely put in much effort and I’m not Mister Smooth Talker with the
Wittiest Banter. I don’t need to be – the girls already like me based on my pics, so all I need to do
is grab their number and invite them out on a date.
I’ve made this point many times: spending days/weeks/months “honing your conversation skills” and
working on “the perfect pickup lines” might help you get laid 33% more. Definitely a nice
improvement, but do you know what will help you get laid 100% more? Talking to twice as many
girls. Know what helps you get laid 1000% more? Talking to 10 times as many girls. Hitting on more
girls will always trump working on your conversation skills, learning pickup routines, etc. And
hitting on more girls is infinitely less effort than spending days and weeks studying pickup material,
memorising lines, practicing routines, etc.
Besides, you’ll naturally improve your conversation skills, your confidence and your charm as a
natural consequence of just hitting on lots of girls. You get good at this stuff by practicing; not by
trying to memorise hundreds of lines, conversation openers, routines, tricks, etc. I’m only good at
talking to girls because I went out there and talked to tens of thousands of them, even though I totally
sucked at it at the start.
The template is also nice and direct because that screens in the girls who appreciate a direct, honest
guy who knows what he wants (that’s most girls, by the way). Any girls who don’t like directness
will leave (that’s a good thing – those aren’t the kind of girls we want to end up with, because they
end up being the type to communicate covertly & play games & manipulate you.) The girls you do
end up with will appreciate how masculine and forward you are – and they’ll sometimes even tell you
that. Sex with them will be much easier, because they’ll already like you and your vibe before you
even meet.
On a similar note, guys often ask me, “How do I stand out from all the other guys she’s messaging on
Tinder?” That’s easy – you stand out by being the only guy who makes it really clear he wants to
actually meet up for a date & have sex, instead of being content to just waste time having long
conversations. You stand out by being direct and masculine, instead of the generic, “Hi how are
you?” conversations most guys dribble out. You stand out by using this template which makes it very
clear you have a purpose, you’re on a mission, and you want to meet up and have some naughty time.
You stand out by getting her on a date ASAP, in as few messages as possible.

2.2 – Play the Numbers Game – Talk to as Many Girls as
Possible
I’m going to repeat this many many many many many many many many many many MANY many
many many many times throughout this guide: getting laid is a numbers game. The aim is to get as
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many matches as possible, and talk to as many girls as we possibly can. Messaging one or two girls at
a time isn’t going to cut it; we need to be hitting the numbers as hard as we can.
When getting laid was my absolute number 1 goal, I’d message 500 girls a week (and hit on another
20-30 in person, on the street). That’s no exaggeration; I’d go on OkCupid and POF, and just spam
literally every woman on the app, over a week or two, until I’d messaged pretty much every girl in
my city. These days you can do the exact same thing with Hinge – pay for the “Preferred
Membership”, then message 100 or more girls a day, every day. If you want to get laid a tonne, you
have to go all-in.
Playing the numbers game also stops you from overthinking any negative reactions, or stressing
about rejections.
You should also be talking to lots of girls at once. You need to have multiple girls on the go, so if any
one particular girl flakes/stops answering/ignores you/doesn’t want to meet you, you won’t care
because you’re talking to 10 other girls. I’m usually messaging 10-20 or so girls at once, and bringing
in new girls constantly through Boosts and Superlikes and messaging new girls on Hinge.
Some guys have a problem with this, thinking it’s somehow “wrong” or “unethical” to be talking to a
bunch of girls at the same time. I’ll tell you from experience, no girl on the planet is talking to only 1
guy at a time on Tinder/Hinge/etc. Why? Because they have options. How many options? Here’s
one of my friends-with-benefits’ Tinder accounts (this girl lives in a big city with 5 million people):

Yep, 5,605 likes, plus another 323 guys she’d already matched with. I don’t want you to use this as
an excuse to feel bad about how many matches girls have – I’m only showing you so you understand
that you need to hit on a lot of girls, because most girls have options. You need to play the numbers
game.
Most girls on online dating apps are talking to a bunch of guys (as anyone with options should be
doing), to try and see which one they want to pick for an actual date. How the hell can she know who
she should meet up with if she only talks to one guy at a time? That’d be incredibly inefficient and
downright retarded.
You’ve gotta put yourself in the same position – follow Part 1 and Part 2 of this guide and improve
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yourself and your pics to a point where you have some options too. Then you’ll be able to talk to lots
of girls at once to find the ones that want to go on dates with you and suck on your flesh sword.
Again, every single girl on Tinder/Hinge/Bumble is talking to multiple guys at the same time; often
even going on multiple dates per week. Some girls are even dating/banging multiple guys. Life isn’t a
Disney fairytale, there is no “the one”. If you want to get laid, or find an awesome girlfriend, or even
eventually settle down and get married – you need to talk to as many women as you can in order to
find the truly awesome ones. Interview a lot of candidates and you’ll find a winner.
You’ll need a tonne of matches because the majority of girls you message will not end up meeting
you for sex. A portion of the girls you match with will just never reply to your first message (they
were only on Tinder to get matches and feel good – or they got too many matches and couldn’t
possibly reply to everyone). Of the girls that do reply, only like 1 in 4 will give me a number. Of the
numbers I get, only roughly 2 out of 5 will meet me for sex. An inevitable part of getting laid online
is having a bunch of conversations go absolutely nowhere; so more matches = more chances to
actually have bang.
A lot of guys have incredibly unrealistic expectations of how many girls they need to talk to in order
to get laid on Tinder. They’ll talk to 10 girls on Hinge/Tinder, consider that “a lot”, and then wonder
why they’re not having any success.
You need to message (roughly) between 50-100 girls using my template in order to get laid once.
Your actual number will vary a lot depending on a million factors (and the actual lay rate is not even
remotely important, so please don’t track it like an autist). Your actual lay-rate doesn’t matter at all;
even if you have to talk to 300 girls in order to get laid, who gives a shit – you still got laid. Go talk
to another 300 girls and you’ll get laid again.
I talk to a tonne of girls to get laid – I message as many as I can. I spam girls on Tinder, Bumble,
Hinge, CoffeeMeetsBagel, as well as talking to any cute girls I see in public as I go about my day.
My girlfriend also messages a bunch more girls on Hinge/Tinder/Bumble for us to meet together for
3somes; she plays the numbers game hard like I do. When getting laid was my number 1 priority, I
was talking to easily 500+ girls a week across all the dating platforms + talking to a few more in
person + my girlfriend was finding more girls for us.

I also want you to bear in mind this getting laid thing is very random. One week you’ll get 15
numbers and get laid 4 times (maybe even 3 times in 10 hours like I’ve done) and feel on top of the
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world. The next week you’ll get zero numbers and feel miserable, even though you did everything
exactly the same. It really is like a lottery sometimes – there’s so many variables it really does feel
completely random.
The only thing you can do is tip the odds in your favour by talking to hundreds of girls a week and
continuing to improve your looks and your pics. The only way I’ve had sex with (at the time of
writing) 150+ girls is by talking to a lot of girls. You will not get laid or find a quality girlfriend
unless you talk to as many women as humanly possible.
Getting laid takes a lot of work. It really does. You can’t half-ass this; you have to go all in, or you’ll
only have mediocre results. Exceptional results require exceptional effort.

2.3 – Don’t Change Your Strategy for Each Girl; Stick to the
Gameplan
It’s important you stick to the same gameplan/template with each girl, rather than trying to tailor your
approach depending on the girl. Use the same template no matter who the girl is, wear your same
outfits/style no matter who the girl is, stick to the same formula each time, and do the same things on
each date – don’t change yourself based on who she is. You’re not a chameleon; find a style that
works for you and roll with it each time.
Obviously when you’re new you’ll have to try a few different outfits/styles to find one that makes
you feel the most confident. You’ll still be working out who you are, and you’ll need to trial a bunch
of different stuff – that’s cool. You’ll try being funny vs serious on the dates, laid back vs more
earnest, etc. You’ll need to try a few different approaches before you find what works for you. But
once you’ve found it, make it yours and stick to it.

Some more nice titties. Wonderful.
I?ve banged all sorts of girls ? Chinese virgins, rocker girls, punk girls, cheerleaders, nerdy
bookworms, party girls, strippers, 18 year olds, 40 year olds, innocent Catholic girls, high profile
lawyers, submissive girls, dominant girls, girls into drugs, girls who?d never ever touch drugs, shy
girls, confident girls, sporty athletic girls, barbie girls, feminists, traditional girls.All of that without
changing my strategy at all – the same templates, the same style and the same vibe worked across all
types of girls.
How’d I bang so many different types of girls without varying anything? Because I hit on tens of
thousands of girls. The numbers game trumps all. I just picked a template I liked, a “vibe” I liked
(on dates I’m relaxed, very nice/polite and funny), a style I liked, and ran with it.
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Worry less about which particular vibe you should give off, or which particular style of clothing you
should pick, or which particular message template you should use, and just pick one that’s decent.
Then focus more on talking to as many girls as possible. Yes, having a good style and a good vibe
are important ? but it?s not important which particular style/vibe you pick. Just pick something halfdecent. Then go talk to 1,000 girls. If you end up not liking your style/vibe/message templates, you
can always change them later. While you?re sitting at home obsessing about style/vibe/message
templates, the less-stylish, less-cool, less-perfect guy is out there banging multiple new girls a
week because he’s actually talking to tonnes of girls.
I know when you’re relatively new to getting laid, it’s tempting to think, “Maybe if I just tweak the
template a little bit I’ll get laid more…” Or “Maybe with certain girls, I should play it a little safer
and not use the template Andy gave me… maybe I should talk to them a little more than usual, extend
out the conversation so they like me more.” You need to take step back and remember the
fundamentals: Getting laid mainly requires you to look good and talk to tonnes of girls. You
can’t talk to tonnes of girls if you’re spending this much time over-analysing what to say to one
particular girl.
You can’t let yourself start thinking, “I hope I don’t lose this girl” – she’s just one girl out of
thousands you’ll match with over the next year. Sure, you’ll be more into some girls than others, but
you still need to focus on playing the numbers, rather than trying to win every single girl. Getting laid
is like a lottery. The good news is you’re allowed to grab infinite lottery tickets.
Remember, you?re not going to appeal to every girl ? you can?t possibly. Your job isn?t to make
every girl like you (especially not by playing it safe) ? your job is to just have some girls like you
and move towards having sex with those girls.

2.4 – Don’t Waste Time with Long Conversations
In order to play the numbers game and talk to a tonne of girls, you have to keep conversations
relatively short and efficient, pushing for a number (and then a date) ASAP.
The goal of dating apps is to get off the dating apps. Your only mission is to get the girl out on a
date ASAP, and then push towards sex. Your goal isn’t to have long conversations, or “make her like
you” or “win her over with sick banter”. All of that is a waste of time; all you need to do is look good
and play the numbers game (talk to as many girls as you can, as efficiently as you can).
I understand that if you’re a newbie, you’re going to be very tempted to add a lot of extra
conversation to the template I gave you above. It’s tempting to think, “If I just talk more with each
girl, I’ll have more of a chance to get to know her and “build a connection” – then she’ll be more
comfortable meeting me.” I’m telling you from personal experience, talking to girls isn’t making
progress.
You only have a limited amount of time in the day, and you can either spend it talking to one girl for
5 hours, or talking to 20 girls for 15 minutes each. Even if your 5 hours “wins over” that 1 particular
girl, you could have been more efficient and found 3 girls who were happy to grab a drink/coffee
with you with very little conversation/effort.
Having long conversations with girls leads to less lays overall. The more you talk, the more you
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give the girl the impression all you want to do is talk. You appear less serious about actually
meeting up, and you start giving girls the impression you’re just using online dating to talk to
girls/kill time/get some validation – rather than get your dick wet/get into a relationship. After all, if it
takes you a week to work up to asking her out for a drink/coffee, you can’t really be all that serious
about grabbing a drink/coffee.
It’s a lot of pressure to keep a conversation “interesting” and “engaging” for days or weeks at a time.
You’ll start feeling like you have to walk on eggshells when talking to girls – like every little thing
you say could be the thing that turns her off and makes her stop texting you. You feel like you have
to be “perfect” – hence why all the pickup artists obsess so much about “text game” and
“conversation skills”. It’s an unnecessary pressure they’ve heaped upon themselves. Just save
yourself the neurosis and focus on going on a date ASAP – stick to my template.
Being great at texting isn’t even remotely important. I’m not a great texter, because I don’t need to
be. Is your goal to be a great texter, or is your goal to stick your penis in vagina/have a
girlfriend?
If you think you’d feel an immense amount of pride from being a legend at texting girls, wooing them
with your charm and witty banter, making them laugh with your pickup lines, then stop reading.
This guide isn’t for you. I’m not judging you – if you genuinely enjoy pickup artist stuff and texting
girls and “building rapport”, then go for it. Some guys genuinely enjoy the thrill of the chase more
than the prize itself – and I can honestly see the appeal in that. Again, no judgement from me.
But my site is focused on having sex and dating women – not the lead-up to that. Texting is only a
stepping stone; it’s not the main thing I focus on. After you’ve had sex a couple times with a girl,
then you can text her as much as you like.
Another reason not to spend ages talking is you have no idea if a girl will actually meet up with
you until the moment you invite her to meet up with you. Before that, you’re just hoping she’ll
meet up with you. But you’ll quickly find even when it seems like the conversation is going great,
even when you’re both “vibing” and talking about shared interest and everything else, that doesn’t
mean she wants to meet up with you or bang you. Check this post written by a girl on r/Tinder:

So this poor sap has been talking to her for a week, and at one point for four hours straight – the
whole time thinking to himself, “This girl is awesome! We’re vibing, she really likes me, I really like
her a lot – I’m making so much progress! I bet we’re going to meet up!”
But because he hasn’t actually fucking asked her out, he has no idea if she’ll say yes or not. The
whole time she has absolutely no intention of meeting him, but she is more than happy to keep talking
to him (because he hasn’t given her the impression he wants anything more than to just talk).
You break your own god damn heart when you talk to girls for days/weeks, and then have them say
no when you do eventually ask them out. You’ll save yourself so much frustration and pain if you
stick to the template I’ve given you above, and keep conversations short and to-the-point. Talk on
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the dates, not on Tinder/Hinge.
By texting a lot, you also just add yourself to the long list of other guys who waste days/weeks
talking about absolutely nothing to her. Especially if you meet a girl on Tinder, she’s texting 10 other
guys as well as you, all about random bullshit that doesn’t matter like, “How is your day going?” etc.
Instead of being yet another boring dude texting her a bunch of inane drivel, respect your own time
and keep it short and sweet – stick to just the logistics of setting up a date.
And if you think, “But this girl and I are really vibing, she’s really into me because we’ve been
talking a lot, there’s no way she’ll flake on me when it comes time to meet.” That’s your hubris
and inexperience talking. Once you’ve gotten laid a lot and talked to a lot of girls, you’ll come to
realise girls flake on you for a-million-and-one reasons – even the girls who seem super into you.
You’ll never know if a girl will meet up with you until the very second she turns up for the date. You
can’t predict who’ll meet you or who will flake, even if the conversation seems super amazing. So
save yourself time and keep conversations short – talk in person instead.
Because remember, the amazing and fun and awesome conversations you could have with a girl
over text would be even more amazing and fun and awesome in person. In-person is always
better, since you can see her smile, hear her tone of voice, see what she actually looks like in person,
catch the subtle nuances of her body language, enjoy her femininity, hear her laugh, hear when she’s
being sarcastic, smell her perfume, touch each other, etc. Text conversations suck ass in comparison
to a proper in-person conversation – texting is a low-fi version of communication
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What a
good girl.
The only reason you ask for a girl’s number is so you can organise logistics of a face-to-face meetup.
Texting isn’t to make her like you, or make her think you’re cool, or try to talk dirty to her or flirt
with her. None of that gets you any closer to having sex with her or building an actual connection.
That’s what a face-to-face date is for.
It’s all too easy to build up a fantasy about a girl over text – “Oh my god she’s so funny, she’s so
sweet, she has a great personality, I bet she’s even cooler and hotter and more amazing in person.”
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Reality often has something else to say though; too many times I built up a romanticized notion of a
girl, only to find she was extremely disappointing in person. Maybe she’s fatter in person, or
incapable of carrying on a conversation, or she’s rude to people in the bar you’re in, etc. You’ll never
see any of that when you’re texting – you’re only seeing 5% of the total person. If you’ve never
met this girl in person, how the hell do you really know what she’ll be like?
Remember, online dating is for meeting up in person – not for chit-chat. You need to be trying
to get girls out on dates and then trying to have sex with them.
That is your goal.
It is your only goal.
Don?t worry about trying to ?make the girl like you? or ?forming a connection? or ?building
rapport?. Just get her out on a date, ASAP. The date is when you actually get to know someone
properly, so save the conversation for face-to-face.
Do your best to stick to the template, and try not to get over-invested in any one particular girl before
you’ve actually met. Stick to the template with 1 or 2 extra sentences each line, then push forward
with getting her out on a date. On the actual date is when you can talk for as long as you want about
your shared interests, your hopes and dreams, etc.
Yes, you should be excited to talk to girls (it’s really fun, especially when you’re a newbie) – I just
mean don’t get too overinvested to the point where you become heartbroken if a girl stops replying,
or you don’t end up meeting her, etc. Having some girls go cold on you is all part of the game.

2.5 – A Lot of Girls are Just on Dating Apps to Waste Time
When you’re messaging girls, you have to keep in mind: a certain portion of girls are only on
Tinder/online dating to waste time. Those girls have no intention of ever really meeting up with
anyone, they’re happy to have long conversations that go absolutely nowhere and they often don’t
even know why they installed the app in the first place. These girls are: The Timewasters.

A Timewaster, actively searching for other
Timewasters.
The Timewasters are an inevitable part of getting laid – especially when you’re a newbie and you
have no idea what you’re doing. I’ve simplified things for you by giving you the template above. You
don’t have to go out of your way to avoid The Timewasters; the template I’ve given you will
weed most of them out automatically. By being so short and to-the-point like I’ve written in the
template, The Timewasters will realise you’re not the kind of guy who’ll engage in long, useless
conversations with them, so they’ll give up and go waste someone else’s time instead.
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At least she’s upfront and honest about being
a Timewaster.
The only reason I’m telling you The Timewasters now is I don’t want you to feel disheartened if a
few girls seem to be into you, but then go silent when you ask for a number/pitch a meetup. That’s a
trait of The Timewasters; happy to talk on the app for hours and hours, but the moment you want to
meet up for real, they stop replying. Don’t take it to heart; the girl was simply one of The
Timewasters.
You can also make things easier on yourself by doing your best not to get too invested in any one
particular girl before you’ve actually met her. The way I think of it is, “She’s not a real person
until the moment we meet each other for a date; she doesn’t count until she’s standing in front of
me.” I don’t mean that in a dehumanising way, and I’m not encouraging you to act like a psychopath.
What I mean is don’t treat any girl on online dating as particularly special, until the moment you’re
both on a date together. Before that, she’s just a face on a dating app; words on your phone screen.

If you pitch a date with a girl and she just says, “I’m super busy and I never really have any free time
to meet up”, she’s made it really clear she has no intention of meeting you. She’s a Timewaster, so
unmatch her and move on.
This will all be a balancing act you’ll figure out as you go along. If you’re a newbie, you still need
to do everything it takes to get laid (and thus be willing to have a bit of your time wasted)… but
balance that with not having so much of your time wasted that you become disillusioned and
depressed about it, and give up. The girls who are really really really obviously just Timewasters –
unmatch them. The ones who aren’t so obvious: don’t stress too much if you end up having some of
your time wasted – you’ll get better at spotting The Timewasters after you’ve had sex with a few
girls.

2.6 – “Doesn’t Being So Direct/Honest Scare Some Girls Off?“
Yes, being this direct scares off some girls – it scares off The Timewasters. Good. That’s a very good
thing. It means you won’t waste time with girls who just want to sit around talking. You’ll also scare
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off the girls who don’t have healthy views about sex, or who want to wait until date 10 before having
sex. Again, that’s a good thing. And finally, you’ll scare off girls who can’t handle being
straightforward and honest – also a really good thing.
What you’ll be left with are all the girls who appreciate honesty and you being so forward. You’ll end
up with girls who respect masculine guys who go for what they want, instead of beating around the
bush & hiding their true intentions.
Hell, look how direct I am these days with my messages (you do not need to be this direct if you’re a
newbie), and look how much the girls I match with love it:

Yep, I
intentionally quoted the title of one of my articles to her (this one: Honesty is the Best Policy). I
amuse myself. I didn’t end up showing her my trouser snake though; we didn’t end up meeting for a
date.
Another benefit of being so upfront (by sticking to the template I gave you at the top of the page) is it
shows girls you’re a non-judgemental and open-minded guy. She’ll know, “Any guy who calls me
sexy and directly tells me he’s looking to have some fun, is probably not going to judge me, especially
when it comes to sex/my body.” You’re essentially saying, “Let’s drop all the bullshit, let’s just meet
up, see if we like each other and bang if we do.” Most girls are open to having casual sex/being
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friends-with-benefits if you phrase it in the right way (by being non-judgemental) and happen to
catch them at the right time.
Whether your goal is to have a lot of sex, get some more experience, or find a great girlfriend – the
aim is to do it in a mutually-beneficial way where the girl(s) have a good time too. The whole
point of being so upfront and honest with my template is so we’re not bullshitting anyone or leading
them on. It’s very clear what our intentions are, and no girls are going to get the wrong idea or feel
like we led them on. Which means any girls you meet up with will be able to relax and just have a
good time with you, knowing you’re not trying to deceive her or snake your way into her pants. And
you’ll also be able to relax, with no guilt that usually comes from lying to girls and pretending you’re
not looking for sex even though that’s what you actually want. It’s a win-win, where you’re both on
the same team.
There’s no worse feeling for a girl than going on a date expecting one thing… only to find out the
guy kinda hid his real intentions and actually planned on doing something else. I’ve heard 100 stories
from girls who tell me of some guy who acted like he just wanted to “be friends” or “just hangout”,
and she hungout with him thinking they were just going to be friends, only to have him make a
horribly-awkward move she completely wasn’t expecting. More than anything, the girls feel betrayed
and often stupid for having the wrong expectation – she feels like she has egg on her face.
Being honest means you don’t have to lie – you can just say what you want and see if she’s into it
too. No deception, no hiding your true intentions, no pretending you’re just going on a nice friendly
date then having to stress about how to escalate it and make a move. She’ll already know you want to
bang her (because you told her by copy-pasting my template), so if she meets up with you, she’s
entertaining the idea of banging you too.

I’m always this direct, so all
the girls I meet up with know exactly what I’m after.
Trust me on this: I spent about 8 years on online dating having long, go-nowhere conversations where
I thought I was “building a connection” with girls. I ended up wasting a tonne of my own time, I
barely ever got laid, and I didn’t realise girls were less likely to meet up with me if I wasted heaps of
time talking to them. You have to trust me that being direct and to the point will end up in you going
on more dates and having more sex.
The more honest and upfront you are, the more likely you are to get what you want. You’ll get a
lot of rejection, but the ones that do say yes will be much, much less likely to waste your time.
They’ll know exactly what you want, and they’ll be happy to give it to you – because they want the
same thing. No more games, no more manipulation, no more trying to convince girls to sleep with
you; you’re being direct and looking for the girls that want to sleep with you.
And if you’ve still got that voice in the back of your head that says, “I can’t be that direct…” That’s
ok. I too was fucking terrified of being direct at first. If you’re not willing to trust me, then do this:
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for a few months, be less direct and have long conversations where you “build a connection”. Try that
for a few months. Then for a few months use the template I’ve given you above. After you’ve tried
indirect vs direct for a few months each, you’ll have your answer as to which one works better for
you.
Being direct also means you don’t waste your own time, because girls who have no interest in
sex/dating will leave immediately – which is exactly what you want. And you’ll also be being a super
nice guy, because you’re not wasting any girls’ time either:

This girl is a great example of a girl who wants to cut through the bullshit, get rid of the week-long
conversations, and just say what we both want and see if we’re looking for the same thing. There are
a tonne of girls like this on Hinge/Tinder/Bumble, so our short-and-sweet template will filter them in
and save you (and her) a tonne of time.
By being so direct/efficient, you’ll be more likely to bang girls who actually want to have sex –
they’ll be impressed by your confidence and forwardness. Compare that to having long conversations
– you’ll actually turn off the girls who want to meet, because they’ll think, “Oh great, another guy
who just wants to sit around talking via text instead of meeting face-to-face.”
You might feel like “I’m losing girls by being so direct!” Remember, talking to girls isn’t making
progress. Any girls you filter out probably weren’t going to meet you anyway – they were just
wasting your time, having a conversation, but had no intention of actually meeting up with you.
The longer you talk, the more likely you’ll run out of things to say – you can only sustain a
conversation for so long via text. At some point if all you’re doing is texting, the convo will naturally
become a little boring. Great, now she associates the feeling of boredom with you. Yet another
reason to save the talking for in person, where you can do other things that are far more interesting
(like holding hands, making out, and sticking your pecker in her fuckbox).
Saying less actually says more. You’re communicating you’re there to meet up and not have long,
drawn-out conversations that don’t go anywhere. You’re demonstrating you’re a man who
respects his own time, and showing her she should respect your time too.
Your mindset needs to be, “My mission is to go on dates and get laid.” Not to sit around talking to
girls via text. If you’re sitting there talking to her all day, she’s going to think you’re just happy
texting. If you talk for ages and then try and pitch a meetup, there’s less impetus for her to jump up
and say “Yes!”, because she knows you’re already happy just texting her. She can comfortably say,
“I’m kinda busy this week, maybe next week?” knowing you’ll happily just keep texting her, because
you’ve already been texting her for days/weeks.
But when you make it your mission to go on dates – and you decide not to accept anything less
than a date – she’ll be less inclined to turn you down. If you take control of the conversation from
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the very beginning and are direct and straightforward, jumping straight into organising a date, she’ll
know what you’re about. “Oh, this dude wants a date – he isn’t all about that texting life.” She’s less
likely to keep wasting your time with long, drawn-out texts; because you’ve made it very clear you
want an actual date and aren’t going to be roped in to long text conversations.
Another benefit of being so direct & honest is you’ll end up with a lot less drama – especially if
you want to bang/date a few girls at once. Being honest about wanting something casual/nonmonogamous will save you a hell of a lot of drama because you’re telling girls upfront what you’re
looking for – no girls will say “You didn’t tell me you were seeing other girls!” Honesty leads to
much less heartache.
On that note, even if you want a relationship, you should always start off sexual/casual. Don’t jump
in to a relationship too quickly – you’re best taking things one step at a time. Have a couple of casual
dates, have sex with each other, then if you like her & she likes you it’ll naturally become a
relationship. Don’t start off seeking a relationship or you’ll be way too needy and will put too much
pressure on yourself and her, and you’ll have too many expectations. Chill out and go one step at a
time.

2.7 – “Isn’t Copy-Pasting too Robotic?”
No, son! We’re not only copy-pasting; I want you to add in 1 or 2 sentences with each line of the
template, in direct response to what the girl just said. Check my screenshot examples at the top of the
page and you’ll see I’m not a copy-paste robot; I still have a conversation with girls, it’s just only 1 or
2 sentences per message. I push hard towards setting up the date quickly, but the conversation still
flows.
I’m not telling you to be a complete autistic robot and completely ignore her if she asks you a
question or she makes some off-topic remark. Just answer her question, or respond to her remark, and
then copy-paste the next line in the template.
But I am telling you to stick to a template (another way of saying “have a gameplan”). You shouldn’t
be going off on tangents and talking about other things, and you definitely shouldn’t ever let the
girl steer the conversation – that’ll only serve to waste your time. You’re a man on a mission; to get
laid, or to find an awesome girlfriend. Your mission has to come first, meaning you have to stick to
the template, and not spend days talking about whatever she wants to talk about.
You’re the man; it’s your job to take the lead.
Sticking to a template also takes the pressure off – you won’t neurotically stress about having to say
something interesting/engaging to each girl. You don’t have to be perfect, or be witty, or be a great
conversationalist; you literally just have to stick to the template. That’ll allow you to really play the
numbers game and hit on way more girls than if you spend time hand-crafting every text. You’ll also
be less invested in any one girl before you’ve actually met; so you won’t be disappointed if she stops
replying or doesn’t want to meet.
Some guys worry, “Won’t the girl know I’m sticking to a template, even if I add in 1 or 2 sentences in
response to what she writes? Won’t I look like a robot?” No. If you want to over-analyse it, when
you stick to a template and keep your messages short and to-the-point, you’re giving off the
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impression, “This guy has a busy life and doesn’t have time to just waste time with lengthy
conversations.”
But more importantly, you’re neglecting to think about what happens if you do the opposite.
Customising every single message is infinitely worse. By hand-writing every single message &
pouring heaps and heaps of thought into having really long conversations, you’re showing you have
way too much time on your hands, and absolutely nothing better to do. You’re also showing you’re
new to online dating and don’t understand how it works. And you’re also showing you’re so invested
in each individual girl & that you have the time/mental energy to spin out an entire hand-woven
conversation in a desperate attempt to entertain her/make her like you. Remember, you haven’t even
met these girls in person – you know nothing about them (reading text on a phone screen doesn’t
count as getting to know somebody). Why on Earth are you trying so hard to make them like you
before you’ve even met?
You’re not trying to write a Pulitzer Prize winning novel; you’re trying to get the girl out on a date
ASAP. Sticking to a template is the way to go. I’ve experimented a tonne over the last ~8 years with
copy-paste messages vs long hand-written messages, and long hand-written messages made me LESS
likely to get laid. Hand-writing every single message is for old people.

If you’re reading this in the future, in
2020 we said “Ok Boomer” all the time. It was a funny meme. I promise.
If you want some more proof, ask any of your female friends/fuckbuddies/etc what they think about
having long, hand-written conversations on Tinder. They all say, “It’s really nice if the conversation
is good, but it makes me think all the guy wants to do is sit around talking and he’s not that serious
about actually meeting me.”
If you put too much investment into any one girl before you’ve met her and had sex with her, you’re
in for a lot of disappointment. In fact, that’s the biggest reason guys quit trying to get laid. They
invest too much time in each girl (often only talking to one girl at any one time), and then get
heartbroken when that girl doesn’t want to actually meet.
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Keep your sanity by sticking to the template, and keep messaging as many girls as you possibly
can.

2.8 – Texting in the Days Leading up to the Date
Once you’ve set up a date, there’s no need to text her in the leadup to it. You shouldn’t have a
long lead-up to dates anyway – you want to be setting dates ASAP (within 1-3 days) anyway. But in
the time leading up to the date, don’t think that you need to “keep her engaged” or “keep her on the
hook” or some nonsense like that. She either wants to meet you or she doesn’t; if she’s so half-assed
about it that you literally have to talk her into not flaking, does that sound like a good match to you?
Meet up with girls who want to meet up with you; not ones you have to convince.
Besides, texting her in the leadup to the date only shows her you’ve got nothing better to do. You
need to focus your time on self-improvement: hit the gym, work on losing fat, take better photos, etc.
You also somewhat ruin the magic if you spend all your time having inane conversations all
day. The more you talk, the more boring you seem – it pays to keep a little mystery in the lead-up to
the date. That way you’ll both be excited about meeting & getting to know each other, rather than
feeling like you’ve already bled all the conversation dry.
And why would you waste time and mental energy getting super invested in someone you haven’t
even met up with yet? You don’t know if she’s far less attractive in real life vs her pics, or maybe you
two just won’t click in person or won’t be compatible. You’ll set yourself up for a lot of
disappointment if you get over-invested in someone before you even meet them. (Yes be excited, just
don’t be over-invested). Don’t text much at all before the date – keep it to logistics/plans for the date
only, with maybe a “Looking forward to meeting you tonight” thrown in there if you like.
For some guys, that’s pretty hard at first – especially when they’re really excited/nervous about a
date. I know it’s tempting to text her because you really want to talk to her and make sure she’s still
excited to see you. Just take a deep breath, put your phone away, and go distract yourself. Keep
busy, focus on other things, and the time will pass quicker. Before you know it, it’ll be time to go out
on the date, and you can talk to her then.
You also need to be talking to multiple girls at the same time – as many girls as possible. Don’t put
all your eggs in one basket, or you’re just going to set yourself up for disappointment. You won’t
end up meeting the majority of girls you send a message to on Tinder/Hinge, no matter how
much you try to. Hence I advise keeping the conversations nice and short, aiming to go out on a date
ASAP, and not getting too invested in anyone before you’ve actually met in person.
You can send girls a text the morning of your date though. I usually send a short, “Looking forward
to tonight”, just to make sure they’re definitely still on for the date. In the past, I didn’t do this, and it
lead to a couple of last-minute flakes.
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2.9 – Does it Matter What Time of Day I Message?
Not that much.
Obviously if you message girls at 4am, they’ll take a lot longer to reply to you vs texting her at 6pm.
Texting her during work hours on a weekday means she’ll take longer to reply vs 10am on a Sunday
morning. But don’t overthink this – just message girls whenever is most convenient for you.
The time of day you message girls isn’t something I want you to worry too much about. Again, the
most important thing will always be playing the numbers game and talking to as many girls as you
possibly can – that’ll have far more of an impact on how often you get laid. You’re welcome to
experiment messaging at different times, but don’t overthink it or waste too much time on it.
Losing fat, hitting the gym, taking better photos and upgrading your style will all have a much greater
Return on Investment (ROI) than wasting time “figuring out the optimal time to message girls”.
Handle the important things (your looks & pics, & messaging tonnes of girls) first, and don’t stress
too much about the minutia until after you’re already getting laid consistently.
I message girls whenever I have a chance – usually in the evenings after work, but I sometimes also
text at 6 in the morning, or during the middle of the day, etc. (I try to minimise how much I message
during weekdays, because it distracts me from my work). But in general, the time when I message
girls doesn’t make much difference in terms of how often they meet up with me for a bit of the old inout, in-out (that means sex, for you youngsters).
Don’t overthink it; message whenever is convenient for you.
Get the condensed version of this entire Tinder series as a pretty PDF you can read on your
computer or phone any time you want:

2.10 – Pick a Specific Time to use the Apps Each Day
Further to the point above: I’ve always found it best for me to pick a time period each day where I
use all the apps, and then not use them for the rest of the day. I find 6pm after work each weeknight
works best; during the weekends I message whatever time I feel like it. I also turn off notifications on
all the dating apps, so I’m not being distracted during the workday.
In the past I was checking my phone 100 times a day like a neurotic mess, desperately hoping girls
would reply to me. It got to a point where I started driving myself crazy, and it was really making me
anxious and even distracting me at work. I’ve had clients who got so caught up in anxiously using the
apps they even started to ruin their sleep patterns, as they were staying up late at night, messaging
girls until 2 in the morning.
Turning off notifications and only using the apps once a day fixed these issues for me – and a few of
my clients too. To stop myself checking the apps during the day, I use an Android app called Stay
Focused. It lets you block any apps during specific times of day.
Again, your time will be best spent on self-improvement; reading self-help websites on your lunch
break at work, hitting the gym, taking better pics, learning how to use a DSLR better, working on
your meal plans, etc. Not neurotically checking your dating apps 50 times a day.
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2.11 – It’s Not “You vs Me”. You’re On the Same Team.
With all this online dating stuff, some guys fall into the trap of seeing women as the “other” – the
enemy, the target, the thing to be conquered. One of the core tenets of my site is my “You and Me”
philosophy – the idea that you and girls are on the same team. Your goals and her goals shouldn’t be
opposed; you’re not trying to “beat her” or trick her into sex. Your mission is to find girls who want
the same thing you want; ie, girls who are on the same team as you.
When you’re a newbie and you care deeply about what girls think of you, the sting of rejection can
pierce really deep. It can be tempting to start seeing women as the arbiters of your pain, the enemy
who’s rejecting you. But girls aren’t the thing standing between you and “getting laid” – they’re not
some NPC you have to overcome, or some boss you have to defeat. They’re people, with their own
desires, goals, hopes, dreams – just like you. Some girls will be into you, some won’t – and that’s
perfectly fine. The ones that aren’t into you, aren’t your enemy. Just unmatch them and move on.
Yes, I understand you’ve invested a hell of a lot into getting laid; you’ve put a lot on the line. I also
put everything I had on the line when I was starting out; my entire self-worth was tied up in whether
or not I could get laid. But no matter how much you might want to meet up with a particular girl, she
might have her own wants that don’t happen to line up with yours. That doesn’t mean she’s a bad
person, or a bitch, or she’s ruining your chances at getting laid. I know it really fucking sucks, and
it’s really fucking frustrating, but you just have to tell yourself, “She’s a human being with her own
wants and needs. She doesn’t want the same thing I want. Fine, I’ll unmatch her and go talk to 20
more girls to find one who does want what I want.”
My goal with this site and my coaching is to get you laid easily, with awesome girls – in a mutuallybeneficial and very honest way. No games, no bullshit, no deception. Girls that you meet up with
will know exactly what you want, and they’ll want it too.
They’ll be able to relax and just have a good time with you, knowing you’re not trying to deceive
them or sneak your way into their pants. And you’ll also be able to relax, with no guilt that usually
comes from lying to girls and pretending you’re not looking for sex (even though that’s what you
actually want.) It’s a win-win, where you’re both working together towards a common goal (both of
you having a good time) rather than trying to battle each other (you wanting sex, her wanting to make
you wait).
Girls are your allies, not your enemies.

2.12 – Making her Wait – “How Long Should I Wait Before
Replying?”
By this point you know I’m all about honesty, keeping it real, and not playing fucking games with
girls like you’re some teenager in the schoolyard. Drop the games, drop the bullshit, and life becomes
a hell of a lot easier with a hell of a lot less drama. Not to mention you’ll end up doing a lot more of
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that belly-bumping with girls.
And nothing screams “silly games” like intentionally waiting a certain amount of time before
replying to a girl’s messages, so that she’ll think you’re “cool” or “busy” or some nonsense. Are you
a teenager, or are you a grown man? Girls aren’t doing that lame childish shit – they’ll often reply
within 2 minutes of getting your text. Just be a normal adult human and do the same – reply
whenever you get a chance, rather than intentionally waiting some arbitrary amount of time.
Remember what I said above – you and girls are on the same team. You’re not enemies, you don’t
need to “run strategies” on her or “game” her or try and manipulate her into doing what you want.
Just be honest, be upfront that you want to grab a drink/coffee & have some fun, and find the girls
who are on the same page as you.
If you play games with girls, you’re only going to end up with girls who play games with you.
You’re intentionally screening in dysfunctional girls who like to be fucked with, who have low selfesteem, who don’t know they deserve any better than being manipulated.
Waiting is also stupid in the age of Hinge/Tinder/Bumble. As I’ve shown you, girls have
hundreds/thousands of other options, so making her wait only gives her a chance to forget about you.
You need to strike while the iron is hot. The longer you wait, the more chance she’ll get bored of
you, or talk to/meet one of the other guys she’s talking to, or forget you. (Hence why I also
recommend meeting within 1-3 days).
Waiting also gives her the impression you’re not that into her (because if you were, you’d be
excited to talk to her and reply quicker). Just like we don’t like the feeling of rejection, neither do
girls – having someone take ages to respond to everything you say can feel like a mini-rejection. It
makes many girls want to protect their ego and stop talking to you (because who on Earth wants to
talk to someone who’s just not that into them), especially when there’s other guys on Tinder who’ll
reply straight away. If a girl kept taking hours to reply to every message you wrote, you’d feel less
excited to meet her, right? Same goes for girls.
Part of my core philosophy is being good to people, and that goes for dating/getting laid.
Intentionally making someone wait isn’t a particularly nice thing to do, and it doesn’t offer any
benefits. You’re just playing yourself, instead of focusing on what really matters: improving
yourself and talking to a tonne of girls.
And no, replying quickly won’t make her think you’re “needy” or “beta” or any of that nonsense.
You’d only look needy if you spent all day and all night texting her with long conversations, showing
her you have nothing better to do. Remember, we’re only using texts to set up a date ASAP, so you
won’t be doing much texting at all. Just reply when you see her messages (I usually reply within a
couple minutes, unless I’m at work), and get her out on a date ASAP so she can savour your meat
saber.

2.13 – Don’t Talk Dirty (Sexting May Be Fun, but You’ll Bang
Less Girls)
I’ve experimented a tonne with talking dirty over the last decade – I’ve tried sending nudes, flirted
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and been charming, gotten nudes from girls, told girls everything I’m going to do to them in great
detail, I’ve experimented with roleplay. I’ve done it all. Talking dirty has never made girls more
likely to meet me – in fact, it’s always had the opposite effect. A little flirting/teasing is great, as well
as some innuendos. But dirty texting at great length/sending nudes has always interfered with
my ability to bang a girl.
My other mates who get laid on Tinder/elsewhere a lot have come to the same conclusion: talking
dirty/sending nudes reduces the number of lays you end up with. There’s a myriad of reasons why.
Scroll up and read everything I wrote in the section, “Don’t Waste Time with Long Conversation” –
all of that applies here. The longer you spend texting a girl, the more you’re saying, “I’m happy with
us just texting”. After all, if you’re just sitting around texting dirty all day, then you must be pretty
happy just talking dirty, right? You’re giving girls the impression you’re more happy talking dirty
than actually meeting up. Girls and guys who dirty text usually aren’t all that serious about
actually meeting up – they’d rather just indulge in fantasies and flirting.
Dirty texting or sending nudes also makes her feel a little “slutty” afterwards – something girls are
incredibly sensitive to. No girl wants to feel judged for her sexuality, and most of them are constantly
paranoid you’ll think she’s too dirty or too “slutty” if she’s too forward/sexual too early on. She’ll
enjoy the dirty texting in the moment, then afterwards think, “Jesus, I said some really filthy things to
this guy. I cannot meet him for a drink and look him in the eye, knowing I said all those things.”
Some girls are cool with their own sexuality and will still meet you (especially if you make it clear
you’re non-judgemental), but a hell of a lot won’t.
Dirty texting/sending nudes also gives off the impression you have too much free time on your hands.
You have a million things you could be doing to improve yourself; all of which will have a massive
impact on your life. Hitting the gym, losing fat, improving your style, taking better pics, making
friends, working on your mental health – those are all far more important than sitting around sending
dirty texts to girls. As fun as it is, sexting isn’t anything more than a time-wasting activity that can
easily become an addiction, or a tool for procrastination/self-medication.
It also means you’ll bang less girls – talking explicitly and dirty makes things feel so much more real
for a girl. Meaning, the nervous girls are much less likely to actually meet up with you. If you don’t
talk dirty, she can tell herself, “We’re just meeting up for a drink/to see what happens, no pressure.”
But if you’ve been explicitly talking dirty over text, she knows if you meet, there’s an expectation of
sex (because you’ve already crossed that barrier via text). She’s infinitely more likely to flake on you
last minute, even if you try to reassure her with,”We don’t have to do anything sexual, we’ll just meet
for a drink/coffee.”
If instead you keep texts to organising logistics only, then she can tell herself, “We’re just meeting to
get to know each other”. She’ll be much less nervous about meeting.
And the times when you do talk dirty to a girl and still successfully meet up with her, she was
already going to meet you anyway. You didn’t “win her over” with your dirty texting. She already
wanted to meet you, and even the dirty texting wasn’t enough to put her off. Remember, I’ve been
doing this shit for like 8 years now (on and off, I was in a few relationships) – speaking from
experience, talking dirty/sending nudes has always reduced my chances of lays overall.
And look, I get that talking dirty is really fucking fun. I get that it gives you a huge amount of
validation – “A girl is sending me nudes, she’s really turned on by me, this is great!” I’ve certainly
indulged in my fair share of dirty texting to get validation, especially early on when I was a newbie
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and needed all the ego-stroking (and dick-stroking) I could get.
Just make sure you’re very honest with yourself about it: You have to remind yourself that it’s going
to lead to less lays, and more flakes. You have to be ok with that, and not get down when 10 girls in a
row flake on you a few hours before each date because you told them all how much you wanted to
lick their dirty assholes. Remember this article, remember these words: talking dirty, whilst fun,
makes it less likely you’ll meet up with a girl. You have to know you may be sacrificing a lay just
to jerk your gherkin.
Sometimes the girl herself will try to initiate dirty texting – especially if it’s late on a Friday or
Saturday night when lots of girls are drunk. Sometimes with something like, “Tell me what you want
to do to me if we meet.”

Do not
partake in coital conversations; save that for the date. Credit: Three Word Phrase
Same rules apply: Even if she initiates the dirty texting, don’t indulge in it. Even moreso when she
initiates it; she’s either drunk, or horny in the moment, and just wanting to have some fun/be a little
naughty. As soon as she’s sobered up/gotten over her horniness, when you pitch the meetup she’ll be
more likely to make an excuse not to meet up. She only sees you as her virtual sex novel, to use
any time she’s horny and then immediately forget about.
When a girl tries to get dirty, I just reply, “You’ll have to use your imagination. Let’s meet tomorrow
night at 6pm at [location].” Avoid the temptation to jump into dirty texting with her, if your plan is to
actually meet up with her in real life.

No, silly – I want to meet
you, not get you off via text.
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With enough experience, talking to enough girls, you’ll eventually realise, “Tell me what you want to
do to me” quite often means she’d rather sit around fantasising about meeting you rather than
actually meeting you.
And look, to be fair, meeting new people can be scary – especially as a woman. A tonne of girls love
the idea of meeting someone… but they’ll never actually go through with it. If you spend ages
talking dirty, you’ll make things even worse for her, because you’ve removed any plausible
deniability she might have had. If you’ve spent ages talking dirty about sex, there’s no getting away
from the fact that if you meet, you will want to do absolutely everything you just told her via text. For
many girls, that can be overwhelming. She’ll be nervous, she’ll feel pressure to perform, she’ll worry
about being a slut (especially because you were so damn explicit with all the things you were going to
do to her).
When you talk dirty with girls, you’re removing the surprise, the fantasy, the uncertainty of what
might happen when they meet up with you. You’re removing all the sexual tension, which is half the
fun for a girl. They love surprises, uncertainty, the unknown. There’s a reason they get so fucking
turned on by being blindfolded & tied up – it means they have no idea what’s about to happen. Stop
being the asshole who ruins the mystery for her.
You’re also, without being aware of it, making it your goal to talk dirty with girls (rather than to get
them out on a date). She thinks you’re happy just texting dirty, because that’s what you seem to be
enjoying. So she’s less likely to go on an actual date with you, because, “I already gave him what he
wanted by dirty texting, didn’t I?”
When you instead focus on going on dates (and having sex), you’ll make that your sole mission
– and you’ll do everything to make it happen. You won’t accept dirty texting, you won’t engage in
it, you won’t accept having long conversations that go nowhere, or talking about how her day is
going. When she tries to talk about that stuff you’ll say, “I hate talking via text, let’s save that for the
actual date. How’s tomorrow night at 6pm?” You’ll make it abundantly clear the only thing you’ll
accept from her is an actual in-person date; and she’ll either give in and say, “Ok, let’s meet for a
date” or she’ll get the hint that that’s what you want, and she’ll stop texting you for other irrelevant
stuff.
I’m speaking from experience with all of this. I tried for years and years talking dirty. Back in the
day I used to get laid a tonne on Craigslist Casual Encounters, and for about 5 years straight I talked
dirty to every girl who replied to my ads. I had to talk to about 200 girls before I’d get just one to
meet up with me. I thought all my dirty texting was helping me, but it was hindering me. At some
point I dropped the dirty texting and refused to engage in it, instead focusing solely on, “Let’s grab a
drink. Free tonight?”
All of a sudden girls started meeting me – about 1 in 30 girls who replied to me. Literally the only
difference was that I stopped sexting with them and instead tried to get them out on a date.
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This
might seem fun, but it’s less likely to get you laid. Credit: Three Word Phrase
I’ll make this clear: I’m not saying you can’t meet girls you’ve talked dirty to. I’m saying it makes it
less likely you’ll end up meeting. Not to mention it’s a big waste of your time – time you could be
spending talking to more girls/hitting the gym/one of a million other things.
Note: None of this applies if you’ve already banged the girl a couple of times. In that case she’s
already into you and already wants to fuck you again, so send a few dirty texts if you want. She’s not
going to be scared off by you being dirty since she’s already slept with you and knows you won’t
judge her. I sometimes hint to girls what I’m going to do to them next time we meet, but I like to
keep it short (just write one or two messages at most; it’s important you focus on self-improvement
rather than sitting around sending dirty texts).

A girl I’m already in a
relationship with.
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2.14 – Rejections are Part of the Game (We All Get Rejected)
The nature of online dating means not every girl you match with is going to meet up with you. No
matter how good looking you are, no matter how confident and badass you become, no matter how
awesome your pics are, the reality is you’ll only actually meet up with a small portion of the girls you
match with.
But that percentage doesn’t even remotely matter; we don’t care about all the girls who don’t meet
with us. We only care about the ones who do. Just like sales, you don’t need to convert every single
person into a sale; you only need to find one buyer. When you’re busy getting your sausage sucked
by a cute chick, the last thing you’ll care about is how many girls you had to talk to in order to get
here.
Getting laid a tonne also means getting rejected a tonne; you cannot have one without the other.
Girls will stop talking to you for all sorts of reasons, and it’s usually not because you did anything
particularly wrong (especially if you have good pics and stick to the template I’ve given you).
Sometimes girls will be really excited to meet you, they’ll agree to a meetup… only to flake on you
last-minute. Flakes, rejections and girls going cold is simply the nature of dating in the 21st century –
especially on Tinder/Hinge/etc.
I don’t want you to be disheartened though; the joy and pleasure of having some coital relations with
a cutie far outweigh the frustration & pain of rejection. Every time a girl says no, every time a girl
goes quiet and stops replying, every time a girl flakes on you – I want you to think to yourself, “I’m
one step closer to getting my next lay. I just need to keep on pushing.” As long as you never quit,
success is literally inevitable – it’s only a matter of time.
And remember, we all get rejected – even guys who’ve gotten laid a tonne. The vast majority of girls
I message don’t end up meeting me, and I’ve gotten laid more times than I can count (roughly 140+
times as of early 2020). Yes, the more experienced you become, the easier it is to get laid (and the
less flakes/rejections you’ll get). But even with all my experience, I still have to message (roughly)
40 girls to get laid once. Again, that number doesn’t matter though – when my cock is deep in a girl’s
cooch, I’m not thinking to myself, “Gee, it really sucks that the previous 39 girls I messaged didn’t
sleep with me.” I’m too busy getting my dick wet.
When you do get directly rejected or just plain ignored by a few girls, GOOD. Go watch this.
Adversity is an opportunity to build up your resilience, and getting turned down is a good chance to
build some resistance to the feeling of rejection. It’s a good opportunity to get fired up, to get angry,
to channel that energy into crushing your gym workout, buying new clothes, taking a bunch of
awesome new pics for your Tinder/Hinge. Yes, rejection hurts (I know better than anyone, I’ve been
turned down by probably 10,000 chicks at this point). But what doesn’t kill you will only make you
stronger, and I promise you’ll become a much stronger man if you just keep pushing through all the
rejection.
This is why I keep encourage you so hard to play the numbers game. It doesn’t matter how many
girls you have to talk to in order to get laid – all that matters is you got laid. Don’t worry about all
the girls who say no to you or aren’t down to meet you, don’t worry that you “may have said the
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wrong thing”. Just unmatch the girls who don’t want the same thing you want. And then
immediately move on and talk to more girls.
When a girl rejects you, you need to immediately move on in order to save your sanity and stop
yourself from getting down about every girl who wasn’t into you or didn’t want to meet. You can’t
let those girls take up space in your mind, or you’ll get bogged down and depressed and you won’t
put in the numbers you need to really get laid. You’re supposed to have a high turnover when
messaging girls – I do. You’re supposed to get no reply from the vast majority of girls you message.
We’re looking for the next girl who says yes; we’re not trying to turn every girl into a yes.
But with all this talk of rejection, I want to make one thing clear: The vast majority of girls are
absolute sweethearts who don’t want to reject you. I mean look how adorably nice this girl is:
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Wholesome.
That’s your average girl on Tinder/Hinge/etc – the majority are so ridiculously nice and friendly and
they would never want to upset you. A lot of the time what guys think is rejection or being
ignored, is really a girl just being overwhelmed by all the hundreds of guys messaging her. 9
times out of 10, they’re not ignoring you because they’re a bitch or because you’re ugly or anything
of the sort. They just can’t keep up with the flood of messages they’re receiving.
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Another super nice girl on Tinder.
There’s millions of them, I promise.
I’ve had tonnes of girls talk to me at length about this; they all tell me how god damn stressed they
are about the fact they can’t reply to all their messages. “I feel like such a bad person, I know a lot of
guys message me and I don’t reply and I hate the fact they probably think I’m ignoring them on
purpose.” A lot of the time girls aren’t even rejecting you; they’re just too busy/overwhelmed to
reply to you (or anyone else).
Remember I showed you a screenshot of a girl’s Tinder above? Here’s another girl I dated:
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When we took that screenshot, she had 4,296 likes, which basically means she has infinite options.
This is typical for every girl on Tinder who lives in a big city. So you can’t expect girls to reply to
every guy that messages her; that’s logistically-impossible. When a girl doesn’t message you, just
come back to this image and look at it again. She’s not ignoring you, it’s not because you’re ugly
or a loser or anything like that – she’s simply swamped by too many messages to ever reply to yours
(or most guys).
Other times, girls will go on a date with a guy, decide they like him, and decide to date him properly.
At this point they usually stop messaging other guys on Tinder – 75% of girls (I pulled that number
out of my ass) don’t like dating multiple guys at once or having multiple fuckbuddies. So what you
think is her rejecting you is really just her having already met a guy she likes and then not
checking her Tinder messages.
The exception to all this is if every girl is turning you down, and you haven’t been on a date in
months. In that case, your looks/pics need improving – go back to Part 1 and keep working on
yourself. I went from literally zero matches on Tinder to being able to get laid consistently and easily
(here’s my journey), so if I can improve myself, you sure as hell can too.
The bottom line with all of this is: try not to get too frustrated by girls going cold or outright turning
you down (I know that’s easier said than done.) Channel that frustration into going and hitting on
more girls. Having 20 girls a week stop replying to you is barely even noticeable if you have 20 new
girls the next week to talk to. You want to keep the treadmill turning, keep new girls constantly
coming in, so you’re not sitting there obsessing about and overanalysing the ones who didn’t
reply to you.
This is incredibly important. If you sit around getting sad about all the girls who stopped replying,
you’ll take it to heart and never have much success at all. Getting laid is supposed to be fun,
remember – not frustrating. You really have to toughen up, take any rejection in your stride, build up
your resilience and keep moving forward.

2.15 – Even Cute Girls Get Rejected (Stories from My
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Girlfriend)
Here’s some stuff my girlfriend wrote specifically for this guide, detailing her foray into online
dating. She started out looking for guys, and she was a typical girl on the app – hundreds of matches
+ 5,000 more guys sitting in the “People Who’ve Already Liked You” pile. Guys were pretty damn
thirsty (as you’d expect), so she had tonnes of options – things were smooth sailing. Then she met me
and switched to looking for girls instead. Suddenly she got her first real taste of rejection, and it
completely opened her mind as to what the dating landscape is like for us guys.
I’m including this because her journey with trying to bang other girls mirrors the journey of most
guys; she dealt with rejection, ghosting, flaking. She experimented with all sorts of different
messaging “techniques”, eventually listening to me and using a similar template to the one I gave you
at the top of this article. She also felt quite a lot of frustration and even a bit of bitterness towards
women – eventually getting over that and coming around to my “you and me” philosophy. Here’s her
story:

“As a girl I was very, very oblivious to the differences when using Tinder as a guy vs using it as a
girl. I remember recommending Tinder to some of my male friends, not aware that the respective
experiences of men vs women on the app were not even remotely the same. When I was playing
around swiping on guys I’d expect to match with maybe every second guy I swiped right on. And
that’s not me trying to swing my (non existent) dick around, I thought that was normal. I’m not
going to lie and say that I didn’t use it as validation when I was bored. It was a little ego boost to see
the matches pile up.
When I started swiping with girls, I was swiping left on girls for arbitrary reasons, like: she’s sitting
in a field of sunflowers (I said “that’s too ‘hippy'”), or she has nothing but selfies, or she only has
photos taken at parties. It definitely knocked me off my high horse when I didn’t get very many
matches. After a chat with Andy about lowering my standards to something a little more reasonable,
I started getting a handful of matches, admittedly noticeably fewer. This was my first stage of
coming to terms with the fact that rejection was pretty normal.
What I wasn’t ready for was the ghosting. I remember getting, upset, hurt, frustrated and insecure
when the majority of girls would ghost me. Some would stop replying after one message, some after
two, some three messages. I’d get my hopes up when I got a number, and then some would stop
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responding when I’d try and arrange a time to meet up. I’d overthink everything I said and
hypothesise about whether a differently-worded text would’ve worked better. After the first couple of
flakes to meet up, I remember saying to Andy, ‘I’m surprised more men don’t end up hating women.’
All that being said, I was aware I was being a big hypocrite. I needed to take a step back and
remember that these girls weren’t these Machiavellian schemers out to waste my time and they
definitely didn’t hate me or think I was so disgusting that I wasn’t worth their time. With some
explaining from Andy and a revised approach I stopped having drawn out conversations, and started
being direct and efficient with copy / paste messages. And after doing it hundreds of times
rejection became very normal.
The first time I sent the copy / paste text to a girl I thought the police were going to come after me for
being some sort of creepy sex fiend. I had to psyche myself up to click send and and couldn’t look at
my phone for the next 10 minutes. I quickly found out most girls were super nice, and almost all were
polite, even the ones that weren’t interested. I was shocked at the number of girls that said something
along the lines of: ‘I hope you find what you’re looking for’.
I will admit, I still got a little offended at the first few that politely said no. It felt uncomfortable and
icky and I reactively messaged back niceties about how I completely understand, thanks so much
anyway, of course, I completely understand etc. After I while I realised I didn’t really need to do that
either. I was just getting myself worked up.
If we’re talking proper rejection, I still remember the few bad responses I ever got. There were maybe
2-3, genuinely rude messages that really affected me. But I just blocked / unmatched them and that
was it, my worst fear coming true amounted to little more than a mildly unpleasant feeling.
Long story short, (coming from someone that is pretty sensitive to the opinion of others) rejection
from strangers on the Internet wasn’t really a big deal after I had felt it a few times, and stopped
caring so much.”

2.16 – Unmatch/Delete Numbers of Girls Who Haven’t Replied
Part of the online dating game is you’re going to have a lot of conversations that don’t get off the
ground – conversations that just die after the second or third message, even if she seemed enthusiastic
at first and replied to your messages instantly and with lots of little smilie faces ? ? ? ? ? You’re going
to have a lot of girls just never reply when you ask for their number – even though before that it
seemed like she was really into you. And you’re going to get numbers of girls who don’t commit to a
meetup, or keep saying they’re “too busy”.
As I said above, it usually doesn’t mean you did anything wrong – it’s just the nature of online
dating. The vast majority of girls I talk to don’t give me a number. And of the ones who do give me a
number, I’ll only meet roughly 2 out of every 5. It doesn’t matter though – all you need to focus on
are the girls who do end up meeting you – the rest don’t matter.
To save your sanity, do what I do: delete numbers & unmatch girls who stop replying. I usually go
through once a week and unmatch any girls who haven’t replied for a week or 2 (don’t unmatch girls
if it’s only been a day or two – some girls just take a few days to reply, especially before you’ve
actually met up. Wait til it’s been at least 1 week without her replying to your last message.)
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Especially early on, you need to be focusing on your successes, not the girls who don’t end up
meeting you. Leaving a bunch of old messages sitting in your phone can become depressing – you’ll
just look at all the girls that stopped replying to you and think, “Look, 100 girls stopped replying to
me in the last 2 weeks. Fuck, I’m such a loser.” No you’re not a loser, you sexy little man – remember
what we just talked about. Girls usually stop replying because your message gets lost in the 500 other
messages on her Tinder/Hinge. And girls going cold happens to all of us – if I didn’t clear out all the
girls who stopped replying to me, I’d have thousands of dead conversations sitting on my phone.
As you’re deleting the old conversations where girls didn’t reply, you need to think nothing of it. As
long as you look above-average (we want to look better than just “fine”, remember) then you can
remind yourself a certain number of girls going cold is normal. As I said, I get ignored by a huge
portion of the girls I match with. Culling old messages/matches is a way to give yourself closure –
deleting conversations/numbers from girls who haven’t replied allows you to move on.
And if you’re thinking to yourself, but can’t I just hit them up a few days/weeks later? I’ve
experimented with trying to get girls to start talking to me again, and everything I’ve tried has been a
colossal waste of time. A few girls will reply to you, but none of them will meet you – I can count the
number of girls I’ve ended up having sex with after they stopped replying on one hand. It’s hilarious
how much of a waste of time it is – I almost want you to try re-engaging with every girl who stops
replying just so you can see how few of them you’ll end up ever banging (it’s close enough to 0 we
may as well just call it 0.)
For YEARS, on and off, I experimented with everything I could think of to try and get girls to start
responding again, including:
“?”
“Free tonight?”
“Fuck you!”
“Yo sexy”
“Yo, wanna hang out tonight?”
“I have to tell you a secret”
“Reply to this message or I’ll curse you and your family forever”
“OMG”
“Didn’t your mother teach you it’s rude to ignore people? ? “
“lol”
“Bitch”
“Holy crap”
“How’s your day going today?”
“Hi”
…and about 50 other cringe-worthy messages.
Sometimes girls would reply to those texts, only to go cold again – especially when I pitched the
meetup. Over the years, I tried on probably 5,000+ girls who’d stopped replying. For all that effort,
energy and more importantly emotional exertion, I only met up with a couple of girls; not really
worth it for all the hours and hours and hours of effort (and more importantly, mental energy) it took.
If a girl can’t even be bothered to reply to your messages, she’s just not that keen to bang.
If you’d still like to experiment with it, that’s your choice – I am a proponent of you trying things out
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and seeing what works for you. Send a “?” to every girl who hasn’t replied to you in a few days, and
see what happens. But you’ll find even though a few might reply again, it’s damn near impossible to
actually bang any girls who had initially gone cold. You’re going to find you just end up with a
phone full of girls who still didn’t reply to your attempt to resurrect the dead conversations:

Some of the girls I sent “?” to, with no reply. Remember
I’ve done this with thousand and thousands of girls and it has rarely ever worked. What a colossal
waste of my time.
But a bigger and more important point to make is this:
If a girl stops replying to you or doesn’t seem super excited to meet you, is she really worth
trying to have sex with? Don’t you want girls in your life who are actually enthusiastic about
meeting you? Go read these two articles right now:
Fuck Yes or No
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Wait for it?
Those two articles, along with my core philosophy of You and Me, are a great foundation for your
getting laid/dating journey. It’s always much more fun fucking a girl who’s a “fuck yes!”, who
doesn’t make you jump through hoops to “earn” it, a girl who’s on the same team as you (“you and
me”).
This will sound counterintuitive if you’re new, but a girl who stops replying to you is a good thing.
She’s told you, in no uncertain terms, she isn’t all that fussed about meeting up with you and is likely
just going to waste your time. Awesome, delete her number, forget about her and move on to the next
girl. Don’t chase girls who have literally shown you they’re not interested; take the hint she’s very
clearly giving you, and move on.
If there’s a part of you that thinks, “God dammit, but I really wanted to meet this girl” – you have to
just take a deep breath, and let go of the hope you’ll meet this one. There’s plenty more out there for
you. You need to be always looking forwards, not backwards.
Make things easier on yourself: unmatch/delete girls who haven’t replied to you for over a
week.

2.17 – If You’re Not Sure if She’s a Potential Catfish…
Sometimes you’re not 100% sure if a girl’s going to be as cute in real life as she is in her pics – eg
you can’t tell if she’d be chubby or less attractive in real life. Easy fix: just ask for her instagram so
you can see more pics of her.

If you’ve checked out her Instagram pics and are still on the fence about meeting up with her, my
advice is to just see her anyway. Some of my best experiences were when I kept an open mind and
just met up with the girl; same goes for many of my clients. Remember, you don’t have to have sex
with her; just meet her for a drink/coffee and get some much-needed dating experience. Read this:
You’re Not Obligated to have Sex with Someone.

2.18 – “I’ve Run Out of Matches“
If you’ve messaged all your matches and have run out, have you done all this?
Are you using Tinder, Hinge and Bumble (and the rest of the apps) – not just one of the apps?
On Tinder, are you Boosting on Sat nights + Sunday morning?
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On Hinge, have you paid for “Preferred Membership” so you can message infinite girls?
Have you then gone through and messaged at least 50 girls a day?
Are you swiping on Bumble? (You need to swipe a little each day or you won’t get matches).
Do you live in a decent-sized city? (A city with 100,000 people isn’t going to get you
anywhere near as many matches as a city with 2 million people).
Are you sticking to my template, adding in 1 or 2 sentences with each message that responds
to what she just said (where I have “[Respond to her message]”)?
If you’ve done all that and still aren’t getting matches… It’s time to upgrade your pics & keep
working on improving your looks. Go back to Part 1 and read through everything I wrote.
Self-improvement/getting laid is a process of iteration; you’ll go through phases where your looks
improve and you start getting more matches, but then you’ll hit a “wall” and the matches will slow
down or stop entirely. At that point it’s time to do an overhaul of your style, take a couple of better
pics, go on a fat-loss diet for a couple of months, etc. You’ll improve yourself and start getting more
matches, and the cycle continues. Many many many many times I hit a point where I totally ran out
of matches; so have my clients. We’d work hard for a few weeks/months improving ourselves and
our pics, and we’d start getting more results.
You have to be in this for the long-haul. Self-improvement is a lifelong endeavour.

Chapter 3 – Key Takeaways

1. Templates
1.
2.
3.
4.

Stick to the templates, adding 1 or 2 sentences in response to each message she sends.
Get her number ASAP, then pitch a date ASAP.
Save names + photos in your phone so you try harder to bang each girl.
Meet up as soon as possible – within 1-3 days.

2. Theory
1. Play the numbers game (talk to as many girls as possible).
2. Don’t waste time with long conversations. Stick to the template.
3. Be direct and honest; don’t manipulate girls. State exactly what you want (to grab a
drink/coffee and see where things lead), and find the girls who want the same thing as you.
4. Don’t make girls wait; reply to their messages whenever you get a chance.
5. Don’t talk dirty. It’s fun, but a waste of time, and you’ll end up banging far less girls.
6. Rejections are normal. I get rejected, girls get rejected, you will get rejected. Focus on the
girls who say yes, forget about the ones who say no.
7. Unmatch girls who haven’t replied for over a week, so your phone doesn’t get filled up with
girls who went cold.
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8. If you aren’t sure if she could be a catfish, ask for her Instagram.
9. This is a process of gradual improvement. If you run out of matches, go back to Part 1 and
keep improving your looks/style/pics.

Any questions? Ask them in the comments below, no matter how big or small the question. I’m here
to help.
In Part 4, we’ll go be going over the fun stuff – going on dates and having SEX! Fuck yeah. Stay
tuned, it’s coming soon.
Get the condensed version of this entire Tinder series as a pretty PDF you can read on your
computer or phone any time you want:
<- Part 2: Setting Up Your Profile & Getting Matches
Part 4: Going on Dates & Having Sex ->
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If a Girl Ghosts You…
March 12, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
One of the realities of dating/getting laid – especially online dating – is a tonne of people ghost each
other. Guys ghost girls, girls ghost guys, asexual-polymorphic-trans-gender-bender people ghost
other asexual-polymorphic-trans-gender-bender people.
And it hurts. It sucks. It never feels good getting rejected by someone – and it feels even worse if that
person literally doesn’t answer your texts, as if they’ve just turned into a ghost (hence, the name).
I’ll distinguish: ghosting refers to a girl just completely ignoring your text messages after you’ve
already had a date or had sex. I’m not talking about a girl who stops replying to you on
Tinder/Hinge/etc (before you’ve met up in person). That’s not ghosting; that’s just the nature of
online dating. Girls have a bazillion guys messaging them all at the same time, and it’s completely
overwhelming. They all tell me they want to reply to every guy, and they feel like such a bitch for not
replying to everyone, but it’s simply not possible to keep up. So, don’t take it personally if a girl
stops replying to you online (before you’ve had sex); it’s likely nothing you did wrong.
Everything in this article only refers to girls you’ve already had sex with or gone on a couple
dates with. Girls where there’s at least a bit of investment.
The first thing to know about ghosting is: girls ghost for a billion different reasons.
Maybe you’re too short for her; she was happy to bang you once but doesn’t want to do it
again.
Maybe you’re too tall for her.
Maybe her life is just an absolute mess, and she isn’t emotionally-mature enough to handle
sex/dating (this one is pretty common).
Maybe she assumes you’re banging a lot of other girls, and so she worries you’re just going to
eventually get bored of her – so she’s ghosting you before you have a chance to reject her.
(Also common – I’ve had multiple girls say this to me).
If you’re being honest like I advocate, maybe this girl is used to playing games/lying, and can’t
handle honesty (I’ve had multiple girls tell me this too – “You expect me to be honest and it’s
too much pressure.”)
Maybe you remind her of her ex, and she thought she could deal with it, but having sex with
you was too much.
Maybe she just got over her ex, and just like the point above, after sex all the memories of her
ex came flooding back and she can’t handle it.
Maybe you didn’t give her the experience she was looking for (who knows what that
experience is).
Maybe you gave her too much of whatever experience she was looking for, and she wasn’t able
to handle it.
Maybe she’s insecure about how attractive you are.
Maybe she’s insecure that your life is cooler than hers (a lot of girls are VERY insecure, and
end up running away/ghosting to save themselves being rejected).
Maybe you didn’t buy her a drink, and she never dates guys who don’t buy drinks.
Or maybe you did buy her a drink, and she doesn’t date guys who don’t let girls buy their own
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drinks.
Maybe you remind her of her father, and she has Daddy issues, and having sex with you was
just too much for her.
Maybe you came on her face and she hates that.
Maybe you didn’t cum on her face and she secretly wanted you to.
Maybe she’s worried her family/friends will find out she’s sleeping with you, so she cut it off
early by ghosting so they won’t find out.
…and 5 million other reasons.
People are incredibly picky for incredibly arbitrary reasons – women even moreso. By definition
they’re in the position of being the choosers – they have hundreds of options (thousands if you
include online dating) when it comes to men. It’s their job to be incredibly over-the-top picky,
sometimes for the most idiotic and retarded reasons.

It’s not your job to try and figure out how to be “perfect” for each girl. It’s not your job to walk
on eggshells, terrified you’ll do something “wrong” that’ll set a girl off. All you need to worry about
is a) constantly improving yourself and b) be bringing in more girls so you’ll find the ones who are
really into you. If you’re unsure how to start improving yourself, then start here.
I don’t want you to beat yourself up if a girl ghosts you. Sometimes you could have tried harder or
done something better, sure. But a hell of a lot of the time, there was nothing you really did “wrong”
– she just wasn’t interested in banging you again, for whatever reason.
And even if you did happen to do something she didn’t like, guess what? The next girl you go out
with will LOVE that exact same thing you do. One girl tells me she hates that I’m ginger; the very
next girl tells me, “I’ve always had a thing for gingers.” One girl tells me I’m too dominant; the very
next girl loves that I tell her what to do. One girl tells me I’m “too intense”, the next girl tells me she
loves my intensitity. Different girls have different preferences, so don’t change yourself too much for
each individual girl. Just be you, and find the girls you like (and who like you back).
You cannot listen to any one particular bit of feedback; you need to look for trends. If one girl
tells you you did something wrong, it doesn’t really mean anything (you’d only listen if 30 girls told
you the same thing). So if one girl ghosts you, don’t stress about it too much – it’s just one girl
ghosting you. It happens. Pick yourself up, dust yourself off, and go talk to more girls.
Here’s a good example of what I’m talking about. I met an 18yo girl for BDSM; she told me how
excited she was to try it. Here’s part of the conversation:
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Look how excited she was – she literally wrote IN CAPITAL LETTERS how excited she was to
explore. We had a lot of fun together, I showed her some of my toys, blindfolded her, teased her and
eventually fucked her. Afterwards we cuddled and she told me how much fun it was and how
exciting it all was. She said she was really keen to do it again.
…Only, she made excuses when I tried to set up another hangout, and she eventually just ghosted me.
A year or so later, we happened to match again on Tinder, and she had this to say:
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That last sentence she says is key, and I want you to keep it in mind. “Nothing you did at all. I just
wasn’t ready for it.” Some girls are going to ghost you becasue they’re just not ready for sex, or a
relationship, or intimacy, or bonding, or whatever it is you’re offering. It’s not anything you did
wrong; it’s on her, not you.
(You can read the full story here: Andy Nuts in the Gut of a Big-Tittied 18yo.)
If you want to, you can do what me and my mates used to do when we were very sensitive to
rejection and ghosting (we used to get really down about girls ghosting us; it hurt.) We’d send this
text to any girls who ignored us after sex:

What we found is a tonne of girls replied and apologised, giving us a relatively polite reason as to
why they didn’t want to have sex again. Polite answers like, “I’m just not really in a good place to
date” or, “I’m sorry, I just don’t want to do it again.” Really, it didn’t matter what the reason was –
her replying to us and ending things ‘officially’ gave us closure. It made us feel a lot better
(nobody likes being ignored), which is exactly why I say you should never ghost girls in my How to
End Things with a Girl article.
We weren’t looking for actual feedback, and we didn’t really care why the girl ghosted us. We just
didn’t want to be ignored, and we wanted to make sure she really wasn’t going to see us again. Like
I said, closure.
You might find sending this text makes you feel a lot better – a couple of my clients have felt a lot
better since they started doing this, because the girls have given then pretty polite replies which
makes them feel better. Being ghosted feels fucking awful; a polite rejection is much nicer.
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Also bare in mind, we’re not sending this text to try and “re-engage her” or get her to sleep with us
again. If she’s ghosted you, the writing is on the wall; she doesn’t want to bone you again. You’re
only sending her the message to make yourself feel better, and to give yourself that nice closure.
Every now and then (1 in 100), you’ll find that the girl didn’t actually ghost you – some weird life
circumstances ended up happening. I ended up having sex with a girl after sending this text:
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Proof, us posing for a naked selfie together in bed (she’s cool with me sharing this):
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Good times. Just don’t have any expectations; I’ve literally only ever banged one girl in my entire life
who ghosted me. It’s a really really rare thing you shouldn’t count on.

The Takeaway
Don’t take it personally if a girl ghosts you; it’s part of the dating world, and it (usually) doesn’t
mean you did anything wrong. Just put yourself out there and talk to more girls, and keep on
trucking.
Feel free to send the “Any feedback so I know why?” text if you like. Just don’t have any
expectations; most girls will reply with something nice, some girls won’t reply at all. Even if she
doesn’t reply, you can tell yourself, “I did all that I could. Ok, I can move on now.“
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Get Laid on Tinder [Part 4] – Going on Dates & Having Sex
March 25, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
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3.8 – Banging Again
Chapter 4 – Different Gameplans (For Intermediate / Experienced Guys)
4.1 – What my Tinder/Hinge/etc Messages Look Like
4.2 – What My Dates Look Like
4.3 – The Type of Sex I Have (BDSM)
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Did this guide help you out?

Chapter 1 – The Gameplan

1.1 – Introduction
Hey you absolute legends, welcome back! In Part 3, we covered messaging girls with an easy-to-use
template, getting numbers and setting up dates. Now we’re going to dive straight into how you can
dive straight into her flesh-dungeon.
This particular part of the guide presented a unique challenge: in all the previous parts, my advice
was generally always the same no matter if you were a complete newbie, or a very experienced
sexlord. My advice on self-improvement/taking pictures isn’t much different for a virgin vs a guy
who’s banged 50 girls. My messaging template works for newbies and advanced guys alike (though,
advanced guys will benefit from being more direct/assertive like I am with my BDSM template).
But this part of the guide here was a bit of a bitch to structure. A guy who’s a complete virgin on a
date is going to have an entirely different date structure vs someone who’s had plenty of
lays/experience. I can fuck the majority of girls I meet within 10 minutes of meeting them (because I
tell them before we even meet that I’m looking for BDSM sex); a newbie probably isn’t going to do
that, even if I tell him exactly how to do it. There’s no fucking way I could have been that
sexual/assertive/confident when I was first starting out; I’m not going to think less of you if you can’t
do it right away either.
So I seriously considered writing 2 separate gameplans for what to do on dates – I was going to have
one gameplan for newbies, and another gameplan for confident guys. But I thought long and hard
about it, and I realise if I did that, I’d only be handicapping newbies and holding back their
development.
The newbie gameplan would have played it too safe; I’d be limiting your success and stifling
your growth.
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I’d be making you go on a bunch more dates than is necessary; you’d be waiting until the 3rd
date to bang girls you could have banged on the 1st or 2nd date if you’d pushed yourself.
I wouldn’t be teaching you how to be assertive/aggressive and to go for what you want.
I wouldn’t be teaching you how to be masculine & ballsy when it comes to sex.
I wouldn’t be teaching you how to push yourself out of your comfort zone.
I wouldn’t be teaching you how to be honest and real; nor would I be teaching you how to
make it really clear to women you want to fuck them.
Basically, I’d be selling you short and slowing down your progress.
So I’ve decided it’s best to give everyone one gameplan and one mission:
Your mission is to fuck girls as early as possible; aiming to do so on the 1st date.
Any girls that don’t sleep with you on the first date, no worries at all – you’ll just bang them on the
2nd date.
Any that don’t sleep with you on the 2nd date, you’ll just bang them on the 3rd date.

Pretty little paps.
Every guy can bang girls on the first date (once he’s had some practice), even if you’ve never banged
a girl on the first date before. For the longest time, I always played it safe, waiting til the 3rd or 4th
(or even 7th…) date before I’d try and bury my weasel in her clamshell. I never had sex on the first
date; mostly because I was too scared and didn’t think I “deserved” to be a player.
I eventually grew frustrated with how long it was taking me to have sex, and the uncertainty of
whether or not I’d get laid on dates. I lost count of the number of dates I had where I’d be desperate
to bang the girl, only to have her turn me down, or say she wanted to wait another date, or tell me she
wasn’t ready yet. I got to a point where I couldn’t take the uncertainty any longer, and I told myself
from that moment on I would bang girls on the 1st or 2nd date. I told myself if I don’t bang a girl by
the second date, I’m not allowed to see her for a 3rd date.
Although it was fucking hard at first, I kept pushing myself and got pretty comfortable at seconddate-sex. Then I pushed myself even harder and got good at having sex on the first date. So if a
trainwreck like me can get proficient at banging on every first date, you sure as hell can too – it just
takes some practice (and pushing yourself).
So the mindset I want you to have on every first date is, “I will have sex with her tonight/today“. If
you’re nervous or inexperienced, I still want you to try your absolute hardest to make it happen –
give it 110%. If you don’t end up banging, as long as you can honestly say you tried your hardest,
that’s awesome. Then just try again on the next date.
If you’re a total newbie and it takes you 6 months or a year to get to a point where you can bang girls
on the first date, that’s fine. It took me a couple of years to get there (you should be able to do it
quicker than me, because you have all the information I’m giving you here, whereas I was stumbling
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around in the dark, having to figure it all out for myself). Banging on first dates is your ultimate goal
– it doesn’t matter how long it takes before you can do it consistently.
I’ll do my best to make things easier for you – I’m going to give you an easy-to-stick-to gameplan
you can just follow for your dates. The overarching mission with this Get Laid on Tinder series has
been to simplify things and give you a simple gameplan you can just stick to, without having to think
too much. As long as you repeat the same gameplan over and over with enough girls, getting better
and better over time, you’ll eventually start getting laid consistently.
Getting laid is a numbers game – you just have to hit on a tonne of girls & eventually you’ll get
good at it.
Get the condensed version of this entire Tinder series as a pretty PDF you can read on your
computer or phone any time you want:

1.2 – Honesty (is Something You Work Towards)
In writing this guide, I also had to be think carefully about the level of honesty I advocate. On dates
& during sex I’m going to encourage you to be really honest with girls – a level of honesty and
vulnerability you may not be used to (especially not with the opposite sex).
Being upfront and honest leads to better sex (she’ll be more sexually-open because she trusts you),
easier sex with less games, less drama, less manipulation, more fun. Being honest also means less
tension/worry for you, because you don’t have to feel like you’re on edge, constantly having to keep
track of the lies you’ve told or the things you’re trying to hide. Being honest means you never have
to feel any guilt; you can relax, knowing you haven’t deceived anyone. You’ve been completely real
and honest with everyone you meet.
But I was worried the level of honesty I encourage might be “too much” for newbies to handle. I
want to make it clear that honesty is something you work towards – it’s ok if you’re not great at
being honest at first. I definitely wasn’t. I’m going to advocate hardcore honesty (I call it “autistic
honesty”), where you basically just say whatever is in your head without any filter.
However, I don’t necessarily expect you to be there immediately. Just do your best, be as honest as
you can, as often as you can. Understand it’s ok if it takes you a bit of time to open up and be
completely honest with girls – I know it can be scary at first. Every time you have a choice to tell the
truth or hide the truth, practice telling the truth – over time you’ll slowly build it into a habit.
Rome wasn’t built in a day.
Each girl you go on a date with, keep in mind you’re both on the same team. You both want the
same thing – to have fun & bump uglies with each other. The texting template we used in Part 3 made
it really clear to her exactly what you’re after, and if she’s out on a date with you, she’s more than
likely looking for the same thing. Don’t pretend you don’t want something you really do want; just be
honest and unashamed of the fact you find her attractive and want to bone her.
One of my coaching clients came up with an awesome term for what guys like all of us here are –
ethical players. It’s entirely possible to be an honest guy who gets laid a tonne. I argue it’s easier to
get laid the more honest you are – that’s certainly been the case for me (I started out being completely
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dishonest, and I got laid less often & with much more drama). My clients have also gotten laid more
– and with less hassle – the more honest they’ve become.

1.3 – Have a Gameplan
The basic gameplan for dates & sex is built around the concepts I talked about in Part 3 – being
upfront with girls about what you want (to have some fun), and finding the girls who want the same
thing you want.
The basic gameplan:
1. Meet her somewhere close to your place. Have a drink/coffee/water, talk for 1hr (2hrs is fine if
you’re super nervous), then invite her back to your apartment.
2. If you don’t end up having sex on the 1st date, try to have sex on the 2nd date.
3. If you don’t end up having sex on the 2nd date, try to have sex on the 3rd date.
Pretty simple, right? Getting laid isn’t supposed to be complicated – it’s just looking good + going
on dates + inviting every girl back to your apartment. Some will say no, some will say yes –
you’ll get laid if you just keep playing the numbers game & invite a tonne of girls back to your place.
I’ll go into more details about what to do on the actual date further below.
Remember what we’ve sent to girls (using our template in Part 3) – “I’m not looking for anything
super serious, but if you’re up for a drink, a flirt & to see what happens, drop me your number.”
You’ve made it abundantly clear what you’re looking for, so if she’s meeting up with you for a date,
she already knows you want to cream her twinkie. All you really need to do is grab a drink (or
coffee/water), chat for an hour, and invite her back to your place. If she’s comfortable, she’ll say yes.
If she’d rather wait til the next date before banging, she’ll politely turn you down. (Which is
completely cool; you then just try again on the next date).
If you or the girl are too young to drink, just have a coffee date. Or just sit on a bench somewhere
in public and hangout. As I mentioned in Part 3, at least half of my lays have been daytime coffee
dates where I just drink coffee or even just water. Alcohol isn’t mandatory, at all.
She should come to you – get her to meet you at a bar/cafe/etc near your place, so you can invite
her back to your apartment afterwards. Travelling to see a girl is never ideal (I’ve only ever done it
like 5 times in my entire life), because it’ll be a million times harder to fuck her. One of my mates
used to live with his parents and always had to try to bang girls at their place – it was a bit of a pain in
the ass. Since he moved out of home, his number of lays has gone up massively.
To make it easier on you and stop you having to think of activities/things to do on the date, just do
this: either go sit in a bar with her for an hour, or sit in a cafe with her for an hour, or grab a coffee to
go and sit on a park bench with her for an hour. If I limit your options to only 3 choices, you won’t
have to overthink it.
The actual bar/cafe/bench doesn’t matter too much – just go to whichever bar/cafe is your favourite.
Make sure it has somewhere you can sit next to the girl (makes it easier to talk; sitting across the table
from one another feels like a fucking job interview). Do what I did when I first started trying to get
laid; every new girl you go on a date with, go to a different bar/cafe, so you have a chance to try out
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lots of different bars/cafes until you find one that’s your favourite.
The things to avoid are dinner dates – they’re an absolute no-no. Both of you having your mouth full
isn’t romantic, plus you usually have to sit opposite her… that job interview thing again. Movies are
a similarly-retarded idea; both of you focusing on a movie and ignoring each other for 1.5-3 hours
doesn’t really progress things towards you both having sex, is it? Stick to a bar, or cafe, or a public
bench.
So why have a gameplan, why plan out what you’re going to do when you leave your apartment to go
out on the date? For one, having a gameplan makes you look more masculine & in control – girls
will trust you more and will happily follow your lead. “Oh this guy clearly has a plan in mind &
seems to know what he’s doing. I’ll just go along with what he wants.”

She definitely likes a man with a plan.
If you don’t have a gameplan, it gives off the impression of, “He doesn’t really know what he’s
doing, so why should I go along with what he says?” Without a gameplan, you put the control more
in her hands; you’re being more passive. If you invite her back to your place she’ll be less likely to do
it. When you have a gameplan, she’s more likely to say yes to coming back to yours (people are more
likely to follow the man with the plan, rather than the guy who’s clearly just making it up as he goes
along). Having a plan in mind makes you look more self-assured and confident – like you’re a man of
action.
And having no plan also means you’ll have no idea what’s going right or what’s going wrong. If
you have no plan, then each date will end up being different (almost random), with different variables
each time, so you’ll have no frame of reference and won’t know what is or isn’t working. Some dates
will go on for 5hrs, some 1hr, sometimes you’ll try to kiss her, other times you won’t. Sometimes
you’ll invite her back to your apartment, other times you won’t bother. How are you supposed to
improve with practice if you’re doing different things each time? You can’t build a habit or become
proficient if you’re constantly changing.
Speaking from experience, you’ll inevitably end up with far less lays if you’re going into dates
without much of a gameplan. The worst part is you won’t know why you’re getting less lays, because
you can’t point to any one thing you’re doing right or wrong, because it’s all changing from one date
to the next. You have no data to work with.
The beauty of sticking to a gameplan is as you go on more dates, you’ll see that sometimes you get
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laid, sometimes you don’t – even with the exact same gameplan. You’ll start to realise, “Oh shit.
It’s not really about what I do; getting laid really is just a bit of luck – some girls are into me, some
aren’t. I just need to keep doing the same thing and keep playing the numbres game, and eventually
I’ll get laid.”
You’ll also build up evidence the gameplan works for you, and any time you’re having a string of
bad luck, you’ll be able to remind yourself, “It’s ok. I’m just having some bad luck right now, but this
gameplan worked for me in the past. I just have to keep doing what I’m doing, stick to the gameplan,
and I’ll inevitably get laid again in the future.”

Having a plan also makes you take getting laid more seriously. Remember in part 1 I said one of
the most important aspects of getting laid is going all-in? You’ll try much harder to get laid when you
have a plan – it makes it feel more real.
Having a gameplan means you don’t have to think too hard or stress about what to do when
you’re out on the date. If I tell you exactly what to do, you can just go through the steps one by one,
and you won’t have to make it up on the fly. You can relax, knowing this gameplan will eventually
get you laid (because it’s worked for me and a tonne of my coaching clients) – you don’t have to
stress about, “Am I even doing the right thing? What if I’m wasting time, just spinning my wheels?”
A lot of guys go out on dates without much of a gameplan, hoping to “kinda just see what happens
lol”. The problem is, that’s exactly what every girl does when she meets up with you. So now you
have two people who are “kinda just seeing what happens lol”, with neither one of them taking the
lead. Despite all the bullshit Hollywood movies/TV/Netflix spits at you, chemistry alone isn’t enough
to make something happen. One person has to actually make something happen; one person has to
lean over and kiss the other person. Your lips aren’t magnets that get pulled together. One of you has
to actually pull the trigger.
If you’re thinking to yourself, “hopefully the girl makes a move then, haha” – go on 50 dates with 50
girls and let me know how that works out for you. Girls don’t make the first move – again, despite
the bullshit Hollywood tells sells you. It’s not a girl’s job to make the move; you’re the man, it’s
your job to kiss her or invite her back to your place.
The best example of this is a friend of a friend who claims he went on 60 dates… without getting laid
once. Why? By this guy’s own admission, he didn’t like making moves on girls and refused to do it,
instead hoping one of them would make a move on him. He wanted his Hollywood fairytale narrative
to come true, more than he wanted to actually stick his penis inside a girl.
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Be the man. Invite her back to your place.

1.4 – Stick to this Gameplan
There’s there’s a million other different gameplans you could use for your dates, and different experts
will give you different advice to what I’m suggesting. I myself have played around with a tonne of
different structures/types of dates – I’ve experimented with everything you could think of. But as I’ve
said over and over, the thing that matters the most is just playing the numbers game – going on as
many dates with as many girls as you possibly can.
As long as you look decent or better, & have a decent gameplan (one that involves getting her
somewhere alone), you’ll get laid eventually. I don’t want you to stress too much about which
gameplan to use & I definitely don’t advise continually changing things if you’re a newbie; just stick
with one gameplan and get good at it.
I thought long and hard about the best general gameplan to give you for dates, especially for guys
who don’t have a lot of experience. I’m happy with the one I’ve come up with here, because it’s
exactly what I used to do myself a few years ago, and it’s the exact one a tonne of my coaching
clients have been using to get laid on Tinder. I’m not saying this gameplan is the absolute best
gameplan of all time (I’m not that arrogant), but it will absolutely get you laid a tonne (as long as you
look good & go on a bunch of dates).
Later on, once you’re more confident and have gotten laid a bit, you can think about playing around
with different gameplans. You might even stumble upon something that works better than what I
currently do (the BDSM message templates). But for now, stick to the gameplan I’m giving you and
get really good at it. You have to learn to walk before you can run.
If you’re already more experienced (eg you’ve banged 10-15 girls from online dating), then play
around now and start experimenting. Later on in this article, I’ll dive into all the different things you
can experiment with to get more lays, get laid more efficiently, and have the type of dates you want
(because what you enjoy could be different to what I enjoy). (If you’re a newbie, don’t worry about
the advanced stuff – just stick to the simple gameplan for now.)

1.5 – Have Sex as Soon as Possible
I absolutely recommend you aim to have sex on first dates – even if you’re a newbie. Pushing for a
bit of dancing in the sheets early on makes it clear you’re a masculine guy who isn’t afraid to show
the world he has a working cock; being sexually-forward is a trait most girls are very into. It also
saves you a tonne of time; why on Earth would you wait til date 3 when you could be banging most
girls on the first date? You’re literally wasting hours/days of your life you could be focusing on selfimprovement, hanging with your friends, or banging even more girls.
Having sex early also establishes that you’re a guy who wants sex first, relationship second – the way
things should be. Sex is a very important part of a relationship, and if you make it clear it’s an
important priority for you, girls will know exactly what they’re signing up for. If you ever decide to
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get in a relationship with any of the girls you bang, she’ll already know sex is important to you,
because you’ve established that from the very beginning.
Moving towards sex as early as possible also gives her what she wants, and what she’s been
expecting from you. Remember what you sent her from the text message template? “I’m not looking
for anything super serious, but if you’re up for a drink, a flirt & to see what happens, drop me your
number.” If you don’t try to have sex with her, you’ll be letting her down. Not to mention, there’s
50 other guys on Tinder who will have sex with her if you’re not willing to.

I had some sexy sexual sex with her.
Sex is also much better when it’s passionate – read The Rational Male’s great article, Wait For It?.
Doodle-bopping on the first date is infinitely more exciting, wild, fun and awesome vs waiting until
date 3 to smash your naughty bits together. You trying to bang a girl on the first date is a huge turnon for her – if makes her feel wanted. The main element of female sexuality is being desired; you
ruin a lot of the magic if you wait til date 3 before actually making a move. I’ve lost count of the
number of girls who’ve told me they’ve been really hurt when a guy doesn’t invite them back to their
apartment; they feel insecure about it, worrying if maybe he secretly thinks she’s not all that
attractive. Be a nice guy and invite her back to your apartment on the first date – don’t break the poor
girl’s heart by being a pussy ?
Even if your goal is to find a great girlfriend, you still need to push to have sex as soon as possible.
Dating without sex is just a friendship. A huge part (maybe the most important part) of a
relationship is sexual compatibility. There’s no way to know if you’re sexually compatible until
you’ve actually, you know, enraged her moist cave – so get to boning ASAP and find out if she’s a
good match worth turning into a girlfriend.
Don’t hide your intentions or pretend you don’t want to have sex with girls you go on dates with –
make it clear sex is your first priority. Being upfront leads to far less drama, and you’ll naturally
screen in girls who appreciate honesty and will be honest with you. You’re on the date to fill her
cream donut (relationship stuff can come afterwards if the sex is good and you get along). You don’t
have to explicitly say, “I want to bang you” (though you can if you want), but don’t try and sneak
your way into her pants. Just invite her back to your apartment, kiss her and fool around, and show
her your big sausage.
Note, if you try to have sex on the first date (by inviting her back to your apartment) but she turns
you down, that’s totally fine. You’ve still made it really clear you’re a sexual, masculine guy who has
a pair of balls between his legs. Which means when you meet her for a second date, she’ll be much
more likely to say yes this time, because she already knows what you want and knows you’re a
masculine guy.
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1.6 – Logistics (Having Your Own Apartment)
If you want to get laid easily and often, you need your own apartment. If you can’t afford your own
place, you can share with a friend or roommates (though bear in mind, living on your own makes it
much easier to get laid). You just can’t live at home with your parents if you want to get laid & have
a good sex life.
I’ll be straight up: trying to get laid when you live with your family is playing on hard mode. It’s
something you need to fix as a top priority – you aren’t going to get laid a tonne if you don’t have
somewhere you can easily take girls. Find a buddy you can live with, share with a couple of strangers
if you have to – do whatever it takes to move out of home.
Yes, if you live at home you can still fool around in public, fuck in a car, or try to go back to her
place (assuming she has her own place). I’ve done all of these things plenty of times myself. But
you’re making it orders of magnitude harder on yourself, and you’re only going to get laid one-tenth
as often vs if you have a place you can bring girls back to. Not to mention having your own place is
awesome – you can be louder and girls will be able to “let go” and moan/scream their lungs out.
Good times.
Girls have a fear of judgement, and tend to be scared to let go if they’re worried your roommate
might hear them. They often even feel “slutty” just knowing your roommate knows you guys are
having sex, even if you keep it quiet. You’ll get more lays if you have your own place – girls will be
able to relax and come meet you without having to worry about your roommates. It’s one less thing to
have to think about, for both of you.
If you do share with a roommate, you’ll still get laid on Tinder – just organise with your roommate to
have the apartment to yourself for an hour or two. Have a conversation beforehand and tell your
roommate you’ll give him some money for a beer/coffee if he can leave the apartment while you get
your freak on.
You could also bang at her place, but that’s usually a big pain. It’s infinitely harder to bang girls
on the first (or second) date if you’re relying on her being ok with going back to hers. You’ll have to
basically invite yourself over to her place (which is always way harder than just saying, “Let’s go to
my place”). You’ll have to figure out her logistics – does she have a roommate? Is her roommate ok
with guys coming over? How far away is her place? Is she cool with you sleeping over or will you
have to catch an Uber home? etc.
The more variables you have under your control – the less unknowns there are – the easier it is
to get laid. That’s why I advocate having a solid gameplan and having a solid idea of how you want
the date to go.
If you do still live at home, I’ll go into a bit of detail below on how you can bang at her place. But
moving out of home is something you need to do ASAP. No matter what you have to do to make it
happen, do everything you can. Get a second job, move in with a couple of other guys so the rent is
cheaper; do whatever it takes. Living at home makes you feel like a child; you’re stifling your own
growth and arresting your development (god I love that TV show). It’s hard to feel like a man when
you’re living with mummy and daddy.
If you don’t have your own place, you should still try to get laid – give it 100% effort. Don’t use
the fact you live at home as an excuse to say, “Guess I can’t get laid on Tinder then. I’ll just wait
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until I move out of home.” No. Start right now – just keep in mind it’ll be much harder and you’ll
have to put in much more effort. I have a mate who lives at home and he’s still gotten laid quite a bit
(by going to girls’ houses) – it just takes him far more effort.

1.7 – Send a Confirmation Text the Morning of
The morning of the date, I always send a confirmation text to make sure she’s definitely still going to
meet up. This has massively cut down on the number of last-minute flakes I get; as in, I now only get
something like one-third of the flakes I used to get. Just send something short like, “Looking forward
to tonight” or “Tonight should be fun.”

1.8 – Before you Head Out
If you’re inexperienced, you might be a bit nervous when you head out – even experienced guys feel
nervous from time to time. Hell, every now and then I’ll have a date where I feel a bit nervous, for no
apparent reason. But with enough practice and enough experience, you learn to just accept the
nervousness & ignore it. Nervousness doesn’t completely go away; you just stop caring about it.
You just need to take a deep breath, tell yourself it’s fine to be nervous (“Of course I’m going to be
nervous when I don’t have a lot of experience”) and just focus on having fun. Your mission on the
date is to have a good time and enjoy yourself – this isn’t supposed to be some super-serious thing.
Dating and getting laid is meant to be fun.
For most guys, just telling themselves, “This is meant to be fun” is more than enough to squash those
nerves. You can also do what I used to do – distract yourself & keep busy in the lead-up to the
date. When you have a date coming up in the next couple of days, keep yourself busy. Hang out with
your friends, focus on your self-improvement, listen to a podcast – hell, even play a video game if it
distracts you from sitting around ruminating about your upcoming date. Early on, on days I had a
date, I used to spend the entire day cleaning my apartment for hours and hours; literally scrubbing
from floor to ceiling. As silly as that might seem, at least it gave me something to do, something to
focus on; it was a great distraction from the intense anxiety I felt about the upcoming date.
But if telling yourself “dates are meant to be fun” and trying to distract yourself doesn’t alleviate your
nervousness, and you’re still so insanely nervous you’re actually terrified & think you might have to
cancel or flake on the girl – don’t worry, I’ve got a solution for that. Just tell yourself you aren’t
even going to try to have sex tonight, and take all the pressure off yourself. As I mentioned in my
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guide on performance anxiety, if you let yourself off the hook and just meet up to just talk for a bit on
the first date, most of the nerves will go away.
This was the only way I was able to even meet girls early on, because I was so terrified and
constantly on the verge of cancelling dates out of terror/nerves. I’d tell myself, “Ok, all I have to do is
meet this girl and have a coffee for 30 minutes, then I get to immediately run home and hide under
the blankets.” If you’d told me I had to have sex with them on the date, there’s no way I would have
have the courage to even meet up with them.
But I only recommend doing this if you’re really nervous/inexperienced. In that case, I’m not
going to tell you off if you take a few dates in order to get your first lay. But most guys aren’t as
much of a trainwreck as I was, so don’t be lazy – push yourself and try your hardest to give her the
beef injection on the first date. Even if you’re nervous.
Bathmate: If it’ll make you feel a little less nervous and a little more badass, grab a Bathmate and
pump your dick up a bit before you head out. I used to do this myself before every single date,
because I was super nervous. The pump literally enlarges your dick, and the effect lasts a few hours –
enough time for a date.
Condoms: Before you head out, you also want to make sure you have condoms ready to go in your
apartment. Use my condom trick; have a bottle of lube ready, and put a drop inside the condom
(touching your dick) when you put it on your dick. The lube will increase sensitivity and pleasure on
your dick when you use condoms; it feels almost as good as not wearing a condom.
I also like to keep 1 or 2 condoms in my wallet at all times. Having them in your wallet changes your
mindset drastically; you’ll feel like a player (even if you’re faking it a bit at the start). You’ll start
thinking, “There’s a chance I could get laid, and I’ll be prepared”. It makes you take getting laid more
seriously, and you’ll try a lot harder. I always have 2 condoms in my wallet 24 hours a day.

Look at that big boy.
If you have any sex toys you plan on using (they’re not mandatory though), put them next to your
bed so you’ll remember to use them. This wand vibrator is the best toy I’ve ever had – girls fucking
love it.
You’ll also need to organise things with your roommate (if you have one). If your roommate(s) is
cool, set up a system where whenever one of you wants to have sex, the other one leaves the
apartment for a bit. It’s much easier to get humping when you’re not worried about your roommate
hearing you – you can be rougher, louder, make the girl scream. A year or so ago I shared with a
mate (I live on my own now), and we’d always leave the apartment if the other person wanted to get
laid. Whoever was having sex would give the other person $5, so they could go buy themselves a
beer or sit in a cafe working on their laptop for an hour or so. Discuss this with your roommate
beforehand.
Have a backup plan for if you don’t end up having sex – so if she says no to coming back with
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you, you won’t even care because you’ll have something fun you can go and do instead. This backup
plan could be anything that you find fun – hanging out with a mate, playing a video game, watching a
particular movie, jamming the clam with another one of your fuckbuddies.

Hell, I’ve often used sleep as my backup plan – I don’t get as much sleep as I’d like, so I’m genuinely
excited by the idea of an early night. The possibility of getting to go home early to sleep means I’m
much more forward on the date and move a lot faster, inviting her back to my apartment much
earlier, because I know if she says no I get to go home and sleep. Win-win either way.
You can take a Cialis/Viagra before you leave the house, if it’ll make you feel more confident/less
anxious. They definitely help a hell of a lot and take a lot of the stress out of sex when you’re
nervous/inexperienced. I talk more about my experiences with them, when to take them, the dosage
to take, what the effects are like, etc in my performance anxiety/erectile dysfunction article.

Pump that sausage.
You can also pump your dick up with a dick pump (I have this one) before you head out if you
want. It’s not mandatory at all, but for me early on, it gave me some much-needed confidence.
I always tell girls what I’m wearing, to make it easier for them to spot me when we meet.
Sometimes I even take a selfie to show them what I’m wearing (they’ll usually reciprocate).

1.9 – Look Your Best
You should already be improving your appearance every day based on all the advice in Part 1. But
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before you leave the house to go on your date, make sure you handle basic grooming:
Shower + cologne: Make yourself smell good.
Gum: Take some gum with you & chew on it so your breath doesn’t smell like Satan’s
asshole.
Hair: Brushed/styled, or covered with a cap/hat/beanie.
Grooming: Use a beard trimmer and make sure your facial hair is neat.
In-style Clothes: Clean and washed, not so old that they look faded, etc.
Height-increasing Inserts/Shoes if you’re short: 50% of girls will be wearing heels, so you
may as wear yours too. They add up to 3.5 inches to your height and they’re super cheap. And
if you’re worried about girls saying something when you take them off, read this.

Chapter 2 – The Dates

2.1 – 1st Dates
Your first date is a chance to get to know each other a bit over a drink/coffee/water, before you then
invite her back to your place. Your only goal on first dates is to steer things towards sex. Dates are
part of the foreplay – they’re not separate from sex. They’re part of sex; the lead-up to it.
Your goal should be to give her a knobbing on the first date – not the 5th date, not the 3rd date, but
the first date. Remember, we already told her via the template that we want to grab a drink, have
a flirt and see what happens. That literally means, “If we like each other, there’s a bloody good
chance we’ll bang tonight.” She’ll be disappointed if you don’t make a move on her after giving her
the expectation that you would.
If having sex on the first date is something you struggle with or have never done before, that’s cool –
I still want you to try to bang her on the first date. But as long as you move things forward towards
sex, that’s awesome. ie if you’re so terrified and nervous that all you can do is talk to her for an hour
and then give her a hug goodbye, then do that. Then on the second date, do something to move things
forward towards sex – hold her hand for a bit, or try and kiss her (notice I said try – trying to kiss her
and having her say no is still a massive step forward), invite her back to your apartment. Then on the
third date, have her meet you at your apartment, have some wine (or just drink water, doesn’t really
matter) and kiss her/fool around/play with her tits/take her into the bedroom.
Again, you should always aim to bang on the first date. But as long as you’re always moving
forwards and making progress with each girl, I’ll be proud of you.
I don’t want you to worry about “making her like you” or “winning her over” or “entertaining her” –
if she’s on a date with you, she already likes you to some extent. All you have to do is hang out
with her for an hour or two, then invite her back to your apartment.
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On dates, you’re the host. It’s up to you to take the lead, take her to the bar/cafe/etc you’re going to,
decide when to invite her back to yours, etc. You need to make the moves. Don’t sit there waiting
for things to happen, or waiting for “the right moment” to touch her or invite her back to yours. Just
push yourself to do it, even if it feels a little awkward.
I’ll go into more detail about what to do during the actual date below.

2.2 – Catfishes
Catfishing (when a girl is less attractive in person compared to her pics) does happen sometimes, but
it’s not something you should stress that much about. If you’ve planned to meet the girl not too far
from your apartment (as I recommend), you won’t lose all that much time – it’s not like you’ve
travelled a long way to see her. Catfishes also aren’t super common – occasionally some girls look a
tiny bit worse than their pics, but it’s rare a girl will be disgusting and unfuckable if she looked good
in her pics.
If you’re not sure how attractive a girl will be in person, ask for her Instagram before you meet up,
and then check out her pics.

After you’ve had a catfish or two, you’ll find it’s not even a big deal, and it doesn’t have to be super
awkward. If you’re a confident dude, just straight up tell her as soon as you see her, “Hey I’ll be
honest, you don’t look like your pics. It’s best if we don’t waste each other’s time, so I’m gonna head
home.” Then just immediately leave. You don’t have to wait for an answer from her – it’s not a
debate.
Or you can hangout for a little bit (eg 15 minutes), then politely tell her, “Hey, I’m not really feeling
the chemistry, so I’m gonna head home. I’d rather be upfront about it, but it was cool meeting you.”
If you’re a complete newbie, I recommend you just stay on the date anyway to get a bit of experience
– even if you just hangout with her for 30-60 minutes then leave. As I mentioned in You’re Not
Obligated to Have Sex with Someone, if you don’t have much dating experience you can benefit
massively from going on dates with girls and getting accustomed to the dating stuff, even if you don’t
end up laying pipe. Even bad dates are still a good learning experience – you’ll learn what doesn’t
work, what kind of girls you don’t want to go after, etc. All experience is good – experience builds
you into a man.
Just make sure you don’t stick around too long – an hour at the most. There’s no point wasting hours
and hours of your time with someone you aren’t attracted to.
In short: don’t overstress about catfishes. You can minimise the chances of meeting one by asking for
girls’ Instagrams, and if you do get a catfish, just leave the date early so you’re not wasting too much
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time.

2.3 – What to Talk About
It doesn’t matter too much what you talk about – literally any topic of conversation is cool. You don’t
need to memorise any specific lines, or “try to impress her” – she already likes you if she’s said yes
to a date with you. There were 10,000 other things she could have done – but she chose to spend her
time with you. So stop worrying about impressing her, and realise to some extent, you already have.
You also don’t need to spend hours and hours on the date doing nothing but talking – your goal is to
hangout for a bit and then invite her back to your place. The longer you talk, the more you’re
making it clear you’re quite happy to do nothing but just talk, and you aren’t expecting anything
more than that. You’re also removing a lot of the sexual energy & excitement; she met up with you
expecting you to make a move and try to fuck her, and instead you’re diffusing that excitement by
having long conversations.
Dates go better when you’re focused on jumping her bones and you’re making moves to make that
happen. You don’t need to have hours of riveting conversations – just talk for an hour then invite her
back to your place.
It also really doesn’t matter what you specifically talk about on the date (again, as long as you
don’t talk for hours and hours and hours). I’ve had dates where I talk about jobs, university, friends
and pop culture. I’ve had dates where I spend an hour talking about coffee. I’ve had dates where we
talk about astrophysics and the nature of existence and the meaning of life and whether this is all just
a simulation, or if there’s a God out there, and if there is, who made that God (and then who made
that God, and who made that God, ad infinitum).

I know
about simulation theory. I am deep.
I’ve had dates where I keep it super friendly, and dates where we talk nonstop about sex. Dates where
I flirt, and dates where the conversation is more platonic. Dates where I talk about her family, and
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dates where I ask how often she masturbates and how many vibrators she owns. Generally speaking,
the conversation doesn’t really matter too much. All you need to think about is having fun.
And I don’t mean making sure she has fun. That’s too much pressure, especially when you’re
nervous – it’s not your job to make sure she has fun, it’s not your job to be entertaining for her, or
make sure she’s enjoying herself, or make sure she’s smiling the entire time, or make sure she likes
the venue you’re at or the activity you’re doing. That’s way too much of a burden to place upon
yourself; you can’t really control how somebody else is feeling. The thing that is more important is:
are you having fun?
When you switch the focus to making sure you are having fun, you take away all that pressure to
perform. You can control how you yourself feel; you can focus on doing the things you know you’ll
like, talking about the conversation topics you know will interest you, going to a bar/cafe/park/etc
you already like. Take away all the pressure & suddenly you’ll find yourself less nervous and less
neurotic, and you won’t be stressing, thinking, “Fuck, I really hope she enjoys this date.”
And something great happens when you do this – because you’re having fun, she will reflect your
vibe and enjoy herself too. It’s much easier to enjoy yourself when the person you’re with is a bit
more relaxed and clearly enjoying themselves. So your main focus should be on yourself, and
making sure you have a good time. You’ve got to handle your own happiness first; “put on your
own oxygen mask before helping others.”
To reiterate, your main mission on dates is to have sex. You’re not going to be sitting around
talking for 5 hours, so it doesn’t matter too much what you talk about. Our goal with dates is to talk
for a bit, get to know each other then invite her back to your apartment. She’ll already be expecting
this, since our template mentions: “Let’s grab a drink, have a flirt and see what happens”. In girl
lingo, that’s the super polite way of saying, “I would like to smash your pasty“.

2.4 – “I’m Bad at Conversation!”
Despite any insecurities you might have about your lack of conversation skills, I promise you being
bad at conversations is not that big a deal. If you’re nervous around girls, or inexperienced, or haven’t
had much practice being social, then of course you’re not going to be brilliant at conversations. Do
you think anyone is good at anything when they first start? 99.9999999% of the time, the answer is
no.
People suck, at most things, most of the time. The problem is we place extra pressure on ourselves –
way more than we put on anybody else – because we’re acutely aware of our own flaws &
shortcomings. I’m just as guilty of this as anybody else (though, it’s something I’m getting better at
over the years.)
And that’s the point – we all get better at things over time. If you’re bad at conversation, or don’t
much experience with smalltalk, don’t you think that’s something you’ll naturally improve at the
more you do it? Why are you playing so much pressure on yourself to be good at it now? Is it really
that big a deal if you’re a bit awkward sometimes, or can’t think of anything to say, or get nervous
around girls and start to stutter?
Most of the time guys who say “I’m bad at conversations” are in their own head too much, putting
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pressure on themselves to be great conversationalists. The trick is to tell yourself it’s ok if you have
a few bad/awkward conversations, and remind yourself you’ll get better with practice.
I was fucking awful at the start – I was so nervous I felt like I was going to throw up. I’d get in my
own head, I’d stutter, my mind would go blank and I’d often shake visibly. A lot of my clients are in
a similar position when they first start seeing me, struggling to talk to girls. None of that matters –
even with all our initial nervousness & poor conversation skills, we all still got laid and we all got
more confident with time.
I understand that even with my reassurances, you’d still feel a lot better if I gave you a few ideas for
conversation starters, in case you really don’t know how to start a conversation. Ok, here you go:
Ask what she likes to do for fun (hobbies).
Ask more in-depth questions about those hobbies.
Tell her about your hobbies.
If she’s studying, ask what specific job she wants when she’s done.
Sit somewhere public and watch people walking past, and ask her what she thinks each person
does for a living. You can both have fun making up backstories for each person that walks past,
and make a game of it. Eg “I bet those 2 guys sitting over there are secret gay lovers, but
they’re both too shy to come out to their friends, so they have to meet under the cover of
darkness when nobody is around.” Or “I bet that 75 year old grandma is actually a drug
dealer/gangbanger who’s killed 5 people who dared to cross her.” Or “That couple holding
hands are actually aliens who’ve taken over human bodies in order to blend in while they study
us.” Have fun with it.
Ask her if she liked high school, or if she thought it was awful. Tell her about your school
experiences.
Ask what other countries she’s visited, and tell her about any you’ve visited.
Straight up tell her you’re a bit nervous and can’t think of much to say – “Hah, I’m actually
kinda nervous and I can’t think of much to say”. I guarantee you every girl will say, “Um, I’m
actually really nervous too. So don’t worry, it’s not just you.” Then she’ll try to find something
for you both to talk about. That’ll make you feel a lot better.
Tell her anything funny that’s happened to you in the last few days/weeks.
Ask her what her favourite movie is, and then ask follow-up questions like why she likes it so
much, when she first saw it, how it affected her, how many times she’s watched it since then,
etc.
Ask her what her least favourite movie is.
Don’t write this whole list down or feel like you have to memorise all of these. That’ll just make
you be in your own head too much. Just pick one, maybe two, of these, and you’ll find the
conversation will usually take care of itself once you both relax a little after the first 10 minutes of
talking.
You’ll make everything a lot easier on yourself if you just give yourself permission to suck and
accept the fact you may be a little bit nervous the first 5-10 dates you go on. Sometimes the
conversation might be a bit messy. That’s ok. I was awkward as hell for a long time too. Keep on
pushing, and you’ll improve over time.
And if the conversation runs dry & there’s an awkward silence sometimes, that’s ok too. You don’t
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have to fill in every silence. Sometimes it’s ok to be the quiet one, especially if you don’t have
anything to say right at that moment. Just take a deep breath, sit in the silence and be ok with it.
You’ll find when you relax, when you let go of the expectation to always have something to say, a
conversation topic will naturally pop into your head without you even trying. And if it doesn’t, that’s
totally okay too.
Yes, I am telling you it’s totally ok to just sit there in silence for 30 seconds. It’s totally ok to just sit
there in silence for 2 minutes. Just take a deep breath, stare off into the distance, or smile at her, or
focus on the other people in the bar/cafe. Eventually you or she will think of something to say. If she
is on a date with you, she already likes you – or she wouldn’t have come along. You don’t have to
do anything amazing to impress her; just enjoy her company and she’ll enjoy yours.
You don’t always have to have something to say. Being great at talking is as much about being ok
with the silences as it is about having something to fill them with.
Remember she’ll likely be feeling a little bit nervous too. Girls get in their own head as much as
guys do (usually a lot more). While you’re sitting there worrying about being perfect at
conversations, she’s worrying about the exact same thing. She’s not perfect, and I promise she
doesn’t expect you to be either.
If you’re really nervous, just mention it to her. “I’ll be real with you, I’m kinda a bit nervous.
Whoever invented smalltalk is an asshole, I’m really bad at it.” You’ll find she’ll say something like,
“Oh my god me too, I’m so bad at smalltalk!” Great, now you two have addressed the elephant in the
room (how nervous you are), diffused the tension, and you’re now bonding a bit over a mutual
struggle. Good job, you’re treating her like she’s on the same team as you.
At the end of the day, dates are supposed to be fun – for you (her too). Your mindset should be, “I’m
just having fun and she’s here with me, sharing in the fun.” Relax, enjoy yourself, entertain yourself,
and stop putting this pressure on yourself to be amazing at it. It’s just two people hanging out.

2.5 – Should I Talk About Sex?
Talk about sex if you want to – it definitely helps set a sexual tone to the date, and shows the girl
you’re not uptight or weird about “playing a game of Mr. Wobbly hides his helmet” (that means sex,
by the way). I talk about sex on probably half the dates I go on – it depends on what I feel like talking
about.
Talking about sex definitely makes it easier to bone, because you’ve already broached the topic of
sex and you’re showing her you’re confident and non-judgemental about hanky-panky (some people
are shy/prudish about it). You can even ask her what fantasies she has, if there’s anything she’s
always wanted to try in the bedroom – and then you can try that exact fantasy with her when you take
her back to your place.
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Yee-haw!
However, I’ll make this clear: If you absolutely don’t want to talk about the bedroom rodeo (sex),
you can still get laid without talking about it at all. I’ve lost count of the number of lays I’ve had
where I didn’t talk about sex and didn’t even touch her in public. It’s pretty easy to just have a casual
date where you make normal smalltalk, then invite her back to your apartment and bone. Talking
about bisecting the triangle helps, but it’s not absolutely mandatory. Again, this is one of those
things where I’ll tell you to do whatever you prefer. What’s more important is playing the
numbers game and just going on a lot of dates with a lot of girls.
If you want to talk about sex but you have no idea how to bring it up – just do what I did at the start
when I was nervous: Just force yourself to blurt it out, even if you think it might be weird, or the
wrong time, or inappropriate or whatever. I promise once you’ve had a decent amount of sex, sex is
no longer a big deal, and you’ll feel a lot more comfortable talking about it. Eventually you’ll get to a
point where it’s literally no different to talking about your hobbies or job or whatever – it’s just
another topic of conversation.
If you’re stuck, just force yourself to blurt out one of these:
“Have any funny or wild stories from your dating life in the past?”
“What’s your most disappointing sexual experience?”
“I wanna hear your ‘how I lost my virginity’ story.”
“Do you think people over 70 have sex with each other?”
“Ever fooled around with another girl, or thought about it?”
“Ever dated or banged any guys who were so shy they couldn’t even have sex with you?”
“I’m curious, I wanna hear your worst Tinder date story.”
“So do you have any cool sex toys?”
“Ever tried BDSM, or thought about it?”
“Got a favourite vibrator?”
“Ever been blindfolded?”
“What’s the most number of orgasms you’ve ever had in one day?”
“What’s the craziest thing you’ve ever seen in porn?”
It’s fine if you feel awkward blurting this stuff out. It’s fine if you’re not smooth when you say it.
You never have to be perfect, with anything – so just force yourself blurt it out, even if you feel a
little weird doing so.
And remember, you don’t have to talk about sex if you really don’t want to. It’s entirely up to you.
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2.6 – Touching/Making a Move in Public?
A lot of dating/pickup advice focuses a lot on making a move when you’re out in public – they
usually call it “kino” or “escalating”. Having experimented with all of this stuff over many many
years now, and combined with the experience of all of my mates & coaching clients who also get
laid, I’ve learned: You can get laid just as easily whether you touch/kiss her or don’t touch/kiss
her when you’re out in public.
Nobody in my circle who gets laid has noticed any major difference in how many girls we bang when
we touch/kiss girls in public, vs waiting until we’re alone in our apartment to make the move. If
anything, we all get laid more now that we just play it by ear – sometimes we touch girls in public if
we feel like it, and if we don’t feel like it, we don’t. Because we’re not in our own heads, stressing
about “having” to touch/kiss, we can relax more on the date, then casually invite her back to our
apartments & bang the night away.
So why do dating/pickup peeps advocate touching/kissing when you’re out in public on the date?
Because being able to touch/makeout with girls in public is pretty damn exciting when you’re a
newbie who’s never done it before. If you’ve always been timid around girls, it’s masculine and
thrilling as fuck to be able to just grab them and kiss them when you feel like it. And if you’ve never
done it before, the process of learning to get good at it will make you develop into a much more
confident & self-assured man.
That was the reason I started off touching/kissing girls when I was out on dates. I started off very
timid and shy around women – I was BAD at being physical. Even when I was in my apartment alone
with a girl I’d been hanging out with for hours, I’d still take forever to make a move. I’d be in my
own head, screaming at myself to just fucking kiss her, but I’d pussy out 100 times, feeling like such
a loser (and those negative thoughts in my head only made me even less likely to kiss her).
I never even hugged women when I met them; I was the guy who did that awkward handshake thing
whenever I met a woman. I hated the fact women scared me. Being able to touch girls was something
very important to me, and something I needed to get good at in order to be happy in myself.
So although it was hell at first, I pushed myself to get good at touching girls on dates. I started off
slow – forcing myself to hug them as soon as we met (that was hard – actually terrifying – for me).
Once I got good at that, I forced myself to hold their hands – that took me probably 2 months to get
decent at. Slow, but steady, progress.
Next I gave myself the goal of being able to put my hand on their legs when we were sitting in a bar,
or being able to stroke their hand/arm as we sat and talked. That took me another couple of months to
get decent at – again, it was fucking terrifying. Finally I faced the final boss: being able to kiss girls
when out in public.
I must have gone on 10… 20… 30 dates where I spent hours in my own head, screaming at myself,
“Kiss her, kiss her, fucking kiss her you pussy!” …but unable to do it. I’d spend hours on dates, just
walking around with them, or drinking beers, or talking to them, waiting for the “perfect moment” to
kiss. And even when those perfect moments came, I’d overthink it and pussy out, thinking, “Ok this
moment is perfect, but what if she turns her head away? What if my breath smells? What if she
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doesn’t want me to kiss her?”
The only thing that worked was telling the doubts in my head to shut the fuck up, and just forcing
myself to shut up and kiss her. Eventually I got decent at it by just doing it. If you’re struggling to
kiss a girl, sitting there waiting for the perfect moment, you need to realise there is no perfect
moment. There’s only right now, and right now may not be perfect, but fuck it – kiss her anyway.
Kiss her mid-sentence, it doesn’t matter. Kiss her when she’s not facing you – just turn her head
gently. Kiss her when it’s the most awkward moment possible – it doesn’t matter. Just fucking kiss
her.
I’m so glad I pushed myself to touch/kiss girls in public, because it taught me to not be such a pussy
around women. I felt a hell of a lot more masculine knowing I could touch any girl whenever I
wanted, no matter who was watching, without any fear or hesitation.
These days, I hug girls when I meet them and then hold their hand as I walk with them, but I don’t do
much more than that. I no longer kiss them in public – I save it for when we’re back at my apartment.
I’ve found I get laid just as often without kissing in public (as long as I make a move when we’re
back at my apartment, obviously). Lots of girls aren’t comfortable kissing me in public on the first
date, but happily kiss me once we’re back at my apartment. A couple of my mates who get laid on
Tinder a lot have gone the same way – they don’t kiss in public, instead waiting until they’re back at
their apartment.
So bottom line: You can absolutely get laid without public touching/kissing, but I would
recommend you get at least decent at it. Being able to do it whenever you want makes you feel a
lot more masculine, knowing it’s a skill you can pull out if you ever need to. Once you’re back at
your apartment you’ll have to kiss her anyway, so there’s no getting away from having to make a
move. May as well practice it when you’re out on dates.
Take some time to sit down and ask yourself: “Do I want to be able to touch girls/kiss girls in
public during dates? If I’m honest with myself, would I feel like a pussy if I never learned how to
touch girls in public on dates? Is having that skill something that’s important to me?” If it is, keep
reading this section. If it isn’t (and you’re totally cool with just making a move once you’re back at
your place/her place), then skip this section. Just bear in mind you’ll obviously have to make a move
and touch her once you’re back at your place. You can’t have sex without touching each other, and
despite all the bullshit movies/TV feeds you, girls in the real world rarely ever make the first
move.

Look at these cone-wearing dickheads. Oh wait, that’s me, back when I was
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starting out.
If you want to learn how to touch/kiss girls in public and you’re completely inexperienced, do
exactly what I did – tackle each stage of the process one section at a time. First focus only on hugging
girls when you first meet them – that’s your only mission. Just meet a girl, give her a hug at the start
of a date, and then give yourself a pat on the back for being able to do that. Good job.
Once you can hug most girls when you first meet them, force yourself to start holding hands. Give
girls a hug, then literally just grab their hand and start walking to the bar/cafe. If you’re too nervous
to just reach out and grab her hand, you can make it easier by saying, “Give me your hand” and
holding your hand out to her. She’ll reach her hand out to you – easy.
Once you can hold hands with girls, start forcing yourself to kiss them once you’ve been on the date
for 30-60 minutes. Don’t wait for “the perfect moment” (it doesn’t exist), don’t worry about how to
give her “the perfect kiss” (it doesn’t exist). Just lean forward and kiss her without thinking about
it.
If you’ve never been hands-on with girls in public and are a tad nervous, you may have to force
yourself to do this. You might have to give yourself a little pep-talk before you leave the apartment –
talk yourself through exactly what you’re going to do. “I’m going to grab her hand and hold it as
soon as we meet.” Even if it’s hard, even if you’re terrified at first, I promise it gets easier the more
you practice it. You’ll suck at the start, but you’ll get better over time – just like everything in life.

Here’s some advice I posted on the Good Looking Loser forums a few years ago. The advice has held
up pretty well even to this day:
“I can still remember my first few dates after finding Good Looking Loser. I REALLY REALLY
REALLY struggled with touching girls, and kissing them. Man, I can remember feeling like a
superhero because I touched a girl on the shoulder 1 time during the date. That was HUGE for me. It
used to take me like 3 dates to even work up the courage to kiss her. So I totally get the “this is
weird” feeling.
The only way to overcome it is: Just throw yourself into it. I know it feels weird as hell. Just put your
hand out, grab hers, and hold it. I know it’ll feel “forced”, and awkward, and there’s a small chance
she’ll take her hand away (95% of the time they’ll let you hold their hand though). It’ll feel awkward,
you’ll feel like a fucking autistic creep. But you have to do it.
The only way it will start feeling natural is if you FORCE yourself to do it enough times. Experience
is the only thing that makes it feel normal. There’s no “mindset” you need to adopt, no magic thing I
can tell you, no quick fix. You just have to take the action BEFORE YOU FEEL READY.
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As for how long I hold it, yeah I hold their frickin hands as much as I can, same with touching their
back, stroking their arm, hugging them, putting my arm around them, touching their legs, etc. I do it
the entire night, and as soon as she stops holding my hand, I wait 10 seconds and then grab it again
lol. So I’m holding her hand the entire date.
What you’ll find is most girls take a REALLY long time to get comfortable enough to initiate the
touch themselves. What I mean is, for the first few dates, you will be initiating the handholding/touching EVERY SINGLE TIME. The girl will never reach out to hold your hand (even after
you’ve been holding hands all night). Most girls won’t hug you unless you hug first. None of them
will kiss you first. It is 100% up to you to do the touching, 99.9999% of the time.
So again, to reiterate: FORCE yourself to touch girls/hold hands BEFORE YOU FEEL READY.
Don’t wait until “the perfect moment”. Do it way, way, way, way, way, way, way before the perfect
moment.”
————
Again – you don’t have to touch/kiss girls in public on the date in order to get laid. But I do think
it’s a very important skill to learn; one that will have immeasurable impact on your confidence levels.
And an obvious disclaimer – if she seems uncomfortable with your touch or asks you to stop, just
back off for a bit. You can be real with her and say, “You don’t want me to touch you?” Most girls
will say, “I’m just a bit shy” or “We’re out in public” or “Maybe it’s too soon”. No big deal – just tell
her it’s cool and then save the touching for when you’re back at your place.

2.7 – Dating is Supposed to be Fun (Put Your Own Happiness
First)
On dates, the best thing you can do is aim to entertain yourself and make sure you are having fun. Go
to whichever bar/cafe you want to go to, talk about whatever you want to talk about, do whatever
you want to do. Girls love a guy who takes the lead, and if they can see you’re having fun, they’ll
mirror it and have fun too.
When you’re out on a date, even if you’re taking getting laid seriously, let yourself smile and have
fun – this is supposed to be fun.
I know guys take getting laid very seriously (I certainly did at the start). Sometimes it can even feel
like life and death. You’ve put everything on the line, you’ve tied your self-esteem to whether or not
you can get laid, and this may be the first time (or one of the first times) you’ve embarked on such a
massive project to fundamentally overhaul your life and become a different person.
Just take a deep breath – I promise you’ll reach your goals eventually. In the meantime, enjoy each
date, give yourself permission to have fun, and don’t take yourself too seriously.
Life is too important to be taken seriously.
Oscar Wilde
If you’re a bit of a larrikin (Australian slang for a joker/someone who’s silly) like I am, feel free to
ramp up the silliness and really have fun on dates:
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Offer to give her a piggyback, and don’t take no for an answer.
Take her “highfiving” – walk around giving highfives to random strangers. Get her to do a
couple too. Every girl I’ve done this with has said it’s one of the most thrilling things they’ve
ever done (most girls are too shy to do something like this on their own without you pushing
them).
When walking past any mirror/window/reflection, say “Oh wow, that is the coolest thing I’ve
ever seen!” She’ll ask what you’re pointing at, and you say, “Oh, it’s just my reflection.”
When she first hugs you when you meet, push her away and say, “You’re going to give me girl
germs”.
Do my Batman joke (telling girls you’re Batman.)
Before the date, tell her she has to dress in the ugliest clothes she owns, and that you’ll do the
same.
Tell her to bring a goofy hat or something and that you’ll do the same. Here’s an example:

Yes, I have a necklace with a gun on it, and yes, it’s ok to be jealous. And
yes, I look like a weird pickup artist here.
You don’t have to do any of this silly stuff; it’s not even remotely mandatory. But if you’re the kind
of guy who gets in his own head too much, being completely silly can take away a lot of the
nervousness and allow you to just relax and enjoy yourself. If you do try any of these ideas, your goal
should be to entertain yourself and make yourself laugh. Sure, she’ll love it too, but for newbies
especially, don’t focus on being her entertainer. I don’t want you to think you have to please girls in
order for them to have sex with you. Entertain yourself, and she’ll have fun too.
Just don’t spend hours and hours and hours being silly – remember your mission is to have sex.
After 1-2hrs of hanging out and being a goofball, invite her back to your apartment with a casual,
“Hey, let’s go back to my place and hangout some more.”

2.8 – “I Want You.”
Your mission on dates is to always be moving things towards sex. The best way I’ve found to do
that is to allow yourself to really want the girl you’re on a date with. Think about her sexually,
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imagine taking her back to your place and boning the hell out of her, imagine all the dirty things you
want to do with her. Let your imagination run wild, you dirty perv.
I’ve come up with a cheat code to kick things off: Just repeat in your head over and over as you
hangout with her, “I want you, I want you, I want you.” The more you can keep this thought in your
mind, the easier it is to progress towards boning her; you’ll be a horny bastard who’s super eager to
take her back home. You’ll exude sexual energy, and she’ll be able to smell it from a mile away –
there’s nothing more masculine than a man who wants the woman he’s with. And there’s nothing that
turns women on more than being fucking wanted.
You’ll naturally start looking at her like you want her; like you have to have her. You’ll start talking
to her like you want her. Your eyes will linger on her tits a little longer than normal… You’ll find
yourself wanting to touch her (and if you’re confident enough – push yourself to do it).
The more you make yourself want her, the less you’ll be stuck in long, boring conversations about the
weather or her favourite colour or her favourite type of rice (mine is long grain brown rice). The more
you want her, the more you’ll want to hurry up and invite her back to your place (and the quicker
you’ll do it). Not to mention the more you want her, the harder you’ll try to have sex with her; you’ll
truly go all-in.
I’m not saying you should be a complete horny mess who creams his pants in public, or be drooling
everywhere and making a mess of your shirt, or start groping her ass & touching your dick as soon as
you see her. But you need to start generating that sexual desire (by repeating to yourself in your head,
“I want you, I want you, I fucking want you” as you look at her). And then don’t be afraid to let
some of that sexual energy out.

I definitely wanted her.
If you can, channel that desire into actual touch – hold her hand, rub her thighs, stroke her arm, kiss
her if you want to. Again, you don’t have to touch girls in public, but if you’ve made yourself want
her, it’s a hell of a lot of fun. The sexual energy you’ve generated with the “I want you” mantra feels
fucking amazing.
If you’re too nervous to touch her, that’s totally ok – just repeating the mantra in your head will be
more than enough to push you to invite her back to your apartment. The mantra will make you
incredibly excited to take her home and bone her.
You’ll only ever get laid a tonne if you go all-in and do whatever it takes to get laid. For the longest
time, I went on tonnes of dates and barely got laid – I’m talking 4 out of 5 dates didn’t result in sex. I
was playing it safe, having really long dates (5hrs or more) where I never made a move or invited
them back to my place. Truth was I was just happy having girls be nice to me; I don’t think I actually
wanted to get laid. And guess what – I didn’t get laid much.
When I shifted my goal to actually trying to get laid, how I behaved on dates changed immensely. I
started letting myself think, “I want you” with every girl I was on a date with. All of a sudden I found
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myself doing everything I could to take them home – I tried a hell of a lot harder, put in way more
effort, and started getting laid a tonne.
“I want you” really works – if you then follow through and invite every girl back to your place.

2.9 – Inviting her Back to Your Apartment
After you’ve hungout and talked/had fun for an hour (2 hours if you’re really nervous), invite her
back to your place with:
“We should get out of here. Let’s go to my place and we’ll hangout some more.”
I don’t recommend taking longer than 2hrs at the most to invite her back, because longer dates don’t
make you any more likely to bang her – you’re just wasting your own time. Not to mention you’re
showing her you’re not all that serious about having sex; you’re making it look like you’re happy just
hanging out and talking.
If you’re nervous, you can also suggest grabbing a bottle of wine to take back to your place. Half a
glass of wine will make you both relax a bit more. Just get a cheap bottle of red wine – literally the
cheapest you can find. I pay $4 AUD (that’s $2.5 USD) for the cheapest bottle of Shiraz because
that’s what I like. Get literally any type of wine you like, whatever is cheapest – it’s all just fermented
grapes.
If you struggle to invite her back to your apartment after an hour or two, do what I used to do: set an
alarm to go off after 1-2hrs. When the alarm goes off, you have to act like a Pavlovian dog & just
blurt out, “We should get out of here. Let’s go to my place and we’ll hangout some more.” Don’t
think about it, just blurt it out.
Don’t stress too much about being perfect at inviting girls back to your place. Your job isn’t to be
smooth; it’s just to invite her to your apartment. It doesn’t really matter if it’s clumsy, or weird, or
embarrassing, or you do a horrible job. Just ask. Even if you mumble the words like a clumsy idiot
and she says no and you feel like an idiot, CONGRATULATIONS! You have more balls than 99%
of guys out there. You’re a fucking legend, regardless of her answer.
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If you’re still really struggling to invite girls back to your place after an hour or two, and the alarm
trick hasn’t helped, then let’s make it into a fun game: your mission is to invite the next girl back to
your place quicker than you did with the previous girl.
So if you took 4 hours to invite the last girl back, with the next girl aim to do it in 3.5 hours. Then the
next girl, aim to do it in 3hrs. Keep challenging yourself, aiming to beat your previous record each
time.
This is exactly how I got better at inviting girls back; I kept trying to beat my old record. Eventually I
got it down to a point where I consistently invited them back after 30 minutes, and these days I do it
within 15 minutes (my Tinder template is more sexual/forward than the one we’re using in this guide,
though).
Some girls will ask why you want to go back to your place – just be honest with them. “Because
I’m into you, and I want to make out with you, silly.” Don’t make up some lame excuse/lie; just keep
it real. She’s on your team, remember – you already started out very honest with her (with the
template we used in Part 3). You’re a red-blooded male, she’s a cute girl, so of course you want to
bang her. Men are supposed to want to fuck women.
Lying about your intentions makes it worse. Girls aren’t stupid – they know when you’re trying to
deceive them. They’re just too agreeable/nice to call you out on it, so if you lie to her and pretend you
don’t want to nail her, now she’s in a horrible position where she either has to try and keep resisting
your advances, or just pray you’re a decent dude who isn’t going to pressure her. But since you’ve
literally just lied to her face, she already can’t trust you. Do you really want to bang girls under
those circumstances, knowing you pressured her to come to yours, wondering if she actually wants
your dick or is just too shy/nervous to say no? Sounds like a surefire way to set yourself up for a
bunch of drama.
If instead you’re just 100% honest and tell her, “You’re attractive, of course I want to get busy with
you”, you’ve just shown her you respect her enough to not lie to her. Boom, now she trusts you and
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she won’t play games with you. She knows if she comes back to your apartment you’ll both probably
have sex, which means you’ll both be on the same page – there’s no struggle/fighting/manipulating
one another.
In my early days I lied to and manipulated a bunch of girls, and always dodged the question of, “Why
are we going back to yours?”. The only reason I did that was because I was too scared to be
honest. I ended up with much much drama, not to mention I had less lays and a hell of a lot of “last
minute resistance”(when you’re about to have sex but she pushes your hand away or says she wants
to go slower).
Ever since I started just being honest with girls and empathising with their worries/concerns, I
literally do not encounter “last minute resistance” any more. (Note, it helps that I tell them on
Tinder/Hinge I want to meet for BDSM sex, so they already know we’re having sex). I can’t even
remember the last time a girl pushed my hand away when making out.
If she’s still hesitant about coming back to yours, but it seems like she wants to say yes, it’s because
she’s just a bit nervous or scared. So be on her team, empathise with her and just be real. “I get
why you’re hesitant – you’re worried we’ll move too fast or something, or that I’ll pressure you.
That’s the last thing I want to do – it’s only fun for me if it’s also fun for you. How about we hang out
at my place [or her place], and if at any point you feel like things are moving too fast, you just have
to tell me and we’ll slow down. Deal?”
I even have fun with this conversation and make things less serious by saying, “How about we even
come up with a code word that either of us can say if we want to slow down or take a break?
‘Cucumber’ or ‘Rainbow’ or something.” And then stick out your little pinky finger and tell her
you’ll pinky-promise to slow down if she feels like it’s moving too fast.
99% of the time just telling a girl you understand she’s nervous/scared and that you’re on her team is
all she needs to hear, in order to be comfortable coming back to yours. I’ve lost count of the number
of girls I have this conversation with, and then we end up fucking each other 30 minutes later. You
don’t need any stupid manipulation tactics, you don’t need to skirt around the subject and pretend
you’re “just hanging out & don’t plan on having sex” or anything like that. Just be honest.

2.10 – If She Says No
If you invite her back to your place and she says no, that’s totally ok. You didn’t do anything wrong.
Don’t overthink this – she just didn’t want to bang tonight, but she likely will on the next date. Just
politely say, “No worries, that’s cool. I’ve gotta get some errands and stuff done anyway, so I’ll walk
you back to the train station/your car/etc. Tonight was a lot of fun.”
I want to make it really clear you’re not rejecting her or punishing her or being butthurt; you need to
make it clear to her you want to see her for a second date. If she asks why you’re ending the date, just
be honest – “I’d like to go back to mine and chill with you, but if you’re not down for that tonight,
that’s completely cool. We can do it another time. It actually works out for me, since I have stuff to do
anyway.“
The reason I advise ending the date when she says no is she’s just made it clear she doesn’t want to
bang you tonight, and hanging out further usually doesn’t result in her banging you that night – it’s a
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waste of time. By ending the date, you’re simply being efficient with your time; if you continue to
hang out with her for another hour or so, it isn’t going to make her more likely to bang you. You’re
really just wasting your own time (and hers).
Not to mention, if you end the date shortly after she says no, you’re making it really clear you’re on
the date to have sex. She’ll know what you’re all about, and she won’t get the wrong impression that
you want to just spend hours and hours and hours talking and being friends. Making it clear to girls
that you want sex results in you getting a lot more sex.
Remember a “no” is a good thing. It means you get to end the date (in a nice, friendly, polite manner
where you make it clear you’re not annoyed or anything; you just want to end the date if it’s not
going to end in sex that night). The worst thing is when you prolong a date for hours and hours and
hours, and still don’t take her back to your place. So by asking within an hour or two if she wants to
come to your place, you’re saving yourself hours of tension/nervousness, and you’re saving yourself
from being disappointed if you spend an entire night with a girl and don’t get laid.
I’m speaking from experience – in my early days I had so many 5-hour dates where I didn’t invite
girls back to my place, because I was too nervous to make the move. That was 5 hours of horrible
anxiety, wishing I had the courage to just bloody ask her to come to my place, hating myself for being
a pussy, trying desperately to keep the conversation going (it’s fucking hard keeping a conversation
going for hours and hours – it will inevitably become stale).

Good thing I invited her back to my apartment.
At least her saying no saves you from all that wasted time and heartache.
Her saying no isn’t a bad thing – because when she sees you for a second date, she’s much more
likely to sleep with you; she already knows you want her to come back to yours, so if she’s meeting
you for a second date, she expects you to invite her back again.
A lot of the time girls have a rule in their head: “I’m not allowed to sleep with guys on the first date.”
So even if you have the most amazing first date of all time, and she really likes you and wants to fuck
your brains out – she’ll tell herself “I’m not allowed to sleep with him tonight.” No matter what you
do, no matter how much you try, sometimes you just can’t bang a girl on the first date if she has this
rule in her head.
A lot of girls know they can be emotional and get caught up in excitement and just “go with the flow”
– especially when it comes to romance/sex. So they cling firmly to this rule. “Even if I feel myself
really wanting to sleep with a guy, I won’t know if I’m being logical or just getting caught up in the
excitement of the night. I can’t trust myself to be rational in the heat of the moment. So I should
never fuck on the first date; I just need to give myself a chance to make sure I really want to make
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this decision.”
Often she’ll go home after your first date, think about how nice it was and how much fun she had,
and think, “Yeah, next time I see him I’m definitely happy to go back to his place and see what
happens.” You’ll meet for the second date, hang out for 30 minutes and invite her back to yours, and
this time she’ll give you an excited “Yes!”. You’ll think to yourself, “Oh wow that’s weird – we only
hung out for another 30 minutes and all of a sudden she’s comfortable enough to come over to mine?
Especially when she was so resistant to the idea last time.” It’s literally just because she gave herself
some time away from you to think about it and make sure she was making a “rational” decision – she
just needed to give herself permission to bang you on the second date.
All you can really do is look your best, have a decent time on the date and then invite her back to
yours – the rest is up to her. She either wants to come to your place, or she doesn’t; if she doesn’t, no
hard feelings. You’ll just end the date and try again on the next date. Don’t get annoyed, don’t be
disappointed; this is why I’m saying keep all dates to 1-2hrs MAX, so you’re not disappointed that
you wasted a night and got really invested in her and started to like her, only for her to say no. You
won’t be nearly as disappointed if it was only 1 or 2hrs together, especially when you know you can
just try again on the next date with her.

2.11 – Going to Her Place Instead
Having your own place (or a place you share with roommates) will always get you more lays vs
living with your parents/family. It’s fucking hard to get laid when you live at home. So I’ll always
advise you to move out of home ASAP – make that your number 1 mission.
I understand that not everybody can move out of home immediately right this second – it might take
you a few months to find a place, organise your savings, etc. In the meantime, you can bang girls at
their place – just bear in mind it’s a hell of a lot harder and you’ll get laid much less overall.
Banging a girl at her place requires you to be even more upfront about things – it’s usually way easier
to just outright ask her before you meet up, “Do you have your own place?” Then meet her
somewhere near her place. Or you can say on the date, “Hey I’m really having fun with you. My
place isn’t free, but wanna go back to yours?” If she asks why, you know what to do – be honest.
“Because I want to make out & fool around with you, silly – and that’s pretty hard to do in public.”
(Remember, she’s already somewhat on board with the idea of sex with you, because we were
upfront with the text message template).
If you’re trying to banging at their place, still aim to bang on the first date. Just bear in mind not
every girl will be comfortable with you coming over to their place straight away – some might
require 2 dates. Most girls are more comfortable going to a guy’s place, rather than taking him back
to hers. So you might find a lot of girls politely turn you down on the first date, but then say yes on
the second date.
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2.12 – If You’re Nervous…
If you’re still nervous about all of this dating/sex stuff, that’s totally ok. It’s totally normal. I don’t
expect you to be full of confidence, or to be Mr Smooth – especially if you’re inexperienced or
haven’t dated in a while. I’ll make this clear: you do not need to be confident or smooth to get laid
on Tinder. You just have to try to get laid.
And if you fail, you can just try again on the next date. You can try again with the next girl. You
have unlimited retries. The beauty of hitting on a tonne of girls is it doesn’t matter how many times
you fail; you will eventually succeed if you just never ever give up.
And look, I get it. You feel like there’s a lot on the line. But remember at the end of the day, you’re
trying to get laid because it’s fun, and it feels nice putting your banana in her fruit salad. I know
when you’re on the date you can sometimes get inside your own head, stressing about what to say,
what to do, and how to get her back into your bed. Just relax a little, give yourself permission not to
be great at this. Give yourself permission to make plenty of mistakes – lord knows I certainly have
my fair share of cringe-worthy fuckups.

The biggest boobs I’ve ever played with. Helps that she was pregnant.
As I talked about in my Performance Anxiety article, the best thing you can do if you’re nervous is
give yourself permission not to have sex – let yourself off the hook. On top of that, I’ve got 12
other methods for dealing with your nerves. Seriously, go read the article – it’ll make you feel a lot
better, I promise.
You should also remember you’re on the same team with girls you date. If you’re nervous, just be
honest and tell her you’re nervous. After all, don’t you always feel better when you tell people about
your worries/fears? Often just admitting you’re feeling a bit nervous lets you relax and just enjoy the
night with her. A problem shared is a problem halved.
Girls aren’t weird aliens you have to hide your vulnerabilities from, or “put on a brave face” for or
some nonsense. You don’t have to be “alpha”. Just be real, tell her, “Hey I’ll be honest, I’m actually
kinda nervous haha” and you’ll hear exactly this sentence from her: “I’m actually nervous too.”
Every single girl you open up to about being nervous will tell you she’s also nervous. If you don’t
have a lot of experience, then being nervous on a date is normal – it’d be fucking weird if you
weren’t. Just keep pushing, and realise your nerves will go away as you gain more experience.
If you’re a newbie, you really do just have to give yourself permission to suck for a while. I was so
incredibly nervous for my first 20 or so dates, but the more girls I met, the less afraid I became.
Eventually I became pretty comfortable being out on a date with a girl & having sex, and you’ll get
there too. I promise.
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One thing you can do is reframe things and instead focus on how excited you are to meet her (after
all, you are excited, right?) Shoot her a text the morning of the date, “I’m really looking forward to
meeting you.” She’ll respond saying she’s excited to meet you too, which will likely make you feel
better.
If you’re still nervous after that, text her with, “Bit nervous about tonight if I’m honest – you’re cute
as fuck.” I used to text this to girls when I was really nervous. You’ll find girls are really sweet and
will be really reassuring to you. Every single time, I’d get a really nice reply like, “I’m a bit nervous
too, it’s ok.” Tell her, “Don’t worry, we’ll be nervous together.” Just knowing you’re not alone, and
someone else is going through the same nerves, makes you feel a lot better.
Keep busy in the hours leading up to the date so you’re not sitting around thinking about it too
much. And when you’re on the date, remind yourself it’s ok if you’re awkward, nervous, scared or
timid. It’s all good.

2.13 – 2nd Dates (If You Didn’t Bang on the First Date)
(If you already banged on the first date, skip this section).
So you didn’t bang on the first date? It’s all good, don’t stress.
If you didn’t invite her back to your place on the first date, then that’s something you absolutely need
to change this time. Meet her for another drink/coffee, hangout for just 30-60 minutes this time, then
force yourself to invite her back to your place with the same line as above.
“We should get out of here. Let’s go to my place and we’ll hangout some more.”
If you did invite her back to your place on the first date, but she said no – that’s fine too. Just meet for
another coffee/drink, hangout for 30-60 minutes, then invite her back to yours again. (Most girls will
say yes the second time). But if she says no again, follow the same steps as the first date. Be polite,
“All good, I’ll grab an early night then. I’ll walk you back to your car/train station. I had a lot of fun.”
Then just see her for a third date.

2.14 – 3rd Dates (If You Didn’t Bang on the First Date)
(If you already banged on the first or second date, skip this section).
For this date, invite her straight over to your apartment (or tell her, “We’ll meet at [public place] and
then go back to mine.” It doesn’t matter too much how you phrase it, so just pick any of these:
“Hey tonight come over to my place and we’ll cook dinner together.”
Tonight let’s meet at [pick a public place], we’ll go for a walk and grab a bottle of wine, take it
back to my place and hangout.”
“Come round to my place tonight and we’ll play Mario Kart.”
“Let’s play board games at my place tonight.”
She’ll most likely say yes – though some girls will ask if you can hang out in public for a bit first.
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That just means they’re a bit nervous, so just hang out with them for 30 minutes or so, then take them
back to your apartment.
If she says no again this time, you’re going to have to address the elephant in the room. There’s
obviously a reason she doesn’t want to go to your place, so talk to her about it. It’s best to do this
before you meet up with her – via text (or a phone call if you prefer). “Look, I’m really attracted to
you and it’s not all that much fun pretending I don’t want something I really want. You don’t seem to
want to move things forward and come back to my place, are you not feeling the chemistry or
something? No hard feelings if so.”
A lot of the time the fact you’ve extended this olive branch to her is enough to get her to open up and
tell you what’s going on. If she says she’s just nervous or hesitant, just be understanding – “We’ll
hang at mine and go slow, and if at any point you feel it’s moving too fast, just say, “Can we slow
down?” and we’ll slow it down. We’ll go at a pace we’re both cool with – it’s only fun if you’re
having fun”. 9 times out of 10 this is enough to make her feel better and she’ll end up coming over.
Sometimes she’ll tell you, “I’m just not in a good place to date” or “I’m not sure if I can have sex
right now.” Other times she won’t really give you much to work with, eg “I just don’t want to go to
your place”. In any of these cases, you didn’t do anything wrong – she just wasn’t all that keen to
have sex for whatever reason. Be friendly but firm, something like, “I completely understand. Sex is
definitely an important part of a relationship for me, so let’s end things here. It was really nice
meeting you.”
Then go talk to more girls and keep pushing yourself to get laid.
Get the condensed version of this entire Tinder series as a pretty PDF you can read on your
computer or phone any time you want:

Chapter 3 – The Sex

3.1 – Once You’re Back at Your/Her Apartment
At this point you don’t really have to do too much. You already told her via the text message
template you wanted to grab a drink and flirt and see what happens; that’s code for, “If we like each
other, we’ll bang.” Then she gave you her number, so she’s obviously a little into you. Then she met
up with you, and then agreed to come to your apartment. I don’t think she can make it any more
clear: she likes you. The two of you are now alone in your apartment, so she’s obviously entertaining
the idea of banging you. Whilst sex isn’t 100% guaranteed, let’s say at this point it’s 95% guaranteed.
The last thing you should do is get caught up in long conversations at your place. Okay, if you’re
ultra nervous, you can drink a bit of wine/beer for 15 minutes and talk a tiny bit. But she literally
agreed to come to your fucking apartment alone with you; she wants to suck on your sausage. Girls
do not go to a guy’s apartment alone, unless they are at least considering the idea of having sex
with him. Don’t cock-block yourself by talking for another hour and drying her pussy up like the
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Sahara Desert. She came to your apartment, so she’s waiting for you to suck on her titties and finger
her minge.
If you’re confident, grab her and pull her to you as soon as you walk in the door, and kiss her
passionately. Girls love being so wanted & desired you can’t keep your hands off her. Or if you’re
more nervous, talk for 15 minutes, sitting on your couch or bed, then kiss her.
Yep, that’s all there is to it. Just lean over and kiss her.
It doesn’t have to be smooth, it’s ok if it’s awkward, it’s even ok if you accidentally bump her
forehead with your forehead. Tell yourself, ?No matter what, I have to kiss her right now.? Force
yourself to do it, even if it?s awkward. Don?t wait for the right moment (there is no right moment);
just shut up and kiss her right now in this imperfect moment.
If you want a boost, keep repeating to yourself the mantra from before: “I want you, I want you, I
want you” while you look at her. Especially when you’re both sitting there alone; just repeating this
to yourself is usually more than enough to get you horny enough you’re compelled to grab her and
kiss her.
If you’re so damn nervous you’re not even sure if you can make yourself kiss her, just do what my
buddy does: Say to her, ?Do you want me to kiss you?? He still does this to this very day, and it
completely disarms the tension – almost every girl will say yes (the rest will look down shyly, which
is a “yes”).
If you’re even too nervous to do that, just be honest with her. She’s on your team, remember – so
tell her what’s up. “This is going to sound stupid but I really wanna kiss you, I’m just nervous as
hell.” What you’ll find is she’ll usually something really sweet to reassure you, or she’ll say, “I’m
nervous too” or even “You can kiss me…”
She already likes you, and girls are pretty fucking nice – she’ll usually do her best to help you. Most
of the time just telling a girl you’re nervous makes a lot of the nervousness go away, because you’ve
dissipated the tension. Then you’ll find yourself just leaning over and kissing her.
After you’ve made out for a bit, you can have fun picking her up and carrying her into the bedroom.
Girls fucking love this; they always giggle and gush over it. Either pick her up in your arms (easiest),
or if you’re stronger, throw her over your shoulder (squat down first to make it easier for yourself).
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Just don’t smash her head
on the door frame when you carry her.
Every now and then, you’ll meet a girl who wants to slow down at this point. Either she’ll outright
say, “Can we go slower?” or “Wait…” – sometimes she’ll even push you away. Just be honest and be
on her team. “You feel like we’re rushing a bit?”
She’ll agree.
“I get it. I don’t want to pressure you, but I’m really into you though. How about we keep kissing and
see how we both feel, and if at any point you want to slow things down, just say, ‘Can we slow
down?’ and we’ll slow down. Deal?”
99.99999999999999% of girls will be cool with this – she’s just nervous/uncertain, and wants to
know that you’ll respect her boundaries and be on her team. As long as you’re understanding and
empathetic and don’t push her, you’ll end up having sex with almost every single girl who’s
nervous like this. A little patience goes a long way.

3.2 – The Foreplay
This foreplay/sex section of the article is going to be pretty long, and I’m going to throw 100
different ideas at you. There’s so many different, fun aspects to parting the pink sea – so many
different things you can try, different types of sex you can have, different kinks and fantasies you can
explore. Just like sex itself, this section is going to be messy, a little disorganised, and not perfectlystructured. I’ve done that intentionally to mirror what sex is like; for the most part it’s spontaneous,
creative, passionate and sometimes crazy. Sex is wild and chaotic, and that’s why it’s so much fun.
If you’re inexperienced, or nervous, there’s only one thing you need to worry about: “My job is just
to have fun.” You don’t have to memorise all the ideas/suggestions I’m going to throw at you in this
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section. Just pick one or two things to try, see if you enjoy them, and see if she enjoys them too. Then
the next time you have sex you can come back to this article (also read my sexual bucketlist article)
and pick something else to try.
Remember, at this point, she’s now in your bed, and you’ve already kissed/made out, so you don’t
really have to do anything special. There’s a 99% chance you’ll be able to plant your parsnip in her
garden, so relax and enjoy the foreplay now. Take your time and have fun.
Remember, it’s fine to be nervous. If you’re inexperienced, or haven’t had sex in a while, it would be
weird as hell if you weren’t nervous. Like everything else in life, you get better by practicing. You
aren’t going to be a sex god right off the bat, so if you’re inexperienced, it’ll take you a few goes and
a few girls before you start to feel like you know what you’re doing. Despite what you might think,
girls don’t expect you to be a sex god. You don’t have to be a super stud in the bedroom, you don’t
have to be alpha – you’ll get more confident with practice anyway.
“Foreplay” really should be called “teasing” – because that’s what it is. You’re just teasing her,
delaying the sex, making her wait for it – and even better, making her beg for it. Foreplay/teasing is
delayed gratification, so that when you finally do bang, it’ll be 100 times more intense.
Good foreplay isn’t necessarily about knowing exactly what to do. Nobody is an expert at the start.
Good foreplay is about taking your time, going slow, and just trying a bunch of random things
to see what she responds to. Good foreplay is a process of experimentation. It’s a process of feeling
each other out and trying things; a chance to explore and have some fun.
If you have very little experience with foreplay, start by picking one part of her body and hone in on
it, trying everything you can to make just that one part of her body feel good. Pick just ONE bodypart
from the list below and try whatever random stuff pops into your head.
Neck:
Gently lick her neck from the very bottom all the way up to her chin, going as slow as
you can.
Bite her neck; softly at first, then more firmly.
Suck on her neck until she gasps in pleasure.
Use your hands to grip her neck; gently at first, then try lightly choking her. If she’s into
that, squeeze harder. (Squeeze the sides of her neck, not the front – the front chokes her
& feels bad. The sides of her neck feel pleasurable.)
Use your fingertips to gently tease her, running them softly up and down her neck, giving
her goosebumps.
Nipples:
Suck on them very gently, very softly.
Bite them (gently).
Kiss them, letting your lips linger on them, watching how she responds.
Get some ice cubes from the freezer, and gently press them against her nipples, moving
them around in circles.
Tell her how sexy her nipples loo, how much you love her tits (girls love compliments,
especially during sex – it makes them feel sexy).
Flick her nipples with your fingers.
Run your fingers around them in circles, nice and slow.
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Lick/suck them so they’re wet, then gently blow on them (girls go crazy over this).
Slide a finger inside her pussy so it’s wet with her pussy juice, then rub those juices all
over her nipple. Look her in the eyes as you lean down and suck her nipple clean (most
girls go wild for this).
Pinch her nipples.
Twist her nipples.
Spend ages playing with her tits, but don’t touch her nipples at all – get really close to
them but never touch them. Tell her, “You want me to touch your nipples so badly, don’t
you. Beg me.”
Butt:
Gently caress her ass, softly and lovingly.
Tell her she has a fucking sexy ass.
Then spank it hard, unexpectedly. Then go back to caressing it gently. Do that for another
15 seconds then slap it again. Keep alternating.
Squeeze it hard (butts can take a fair bit of punishment).
Kiss and bite her ass.
Spread her ass cheeks apart, exposing her wet pussy. Tell her what a dirty girl she is for
being so horny already.
Give her a butt massage.
Get a belt out of your wardrobe and whip her butt with it – gently at first, then getting
progressively harder and rougher. (Stop if she says stop – most girls love it really hard
though).
Ears:
Gently massage her ears with your fingertips.
Suck and bite her earlobe gently, making her moan.
Whisper dirty things in her ear:
“I’m going to spend hours teasing you, and maybe I won’t ever let you have my cock…”
“You want me to fuck you right now, don’t you. You’ll have to wait, little girl.”
“You look so, so sexy right now.”
“I want you.”
“Tell me how badly you need to be fucked.”
“You’d give anything to be my little whore, wouldn’t you. Ask nicely.”
“Are you going to be good for me and do everything you’re told?”
While rubbing her pussy, whisper in her ear: “Tell me what you want, what you need.”
Clit:
Gently rub her clit with one finger, teasing her, rubbing in circles. Go very very slowly.
Tell her how sexy her clit looks (girls crave compliments, remember).
Rub up and down.
Rub side to side.
Smack/spank her clit (do it gently – it’ll be very sensitive and feel very good). As you do
it, whisper in her ear, “This pussy belongs to me.”
If you own a vibrator (this one is my favourite), hold it on her clit until she’s just about to
orgasm, then pull it away at the last second. Whisper in her ear, “Oh, I’m sorry, did you
want more?” Keep bringing her to the edge of orgasm and stopping right at the last
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second. Don’t let her cum.
Lick her clit.
Suck her clit.
Bite her clit (gently).
Rub her clit as fast as you can for 10 seconds, then go as slow as you can for 10 seconds,
then fast again for another 10 seconds. Keep repeating this (she’ll go fucking batshit,
she’ll love it). While you’re doing it, tell her, “I might just keep teasing you like this for
hours… Do you think you could handle that, or would you lose your mind?”
Rub her until she says she’s about to orgasm, then STOP – don’t let her cum (this is
known as “edging”). Repeat a few more times. Whisper in your ear, “You need to cum so
fucking badly, don’t you. Fucking beg me for it. Tell me how badly you need this. I want
to hear you scream.” It’s up to you whether you eventually let her cum or not (sometimes
I send them home all horny and desperate – they’ll likely send you some very dirty texts
as soon as they get home.
Pussy:
Slide a finger inside her pussy but only a little (about 1inch deep). Hold it there. Ask her
if she wants more… when she says yes, tell her she needs to earn it.
Tell her how much you love her pussy; tell her how good it looks.
Lick her pussy, teasing around the entrance to her hole, making her moan.
Slide two fingers deep into her pussy, with your palm facing upwards. Feel around for a
spot that feels a bit spongey/bumpy – that’s her g-spot. Rub it and see how she responds
(some girls can orgasm from this, others can squirt if you rub this spot vigorously
enough.) Make sure you’ve trimmed your fingernails first, so you don’t scratch her.
Finger her pussy hard, while you reach up with your other hand and wrap it around her
neck, gently squeezing.
Slide a finger all the way inside her, so it’s completely coated in her pussy juice. Then
rub that pussy juice on her nipple, then lick it off. She’ll go crazy watching you do this.
Get some more pussy juice, then this time rub it on her neck and lick it off – this will
make her even hornier. Slide your finger inside her again, and this time rub the pussy
juice all over her lips, then kiss her with it. Slide a finger inside one last time, and this
time bring it to her lips, telling her to suck it clean. Most girls will look straight at you, a
look of complete lust in their eyes as they greedily suck your finger clean, desperate to
please you.
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Wow, sex
is so artsy.
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This is exactly how I got good at sex – just focusing on one bodypart at a time and trying the most
random shit I could think of for hours, until I got good at it. The best part is she’ll be so distracted by
her own pleasure and how good you’re making that one bodypart feel, she won’t even notice that
you’re just making it up as you go along. In fact, afterwards she will tell you, “That was soooo
good!” simply because you were the first guy to spend more than 5 minutes focusing on her and her
body.
Another thing you can do is ask her what she likes, and talk to her as you’re playing with her. Every
thing you try, ask her, “Does this feel good?” “How does that feel?” “Harder or slower?” Tell her
what you like too, and help her make you feel good. Remember, you’re on the same team – so
explore this stuff together. You’re not doing sexual things to her, you’re doing sexual things with her.
In the future I’ll go more into how to get better at foreplay and sex, as well as an in-depth 6-part
series on BDSM.

3.3 – The Sex
The sex part follows naturally from foreplay (duh), and really, the sex is just a nice little payoff after
plenty of foreplay. Sex is best when it’s 95% foreplay, 5% sex – tease her (and yourself) for as long
as you possibly can, then bang the shit out of her and bust a nut all over her. That’s really all there is
to it.
If you’re super nervous about sex, read my performance anxiety article. And if you get erectile
dysfunction, definitely read it. I go very in-depth; I absolutely promise it’s something anyone can
overcome.
Being great at sex definitely helps with retention (amazing sex makes girls far more likely to see you
again), but I don’t want you getting in your own head and beating yourself up if you’re
inexperienced. I certainly had no fucking clue what I was doing for the first few years of my getting
laid journey. Porking is meant to be fun, so relax, enjoy it, experiment and try a few different things.
You’ll naturally improve over time, with practice.
You don’t need any techniques to have good sex – it’s not about memorising a bunch of “tricks” to
“blow her mind”. A big part of good sex is just letting go, giving in, being in the moment – being
passionate. Giving in to the pleasure and just letting it all happen. If you spent a tonne of time
focusing on foreplay as I advised above, then the sex part is just you channeling all your horniness
into fucking the hell out of her. Just build up the energy with the foreplay and release it with the sex.
In fact, I’m not even going to give you sex techniques, or tell you what positions to fuck her in, or tell
you how to make her squirt, or any of that. I’ll write an upcoming series in future that covers actual
sex techniques, but for now: if you’re a newbie, just experiment, fool around, entertain yourself. Sex,
just like foreplay, is all about trying a bunch of random things (whatever pops into your head) and
seeing what you & she she enjoy.
A big part of good sex is just wanting her. Keep repeating that mantra in your head, “I want you, I
want you, I want you” and your horniness will naturally take over. If you’ve really taken your time
with the foreplay, this will be really easy. You’ll find yourself wanting her so badly you can’t keep
your hands off her. A huge part of good sex is just wanting each other and being overcome by
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lust, like fucking animals. You don’t have to do anything special if you both just grab each other
and fuck with reckless abandon; I have my best sex when I let myself get so horny I have to just grab
her and fuck her in missionary position really hard and passionately.
Guys tend to have pretty screwed up ideas around what constitutes good sex. For instance, guys
think lasting a long time is the most important thing – “I’m not a real man because I could only last 3
minutes!” It’s nonsense; it absolutely doesn’t matter how long you last when you put your dick inside
her pussy; as long as you had plenty of foreplay beforehand. Good sex is you wanting her, and
spending ages teasing her, building it up until you both explode. You don’t even have to be good at
foreplay; you just have to try a few things with her, experiment with her, ask what she likes, tell her
the things you like, and figure it out together. Good sex will naturally follow.
If you’re still stressing yourself about cumming too quickly, it’s an easy fix; just focus on having
plenty of foreplay before you bang (which you should have done anyway). Tease her, touch her all
over, drive her wild. Get yourself and herself both so horny you just have to have each other. Then if
you only last 30 seconds, you can say, “Holy shit, you turned me on so much I literally couldn’t hold
off. You’re so fucking sexy.” This will be the biggest compliment she’ll ever get – she’ll feel proud of
herself for being such a god-damn turnon to you.
You can also do what I do when I think I’ll cum quicker than I want to: take a break every time
you’re about to cum. Fuck her passionately, then when you feel you’re getting close, pull your cock
out and do something different – rub her pussy, eat her out, play with her tits. Do that for 30-60
seconds, then start fucking her again. She’ll absolutely love it – it’ll be a rollercoaster ride for her.
You can also cover her in baby oil/massage oil and take your time massaging her body all over
(especially her tits and pussy). Do that for a bit, then fuck her until you feel like you might cum, then
pull out and go back to massaging, then back to fucking. The oil also makes girls look incredibly
sexy when they’re all slick & shiny, and it makes them very feel sexy too.
Then whenever you do cum, she’ll be very happy about it – because you’ve been teasing her with the
foreplay for so long. After lots of foreplay, you cumming quickly is a good thing. Girls get really
fucking turned on by you cumming quickly if you’re not ashamed of it. Tell her, “Holy shit, you’re
gonna make me cum already, you’re so fucking sexy I can’t help myself.” Watch her eyes light up
with lust as she realises how much she’s turning you on. Nothing makes a girl happier than knowing
you find her so irresistible you literally can’t hold off.
Lasting a long time isn’t sexy. Passion & teasing are sexy.
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The
foreplay is always much more important than the sex itself – foreplay is your chance to build up the
sexual tension, and then when neither of you can take any more, you shove your cock inside her and
let out all that pent-up energy.
Don’t aim to be good at sex. Aim to be good at foreplay/teasing.
Dirty Talking:
You can also throw a little dirty talk in there too if you like – girls go wild when you fuck their
minds, as well as their bodies. The easiest way to talk dirty is to just give her compliments, and say
whatever is in your head. Don’t think too hard about it, just blurt out whatever comes into your head
when you look at her body.
“I want you”
“Holy shit you’re so hot.”
“You’re making me so fucking horny right now.”
“Your pussy feels so fucking good around my dick.”
“I can’t control myself around you.” (One of a girl’s biggest fantasies if you losing control
because you desire her so much you lose yourself).
“You’re making me feel so good”.
“I love your tits, they’re so sexy.”
“You have the hottest ass.”
“You’re doing such a good job for me.”
When you’re teasing her and caressing her body, whisper in her ear, “You like me teasing you,
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don’t you? I can see you getting all turned on, you look so good when you’re horny like this.”
A lot of dirty talking really is just encouraging her, complimenting her and telling her what she’s
doing right. The more you do these things, as well as tell her how sexy she looks, the more she’ll
open up to you and be more sexual, and eventually really depraved (in a really good way – she’ll
want to explore everything with you). Be generous with your compliments, especially during sex.
Most guys are nervous, quiet & don’t say much during sex. You giving her a lot of compliments will
make the sex amazing to her – you’ll stand out from the crowd without having to try.
And if you’re nervous yourself, I’m going to let you in on a little secret: every girl you have sex
with is also going to be nervous. Girls are deeply nervous about sex, they’re super insecure about
their bodies (especially since you’ll be focusing on her body more than your own body). She worries
you’ll think she’s fat, or not pretty enough, or her tits are too small, or her pussy is ugly, or you’ll
think she’s not experienced enough for you (yes, girls are deeply insecure about being inexperienced,
especially if she thinks you have had a lot of sex). Girls have a lot going on in their heads when
you’re fooling around or having sex.
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Girls are just as – if not
more – nervous than you are.
I promise you, girls aren’t thinking, “This guy isn’t the sex god I was expecting. He sucks in bed.”
She’s too busy worrying about her body, hoping you like her, hoping she’s doing a good job for you.
Women want to please men (especially in the bedroom) – she’s more focused on trying to be good
for you.
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Focus more on how she can be a good girl for you, rather than you trying to please her. Sure, go
down on her, finger her, tease her and make her feel good – it’s fun seeing a girl in pleasure. But
what I mean is you shouldn’t be desperately trying to please her or make her have a good time; that’s
the opposite of fun sex. She should be hoping you have a good time. Hence why I say, focus on
making sure you have a good time on dates/during sex; put yourself first, and you’ll find that makes
girls a lot happier. Girls are happy when they can see you’re happy.

Daddy likes very much.
One expectation guys have of themselves is they think they have to make girls orgasm, and if they
don’t, they’re a giant failure. I’ve even had some guys tell me it only counts if they make her cum
with their dick; fingers/toys/vibrators/tongue are all “cheating”. As silly as that might sound, I used to
have the same mindset, so I get it. You want to feel like a “real man” who made the girl cum with his
big hard throbbing man-dick.
That sounds amazing in theory, but in the real world, when you have sex with 100+ girls you’ll
quickly realise most of them don’t orgasm that easily the first few times you have sex… especially
not from penis-in-vagina only. The vast majority of girls require clitoral stimulation, or a vibrator, or
something else to help get her over the edge while you’re fucking her. At that point you realise her
orgasm is not mandatory for her to enjoy sex with you. You realise she certainly doesn’t think
you’re less of a man if she doesn’t orgasm; 99% of the time she literally doesn’t care.
I’ll make this absolutely clear, in big bold letters:
GIRLS DON’T TEND TO CARE IF YOU DON’T MAKE THEM CUM.
Again: YOU DO NOT NEED TO MAKE GIRLS CUM.
I almost NEVER make a girl cum the first couple of times I have sex with her. Probably only 1
in every 10 girls have an orgasm with me the first few times we have sex. It’s not something I even
think about – I’m more focused on making sure I have fun, which always makes girls more happy
anyway. If she happens to have an orgasm, that’s really awesome – but I don’t try and make it
happen. No girl has ever expressed disappointment that I didn’t make her cum.
After I’ve seen a girl a couple of times, then I’ll usually try and make her cum. I ask her if she usually
orgasms quickly or takes a while. A lot of girls tell me they’ve never been able to cum in front of
someone else… So why on Earth do guys put pressure on themselves to make girls cum, when some
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girls just cannot cum that easily?
If she wants to try having an orgasm with me, I’ll use my fingers, or tongue, or my vibrators to give
her one. Sometimes even with the strongest vibrators (this is the best one I own), some girls just can’t
“let go” and orgasm. So again, you can’t put pressure on yourself to make a girl orgasm, especially
before she’s really relaxed and comfortable with you. Female orgasms often require her to be really
comfortable with you in order for her to “let go” and actually orgasm; a lot of girls have a
fear/hesitation when it comes to orgasming in front of other people. For some girls, it’s something
they can only do in their own private room, alone at night with nobody else around.
So don’t stress too much if she doesn’t cum easily with you – you guys will have plenty of time to
work on it in the future. It’s not your job to make her cum the first few times – your job is just to have
fun, explore, see what you like.
The first time you have sex with a girl usually isn’t the best sex you’ll ever have with her. The
first time is usually a chance to have a bit of fun, fool around, explore each other’s bodies and figure
out what you both like and don’t like. Girls do not expect you to be a sex god the first time – because
they sure as hell won’t be perfect themselves the first time either. Most girls are very shy, very
nervous, don’t know you well enough to have fully opened up to you yet, etc. Therefore the sex, by
definition, won’t be as great as it’ll be after you’ve banged a few times and are more comfortable
with each other.
So in short, good sex is all about building up the foreplay and then unleashing that in the form of just
letting go and fucking the shit out of each other. In future, I’ll be writing a bunch of guides about how
to explore other aspects of sex, including foreplay, toys, BDSM, rough sex, fetishes and fantasies,
and much more.
But for now, all you need to do is have fun and experiment – explore each other’s bodies and figure
out what you both enjoy. Start with my sexual bucketlist article, take note of all the things on there
you’d like to try yourself, and start trying them with each girl you bang.

3.4 – If She’s on her Period
If you personally don’t want to bang a girl on her period, that’s cool – you don’t have to. You can
still do a hell of a lot of other things – makeout, play with her tits, tease her for ages, get her to give
you a handjob/blowjob, cum on her tits/face, etc. There’s a hell of a lot you can do that doesn’t
involve her pussy.
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We ended up having sex
anyway – she wasn’t bleeding much at all.
If you do still want to give her a good rooting: Tell her you aren’t judgemental & aren’t bothered
about a bit of blood. Tell her you’ll grab a towel & have sex with the lights off, or have sex in the
shower. Some girls will say, “Are you sure?” She’s just worried you will think she’s gross/dirty, so
just make her feel better: “I promise I won’t think you’re gross, I really don’t care about a bit of
blood.” Just showing you’re not that bothered by it is usually enough to make her feel better.
A few girls still won’t be ok with having sexual congress on their period, so just tell her that’s cool,
and do everything except sex (blowjob, play with her tits, make out for a while, etc). You can just
bang her the next time you see each other on the next date.
You can also fuck her in the ass if you know what you’re doing. But if you’ve never done anal
before, don’t just jump into it – you can hurt her. Read my in-depth guide: How to Have Anal Sex.

3.5 – Taking Nude Pics
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Good girl.
Taking nude pics with girls is something I’ve been into for a while now; it’s fun for me, fun for the
girls; everybody wins (especially my dick). I take nude pics with probably half the girls I sleep with,
as long as they’re cool with it and fine with other people seeing those photos (most of the time with
the caveat of blacking out their faces).
If you know me, you’ll know I’m one to carefully consider how I phrase what I say & choose my
words carefully. Notice I say, “take nude photos with girls”, not “take nude photos of girls” – and the
distinction is important. Taking nude pics is something you do with the girls you sleep with;
something fun you share together. We’re not taking photos as some sort of conquest thing, but as a
way to remember the cool girls we meet along our self-improvement journey, and as a
reminder of the memories we’ve made.
When taking nudes, don’t just snap a photo – get her to actually pose for you. Have fun with it, get
her to show off her body for you, tell her you want her to try and look as sexy as she can for you.
Then show the photo to her and make her feel really good about herself by telling her how sexy she
looks. The goal is to make her feel good about posing in photos for you; the better she feels, the more
she’ll want to take lots more photos with you in future. You can just say, “Holy shit, you are so sexy,
I just have to take a picture of you – lemme go get my phone.”
Girls tend to be incredibly self-conscious about how they look and about their bodies – even hot girls
(hot girls tend to be the most insecure, because they worry all they have is their looks and that any
little blemish will invalidate them). So make her feel good about her body when you take pics; the
sexier she feels, the more unchained & passionate she’ll be during sex.
I also do some more professional-looking photos of girls using my DSLR (this is the one I own) –
usually BDSM photos with ropes, toys, fancy lighting, etc. I’ve sprinkled plenty of them throughout
this series, and there’s plenty more scattered through all the articles on my site.
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I’ve got a full-on guide to taking nude photos of girls here – go read it. In short:
Ask her if you can take a photo with her; don’t take a sneaky photo when she isn’t looking. Just
say it casually, eg, “You look so fucking hot, I have to take a photo. You can cover your face.”
Most girls are fine with it if you don’t include her face in the pic. If she says no, be cool with it
– don’t push her.
Show her the photo and tell her how fucking sexy she looks. If she doesn’t think she looks
good, take another photo. Try different angles, try different positions – experiment with it. This
is supposed to be fun, so play around a bit. Often the act of being in a “photoshoot” is a huge
turn-on for girls (even if you’re just using your phone), so it’s fun to take some photos, she’ll
get really horny, then you start banging like rabbits again.
Black out her face/remove any identifying information from the pic (blur any tattoos, jewellery,
birthmarks, her face, etc)
If a girl ever asks you to delete any pics you have of her (eg if you stop seeing each other),
obviously do so. Delete any backed-up copies from Google Drive/iCloud too.
Before you show anyone else (or post it online like I have), ask if she’s cool with you showing
the photo to other people/your mates.
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3.6 – After Sex
After you’re done sexing each other, you can cuddle and chill for a bit – enjoy the post-sex afterglow.
Get her some water and just hang out for a bit (doesn’t have to be ages – even just 15 minutes). It’s
one of the best parts of sex; that time after blowing your load when you’re both relaxed and carefree,
catching your breath and feeling nice from all that oxytocin. Enjoy it.
It’s also the best moment to ask her any questions you might have, because most girls (most people)
have their guard down immediately after sex. She knows you won’t judge anything she says (you
literally just had your penis inside her, so she knows you accept her to some degree).
I’ve always used the post-sex afterglow for “information gathering” – I love knowing about women,
about sexuality, about psychology, about the way humans work. I’ve always used this time to ask
girls questions about their dating life, about what it’s like to be a woman, if she enjoyed the sex, if
there’s anything she wants to try differently next time, etc. Anything you want to know about
women, you have a chance to hear it directly from the horse’s mouth, at a time when she’s most
likely to be completely real with you. (Just bear in mind not everyone is super self-aware and
intelligent, so you won’t always get amazing, insightful answers; but most of the time you’ll at least
learn something).
This is also a great time to ask about sexual fantasies and things she’s always wanted to try – you’ll
get the most honest answers if you ask immediately after sex when you’re cuddling and relaxing. Ask
her what her biggest turnon is, ask her what she’s always wanted to try. If you want the really kinky
stuff, you’ll have to specifically ask for that, and make it really clear you want to hear the dirtiest she
has to offer:
“Tell me your wildest, most depraved fantasy you’ve ever had. Nothing you say will shock me – the
filthier, the better. Don’t hold back.”
Just make sure if you ask her like this, be ready for some pretty filthy, wild shit. Do your best to be
non-judgemental, and if it’s something you’re not into, just politely say, “That’s not really something
I want to try myself, but I can see why it’s a turnon for you.” Most of the time she’ll tell you fantasies
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that makes you think, “Holy shit, that’s really hot – we have to try that.” Awesome.
You can open up to her about some of your fantasies you’ve been looking to tick off your bucketlist.
She’ll also be more accepting and less-judgemental; god bless all those oxytocin hormones.
When you’re done hanging out, if you don’t want her to stay over (more on that below), walk her
downstairs or to her train/Uber/car/etc. It’s such a small, easy, basic gesture – but it’d blow your
mind how many guys just kick girls out of their apartment, especially on Tinder/Hinge/Bumble/etc.
Walking them back to the train station/their car/etc goes a long way to helping retain girls. I’ve had
multiple girls specifically tell me, “It really meant a lot to me that you walked me back to the train
station – very few guys do that on Tinder.”
Later that night or the next morning, send her a, “I had fun” text. Send it even if you don’t plan on
seeing her again. (If you don’t plan on seeing her again and she later hits you up wanting to hangout,
just follow what I say in my How to End Things with Girls article).

We want girls to feel good about having met us; this text ensures that. Our goal is to get laid a tonne
whilst adding to the world & being good to people.

3.7 – Staying Over
Whether or not the girl stays the night is entirely up to you. If you want her to sleep over, then go
for it. If you don’t, then don’t.
Again, remember you’re on the same team, so just be honest with her. If you don’t like girls sleeping
over because you prefer your own space or just feel a bit “weird” about someone you don’t that well
being in your bed, just be real with her. “Hey I’ll walk you back home/to the train station soon. I’d
offer to let you sleep over but I prefer my own space.” You’ll find girls are totally fine with not
staying over, especially if you’re nice about it.
I pretty much never let girls sleep over; the only exception being my girlfriend (and even that’s only a
couple nights a week). I – and a lot of guys I talk to – don’t get a good night’s sleep if a girl stays the
night. Your sleep is paramount; don’t sabotage it. Don’t feel obligated to let people sleep over if you
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don’t want them to; it’s your bed. I’ve had some girls ask, and I always politely tell them no. It’s
basically never been an issue.

3.8 – Banging Again
I usually end up banging girls a few days after the first time we have sex, depending on when my
schedule allows. I wouldn’t recommend waiting too long – if you wait 2 or 3 weeks, she’s going to
assume you’re not that into her, and it makes it harder to ever meet her again (because who wants to
meet someone who doesn’t seem all that into them?)
I also advise still keeping your texting to logistics only, until you’ve banged twice. Just text her
again a couple days after you bang and invite her to meet up again. Eg “Hey sexy, free Friday night at
6pm?” Since you already banged once, you don’t need to worry about going on a date (you can do
that after you do the tube-snake boogie with her). Either just meet her in public somewhere near your
house and walk back to your place together, or invite her straight over to your apartment.

I’m getting the distinct feeling she
enjoyed it.
If you want to do date stuff, do that after sex. Bang each other, then you can go for a walk, go grab
icecream/coffee and hangout, etc. But always prioritise sex first. You’re a testosterone-filled man,
you want sex first and foremost; make that clear to her so she knows what you’re all about.
After you’ve banged twice, you can message more if you want to. After 2 rounds of sexy sex, most
girls will usually keep seeing you – if they liked you enough to bang twice, they’re pretty into you
and will usually stick around. At this point I usually message a girl as much as I feel like. But again,
you don’t have to text a lot if you don’t want to – if you want to keep texts strictly to organising the
next hangout, then do that.
After you’ve banged a girl a couple of times, you can start opening up about some of your kinkier
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fetishes/fantasies that you want to try with her. Feel free to talk dirty if you want to, especially in the
lead up to sex – it can be fun to get each other all horny before the next time you bang. It’s also fun to
ask her what her fantasies are – you’ll get some wild and fun answers, as I show here.

Chapter 4 – Different Gameplans (For Intermediate / Experienced Guys)

This section of the guide is for intermediate/experienced guys – guys who’ve already had let’s say
10-15 lays from online dating. At that point you’re starting to figure out what you’re doing, and
getting laid doesn’t just feel like random blind luck. You can start playing around with the variables,
experimenting and trying different things. You can mess around and really have some fun with
getting laid/dating.
If you’re a newbie with less than 10-15 lays from online dating, you could play around with some of
the stuff I’m going to mention below if you want to… but I’d really recommend you stick to the
gameplan I gave you above, until you’ve had a few lays. I’ve seen too many newbies constantly
changing things up, trying a bunch of new things, and never making any progress because they’re not
sticking to any one thing long enough to actually get good at it. Practice makes perfect, and it’s
hard to practice if you’re constantly introducing new variables into the mix.
So if you’re new, get good at the basic gameplan first, and then you can think about tweaking things.
Don’t run before you’ve learned to walk.
Actually, if you’re a newbie, you can safely skip this entire section of the guide – none of this is stuff
you really need to worry about until you’ve gotten a few lays under your belt. All of these different
options/ideas I’m about to cover are likely just going to confuse you and make you second-guess
what you’re supposed to be doing on the date. Stick to the gameplan I gave you above; don’t
change anything. Just stick to a single gameplan, repeat it multiple times with multiple girls until
you get good at it, and then you can come back to this section and try new things.
Once you’ve had a few lays, experiment with everything and see what you like best. You might
enjoy a completely different style of dates to me; the sex you enjoy will likely be entirely different to
how I like to bang. The only way to know what you like is to play around with the variables, try a
bunch of things, and see what suits you best.
I’ll be straight up with you: I’ve never claimed the advice I give and the way I personally do things is
the absolute “correct” way to operate. Read this. My mission with this website is to tell you what’s
worked for me and my coaching clients/friends; it’s up to you to take my advice, see which bits work
for you, and tweak the bits that don’t. This is all just a big experiment. (Again, if you’re a total
newbie, don’t experiment just yet – stick to the gameplan above).
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4.1 – What my Tinder/Hinge/etc Messages Look Like
When I first started out, I was using the exact messaging template I gave you in Part 3. As I got a lot
of lays and became more confident, I started being more sexual and upfront about exactly what I
wanted, in order to save myself time. These days I outright tell girls I’m looking for BDSM/kinky
sex, so they’re under no illusions as to what I’m after. It means I don’t even have to have dates if I
don’t want to – just meet girls in public, walk them back to my apartment and plow through her bean
field.
At this point in my life, my sexual needs are well-and-truly satisfied. I have a girlfriend who loves
me, I’ve had 140+ lays, my girlfriend and I have 3somes with new girls whenever we have the time. I
focus more on my other goals (this website/my coaching). So with sex I care about efficiency, and to
some degree, fussiness.
These days I pretty much only bang girls who take almost no effort, and who are bisexual/bicurious
and open to 3somes with my girlfriend. So I screen very hard for sexually-openminded girls, and
instantly unmatch any girls who hint that’ll require extra work to bang.
Here’s some examples of conversations I’ve had recently on dating apps:
1
“Hey Daddy”
2
Super interested.
3
Intrigued.
4
“You can try and tame my brattiness.”
5
Yes, even virgins are into BDSM.
6
“It’s certainly not vanilla icing.”
7
“Do you want to teach?”
8
“Only if you’ll let me bite back occasionally”
9
“Just don’t torture me”.
10
Short and simple.
11
Little Miss Enthusiastic.
12
A long way from home.
13
“I’ve had experience”.
14
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“Straight to the point, I like that.”
15
“I’m not exactly submissive in general…”
16
“I have little experience.”
17
“Not sure how it’d be with a complete stranger.”
18
“Been in relationships with super vanilla dudes my whole life.”
And the text conversations:
1
“Yes sir”.
2
“I bought a collar”.
3
“I’m not free this week”.
4
“I’m on my period”.
5
“I’m a little nervous”.
I go into tonnes more detail about my current process for getting laid in My Current BDSM Tinder
Profile, including the photos I’m using, my bio, etc.
Feel free to copy my exact method if you want. Bear in mind you’ll get many more rejections, but the
girls that do say yes to you, will make it very easy to do two-person push-ups with them. In the longrun, you’ll get laid much more vs if you play it safe.

4.2 – What My Dates Look Like
Remember every girl I meet up with these days already knows we’ll be having sex if she meets me,
since I’ve made that explicit with the BDSM line shown above. So I don’t really even have to have a
date if I don’t want to (though usually I’ll have a 15 minute date so I can make sure she’s not crazy). I
get to relax & just enjoy myself, knowing I’ll be getting guaranteed sex. (It really is guaranteed – in
the last 2 years, I think I’ve only had three girls meet me but not have sex with me when using my
BDSM line).
And that efficiency is also my goal with the Tinder template I’ve given you in Part 3. I’m aiming to
get you laid efficiently, but also maximising your chances of having sex. The line, “Let’s grab a
drink, have a flirt and see what happens” makes it pretty clear that if you both click when you meet
in person, there’s an good chance sex might happen. It means you’re screening for girls who are
down-to-fuck early on, rather than leaving it right up until the moment you actually try to make a
move. By screening earlier, you’ll save yourself a lot of time (and frustration), and will get laid
a lot more in the long-run.
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If you’re feeling bold, you’re welcome to try my BDSM line (even if you have no BDSM
experience). When I first started out I had zero BDSM experience, no toys, I hadn’t even really
been all that rough with sex. I still used my BDSM line, and just got better at it with practice. I’ll be
writing a full 6-part BDSM series in the future that’ll teach you how to get started.
As for the date itself, it’s usually just 15-30 minutes (ocassionaly I’ll just walk a girl straight to my
apartment without any sort of date). I like to vary it up – sometimes I’ll just grab a coffee and
hangout at a nice, chilled pace, talking about family, career, etc. On those dates I’ll take my time and
invite her back to my place after 30 minutes or sometimes even an hour.
Other times I’ll meet a girl in public, take her by the hand and walk her straight back to my apartment
for BDSM sex. Sometimes I’ll touch her in public a bit and talk about sex to make her horny; other
times I won’t bother making any sort of move until we’re alone in my apartment. I do whatever I
want on the date, because at this point all I really care about is entertaining myself (and most girls
will come along for the ride).
When you’ve had enough experience & practice, you realise pretty much every “strategy” works,
and you don’t stress so much about what you should do, or what you should say – because none of it
matters that much. Once again the thing that matters more than anything else is playing the numbers
game and hitting on hundreds of girls.

4.3 – The Type of Sex I Have (BDSM)

My best “Hitman” impression.
On my dates I usually do whatever I want, and that carries through to the bedroom as well.
Sometimes we’ll hangout on my couch and talk for a while, especially if I find her interesting or
we’re deep in the middle of an interesting conversation. (I’m not always in a rush to bang these days;
I’m usually more laid-back and relaxed, because I’ve already had my fill of sex).
During those more-relaxed dates, I like to have fun teasing girls. While we’re just having a normal
conversation on my couch, I’ll start playing with her tits over her clothes, or rubbing her pussy
through her shorts, making her moan. I’ll carry on the conversation, even as she closes her eyes and
moans, and then I’ll tease her by saying, “What’s going on? I’m trying to have a conversation here
but for some weird reason you just seem to be unable to talk properly? Is something distracting you?”
She’ll moan and be unable to really talk, my fingers on her pussy distracting her too much, leaving
her only able to let out a weak, “You’re touching my pussy…”
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I’ll keep teasing her and mocking her (in a friendly way), “I’m barely touching you at all though, and
you seem so horny and desperate already? I’m just trying to talk to you but you girls are all the same,
you have a one-track-mind and can’t think about anything other than sex.” I always say this with a
big smile on my face.
She’ll get more and more turned on, less and less able to talk, until finally I’ll say, “Do you want me
to stop talking and just fuck you?” All girls say yes & even beg at this point, but I’ll give them a
cheeky smile and whisper in their ear, “No. I’m going to keep teasing you for a while. This is too
much fun.” I love that shit, and they love it too.
In case it’s not clear, I am a bit of a horny mo’fucka. I like rough sex, gentle sex, kinky sex, vanilla
sex, toys, massage oil, fetishes and fantasies, roleplays and “scenes” (where you act out a particular
sex act or roleplay you’ve discussed with a girl beforehand). I love me dominating the girl, as well as
getting her to take the lead (you’ll still have to direct her & teach her how to take the lead – it doesn’t
come naturally to 99% of girls). I’ve had sex in public, sex in my apartment, sex on the balcony and
sex on the kitchen bench. Read my Sexual Bucketlist article – I’m into basically every single thing on
that list (and a whole lot more).
I’m also a big fan of toys, blindfolds, restraints and vibrators (especially this massive vibrator) – I
really like to mix it up. There’s nothing more fun (for you, and the girl) than blindfolding her and
spending ages teasing her, touching her all over, whispering dirty stuff in her ear as you play with her
body. Girls love not knowing what’s about to happen, and a blindfold is a shortcut to that. If you
don’t have a blindfold, just grab a suit tie, or a tea towel – anything that’ll cover her eyes.

I love tying a girl up with her arms and legs out, so she
can’t move – and then doing whatever I want to her. They love it too – especially when I show them
the photos afterwards so they can see how sexy they looked.
I love psychological play; messing with a girl’s mind during sex and making her beg and plead for
what she wants, until she’s reduced to a quivering mess of horniness. Telling her how you’re going to
use her, dominate her, “make you mine” – girls love having their mind fucked more than their pussy.
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I love edging them too – using my big vibrator to bring them right to the edge of orgasm, then
stopping at the last possible second, making them beg for more. Then repeating that over and over
and over again… sometimes eventually letting them cum, sometimes not.

I love animalistic, wild, crazy sex where you just let go and give into your instincts, letting yourself
lose control and just fucking the shit out of her with reckless abandon.
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Girls love when you want
them so bad you lose control.
But what I enjoy the most is taking the lead, physically dominating the girl (pinning her down, or
using ropes/handcuffs). I also like to take my time and spend a lot of time teasing her during the
foreplay, whispering dirty stuff in her ear every step of the way, before finally getting so turned on I
can’t help myself from just pounding the shit out of her. It’s kinda like all the foreplay isn’t just to
tease her, it’s also me teasing myself and building up the anticipation.
I love girls calling me Sir, or Master, or Daddy. I even make Google call me Daddy:
Good girl.
I like it rough, but I’m usually pretty nice about it. I have rough sex but it’s more like very
passionate sex – I’m rough and I inflict pain, but I’m never trying to deeply hurt any girls (especially
not emotionally). The pain is temporary, and part of the fun.
I also tend to mentor girls a bit in the bedroom and help teach them about their bodies. I help show
them what feels good, I teach them different techniques, I show them how to squirt and how to edge.
I get them to open up to me about their sexual bucketlists, and I have fun exploring their list with
them.
Other times I cover them completely in baby oil and have fun playing with their tits/pussy while
they’re all oily. Wetting the willy is even more fun when you’re both all oily and messy, sliding
against one another, bodies intertwined.
After sex, I hang with them for a little bit, then walk them back to the train station or wait with them
while their Uber comes. I always send a “I had fun” message after they leave, even if I don’t plan on
seeing her again – I want girls to feel good after seeing me.
If you’re reading all this and thinking, “I’m not all that kinky and I don’t like rough sex”, you might
find that’s something that changes over time. I started out super vanilla – I’d never spanked a girl in
my life, never pulled any girl’s hair. Hell, even doggystyle seemed very “taboo” to me. But the more
experience I got, the more girls I had sex with, the more I found myself opening up and trying new
things. Don’t be surprised if you also open up sexually over time.
You don’t have to be a BDSM connoisseur at all – I certainly wasn’t at the start. But being dominant
– or at the very least just taking the lead (in and out of the bedroom) is important. 99.9% of girls
want a man who leads – it’s sexy to them. It’s cool if you haven’t had much practice at it; it’s
something you can learn like I did. Start with No More Mr Nice Guy and The Rational Male – they
got me 90% of the way to being a more assertive man.
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4.4 – The Type of Relationships I Like
If you’re inexperienced, you won’t really have much of an idea what you like – it’s hard to know
what you enjoy if you haven’t explored the wide breadth of all possible experiences. Again, that’s
why I recommend you skip all the stuff in this advanced section if you haven’t had at least 10-15
lays.
But for you more experienced guys, you’ve likely tried a few different types of sex, and a few
different types of relationships. Maybe you’ve dated a girl or two seriously – as in, had girlfriends.
You’ve messed around with fuckbuddy dynamics, maybe some strictly casual, some more friendswith-benefits.
The whole point of experimenting and trying a bunch of different things is you need to find what you
personally enjoy – which may be completely different to what I personally enjoy. I’m not here to tell
you what’s right or wrong for you; that’s up to you to figure out.
I believe every type of relationship can work out and bring you (and her) a lot of happiness, if you go
all-in and make it work. I’m personally non-monogamous with my girlfriend; we bang girls together,
sometimes she goes off and dates other girls on her own, sometimes I bang other girls on my own
(though less often these days, because I’ve had my fill of casual sex). That’s what works for me.
I have coaching clients who want a girlfriend – just one loyal girlfriend they can commit to. That’s
what will make them happy, so we focus on making that happen for them. Other clients are working
toward marriage and kids. Some clients aren’t even remotely ready to settle down, and just want to
bang 100 girls and have a tonne of very casual sexual experiences. Hell, two of my clients do the
“sugarbaby” thing – buying girls gifts/lingerie/dinner, in exchange for them being loyal
fuckbuddies/girlfriends.
Some guys want their hookups to be strictly sex only – girl comes over, they bang, she grabs an Uber
home. Then they repeat again the following week. Other guys want friends-with-benefits where they
hang out, go on roadtrips together, have sex when they feel like it, and become good friends. Some
guys want to bang a girl multiple times a week; other guys only every couple of weeks. We all want
different things; the dating/sex landscape is wide and varied. It’s up to you to figure out what you
like.
What you like will also change over time, as I mentioned in Eventually You’ll End up Settling Down.
I used to like having as much sex as possible with whomever I could bang; these days I’m more fussy
with whom I bang (because I have more options and have had more than enough sex).
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Three’s a
crowd. Crowds are good.
These days because I have a girlfriend I’m committed to and am building a life with, I’m not looking
for anything serious with the other girls I sleep with. So the other girls I bang are pretty casual,
“friends-with-benefits” relationships. I’ll bang them once a week, maybe talk to them for a bit after
sex, but never really hang out outside the bedroom (I have my girlfriend for that). I require all the
girls I bang to be bisexual, so I can have 3somes with them and my girlfriend.
So mix it up, try a bunch of different dating/relationship arrangements and see what works for you.
If you have absolutely no idea what you like, I suggest starting somewhere in the middle – be
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reasonably casual with the girls you bang, aiming for a friends-with-benefits situation where you
have sex once-a-week then hangout for an hour afterwards, then walk her back to her car/Uber/etc.

4.5 – First Date Lays vs 2nd/3rd Date Lays
Once guys have gotten efficient at banging most girls on the first date, some of them find they
actually prefer waiting until date 2 (or 3) to have sex with girls, as it gives them more of a chance to
make sure there’s chemistry, make sure she’s not crazy, etc. When you’ve already gotten laid a lot,
you can afford to be a lot more picky/careful when choosing the next girl to thrust your meat sword
into.
I still stick to banging on the first date; mostly because I barely have any free time these days, and am
aiming for maximum efficiency with my sex life. Sex hasn’t been my focus for at least a year now;
it’s more like a fun background hobby I indulge in now and again.
(Again, if you’re a newbie, just focus on trying to have sex as soon as possible – on the first date).

4.6 – Touching vs Not Touching
Another variable you can play around with when you’re experienced is touching girls when out in
public vs not touching them until you’re back at your apartment. As I said earlier in this guide, if
you’re a newbie, there’s a lot of benefit to pushing yourself to touch/kiss girls in public – it’s an
important, masculine skill to have.
Once you become more experienced, you might find you prefer to wait until you’re back at your
place before making a move. Most of my dates these days don’t involve a whole lot of touching – just
a hug and holding her hand as we walk to my place. You might personally enjoy being more handson, making out in public and being sexual with girls before you take them home. You might enjoy the
sense of masculinity and the feeling of “I’m a ballsy motherfucker” it gives you.
Experiment and see what you like best.

4.7 – Activities vs Just Talking
When you’re more advanced and have had your fill of easy, efficient sex, you might find you want to
experiment with longer dates, and dates focused around actual activities. If you’re a newbie, I’d
recommend you get decent at the basic gameplan above (bar/cafe, hangout for 1hr, invite her back to
yours) before diving into some of the stuff below. When you’re a newbie, the simpler you can
make your gameplan, the better.
When you’re more experienced, start doing whatever tickles your fancy – some of my clients have
taken girls out shooting at a rifle range, or bowling, or surfing lessons, or hiking. Pick stuff you
enjoy doing, and bring her along for the ride.
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I myself have had a tonne of dates where I take girls geocaching – if you’ve never tried it, you’re
missing out. It’s treasure hunting, with actual real life hidden treasures that are dotted all around your
city. There’s 3 million of them hidden out there, and usually in spots you walk past hundreds of times
without even realising. It’s ridiculously fun and girls fucking love it – start here.
Years ago I came up with a bunch of activities I wanted to do on dates. I lost the list, but managed to
remember a few of them. Feel free to steal any of these:
Walk around high-fiving random strangers (girls love this).
Go to a trampolining venue.
Go Geocaching.
Go to a library, sit in the kid’s section and read picture books together.
Take a random class to learn something together (meetup.com)
Jump on a random bus or train with her, and get completely lost. Hop off at the first place that
looks interesting.
Go to museums/art galleries.
Go to the beach.
Pretend we don’t know each other. Meet in a bar and pretend we’re strangers, and intentionally
have the most awkward conversations we can while other people listen. Use the worst pickup
line I can think of, making sure everyone can hear you.

4.8 – Sex in Public
Disclaimer: I’m not encouraging you to break the law by having sex in public.
As you become more experienced, you might find you really enjoy making a move in public and
being sexual on the date. I had a lot of fun pushing myself to be more and more sexual in public –
I’ve tapped ass in public toilets, had sex in parks, sex in alleyways – even banged one woman at her
workplace. Just make sure you’re not somewhere where there’s any chance you could get caught or
get in trouble – that’d be fucking stupid.

Chapter 5 – Key Takeaways

1. The Gameplan
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Be as honest as you can be – aim to be more and more honest the more practice you get.
Have a gameplan, and stick to it.
Aim to have sex as soon as possible – on the first date.
Have your own apartment (or share with a roommate).
Look your best.
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2. The Dates
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Don’t stress about catfishes.
Talk about anything you want – don’t overthink it.
Don’t stress about being bad at conversations; you’ll improve over time.
Talk about sex if you want to.
Touch/kiss her in public if you want to.
Have fun on dates – entertain yourself.
Focus on building your desire for her – “I want you.”
Invite her back to your apartment.
If you don’t bang on the 1st date, try on the 2nd.
If you don’t bang on the 2nd date, try on the 3rd.

3. The Sex
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

When you’re back at your place, kiss her.
Foreplay is just about delayed gratification, and making her wait for sex.
Good foreplay is just experimenting and trying random things that pop into your head.
Sex is much the same; just experiment and have fun.
Take nude pics with her, not of her.
After sex, bask in the afterglow – hangout and chat with her.
Whether she stays over is entirely up to you.
Bang again after a few days.

4. Different Gameplans (for Intermediate/Advanced Guys)
1. When you have a bit more experience, play around with the variables and try different
things.
2. I’m very sexual and upfront with my messages on Tinder/Hinge; I tell girls I’m looking for
BDSM sex.
3. Play around with different types of relationships – casual, more intimate/long-term
relationships, whatever you prefer.
4. I have a long-term girlfriend and bang other girls that we share together.
5. Go on longer dates and do actual activities with girls if you enjoy it.

Holy smokes, we’re almost done! I’ve already started work on the 5th and final part of this series –
“Retention” (keeping girls coming back for more). Stay tuned.
Got any questions? Ask them in the comments below, no matter how big or small the question. I’ll
answer everything, and will edit this guide to add in any extra information that comes from your
questions.
Get the condensed version of this entire Tinder series as a pretty PDF you can read on your
computer or phone any time you want:
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<- Part 3: Messaging Girls
Part 5: Retaining Girls ->
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Andy and His Girlfriend Bang a 6ft1 Giant [Storytime with
Andy]
March 27, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
Sup peeps? Hope you’re all going well and keeping busy with self-improvement and kicking some
serious ass. I’ve been keeping busy with writing (just released Part 4 of my Tinder guide), and have a
bunch of new stuff coming now that I’ve got more time at home. If you’re struggling to fill your days
with something productive, want to come up with a gameplan to kick ass when everything returns to
normal, or just need someone to talk to – hit me up for coaching. Use all your extra free time as an
opportunity to kick ass.
And now, allow me to regale you with tales of the tallest girl myself or my girlfriend have ever
banged…
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Part 1 – The Solo Mission
Earlier this week I matched with this 20yo girl on Tinder:
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(Note: If you don’t have much experience, you don’t have to be as forward/sexual as I am. Just use
my Tinder guide; it has a much more basic gameplan you can follow).
I kept things brief over text, checking first to make sure she was bisexual (so I could share her with
my girlfriend after the first time we bang). I set up a date to meet her, but she was going to flake the
day of our date – she wanted to reschedule for next week because she had her period. As I mentioned
in my Tinder/Online Dating Guide, waiting a week is usually a death sentence; most girls forget you
a week later, even if they seemed pretty into you.
99% of the time when a girl says she’s on her period, she’s really just self-conscious – most girls are
worried you’ll think they’re “gross” during their period. As long as you show you’re not that
bothered by it, she’ll usually still meet you and make out/fool around at the very least. Just tell her
you’ll do other things (makeout, fool around, etc) – or tell her you’ll lay down a towel or have sex in
the shower. Here’s what I did:
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Or if you don’t want to do anything sexual with her on her period, just meet her for a 30-60 minute
date; grab a drink, talk for a bit and then head home. Then just meet up again another time when
she’s not on her period to bang. Meeting up, even just for a 30 minute date, makes it much more
likely you’ll end up banging her (vs just waiting a week before you meet her – remember, girls are
much less likely to meet you if you wait a week before having the first date).
Before I headed out to meet her, I pumped my dick up with my dick pump (I have this one), which is
always fun before sex. (I usually do it just before I leave the house, and the effect lasts for long
enough that it’s very noticeable when I eventually have sex – my dick is nice and fat). Dick pumps
are not mandatory though; buy one if you want something fun to play with (having a big dick is cool
as hell). Just don’t feel like you need one.
We meet, and jesus – this girl is tall. 6ft1 in heels, easily the tallest girl I’ve hooked up with. In
person she’s even cuter than her pics – very bubbly, very smiley, very cute. I take her by the hand and
walk her back to my house, a little thrown off by how tall she is (my brain keeps telling me she’s “too
tall”, like girls aren’t supposed to be that high).
We have half a glass of wine each and chat for a bit – she’s ultra cool, very easy to get on with. She’s
a nurse so she has some wild stories about psycho patients and dickhead doctors. I mention I do life
coaching/dating coaching, she’s hella into it (most girls find it fascinating – as curious as we are
abotu the sex lives of women, they’re just as curious about what sex/dating is like for men).
As we keep talking, I gently stroke her thigh, pulling her a little closer to me, before leaning in and
kissing her passionately, my hand wrapping around her neck. She moans immediately, calling out
“Daddy…” which is like my kryptonite – I can’t resist. I pick her up and carry her into the bedroom
(extra fun because she’s so damn tall), rip her clothes off and fuck the shit out of her.
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….That’d be pretty lazy storytelling, wouldn’t it? Fine, I’ll give you all the juicy details, you dirty
fucking pervs. I spent ages teasing her body, playing with her nipples, teasing her pussy – and holy
shit she’s wet. I mean, really wet – wetter than 95% of girls, it completely covers my hand and leaks
everywhere all over the bed. As I play with her more I realise she’s also a squirter – she ends up
making a massive mess all over my bed as I finger her, the entire time moaning, “Oh Daddy, please
let me cum, please let me cum!” Hot.

I keep teasing her for a while, bringing her close to another orgasm but this time backing off at the
last second, leaving her panting and desperate for more. I repeat this again, which only makes her
even more desperate – she’s grinding her hips, moaning loudly, begging for me to fuck her. I tell her,
“You’re going to have to earn that” and continue rubbing her pussy some more, and by this point
she’s bucking her hips up and down, completely overtaken by lust.
Her period didn’t seem to be an issue – she wasn’t bleeding at all. (She said it was only spot bleeding
(like a drop or two of blood), which some girls get the day before their actual period starts.) I roll her
over and start spanking her ass, gently at first, then getting harder, making her moan and cry out in
this cute, soft little voice she has. Very innocent and sweet, and oh so sexy.
Finally I can’t take any more, my cock ready to explode, so I roll her onto her back and dive in, the
head of my cock pressed against her dripping wet pussy. She’s moaning and begging, her hands on
my butt, trying to pull me into her, bucking her hips at the same time. I lean down and whisper in her
ear, “Is this what you want?” She moans and nods her head, so I tell her, “Say what you want. Tell
me.” She moans louder, begging me to fuck her, but I tell her, “No.”
Girls go absolutely crazy when you tease and deny them like this – especially when you firmly say
“No” to them when they desperately want you. I gently grind against her, the head of my cock
teasing her, until finally I push in a little – just the head of my cock. She moans again, bucking her
hips, trying to get more of me. With a cheeky smile on my face, I say, “Is this all you want? You only
wanted a little bit, right?” She moans and pleads, in a sort of helpless little voice, “No… please give
me more… please Daddy… I need you…”
I push in a little further, going agonisingly slowly, making her even more desperate to have me.
Slowly, gently, barely moving at all, I push in until I’m halfway in. “Surely this is all you want,
right? You asked for my cock and now you have it.” She shakes her head, moaning in part frustration,
part desperation, tugging at my body, needing it so badly. I pull out, like the asshole I am, and tell
her, “There you go. I gave you what you wanted, so you should be satisfied now, right?”
She cries out and grabs me, pleading and begging me to give her what she needs. “Please, please,
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please, please fuck me” – she can barely talk at this point, a mixture of whimpering, moaning and
desperately begging. I slide back inside her, this time all the way, causing her to jump a little in
pleasure as she wraps her arms around my back, moaning like crazy.
I thrust hard, in and out, pounding the shit out of her and driving her fucking crazy… Then
completely stopping, just holding myself deep inside her, her body shaking as she wraps her legs
around me. “More, please, more – I need it. Please” she cries, but I tell her not to be greedy. “Good
girls wait.“
I continue teasing her like this – alternating between fucking her as hard as I can for 10 seconds, then
holding myself completely still for 10 seconds, keeping her in complete torturuous bliss. The entire
time whispering the filthiest things I can think of in her ear: “You’re such a filthy fucking whore,
aren’t you. Desperate for Daddy’s cock like this. And even when you get it, you still want more –
you’ll never be satisfied, will you? Hopelessly craving my cock and never feeling like you’ve gotten
enough.“
I pound her hard again and she begs me not to stop so I oblige, going as hard and fast as I can. As I
pound her I slap her hard across the face, making her cry out in pleasure (don’t do this unless she’s
already told you she wants it – this girl told me before we got back to my apartment). I slap her again,
harder this time, making her moan even louder as she looks up at me, her eyes completely overcome
with lust. Fuck she looks good.
I go harder and faster, fucking the shit out of her. Out of nowhere she tells me she’s about to cum,
which surprises me – girls don’t usually cum all that easily, especially not from just sex (I wasn’t
touching her clit at all). I feel her pussy squeeze me as she begs me if she can cum and I say yes, her
pussy contracting around me, legs squeezing my hips, arms tightly gripping around my back. God
damn, it feels good.
I throw her on top and fuck her cowgirl, and she squirts almost immediately, making a huge mess all
over my chest and bed. She looks sheepish and apologises, telling me how sorry so is for making a
mess on my bed. Too turned on to give a shit, I push her off me, bend her over and start fucking her
again, pounding her for a few more seconds until I feel my orgasm approaching.
I flip her over and get her to lay on her back missionary, and grip my cock hard, feeling like I’m
already past the point of cumming. (Quick tip: If you’re right on the edge of cumming/already over
the edge but want to get into position to aim for her face or something: Grip your cock as HARD as
you possibly can – squeeze the shit out of it like you’re trying to kill it. Then as soon as you let go
you’ll release, cumming everywhere). I do exactly this and make a mess of her face as she moans
even harder, which only turns me on more.
Unable to resist I fuck her a little more, and as god damn sensitive as it is (I hate that sensitive feeling
after you cum – it’s damn near impossible to keep going) I push through, going really slow and trying
not to bite my lip. I almost never keep fucking a girl after I’ve cum, but god dammit, she was turning
me on.
I bang her for a few more minutes, my thrusts starting to become harder and faster, my hand around
her neck choking her as she moans, “Oh god, oh god, please fuck me harder Daddy.” I go as hard as I
can, and despite the sensitivity, I feel like holy shit – I could cum again. A minute later and I pull out,
pulling off the condom as I cum on her face again – though much less this time.
I collapse on the bed next to her, totally exhausted and satisfied, her face all messy and my bed all
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soaked. We cuddle and talk for a while, and the subject turns to sex – and more importantly, the fact
she’s never tried any vibrators or toys. Out of the last 10 girls I’ve banged, she’s the 4th one who’s
never tried a vibrator – that’s a weird streak.

So I pull out my massive wand vibrator (this one), turn it on the highest setting (because I’m an
asshole, lol) and immediately she screams and yanks my hand away. I laugh – I do this with every
girl I introduce it too; I turn it on the highest setting just to see them overreact. The highest setting is
way overkill; it’s like a fucking jackhammer.
I put it on the lowest setting and she’s instantly moaning, and I swear to fucking god, she cums within
10 seconds. What the fuck – this girl is really sensitive.
After her orgasm subsides, I hold the vibrator against her nipples which she loves, then slowly move
it back down to her clit. Within another minute she begs me if she can cum again and this time I deny
her – “No. You have to earn your next orgasm.” I pull the toy away and she curls up in the fetal
position, her hand between her legs, so close to orgasm yet so far. I tell her to lay on her back again
and put the toy there again, teasing her more, until she begs again – “I’m gonna cum, please let me
cum please let me cum”. Again I yank it away and again she’s shaking, curling up into a ball,
desperate for more.
I do this a few more times until finally I let her orgasm, watching her face contort in pleasure, her
mouth open wide, body arching, yelling out, “Daddy I’m cumming, I’m cumming, I’m cumming!” as
she shakes and wriths in pleasure. I pull the toy away when she’s done, and go to my cupboard full of
toys. I pull out a collar and leash, and gently wrap it around her neck, pulling on it like she’s my pet.
We lie down next to each other and cuddle for a bit, her enjoying the way the collar feels around her
neck as we talk, then she tells me she’s still horny… God dammit woman, I’ve already cum twice. I
reach down between her legs and feel her wetness (I’m telling you, this girl gets really fucking wet)
and that’s more than enough to turn me on.
I tell her to get on her hands and knees and I put on a condom, sliding into her from behind, my cock
only half-hard but she doesn’t really seem to care. I fuck her like that, a little half-heartedly (I’m tired
by this point, god dammit) but when you’re only half-into it you can cheat by going really slow and
pretending you’re “teasing” them – every time they beg you to fuck them harder, just say, “No. I’m
having too much fun teasing you.”
I did that for about 5 minutes, asked her if I could take a pic and she giggled and said “Sure”. I
grabbed my phone from the side of the bed and we tried to pose for a photo:
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We tried to make our poses look sexy,
but it looks like I’m just praying to Jesus.
Eventually I’ve had enough of half-hearted sex so I take the collar off, grab her by the hand and lead
her into the shower. I leave the lights off (I prefer showers in the dark – it’s romantic or some shit).
She’d mentioned earlier she had never tried any sort of anal stuff or buttplugs, so I bring my smallest
buttplug and plenty of lube into the shower.
I have plenty of fun lathering her in soap so she’s super slippery, and gently making out with her
while caressing her body. Again I’m thrown off by how tall she is, especially as we’re both standing
up. I tell her to turn around and I gently tease her ass, putting a little lube on my finger as I very
slowly push into her ass.
Pro tip: If you’re doing any anal play with a girl for the first time, do it in the shower, and with the
lights off. There’s no mess (you can wash it away), so you’ll both be way more comfortable and able
to relax and just explore. And the second rule: go really fucking slow, and use a lot of lube.
I gently push my finger all the way in, going as slow as I possibly can, whispering in her ear, “How
does that feel?” She moans and says it feels very different but very good, so I reach around and start
playing with her clit with my free hand, making her moan and push back on my finger in her ass. I
start very slowly moving in and out (make sure you go very slow if she’s never tried any butt stuff),
the whole time rubbing her clit to make her feel even better.
I pull my finger out, washing it with a bit of soap (important – you can give her an infection if you
use that same finger inside her pussy) and I grab the small buttplug. I put plenty of lube on it, and
plenty on her ass, and gently rub it around the entrance to her ass, teasing her. I ask her if she wants it
and she lets out a mousey, “Yes…” so I slide it in very slowly.
The buttplug is nice and small, barely wider than my finger, so it goes in easily and she moans hard,
enjoying the feeling. My cock is hard again by this point so I gently push inside her pussy, fucking
her very gently as she gets used to the feeling of my cock in her pussy and the plug in her ass. She’s
moaning a little softer than before because I’m going so slow, and I ask her if she’s still enjoying it –
she says yes.
We continue like that for a bit until I pull out, and gently pull the buttplug out as well. I ask if she
wants to try the bigger one and she nods, so I lube that up and gently slide it in. It’s not much bigger
so it slides in relatively easily – again, go very slow if she hasn’t done any anal stuff before.
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This time she’s really enjoying it and moaning harder, so I slide my cock in her pussy again and fuck
her from behind, gently pressing on the buttplug to keep her feeling nice and full. We fuck like that
for a bit but I can’t really go too hard because of the angle. I pull out and tell her to get on her knees
and tilt her head back. She does, and I grip my cock and aim it at her chest – there was something
she’d told me earlier she was really into.
I let out a stream of piss, all over her tits – some girls are absolute freaks for this. She later told me
she loved how fucking wrong it was; how taboo, naughty, messed up. Good girl.
We wash off, I slide out the buttplug and clean her (lots of soap) and we get out and go into the
bedroom again.
We fuck again – god damn this girl gets me so horny. I end up cumming inside her (in a condom) this
time, and congrats – she’s made me cum 3 times in an hour or two. Bloody good effort. We cuddle
for a bit and she’s somehow still horny, grinding on me and begging me for more. I tell her she’ll
need to do all the work, so she moves down and takes my cock in her mouth, and even though I’m
flaccid and tired, she doesn’t really seem to care.
After 5 minutes or so I feel myself getting fully hard, and I flip her over and fuck her missionary for a
bit, pounding her, but too tired to make myself cum. I pull out mid-thrust and tell her in a serious
voice, “Ok, that’s enough. Let’s get dressed.” She looks up at me in desperation, crying, “No! Please
Daddy, please keep fucking me please!” I love stoppping mid-sex and getting dressed and walking
girls out – leaving them this horny makes them absolutely fucking desperate to see you again.
I stand up and start getting dressed, telling her, “Come on, hop up – let’s get dressed.” Only, Mr
Dominant Andy actually lost for once – she begged in that cute little voice of hers and spread her
legs, showing me how fucking wet she still was. She kept begging and pleading and I found my
resolve starting to weaken – so much for being a tough guy. I stood there staring at her, trying to
make up my mind – but found myself drawn to her, unable to resist.
I jumped on top of her, slid inside and started fucking her with reckless abandon, like an animal
possessed – her legs wrapped around me, arms around my neck, my teeth sinking into her shoulder as
I bit her hard, feeling myself start to cum a 4th time, completely unable to resist. I thrust all the way
inside her and held myself there, my body shaking, struggling to catch my breath as I unloaded one
last time, completely spent.
I rolled off and started laughing and she did too, both of us a little delirious at how fucking crazy
we’d just gotten. I gave her a little high-five and then closed my eyes, focusing on slowing down my
heart rate, trying to catch my breath. She leaned over and kissed me on the cheek as I wrapped my
arm around her, both of us very satisfied.
After a bit of cuddling we got dressed and I walked her to the train station and said goodbye. The
next morning she sent me:
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And the best news? She’s very bisexual and down to meet my girlfriend. She’s never fooled around
with any girls but she really wants to learn.

Part 2 – My Girlfriend Joins In
She hits me up to meet a few days later – perfect time to get her to meet my girlfriend. I text her:
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In the next couple of days leading up to meeting, she texts me a bunch of questions – all sorts of stuff
about what my girlfriend is like, how long we’ve been dating, how she likes to be pleased, etc. It’s
very obvious she’s nervous, and she says as much:

A bit of reassurance goes a long way.
Fastforward to the night and my girlfriend and I are chilling for a bit until she arrives. She walks in
and again I’m struck by how fucking weird it is to have a girl be this damn tall. She comes in, says hi
to my girlfriend, then stands in the middle of the loungeroom looking a bit awkward and unsure what
to do. Adorable.
I tell her to come sit in between my girlfriend and I – she sits in the middle, with me on one side, my
girl on the other. I let them talk for about 5 minutes, and it’s that super-awkward, super-nervous kind
of smalltalk where they both know they want something but neither of them know how to actually
make a move. I find that stuff fricking hilarious and adorable, so I let them keep feeling awkward for
a while, for my own amusement. They’re talking about hobbies, family, friends, the weather – you
know, everything except what we’re here to do.
After another 5 minutes I decide to amuse myself by interrupting, “So are you two going to fucking
kiss or what?” They both giggle nervously and just look at me, so I stare back at them, until finally
they both get the hint and turn towards each other and start kissing, then making out.
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If you’re looking to have your first 3some, read my How to Have 3somes Guide.
The start of a 3some is probably my favourite part, especially when one girl has no experience with
other girls. The part where they’re both exploring one another, seeing what it’s like to kiss a girl –
they’re so gentle and tender as they explore, completely lost in it. It’s really fucking hot.
I let them kiss for a bit, taking one girl’s hand and putting it on the other girl’s tits, my hands reaching
down and playing with both of their pussies under their dresses. They both start moaning as they
continue to make out, and they’re both very wet already – oh hell yes.
I get them to stop and tell them both to follow me into the bedroom, we all lay down and they start
the makeouts again. I’m never going to get over how fucking sexy it is watching two girls makeout –
I’ve had a few 3somes and it still never gets old.
I get them both to strip and I let them both explore each other – first, my girlfriend goes down on her,
teasing her pussy as I play with her tits. It doesn’t take more than a minute or two before she begs to
cum – listen to how hot she sounds when she begs:
Nice.
They swap, and I teach her how to go down on my girlfriend. She has no idea what to do at first but
just tries kissing it, and my girlfriend is very into that – especially because I’m reaching up to play
with her tits at the same time, pinching her nipples, pulling on them and twisting them.
After some gentle foreplay and playing with each other (I like to let new girls explore each other for a
bit, at their own pace) I tell my girlfriend to go and get the strapon. Tall girl’s eyes light up as she
realises she’s about to get fucked. My girl puts it on, straddles her, and rams it in… A bit clumsy, but
hey – who am I to judge.
My girl fucks her for a bit, gently at first then getting a little harder, until they’re both moaning while
I play with both of their tits, my cock throbbing. There’s nothing hotter than watching two girls
completely turned on by each other, lost in passion, knowing it’s because of you. You made this
happen, you met both of them, you invited them both over and you strung all this together. I’ve said it
a million times before – a 3some is something any guy can set up (I’ll work on my 3some guide
soon).
They fuck like that for a while, me getting more and more turned on, until I can’t take anymore and I
move in behind my girl, sliding inside her wet little pussy, fucking her from behind as she fucks the
other girl – like a human sex centipede. Good times.
At this point they’re both moaning like crazy, and as I swap to the tall girl and start fucking her, my
girlfriend moves up to her mouth and they start making out while I pound away. I’m so turned on by
them making out I have to keep slowing down, feeling like I could cum after barely even starting.
I swap between their pussies, fucking one girl for a bit while fingering the other, then swapping back
to the first, alternating every minute or so. They’re both dripping wet and horny by this point, making
out softly, completely lost in each other’s kisses and not stopping to take a break. I pull out and keep
gently stroking myself, just watching them kiss – they’re so enraptured by each other they don’t seem
to notice I’ve stopped fucking them.
I lay down next to them and chill for a bit, letting them just kiss each other – tall girl is clearly
enjoying her first time with a girl, so I let her explore it. After 5 or so minutes they pull apart, both of
them looking at me, a smile on both of their faces. Tall girl leans up and kisses me gently, my fingers
finding their way between her legs as I feel her wetness, coating my fingers with it. I move it up to
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my girlfriend’s lips and make her lick it off, which makes tall girl moan and smile even more.
We hangout like that for another 20 minutes, just gently caressing each other, kissing from time to
time, cuddling, basking in the energy. I didn’t cum but I don’t mind – my goal with first-time 3somes
isn’t my own pleasure; I’m trying to give both girls a chance to explore each other. I already know
what sex with a girl is like but tall girl doesn’t; I want to give her some freedom to really explore.
Eventually we get dressed and head out, walking her outside to catch an Uber. Both of them cling
onto me in the cold night air, and like always, I wonder if anyone ever thinks I’m banging both girls,
or if they’re just my friends or something. Tall girl kisses me goodbye and then turns to face my
girlfriend, moving in close to her and pulling her face to hers, the two of them kissing rather
passionately given the public setting. That’ll never get old.
After she’s gone, she texts me:
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I end up giving her my girlfriend’s number as well, and the two of them start texting each other. My
girlfriend can be assertive and dominant when she wants to, and she makes tall girl send her some
sexy nudes and videos over the next few days, showing them to me ocassionally.
Tall girl becomes very turned on by the idea of being my whore, as well as my girlfriend’s whore –
belonging to both of us. She tells me repeatedly how much she wants to please me and be my slut.
She tells me girlfriend the same thing – it’s pretty hot to read the texts my girlfriend shows me.
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They’ve both also talked about seeing each other alone, which my girlfriend is nervous about (she’s
only had sex with 1 girl by herself in the past), but I encourage her and tell her to give it a go if it’s
something she’d enjoy. We’ll see what happens over the next few months.
So, there ends the first part of the tall girl saga. We’ll meet and play with her again – she is very keen
to meet up again and play, especially if my girlfriend and I dominate her and make her our little
sextoy. Best of all, she’s a kinky girl who seems to be into absolutely everything – it doesn’t seem
like she has any limits. Just my type, and my girlfriend’s type.

Toys Used:
(These are all affiliate links).
Magic Wand Vibrator

Update many months later: We’re both still seeing her, and still having a lot of fun with her. She’s
become “our little toy” – she’s extremely eager to please and she really gets off on the idea of
pleasing both of us. You’ll find some girls really love the idea of having sex with a couple.
She’s a sweetie, especially towards my girlfriend – very affectionate to her.
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Are You Using this Time Productively?
March 28, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
…Or are you letting yourself get worked up, stressed and “concerned”, as you let yourself obsess
about scary statistics and doomsday scenarios?
Stop reading that stuff; right now. Stop following the news & obsessing over every new little thing
that comes out; it isn’t helping you. Stop focusing on the external world/society at large, and start
focusing on the things that are pertinent to you.
I know there’s lots of uncertainty, doubt, and maybe a little (or a lot) of fear right now. But those are
things you cannot change – you’re only going to drive yourself crazy if you focus on the things that
are out of your control. You’ll start feeling helpless, like there’s no point working on your goals right
now; and that is the worst place you can be. Speaking from experience, you do not want to throw
away the next few months doing nothing, just because you’re a little bit scared.
Instead, focus on things which are within your dominion; the things you can control. If you’re stuck
at home with tonnes of extra free time, then good. Use that as an opportunity to plan out your goals,
to really cement them into place, to figure out how you’re going to get there. Come up with a daily
action plan and start working on it right fucking now.
You can’t go to the gym – fine, workout at home. Start with this home workout routine – you don’t
even need any weights. Use all this free time to get your diet on track too – this is the perfect time to
lose weight. By the time all this corona crap is over and life returns to normal, you’ll be in the perfect
position to capitalise on it and start really getting laid a tonne.

We’re busy working on our goals,
thanks for asking.
With girls, you can still get laid if you work 10x as hard as you had to before. I’m getting a tonne
more flakes, a tonne more girls wanting to just talk, etc – so I’m hitting on 10x as many girls as I
normally would. One of my fuckbuddies doesn’t want to come out of self-isolation to see me, and
most girls I’m organising meetups with are flaking last minute. Who cares, I’ve just tried 10x harder.
I’ve gotten laid with 3 new girls in the last 2 weeks – here’s one I wrote about. If you already have a
fuckbuddy or two, just hunker down with them for a while and use that as your source for
sex/intimacy.
Just carry on like you normally would, message a bunch of girls on Tinder like you normally would,
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and then do a little FaceTime date with them for 20 minutes. Then invite them to come over to your
place and have a drink. Or do what I’m doing – just meet them in a public place somewhere and walk
them straight back to your apartment. I’ve done that with 5 new girls in the last 2 weeks. Just
because the outside world is going crazy, doesn’t mean you have to.
However, I do understand I have a lot of experience and confidence with getting laid (likely more
than you), so getting sex is naturally going to be a little easier for me right now. But do not use that
as an excuse not to try. Do not let yourself say, “Oh, Andy already knows how to get laid, so of
course he can get laid right now. But for me, it’s impossible.” No. Right now sucks, so just try 10
times harder. Here’s some help:

And after working your little ass off if you’re still finding a tonne of girls aren’t meeting up with you
from Tinder/Hinge right now – good. This is a bloody great opportunity for you to work on your
looks (start with my Tinder guide), buy a proper DSLR camera (they’re cheap if you buy secondhand – here’s the one I have) and start learning to use it. Practice taking selfies of yourself, get really
great with it, and start improving your Tinder photos, so that when things return to normal, you’ll
be ready to capitalise on it.
This is also the perfect time to work on your mental health, tackle those issues you’ve been ignoring,
and start working towards being a happier, more well-rounded person. If you want to know where to
start, start with the book, “You Can’t Afford the Luxury of a Negative Thought” – it changed my life
when I read it. Then read “The Slight Edge” – it’s the method I use to achieve all my goals. Read
those two books and you’ll be lightyears ahead of most other people; especially right now when most
people are just sitting around being bored and doing nothing useful with their time.
And if your goal is to set up your own business or make money online, don’t see this as a dip in the
market; see it as an opportunity to build up your business so you’re ready for when things kick off.
You want to start preparing now during the downturn, so you can be ready to profit during the
inevitable upswing.
All of this right now can just be seen as a challenge, so rise up to it. Life just turned the difficulty
setting to Hard for a bit, so now you need to play harder.
When times are rough, FIGHT BACK.
Oh, and just incase nobody else is telling you this right now:
Everything will be ok. I promise.
Drop a comment below and let me know how you’re doing. Seriously – say hi. Don’t be a stranger.
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Update: I’ve since recorded a podcast covering the same topic:
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Immy’s Thoughts: What Honesty is Like for a Girl (From a
Girl’s Perspective)
March 31, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

For a while now, I’ve planned to get my girlfriend to contribute some articles for my site; it’s
something we’ve talked about for the last 6 months or so. Just like I struggled to write my very first
article, she found it incredibly hard to start writing – she had no idea what to write about, or what to
say, or how to structure her ideas, or what “voice” she should use. She had to face the same fears I
did: “Will my words be of any value? Will anyone read this? Will I sound like an idiot? What if I
can’t think of anything?”
In the end she decided to just put pen to paper, and jotted down some ideas about what it’s been like
to be in a relationship with me. It came out as a bit of a ramble (hey, so did my first few articles). But
I think it’s a great first effort.
As you read, bare in mind I’ve never made any claims that our relationship is perfect, or that I’m the
greatest boyfriend in the world or that she’s the best girlfriend known to man. Both of us are fallible;
we struggle, we make mistakes, we let each other down. That’s very much part of a relationship. But
as long as you’re striving for honesty and treating each other like you’re on the same team, then
you’re on the right path.
I thought about cutting up what she wrote and adding my own thoughts to it, or including parts of it
as quotes to support other articles I was writing. But in the end I decided to just post her words here
in their entirity.
I go on and on about honesty and “being on the same team“; which all sounds great in theory. But
without hearing from girls themselves, how are you going to know if what I’m saying is correct, or if
it’s something that’s only good in theory? I think it’s important to hear from the horse’s mouth
exactly what honesty is really like for a girl (because it’s not always easy – honesty takes a lot of
commitment, maturity & patience. It can be a lot of pressure sometimes).
If you get something out of her words, drop a comment below and let me/her know. She’ll write more
on this and other topics in future; this was her first effort at a full article.
-Andy
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—————In my relationship with Andy I started off by saying I didn’t want love. I didn’t want to be loved. I
didn’t want a relationship. I would’t be affectionate, I got awkward about holding hands. Despite
secretly adoring the feeling of all that I deemed too ‘intimate’, I’d labelled it all as not allowed. My
mindset of: ‘I can’t love you, or even really like you’, wasn’t exactly starting with a ‘you and me on
the same team’ mentality.
After about a month of seeing one another I remember the conversation; I was lying in Andy’s bed,
and somehow the conversation found its way to the topic of liking one another. With a hell of a lot of
patience, and Andy persistently encouraging me, I sheepishly admitted that I liked him. It was the
definition of making a big deal out of nothing. I wasn’t immediately rejected, made fun of or ghosted
and the world didn’t crumble around me. If fact, he encouraged me to be honest and reiterated that
nothing bad would happen. Needless to say, admitting I was in love a few months later was an even
bigger crisis.
Creating an open and honest relationship was a matter of slowly becoming comfortable with opening
up. Andy repeatedly showed and reminded me that nothing bad would happen if I told the truth, if
anything I was praised for it. And after hitting that reward centre in my brain enough times, the
positive reenforcement broke down a hell of a lot of my emotional barriers.
Some of the big and pretty terrifying things I’ve had to open up about include and are not limited to:
– Struggles with an eating disorder and other self destructive behaviours
– Staying in touch (friends) with a guy I had previously slept with and never mentioning it
– Jealousy and insecurity about other girls
– Thoughts of cheating
– A deep-seated fear that I’d never be good enough.
Every single time (while they may not have been the most pleasant conversations) things were always
better after talking about it. And ultimately we’ve become much closer as a result. I look at Andy and
know he knows everything, he knows the ‘terrible’ thoughts I’ve had and I know he still accepts me.
That acceptance is unbelievably freeing.
For me personally, I’ve found that it has been worth the short term discomfort, because it means that
I have complete trust in Andy. I don’t have to feel like I’m holding back or worrying that I might slip
up and say the wrong thing. My guard is completely down and I can let go.
There are a couple of moments I distinctly remember keeping something to myself for days, even
weeks. I went back and forth about whether I should tell Andy, ultimately knowing it would have to
come out eventually. Often it would be an incredibly long message or a shameful and
teary admission, but in almost every instance, I’ve been met with compassion and understanding.
Andy makes me want to tell him the truth, he’s encouraged me for doing so, even when I’m not
telling him good news. There were instances where that didn’t feel good, if I’m honest sometimes it
would feel awful, but there’s never that feeling of: ‘I can’t tell him that.’
I’ve gone to coffee with friends, had chats about their relationships and I will be the first to admit that
it’s very easy to dish out the advice, and tell them: “just be honest” “talk to him about it”. But doing it
yourself is another thing. For me, being honest was scary. Being vulnerable was scary. The thought
of Andy rejecting me if I opened up was really fucking scary.
Even now, when honesty is expected as a baseline, I still fuck up. The other day I binge ate and
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wasn’t going to tell Andy until he asked about it. That’s not being on the same team, and it felt like
shit admitting it. Sometimes I’ll be in a bad mood and want to push Andy away and visa versa, but
with the mantra of ‘on the same team’, even when the other person might be a little resistant, we’ll try
to talk it out, and be honest in order to pull one another closer.
There is the other side, in which I’ll be on the receiving end of some honest words. There’s been a
number of times where Andy has told me things I don’t necessarily want to hear. He’s prefaced it by
saying: “it’ll make you upset if I tell you, but we’re on the same team, so…” And I respect it and
appreciate it. I respect that it’s not easy to deliver tough love sometimes. And I’m grateful for it
because I know it is ultimately in the interest of our relationship. It means we don’t resent each other,
so we don’t feel like we have to hold things in.
Now, as I’ve drilled: ‘bring them onto your team’, into my head, I’ve found that it helps with all of
my relationships. With my family, friends, at work.
Even a month or so ago, I was worried about the security of my work. I kept thinking my boss was
disappointed in me, that he was going to fire me, or that I was never doing a good enough job. When
I expressed my worries, and literally said: “sometimes I worry I have no idea what I’m doing” he
went above reassuring me, and begun to tell me how he sometimes has the same thought.
As someone that is terrified of offending people, saying the wrong thing and being judged, being
honest and bringing other people onto the same team was one of the scariest things I’ve tried doing.
But in hindsight, putting up barriers and always having my guard up was exhausting too.
Undoubtedly, having honesty as a core principle in our relationship from the get go has made things
much easier, and I’m incredibly thankful that Andy has encouraged it, because I had no clue about
what I was doing in my first real relationship.
Being someone that’s very prone to worry, it means I’m not constantly concerned about what Andy is
thinking about, or what’s going on in his head. I know where we’re at, it removes a lot of doubt and if
I’m ever unsure on anything I know I can just ask.
-Immy ??
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Don’t Compare Your Lay Count to Mine
April 1, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
I’ve had a few people tell me over the last few months that they could never do what I do, that they
could never bang 140 (that’s a rough estimate) girls like I have, that they could never have 3somes
like I’ve had. I’ve even heard, “You’re doing something special; something normal guys like me
can’t do.”
And I get it; when you’re at the start of your self-improvement journey, it’s intimidating as hell to
look ahead, because you’re acutely aware of how far you still have left to go. And the people you
look up to & admire seem like gods (even though they’re not; you could easily outdo them). Good
Looking Loser has a great article on this: 10 Misconceptions About Guys Guys that are Successful
with Women. Even though there’s a big part of me that finds it hilarious that people look up to
me (if you could be me for a day, you’d see it’s not that glamorous), I do get that 140+ lays and 11+
3somes seems like a jaw-dropping number.
The issues comes when you use it as a stick to beat yourself over the head with, and tell yourself
things like, “I don’t have as many lays as Andy/other guys; therefore, I’m a loser.” I’ve covered this
topic here: Stop Being a Cunt to Yourself.
140 is a nice number. It’s a big number. When I first started self-improvement, there was no way in
hell I ever thought I’d get anywhere near 100. But if you’ve followed my lays (I’ve posted about half
of them here), you’ll see that a huge portion of the girls I’ve banged, I don’t end up seeing more
than once or twice.
I’ll be honest: I have pretty low standards. I’ve banged a lot of hotties (again, go through the stories
here – the hotter girls are at the top of the list), but I’ve also banged a hell of a lot of chubby girls.
I’ve always been a bit of a freak, and I enjoy the chase; I like banging new girls, even if they’re not
always ultra-hot or girls that I want to see more than a couple of times. Some of my best experiences
were when I kept an open mind, even if the girl wasn’t ultra hot.
And let’s go even deeper – my first 50 or so lays were back when I was really depressed and suicidal
(2006-2011). I used to bang girls off Craigslist, and the vast majority of them were ultra-obese girls I
was not even remotely attracted to. I was obese myself and was stuck in a very destructive mindset –
I used sex with fat girls as both self-medication and self-flaggelation. I’d always hate myself
afterwards; it wasn’t glamorous at all. It was ~8 years of mental hell – I was addicted to the “rush” of
meeting a new girl so I’d take absolutely anyone I could get (I was fat myself so I could only get the
lowest of the low women), then I’d meet and fuck them, then as soon as I came I’d hate myself and
promise never to do it again…
…Only to repeat a few weeks later. I actually went to a sex addiction counsellor + joined a sex
addiction group that cost me $150/month. I did that for about a year and it helped me see sex in a
much more positive, normal light (instead of using it to self-medicate my own unhappiness). So
again, is that something worth comparing yourself to?
I’m also probably older than you – I’m about to turn 33 (as of 2020), which means I’ve had a long
time to rack up a lot of lays. I lost my virginity when I was 19, so since then I’ve banged an average
of 1 new girl a month – that’s more than doable if that’s something you want to achieve yourself.
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So please, please, please don’t compare your lay-count to mine; my first 50 lays were not even worth
noting, and many of the ones after that have been girls I wasn’t super attracted to. Like I said, I have
relatively low standards; you can definitely do better than me. (Though to be fair, there’s been a hell
of a lot of hotties in there too; it’s not all doom and gloom.)
If your standards aren’t as low as mine (all of my coaching clients have higher standards than me, as
do all my friends), then of course your lay count isn’t going to be as high as mine. If you don’t scrape
the bottom of the barrel in the way that I used to (and sometimes still do), then it’s natural you’ll have
less lays. And I’m not saying you should lower your standards quite to my (very low) level… I’m
saying you need to keep my low standards in mind when looking at my lay count.
You’re also mostly going to focus on the highlight reels of my life (even though I do my best to share
my shortcomings/failures/struggles with you). Even when I try to show you my weaknesses, you
aren’t naturally going to pay attention to my shortcomings or failures (even though I talk about them
here, and here, and here, and here). You don’t really care about that stuff – you only care about my
journey, and my high lay count. You care about my 3somes, and my cool sex adventures; you know,
the good stuff. You care about the peak moments I share.
But you have no idea how often I’m a lazy son of a bitch. You’re not aware of the 10,000 girls who
rejected me or called me creepy or said I’m a loser. You’re not aware of all the times I’ve been
jealous, or insecure, or cried, or acted like a child. You aren’t here with me to see all the moments I
feel like I’ll never be successful; nor are you here to see the moments where life beats me down. You
only see the best of me, and you don’t notice – or you actively ignore – the worst of me.
I’m not any better than you are; I’m just a little further along in my self-improvement journey. I
look successful because I’ve simply had more time to find success.
And that’s the point; you can’t compare yourself to me, because I’ve probably been improving for
longer than you have. In a year or two you’ll have made massive progress, and you’ll be at a point
where you’re on equal footing to me and anyone else you respect. You’ll get there, I promise; as long
as you keep kicking ass with your goals and have realistic expectations of your progress.
The final nail in the coffin of my lay count is this: I got a lot of my lays by being an uncaring,
unsympathetic, almost-sociopathic cunt. I’ve talked about it here. For a long time, I treated girls
like mere notches; I ghosted them all the time, I lied to them just to get in their pants, I didn’t give a
fuck about their feelings. Things I haven’t done for many years now, and things I don’t advocate
anyone else ever doing. So a huge portion of my lays weren’t done ethically; you can definitely be a
more ethical player than I used to be. If you’re striving for honesty like I now do myself, you’ll
naturally end up with a lower lay count than the one I’ve ended up with; but yours will be more
meaningful.
Don’t look at my lay count and assume my sex history is something you should just copy-paste; I
went through a lot of horror before I got to the point I’m at now. It took me a long time to work
up to pure honesty with everyone I date. It’s taken me a long time to become a positive influence in
the world. For a huge portion of my lays, I was not a great human being. I really wasn’t.
You can – and will – do better.
I have faith in you.
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How to Make Girls Orgasm with No Effort (Magic Wand)
April 1, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
Buy the exact wand vibrator I own (heads up, that’s an affiliate link), shipping all around the world
(just set your country/currency at checkout):

Prices are in British Pounds by default, so just change your country/currency. It comes with adapters
for every country, so it’ll work with your power outlet.
Table Of Contents
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Introduction
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Other Details
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Introduction
Here’s a video of me giving a how-to on using the wand:
One thing I never shut the hell up about is my magic wand vibrator – it is the BEST toy I have, out of
all the million-and-one sex toys I own. If you have nothing else, buy one. (You can buy any good
wand vibrator, I just recommend this particular Doxy one because it’s the one myself and my mates
have used for a couple years. If you buy a different one, just make sure it plugs into the wall (not
battery powered), and make sure it has good reviews).
Wand vibrators (the powerful ones you plug into the wall) are “set and forget” – you just turn it on,
hold it against her pussy, and the toy will do the rest. It’s the lazy man’s orgasm-generator.
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For the longest time, I avoided having any toys, because it would have hurt my ego & damaged my
pride. Back in my early days of getting laid, I wanted to be an “alpha male” – I was convinced I had
to satisfy women with just my hands/dick/mouth, and that toys were “cheating”. Even when I first
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started having BDSM sex, I didn’t have any toys – I just used my suit tie as a blindfold, and I’d spank
girls with my hand. No ropes, no vibrators, no whips or chains or anything like that.
Eventually one of my mates convinced me to buy a couple of toys and try them on girls. I started with
a blindfold and handcuffs, and holy shit, that was so much fun. I then tried a whip, and every girl
absolutely loved it. Finally I faced my fears and bought a couple of vibrators, convincing myself I
wasn’t “less of a man” if I let a toy make girls cum instead of using my hands/mouth/dick.
As my mate said (the one who convinced me to start buying toys): “Well for me it’s more that the
toys can do stuff I can’t. It adds to the experience for the girl. No matter how good you are, a toy at
the right moment makes it better for the girl.”
And god damn am I glad I listened to him. I tried a few different vibrators (some were shit, some I
still use to this day). Eventually I worked my way up to a huge magic wand, and it blew my fucking
mind. Not least of all because of how bloody big it is – it’s the same length as my elbow to the tip of
my outstretched fingers.
It’s so god damn powerful, it sounds like a chainsaw:
No plushies were harmed in the making of this (but they were deeply pleasured).
Still not convinced? Here’s what 2 guys who took my advice and bought one had to say:
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Seriously – this thing is godlike.
I’ve tried 2 other wand vibrators in the past (the other two were battery powered, with no cord), but
the batteries sucked – they only lasted about 20 minutes. The wands were also nowhere near as
powerful as this one is. Vibrators you plug into the wall will always be a million times more powerful
than battery-powered ones.
I use it as a “cheat” or shortcut for good foreplay – I don’t have to do anything other than lie down
next to her and hold it on her pussy, and just wait. She’ll cum without me even doing anything. If
you’re inexperienced, a virgin, or nervous: this is your cheat code to begin decent at foreplay. Just
hold this thing on her pussy and you’re good to go.
I also use it to tease her – I hold it on her clit until she’s close to cumming, then pull it away, making
her cry out and beg for more. Put it back on her clit until she’s close again then take it away,
repeating this over and over, until she’s a wet, quivering mess, begging me to fuck her. Good times.
It’s also great if you’ve been really busy lately and have a lot of things to think about, or a lot of
stresses/worries bouncing around your head. Just turn it on to the absolute lowest setting (so it’ll take
ages to make her cum), put it on her clit, and then just lie on her tummy, letting yourself think about
whatever it is you need to think about. I’ve had times where I just lie there for 30 minutes planning
out my goals, or thinking about something that’s been bothering me – while she’s in orgasmic bliss.
At the end of it she tells me how amazing a job I did… meanwhile all I really did was spend some
time in my own head, planning things out. It’s fucking awesome; you don’t even have to
concentrate and she’ll be thanking you for giving her the best orgasm she’s ever had.

Podcast Talking About the Magic Wand
My girl and I recorded an entire episode talking about how to use the magic wand, whether or not
girls really care if you make them orgasm, why some girls struggle to orgasm (even with a toy), some
tricks to blow her mind, and a story about a girl who could cum from just her nipples.
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How to Use

Top button:
Power/Hold down for pulse mode.
Middle button: Increase power.
Bottom button: Decrease power.
Plug it into the wall and turn it on (push the Power button). It’ll start itself on the last setting you used
(which is the lowest setting if you’ve never used it before.) Most girl’s eyes light up when they hear
the sound it makes – if you like, turn it to the highest setting just to watch her go, “Oh my god!”
(Make sure you turn it back down to the lowest setting before using it).
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Get her to lie down on her back then just put it on her clit and hold it there – that’s literally it. (For
some girls, her clit will be too sensitive – just hold it slightly below her clit, against her pussy). You
really don’t have to do much except for hold it there and she’ll think you’re the god of pleasure.
When you first put it on her pussy, start on the lowest setting. Often the highest setting is way too
strong, and some girls will say they can’t cum from that because it’s just too much. Start on the
lowest setting and see how she responds. Slowly ramp it up one setting at a time, waiting 30 seconds
or so on each setting. Each time, ask her how it feels and if she wants more intense, or if she likes it
the way it is right now (just bare in mind at some point she may not be able to respond properly, too
wrapped up in her own pleasure). If she says it’s good, just leave it on that setting. If she asks for
more, go up one level. If she says it’s too sensitive, just take it down one setting.
At some point as you’re slowly going up in power, some girls will just have an orgasm – fucking
awesome. Keep playing with her and give her more orgasms if you like, or put the toy away and fuck
her brains out ? Other girls will need you to go all the way up to the highest setting – you can
jokingly call them a Power Queen.
Have fun with the vibrator – it’s something you and the girl can just mess around with and try a
bunch of different things together. You can tease girls’ nipples with it (on the lowest setting) –
most girls love how it feels (but her clit will feel better). You can give her a back massage with it (or
get her to give you one) – you literally just have to hold it in spots on her back, or slowly move it
around.
You can also play around with different positions – some girls love going doggystyle, with you
pushing the toy against her clit from behind. It’s also fun to make her stand up, and you stand behind
her, sliding it between her legs. Then tell her to close her legs, clamping down on it as it presses
against her clit:
You can also get her to ride on top of your dick, with the vibrator pressed against her clit. It has a
very long cord (3m/7ft), so you’ll be able to move it around wherever you want.
It’s good fun using it whenever you’re fucking her – the vibrations will hit your cock, running up and
down the length of it, feeling bloody awesome. I usually thrust very slowly when doing this, and
sometimes I even just hold still, with my cock only halfway inside her pussy. That way I can really
feel the vibrations, but also feel the sensation of her pussy clenching around my dick, especially as
she cums. If you and her play around a bit and practice, it’s possible for you both to cum at the
exact same time, which is hot as hell.
Try it doggystyle with your dick in her – push her down so she’s lying totally flat on the bed (on her
stomach), with the vibrator underneath her. Then slide your cock inside her pussy and lay down flat
on top of her. When I do this, I just stay completely still, with my cock inside her, the vibrating
pulsing through her clit and the base of my cock.
I’ve cum from this (without thrusting/fucking her at all) – it’ll take like 5 minutes and be very slow
building, but when you do cum it’s like a wave, slowly washing over you. Make sure you don’t move
at all, to get the full effect. It’s fucking instense – it’ll blow your god damn mind. It doesn’t feel like
a normal orgasm; it’s slower to build up (you feel like it’s building up over minutes, rather than
seconds) and more powerful when it hits, and it lasts much longer – you’ll feel like you’re cumming
nonstop for 30 seconds. It’s mind-blowing.
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Pulse Setting:
To turn Pulse Mode on, make sure the vibrator is currently OFF, and then hold the Power Button for
about 1 full second.
Pulse Mode is a bit confusing to explain, but essentially it starts at the lowest vibration setting and
works its way to the highest vibration, then instantly resets back to the lowest vibration and repeats.
When you’re in Pulse Mode, pushing the (+) Button doesn’t increase the intensity of the vibrations –
it increases the speed at which the vibrator goes from lowest vibrations to highest vibrations. So if
you push the (+) Button a bunch of times, the vibrator will start going from lowest to highest very
quickly (it’ll take about half a second to go from lowest to highest vibration, then reset back to lowest
and take another second to go to highest, and repeat).
If you push the (-) Button a bunch of times, then the vibrator will go from lowest to highest vibration
very slowly (it’ll take about 10 seconds to go from lowest vibration to highest vibration).
It makes more sense if you watch the video:
1. The vibrator is turned OFF, so I hold the Power Button for 1 second to initiate Pulse Mode.
2. Pulse mode starts on the FASTEST pulse for me (I had previously pushed the (+) Button a
bunch of times to turn it onto the FASTEST pulse mode). I leave it on FAST pulse for a bit so
you can see.
3. Then I push the (-) Button a bunch of times so it goes down to the SLOWEST pulse mode.
You can see it now takes like 10 seconds to go from lowest vibration to highest vibration, then
resets back down to lowest.
4. Then I push the (+) Button a bunch of times again, so it goes back up to FASTEST pulse
mode. Now it’s only about half a second between lowest to highest vibration.
5. To turn the vibrator off, just hold the Power Button again.
Different girls will like different pulse settings, so play around and ask her which one feels the best
for her. Some girls also like it nice and slow at the start, and then progessively faster as time goes on,
hitting the fastest setting right as she’s getting close to cumming. Other girls prefer just the normal
setting
Sometimes I use the pulse mode; othertimes I just leave it on the normal setting (constant vibration).
It depends on how I’m feeling, or what the girl tells me feels the best.
The pulse mode works better than the normal setting for some girls in particular. They seem to love
the fact it’s constantly changing in intensity – when it’s just a constant setting, some girls will
struggle to orgasm, but the pulsing sends them over the edge.
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Edging
If you’ve never edged a girl (or yourself), you’re missing out. Edging is when you get her right to the
edge of orgasm, but then stop right before she’s about to cum, so she’s oh so close… but not quite
there. (If you stop too late, she’ll still cum, but it’ll be a half-orgasm – known as a “ruined orgasm”).
Edging is fun as hell – nothing drives a girl crazier than getting her close to the edge then stopping,
waiting 15 seconds, then starting it all back up again and getting her right to the edge… then stopping
again. Girls go fucking mad for this; it’s the secret to good foreplay. You just have to keep teasing
her like this for 20 minutes until she’s absolutely begging you to fuck her, desperate to do absolutely
anything for you.
The wand makes it so much easier to edge girls – just hold it against her clit til she’s about to cum,
then pull it away and wait 15 seconds, then repeat. Easy.
You can also make girls edge themselves right in front of you, which is sexy as hell to watch. Tell her
to use the toy, but that she has to take it away as soon as she feels like she’s going to orgasm:
You can also tell her she isn’t allowed to orgasm until you give her permission. So every time she
gets close, she has to look you in the eyes and beg, “Please let me cum…” The first 5 times she asks
you, say “No.” in a very firm voice and make her pull the vibrator away from herself. She’ll be a
horny, desperate, quivering mess. After a few times of this, say, “Yes.” and watch her absolutely
fucking explode.
Bonus points if you talk dirty to her while she’s edging herself (or while you’re edging her). “You’re
such a horny little slut aren’t you, right on the edge of cumming, so desperate to explode but knowing
you’re not allowed to do so without my permission. It makes you so fucking horny knowing I’m in
control of your orgasm, doesn’t it? Maybe I won’t let you cum at all.. maybe I’ll make you wait
weeks before I let you have that release.”

Orgasms & Multiple Orgasms:
Giving girls an orgasm with the wand is easy as hell – just hold it on her clit and play around with the
settings until you find one she says feels the best. Then just hold it there and think about what you’re
going to have for dinner. I’m not even joking – you can literally let your mind wander while you’re
holding it there, and she’ll have an orgasm without you having to try.
When girls orgasm from a wand vibrator, they’ve told me it’s a completely different orgasm to what
they’re used to – because it’s so overwhelming and fucking strong, they completely forget where
they even are. They forget literally everything else, their head is completely empty and they’re not
thinking about any of life’s worries, or the usual girl insecurities like whether you think she’s pretty,
or if she’s doing a good job for you, etc. They can just let go and be consumed by the impending
orgasm, riding it as it comes, and being in complete bliss.
It’s like a “spiritual” orgasm. An orgasm of the soul. (Maybe I’m turning into a hippie).
And if you hold it on her clit even after she’s cumming, even when she’s telling you it’s too sensitive
(you may have to turn it back down to the lowest setting), if you just keep it there despite her
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protests, in another minute or so often she’ll have another orgasm, and then another, and another, all
her orgasms starting to blend together into one big long orgasm. Congratulations! You’ve just made
a girl have multiple orgasms. (That’s their superpower; our superpower is being able to pee
standing up, so it’s a fair trade-off).
One day my girlfriend decided to see how many times she could cum in a certain period of time. She
hit 14 orgasms within about 45 minutes. And as I’ll go into detail below, that’s mind-blowing for
her in particular; when we first met, she had never had an orgasm in front of anybody else, and used
to take over an hour to have one orgasm by herself.
You can also tie the vibrator to a girl’s pussy if you have some ropes – girls go nuts for this. Tie
her up, blindfold her, tie the wand to her pussy and just leave it there while you go do something else
(like watch a football game, wash the dishes, or grab a bowl of popcorn and watch her orgasm over
and over, unable to move or get away from the vibrator, completely lost in countless orgasms).
The best part about the wand is girls will give you full-credit for giving them an orgasm; even if
all you do is hold the wand on their pussy and just wait. It’s like passive income – you do nothing
and the compliments just roll in for free. Passive orgasm income.

What Girls Think of It:
My girlfriend said:
Prior to using the wand, I really really struggled to orgasm. It was a huge point of frustration hearing
stories from friends who could use their hand and orgasm in less than 10 minutes. It would take
anywhere from half an hour to an hour on my own, watching porn using a typical vibrator on the
highest setting.
The idea of having an orgasm with someone else seemed pretty impossible once there was the added
challenge of self-consciousness. [[Andy’s note: Some girls find it almost impossible to orgasm in
front of someone else. More on that below.]] When Andy first let me try the wand, my first
impression was: Jesus Christ this is powerful. I could understand while this style of toy would have
the girls in porn screaming. While it did take quite a long time, the sheer power of the toy got me
over the edge maybe in an hour the first time.
After that, it was then a slow process of having orgasms quicker and quicker, figuring out what felt
good with the wand and feeling less self-conscious. It was very quickly a favourite toy. After a while
I found I didn’t need it on the highest setting, and now it generally takes roughly 5 minutes from start
to finish. Just for fun I tried to orgasm as quickly as possible a few times, and with the wand I got
there in under a minute. [[Andy’s note: Remember, this is the same girl who used to take over an
hour to orgasm]].
It’s been a lot of fun using it with other girls too. Because it’s so bloody big it’s hard to miss the
target. And most other girls seem more than satisfied with how strong it can get. If anything, most
can’t take the highest setting.
———————
Every other girl I’ve used it on has loved it too – it blows a lot of their minds. Another girl I dated a
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while ago had the same struggle as my girlfriend; she too had never orgasmed in front of anyone. I’ll
talk more about her below, but it took us a few sessions with the vibrator before she was finally able
to let go and cum. She was blown away – she had it in her head that she would never be able to
orgasm in front of anybody else, and even by herself she struggled to orgasm even in the perfect
setting with no distractions.
Other girls will just giggle like crazy when you turn it onto the highest setting:
(As you can tell from the video, the wand definitely isn’t something you can use if you have other
people in the house (well, I guess you could – it would make for a funny story afterwards at least).)
Here’s a couple of stories from girls I’ve used the vibrators on recently:
Andy & His Girlfriend Bang a 6ft1 Giant.
Andy Donates Orgasms to a Shy Asian Powerlifter
My mates and coaching clients who’ve bought one also rate them highly – the two comments I get
most are, “Jesus it’s so bloody big” and “Holy fuck it’s powerful… like, too powerful.”
This is pretty much the reaction of all my mates who I’ve encouraged to get one:

Girls Who Struggle to Orgasm
Orgasms for girls are a bit (a lot) different to guys. Guys can cum pretty easily, from any sort of
stimulation – blowjobs, sex, handjobs, grinding against a pillow (no, I’ve never done that (Ok, I did it
when I was younger)). Sure, sometimes you might take a fair bit of stimulation, but for the most part,
as long as there’s a bit of stimulation, you will cum fairly easily.
Girls require more than physical stimulation to cum – they also have to “let go”. Orgasms for girl
are much more of a “release” – meaning, if she’s too tense or too stressed, she might not be able to let
go and orgasm. Their orgasms require not being in their own head too much or having too many
stresses or distractions. (Some girls can cum easily and don’t have much trouble letting go, but
there’s a hell of a lot of girls who really struggle). Which is why a lot of girls have a “routine” when
they’re giving themselves an orgasm:
Some girls will run a bath and burn some incense, then play with themselves for an hour gently
before finally orgasming.
Other girls use a very specific vibrator they’ve discovered works for them, on a very particular
setting in a very particular spot on their clit.
Some girls require a clear head – they can’t orgasm if they have a lot of things on their mind.
Other girls can only come by themselves – they find it too distracting if somebody else is there.
Some girls watch porn in order to turn themselves on a lot, and sometimes have to watch an
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hour or more of it before they can be “present” enough and be in tune with their own body
enough to actually orgasm.
Some girls need candles and nice music and have to have a shower first in order to feel “pretty”
before they can orgasm.
Really, the reason some girls struggle to orgasm without these routines is they’re in their own head
too much. (Guys do the same thing – some of us struggle with performance anxiety/erectile
dysfunction because we’re in our own head too much). When a girl is in her own head too much,
sometimes it gets so bad she literally “can’t” orgasm because she can’t get past the thought, “It’s
impossible for me to cum.” It becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy, where she’s convinced she can’t
orgasm, and she can’t stop obsessing about the idea of not having an orgasm. And if you obsess about
not having an orgasm, then guess what? You’re probably not going to have an orgasm.
This is actually the main reason I bought my wand a few years ago. I’d met a couple of girls who had
never had an orgasm (or who really struggled to have one), and I did some research into it. There
were a shitload of people saying wand vibrators were the way to go; you can just hold it on her clit
and she’ll orgasm eventually, as long as you’re patient. And they were right.
The first time my girlfriend ever used it, she used to take ages to cum – I had to hold the vibrator on
her clit on full-power for about 1hr before she came. It was a test of endurance for both of us; my arm
kept getting sore, she could feel herself getting tired, but we just held on. Eventually after a bloody
hour (and a million “almost orgasms”), we finally got there. It was worth it in the end, but it was a lot
of work.
With practice and patience, over time she started being able to orgasm quicker and quicker, and can
now easily cum within 1 minute. Pretty impressive from the girl who originally took an hour.
Just bare in mind if your girl struggles to orgasm, getting quicker is going to take a lot of
patience from both you and her. And if she really finds orgasming difficult, you may not be able to
make her orgasm the first few times you try the vibrator.
The best thing to do if you have a girl who struggles to cum is talk to her about it beforehand.
Make it clear you’ll both have a play with the toy but you don’t expect her to orgasm – don’t put any
pressure on her or she may not be able to relax and let go if she’s worried about letting you down.
Tell her you’ll just try for a while but if she can’t cum, it’s all good. And make sure you really don’t
get frustrated if she can’t cum. You can both just try again next time.
One girl in particular I did this with took quite a few times before she could release. We tried with the
wand 2 times and she got really close but couldn’t quite “let go” and relax enough to orgasm – she
was in her own head too much, worrying about disappointing me. The third time we tried, we put on
a movie to watch and just concentrated on that, with the vibrator between her legs. After about 30
minutes she went really quiet, and I realised she looked like she might orgasm. A minute or two later
she started moaning like crazy, her body arching as she let it all out, and then she started giggling like
crazy. She had this giant smile on her face and told me she couldn’t believe she’d had her first
orgasm in front of someone.
She was over the moon about it:
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When Do I Use it?
Honestly? I use mine about 90% of the time I have sex, especially with new girls who haven’t tried
a wand vibrator before. And especially with any girls who tell me they have trouble orgasming in
front of somebody else – it’s so much fun taking on that challenge (even if it takes us a few sessions),
and eventually blowing her mind when she’s able to have an orgasm. Girls are always so damn proud
of themselves when they’re able to just let go and release that orgasm.
You don’t have to use it as much as I do; sex is all about having fun and exploring, not whether or
not you can make a girl orgasm. I want to make it really damn clear you’re not “less of a man” or
“a failure” if the girl doesn’t cum. Her orgasm doesn’t matter anywhere near as much as whether or
not you two both clicked and had fun. Foreplay/teasing/making out/delaying her pleasure and making
her beg is always much more important than giving her an orgasm.
That said, the wand vibrator is fucking fun to use, and it makes edging/teasing and orgasms infinitely
easier. Plus it’s funny seeing every girl’s jaw drop when you first turn it onto the highest setting and
it whirs up to the loudness of a chainsaw – that never gets old to me.

How to Clean It
Most toy-makers say you really just have to use hot water and soap to clean your toys. I’m usually a
little more thorough:
1. Hot water + soap.
2. Alcohol spray (70% isopropyl).
3. Toy Cleaning Spray
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Soap: Just use any soap. I like liquid soap (from a pump bottle) because it’s easier to apply than a bar
of soap.
70% Isopropyl Alcohol: Buy a big bulk container of it from ebay/Amazon, as it’ll be much cheaper.
Then buy an empty spray bottle for a couple of bucks.
Toy Cleaning Spray: Use any toy cleaning spray that has good reviews. I use this one.
Make sure you do not submerge the whole toy under water, and do not get any water on the
“wand” part of the toy. ONLY get water on the rubbery “head” of the toy – the rest of the toy you
can clean with a damp sponge or some alcohol spray. Even then, be careful not to get the head too
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wet (it’s an electric toy, after all).

Other Details
It may get warm to the touch after about 10 minutes of being on the highest setting. It’s never hot,
and it never gets in the way of pleasure – so if yours gets warm, it’s normal. Most girls won’t even
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notice when they’re in the throes of pleasure. But remember I’ve left it on for over an hour, multiple
times, and never had a problem.
Where I keep it – I have it in a special cupboard in my bedroom with all my toys. When I’m about to
meet a girl, I take the wand out and have it plugged in, sitting right next to my bed where she can see
it (some of them ask about it and want to try it before I’ve even suggested it).
If you’re a sex freak like me, you can even try “jerking off” with it – just hold it against the base of
your cock. (I personally don’t like putting it on the tip of my cock because it’s too sensitive). You can
also wear a pair of underpants, and then hold the wand over the top, so there’s a layer of fabric
between your dick and the wand (this seems to help with the sensitivity issue). On the highest setting,
you’ll probably cum in like 30 seconds – it’s fucking insane.
Buy the exact wand vibrator I own (affiliate link), shipping all around the world (just set your
country/currency at checkout):

Prices are in British Pounds by default, so just change your country/currency. It comes with adapters
for every country, so it’ll work with your power outlet.
If you end up buying one, lemme know in the comments below what your experiences are like
with it, how you like to use it, and if your techniques for using it differ from mine.
Happy orgasming, you dirty pervs.
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What to Do When You’re In a Rut…
April 3, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
We all fall into ruts from time to time.
It’s one of the most infuriating aspects of self-improvement; you’re cruising along, making progress,
then all of a sudden that progress just… stops. Sometimes there’s no particular reason why, no rhyme
or reason to it, and no obvious answer as to how you’re going to fix it.
I’ve gone through many of these ruts myself; I’ve had periods of weeks or months where I couldn’t
seem to get any momentum. My worst rut was a 5 month period where I didn’t talk to any girls,
didn’t go to the gym, and didn’t do much of anything. I’d go to bed each night feeling like I wasn’t
make any progress, wake up feeling depressed, and the days started to sort of just blend into each
other, balling up into an hopeless & overwhelming mass of wasted time and wasted potential.
But each time I was in one of these ruts, something unexpected happened, right when I was about to
give up hope. As long as I was still doing my best to keep working on my goals (even if those efforts
were measly), I found eventually, the ruts naturally passed. As long as I was trying to make progress
each day, I’d eventually have a “breakthrough” moment where I busted through the rut and got back
to kicking ass.
Just sticking in there and never quitting is often the only answer you need. “All I have to do is
not quit”.
Many of my coaching clients also fall into ruts from time to time – maybe they’re not getting laid as
often as they’d like. Maybe their gym progress slows down a bit. Maybe they’re frustrated that
they’re putting in all this effort and not seeing results as quickly as they’d hoped. They’re frustrated
and are usually looking for a silver bullet – something that will immediately fix all their problems.
Sometimes I can give them that silver bullet; a new way of framing things, or a little nugget of
wisdom that’s helped me, or a new way of tackling the problem they hadn’t previously considered.
But sometimes – hell, often – the only way out of a particular rut is to just weather the storm and
push through, making small improvements and taking baby steps each day. Over time those little
baby steps will add up, and you’ll find your life gradually getting better as you move towards your
goal.
Ruts happen. For most of us, they’re probably inevitable. In some cases, there’s something in
particular you’ll need to change or improve; some problem that needs solving. In those cases, make
that your main mission; take massive action and crush your goal. But other times, the solution is to
keep taking baby steps and just wait it out, trusting on blind faith that things will get better.
Of course, you still need to keep working on your goals – don’t just sit on your couch every day
doing nothing. You need to fight a rut by taking action – even when you don’t feel like it. As long as
you keep making tiny little changes each day, if you’re patient enough, those baby steps will
naturally pull you out of the rut… even if sometimes it takes a few weeks or months.
My girlfriend was recently in a rut; she was going through a multitude of big life changes and was
feeling pretty depressed and overwhelmed. I gently reminded her, “This is probably going to suck for
a while. But you felt good in the past, right? Then that means you’ll feel good again in the future; this
is just a temporary rut. Your only job is to take it one day at a time, keep taking action, and things
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will eventually get better.”
And guess what? Things got better. They always do. Your only job is to keep working on your goals,
a little each day, and just trust things will get better as long as you just never quit.
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Honesty is an Ideal You Work Towards
April 4, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
I talk about honesty a lot on this site.
Like, a hell of a lot.
I talk about how honesty makes your life a million times easier, with less drama, less tension, less
anxiety, less guilt and more mutual respect between you and the girls you date. Not to mention you
won’t have to tiptoe around, constantly worrying about getting caught out or contradicting yourself.
Mark Twain said it best:
If you tell the truth, you don’t have to remember anything.
– Mark Twain
One thing that’s been made clear to me since starting my site a year ago is there’s a real gap in the
market when it comes to getting laid advice that also focuses on honesty. Most getting laid advice
either ignores the concept of honesty, or outright argues against it, instead spouting ideas like, “Being
honest is showing weakness and girls will leave you if you’re weak.” Ughh.
I’ve lost count of the number of guys who’ve tried honesty and found it works better for them than
lying/playing games ever did. Here’s one of my favourite comments so far: “You are the only guy
I’ve ever read who says to be honest when trying to get laid a lot. I think almost all guys want to be
good and moral and considerate. It’s just that we are completely inundated with people telling us we
CAN’T be honest with women.”
So, honesty is what we strive for here. Being real with girls & bringing them onto your team (instead
of treating them like the enemy). But with all of my advocating for honesty, I realise there’s a very
real chance you could feel a bit overwhelmed by the pressure to be as honest and upfront as I am.
Yes, I’m honest with girls – but remember I’ve been doing this for years – I’ve had a lot of time to
practice being honest.
I took a hell of a long time to get to this level of honesty (what I call “autistic honesty”). I started off
manipulative, deceitful, conniving; especially when it came to women. They’d ask me a direct
question and I’d avoid it, or make a joke out of it – because that’s what pickup artists had told me
you’re supposed to do. I sure as hell wasn’t willing to ever be honest – or heaven forbid, vulnerable –
with any woman, because “only betas are honest with girls.” You know my thoughts on that.
So although I preach total honesty, and bang on about it in almost every article, I don’t want you to
think less of yourself if you struggle with being honest & upfront with girls. I don’t want you to
beat yourself up if sometimes you tell a lie because you don’t know what to say, or you avoid a direct
question a girl asks you, or you change the subject. Yes, keep working on it and aim to eventually be
as honest as you possible can. But that needs to be a goal you’re working towards – you can’t expect
yourself to be there immediately. Rome wasn’t built in a day.
The way to improve your ability to be honest is to practice it. Every time you’re faced with a choice
to be honest or to avoid the truth, choose the truth. Sometimes it’ll be hard, sometimes you’ll pussy
out and just go with a lie because it’s easier. But as long as you’re always trying to tell the truth,
you’ll eventually get good at it – even if it takes a while.
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And in those moments were you want to be honest but have no idea how to say it: Stop worrying
about being perfect. Just blurt out whatever is in your head, even if it’s
awkward/dumb/weird/autistic. You can even preface it with, “This might sound really lame,
but…” You don’t have to be smooth, you don’t have to be a wordsmith; a clumsy truth is better
than a smooth lie.
And it’s not just you that struggles to be fully honest – a lot of girls I’ve dated have taken a while to
work up to complete honesty. It’s required a lot of encouragement from me and a lot of hard work on
their end. Not to mention they’ve had to be pretty damn brave; opening yourself up to complete
honesty can be really fucking terrifying.
My girlfriend struggled with this as much as anybody – as she wrote in her article here, she wasn’t
honest with me (or anyone) at the start. It was incredibly difficult for her to open up & share herself,
because it was something she’d never ever practiced; especially not in relationships. But she was
patient with herself, she forced herself to take risks and try sharing the truth with me a little at a time,
and over time she realised nothing bad happens when you tell the truth. Just like I discovered, she
found people actually respond very positively (especially in relationships), and she eventually got
herself to the point she’s at now where she can be honest 99% of the time.
And that number I just gave you is important – 99%. Even the most honest people in the world lie
sometimes; it’s part of being human. Telling the truth isn’t always easy; in some ways it goes against
our natural instincts. It’s something you have to train yourself to do.
Even I sometimes get it wrong & lie, or hide things, only to later bring the truth out a few weeks
later… usually also with, “I have no idea why I didn’t tell you this earlier.” You should aim for
100% honesty, but don’t beat yourself up if you’re not always perfect. None of us are.
In relationships, honesty is something you work towards together; by bringing her onto your team.
You do so by keeping it real and cutting through the bullshit, by saying something like: “Look, I want
you to be completely real with me. Let’s be honest with each other, because I’ve had enough of
dating people who played games.” Do this preemptively; you need to initiate this conversation
yourself.
I’ve had this conversation with basically every new girl I’ve dated in the last 2 years – either on the
first or the second date. It’s the reason my girls are so damn honest with me; because I’m preemptively setting up a foundation of honesty from the very beginning. If you make it very clear
early on you expect honesty (and will give it yourself), you’ll find most girls will absolutely be on
board. But it’s up to you to lead by example, and initiate the honesty.
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Another thing I’ll make clear: You don’t have to always be an open book about your personal life
– you don’t have to tell every single girl absolutely every little detail of your life. If you’re a little
uncomfortable sharing some of the most personal aspects of your life, then don’t – just tell her, “I’d
rather not share that” or “I’d like to keep that private if that’s cool.” Honesty doesn’t mean sharing
the things you absolutely are not ok wtih sharing. I’m simply advocating for being more honest than
you usually would be; even if that’s only a tiny bit more than usual. We’re aiming for small, gradual
improvements.
It’s also totally ok if you start off a little shy, closed-off, and hesitant with each new girl; as long
as you do your best to slowly open up to her as you learn to trust her (and she learns to trust you).
Again, just take little baby steps when talking to her – you two can learn to open up to one another,
together, a bit at a time. If you’re inexperienced, honesty can take time to build up.
Though it make take you some time if you’re inexperienced at it, I promise it isn’t that difficult. Just
go one step at a time – practicing being a little more honest than you usually would be. If a girl says,
“How’s your experience on Tinder been so far?” You don’t have to blurt out the absolute 100% truth
if you’re not comfortable doing so. You don’t have to spew out, “Holy crap so I’ve been rejected 193
times and I feel like such a loser and I’ve only had sex with 2 girls so far and I don’t know what I’m
doing.” (You’re welcome to be that honest if you want to – I’ve been that honest many times.) But if
you’re not comfortable sharing to that level, then don’t. Instead just take it as a chance to be
cautiously-honest – eg, “I’ve had some good experiences and some bad ones.”
She’ll likely say, “Me too”. You can then get her to open up a bit with, “Oh? Tell me about one of
your bad dating experiences, I’m curious.” She’ll tell you about one of her shitty Tinder dates, and
then you can reciprocate with a story of your own – if you want to. Again, share what you’re
comfortable with; if you’re shy/normally a bit closed-off, then opening up like this will take a bit of
practice and patience.
Over the course of the conversation with her, you’ll both naturally open up to each other a bit by
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sharing things with one another. You’ll start feeling more comfortable together, you’ll start to see that
she’s not going to judge you, and you’ll naturally want to share more and more of yourself.
Congratulations! You’re getting better at being honest and open.
Look, I fully acknowledge that it’s probably easier for me to be honest than it is for you (if you’re
new to being honest with girls) – because I have a lot of girls in my life. I don’t really care if I lose
a girl – I’ve been with enough that I’m not bothered if my honesty turns a girl off and makes her
leave. I’m aware that if you’re inexperienced or don’t currently have girl(s) in your life, the idea of
being completely honest can make you worry, “But what if my honesty is too much for her? What if
she doesn’t respect my vulnerability and she leaves?”
I had the exact same worries when I was a newbie – those worries used to eat me up. I wanted to be
honest; I was just so scared. I had to take deep breaths each time, tell myself it was a risk worth
taking just to see what would happen, and then throw myself into the deep end and blurt out the
honest truth. You really are going to have to trust me on this – I promise everything will work out.
Just take a leap of faith and tell yourself, “Let’s just see what happens if I’m honest and treat a girl
like she’s on my team instead of treating her like ‘the other’.” I think you’ll be surprised to find that 9
times out of 10, your honesty makes her respect you and like you a lot more.
If you’re still nervous, remember you don’t have to go from 0 to 100 instantly. You don’t have to
jump straight into, “I’m 100% honest, 100% of the time!” That’s way too much pressure to put on
yourself, and it’s probably not realistic. Honesty is an ideal you work towards; it doesn’t matter
how long it takes you to get there, just focus on practicing your honesty a little each day.
And even today, after all this practice, I’m not always as honest as I would like to be. I’m not
always perfect. I have moments where I tell a white lie to a girl, then think, “Why the hell did I just
lie about that?” Being 100% honest is something to definitely aim at – but you need to make
allowances for the fact you’re a fallible human. You aren’t perfect. You’re going to fall short and
fuck up sometimes. That’s normal. Do your best to be as honest as you possibly can, and don’t beat
yourself up when you find yourself telling a lie out of habit. Habits take time and repetition to
break; so be patient with yourself.
And those habits can be a bitch to break – I know that better than anyone. A girl may ask you, “Are
you seeing other girls?” and you lie out of habit, saying, “No I’m not”… when actually, there’s
another girl you’re banging. Then you feel like a lying bastard, and you wonder why on Earth you
lied to her face for no reason, other than because it was easy.
But in those moments, I want you to cut yourself some slack – you can’t expect to be a perfect
bastion of honesty right from the get-go. Instead, look at this as an opportunity to make up for it by
being just a little bit more honest now. Text her a week later and say, “Hey, just a heads up I’ve
started seeing another girl right now. I’m letting you know because you asked before.” Sure, that’s
not 100% honest – you didn’t really just start seeing the other girl (you’d already been seeing her).
But it’s one step closer to true honesty – it’s a little white lie that still has some truth it in. It’s
progress. Then try your hardest not to lie at all next time.
If you’re ready for it, you can instead be 100% honest with her and say: “Hey you asked me the other
day if I’m seeing other girls and I said no. I actually am seeing another girl casually; I dunno why I
lied. I guess I’m just relatively new to this whole casual dating thing and I panicked. I’m sorry, that’s
my bad. I’m trying to at least be honest with you now. I promise I’ll be real with you and tell you the
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truth in future.”
In preaching honesty, I’m saying it’s something I want you and everybody else reading this
(including myself) to aspire to. 100% honesty may not always be a reality for you though; especially
not right away.
On another note, honesty doesn’t always mean absolute brutal honesty where you hurt other
people. I don’t go up to girls on the street and say, “Yo, I want to fuck you. Your tits are so fucking
suckable, babe.” I allude to it with, “Hey, you’re sexy and I wanted to say hi”.
If I don’t want to see a girl any more, I don’t tell her, “You have a shitty personality so I don’t want
to see you ever again.” I soften the blow a bit by saying, “I’m just not feeling the chemistry” – which
is the truth, just a nicer version of it.
Yes, we’re aiming for honesty – but you need to balance that with not being crass, deaming, insulting
or hurting people when there’s no benefit to it. Don’t lie, but you don’t have to overshare to the point
of being an asshole. Telling a girl, “You suck so I’m not seeing you again” doesn’t benefit you; it just
makes you feel like an asshole, hurts her, and increases the chances of drama/retaliation (you know
what they say about a woman scorned…)

Credit:
Marco Bianchetti
As for how to improve your honesty – here’s a great example. I get asked a lot, “When should I tell
girls that I’m seeing other girls (non-monogamous)?”
Me personally, I tell girls really early on that I’m seeing multiple girls – as soon as I get their number
(before we go on the first date). It’s also pretty clear just from my Tinder/Hinge photos – I have
photos of me with my girlfriend. I’ve found the earlier you let girls know you’re seeing other girls,
the less drama you will run into. Not to mention they’ll appreciate and respect you for being so
upfront and not bullshitting them. It makes life easier for both of you, because every girl knows what
she?s signing up for. There?s no arguments; there’s no, ?You led me on!?
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But when I first started getting laid, I was terrified of being so upfront and honest with girls. I thought
they’d bite my head off if they knew I was sleeping with other girls. I thought it was “wrong”
somehow, and something to be ashamed of (it’s not, obviously). I thought they’d hate me, or say I
was a perv, or some other nonsense like that (I was very naive early on; I had no idea most girls are
fine with you seeing other girls, as long as you’re upfront about it). So the best I could do was
nervously change the subject or make a joke if any girls ever asked me directly… and sometimes I’d
just outright lie and say “No”. Lying/avoiding the question led to quite a lot of drama.
So I worked on being better at directly answering the question when girls asked me. It took a hell of a
lot of forcing myself to be honest, but every time a girl asked me, I’d take a deep breath and just say,
“Yes, I’m seeing other girls.” It was terrifying at first – I was worried they’d yell at me or something
– but most of them took it pretty well. Because although I hadn’t told them as early as I could have (I
could have told them before we had sex), at least I didn’t lie when they directly asked me – and they
appreciated the honesty.
Over time I tried forcing myself (you may actually have to force yourself) to tell them a little earlier.
I started proactively telling them after we’d had sex two or three times – “By the way, are you
seeing any other people? It’s cool if you are, because I am too, and I’d rather be honest about it.”
Most girls took that very well; they appreciated me being honest and bringing it up, especially
because I was mentioning it before they’d had a chance to develop strong feelings and think we were
in a monogamous relationship. Again, they appreciated the honesty.
Then I started forcing myself to just blurt it out immediately after the first time we’d have sex. That
was really hard – lying in bed cuddling with a girl, being in my own head, trying to think of the
perfect way to phrase it, terrified that I was going to fuck everything up by “dropping this
bombshell”. In the end I just had to force myself to say, “Hey just to be upfront what are you looking
for? I’m happy to keep seeing you but just letting you know I usually date a couple of girls at the
same time. What about you?”
It felt awkward and very forced the first few times I said it, but now the girls were really appreciating
my honesty. Quite a few of them said, “I really appreciate you mentioning this so early – you are the
only guy who’s ever actually brought this up, every other guy just kinda hopes I never bring it up.
Thankyou.”
Then I grew an even bigger pair of balls and decided to start saying it on dates, before we’d had sex.
Now girls were really on board with my honesty, and they’d usually open up with a lot of honesty of
their own, sharing things they’d never told any other guys, being completely real and upfront with me
too and telling me exactly what they wanted. I was getting much better at being honest.
Finally I worked my way up to where I am now – telling girls before we even meet exactly what I’m
looking for, and being completely upfront. My very first message on Tinder is now, “Have
experience with being submissive/BDSM, or is it something you’d like to explore?” There’s no
beating around the bush, no hiding what I want; I’m completely upfront. I also answer all of their
questions with the truth, without hiding anything. As I’m sure you could guess, girls are incredibly
appreciative of how honest and upfront I am; now I can say I’m closer to 100% honesty (maybe
something like 99% honesty).
And do you know how long it took me to work up to this point of (almost) complete honesty? About
two fucking years. It didn’t come easy; it was fucking hard. I had to force myself to be a little more
honest with each girl, and each time I’d be terrified and paranoid she was going to reject me or yell at
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me for being “too” honest. And sure, every now and then I’d meet a girl who couldn’t handle the
honesty – but 99% of girls loved how honest I was. Nothing bad happens when you’re honest – I
promise.
If you’re inexperienced at being this upfront and honest, just do exactly what I did – be patient with
yourself, practice being a little more upfront each time, and try telling girls about your nonmonogamy a little earlier than you told the last girl. If you took until date 5 to say it with the last girl,
then with the next girl you date try telling her by date 4. Then the next girl, try date 3. Then date 2,
then date 1, then before you even meet.
It might take you a while. It will probably be hard as hell, especially if you’re terrified your honesty
is going to be met with harsh words or disapproving looks or her telling you you’re an asshole or
something. I want you to push yourself anyway, and remind yourself you’re being brave as hell
when you decide to start practicing more honesty in your relationships.
Seriously, you have more balls and more integrity and more heart than 99% of other guys in
relationships.
It’s funny how much time I spent in complete fear of all the bad things that could happen if I was
truly honest… It turned out the only thing that happened is 99% of girls really appreciated my
honesty, and gave me equal amounts of honesty back.
And that mutual-honesty is truly something wonderful – it’s what I refer to when I talk about You and
Me. If you take the lead and set a foundation of honesty, you’ll find girls will naturally feel
comfortable telling you things they don’t tell other guys. If you establish that trust, show them (and
actively tell them) you’ll never ever judge them for anything they say, and you share lots of your own
truths with them – you’ll find they become really bloody comfortable telling you things without
worrying what you might think. And once that floodgate is opened, they’ll openly share all sorts of
interesting things with you, because they’ve been dying to share with someone but have never had the
chance.
Almost every guy they meet – and the majority of their friends – will to some degree judge them for
things like having a sex drive & having sexual fantasies. If you establish trust and honesty and show
you want to hear all their secrets, they won’t be able to help themselves from sharing the really good
stuff with you (you know, all those kinky fantasies she’s hiding from everyone else…)
Which leads to some fucking amazing sex – sex is pretty mindblowing when you both trust each other
enough to let it all out. She’ll likely share more of her sexual fantasies with you, and she’ll feel
comfortable opening up to you in the bedroom – moaning loudly for you, really letting go and being
filthy for you, not worrying that you’ll think she’s too wild or too dirty or too kinky. She’ll be more
likely to initiate sex, more likely to tell you secret dirty fantasies she’s never told another soul, and
more likely to want to help you fulfill your own fantasies.
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Credit:
Marvin Meyer
Establishing honesty with girls you bang/date also brings the added benefit of being able to ask
them things you’ve always wanted to know, and (for the most part) getting really interesting
answers back (as long as you’ve established a level of honesty with each other). 75% of everything I
know about girls, is because I directly asked a lot of them. I’d ask about sexual fantasies. I’d ask what
it’s like being a girl. I’d ask questions to better understand the differences between men and women; I
didn’t just want to understand girls, I wanted to be able to empathise with them.
I’d ask questions like, “What’s the hardest part of being a female?” (It’s, “Having to make
decisions.”) I’d ask how many dates they’d been on, how many guys they’d slept with, how many
guys their female friends had slept with. I’d ask about their best sexual experience and what made it
good – and I’d use that information to improve my own sexual skills. I’d ask about their worst
experiences too, and slowly pieced together my knowledge of what girls like and don’t like.
When it was clear we were both at a level of deep honesty with each other, I’d even ask, “What made
you want to meet up with me, even though there’s thousands of other guys you could have met?” If
multiple girls told me similar answers, I’d know that was a piece of information worth listening to – I
got some incredibly useful feedback.
I’d ask more general questions like, “What do you want out of dating/sex?” – the answers always
fascinated me. I’d ask what it’s like being spammed by 200 guys on Tinder (it’s overwhelming). I’d
ask what rejection felt like for girls – it feels possibly worse than it does for us, because they’re really
not used to getting rejected much. I’d ask if they liked their body (most girls don’t – even hot girls).
I’d ask what they’re insecure about (most girls answer “everything”). I’d ask about how to pleasure
them better, how to make them orgasm better (just cheat and use this). I felt like I was uncovering a
treasure trove of information I was never going to find without actually asking girls. And the
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only way you’ll ever get truthful answers is by first establishing honesty.
Ask enough girls honest questions about their lives – and show active interest in them – and you’ll
start to learn a hell of a lot of interesting things about what it’s like to be a woman.
You’ll learn that even though it’d be an absolute dream for us guys, girls get very overwhelmed by
the fact they have basically infinite matches on Tinder. Ask some girls about it, and you’ll realise it
causes them anxiety, because they have no idea how to pick just one guy amongst thousands. They’ll
tell you they also feel horrible, because they know they can’t possibly reply to all the guys who
message them, and they feel like a terrible person because they end up ignoring a bunch of guys. A
lot of them end up just never replying to anyone, and deleting the app a few weeks later, because they
can’t handle all the pressure.
Information like this is absolutely amazing for you to hear from a girl herself, because it gives you
perspective on things that you were taking too personally. Using this example, when a girl stops
replying to you on Tinder/Hinge, you’ll now be able to tell yourself, “Oh, maybe I didn’t do anything
wrong. Maybe she just had 500 messages like I know most girls have, and she can’t handle the tidal
wave of texts. I shouldn’t feel bad.”
There’s a million of these little nuggets of gold you can learn from girls if you build up your honesty
with them. Another is that girls will readily tell you how hard it can be for them to make decisions,
especially compared to men. They’ll tell you how damn relaxing it is when a man takes the lead and
plans out the date (which is why in my Tinder Guide I tell you to have a gameplan and take the lead)
– it means she can just come along for the ride and enjoy it.
Just knowing this will make you a million times better at dates, because you’ll fully internalise the
idea that it’s your job to take the lead, to push things towards sex, to invite her back to your place.
Too many guys wait for a sign from girls – or worse, wait for her to make the move. And they do that
because they’ve never been honest enough to ask any girls, “Do you or any of your female friends
ever take the lead?” (The answer to which is almost always, “No. The guy has to take the lead.”)
I’ve always found all of this stuff so fascinating – a mate and I used to meet up after every new girl I
banged, and we’d “debrief”, going over all the cool stuff she told me, seeing how it compared to
other answers other girls had given, and using it to try and map out and expand our understanding of
women. He’d also give me lists of questions he wanted me to ask her next time I saw her, and we’d
then meet up again to discuss those new answers. Those meetups with my mate, feverishly discussing
everything we’d learned, are some of my fondest memories I have of my getting-laid journey.
It was like we’d hacked into the mainframe of feminity; we had a direct feed to hundreds of girls,
most of whom were pretty damn open and honest with me (when I made it very clear I didn’t just
want them to tell me what they thought I wanted to hear; I wanted the truth). It became a really fun
game for us; an experiment where our only mission was to gather as much data as possible and learn
as much about women as possible.
The best part of all was being that honest with girls taught us to empathise with them; it’s really easy
to like someone you’re being 100% honest with. Before we started getting laid, the two of us had a
deep resentment (probably hatred) towards women; but all those honest conversations meant we
ended up loving women and becoming very empathetic, compassionate guys.
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If learning more about women is something that’s always interested you, then being honest with
them is the best way to learn. Keep practicing your honesty with them, and eventually you’ll get to
a point where they discuss everything with you and tell you anything you want to know. You can
write yourself a long list of all the questions you want to ask girls you date, and have fun uncovering
the answers. (I’ll make it clear though – don’t take one girl’s opinion as the gospel; that’s just one
person’s opinion. But ask a bunch of girls the same question and then you’ll be able to see if most
girls feel the same way; if they do, it’s probably good information.)
You’ll also be able to share with them too – answering their questions and teaching them about what
it’s like to be a man. Most girls aren’t used to being totally honest and open with guys they date
(especially young girls), so they’ll jump at the chance to ask you as many questions as they can think
of about the inner workings of manhood.
And oh, the questions – once you open that floodgate and spark their curiousity, they’ll hammer you
with them. Some of the questions will make you smile, as you realise how little the average girl
understands about what it’s like to be a man (to be fair, the average guy has no idea about what it’s
like to be a woman).
They’ll hit you with adorably-naive questions like, “You have 300 girls you could sleep with on
Tinder, right?” They assume because they have plenty of options themselves, you must have a lot of
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options too. You’ll blow their mind if you show them what your Tinder is actually like and how few
matches you have, and explain to them just how difficult it is for a man to get laid. Especially if you
then go on to explain how many guys go months/years without getting laid, even while trying their
hardest. You’ll find girls will walk away from that conversation with a much stronger empathy for
men.
People are solipsistic – especially girls. They often assume their version of reality and the way they
see the world must be the way everybody sees the world, including men. They assume, “It’s hard
being a girl, but I bet it’s so easy being a guy because they get to do whatever they want and nobody
has expectations of how they ‘should’ behave. ” (Yes, I’ve had countless girls tell me this before I
teach them about what it’s like being a man, and all the pressures/expectations that are put on us). By
sharing your version of reality – and asking her about hers – you’ll both be bridging the gap
between men and women.
You can go further and teach them about important concepts like self-improvement & selfawareness/self-knowledge; concepts the average woman probably hasn’t ever considered. And if you
share with her your own self-improvement goals, you might find she naturally wants to join you and
start improving herself too. You’ll be the inspiration for positive change in her life, just by leading by
example.
You might find your honesty with her has a cascade effect, and she starts being more honest with
other people in her life – her friends, her family, her workmates. You’ll likely find the same; the more
you practice honesty with girls, the easier it’ll be to be honest with friends, workmates, your boss,
your family, strangers on the street. Both of your lives will be made better.
You have a chance to improve the lives of girls you date, just by being honest and open with
them. Not to mention, your own life will be made immeasurably better too. Honesty is wealthcreation.
And I’ll say it one last time: It’s totally ok if you’re not great at honesty right now. Honesty is an
ideal you work towards; you’ll get there eventually.
Now go out there and practice your honesty.
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What to do When You Feel Hopeless and Helpless
April 5, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Hopelessness and helplessness are possibly the two biggest roadblocks to your success – the two
things that fuck you up the most. They’re both insidious too, in that they sit under the surface, in your
subconscious, without you necessarily realising. They sabotage your success – it’s really bloody hard
to make changes and work towards success if you think nothing you do will ever really work and
nothing really matters.
Hopelessness/helplessness goes beyond depression – it’s far more insidious. Hopelessness isn’t just
“I don’t think this will work” – it’s deeper than that. It’s a completely overwhelming knowledge that
this won’t work – often expressed with “Never” and “Always” statements. “I’ll never be successful”.
“I will always be a loser”. Like you’re 100% adamant it’s true; like your failure is already
guaranteed before you’ve even tried.
If you believe you’ll always be a failure, & you’ll never be successful, then you’re going to selfsabotage yourself. You’ll think “I’m destined to be a failure, so I may as well hurry up and fail so I
can get it over and done with.” You’ll get in your own way, and you won’t fully follow-through with
the advice I/others give you. You won’t fully commit to taking action; instead just half-assing
everything because deep down you’re convinced it won’t really work… so why even bother?
If you’re feeling hopeless, convinced you can’t I want you to make your way through these questions,
and answer them. Either write it all down on a big piece of paper, or on your computer, or if you’re
feeling brave – post them in the comments below and I’ll help you.
Why does Andy (and other successful players) deserve to get laid a lot, but not me? Why am I
special?
Andy was a total loser at the start, so if he can get laid a lot, why can’t I?
Am I just putting up bullshit excuses like these ones?
Why does Andy deserve to overcome his depression, but not me?
Why wouldn’t girls like me? Is there really something wrong with me? Can I improve that or
work around it?
Do I want to feel helpless and hopeless? Does my hopelessness help or protect me in some way
– am I getting something out of it? (Watch this podcast, it covers this topic in great detail and
will blow your mind).
Do my flaws really mean no women will ever like me? Can I make up for my flaws by having
some really strong, awesome strengths?
What attributes would a player have, that I don’t?
Can I work on getting those attributes?
Do I deserve to be miserable and unhappy? Why? Why do other people deserve to be happy,
but not me?
Am I destined to be a failure for life, or can I change that?
Did the universe/God/whatever preordain me to be a failure? Does that have to be the case, or
can I rise up and change the course of my own life?
The guys that are players – not all of them were players at the start [I – Andy – am a good
example of this]. So they literally learned how to get laid a lot, learned how to improve
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themselves, learned how to lose fat, learned how to make friends, learned how to beat
depression, learned how to overcome their negative thoughts… Can’t I just learn all those
skills too, one by one?
And then before you read any further, I want you to watch this:
I too feel this insecurity, this hopelessness, and this helplessness sometimes – quite often, actually. A
couple of years ago I worked my way through this “Approach Anxiety Program” (learning how to hit
on girls in person during the day). It was one of the hardest things I’ve ever done; going up to over
1,500 complete strangers and talking to them during the day, in the middle of my city with
hundreds/thousands of people around. I was so damn proud of myself for getting through it, and I was
finally ready to start hitting on girls and getting laid.
…Only, I didn’t hit on a single girl for the next 7 months. I just “couldn’t” do it – even after crushing
that approach anxiety program, I still didn’t believe I’d ever actually get laid. I didn’t believe I
“deserved” to be a player, or to fix my sex life, or to be a cool guy that girls actually liked. Good
Looking Loser talks about this in detail in his great article, This Process Will Strip You Down and
Force You To Confront Your Real Issues.
That Good Looking Loser article helped me immeasurably; I must have read it 50 times. I spent most
of my time during those 7 months doing a whole heap of soul-searching; asking myself all the
questions I wrote above. Questions like, “Why do other people deserve to get laid, but not me? Am I
really that much of a fuckup? Why can’t I just go outside and talk to girls? Am I destined to be a
failure for life, or can I change that?”
Digging deep and uncovering those answers too me a hell of a lot of time and effort. It was hard –
becoming self-aware and self-knowledgeable always is. The thing that helped me most was posting
about it on the GLL Forums every day; I used that place like a journal. I also talked to my mates
about my fears and insecurities and my hopelessness. I read a tonne of self-help books (start with You
Can’t Afford The Luxury Of A Negative Thought). I listened to as many motivational podcasts as I
possibly could. I surrounded myself with as much positive material as I could – I was literally trying
to brainwash myself into believing I could be successful.
You need to do the same – brainwash yourself into believing you can beat your hopelessness and
become successful. Why the hell do you think my site motto is, If a loser like me can do it, you sure
as hell can too. I’m literally trying to brainwash you into believing you can do the things I’ve done,
so that you’ll go out and actually take actually and try.
And “try” is the key word – you just have to try. You don’t have to 100% believe you can be
successful. I always have doubts – even to this day. By by taking tiny little baby steps towards your
goal each day, you’ll eventually get there – just like I did.
It can be a long process – months, or years. Success never comes easily. But over the weeks if you
just keep grinding, you’ll start noticing little positive changes; little signs that your efforts may be
starting to work. You have to try to brainwash yourself into believing, “Maybe it’s possible I could
be successful.”
If you believe you’ll be a failure, then you’re going to self-sabotage yourself. You’ll think “I’m
destined to be a failure, so I may as well hurry up and fail so I can get it over and done with.” You’ll
get in your own way, and you won’t fully follow-through with the advice I/others give you. You
won’t fully commit to taking action; instead just half-assing everything because deep down you’re
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convinced it won’t really work.
I know its hard, but you have to rewrite the narrative that’s running in your head. You have to
change it, even just a tiny tiny bit. When I didn’t think I could be successful, I just made a tiny tiny
change to my thoughts: ” Ok, I’m probably going to be a failure. But there’s a 0.0001% chance I
could be a success. There’s at least a TINY bit of hope. I’m probably going to be a failure, in fact it’s
very likely, but maybe, just maybe, I might possibly be at least a tiny bit of a success. Maybe.
Probably not. But maybe.”
And you have to hang on to that 0.0001% chance, grab it desperately and never let go. “Ok, I know
I’m probably not going to be successful… But there’s still that 0.00001% chance. That’s still at least
a possibility. So I’ll keep pushing forward, I’ll keep making progress, I’ll keep working on my goals
just for that 0.00001% chance. I have a better chance of winning the lottery but fuck it, reaching my
goals would be way better than winning the lottery. Ok, I’ll keep going.”
That 0.0001% has to be a flame you never let die out. A flame you keep burning. You have to
always hang onto that hope, during your worst moments, during your moments of doubt (you’ll have
millions of those). You have to hang onto that 0.00001% chance when you feel like quitting. “I can’t
quit, or that 0.00001% chance will become a 0% chance. And then there’s no point to being alive.”
As long as you’re alive, as long as there’s a single breath in your body, there’s a 0.0001% chance
you could succeed and build the life you’ve always wanted. 0.00001% is infinitely larger than 0%.
0.00001% isn’t going anywhere. You’ll always have that 0.00001% chance. Just never ever quit, and
that flame will continue to burn.
I believe in you.
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“How Many Girls Have You Slept With?”
April 6, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
One question you’ll eventually get asked by girls is, “How many girls have you had sex with?”
The pickup artists usually tell you this question is a shit test you “win” by “agreeing and amplifying”.
They might tell you to answer with something silly like, “I’ve had sex with 200,000 women!” or
“You’re the 10th girl today”.
If you want to go the way of the pickup artist and give girls a silly answer, then go for it. It’s your
life; I’m not going to tell you what to do. Just make sure you’re doing it for the right reasons. Be
self-critical and dig deep as to why you’re answering in that way; are you worried she’ll think less of
you or judge you for your number? Are you worried your number is too low and she’ll think you’re a
bit of a loser with women, or worried it’s too high and she’ll judge you for being a “manslut”?
If you’re worried about being judged, then I personally wouldn’t dodge the question with a silly
answer – by doing so, you’re only reinforcing to yourself, “This is something I’m insecure about.”
You’re only further building up that insecurity by not confronting it.
Another way you could answer is to do what a mate of mine who gets laid a lot does. He answers,
“That’s a personal question I don’t share.” He’s being honest, he’s not lying/dodging the question –
but he’s making it clear he has boundaries and that’s not something he wants to talk about.
Remember, this is a guy who’s gotten laid a tonne – so he’s not avoiding the question out of
insecurity/shame/guilt. That’s an important distinction.
If you genuinely don’t want to tell girls how many people you’ve slept with, and you’re definitely
not avoiding the question out of guilt/shame/insecurity about your number, then you don’t have
to tell her. A girl isn’t entitled to the information in your head just because she asks for it. In that
case, just politely turn her down – “That’s private, I’d rather not share it.” A polite statement like
this is much better than outright lying or giving her a false number; you’re still being honest.
The way I handle it myself is 100% truth. I’m going to make the case for raw honesty in this article
– I’ve benefited from just telling girls the truth, and not stressing about what they might think of my
answer. So have two of my mates who get laid a lot; they’re always honest about their lay counts.
I’ve also gotten most of my clients to be just as honest; including two guys who started out
completely inexperienced (virgins). In all cases, we all had good reactions from most girls. So I’ve
seen evidence that a high lay count doesn’t really bother (most) girls, and a low lay count doesn’t
really bother (most) girls – it’s all about how you say it. More on that below.

High Lay Counts:
When I sleep with a new girl, it’s pretty obvious I know what I’m doing – I’m confident, I take the
lead and make all the moves, I have a plan/routine I stick to that works well, and I have sex with girls
on the first date with minimal fuss. It’s clear I probably have a high lay count.
I tend to go for inexperienced/shy/submissive girls, and the vast majority of them haven’t been with
that many confident guys who know what they’re doing. So the experience is pretty new and novel to
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them, and thus they tend to be pretty curious about my sex life. Almost all of them will ask me –
usually after the first time we have sex – “How many girls have you had sex with?”
I always tell them the truth – “It’s well over 100 at this point, probably getting towards 150 I think.”
An example from a couple of months ago:

When we met, before we had sex she asked again – “Is it really 100?” I said, “Yeah.” After sex, she
then brought it up again out of curiousity and we talked about some of my good experiences with
girls, my bad experiences, relationships I’d had, she asked when I’d lost my virginity, she talked
about her ex-boyfriend, etc. It was clear she didn’t really care about the number itself – she was
asking out of curiousity & to find out more about me/my past. 99.999% of the girls who ask me my
lay count, are totally ok with the number – just like this girl.
I’ve met a lot of guys who get laid a lot, but they have this weird sort of “guilt” about the fact they’re
sleeping around… like they think they’re doing something wrong, something immoral, something
“sleazy”. When a girl asks them how many girls they’ve banged, they lie or avoid the question,
secretly terrified she wouldn’t sleep with them if she knew the truth.
When you instead practice honesty and just tell every girl your honest lay count, you quickly find
most girls are totally ok with you being very experienced; and in fact, they tend to look up to you for
it. Most girls ask heaps of follow-up questions about your sex life, what it’s like having sex with so
many people, if you’ve ever fallen in love, etc.
Avoiding the question or not answering honestly has the negative effect of communicating to her that
you’re ashamed of something that’s a part of you. Like you’re ashamed of yourself, ashamed of
who you are; and that is not an attractive quality.
It’s even worse because having a big lay count is an impressive achievement – it’s not easy for guys
to rack up a big number of sexual partners (The average man has only had sex with roughly 7 girls;
though studies vary). So why on Earth would you be ashamed of something that took you a lot of
effort to achieve & is more than most men have achieved?
If you have a high lay count, you’ve gotta let go of that guilt; the worry that your lay count is “too
high for most girls to handle.” Girls aren’t going to judge you, or think you’re a pervert, or think
you’re an asshole just because you’ve had a lot of sex. (Well, 1 or 2 might, but they’re prudes.) But
girls will judge you if you’re very ashamed of it and treat it like it’s a bad thing. Your opinion of
your own lay count will affect how she will react.
I’m happy with my lay count, so girls are happy when I tell them. They can see it’s something I’m
comfortable with; at the very least, definitely not something I’m ashamed of or weird about. If you’re
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a bit weird/guilty about your lay count, then yes, any girls you tell may be a little weird about it too –
because you are.

Low Lay Counts:
On the opposite end of the spectrum, I give the same advice to inexperienced guys or virgins. If
you’re inexperienced and a girl asks your lay count, then honesty works well – “Yeah I don’t have a
lot of experience; only 3 girls so far. I’m excited to get more experience.” Own the fact you’re a
newbie, make it clear you’re not ashamed of your inexperience, and make it clear you’re excited
to get more experience.
Guys who are virgins often tell girls in the worst possible way – they say it with a huge amount of
shame and guilt, as if being a virgin is something fucked-up & shameful. They’ll be bashful or shy or
sad about it, and the girl picks up on that. By saying it in a sad way, you’re communicating to her,
“This is something that’s worthy of being ashamed about.” Now she’ll think shame is the correct
response, and she’ll feel negatively about you.
Another point to consider is if you say it in a, “I’m ashamed of my virginity” way, you’re giving her
the expectation that she’ll have to take the lead. And if there’s one thing 95% of girls hate, it’s
taking the lead. Being ashamed of your virginity makes her think, “Well if he’s this ashamed, he’s
probably not going to man up and make the moves on me. Since I can’t make the move, that probably
means we won’t be able to have sex… I should leave now and not continue this any further.” You’re
not really giving her much of a choice; you’ve made sex almost an impossibility by being so ashamed
of your lack of experience.
Instead, you’ve gotta take ownership of it and say, “Yeah I’m a virgin, but it’s all good. I’m excited
to change that.“ That’s a sign of a man who has his shit together – someone who says, “I’m not
perfect, but I have a plan to improve myself.” Now you’re communicating that you’re a man to be
respected; a man who’s aware of his faults, isn’t ashamed of them, and is working on fixing them.
You’re showing you have a handle on your problems – they’re not overwhelming you. You’re not at
the mercy of them.
You can be a virgin and be worthy of respect; if you embrace it and work to change it, instead of
being ashamed by it.
If you tell yourself, “My lay count is something I can’t tell any girl” you’re making it a big deal.
You’re turning it into something big; bigger than it has to be. If instead you just tell the truth and let it
out, you can then let out a sigh of relief and let go of the tension. By saying your honest number,
you’re proving to yourself it’s not a big deal.
One of my virgin clients phrased it to a couple of girls like this: “Yeah I’m a virgin, I could have had
sex a few times but things didn’t work out. I was depressed for a couple years, but now I’m past that
and I’m at the point where I actually want to have sex, so I’m making that happen.” Pretty positive,
and most girls responded really positively back, giving him plenty of encouragement. And guess
what? A few even slept with him.
2 girls he told seemed a bit put off by his inexperience, and didn’t see him for a second date. He and I
both agreed this was a really good thing – why would he want to spend time with girls who didn’t
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want to be with an inexperienced guy? He was inexperienced, and that’s not really something he
could lie about or pretend he wasn’t; if you lack experience in the bedroom, it’s really fucking hard to
pretend to be a Super Sex God?. Better to embrace your lack of experience, accept that you’re going
to suck for a while until you get some practice in, and go find the girls who are interested in
helping you get that experience.
And that’s exactly what he did – he found girls who wanted to help him explore himself (and them)
in the bedroom. Instead of trying to convince girls he was something he wasn’t (experienced), he
just searched for the girls who didn’t give a shit. He met quite a few, lost his virginity and had sex
with a few more girls – he’s well on his way to being a stud. And all because he wasn’t ashamed of
his lack of experience (well, he was a little) – but for the most part he embraced the fact he was a
newbie and didn’t lie to any girls about it.
You can also frame your low lay count or virginity in terms of what you’ve already tried. Eg rather
than saying, “I’ve slept with 0 women”, you can tell her the things you have done. “I’ve fooled
around a bit with a girl, made out, fingered her. I’m really excited to try new things.” Hell even if
you’ve done nothing – at least say, “I know how sex works and shit, I just need to go out and actually
do it.”
If you follow my stuff, you know I’m a huge advocate for keeping girls on the same team as you –
It’s “You and Me”. Girls are your teammates, they’re not your enemy. By lying about or hiding your
lay count when she asks, you’re making things weird; you’re opening up a chasm, a valley between
you both. You’re starting off with a framework of dishonesty and closed-offness, which makes it
much harder for either of you to open up and be honest in the future.
Don’t stress too much about how girls might react. As I said above, if a girl reacts badly – that’s
on her. As long as you’re telling girls your low lay count without any shame or guilt, as long as
you’re embracing it and being ok with it yourself, most girls will react positively. The ones who
don’t, aren’t really a good fit for you; so it’s good they leave. You’re better off with cool, openminded girls who are keen to help you gain some experience and have a good time with them.
After all, don’t you want someone who’s understanding and empathetic and non-judgemental –
someone who won’t think less of you just because your penis hasn’t entered a vagina yet? I promise
you those girls exist; lots of them. It’s up to you to go searching for them.
If you’re a guy who hasn’t had a lot of sex, why are you ashamed of that – why do you feel the need
to hide it from a girl or feel weird about it? Everyone has to start somewhere; we aren’t all born
with 50 notches on our belt. Every guy you look up to was once a virgin too.
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The Takeaway
When it comes to girls asking about your lay count, I want you to remember: As long as YOU don’t
care about your lay count, 99% of girls won’t give a shit about it either. As long as you embrace
your high or low lay count and don’t feel ashamed of it, most girls will react positively. And any girls
who do react negatively or stop seeing you – good. You’ve filtered out a girl who wasn’t going to be
compatible with you; a girl who isn’t all that compassionate or open-minded or cool.
You’ll also find the less you care about getting asked, the less girls will actually ask you for your
lay count. Mostly because you appear more confident, more experienced, like you’ve done this many
times before (even if you haven’t really) – so she’ll just assume you have a few lays under your belt
& won’t need to ask. Embracing your lack of experience actually makes you appear really really
confident.
I get that whether your number is low, or high, or somewhere in the middle, it can be a little
intimidating sharing your number with girls. I struggled with being honest for many years – I went
the pickup artist route of giving silly answers, before eventually settling on just being honest. You
just have to take a leap of faith and try being honest a few times. Try being brutally honest with the
next girl who asks how many girls you’ve been with, and see what happens.
But hey, at the end of the day, it’s entirely up to you whether you’re honest with girls or not. My
mission with this site is to tell you what works for me, my friends and my coaching clients; it’s up to
you to try this for yourself.
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Get Laid on Tinder [Part 5] – Retention; Seeing Girls Again
April 12, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
Part 5 Table Of Contents
Chapter 1 – Retaining Girls
1.1 – Introduction
1.2 – Build Something Together
Chapter 2 – Having Your Shit Together
2.1 – Make Yourself Attractive (Improve Your Looks)
2.2 – Have Your Own Life Going On
2.3 – Be Strong and Masculine
2.4 – Be a Decent Person (Don’t be a Dick)
2.5 – Have Your Own Apartment
2.6 – Keep Your Apartment Clean
2.7 – Be Financially Stable (Having a Job)
2.8 – Take the Lead/Make the Moves (But Still Get Her Input)
2.9 – Sense of Humour (Don’t Take Yourself Too Seriously)
2.10 – Be Positive (Don’t be Too Negative)
2.11 – Confidence
2.12 – Feel “Deserving” of Having Girls Stick Around
2.13 – Don’t Be Too Needy or Rush Things
2.14 – Don’t Be Controlling, or Jealous
2.15 – Don’t Tolerate, or Create, Drama
2.16 – Retention Gets Easier the Older You Get
Chapter 3 – Sex
3.1 – Compliments – Make Girls Feel Really Good about Seeing You
3.2 – Good at Foreplay & Sex
3.3 – After Sex
3.4 – BDSM / Dominance
3.5 – Be Open-Minded & Non-Judgemental About Sex
3.6 – Give Girls Experiences They’ve Never Had
3.7 – Nude Artsy Photoshoots
3.8 – Should I Wait Before Having Sex, to Help Retention?
3.9 – Girls Who’ve Had Less Sex are More Likely to Stick Around
Chapter 4 – Honesty
4.1 – Tell Her You Want to Keep Seeing Her
4.2 – “You and Me” – Being on the Same Team
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4.3 – Be Honest About Everything
4.4 – Being Upfront About Seeing Other Girls
4.5 – Understanding Girls (Empathy)
4.6 – Mentor Girls
4.7 – Don’t Manipulate or Trick Girls
Chapter 5 – Improving Retention
5.1 – How to Improve Your Own Retention
5.2 – Compatibility; Find Girls Who Want the Same Things you Want
5.3 – Would You See You Again? (Are you Worthy of Respect?)
5.4 – Girls who Don’t See You Again
Chapter 6 – Key Takeaways

Chapter 1 – Retaining Girls

1.1 – Introduction
We’re at the final part of this guide, and probably the part guys ask me about the most – retention,
aka girls wanting to see you for an ongoing period of time. It’s not the hardest thing in the world to
bang girls once or twice, but keeping girls coming back for months or years can take a little extra
work.
And I understand how frustrating that can be – it hurts when a bunch of girls don’t want to keep
seeing you. And on the flipside, when girls do want to see you for a while, it’s a massive ego boost –
it’s incredibly validating. It’s vindication that you’re a worthwhile man, that all your selfimprovement efforts have paid off, that you’re someone worthy of a woman’s intimacy and
affections. It feels good knowing somebody likes you enough to keep having sex with you &
dating you – especially early on if you haven’t been with a lot of women and don’t have a lot of
confidence. It really means the world to you when a girl is excited to take your meat rod again.
Let’s define terms: When I say retention, I mean retention in a healthy, mutually-beneficial way. I
don’t advocate “retention at all costs”; I’m not interested in lying to or manipulating girls, or trying
to string them along with false promises of a relationship when you have no intention of keeping that
promise. The goal of this guide is to set a bedrock of honesty so girls know what they’re signing up
for, and you’ll naturally screen in the ones who want the same thing you want.
Retention has always been something I never really thought much about. Early on I had a lower
retention rate than I do now, but I never really cared – I was so hyper-focused on getting more lays
that I didn’t really notice how many stuck around. (I’m not saying that’s a good thing; I was a bit
psychopathic and uncaring). I literally wasn’t paying attention to my retention rate; it wasn’t my goal.
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As I’ve gotten more experienced, I’ve noticed girls have just naturally wanted to stick around for a
lot longer, often for many months or years. I didn’t actively try to improve my retention rate; it
wasn’t anything I consciously did. It was more like a natural byproduct of me becoming more
experienced. The better a man I became, the more girls wanted to keep seeing me.
So this part of the guide has been a bit of a pain to write. Since I never really paid attention to the
concept of retention, I had to really sit down for many months to write it all up. I had to do a tonne of
brainstorming, trying to think of every single possible reason why girls might want to keep seeing me
as often as they do these days. At this point, my retention rate is probably about 95% – as long as I
want to see a girl again, it’s really damn likely we’ll keep seeing each other.
I’ve also talked to a few of my mates who have high retention rates; they’ve helped me brainstorm
extra things I didn’t think of. Together we’ve put this big list together; this is pretty-much everything
we could think of.
I’ve also been able to draw insight from some of my coaching clients who started out with very very
low retention rates (the vast majority of girls not wanting to see them a second or third time).
Through trial and error, trying a bunch of different things, we were able to massively increase the
number of girls who want to keep seeing them after the first night of sexy sexual sex. Some of those
clients now find retention ridiculously easy – as long as they want to see the girl again, it’s pretty
much guaranteed. I’ll share what I’ve learned from working with them (I’ll keep their names &
details out of it, obviously).
Finally, I’ve asked a bunch of girls why they keep seeing me – what in particular they liked about
me, what made them want to see me for months or years, and what made them not want to see some
of the other guys they had sex with. I’ll include some quotes from girls in this article, where relevant.
I’ll mark those quotes in pink.
Gathering all my own personal experience, plus that of my mates, my clients and girls, I’ve come
away with 3 main pillars of retention; the things that have helped us all the most. They’re pretty much
the core concepts of my site; honesty, being decent at sex (you don’t have to be a sex god at first;
you’ll improve over time). And the biggest one: having your shit together.
I’m going to throw a lot of different suggestions & ideas at you; they’re not necessarily in any sort of
order. I don’t want you to feel like you have to tick off every single item in this article; if you’re
missing some of the aspects I talk about – eg maybe you still live at home, or maybe you’re still
working on being more honest – that’s fine. I don’t want you to beat yourself up if you’re not perfect
yet. I’m certainly not perfect and I never will be; you don’t have to be absolutely perfect to have
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girls wanting to see you again. Girls aren’t perfect and they don’t expect you to be.
Don’t feel overwhelmed by this massive list; I know there’s a lot here. Just slowly work on a few
items at a time, improve bit-by-bit, and you’ll gradually piece it all together and build up your
retention rate.
A lot of these retention factors aren’t things you need to do; they’re things you are. For the most part,
your best bet is to focus on self-improvement and build yourself into an awesome guy with an
awesome life; that’ll naturally make girls want to keep sticking around. Retention naturally improves
the older you get, because you’ll be growing your finances, you’ll eventually have your own
apartment, you’ll have a better body from the gym – you’ll just be better overall. Make yourself
impressive, and people will want to be around you.
If right now a lot of girls aren’t hitting you up to see your hotdog a second or third time, don’t stress.
You can improve that, I promise. It isn’t that you’re inherently flawed or unlovable or “not good
enough”; retention is a combination of many different variables, and you simply don’t have all the
pieces of the puzzle yet. Over time as you improve yourself and get more experience and figure out
what to do, you’ll naturally find girls just start wanting to stay in your life.
Bear in mind this is just a big list of all the things that have worked for me, my friends and my
clients. You might not have all these qualities, and retain girls just fine. Or you might have other
qualities I haven’t written about which massively help your retention. If so, drop a comment below
and tell me – show me how that factor has helped your retention and I’ll add it to the list. I want this
to be the definitive guide to retention – let’s make it awesome together.
Finally, bear in mind retention can be a little lower for girls you meet on Tinder/Hinge/etc,
compared to girls you meet in person, or through friends, or through hobbies. Dating apps are the goto place for any girls who only want a casual hookup, so every now and then you’ll get one of these
girls & she’ll only see you once or twice – even if you did everything “perfectly”. Don’t stress about
it, just chalk it up to, “She wasn’t looking for something ongoing” and move on.
Get the condensed version of this entire Tinder series as a pretty PDF you can read on your
computer or phone any time you want:

1.2 – Build Something Together
An ongoing theme of this article is going to be building something together with girls you’re
sleeping with. And by “building something”, I don’t mean you have to be building towards a serious
relationship if that’s not your goal. However, you should be building something together – even if
you’re just building a really awesome friends-with-benefits dynamic.
If casual FWB relationships are your goal, then make it your mission for you and the girls to become
better at being FWBs. At the very least, you should be improving your own ability to be a FWB. Just
aim to get better at sex together; aim to explore each other, try new things, push the boundaries, and
have as much fun as you possibly can. You guys will build that together over time, a bit at a time,
opening up your kinks, etc. You just don’t want things to be stagnating and becoming boring.
Again, you don’t have to build a relationship – that’s not what I’m saying. You have to build
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something – anything. Some ideas:
Build sexual experiences together; write a sexual bucketlist each, go through and try
everything on your lists, explore together.
Build friendship; after you have sex each time, just hangout and chat for a bit. Doesn’t have to
be super-in-depth if you don’t want to; just chat for 10 or 15 minutes each time, and you guys
will naturally learn more about each other and start to enjoy each other’s company.
Build open, non-judgemental communication; tell her things you’ve never told anyone, get
her to open up about things she hasn’t shared either. Build trust and honesty, and she’ll want to
keep seeing you. (If you’re not comfortable really opening up, just be patient with yourself; it
might take you a while to learn how to do it).
Build affection/intimacy; this naturally happens the more you see someone anyway. You’ll
start cuddling more after sex, stroking each other’s arms, playing with her hair, etc. But if you
remain really cold and closed off for months of seeing a girl, and never really touch her after
sex, she’ll be less likely to keep seeing you for more than a few months.
Build a mentorship dynamic; If you enjoy giving advice and like helping people with their
problems like I do, ask girls about their lives after you have sex. Give advice if you want to, be
someone she can come to when she needs some perspective, and she’ll very much want to keep
seeing you.
Build a relationship; if a relationship is what you’re after. Building a relationship obviously
makes girls want to stick around. However, it’s not even remotely mandatory; I’ve only been in
3 or 4 relationships over the last few years, and yet most girls keep seeing me even if we’re
casual.
Every girl I’ve seen over the last 2 years, with the exception of my girlfriend & 1 other girl, I’ve only
been fuckbuddies with. So I haven’t built anything in a relationship sense; yet these girls have all
still seen me for months/years. Why? Because I’ve done most of the other things on that list with
them.
With some girls, I’ve been a mentor to them – giving advice on their problems, helping them,
teaching them about life and men and women and the universe and all that good stuff. Other girls,
I’ve built up sexual experience with them; we’ve worked on their bucketlists, gone through and
ticked things off, built up their sexual skills and their sexual experience. Every time they see me, they
know we’ll try something new together, I’ll show them something they’ve never tried, and they’ll be
more open and experienced for having seen me.
Again, it doesn’t matter too much what you build with a girl. Just build something. Just like with selfimprovement, every day should be even just a tiny bit better than the last. So if every time you
guys hang out it’s slightly better than the last time (even just a teensy bit), she’ll be far more likely to
keep seeing you.
Sharing things with girls also helps – whether that’s personal stories, things you’re working on,
sexual experiences, your hobbies – anything. Especially after you’ve seen a girl a few times, starting
to make her feel included in your life (even just a tiny bit) goes a long way to helping retention.
Why? Because it feels like you’re building something with her.
A lot of girls stop seeing guys because they feel like the guy is excluding her from his life – like he’s
got walls up, and is making it clear she’ll never be let in, and will only ever be sex and nothing else
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(not even cuddling or talking for 10 minutes after sex or acting like a normal human after hooking
up). To be clear, I’m not saying you have to tell girls everything, or dive deep into a super-serious
relationship with them. But if you give girls the impression this isn’t going anywhere & we’re not
progressing at all and I don’t see you as anything but a wet hole, most of them will eventually leave.
Because who wants to stay in a situation that’s stagnated and feels like the same old, same old?
A lot of girls keep seeing me when all we do is have sex – with no relationship stuff. But there’s still
progression – we get better at pleasing each other, I help her explore her sexual bucketlist and tick
things off. Each time she sees me, she feels like she’s learning something new; so there’s clear
progression. It’s sex-only, but it’s new sex each time. It’s never stagnating.
Another thing you can do is build yourself up every time you have sex with a girl. Use your time
with her to build up your own sexual experience, learn a few new techniques, get good with foreplay,
buy some sex toys and learn to use them, etc. Your enthusiasm and excitement to learn and to selfimprove at sex will naturally be apparent to her, and she’ll be more excited to meet you (everyone
likes hanging out with people who are excited to try new things – it’s infectious).
And on that note, the very act of you self-improving goes a long way to increasing retention. If
every time you see a girl, you have some new thing to tell her about, or you’ve lost another 1kg, or
your fashion is a little better, or you’re a tiny bit more confident – that’s incredibly attractive to girls.
Girls love ambitious guys who are going somewhere, and every time she sees you, she’ll be excited
to see what new progress you’ve made. In many cases, these girls become your biggest
cheerleaders. Especially if you share your self-improvement journey with them and tell them what
you’re working on.

Chapter 2 – Having Your Shit Together

Having your shit together is probably the most important aspect of retention – it encompasses
everything about you as a man. It’s something that naturally improves over time, as you continue
working on yourself and as you gain more life experience. The older you get, the more you keep
working on yourself, the more you’ll get your sex life together, your career/starting your own
business, having a strong group of close friends, developing your principles and finding out who you
are as a man. All that stuff is incredibly attractive to girls.
If you don’t feel like you have your life together yet, don’t stress – you’ll still be able to retain girls;
it’ll just take a little more effort sometimes. Just keep working on everything I list below, a little each
day. Be realistic and measure your progress over months/years; getting to a point where you really
have your shit together is a long-term project.
I’m still not 100% there yet myself; not by a long shot. Becoming the man you’ve always wanted to
be takes time.
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2.1 – Make Yourself Attractive (Improve Your Looks)
Notice I said “make yourself attractive”, not “be attractive”; there’s a very big difference. You don’t
have to be born attractive; you can become attractive. A tonne of guys have completely given up with
women, telling themselves, “I’m just not an attractive guy, so it’s hopeless.” What a pathetic mindset;
your attractiveness is something you can massively upgrade, if you’re willing to put in some
hard work.
Hit the gym, lose all that fat until you’re lean enough to see your abs, keep improving your
fashion/style, fix your sleep, get a decent haircut, whiten your teeth, groom yourself properly, start
wearing height-increasing shoes if you’re a short dude. Go back through part 1 of this guide and work
through the entire list of things you can do to improve your looks. I’ve laid out the entire step-by-step
process for you; there’s no excuses for you not maximising your looks.
Retention is easiest for attractive guys. So make yourself an attractive guy.
As a reminder, I looked like shit at the start, and improved over a period of a couple of years. Very
few girls stuck around when I was a fat mess who dressed like shit and had horrific posture/body
language. Improving my looks has gone a long way to improving my retention (and of course, how
easily I get laid to begin with).

On the
left, I wasn’t getting laid at all, let alone retaining girls. I look much better nowadays, and getting
laid/retaining girls takes almost no effort.
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My friends and coaching clients have also noticed girls sticking around more as their looks have
increased. Improving your outer appearance has the biggest impact on your retention; probably
more than anything else in this guide.
You don’t have to become the hottest guy known to mankind; nobody is going to argue that I’m an
elite-looking guy. I improved myself to “definitely above average”, and combined with everything
else on this list, that’s been more than enough to keep the vast majority of girls coming back. None of
my mates who retain girls easily are “Instagram model hot” either; they’re all just definitely above
average and they also possess most of the other qualities listed on this page.
Keep in mind what I’ve been saying to you throughout this series; improvement takes time. You
probably aren’t going to go from “plain guy” to “sexy stud” within 1 month. Keep working on
yourself week by week (use The Slight Edge method), and you’ll naturally see your retention improve
over time.
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2.2 – Have Your Own Life Going On
Being a busy guy with his own shit to do goes a really long way to improving retention. Everybody
respects and looks up to people who lead productive lives and are working towards something. And
you do have a tonne of stuff to be keeping busy with; improving your looks, losing fat, hitting the
gym, messaging a bunch of girls on Tinder/Hinge, practicing being a more honest and open person,
improving your mental health, working on your goals.
You also shouldn’t be just sitting around texting girls for hours and hours and hours a day,
mindlessly. Sure, text her sometimes (don’t just completely ignore her message if she texts you.) But
don’t send, “How are you today?” messages every day, and don’t get caught up in hours of
conversation via text – you should be working on your own self-improvement and making
progress towards your goals; not sitting around mindlessly texting.
A lot of that will come from you simply sticking to the template I gave you in Part 3. By keeping
things brief and to-the-point, you’re showing her you have a busy life and don’t have time to sit
around talking for hours and hours.
Having an exciting life also boosts retention – people love being around someone who’s doing
awesome, adventurous things. You don’t have to be jumping out of planes every weekend (that’s on
my bucketlist), but doing cool stuff from time to time – stuff that you can tell girls about – makes you
a more exciting prospect. Even small things – like the fact I’m a professional photographer – can be
really exciting to girls. Everybody has at least one really interesting thing about them; it’s your job to
share that with girls.
If your life is a little dull right now, then schedule at least 1 really interesting activity or
something you’ve never done before, at least once every 2 months. It can be literally anything, but
especially stuff you’ve always wanted to try. You can do it by yourself, or take a girl along with you
– it doesn’t really matter. Random examples off the top of my head:
Go geocaching
Teach yourself a new skill – Mike Boyd’s Youtube channel is great.
Go fire a gun at a shooting range
Go rockclimbing
Do a Float Tank (sensory deprivation tank)
Learn to play the guitar
Go out highfiving random strangers (yes, I do this, and yes girls love when I get them to do it
with me on a date).
Read a huge book you’ve always wanted to read (eg Atlas Shrugged)
Paintball/lazertag/airsoft
Go hiking
Find interesting hobbies/meetups on meetup.com
…and about 500 other things you can come up with on your own.
You’ll then have something really exciting to tell girls when they ask you, “What have you been up
to lately?” Bonus points if you get her to come along with you too. Scheduling something
exciting/new like this every few months is something you should be doing anyway. Life is meant to
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be fun, but it’s easy to get so caught up in the day-to-day grind you forget to relax once in a while.
Sharing your hobbies with girls helps a hell of a lot too. The first couple of times you bang a girl,
you can tell her some of your hobbies, what you like to do, what you’re into. People love hearing
what other people are into. And if you think your hobbies might be a little boring, I promise they’re
not. After all, if they excite you, how the fuck can they be boring?
Ask about her hobbies too. After you’ve banged a few times, you may even want to get her to tag
along and try some of your hobbies, depending on what sort of relationship dynamic you’re looking
for. Girls love knowing more about your hobbies and especially feeling like they’re a part of your
life.
Being ambitious is also important. Have goals you’re working on, stuff you’re improving; be a man
who’s going somewhere. Especially if you let girls in on it and share your self-improvement journey
with them, you’ll make them feel included in your life. Girls who feel included in your life (even just
a tiny bit – even just a brief mention of goals you’ve been working on) are far more likely to keep
seeing you.

2.3 – Be Strong and Masculine
When I say strong, I’m talking both physically and mentally/emotionally. Physical strength is
incredibly attractive to girls; just like we like them to be soft and feminine, they like us to be strong
and masculine. A strong man is a capable man – especially when it comes to having sex and throwing
her around in the bedroom a little bit ? There’s nothing more fun than being strong enough to pick a
girl up in the air and bounce her up and down on your cock.

Girls go wild when you do this – they’ll tell you it’s the hottest thing
any guy’s ever done to them.
You don’t have to be the world’s strongest bodybuilder – a little strength goes a long way. Hit the
gym, practice your deadlifts, benchpress and squats, and improve over time. Once you’re at a point
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where you can very comfortably deadlift about 100kg/220lbs, you’re at a point where you can pick
up most average-sized girls like the pic to the right.
If you’re not sure where to start, go back to Part 1 of this series. I started out weak as hell (I couldn’t
do a single pushup), so if I can get to this point (that’s 200kg), you sure as hell can too.
Mental strength is important too – being stoic and being strong-willed. Do your best not to get too
emotional, upset, or angry all the time. I’m not saying you should be a cold, emotionless rock; you
don’t have to be an “alpha”. I get emotional sometimes, I get angry sometimes – and I’m honest with
girls about it. I’m not perfect, and I make that clear to everybody (especially girls I date).
But if you’re sitting around being upset 5 days out of the week, or getting angry at every little thing
that happens in your life, that’s not something most girls are willing to put up with long-term.
Women expect you to be the rock; you’re the flag pole, she’s the flag. being more resilient and
emotionally-stable is something you need to work on as a high priority – especially for your own
sanity and happiness. You deserve to be emotionally-healthy.
Start with the book, You Can’t Afford the Luxury of a Negative Thought – it’s the book I recommend
most for working on your emotional issues and building up your resilience & mental fortitude.
99% of women like masculine men – opposites attract. The more masculine and manly you are, the
more feminine the women you’ll attract. Especially if you get yourself to a point where you’re quite
assertive and dominant (in a polite way; don’t be an asshole); you’ll end up with very feminine
women who enjoy submitting to you – both in and out of the bedroom. The more she can relax and
be feminine around you, the more she’ll want to keep seeing you. Girls feel good when they get to
feel feminine; and since you’ll be the one bringing that out of her, she’ll want to be around you more.
Another aspect of masculinity is going for what you want. The template I gave you in Part 3 and the
gameplan I gave you for dates in Part 4 handle this for you; as long as you make it clear what you
want from girls, they’ll respect you as a masculine man who doesn’t beat around the bush.
If you’re not currently as masculine as you’d like to be, don’t stress – like every single aspect of your
personality, it’s something you can improve over time. If you’re not sure where to start, drop a
comment below and let me know – I can write a few articles on how to improve your masculinity if
there’s demand for it.

2.4 – Be a Decent Person (Don’t be a Dick)
Being a decent person also goes a long way to improving your retention – everybody likes spending
time around people who are inherently good people. You don’t need to be the most amazing
humanitarian on the planet, nor do you have to be 100% perfectly nice, 100% of the time. You just
have to be a decent human being most of the time, and people will want to spend time around you.
And when you go the opposite – being a shitty person – you’ll find girls just won’t keep seeing you
for all that long. I used to be a complete and utter cunt to girls – I’d treat them like crap, make out
like they were the enemy, like they were something to be conquered. I treated them like they were
less than human, and they picked up on this (I wasn’t exactly subtle). I could bang girls for a few
weeks or months – they were probably hoping they could change me. But they’d inevitably always
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get frustrated and leave.
As soon as I started being a decent person, suddenly they wanted to stick around for 6+ months or
sometimes even years – usually for as long as I wanted to keep seeing them.
A good rule to keep in your head is: Treat girls the way you’d treat your mates. You wouldn’t be a
complete cunt to your mates; so don’t be a complete cunt to girls. Hell, I’m sure you do your best to
be a really good friend to your mates – you look out for them, you want the best for them, you push
them to be better people. You should aim for something similar with the girls you date.
One of my close mates is the best example I can think of – he’s the nicest guy I’ve ever met. Polite,
very selfless and giving, he treats girls extremely well, listens to their concerns and never pushes
them to do anything they don’t want to do. He’s not a pushover (I am not advocating you be a
complete pussy “nice guy”) – he trains in boxing, and also takes self-defence classes. He’s strong and
masculine; he’d fuck you up if he had to. But that’s the point – he chooses to be a nice dude to
99.99% of people he meets, and the fact he chooses to be a good dude is an incredibly attractive
quality.
I’m nice as hell too (look at me tooting my own horn) – but again, not a pushover. I can – and have –
held my own in confrontations/fights when required. But I’m respectful to people, I’m ultra nice to
girls, I’m honest 99% of the time and I’m easy to get along with. I’m almost never a dick (well, I try
not to be), I don’t insult anyone, I’m friendly to people and I’m very inclusive to new people I meet.
A few of the girls I’ve asked why they keep seeing me, have told me specifically, “Because you’re
really nice.”
I asked one girl I was dating why she stuck around, and amongst other things she said – “You’re
respectful. You care about my needs and wants. It’s not just a background thing, it’s something you
actively prioritise.” And the phrase “actively prioritise” is important – actively telling girls, “Yo, I’ll
always listen to your needs – feel free to tell me anything” goes a long way to making them want to
keep seeing you.
I have several other mates who are just like this – strong, muscular and masculine and I have no
doubt they’re capable of violence if it was ever required… But extremely polite and nice to girls (and
everyone in general). That dichotomy of “This guy is masculine and strong and capable of looking
after himself” coupled with “But he chooses to be nice & polite & take care of others” is what you
should be aiming for.
You don’t necessarily have to go out of your way to be as polite as my/my mates are (you only have
to aim for “not a dick” – that’s usually nice enough). And I’m definitely not telling you to be a
simp. If you’re a pretty nice dude but with no masculinity/strength to back it up, that’s obviously a
bad thing – people will mock guys like that and say “he’s a nice guy” (in a derogatory way).
But it’s not because those guys are nice – it’s because they’re only nice; they don’t have any
masculinity to go along with it They’re nice because they have to be; because at the first sign of a
fight, they’d get their asses kicked. They can’t stand up for themselves, and you won’t be able to rely
on them if you ever need them to have your back. That’s why women don’t respect “nice guys” who
don’t have any masculinity; a tiger without any teeth or claws isn’t worthy of respect.
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to her pussy.
Back to the topic of “don’t be a dick”: if you’ve improved your masculinity and physical strength,
but you think you’re too much of an asshole to girls, that’s something to work on. A lot of being a
decent guy just comes down to being honest and real with girls, and not being completely selfish and
self-centered. Basically, “being a decent guy” just means “don’t be an asshole”.
And what does “being an asshole” mean? I’ve lost count of how many girls have told me variations
of this story: Guy is horny so he invites her straight to his house. She asks to meet in public first, he
says nah and keeps pestering her, begging her to come over. She eventually relents (a dumb decision
she’ll regret later). They watch a movie for 20 minutes then he makes a half-hearted attempt to
fumble with her tits for 30 seconds, then he fucks her. It lasts 6 minutes (including foreplay, of which
there’s basically none). It’s awkward afterwards, he doesn’t even try to talk to her or hangout after
sex, basically ignoring her. She leaves, he doesn’t walk her to her car/train station. He doesn’t text
her afterwards to say he had fun, and doesn’t text her until 2 weeks later when he feels like another
fuck. (She politely declines this text).
Talk about a shit experience.
So just don’t do those things, and a lot of girls will tell you you’re nice by default. Don’t be
completely lame and dull as fuck, and show at least the bare minimum of interest in her, and she’ll
say you’re a decent person.
Especially if you couple that with honesty – just by virtue of you not bullshitting her, she’ll tell
you you’re one of the nicest guys she’s met. Again, make sure you’re working on your masculinity
and strength at the same time; you’ll find the more masculine and strong you are (coupled with not
being a dick), the more you get “You’re really nice” compliments. Even before I became ultra nice
like I am now – when I was just “not a dick” – girls were telling me how nice I was.
“Being a decent person” also means respecting boundaries and not pushing girls to do something
they really don’t want to do. If she’s a little hesitant or nervous, then sure – give her a few gentle
pushes if it’s obvious she wants you to help her overcome her hesitation. But in cases where she
really makes it clear she doesn’t want to do something, I just say, “That’s cool, if you don’t want to
do that we won’t.” Some girls want to slow down a bit in the bedroom, so I do. Some girls don’t want
to do a specific sexual act, so I don’t. Some girls don’t want me to take photos with them during sex,
so I don’t.
All of this seems like common sense, but a tonne of guys think, “If I just keep pushing her, or maybe
if I plead my case or present some good arguments, I might be able to talk her into it.” (Again, we’re
talking about when a girl really doesn’t want to do something – not when she’s just a bit shy or
nervous). Sure, you might be able to convince her to do it – but do you really want to do something
with someone who clearly isn’t that into it? Isn’t it much more fun to find a girl who really wants to
do the specific thing you want to do; a girl who’ll be incredibly into it, incredibly passionate about it,
and who might even initiate it with you sometimes?
Not to mention, if you’re a chilled guy who never pressures girls in any way, they’ll feel far more
comfortable continuing to see you for a long time. I’ve had so many girls say, “I really like that you
respect my boundaries. I know there’s nothing you’d pressure me into doing. I feel like I can relax
when I’m around you.”
And if you’re relaxed and don’t pressure girls into doing what they don’t want to do, sometimes
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you’ll find a few months later they’ll say, “You know what? I didn’t want to do that thing you asked
me about, but since you were so damn nice about not pressuring me into doing it… I think I’m willing
to try it with you now.” Often girls open up more the longer they’ve been seeing you (especially
sexually) – so if you’re cool and chilled, often you’ll find you might end up getting what you wanted
anyway. It’s a nice little unexpected bonus.
A big part of improving your “niceness” (aka just not being a dick) comes the more you get laid on
Tinder, as I talked about here. The more women you date and have sex with, the more you’ll start to
empathise with them (more on that below). You’ll naturally become less of a dick and more of a
decent human being. Go read this right now, it’ll help you a lot: Getting Laid Makes You a Better
Man.
This stuff might take you a while, particularly if you’re already a bit frustrated with women, or bitter
about your dating life. I get that you’ve put a lot on the line with getting laid – it’s really fucking
important to you. I won’t hold it against you if you’re a little combative with girls for a while (I was),
and maybe you’re a dick sometimes (I was). Just do your best to minimise it, because being a dick
doesn’t help your retention and it won’t make you feel good.
Yes, you can get laid pretty easily while being a dick – but if you want girls to stick around for a long
time (more than just a couple of weeks/months), it’s pretty hard to do so if you’re an asshole to her all
the time. I used to be a dick all the time, and even the girls with the lowest self-esteem imaginable
eventually stopped seeing me.
Whereas since I’ve been a decent human to girls, they all want to stick around for as long as I’ll keep
seeing them, because who wouldn’t want to keep seeing someone who’s a good person?

2.5 – Have Your Own Apartment
So you live at home with mummy and daddy, and can’t work out why girls don’t keep seeing you for
very long? Move out of home right now, young man.

Seriously – living at home is a death sentence to your retention. It also makes it a hell of a lot harder
to get laid in the first place; it’s hard to plan out when you’re going to bang girls, it’s annoying
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having to sneak them past your parents, and most girls feel weird about doing it. They’ll be secretly
wishing, “Can’t this asshole move into an apartment already?”
It’s a similar story if you’re a traveller/backpacker. Two of my mates and one of my coaching
clients have done a lot of travelling, and during those times they found it harder to retain girls; mostly
because girls didn’t want to get too attached to a guy they knew was going to leave and go travelling
elsewhere at some point.
So having your own place is pretty important for retention. I’m not necessarily saying you have to
live on your own (though that’s even better) – having roommates is fine. Just don’t live at home.
If you can live completely on your own (with no roommates), I highly recommend it – even if
you have to bust your ass to afford the rent. I have my own place (I’m renting) right in the heart of
my city, with a balcony with a great view. Over the last 5 years I’ve added some nice artwork, some
plants, a good couch, a cupboard full of all my BDSM toys. It’s done wonders for my sex life – and
my retention.
Girls regularly gush over it and say, “Wow, you don’t have any roommates? This place is amazing,
how do you afford it?” (Little do they know, it’s not really that expensive). Point is, living on your
own is instantly impressive to most girls – especially if you’re dating the 18-21yo girls I mostly date.
Those girls usually live at home with their parents, and couldn’t even imagine having their shit
together enough that they could afford to rent their own apartment.
Living alone also means you can invite girls over without worrying about logistics and without
having to check in with your roommates to make sure they’re cool with you banging girls. Since
moving into my own place (I used to share with a roommate), I get laid far more often, more easily,
and the girls seem to stick around for much longer.
It also means you can be REALLY loud with sex, and you can fuck them in every single room of the
house – on your kitchen bench, in the shower, on the couch, against the wall, on the balcony (I’m
sure a tonne of people in buildings across from me have seen me fucking girls at this point).
You can also crank the music up loud in your apartment until whatever the hell time you feel like.
You can walk around your apartment naked if you want to, shit with the bathroom door open, and
there’s nobody creating extra mess in your personal space. Not to mention living on your own makes
you feel like you’ve finally made it – you’re a man who has his own space. Fucking awesome.
Living alone also gives girls a nice bit of “respite” – your apartment can become a place for her to
have a break from her parents, her problems, the annoyances of her life. She gets to come hangout
with you, listen to some nice music, have some awesome sex, chill a bit afterwards and talk to you
about her life & maybe ask for some advice. Best of all, she’ll be able to relax, knowing you don’t
have any roommates she has to worry about. A tonne of girls tell me that seeing me is “relaxing” and
“peaceful” – like seeing me is a nice vacation away from the stress of their life.
If you want to improve your retention and you currently live at home with your parents, change
that ASAP. It’s much harder retaining girls when you live with mummy and daddy – it’s also much
harder to get laid in the first place.
If you’re currently sharing with roommates, consider making it a goal to upgrade to your own place
– you’ll find retention is even easier when you don’t have roommates to contend with and can just
have girls over to hangout whenever the hell you want.
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2.6 – Keep Your Apartment Clean
A clean apartment really makes a difference – would you want to keep going back to somewhere
that’s dirty & stinky, or would you rather keep going back to somewhere clean and nice?
You will be able to have sex with girls if you live in a shithole, but it’s harder to keep them coming
back for more, after the initial first or second time they bang you. If you want to see girls more than
once or twice, take some pride in your personal space.
Before you have girls over, just hit the basics:
Vaccuum quickly (should only take 5 minutes).
Wash dirty dishes or just stack them in the kitchen out of the way; no plates with food left all
over your damn house.
No empty beer cans/bottles left around.
A general tidy-up; no dirty clothes laying around everywhere, etc.
Wipe away any stains on the couch.
Once a week, give the toilet a quick scrub.
Clean sheets every week or two.
You don’t need to be a clean freak; this list should only take you 20 minutes. As long as your place
isn’t a total pigsty, you’re good. Put on your favourite songs or a kickass podcast while you do it so
you’re really entertained – you might find you actually enjoy cleaning.

I’ve had quite
a few girls tell me my apartment is ridiculously clean. One even asked if I’m autistic (I’m not (at least
I don’t think I am)).
I find it easiest to keep my place relatively tidy most of the time, so if a girl is coming over, I don’t
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have to do much cleaning up. If you live with roommates, get them on board with the idea of keeping
the place relatively clean most of the time. A messy house makes you feel like shit anyway; it’s hard
to respect yourself if you don’t respect the place you live in.
Taking your personal space seriously also makes you take your sex life more seriously. You’ll try
harder to get laid, you’ll try harder to retain girls; you’ll go all-in.
Make your damn bed.
Jordan Peterson

2.7 – Be Financially Stable (Having a Job)
Another aspect of having your shit together is having a job – being able to earn your crust. Having a
job doesn’t matter too much for getting girls to have sex with you a few times; but if you want them
to stick around for longer, having a job will definitely make them think more highly of you. You
don’t have to be rich (though it can help – more on that below). But at the bare minimum, have a job
that pays all your bills so you can say, “I have my shit together.”
It’s not mandatory, but having a job you’re passionate about is even better. Bonus points if it’s
something girls find cool – eg a doctor, lawyer, a travel blogger, a photographer, a bartender, or
owning your own business. Girls love that I’m a photographer & that I do life coaching/dating
coaching; they tend to ask me a tonne of questions and want to know all about it. A couple of my
mates have started their own businesses, and girls love hearing about how they started, how the
business is going, the things they struggle with each week, the problems they overcome, etc.
I’m not saying you have to go out there and get a “cool job” if you’re happy where you currently
work. A more important point is that any job can be cool if you’re excited about it. One of my
mates is a Data Scientist (a guy who looks at numbers & data; basically a glorified maths nerd). A lot
of people would not say that’s a “cool” job. But he’s incredibly passionate about it, he can tell you
the most interesting stories about projects he’s worked on, people he’s helped, massive amounts of
money he’s made clients. I’ve seen him talk to girls about it and they’re always hanging onto his
every word; because he is passionate and excited about it and they want to share in his
excitement.
The more excited you are about what you do for a living, the more excited girls will be to keep
hanging out with you.
On the topic of being rich – having lots of money will obviously make girls want to stick around a bit
longer. Doubly so if you throw some of it around and buy her stuff from time to time (drinks, meals,
etc). No, I’m not saying you have to spend any money on girls – I’ve always been frugal and I don’t
even buy girls drinks in bars. But two of my mates and a few of my clients don’t mind spending
money on girls, and I can’t deny it’s yet another reason for girls to want to stick around.
If you do decide to spend money on girls (I don’t – it’s up to you if you want to), just make sure
you’re not being a simp and trying to buy her affections. You’re spending a small amount of money
on her because you have a lot to spare and it means nothing to you to throw some around; not
because you think it’s required in order to get laid on Tinder. Don’t ever let yourself get used; that’s
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not really “being on the same team”, is it?

2.8 – Take the Lead/Make the Moves (But Still Get Her Input)
This goes hand in hand with the point above about being masculine. Taking the lead most of the time
and making the moves most of the time is sexy as hell to girls – it’ll be a huge reason they keep on
seeing you.
If you’ve done everything I’ve said in the previous parts of this series, girls will already get the sense
you’re a man who takes the lead. The messages you sent on Tinder/Hinge/etc were forward, direct,
masculine and assertive. You then took the lead by setting up the date. You took the lead on the date,
and invited her back to your place. And you took the lead by making a move and having sex with her.
After you’ve banged, you then want to continue taking the lead for as long as you two see each other.
When you next want to bang her, it’s up to you to send a message, “Hey cutie, free tomorrow night at
6pm?” and then inviting her over to your place to bang again. You should always be the one planning
dates/sex/hangouts. You should be steering things towards what you want – whether that’s a FWB
situation, a relationship, whatever. 99.9% of girls want a man who leads; they’re very happy
following a guy who appears to know what he wants.
That’s why I tell you to stick to the gameplan I gave you in Part 3 / Part 4; it’ll make it clear to her
you’re going for what you want. The very act of just having a plan sets you apart from the droves of
men on Tinder/Hinge who have no idea what the hell they’re doing. You’ll be one of the few guys
(maybe the only guy) who actually seemed to know what he was doing.
Ask any girl and she’ll give you multiple examples of guys she’s dated who were passive and just
kinda let things happen, with no real plan or direction – they certainly didn’t take the lead. And ask
those same girls why they stopped seeing those guys, and they’ll tell you, “It just felt like he didn’t
know what he wanted, like he had no plan in mind, so I left. I want a guy who knows what he
wants.“
A lot of guys just don’t take the lead – in the bedroom, out of the bedroom, anywhere. They put
pressure on the girl to know what to do – that’s an unrealistic expectation. Girls will follow your lead
and (usually) go along with what you want to do. It’s not a girl’s job to lead; it’s yours. Yes, she’ll
give you input – especially if you ask for it. Sometimes she will know what she wants. But 98% of
the time, she’d prefer to follow your lead.
When girls see you take the lead, they know you have your shit together, and they’ll feel like they can
relax around you. Ask any girl and she’ll tell you it’s fucking stressful having to make decisions; if
you take the lead and make most of the decisions, she’ll be able to relax and just have fun with you.
Now she’ll associate you with relaxation/being able to chill, and she’ll want to keep seeing you;
especially when she needs a break from her everyday life.
I’ve asked a tonne of girls (probably 100+) over the years, “What’s the least attractive trait in a
guy?” Without fail, they always say, “When he doesn’t take the lead.” You don’t have to be amazing
at it, you don’t have to be a super alpha – you just have to be willing to take the first step, organise
the hangouts, make a move on her, steer things towards sex, and organise future hangouts. Again, I’ll
make it clear it’s fine to be a little shit at taking the lead at first; but you still have to try.
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If you’re still struggling, don’t stress; it’s something you can learn like I did. Start with No More Mr
Nice Guy and The Rational Male – they got me 90% of the way to being a more assertive man.
The other thing to remember is – you don’t always have to 100% know what you want. It’s ok to
be unsure sometimes. In those cases, you can still lead – just ask her for some input. If you want to
try something new in the bedroom but you’re not sure what, just take the lead and ask for her input.
“Hey I’ve been thinking we should try something new and fun in the bedroom. What’s some things
you’ve always wanted to try?”
If you want to hangout after sex but don’t know what you want to do, ask for her input. “Yo I feel
like going out and doing something. We could go for icecream, or go for a walk, or maybe watch a
movie. Got a preference?”
Taking the lead and being masculine/assertive doesn’t mean you have to always know what you want
(though, props to you if you do – 99% of the time I do). Just take the lead, get some input, and then
make the final decision. You’ll find girls love the fact you:
a) took the lead by initiating the conversation;
b) actually asked for her input so she felt included (most girls don’t like a completely domineering
asshole); and then
c) made the final decision (so that she didn’t have to – most girls hate making the final decision).
That last part really is important: you need to make the final decision after getting her input.

2.9 – Sense of Humour (Don’t Take Yourself Too Seriously)
I can’t deny that my sense of humour has helped me a lot when it comes to retaining girls. Being
funny is an incredibly attractive quality to women, and if you can make them smile when they
hangout with you, they’ll want to keep seeing you (especially when life gets stressful).
But that doesn’t mean you have to be coming up with stand-up material every single time you see a
girl. I’m not saying you have to tell jokes or be utterly hilarious. I’m not even saying you need to
make people laugh. I’m saying you need a sense of humour.
“Being funny” and “having a sense of humour” are two very different things. A sense of humour is
something everyone can possess; it just means you don’t take yourself too seriously, you’re able to
laugh at something funny, and you’re not too uptight that you can’t relax and loosen up a bit.
A sense of humour is just the ability to laugh at funny things.
And it’s fine if you’re nervous as hell and really uptight or “stiff” the first couple of times you’re with
a girl. It might take you a little while to relax and open up. Just do your best. Remember: sex/dating
is supposed to be fun, so just allow yourself to have some fun.
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2.10 – Be Positive (Don’t be Too Negative)
On a similar note, I don’t want you to take life too seriously or get too down about your
struggles/other people/life/politicians/feminists/etc. A little complaining is fine; just don’t be a
negative force on the world.
A big trait of myself, my mates and my clients who easily retain girls is we’re all relatively-positive
people. We don’t let life get us down, and we don’t complain unnecessarily. Sure, we’re not positive
100% of the time; we have moments where we rant and whine, moments where we’re angry,
moments where we’re negative and bitchy… just like anybody else. But 99% of the time, we try to
see the upside in a bad situation; we look for the silver lining.
Anger falls under this category too. If you’re angry at women, then that’s something you should
definitely work on. Read this: AWALT: Don?t Write Off All Women Just Because a Few Weren?t
Great. Don’t stress if it takes you a while to let go of the anger; it took me a couple of years. You’ll
get there too, I promise.
Holding on toangeris like grasping a hot coal with the intent of throwing it at someone else;
you are the one who gets burned.
Buddha
If you’re an extremely negative person, or a very angry person, or a very anxious person, or a very
depressed person – I completely empathise. I used to be extremely negative, and it took me a long
time to overcome it. But you have to understand: your negativity is like a magnet. Magnets both
attract and repel, depending on which way their polarity faces. Your negativity will repel happy,
well-adjusted, emotionally-stable people. And it will attract emotionally-fucked up, overlynegative, deeply-unhappy people.
My girlfriend has this to say about negativity affecting retention:
Negativity was a major trait that contributed to me not wanting to see guys more than a handful of
times despite other redeeming factors, whether they were good at sex or notably attractive. One
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experience in particular stands out.
I met one guy on tinder before I met Andy. The issue was that afterwards he just became incredibly
negative. Every time I saw him (bear in mind it was only a few times) he would start to complain
about money and his job, how he couldn’t afford to do anything fun, in a nutshell, how his life
sucked. That definitely didn’t make me want to talk to him, text him or keep things going for very
long because he wasn’t someone that added to my life. It was just a little uncomfortable. He was a
little older than me, and as someone pretty inexperienced in life, I’m not sure what he wanted from
me. I’m guessing it was just just someone to complain to.
I’m very open to someone sharing vulnerabilities or worries, but this went way beyond that. Bear in
mind I barely knew this guy. It didn’t come across as being honest, it came across as being a helpless
victim. And when I started thinking about him in that way, it definitely didn’t make me want to have
sex with him.
Negativity was a huge turn off. I was looking for a fun experience, and however selfish, I didn’t
really feel like being weighed down by someone else’s problems.
———If you’re negative or deeply angry/bitter, it’s something you need to start tackling now; nothing drags
your life down quite like negative thoughts and feelings. Start with:
You Can’t Afford the Luxury of a Negative Thought (book).
Don’t Sweat the Small Stuff – and it’s All Small Stuff (book).
Gratitude exercises. (You literally just say things you’re grateful for – do that once a day and
you’ll naturally start to become a more positive person).
Cognitive Behaviour Therapy (CBT). This was life-changing for me in terms of turning my
negative thoughts into positive or more reasonable ones. Do what I did and find a
counsellor/psychologist who specialises in it (most do). Or, find an audiobook/book to teach
yourself CBT.
What to do When You Feel Hopeless and Helpless
The top book alone, You Can’t Afford the Luxury of a Negative Thought will get you 90% of the way
to being more positive. It’s the best book I’ve ever read on being less negative, on dealing with
depression, anger and any negative emotions. Everyone I’ve ever recommended it to has told me it’s
the best book they’ve read.
So practice being more positive. You don’t have to be positive 100% of the time (I’m not and none of
my mates are), but try to always see the bright side of life.

2.11 – Confidence
I can’t deny my confidence gets me laid a lot more easily these days, and definitely helps keep girls
around. As my mates and clients have gotten more confident, they’ve also seen their retention go up.
Girls love a confident man – a man who’s experienced, knows what to do, and knows who he is.
Confidence also means I don’t get thrown off when girls throw me a curveball – I’m not “cagey” or
weird when I answer their questions (I don’t see anything as a “shittest”), I’m always honest (well,
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most of the time) and I usually have a smile on my face.
Knowing who you are – what your values are, what’s important to you, what your principles are –
goes a long way to boosting your confidence. Waking up and looking in the mirror and knowing
yourself is at the core of confidence. More than anything, it’s liking yourself – being happy in your
own skin. Being ok with being you.
A girl I dated said, and I quote: It’s never awkward with you. You seem comfortable in silences and
you’re not trying to fill them all the time. I think you like yourself.
And another girl: One reason [I stick around] is you’re very easy to be around, very calm and cool
and confident. Before and after sex is very relaxed. In the past I’ve had guys that were awkward and
made it uncomfortable.

I’m confident that I like her pussy.
Confidence is something that takes time. It’s easy to fake, but true, deep-down confidence only really
comes with experience. I don’t want you to focus on “being confident” – that isn’t the goal. Instead
you need to focus on self-improvement and working on yourself; improving your looks, hitting the
gym, making friends, dressing better, working on your goals, getting better with women. The more
you keep improving yourself, the more you’ll start to like yourself – and the more other people will
like you too.
Confidence also doesn’t mean being completely fearless; quite the opposite. I’m a scared little
bitch sometimes, but I readily admit it – that’s confidence. I’ve gone into more details about my fears
and uncertainties here and here.
Confidence is saying, “Yeah, I’m scared, but I’ll try anyway.” Confidence is admitting, “Yeah, I’m
not perfect, but I’m working on it.” Confidence is embracing the fact you suck, and telling yourself
you don’t give a shit – you’ll give it a go anyway. Confidence is admitting to a girl, “I’m a
trainwreck, but at least I have the balls to fucking admit it. I’ll get better over time.”
In the moments where you’re nervous, embrace it. I’ve lost count of the number of times I’ve
literally said out loud to girls, “I’m nervous” or “I have no idea what I’m doing haha”. Be open and
honest about this shit – girls are on your team, remember.
The fact you’re willing to embrace your own inexperience/nervousness is confidence.
Being ok with the fact you fucking suck is confidence.
Being ok with the fact you’re a fucking loser (but you’re working on it) is confidence.
It’s real, it’s honest, it’s authentic, and you’re not trying to hide anything. Girls love that shit – every
single one of my friends, clients, etc that I get to tell girls “I’m nervous” or “I have no idea what I’m
doing” is blown away by how well girls react to it. It’s like for the first time they got to drop the
bullshit, drop the mask and just be comfortable in their own skin.
And that’s all confidence really is – being comfortable in your own skin, and admitting it’s ok for you
not to be perfect. Even if your own skin really sucks, even if you’re not where you want to be right
now, even if you have a long way to go with your self-improvement: that’s ok. Being ok with being
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a fuckup is the definition of confidence.
You can even get all meta with this. Ironically, saying “Ok, I accept the fact I’m not confident”
makes you confident. It gives you the confidence to stop hiding the fact you suck, and stop trying to
run away from it. You’re embracing your shortcomings, choosing to actually face them like a fucking
man, and you’re working on them. Congrats, you have courage most men don’t.

2.12 – Feel “Deserving” of Having Girls Stick Around
We’re talking about self-esteem here; knowing you’re good enough as you are, and knowing most
girls would want to see you again. That comes from liking yourself and thinking you’re worthy of
having others like you. But it also comes from actual evidence; once you’ve had a few girls stick
around for at least a few months, you’ll have evidence you’re worthy of retention.
If you’ve struggled with retention, you won’t feel like you deserve to have girls stick around, and in
some ways you’ll create a self-fulfilling prophecy. You won’t try as hard to get them to stick around,
because you’ll already be expecting them to leave; so why even bother trying? You’ll be stuck in
“learned helplessness.”
But once you’ve had a couple of girls stick around for a while, you’ll start feeling like maybe, just
maybe, you deserve to have girls stay in your life. That will give you confidence – confidence that
helps your retention. You’ll also start trying harder to keep girls around, because this time you
believe it’ll work; because it worked in the past. So you’ll go all-in with everything I’ve written in
this article, and lo and behold, because you’re actually putting in effort, more girls will stick around.
Your results will really snowball as you work on yourself and get more dating/sexual.
I realise what I’ve just described is a catch-22. If you don’t have the experience and the evidence of
girls wanting to stick around, how can you feel you deserve to have girls stick around? If you have no
proof you can retain girls, how do you make yourself feel like you “deserve” to retain them?
Let’s imagine two hypotheticals:
If you don’t believe girls will want to stick around, maybe you’ll bang a girl once, a few days later
you’ll invite her to come over again, and she’ll say, “I can’t, I’m really busy”. If you’ve struggled
with retaining girls in the past, and don’t believe you “deserve” to have girls stick around, it’ll be
very easy for you to feel down about it and feel sorry for yourself: “Oh look, another girl making
excuses because she doesn’t want to see me. Why can’t girls just say what they mean. I’m sick of
every girl seeing me once and then never seeing me again.” You’ll be too depressed to bother
sending her another invite next week, and she’ll just think you’ve ghosted her, and so you two won’t
bang again. Self-fulfilling prophecy.
But if you believe you’re “entitled” to have girls stick around, you’ll try a lot harder. You’ll reply
to her text saying, “That’s cool. Well I’ll be real with you, I had a lot of fun and really want to do it
again. Are you free next week instead?” She’ll say yes to next week, you’ll see her again, and you
two will bang the shit out of each other. Congrats, you’ve now retained a girl, just because you
believed you deserved to.
The only difference in those two scenarios was you actually tried to get the girl to see you again,
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instead of feeling defeated and giving up at the first hurdle.
A lot of the time guys won’t retain a girl because they’re not even trying to. They’re so convinced
“I can’t retain girls” that they’re manifesting that into reality and making it come true. They’re not
doing whatever it takes to keep girls coming back – they’ve giving up. If you’re not doing everything
you can to get a girl to see you again, then you can’t 100% blame her/the universe/your bad
luck/God/Jesus/Santa.
It’s possible to “convince” (or delude) yourself into believing you’re entitled to have girls stick
around. Fake it til you make it. Just keep repeating it to yourself: “God dammit, I’m cool. I’m worth
respecting. I’m worth seeing more than once.” Maybe you won’t believe it at first; that’s fine. Just
keep saying it to yourself, every day, and over time as you improve yourself and your confidence
increases, it’ll eventually become the truth.
The other thing to remember is your self-esteem and feelings of “I deserve to bang this girl” will
naturally improve as you gain more experience. If right now you don’t feel like you deserve to
have girls stick around, then just try your hardest anyway – and trust that your retention will improve
if you just keep working at it.
At the start, even if you do your best to convince yourself and “brainwash” yourself into believing
you deserve to get laid… I understand there’ll still be a very big part of you that doubts you’ll ever
actually make it. You might feel like it’s hopesless. I address that here. You don’t have to believe
you’ll be successful in order to be successful; in fact, even I’m always full of doubt. Just keep making
progress, keep working on yourself, and eventually you’ll slowly start to believe you’re someone
worth spending time with.

2.13 – Don’t Be Too Needy or Rush Things
Girls are used to a lot of guys coming on way too strong, way too soon – wanting a relationship
after only having sex once or twice, being controlling, etc. I’ve heard so many stories from girls
where guys acted weird after the second date – expecting a relationship already, wanting to talk every
single day, getting needy and clingy any time she’s busy & can’t answer texts right away and
becoming jealous of her male friends.
If you’re expecting a relationship after you guys have only had sex a couple of times, you need to
slow down and take things one step at a time. A relationship is something you build over time, as
you get to know each other. You’re not a child; don’t declare her your girlfriend when you barely
even know her.
You also can’t expect her to be available all day to answer your texts or hangout with you – she has
her own life going on and she doesn’t owe you her time. You should have your own life going on too,
so you don’t care as much if she’s busy.
Of course I’m not saying you should go to the other extreme and be a cold, emotionless robot who
doesn’t give a shit about her at all. I’m saying you want to be a man with options, who takes his time
to make sure she’s proven she’ll be a good FWB/girlfriend. Have a little self-respect and take your
time; don’t just dish out relationship status to the very first girl who comes along.
If you are looking for a relationship, have a reasonable timeline for things. Don’t ask her the second
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time you guys bang, “Wanna be my girlfriend?” Wait until you guys have banged a handful of times,
really gotten to know each other, spent some time together out of the bedroom, and definitely like
each other. A relationship is supposed to develop naturally as two people grow closer; it’s not a label
you just slap onto any random girl just because you want a girlfriend.

2.14 – Don’t Be Controlling, or Jealous
As I touched on above, being controlling is a massive deal-breaker for any emotionally-healthy girl.
Some girls will put up with controlling and jealous behaviour for a while, especially if they love
drama. But we’re aiming to retain girls in a healthy way – not just “at all costs”. Being controlling
and jealous isn’t good for your own mental health, and certainly doesn’t lead to a healthy relationship
or friends-with-benefits situation.
If you’re only casual fuckbuddies with a girl (not in a relationship), you’ve got to remember she
doesn’t owe you anything. At this stage you guys are only dating casually, so it’s not really your
place to be controlling who she sleeps with or demanding she only bangs you.
It’s ok to feel a little jealous at times (I used to feel jealous for a really long time), and it’s ok to feel a
little insecure sometimes (I certainly was). Just don’t let it turn into controlling behaviour; you don’t
have the right to make demands of a casual friends-with-benefits (FWB). If your casual FWB is
sleeping with other guys and you don’t like that, that’s cool – just stop seeing her and find a casual
FWB who only wants to bang 1 guy at a time (there’s a tonne of girls who only want to bang 1 guy at
a time, by the way).
I don’t care who my casual fuckbuddies or friends-with-benefits sleep with; I often encourage
them to see other people and explore themselves, if that’s what they want to do. I talk to them about
other guys they’re seeing, give them advice if they ask for it, and talk to them about girls I’m seeing
(I keep the girls’ names out of it, obviously). Often I’m the only guy they’ve ever banged who wasn’t
jealous or insecure about them seeing other people, and they’re desperate to hang onto that and keep
seeing me.
It took me a very long time to get to this point though – literally years. And a hell of a lot of
conscious hard work, and soul-searching, and LSD trips to help open my mind and let go of some of
my deepest insecurities that were causing my jealousy. It’s definitely something you can improve – a
lot of the time it comes from just dating more girls and gaining more experience. It’s hard to feel
insecure or jealous when you’ve banged 50 girls.
If you’re a very controlling guy, or jealousy comes easily to you, a lot of that will be your own
insecurity. That’s definitely something you can work on, by being honest with yourself. Try working
through these questions:
Why do I care what she does with her time?
Why do I feel entitled to her time? Am I being unreasonable?
[If you’re jealous of other guys in her life]:
Why do I care about the guys in her life?
Do I worry they’ll take her away from me?
Am I worried no girls will ever stick around long-term, because deep down I’m a loser?
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[If you’re jealous/weird about hearing about her past sexual experiences]:
Why do I feel weird if she talks about her past exes?
Do I worry they were better than me?
Do I worry I won’t be able to satisfy her like they could?
Do I worry she’ll be thinking of them when she’s with me?
Do I worry they had a bigger dick than me?
Why do I think my idea of how she should spend her time/who she should talk to is more valid
than her idea of how she should spend her time/who she should talk to?
A lot of jealousy comes from feeling like you aren’t good enough. After all, if you’re not confident
in your own abilities (especially sexual abilities), you’re naturally going to worry that she’s been with
better guys than you, and therefore she’ll find you unsatisfying. You’re worried she’ll need more than
you have to offer.
I used to stress about the exact same stuff – it used to eat away at me. Gaining more experience and
just improving myself each day eventually gave me confidence in myself, and my insecurity went
away; and with it, my jealousy too.
It might take you a while to learn to relax and let go of your jealousy. It took me ages to let go of my
jealous tendencies – I’m talking 3 or so years. It’s something you can work on over time. I started out
extremely jealous (I’d even get jealous of girls’ platonic male friends). If I can get myself to a place
where I feel almost no jealousy now, you sure as hell can too.
And as for jealousy in more-serious relationships (eg good friends-with-benefits or a full-on
relationship): Then sure, have a talk about what you’re both looking for. If you’re looking for
strictly monogamy, then tell her that’s what you’re after – and see if she wants the same thing. You
cannot make her be monogamous if she doesn’t want to – controlling people only leads to more
drama, more tension, more fights. It’s the polar opposite of “you and me on the same team”. Not to
mention it’ll be hell for you, because you’ll know she’s only monogamous with you because you
demanded it; you’ll constantly worry she’s secretly wanting to leave you or cheat on you.
If she really doesn’t want to be monogamous with you, you’ve got two choices. Either accept it and
lower your expectations – eg tell yourself, “Ok, I’ll keep hanging out with her and banging her,
because I like her. But monogamy is important to me, so eventually I’ll break things off with her and
find a girl who wants monogamy.” Or break things off with her now, and go out and find a girl who
wants monogamy like you do.

2.15 – Don’t Tolerate, or Create, Drama
Drama, fighting, arguing and manipulation are all things to avoid if you want girls to stick around for
a long time – particularly if you’re looking for healthy, emotionaly-stable relationships.
Blackdragonblog has a bunch of great articles about drama and why you should avoid it… in fact, at
the time of writing, he has 32 pages worth of articles about drama. This is a pretty decent article to
start with (but most of his articles are pretty solid). Not tolerating drama means not letting her yell at
you (complaining is fine, as long as it’s not angry/spiteful/bitter/passive-aggressive). And not
tolerating manipulation, emotional blackmail, or anything that runs counter to our goal of “me and
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you on the same team”. Basically, if a girl treats you like the you’re the enemy, that’s drama.
That especially goes for her initiating drama – it’s something you should not engage in. All you have
to do is say, “I’m not really interested in fighting. Let’s call it a night” and not engage in it any
further. 99.9% of girls will fall in line and realise they need to be respectful and normal when they’re
around you. Her respect for you will go up; it’s more likely she’ll want to keep seeing you.
And the girls who don’t fall in line and want to keep stirring drama? I cut those girls off immediately
(actually, I don’t even meet those girls ever – I’ve learned which red flags to look out for, before I
even go out on a date with them). Life is so much easier when you don’t put up with any
drama/nonsense/fighting.
This doesn’t mean you completely ignore her problems or never let her be sad. But there’s a big
difference between being sad, and starting drama. Drama is directed at you (as in, “You’re making
me angry!” or “This is your fault!” or “You’re an asshole!”). Sadness is not directed at you (as in,
“I’m feeling sad” or “I feel a bit hurt by something you said, is it ok if we talk about it?”). Drama is
when she blames you for her problems; don’t tolerate that.
Drama is irrational, illogical, intense – her being over-the-top or unreasonable. If she just expresses
her problems without blaming you, and isn’t screaming at the top of her lungs when she does it – then
cool, be nice and empathetic towards her and make her feel better.
Deciding not to ever create or accept drama again does wonders for your retention, and it also means
the relationships/sex you have will be a lot easier, a lot more enjoyable, and will take a lot less effort.
You’ll get laid on Tinder a lot more – and be able to retain more girls – if you decide not to tolerate
any drama. And because your time with girls will be smooth-sailing and drama free, she’ll enjoy her
time with you more, and be far more likely to keep seeing you for a long period of time.
I have quite literally zero drama in my life these days; I shut it down at the first sign it’s about to
start. If a girl shows signs she’s not going to be reasonable and drama-free, I walk away immediately.
And this is coming from someone who used to accept a lot of drama and was in very abusive
relationships for 9+ years. If I can draw that line in the sand and decide I’m never again going to
tolerate drama, you sure as hell can too (even if it takes you a bit of practice to implement your nodrama rule).

2.16 – Retention Gets Easier the Older You Get
Younger guys don’t realise retention gets a hell of a lot easier the older you get; especially if you’ve
been spending that time working on yourself. It is infinitely easier for a 40yo guy with his shit
together to retain a girl, vs a 19yo guy with his shit together. (We’re not talking about getting laid;
we’re talking about retaining.)
This is because the older guy has simply had more time to develop all the personality traits I’ve listed
on this page – he’s had more time to get his shit together. If you’re a 20 year old guy, I’m not
saying you can’t retain girls (of course you fucking can); I just want you to know if you’re struggling
right now, it’ll get easier as the years progress.
You’ll also find the older you get, the more people will start taking you seriously and respecting you;
that’s just a natural consequence of being older. If you find some girls just don’t seem to take you all
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that seriously right now, or they treat you like a guy rather than a man, just trust me that that’ll
improve as the years go by.
As long as you’re continuing to improve yourself the whole time, of course.

Chapter 3 – Sex

3.1 – Compliments – Make Girls Feel Really Good about Seeing
You
For the last few years, I’ve been a huge complimenter (a purveyor of compliments, if you will). I
compliment my mates all the time, I compliment people I work with, and I especially compliment
girls. I’ve made it a part of who I am – I enjoy making other people feel good about themselves.
A lot of that comes from the fact I never used to receive many compliments myself; especially not in
regards to my looks. I’d accepted I was invisible to women, and never in a million years expected
them to find me attractive. But I found as I kept working on my looks and improving myself, I started
getting little compliments here and there.

I put my compliment deep inside her.
At first some girls called me cute. Ocassionally one would even say “really cute” or, heaven forbid,
“very attractive”. Those compliments stayed with me for months; each little compliment, no matter
how small, meant the world to me. They lit a fire under my ass and made me want to go even harder
with my self-improvement efforts, for the chance at getting even more compliments.
I remember wanting to cry from joy the very first time a girl on Tinder told me I was sexy. I never in
a billion years thought any girl could ever find me sexy, and the fact this girl had just said that to me
made me feel like I’d finally made it. Like I was finally, “a sexy guy”. A guy that girls would want
to fuck. God damn, she made me feel good – and so has every other girl who’s ever given me a
compliment.
So in a way, I’ve made it my mission to “pay it back” and compliment girls as often as I can, pretty
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much every time I think of something nice. During sex, I don’t shut the fuck up – 95% of my dirty
talk is me telling them how fucking hot they look, how sexy they are, how much I love their tits, how
good they’re making me feel, how good a job they’re doing. I say “Good girl” 500 times during sex;
I want them to feel good about themselves while they’re fucking me.
I’ve mentioned it many times, but half of talking dirty in the bedroom is just spamming a bunch of
compliments:
“I love your tits.”
“Your pussy is amazing.”
“You give the best blowjobs.”
The better you make her feel, the more likely she is to want to see you again. After all, don’t you
want to hang out with people who make you feel really good about yourself?
One of my mates who retains girls as often as I do also gives a lot of compliments to girls, nonstop –
I probably learned that from him. He compliments them on their appearance, compliments them
when they do something right (in and out of the bedroom) and compliments them a lot during sex.
Drop any notions you may have of “I have to play it cool” or “giving compliments is ‘beta’ as hell”.
Fuck that shit; if a girl turns you on, tell her. If you like something a girl does, tell her. If a girl makes
you feel good, tell her. The more compliments you give, the more she’ll associate those good feelings
with you – and the more she’ll want to keep seeing you so she keeps feeling good.
Positive reinforcement.
This also applies outside of sex. Each time I see a girl, after she goes home I’ll tell her I had fun, or
she did a good job, or I’m looking forward to fucking her again. I continue to do this even after I’ve
had sex with them 100 times – I still to this day text my girlfriend after every time we hangout, even
if all we did was go for a walk for an hour:

I text stuff like this to
my girlriend after most times we hangout. “Beta as hell” – who gives a fuck. Girls like compliments,
and girls keep seeing you if you make them feel good about themselves.
I’ve always been generous with my compliments, and I’ll always continue to give them out. I like
making people feel good; it makes me feel really fucking good. I even sometimes do it with my
mates after we hangout. Even just something basic like, “Good talk today” or “Thanks for catching
up man, felt productive as hell.”
If you haven’t been texting girls after sex to say you enjoyed it (including after you’ve already
banged a few times), and you haven’t been telling them how much you love their bodies during sex,
try doing those things every time you have sex and see if it improves your retention.
Be very giving with your positivity; it costs you nothing, but makes both you and her feel really
damn good.
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3.2 – Good at Foreplay & Sex
Being good at foreplay & sex absolutely boosts your retention – especially if casual fuckbuddy or
friends-with-benefit relationships are what you’re after. The better you get at foreplay and sex, the
more she’ll want to keep coming back for that meat sausage of yours.
I’ve had a tonne of girls tell me the reason they didn’t keep seeing another guy was because he put
zero effort into sex – no foreplay, no teasing, didn’t try different positions; just shoved his cock in
and thrusted for a couple minutes and that was it. And none of those girls expected the guys to be a
sex god; they said all they wanted was “for him to just try some other things with me, not just putting
his dick in me.”
Good news is being decent at sex isn’t that hard; I laid it all out for you in Part 4. Good sex really just
means being willing to explore and try new things. Good sex is 95% foreplay, 5% sex. You can be
totally shit at sex – as in, you cum within 1 minute of getting your dick in her pussy, as long as you
spent 30 minutes teasing her and making her horny as hell first.
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the clit will drive her crazy.
I got myself to a point of being really great at sex just by practicing and trying a bunch of random
stuff – again, go back and read through Part 4. Foreplay really is just “teasing” – delaying the sex by
taking your time playing with her body before you fuck her. You can throw other fun things in there
too – toys, dick pumps, ropes, anal sex, and handcuffs. But just start with teasing and exploring her
body, and be willing to experiment.
If you’d like a play-by-play of exactly what my sex usually looks like, read: Andy and His Girlfriend
Bang a 6ft1 Giant.
Another big aspect of good sex is being willing to explore fantasies with girls, and helping them
explore their sexual bucketlist. I’ll go into more detail on that below.
Being strong & lean/fit will also help with sex – it’ll be easier to be rough, easier to pick her up and
move her around, easier to go for longer periods of time and be more passionate. It’s harder to have
good sex when you’re overweight and weak, so definitely hit the gym.
My mates who easily retain girls are also very good at sex. One of my mates in particular is the one
who encouraged me to buy toys (I mention him here). He put in the effort to get decent at sex, and the
vast majority of girls who see him, end up seeing him quite a few times.
A lot of guys think they need to have a big dick in order to be good at sex & retain girls. Sure,
having a big dick is great – if you have one, good job. But it’s definitely not mandatory. Use a dick
pump like this one if you want to cheat like I do.
I’ve said it many times on my site, you do not have to be a sex God in order for girls to see you
again. Being great at sex helps for sure, but it’s not the only variable. What matters much more is
you showing interest in her body and her pleasure, and wanting to explore and learn with her. You
can be a virgin, but as long as you’re willing to practice with her and try a bunch of things with her,
she’ll want to see you again.
Especially the first time you have sex with a new girl; girls don’t expect your first time together to
be the best sex you guys will have. It takes time for two people to fully open up to one another, learn
each other’s fantasies and kinks, likes and dislikes, etc. So the first time, just relax and have fun,
enjoy and explore, and know the sex will be even better the next time you two meet.
And if you’re nervous about performance anxiety or being able to get it up, read this: Andy?s
Guide to Fixing Erectile Dysfunction (ED) & Performance Anxiety.

3.3 – After Sex
The moments immediately after sex are a magical time – you’re both laying together cuddling,
feeling relaxed, full of oxytocin (love hormones), and you’ve both just fully explored each other. Let
her lie on your chest, or spoon her, and just enjoy each other’s company. If ever there was a time that
best represents the concept of “you and me on the same team”, it’s immediately after sex.
After sex is the best time to do most of the things I’m going to discuss below about having honest
conversations with girls.
After sex is the time to tell her you’re seeing other girls (if you haven’t already) – she’ll be
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much more open and relaxed after you’ve just plowed her.
After sex is the best time to talk more about her life, her friends, make some small talk, etc.
After sex is the best time to tell her about your life, what’s going on with you, the goals you’re
working on, etc.
After sex is the best time to ask her about her sexual fantasies, her sexual bucketlist, the things
she wants to try – and tell her about yours.
The moment when you’re cuddling after sex is the time you’re both feeling openminded and
relaxed, so enjoy that time together – it’s a chance for you to bond. You don’t have to hangout for
ages if you don’t want to; even just 20 minutes is fine (hangout longer if you want to). If retention is
your goal, this is the best time to grow closer so she’ll want to keep seeing you. In the coming
sections, I’ll talk much more about what to talk about during after-sex cuddles.
A lot of guys don’t talk at all after sex – it’s basically just bang, and then lie there in silence for 10
minutes, then awkwardly say, “So… are you going to go home now?” Hanging out and talking for a
bit – even just 15 minutes – is mandatory if you want to retain girls for a long time. Girls don’t feel
good getting fucked and then immediately kicked out; nobody enjoys getting “fucked and chucked”.
Once you’ve finished hanging out, offer her some water to rehydrate. You can also offer her a shower
if you want to (even join her if you want). I offer sometimes; most girls decline, but a few really
appreciate it. Then walk her back to her car/the train station/wait with her for her Uber to
arrive – it only takes 5 minutes out of your life.
It seems like such a small gesture, but a tonne of guys on Tinder/Hinge/etc aren’t doing this, and it
makes girls feel like shit. Especially if you look like a “player”, it’ll mean a lot to girls that you
bothered to do the gentlemanly thing and walk her back to the station/car.
Hell, I’ve specifically had a couple of girls tell me “One big reason I kept seeing you was because
you walked me back to the train station, and every other fuckbuddy I’d ever had never bothered to do
that.” My girlfriend herself says:
From the very first time Andy saw me he was nice to me. It was honestly a little unexpected but
ultimately, part of what made me want to stick around. After the first time we met, I remember
mentioning it felt oddly nice lying with him for a little while in bed after sex. At the time, emotional
intimacy freaked me out but I couldn’t help but respond well to what he was doing.
Andy would also walk me to the train station to get home, holding my hand and chatting to me.
Again, it felt very nice. After the few previous experiences I had, I was kicked out pretty quickly,
admittedly, probably due to my own initiation. Andy didn’t really give me the option to object to
being walked to the train station, and I was more that happy for him to take the lead. While I wasn’t
quite used to it, it was a welcome point of difference that made me want to see him again & again,
rather than someone else.
And after she’s gone home, send her a short message saying “I had fun”. Do this after every time
you guys have sex – it goes a long way to showing her you’re into her and want to keep seeing her.
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A lot of girls are used to guys being lame after sex (especially on Tinder/online dating) – just banging
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them & immediately kicking them out as soon as they’ve cum (not every guy is like this, but a lot
are). If you show a bit of decency, you set yourself apart from the rest, and she’ll be far more likely to
keep seeing to you. Despite all the memes about “nice guys”, girls like guys who are nice human
beings. (It’s only complete pushover, passive “nice guys” they don’t like).
Get the condensed version of this entire Tinder series as a pretty PDF you can read on your
computer or phone any time you want:

3.4 – BDSM / Dominance
Speaking of not liking passive guys, let’s talk about the opposite: being assertive and dominant. A
tonne of girls have read 50 Shades of Grey and are dying to try things like that themselves – but
they’ve just never had the chance. The number of times I’ve introduced a girl to being
dominated/BDSM and had her say, “I’ve been wanting this for years but I could never find a guy who
wanted to try it with me”… You can be that guy for her.
And when you are that guy, holy shit she’ll do everything she can to keep hold of you. When you
introduce a girl to a whole new world she’s never explored, and when you fuck the shit out of her and
make her your toy in the bedroom, it’ll be one of the most exciting periods of her life. She’ll
absolutely want to keep seeing you to explore more of it.

Doubly so if you dominate her and teach her things – submissive girls are far more likely to keep
seeing you. A tonne of girls love the concept of you “owning” them, and them being “yours” –
nothing gets girls hornier than whispering in her ear right in the middle of fucking her, “This hole
belongs to me.” You’ll find they’ll become very eager to please you, very keen to make you happy,
and they’ll make that very clear to you. Retaining them will literally become just a matter of saying,
“Come over Friday.”

If you’ve never done anything BDSM-related or kink-related, don’t stress. I started off completely
from scratch; I knew literally nothing. Just start slow, don’t rush into anything, and go one step at a
time as you explore it together with her. BDSM isn’t something you do to a girl; it’s something
you do with her.
Just do what I did: grab a silk tie or a piece of clothing, use it to blindfold her, and have her lay down
on the bed. Spend 30 minutes or so just teasing her, rubbing her all over, whispering dirty stuff in her
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ear, teasing her nipples, slowly rubbing her clit. Make her so ridiculously horny she’s moaning and
begging you to fuck her, and when neither of you can take it anymore, fuck her as passionately as you
can (don’t worry how quickly you cum – the foreplay was the most important bit).
Untie her blindfold, give her a cuddle, and highfive her! You guys just learned a bit of BDSM
together. The next time do the same thing, but this time use some ice cubes – slowly run them over
her body, watching her reaction as you hold the ice against different parts of her skin. (Hip bones,
clit, nipples, neck, belly button are all the most sensitive parts). Ask her how each bodypart feels as
you rub the ice over it.
Whisper in her ear, “Who does this body belong to?” She’ll respond something along the lines of
“You” or “Do whatever you want to me”. Keep teasing her and talking dirty to her until she’s horny
as hell, this time whispering in her ear, “If you want me to fuck you, you have to ask nicely.” When
she starts begging you, then fuck her hard and fast again. Afterwards, cuddle her and tell her she did a
good job. Congrats – you two have learned a bit more BDSM, and you’ve practiced being dominant a
bit more too.

Over time you can add ropes/handcuffs into the mix (so she can’t move while you tease her). Buy a
big vibrator like the one I use, and give her intense orgasms with it. Buy whips/paddles and spank her
ass. With all of this stuff, go slow and remember you’re doing it with her, not to her.
You don’t to buy a bunch of toys all at once; just add one new toy every few weeks/months,
whenever you feel like it. It took me about 2 years to buy all the toys I have and learn how to use
them. And if you don’t want to buy any toys at all, that’s cool – just focus on the psychological
aspects of BDSM/dominance (teasing her, making her wait before she’s allowed to have your dick,
making her beg for what she wants).
Getting even decent at BDSM and teasing in general will massively boost your retention. It’s
probably half the reason girls have continued to see me so much over the last few years – I’m giving
them sexual experiences they haven’t been able to get elsewhere. And once I have them saying,
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“My body belongs to you”, the deal is sealed – they absolutely want to keep coming back for more.

When a girl tells you she’s yours, retention is
done and dusted.
I’ll be writing a BDSM series in future, but if you’d like to teach yourself a bit more while you wait,
you can start here.

3.5 – Be Open-Minded & Non-Judgemental About Sex
If you think girls who have a lot of sex are “sluts”, or girls who are overly kinky are “unclassy” or
“whores” – stop that right now, it’s hindering your retention. It’s also lowering how often (and
how easily) you get laid.
Girls get judged for their sexuality enough as it is – by their friends, family, guys, other girls, society.
Almost every single girl I’ve ever asked has at least one story of a guy she dated and tried to
subtly/gently tell him she wanted to try some more exciting stuff (even just basic mainstream stuff
like blindfolds – stuff that isn’t even really that kinky). The guys freaked out, some said shitty things
like, “Only sluts do that stuff”, and the girl felt embarassed and betrayed.
And you know what that results in? It results in her being less sexual when you come along and try to
bang her. She’ll be less willing to try new things (especially kinky things), and less willing to open up
and be vulnerable with you. Which results in sex that’s a shitload less fun & a friends-with-benefits
relationship that’s a shitload less open.
Thanks judgemental guys, you’ve fucked it up for the rest of us.
But look, if you’re a judgemental guy, or you often use the “s-word”, I promise I won’t be too hard
on you. Because the truth is, a few years ago I was no better. I used to think girls who had more than
5 sexual partners in their lifetime were bad people. I used to get grossed out by girls dressing a little
risque on a Friday/Saturday night. I’d never go down on a girl & lick her pussy, because I was
convinced they all had STI’s or some nonsense. I thought any girl who wanted to explore her sexual
fantasies was a dirty whore. I’m shocked I was ever that horribly judgemental (I’m the most openminded guy you’ll ever meet now), but there you go.
So yeah, I understand being judgemental more than anyone.
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A nice pleasant night of judgement-free BDSM sex.
After a lot of soul-searching, a lot of deep talks with my mates, and a lot of effort over a period of a
few years, I gradually became less judgemental and less of an asshole when it came to girls having
sex. And you know what happened? Girls started trusting me, opening up to me, and having the
wildest, kinkiest sex with me imaginable. They also stuck around for longer – retention became a
lot easier the less of a judgemental dick I became. The same goes for my mates; the ones who retain
girls the easiest are the least judgemental.
Like I said, girls cop enough judgement from everybody else around them; particularly those closes
to them. 95% of girls I bang have at least one female friend (but usally multiple friends) who judge
them for their sexuality. So you not judging her makes her feel like she finally has someone she can
relax around, let her sexuality come out a bit, and explore herself. Especially if you actively
encourage that sexual side of her (which you should be doing – you want her to be sexual and carefree with you, right?)
It’s easy enough to do – actively tell her, “I’ll never judge you for anything you ever say to me, and
I’ll never judge you for being into something sexual.” Either say this over text or in person, when
cuddling after sex. I send something similar to this to most girls (or I have this conversation in
person):

When you’re more confident, you can go a bit more full-on like I do, and actively encourage her to be
filthy for you. Encourage her during sex – when you’re fucking her, whisper in her ear, “I love it
when you’re filthy.” Tell her during sex, “I want you to be my little whore.” When you’re cuddling
after sex and she’s laying on your chest, say to her, “You know, the dirtier you are, the more I like
you.” Show her you want her to bring out that filthy, kinky side, and you’ll be rewarded with some
fucking mind-blowing sex.
I think most girls stick around with me in particular because I let them be completely depraved,
often for the first time in their entire life, with absolutely zero judgement. I make it clear to them they
can tell me the most fucked up stuff in the universe, and I won’t think less of them. I actively ask for
it in a lot of cases:
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The result is girls who open up to me and show me their dirty side; girls who are normally quiet and
reserved and would otherwise never be so filthy. I’ve had some really wild responses to this text – I’ll
go into more detail in a later section below.

I’m also non-monogamous with my fuckbuddies, and non-judgemental if they want to bang other
guys. (If you’re only looking for monogamy, that’s cool – just make sure you’re upfront about it, and
never try to force a girl into monogamy if she doesn’t want to. That’s a recipe for disaster).
Being non-judgemental about girls seeing other guys is something that’s extremely rare – most guys
aren’t ok with girls exploring their sexual options with other dudes. They either tell the girls not to do
it, or just don’t ask/pretend it isn’t happening, and hope she never ever brings it up. “Out of sight, out
of mind”.
I make it clear to girls that I’m cool with them seeing other guys, and sometimes we even talk about
other people we’re both banging/dating. A lot of girls who stick around tell me it’s because I was the
first guy she’s met who didn’t judge her for her sexuality or try to control her or “lock her down”.
If you’re in a place where you’re currently pretty judgemental, it’s fixable. If a completely
insecure, judgemental, controlling asshole of a mess like me can fix it, you can too. The reason
people are judgemental is because we have preconceived notions and expectations about
something. So let’s work on slowly breaking down those preconceived notions.
I want you to ask yourself these questions (you might have to keep asking yourself these over a
period of months or years, continually working on them).
Why is a girl a bad person if she enjoys sex?
Is a girl really a “slut” if she’s seeing more than 1 guy at once? Why?
Am I just intimidated by the fact she’s had more sex than me?
[Assuming you’re not looking for monogamy] Am I insecure about other guys she’s
banging/has banged, because I think they’re better than me/have a bigger dick than me/fuck
better than me/have more experience than me?
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[Assuming you’re not looking for monogamy] Am I worried if she bangs someone else, she’ll
realise he’s better than me – and she’ll stop seeing me?
Do I feel insecure about her having more sex than me, because if I’m honest I feel like she’s
somehow “better” if she gets laid more than me?
Do I feel like a “loser” if I can’t get laid as easily as she can?
Is this really about her and her behaviour, or is this about me and my
insecurities/shortcomings/worries/fears?
I found the main reason I was so judgemental was because I felt inadequate. I felt like girls were out
there having all this sex and I wasn’t, and therefore I could never match up to all the other guys she’d
fucked. Like I was inferior; not good enough.
As I kept improving myself and working on myself, I naturally became more confident and started
knowing what I was doing, so I naturally became less judgemental. Your path out of being
judgemental is to focus on the dotpoints I gave you above, and just trust that the more experience you
get, the less judgemental you’ll become.

You can also work on being less judgemental about particular fantasies. If a girl tells you a
particular fantasy she has that makes you feel weird or something that grosses you out, explore it.
Why does it gross you out or make you feel weird? Is it the fantasy itself, or something else?
You start by talking to the girl honestly about it. “To be honest that weirds me out. I don’t want to
judge you though, so let’s explore why you’re into it. Maybe if you tell me what aspects of it turn you
on, I’ll be able to understand better and see where you’re coming from.” You’ll find all fantasies
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have deeper aspects, and even the most wild shit that grosses you out at first, has deeper turnons you
can explore instead. (Even if you’re not into the original fantasy itself.)
For instance, maybe a girl tells you she has a rape fantasy (it’s more common than you might think).
Maybe that’s something that horrifies you, and your knee-jerk reaction is to judge her for having such
a “horrible fantasy”. But ask her in an open-minded way what in particular turns her on about it, and
she’ll tell you it’s about the loss of control, feeling helpless, having to submit, having a guy so
overcome by his desire for her he can’t help but take her. At the heart of it, rape fantasies are
mostly about being desired and then being overpowered.
“Being desired” and “being overpowered” are fantasies you can explore with her; even though the
original fantasy (rape) wasn’t your cup of tea. Tie her up and blindfold her, then spend hours telling
her how fucking hot she is and how much you want her. Spend hours using her however you want,
with her unable to move and having no control and no idea what is coming next (the blindfold means
she can’t see what you’re about to do). While you’re fucking her, tell her, “You’re so fucking hot, I
can’t help myself – I have to have you.” (That’s the being desired part she was looking for).
Awesome – now you’re both exploring the deeper aspects of her fantasies that really turn her on, and
more importantly, you’ve chipped away at some of your judgemental thoughts. Not to mention, the
two of you have found some common ground; whereas at the start you felt distant and put off by her
initial fantasy.
It might take you a long time before you stop being judgemental about sex, so don’t beat yourself
up if this stuff doesn’t instantly change overnight. It took me several years; I promise I’ll help you get
there too.

3.6 – Give Girls Experiences They’ve Never Had
Along with foreplay, good sex, dominance and trying new things, the best thing you can do to up
your sex game is to start exploring your sexual bucketlist with girls – and exploring their
bucketlists too. It’s fucking fun figuring out what things a girl has never tried before, and then
having fun exploring it with her and opening her (and often yourself) up to new experiences.
You can do this pretty easily – just tell the girl(s) you’re seeing to write you a bucketlist of things
they want to try. Then tell her each time you guys meet up, you’ll both pick one or two things to
tick off her list.
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As long as each time you meet you try something new and explore it, you’ll find girls start sticking
with you just for a chance to explore all their secret fantasies. There’s a huge portion of girls that
keep seeing me just because each time they do, they know we’ll be ticking something new off their
bucketlist.

If you haven’t had a lot of experience with more kinky, dirty or rough sex, that’s cool – just do what I
did. Write a big long sexual bucketlist yourself, and ask girls for their lists. Then have fun trying a
bunch of things from your list and her list, and learn as you go.
I had absolutely zero experience when I started (I’d never even spanked a girl, not even for fun – and
I used to call sex “making love”. I’d never in a billion years use the term “fucking”). I just kept an
open mind, tried a bunch of things to see what I liked & what I didn’t like, and figured it all out along
the way.
You’re offering girls a chance to explore their sexuality and their fantasies in a non-judgemental
environment – and that last part is key. As I covered above, being non-judgemental is important; you
have to show you’re not going to think she’s slutty or gross if she has fantasies. Tell her, “I won’t
judge anything you tell me.”
I sometimes specifically tell girls I want the absolute kinkiest fantasies they have. If you’re not super
experienced and aren’t quite ready to hear the depths of sexual depravity, just stick to “Tell me some
of your naughty fantasies” – that’ll give you more than enough to work with.
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Over the years, I’ve gotten pretty decent at getting girls to tell me what they want, and then giving
them that experience. Some girls want to be fucked roughly and pounded; I have fun banging the
shit out of them. Some girls have never had an orgasm; I have fun showing them my vibrators and
toys, and teaching them how to have an orgasm. Some girls have never explored another girl; I have
fun introducing them to another one of my girls in a 3some, and teaching them how women’s bodies
work, how to go down on a girl, etc.
In short, I’m their conduit for kinky sex; their chance to explore a side of themselves they’ve never
explored before. A good excuse to try all the wild things they’ve always had in their head but didn’t
think they were allowed to explore.
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I help girls come out of their shell – with me and with other people. Sometimes I even teach them
how to take the lead and be a little more dominant (particularly in 3somes with another girl). This in
particular is a thrilling fantasy for them (once they get over their initial terror of having to take the
lead – even with me coaching them). Once they gain some confident, they realise how awesome it is
to be dominant and take what you want, in the way men are “allowed” to do.
Exploring different fantasies with girls will naturally keep most of them seeing you for months,
because they’re genuinely excited to try something they’ve never tried before, and you’re the guy
giving them that experience. It’ll feel like you’re building something together – remember how
important I said that was. Exploring sexual bucketlists is the best way to prevent stagnation.
You can also have fun giving girls homework tasks to complete. Make them take some fun videos
and pics for you, get them to complete tasks for you like having 5 orgasms in a day – whatever you
can think of. Girls find this stuff incredibly fun, and it makes them feel closer to you – it’s another
reason for them to keep seeing you.

You can give girls new experiences outside of the bedroom, too. Maybe you have some unique
hobbies, and after you’ve banged a girl a few times, you start bringing her along and showing her
something she’s never tried before.
Maybe you don’t think your hobbies are all that exciting, but I promise you to someone who’s never
tried it before, it’ll be fascinating – she’ll love sharing in your world. I have a mate who loves video
games and board games, and has introduced a couple of girls to that world and they absolutely love it.
Anything can be interesting if you’ve never explored it before.
For me, it’s photography, geocaching, and probably also my dating coaching/life coaching. Girls find
all of that stuff fascinating and are always asking me questions about it, and love it when I introduce
them to that world (especially the photography – it’d blow your mind how much girls love doing
nude/artsy photoshoots with me).
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3.7 – Nude Artsy Photoshoots
And what a fucking amazing segue that was. An experience you can give girls that they’ve likely
never had before is taking nude photos with them. Doing artsy/nude photoshoots with girls is
something I’ve started doing over the last year or two – it’s been jolly good fun.
Not only is it a hell of a lot of fun for both of you, it’s also a great chance for girls to let out their
creative side, their naughty side, do something a little daring. A tonne of girls have always fantasised
about being a model just for a day and having all the attention solely focused on her – feeling pretty,
looking sexy, all that good stuff.
Girls already know I’m into nude/artsy photos, because I send them a couple of example photos
before we even meet up. After I’ve banged them once or twice, I ask them if they want to be in a
shoot and do some artsy nudes. About 50% of them are really into the idea, so we end up doing some
photos together.
You don’t have to do photoshoots with girls if it’s something you have no interest in. But if you do
want to try, but lack the photography experience – just fool around and practice anyway. If you don’t
have a camera, buy the one I have and recommend.
Then, go through what I wrote in Part 4 about doing nude photos.
I totally sucked at photography when I first started; I only got better by taking a tonne of photos. Tell
your girl you want to get into taking artsy nude photos but have never practiced before, and the two
of you can have fun learning together.
It’ll be fun for you taking photos, and definitely a lot of fun for her, getting to be the centre of
attention as she poses for you. And when you show her the end result, you’ll find most girls are
blown away by how good they look (if you did a decent job. If not, keep practicing – she’ll be happy
to try again with you if you make it fun for her).
You’ll find girls start messaging you with ideas for photos they want to shoot with you. A lot of girls
get really excited about doing more photoshoots with you, and will start asking you, “When can we
meet to do another one?”
It’s just one more thing to add on to the list of reasons they’ll want to spend more time with you.

3.8 – Should I Wait Before Having Sex, to Help Retention?
A couple of guys have asked me if they should wait til date 3, or 4, or 5 before having sex, and the
answer is a resounding no. Like, what the fuck are you thinking sort of no.
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Waiting longer doesn’t necessarily help you retain more girls. But it definitely helps you waste more
time, as I’ve discussed here.
Waiting longer before banging also makes her feel like sex isn’t your priority; so she’ll see you as
less of a masculine man (not a good thing). More importantly, you’ve removed all of the passion, the
lust, the wanting each other; waiting ruins all the sexual tension.
A lot of girls feel very hurt if you wait before having sex with them. They’ll feel like you can’t
possibly want them all that badly; after all, if you did, you wouldn’t have been able to contain
yourself. Girls want you to be overcome by desire for them, so much so that you just have to have
them.
Even when you’re in a relationship with a girl, every time you meet, the best thing you can do for
your relationship is to grab her and fuck her passionately the second she walks in the door.
Girls are far more likely to stick around for somebody who wants them really bad.
After all, wouldn’t you keep seeing a girl who couldn’t keep her hands off you?

3.9 – Girls Who’ve Had Less Sex are More Likely to Stick
Around
This is just a short aside; inexperienced girls (especially virgins) tend to be far easier to retain than
girls who’ve been with a lot of guys. Inexperienced girls get attached more easily (because sleeping
with a guy is still new and novel to them). They’re also more excited to stick around and learn about
sex and dating with you; because they lack experience, they’ll see you as the guy who’s going to help
them with that.
Don’t take this as me saying you should have sex with inexperienced girls – have sex with
whomever you want to have sex with. I’m saying, if a girl has had a lot of sexual partners, don’t be
too bummed if she’s a bit more independent than less-experienced girls, and ends up wandering off at
some point.
A big part of the reason I’ve retained so many girls is I’ve tended to date more inexperienced/virgin
girls (that’s just the dynamic I like – I enjoy mentoring and teaching girls). Probably about 75% of
the girls I sleep with have had sex with less than 10 guys. If you prefer girls who already know what
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they’re doing & have had a lot of sexual experience, then go for it – just bear in mind your
retention rate might be slightly lower than mine.

Chapter 4 – Honesty

4.1 – Tell Her You Want to Keep Seeing Her
This is the most stupidly-basic thing, but a lot of guys overlook it. It sounds so simple, but just
telling a girl you want to see her again goes a long way to boosting retention. “I had fun, looking
forward to next time” or “I want to do that again” is all it takes.
I know you might think, “It’s already obvious I want to see her again – the sex was good.” But girls
can be insecure sometimes, and if you don’t actually tell her you want to see her again, she might feel
like maybe you didn’t really like her that much and she’ll be less excited to keep seeing you.
Especially if you do what I advise and steer things towards sex on the first date; some girls will think
you only wanted a one-night stand. Telling her, “This was fun, looking forward to next time” makes
it clear you plan on keeping her around.
If a girl isn’t 100% sure you plan on continuing to see her, oftentimes she’ll withdraw or in some
cases even cut things off just to save herself future heartbreak.
For a long time I never really told girls that I planned on continuing to see them. I was cold, closedoff, and kept my cards close to my chest. A tonne of girls eventually broke things off with me,
because they could never tell if I actually liked them and wanted to keep seeing them. (This isn’t me
just theorising; months later I texted a few girls to ask why they stopped seeing me, and they all said
variations of, “I just assumed you didn’t really like me all that much”).
So if you want to retain a particular girl and keep banging her/dating her for a while, make that clear
to her. Girls like knowing you had fun and want to see them again; it means a lot to them (just like it
means a lot to you when a girl tells you she likes you/enjoys your company). Don’t keep your cards
to your chest; be real with her and tell her you you want to see her again.
If you really want to improve your retention, do what I do: after the second or third time you have
sex, when you’re lying in bed cuddling after sex, make it very clear you plan on continuing to see her
for a while. I say, “By the way, I have a lot of fun with you and the sex is really good. I’ll definitely
keep seeing you for as long as we’re both having fun – you’re cool.”
This is especially important if you come across as a bit of a player or an extremely confident guy.
When you look like a guy who has a lot of sex, a lot of girls will expect you to only see them once or
twice. Doubly as important if you’re super-forward and sexual like I am on Tinder/Hinge; sometimes
girls are shocked (and very happy) when I tell them I want more than just a one night stand. Me
being proactive and telling them after sex that I will keep seeing them (as long as we both keep
having fun) has noticeably upped my retention.
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Sometimes I even go so far as to warn girls of their own instincts: “I know I have a lot of sex and see
a lot of girls, so youre going to be tempted to hold back so you don’t catch feelings. I don’t want you
to think feelings are “wrong” or that you’re “not allowed to have them” just because we’re in a
casual FWB relationship. If you do get feelings, which is a completely normal thing that’ll happen to
both of us if we see each other enough times, then just tell me. Feelings are inevitable, so we’ll talk
about it.”
In other words, I do everything I can to keep girls on the same team as me; I keep it real with them.
Showing girls you don’t plan on just using them once or twice and immediately discarding them goes
a long way to keeping them around. (If you want to just bang girls once or twice, fine; it’s your life.
But why are you reading this retention guide?)
There’s no better example of this I can give you than my own girlfriend. She was very insecure when
we first met, and I was very much an obvious player/fuckboy looking for very casual sex. After the
first time we banged, I sent her a message saying I had fun and really wanted to do it again. I sent her
a similar message after we’d had sex twice, and eventually had the “I’m happy to keep seeing you for
a while” talk. I remember her being surprised, and almost grateful for me telling her that. She later
told me most of the other guys she’d met had been less “real” with their feelings/intentions.
She had this to say:
When I first started looking to meet guys on Tinder I had the expectation of ephemeral casual sex. I
thought that was what every guy wanted and that anything else was a huge no-go. I know this is an
opinion a lot of my friends shared too. Tinder wasn’t the place you went to date, it was for one night
stands.
I was honestly a little surprised Andy seemed interested in seeing me multiple times. A big part of the
reason I wanted to keep seeing him again was because he told me he wanted to.
Being someone that was pretty scared of rejection, if he hadn’t told me this I probably would’ve
ghosted him first just so I wasn’t the one being rejected.
It’s such a simple thing, but a hell of a lot of guys just don’t make it really clear to the girl they had a
good time and really want to see her again. So then when they hit her up to hangout again, she’s on
the fence or hesitant – because the guy was playing it too cool and didn’t actually tell her he had
a good time.
A lot of girls are insecure and have fragile egos, just like we do. A little compliment goes a long way
– after each time you have sex, tell her, “That was a hell of a lot of fun, I’m looking forward to next
time.”

4.2 – “You and Me” – Being on the Same Team
As I mentioned above, being on the same team as girls (“you and me”) is a massive part of retaining
them. Once you’ve got your looks handled and you look pretty decent, being on the same team
might just be the second-most important factor.
Imagine this: Let’s say you have only your looks handled and nothing else on this entire list – ie
you’ve gotten to a point where you’re good-looking, but you live at home, your job isn’t great (but
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you’re working on it), you’re not amazing at sex (but you’re working on it). As long as you’re real
with girls and keep them on your team, a hell of a lot of them won’t care that you don’t have the other
factors handled just yet. Just be fucking real with them and say, “Hey I’ll be real with you. I really
like seeing you, the sex we have is great – but if I’m honest, I feel like because I don’t have my shit
together in other areas of my life, you’ll probably not want to hang around for ages. I’d rather talk to
you about this and share it with you, rather than bottle it up inside. Honesty is always the best policy.“
That level of honesty and openness is fucking mind-blowing to most girls; 99.999% of people will
simply never have experienced someone being that truthful and vulnerable with them. I promise
you, if you are that real with girls 99% of them will say, “Wow. Jesus you’re honest. Well I’ll be real
with you too: I’m not perfect either, and I’m a little insecure that you’ll think I’m not as pretty as
other girls or not as cool as other girls. Sometimes I think you might get bored of me too.” I’m
speaking from experience – this is how this conversation has gone almost every single time I’ve had
it (and I’ve had it quite a lot – I’m deeply honest with girls and I straight up tell them my
flaws/insecurities).
When you open up with people and be truly fucking vulnerable, most people will reciprocate and be
truly fucking vulnerable with you too. And the few that don’t? Well, they can go be closed-off with
somebody else.
I’m not saying you should neglect everything else on this page; you absolutely need to keep
improving yourself and work towards having all the factors I’ve listed. But in the mean time,
being real about your insecurities/worries and treating her like she’s on your team (rather than
someone you have to hide things from and pretend to be perfect around) makes up the deficit.
Another thing I do is make it clear to girls that I’m not perfect, and I don’t expect them to be either.
I literally tell them “I’m not perfect and I don’t expect you to be.”
I’ll say it every time they apologise for something, or if they ever make a mistake. I’ll say it if they’re
insecure about something. I even make a point of saying it when I make a mistake – “See? I’m not
perfect, and I really don’t expect you to be.” This goes a long way to allowing girls to relax around
you and just be themselves, without fear that they have to be “perfect”. And when girls can relax and
just be themselves around you, without fear of being judged, they are much more likely to keep
seeing you.
After all, don’t you want to be around people who make you feel like you can just relax and be
yourself?
I also reassure girls whenever they have doubts (especially early on, when it’s not really
established that you guys are going to keep seeing each other for a while). Here’s an example: This is
a girl I had banged once. I was trying to set up the next hangout, and she was busy for a few days and
didn’t have any free time to meet me. She apologised a few times for “being a pain”; she’d also
previously joked that, “You probably have a lot of other girls you could see instead”. My text is in
grey:
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You can see it’s just a little reassurance – “Don’t stress about letting me down or something”, along
with “You did a very good job the other day”. We ended up meeting the next week and after sex, as
we were laying in bed I had the talk about, “I’m enjoying banging you, and as long as you’re
enjoying it too, we’ll keep seeing each other.” We’re still seeing each other now casually – the gentle
reassurance and keeping her on my team certainly helped.
As I mentioned above, these reassurances are also important if you’re being non-monogamous
and are banging a few girls at once. I have a pre-emptive conversation where I tell girls they’re
probably going to get feelings for me, and even though we’re just casual fuckbuddies, that’s
completely ok (and normal). Girls are really appreciative of the fact you’re telling them it’s not
“wrong” to catch feelings in a casual relationship.
I had this conversation with my girlfriend actually – multiple times. And at the point where she did
catch feelings for me, even though she was fucking terrified to admit them, she was able to open up
to me and tell me she liked me. She later on made it abundantly clear she absolutely would have run
away if I hadn’t previously told her it was ok to catch feelings. She said she would have stopped
seeing me and moved on to the next guy, because she was so terrified of “liking someone in a casual
relationship.”
My relationship literally wouldn’t exist if I hadn’t pre-emptively told her, “It’s ok if you catch
feelings. It’s inevitable. Tell me when it happens and we’ll talk about it.” In my experience, bringing
girls onto your team really is the second-most important factor after making yourself attractive
(maybe it’s even more important).
There’s other aspects of treating girls like they’re on your team. The obvious stuff – don’t play
games. Don’t manipulate. Don’t be passive-aggressive; just tell her what you want/think/feel,
directly, instead of trying to be subtle about it. Don’t neg her. Tell her the truth.
Sharing your goals and your self-improvement with her also goes a long way to making her feel
included and on your team. Tell her what you’re working on, tell her what your eventual
goals/milestones are, tell her the things you want to achieve in life – tell her the things that get you
excited. She’ll be excited to hangout with you so you can share your latest victories and achievements
with her – every (healthy) person loves hearing exciting news.
You don’t have to be in a serious relationship to share your goals and what you’re working on; I still
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talk about it with casual fuckbuddies. When they ask, “What have you been up to this week?” just
tell them what you’ve been working on, anything you’ve struggled with, and what your plan is to
overcome those struggles. Girls love hearing this stuff, especially because the majority of guys don’t
really share it with girls. Sharing goes a long way to making them feel included, and her feeling
included always improves retention.
Share other stuff too – stories of your family, your friends, your hobbies, etc. If you’re a little shy and
take a while to open up with people that’s totally cool – just practice being a little more open each
time you hangout. You’ll get better at being open the more you practice it.

4.3 – Be Honest About Everything
I’ve touched on honesty already, but let’s go balls-deep now.
Half of the articles on my site are about honesty – it’s a core tenant of mine. If you’re here reading
my stuff, chances are you probably care about honesty too. And nowhere is honesty more important
and useful than retention.
Keeping girls on your team, being real with them, and telling them what you’re thinking makes them
feel like they can trust you. And trust is a huge part of a girl wanting to keep banging you/dating you
for a long period of time.
Especially if your eventual goal is to have a relationship; practicing honesty from the very beginning
should be your mission. That way, when you do get into a relationship, you’ll already be good at
being honest, because you’ve been doing it from day 1.
Be honest about everything – as much as you possibly can.
Be honest about where things are going.
Be honest about seeing other girls.
Be honest about your lay count.
Be honest if you don’t want to see a girl again.
Be honest about your fears/insecurities.
Be honest about what you want – tell girls if you want some strictly casual, or if you’re open to
something more with the right person.
Be honest if she asks you a direct question – don’t bullshit her or “tell her what she wants to hear”.
Girls are used to people telling them “half-truths” in order to not hurt their feelings. If you tell her the
truth, even if sometimes it sucks to hear, she’ll respect your brutal honesty and know she can come to
you when she needs to hear the blunt truth.
Quite a few girls have told me part of the reason they keep seeing me is because I tell them the truth,
when all of their friends and family are lying to them just to try and make them feel better. Just make
sure you say it with compassion, if it’s something you think might hurt her – you can be brutally
honest without trying to intentionally hurt her.
Most guys lie about (or at least hide) a lot of this stuff, and girls are used to not getting a truthful
answer from half the guys they date. So when you tell the truth, you’ll set yourself apart and she’ll
feel like she can actually trust you. Trust is important in retaining girls for a long period of time –
because trust means she knows you’re not going to intentionally hurt her or screw her over. She’ll be
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more likely to stick around and build something with you.
If you want a perspective straight from a girl as to what it’s like being in an honest relationship, read
my girlfriend’s article: What Honesty Looks Like in a Relationship.
If you’re a more advanced/experienced guy, you can even go all-in and be as honest as I am,
literally telling girls if they meet up with you that you’ll be having sex. This is what I do with my
BDSM Tinder lines – girls absolutely know when we meet, we will be having sex. Being that honest
from the get-go means girls never have to guess what you’re looking for, or guess if you’re going to
keep seeing them for sex; they’ll know you’re a straight-shooter who just tells it like it is. They’ll
know what to expect from you, and they’ll be able to relax and keep seeing you.
The mates of mine who retain as many (maybe even more) girls than I do, have always been very
honest with girls. In fact, they were doing it well before I was. Back when I was being a dickhead to
girls, two of them were the ones who pushed me to start being honest with women. I probably
wouldn’t have done it without them – thanks Tim & Mike.
I wasn’t always honest – I used to lie about everything I possibly could. I was a bit of a dickhead, and
girls knew it – and all the emotionally-healthy, sane ones left because they knew I’d never be honest
with them or respect them enough to tell the truth. Ever since I started being real with girls and
practicing my honesty, my retention has gone up.
If you’re struggling with being honest right now – don’t stress. Start here: Honesty is an Ideal You
Work Towards. And don’t beat yourself up if you lie sometimes (or often) – you’ll get better at
being honest the more you practice it.

4.4 – Being Upfront About Seeing Other Girls
Continuing the theme of honesty, girls are far more likely to stick around if you’re upfront and honest
about the fact you’re seeing other girls (or plan on seeing other girls – assuming that’s your goal). If
you’re only looking for pure monogamy, feel free to skip this section.
If dating/banging multiple girls is something you want, then tell girls that as early as you can. By
being more upfront about it early on, the girls that sleep with you will know exactly what the sitation
is, and they’ll be happy to go along with it. But if you don’t tell them or hide it from them, they’ll
eventually find out – and will usually be pissed off you lied to them and they’ll be less likely to keep
seeing you. Being upfront means girls are more likely to stick around.
If you’re nervous about telling girls you’re seeing other girls, just follow what I wrote here. Your
goal is to tell her as early as you possibly can – it’s ok if you have to work up the courage first and
only manage to do it after you’ve had sex a couple of times. That’s still honesty – you just took a bit
of time to work up to it.
Then, the next girl you date, aim to tell her sooner than you did with the previous girl. Try and tell
her immediately after the first time you have sex. Congrats! That’s more upfront than the previous
girl – you’re making progress.
The next girl you see after that, aim to do it before you have sex. Then the next girl after that, aim to
do it before you even meet up. Complete honesty can take time if you’re really scared to do it; I get
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that. If you’re nervous, your goal is to just get better at it, and work on sharing the truth a little earlier
with each new girl.

If you’re shoving your zucchini in other girl’s grapefruits, make sure you’re
upfront about it. (Credit: Dainis Graveris)
The more upfront you are and the earlier you tell girls, the more they’ll respect you – and the more
they’ll know you respect them. You’ll be one of the few guys that hasn’t hidden his intentions or
outright lied about them; for a lot of girls, you’ll be the only one who’s ever been this upfront.
Once you’ve told girls you’re seeing other girls, you can also start telling them about your dating/sex
life (if you want to). Share your fun past dating experiences, talk about things you’ve learned from
the girls you’ve been with, and be open about your sex life (obviously don’t share intimate personal
or private details of other girls). And then ask girls about their sex/dating life. The more open you
are with your dating/sex life, the more open girls will be with you about theirs – and the closer the
two of you will be.
You don’t have to talk about your sex/dating life if you’d really rather not – some guys like to keep
this stuff private, and I get that. But if you want to talk to girls about your sex life/dating life, go for it
– most girls love talking to us about this stuff (because they never get a chance to – most guys have
never even considered talking about their sex/dating life in detail).
This is also a great way to lead into 3somes – this is exactly how I’ve had most of my 3somes. All
you have to do is tell a girl you’re seeing other girls, then ask her, “Have you ever fooled around with
another girl, or thought about it?” If she says yes, show her a couple of photos of the other girl. Once
you’ve shown both girls each other’s photos, if they both like each other, tell them you’ll all hangout
and have some wine together and see where things lead. (“See where things lead” is a polite way of
saying “Fuck the living shit out of each other until neither of you can walk properly.”)
Being so open about dating other people/your past dating life makes it very clear to girls you’re an
open-minded dude who’ll never be “weird” about sex. They know you’ll never hide anything from
them or act sheepish when it comes to your sex life.
Because if there’s one thing that ruins retention, it’s keeping secrets and acting weird or guilty.

4.5 – Understanding Girls (Empathy)
The more girls you date and have sex with, the more you’ll start to really understand girls in general.
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Doubly so if you do what I talked about here – asking girls about themselves, their lives, about what
it’s like to be a girl, etc. Make it your mission to learn everything you possibly can about women, and
that’ll translate to empathising with them – which massively boosts your retention.
For a lot of girls, if it’s obvious you really get what it’s like to be a girl, you will be the only guy in
her life who’s ever understood her. Sometimes you can even know them better than they know
themselves. That’s such a fucking rare thing (most guys think women are “mysterious” and
“unknowable”). Nah, women are pretty easy to understand – if you just bother to actually get to
know them.
Whenever you’re in the post-sex afterglow, and you’re lying there together cuddling, ask her:
What’s it like being a girl?
What’s the worst part of being female?
What’s the best part of being female?
If you could be a man for a day, what would you do?
What’s your biggest insecurity or fear – something you haven’t told anyone else?
What do you think is the best part of being a man? (Then tell her the actual best parts of being a
man; our strength, the fact people respect us, the fact we’re not emotional all the time, our selfreliance, etc).
What do you think is the worst part of being a man? (Then tell her the actual worst parts; we’re
inherently less valuable than women (more disposable), nobody gives us anything for free (we
have to earn it ourselves), there’s an expectation to be tough and not let out your emotions, etc).
Do any of your friends judge you for being sexual?
Is it a lot of pressure having to be feminine all the time? (Then you can talk to her about the
pressure of having to be masculine all the time).
What parts of your body are you insecure about?
What do you want out of life?
What are your ultimate goals – what would really make you completely satisfied?
What are your deepest, darkest, fears – the fears you’ve never told anybody?
What does “being feminine” mean to you?
What does “being masculine” mean to you?
Do you like taking the lead and making most of the decisions, or do you prefer not to have to
do it?
These discussions will give you a hell of a lot of insight into what it’s like being a girl – how they
think, how they feel, the unique challenges they face, what they want out of life, how they view men
and how they view the world.
The more I’ve gotten to know girls, and the more I’ve directly asked them all the questions I listed
above, the more empathetic and understanding I’ve become. I understand their struggles. I
understand it fucking sucks having so many options with guys, but feeling completely useless when it
comes to making a decision and having to pick one. (Analysis paralysis is fucking crippling for a lot
of women.)
I understand they often feel deeply insecure with their bodies. While we’re sitting there thinking,
“Holy shit, this is the sexiest girl I’ve ever had in my bed” she’s thinking, “Shit, I bet he thinks I’m
ugly. God I wish I didn’t have such a big nose. I hope he doesn’t think my tits are too small. I wish I
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was prettier like other girls he’s probably been with.”
I talk to them about this sort of stuff, and I actively bring it up on dates or when we’re cuddling after
sex. I listen to their problems, I relate to them, I offer them advice if I have some to give. It’s clear I
just get them – that’s inevitable when you’ve been with enough girls. The more girls you date, the
more your empathy will grow.
I also make it clear I care about their feelings and I’ll never pressure them to do anything they don’t
want to do. I make it clear I want them to have a good time when they see me; my catchphrase is,
“It’s only fun if you’re also having fun.” You’ll find when you make it really clear to girls you care
about them enjoying sex/hanging out with you, you’ll be leagues above a lot of guys. Especially on
Tinder/Hinge, where a lot of guys are selfish & lazy in the bedroom.
My other mates who retain girls very easily are as empathetic as I am – maybe more so.
Understanding women goes a hell of a long way to making them want to keep seeing you.
I think a big reason girls want to stick around with us is because at the heart of it, they can tell we
really like women. If you feel frustrated by women and sometimes can’t help but see them as the
enemy, that’ll improve over time as you spend more time with them and ask them some of the
questions I listed above.
You’ll eventually – accidentally – meet some really sweet and kind-hearted girls who’ll make you
think, “If this girl is such a sweetheart, maybe there’ll be other girls out there who are sweethearts
too.” You’ll start trying to find those women, and because you’re now actively looking for women
who are good people, you’ll get them.
If you’re not at a point of empathy and understanding yet, ask them all the questions listed above, and
also ask them all the questions here. Dig deep, uncover as much info as you can, teach yourself as
much about women as possible. Understanding is the key to empathy.
Eventually, you might even get to know them better than they know themselves. At that point,
you’ll be able to help teach them about themselves, other people, the world around them, etc. They’ll
want to keep seeing you just because you’re not completely fucking clueless like most guys they’ve
met (especially if they’re younger girls, who haven’t had a chance to meet many older wiser guys).

4.6 – Mentor Girls
The more you can empathise with girls, the more you’ll naturally find yourself wanting to teach them
things and help them grow as people. The same also applies as you keep improving yourself; the
more you grow, the more you’ll want to share what you’ve learned and help others to grow too. That
is the entire reason I set up this website – I’d learned a hell of a lot, grown a hell of a lot, and I
needed to share it with the world so you can do what I’ve done.
Mentoring other people is important to me – particularly girls I see for a while. I’m in my 30’s, so I
have plenty of wisdom to share with 18-21 year old girls who feel a bit lost (let’s be honest; everyone
feels a bit lost at that age). I want girls to be better people. (Actually, I want everyone in my life to
become a better person.) I push girls, I encourage them, I help them talk through their fears and
doubts and I teach them how to go for their goals. A few have told me I’m a mentor/father figure
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to them; particularly my girlfriend.
My other mates who get laid a lot are quite giving with their advice/support too; mentoring a lot of
the girls they date. It’s definitely a big part of why we retain girls so often.

We all mentored the shit out of each other that night.
Don’t feel like you have to do a tonne of mentoring or be a fucking life coach in order to retain girls –
just a little empathy and the occasional bit of helpful advice goes a long way.
If you’re a younger guy (eg you’re 20), let’s be honesty – you’re probably not going to be much of a
mentor/father figure to girls, in the way a 30yo or 40yo guy could be. But in that case, just try to
empathise with girls – do everything I listed in the “Understanding Girls” section above. After you
bang, just spend 15 minutes cuddling and asking them questions about their lives. Ask them one or
two of the questions I listed above. If you have any helpful nuggets of wisdom or advice you think
you can give them, go for it. That’s all mentoring really is – just showing you give a shit.
It doesn’t take much – just a couple minutes of chatting & hanging out after each time you bang.

4.7 – Don’t Manipulate or Trick Girls
On the flip side of “be honest” is “don’t lie” – along with “don’t manipulate or emotionally
blackmail anyone”.
If you want something, tell girls you want it. Be honest and upfront and direct – girls (and people in
general) respect a man who just says what he wants, in no uncertain terms, without any sort of hidden
agenda. When girls know you’re not one to bullshit, they’ll relax and trust that you’ll always tell
them what’s on your mind. And when a girl can relax around you, she’ll be far more likely to keep
seeing you for a long period of time.
There’s a reason my message templates in Part 3 are so direct and to-the-point; being direct works,
and leads to a much higher retention rate. If you manipulate and trick girls, you’re just going to end
up with girls who manipulate you back – because that’s the framework YOU have set from the
beginning.
This also extends to the way you think about having sex with girls. Some guys (and a few girls) have
this weird notion that sex is something you “take” from girls – like you having sex with her means
you “won”. Like she lost something in the process. That’s a fucking messed-up way of viewing sex;
it’s extremely combative.
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You and your girl aren’t enemies. You’re not robbing her pussy. Sex is just you and her coming
together and sharing something, and both giving each other something. You’re exploring together,
sharing in a mutually-beneficial experience, and you’re building good memories together.
You’re adding to each other’s lives; nobody is losing. You’re both winning.

Chapter 5 – Improving Retention

5.1 – How to Improve Your Own Retention
Most of what I’ve listed in this guide is stuff I personally do, and stuff my mates and coaching clients
have done to improve retention. But if you’re just starting out, you probably won’t have everything
handled that we do.
You shouldn’t aim to be a complete copy-paste of me or my mates, because none of us are perfect
(you can actually do a lot better than us). But there’s benefit in at least trying out a lot of the variables
that have worked for us, and seeing if they work for you. This is all just a big experiment; you need to
try your own things and see what works best for you. Carve your own path.
I also don’t want you to feel overwhelmed by how much there is here. Improvement is a gradual
process – you won’t suddenly shoot up to 99% retention tomorrow. You’ll get there over a period of
months (maybe even a year or two), and you’ll eventually be able to keep the vast majority of girls
coming back to hangout again. There’s no rush; you have your entire life to work on selfimprovement.
You’ll likely find once you get good at retention and most girls want to keep seeing you, you’ll have
your own “retention secrets” that are different from what works for me. Everything I do that makes
me retain girls isn’t the only way to do things, and it’s certainly not the perfect or “correct” way to go
about it. If you have your own ideas for what improves retention, drop a comment below and tell
us.
Certain things on this list will help more than others. It’s infinitely harder to retain girls if you’re
obese, or if you live with your parents, or you’re a controlling, insecure asshole (no hate if you are – I
was. Fix it though.) Those big things are the things you should work on ASAP, and after that, handle
the smaller things.
Be patient. You’ll eventually get to a point where you can retain the vast majority of girls you sleep
with, I promise.
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5.2 – Compatibility; Find Girls Who Want the Same Things
you Want
Everything on this list is what’s worked for me and my friends. We have specific types of girls we
like – and obviously if we find girls who are a good fit for us, those girls are more likely to stick
around.
I like submissive, younger girls I can mentor – which means I’ll naturally filter in younger,
submissive girls who are looking for a dominant guy who can mentor them. We’re a perfect fit for
each other, so of course they’re going to stick with me for a while.
You might like something completely different – you may prefer experienced girls who are
independent and not too clingy; girls who have their shit together. So if you go out searching for
independent, sexually-experienced girls, those girls will be looking for someone like you – someone
who wants them in particular. You two will be a perfect fit for each other, so of course they’re
going to stick with you for longer.
The same applies to relationship types – if you’re looking for ultra casual, non-monogamous
relationships, if you seek out girls who are looking for the same thing, they’ll be more likely to stick
around with you. If you’re looking for committed monogamous relationships, then if you seek out
girls who also want monogamy, they’ll be more likely to keep seeing you for a long time.
Whatever type of girl you want, whatever type of relationship you want, seek that out and you’ll find
those girls are much easier to retain. Compatibility is a huge factor in retention.

5.3 – Would You See You Again? (Are you Worthy of
Respect?)
I want you to ask yourself this question:
Do I like myself? Like, really like myself?
If the answer to that is “not really”, I’ll ask you a second question:
Would you be excited to keep seeing a girl who didn’t like herself – would you want to keep her
in your life for a long time?
The answer to that is obviously “No”; you can see where I’m going with this. If you don’t like
yourself, do you think girls are going to be super excited to keep seeing you for a long period of
time?
I’m not saying this to make you feel bad about yourself. Hell, I’m saying this to make you feel better
about yourself. If you’ve been struggling to retain girls, and you don’t really like yourself, then this is
good news. It means as you improve yourself, as you start to find some wins and look a little better
and up your confidence; as you start finding reasons to actually like yourself, your retention will
naturally go up.
If it’s still the early days of your self-improvement journey and you’ve only just gotten started, it’s
totally normal to not really like or respect yourself. Respect requires you to have done something
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worthy of respect; ie achieving big goals (losing a bunch of fat, smashing PRs at the gym consistently
for a year, getting laid a few times from Tinder/talking to girls during the day, etc). If you haven’t
achieved anything noteworthy yet, then of course you wouldn’t respect yourself yet.
I can’t even just tell you to “love yourself” like the mainstream motivational speakers and all those
inspirational Instagram accounts spout. Because if you don’t like yourself all that much, you’ll just
say to me, “What is there to love about myself?” You can’t delude yourself into just “loving yourself
as you are” and “love you for you” if you haven’t achieved anything worth loving. Would you
respect another guy who hadn’t achieved anything truly great? Of course not; so I can’t just tell you
to respect yourself if you haven’t done anything truly noteworthy either.
The only way to respect yourself is to do things worthy of your own respect. So, what things would
you need to change in order for you to like yourself and be worthy of respect? Write those things
down on a big piece of paper, and make it your number #1 mission to change those things.
As you work on those goals you just wrote down, as you start making waves with your selfimprovement & your confidence goes up, you’ll just naturally find girls start wanting to spend more
time with you. There won’t necessarily be any rhyme or reason to it, you might not be able to put
your finger on exactly why girls seem to stick around longer as you improve. It’s a product of all the
facets of your personality, your achievements, your looks, how much you like yourself, how much
positive vibes you put out into the world, etc.
And all of a sudden, you’ll find girls will start wanting to see you for longer and longer, because
they’ll think, “Oh this guy is really happy, he likes himself, he’s really nice to himself. Maybe I’ll
stick around, because if he likes himself so much, there must be something valuable there.”
Everyone likes positive people, and if you’re exuding positive energy, people want to be around that.
Nobody likes being around somebody negative. And I’m not necessarily saying you’re negative – but
if you’ve only just started working on yourself, your self-esteem likely won’t be very high (ie,
negative). You likely won’t have a lot of positivity to put out into the world, because you’ll be super
focused & busy working on your self-improvement efforts. That’ll take up most of your time and
energy, and you’ll simply be too distracted/busy to really be a super positive guy with a lot of love to
give.
Once you get to a point where you’re happier, you will have more love to put out into the world
– and girls will naturally like you a hell of a lot more. There’s not necessarily anything you need to
change to make it happen (though focusing on being more positive is always a good thing – see the
book You Can’t Afford the Luxury of a Negative Thought). But over time you’ll just naturally become
a more positive person as you give yourself reasons to like yourself by achieving your goals.
You just need to keep chugging along. If you’re struggling to keep girls coming back for more, then
you’re in what Arnold Schwarzenegger calls “The Pain Period”. It’s the time when you’re working
on your goals/self-improvement, and you’re not yet seeing any results. You have very little success,
even though you’re putting in a tonne of effort – it’s frustrating. But all you can do is just keep going,
keep pushing, never give up and never quit. You just have to trust that eventually as you get more
experience and become a more confident, happy person – girls will want to stick around more.
That time will be magical – there’s something truly beautiful about having a lot of girls tell you they
really like you, and really want to keep seeing you, and giving you lots of unprompted compliments.
It feels really fucking nice, and I absolutely promise you that’s waiting for you if you just keep going.
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The day will come when the sun shines on you; you just have to keep pushing through these cloudy
days, keep wading through this shitty part.

5.4 – Girls who Don’t See You Again
Sometimes girls don’t want to see you again; just like upfront rejection, it’s not really something you
can completely avoid. Sometimes they’ll tell you, “I don’t want to keep going with this.” Accept that
and move on.
Other times they’ll be annoying and make those weird “I’m busy this week, I’ll let you know when
I’m free” excuses for a few weeks, never actually committing to meeting up with you. In these cases,
send her a message – “Hey, I appreciate honesty and being upfront. Doesn’t seem like you actually
want to meet up again. No hard feelings if that’s the case, but I’d rather you let me know.” 99% of
the time they’ll tell you they don’t want to see you again – accept it politely and move on.
As to why girls won’t keep seeing you, sometimes there’s a good reason for it. If you’re at the
beginning of your self-improvement journey and still have a tonne to work on, you’re going to have
less girls sticking around. Just tell yourself, “It’s ok, some girls just won’t keep seeing me while I still
have a lot of self-improvement to do” and focus on hitting on more girls.
Other times it’s completely arbitrary and out of your control – she’ll have some reason why she
doesn’t want to keep seeing you, and it’s usually not something you can change. Maybe she misses
her ex, or she’s not ready to be in a relationship (even a casual fuckbuddy one), or she’s depressed, or
she’s a loner and can’t handle sex/intimacy.
If you want some feedback/closure from her, do what I said in If Girls Ghost You. Send her a polite
text asking her for some feedback as to why she doesn’t want to go any further. Get your feedback,
accept it with good grace, and then move on.
Sometimes the feedback is really useful. You shouldn’t take any one girl’s opinion of you as the
gospel, but if a bunch of girls are telling you the same thing, there could be something worth
listening to there. Sometimes they’ll tell you something similar to the points I’ve written above –
maybe you’re too negative, or too much of a dick, or it’s because you live at home, or they all tell
you they expected more foreplay or for you to take the lead more. If the feedback matches any of the
points I’ve made in this article, then follow it.
Some guys get a bunch of girls telling them something along the lines of, “You’re too much of a
player/fuckboy.” That doesn’t mean you’re having too much sex; it means she thinks you’re a player
with nothing else to offer. Guys who are players but have no personality, aren’t honest, aren’t
interesting, and don’t put any effort into sex get this kind of negative feedback (I know a few in real
life). So if you’re hearing this feedback a lot, start working on some of the other aspects I’ve listed in
this article.
I myself am clearly a “player” – I dress like one, I tell girls I want sex, my Tinder profile has freaking
BDSM photos on it, and I tell girls I’m seeing multiple girls. But I never ever hear, “You’re too much
of a player/fuckboy” because they can see I’m also a cool guy to hang out with, I’m very open and
honest, I explore & keep it fresh in the bedroom, I care about them, I’m nice and polite and I share a
lot about myself. Sticking my dick in their pussy isn’t my only personality trait; I’m not onewww.TheRedArchive.com
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dimensional.
So, girls will sometimes stop seeing you. It happens to all of us. Even now, with me having most of
the factors above handled, I still have girls who don’t see me more than once or twice. It’s just how
things go sometimes. Try not to take it to heart. Yeah, it sucks when you really like the girl, the sex is
mindblowing, but she doesn’t want to repeat it. All you can do is remind yourself, You Can?t Force
Someone to Like You.
I’ll say it for the billionth time in this series: don’t stress about being perfect. It’s ok if you don’t yet
have everything on this list handled. Over time, with experience, you’ll become a cooler, more
confident, sexier and more fun guy that girls will want to hang around with. Good things take time.
In the meantime, be ok with the fact that maybe some girls won’t stick around. There’s plenty of
things you can start doing right now to help with retention, so focus more on the things you can
change, rather than worrying about the girls who leave.
After all, there’s plenty more fish in the sea:

Chapter 6 – Key Takeaways

1. Retaining Girls:
1. Retention is something you can improve; don’t get down if a lot of girls don’t see you more
than once or twice.
2. Build something together. It can be sexual experiences, friendship, open & non-judgemental
communication, affection/intimacy/ mentorship, or a relationship.
2. Having Your Shit Together:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Looks really matter – keep improving yourself.
Have your own life going on. Goals, hobbies, fun activities. Share those things with girls.
Be physically strong, and masculine.
Be a decent person – don’t be a dick.
Have your own apartment. Roomates are fine, but living on your own is even better. Keep it
clean.
Be financially-stable.
Take the lead and make the moves.
Have a sense of humour; don’t take life too seriously.
Be positive; don’t be too negative.
Confidence helps. If you’re not confident now, embrace it and be ok with the fact you’re a
work-in-progress.
Work on feeling like you deserve to have girls stick around.
Don’t be too needy too early on.
Don’t be controlling. Work on minimising your jealousy.
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14. Avoid drama.
15. Retention getse easier as you age; be patient with your self-improvement.
3. Sex:
1. Give compliments and make girls feel really good about seeing you.
2. Practice foreplay and experiment in the bedroom.
3. After sex, cuddle and talk for at least 20 mins. Walk her to the train station/car. Text her
afterwards to say you had fun.
4. Try some BDSM and dominant play – even newbies can learn it. Start slow.
5. Be non-judgemental about sex.
6. Give girls new experiences; both in and out of the bedroom.
7. Do some nude photoshoots with girls if you’re into it.
8. Don’t wait to have sex. Aim to have sex ASAP.
9. Less-experienced girls are usually easier to retain, but date/bang whomever you like.
4. Honesty:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Tell her you want to keep seeing her.
Be on the same team – “You and Me”. Share things with her.
Be honest; as much as you can.
Be upfront if you’re seeing other girls.
Seek to understand and empathise with girls.
Mentor girls; or at least aim to empathise & offer some advice from time to time.
Don’t manipulate. Stick to saying what you mean and asking for what you want.

5. Improving Retention:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Getting to high levels of retention takes time. Be patient.
Find girls who are compatible with you (girls who want the same things you want.)
Do you like & respect yourself? If not, keep working on yourself; you will eventually.
If girls stop seeing you, you can ask for feedback and see if it matches what I’ve told you to
do. But don’t beat yourself up – just move on & hit on more girls.

Done. Holy shit guys, we’re fucking done.
I cannot believe this series is actually DONE. It’s 130,000 words in total across all 5 parts. (An
average novel is supposedly 50,000-70,000 words).
I’ve also published a Frequently Asked Questions page (so feel free to ask me any questions in the
comments and I’ll answer).
And here’s a short condensed version of this serires you can use as a handy reference guide.
Please do me a favour and share this series anywhere and everywhere you can. (Please share
Part 1 with people). I’m pretty confident I’ve written a bloody good series; now I’d like to get it out
there so we can help as many dudes as possible. I don’t want anyone feeling like they have no clue
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how to get laid; I’ve literally laid out every god damn step in excruciating detail.
Stay tuned; we’re only just getting started. You’re all a bunch of fucking legends.
– Andy
Get the condensed version of this entire Tinder series as a pretty PDF you can read on your
computer or phone any time you want:
<- Part 4: Going on Dates & Having Sex
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) ->
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Get Laid on Tinder – Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)
April 14, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
Frequently Asked Questions:
Part 1 – Improving Your Looks & Taking Photos
Why do you recommend the D7000 camera?
Mewing: does it work?
Can I make my beard grow with Minoxidil?
How do I get a Tan?
If I have photos of me with a girl, won’t that put other girls off?
Part 2 – Setting up Tinder & Getting Matches
Banned – Will My Tinder Get Banned/My Tinder Has Already Been Banned
I’m getting no matches!
I’m short. Should I put that in my bio? Mention it to girls before we meet? I’m just
worried they won’t like me when we meet.
I Want to End Things with a Girl I’ve Been Seeing
When I first signed up, I got a lot of matches – now I get less.
Why are Boosts and Tinder Gold Priced Differently on Tinder.com vs the Phone App?
Why do some apps (eg Tinder) lower the picture quality?
Is Dating Multiple People Ethical?
Do you have to be elite to get laid a lot?
What if Girls Think I’m “Creepy” for Being so Direct?
What about other dating apps (eg Instagram, Badoo, Happn, etc)?
Can I Use Photofeeler/Other Sites to Rate My Photos?
This Girl Stopped Replying – What Should I Do?
How Much have You (Andy) gotten laid from non-Tinder apps?
Part 3 – Messaging Girls
Can I Double Book dates?
Girls plugging their Instagrams – waste of time?
Part 4 – Going on Dates & Having Sex
Part 5 – Retention; Seeing Girls Again
Do I have to do everything you’ve listed?
Andy, I do something that’s the complete opposite of what you do, and it’s helped me
retain heaps of girls!
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Have a question I didn’t answer here? Ask in the comments below, no matter how big or small the
question. I’ll answer everything & will add it to this FAQ.

Part 1 – Improving Your Looks & Taking Photos

Why do you recommend the D7000 camera?
Because it’s the one I personally own. Which means I can help you if you have a specific question
about it, aren’t sure how to use it, etc.
Other guys have offered me other suggestions for cameras, and in the future when I have time, I’ll
probably buy one or two other cameras to try out. If I like the camera more than the D7000 I’ll
recommend that.
The whole point of my site is honesty & ethics when it comes to the things I recommend – I’m not
here to push anything I haven’t personally used a lot and really like. If I have zero experience with
something, I can’t advocate it myself.
That said – The Red Quest recommended me the Sony a6000 with the Sony E 50mm f/1.8 OSS Lens.
He says it’s smaller and less bulky than the D7000 I recommend. If you’re interested, do your own
research; I haven’t used the camera he mentions, so I’m not endorsing it one way or the other.

Mewing: does it work?
Mewing is a type of exercise you do to supposedly make your jawline more aesthetic. I haven’t tried
mewing myself – my jawline is fine. It seems interesting but I don’t know if I’ll ever try it (I have a
billion and one other things to do that I actually care about). I will always keep my site strictly to
things I’ve personally tried; rather than “other people had results with this, so you should go try it.” I
don’t want to be just another guy on the internet advocating stuff he has no personal experience with.
If you do try it, lemme know how it goes though – I’m genuinely interested.
Other thing I’ll say is getting lean will always make your jawline/face look 100 times better. So if
you’re not 10% bodyfat already, I’d recommend getting as lean as possible first, before deciding if
you want to try mewing. In early 2020 I went on a crusade to get myself as lean as possible (the
leanest I’ve ever been), and it’s done wonders for my jawline. Losing fat will always have the biggest
impact on your face.
Having seen so many of my clients/friends/myself/guys on forums develop awesome jawlines just by
losing all their fat, I’m not sure mewing is needed – low bodyfat seems to get most guys 99% of the
way there. Again, I don’t have a strong opinion on mewing since I have literally zero experience with
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it and don’t even know anyone who’s tried it.

Can I make my beard grow with Minoxidil?
I’ve never tried it, so I can’t personally endorse it one way or another. One of my readers sent me this
link to a guide on using Minoxidil:
Minoxidil Beard FAQ
Update: One of my mates had a lot of success trying it himself – he’s written a journal about it here.
Again, I have zero experience with it personally. I’m not endorsing it at all – do your own research.
Feel free to tell me how you go with it if you try it.

How do I get a Tan?
Tan beds are the fastest way.
Note: if you’re in Australia, those are illegal (my government likes to ban everything because they’re
mentally-ill) so just go in the sun for a bit each day, and tan over a period of a few months.
Tan over a slower, longer period of time – rather than trying to fry yourself to a crisp. This should
take months, not weeks.
I had a lot of success with the peptide MT-II – that’s how I got my tan. No, I’m not endorsing or
recommending that – do your own research & always follow local laws in your country.

If I have photos of me with a girl, won’t that put other girls
off?
Nope.
I’ve had photos of me with another girl on my Tinder for the last year and a half. I’ve even
experimented with putting that photo as my main photo – and got just as many matches.
Quite a few of my clients have photos of them with girls, and they get matches, and get laid.
Don’t overthink this stuff – just upload your best photos, start messaging a bunch of girls and start
inviting them out on dates.
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Part 2 – Setting up Tinder & Getting Matches

Banned – Will My Tinder Get Banned/My Tinder Has Already
Been Banned
If your account does get banned (it’s not likely unless you’re as direct as I am when I mention
BDSM), just make a new one. You’ll have to use a new phone number.
If you get banned, DO NOT use the exact same pics – especially if one of your pics was a bit
risqusexual. You’ll just get banned again. You’ll need to edit the photos a bit – flip them horizontally,
apply a filter, or use different photos entirely.
Often you’ll get a warning first:

And in my experience, it’s only when you’re being really forward (like I am with my BDSM
messages and BDSM photos). I’ve been banned like 15 times at this point. It’s not a big deal; just
make a new account.
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I’m getting no matches!
Well, your pics probably suck or your looks need improving. 99% of guys vastly underestimate
how crap they look. We’re not good at being objective. If you’re above 15% bodyfat, lose weight. If
your style/fashion is boring (ie do you look boring like 95% of “normal guys” out on the street?), fix
it. If your pics are blurry, low quality, boring – fix them. If you look like you have nothing interesting
about you, fix it.
Here’s the level of photo quality (and looks quality) you should ultimately be aiming for. Don’t stress
if it takes you a while to get there – it took me 2 years to start really getting laid on Tinder. Selfimprovement is a marathon, not a sprint.
And are you using boosts on Tinder, and are you messaging a tonne of girls on Hinge (50+ a day)?
As I explained earlier in this series, boosts are mandatory, as is talking to as many girls as humanly
possible.

I’m short. Should I put that in my bio? Mention it to girls
before we meet? I’m just worried they won’t like me when we
meet.
One of my coaching clients is 5’6 (and another is 5’8). The 5’6 client has gotten laid ~5 times since
I’ve known him (and he’s still in the newbie phase). Don’t let being short be the reason you don’t
get laid.
If you wanna be taller, wear height-increasing shoes/insoles. They’ll add a couple inches.
No, don’t put that you’re short in your bio. The girls who put height requirements in their bio –
awesome, they’re being really upfront and honest with you. That’s actually really cool of them.
Swipe left on them, and go find the girls who don’t have height requirements.
No, don’t bring it up before the date. Does she tell you her fucking weight before the date?
If you met a chick and she was disappointed in your height, so fucking what? I’ve met girls who are
disappointed in my baldness. I’ve met girls who are disappointed in how fat I used to be vs my pics
(I’ve lost weight since then). Nothing bad happened, they didn’t yell out “OMG YOU’RE GROSS!”
and run away. All that happened is they just didn’t see me for a second date.
You’re making this so fucking weird, man… all these weird questions about your height. Just stop
obsessing about it like a height-obsessed nerd, and go out and meet some girls. Some of them will
like you, some of them won’t. Stick your penis inside the ones that like you.
Again to reiterate: one of my clients is 5’6 and I’ve never once heard him complain about his height.
He gets laid. I absolutely promise you you can also get laid. There are a lot of sweet girls out there
who don’t care about height (plus there’s a lot of short girls you can date anyway).
(I’m saying all this with love. I don’t want you to feel inadequate for your height. Sure, some girls
won’t like you – that’s fine. Just work harder, improve your pics, talk to more girls, try even harder to
get laid. Plenty of girls will like you. Just because you’re short, doesn’t mean you can’t get laid
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online).

I Want to End Things with a Girl I’ve Been Seeing
Don’t stress, I’ve got you covered. I wrote a guide on breaking up with girls you’ve been seeing – go
check it out.
The key takeaway of that article is just be honest and tell her you’re ending things – don’t ghost.
Ghosting feels shit.

When I first signed up, I got a lot of matches – now I get less.
If you’re talking about Tinder – you get more matches when you first sign up. Probably to get you
excited to use the app, so you’ll keep coming back (and keep spending money). Don’t stress if your
matches go down after the initial first week or two.
Just keep improving yourself, keep upgrading your pictures, use all the dating apps, and you’ll get
laid eventually – I promise.

Why are Boosts and Tinder Gold Priced Differently on
Tinder.com vs the Phone App?
I don’t know. I don’t really care. Do you really care why? Just use whichever one is cheaper for you.

Why do some apps (eg Tinder) lower the picture quality?
Again: I don’t know. I don’t really care. Tinder ruins the picture quality for all of us; just deal with it.
Take the best photos you can and deal with the cards Tinder gives you.
Your efforts are best focused on maxing out your looks and taking the best photos you can. Those
two things will improve your number of lays by 10000% percent. Whereas complaining about Tinder
ruining your photo quality will help you get laid 0%.

Is Dating Multiple People Ethical?
If you’re honest and upfront, then why the hell wouldn’t it be? Do what I said in the retention guide –
tell girls you’re dating other girls. They’re adults; as long as you’re not manipulating them, they’re
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free to decide to keep dating/banging you, or not.
The more experience you get, the more you’ll realise a tonne of girls casually see 2 or 3 guys at a
time and keep their options open – especially on Tinder.
If anyone judges you for it (friends, religious zealots, family, etc) – explain to them how you’re
honest and upfront with every girl you date. You’re going to find most people only have a problem
with it if you’re deceitful and try to hide the fact you’re seeing multiple girls. As long as you’re
upfront, most people will be supportive.

Do you have to be elite to get laid a lot?
Oh hell no. You can’t possibly tell me I’m elite – nowhere near it. Most of my lays came when I
looked “decent” at best. I just tried as hard as I possibly could, talked to as many girls as I possible
could (tens of thousands of them), and some of them seemed to want to sleep with me.
Don’t worry about being elite, or being a ‘player’, or any of that. You don’t have to become a
different person to get laid – just focus on improving yourself each day, a little at a time.

What if Girls Think I’m “Creepy” for Being so Direct?
Got that covered already:
Getting Laid a Lot Requires You to be “Creepy”

What about other dating apps (eg Instagram, Badoo, Happn,
etc)?
I’ve tried other dating apps many times and haven’t gotten laid from them. I’m never going to tell
you to do something that hasn’t worked for me.
You’re welcome to go out and experiment though – it’s your life. If you find success (or find no
success) – let me know.

Can I Use Photofeeler/Other Sites to Rate My Photos?
Sure – a few of my clients do. Just take the results with a grain of salt. The girls on there are judging
you for different criteria than they would on Tinder. On photofeeler, it’s more like “Is this guy
attractive?” On Tinder, it’s more like “Would I have sex with this guy?” Those are similar, but notexactly-the-same metrics. People on Photofeeler aren’t rating how likely they are to sleep with you.
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Photofeeler does give you an idea of overall photo quality, and over time you can build up an idea of
how much your looks are improving as you get leaner, improve your fashion, take better pics, etc.
Really, it’s up to you. I’ve never used Photofeeler. Some of my clients love it. I’m not for or against
it – all I care about is you achieving your goals & being happy. If Photofeeler helps you do that, go
for it.
One more thing – you’ll always get the best sense of how good your photos are from actually using
them on Tinder/Hinge, and seeing how many dates or lays you get. If your results are good,
awesome – work on gradually improving your pics, improving your body, your style, losing fat etc
and you’ll keep getting better and better results. If your results suck, then work back through the
cheatsheet from part 1 (this one).
At the end of the day, the best way to know if girls want to sleep with you is to try and sleep with
them.

This Girl Stopped Replying – What Should I Do?
Like I said in Part 3 – unmatch.
If you want to get laid/find a girlfriend, stick to the gameplan I’ve given you. You’ll save yourself a
tonne of time if you don’t waste time on girls who’ve gone cold.
I know if you’re a newbie, it can be very tempting not to stick to the gameplan, because you think,
“What if this time this girl sleeps with me!” Ok, you’re allowed to ignore my advice and try to reengage those girls if you really want to – just don’t be surprised if I turned out to be right.

How Much have You (Andy) gotten laid from non-Tinder
apps?
Bear in mind the numbers below are as of the time I’m answering this question – April 2020. If
you’re reading this in the future, the numbers will probably be different. Bear in mind I’ve estimated
these numbers – they’re only rough guesses.
Hinge – about 12. Most of these have been very recent; I’m finding I actually like Hinge more
than Tinder, because you can mass-spam 100 girls in like 20 minutes (if you pay for the
monthly membership). The girls are also more keen to meetup vs Tinder (Tinder has a lot of
girls just being silly and messing around, clearly on there to waste time). Hinge has almost no
timewasters in my experience.
OkCupid – something like 20-30 lays. Mostly when I was first starting out with selfimprovement. OkCupid is a lot more quiet now.
Plenty of Fish (POF) – about 10. This was also in my early days. POF is also a lot more quiet
now.
Craigslist – Read this for more details on my Craigslist lays. Tonnes of lays when I was
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younger – I seriously lost count. If I had to guess, it’d be 50. But they were ALL very obese (I
was a fat mess myself back then; sex was a horrible addiction for me, rather than something fun
or notable). It was also over about a 10 year period.
Bumble – a reasonable number by now. About 15 times (as of time of publishing this). But I
(personally) find Bumble takes me way too much effort to get laid vs something like Tinder or
Hinge, so I’ve stopped using it. (If you’re a newbie, you should still use it – use as many apps
as you possibly can and do everything you can to get laid).
CoffeeMeetsBagel (CMB) – only about 3, and they were quite far back in the past.
Tinder – all my other lays, so (at a rough guess) 60-70.
As you can see, I’ve gotten laid far more from Tinder than anywhere else. Most of my stories come
from Tinder. These days I only really use Tinder & Hinge – but if you’re a newbie or aren’t happy
with your sex life, you should install all the apps you possibly can. Focus on doing whatever it takes
to get laid.

Part 3 – Messaging Girls

Can I Double Book dates?
Yep. I used to do this a lot. I would book one girl for, say, 6pm – and then the second girl for 7pm.
The girl at 6pm I would just have a quick coffee date with and maybe make out with her. The girl at
7pm I would have a proper date and try to bang her.
I don’t do this nowadays at all, because I don’t need to. My BDSM routine means every single girl I
meet with, I have sex with – so I already know I’ll be getting laid and thus don’t need to double-book
anything.

Girls plugging their Instagrams – waste of time?
A few of my coaching clients have asked me if they should avoid matching with any girls who
mention their Instagram in their bio. The idea is these girls are simply using Tinder to spam their
Insta. Don’t overthink this – you can still have sex with girls who have their IG in their profile (I’ve
had sex with plenty). We’re trying to be efficient, remember, so just swipe right if you’re attracted to
her, don’t worry about the fact she has her IG there, and just use the same usual copy-paste message
as normal. Then try to meet up with her and have sex with her.
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Your mindset needs to be, “I have to just message a tonne of girls with the template Andy gave me,
and be efficient.” It’s hard to be efficient if you’re stopping to analyse every girl’s bio before you’ve
even messaged her.

Part 4 – Going on Dates & Having Sex

If you’ve got any questions about dates, foreplay or sex – ask in the comments below and I’ll
add them here.

Part 5 – Retention; Seeing Girls Again

Do I have to do everything you’ve listed?
I want to make it even more clear, you do NOT have to do everything on the list in part 5. They’re all
things that HELP retention, they’re not all MANDATORY.
The more of these factors you have, the better your retention will be. But you sure as hell don’t have
to be a copy-paste clone of me. You might decide you have absolutely zero interest in BDSM; cool,
ignore that section. You might not be able to move into your own apartment for at least another 2
years; that’s fine, just do your best with what you have.
The factors that help me and my mates retain girls don’t have to be the exact same factors you have
that help you retain girls. You’re a different person to me; I don’t want you to try and make
yourself a clone of me.
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Besides, you should be aiming to be better than me.

Andy, I do something that’s the complete opposite of what you
do, and it’s helped me retain heaps of girls!
Great – like I said above, that’s exactly what I want you to do. Tell me about it. Drop a comment
below or email me and I’ll add it to the retention guide.
Remember, I’ve made it very clear all throughout the guide (and my site in general) that I’m only
telling you what’s worked for me, my clients and my friends. I make it clear my way is not the
only way that works. And my advice might not even work for you – or you made need to tweak it to
get it to work. You’re an entirely different person to me, with different wants, needs, desires,
personality traits, flaws and strenghts. You need to carve out your own path and figure out what
works for you; I’m just here to save you some time and trouble by pointing you in the right direction.
After all, this is all just a big experiment.
Have a question I didn’t answer here? Ask in the comments below, no matter how big or small the
question. I’ll answer everything & will add it to this FAQ.

Did this guide help you out?
If this article helped you, sign up to my Patreon.
Not only will you be supporting me so I can make more content like this, but you’ll get access to
exclusive content I ONLY post on Patreon, access to me (ask me any questions you like), as well as
early access to all my content (sometimes weeks before everybody else sees it). Join the higher tiers
and you’ll even get a free coaching call every month – massive value. Join here:
KillYourInnerLoser on Patreon
-Andy
<- Part 5: Retention; Seeing Girls Again
Condensed Version ->
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How to Have Anal Sex She’ll Enjoy
April 15, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
(I get a small commission if you use my links to buy any of the toys listed below.)
Cover image credit: Felix Uresti.
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Checklist
Go Slow
Shower or Anal Douche
Lube
1 Finger
Buttplugs
Anal Sex
If She’s too Tight/It’s a Little Painful
Cleaning Everything Afterwards
Storytime: My Most Recent Anal Adventure
Other Stuff to Try

Update Feb 2021: Here’s a YouTube video I did covering this topic in more detail:
One question I get quite a lot is: “Andy you devilishly-handsome motherfucker, I’ve never done anal
– how do I go about it?”

Ahh, so you want to slide inside her chocolate starfish, take the dirt road home, give her a rear
injection, put your bike in the trunk, go colon-bowlin’? Alright, I’ve got you covered.
Anal is fun as hell for many reasons – it’s something kinky, you see it in porn all the time, it’s a
different hole to stick your dick in (guys love sticking our dicks in random things, amirite?). All great
reasons to stab her in the brown eye.
But I like doing it most is for the feeling of ownership – showing a girl you own all her holes. Girls
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fantasise about it and absolutely fucking love it – some have told me they feel like anal is the
ultimate form of domination. They also love the feeling of “fullness” – especially if you also stick
something in her pussy at the same time (eg your fingers, or a dildo).
There are quite a few girls I’ve done anal with who tell me they like it more than normal sex – it feels
kinkier for them, the physical sensations are different, and they get off on the “degredation” aspect of
having me fuck their ass. The one caveat is – I always put in the effort to make sure it’s enjoyable
for her and never painful.
One question some guys have is: Will it be messy? Well, there’ll be plenty of mess with lube
(because you need to use as much lube as possible) – you can just lay down a towel. But in terms of
“mess”… as in, “Am I going to have my bed covered in brown?” – no. As long as she doesn’t need to
take a dump, there won’t be any mess. If you follow this guide we’ll be using a condom anyway, and
you can even do it in the shower like I did the first few times I tried it.
If you do decide to try anal in the shower, just be careful that the water doesn’t wash away the lube
(water-based lube just disolves in water) – turn the shower head away from your bodies. More on that
below.

Checklist
Quick checklist of things you’ll need before we start:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Anal Lube (or water-based lube from the supermarket)
Towel
Condom
Tissues
(Optional, but highly recommended) Buttplug training kit
(Totally optional) Anal Douche

Go Slow
Most of this guide assumes she hasn’t done anal before, in which case,she might have a few
concerns. She might be worried about:
Will it hurt?
(Not if you use lube and go slow, and stop if it’s uncomfortable. I’ve had anal sex with a bunch
of girls who’d never done it before – none of them said it hurt, because I went really slow).
Will there be a mess?
(No. Only lube.)
Will it feel good for me?
(Yes – most girls I do it with say it feels as good or better than dick-in-vagina.)
Will it feel good for you?
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(Yes – if you use plenty of lube, it pretty much just feels like regular sex.)
If it’s uncomfortable, will you stop?
(Yes – of course you fucking will. You want her to have fun; anal’s not much fun if she’s not
into it.)
If she’s nervous, just reassure her. Hell, share this guide with her – it’ll make her feel a lot better
knowing you have a plan that involves her pleasure. Make it especially clear that at no point will it
hurt, as long as you both go really slow and use a tonne of lube. Anal is supposed to feel good for
her – if you take your time, she’ll enjoy it even more than you.
On that note, her ass isn’t something you can just dive right into straight away; if you just roughly
shove your cock in, you’ll likely hurt her and make her never want to do it again. I’ve lost count of
the number of girls who’ve told me they’ve only had anal sex once. I ask why only once, and they
always say, “Because it hurt”.
Every single time I ask her to tell me about it, she says it’s because the previous guy literally just
shoved his cock in her ass with no warming up, no foreplay, very little (or no) lube, no getting her
used to fingers & toys first. The guys didn’t give a shit about whether or not she felt good. So
these selfish idiots are out there just jamming their unlubed dicks into poor defenseless asses. They’re
ruining anal sex for all the rest of us (and for the poor girls themselves).
So make it clear to her that this is not supposed to hurt at any point. If you follow this guide and
above all else go slow, then it’ll feel really fucking good for her – which is what you want, right? It’s
hot as hell having your dick in a girl’s ass while she’s moaning and telling you how mind-blowingly
good it feels. (Much hotter than her wincing in pain and hoping it’ll be over soon…)
Your goal is to do it in a way that she absolutely enjoys – you want her to get off on this. Then
she’ll want to do it again, and often. The girls I have anal sex beg me to fuck them in the ass
sometimes, especially if we haven’t done anal in a while.
When you make it your goal for her to enjoy anal, you also have to accept it might take a couple of
tries before she’s ready to accept your cock. The first time you explore, you may only be able to get a
finger or two in – anything more than that may be too much for her. That’s fine – you can just finger
her ass for a while and explore that, and then try for actual anal sex the next time.
Your mission isn’t necessarily to have anal sex the very first time; you need to understand if it’s her
first time, she might not be ready for the size of your dick. You’ll have plenty of time to try again
another day, so just take your time, be patient, and make her having fun your goal, not anal sex
itself.

If you take your time and make her first anal
experience a good one, she’ll be desperate for more anal adventures in the future.
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Shower or Anal Douche
Before you guys get started, offer her a shower if she wants to make sure she’s extra clean and nice
for you. Most girls will say no, but some will really appreciate it.
If she’s especially worried about “being unclean” (some girls worry about this), you can get her to
use an anal douche. It’s just a device you use to clean yourself out a bit before anal play.
You absolutely do not need to use one – and you’ll find 90% of girls are fine with just having a
shower. But some girls will take you up on the anal douche offer, and will really appreciate you
offering it.

Use this anal douche.
Again, I’ll make it clear – a douche isn’t mandatory. Most girls won’t want to bother, but some
will. There’s no mess either way (again – as long as she doesn’t feel like she’s just about to take a
dump). Ask your girl what she’s comfortable with – it’s entirely up to her.
If she does want to use it, show her the following part of the guide (or go through it with her). Anal
douches are all pretty similar – they have a container you fill with water, and a “rod” that fits on the
end.
Read these steps out loud to her:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Fill the container up with lukewarm water (NOT hot, and NOT too cold).
Put the rod on.
Insert the rod into your anus gently.
Gently squeeze the container to fill yourself up with some water.
Slide the rod out.
“Let go” – as if you’re having a bowel movement (it’ll feel the same).
You can do it just once, or repeat it a couple of times – whatever you’re most comfortable
with.

Some girls like to do this in the shower (obviously alone – not with you there), so they can wash
everything away. Other girls like to fill it in the bathroom sink, then do it over the toilet – so it’s like
they’re just going to the toilet like normal.
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Again, an anal douche isn’t mandatory. But you’ll find the girls who do want to use it are very
grateful you’ve given them the chance to feel clean.
Whether she has a shower or uses the douche, she’ll enjoy anal much more and be able to relax more
if she feels nice and clean and pretty.

Lube
So she’s either used the anal douche to clean her Hershey highway, or she’s had a shower. Now’s the
time to decide – do you want to have your anal fun in the shower, or on a bed? I recommend a
bed – it’ll be 100 times easier. (If you’re worried about lube getting on your bed, you can lay a towel
down and have her lie on top of it.) I like to have a box of tissues next to the bed – at some points,
you’ll want to wipe some of the lube off your hand so it’s not getting everywhere.
I also like to dim the lights so it’s pretty dark. Most girls feel more comfortable with “mood
lighting”, vs bright white lights (which feel a bit clinical, like a hospital).
If you’d prefer to do all this in the shower, then go for it – I’ll go through how to do that as well. I
like to have the lights down low (or off) in the shower too – it makes her feel more comfortable.
The next step is to get liberal with lots of lube.
Lube is absolutely mandatory with anal sex – if you don’t have any lube, don’t continue until you’ve
gotten some. No, you can’t use lotion, no you can’t use olive oil, no you can’t use butter, no you can’t
use massage oil, and you definitely can’t use your spit. None of those will last long enough (they all
get absorbed by her skin and she’ll go dry, which will be painful). Buy some proper lube.
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This is basically the same lube I use. It’s specifically called anal lube – make sure it’s water-based.
Anal lube is thicker than regular lube. When you apply it, it goes on thicker (less runny), so it won’t
drip everywhere and make a big mess. It’s much easier to apply to your fingers/toys/your cock,
compared to regular lube.
You can also buy lube from your supermarket/pharmacy. If they have anal lube buy that; otherwise
regular water-based lube will do (but it’ll be more runny than anal lube, so it’ll make more of a
mess).
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If you’re doing this on your bed (laid down your towel already?) get her to lie down. I’ve always
found it much easier with her on her back (butt facing down) the first time – it’ll allow her to relax
easier. However, you may want to try with her lying on her stomach (butt facing up) – you might find
that easier because you’ll be able to see what you’re doing. Do whichever works better for you both.
Whichever position she lays in, now’s the time to put on a tonne of lube. Just squirt some around her
anus – put on much more than you think you’ll need. Go crazy with it. It’ll drip down her legs a bit –
this is why I said to get her to lie on a towel.
If you’re doing this in the shower, get her to turn around (so her ass is facing you. Put on a tonne of
lube in the same way. Just make sure the showerhead isn’t pointing towards her body. The water will
wash away the lube, making her dry (which will make anal play painful). If you’re doing anal stuff in
the shower, water is your enemy.

1 Finger
Alright, so you’ve got plenty of lube all over her back door. We’re going to start nice and slow – just
1 finger.
Put a tonne more lube all over your index finger – make it nice and slippery. If you’re on the bed and
she’s on her back (butt facing down), reach underneath her and gently rub around the entrance to her
anus with your lubed finger – just tease her gently, nice and slowly, making slow circles around the
outside of it.
If you’re doing this in the shower, just do the same thing – tease the entrance to her ass. Again, make
sure there’s no water anywhere near her ass, or it’ll wash the lube away.
Don’t push your finger into her ass just yet; the goal is to tease her like crazy and make her horny and
desperate for it. Remember I said the goal was for her to enjoy it? The biggest part of enjoyment for
girls is the foreplay and teasing – so we’re going to delay this as long as possible until she’s begging
for it.
You can use your free hand to rub her clit or play with her nipples, at the same time as you’re making
gentle circles around the outside of her anus. Just make sure you don’t switch hands – the hand that
you’re using to play with her ass, make that your “anal hand”. For the rest of the session, only use
that hand to play with her ass; if you go from ass to pussy, there’s a tiny chance she could get an
infection. I always like to be safe.
Keep teasing her ass with one hand, and playing with her clit with the other. You can move up to her
ear and whisper, “Do you want this finger in your ass? Ask nicely.” Tell her you want her to beg.
Whisper, “I need to know you really really want this – tell me how badly you need it.”
You might want to put some more lube on your finger (you can never have too much lube,
especially the first time). When she’s horny enough and begging, very gently slide your finger inside
her ass – but only a little. Only go up to the first finger joint – our aim is to tease her and drive her
crazy, remember. Start very slowly moving your finger in circles inside her ass, and ask her how it
feels.
At this point, most girls are just getting used to the sensation and enjoying it – if she’s never done any
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anal play before, this will feel very new and amazing to her. Most girls love this bit and really want to
explore it, so take your time – there’s no rush. Slide your finger in a little more and ask her how it
feels – ask her if she wants you to slide your finger all the way in. (Of course, she’s only allowed to
have your whole finger if she begs for it ? )
This is the part where you can both really experiment. Try anything and everything you can think
of – try sliding your finger in and out really slowly, teasing her. Try going a little faster (make sure
it’s still slippery – apply more lube if you need).
Try having your finger in her ass, and then use your other hand to gently finger her pussy at the same
time. I like to push both in at the same time (one finger going into her ass at the same time as another
finger going into her pussy). Then try alternating – slide a finger into her ass, then gently start pulling
it out as you slide another finger into her pussy. Then as you slide the finger out of her pussy, slide
the first finger back into her ass, alternating these strokes. (Remember not to use the same finger in
her pussy and ass).
Next, you can try 2 fingers, or your thumb. Just remember to apply a hell of a lot more lube to the
new finger/thumb, and go slow. Some girls can comfortable take 1 finger but struggle with 2 –
remember your goal is for her to have fun and not feel any pain at any point.

Buttplugs
After this point, I like to move on to my buttplug training kit. They’re just a set of buttplugs that
range from small (about the width of your finger) to very large (probably wider than your dick).
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Grab this one – it’s similar to the kit I own. It’s pretty damn cheap and makes anal sex a lot easier for
newbie girls. (You could also try an “inflatable buttplug” – they come with a handpump to make
them expand once you’ve inserted it. I haven’t owned one myself, but feel free to experiment and let
me know if you like it better than the training kit I use.)
You don’t have to use buttplugs; but they make things a billion times easier. If you absolutely
don’t want to buy the kit, you can use fingers and work your way up to her being able to take 2, then
3 fingers in her ass. Use lots of lube, go slow, and be patient. Once she can take 2 or 3 fingers, then
next stage will be your cock.
(Note: These buttplugs aren’t designed to stay in all day – they’re just a training kit which means you
use it to open her up every time you want to have anal sex. You can buy buttplugs which are designed
to be worn and stay in for as long as you want; more on those at the end of the article.)
If you managed to get two fingers (or your thumb) inside her ass, then you can jump straight to the
medium buttplug. It’s slightly wider than the width of two fingers.
If you could only get 1 finger inside her, then use the smallest buttplug first and let her get used to
it. Her ass is obviously tight, so we’ll need to work up to the medium buttplug – don’t be
disappointed if she struggles to take it today. If she can’t, you can just try again next time.
Lube lube lube – absolutely drench that buttplug in lube so it’s super slippery.
If you’re on the bed, and she’s lying on her back, just slide the buttplug under her and gently push
just the tip of it inside her. (You might need to tell her to lift her butt up a bit, or lift her legs in the
air). If she’s on her stomach (butt facing up), you should be able to slide it in a bit easier. If you’re
in the shower, it’s usually easiest for her to face away from you and bend over a tiny bit (with her
arms against the wall) so you can slide the buttplug into her from behind. (Again, make sure you
avoid water).
If you’re using the smallest buttplug, you should be able to very gently push it until it’s all the way
in. When it’s in, just let her get used to the sensation – play with her clit with your “clean hand”, kiss
her and make out with her for a while. After a few minutes you can slide it out and move on to the
medium buttplug.
If you’re using the medium buttplug (remember to only use it if she could take 2 fingers or your
thumb, or after you’ve used the small buttplug), then it might be a little harder to slide in. Go slow,
and ask her every few seconds, “How does that feel? Tell me if it’s uncomfortable.”

She’ll usually feel a gentle “stretching” feeling. Mention it to her – tell her it’s normal that it’ll feel
slightly “weird”, like she’s being stretched a bit. But make it clear it should never hurt, at all – tell her
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if it hurts, she needs to tell you immediately and you’ll stop pushing.
If she does ask you to stop (or she seems to be wincing in pain) just stop pushing and hold it still.
Often if you wait 30 seconds or so, you can then start (gently!) pushing again. Other times you’ll
need to pull the buttplug out, put more lube on it (put a lot more lube on) and try slowly inserting it
again. With some girls, it may take a couple of tries, so be very patient.
If at any point she wants to stop, just stop – you can try again the next time you see her, and you’ll
likely get a little further. Remember, your goal is for her to never be in pain; she’s supposed to
enjoy this. If you make sure it never hurts, then she’ll be happy to keep trying with you until it works.
But if you push it too far at any point and you hurt her, she’ll be much less likely to give it another go
with you.
As long as she relaxes (tell her to close her eyes and relax), and as long as you go very slow, you
should be able to slide it all the way in eventually. (It sometimes takes me 2-3 minutes for very
tight/nervous girls).

I like to leave the medium one in for a while, so she can really get used to the size. At this point you
can have some real fun (you’ve been so patient, I think you deserve it). Clean your hand with the
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tissues you had nearby (or if you’re in the shower, just wash your hand off). Put on a condom, and
while the buttplug is still in her ass, slide your cock into her pussy very gently. Go really really slow.
If you’re on the bed, sex will be easy. If you’re in the shower, it’s easiest doggystyle – you might
have to get her to bend a little further down. If you can’t get it to work (shower sex isn’t always
easy), you can always hop out of the shower and continue on the bed with a towel laid down.
Once you do get your dick in her pussy while the buttplug is in her ass, it’ll blow both your minds.
For her, it’ll be the most “full” she’s ever felt in her life. It’ll feel like fucking bliss – she might not
even be able to talk. And for you, it’ll feel insanely tight – you’ll also be able to feel the buttplug
pressing against your cock through the layer of her skin. Move really really slowly (don’t go too fast
– let her get used to it) and both of you just enjoy the sensation.
I like to really take my time here and go a slow as I possibly can, both of us getting lost in how good
it feels. Go so excruciatingly slow it barely feels like you’re moving in and out at all, until she’s a
quivering mess who can’t help but beg for more of your cock.
You can finish here if you want to – as in, fuck her until you cum. Then you can just take out the
buttplug, have a cuddle, and explore more anal stuff next time (you can have anal sex next time). Or
you can stop fucking her now and continue going forward with the anal stuff.

Anal Sex
If you’ve worked your way up to the medium buttplug, she’s usually ready to try your cock now. I
don’t usually bother with the large buttplug – though you can if you want to. (Again, lots of lube, go
slow). If you’re a larger gentleman when it comes to penile girth, then definitely do the large
buttplug first.
Note I said try your cock now; there’s a chance your dick might be a bit big for her. If that’s the case,
don’t force it – we don’t want this to hurt at any stage, remember. We’ll just try again the next time.
So, let’s dive in to her back door. Take out the buttplug, squirt some more lube onto her ass. Put on a
condom, and absolutely cover your dick in lube – go nuts with it.
Getting your dick inside her fudge-hole works best if you have a full erection; it really won’t work if
you’re not fully hard. If you’re not completely hard or you struggle with performance anxiety/ED,
read my guide on fixing it.
If you’re in the shower – do this next part doggystyle.
If you’re on the bed and she’s on her stomach (so her butt is facing up in the air), it’ll be fairly easy
to access her ass doggystyle.
If she’s on her back, you might have to hold her legs up in the air so the angle is better. Like this:
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I prefer this last position the best, because she’ll be the most comfortable – it’ll be the easiest position
for her to relax. But if you can’t get this position to work, get her to flip over so she’s doggystyle.
Ok, so she’s lubed up, your dick is wrapped up and lubed up, and you’re hard. Ask her if she’s ready
(some girls will be nervous and quiet at this point – just make sure she’s still having fun) and remind
her you’ll go slow.
Very gently place your cock at the entrance to her ass and push in slowly – very slowly. Your cock is
likely thicker than the buttplug you just used, so you’ll have to go through all the same steps you just
went through – being patient, going slow, asking her if it feels ok, taking a break and waiting 30
seconds if need be.
Some girls will take your cock pretty easily, and you’ll be surprised that it just seems to slide in.
Other girls will take a few minutes of patience before it gets most of the way in. And some girls
won’t be able to take it at all. In that case, you know the drill – try a couple of times (as long as it’s
not hurting her), but if you can’t get it to work today, you can just try again next time.
Once you’re most of the way in, just pause for a second, and let her enjoy the feelings. Leave your
cock inside her and play with her clit, or her tits, teasing her. Whisper in her ear, “How does it feel
having my cock in your little ass?”
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Start slowly sliding in and out of her ass, making sure she’s enjoying it (if you’ve put lots of lube on,
she should be having the time of her life at this point). If she’s still a tiny bit uncomfortable, just go
very slow (or don’t move at all – just remain still and play with the rest of her body). If she’s quite
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comfortable, you can fuck her a little harder – just build up to it gradually.
Some girls will be really fucking horny at this point and might even beg you to fuck them hard.
Gradually work up to it – if she’s a trooper, she’ll be able to take you fucking her pretty hard. There’s
nothing hotter than fucking a girl hard in the ass while she moans and screams in pleasure, begging
you for more. God damn.
You can also slide a finger or two inside her pussy (using your “clean hand”), and gently finger her
while you fuck her ass. If you aim your finger towards where her cock is, you’ll be able to gently
press on the layer of skin between your finger and your cock. If you kind of “stroke” gently, it feels
like you’re stroking your own cock through her pussy; like you’re giving yourself a one-fingerhandjob. Tell her, “I’m softly giving myself a handjob” and watch her crack up.
Once she’s used to the size and she’s really starting to enjoy it, try a few different positions and play
around. Doggystyle is the obvious one – girls love the way it feels to be fucked in the ass doggystyle;
it’s very dominating. Missionary works too if you lift her ass up. You can try spooning. Her on top
(tell her to lower herself very gently and go slow).
The main thing is: enjoy it and explore together. Banging her fartbox is a hell of a lot of fun.
If you want to switch to fucking her pussy, remember not to go straight from ass to pussy. Best to
be safe and minimise the chance of giving her pussy an infection. Take off the condom, put another
one on, and go for it. (Going from pussy to ass is fine though).

If She’s too Tight/It’s a Little Painful
If at any point she’s in pain, stop. Anal sex is something you have to work up to in many cases; it’s
not a matter of just shoving your cock in her ass. Remember, you want her to enjoy this so she’ll
want to be your anal whore in future, right? Then take your time.
If you can’t get your cock in without it hurting, or you can’t even get to the buttplug stage, then give
her homework to practice herself. Tell her to go into the shower when she’s at home, and play with
her fingers and a toy if she has one. Tell her to use lots of lube (buy her a bottle or get her to grab
some from the local supermarket). Just tell her to make sure it’s water based lube.
She can go at her own pace, and will be able to explore anal on her own, getting used to how it feels,
learning how to do it. This will make it a lot easier for you to bang her ass next time you try it with
her.

Make it fun by telling her to send you a nude photo every day. Make it a fun game: “I need to check
and make sure you’re doing your homework young lady, so make sure you take a photo and send it to
me each day you do it.” (Even if she’s older than you, still call her “young lady” – most older women
love being called that even more than younger chicks do.
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Once she’s gotten a bit of practice at home by herself, she should be ready to try again with the
buttplugs and your cock.

Cleaning Everything Afterwards
Afterwards, I always jump into the shower with her (if you were already playing in the shower, props
for being so efficient) so we can both wash all the lube off and wind down after our buttfucking sesh.
Bring the buttplugs + anal douche into the shower with you too, and wash them down with plenty
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of hot water and soap.
I go further with my cleaning – I also use 70% isopropyl alcohol and this exact toy cleaning spray.

70% Isopropyl Alcohol: Buy a big bulk container of it from ebay/Amazon, as it’ll be much cheaper.
Then buy an empty spray bottle for a couple of bucks.
Toy Cleaning Spray: Use any toy cleaning spray that has good reviews. I use this one.
Just spray the alcohol and leave it for a couple minutes. Then spray the toy cleaner and leave it for a
couple minutes. Then rinse them off.
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Hop out of the shower, hangout for a bit and have a cuddle, and give her a highfive for doing a good
job.
Awesome – you successfully navigated her chocolate passage! If you were patient and went slow,
and made sure she had a good time, she’ll be begging you to go for round 2 (and 3 and 4 and 5…)

Storytime: My Most Recent Anal Adventure
A while ago I met a new girl from Tinder who’d never done any anal play – she hadn’t even had a
finger in her ass. She was nervous but very curious to try – her main concern (as with most girls) was,
“I’m scared this will hurt.”
She told me a horror story from one of her friends – a girl who’d tried anal at the insistence of her
boyfriend. He’d only used a bit of his spit as lube, and hadn’t done any foreplay or warming up. No
fingers, no toys, no buttplugs – just his big hard cock and her tiny impuissant sphincter. Needless to
say, the friend found it incredibly painful, and warned my girl against trying it herself. I reassured her
of course – “Your friend and her boyfriend are fucking idiots. Anal isn’t supposed to hurt”.
The second time we met, I told her I was going to teach her how to take my cock in her ass; again,
making it clear to her I’d make sure it didn’t hurt. We made out for a bit on the couch, I picked her up
and carried her into the bedroom, where I had the lights down very low so she’d feel more
comfortable. I had a towel down on the bed and I got her to lie down on it, then I blindfolded her. I
tied her to the bed, with her arms and legs outstretched, completely unable to move.
I spent quite a bit of time teasing her – playing with her nipples, gently teasing her clit, going down
on her for a bit, and whispering dirty shit in her ear. We had sex for a minute or two, with me
intentionally moving my dick in and out of her pussy very slowly (almost too slowly – she was going
crazy). When she was at the point where she was horny as hell, I got the lube, the buttplugs and the
tissues and put them next to the bed.
I started off doing exactly what I told you to do above – I got plenty of lube on my index finger and
just making slow circles around the entrance to her ass, teasing her. She’s a pretty quiet girl; she
tends not to say much during sex, so I asked her a couple of times how it felt… and didn’t get much
of a response, other than a gentle nodding of her head. I slowly slid my finger inside and she moaned,
her mouth wide open now, very clearly enjoying the new sensations.
When my finger was all the way in, I kept it inside her ass and used my free hand to guide my cock
into her pussy too (she was lying on her back – missionary position). I went as gentle as possible, my
cock deep in her ass, not moving it at all, letting her get used to it. At the same time I slowly fucked
her pussy, really gently – barely moving at all. A girl’s first anal experience is always more exciting
if you go as slow as humanly possible and draw it out for as long as possible – that’ll definitely make
her want to come back for more.
I asked her plenty of times if she enjoyed it, and she kept nodding her head, gently moaning. After a
few minutes I pulled my dick out of her pussy, pulled my finger out of her ass and wiped the lube off
on some tissues. It was time for the smallest buttplug.
She’s a very tiny girl (she’s like 5ft2 and weighs 40kg/88lbs), so my goal was to go very slow and
gentle – I wasn’t 100% sure she’d actually be able to take my cock today. I was prepared to have to
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try a few times, over a couple of different days. You should prepare for the same thing when you’re
with a girl who’s never done it before – go in with the expectation you may have to try a few times
over a few different sessions.
I lubed the small buttplug up with a ridiculous amount of lube (always go heavy on the lube) and
slowly, very slowly, slid the tip into her ass. I barely put any pressure on it, letting it gently slide in.
Again, I fucked her pussy with my cock a bit, this time moving the buttplug slowly in and out of her
ass at the same time, driving her wild.
I gave her plenty of compliments, reassuring her – “You’re doing such a good job, your pussy feels
so fucking good.” At this point she was moaning nonstop and lost in her own world – she later told
me she completely forgot where she was, and couldn’t think about anything other than how good her
ass and pussy felt. (The blindfold and being tied up definitely helped.)
After a few more minutes, I pulled my cock out, took out the buttplug and ask her if she wanted to try
the medium-sized buttplug. She let out a quiet, “Ok”. I grabbed it, covered it in even more lube, and
again gently pushed in just the tip.
The medium buttplug is quite a bit bigger than the small one, so I told her to just relax and take some
deep breaths. I reassured her, “Just tell me if it’s uncomfortable at any point, and I’ll stop pushing and
we’ll take a break.” She nodded.
I kept some gently pressure on it (the buttplugs have a nice big base that makes it easy to push on),
and it very slowly slid in. It took about 1 minute of gentle pressure and her relaxing, the whole time
me checking her expression to make sure she wasn’t wincing. She definitely wasn’t – she seemed to
be enjoying it. (Some girls will put up with pain and not tell you – so you might have to remind them
a couple of times, “Remember to tell me if it’s uncomfortable.”)
Once it was all the way in, she moaned loudly, and let out a soft, “Oh that feels amazing.” Her little
body was arched up, resisting the ropes around her wrists and ankles, her mouth open – jesus christ
she looked hot. My cock was throbbing so I put on another condom and slid inside her pussy all the
way, the buttplug in her ass making her pussy feel super tight around my dick.
I leant down and kissed her passionately, then asked her what it felt like. “I feel like I’m so full… this
feels amazing.” I gave her plenty more reassurance and told her she was doing such a good job, and
we kept going like that for a while – her body tied up underneath me, unable to move as I filled her
pussy and the buttplug filled her ass.
I pulled out and laid next to her for a bit, gently playing with her clit, her eyes still covered by the
blindfold, ass still filled with the butt plug. I whispered in her ear, “Would you like to try my cock?”
She took a few seconds to answer , “As long as you go really gentle though.”
I pulled the buttplug out and laid it down on some tissues (to avoid a lube mess on my carpet). I still
had the condom on so I covered it in heaps of lube – even more than I’d used for the medium-sized
buttplug. I tried to line my cock up with her ass but there was no way it was going to work with her
tied up, so I undid the ropes, her stretching her limbs to get some blood flowing back into them after
being tied up so long.
We tried again, but even with me lifting her legs up in the air, I wasn’t able to line my cock up with
the entrance to her ass. (It just doesn’t work with some girls – my girl wasn’t able to relax enough to
lift her butt up for me. She was clearly very nervous).
So I flipped her over doggystyle, told her to lie down on her stomach (with her stomach flat against
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the bed), and I spread her legs nice and wide. I put a bit more lube onto my cock and squirted some
on her anus, and very gently pushed the tip of my cock against the entrance to her ass.
She moaned immediately but then tensed up – I hadn’t even started pressing in yet. I told her to relax
and she did (you might have to remind your girl a few times to relax – especially if she’s nervous).
Going super slow, barely putting any pressure at all, I let her get used to the pressure, until I felt
myself start to slide inside. It felt fucking amazing – it feels like a pussy, but tighter (and maybe
slightly warmer, depending on the girl). I was halfway in and she was moaning like crazy. I asked her
how it felt and she said it felt “So so so good”.
I slowly pushed in all the way, taking my time – it took me about a full minute or two to get all the
way in. Once I was all the way in, I was barely moving – gently sliding out half way, then sliding
back in, taking about 10 seconds per stroke. I always go this gentle the first time, because I really
want to make sure she enjoys it and has a chance to really take in all the sensations and feel it. Your
mindset here really should be, “I want her to have the best time possible” – the more she enjoys it,
the more she’ll be begging you to do it again.
We tried other positions too – spooning was her favourite. Since she’s so tiny, it was very easy for me
to (gently) fuck her ass while leaning over and sucking on her nipples. I let her grind her hips against
my cock, allowing her to do most of the work – I like to let girls do a lot of the moving the first time,
she they can figure out what feels good for them.
I gave her plenty more praise as we fucked like that, “You’re doing such a good job, taking my big
cock in your tight little ass baby. Fuck it feels so god damn good.” (Girls love plenty of praise; if you
want to “talk dirty” with girls, all you really have to do is give them lots of compliments).
After a few more minutes I grabbed my big vibrator, turned it on the lowest setting and held it against
her clit while slowly sliding my cock in and out of her ass. She was going absolutely crazy – arching
her body and grinding against my cock, while also leaning into the vibrator to get more of those
sensations. The whole time I wasn’t moving too fast, just letting her get used to the feeling of anal
sex.
After about 15 minutes we took a break and I slid out of her, taking the condom off my dick and
giving her a hug. I stood up, took her by the hand, led her into the shower and spent a bit of time
gently soaping her up and washing away all the lube. I like giving girls a nice pampering shower after
anal sex – it makes them feel all nice and clean and pretty again. Then you can take them back into
the bedroom and fuck their pussy some more if you like.
Took her back into the bedroom and we chilled for a bit, as I asked her if she enjoyed her first foray
into anal play. She said she absolutely loved it – “I didn’t expect it to feel that amazing my first time.
It felt so good. I didn’t know it was supposed to be that good.”
“Well, yeah. I told you your friend and her boyfriend are fucking idiots.”
We fooled around and fucked a bit more (I fucked her pussy this time). I went much harder in her
pussy, fucking the shit out of her for a minute before pulling out and cumming all over her face. Nice.
Walked her back to the train station, and texted her later that night:
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This is exactly how you want anal sex to be – for her to love it so much she really really really
wants to do it again. So what did I do right?
Started with just finger.
Lots of lube (use triple the amount you think you’ll need), applying lots more at every stage.
Went slow at absolutely every stage – barely moving my finger/buttplug/cock, moving very
gently.
Asking her plenty of times if she was enjoying it; making sure it was never painful for her.
Never thrusting hard or fast, no matter how much I wanted to. (Yes, I was very tempted – it
feels really good. But you need to control yourself and not go fast the first time). You can be
rougher the second time; the first time should be about letting her get used to how it feels.
A few days later:

This time I told her I’d introduce her to my girlfriend, and that my girlfriend and I would be using her
ass. I’ll write up the full story some time, but the short version of it is my girlfriend fucked her pussy
with a strapon, while I filled this girl’s ass – and I was a lot rougher and harder this time. It’s fucking
hot fucking a girl along with your girlfriend, the two of you using both her holes, smiling at each
other as you use her.
She absolutely got off on it too – at some point my girlfriend told her, “You want to be our little toy,
don’t you?” She was begging and pleading, “Please use my holes, I’ll do anything you both want,
just please fill me up and fuck me however you want.”
God damn.
I also have another story of some anal play with another girl who’d never done any anal before: Andy
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and His Girlfriend Bang a 6ft1 Giant.

Other Stuff to Try
All-Day Buttplugs:
The buttplug kit we used above isn’t designed to stay in for a long time – they’re pretty slippery and
they slide out easily. You can buy fancy metal buttplugs that stay in for longer – they’re designed
to stay in for as long as you want (even all day).
Metal buttplugs feel the best for girls because they’re cold to the touch – girls always tell me it feels
amazing as it slides in due to the cold sensation.

I have this metal buttplug.
I like to get girls to put them in when we go outside, so she’ll feel it inside her the whole time as
we’re walking around, with other people none the wiser. Girls get so horny knowing nobody else can
tell – especially if you “accidentally” push against it from time to time.
I’ve also had a few dates where I’ve gotten her to meet me with a buttplug already inserted, so by the
time I get her home, she’s dripping wet. A lot of girls will be so horny they’ll text you all sorts of
dirty shit as they’re on the way over. Every step she takes will make the buttplug move in her ass a
little, getting her off.
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This one has a little fluffy
part on the end of it. Fancy.
Stapons (3somes):
If you have 3somes with girls, you can also buy a strapon, and get one girl to fuck the other girl’s ass
while you fuck her pussy (double penetration).

I own two: this one, which is just a normal strapon. I also own a strapless one – one end goes inside
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one girl’s pussy, and the other end goes inside the other girl’s pussy. Girls prefer this one because
then they both get to feel good (a regular strapon doesn’t stimulate the girl who’s wearing it).
Girls go absolutely wild having one girl in her ass, and you in her pussy at the same time (or the other
way around).
Any questions about anything here? Ask away and I’ll answer.
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Musings of a Non-Completionist 3: Why I Write for This Site
April 16, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
This is a follow-up to Musings of a Non-Completionist 2: The Hustle. Read that first.
I started this site just over a year ago, and it’s been an incredibly fulfilling journey so far. I’ve met
some awesome people, been able to share in their stories, and I’ve written far more than I ever
thought possible – 274,207 words (and another 140,793 words sitting in drafts). But why do I write?
I love seeing underdog stories. I always have. I love my own story for exactly this reason – I started
out about as low as anyone possibly could be; depressed, suicidal, agoraphobic, in an abusive
relationship and with an alcohol & porn addiction that crippled me. I’m proud of how far I’ve come,
and it’s my mission to pull other guys out of the ruts they’re in and push them towards success. After
all, if I’ve done it… you sure as hell can too.
I love the complete joy I feel when one of my clients who’s a virgin tells me he just got his first ever
lay. The immense, overwhelming feeling of pride I get when I see the look on his face as he’s
recounting the story, knowing this badass motherfucker just overcame one of the toughest challenges
& mental hurdles he’ll ever face. I love knowing this is only the beginning – that in 3 months time
he’ll be going on so many dates each week he’ll actually start to lose count.
I love that moment when we look back at how far he’s come, knowing where he started. I love the
look of almost disbelief on his face as he’s sharing his successes each week, unable to fully grasp the
fact that this is his life now. And it’s awesome.
I love the feeling of showing guys it’s possible to turn their life around and achieve things they never
thought they could. I love that moment when it finally clicks and they realise they can have literally
anything they want – as long as they’re willing to work for it. The sky’s the limit.
I love knowing I’m helping a tonne of guys avoid all the hellish pitfalls I had to go through in order
to get here. I love knowing I can make other people’s lives even 1% better, or 1% easier; reduce their
suffering by even 1%. For me, if I help even just one person, I’m happy.
I love knowing that all the ideas that are in my head won’t die; I get to write them down, put them
on my site, and have them be immortalised for years to come. I love knowing everything I’ve
struggled with, every hurdle I overcame, every moment of doubt and fear and insecurity and
hopelessness wasn’t for nothing; it all got me to this moment here where I can use those struggles to
help other people.
I love knowing my philosophies, my principles, my knowledge and the things I’ve learned aren’t
fleeting or transient or momentary; if I put them on this site, they’ll endure forever.
I can’t imagine my life without this website, without my coaching, without being able to tell my
story, without getting to share in other people’s successes every day. I’m fucking blessed; I know
that. I never take it for granted, not for a single moment – and I never could.
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That’s why I write for this site. But I’m more curious about you though:
Why do you read this site?
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Recommendations / Support Me
April 17, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

Buy Stuff I Recommend
I earn a small commission if you buy anything listed here – it really helps me out. I only recommend
stuff I personally use and love; stuff that’s genuinely changed my life. I know everything below will
improve your life too.
MUST BUYS
Sex/BDSM Toys
Books
Improve Your Looks
Productivity Hacks

MUST BUYS
1. You Can’t Afford the Luxury of a Negative Thought
This should be the first book you ever buy if you?re serious about overcoming depression, working
through negative thoughts, are struggling to be consistent with your goals/habits, or just need a kick
of motivation. I talk about this book all the time; here’s a step-by-step walkthrough I did, guiding you
through a couple of the exercises from the book.
2. Magic Wand Vibrator
If you want the cheat code to giving girls orgasms, BUY THIS. It’ll blow your mind how easy it
makes it to make your girl cum – you literally just switch it on, hold it against her pussy, and she’ll be
catapulted to the moon. She’ll love you for it. Here’s my in-depth guide on giving girls crazy
orgasms using this toy. We’ve also covered it ina full podcast episode.
3. The Slight Edge
The go-to manual for achieving your goals, this book has been the reason I’ve achieved everything
I’ve ever achieved. You absolutely must buy this book; the methods in it are legitimately lifechanging. I wrote a MASSIVE 12,000 word guide to using the book which expands on all the
concepts from the book, and I give you a bunch of lifehacks and productivity hacks as well.
4. Bathmate Penis Pump
I use this pretty much every time I have sex now, to pump my dick up and make itwaybigger than
normal. If you can’t help but feel a little insecure about your dick size, grab this – it’ll instantly help.
Here’s a guide I wroteon getting the most out of your Bathmate.
5. DSLR Camera + Lens (Canon EOS RP + 50mm Lens)
Absolutely mandatory if you want a killer Tinder profile to get you laid a tonne, as I talked about in
my Tinder Guide. Smartphone photos simply won’t cut it – if you want to stand out like I do in my
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Tinder profile, you need a proper DSLR. Don’t take my word for it – plenty of other guys have said a
DSLR is mandatory for them getting laid a lot on Tinder.
6. Blue-Light-Blocking Glasses (Orange Glasses)
If you’ve never tried these orange glasses, I’m about to blow your mind. They stop the blue light
from your phone/PC/household lighting from keeping you awake at night. Put them on 1-2hrs before
you want to fall asleep, and you’ll find yourself getting drowsy, even while staring at a phone
screen.They cost basically nothing, and they’ll legitimately change your life, especially if you’ve
always struggled to fall asleep because of too much screen-time.
Everyone I’ve ever recommended these two has told me, “Holy shit, these things make me fall asleep
hours earlier than usual!”

Books
First, make sure you grab You Can’t Afford the Luxury of a Negative Thought and The Slight
Edge I mentioned above. Both books are mandatory to get the most out of life and kick ass with your
goals.
I also highly recommend:
No More Mr Nice Guy by Robert Glover
Buy this if you find yourself being walked all over, being a people-pleaser, and not being able
to stand up for yourself.
The 5-Minute Meditator by Eric Harrison
The go-to book on meditation, it makes meditating so simple literally anyone can do it at any
time during the day.
How I Found Freedom in an Unfree World by Harry Browne
Brilliant book on not letting other people dictate your happiness or success.
Extreme Ownership by Jocko Willink
Same as above – Jocko’s an absolute badass and he teaches you to take responsibility for
everything in your life, instead of blaming others.
Don’t Sweat the Small Stuff (And It’s All Small Stuff) by Richard Carlson
Brilliant book at giving you some perspective and helping you overcome negative thoughts.
Instant Calm by Paul Wilson
Great book for people who tend to overthink things, or anyone with anxiety.
12 Rules for Life by Jordan Peterson
Similar to “The Slight Edge”, Peterson’s book gives simple, actionable advice to start changing
your life.
The Little Book of Calm by Paul Wilson
Another brilliant book for dealing with overthinking/overworrying & stress.
Mini Habits by Stephen Guise
The companion book to “The Slight Edge”, Guise gives another perspective on taking baby
steps towards your goals.
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Sex/BDSM Toys
First, make sure you grab theMagic Wand Vibratorand the Bathmate I listed above. Both will
make you a sex god.
BDSM Starter Kit
If you want to get started with BDSM, I honestly recommend just getting this kickass bondage kit –
it’s what I started with. Comes with absolutely everything you’ll need: handcuffs, blindfold, soft
rope, gag, collar + leash, whip, and clips to tie them all to each other (so you can bind her arms + legs
together). Comes in purple or pink. This kit is a great starting point, and then you can add some of the
extra toys below (make sure you grab the magic wand too).
Satisfyer Pro
My girlfriend Imogen loves this toy even more than the Magic Wand, and every girl we’ve tried it on
loves it too.Here’s a videoof us using it with another girl. It creates a “sucking” sensation on her clit,
and is far more of a slow build-up vs the magic wand. Grab this toy as well as the magic wand so you
can mix it up – hard and intense with the magic wand, then slow it down for a few minutes with the
Satisfyer. You’ll drive her wild and have her screaming like a banshee. Rechargeable battery means
no cords, and it’s even waterproof so you can use it in the shower. We discussed this toy inthis
podcast episode.
Rope (for bondage/tying/Shibari)
Great for tying your girl up and doing whatever you want to her – she’ll love it. This rope also comes
in purple and black (using the same link). I own 5 ropes myself (I’m very into bondage).Here’s a
rope-tying (Shibari) tutorial I did – and here’s another.
Paddle (for Spanking)
A must-have for the BDSM connoisseur; girls absolutely love being put over your knee and spanked
with one of these. Here’s a story where I used it with a cute Asian girl I was seeing.
Pinwheel
Though it looks intimidating as hell, this tiny little spikey roller is a hell of a lot of fun. Don’t worry;
it doesn’t pierce the skin & it doesn’t hurt at all. You gently roll it over her skin to cause an incredible
tingling sensation – every girl I’ve tried it on says it feels like electricity flowing throughout her
body. Combine it witha blindfoldand she’ll be on cloud 9.
Nipple Clamps
Put these on your girl’s nipples for increased sensitivity, and you’ll have her moaning like a banshee.
Candles (for Wax-Play)
Note: Do not use regular cheap candles – make sure you buy these specific wax-play candles, as they
burn at a lower temperature and won’t burn your skin.
Wax play is a huge part of BDSM – there’s nothing more erotic than the heat of dripping wax on a
girl’s skin. Start out on a non-sensitive area like her legs, and eventually work your way up to her
nipples; she’ll be writhing in pleasure. You get to paint her like a canvas, while she gets off on your
creative process.
Costumes (for Roleplay)
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I’ve got several costumes I get girls to wear during sex to spice things up – the “bunnygirl outfit” is
my favourite. Chicks love diving into a bit of roleplay with you; make it a fun thing you do together.
Buttplug Kit
As I mentioned in my How to Have Anal Sex guide, a buttplug kit makes anal sex 10 billion times
easier. Make sure you grab lots of lube (this one is good) before you play with her dirt road.
3some Strapon Dildo
Plan on having a 3some with two girls? A strapon is a must – makes 3somes ten times more fun.
There’s nothing hotter than watching one of your girls pound away at the other one while you sit and
enjoy the show.

Improve Your Looks
First, make sure you grab the DSLR Camera I listed above. A good camera is basically a
requirement if you want to get laid a lot on Tinder/Hinge – no point going to all the effort to improve
your looks if you’re not going to use a proper camera to take high-quality pics.
Height-Increasing Inserts/Shoes
The shoe inserts go inside any of your current pair of shoes to make you a few inches taller –
awesome. I also list a few height-increasing shoes you can buy to give yourself a little more
verticality. I’ve got a guide to using them properlyhere.
Facial Hair/Beard Trimmer
I use this daily to trim my facial hair, shave underneath my chin, and even shave my chest hair.
Makes grooming a super simple process that only takes a couple minutes – it’s saved me a TONNE
of time.

Productivity Hacks
First, make sure you grab the blue-light blocking glasses I mentioned above.
Wakelight (Alarm)
Find yourself waking up groggy, tired and miserable? This thing is a gamechanger.This wakelight
slowly ramps up the brightness over a period of 20-30 minutes, simulating the sun rising naturally. It
also plays soft nature sounds to wake you up (but also has a normal backup loud alarm if you’re a
heavy sleeper). You wake up MUCH more gently compared to that horrible jarring alarm sound we
all hate. It’s legitimately improved how I feel every morning upon waking.

Support Me
If you’d like to give a quick thanks and support my content, you can do so with one of the options
below. It’s always much appreciated.
-Andy
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Patreon (Exclusive Content!)
Get access to me (I answer your private messages), exclusive extra content, early access to videos
and podcasts, as well as a tonne of other bonuses by supporting me on Patreon here:

PayPal (Once-off Donation)
Send me $5 to say thanks for my contenthere:

Coaching, Mental-Health Counselling
Looking to upgrade your life to the next level? Want guaranteedresultsfrom somebody who?s been
in your shoes & overcome the same shit you?re going through ? someone who hasverifiable proof he
gets laid a tonne& is in a kickass open relationship?Contact me& we?ll crush your goals together.
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Kino and Escalation During the Corona Crisis
April 18, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Whatup my fellow Alpha Males? I know we’re all in crisis mode, wondering how on Earth we’re
supposed to get pussy in the middle of all these social-distancing laws. Luckily, I’ve got you covered.
First off, make sure you’re not breaking any local laws. In some countries, you’re not allowed to
leave the house right now without asking Daddy Government for permission, and in those countries
you sure as shit can’t be seen walking outside with girls. If you’re unlucky enough to be from one of
these totalitarian states where your freedoms don’t matter, I’m really sorry – you’re just going to have
to sit tight and wait for all this to blow over. In the mean time, keep yourself entertained by checking
out this airplane porn (NSFW).
In other countries like mine, you can go for a walk with a girl as long as you say you’re “going to the
grocery store” or “exercising”. Again, don’t break any local laws – I’m not encouraging it. Use your
own judgement.
And for most other people, you’re allowed outside with girls – you just have to maintain social
distancing (usually 1.5m apart). That’s where this guide comes in.

Obviously kino and escalation are two things I cover in great depth in almost every article I write on
this website. A true Alpha Male should be kino’ing on every girl he meets, all the time, even in his
sleep. If you don’t kino and escalate, girls will think you’re a beta – which is gay as fuck, am I right?
You don’t want girls to think you like sucking on sausages, do you? Hmmm? You a little beta gay
boy?
No of course you’re not. You’re an Alpha Male?.
And as an Alpha Male, you understand touching a girl as often as you can during a date is literally the
only way you can get into her moist crabcake. There’s no way you’re sliding between those sweet
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peachy cheeks without having first touched her all over her delicious, delectable body while out in
public (no, you can’t do it when you’re back at your apartment – that’s beta). Remember, no kino =
beta. Lotsa kino = Alfalfa Alpha.
But with all these social distancing measures, and having to keep at least 1.5m distance from her at
all times, how is an Alpha Male supposed to escalate???
Now I know what you’re thinking. “A true Alpaca Male will ignore all laws and do what he wants!
Obeying the law is beta!” But let me remind you if you don’t obey social distancing measures, and
you kino girls during corona, they’ll think you’re so desperate and beta to touch them you’d
literally break the law for it. And what does that tell them? It tells them you’re needy as hell, which
is about the most beta cuck shit I’ve ever heard.
So hands-on kino in the age of social distancing is clearly way too needy and insecure and just plain
homoerotic. So what’s an Alpha to do if he wants to get laid? Well chaps, that’s where solution #1
comes in.

Solution #1: Roleplay Kino
I can’t believe it took me until we have a fucking pandemic before I was able to think of something
so genuinely, mind-blowingly genius. If we can’t kino right now (because it’s needy and beta), then
all you have to do is roleplay touching her.
Just walk with her like you normally would on a date, maintaining the perfect 1.5m distance
between you; no more, no less. (less than 1.5m = clearly very needy and cuck-like. More than 1.5m
makes it look like you’re really scared of her, and she’ll instantly know you’re not a true ???? (that’s
Greek for Alpha. Greeks were super alpha except when they ate too much feta cheese, because feta is
beta (because they both share the same last 3 letters.))))
So maintain your 1.5m distance, and then tell her to pretend you’re currently kino’ing her.
I know. Fucking GENIUS. I know.
Start out slow, just like you would with real-life kino. Say out loud to her as you walk, “Imagine my
hand is touching yours now.”
(I put that font in red to show you how you should be saying it. You should be speaking with the
colour RED, like an angry uncalm Alpha Male. If you can’t quite manage RED because you’re still a
newbie, just talk in PINK for now, but aim to upgrade to RED asap.)
She’ll likely giggle and start to secrete vaginal fluid immediately. You’re doing good.
Walk for a bit longer and then say out loud to her (still maintaining 1.5m distance, no more, no less):
“Now sweetcheeks, I want you to imagine my fingertips stroking your arms, very confidently, like an
Alpha male. Like no Alpha male you’ve ever met before.”
Now she’ll likely be dripping wet, absolutely soaked – because she knows what’s coming.
But remember not to move too quickly or she’ll think you’re a beta; push–pull is important here. Hit
her with a fucking NEG, RIGHT NOW: “Oh and by the way I just realised you remind me of my
little sister, who’s a stupid bitch, lol. Anyway.” (I wrote this neg in orange, NOT red, for a reason.
You need to always tone your negs down; never say your negs in red. They should always be calmer,
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more like an orange (the colour, not the fruit.))
Wow. If there was any doubt as to your Alpha Male Status?, that doubt has been completely nuked –
she knows you’re an alpha warlord now. Alphas neg, and you just hit her with the biggest neg she’s
likely ever received, other than that time a guy called her fat.

If a girl hits you with this after you neg her, it’s game over – you must
kill yourself. BE CAREFUL.
(Calling a girl fat is known as a nuclear neg – newbies should NEVER attempt them because they
can backfire if she replies with, “no u”).
After your neg about your sister, she’ll likely look a little hurt, and might even cry at this point – DO
NOT WIPE AWAY HER TEARS OR APOLOGISE. EMPATHY IS BETA AS FUCK AND I WILL
IMMEDIATELY SITE-BAN YOUR IP ADDRESS FROM MY WEBSITE, UNDERSTAND?
Good.
Now we go for the kill, like an AlphA MalE LioN.

The
Alpha Lion doesn’t fuck around, and neither do you.
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Out loud again, this time almost a roar (like a lion): “Imagine my hand is on your thigh right now.
You hesitate, but not wanting to seem rude you don’t push it away. There’s a part of you that feels
very turned on by an Alpha Male touching you in this way, knowing he’s confident and badass
enough to take what he wants. You are but a helpless little mouse, unable to fully grasp the immense
power I wield.”
If she slips and falls (on her own pussy juice), don’t help her back up (you can’t, 1.5m remember.
Also helping girls is beta, dumbass). Keep pushing forward (this is “escalation”):
(Still red, maybe even MORE red now (I’ll put it in bold so you understand that just means more red
when you speak it out loud)): “Now imagine my hand reaches around and squeezes your bum
cheeks. You’re panting, loving it, trying to maintain composure but you simply can’t, because
I’ve kino’d so hard you can’t even remember your own name. I’ve won. You are mine now,
princess.”
And, my sweet man, my beautiful Alpha Male (it’s not beta to call an Alpha beautiful; you need to
show respect to a fellow gorgeous Alpha): YOU HAVE WON.
She is yours. At this point you deserve to be arrested… for stealing her heart. ? ? ? ? ?
Now, if it’s legal in your country, invite her back to your place. When you’re sitting on your couch,
make a move and kiss-close her (k-close) and then number-close her (n-close). Don’t fail at this
(failure is beta).
Note: After you’ve made out with her and you’ve gotten her number, DO NOT UNDER ANY
CIRCUMSTANCES TRY TO HAVE SEX WITH HER. That would be really needy and beta as fuck
– she will literally think you have no other options. I’ve made it very clear on my website that
Abundance Mentality? is far more important than literally anything else (even getting laid) – you
need to SHOW her you have Ultimate Abundance by getting her number then kicking her out.
Bonus points if you’re Alpha enough to say, “You gotta go because imma bout to smash 5 other girls
in the next 3 hours lol, but I’ll see if I have time to pencil you into my schedule in the next few
months.” (Say this one in a teal or blue; NOT red, which would be very beta, almost like a cuck at
this stage).
At this point, she might actually try to seduce you (she’ll be so horny from your abundance) – again,
DO NOT FUCK HER. Even if she strips naked and begs you to fuck her, this is a SHIT TEST – she
is literally TESTING your Alpha boundaries. Do not cave, or you will NEVER fuck her. Remember,
sticking your dick in a pussy shows extreme neediness; do you really want girls to think you’re so
desperate you’re actually willing to fuck some stupid bitch?
Fuck no. Abundance matters over all else.

Solution #2: 1.5m Kino with Sticks
So the above works better than anything else anyone else could ever think of (no offence, but nobody
else is all that Alpha compared to me. I’m the most Alpha (proof here).
But I know what you’re thinking. “Andy, you fucking DICKHEAD, I’m mute and I literally can’t
talk? You’re a fucking bigot sexist racist, flaunting your white privilege and completely forgetting
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about people like ME!”
First of all, calm down – I didn’t forget you, my honeybee, my little lamb chop, my honeysuckle.
Solution 2 is written SPECIFICALLY for guys like you who have lost their voiceboxes (or are too
shy to talk – which is very Alpha by the way – more on that in my upcoming 6-part series Why
Shyness is Actually Alpha as Phuck which is valued at $1456 but I’ll be offering it for just $97 if you
use my coupon code BigAlphaBallz99).
For this next part, you’ll need a big stick (must be at least 1m long). The exact length has to be:
length of stick = 1.5m - length of your arm.
So if your arm is 0.5m long (from shoulder to fingertips), get a stick that is 1m long. We need the
total to be 1.5m.
You’re going to use that stick in place of your hand to kino her. While you walk, reach out with the
stick and tell her to hold the other end of it. Congrats! You’ve now escalated up to holding hands, and
she’ll be getting very wet by now. (If she asks why you brought a stick to the date, just Agree and
Amplify, or reframe or Flip The Script – “What, you don’t bring a stick to your dates? You must be
an ugly virgin.” (Just say this one in grey).
Next, start gently stroking her shoulder with the stick. She’ll probably gasp at this point (girls tend to
gasp when Alphas touch them, especially if you do it with confidence – consider hitting her with it
hard to show her how confident you really are). Now she’s MOIST AS FUCK. (I was going to put
that in bold but capitals get the point across I think. Actually, I don’t think, I know – alphas always
just know, without having to think or second-guess themselves.)
Next, start gently caressing her face with the stick, like below:
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I’m pretty sure you’ve noticed something: the stick is red. And why do you think that is, my little
Alpha-in-Training?
Because red is Alpha.
This won’t work if you don’t have a red stick. I’m not fucking around here dipshit; get a red stick
before you continue (I should have written that at the top to save you some time but a real Alpha
doesn’t go back and edit his content; that’d be beta as fuck.)
So now you’re touching her face and she’s screaming in pleasure (if she’s not screaming or
orgasming right now, you’re doing it wrong). Move to her butt and give it a hard whack, as hard as
you can (but do it softly; an Alpha can be both HARD and soft at the same time).
Just like in the first solution, take her back to your place (if it’s legal), ask for her number and then
kick her out (again, do NOT have sex – especially not with the stick there. That’d be a 3some and
3somes are really beta because the more non-Alphas there are in the bedroom, the more the Alpha
gets diluted. Never let your Alpha Energy be diluted.)
If you don’t have a stick, you can also use a broom (spraypaint it red first). A mop works well too –
you can also use it to neg her. “This mop reminds me of ur mum lol” (negs don’t have to make sense,
they just have to be Alpha and Intense). (Also, don’t say this neg in orange – I know I said all negs
need to be orange but a true Alpha carves his own path and doesn’t listen to rules (listen to me on this
rule though)).
I’m actually so Alpha I can use my dick to kino on girls and still be 1.5m away (not a joke; the
Bathmate literally made my dick this long).
Now let’s get some outside opinions up in this bitch. A big part of my site is providing proof that the
things I’m saying are actually accurate, so what better way than to ask a bitch for proof? One of my
bitches that I let call herself my “girlfriend” or whatever said:
A few things a couple of my single friends have mentioned is the fact that they’re missing being
kino’ed and escalated on by guys during this corona lockdown.
When I mentioned the idea of having a guy gently stroking their arm with a stick from a safe 1.5m
away, they were struck by the genius of the concept and then dismayed that more guys hadn’t thought
of this. [Andy’s note: It’s because most guys are beta plebes].
We agreed that it would perfectly balance practical safety while still adding a small thrill of feeling
the caress of an Alpha male while not knowing what the extention of his arm could possibly carry.
(By the way to make it clear she’s not my girlfriend she’s just some bitch I fuck when I get bored.
I’ve got a lot of abundance so I don’t need a girlfriend. And if she reads this and comments
something in the comments below about how she really is my girlfriend and how we’re in love and
have been dating for like 2 years or some bullshit like that, ignore her – she’s just trying to shit test
all of you).
So there you have it, fellow Alpacas. Go out there and kino like hell (without using your hand – that’s
beta and illegal). If you manage to get some kiss-closes and number-closes (facebook accounts and
email addresses count too), post them below and let me know how many plates you’re going to be
spinning soon!!!!!!!
–Alpha Andy
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Why Your Tinder Photos are Bad Quality / Blurry
April 20, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
If you’ve found my site recently through Google, it’s probably because you’ve downloaded Tinder,
uploaded some photos and immediately noticed Tinder has lowered the image quality, made your
photos look a little blurry, added a “grainy” look to them – in short, they look shit.
Why? Partly it’s because Tinder overly-compresses the hell out of your images, massively lowering
the quality. There’s no way to get around this; it happens to ALL of us, myself included. This will be
a million times worse if you’re already using low-quality, or small-resolution photos to begin with.
What you CAN do is take the best quality photos possible, so the Tinder compression doesn’t have as
much of an impact on your pics. 99% of guys I see complaining about blurry/bad Tinder photo
quality just have crappy photos to begin with – small resolution, terrible lighting, using an old crappy
smartphone, etc. Let’s fix those issues now.

Why should you listen to me?
Because I’ve gotten laid 100+ times on Tinder including countless 3somes and a recent MFFF 4some
(proof here, including pics and vids).
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I’ve spent years getting good at Tinder/online dating, and if there’s one thing I know, it’s how to
take Tinder photos that’ll get you laid. I’ve been a professional photographer for about 8 years, so
photos are my forte. Here’s the Tinder photos I’m using right now:
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These photos get me laid with almost no effort; there’s a clear sexual tone (I literally have BDSM
photos in my profile), and I tell every girl I meet up with I’m after something sexual. I don’t even
need to have dates any more – just grab a bottle of wine, take it back to my place and have a wild
night of debauchery.
Here’s more information about what I put in my bio, what I message girls, how I organise dates, how
I have sex on every first date, etc:
My Current Tinder Profile (including BDSM)
So trust me when I tell you: Using a proper DSLR camera is mandatory for getting laid/finding a
girlfriend on Tinder – it elevates your photos above the competition. Stop screwing around with
shitty smartphone selfies and use a proper camera – buy, or borrow, a DSLR. I’ve made it easy for
you – I’ve got a guide on which camera to buy here (this is the exact camera I bought):
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DSLR Quick Buying Guide – the Best Camera for Tinder
And I’ve got an in-depth guide on how to use the camera to take killer Tinder/Hinge/Bumble photos
here:
Complete Guide to Taking Amazing Photos that’ll Get You Laid
Here’s a massive list of mistakes guys make with their Tinder photos – and how to fix them:
Why Your Tinder Pictures Suck (And How to Fix Them)
Once you’ve got a solid DSLR camera (or borrowed one from a mate), it’s time to start taking the
actual photos. I’ve got you covered there too; here’s my free, in-depth guide to taking photos and
getting laid on Tinder:

I also cover messaging girls, what to talk about, how to set up a date, how to make a move on the
date, whether or not you should talk about sex, how to invite her back to your place, how to escalate,
how to have killer foreplay and mind-blowing sex, how to make her orgasm, and even how to keep
seeing her for months/years afterwards (retention). If you want the short version:
Improve your looks (lose fat, dress a little better, hit the gym, get a solid haircut, whiten your
teeth). I started from zero (read my story here) so if I can do it, you sure as hell can too.
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Take decent photos (just take lots of photos, keep practicing, and eventually you’ll improve
over time).
Message as many girls as you possibly can with a copy-paste template so you’re not wasting
time.
Ask those girls out for a drink in 5 messages or less. (Don’t waste time with long
conversations).
On the date, spend 1-2hrs getting to know each other, then invite her back to your place.
If she says no, try again on the 2nd date.
If she says no, try again on the 3rd date.
See? Not rocket science. Go read my Tinder guide – it’s written so that even a total newbie can
follow it and get laid – even if you’re currently a virgin.
This is the exact process I’ve used to get most of my lays. My coaching clients and a tonne of my
readers also get laid doing everything I wrote above.
If you want to get laid/find a girlfriend, just take the best quality photos you can (it might take you a
few tries to get some decent pics – that’s totally normal), talk to as many girls as possible (you’ll be
nervous at first – that’s fine), invite them out for a drink and start meeting women.
Oh, and welcome. You can read more about me here.
-Andy
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Immy’s Thoughts: On Being Alpha
April 23, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Another article from my girlfriend, this time on being alpha, and putting pressure on yourself to be
perfect all the time. It’s a topic I’ve covered myself in the past: There is No Such Thing as “Alpha”.
I’m pretty-much giving her free reign with these articles; I’m not giving her any direction, or telling
her what to write about, or guiding her. These are her own unfiltered thoughts.
Hopefully reading through this gives you another perspective on the idea that you do not need to be
perfect all the time. You don’t need to be some “Alpha Chad” in order for women to like you & have
sex with you – and more importantly, for them to respect you and stick around longterm.
——–
I’ve mentioned it a few times before, but I used to be very emotionally closed off. Sharing any
emotional vulnerabilities with Andy was an ordeal and a half.

Andy has been incredibly patient and persistent to get me to share my worries and fears. In turn, he
has also shared his own doubts and insecurities. He tells me all the time things he’s scared about,
things he struggles with, things that are getting him down and things that worry him. This had
had a huge impact in helping me to feel comfortable being more vulnerable.
Beingyounger and more inexperienced, I’ve often felt like I was completely clueless. It felt like I’d
missed out on the secret guide to life andeveryone else had a copy. This feeling was amplifiedtenfold,
being in arelationship and comparing myself to someone else. I’ve always looked up to Andy as a
man that was very sure of himself andhad his shit together.But quite often this was a daunting
standard that I thought I needed to match.
I built up most of these worries in my head. Andy was actually always very open and honest. In
retrospect, I think I subconsciously projected expectations that he would be closed-off and wouldn’t
let me in. It wouldn’t surprise me if it was because of my past personal experiences. I’d hate to think
what our relationship would’ve been like if Andy had put up an unwavering alpha facade. If he never
let me in, I’d hate to think how miserable I would’ve been.
Andy has always be a very grounding force, helping through my struggles, and for me, he embodies a
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strong and stoic, masculine figure in my life. But that has come with the fact that he admits
sometimes he’s a fuck up. I know that he has struggles too, and the reminds me that he wasn’t
always where he is now. It’s given me permission to suck. It’s allowed me to give myself permission
to open up, be honest about my flaws and better accept that fact that I won’t be perfect in our
relationship either.
Yes, Andy still feels a million more times more stoic and strong than I am, but I also remind myself
that he’s human. It gives me permission to be human too.
If anything, I admire Andy more because of his struggles. I respect that he recognises his flaws and
how he overcomes adversity. It’s like the saying about bravery, that you’re not brave for not feeling
fear, you’re brave for facing it. It feels like the same thing here, Andy is a strong man that I respect,
because of his struggles, not in spite of them.
I can’t help but gush about my boyfriend, if it’s not already obvious I adore Andy. He’s made me
respect his highlights and flaws, because I see a complete and honest person, not some mannequin
that does and says all the ‘right’ ‘alpha’ things that a man should say.
I’ve never had the feeling of: ‘Oh god, why is he telling me about his struggles and flaws?’ It
does the opposite. It makes me feel closer to him. I don’t think I’ve ever had my friends every say
anything that involves: ‘Oh I hate it when my boyfriend is emotionally vulnerable or opens up to
me’. I’ll admit there’s a huge difference between Andy being honest about doubts and being
depressed or needy, but there is a massive jump to get from one extreme to the other. I will also note
that I am yet to meet an emotionally healthy girl that was turned off by a guy with a reasonable level
of emotional availability. If anything, I feel more attached and loyal to Andy because of how much
we share with each other, because I know that he struggles. I feel like we’ve gone through more
together, and ultimately, it makes me want to stick around.
In short, I’m very glad he doesn’t bother putting up some alpha facade, because at the end of the day
we can both be honest and real with one another. If you’re looking at changing your perspective on
being ‘alpha’ I can verify that I am at the very least, one girl that is far more on board with an open
and honest guy. If both myself, and all of my friends seem to feel this way, I’m almost certain that
it means that there are other girls (if not, most girls) out there for you that feel the same way.
If you have any questions, feel free to ask below.
–Immy ??
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“She’s Not Yours; It’s Just Your Turn” (The Red Pill)
April 24, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
I may do an ongoing series of articles to counter some of the main “Red Pill” talking points. If you’re
not sure what Red Pill is exactly – it refers to sites like The Red Pill Reddit. They tend to focus on
masculinity, intersexual-dynamics, anti-feminism, self-improvement and self-knowledge.
I’ll make it clear from the start, I think a lot of the Red Pill’s message is extremely necessary –
things like hit the gym, don’t put women on a pedestal, don’t be heartbroken if a woman rejects you,
etc. When I first found The Red Pill Reddit, it did wonders for my mental health, my masculinity, and
my fucked-up notions about feminism ever being “a good thing”. I owe a lot of my early selfdevelopment to that subreddit.
But I believe some of their ideas go too far, going way past “helpful advice” and into the territory of
extremely unhelpful and counterintuitive advice. Many of their philosophies I just can’t get on board
with – particularly the notion that women are incapable of loyalty and won’t stick around with you
for long. They express this sentiment via the saying, “She’s not yours – it’s just your turn.”
I understand the original sentiment they were going for. I’m sure it started out as a prescription for
guys not to get too attached and fall madly in love with every girl who shows them the slightest bit of
attention. It’s helpful advice in that sense.
It’s also used as a warning against letting yourself be complacent. “If you become lazy and let
yourself get fat and unattractive, she’ll leave – she’s not yours forever just because she happens to
love you at this moment in time.” Yes, of course if you let yourself go and stop doing the things that
made her fall in love with you, she’ll stop loving you eventually. Why in the fuck would you ever
want to get complacent & stop improving yourself though; what the fuck is the matter with you?
And finally, it’s used to remind people there is no “one”. On that we agree; the Disney fairytale
notion of “one soulmate for everyone” is complete and utter tripe. But just because there’s no such
thing as “the one”, doesn’t mean you can’t find “a one”; a girl you spend a significant amount of time
with – maybe even the rest of your lives (if that’s what you want).
The main issue is, a lot of Red Pill advice is just repeated like a mindless mantra, often without any
context whatsoever; just repeated over and over again until it’s lost all meaning. Taken to the extreme
by a lot of guys, “She’s not yours, it’s just your turn” has been twisted into, “All Women Are Like
That (AWALT) and ALL women will dump you given the right motivation. She doesn’t belong to you
and she can’t bond with you. Female loyalty does not exist. She’s not yours, it’s just your turn.”
I asked my girlfriend about this topic many months ago, before I started writing this article. I was
curious to get her thoughts first, and then write my thoughts as a follow-on from hers”
“I don?t really agree with this philosophy, from my perspective I?d say women and men have equal
ability to be loyal. And I think biologically women are meant to be more loyal right? Because of the
whole notion of kids, I think women want to have a tendency to want to attach for security reasons. I
guess that can go both ways, where from an evolutionary aspect women will seek out the best
possible father to her children and won?t be loyal, in that respect. And like I think you?ve said girls
have a tendency to get attached. I definitely did, the idea of not being loyal to you seems
unfathomable. I want to be yours.
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The whole idea of cheating / not being loyal, like you?ve mentioned (because I don?t really know or
have much experience), it seems to be when someone wouldn?t feel like their needs are being met,
which I?m sure can go both ways.
Also I guess the idea of getting what you subconsciously want feeds into this, if you?re saying that
girls won?t be loyal, you won?t make any effort to bring them into the same team to make sure they
are. A big part of the reason I?m absolutely loyal to you is because you?ve created that situation by
talking to me about it, to make that happen.
I can?t imagine going about with that sort of bitterness or cynicism would be the most healthy thing,
or simply, it?d just be unpleasant. I?d see that as the path to hating women if you?re always expecting
them to break trust / hurt you / leave you. Sort of how I couldn?t relax with you initially because I
had all of these anxieties about getting attached and then you leaving me. It?s harder to enjoy the
moment if you always have the thought of ?this won?t last long? or ?I can’t really enjoy this because
it’s only going to be temporary.?”
I agree with her sentiments. Guys who think women are incapable of loyalty, are creating that
situation. It’s a self-fulfilling prophecy; because they don’t think women can be loyal, they won’t try
as hard to keep the girls around. The girls will sense this, and they’ll eventually feel like things just
aren’t working out (because the guy is closed-off and standoffish), so they’ll leave. The guys are
getting what they subconsciously believe.
I used to believe heavily in this notion of “She’s not yours, it’s just your turn”. And every girl I dated
or banged eventually left, because they could sense I was a cold, unempathetic, closed-off weirdo.
These days my philosophy has changed; in my world view, a tonne a women are loyal and loving.
They’re not just sitting around waiting to break up with me. I’m far more interested in looking for –
and creating – loyalty in the women I date. I expect the women I invest in to stick around and be
honest with me. I get rid of all the ones who can’t give me that.
And guess what? I end up with a lot of women who are loyal and stick around, and who want to be
mine.

A huge part of the reason I’m able to retain girls so easily is because I make them “mine”. A big
fantasy for them and a big part of BDSM is me saying, “You are mine; you belong to me.” I tell them
I want to keep them around, and guess what – they stick around. If I focused on, “She’s not yours; it’s
just your turn”, then guess what – I’d be cynical from the start, and I wouldn’t even try to make the
girls keep seeing me.
I’d have given up before I even tried.
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There’s a more insidious point I haven’t yet mentioned. The guys that spit “She’s not yours” must
have very low self-esteem, and have very little to offer a woman (outside of sex). Think about it: they
expect all women to leave them. Your self-esteem can’t be very high if you don’t think any woman
will stick around.
Contrast that with me: I know most girls would be utterly insane to break up with me. I’ve banged
140+ women at this point, I’m great at retention, I mentor all the girls I date and add a hell of a lot to
their lives. That’s why they almost never break up with me – I’m always the one that ends things. I
know how insanely lucky most girls are to date me, since I know how much I have to give
(mentoring, pushing them, I’m open and vulnerable and honest, sex is amazing, I’m funny, I’m
interesting, I’m extremely ambitious, I introduce girls to my friends eventually, etc). In short, I
know girls are mine for as long as I want them.

If a guy is sitting around saying “All women will leave me” he doesn’t value himself at all. He’s
admitting, “I’m a loser that no girl would want to be with long-term.” That is absolutely something
to work on immediately, especially if that sounds like you. Start with my massive retention guide; it
covers every aspect of keeping girls around. Women aren’t the problem. Your MINDSET and the
fact you’ve already given up are the problem.
I have a great example of a loyal woman – my mother. She and my father have been together for 39
years so far. They’ve been through all sorts of trials and tribulations, she’s had a million opportunities
to leave him (and he could have left her too), and yet she’s been loyal to him just like he’s been loyal
to her.
When I was about 25 and had long-since left home, my dad went through a period of deep depression
for about a year and a half – he was not himself. He was horrible to be around, really fucking dark
and combative and hopeless and depressed – like he’d given up on life. He was a dick to my mother,
he made the marriage miserable, he stopped seeing any of his friends, stopped doing his hobbies, and
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barely left the house. He projected all of that misery and depression directly onto my mother.
My mum could have left him – in fact, my sister and I had long-since left home, so it’s not like they
needed to stay together “for the kids”. But my mum was patient with him, loving towards him
(despite him not showing her much love for those 1.5 years). She stayed by his side.
Eventually, with her love and support and her pushing him to see a counsellor and start opening up to
his friends about his issues, he was able to slowly overcome his depression over the next few years.
He absolutely would NOT have done so without my mother pushing him constantly, even when
he didn’t want to fix himself.
I later asked her why she stayed, given she could have left – especially as my sister and I were no
longer at home. “Because I made a promise to love him forever, even in the bad times. I knew when I
made that promise there would be trials and tribulations, and I knew sometimes I’d have doubts. But
when you make a commitment, you must stick to it and stick with the one you said you would be
with.”
Oh, but I thought, “She’s not yours; it’s just your turn”? I thought “All Women Are Like That” – I
thought there were no exceptions?
One of my problems with The Red Pill Reddit is they very much come across as like a religion or
cult – they’re fanatical. Their core doctrines never get edited or revised – and to even question those
doctrines results in harsh criticism, derision, or banishment. They’ve found something that works,
and by golly, they’re going to stick to them and declare everybody else wrong (for fear of “angering
the gods”).
Present evidence that contradicts their core doctrines, and they’ll say, “Yes you’ve just shown me an
exception, but AWALT – All Women Are Like That. Even though you’ve shown me evidence of a
good woman, the first chance she gets, she’ll fuck you over.”
“All women are disloyal, but if you find me an example of a loyal woman, I’ll just say she’s hiding
her disloyal nature.” So she’s a disloyal woman… but her outward behaviour is extremely loyal?
Excuse me, but what the fuck?
I’d expect that sort of terrible logic & use of the unfalsifiability fallacy from a religious zealot; not
from a group of people claiming to be rational, logical and intelligent. When you’re this fanatical,
you stop thinking rationally and you just become a robot, blurting out catchphrases like “She’s not
yours, it’s just your turn”, with no pause as to whether or not you’re speaking the truth, or repeating
a meme.
The final point to address is saying “She’s not yours” is basically another way of expressing your
deep insecurity. “I bet she’ll go fuck someone else after me!” Instead of being honest and open
about their insecurities about not being good enough, guys project that onto women and say, “It’s
women’s fault! They leave everyone, it’s got nothing to do with my own insecurity!”
A little insecurity is fine – even normal, especially at first. But you can’t let your insecurity affect you
to the point you’re completely closing yourself off and telling yourself, “No woman can be loyal;
they’re all going to leave me.” If you think every woman is going to eventually leave you, jesus christ
you’re going to have a bad dating life.
I’m going to pull out my trump card to end this article. It’s a card I don’t like to play very often
(because it’s arrogant to say this): Who has gotten laid more, and who has verifiable proof of
those lays? Me, with my 140+ lays (proof here), or random anonymous people on a subreddit who
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never show any proof whatsoever, and haven’t even told you how many girls they’ve dated/slept
with/talked to/been friends with/high-fived/etc?
Which do you believe more – the echochamber where you can’t even question the core doctrines
without being shouted down, or the guy who’s just here focusing on truth above all else and what
actually works; the guy who’s made it clear he is not beholden to any one “right” way of doing
things?
I’m never comfortable saying, “I have a lot of lays, so shut up and listen to me.” You should never
take my word as the gospel; I can’t promise you I’m 100% correct, 100% of the time. But you have
to concede, the guy who’s in his 30’s and has banged 140+ women probably knows more about
female loyalty than a fresh-faced, doe-eyed 20 year old anonymous guy repeating catchphrases he
doesn’t fully understand on an internet forum.
I’ve met many women who are loyal; as have many of my mates. Female loyalty exists. If you go
into relationships expecting her to eventually ditch you, then that’s what will happen. But if you go
into relationships expecting her loyalty as a bare minimum, then you’ll get that loyalty from
most women. And the girls who aren’t capable of loyalty – screen them out immediately and go find
girls who can be loyal.
Ultimately, it all boils down to this: Anyone who espouses, “She’s not yours, it’s just your turn” is
really just scared of having his heart broken. That’s the whole point of the saying; it’s a buffer
against heartache; a defense against rejection. “If I already believe she’s going to leave me, then
when she does, I won’t be caught off-guard!”
I get the fear – it’s one a lot of us have. I certainly used to be terrified of girls leaving me for a really,
really, really, really, really long time. It caused me to be closed off and distant with girls (I’ve talked
about it here) – because I was terrified I’d let myself get close to a girl and then she’d eventually just
leave me.
But living in fear is no way to live your life. Are you a coward, or are you a man? You’ve gotta just
take a chance, decide you’ll give each girl 100% of everything you have to give, and throw yourself
into the deep end. Yes, some girls may eventually leave you – that’s part of dating and part of life. At
least if she leaves, you’ll be able to say you gave everything you had to the relationship. You’ll have
closure. You’ll be left with some happy, rewarding memories and you’ll know you didn’t hold back
– you were courageous enough to go all-in and risk a bit of heartbreak.
The alternative is you stick to this “She’s not yours, it’s just your turn” narrative, and you never
really give all that you have to any relationships. You’ll always know you held back, you’ll always
feel distant from women, and you’ll always feel like you never got to show them the real you. You’ll
feel like the two of you are enemies, rather than being on the same team. And when some of those
girls leave, you’ll always wonder, “If I’d tried harder… if I’d let her in, would she have wanted to
keep seeing me? Did she only leave because I was closed-off and trying too hard to be an
unemotional Alpha?”
It’s your life; you can do as you please. But me, I’d rather know I went balls-deep in every
relationship and gave them all everything I had.
At least I’ll be able to go to my deathbed with no regrets.
Got another Red Pill saying/doctrine you’d like me to give my thoughts on, or do you have questions
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about some of my philosophies that contradict Red Pill philosophies? Drop a comment below and
ask.
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My First 3some [Storytime with Andy]
April 27, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
Cover image by Markus Spiske.
This is a story I originally posted back in May 2018, on the Good Looking Loser Forums. I’m posting
it here to archive it.
I’ve left it completely unedited, in its original horrible glory. Usual caveat applies: My mindset on
women has changed a lot in the last couple of years; I used to be pretty combative & sometimes kinda
crass. So if some of the below doesn’t sound like “me”, that’s why.
Note: Every time I write “Woody Allen Girl”, that was a nickname I gave to my main girl – because
she tended to narrate things just like Woody Allen does in some of his movies.
The original post is below. As always, any parts in blue are direct quotes from the old post I initially
wrote.

“Just had my very first 3some:

I’m ruined. I can never have regular sex again. I’m not exaggerating when I say that was the MOST
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profound experience of my life… and bare in mind I’ve tripped on LSD several times.
Just like an LSD trip, I’m struggling to find the words to describe what happened last night… It was
12 hours of the best sex of my entire fucking life. We started at 10pm and it’s 10.30am right now and
I’ve cum like 10 times, I haven’t slept for a single second. My dick doesn’t even work anymore, it’s
dead.
I knew a 3some would be erotic, but I had no idea it would be like this. These two girls were best
friends and they’ve wanted to fuck each other for ages. All it took was for me to say “Go into the
bedroom and start making out” and holy fucking shit, they went crazy on each other. It was the most
erotic thing I’ve ever seen in my entire life, I’m not doing it justice and I don’t even care to explain
why it was so good. It’s burned into my memory forever.
The virgin girl was HOT as fuck, way hotter than her pics. She was thin, with big tits, the cutest, most
innocent face ever and a hot little pussy. And she was so much fun to fuck, and she loved being
dominated (she loved being slapped in the face most of all). On top of that, she loved when I told her
to dominate Woody Allen Girl, and she ended up slapping Woody Allen Girl in the face several times
LOL. I taught her a few things, like how to pull Woody Allen Girl’s hair, how to spank her, etc.
They’re also both SUPER wet and super tight, they’re both 18 and holy fucking shit they looked so
good together. There’s something so hot about their innocence mixed with their horniness and lack of
experience. Jesus.
Fuck, I know I’m ranting.
It was also a weird experience because I spent several hours with each of them just one-on-one. For a
few hours, Woody Allen Girl slept, and I fucked the virgin girl, just her and I. I ended up walking her
to the train station, still just her and I, holding hands, kissing and talking. Doing the typical
“girlfriend” stuff.
Then I spent several hours alone with Woody Allen Girl, fucked her several times, walked her to the
train station and held her hand too.
It felt like I had 2 girlfriends, like I barged into the middle of their friendship and “took” both of them
and made them mine. Like they both belong to me now.
God fucking dammit I need this again. I need it so bad. Part of me is fucking terrified the virgin
girl won’t want to do it again… like she was just “using” me so that she could fuck Woody Allen Girl,
and also so she could lose her virginity. I was just “the guy with the dick”, basically. Hell, I think
even Woody Allen Girl is a little worried about that because she mentioned “I really hope [virgin girl]
wants to fuck you again”.
I know the only reason I have that fear is because my emotions are running high right now, and I
haven’t slept, and I’m still riding the high of the best sexual experience of my life, and my emotions
are screaming “Oh please let me experience this again”.
All good though – Woody Allen Girl already said if virgin girl doesn’t want another 3some, we’ll
grab other girls from tinder. It’s really obvious to both of us that this “unlocked” something in us –
we both NEED to do this again.
This has been something I’ve dreamt about since I was like 14. I never in a billion years thought I
would EVER have two cute girls in my bed at the same time. It doesn’t even feel real, I’m still
processing it. I don’t have much of a sense of entitlement; I know it doesn’t seem like it from my
logs, but I still don’t believe I “deserve” to get laid. But I feel like this 3some was a huge step to
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becoming “a guy who gets laid”.
Here’s a photo of Woody Allen Girl’s pussy she posed for me (she said she’s fine with me sharing it):

So there you go; that was how I was feeling immediately after my very first 3some. I was clearly
excited, but also terrified it was “just a fluke” (I had imposter syndrome), and I was half-convinced
I’d never get to have another 3some.
As you’ll usually find whenever you encounter imposter syndrome, it’s almost always complete
bullshit – if you keep pushing yourself, you’ll find that one time was not just a fluke. I’ve gone on to
have 3somes with 11 more girls (as of April 2020), and even a mage trois (relationship between 3
people). I’ve written about a few of them here and also here.
You can definitely repeat what I did here – I’m not anything special. I’ve even written you a
massive guide on How to Have 3somes.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Just ask every girl you sleep with if she knows any other girls who’d be down to fool around.
Eventually one will say yes.
Invite them both over, have some wine.
Profit.
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Update May 2020: Here’s what my girlfriend had to say about it:

The first girl Andy and I had a threesome with was obviously the most scary for me. It was my friend
from high school. We’d always been pretty open with one another and she was actually the first
person I’d ever kissed, one drunken evening (when I was far older than I’d like to admit). Without
being too explicit, the kissing ended up boing a lot further. Even I have to giggle at the fact that we
never me ntion it to one another again and baked a gingerbread house the next day as if nothing
happened.
We both knew the other was kinky and when I first started seeing Andy, he pushed me to ask her if
she’d be interested after telling him the longer version of this story. Skipping over the juicy details,
after a lot of nervousness leading up, on the actual night, the three of us had a lot of fun. It only
happened the one time but it was the start of an ongoing series of threesomes I’ve shared with Andy.
Oh, and on a funny side note, I ended up living with this friend of mine for 9 months afterwards as
flatmates, continuing to never mention it. Maybe it would be fun to elaborate upon it in a story
another day.
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Blindfolds; The Secret Cheat Code for When You’re Nervous
April 30, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Nervous in the bedroom? Terrified you won’t do a good job? Worried she’ll see you fumbling about,
clearly not knowing what the hell you’re doing? Wouldn’t it be awesome if there was some way
you could take away her sight, so she couldn’t see how anxious you are?
Never fear dear reader, there is. I present to you, blindfolds.

Art by
my girlfriend: immydraws
Easy peasy lemon squeezy; just put a blindfold over her eyes and you can do whatever you want to
her. Tell her to lift her hair up (or tie it up) and tie the blindfold underneath her hair, so it doesn’t
slide off if her hair moves during sex. Make sure it’s nice and tight – too loose and it’ll slip off. Lay
her down on the bed and take your time with foreplay and sex.
There’ll be absolutely no pressure to know what you’re doing – you can just take your time and try
touching different parts of her body and seeing what she reponds to. There’s no pressure to look like
you know what you’re doing – she won’t even be able to tell that you’re nervous.
Anything that covers her eyes will work – buy this BDSM starter kit I recommend which comes with
a great blindfold. Or use a silk tie you have lying around, or a jumper (just use the sleeves to tie over
her eyes and have the jumper itself behind her head), or tea towel/washcloth. Just grab something and
cover her eyes.
It’s the cheat code I’ve used every single time I’ve been nervous or unsure about sex – I’ve even had
a couple of my clients use it. It really does take away all the pressure to perform.
There’s also the massive benefit of it making you look like you’re some sort of BDSM
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connoisseur. 99.999999999% of girls get off on the idea of loss of control, of sensory deprivation, of
not knowing what will happen next. Blindfold her and take your time teasing her before you fuck her
(keep the blindfold on during sex), and you’ll be surprised by how many girls say, “Wow, that was
the hottest sex of my life.” Particularly if she’s never been blindfolded before (the vast majority of
girls never have). Even if you don’t do anything differently to what you’d normally do – even if all
you do is put a blindfold on her and fumble your way through sex – she’ll love it. It’ll even increase
your retention a little bit.
You can also use it to build anticipation (anticipation is sexy to girls) – blindfold her, then really take
your time trying a bunch of different things. Hell, you can even just sit on the end of the bed thinking
about what you’re going to do next, and she’ll think you’re a sex god. “Oh, he’s making me wait,
he’s building up the anticipation, this is so hot. I have no idea what he’s going to do next.“
Meanwhile you’re just there taking your time, thinking through what you’re going to do next, with
absolutely no pressure or expectation for you to rush. It’s like somebody paused the shot-clock
and let you take all the time in the world. She won’t even be able to see that you’re unsure of what
you’re doing – she’ll just assume you’re taking a long time doing stuff on purpose to build
anticipation for her.
While she’s blindfolded, you can also grab a vibrator, hold it against her pussy and bring her to
orgasm with absolutely no pressure. Most girls tell me the blindfold helps them “get in the moment”
and be able to orgasm much easier. I’ve got a full guide on using a vibrator to make girls cum here.
I’ve even proposed it as a bloody brilliant solution for erectile dysfunction. Blindfold her, jerk
yourself off with one hand while teasing her body with the other. Because there’s no pressure to be
hard in front of her (she literally won’t be able to see that you’re only half-hard). I used to do this
myself quite a bit in the past, basically every time I was really nervous or worried about not being
hard.
Not sure exactly what to do when she’s tied up? Blindfold her, then have fun experimenting with any
of the things below that sound fun to you. You can literally pull your phone out while she’s
blindfolded and look at this list if you want to, you big weirdo. (I’m not judging – she won’t be
able to see, so you may as well):
Neck:
Gently lick her neck from the very bottom all the way up to her chin, going as slow as
you can.
Bite her neck; softly at first, then more firmly.
Suck on her neck until she gasps in pleasure.
Use your hands to grip her neck; gently at first, then try lightly choking her. If she’s into
that, squeeze harder. (Squeeze the sides of her neck, not the front – the front chokes her
& feels bad. The sides of her neck feel pleasurable.)
Use your fingertips to gently tease her, running them softly up and down her neck, giving
her goosebumps.
Nipples:
Suck on them very gently, very softly.
Bite them (gently).
Kiss them, letting your lips linger on them, watching how she responds.
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Get some ice cubes from the freezer, and gently press them against her nipples, moving
them around in circles.
Tell her how sexy her nipples loo, how much you love her tits (girls love compliments,
especially during sex – it makes them feel sexy).
Flick her nipples with your fingers.
Run your fingers around them in circles, nice and slow.
Lick/suck them so they’re wet, then gently blow on them (girls go crazy over this).
Slide a finger inside her pussy so it’s wet with her pussy juice, then rub those juices all
over her nipple. Look her in the eyes as you lean down and suck her nipple clean (most
girls go wild for this).
Pinch her nipples.
Twist her nipples.
Spend ages playing with her tits, but don’t touch her nipples at all – get really close to
them but never touch them. Tell her, “You want me to touch your nipples so badly, don’t
you. Beg me.”
Butt:
Gently caress her ass, softly and lovingly.
Tell her she has a fucking sexy ass.
Then spank it hard, unexpectedly. Then go back to caressing it gently. Do that for another
15 seconds then slap it again. Keep alternating.
Squeeze it hard (butts can take a fair bit of punishment).
Kiss and bite her ass.
Spread her ass cheeks apart, exposing her wet pussy. Tell her what a dirty girl she is for
being so horny already.
Give her a butt massage.
Get a belt out of your wardrobe and whip her butt with it – gently at first, then getting
progressively harder and rougher. (Stop if she says stop – most girls love it really hard
though).
Ears:
Gently massage her ears with your fingertips.
Suck and bite her earlobe gently, making her moan.
Whisper dirty things in her ear:
“I’m going to spend hours teasing you, and maybe I won’t ever let you have my cock…”
“You want me to fuck you right now, don’t you. You’ll have to wait, little girl.”
“You look so, so sexy right now.”
“I want you.”
“Tell me how badly you need to be fucked.”
“You’d give anything to be my little whore, wouldn’t you. Ask nicely.”
“Are you going to be good for me and do everything you’re told?”
While rubbing her pussy, whisper in her ear: “Tell me what you want, what you need.”
Clit:
Gently rub her clit with one finger, teasing her, rubbing in circles. Go very very slowly.
Tell her how sexy her clit looks (girls crave compliments, remember).
Rub up and down.
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Rub side to side.
Smack/spank her clit (do it gently – it’ll be very sensitive and feel very good). As you do
it, whisper in her ear, “This pussy belongs to me.”
If you own a vibrator (this one is my favourite), hold it on her clit until she’s just about to
orgasm, then pull it away at the last second. Whisper in her ear, “Oh, I’m sorry, did you
want more?” Keep bringing her to the edge of orgasm and stopping right at the last
second. Don’t let her cum.
Lick her clit.
Suck her clit.
Bite her clit (gently).
Rub her clit as fast as you can for 10 seconds, then go as slow as you can for 10 seconds,
then fast again for another 10 seconds. Keep repeating this (she’ll go fucking batshit,
she’ll love it). While you’re doing it, tell her, “I might just keep teasing you like this for
hours… Do you think you could handle that, or would you lose your mind?”
Rub her until she says she’s about to orgasm, then STOP – don’t let her cum (this is
known as “edging”). Repeat a few more times. Whisper in your ear, “You need to cum so
fucking badly, don’t you. Fucking beg me for it. Tell me how badly you need this. I want
to hear you scream.” It’s up to you whether you eventually let her cum or not (sometimes
I send them home all horny and desperate – they’ll likely send you some very dirty texts
as soon as they get home.
Pussy:
Slide a finger inside her pussy but only a little (about 1inch deep). Hold it there. Ask her
if she wants more… when she says yes, tell her she needs to earn it.
Tell her how much you love her pussy; tell her how good it looks.
Lick her pussy, teasing around the entrance to her hole, making her moan.
Slide two fingers deep into her pussy, with your palm facing upwards. Feel around for a
spot that feels a bit spongey/bumpy – that’s her g-spot. Rub it and see how she responds
(some girls can orgasm from this, others can squirt if you rub this spot vigorously
enough.) Make sure you’ve trimmed your fingernails first, so you don’t scratch her.
Finger her pussy hard, while you reach up with your other hand and wrap it around her
neck, gently squeezing.
Slide a finger all the way inside her, so it’s completely coated in her pussy juice. Then
rub that pussy juice on her nipple, then lick it off. She’ll go crazy watching you do this.
Get some more pussy juice, then this time rub it on her neck and lick it off – this will
make her even hornier. Slide your finger inside her again, and this time rub the pussy
juice all over her lips, then kiss her with it. Slide a finger inside one last time, and this
time bring it to her lips, telling her to suck it clean. Most girls will look straight at you, a
look of complete lust in their eyes as they greedily suck your finger clean, desperate to
please you.
(You don’t have to do all of that – just pick a couple of things to try while she’s blindfolded. Have
fun with it – take your time and experiment, see what she likes, see what you like).
Of course, you can always follow my usual advice about honesty and just tell her you’re nervous.
That is almost always the best course of action – suddenly you’ll both be on the same team, and you
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won’t be so anxious and paranoid about her finding out how nervous you are. But I understand a lot
of you are hella nervous about sex and haven’t quite worked up to the point of brutal honesty with
girls – use this blindfold trick in the meantime.
After using it a couple of times, you’ll figure out what you’re doing in the bedroom, and you won’t
be so nervous anyway.
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Imposter Syndrome
May 1, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
If there’s one thing I understand better than most, it’s imposter syndrome.
You know the feeling – you’re getting started with your self-improvement, maybe you’ve taken a few
successful strides, and you’re starting to see some results. But you can’t shake this feeling that you
don’t really belong here, that you’re not really “worthy” of reaching your goals, that this isn’t really
“you”. You feel like a fraud, a fake, a pretender… an imposter.
You do your best to push through it, but you can’t help but wonder, “Do I really deserve to hang with
these winners, when I’m really just a loser?”
I’ll tell you a little secret: everybody else feels exactly the same way at first, sometimes even well after
they’ve already achieved success. Imposter syndrome is a very normal human experience.
I have felt imposter syndrome with literally every goal I’ve ever achieved. Yes, every single one.
Getting laid, getting strong at the gym, starting this website (especially!), becoming a
coach/counsellor, earning money, BDSM, having 3somes. All of it. Every single time I start
something new, I feel like a fraud, a faker, like I don’t really deserve to be working on it – and often
those feelings last for a few months after I’ve already reached my goal.
My biggest “I’m just a fraud” feeling was when I first started trying to get laid. I joined the Good
Looking Loser Forums and started an “Approach Anxiety Program” on there (a program to get you
comfortable hitting on girls out in public during the daytime). The entire time I felt like I didn’t
belong (even though everyone was extremely encouraging) – I was convinced I wasn’t good enough
to hang with the big boys.
And I didn’t just feel like I was a fraud. No, I was convinced I was a fraud – I was terrified someone
would find out my secret (that I was actually a loser) and then everyone would know, and I’d have to
leave or something. So many times I wanted to quit because I felt like everyone there were all so
cool, they were all players who got lots of pussy, and I was this gross, skinny-fat, pale little bitch with
no muscle and bad style and awful male-pattern-baldness.
I felt too old to be there (I was 29 during the Approach Anxiety Program and 30 when I started really
trying to get laid). I wasn’t remotely good looking at the start, and I still hadn’t gotten over my ex or
figured things out with women – not to mention I had all sorts of mental issues dragging me down. I
felt like such a zero compared to all these other guys.
I’d look at other people on the forums and think, “I’ll never be like them.” I was so utterly convinced
I was an imposter amongst all these cool dudes that I wasted so much energy worrying about and
stressing about what they’d say to me if they ever found out how much of a loser I truly was.
But guess what? I kept pushing, I kept doing the things I knew I had to do (improving my looks,
talking to girls, working on my mental health). Over time I started to have some success, then a little
more. I still felt like a bit of a fraud… but it wasn’t quite so bad as before. I kept pushing, started
having some wild sex adventures, started trying BDSM, started having 3somes – and eventually I got
to a point where I no longer felt like such a fraud. I had a moment where I thought, “Hmmm…
maybe I am allowed to be a player. Maybe I’m not faking it any more. Maybe this is really who I
am.”
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I overcame my imposter syndrome, despite being so utterly convinced I never could. I still found
success. Why do you think the motto of my site is, “If a loser like me can do it, you sure as hell can
too.” If you’re working on improving yourself, you are going to have imposter syndrome, for
quite a while. Just keep pushing yourself, don’t fucking quit, and the imposter syndrome will slowly
fade as you start to rack up more and more successes.

All of my mates have told me they have imposter syndrome while starting a new venture. Most of my
coaching clients tell me the same thing; “I don’t deserve to be here.” My girlfriend has felt like an
imposter while working on every single one of her goals – even with stuff she’s clearly talented at.
It’s fucking normal to feel imposter syndrome when you start a new goal – particularly if it’s a goal
that requires you to fundamentally change or become a different person.
Accept the fact you’re probably going to feel like a bit of a fraud for a while, until you succeed &
reach your goal. Often, it takes a few months after you’re successful before you start to feel like you
“deserve” it and have truly earned it. It’s very easy to feel like the first one or two or three successes
were just a fluke (particularly when it comes to getting laid.) “Maybe I just got lucky. Maybe this was
a once-off. Maybe I won’t be able to do this again.” But keep pushing, keep improving, and after the
3rd or so success, you’ll start to feel like, “Those 3 successes couldn’t have been just a fluke…”.
It’s very easy to compare yourself to other people you look up to, and feel like you’ll never match up.
Don’t do that. It’s very easy to feel hopeless and want to quit. Definitely don’t do that either.
If you’re going to be a dick and compare yourself to those who are ahead of you, then you also need
to compare yourself to the average person out on the street. You’ll almost always find you’re in a
much better position than the average person, even when you feel like you’re not good enough
compared to your idols.
Give yourself credit for being man enough to actually tackle the things you’re unhappy with, and
work on the things you’re insecure about, and fix the things that are holding you back. Give yourself
credit for actually facing up to your fears, instead of running from them like a little bitch of selfmedicating. The average person is not courageous enough to work on themselves; the average person
is quite happy to sit in complacency and never do anything remotely noteworthy.
You’re better than the average person, just by virtue of reading this site and working on yourself.
Give yourself credit for that.
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Professional Photoshoots
May 1, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Live in Melbourne, Australia or can travel there? Want some fucking awesome photos?

Whether you need a photoshoot for get you more matches on Tinder, or a photoshoot for album art,
promotional work, or just a fun photoshoot in my wacky, over-the-top style, contact me and we’ll
make something awesome together.
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I’ve worked with tonnes of local musicians and artists, done professional headshots for LinkedIn,
designed posters and promo material, created album art (including front and back jewel cases),
worked on pamphlets, and worked with a few clients who just wanted awesome photoshopped photos
to show their friends.
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Prices: $500 AUD for the entire photoshoot + editing – including me scouting a location, bringing
any props needed, shooting all the photos and doing plenty of in-depth photo-manipulation. I
absolutely guarantee a final product you’ll be happy with. Contact me.

Some more of my work:
Want to see even more? View my full portfolio.
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Oh No, You’ve Angered the Gods!
May 2, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
There’s a trend I notice with guys who are relatively new to getting laid: they tend to overthink every
little thing that goes wrong, and use one or two examples of rejection/things not working out to
completely avoid ever repeating that action in future. In other words, they use one or two cherrypicked examples to inform their doctrines.
You see this most of all with the concept of AWALT – “All Women Are Like That.” A couple
examples of bad bitches, and guys declare, “Damn, all women must be like this!”
It’s often extremely self-defeating – guys will try something with one woman, it won’t work (or
maybe it’ll only half-work), then they’ll declare, “Ok, that thing I did never works” when what they
should be saying is, “It didn’t work once. Maybe I just need to try again.”
When you don’t have a lot of experience getting laid, you tend to be extremely sensitive to rejection
from girls. You’re often paranoid about it. You haven’t quite embraced the idea of this being a
numbers game (talk to as many women as you can and you’ll eventually get laid), so you don’t
realise rejection can often be pretty random.
You place too much importance on each rejection; over-analysing it & studying it in too much detail
instead of just moving on and talking to more girls. And instead of saying, “It’s just a numbers game
– I just need to hit on more women” you sit there trying to figure out exactly what you did wrong. It’s
usually really fucking hard to know what you possibly could have done wrong (especially when
you’re a newbie!), but you’re desperate for an answer, so in the end you just grasp at straws and settle
on whatever makes the most sense to you.
Thing is, you’re inexerpienced as hell – how can you possibly know your explanation for her
rejecting you is the correct one? Plus you have a sample size of one – again, how the hell can you be
sure your explanation for her rejecting you is correct? You obviously can’t… but fuck it, you decide
that’s the reason she didn’t want to bang you, and you swear never to repeat that behaviour again.
You know what you’ve just done? You’ve just developed a superstition.
Yep, you’re like some primitive caveman who peed on a tree one time and then there was a lightning
storm, so he became convinced peeing on trees = God gets angry at me and causes a lightning storm.
He spends the rest of his life avoiding ever peeing anywhere even remotely close to a tree, on the offchance God gets too angry at him. He holds his pee in (often to the point of pain), walking 15
minutes to the closest river any time he needs to take a leak… because at least that’s far away from
any trees. He spreads stories to his fellow-tribesmen about the gods getting mad as hell if you pee on
a tree. He tells his children to never urinate near foliage… and everybody listens to him and does
what he suggests. After all, nobody wants to risk incurring the wrath of the gods, right? And nobody
stops for a single second to consider whether their original premise was even true.
Guys do this shit with girls – eg a couple of times you’ll reply to a girl within 10 second of her
messaging you. Some of those girls won’t end up banging you (because it’s a number’s game,
remember – not every girl will sleep with you). You’ll over-analyse it and come to the conclusion, “If
I reply too quickly, girls will think I’m low-value or something! I should always play games and
make her wait.” Yes it’s just a silly superstition, but you hate the feeling of rejection… so god knows
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you’re never ever ever ever ever going to message a girl within 1 hour of her messaging you. Better
to be safe than sorry.
After all, you wouldn’t want to anger the Gods, right?

But when you get to a point where you’ve had a lot of lays (50-100), you realise girls will bang you
whether you text them immediately or wait 5 hours. It makes almost no difference – the only
difference is in the type of women you’ll attract. Waiting 5 hours will screen in girls who a) don’t
mind guys playing retarded games with them or b) are independent and busy and don’t care how long
you take between replies.
But it won’t get you laid any more often – I get laid just as much now that I reply instantly, vs when I
was playing games and making girls wait for hours. Your superstition was wrong.
A lot of the time when you get rejected, you didn’t even necessarily do anything wrong; it was just
random variance, statistical noise. This is a number’s game.
The problem with being inexperienced is you don?t have a lot of data samples to work from. You
don?t know what actually works, and what doesn’t work. You have no idea what would work if you
just kept trying it (and improving at it). You’re sitting there waiting for the first hint of rejection
(because you’re paranoid about it, like most of us are when we’re newbies) and the second you run
into it, you freak the fuck out and immediately develop a superstition. It?s like you?re tiptoing and
walking on eggshells, terified of making a single mistake.
The solution is to give yourself permission to suck. Realise rejection isn’t that big a deal. Stop being
a scared little boy who’s desperate to avoid rejection, and just embrace it. I promise the world won’t
fall apart just because some girls don’t want to fuck you; it’s ok to make mistakes, figure things out
as you go, and “lose” a few opportunities. It’s much better than being supersitious and afraid.
It goes the other way too – often when you do something that works one time, you assume it’s the
only way that will work – and you assume it will always work.
This is one of the reason a lot of pickup artists & Red Pill people have all these weird, autistic “rules”
and superstitions, like:
Don’t text too quickly.
Always be alpha.
Don’t share your vulnerabilities/doubts with her.
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“Bounce between 3 venues” during your first date (go to 3 different bars, just so she’ll feel like
it’s been 3 dates in 1 night).
Neg her so she’ll think you’re high-value.
“Build rapport” before you make a move on her.
“Form a connection” before you make a move on her.
Deal with her “shit tests” instead of realising you’re just being insulted/fucked with.
Use pickup lines/routines on her; there’s a “correct” set of phrases and behaviours you can
exhibit to get in her pants. There’s a “right” way of communicating.
Don’t have an ego and don’t seek validation.
etc
I’m not even saying pickup artists are “newbies” or inexperienced – a lot of them get laid. I don’t
hate pickup artists or red pill advocates – at all. I’m saying a lot of them are guys who developed
these superstitions – these things you “must” do – early on, and then never gave them up. They’re so
stuck in their ways they can’t even fathom any other method could ever possibly work. Imagine the
hubris in declaring doctrines and “unbreakable rules”; as if your way is the only way and everything
else is somehow wrong.
Imagine the lack of humility you’d have to have to deny evidence that other methods work to get you
a lot of pussy. Imagine saying, “Mine is the only solution; listen to me and nobody else. I am right.”
Sounds a bit like religious zealotry to me.
I’ve talked about this before – This is All Just a Big Experiment. My methods work (they’ve worked
for me, my clients and my friends) – my Tinder series will get you laid as much as me, if you push
yourself. But I will never in a billion fucking years tell you this is the way you should do things, or
this is the only way you’ll ever get laid. I’m showing you what’s worked for me/my clients/friends;
it’s up to you whether you follow in my footsteps or find something that works even better.
You can let go of your weird superstitions and rules – just take a deep breath and realise there’s no
rules you have to stick to. You’re allowed to figure out your own methods (or use other people’s and
modify them to suit you and your circumstances).
It gets easier over time – particularly when you get laid a lot and realise a lot of getting laid is totally
random. You realise a lot of the time it really doesn’t matter what you do, or what you say – getting
laid really is just a process of looking decent and talking to a lot of girls.
Don’t be scared of angering the gods. There’s a million paths to success; go forge your own.
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The Problem with The Red Pill (TRP) Subreddit
May 2, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Let me make one thing damn clear: I love the core message of The Red Pill – “shut the hell up and
improve yourself”. Hit the gym, lose fat, dress better, make friends, practice stoicism, talk to girls,
build a career or a business. In short, become a better man.
There’s no doubt The Red Pill – particularly the subreddit – helped me become the man I am today. I
owe that sub – and their philosophy – a hell of a lot. I wouldn’t have hit the gym if they hadn’t
repeated it 100 times over and over until I knew it was something I’d just have to shut the fuck up
and do. I wouldn’t have improved myself if they hadn’t focused so hardcore on making yourself a
better man. And I sure as hell wouldn’t have gotten to 140+ lays without them telling me to man up
and talk to girls.
I owe them a lot, and as such, I’m cautious of biting the hand that feeds. The issue is, those
extremely-positive & life-changing tenets can sometimes be drowned out by the topics and
philosophies which only serve to distract you from your goals, and in some cases, actively hinder
your progress.
I’ve talked about Red Pill’s overreliance on dogma, and fearful superstitions in the past. But the
biggest problem of all is:
A huge portion of The Red Pill readers sit around doing nothing but theorising, never actually
taking any action.
A lot of guys will read The Red Pill subreddit, for days and weeks and months and years, lapping up
as much knowledge as they possibly can. They’ll become experts on dating theory, on male-female
dynamics, on intersexual relations, on evolutionary biology. They’ll be able to quote you statistics,
link you to studies; they’ll even tell you they can predict (with certainty!) what all women will do in a
given situation.
One huge tenet of The Red Pill that gets repeated a lot is, “During ovulation, women naturally want
to fuck hotter, higher-testosterone men (“Alphas”). When they’re not ovulating, they want to find
“Beta men” who’ll give them more security & resources.” They even go so far as to say women will
settle down with a “beta”, and then cheat on him with an “alpha” – or even engage in cuckoldry
(getting pregnant from an “alpha” and then making a “beta” raise the child). These theories underpin
a lot of their posts, and it’s even stickied on the sidebar on The Red Pill subreddit (under “Schedules
of Mating”).
Problem is: take 5 minutes to Google and you’ll see it’s not even true.
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But a more important point: Even if it was true, who gives a shit?
Does debating whether or not a woman wants “alpha” facial traits or “beta” facial traits during
different times of the month help you in any way? Does stressing about whether a girl might cheat on
you with an “alpha” 15 years from now help you get laid more right now? Does it help you with your
lifts at the gym? Does it make you a more calm, masculine, healthy man? Does it bring you
happiness, or is it just a time-wasting, distracting activity that’s doing nothing but stressing you
out?
I started this site to actually help people – to push them to improve themselves, to give them a stepby-step guide to getting laid, to pull them out of depression and hopelessness and to drill home the
message “You can do what I’ve done.” Those things require action – you aren’t going to improve
your life if you sit around on the internet all day, reading theories. Improving requires you to
leave the house, work on yourself, be a little better each day, and ignore the things that simply do
not matter.
I have no interest in getting you to read a bunch of theory – because theory is something you should
only engage in once you already have experience. When you’ve had sex with 50+ girls, then we
can talk about theory. When you’re truly happy with your lifts in the gym and you have a great social
circle and you’re happy with your career, then we can discuss theory. Theory is something fun to
engage in once you’re already an experienced, knowledgeable guy who actually has real-world
examples he can draw from.
Theory without any experience is just speculation, and that’s what a lot of The Red Pill suffers
from; speculation and superstition.
Stressing about things like whether women want alpha or beta facial traits during ovulation distracts
you from the things that really matter. It’s also totally and utterly irrelevant to getting laid and
improving yourself and being happy. It’s as ridiculous as starting a business, and then stressing over:
“Do my employees prefer me to say ‘Hello’ when I see them each morning, or would ‘Hi’ earn
me more money?”
“I want to make it rich. So what colour underwear should I wear so I have the optimal work
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strategy?”
“I have a theory that employees prefer a boss that drinks coffee using his left hand. Should I
start doing that, even though it’s not my naturally-dominant hand, because it would show the
employees that I’m Alpha at my job?”
Debating “alpha vs beta facial traits” and similar theories has absolutely zero to do with your
happiness. Stop stressing about irrelevant stuff and focus on the things you can change right now:
Yourself and your own self-improvement efforts.
Stressing about irrelevant theories is insidious because when you sit around reading theory threads
and debating stuff like this, you feel like you’re actually making progress. It feels productive. It feels
like you’re working towards being a more knowledgeable, worldly, rational man – a man who knows
more about women and life in general.
You actually don’t know jack shit – you’re just theorising. Theory without experience is just
guesswork. Get the fuck out of the house, go talk to 10,000 girls, get laid a bunch and then talk to me
about your theories. At that point you’ll have modified your theories based on your actual real-world
experience and you’ll likely find most of the things you used to think were completely and utterly
wrong.
That’s certainly been the case with me, and all of my mates who’ve gotten laid a lot, and every one of
my clients who’ve started getting laid, and everyone on the Good Looking Loser Forums who’s
gotten laid. Hundreds of us at this point who look back and think, “Jesus, I used to think some really
dumb stuff. Turns out women are nothing like I used to theorise they were like… I guess I was just
guessing back then.”

Remember, none of this is meant as harsh criticism – The Red Pill was a huge part of the reason I
got to where I am today. I just don’t want to see you getting caught up in debates over stuff that
truly has no bearing on you getting laid, or improving yourself, or being a happy, well-adjusted man.
I want you to live an awesome life – getting bogged down in useless theory threads and circle-jerking
debates is time-wasting at best and a massive hinderance to your success at worst. The time you
spend researching and reading all these theories about Alpha vs beta, “female mating preferences”
and other irrelevant shit is time you could have spent hitting the gym, making friends, talking to girls,
reading books that’ll actually help you. You know, improving your life.
If you still want to sit on The Red Pill subreddit for hours a day reading theory threads about
intersexual dynamics and optimal mating strategies etc etc etc – go for it. It’s your life and it’s not my
job to tell you how to spend your time. Just be wary of how much time you’re spending vs how much
you’re benefiting in return. Remember:
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Reading theory threads doesn’t improve your life. Taking action improves your life.
Go outside and actually do something.
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Getting Laid for Ego Validation is Perfectly Okay
May 2, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
This comes from a coaching call with one of my clients recently. We were discussing all the pros and
cons of getting laid, and he was man enough to admit one of the biggest reasons he wanted to get laid
a lot was for the ego boost and validation. He phrased it as:
“To be honest, a big part of this is about being viewed as “elite” by other people.”
The mainstream normies will tell you doing anything for ego or validation is “wrong” or “shallow” or
“beta as fuck, bro – an Alpha doesn’t care what others think!”
Fuck that nonsense.
Ego validation is a fucking brilliant reason for pushing yourself and turning yourself into a
better man.
If most guys are honest, ego validation is the main reason they want to get laid. That’s a good thing –
at the start you need all the motivation you can possibly get, especially when you’re full of doubt as
to whether you’ll actually succeed. If you’re doing it for ego and validation, GOOD. Use that as fuel
to push yourself harder – chase that ego validation.
Yes, eventually you want to let go of your ego and not care so much what others think of you; egovalidation isn’t a fuel you can rely on forever, or you’ll develop an unhealthy pathology. But that’s
something you can worry about a year or two from now; right now keep chasing that fucking
validation. It’s great motivation to push yourself to improve, to push yourself to start getting laid, to
work on yourself and become a better human being.
Humans care about what others think of them; that’s unavoidable. No man is an island. Over time as
you gain confidence and start to achieve your goals, you’ll naturally care less about what others think
of you. You’ll become more self-assured, you’ll need less validation from others; your own opinion
of yourself will become the most important one. But you’ll still care what others think to some
degree; there’s still a small part of me that cares what you think of me right now.
If you’re relatively inexperienced with girls you’ll definitely care what they think of you. Get laid and
stroke that ego and give yourself some of that much-needed validation. It’s ok to chase pussy for
validation… as long as you eventually work on needing a little less validation over time.
There’s a reason after all this time, after all these 100-and-something lays, I still post stories and pics
and videos – especially if you follow my thread over on the Good Looking Loser Forums. Yes, at this
point I bang girls mostly because it’s fun – I do it 95% for myself. But there’s still 5% of me that
loves the ego stroke every time I do something cool. I love being able to tell other people about it and
share in the excitement of it with them. Being excited to share your accomplishments with others –
and have them congratulate you and push you harder – is a normal human need.
So the next time someone tells you to stop chasing validation, tell them to suck a fat dick.
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An old
fuckbuddy of mine drew this for me. If you think chasing validation is “wrong”, you’re welcome to
have a nice little suck.
When you achieve something big – you’re supposed to share it. You’re supposed to show off your
achievements. Yes, don’t only chase validation from other people – it’s important to give yourself
some validation too. Your own opinion of yourself is always more important than the opinion of
others. But you’ll always still care what others think – that’s normal.
As for “being humble” – fuck humble. You did something worth celebrating? Celebrate it. You did
something most people can’t do? Give yourself a pat on the back. Share your successes with people
who’ll be happy for you – especially when those successes took genuine hard work from you.
When you build a habit of sharing your successes with other people, you’ll find it makes you try
harder and push yourself even harder to achieve the next goal. If you know you’re going to tell your
mates about your next achievement, it’ll force you to go above and beyond, so there’s more of an
awesome story to tell, and so you’ll get more of a pat on the back from them – more ego
validation from them.
Ego validation makes you more successful – especially at the start when you really, really, really
need a little ego boost because you’re not all that sure of yourself. When you’re just starting out,
every little bit of validation goes a hell of a long way to keeping you motivated – so I want you to
lap up every bit of validation and ego-stroking you possibly can.
Besides, it’s not like getting laid is only about ego. The very process of getting laid and improving
yourself forces you to develop a tonne of other skills and traits; skills and traits that’ll have a positive
impact on every facet of your life. You’ll have to become stronger, leaner, more focused, hardworking, more social and more open and vulnerable.
As I said here, getting laid makes you a better man.
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Get Laid on Tinder – The Condensed Version
May 4, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

The CONDENSED Tinder Guide
Send me the guide
Get this condensed guide for free, & join thousands of my subscribers regularly getting my best self-improvement & get laid info.
No spam, ever. Unsubscribe at anytime.

Get the condensed version of this entire Tinder series as a pretty PDF you can read on your
computer or phone any time you want:

<- Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)
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That Time I Banged a Girl I Just Met [Storytime with Andy]
May 5, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
This is a story I originally posted back in April 2019, on the Good Looking Loser Forums. I’m
posting it here to archive it; eventual goal is to archive all of my lay stories.
Again, I leave these stories unedited. Usual caveat applies: My mindset on women has changed a lot
in the last couple of years; I used to be pretty combative & sometimes kinda crass. So if some of the
below doesn’t sound like “me”, that’s why. As always, any parts in blue are direct quotes from the
old post I initially wrote.

Fucking FINALLY, boys. Just got my first “insta bang” from cold approach – banged a girl
within an hour of meeting her on the street. (I’ve banged plenty of girls that quickly from Tinder,
but never cold approach.)
I’m so fucking happy because I was having a legitimately TERRIBLE fucking day. I had no energy
from lack of sleep, working too hard, and killing myself at the gym, so I just kind of walked around
for 5 hours with the intention to hit on girls… but not having the energy to hit on a single one.
Literally 5 hours of walking around, but feeling like I “couldn’t be bothered” hitting on any girls.
Must have walked past 200 cute chicks I could have hit on.
Eventually got frustrated and said “Stop being a fucking bitch and just talk to some girls. I want to
get laid, I’m going to get laid, let’s do this.” Hit on 4, got 2 numbers. Then see this super hot chick in
a tight dress wearing no bra, tonnes of makeup, and I’m instantly turned on. “Yo, you’re hot and I
had to say hi. Are you single?” Yes she is, ask what she’s up to and she says no plans so we walk to a
park and hangout for a bit. She’s super chatty, decent to hangout with, and obviously super hot. I say
to her “You’re really fucking hot”, she blushes, then I kiss her and play with her tits a bit.
Her friends text her to come hang out with them, I tell her to come hang out at mine for a bit first, she
says sure. Get to my place and just insta bang – like, the millisecond we get in the door. Really good
sex too – choked her, slapped her face (she went nuts), pulled hair, fingered her ass, made her squirt,
etc.
Here’s her tits (she doesn’t care if people see this pic; I literally said “I’m gonna show my mates this”
and she giggled & seemed to be turned on by the idea):
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And afterwards:

Main reason I’m so fucking happy is I was having a legitimately shit day, and I told myself I was
going to shut up and get laid – and I went out and did it.
I’ve uninstalled Tinder and will be focusing on cold approaching – I feel like it’s a weakness of
mine. I feel very weird giving guys advice, being a moderator on here, having my own blog, and
having guys pay me for coaching… when I’ve only banged 9 girls from cold approach. Yes I’ve
banged 100+ girls online, but in my mind that “doesn’t count” because it was “easy”. I feel like I’m
“not really an experienced guy”. I know that’s a textbook example of the Dunning-Krugar Effect . I
know I’m my own worst critic. I have placed my penis inside more than 100 female human beings (I
lost count ages ago), I’ve had 6 threesomes with new girls each time, I’ve tried every sexual fetish
under the sun… all of which I’m aware puts me in the upper echelons of even the guys on GLL. But I
still feel like “I’m not the real deal” until I bang a lot from cold approach too.
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So I want to hit 10 cold approach lays, then set the next goal (probably 30 cold approach lays). Once
I’ve done that, I’ll call myself a “getting laid expert”. Right now I’m only the “online expert”, and I
don’t feel that’s good enough.
I’m better than that.

Hah, so much for, “I’m not going to focus on Tinder.” I later reinstalled it and went on to have a
tonne more lays, eventually writing my 130,000-word Tinder Guide.
I will at some point go back to cold approaching girls on the street – I miss it sometimes. It’s not like
I need it though; Tinder keeps my dick pretty busy these days.
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The Solution to All Your Problems: Go Talk to More Girls
May 6, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
Over my last year of coaching (and several years as moderator/contributor on the Good Looking
Loser Forums), I’ve seen hundreds (thousands?) of guys share their problems and questions about
girls, getting laid, and self-improvement. When you’ve been giving advice for a while, a certain
pattern starts to emerge; a pattern in the questions, and more importantly, a pattern in the solutions.
Often guys are looking for a silver bullet – a pearl of wisdom that will magically click things into
place for them and solve all their problems. They’re usually hoping more thinking or a change in
mindset will help you. Sometimes that’s true, but 99.9999% of the time the answer to all of your
problems is:
Go hit on more girls.
Yes, doing the exact same thing you’re already doing (talking to girls & trying to have sex with them)
usually fixes almost every issue you will ever have when it comes to dating, sex, relationships and
keeping girls around. Talk to ’em on Tinder/Hinge/Bumble/etc. Talk to ’em in person out on the
street. Talk to girls in bars. Doesn’t matter where – just hit on more girls.
You’ll find the more girls you hit on, the more you just dive right in and take action rather than
sitting around overthinking everything – the majority of your problems will magically take care of
themselves.
Taking action is pretty much always more impactful than sitting around trying to gain more
knowledge or coming up with a “perfect” plan.
You’d be better off going outside and saying hello to 10 girls than reading anything on my site. How
do you think I got to where I am? It was by taking action and doing things, not sitting around
reading self-improvement articles. You can read my articles at the end of each day after you’ve taken
at least one baby step to move yourself towards your goals.
(Obvious caveat: If you’re in an agreed-upon monogamous relationship, it’s probably best you don’t
go talk to other girls – unless you intend to break up with your girlfriend first).
Part 1 Table Of Contents
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

I’m way too outcome-dependent.
I just got rejected.
I’m anxiously waiting for this girl to reply.
I fucked things up with this girl.
This girl stopped responding / ghosted me.
I feel needy / clingy with this girl I’m banging.
My serious relationship just ended.
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8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

My fuckbuddy is busy / can’t see me this week.
I have a theory about something…
I have “Approach Anxiety”.
She said, “I have a boyfriend/I’m married”.
This girl I’m dating has dealbreakers.
I want to bang hotter girls.
I want to have a 3some.
This girl just told me, “Let’s just be friends”.
This girl I was talking to seemed totally DTF, then changed her mind last minute.
I hate women.
I’m bad at sex.
You’re seeing a pattern…

I’m way too outcome-dependent.
Being “outcome-dependent” just means you care way too much about being rejected by girls, to the
point of beating yourself up every time a girl doesn’t want to suck on your sausage. And you know
the only cure for caring too much about rejections? Getting rejected a shitload more, until you
slowly stop caring.

I’ve lost count of the number of times a guy will come onto the Good Looking Loser Forums, write
10 paragraphs about how angry he is at himself for caring too much about each rejection, and asking
us for a magic cure to fix his outcome-dependency. “How can I make myself stop caring?”
The answer is always the same: there’s no way to brainwash yourself into being “outcomedependent”. Literally the only way is to go out and hit on as many girls as humanly possible, until
you simply stop giving a shit which ones aren’t into you.
And the more girls you hit on, the more you’ll start getting laid. Once you’ve had a few successes,
you’ll really stop caring about rejections – because you’ll be able to tell yourself, “Well, several other
girls already liked me enough to sleep with me. So it’s cool if this girl isn’t into me; I’ll go find
someone who is.” Awesome; now you’re even less “outcome-dependent”.
You also need to remind yourself that this shit is entirely random – getting laid is a “number’s game“.
Your only mission is to go hit on 100 women, then hit on 100 more, then 100 more. Keep improving
yourself (looks, style, bodyfat, muscle, social life) – and keep hitting on girls. That’s all you have to
do to get laid and become a better man.
To really drill it home, here’s the most recent reply I wrote to someone asking this exact question:
“You become ‘outcome independent’ by getting fucking laid.
Not by trying to brainwash yourself.
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Stop posting, go outside and talk to more girls dude. You’re probably due for a break from the
forums; you write too much. Go hit on girls.”

I just got rejected.
Go talk to more girls. For every one girl who rejects you, there’ll be another girl who’s super nice to
you and makes you feel like a fucking boss for having the balls to hit on her. Don’t dwell on the one
who rejected you; move on and find ones who like you.
I know rejection hurts; nobody likes it. Even now after 10,000+ rejections (it’s probably more than
that, honestly) I’d still rather a girl say yes to me rather than no. Let yourself feel bad for a few
minutes, don’t beat yourself up if rejection upsets you a bit, and then go talk to more girls. I
promise it’ll make you feel better.

I’m anxiously waiting for this girl to reply.
Two solutions to this one:
1. Keep busy and distract yourself. Hobbies, spend time with mates, work on your selfimprovement, throw yourself into your job – whatever you have to do to stop obsessing about
her replying to you.
2. Hit on more girls.
Everyone stresses about girls taking a while to reply to them when they’re a newbie, so don’t beat
yourself up over that. Talking to more girls fixes it immediately though; it’s really hard to give a crap
about a girl taking ages to reply when you’ve got 3 other numbers in your phone. 1 is the loneliest
number; life is a lot easier when you have multiple girls you’re talking to/banging.
If you find yourself obsessively checking your phone for replies on Tinder/text, use an app like Stay
Focused to block Tinder (including notifications) for a certain time of the day. I have it set up so I can
only access Tinder from 6pm to midnight – so the entire rest of the day I won’t be bothered by
notifications and won’t be tempted to check if a girl has replied.
Off the Grid is another great app – it locks you out of your phone (except for making phone calls) for
an amount of time you set.
Example: A guy on the Good Looking Loser Forums was asking about a girl he was trying to
organise a date with. He was beating himself up for caring too much about whether or not she replied.
Here’s what I wrote:
“You say ‘I’m not gonna invest in her too much’ – you’re already invested, or you wouldn’t have
posted multiple times on here in just a few hours asking about the same girl.
Cut yourself some slack; you’re a newbie to this, so you’re going to care a hell of a lot about each
girl replying or not replying to your texts. God knows I anxiously and neurotically checked my phone
20 times an hour in the beginning, praying a girl would reply to me, getting angry when she didn’t,
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swearing I’d never speak to her again, then gushing like a little schoolgirl when she finally replied.
The one thing that makes it all better is going out and talking to more girls. You’ve gotta keep busy
and distract yourself.”

I fucked things up with this girl.

If there’s one thing that’s worse than rejection when you’re a newbie, it’s the regret from pussying
out. Nothing makes you feel worse than knowing you could have asked for her number, or kissed
her, or fucked her – but you didn’t make a move. There was nothing standing in your way, except
yourself.
I’ve pussied out on tens of thousands of girls at this point (no exaggeration) – I used to walk around
my city pussying out on hundreds of girls for hours and hours and hours, before finally working up
the courage to just fucking talk to one. And even when I went on dates, I was far too nervous/scared
to hold their hand, or kiss them, or invite them back to my apartment. I must have lost hundreds
(thousands?) of opportunities because of fear.
I also “fucked things up” with girls I was dating. Maybe I didn’t text them too much, or maybe I
texted them too much. Maybe I got lazy and stopped improving myself, and they got bored and left.
Some girls I was way too cold to. Others I was too jealous and needy. A lot of girls left me early on
when I had no idea what I was doing.
And that’s the point: I had no idea what I was doing. You need to cut yourself some slack if you
don’t have a lot of experience with women. You’re going to fuck things up. Some girls won’t stick
around no matter how much you want them to; particularly if you don’t have your shit together yet.
You can’t beat yourself up over it; your only job is to go out and hit on more girls, get more
experience, keep improving yourself and you’ll naturally get better with women over time.
I do get the regret though. I get the overthinking it. I get beating yourself up. I get sitting around for
hours ruminating on it, trying to come up with a way to fix it. “If only I had a fucking time machine, I
could go back and do it all over again properly.”
Well, son, you have a time machine (sort of) – it’s called going out and hitting on more girls. You
can’t have a do-over with the girl you chickened out on, but the good news is you have unlimited
tries. No matter how many girls you fuck things up with, you can always go talk to a new girl. You
can’t wallow in the past when the present is right here. The present won’t wait for you.
Example: A guy asked me for some advice about a girl he met in public, talked to for a bit, but was
too scared to ask for her number. He was coming up with all these plans to have an excuse to go back
to where he met her and then ask for her number. He was getting himself all worked up, really
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stressing and beating himself up over the fact he chickened out. My reply:
“I dont even have to read this big wall of text you just wrote to know the answer to your question will
be, ‘Go talk to more girls’.
Yep, having now read everything you just wrote… The answer is still, you guessed it: go talk to more
girls. Go back and ask for this girl’s number, sure. But you wouldn’t even be asking this question if
you were hitting on more girls. You’d just tell yourself, ‘Oh well, I chickened out on her, I’m a little
pussy. Doesn’t matter; I’ll go talk to 3 other girls today.”

This girl stopped responding / ghosted me.
If a girl stops responding to your texts (a girl you haven’t met up with yet), just delete her number
and go talk to more girls. I know it can be frustrating if you’ve put in quite a bit of time talking to her
and started getting excited to meet her – that’s exactly why I say not to waste time having long
conversations. But if she’s no longer responding, the writing is on the wall – she’s not interested.
Forget her and go talk to more girls.
And for god’s sake, don’t worry about what you might have said “wrong” to this particular girl, don’t
worry about how to get her to keep talking to you (talking to a girl for ages doesn’t mean you’re
making progress). Just let her go, like a leaf on the wind. Go out and find the next girl to talk to.
In the case of ghosting (a girl you’ve already banged just stops repling to your messages all of a
sudden, without telling you why), that’s shitty of her and it sucks it’s happened to you. Read this.
And then go hit on more girls.

I feel needy / clingy with this girl I’m banging.

Neediness and being too over-invested in a girl is a horrible feeling; I’m speaking from experience.
When you’re needy/clingy, you get into this horrible situation where you feel like you need her more
than she needs you. That can quickly turn into worries of, “What if I never get my needs met? What
if I’m dissatisfied and unhappy forever?”
You start overthinking everything and worrying too much about it all. It feels awful – you feel like
you care about and she doesn’t care about you (even if she does). You get clingy and attached,
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ruining the relationship because you can never actually relax and just be in the moment with her –
you’re always analysing your every move, thinking, “Is this too clingy? Can she tell how needy I am?
Does she secretly hate me?”
Sometimes the pressure gets too much and you self-sabotage; maybe having a big fight, “You don’t
care about me!” Or maybe you do what I’ve done in the past – break up with girls (and then be left
with NO girls to fuck) just to run away from my own clinginess.
The answer is to go talk to more girls and build up some options – you need to show yourself there’s
other girls in the world who’ll like you, so you’re not so afraid of any one girl leaving you. Over time
your neediness will fade away as you relax, knowing you have some options out there.
If you’re in a monogamous relationship and talking to other girls is off the table, then build
yourself a social life so you’re not relying on your girl for all your social/emotional needs. Make
friends, try new hobbies – you need to build up at least a couple of people you can rely on to talk
things through, to socialise with, and to handle your emotional needs. I’ve got a full guide on making
friends here.

My serious relationship just ended.
If you’ve been with a girl for a while (months), even if you guys were only casual, it’s going to suck
when things end. Being sad over a breakup and missing an ex is a completely normal and healthy
reaction.
The only thing that makes that better is distracting yourself – focusing on your hobbies, friends, etc.
And the best distraction of all – as well as the best closure – is forcing yourself to talk to more
girls. Yes, you may need to grieve for a few days/a couple of weeks; be kind to yourself and keep as
busy as you possibly can so the time passes quicker (time heals all wounds). Then push yourself to go
talk to more girls.
It’ll be hard as first, but you can do it. Thousands of men have moved on before you, and you will
too. As soon as you show yourself there’s other options out there, you’ll start to feel a little better.
You’ll feel like, “Ok. I still miss my ex, but at least my life is starting to continue forward.”
And when you do meet the next girl and have sex with her, you will have an epiphany: “Holy shit, I
don’t have to be stuck on my ex forever. There are other women in the world I can spend my time
with.” Yes, you’ll probably still miss your ex a bit. Yes, you’ll probably still miss her. But you’ll be
starting to heal by moving on.
You need to just trust me on this one: talking to other girls will make you feel better. Not
immediately – it takes a little time to move on – but each new girl you talk to will make you feel
5-10% better.
And if you think, “But my ex was the one! I’ll never find another girl like her!” – read this. There is
no “the one” – there’s lots of “ones”. Lots of girls who’ll be an amazing match for you and who’ll
rock your fucking world. Hitting on and meeting more girls will show you that. Not to mention
talking to other girls is making progress instead of sitting around focusing on the past.
That doesn’t mean you forget about your ex or never think about her again. You’ll always have the
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happy memories you two shared together. But for right now, when you’re sad and miserable and
feeling shitty, you need to force yourself to go out and hit on more girls. Even if it’s hard at first –
it’ll get easier for each new girl you hit on.

My fuckbuddy is busy / can’t see me this week.

Ask yourself this: “If I had a second girl I was banging, would I care that this girl is busy?”
Probably not. So, go talk to more girls.
I know it’s frustrating when your fuckbuddy/friends with benefits has plans, is on her period (you can
always have anal sex instead), etc and doesn’t want to meet you. Early on when I was just starting to
get laid, a few times I was in a position where I only had 1 fuckbuddy and she was busy. It frustrated
the hell out of me – I was horny, really wanting to get laid, and my only option wasn’t available right
now.
Know what fixed it? Going out and talking to more girls. Not only did that instantly make me feel
better because I was interacting with new girls (even just talking to girls makes you feel pretty good –
it’s rewarding in itself when you’re newbie). But some of those girls wanted to go on a date with me
and some of them wanted to have sex with me; which fixed my “I have no options” problem.
The worst feeling for a guy who’s working on getting laid is lack of options. Go out and talk to a
tonne of girls (or message a bunch on Tinder), and prove to yourself you have options. There’s 4
billion girls on the planet; you have options. It’s up to you to go say hi to them.
You’ll sometimes find if your fuckbuddy is busy for a week, you’ll go talk to a tonne of girls, and
that’ll pass the time in itself (while also being a productive use of your time). A week will pass, your
fuckbuddy will hit you up to meet, and you’ll go, “Oh wow, it’s already been a week? Hell yeah let’s
meet!”
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I have a theory about something…
Often guys will tell me they have a theory about something to do with getting laid – sometimes it’s,
“I have a theory that wearing black clothes makes girls more likely to give you their number, because
black is a badboy colour.”
“I have a theory that me carrying my big camera around will make girls think I’m more interesting,
and therefore I’ll get laid more.”
“I have a theory that telling girls I’m only here for a few weeks will make them less likely to sleep
with me, because they’ll know there’s a time-limit to things.”
The problem with all these theories is they’re just that; theories. You already know my thoughts on
unfounded theories. What you’re supposed to do is go outside and actually experiment with your
theory – put it to the test. Debating weird theories you invented gets you no closer to getting laid than
sitting at home staring at a wall.
Example: A guy on the Good Looking Loser Forums wrote 10 paragraphs about his theory/question:
“Can being a photographer help you get laid?” He went on and on and on about it,
“We’re against theory posts here, dude – go out and take ACTION.
In the time you wrote all this, you could have gone outside and asked 10 girls if you can take their
photo, then said, ‘Actually, you’re really cute. Wanna grab a drink with me sometime? What’s your
number.'”
Now stop posting, and go outside and talk to girls.”
The problem is guys think they’re being productive when they write these theory threads. You
think, “I’m figuring stuff out, I’m gaining more knowledge – this is helping me get laid!”
Nah, it’s doing jack shit to get you laid. You’re just sitting around mental-masturbating. The time
you waste coming up with your theory, posting it, and then debating the topic with other people is
time you could have spent hitting on 50 women, one of whom would have slept with you.

I have “Approach Anxiety”.
When you have approach anxiety (being nervous about hitting on girls) – the only solution is to force
yourself to hit on more girls. Yes, it’s fucking terrifying – beating my approach anxiety was the
hardest thing I ever did (and the most terrifying). I had several breakdowns. It was absolutely worth
it.
Forcing yourself to talk to girls is exposure therapy – the only way to make anxiety/fear/nerves go
away. You can’t brainwash yourself into just not feeling anxiety; the only way to get comfortable
hitting on girls is to actually hit on girls.
Being full of fear is totally ok; it’s normal. A man isn’t courageous because he acts without fear. A
man is courageous because he acts in spite of the fear.
If you absolutely can’t talk to girls, do this (free) Approach Anxiety Program. The program holds
your hand and gets you starting off super-easy; you literally just walk up to girls and ask them for the
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time. It slowly escalates up over the next 6 weeks until you’re eventually hitting on girls properly and
asking for their number.
The program fully-embraces the idea of “talk to more girls” – you end up talking to thousands of girls
by the time you finish it. You’ll have almost zero approach anxiety at the end (and on some days
when you do feel a bit of nerves, you just won’t care – it won’t stop you from hitting on girls). Here’s
a log I kept during the approach anxiety program, showing my day-by-day progress. (You’ll need to
make an account on those forums to view it).

She said, “I have a boyfriend/I’m married”.

I know this is a radical notion for a lot of “pickup-artists”, but when a girl tells you she has a
boyfriend or is married: she’s politely rejecting you.
“I have a boyfriend” is often something girls say when they’re trying to reject you as nicely as
possible. Maybe she’s not into you, or she’s not in a good mood, or she doesn’t like giving her
number out to someone she just met, etc. In those cases, girls will give an automatic, “Sorry, I have a
boyfriend” as a polite catch-all when they don’t want to go any further. Respect what she’s saying
to you, instead of thinking you can manipulate/get around what she’s just said. Move on and go
hit on more girls.
I know a lot of pickup artists talk about winning a girl over even if she has a boyfriend. Is that really
worth it to you? First of all, she’s just turned you down – don’t you want to hold your head up high,
have some pride in yourself, and get laid with girls who don’t make it a fucking battle to have sex
with them?
And in the case where she actually does have a boyfriend – do you really want to deal with that?
Girls with boyfriends can often bring more drama and are way more hassle; you basically have to
fight her every step of the way, trying desperately to convince her to cheat on her boyfriend/husband
for you. Not to mention he may find out and start throwing drama at you as well. Are you so
desperate and attached to this one girl, you can’t go find another one? Don’t you have other
options?
Of course you do; even if you think you don’t right now. There are 4 billion other girls on the planet.
A tonne of them will be single. Go hit on those ones instead, and leave the attached girls to their
boyfriends/husbands (whether made up or real).
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This girl I’m dating has dealbreakers.
Go talk to more girls. In a lot of cases if there’s no chance of compromise and the girl you’re seeing
has dealbreakers/huge red flags, it’s better to go find a new girl who’ll match up with you better.
Trust me, speaking from experience it is damn hard to change someone. It’s usually a fool’s errand.
Not to mention, trying to force a girl to be something/someone she really doesn’t want to (or can’t) be
leads to certain drama. And a tonne of anxiety on your part, as you stress yourself trying to change
her. You’re better off finding a girl who ticks more of your boxes; a girl you don’t have to spend so
much effort trying to change. One you can build something awesome with right from the start.
Don’t try and squash a square peg in a round hole. Go hit on more girls and find one who’s more
suited to you and what you’re looking for.

I want to bang hotter girls.

Another easy one: go hit on more girls.
A lot of guys overcomplicate this, saying, “But I don’t want to lower my standards!” If you’re
inexperienced, you don’t have a choice: lower your standards. You can’t expect to bang hot girls if
you don’t have much experience or practice getting laid with average or “cute” girls.
You certainly don’t bang hot girls by having less sex and being more fussy. “I want to bang hot girls,
therefore I won’t even talk to any girl below an 8.” That’s a surefire way to end up lonely as hell and
make yourself needy. After all, if you aren’t banging any girls right now, do you think you’ll do
better with the hot girls, or do you think you’ll be “outcome-dependent” as we talked about above?
Think of cute girls as training in order to be able to bang the hottest girls. They’ll make you more
confident, you’ll get some practice sticking to a gameplan and knowing how to get laid, and some of
them will be absolute sweethearts to you and will make great fuckbuddies. Getting laid makes you a
better man – which helps you pull the hotter girls you really want. Who knows, by not being so fussy,
you might even meet some girls you really really like & want to keep around.
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I have a lot of experience with this – I started out really nervous around hot girls and I couldn’t even
talk to them, let alone hit on them and try to bang them. Even if I somehow accidentally got them into
the bedroom, I would have been too nervous to even get it up. Here’s a post I made on the Good
Looking Loser Forums back in March 2018:

Look at the language I used: “I have no business being on a date with a girl like this.” I had very
little experience with hot girls, and it freaked me out; I wasn’t prepared for it. I didn’t think I
deserved it.
How’d I deal with my weirdness around hot girls? I focused on the average and cute girls instead –
the girls I was semi-comfortable hitting on. I gained a lot of experienced, had a lot of lays and made a
lot of awesome memories, and guess what? I became more confident.
Then I was able to start hitting on the hot girls, and even though I was still pretty nervous, I was no
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longer terrified of them. I banged a couple, using the experienced I gained from all the previous girls,
and got myself to a point where I now only bang girls I’m really attracted to (mostly…)
If you want hot girls, go hit on a lot of girls.

I want to have a 3some.

A reason 3some I talked about here.
Having a 3some isn’t that hard – just hit on a bunch of girls until you find 2 who are up for a
3some. I go into more detail in my How to Have 3somes guide. Basic steps:
1. Ask each one: “Ever fooled around with another girl, or thought about it?”
2. Keep hitting on more girls and asking each new fuckbuddy this question. When you have 2
girls who are both up for fooling around together, show them each other’s pics.
3. If they like each other, invite them both around one night, have some wine, and go for it.
4. If you’re nervous to start, just have a glass of wine each, and then just kiss one of them – the
rest will naturally follow, I promise. Or you can say, “You two should kiss” and they will –
then the rest will follow. Your first 3some won’t be smooth, it’ll be a learning experience –
that’s cool. Have fun with it; nobody expects you to be a sex god the first time.
So once again the solution is: Go hit on more girls.

This girl just told me, “Let’s just be friends”.
Sucks, but move on and talk to more girls.
Your only power is the ability to do your own thing. You can’t make a girl want to fuck you if
she’s said explicitly she wants to be friends. “If I had another girl I was banging, would I care that
this girl only wants to be friends?” What if I had 2 girls I was banging?”
Course not, you’d already be getting sex – especially if you had at least two fuckbuddies. The
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friendzone thing would barely even register.
Go outside (or use my Tinder guide) and give yourself some options – even if you don’t have other
girls to bang, just talking to girls will make you feel better.
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This girl I was talking to seemed totally DTF, then changed her
mind last minute.
I know it’s frustrating as hell – especially when you were so close. Do what I said above:
unmatch/block her, then move on and talk to more girls. Use the frustration of her not banging
you as motivation to go talk to 10 more girls – go nuts.
Example: A guy was stressing about a girl he was flirting with and got a number off. They were
hitting it off, she seemed very keen to meet him… and then she just decided she didn’t want to meet
him. He was asking what things he could do or say to get her to change her mind (even though she’d
made it very clear she didn’t want to meet any more). I wrote:
“Don’t stress too much about this – you did everything about as well as you could have done. Some
girls aren’t going to fuck you no matter how perfect things seem, no matter how much they seem into
you. Girls are like a leaf on the wind – they often change direction from moment to moment.
Don’t write anything back to her. She said, “I cannot speak to you any more”. Respect that and move
on – go talk to more girls. There’s 4 billion other girls on the planet for you to talk to.
Again, you did everything right here. Forget her and go hit on the next one.”

I hate women.

I know this isn’t what you’ll want to hear if you hate women, but the only way to hate them less is to
spend more time with them. You’ll eventually come to see women are just like men; there are some
bad ones, some average ones, and some truly amazing ones. You need to give yourself the chance to
meet the amazing ones, and the only way to do that is to – you guessed it – hit on more women.
Over time, you’ll naturally hate women less and less, and will eventually start to like them. I
absolutely detested women (and “female nature”) at the start; that changed, slowly, as I got to know a
few really sweet girls. Do your best to look for the good in women; try your hardest to find examples
of kindness, loyalty and sweetness. There’s plenty of it out there if you try to find it.
Go hit on more girls. It’s ok if you are bitter at the start; that’ll change over time. Try to keep an open
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mind and just trust what I’m telling you: spending time with lots of women will (eventually) solve
your women-hating issues. You’ll find some women are absolute sweethearts; you just have to find
them.
For the longest time, I really hated women – I’ve talked about it here. I hated everything about them,
I totally detested them – I wanted to hate them. But over time I met too many really lovely girls who
softened my heart and wore down my resolve to hate them; really genuinely good, kind people who
wanted the best for me and added a lot to my life. No matter how hard I tried (and I really did try) I
couldn’t hate them. They were just too kind.
Eventually I realised, “If these girls are genuinely good people… maybe there’s other girls who are
good people.” I kept talking to more girls, started actively trying to find the good ones, and started
running away from the bad ones. These days my life is full of only good women – I don’t let myself
dislike any women. If I feel myself starting to dislike a girl when I’m talking to her on Tinder/via
text, I immediately unmatch her and talk to a girl who makes me like her.
If you hate women, your path to hating them less is the same as mine: go hit on more girls.

I’m bad at sex.
Easy one. If you have a girlfriend/fuckbuddy right now, have a lot of sex with her and practice the
stuff I wrote here. But if you don’t have a girl you’re seeing…
Go talk to more girls.
The more girls you date/bang, the more you’ll be able to practice foreplay, sex, making girls orgasm,
etc. Being good at sex just takes practice; like everything else.

You’re seeing a pattern…
Yep – just about every problem you throw at me can be solved with, “Go talk to more girls”.
I could come up with 100 more examples of times where your problem seems unique and different to
the examples above, and you’re convinced it must have a unique answer… but the answer still ends
up being, go talk to more fucking girls.
Don’t be a pussy.
Get off this website and talk to more girls. Right now.
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Do you Actually WANT to Lose your Virginity?
May 6, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
So, do you?
Do you actually want to lose your virginity, or are you comfortable and complacent with being a
virgin? Are you so used to the idea of being a sexless male, you’ve long-since accepted it as
something unchangeable – something that’s just part of who you are?
Let’s go one step further: Do you refer to yourself as a virgin? Are you one of the countless guys
who’s emailed me and started off your email with, “Hi, I’m a virgin” before even telling me your
name – as if being a virgin is the most important part of you? The first thing you tell a stranger;
you’ve made it a core part of who you are?
Some guys even go further and desperately cling onto this label of being a virgin – building their
entire identity around it. It shapes almost every interaction they have with other people (not just
girls); like it’s their cross to bear. That’s what happens if you repeat, “I’m a virgin” to yourself 50
times a day, every day of the week – it becomes who you are. Then when it comes time to actually
lose your virginity, even when you have a really good opportunity to do so with a girl who’s into you,
you chicken out – because it would mean having to give that label up.
I’ve heard plenty of guys joke about, “I’ll be forever alone” or “I’m just destined to be a lifelong
incel.” Only, it’s not a joke – deep down, they really do think that. They really believe there’s no
hope for them.

And I get why you’re doing it. It’s a protective cocoon, an oddly-comforting identity that shields you
from having to work hard to improve yourself (because nobody said transforming yourself was easy).
Or even worse – having to go out there and hit on girls and get rejected (because rejection is
inevitable – we all get rejected).
A lot of virgins I?ve worked with really felt like they had to cut off part of themselves (the ?virgin?
part) ? like they were losing something they?d been hanging onto for the last 10-15 years. For one of
them in particular, there was a weird sort of “grieving” that happened when he finally got his first lay.
There were a lot of emotions he had to process, and he realised, “It’s like a chapter of my life has
closed. I’m not sure what’s next.”
You need to ask yourself this question: ?If I don?t have my virginity, then what do I have??
The answer to that might be, “I don’t have much at all….” Ok, let’s fix that, right now. Start
improving yourself – start here. Then make some friends. Hit the gym. Find some hobbies you enjoy,
try new things. Take baby steps and make yourself a little more awesome each day.
Start with my Tinder guide – it’s 130,000 words, it’s free, I’ve written it with virgins in mind. Yes,
even if you’re a virgin, you can literally use it to get laid – I lay out every single step from improving
your looks, taking photos, exactly what to message girls, how to go on dates (even if you’ve never
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been on one before), how to kiss, how to have foreplay and sex – even how to keep girls around
afterwards. You have no excuses.
Or, hit me up for coaching – I’ve pushed several guys to lose their virginity now; one was in his
30’s and had never been laid. 6 weeks after first seeing me he got his first lay. So it’s not impossible
for you, at all – you just need to take action.
Just do something, right fucking now.
Whatever excuses you might have for not losing your virginity – I’ve already covered them in I Can’t
Get Laid Because… I don’t care if you’re short, ugly, fat, poor, Asian or whatever other excuse is
holding you back. I don’t care if you think it’s “too late for you“. Even if you feel like it’s totally
hopeless, it’s not. Decide you’re going to lose your virginity, and then do whatever it takes to lose
it.
One guy I was friends with on the Good Looking Loser Forums was sick of being a virgin – it was
absolutely destroying his self-esteem and self-worth. I told him to just go see an escort, and then
report back when he’d done that. 2 days later he came back and said, “I am no longer a virgin. I saw
an escort.” That’s the definition of doing whatever it takes to lose it. He went on to have another
10 lays that year – once the label of “virgin” was removed, he was able to go all-in on getting laid
and give it everything he had.
If your virginity is bothering you that much, go see an escort – just so you can get rid of the label. If
you’re against the idea for moral reasons, that’s cool. But if you’re against it solely for ego reasons
(“I’m too good to see an escort, not even once”), which is more important: Your ego, or no longer
being a virgin?
On another note, I know this will blow your mind, but some girls will like the fact you’re
inexperienced. Radical thought, I know – especially when you’ve probably spent several years
brainwashing yourself into believing no girl will ever find me attractive. But yep, some girls will like
the idea of getting to explore sex with you, being able to see your excitement as you try different
things for the first time. 2 of my coaching clients who were very inexperienced have already met a
couple girls now who are excited by the fact they’re new to sex.
So don’t make excuses, and don’t let your virginity hold you back. Every guy can lose it.
You just have to want it bad enough.
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When I had Unrealistic Standards, I Didn’t Get Laid
[Storytime with Andy]
May 6, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Cover image by Glenn Carstens-Peters.
Let’s take a trip done memory lane to the time in 2017 I wasn’t banging any new girls, despite giving
it everything I had.
At the time, I still had 2 fuckbuddies I was seeing semi-regularly, but what I really wanted – to meet
new girls – just wasn’t happening for me. I was getting more and more frustrated, and starting to feel
like I couldn’t get laid and there was nothing I could do. I was trying like hell – talking to tonnes of
girls, getting rejected a shittonne, but it just didn’t seem to be resulting in any bedroom shenanigans.
I hit on more than 300 girls out on the street (“cold approaching”), but slept with none of them. I
felt like the world was against me, like Lady Luck had abandoned me, like all the females on Earth
had conspired against me to stop me from getting any more lays.
Truth was, it was my own damn fault – my standards were totally unrealistic. I was only hitting on
the hottest girls (we’re talking gym-bunnies, girls with perfect bodies; girls who could be Instagram
models) and nobody else. And the average or cute girls who were into me, I ignored or outright
dumped, just to boost my own ego.
I posted this on the Good Looking Loser Forums in March 2017. As always, any parts in blue are
direct quotes from the old post I initially wrote.

Admitting I’m Not Getting Laid:
I’m still seeing “X” the ex-virgin, as well as my African fuckbuddy.
But… I haven’t had any new girls in 6 months now (excluding online). I’ve gone on like 15 dates
where I make out with the girl but don’t see her for a 2nd date (more on that in a minute). In my last
300 approaches I haven’t gotten laid once. That’s INSANE. You can say it’s random bad luck, but
300 approaches without a lay is a decent sample size to say, “What I’m doing obviously isn’t
working”. Especially when you compare it to my first 124 approaches – I got laid 4 times. 1 in every
31 approaches.
“Healthyadda” is on the same course – his last 100 approaches he hasn’t gotten laid. We’ve had
many many many conversations about it over the last few weeks then finally it hit us: we’ve been
approaching girls who are ridiculously hot. AND, even worse, we’re not giving the girls who want to
fuck us (ie average girls) a chance. Like we’ll walk around for an hour, walk past 100 “cute” girls and
only talk to the absolute hottest women we see. We are ONLY talking to the best of the best: girls
with model good looks, super fit bodies, plenty of makeup, girls who absolutely know they’re hot
shit.
It’s been fun, we both agree. Hitting on super-hotties is fun as fuck, especially when you get
numbers, and get a few out on dates. And make out with some. Making out with a super-hottie is fun
as fuck. But it’s not getting laid.
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We listened to Good Looking Loser’s videos on “lower your standards” and god damn, it’s like he
was speaking directly to us.
“If you’re not getting laid, your standards are probably what’s preventing you from getting laid”
“You pass up a lot of girls because you don’t want to fuck them. But the thing is, they might want to
fuck you.”
“You look at average girls, and you think, ‘Hmmm, she’s ok. I could definitely fuck her.’ But you
don’t actually make a move.”
That last quote hit me the hardest. Healthyadda and I will walk past cute/average girls and say to
each other, “I’d bang her”. The other person will say, “Yeah I agree, I’d bang her”. Then we walk
right past her and look for the next super-hottie to actually hit on. We walk past like 200 bangable
girls a day to only approach 5-10 hot girls.
More importantly, I’m ignoring the girls who are really into me. I went through my phone and there’s
15 girls in the last 3 months who were REALLY into me, and made it REALLY obvious they
liked me. And those are just the ones I’ve kept on my phone – there’s probably more girls I’m
forgetting. But I didn’t see them for a 2nd or 3rd date because they were bangable but not super hot. I
am absolutely 100% sure I could have banged at least 7 or 8 of those 15 girls. But I didn’t even try. I
cared more about my ego than getting laid.
I guess I didn’t realise I’d rejected so many girls, I thought it was only one or two…
The more girls I reject, the more girls I turn down for the most ridiculous reasons (Healthyadda
recently told me I’m absolutely “ruthless”, and I have to admit he’s right)… somehow rejecting girls
makes me feel like I’m more special, I’m more amazing, I’m more attractive. It’s like, “Look at all
these girls I’m turning down, I must be high-value”.
Hell I even had 2 fuckbuddies I stopped seeing for literally no reason other than because it made me
feel powerful to reject them.
But then after a while you’re sitting there alone not getting laid when you could have been. Exactly
like Good Looking Loser did in his early 20’s. I’m a fucking retard for repeating the same pattern,
given I’d already read all his articles about lowering your standards. Guess we have to walk our own
path & make our own mistakes.
But now I want to get laid.
When I think back to my first 4 cold approach lays, 1 of them was hot but the other 3 were average.
Definitely fuckable, none of them were fat, but average as heck. And all 3 of those girls were
REALLY into me and made it pretty damn easy to fuck them. I didn’t even know what I was doing
and I still banged ’em.
It felt SO EASY to get laid back then, and now it feels impossible – despite me being MUCH better
at approaching (I was a nervous, quivering, stuttering, nervous mess back then). It’s really getting me
down.
So Healthyadda and I have made a promise to each other we’ll do only average-but-bangable girls on
our next 100 approaches to see what happens.
More importantly, I’m making a promise to myself not to reject girls for stupid reasons.
I think part of me was angry at all the girls who rejected me, so I wanted to reject some back. Like a
stupid revenge game. “Cutting off my own nose to spite the face.”
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What the fuck, Andy.

True to my word, after I posted that, I started going all-in on actually getting laid. I lowered my
standards, stopped rejecting cute girls just because they weren’t supermodels, and made it my
mission to actually get laid.
2 weeks later I got had sex with a new girl (you’ll need to make an account to view that). And then
8 days later, another new girl. 3 weeks later, another. This really was a big turning point for me – I
went on to have a hell of a lot more lays after that (especially once I tried Tinder), and the rest is
history.
Moral of the story: Don’t be “too good” to get laid with average or cute girls. Have more realistic
standards (lower them a bit), go talk to some cute girls, and go get laid. Lowering your standards
means you will eventually be able to raise them and bang hotter girls.
Especially if you’re a newbie – you should do whatever it takes to get laid, and always keep an open
mind.
You’ll find average-looking girls are often total sweathearts who’ll bring a lot of joy to your life –
and often blow your fucking mind in the bedroom.
Go out there and get laid, cowboy.
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Anxiety Doesn’t Go Away (You Just Stop Caring)
May 6, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
One myth a bunch of guys have is that when you get to a point where you’ve gotten laid a lot, you’ll
have absolutely zero approach anxiety and zero nerves around women in general. Lemme burst your
bubble: Anxiety never fully goes away – even after 50+ lays.
But you know what does come with all those lays, all that experience, all those struggles, and all
those victories? A complete and utter lack of fucks given.

Even after all my lays, and my 1000+ cold approaches (hitting on girls during the daytime), I still
feel anxiety when I see a girl I want to talk to. I just don’t give a fuck. I’ve felt that anxiety 1000+
times (plus another 2000+ times while I did this “approach anxiety program”. Plus tens of thousands
more times on online dating.) At this point, feeling the anxiety is literally boring – my mind
immediately says, “Oh look, anxious again, just like every single other time. Cool, I’ll go hit on her
now.” I literally ignore the anxiety.
Ask any guy who’s gotten laid a tonne and he’ll tell you the exact same thing – the anxiety doesn’t
necessarily go away; you just stop caring.
Now, lemme make it clear: anxiety does diminish with experience – after 50+ lays, you’re nowhere
near as nervous as you were at the start. But it never fully goes away; it’ll always be there under the
surface, to some extent.
This extends to pretty much everything I’ve gotten good at. I’m nervous when I do a photoshoot,
despite being a professional photographer for years now. I just feel the anxiety, say to myself, “Well
yeah of course I’m nervous; I’m always nervous.” And I get on with the job.
I’m nervous about most of my coaching client calls – probably 25% of the time. And if it’s a new
client I haven’t met before, I’m anxious 100% of the time. Again, I can’t care any more – I’ve been
nervous for coaching calls so many times it doesn’t affect me any more.
Your mission isn’t to overcome your anxiety; because it may always be there. Your only mission is to
embrace the anxiety, keep facing it each time, and eventually you’ll just stop caring about it. You
can be full of anxiety, even doubt, and still find success. Lord knows I’ve been a neurotic, anxious
mess and still gotten shit done.
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I even sometimes have performance anxiety in the bedroom, despite all my lays and all my
experience with BDSM, 3somes, fetishes and the like. There are times I worry about doing a good
job, or worry the sex won’t be great. But again, I don’t really give a fuck. I’ve experienced anxiety
in the bedroom hundreds of times at this point, so every time it comes up, it’s literally boring – I just
accept the anxiety and then kinda forget it’s even there.
Even people who do public speaking talk about anxiety never completely going away. Just because
they’ve given 100 or 1000 public speeches, doesn’t mean they’re some perfect “alpha”. Nobody’s
perfect.
Artists who’ve already had their work in multiple art galleries get nervous before a new unveiling.
Even fucking Eminem had crippling stage anxiety he had to self-medicate away with alcohol.
For public speakers, for performers, even for celebs: The nerves will probably always be there to
some extent – they just stopped giving a shit a long time ago. And the way to stop giving a shit is
to just embrace the fact you suck, embrace the fact you’re nervous, and be ok with it. You’re only
human, after all.
Go out there and talk to some girls – even if you’re anxious. Stop letting anxiety be a reason not to
talk to women; you’ll get better at dealing with it the more you practice.
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Aiming High Means Falling Far
May 6, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
I’ve noticed a tonne of guys read self-improvement websites like mine, buy books on achieving their
goals, listen to podcasts and watch videos and do everything they can to soak up as much knowledge
as possible. They study for ages, often getting caught up reading this stuff for weeks, months and
sometimes years – never actually starting their goals. They’re essentially just procrastinating.
I’ve talked about diving in and taking action being far more beneficial than sitting around studying,
reading and learning. Sure, knowledge helps – but at the start, you need to just dive right in and get
started; you can study your books and sites and guides once you’re already taking action.
I think this procrastination/avoidance comes from a fear of failure. It’s a fear of rejection, a fear of
fucking up, a fear of doing something “wrong”. It’s fear-avoidance. “If I just gather as much
knowledge as I can first, then I’ll know all the pitfalls to avoid, and I won’t have to worry about
looking foolish.”
It’s also a fear of straying from the herd; a fear of making a mistake and then being called out on it by
everyone else/society at large. It’s a fear of sticking out like a sore thumb.
But you guys reading this have to remember, you’re not an average person. The fact you care about
self-improvement and want to better yourself already means you’re part of a small, select group.
You’re a high-achiever (even if you haven’t achieved your goals yet – you’ll get there). In order to
hit those great heights you’re destined for, you’re going to fail many many many times – sometimes
miserably.
It’ll suck. It’ll hurt. It’ll be embarassing, often humiliating, and sometimes you’ll want to run back
home with your tail tucked between your legs and hide until the blankets. Girls will reject you and
it’ll suck. You’ll fail lifts at the gym and it’ll suck. You’ll spend $300 on a bunch of new outfits only
to have people tell you they don’t suit you, and it’ll suck. You’ll cheat on your diet and it’ll suck.
You’ll fail a million times at your career and it’ll suck.
Failure is part of life. You can’t hide from it if you want to be a successful person. The average
person spends his/her entire life running from failure, avoiding it, being terrified of it – and living a
life of shitty complacency.
The mass of men live lives ofquiet desperation.
Henry David Thoreau
And I get why the average person is happy being complacent – it’s easy. It’s secure. The path is
already laid out for you; you just have to follow it. Find an average-looking woman, have averagelooking kids, be average with your health and average with your career, die at an average age and
have an average number of people attend your funeral. None of that is hard; it kinda just happens
with absolutely zero effort.
In contrast, pushing yourself is fucking hard; it takes a hell of a lot of effort. We’ve set some crazy
goals for ourselves here – stuff the average person could never even contemplate, let alone be
arrogant (and ballsy) enough to actually attempt.
Sitting on your couch eating Doritos is infinitely easier than anything we talk about on here.
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Improving yourself opens you up to failure – you’re vulnerable. And vulnerability can be fucking
scary. Being average means you never have to be vulnerable, or take a risk, or look like an idiot. You
never have to fall.

But if you want an above-average life, then failures are inevitable. Failures are unavoidable if you
want to reach your goals. You’re going to fuck up, no matter how hard you try. Especially if you
embrace the idea that this is all just a big experiment, and you need to carve your own path. You’re
essentially straying from the beaten path and forging your own destiny; you’re travelling into the
unknown without a map to guide you. You’re going to fuck up, and that’s ok.
In all my years of mentoring guys, giving advice and coaching, I’ve put a hell of a lot of effort into
trying to figure out exactly what the “secrets to success” are. And there’s only one that keeps coming
up. Nothing else really seems to matter but this:
Just never fucking quit.
That’s it.
It’s not “don’t make mistakes”.
It’s not “avoid looking silly.”
It’s not “never fall from grace”.
The only thing you need to keep in your brain is: “As long as I never quit, I will eventually be
successful.“
Failing is fine – you just need to pick yourself up and carry on. Embrace failure. Embrace rejection.
Just don’t quit, and I promise you, no matter how many times you stumble, you’ll eventually reach
your destination. And you’ll be a whole lot better for the journey – you’ll be a more battle-hardy,
well-rounded man.
What doesn’t kill you will only make you stronger.
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3some with Sunflower Girl [Storytime with Andy]
May 7, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
(Yes, I know the cover image of this post isn’t a sunflower, but I don’t have any sunflower pics on
my hard drive…)

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
Another archive of a past sexy story; this one is from August 2018, originally posted on the Good
Looking Loser Forums.
This was my 4th 3some, set up by my girlfriend. She found a girl on Tinder, messaged her with a
copy-paste template I gave her, and we met up for some shenanigans. If you’re curious, the template
is:
Hey, you’re very cute. I’m [your girl’s name]. I’m looking for something very specific on here.
I’ve been exploring myself with this guy in the bedroom, and I thought it would be a lot of fun to fool
around with another girl together. Do you have much experience, or is it something you’d like to
explore?
[Respond to her message]. What do you like to do for fun?
[Respond to her message]. I’m into [hobbies your girl is into].
What part of [your city] are you from? I live in [where your girl lives], he lives in [where you live].
(His name is [your name].)
[Respond to her message]. You seem cool, we should all grab a drink together & see if we click.
What’s your number? I’ll send you some photos of him too.
I’ve started writing a How to Have 3somes guide; I’ll cover how to get a girl you’re dating to find
other girls for you to play with together.
Usual caveat: Everything below was written back when my mindset on women was different (I’ve
talked about that here). So if some of this sounds different to the usual me, that’s why. As always,
any parts in blue are direct quotes from the old post I initially wrote.

Had another 3some.
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This one was a girl my girlfriend found from Tinder.
Met her in public, walked her straight back to mine, fucked her with my girlfriend. I have a mate
staying with me and he could only leave the apartment for an hour, so we rushed things a bit.
She was MUCH less attractive in person. I know she looks hot as hell in the pic she sent above, but
in person she didn’t look anything like that.
Still fun, sex was still good, but holy fuck her personality was awful. She swore nonstop, in a really
crass way. She kept bragging non-stop about how many guys she’s fucked (in that really “try-hard”
way some people do when they’re trying to show off, like she was competing against us to see who’d
had more sexual experience). She must have brought it up like 5 different times – it just reeked of
trying too hard. She was really bad at being submissive. She was unintelligent and didn’t get a single
one of my jokes (I can’t stand people who don’t have even a decent sense of humour). Like, I’d say a
joke and she’d just act like I’d said a normal serious sentence. It was so weird.
She also wasn’t really a nice person, at all – she just wasn’t pleasant to be around.
Neither my girl nor I want to see her again. Good learning experience for my girl though. Now she
knows she can get laid (with girls) on tinder.
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So – not the best experience ever, but the sex was pretty fun at least, and more importantly, my
girlfriend and I learned something. We learned we didn’t want to just rush into 3somes
immediately without at least hanging out with a girl for 15-30 minutes first, to make sure we actually
clicked with her. We met this girl and took her straight back to my apartment (within about 3 minutes
of meeting her), and didn’t really give ourselves a chance to decide if she was cool or not.
Even though it wasn’t our best 3some, you can still take something away from this post: Getting
your girl to find other girls isn’t that hard. Just get her to set her Tinder to bisexual or lesbian, get
her to message every girl with the copy-paste template above, and some of the girls will end up
meeting you for some sexy sex.
This was the first 3some where we’d done it like this (my girlfriend going onto Tinder) – the previous
3somes were with a friend of hers, and two girls I was already banging. She was incredibly nervous
(terrified) of doing it at the start, and very scared of rejection. If your girl wants to try this with you,
just give her plenty of reassurance when she inevitably gets turned down by a few girls. Tell her
rejection is normal, it doesn’t mean she’s doing anything wrong – she just needs to play the numbers
game.
Oh, and why did we call her sunflower girl? Because she had a cool sunflower tattoo.
Any questions, comment below.
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Best Of – My First 100 Articles
May 8, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
So, I’ve written 100 articles (between this site and my second site – KYIL-extra.com).
Why am I sharing this? As 3 of my clients & several of my friends have pointed out to me, I’m not
always great at giving myself credit for things. Hell, I even wrote Don’t Be a Cunt to Yourself for
myself more than anyone else. 100 articles down and yet there’s still this sense that I haven’t really
done much. 100 articles down and I still feel like I could do so much better than this crap. 100
articles down and I still feel like a lazy bastard.
So I’m writing this to give myself proof that I’ve actually done a pretty decent job so far and written
a lot of articles I’m really proud of. Think of this as me trying to be nice to myself.
It’s taken a hell of a lot of slaving, a crazy amount of stress, a fucktonne of long nights and a shitload
of self-doubts. I’ve come a long way – I remember the first 10 articles I wrote, I had to get my
girlfriend to read them before I could bring myself to hit Publish. I’d ask her, “Reckon it’s ok? Is it
shit? Should I publish it?” God I was so adorable back then.
The following are a few of the articles I’m most proud of, and why:

How to Get Laid on Tinder (Series)
My magnum-opus; clocking in at over 130,000 words. I poured my heart and soul into this, spending
about a year piecing it all together. It’s fucking huge.
I’m really happy with how much detail I’ve gone into. An absolute newbie can pick it up, put it all
into practice, and start getting laid – even if you’re an obese 35yo virgin. It covers absolutely every
single aspect of self-improvement and making yourself a decent prospect for sex. I dive into using all
the dating apps, messaging girls, dealing with rejection and setting up dates. Then I cover absolutely
every aspect of the dates.
I went into so much detail about sex itself – how to make a move, foreplay, sex, rough sex/BDSM,
what to do afterwards. And my favourite part of the entire series has to be the retention part. It’s the
part I’m most proud of, and I feel like it’s the part that will prove most helpful to the most number
of guys. Apart from BlackDragonBlog, there aren’t really any resources on the net on how to keep
girls around after you’ve banged them. I’m 100% confident I have the most comprehensive, best
retention guide on the internet right now. If you find a better one, show me.
I’m also proud of writing this series because it taught me something I never thought I’d say – writing
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130,000 words isn’t really that hard. It’s made me excited to get started on the next few long-form
guides I’ll be writing.

What to Do When You Feel Hopeless and Helpless
Scroll down to the comments section on this Hopeless and Helpless article – there are some
amazing comments there. A couple guys poured their hearts and souls out and were incredibly
vulnerable and honest. One even went on to see me for a counselling session and I can report he’s
taken the first couple of steps to improving himself. Bloody awesome.
I really like the article itself too – it’s a topic I’ve personally had to deal with, and my girlfriend has
also dealt with her own hopelessness a lot. I really like the video I posted in that article – it had a
huge effect on my girlfriend and some of my coaching clients.
Of all the articles I’ve written, this one probably had the biggest impact on me (mostly from the
comments section).

Give Yourself Permission to Suck
Of course this would have to be on the list; it’s the very first article I wrote. I was really struggling to
actually start this damn website – I was overthinking what I should write about, stressing about
whether anyone would every actually read anything I wrote. I had 100 ideas of what I should write,
but none of them seemed good enough. I was stuck.
In the end, I had to just force myself to write something – and I did that by saying, “Ok fuckface, you
have 1 hour to publish an article. Go.” I ended up writing a meta article about how to start things
when you’re terrified to take that first step, using one of my core principles: “It’s totally ok to suck at
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the start.” That idea of being ok with sucking at the start has become a running theme of my website,
underpinning almost everything I write – especially the articles I write specifically for inexperienced
guys.
If you’re struggling to start, read my follow-up article: How to Start Anything.

My Transformation
I needed to write this one; quite a few mates and coaching clients pushed me early on to detail my
past struggles and how I overcame them. I’ve gotten a lot of coaching clients just from this article
alone; guys who read my story and realise they can do exactly what I’ve done.
And here’s an article detailing my depression and how I overcame it; hopefully that’ll help a lot of
peeps too.

Proof.
Another much-needed article. The forum that was the birth of my self-improvement efforts (Good
Looking Loser) has always been very big on showing proof of your claims (in getting laid, in making
money, in all achievements) – nobody just takes somebody’s word for it.
There’s too many exaggeraters and bullshitters on the internet; the world doesn’t need one more.
Though it took me a bloody long time to write it all up, I added the majority of my lay stories from
the last couple of years, as well as a bunch of pics and vids.
After all, if you can’t see proof that what I’m saying actually works for me, how can you be sure it’d
work for you?
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It?s ?You and Me?, not ?You vs Me?
Another one of my cornerstone articles; this set the foundation of all the articles about honesty I’ve
written since. It really seemed to resonate with people (lots of comments on there, and quite a few
private emails from people thanking me for writing it.)
At the time, I didn’t think it was all that important an article; I was just sharing some of my story
from Mr Dickhead to Mr Decent Human Being. In hindsight it’s obvious why it had a big impact; for
a lot of guys, I’m the first person who’s ever given them permission to be honest and open with girls.
In short, I’m giving people permission to be decent people.
The reaction is caused (especially all the private emails I got) made me decide to add Honesty as a
heading to my site, and started taking my site in that direction. I’ve gone on to write a lot more
content specifically about honesty and truthfullness, and I made the very conscious decision to make
my site all about teaching guys how to be ethical players.
Without this article, none of my content about honesty would exist.

There is No Such Thing as ?Alpha?
Oh yeah, I bloody love this one. I spent so much time and energy trying to be “Mr Strong Alpha”. I
was terrified of any girl ever thinking I was weak or “beta”. I shyed away from every opening up or
letting myself be vulnerable. I became a complete neurotic mess, constantly over-analysing my every
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move, my every word, even my posture – for fear of ever being “not Alpha enough”.
When I finally let all that go, life opened up for me – it was like I could finally breathe for the first
time in years. I actually started getting laid more – because I was less focused on trying to be alpha,
and more focused on trying to actually stick my penis in vaginas.
If this article saves even a handful of dudes from years of alpha nonsense and overthinking I had to
go through, my mission will be complete and I can be beamed back up to the mothership.

Honesty is an Ideal You Work Towards
With all my pushing towards honesty, I was acutely aware of the fact that some guys would see it as
“too much”. Even if they wanted to be deeply honest with women, maybe it’d just be too much of a
leap to go from never opening up to girls, to being completely 100% “autistically-honest” with them.
I wrote this to show you it’s cool if you’re nowhere near “autistically-honest” just yet; all you have to
do is be as honest as you possibly can be. If that means you lie sometimes, that’s ok. If that means
you hide the truth and avoid vulnerability, that’s ok too. Just practice honesty a little each day, and
over time you’ll get to the point I’m at where I’m 100% honest.
And on that note, it took me a bloody long time to get to this point. Years. So don’t beat yourself up
if you’re not 100% honest yet; you’ll get there.
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Eventually You?ll End Up Settling Down
This is hands-down my favourite article to go back and read. I love the style in which I wrote it (kind
of “poetic” and easy-to-read). And I love the message: that even though chasing girls and getting laid
seems like the most important thing in the universe to you right now, even though you can’t even
fathom a time in which it wouldn’t be all you think about and dream about… there will come a day
when something else is more important to you.
I wrote it as if I was speaking to my past self. As if the wiser version of myself was putting his hand
on younger me’s shoulder and saying, “I know you don’t believe me, but one day you’ll grow up,
kid.” I was always the stubborn, arrogant youthful kid who thought he “knew better than all those old
farts”.
How wrong I was.
The idea of settling down/moving on from chasing pussy is one of the most important ideas I’ve
written; yet there’s no comments on that article and it’s hardly my most-read. As one of my older
readers pointed out to me in an email, “I suspect that article will fly over the head of most people –
you only recognise the notion of moving on after you’ve gotten more than your fill of women.”

How to Breakup / End Things Amicably with Girls
A few readers have already told me this article was directly responsible for them immediately
breaking up with girls they were in a very unhappy relationship with. One of my clients even ended
things with a girl he’d had feelings for for ages, but it wasn’t going to work out and it was only just
hurting him. I’m damn proud of his emotional maturity – he’s come a hell of a long way since I first
met him.
It’s funny, because some of my articles like this one just seem like “throwaway” articles to me. As in,
I perceive that I didn’t put all that much effort into them; they were just short articles where I wanted
to quickly get out an idea from my head and move on. I’m constantly surprised by the fact many of
the articles I think are meaningless have a decent impact. And vice versa, articles I think will be wellreceived don’t get all that much fanfare.
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Why Your Tinder Pics Suck! (And How to Fix Them)
To this day, this article gets more hits from Google searches than any other (as of May 2020, about
100 hits a day). I’ve never even thought about SEO or Google rankings at any point since I started
this website; so it’s cool as hell to me that anyone even finds my site from Google searches.
On that note, 95% of my traffic comes from word-of-mouth/people knowing me through other sites I
give advice on. At this point in time I have no interest in SEO; I’m a stubborn bastard and SEO just
seems geeky/stupid to me. I’d rather focus on producing the best, most-helpful content I can;
traffic/views can take care of itself.
The article itself was fun as hell to write – I spent a few weeks going through 1000+ profiles of guys
to get a sense of what they were doing right vs wrong (in my opinion). It was pretty eye-opening; you
might think girls have a tonne of options on Tinder, but the truth is most guys fucking suck. As long
as you’re above-average or better, you’re doing well.

Life is a Process of Trying on Different Hats (Kill Your Inner
Loser)
Much like the article you’re reading now, Life is a Process of Trying on Different Hats was a look
back at where I’d come from. It was a chance for me to take a break, have a breather, and give myself
credit for all the different things I’ve worked on and achieved.
More importantly, I wrote it for all the guys who fall into the trap of “pigeon-holing” themselves. ie,
assuming “I’m not [a certain type of guy]; therefore, I can’t do what those guys do.” Eg, “I’m not a
player; therefore, I can’t get laid a lot.” That’s absolute bullshit – when you look at how many
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different types of people I’ve “roleplayed” during my lifetime, you’ll see the notion of pigeon-holing
is absolute bullshit.
You can be anything – and anyone – you want. As long as you’re willing to work for it.

I Can?t Get Laid Because?
If I had a dollar for every time someone has said, “Andy, you only get laid because you’re tall“, I’d
have 24 billion quadrillion dollars. I got sick of hearing the same lame excuses from 500 different
guys like, “I’m too short” or “I’m too old” or “I’m Asian” or “I’m not rich”, so I put together this list
to basically say “Shut the fuck up and man the fuck up, or get the fuck off my site.”
Sure, you can have doubts – that’s normal. You can be unsure – that’s normal. But to say “I can never
get laid because [insert excuse]” is really just another way of saying, “I’m happy being a loser and I
don’t want to change.” I covered this concept in: There’s a 95% Chance You Won’t Listen to
Anything I Say.

You Should be Better than Your Idols
I poured a lot into this one, because it was quite a heavy realisation for me. At some point, I realised I
was happy with where I was and all that I’d achieved. No longer did I look at my idols and think,
“Those guys are leagues above me; I could never be like them.” I was looking at them as peers, as
equals – guys who’d achieved things on the same level as what I’d achieved.
When I first had that thought, I instantly reacted with, “Jesus Andy, you’re so fucking conceited!
How dare you think you’re as good as your idols!” But as I thought about it more and more, as I
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looked back on all my achievements (140+ lays, a ridiculous number of 3somes, 100+ articles, many
coaching clients helped) I realised I should give myself some bloody credit for what I’ve done. I
realised I’m worthy of being looked up to.
My mission with this site – as I wrote in that article – is to get you to my level as quickly as possible,
so you have plenty of time to then go on and absolutely obliterate my achievements. I want you to do
things I never could have hoped of doing. I want to look at you and think, “Jesus, that guy absolutely
crushed it. Good fucking job!”
After all, if I can get to a point where I now see my former-idols as peers, you sure as hell can too.

Oh No, You’ve Angered the Gods!
This, along with This is All Just a Big Experiment, are two very important articles for me.
I’ve always sought out truth above all else – I care about honesty, about gaining as much knowledge
as I possibly can, about learning all that I could possibly learn. My life’s purpose (the meaning of my
life) is to gain as much knowledge as I can about as many topics as I can – that’s why I was put on
this Earth.
It’s the reason I started this blog – to share everything I’ve learned, from the good to the bad and the
ugly. I share what’s worked for me, what hasn’t, what’s worked for my clients and my friends and
other people I know. I don’t talk about things I have no experience with, and at no point do I purport
to “have all the answers”.
Other people on the net – particularly people who are experts in their field – tend to be very
headstrong and I guess arrogant with their opinions. “My way works; therefore it is the only way that
works. Everybody else is wrong.” They take this a step further and say, “If anybody else has an
opinion different to mine, I’ll tell you in 20 paragraphs why they’re wrong.”
I wrote Oh No You’ve Angered the Gods and This is All Just a Big Experiment to counter this idea. I
know my methods/ideas work and will most likely work for you too. But they might not work for you,
or you might find a method that works better than my advice – I’m not so fucking arrogant I think my
way is the only way.
I’m also very cautious to “throw the baby out with the bathwater”. People have asked me multiple
times now, “Why do you talk positively about The Red Pill and tell people to read The Rational
Male, when you yourself debate some of their ideas?”
Just because I don’t agree with everything someone says, doesn’t mean I’ll discredit all their work &
ignore the parts that are clearly of merit. I seek the truth, remember – and despite all my
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disagreements with pickup artists/The Red Pill/etc, they also speak a hell of a lot of truth.

Kino and Escalation During the Corona Crisis
If you want to see the light-hearted, “silly Andy” – go read this.
And jesus was it fun to write. I mocked the concept of “Alpha”, lockdown laws during the 2020
corona bullshit, and I had a lot of fun in the process. It’s even got some amazing artwork by me – I’m
an artist.

Immy?s Thoughts: What Honesty is Like for a Girl (From a
Girl?s Perspective)
I like this one – but then, I’m biased. It was written by my girflriend, and was the first guest post I
had on my site. I had a few concerns with this one, like “What if guys dislike me having a girl write
for what is predominantly a masculinity site?” Then I thought, “That’s utter bullshit, if someone
doesn’t like it they can suck my dick.”
It ended up being a pretty decent article, and I think she shared some interesting insights. Not bad for
her first effort. She went on to write Immy’s Thoughts: On Being Alpha, and contibuted a few
paragraphs to my Tinder guide too.
She wants to share more on my site in future, and when I start my podcast in the future, she’ll be my
first guest. We’ll cover non-monogamy, 3somes, jealousy, self-improvement, and a whole lot more.
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Andy?s Guide to Fixing Erectile Dysfunction (ED) &
Performance Anxiety
Pretty happy with this one; I think I have a hell of a lot of unique insights into dealing with ED and
performance anxiety. Particularly “Give yourself permission not to have sex with her” and “Stop
overthinking it and just take some bloody Viagra”. I also wrote a follow-up article: Blindfolds; The
Secret Cheat Code for When You?re Nervous.
One assumption a lot of dudes make is, “I bet guys who get laid a lot never deal with erectile
dysfunction!” Whilst being more confident absolutely lowers performance anxiety, you’re also
having more sex – so there’s more opportunities for erectile dysfunction to rear its floppy head.
I still sometimes have ED even to this day – even after all my lays. Sometimes I’m stressed as hell
from life, sometimes I’m tired and exhausted, sometimes I just had sex earlier that day, sometimes
I’m too distracted by something else, and sex is the last thing I feel like doing. ED isn’t something to
be ashamed about; it’ll happen every now and then, so just refer back to my guide and you’ll be fine.

Storytime with Andy: My Girlfriend Takes a Girl?s Virginity
(Nike Girl)
This one was a lot of fun just for the story itself. My girlfriend and I had joked about her taking a
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girl’s virginity – we’d talked about it for about 6 months or so. I’d banged quite a few virgins myself
at that point (15+), and had told her about most of them. She was intrigued, and really liked the idea
of being gentle and kind and a “mentor” to an inexperienced girl.
Fast forward a few months and by chance she matched with a cute 18yo virgin on Tinder who was
bisexual. They talked for a week and the girl met up with my girl and I. I’d told my girl to take the
lead the entire time – I was really just there to help and ensure everything was fun for both of them.
It ended up being some fucking fun sex (I had sex with her too, obviously). Afterwards my girlfriend
and I were damn happy we had a really cool story to share (not that girls go out and tell all their other
friends about their latest notch… that’s more a guy thing.) The girl ended up being a total sweetheart
and got attached to my girl, which my girl found very endearing. We liked her quite a lot.

Musings of a Non-Completionist
This is one of my favourite articles to go back and read; along with Eventually You’ll End Up Settling
Down. I wrote it in that same “poetic”, “romantic” writing style.
Read it and you’ll get a sense of just how much I love writing. Well, not writing – sharing ideas. I
followed up with the article, Why I Write for This Site.

Musings of a Non-Completionist 2: The Hustle
I really enjoyed writing this; it felt like a nice ramble, just like the article above. At the time I was
struggling a bit with balancing full-time work with my coaching business + writing for this site; there
were quite a few moments where I was feeling overwhelmed.
If I’m honest, I also enjoy struggling to overcome difficulties and then eventually having that
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breakthrough moment. I love a good underdog story; that’s probably why I’ve chosen to build this
website around concepts like, “No matter how low you are right now, you can turn it all around.” I’ve
actively screened for underdogs, particularly with my coaching – the guys I put the most effort into
are the guys who are virgins or have a lot of self-improvement to do.
And on a happy note, I’ve quit my job at that warehouse – I’m now all-in with coaching. Right
now I’m living off savings and earnings from my coaching business, but I’m not too far off being
able to pay all my bills from coaching. I’m really fucking happy.

Pump Out a Tonne of Content (and Some of it Will be Gold)
The premise of this article was me giving myself a wild challenge- write 5 articles in 24 hours. It
actually ended up being 5 articles in about 10 hours.
I ended up with a meta-article about the concept of writing/creating just for creation sake, and not
worrying so much about making everything “perfect”. It’s a lesson that’s hard for me to learn; as
many of my friends and even a couple of clients have pointed out, I tend to over-edit my articles and
stress about making them “perfect”.
I find it really fucking hard to let go of that; it’s absolute hell for me to just publish a quick article.
Short articles actually hurt me to publish. As with most things in my life that I’m bad at, I like to run
towards those things and face them head on and conquor them. So if I’m shit at letting go of my
perfectionism, that’s now something I’m choosing to actively overcome.
As I write these words right here right now, I’m actually right in the middle of another challenge;
to write 3 articles in 8 hours. I’ve just succeeded:
1. Getting Laid for Ego Validation is Perfectly Okay
2. Oh No, You?ve Angered the Gods!
3. (This article)
Proof:
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It actually ended up being even less than that – I fucked around for about 2 hours getting lunch,
watching YouTube and procrastinating…
I like giving myself these challenges every now and then; writing can become too “easy” as you build
it into a habit. It’s easy to get complacent and just write an article a day, churning them out with no
real pressure to do anything more than the bare minimum. Challenges like these ones push my
boundaries and show me what’s possible.
You know what? I do feel a better having written this article. I do deserve to give myself credit; I’ve
written some good shit.
Use this article as an example for yourself – take the time every 6 months or so to look back at all
your progress, and give yourself credit for the things you’ve achieved. No matter how small they are,
give yourself a god damn pat on the back. Sometimes in self-improvement, we’re so focused on
looking forward, that we forget to take a look back every once in a while.
Here’s to 100 more articles.
-Andy
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Most Pickup Artists are Theatrical Wizards who Don’t
Actually Want to Get Laid
May 8, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
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Introduction
First things, first: Notice I said “most pickup artists”, not “ALL pickup artists”. I am NOT
denigrating everybody who’s into pickup, or every guy who goes outside with the genuine intention
to talk to and meet girls and get laid/find a girlfriend. This isn’t an attack on pickup artists. What I
care about is guys who aren’t being honest with themselves about what they really want – guys who
lack self-awareness. You’ll understand what I mean as you keep reading.
A huge portion of guys into pickup say they want to get laid/get a girlfriend…. but their actions aren’t
getting them any closer to that goal. Sometimes it’s because they don’t know any better (I’ve lost
count of the number of guys who’ve messaged me saying, “I spent years following pickup material,
and I thought it was helping me… but in all that time I never actually got laid.”) Other times it’s
because they’re outright deceiving themselves, convinced that spending days/weeks/months
“working on a girl” is the fastest track to sex. It isn’t.
Some of these guys pour a ridiculous number of months/years (and energy) into learning pickup
lines, trying to be alpha, memorising the perfect thing to say to anything a girl might ever say,
stressing so much about ever making a mistake. In doing so, they become an autistic robot who’s
stuck in his own head, trying to remember what his pickup teacher told him is the “right” thing to say
– rather than being present with the girl he’s talking to. In short:
They’re more caught up in the game of picking up women, rather than actually fucking women.
Let’s discuss gaming/picking up women, vs actually getting laid. Some guys enjoy the act of picking
up girls (all the stuff that comes before actually having sex), and I totally get that. Other guys (guys
like me) enjoy the actual sex part – our mission is to have sex, not to hunt women. Neither one is
right or wrong; they’re just different preferences. BlackDragon has covered this topic in great detail
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already: Thrill of the Hunt Men vs. Pleasure of Sex Men.
You have to understand most of the content on my site assumes you’re a “pleasure of sex” man.
ie, you enjoy having sex, not “working on a girl” or “making her like you” or “seducing her”. If you
enjoy those things, go for it; but bare in mind it’s not my mission to help you with that.
My mission with this site has always been to save you from wasting years of your life focusing on
things that aren’t actually helping you get laid or be happy. My goal is to get you laid efficiently like
I do, with minimal timewasting. My mission is to cut down on the hunt, and ramp up the cunt. Hehe.
A thrill of the hunt guy (which every pickup teacher is) will care WAY more about “seducing”
women, working on them, using “push/pull” techniques, etc – getting laid is only a side-goal to them.
Getting laid without these games isn’t as satisfying to a thrill of the hunt guy; if sex is too easy and
efficient, they feel like it was… Boring.
The problem is, not everybody is a thrill of the hunt guy – some guys just want to get laid, with
minimal fuss. And the problem comes when thrill of the hunt pickup teachers give getting laid
advice to other people, without realising they themselves care more about the hunt than the actual
dick-in-pussy part. So a newbie comes along to a pickup artist blog/Youtube channel, listens to the
guru, and thinks, “Ok, so if I want to get laid a lot, I have to follow all these rules and use all these
techniques and do all these routines. Getting laid means I have to spend time doing a lot of seduction,
I have to “build rapport”, before I’m “allowed” to stick my dick in her pussy.”
And for guys whose desire is to actually get laid, you’re doing them a massive disservice if you tell
them PUA techniques/games are required in order to get laid. You’re essentially adding in a bunch
of extra, timewasting steps for them – an extra set of hoops they have to jump through before
they can get laid.
You’re making them waste time on techniques which don’t matter, long conversations which don’t
progress things towards sex, weird doctrines and dogma they have to follow. You’re essentially
running a distracting magic trick – “focus on all these techniques, and in the process, completely
forget you wanted to get laid in the first place.”

Cool
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trick, but it’s not moistening up any loveboxes.
You’re also encouraging them to sit at home studying all your material like a nerdy bookworm;
instead of going out there and actually taking action. You’re delaying their progress and wasting
months or years of their lives on things which won’t benefit them and only serve to steer them away
from plentiful pussy.
Again, if you like chasing women and doing all these techniques and playing these games – more
power to you. It’s your life and I want you to be happy above all else; it’s not my place to tell you
what’s right for you. But the majority of guys who start reading this material actually want to get
laid. They then get brainwashed into thinking they need to play all these games when it?s not really
necessary.

A Blessing and a Curse…
Usually the people who start reading pickup artist material are highly intelligent (if you’re into any
self-improvement, you’re probably more intelligent than the average). This intelligence is both a
blessing and a curse, because along with intelligence also comes arrogance and overthinking.
Arrogance in the form of, “If I just learn a little more, study the material a little more, plan a little
more – I can avoid most of the hard, painful work. I can outthink having to put in a huge amount
of effort.“
It’s a subconscious attempt to avoid hitting the gym, dressing better, getting rejected a bunch, making
mistakes, learning as you go. Instead, you’re hoping you can just do some research, ready some
ebooks, and then magically be a super-smooth Casanova once you’ve levelled up your knowledge
enough, like some RPG character.
It doesn’t work like that – all the knowledge in the world doesn’t make you confident to go hit on
girls, because you still haven’t actually hit on any girls yet. You’ll always be nervous about
something you have never done before. You can’t “outlearn” the nervousness. Taking action (hitting
on girls) is the only thing that makes the anxiety fade away.
What ends up happening is guys read all these books and websites, learn all these routines, become
experts at PUA…. but are still too nervous to actually go outside (or go on Tinder) and hit on girls.
So they think, “Damn. I still haven’t fixed my “inner game” – I guess I need to keep working on
that.” Their solution is to keep reading, keep learning, keep studying… aka, keep wasting their time.
They continue to do this for a few more months, and still can’t hit on girls.
This cycle repeats – sometimes for years – until the guy becomes so frustrated he either a) gives up
entirely, thinking there must be something wrong with him; or b) goes hunting for a website/book/etc
that can actually get him laid (taking action).
Your intelligence is also a curse when it comes to overthinking, taking the form of, “If I ever
make a mistake, if I ever get rejected, I need to sit down and analyse what went wrong. I need to
spend hours/days/weeks breaking down the situation, and then I need to plan ahead and make sure it
never happens again – so I can avoid failure.”
Sorry son, failure is inevitable. You cannot avoid it. No matter how intelligent you are, no matter
how much overthinking and over-planning you do, you cannot avoid fucking up again and again.
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And the harder you try to avoid failure, the harder you focus on never making a single mistake with
women, the more neurotic, paranoid and stuck you become – especially when it comes to actually
getting laid.
You’ll develop a pathology – a fear of ever making mistakes. You’ll invent rules you need to stick to,
things you must say to girls, routines you need to use – and in the process you’ll become a weird
autistic robot who doesn’t know how to connect to another human being. A robot who is too scared to
relax and just talk normally, lest he make a single mistake. And if there’s one thing lowers your
chances of getting laid, it’s being weird and robotic. And if there’s one thing that gets you laid, it’s
being a regular, normal human being.
This fear of ever making a mistake or saying the wrong thing is why so many pickup artists focus on
techniques and rules (really, superstitions). It’s why they freak out so much about ever being “beta“.
It’s why they’re so regimental and hardcore with doctrines and dogmas instead of admitting there’s
multiple paths to success – it’s a fear response. They are fearful of making mistakes and looking like
an idiot; pickup routines are an attempt to control the outcome and aim for a 100% success rate
with women.
Thing is, getting laid is random as hell – it’s a numbers game. You are going to fail no matter how
much you try to outthink things. Some girls won’t fuck you, no matter how much you want them to.
You can’t control that – even with all the pickup techniques in the world. You can’t make someone
like you. All you can control is yourself; build yourself into the most awesome version of you you
can ever be, put yourself out there and talk to as many girls as possible.
The only solution is to man up, face rejection head on, and go talk to more girls. Your intelligence
won’t save you from having to get your hands dirty.

Wizadry for Wizadry’s Sake
A mate of mine has a great saying, “Other people aren’t necessarily playing by your rulebook.” I’ve
covered that idea in depth here. What he means by that is sometimes other people have different
rules, difference preferences, different goals – and what you assume they want isn’t necessarily what
they actually want. In other words, it’s arrogant of you to assume what you want is what everyone
must want.
In this case, my goal (and probably your goal too, if you’re here) is to get laid or find a girlfriend. I
see pickup gurus (the teachers, not the students) out there spending hundreds of hours researching
and rehearsing their “perfect lines”, then going out and acting like a pre-scripted robot when they talk
to girls. I think to myself, “God damn, this guy is wasting so much time & energy with his
convoluted routines – he could get laid way more if he dropped all the games and made it his mission
to get laid more efficiently/with less timewasting.”
I have to take a step back and remind myself, most pickup gurus aren’t playing by my rulebook.
They don’t necessarily have the same goal as me. They don’t necessarily want to get laid – they’re
out there to practice their routines, get good at the “push/pull” dance, enjoy the thrill of the hunt and
practice looking smooth. Their goal might not be to have a lot of sex – their goals is probably to get
good at being a pickup artist. It’s solipsistic of me to assume they only want sex with no chasing.
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My mate is a little more blunt. As he puts it:
“Pickup artists are theatrical wizards whose main goal is to improve their theatrics; not to get
laid a lot.”
They are wizards trying to improve their wizadry. Getting laid is a nice bonus; but it’s not necessarily
the main focus. They enjoy the techniques, the “game”, the hunt – they’re not all that bothered what
gets them laid, and certainly not what gets them laid efficiently.
Again, fair enough – if the pickup teachers enjoy doing that, more power to them. I just don’t want to
see any students who genuinely want to get laid, thinking they have to do what the teacher is doing
and learn a bunch of pickup artist stuff in order to meet girls. Because you absolute do not.

An Obsession with Having a Conversation, Rather than Having
Sex
Pickup gurus also teach “the importance of conversation” – as if talking to a girl and having amazing,
smooth conversations is the only way (or even a good way) to have sex with them. I used to engage
in some of this stuff myself – I’d have long conversations where I tried to make girls laugh and make
them like me, thinking that would lead to me getting laid more. Those conversations were fun and
gave me validation and made me feel nice… but they didn’t get me laid. And as I said, my goal was
to actually get laid.
Eventually I grew tired of just talking to girls, and I decided I wanted to actually put my cock in their
pussies. Girls just being nice to me & talking to me no longer gave me the validation & satisfaction I
so desperately craved; I knew that would only come from sticking my doodle in their panty
hamsters. Once you move past wanting just conversations and you start wanting actual sex, you
realise the majority of pickup artist material hinders your chances to of getting laid – it’s just extra
fluff that slows you down significantly and massively gets in your way.
Talking to girls for ages doesn’t get you laid more. Being efficient does – keeping texts to only
logistics, then going on dates and trying to have sex with them. Being more efficient like this (instead
of wasting weeks “making a girl like you”) means you can play the numbers game and hit on a tonne
of girls, and find the ones who will sleep with you. You’ll end up getting laid far more often (this
much), and with infinitely less hassle.
Do you think I could have gotten laid as much as I have if I was spending all that time focusing on
learning routines, “converting girls”, etc? No. I got laid a tonne by slowly improving my looks,
hitting on as many girls as I possibly could, and improving over time.
I’ll say it again: a lot of pickup gurus – and guys who are heavily into PUA material & “game”- don’t
have getting laid as their main goal.
“But Andy, that’s nonsense! Pickup artists are literally obsessed with getting laid. They spend day
and night combing through PUA material, having massive 20-paragraph debates on forums about the
best methods for picking up girls, and they’re out on the streets running “game” on girls multiple
times a week. How can you say they don’t want to get laid?”
Truth is pickup artists are doing everything except actually getting laid. If you’re following PUA
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material and doing all the things they advocate, then you think you’re on the path to having sex… it
feels like you’re making real progress. Technically you are – but really, really, really slowly.
Because every hour you spend on a PUA forum, every hour you spend reading material, practising
your lines, practising faking “confidence”, every hour you waste trying to have “engaging text
conversation” is an hour you’re not actually taking girls out on dates and then inviting them back
to your apartment to have sex with them. If you really do want to have sex, then “getting good at
conversation”, “building confidence” and “working on my inner game” is merely procrastination.
Getting laid isn’t hard. It’s about looking half-decent, then going and talking to as many girls as you
possibly can and trying to have sex with them. “Building rapport” and “running routines” and
“building a connection” and all of that is getting you bogged down in the mud – you’re not moving
any closer to actually shoving your wee wee in her wee wee.
It’s like people who say they want to lose weight – then spend hours/days/weeks/months reading
1000 diet books, researching what supplements to take, coming up with the “perfect” exercise plan,
etc… but never actually stepping on a scale or counting their calories or getting any exercise or
cutting out junk food. They think they’re making progress towards their weight loss goal with all that
research and reading, but the actions they’re taking (or not taking) aren’t bringing them any closer to
success.
They’re just spinning their wheels, going nowhere.

Highlight Reels & a Facade of Success
Pickup teachers also tend to have flashy “sales” websites, flashy YouTube videos of their “infields”
where they kiss girls in public, and all sorts of other window dressing designed to make it appear like
they’re getting laid. Thing is though: how often do they actually show evidence (pics and vids) of
them getting laid? Do they actually get laid, or do you just assume they do, because they have some
videos of them kissing girls in public?
It’s incredibly easy to get girls to kiss you in public, especially drunk in a bar/club. I could go out
tonight and film 20 “infields” of me and my mates kissing girls. In fact, one of my mates has a game
where he walks into clubs and tries to make out with every single girl in there, one after the other –
and 50% of them let him kiss them. He can easily make out with 20 girls in the space of 30 minutes,
and if you saw him doing it, you’d assume he must be banging all those girls (news flash: most girls
will drunkenly kiss you in a club but very few will go home with you, especially since they’re out
with their friends). Getting makeout videos is pathetically easy.
Getting phone numbers is also easy – I’ve gotten hundreds (thousands?) of them at this point – but
the vast majority of girls who give you a number won’t end up sleeping with you (despite what some
gurus will tell you). Youtube videos of a guy getting lots of girls’ numbers only means he’s good at
getting numbers – it does not mean he’s good at actually having sexual intercourse.
If these guys were legit, you’d be seeing videos, pics, etc of them having sex (here’s all of mine). Not
false facades and big words and empty promises.
This is my biggest gripe with a lot of pickup teachers: rather than being uplifting to newbies, they
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depress them with completely unrealistic expectations. Concepts like, “I go out and easily get 20
numbers a day, bro!”
“I makeout with multiple girls a night, so therefore you can assume I’m probably getting laid with all
of them, multiple days a week!”
“You can win any woman – even one with a boyfriend or who’s married – if you just say the right
lines! No girl will ever reject you again!”
A tonne of these gurus create these false expectations that if you study (and pay for) all their pickup
material and just learn all their routines, you’ll never fail. What happens is a newbie goes out to
actually try it and obviously fails to bang every girl he talks to. Then he feels like he’s failed
somehow – so he’ll go home and study the material even more and buy even more of the guru’s Get
Laid Fast!? products.
As I’ve said before, you’re going to make a million mistakes when you start hitting on girls. Don’t try
to be perfect, don’t try to win every girl over, don’t try to memorise all your lines; none of that will
get you laid a lot. Just focus on the fundamentals: Improve yourself to a point where you look
pretty good, and talk to as many girls as you can and find the ones who want to sleep with you.
Getting laid doesn’t mean you trying to manipulate or woo her with your wizadry or snaking your
way into her pants with magical lines & a perfect tone of voice and alpha body language. Having sex
is just a mutual sharing of your naughty bits with each other. Guy likes girl, girl likes guy, they
have sex.
Some pickup gurus (and quite a lot of pickup students) get angsty and weird (and jealous?) when they
see guys who are actually having a lot of sex. They analyse those guys’ “game”, and criticise it.
They’ll look at the guy who bangs a new girl every week, and they’ll say, “Even though he’s having a
lot of sex, he has absolutely no game! He compliments girls which is beta as hell, he never negs
them, doesn’t know how to handle a shittest – what a complete loser!”.
Meanwhile that guy is having fun sticking his penis in a new girl every week – which is literally the
goal the PUA said he wanted. He’s hating on the person who’s successful, instead of saying to
himself, “Ok, there’s a guy who’s successful. Maybe I should just copy what he does because it’s
clearly working – improve my looks and talking to a lot of girls?”
Because when you actually start getting laid, once you get past all the techniques and games and
wizadry… you’ll see getting laid isn’t all that theatrical. In fact, it’s kinda mundane, and almost…
anti-climactic. Getting laid is just you talking to as many girls as you possibly can, and inviting the
ones who like you to grab a drink with you and then come back to your place.
I’ve even had a few comments telling me my “game” is “boring” and “disappointing”, and that I
should “Work harder to impress the girls.” What on Earth? I want to fuck, not dazzle anyone.
I’ll leave the wizadry to the wizards.

Manipulations, Tricks & Deception
Pickup artistry advocates “wooing girls”, and “convincing them” to sleep with you – but there’s a
fine line between “convincing” and “manipulating”. I’ve even heard some people call PUA
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sociopathic.
I wouldn’t go that far; I think the majority of people who use pickup artist tactics are empathetic
people. I think they just got lost along the way, brainwashed into thinking they have to use tricks to
get women to sleep with them. They’ve simply never tried being honest, never tried being a normal
human being who just talks to girls – so they assume it won’t work. Especially when they have a
bunch of gurus telling them, “Bro, you can’t be honest with women – that’ll scare them off and make
them think you’re too needy and beta!”

Credit:
Cyanide and Happiness
Many of them are sneaky and indirect like a salesman – they rarely directly state their intentions,
instead hiding behind subterfuge and plausible deniability. Some pickup teachers are really indirect
– when they hit on a girl they pretend they’re not hitting on her, by asking her for directions, or
pretending to just have a friendly conversation, hiding the fact they’re attracted to her at all.
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Think about that for a minute. What are they telling themselves & the girls they talk to? “I’m
ashamed to be hitting on girls, so I’m going to pretend I’m not hitting on you.” There is a part of
them that thinks it’s wrong or bad to hit on girls; like they shouldn’t really be doing it. Here’s a
direct quote from a pickup artist forum to show you what I mean:
“Ive noticed that its much better to incorporate ‘plausible deniability’ in your game. It can be your
saving grace. ie. if you’re going to do some cold approaches (direct), in front of a shopping centre,
make sure you’ve just done a shop yourself (and be holding some bags with you) and if playfully
quizzed maybe say that you’re meeting a friend. This way, it looks more organic when you approach
a girl because it appears that you’ve done it on the fly.”
Why not just be a normal human being, hit on some girls, and if they ask, be honest – “Hey I thought
you were cute and I wanted to come say hi. I’m Andy.” Just be upfront with girls, tell them you
think they’re cute/attractive/whatever, chat to them for a minute or two then ask for their number so
you can grab a drink together. Simple, and honest, with no bullshit games or you feeling ashamed of
what you’re doing.
Hitting on girls, trying to get laid, and most importantly improving yourself, are things to be proud
of. You’re doing something 99.99% of the population could never do – so don’t you dare think you
need to have any plausible deniability. Have some fucking pride in yourself and what you’re doing –
hold your head up high like a man and make it clear to girls exactly what you’re looking for.
If you still want to run game and “woo” women into having sex with you – it’s your life, I can’t tell
you what to do. You won’t enjoy my site though; I’ve built up a foundation of honesty with the girls I
sleep with and the people in my life. Every now and then I slip up and am not 100% honest (I’m only
human); but I’m always aiming to be as honest as I possibly can be.
Because the truth is, nobody likes a fake, sleazy salesman – and that’s how a lot of pickup gurus
come across. People can smell it a mile away. Salesmen get a lot of sales, absolutely – but everyone
thinks he’s a raging dickhead. Myself, my friends, my clients and my readers are all living proof you
can be a decent person and get laid a lot with honesty and treating girls like they’re your teammates,
rather than your enemies or targets you need to “convert”.

Deceiving Their Own
A lot (not all, but a lot) of pickup gurus also deceive their own students – using sales techniques on
them, patronising them, and treating them like income rather than human beings in need of help.
They use all sorts of marketing tricks, from “splash pages” to banner ads, email signup forms,
clickbait headings and promises like, “You can get laid 50 times a week if you buy my ebook” or
“You will find the woman of your dreams without having to improve yourself at all!” They rip you
off with $5000 courses (of course, “On sale for only $2000, for a limited time only!”)
Guys who want to get laid jump on Google, search for “How do I get laid?”, come to these websites
and get sold a pipe dream, milked for all they’re worth, with nothing to show for at the end of it.
Because at the end of the day, a lot of (most?) pickup teachers don’t really care if you get laid – they
only care about you paying them money.
Students are pulled down this rabbit hole of “You can’t talk to girls until your ‘game’ is perfect and
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you’ve rehearsed all your lines and know how to deal with all the shit tests.” The solution to all that is
to pay the guru even more money, study even harder, and make him even more rich. Not all gurus are
like this – a lot of them genuinely want to help people reach their goals. But too many of them are
like this.
Guys waste years going deep into this cult (and it is a cult) of pickup artist material, until one day
they finally realise “Holy shit, this isn’t working – I’m not actually getting laid”. Then they find
something like Good Looking Loser, or my site, or any number of other sites with free content; sites
built by guys who want you to actually insert your candle stick into her bearded clam.
At the end of the day, I detest seeing people get misled just for money. A tonne of pickup artists sell
seminars/products to help you get laid, whilst teaching you the exact opposite of how to actually get
laid. It’s like a mechanic charging you to fix your car, then smashing in all your windows with a
hammer and telling you to just keep having faith in him as he holds out his hand & asks for more
money to fix your newly-broken windows.
Getting laid isn’t complicated.
Improve yourself so you look half-decent.
Go talk to girls.
Make mistakes, improve as you go along, don’t ever quit.
That’s it.
None of the pickup techniques really matter – you don’t need to rehearse scripted lines, you don’t
need to “build rapport” with girls, you don’t need funny stories or great jokes or witty banter. None
of that shit matters, and by making you focus on that crap, many gurus are steering you away from
actually getting laid/finding a quality girlfriend.
Who is more likely being honest with you – the guru trying to sell his course/books to you, or
me – the guy with nothing to sell you?
What’s for sale on my website? What have I locked behind a pay wall? What content on my site do
you not have access to unless you hand me money? I’ll give you the answer: nothing.
Literally everything on my site is completely free, including my 130,000-word Tinder series. Yes, I
offer coaching – but that’s entirely on you whether you want to seek that out – you’d have to go out
of your way to contact me for it. I mean look, I’m literally not even linking to it in this fucking
sentence. I’ve never used flashy banners or email signups or pop-up bullshit or anything like that to
force you to do something you don’t want to do.
Fuck that shit. I started this site to help people; not use them.

Weird Jargon that Makes the Act of Getting Laid Some Weird
Alien Concept
Pickup gurus and students tend to use a lot of strange jargon when talking – stuff the rest of society
have never even heard before. Normal people don’t understand what “sets” are, or “running game”,
or “IOIs”, or “push/pull”. You’re making the act of interacting with a female human some weird
“game” you have to play – like she’s some weird alien species you have to have a set of terms for. I
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shouldn’t have to open up a glossary just to understand what the fuck you’re talking about.
Using pickup jargon also puts you in your own head, meaning yours not actually present with her.
You make her the “other”; the thing to be conquered. And you already know my thoughts on that.
When you use jargon, you’re alienating other people from your group – intentionally. You’re
creating an “in-group”; a group of people who know the lingo and feel accepted by other members of
the group. Groups have always had their own lingo (just like countries and cultures and sports teams
all have their own lingo). The problem with pickup lingo is you’re making it so everyone else in the
world is an outsider to you.
By making girls the “other”, you actually make it harder for yourself to have sex with a lot of them –
not easier. Empathy and understanding girls goes a long way to having sex with them, and especially
retaining them.
One of my mates said it best: “Pickup artists somehow manage to make the act of talking to girls
seem really, really uncool.” He’s right – they make it nerdy as hell, using weird language like calling
girls “talent” and “targets”, using a bunch of acronyms, and talking like a robot whenever the topic of
sex/dating comes up.
At the end of the day you’re just talking to other human beings. You’re not doing something
“underground” or “secret” or “special”. You’re just talking to girls.
A few months ago I met a pickup artist in my city – I saw him hitting on girls on the street. I respect
anyone with the balls to do something most people can’t do, so I introduced myself to him and said
hey. From the very first moment we met he was “weird” – like there was something a little “off”
about him. He wasn’t talking like a normal person; he was using jargon, referring to hitting on girls
as “sarging”, and talking like an alien. Part of the conversation was so weird I wrote it down in a text
to my mate, and I’ve kept it ever since. The conversation with this guy went:
“Oh I’m approaching mainly 7s, 8s, and 9s right now, there’s a lot of talent out today. I’ve gone on
instadates with two 7s but daaamn the 9s just won’t go out with me. My coaches told me that 9s are
easier to number-close… When I go out to approach I start with 5s and 6s to build some momentum
and then I go for higher numbers and just keep running my sets until I’m done.”
Take a step back and look at that paragraph as if you were a normal person – not someone who’s
been flooded with pickup jargon. Does that sound like a normal way of talking about girls you’re
literally just talking to, or does it sound as if it was written by some strange robot, categorising girls
into numbers based on weird mathematical equations?
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How a lot
of PUAs see women. Credit: The Perry Bible Fellowship
Do you think guys who get laid a lot (and I mean actually get laid a lot, instead of just putting on a
facade of getting laid) talk like that about chicks? Or do they talk more like this?
Don’t you think someone who’s had a lot of sex would start to feel like sex is no longer a big deal,
and they’d start referring to it as “just talking to girls”, “just meeting some chicks”, “just having
sex”?
The more weird and abnormal someone makes something sound, the more they’re giving away the
fact they think what they’re doing is “new” and “novel” and “strange”. Because trust me, in the case
of literally everyone I know who’s gotten laid a lot (50+ lays), getting laid becomes not a big deal
after a while and you just start referring to it as “having sex”. You refer to talking to girls as “talking
to girls”. And you refer to girls as “girls” or “this cute girl I met” – not “I met this 6”.

Solutions.
The point of this article is to get you thinking: Am I actually trying to get laid, or am I more
interested in the thrill of the hunt? Do I actually want to have sex, or do I just want to pretend I’m
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having sex? If you genuinely enjoy pickup artist stuff and the hunt, then go for it – and I mean that. I
really do just want you to do your own thing; you have different wants and desires to me, and you
should do whatever makes you happy.
But if you want to get laid, then focus on getting laid above all else. Make that your number 1
mission. Not to “build rapport with girls”, not to “become elite at engaging conversation”, not to
“memorise my routines” and not to “learn how to kino her and detect her IOI’s”.
I’m copying this from my Tinder Guide, because it hits the nail on the head:
You get better at talking to women by just talking to women – not by memorising lines like
you’re a fucking actor (and that’s what pickup artistry is – acting. Faking.) You won’t be good at
talking to women at first, especially if you’re inexperienced – but it really doesn’t matter. I was so
nervous – no, terrified – during my first 20 dates. I could barely talk, I was sweating and shaking, I’d
mix up my words and one time I even forgot my own name (what the fuck…) None of it mattered
though; I still managed to get laid, and over time I naturally grew more comfortable talking to women
and people in general, and the conversation skills just took care of themselves.
I do in-person coaching where I take guys out on the street and get them to talk to girls. They always
initially ask me, “Ok, what the hell do I say?” I tell them, “It doesn’t matter, just spot a girl you like
and go tell her you think she’s cute.” They always ask me, “No seriously, what am I supposed to say?
Don’t you have some conversation starters for me or something in case I forget what to say?”
Again, I (gently) tell them, “No. Just go tell her you think she’s cute, and see what happens. You’re
going to be really shit at this at first, and that’s ok. Just go actually start.”
Guess what invariably happens? They go talk to a cute girl for a minute or two, come back to me with
a huge smile on their face and tell me, “Holy shit dude, I did it! I was so awful at it, I couldn’t think
of anything to say, and my throat went all dry, but I did it!”
Many of these guys go on to get laid a tonne, because they’re no longer afraid of making a fool of
themselves or being really terrible at talking to women. You are going to suck no matter how hard
you try not to. You have to just embrace it, and be willing to give it a go anyway, trusting that you’ll
improve with experience. Just like everything else in life; almost nobody is good at anything they
first take on.

The Takeaway
If you want to get laid/find a girlfriend, you need to just start, right now – dive right in. Don’t
memorise lines, don’t study pickup routines – just accept the fact you’ll suck at the start, and have
faith you’ll improve over time with practice.
Start with my Tinder guide – it’ll tell you everything you need to know about improving your looks,
setting up your dating apps, messaging girls, getting laid and retaining them afterwards. Do the (free)
“Approach Anxiety Program” over on Good Looking Loser at the same time – it’ll help you build the
confidence to hit on girls in person during the day/night.
Think about this one last time: Do I want to “game” women, or to get laid with women? Actually
think about what you want – not what you think the “right” answer is.
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Pick one, and then go for it.
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Andy, his Girl & the Cute Stripper [Storytime with Andy]
May 9, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
Here’s a story from April 2019 of a cute stripper chick my girlfriend brought us from Tinder. I
posted about it on the Good Looking Loser Forums back then; I’m bringing it over here to archive it
on my own site. As always, any parts in blue are direct quotes from the old post I initially wrote.

My girl and I met this chick on Tinder using my copy-paste BDSM lines.
The template I gave my girl to use is:
“Hey, you’re sexy. I’m looking for something very specific on here.”
“I have a master who’s been teaching me BDSM, and instructed me to find a girl for us to both teach.
Do you have experience with being submissive/BDSM, or is it something you’d like to be taught?”
We had no idea this girl was a stripper (it’s not on her bio and she didn’t mention it in text); she was
upfront in person tho and told us as soon as we met her. That’s normally a dealbreaker for me, but I
took my own advice and kept an open mind. I told myself we’d talk to her for an hour or two before
deciding whether to have sex with her, to make sure she doesn’t have “stripper baggage”.
Glad I did, because she’s surprisingly intelligent, mature and sweet. She went to a Steiner school, has
travelled all around the world, and is pretty cool to hang out with.
Asked her if she’s cool with me taking pics, she said sure. This is something you should do with
EVERY girl; don’t ever take pics without asking, just because you’re too scared to use your words
like an adult.
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Here’s a vid too:
Here’s my girl picking her up. I make her do this to every girl we bang, because it amuses me:
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This girl was on her period, and so was my girl, so we just spent an hour tying her up and teasing her
with my toys, choking her, slapping her, whispering dirty shit in her ear, and talking about random
stuff.
That’s one of my favourite things to do – rub a girl’s clit and get her so insanely horny, while also
just having a normal conversation with her. They try so hard to concentrate and keep the conversation
going, but since you’re rubbing their pussy and turning them on, they really struggle to even talk. I
love teasing them about it too, “How come you’re not talking, you’re just moaning? I’m trying to talk
to you here and you seem distracted. Is something distracting you? I wonder what it could be?”
The vast majority of BDSM stuff I do is fun psychological stuff like this – teasing a girl and getting
her all horny and” frustrated”.

My mindset on chicks who strip has changed a bit in the last year – I’m far less judgemental than I
was in this story. If a chick wants to strip, it’s her fucking life.
I’m still much hotter than she was though:
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Feel free to copy what I did here – if you have a bisexual girl you’re seeing, ask her if she wants to
find girls on Tinder for the two of you to meet. You can use the BDSM line I wrote above; or use this
much tamer version.
Until next time, legends.
-Andy
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The Korean, the Paddle, and the Sore Ass [Storytime with
Andy]
May 13, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
Cover image by: Dainis Graveris.
I have a lot of fun going through some of my old sex stories from the last 4 years; they’re a great
chance for me to see how far I’ve come and see what my headspace was like at the time. This one’s
particularly interesting – especially all the stuff about being deeply unhappy with how small and nonmuscular I was. Yep, we’re going to talk about body image issues.
I originally posted this story on Feb 2019 on the Good Looking Loser Forums. As always, any parts
in blue are direct quotes from the old post I initially wrote.

Banged a cute Korean girl:
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Super easy lay; banged her within a couple hours of matching her on Tinder. Met her in public,
walked around for a bit and really liked her (she’s super energetic and laughed at nearly everything I
said). Sex was pretty decent – she made me cum in like 3 minutes, jesus. She kept screaming “Daddy,
fuck me harder, I’m gonna cum!” No man can resist that onslaught.
Here’s a vid of me belting her ass, which she really liked:
She actually got really turned on when I told her I wanted to video it; some girls are really into the
idea of being filmed/doing photos with you. She got even more turned on when I asked her if I could
show it to my mates. What a little exhibitionist.
In other news, with my fat loss/muscle-building efforts:
Had a huge fucking break down last week, haven’t posted about it because I was processing
everything. I can relate to “bigorexia” – I have absolutely hated my body for the last 2-3 years (the
entire time I’ve been on GLL). It’s a massive point of insecurity for me, and recently I’ve realised
that despite getting stronger and adding muscle, I’m no more happy than I was when I could only
deadlift 40kg (I can deadlift more now). I feel like I’ll never be “big enough”.
So despite all that progress, I don’t feel any better about my strength/body; in fact, I hate my body
more and more as time goes on. So I’m chilling out for a bit, focusing on learning to like my body,
and slowly cutting down to a place where I have abs. I like my body when I’m skinny, the issue is I
hate it when I bulk and look chubby. So I’ll lean out and then *slowly* lean bulk from there, making
sure I never get fat and never dislike my body again.
It fucking sucks hating your own body – you’re stuck in your body, so you need to get to a place
where you’re happy with it. Bulking (and getting fat) hasn’t ever made me happy.

Toys Used:
(These are all affiliate links).
BDSM Starter Kit (everything you need to get started with BDSM/kinky sex)

What’s most interesting to me now as I look back on this old story (it’s May 2020 as I write this
now) is the last couple of paragraphs – the stuff about being deeply unhappy with my body.
To be honest, my body has always been my “sticking point” – the one thing I’ve taken the longest
time to get to a level I’m really happy with. Sure, I lost 77lbs fairly easily (in about 9 months), but
I’ve spent about 5 years or so hovering somewhere around “skinny-fat”. For a huge portion of my
getting laid journey I looked like this:
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Hardly a sexy boy.
It’s taken me a long, long, long time to give myself permission to actually work on my body; I had a
strong sense of hopelessness when it came to ever looking really good. To be fair I’ve made slow
progress over the last 4-5 years so it’s not like I’ve been spinning my wheels… but at no point have I
gone all-in.
I guess it comes from high school – I was always the tall, skinny, “lanky” kid with no muscle
whatsoever. I was never strong, I was never all that athletic; I used my head more than my
body/hands. Years and years spent on the computer playing games, jerking off to porn and
completely ignoring fitness instilled a really strong habit and self-belief that I could never be
anything but skinny, or skinny-fat, or even just fat. Certainly never muscular.
Fuck that though. I’ve been seeing a weightlifting coach for a couple years, and he’s made me strong
– infinitely stronger than I ever thought possible. 175kg deadlift (I started at 40kg), so I’m no slouch.
And I’ve lost fat – tonnes of fat. You can see my abs these days, which was always just a pipe dream
to me. I’m getting better, day by day, week by week, and though progress is slow, I know I’ll get
there eventually.
Here’s the most recent pic I took in May 2020:
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Certainly not elite, but a hell of a long way from where I started. Most importantly of all, I no longer
hate my body. This is the first time I’ve ever been able to say that in my entire life – I’ve always
been so self-conscious I couldn’t even take my shirt off at the beach, lest anyone see how I looked.
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Even having sex with girls used to make me worry, “What if she hates my body?” So not hating the
way I look is still pretty novel for me, even though it’s been about a year now.
I know that even if my progress is slow, even if my mental blocks keep pulling me down and telling
me, “I’ll never get there” – fuck that shit. Just like everything else I’ve done, I’ll become elitelooking as long as I never quit.
And trust me, I ain’t no quitter.
I’m telling you all this because I want to point out to you we all have hopelessness/limiting beliefs;
it’s not just you. There’s a tonne of shit I’m fearful of, doubtful about, unsure if I’ll be able to
achieve. You have to feel that hopelessness/fear, embrace it and say “Fuck it. I’ll do it anyway.”
If I can do it, you sure as hell can too.
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The Daddy’s Girl who Liked to be Humiliated [Storytime with
Andy]
May 14, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
Cover image by Annie Spratt.
Here’s a story I posted on the Good Looking Loser Forums back in July 2018, of a cute, very tiny
18yo Asian girl who got off on being humiliated and pleasing others.
Let’s dive in and analyse. Here’s the original story I posted. As always, any parts in blue are direct
quotes from the old post I initially wrote.

Banged this girl:
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When I asked her if I could post these photos here, she actually asked me for a link to wherever I post
them LOL. She wanted to see what you guys had to say about her body.
She was hella DTF. Met her in public, grabbed her hand and walked her back to mine and
immediately fucked.
She’s just arrived here – only arrived 3 weeks ago. Claims she only just lost her virginity 2
weeks ago. Not sure if I believe her on that – she’s already exaggerated 2 stories with me so far.
Tiniest girl I’ve ever fucked. 35kg (77lbs). 18. Very short. THIN.
She’s very into “Daddy” roleplay – she brought it up. Very cute voice, and loved pretending to
be naughty so I’d smack her. Makes my dick hard just remembering it.
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She was too tight to fuck… too tight to finger. Couldn’t fuck her for more than 1 minute before
it hurt her too much, so we had to go really gentle and slow.
She’s had 2 masters in the past, but only online. They used to make her do fucked up things…
eg she’s not bi, but they told her to go fuck one of her female best friends. She happily did it.
I’m gonna make her find more girls for me to fuck from Tinder. I might even make her sit in
the corner and watch me fuck the girls (lol, literally cucking her).
She came in like 30 seconds of me using the vibrator on her, and she SOAKED my bed.
Squirted over and over again.
I’m partly worried she might be “manipulative”. I dated a girl ages ago who also called me
Daddy, and she always pretended to be VERY innocent, even though she was extremely
manipulative. I have a feeling this girl might turn out to be the same – she pretends to be super
innocent too. Though, that could just be part of the Daddy/little girl fetish. (Pretending to be
little miss innocent when she’s really a filthy little thing.)

There’s more to the story – I saw her a few more times after that, and she wanted to be more and
more depraved for me. She really got off on being filthy and being humiliated, and asked me several
times to do things that would make her feel embarrassed and turned on at the same time.
There was even a day where we did this together:
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When I opened the door, there she was – standing in the hallway in just a bra and panties. We fucked
like absolute rabbits.
She later told me it was one of the hottest things she’s ever done. She really, really, really got off on
the idea of being made to do humiliating tasks like this – she used to text me and say, “Please make
me do something bad for you.”
If you’re a newbie, obviously don’t dive straight into humiliation like this – and definitely never
do it if you’re not sure she’ll be into it. Ask first. It’s one of those things you’ll figure out by asking
every girl to write a sexual bucketlist and give it to you – some of them will tell you they’re into
humiliating tasks (she might phrase it as, “I want to be told what to do, and I’ll do absolutely
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anything you tell me to”. Then the two of you can have fun exploring it together.
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Andy is Spellbound by a Witch [Storytime with Andy]
May 16, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
Cover image by Mallory Johndrow.
Let’s deep-dive into an old story of witchcraft and wizadry, of pleasure and pain, of horniness and
lust – and ultimately, craziness.
(I’m burning some incense right now as I type this up, because I’m all spiritual like that.)
I originally posted this in October 2019, on the Good Looking Loser Forums. As always, any parts in
blue are direct quotes from the old post I initially wrote.

So, let’s talk about Witchcraft Girl.
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This girl is definitely a hottie in person – she looks way better than her pics. She’s tiny, extremely
thin, and has a good body – she goes to the gym and doesn’t skip her squats. Funnily enough she said
to me a couple times, “You look better than your pictures”. I’ve had a couple girls say that now, so
it’s probably time to upgrade my pics again.
Despite what her “I’m into demonic sex” text might imply, she’s a total sweetheart, and very
submissive. She was also extremely nervous before we met – she actually cancelled on me. She still
ended up meeting me after we talked about it:
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We met, hung out for a bit, it was clear she was a bit nervous. But right away I really liked her. Super
easy to get on with, very hot, and very intelligent. We grabbed a starbucks, hungout for 20mins,then I
walked her back to mine.
Her idea of witchcraft is different to what I thought – she’s less of a gullible hippie who believes
in dumb spells/superstition… and more into the idea of “I think the universe could be a simulation so
I’m trying to send a message to whoever’s running it – I believe if you think about your goals on a
daily basis and keep them in your mind, you’ll manifest them into reality”. She’s tripped on LSD a
bunch of times so we had some pretty wild conversations about the universe, existence, people, selfawareness, whether the voice inside your head is you or separate from you, etc.
Alright, the sex – fuck it was fun. She’s tiny so I got to bounce her up and down on my cock, throw
her around and dominate her. She’s pretty strong from the gym, so every now and then while we
were in the middle of fucking she’d try to wrestle me or pin me a little. I’d let her, so she thought
she’d won, and she’d get really excited. Then I’d quickly overpower her and pin her, and she’d gasp,
a look of surprise and lust and pleasure coming over her face.
She also has a fucking hot body – her back is covered in cool tatts which is exactly my kinda girl.
She’s got serious “bad girl vibes”, despite being a sweetheart underneath.
We went pretty rough – she went *crazy* when I slapped her face during sex, she absolutely loved it.
The best moment came where I said “Shit, I think you’re going to make me cum soon.” She leaned
up to my ear and said, “Cum, Daddy…” Fuck, was not expecting that (we hadn’t talked about Daddy
stuff) – it literally made me cum instantly. If I was rating girls for their sex techniques, she’d get a 9.5
for that.
Asked her for a nude pic and she was very happy to oblige:
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We hung out for a bit after that and talked some more. She’s pretty fucking cool, works as a
piercer/body modifier, and is training to become a tattooist. She comes from a small town near the
small town I grew up in, so we shared lots of stories about that. I like her, will see again.
Right now I have 4 girls I’m seeing (5 if you count the virgin girl, but she’s been busy for 2 weeks
so she might ghost.) All of them are bi. I have enough bi girls I could technically start an orgy,
looool.
All 4 of them are very sweet girls, and all of them have said stuff like “You’re a really nice and very
genuine guy, Andy – it’s really nice hanging out with you.” It’s nice being able to be open and honest
with chicks, and be nice to them – I used to be such a dick to girls a few years ago. I prided myself on
being an asshole, a douchebag – I thought you had to be a selfish, rude, disrespectful cunt in order to
get lots of girls. Nah, you don’t have to compromise who you are just to get laid. You especially
don’t have to be a dickhead – girls really love nice guys. (They just don’t love pushovers or total
pussies – nobody does.)
I’ve gotten myself to a point where I only screen in girls who are very open and honest, very sweet,
nice people. There’s no drama in my life any more (hasn’t been for a year or two). Every girl I date
adds a lot to my life and I’m quite happy introducing them to my friends.
This was the whole point of me getting laid a lot; to get myself to a point where I only meet
genuinely good people I enjoy hanging out with. Life is good.
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The above is a good example of what I’m talking about when I say you should treat girls like they’re
on the same team as you. Go back and read the text screenshot at the top. If you’re as sexual and tothe-point as I am on Tinder (this sexual), sometimes girls will flake on you last second, purely out of
nerves.
Most guys would say, “Fuck, I guess I lost her.” But if you try treating her like she’s on your team,
aka you actually empathise with her and understand how she might be feeling, you’ll often have a
conversation about it and end up making her feel better.
It’s also a good lesson in being chilled and not getting annoyed if a girl flakes on you. Early on, I
used to get so riled up and angry if a girl rescheduled or flaked – I’d sometimes even text her, “You
really fucked me over tonight!” and then I’d block her. I was only shooting myself in the foot; if I
wasn’t so insecure and angry, some of those girls probably would have ended up meeting me like this
girl did.
But the story doesn’t end there. A week later I saw her again, and this happened:

Bit of a weird night. Just kicked Witchcraft Girl out mid-sex because she was being really demanding
and not respecting my wishes.
I feel weird about it (because it was a really awkward as shit situation) but I’d have felt even weirder
about it if I let her stay. Basically we were drinking, and I hit my limit (3 glasses of red wine – that’s
a hell of a lot for me). I told her I didn’t want any more. She kept saying “Are you a pussy?” etc. I
said “Sure, I’m a pussy. I’m not drinking any more though.” She kept at it, for about another 5
minutes – literally pouring a glass of wine and trying to force me to drink it. As in, literally trying to
pour the glass into my mouth.
She kept this bullshit up for literally 5 minutes, nonstop “Are you a pussy? Why won’t you drink?”
Like she was autistic and couldn’t let it go. She was seriously trying to force the glass into my
mouth, shoving it in my face like a psychopath.
I eventually got really stern and said, “Stop. Now. No more. I’m not drinking any more, and you need
to stop this shit. This isn’t funny any more.” She kept going a few more times, completely ignoring
me after telling her to stop. I’d had enough of her insanity (someone telling me what to do does not
sit well with me – ever. Especially if they don’t respect my wishes for 5+ minutes). So I said, “Ok,
I’m done for the night. I’ll walk you downstairs.”
She got really sad and instantly realised I was serious, and said “Ok I’m really sorry, I didn’t know
you were serious, I’m really sorry.” I was calm but firm, and explained, “I’m not mad at you, but I
am done for the night, so I’ll walk you out.” She kept apologising, wouldn’t get up, and kept saying,
“What can I do to make it better?”
Fair play to her for apologising, but I was definitely done by that point. She’d gone way past my
boundaries, and I don’t compromise my principles. I don’t like people telling me what to do, and
I especially don’t like people not respecting other people’s wishes. I don’t like people getting bullied
(and spending 5 minutes calling someone a pussy for not doing what you want is literally bullying) –
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I used to get mad triggered in high school when someone would get bullied. I’d get into fucking
fistfights and beat the bully up (and risk getting my ass kicked) just because I felt like there was an
injustice going on and I couldn’t stand to fucking watch it.
So yeah, she triggered me like hell. No way was I going to let her stay after that 5-10 minutes of
bullshit, trying to emotionally blackmail/bully me into drinking when I’d told her 20 times I’d had
enough. So again, I repeated, “I’m not angry, but I’m absolutely done for the night. Let’s go.”
She looked really sad and didn’t say a single word as I walked her downstairs, and fuck it was
awkward. But I’ve always been proud of myself for listening to my gut and if I don’t want to do
something or I’m really uncomfortable with something, I stand up for myself. Maybe that’s not a big
deal to some dudes, but before all this self-improvement stuff I used to be a giant pussy who’d just go
along with things and compromise his principles all the time. So I’m proud of myself for evolving in
this way.
But then she later texted an “I’m sorry” message. I replied, “It’s ok.”
…To which she replied with a massive angry long abusive message in capital letters, saying I
screwed her over, I’m a bad person for not drinking with her, I lead her on, etc etc.

I think you can agree: I definitely dodged a bullet there.
Pro-tip: Don’t let yourself get bullied or pressured into doing shit you don’t want to do. Your
principles are important; they’re worth standing up for.
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Andy Plays with a Prostitute’s Tits in Public [Storytime with
Andy]
May 18, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
It’s reminiscing time, boys and girls and non-gendered-individuals!
Let’s go back, way back, all the way back… to May 2018. Here’s a story of a cute 20yo girl I met
who happened to work at a brothel. We never banged, but she did instruct me to play with her tits in
public. I, being the perfect gentleman that I am, did oblige M’lady.

*Tips hat
to all the fine M’ladies out there*
The following was originally posted over on the Good Looking Loser Forums. As always, any parts
in blue are direct quotes from the old post I initially wrote.

Ok guys, so this morning I played with a prostitute’s tits in public with people watching
I know the point of this log is to post when I actually get LAID (dick in pussy) but this story is too
funny not to share.
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She wanted to meet first before we fucked, but I don’t have much free time at the moment so I told
her to meet me at 7am in the morning and keep me company while I walk to the gym. Date only
lasted about 20 minutes but super sexual right off the bat. She works in a brothel so she can pay her
way through uni, nice. She has massive tits and at one point she literally said “Do you like my tits?”
Of course I said yes, then said, “Can I touch them?” and she nodded, LOL.
I played with them for a bit while we were walking, with a few people looking – she didn’t seem to
give a shit. She’s MUCH hotter in person than her tinder pics, which is always a nice surprise. Very
chilled about sex, as you’d expect – we talked about it the whole 20 mins. Didn’t bang (and this is
one of the only stories I’ll ever post that doesn’t actually contain sex), but I had to share it because
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how often do you meet a hot prostitute who lets you play with her tits?
After the date she sent me:

(I love texting girls “btw I’m short” before I meet them, just for the lols. I’ve had a few say “Wait…
how short are you?” and I tell them I’m officially a midget.)
I just turned 31 this week. Feels like I’m almost starting to get my shit together. Probably be decent
at this getting laid thing by 35….
Anyone who says you can’t do this in your 30’s is a fucking faggot btw. 18 year old girls love 30+
guys.
I could write a list of things I thought were impossible. When I got to week 6 of the Approach
Anxiety Program where you have to tell girls they’re “cute”, I fell apart. I couldn’t do it. I didn’t
think I was “allowed” to say that.
Fast forward and now I’ve fucked a girl in a public toilet, done BDSM shit with a tonne of girls,
entirely skipped dating and just moved straight to “we’ll fuck within 15 minutes of meeting”, played
with a prostitute’s tits in public, etc. Good times.

And oh my, I just realised I actually used the word “faggot” back then – it’s not politically correct to
use that word any more. I’d never say faggot these days, not in 2020 – I think faggot isn’t a word that
you can say, and I’d be horrified if I ever heard one of my friends say faggot, or someone I know say
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faggot, or even see the word faggot on a computer screen.
It’s very bad.
While we’re on that topic (what a segue), I used to be a prostitute in my younger days:

True story.
(Not really)
(Or is it?)
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The 18yo Nympho & Whether or Not You Should Help
Someone [Storytime with Andy]
May 20, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
Cover image by: Bianca Berg.
A bit of a different one this time – a story about sex, but more importantly about self-awareness and
when you should try to help people vs when it might be time to leave them to their own unhappiness.
This story was originally posted on the Good Looking Loser Forums in September 2019. As always,
any parts in blue are direct quotes from the old post I initially wrote.

Met this cute 18yo chick
(her Tinder says 19 but she’s really 18):
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I used my usual BDSM line (“Do you have experience with being submissive/BDSM, or is it
something you’d like to explore?”) – she was keen, but also nervous and kinda terrified. In the 2 days
leading up to us meeting, she asked a couple times if I was a serial killer, if I was a catfish, etc. (Girls
will ask this from time to time if you’re extremely sexual, especially with BDSM stuff – just reassure
them, tell them you’re not going to pressure them, meet them in public first, etc).
I kept the conversation short (I don’t advocate long conversations before you’ve ever met a girl).
Here’s the gist of most of the convo:
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She was so nervous she didn’t even want to give me her number, so we just made the date
arrangements on Tinder.
We met, took her by the hand and went for a walk for 15 minutes, bought some wine and took it back
to mine. Drank a bit and chatted while I did my favourite thing – playing with her tits over her
clothes, rubbing her pussy through her pants, while also having a normal conversation with her. She
started losing concentration and couldn’t talk, and then I’d stop and say, “Is something distracting
you? What’s going on, how come you can’t talk?” I’m an ass
Sex with her was fucking WILD. She had a perfect 18yo body – smooth, thin, she’s fucking tiny,
like 5ft3 or some shit and only weighs 50kg (yes, I literally ask every girl I bang how much they
weigh because I’m a weirdo). Just looking at her body was driving me crazy the entire time we
banged – she has a perfect pussy, perfect tits. I wish I could have taken a photo of her body because
holy shit… Asked her if I could take a photo but she was very adamant she didn’t want one taken,
fair enough.
We banged for like 4 hours (with little breaks every 30min or so) – we tried absolutely all my toys, I
tied her up, whipped her (she loved that) and paddled her as hard as I possibly could. I was brutal and
she loved every second of it. I used my magic wand vibrator on her, blindfolded her and teased her
with ice/hot wax, made her squirt 30 times everywhere. We did every position we could think of, in
every room of my apartment including on the kitchen bench.
She’s also a little fucking sex demon – she’s WILD. She has this crazy look in her eyes, fully lustful,
and she was screaming and moaning like a banshee. At one point she was grunting and snarling at me
like a fucking animal, it was hot and also slightly funny. She snarled at me, I started snarling back,
we got more and more aggressive then she cracked first and started giggling. She’s just crazy enough
that the sex is INSANE, but not crazy enough you’d run from her.
She’s also bisexual but has never had a 3some, so I’ll set something up. I’m now seeing 4 girls, all
of whom are bisexual… I should have a 4some and then a 5some LOL.
Will definitely see her again.
I guess this counts as semi-proof, sorta:

When we were cuddling after sex, she said, “You’re actually really nice to me.” There was a pause,
then she said with a really sad voice, “No other guy has ever been nice to me…”
Fuck. That hit me right in the feels.
I told her, “That’s because you’re not filtering in the guys who’ll be nice to you.”
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She laughed and said, “Oh that’s right, blame the woman!”
I chastised her and said, “If you don’t take responsibility for your own problems, how are you ever
going to fix them? If you blame all the guys, then you’re saying you’re helpless to control what
happens to you – which is hell.”
Something clearly clicked in her head and she went quiet and thought about it for a bit, so maybe
she’ll learn some self-awareness and agency. We’ll see.
I attract a lot of girls who seem to desperately need some guidance and mentorship. A big part of that
will be because I actually want those girls in my life – I clearly enjoy mentoring people and seeing
“underdog stories” – girls starting off with 0 self-esteem and over months or a year they grow into a
fully-realised, happy, self-accepting person. That’s incredibly rewarding to be a part of. I’ll always
try to leave girls better than I found them.

I saw her a couple more times after that and had a lot of fun with her, but unforunately she didn’t
really change much when it came to self-awareness. She complained to me a few times about other
guys she was dating and how they treated her like crap. Each time, I gently pushed her towards
solutions – “Break up with him. Date dudes who treat you nicer. Take responsibility for your life.”
Each time I was met with, “It’s not that simple” or “It’s not my fault” – basically, avoiding
responsibility. She ended up getting exactly what she subconsciously wanted.
As someone wise once said to me, “You can’t save everybody, Andy.”
Wise words. One of the biggest challenges with my site, my coaching and my mission to help other
people has been weeding out the people who are serious about improving, vs the ones who just say
they’re serious about improving (and then never make any actual changes). There’s a very subtle
difference, and it’s sometimes hard to spot which guys will actually put your words into practice vs
which guys will just read and then go right back to complacency. But, with practice, and over time,
I’m getting much better at it.
Apply this to your own life. If you’re working on your self-improvement like I am, if you’re trying
to be a better version of yourself each day, you’re naturally going to have a few people take notice
and say, “Wow, can you tell me how to do what you’re doing?” You’ll be super excited and energetic
to help, you’ll pour hours and hours of effort and time and mental energy into helping them… only to
find that a lot of them (the majority of them) listen to what you’re saying but never actually take
action.
Try again if you like – you don’t have to just immediately give up on someone after 1 try. But if you
find yourself trying multiple times, and the person you’re trying to help keeps saying they want your
advice but they’re not actually doing anything with it, then it might be time to ask yourself, “Am I
just wasting my time here?”
The more you focus on helping people who seem to want to be miserable and unhappy, the more
you’re just dragging yourself down into misery yourself. As Nietzsche said, “And if thou gaze long
into an abyss, the abyss will also gaze into thee.” The longer you focus on other people’s
disfunction & unhappiness, the more you’ll start to take on some of it and become
dysfunctional & unhappy yourself.
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Once you detach from people who clearly don’t want to improve themselves (after you’ve tried a
couple of times to help them), you’ll find there’s a tonne of people out there who will follow your
advice and will absolutely turn their life around with just a few little pushes from you. You’ll find it
takes almost no effort – just a couple of choice words, a bit of encouragement, maybe some advice
here and there. Those are the people you should focus on – those are the people who you should put
time and energy into helping. People who actually do the work and improve themselves.
People like you and me.
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When to Talk Dirty, & a Girl Who Takes the Lead [Storytime
with Andy]
May 27, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
Cover image by: Gabriel Jimenez.
This is a recent lay with a very very kinky girl from Tinder who got off on being very filthy. Just my
type.
This time I tried something new on Tinder, just to mix things up a bit. I wrote out a long sexual
message just for the hell of it – felt like having some even kinkier sex than I usually do (here’s the
template I usually use).
If you’re a newbie, I don’t necessarily advise being dirty – for the most part, you’ll end up wasting a
lot of your own time. Especially because talking dirty usually lowers your chances of having sex. But
when you’ve had a lot of lays and you’re not going to get depressed about having your time wasted,
it’s sometimes fun to fuck around a bit on Tinder and try new things. After all, this is all just a big
experiment.
Here’s the convo:
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Grabbed her number and organised a time and day for her to come over. With the Corona bullshit
going on and all the bars being closed, girls have actually been inviting themselves to my place
(before I even ask):
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Notice I hadn’t suggested the location to meet yet; she invited herself straight to mine by asking for
my address. I’ve had another 2 girls do the same thing in the last couple of weeks. I prefer to meet
girls out in public first, even if we literally just walk straight to my apartment. Meeting girls in public
first eliminates catfishes (you can politely leave if she’s not attractive), and cuts down on flakes – a
lot of girls will say they’ll come straight to your apartment, but they’ll flake last minute out of nerves.
Meeting them in public first (even if you make it clear you’ll be walking straight back to your
apartment) massively cuts down on this.
The morning we were going to meet, I was feeling horny so decided to go all out and get her to do
some dirty shit, as shown below. Bare in mind I already have 2 other fuckbuddies + my girlfriend,
and at this point in my life I’ve had plenty of lays – so I really don’t care if I scare a girl off by being
too crass before we meet.
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I broke a few of my usual rules here – talking dirty before meeting, and also getting her to come
straight to my place (instead of meeting her in public). Proof that I’m not always perfect (especially
when I’m thinking with my dick, not my head.) I also don’t really recommend you tell girls to get
themselves super drunk before they see you, unless you know what you’re doing. Sometimes you’ve
got to break your own rules and experiment once in a while to keep things fresh or to see what
happens.
However, I don’t necessarily recommend doing this if you’re a newbie who’ll get really down if
your girl doesn’t end up meeting you. When you’re this dirty and explicit/crass, you have less
chance of meeting her, for all the reasons I listed here. If that’s going to bother you – if you’re going
to really take the rejection to heart – then keep it clean before you have sex. But if you’re at the stage
I’m at where you’ve had all the lays you’ll ever need, and just like having a bit of fun sometimes,
then go for it.
Just bare in mind for every 1 time it works out and you actually end up meeting her, there’ll be ~9
times where you waste a week talking really dirty to a girl, only to have her flake last minute and
send something like this an hour before your meetup:

If you genuinely won’t be bothered by flakes (after spending days talking dirty and building up all
that excitement and anticipation), and it genuinely won’t make you feel worse about yourself, then go
for it. Texting dirty is fun; as long as you understand it lowers your chances of actually meeting
up.
An hour before she’s due to come over, I jump in the shower and pump my dick up with the
Bathmate to make it nice and big (I’ve covered how to do that here). I usually do it somewhere
between 30-60 mins before the date – the closer you can do it to when you’re going to have sex, the
better.
I pumped it for about 15 minutes – I find if I go longer, my dick gets “tired” and I can’t get 100%
hard. If you’re a total newbie, you might find your dick gets “tired” after only 5 minutes – so start out
slow, with short 5 min sessions. Over time you can try working up to longer 15 minute sessions.
She shoots me a text when she’s downstairs, I let her in, and wow – she’s way hotter in person (that’s
going to be a theme with the most recent 3 storytimes I’m about to post). She’s tiny, super petite, has
a very cute face, a very slim, tiny body and she’s short as hell.
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Look at that cute butt.
I grab her before she’s even had a chance to put her bag down and start kissing her neck, and
immediately it’s game on – she digs her fingernails into my arm and starts moaning as I pull her hair,
the two of us clamouring for one another.
I pick her up (she’s tiny) and pretty much throw her onto my kitchen counter, hiking up her skirt,
grabbing her panties to pull them down. I bite her neck passionately as I try to pull them down, but
they get stuck, so I use both hands to literally rip her panties apart, tearing them. She moans like a
fucking banshee when I do this and grabs me, pulling me to her as I shove my fingers into her
already-dripping pussy, fingering her hard on the countertop, my other hand around her neck,
squeezing hard.
After a minute or two of this it’s clear neither of us can take any more, so I pick her up and carry her
into the bedroom, with her moaning like crazy the entire time. I throw her down on the bed, pull off
the rest of her clothes and mine, and dive into her pussy, licking her ferociously, my tongue deep
inside her, her juices covering my face. I reach up and squeeze her tits roughly, her hips arching up
into the air as she moans loudly – almost screaming. Jesus she’s hot.
After a couple minutes of this I can’t take any more and I throw on a condom, push her hands above
her head and pin them there with one hand (she has tiny little wrists so I can easily hold both with one
hand) and I slide inside her, fucking her hard and rough from the moment I’m inside her. She’s
ridiculously small and ridiculously tight, and it feels so good I can barely handle it – only made worse
by the fact she’s pretty much screaming at this point.
I eventually have to cover her mouth with my hand for fear that my neighbours will think I’m
committing a murder (she’s screaming really loudly, and it’s the middle of the day), which only
makes her even hornies and louder, her screams muffled but still loud as hell. I flip her over and
pound her from behind, spanking her ass as hard as I can, leaving a big red mark as she grinds her
hips against me, my cock slamming in and out. I watch her body in the big full-length mirrors on my
wall, and she looks so god damn good – which only makes me even hornier.
We go at it for a while until I can’t take anymore, so I pull out and take a break, not wanting to cum
yet – I want this to continue. She barely gives me 30 seconds to relax before she’s on top of me,
grinding on me, trying to turn me on. I laugh and say, “Chill a sec, I want a break” but she gives me
this cheeky, almost evil sort of smile, like she knows she’ll be able to make me change my mind. She
keeps grinding on me and she just looks so damn good I can’t take it – I put on another condom and
slide back inside her.
She’s humping like crazy on top of me, her little petite body looking so good as she bounces up and
down, my hands on her hips squeezing hard – and of course she’s moaning loudly again. I push her
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off and grab her hand, walking her into my kitchen, and I pick her up and put her on my kitchen
counter again. I slide back inside her, then grab her legs and tell her to put her arms around my neck.
I pick her up and start fucking her like this:

She’s tiny and very light, which makes this very easy – I have one hand on her ass holding her up,
and the other hand on the back of her neck, squeezing hard as I bounce her up and down on my
throbbing cock. I roughly slap her ass a few times which makes her scream loudly each time. Each
time I do, this look of complete depraved lust comes over her face as she looks at me, and a couple of
times she digs her fingernails into my back and I feel her pussy clench around my cock, which is just
insanely hot.
Again I’m getting to cumming but I don’t want it to end, so I carry her into the bedroom (still with
my cock inside her) and lay her down on the bed. I take out my secret weapon:

The magic wand vibrator (I’ve covered how to give girls mindblowing orgasms with it here). I turn it
onto the lowest setting and hold it against her clit and immediately she’s screaming again, her body
arching up in the air, my free hand on her tits squeezing and pulling on her nipples as she clenches
her fists and grabs hold of me tightly. I turn it up one setting and she screams even louder, and I
wonder if the neighbours hate me more than they already did.
After a minute or two she tells me, “Oh shit, I’m going to cum” and I pull the toy off her clit
immediately as she lets out a sort of helpless moan, saying, “No please, please, more!” I turn the toy
off and tell her, “You don’t get to cum without permission, understand?”
She whimpers and nods her head. I put the toy back on her clit and she’s moaning like crazy again,
and barely 30 seconds goes by before she yells, “Can I please cum?”
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Again I take the toy away and say, “No.” She cries out in frustration and grabs my arm, squeezing
tightly, desperate for more. I tell her, “I don’t think you really want this orgasm. I think you kinda
want it, but not badly enough.”
“Please, I want to cum so fucking badly, please!”
“Hmm. I don’t believe you. Seems like you only kinda want to cum.”
“Please, I’ll do absolutely anything! Please let me cum!”
I torture her like this for another 10 minutes, getting her close to the edge, then pulling the toy away
at the last second, and she becomes more and more desperate, going crazy and losing her mind over
what I’m doing to her. Finally I let her have what she wants and I tell her, “You may cum now”. She
lets out a scream so loud I have to cover her mouth, her body shaking and convulsing as she grabs me
so hard it actually hurts, her pussy pressing into the head of the vibrator, legs trembling, until she
finally collapses and pushes the vibrator away.
I turn it off and lay down next to her, giving her a cuddle, lightly stroking her hair as she catches her
breath. We lie like that for a while, neither of us saying anything, my dick still hard as I look at her
naked body. After a while she looks at me with that same look of lust she had on her face before – a
cheeky, evil sort of smile spreading over her.
All of a sudden she’s on top of me, grinding against me, and she looks totally different this time – in
control. She looks like a completely different person, like a switch has flicked and she’s suddenly
Little Miss Confident. She grabs my still-hard dick and leans down to suck me, teasing me with her
lips, looking up at me with a cheeky smile on her face – like she knows how much she’s turning me
on.
She spends ages licking and sucking my cock, going oh so gently, trying to drive me wild – I guess as
payback for me doing the same to her. She spits on my cock to make it slippery and jerks me hard,
and within 20 seconds I’m about to cum and she can tell – and like a complete asshole she stops
jerking and takes her hands off my cock, giggling as I thrust my hips up in the air, frustrated. Hah!
Payback really is a bitch.
I laugh at her and tell her with a huge smile on my face, “You bitch, don’t do that again”. She grabs
my dick and sucks me again, and within another 20 seconds I’m close again, as I tell her “Fuck,
you’re going to make me cum.” Again she stops, a sultry smile on her face as she stares into my eyes,
and I can’t take my eyes off her – holy fuck she’s sexy when she’s in control. Powerful.
She repeats this a few more times, til I’m at the point where I’m now losing my mind, unable to think
of anything except how fucking good this feels and how fucking sexy she is when she’s taking the
lead. I totally didn’t expect this – she was so submissive when we first met, and she’d never
mentioned anything about taking the lead. Not to mention any girl taking the lead is already rare as
hell.
Eventually I can’t take any more and I tell her as much – which was probably a bad idea. She tells me
to put on a condom and I do (seriously – a girl telling you what to do is fucking rare, I can’t state that
enough). She grabs my dick so it’s pointing straight up and gently slides it inside herself, slowly
moving up and down as I grab her hips and start bouncing her up and down. She lets out a firm, “No”
and pushes my hands away and I let her take my wrists, pushing them above my head. She holds onto
them – she’s not strong enough to hold me down (she’s fucking tiny) but she’s being so damn hot I
want to let her do whatever she wants so I keep my wrists above my head, on the bed.
A minute or so later I’m getting close and she can tell, and she slows her movements to the point
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where they’re agonisingly slow and not enough to send me over the edge – god fucking dammit. All
these years I’ve been torturing girls by teasing them; this is one of the very few times a girl has
turned the tables on me and given me a taste of my own medicine. And as frustrating as it is, it’s also
incredibly intoxicating – I can see why every girl I do this to loves it as much as they do. It’s god
damn addictive; it leaves you wanting more.
She continues this dance of going fast and getting me close, then slowing down so I can’t quite cum,
the entire time looking into my eyes with an evil smile on her face, which only turns me on even
more. She absolutely knows how much she’s driving me wild, and she’s getting off on the power she
has over me – seeing that is very fucking sexy to me. This might rank as one of the top 5 lays of my
life.
She hops off me and goes in between my legs, pulling off the condom and stroking me hard for 5
seconds, then slow for 5 seconds, then fast for 5 seconds – jesus this girl is a sex god. Where the hell
did she learn all this; she’s only 20-something? My mind is blown.
Then she decides to go all out – she says firmly, “Lie back and put your legs above your head.” I do
as she says, and she does something completely unexpected, something I’ve never had a girl do
before – she starts rimming my ass (licking my ass).
It’s not something I ever thought I’d be into, but holy fuck – it feels amazing. It’s definitely a strange
sensation, and doesn’t feel like anything I’ve felt before – it feels pleasurable, but also ticklish, and
“weird” at the same time – it’s a very strange spot to have someone lick. But the fact she’s so into it
and is moaning as she’s doing it, reaching up and jerking my cock at the same time, is just so damn
erotic.
After about a minute she stops and looks up at me with that look on her face again – the lustful, “I
know exactly what I’m doing to you” look. She points to the condom box and I reach over and grab
one, putting it on, as she sits back on top of my cock and starts grinding. She teases me again –
getting me close to the edge then telling me I’m not allowed to cum, repeating this another 5 times or
so. At this point she’s had me close to cumming something like 20 or 30 times, and I feel like I’ve
completely lost my mind, unable to think of anything except how fucking badly I want to cum, and
how much power she has over me. Boy, the tables have turned.
By the way, a girl taking the lead like this is fucking rare – especially doing it this confidently, and
without being prompted. A lot of girls are ok with taking the lead but only if you tell them to and
encourage them – it’s super rare to have a girl initiate it without any prior discussion about it.
(Though, to be fair, I do specifically screen in girls who are usually submissive (I literally ask for this
in my Tinder messages). So I’ll naturally end up with less assertive girls than you might.)
Eventually she’s had enough of torturing me and she goes faster and faster, leaning down and
moaning in my ear, biting my ear lobe as she tells me, “Cum in me.” Well girly, you don’t have to
tell me twice – I grab her hips and fuck her hard, pounding her roughly, taking back control as I wrap
my hand around her neck and choke her, moaning loudly as I feel my cock start cumming, emptying
myself inside her, filling up the condom as I finally have the release I’ve been wanting for what
seems like an eternity now.
Fuck.
She collapses next to me and I struggle to catch my breath, both of us completely drenched in sweat,
panting like crazy, even though it’s winter. I pull her onto my chest and cuddle her, very satisfied,
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and still mindblown over how kinky and confident she turned out to be. Can’t say I’ve had girls take
the lead like that many times before – and almost never without being prompted at all.
But here’s the shit part – we’re lying there for barely a minute before she jumps up and goes to the
toilet, then comes back and starts getting dressed. I say, “What are you doing, you big weirdo? Come
hang out for a bit.” She says, “I never lie to hang around after sex, so I’m just going to go if that’s
ok.” I look at her funny and ask if she’s serious, and she says she is.
I start getting dressed and she says, “No, don’t get dressed – I’ll walk myself out.” I tell her to stop
being weird, and she kinda argues with me – she’s adamant she doesn’t even want me to walk her
downstairs, let alone to the train station. We finish getting dressed and I tell her she’s being weird –
“At least let me walk you downstairs.” She’s 100% adamant she doesn’t want it. “Ok, if that’s what
you want.” 30 seconds later she’s out of my apartment without even a hug goodbye.
I know what you’re thinking – the exact same thing I was thinking. “Wow, no idea what the hell her
deal is, but she clearly freaked out about something and there’s no way she’ll see Andy again.” Only,
she seemed to have fun:

And she hit me up later to hangout again. So I have no idea what the hell is going on there, but it
seems like a red flag to me – clearly some intimacy issues.
There were other things that were a bit weird about her too. The entire time we fucked, she never
kissed me at all – I tried about 15 times and each time she’d only “peck” me on the lips. It was like
she had something against kissing. I sent her a text asking her about it, and she replied, “Oh nothing
against you at all I promise, I just don’t like the intimacy of kissing :)”. That’s normally a huge
dealbreaker to me – kissing is an absolute must for me during sex. Without it, the sex feels cold and
clinical. Which sucks.
Today she hit me up asking to hang out again and I’m on the fence about it. The sex was insanely hot.
I’ve never had a girl take the lead like that, totally unprompted and unexpectedly. But the no-kissing
thing makes sex feel weird, and leaving as soon as I cum without properly saying goodbye is strange
as fuck. I’ll decide over the next day or two if I want to see her again.
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Going All-in with Getting Laid, and the Bang in a Public Toilet
[Storytime with Andy]
May 28, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
Back in early 2018, I was going through a period of total frustration when it came to girls – I wasn’t
getting laid nearly as much as I wanted. I thought it was because “girls were against me” or “the
world was against me” or “I just wasn’t meant to be a player”. All of that sounded good in my head,
but it was clearly just rationalisations and excuses for my lack of effort. I was doing exactly what I
tell others not to do.
Looking back, I was clearly cockblocking myself – I wasn’t really even trying to get laid. I was going
on 3 or 4 dates with girls without making a move on them, too afraid to risk rejection by inviting
them back to my apartment. Any that accidentally ended up in my apartment, I didn’t try to have sex
with. I ghosted a few girls for no reason, other than, “If I ghost them first, they won’t be able to ghost
me!” I was so terrified of rejection I let it overwhelm me, to the point I was having almost no success.
I posted in my log on the Good Looking Loser Forums, and a few guys absolutely slammed me,
effectively saying, “What the fuck are you doing, Andy? You’re bitching about not getting laid, yet
you’re not even trying to get laid.” One guy in particular AdrianLTS – said it best:
“I find it weird that you even had a third date [with this girl]. You should’ve tried hard to fuck her on
the first or at the very least, second date.”
This was a girl I felt was “too good for me” so I didn’t even try and bang her – I was playing it safe.
It wasn’t just her though; I’d been playing it safe with the last 20 girls I’d been on dates with, the vast
majority of whom I didn’t bang (what girl is going to keep seeing you if you literally don’t make a
move and give her what she wants?). As I said in my Tinder Guide:
“A lot of girls feel very hurt if you wait before having sex with them. They?ll feel like you can?t
possibly want them all that badly; after all, if you did, you wouldn?t have been able to contain
yourself. You would have made a move. Girls want you to be overcome by desire for them, so much
so that you just have to have them.”
It wasn’t just AdrianLTS who helped me; another guy NoStringsAttached kicked me into gear by
giving me an impassioned speech telling me to stop fucking around and just go all-in. I’ve written
about exactly what he said here. Go read that story – you’ll see how much his words helped me and
pushed me to start going all-in with getting laid.
The story below was what I replied to the guys on April 2018 on the Good Looking Loser Forums.
As always, any parts in blue are direct quotes from the old post I initially wrote.
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Hey Adrian, what you wrote hit me really hard dude. Thanks for saying what needed to be said. I
haven’t even been trying to get laid, so this last week I put some fucking effort in and got laid. I’ll tell
the story of the woman I banged below.
So why haven’t I been getting laid?
I haven’t even been trying.
As Adrian pointed out, I haven’t even been trying to get laid while on dates. And I’ve been flaking on
so many girls who wanna meet up with me, for no reason at all. Like, I’ve cancelled dates, and
ghosted girls, and messed them around, etc.
I’ve been self-sabotaging nonstop for the last…. 6 months. I got out a sheet of paper and wrote down
all the girls I’ve flaked on and not tried to bang… and it’s more than 15 girls. And those are just the
ones I can remember, the real number is much more than that.
The only reason is fear of rejection. I don’t give a shit about being rejected on approach, doesn’t
bother me in the slightest. But I have this huge aversion to getting rejected when I try to actually have
sex with a chick, so I haven’t even been trying. I’ve been satisfied just being on a date with a girl, and
haven’t tried for anything more than that. Which is fucking insane, and frankly, embarrassing as fuck
to admit.
I didn’t realise I was doing it, as stupid as that sounds. It wasn’t until Adrian pointed it out that I had
to stop and think, “Fuck, he’s right.” So thanks for saying it, dude.
Got a tonne more numbers from Tinder and OkCupid, and have still been doing a few approaches
every single day. I’ll get laid again either this week or next.
Time to stop running from my fears.
Signed up for OkCupid and Tinder this week. Made my OkCupid profile really sexual – profile says
“Not looking for anything serious” and under “What you’re looking for” I put “Hookups”.
Messaged this 31yo chick with tatts, got her number. Right off the bat the convo was sexual, it was
obvious she was DTF. Tried to organise a meetup but our schedules kept clashing. She joked “You
should come say hi at my work during the day, lol”… so I did.
Took this pic while waiting for her in the lobby:
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There’s a toilet downstairs in the lobby. She went in there first, I waited 2 minutes then went in there
after her.
Jesus christ it was pretty fucking insane sex. Super rough, spat all over her face, choked her, the
usual. She was moaning super loud and I couldn’t get her to be quiet, which made me laugh, so
anyone walking past would have heard a girl moaning and a guy giggling like an idiot.
Here’s a pic of her tits she sent me while waiting for me:
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I waited a minute or 2 after she sent that, then I snuck in too – we had to be careful and time it to
make sure nobody was walking past lol.
Not the hottest woman I’ve banged but holy crap I’m happy with myself – having sex in a toilet at
someone’s workplace, with dozens of people walking by every minute, felt pretty baller.
HAHA you guys the main reason I did it was literally so I could brag about it to you guys. “I fucked a
girl in a public toilet at her workplace the first time I met her” is a coooooool story.

If you’ve read some of my other stories, you’ll see I went on to start having 3somes, wild sex
adventures, and really going all-in with getting laid. What those guys said to me absolutely changed
my life for the better; it was a massive turning point in my self-improvement journey. They called me
out on being a pussy and challenged me to go all-in; I’m so so glad they did.
It was hard at first – terrifying – to admit to myself that I really did want to get laid and was willing to
do whatever it takes. It took a lot of thinking, a lot of meditating, and a lot of soul-searching. In the
end I knew I’d never be happy if I just kept half-assing it; I had no choice but to give it everything I
possibly could.
If you’re struggling to go all-in yourself, start with these:
How Getting Laid Makes You a Better Man (Is Having Lots of Sex a Meaningless, Shallow
Goal?)
Getting ?Lucky? isn?t about Luck; You?ve Got to ActuallyTryto Get Laid
The Solution to All Your Problems: Go Talk to More Girls
Run TOWARDS Fear
Give Yourself Permission to Suck
Getting Laid for Ego Validation is Perfectly Okay
Imposter Syndrome
Aiming High Means Falling Far
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And then go all-in and give 100% of your effort to improving yourself, getting laid and becoming a
man worthy of respect. Don’t hold anything back.
Thanks again NoStringsAttached and AdrianLTS; I owe a lot of my success to you two. I’m not sure
this site would exist without you both.
There’s a follow-up; here’s the moment I first realised, “I’m actually a guy that gets laid.”
Got a wild sex story (or a public sex story)? Drop a comment below and share.
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Funny Pickup Artist (PUA) Satire Videos
May 29, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Something more lighthearted and fun today, inspired by a reader, Jorge:
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We’ll have a bit of fun watching some goofy videos about pickup artists, getting laid, hitting on
chicks, etc.
First on the list: hands-down the funniest parody I’ve ever seen of pickup artists, mocking everything
from self-proclaiming gurus, peacocking, negging and being an alpha male:
This is what a tonne of guys into pickup are like – talking and planning and theorising, but never
taking action:
If you see parts of yourself in that vid – then get off your computer and go take some action. Give
yourself permission to suck, and just get started right fucking now.
Just watch this next one from 1:35 onwards, mocking people who pay several thousands of dollars for
“bootcamps” and “dating seminars”, instead of going outside and talking to girls:
I’ve written in the past about pickup artists scamming students: Pickup Artists are Theatrical
Wizards.
The most accurate video I’ve ever seen on what it’s actually like hitting on chicks and getting laid.
(Apart from the over-the-top reactions from the women; girls in real life will be pretty damn sweet to
you for the most part. Negative reactions are rare). It’s literally just a numbers game – if one girl
rejects you, go talk to the next girl:
The two videos Jorge himself shared:
And last but not least, the strangest “picking up chicks” video I’ve ever seen:
Got your own PUA/getting laid/dating/etc skit video you wanna share? Comment below, I’ll add it
to this list.
Update: Mark over on our forums shared this (Watch from 1min23s):
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The Ginger Goddess & the Alleyway Girl [Storytime with
Andy]
May 31, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
Gather round, kiddies! Time for another edition of Storytime with Andy. This time we’re going back
to late 2018 to reminisce about an alleyway rendezvous – and more importantly – a ginger who
descended from the heavens.
This story was originally posted on the Good Looking Loser Forums back in Dec 2018. As always,
any parts in blue are direct quotes from the old post I initially wrote.

YEAH BOYS!!!!!!! Last night I banged 2 girls in a row, one after the other in the space of 1 hr LOL.

Alleyway girl:
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Ok so this girl was chubby but horny as fuckkkk. I have a mate staying with me for a few weeks, and
didn’t wanna shag a girl at my place. Met her, grabbed her hand and walked around for 5 minutes til I
found an alleyway.
Sex wasn’t great but I was ultra horny (haven’t jacked off for a week, more on that later). I didn’t
cum (was hard to fuck her in the alleyway we were in). Was good fun anyway.
I walked her back to her hostel, and then as I was walking home, I started messaging a really cute
ginger girl on Tinder. She had this profile picture of her with really long ginger hair, standing with
the sun behind her coming through her hair – made her look like a goddess or some shit. So I’ll call
her Ginger Goddess from now on.

Ginger Goddess:
So like I said I was messaging this ginger girl while walking home from the alleyway I’d just banged
the previous girl in. This ginger girl said she was currently in a bar and tipsy, so I suggested I’d come
and meet her. There was a bit of miscommunication though – I thought she wanted me to have a
drink with her + her friends, and since it was basically 1am at this point and I was almost home, I
really couldn’t be bothered going back out to hangout with a girl + her 2 friends – I wasn’t really
feeling that sociable.
But she made it clear we wouldn’t hangout with them – they were kinda just babysitting her from a
distance. So I agreed to meet her. Conversation:
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So I meet her in the bar and I literally lose my fucking breath. This girl was WAY WAY WAY WAY
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WAY WAY WAY WAY WAY hotter than her pics. Like she’s a 6 in her pics – cute at best. In
person she’s just mindblowing. She has this totally innocent, shy, adorable vibe – she’s the most
innocent and feminine girl I’ve ever met. She has these big green eyes and she kept looking at me and
smiling and my heart would skip a fucking beat. She has long red hair all the way down to her butt,
her tits are HUGE (like E cups) and she’s tiny and petite. She weighs 45kg (100lbs). She has these
cute little freckles on her cheeks. She’s *by far* one of the hottest girls I’ve banged.
But the hottest part is she doesn’t even know she’s hot. She just got out of a 4-year relationship; it
was her first relationship and it’s the only guy she’s ever fucked. So she has no idea how to flirt and
she finds it so novel that any guy would find her attractive.
I grab her hand, lead her to a table and we sit down together. She looks at me with those big green
eyes and I fucking melt, and have this huge goofy grin on my face. She’s smiling nonstop at me, and
not saying anything, and every few seconds she looks down at the ground shyly, then looks back up
at me to see if I’m still grinning at her, then back down at the ground. It’s like a highschooler
grinning shyly at the floor when their crush is near them.
We talk for a second then I lean over and kiss her, wrapping my hand around her throat and
squeezing roughly, and she melts. I pull her hair a little and she’s totally into it. After a few minutes
of making out I try talking to her again but she can’t stop smiling, and can barely say anything other
than a few words, while staring at the floor, still smiling. I tell her to come for a walk with me, she
says “What about my friends?” I tell her to text them “brb” so she does.
We go outside, I take her to some steps and get her to sit on my lap. We make out some more, I play
with her tits,choke her a bit more and say “Wanna come back to mine?”
Then it begins. She says “I want to so badly, but I can’t… I’m not supposed to do this, I shouldn’t be
doing this.” After she says it, she looks up at me with those big eyes and looks sad, like she wants me
to tell her to just do it. Turns out because she hasn’t banged anyone else but her ex, she’s built sex up
to be some big important meaningful thing. She doesn’t want to be a slut, doesn’t want to do
something she’ll regret, blah blah blah.
I tell her “I don’t mind what you do, doesn’t bother me. You’re hot and I want to fuck you, but if
you’re not up for it, I don’t care. I’ll walk you back to the bar and we can hang another time, it’s all
good.” But then she looks at me with a sad look in her eyes, literally pleading with me to make the
decision for her. She keeps repeating, “I want to… but I’m not allowed to… it’s wrong…” etc.
Eventually I just say, “Ok. You want me to make the decision for you, so here’s what we’ll do. I’ll
walk you to my apartment, we’ll stand outside and you can decide if you want to come up. Doesn’t
bother me if you do or don’t.”
Give her a piggyback back to mine. When we’re standing outside my apartment she looks at me
expectantly, so I invite her up and she follows me. We go to my room. (I feel bad for my mate who’s
staying over, because we kept him up all night…)
In bed she’s INSANELY passionate and into it, and I have to keep covering her mouth because she’s
making too much noise and my poor fucking mate is trying to sleep in the room next door. Her tits
are to die for, holy fuck she is hot. Her pussy has this little ginger fuzz all over it, it’s so insanely
sexy. She’s thin and petite with a cute little ass, and every time I squeeze her or choke her she lets out
this little squeak, it’s so hot.
I finger her, she plays with my dick, we tease each other for like an hour, it’s good fun. I ask her a
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few times if she wants to fuck, she says no each time because “I’m not ready, I’m sorry. This is a big
step for me.”
I’m not really fussed if we have sex or not – she’s just fun to make out with, and I already got laid
that night (and have more than enough girls in my life anyway). I tell her we can fool around a bit
and then sleep, but she says in a sad voice, “But I really want to…”
I say “Ok, again you want me to make this decision for you.” I put on a condom, hold my dick near
her pussy and make out with her. I whisper, “Do you want this or not?” She starts crying softly and
says, “I’m so sorry, I thought I was ready but I’m not.” She keeps saying sorry over and over again,
it’s actually fucking adorable and I try not to laugh lol. I whisper, “Haha you retard, why the hell are
you sorry?”
“I know I’m being irrational and silly and making a big deal out of nothing and I’m disappointing
you”
“Yeah I know, I’m so disappointed I’m literally gonna cut my wrists because I didn’t get some
pussy.”
She laughs, we cuddle for a bit and fool around some more. 5 minutes later we’re grinding (condom
is still on) and she says “I really want this.” Dick goes in and boom goes the dynamite.
Sex was INSAAAAAAANNNNNNNEEEEEEE. We fucked from 2am to 5.30am. Tried so hard not
to make too much noise (because of my mate sleeping!) and we had to be gentle to not make too
much noise, but it was one of the best lays of my life. She’s so insanely passionate, and innocent, and
shy, all at the same time. Her body is so sensitive, her pussy tastes amazing, her tits are HUUUUGE
and she just feels so damn good to be inside of. I had to fuck her with a pillow on her head for a lot of
it, she was being too noisy LOL. No matter what I did she wouldn’t be quiet – drunk bitches be loud
bitches. I fingered her ass a bit and tried anal, but it was too tight for her. Had to take like 20 breaks
so I wouldn’t cum, because I didn’t want it to ever end.
Finally she gets really close to my ear and out of nowhere says, “Cum.” Holy fuck that was the
hottest thing ever, and I fucking lost it. I immediately pull out, take off the condom and BLAST her
face, drenching her entirely, splashing onto the bed and shit lol. I should add I’ve been doing nofap,
and this is the first time in my entire life I’ve gone more than 1 day without cumming. I normally
barely cum AT ALL, it’s literally like 5 drops dribbling out. I actually shocked myself – this was
literally like a water pistol like you see in porn. I didn’t even know my body was capable of that. I’ve
never looking at porn again (serious).
She started moaning really hard from that which turned me on, so I immediately put on another
condom and started fucking her, with her face and tits covered in cum. Jesus that was so hot I pulled
out and jerked off on her tits and came again, like immediately. FUCKKKKKKK. The whole time
I’m trying so hard to be quiet for my poor mate next door, but can’t help myself.
We cuddled for a bit, then she got an uber home. In case you can’t tell, I’m really into this girl. Holy
shit. My dick is hard just thinking about her right now. She’s like crack cocaine.
After she leaves, I realise I don’t even have her number, so I text:
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As you can tell from the original story, I was pretty god damn into Ginger Goddess.
The next day I sheepishly asked my mate if he heard anything last night, and he says, “Yeah, I
couldn’t sleep the whole time.” I’m red in the face (I never have sex with other people in the same
house), and apologise. I brought him back a couple of expensive, exotic beers that night by way of an
apology.
I didn’t see alleyway girl again – it was fun, but I wasn’t super into her.
Ginger Goddess I saw for a few months after. She was super inexperienced – she’d had a long-term
boyfriend for many years, but had never been with anyone else. She was incredibly keen to explore
what it was like to have sex with other people, to try new things, explore toys, fantasies, kinks, etc –
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having sex with me really opened up Pandora’s Box for her.
She’s turned out to be a fucking sweetheart. I liked her a tonne. I later asked her:
“Ever fooled around with another girl, or thought about it?”
To which she said, “I kissed a girl while drunk once, but I’d really like to do more….” Which leads to
the next part of this saga – the 3some with her and another girl I was seeing. I posted the following
story on the Good Looking Loser forums a few weeks later.
As you read it, keep in mind “Woody Allen” was the nickname I gave my girlfriend before she
actually became my girlfriend – she started out really neurotic when I met her. Over time as she
worked on herself and became more confident and self-assured, she became less and less neurotic,
and the name Woody Allen made less and less sense. I haven’t called her that in about a year now.
So as you’re reading the following story, any time I mention Woody Allen, I’m referring to my
girlfriend.

The 3some:
Had 3some on the weekend with Ginger Goddess and Woody Allen girl. Best 3some I’ve ever
had, it was wild. Didn’t take pics – next time I’ll use my DSLR camera and take proper pics, getting
them to pose and shit like a porn shoot. They’re both down to be in a photoshoot and don’t mind
having their pics shared if I block faces as usual.
Woody Allen girl came over first and we fooled around for about 2 hours. Because I was so god
damn horny (hadn’t cum in 6 days), I told her we had to be gentle and she wasn’t allowed to make
me cum…. well that didn’t work. I was so horny I accidentally came 3 fucking times during the 2
hours. I normally take ages to cum, so being a premature ejaculator is so damn novel and cool to me.
Especially as each time I blasted the fuck out of her face and covered her, which she’s never seen me
do before.
Then Ginger Goddess comes over and shit gets wild. At first we were gentle with her because she’s
never done anything with a girl other than kiss one time. I taught her how to eat pussy, how to finger,
how to use a strapon (she was great at that), taught her how to make Woody Allen Girl squirt.
Then I held her down while Woody Allen Girl paddled her and whipped her until she was red raw
and bleeding. Ginger Goddess absolutely LOVED it, and was screaming so hard I thought the
neighbours would call the police. Good times.
We did a bunch of other stuff, played for another 4 hours or so (thankyou, Cialis) and I ended up
cumming another 4 times. Three of those times were when they were making out, and I came all over
their faces while they kept making out. Then they licked the cum off each other’s faces and kept
kissing. JESUS CHRIST I need to film it next time because it’s the hottest shit I’ve ever seen in my
entire life.
Ginger Goddess eventually went home and Woody Allen and I went to sleep then woke up and
fucked another 3 times over the rest of the day. Then today Ginger Goddess sends me a text begging
me to see her again because shes’ going away for a week. So I fucked her today and came another 3
times… by the end no cum was cumming out of my dick, I’m dry
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That’s a record for me, 13 times over 2 and a half days. My dick is too sore to use any more, god it
was fun. Like, my dick is actually broken – it needs a rest.
—-

There’s more too:
Yesterday I took Woody Allen Girl shopping and encouraged her to buy a few new outfits. She’s
always dressed really awful because she was trying to hide her body (she’s always been really selfconscious). She’d wear oversized dresses that looked more like a potato sack. I made her buy some
tight-fitting revealing clothes like every other 18 year old wears. Basically, normal clothes for her age
group. Here’s one outfit:
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But after she bought the third outfit, she had a huge breakdown and started bawling in my arms in the
middle of the shopping centre, because she doesn’t feel she ‘deserves’ to wear nice clothes or show
off her body. She said she felt like a fraud.
It’s totally the same shit a lot of us on here go through, and I told her that. I’ve had a few of these
breakdowns in the past where I felt like I didn’t “deserve” to have sex with girls, I felt like a fraud,
etc. I made her read the GLL article “This Process will Strip You Down and Force You to Confront
Your Real Issues”
This morning she wrote “I know you?re right [about me wearing better clothes] even if it makes me
feel absurdly uncomfortable. And as much as i don?t like that feeling, I?m incredibly happy I have
someone to help push past that while I?m starting to confront these things.”
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It’s funny how even though she’s a girl, most of the things she’s been confronting/working on/fixing
over the last 5 months are the same shit all of us go through. I guess at the end of the day we’re all
humans just trying to be better.
Also today Ginger Goddess asked me, “What do you want from life? What’s your purpose?”
Told her it’s self-improvement and knowledge. I want to wake up every day being a little better than
yesterday, and I want to know everything I possibly can about every subject on Earth. She liked that
answer. Asked her what her purpose is and she’s not sure – “I thought it was to get my college
degree, find a man, settle down and raise a family, then die. Now I’m not so sure.”
I think she’ll end up going down the self-improvement path too. I’ll do my best to encourage her.

Sadly I ended up not seeing Ginger Goddess for too many more months after that initial 3some. We
did a few more 3somes, but the more I got to know her, the more it became clear she very badly
wanted kids and marriage. She was 27 already; clock was ticking. I felt weird seeing her, knowing I
was delaying what she really wanted – she couldn’t go find a man to settle down with while she’s
busy having 3somes with me and my other girl.
She liked me too much to end things though – she felt torn. Especially as I was the first real chance
for her to explore her sexual side in a judgement-free environment. In the end I had to cut things off
with her and tell her I was making an executive decision that’d be best for her. She ended up thanking
me and even called me “a good egg” – isn’t that nice?
It sucked, but in the end I always feel better letting girls go if it’s very clear they’ll only be unhappy
if they stay with me for too long. Monogamy isn’t something I want, marriage has never been on the
cards for me, and neither has children (I had a vasectomy when I was 28). For 99% of girls, I won’t
be their long-term match. Most of them are cool with that and see me for a few months and some for
a few years, but every now and then a girl gets attached and won’t make the decision to leave. I’ve
had to step in and end things for her, and even though it’s a little painful sometimes, it’s infinitely
better than selfishly holding onto something that isn’t mine.
I also want to highlight the stuggles “Woody Allen Girl” (my girlfriend) went through above, with
her body image. The more you empathise with girls and get to know them, the more you’ll realise the
struggles most girls go through are pretty much the same struggles us guys have to go through. Body
image issues, not feeling like we “deserve” success, struggling with the opposite sex, feeling
constantly rejected, searching for our place in the world and trying to figure out the meaning of life.
After all, you and girls are on the same team.
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Beginner’s Guide to Shibari Rope Bondage 1 – Rope Dress &
Star Chest Harness
June 1, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
(Heads up: links on this page are affiliate links – I earn a small commission if you buy. If you aren’t
comfortable with that, all good – buy a bondage rope from Amazon/somewhere else.)
Keen to get into rope bondage (Shibari) but have no fucking idea where to start? Welcome to the club
– rope bondage is something I’ve been wanting to do for years, but just never got around to.
So let’s learn together – I’m going to be following a bunch of YouTube tutorials, and you can learn
along with me. I’ll post my examples from each session as I go. This should be fun.
If you’ve never tried any BDSM or rope play before, don’t let that hold you back. You can do this
even if you’ve literally NEVER done bdsm before. Just tell your girl you found this really cool thing
you wanna try with her. Show her the pics I have below (showing what it looks like when it’s done).
If she thinks it looks cool (99% of girls will), then try it with her. You don’t have to be perfect at it –
you two can figure it out together, just like I’m doing with my girl right now.
Before we start, you’ll need:
A long bondage rope (35ft/10m or longer). Buy this one – I own it, it’s nice and soft so it
won’t hurt your girl’s skin. That rope also comes in purple and black.
A female human being (or you can do some shibari on your mates if buy ’em a beer or
something).
Grab a cheap blindfold while you’re there too; I’ve talked about how to make the most out of
blindfolds here.

1. Rope Dress
We’ll kick off with a super simple pattern called a “Rope Dress”. It looks complicated but it’s easy
as fuck – we did ours in about 5 minutes. Follow this step-by-step tutorial:
We also added a couple of flowers to spice it up, and ended up with this:
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Again, that’s easy as hell to do – this is literally the first time I’ve ever done any shibari, and it only
took us about 5 minutes to do (plus another 5 minutes to add the flowers).
If you want to add some flowers like we did, just grab any cheap flower bouquet from a florist.
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Here’s what ours looked like:

2. Star Chest Harness
Next we had a crack at this one:
This one also only took about 5 minutes, and ended up looking pretty damn cool:
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And of course, doing these got us both so horny we fucked each other’s brains out afterwards. Good
times.
If you try these yourself, let us know how it goes – or even better, take a picture of it and show me.
(Obviously make sure your girl is cool with having a photo taken, and don’t show her face).
If you have any questions, drop a comment below.
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Beginner’s Guide to Shibari Rope Bondage 2 – Wrist + Head
Tie
June 2, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
(Heads up: links on this page are affiliate links – I earn a small commission if you buy. If you aren’t
comfortable with that, all good – buy a bondage rope from Amazon/somewhere else.)
Welcome back, shibari afficionados! In the previous episode we covered the rope dress & chest star
patterns. This time we’ll go over a very simple wrist tie behind the head, with a mouth gag added in.
If you’ve never tried any BDSM or rope play before, that doesn’t matter. As I said in the previous
episode, just tell your girl you want to give shibari a try. Show her the YouTube videos below, and if
she’s into it, you two can have some fun figuring it out together.
Before we start, you’ll need:
A long bondage rope (35ft/10m or longer). Buy this one – I own it, it’s nice and soft so it
won’t hurt your girl’s skin. That rope also comes in purple and black.
A female human being (or you can do some shibari on your mates if buy ’em a beer or
something).
Grab a cheap blindfold while you’re there too; I’ve talked about how to make the most out of
blindfolds here.

Part 1: Wrist Tie
Follow along with this tutorial:
Ours ended up looking like this:
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Part 2: Behind the Head
The next step is to tie her hands behind her head, and use some of the rope to gag her:
Our result:
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This one’s hot as hell, because she’ll be completely tied up and helpless, unable to move her hands or
turn her head at all. She’s be completely at your mercy – so have fun teasing her and doing whatever
you like to her body.
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If you try this yourself, leave a comment and tell us about it. If you have any questions – ask away.
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The First Time I Started Screening for BDSM [Storytime with
Andy]
June 2, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
If you’ve followed my stuff for a while, you know I’m a pretty kinky guy – I like BDSM, fetishes,
roleplays, ropes and restraints, kinky photoshoots, 3somes and the like. My sexual bucketlist still has
hundreds of things on it I’m working on ticking off – I’m insatiable.
I wasn’t always this way though; I used to be a shy, nice little boy. I dabbled in BDSM a couple of
times – blindfolds, spanking a bit, and a vibrator. I was definitely keen to try more.
Around the same time, I started getting frustrated with my lack of first-date-bangs; it usually took me
until the 3rd date to have sex with girls (mostly because I was being a pussy and wasn’t inviting them
back to my apartment). I decided to try the exact opposite of what I was doing – I asked myself,
“What’s the most sexual message I could send on Tinder, without being completely crass?” I spent
ages thinking, and then it hit me: “Something BDSM-related! Girls love that 50 Shades of Grey shit.”
I sat down and crafted this:
“Do you have experience with being submissive/BDSM, or is it something you’d like to explore?”
I was fucking terrified to actually send it to girls though; I was convinced they were going to call the
police on me for being a sex fiend, or tell me, “Go fuck yourself” or call me a creepy weirdo. I
thought they’d freak out at me and tell me I was being disgusting. It took me so much effort to send
that first message to the first girl; I literally had to pace back and forward in my apartment for an
hour, neurotically debating what the possible consequences might be, whether Tinder could track my
location and have the police called on me, etc.
In the end, I just closed my eyes, hit send, and then put my phone away in a drawer so I wouldn’t
have to see what she’d replied. (Yes, I really did this). A couple of hours later, I sheepishly checked
my message, terrified of what she might have written… And was surprised to see she responded
positively. She didn’t yell at me, or tell me to get fucked… she was actually into the idea.
I worked up the courage to keep sending this message to every new girl I matched with, and 98% of
them responded extremely positively – the worst responses I got were along the lines of, “No
thanks.”
The girl in the following story is the first girl I had sex with while using this new message template.
The story below was originally posted on the Good Looking Loser Forums on Apr 2018. Any parts
in blue are direct quotes from the old post I initially wrote.
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A few days ago I decided to try something different – going straight for the BDSM/50 shades of grey
stuff right off the bat when messaging girls on online dating. On OkCupid/POF/Tinder, I’m
messaging every girl like this:
hey, you’re hot. I’m andy. im looking for something very specific on here
[the interested ones will say “what are you looking for?”]
Do you have much experience with being submissive/BDSM, or is it something you’re open to
exploring?
God damn, guys – the response has been overwhelmingly positive. I got laid from it within a few
days of starting it (more about that down below) and already have a tonne more numbers and dates
set up for next week. 2 of them are virgins who haven’t even kissed anyone but said this is their
biggest fantasy. I’ve had 2 girls just immediately call me “Daddy” without me even prompting them.
Quite a few of them immediately start talking dirty/sending nudes. And this isn’t just Tinder – in fact,
OkCupid and POF seem to have WAY more girls who are down for this than Tinder does.
I don’t know why I didn’t just do this shit from the start, instead of my nice guy “hey you’re cute. i’m
andy” bullshit. The benefit of this BDSM talk is that any girls who meet you are 100% absolutely
down to fuck and they’re naturally submissive.
I’m also making it even more obvious by texting them a few hours before a meetup, “wear pretty
panties for me tonight.”
Lay:
So I matched this asian chick on Tinder. Cute, but if I’m honest a little chubby. Right off the bat she’s
down to bang, here’s the chat:
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We organised to meet up a few nights later. I texted her a few hours before, “Make sure you wear
pretty panties for me” and she replied “Ok I will ” Met her in a bar to make sure she wasn’t a catfish,
chatted for 15 minutes and made out with her, then took her back to mine.
She was DTF and easy to fuck but clearly very inexperienced. She was also incredibly scared the
whole time, she kept saying “Please don’t hurt me… I’m not just saying that, I really don’t want this
to hurt… Please…” Even taking it really easy on her (I didn’t use any ropes, toys, whips, etc and I
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was actually pretty gentle) she was clearly out of her depth and scared the whole time. But definitely
enjoying herself.
I asked her for a pic but she said she wasn’t comfortable anyone else seeing it, so I’m not going to
share it here.
After I nutted, we cuddled for a bit and she said I was only her second lay, and she couldn’t believe
she did something this crazy. She said she was terrified of me the entire time, from the moment we
met until we finished fucking. I said “Why did you stay then?” and she said “I wanted to see what
you would do… It was such a rush.”
I’m going to start doing this BDSM talk with girls I cold approach, too. Once I get their number I’ll
text the same shit – “it was cool meeting you today, sexy. i’m looking for something very specific
though.” etc.
The thing that’s cool as fuck about all this is that I am clearly NOT super hot. I don’t have muscle,
I’m not lean yet and my pics kinda suck. I can’t even begin to imagine how much wilder this will be
in a year or two when I’m better looking and buffer.

One of my 2020 Tinder pics.
I was so blown away by the fact I actually had sex with a girl while being this direct; and the fact we
had sex within 15 minutes of meeting. (Of course, now I do that with every girl I meet). Being this
direct was the impetus for my move towards being a more honest, upfront and direct person with
girls. When you’re this bloody direct and literally tell girls you want to tie them up, something
awesome happens: They match your honesty by being 100% honest with you from that moment
forward. No games, no manipulation, no lies; after all, why would they lie to someone who literally
just stated exactly what he wanted, upfront, without mincing his words?
These days days I ask 100% of the girls I match with if they’re up for trying BDSM. It’s how I’ve
had the majority of my lays. Here’s my current Tinder profile to see the pics I’m using.
You’re welcome to steal my line above if you’d like to find some girls to have a bit of kinky sex
with. You don’t have to be a BDSM expert – just follow my blindfold guide; it’ll get you 95% of the
way there. You’ll probably find, like me, if you’re this upfront about your intentions from the very
start, you’ll naturally screen in girls who prefer honest communication with no manipulation or
games. Basically, the opposite of pickup artists.
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I’ll also be releasing a BDSM guide in future, so stay tuned. In the mean time, if you have any
questions about trying this yourself – drop a comment below and ask.
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The Realisation I Can Get Laid + Clown Girl, Woody Allen, &
a 3some [Storytime with Andy]
June 4, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
What does every good story need, in order to be successful?
1. Neurosis.
2. Clowns (minimum of 1, but more is better).
3. A 3some.
Yep, it’s scientifically and medically impossible for a story to be classified as Good? if it doesn’t
contain all of the above 3 ingredients. Every great classical writer from Shakespeare to James Joyce
to the people who write for Buzzfeed all know you simply cannot write a story without these 3
elements. If your story is lacking any of these 3, the only answer is to burn the story, then burn
yourself at the stake for being a heretic.
I trust by now you’ve figured out the story I’ve written below will have all 3 of these prerequisites.
Alright, enough fucking around; let’s dive in.
As you read it, keep in mind “Woody Allen” was the nickname I gave my girlfriend before she
actually became my girlfriend. (If you don’t know who Woody Allen is, he’s a writer/director/actor
well-known for playing neurotic characters). My girl started out really neurotic when I met her; just
like Woody Allen.
Over time as she worked on herself and became more confident and self-assured, she became less and
less neurotic, and the name Woody Allen made less and less sense. I haven’t called her that in about a
year now.
So as you’re reading the following story, any time I mention Woody Allen, I’m referring to my
girlfriend. I originally posted this story on the Good Looking Loser Forums back in May 2018. As
always, any parts in blue are direct quotes from the old post I initially wrote.

Sup, bitches. Last night shagged 2 girls in a row, good times.

Clown Girl:
Matched on Bumble (tinder-clone).
She’s legitimately in a circus, dresses up like a clown, does all manner of circus shit. I’m
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thinking to myself how fucking funny it’d be to fuck a clown.
She had a couple of pics of her in clown makeup, with the hair and red nose and everything.
She looked pretty cute as a clown.
Didn’t use any BDSM talk because I clearly didn’t need it – her FIRST message says she likes
my bio which is “When I was little, girls hated when I pulled their hair. Funny how some
things change”.
The funny thing is because her profile made me crack up (it’s a tonne of clown photos), I
wasn’t really taking the conversation seriously – I was being an idiot and kinda “trolling”, as
you’ll see below. It was only at the end when I thought, “Ok, this girl’s clearly into me, and
she’s cute – I should actually meet her.” Asked for the number, met her, banged.
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– Ends up being super easy lay. From the start of the date she’s dropping cute little hints like “You
know I don’t just dress up as a clown, I have other… more adult… costumes…” and “Hey where’s
your apartment?” and shit like that.
– Took her to mine, invite her up, boom straight away it’s on
– REALLY fucking hot body. Was not expecting it, because you can’t tell from her pics. skinny,
HUGE tits (E or F cups, no exaggeration).
– REALLY good lay. She was super sensitive, and went CRAZY when I grabbed her throat
Shittest picture ever, but here’s her pussy. We tried to take a better one, but neither of us could be
bothered getting up to turn on the light…
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So then I had to walk her back to the train station shortly after we were done, because I was seeing
the second girl (see story below). But while waiting for the second girl, I ran into the first girl (clown
girl) again HAHA. She was like, “Oh how come you’re out? I thought you were going home.” Good
times.
Met the second girl 15 minutes later – I’ve nicknamed her, “Woody Allen Girl”.

Woody Allen Girl:
– Matched on Tinder, super easy to get her to meet me.
– She is much much much cuter in person vs her pics – she only just turned 18, so she has that cute
young girl look.
– ….Then she started talking. Oh jesus. At first it was cute… she’s Woody Allen levels of neurotic.
So neurotic she was actually NARRATING her own neurosis. Like everything that was in her brain,
was just pouring out of her mouth, she couldn’t turn it off. “Oh my god I’m talking so much I’m so
sorry, I always do this, I’m such a bad person, I am so neurotic, you’re probably thinking I’m so
annoying right now, I’m so sorry for this.” And it wasn’t just a nerves thing, because we spent 4
hours together and she was STILL doing it at the end of the night.
– She was also terrified to meet me, she texted me about 5 times before we met asking if I would
murder her. She also drank an entire bottle of wine in the hours before seeing me, because she was
so nervous. LOL
– The sex was insane, but the neurosis is actually the most interesting part of her. It would take me
YEARS to tell you guys everything that was wrong with her thinking patterns. She’s a trainwreck.
But weirdly enough she’s ultra intelligent and self-aware – she’s doing an electrical engineering
degree. And she KNOWS her thoughts/neurosis/etc is unhelpful, she even goes to a therapist. But she
can’t turn it off.
– Several times while we were cuddling after sex, we were just lying there talking and chilling,
basking in the afterglow… she kept interrupting the conversation and saying “Oh god I’m so sorry,
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I’m just lying here talking to you when I should be doing something. Do you want me to give you a
blowjob? I’m so fucking selfish I’m not even thinking about you. I feel so guilty for not doing
anything nice for you, should I clean your apartment?”
– Yes that’s right, this girl fucking asked to clean my apartment
– She spent the entire night apologising for EVERYTHING. At first it was cute but quickly became
annoying. “I’m so sorry I’m not good enough” and “You deserve so much better, you’re so hot, you
should be fucking girls much sexier than me I’m sorry”
– All those fucked up issues of hers meant she was hands down the MOST submissive human being I
have ever come into contact with. I did EVERYTHING to her, and every time I did something more
and more depraved, she THANKED ME FOR IT.
– Did every kinky thing you could imagine in the bedroom and she kept thanking me for it, wanting
more.
Afterwards walked her back to her train stop, which she was very grateful for. I don’t think she’d had
that before from a casual Tinder hookup.
Here’s Woody Allen tied up, with me about to spank her with a paddle:

We tried to pose for a good photo but it’s hard when the lighting is so dark with only my red lamp. I
need a better phone that can take pics in low light…

Go back and read the first screenshot (with Clown Girl) – see how she mentions “My roommate
thought you were creepy, but I liked it”? You can’t live your life terrified of ever doing anything that
girls will say is “creepy” – because what’s incredibly hot to one girl, will be “creepy” to the next.
This is literal proof of that; two girls living in the same fucking house, and one says I’m a creep while
the other girl literally has sexual intercourse with me. I’ve talked about this concept before in Getting
Laid Requires You to be Creepy.
You can also see both girls made it really easy for me to have sex with them. Girls who wanna bang
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you, will make it really easy to have sex with them. No games, no hurdles, no “shit tests“, no
manipulation. It’s why I always advocate talking to more girls to find the ones who are into you,
rather than “working on a girl” to “make her like you” or “build rapport”.
Mark Manson has a great article on this called: Fuck Yes or No.
A couple of weeks after the story above, I brought both girls together for a 3some. Was pretty easy –
I’d already had a 3some with Woody Allen Girl. So I asked Clown Girl:
“Ever fooled around with another girl, or thought about it?”
She said she never had and was semi-curious… but she also said, “To be honest, I’m not really crazy
about the idea.”
I showed her a few pics of Woody Allen Girl anyway, and she immediately changed her tune – “Oh
wow, she’s really gorgeous…” I asked her if she wanted to meet her, and all of a suddent it was,
“Yes, I do…” I showed Clown Girl‘s pics to Woody Allen Girl, who also thought she was cute. Then
I just had to set a date, they both came over, and the rest is history.
Having a 3some isn’t hard – just do what I did. Find 2 fuckbuddies, ask them both, “Ever fooled
around with another girl, or thought about it?” and see what they say. If you don’t have two
fuckbuddies who say yes to this, go talk to more girls until you do.
Here’s the story I originally posted:

The Threesome:
Had another 3some, even better than the previous one.
This time was Woody Allen + Clown girl. Clown girl has never done anything with a girl so she was
nervous as fuck. Woody Allen was nervous as fuck too.
I met them both in public and walked them back to my place (holding both their hands at the same
time & feeling like a pimp… though everyone in public probably assumed I’m just their gay best
friend or something lol). We had a few drinks, I made out with one girl, then the other, then made
them kiss each other and it was game on.
Jesus fucking christ it was nuts… EVEN BETTER than the previous 3some. Like 100 times better.
Ended up lasting about 13 hours (with a few naps in between) – we went so long into the night that
I’d fuck one girl while the other one slept, then fuck the next girl while the first one slept. I think I
even fell asleep myself at a few points.
– Clown girl is normally submissive, but because Woody Allen is really young and really innocent
and cute-faced, Clown girl took on this “motherly” role with her. It was fascinating – she was
“protecting” woody allen from me… Like I’d slap woody allen and clown girl would go “Wait! Slow
down! Be nicer to her” and then she’d kiss Woody Allen’s face. It was like I was the big bad wolf,
and she had to protect woody allen from me.
– Eventually woody allen convinced clown girl “No please stop protecting me, I need to be hurt, it
feels so good” and then clown girl went full dom… without me even telling her to. She was slapping
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woody allen’s face, pulling her hair, talking dirty to her, getting her on the edge of orgasm then
stopping, etc – fun. She even starting saying “Good girl” when she was good, and then punishing her
if she did something wrong.
– It was a lot more “intimate” this time, and much more affectionate – we spent a hell of a lot of time
cuddling & making out. The two of them are really fucking sensual and it’s hot as FUCK watching
them kiss and touch each other & go down on each other. For quite a lot of the time I just let them go
for it, while gently stroking my cock. Hot as fuck.
– When they left and said goodbye, we were in public and they both made out with each other (with
people around), then made out with me. Fuck that was cool.
Here’s a photo of woody allen going down on clown girl:

We’re definitely going to do it again. Both girls were begging me (and begging each other) to do it
again.
My dick is red raw though, and I have a date tonight and a date tomorrow night. I’m not gonna fuck,
I’ll just finger them and make some excuse about being tired. My dick really is too tired/sore to use.
——
More importantly:

I Can Get Laid:
Ok. I’m finally able to admit this to myself:
I am a guy who gets laid.
More to the point, I am a guy who CAN get laid. If I moved to a new city, or a new country, and had
to start my life anew… I know I could get laid within 1 week, if I just put in the effort.
Online dating, cold approach, I’m absolutely comfortable with all of it.
That’s such a massive fucking thing for me to say… It’s taken me 3 years of nonstop selfimprovement (every single damn day) to get there. This was my end goal when I first found Good
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Looking Loser. I wasn’t even sure I’d ever be able to reach this point.
Now that I’m here, I’m not sure what the next goal is. Part of me thinks, “Ok dude, you can delete
your account and stop posting on the forums. You don’t need it anymore”.
I’m so tempted to do that. To just enjoy this “golden era” of my life without keeping a journal of it.
But I’d miss the friendships I’ve built up with a lot of you guys.
Plus I know it’s arrogant and stupid to think just because I’m getting laid right now means “I’ve
made it” and can slow down and rest. This is the time I need to push myself HARDER, not rest of
my laurels.
I’ll keep doing what I’m doing – trying to get laid more and more, improving my looks, improving
my body, working on my killer instinct, pushing the boundaries. There’s still a LOT on my sexual
bucketlist, plus I’m just enjoying getting new pussy. I’ll keep posting on here.
Thanks for everything, you guys.

As I’ve mentioned, Woody Allen Girl went on to become my girlfriend – we’ve been together a few
years now. Her neurosis completely went away as she learned to relax and listened to me and took
her self-improvement seriously. She quit drinking, lost some weight, started seeing a counselling,
read a tonne of self-help books, dropped out of a university degree she hated and has recently gone
on to start her own business. She’s not perfect (neither am I) but she’s come a hell of a long way from
that neurotic, un-self-aware girl I once knew.
I’m pretty fucking proud of her.
I also want to highlight the stuff I wrote at the bottom of that story – the fact I finally felt like a guy
who could get laid. I posted that in June 2018; when I was roughly 31, about 3 years after I first
started working on my sex life. At that point I’d been getting laid for YEARS, but it took my selfesteem a really long time to catch up. I mean, hell, I had to have 2 fucking threesomes before I even
felt like I was a “player”.
I had Imposter Syndrome – something I’ve talked about in detail here. Sometimes you’ll be having
success for many months (in this case, a couple of years) before you finally admit to yourself, “Ok. I
did it. I’m successful.” The solution is to just keep pushing forward like I did, and trust that
eventually your self-esteem will catch up.
It’s ok to feel like a fraud for a while; just keep on doing your thing, and eventually you’ll feel like
you’ve earned your success. You’re going to find that the process of trying to get laid naturally forces
you to improve yourself and become a better person. Getting laid isn’t just about getting laid. It’s
about becoming a man worthy of getting laid.
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Fucked & Ghosted by a Circus Performer [Storytime with
Andy]
June 4, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
Cover image by: Sergio Souza.
It’s that time again, lads, so gather round and we’ll reminisce about one of my old lay stories. Let’s
explore the circus performer with giant tits who ghosted my after our first bang.
The story below was originally posted on the Good Looking Loser Forums on June 2018. Any parts
in blue are direct quotes from the old post I initially wrote.

Ok wtf guys, circus chicks love me or something. This is the second circus performer I’ve hooked up
with in 2 weeks.
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This chick was nervous before the date, so I didn’t screen her too hard or talk too sexually in
conversation – just some light stuff including “Are you going to be a good girl for me tonight?”
before the date and that’s about it.
Soon as I met her, I literally said to her “Jesus, you are WAY cuter than your pics, what the hell”. She
is REALLY sexy – she has a fucking sexy face, and her body is amazing – huge tits, abs, lots of
muscles from all the circus shit. We wrestled for a bit and she’s pretty strong. One of the sexiest girls
I’ve fucked. She is like 3 times hotter than her pics.
Since starting this BDSM stuff, this is my first legit hot girl. Had to fuck a lot of chubby girls to get
here but it’s worth it (no disrespect to the fatties; I’ll keep smashing ya!)
We went to a bar, had a drink and chatted for an hour, pretty laid back. Then I took her by the hand
and walked her back to mine and fucked.
Didn’t take any photos – I asked her and she said no.
She’s REALLY inexperienced – she said she’s only had sex with 2 guys before me, and one was
awful and they didn’t have much sex. It really showed – she doesn’t know how to kiss, she freaked
out when I came on her face, she was awkward as shit the entire time. She’s never watched porn
(she’s against it) and doesn’t masturbate. She’s just “awkward”. But holy fuck her body and her face
more than made up for it… She made me cum 3 times literally just from looking at her.
Her tits are fucking HUGE too, way bigger than in her Tinder pics. They’re perfectly firm. God damn
she’s hot.
I don’t like her personality though… it’s hard to explain but she’s incredibly fucking awkward. Like
she’s always on edge and doesn’t know how to relax. And not knowing how to kiss (and not wanting
to learn) is a huge turn-off for me; kissing is a HUGE part of sex for me.
I’ll see her again just for how fucking SEXY her body and face is. I really hope she chills out a bit the
second time, like Woody Allen did (I’ve banged woody allen 5 times now, and all the
neurosis/nervousness has completely gone… she’s now just a normal chick).
I will call this girlCircus Chick (Not to be confused with Clown Girl).

Despite having a hell of a lot of fun, she didn’t end up seeing me again. When I hit her up for round
2, she replied, “I was under the impression this was only ever to be a one-time thing.” It seemed like
such a strange thing to say; who the hell goes into sex wanting it to only be one-and-done? In
hindsight, her strange reply matched her very weird, awkward personality – as I said above, she was
very very akward during sex. There was something a bit “off” about her that I couldn’t quite put my
finger on.
But hey, maybe she just wasn’t that into me – no hard feelings. I’ll admit it annoyed me quite a bit at
the time (I was still very insecure, and very sensitive to rejections – we’re talking back in 2018). I
was over it a week later.
If you find the same thing happening to you – a girl doesn’t see you a second time – go read my
Retention Guide. I go over absolutely every single thing that’ll help you keep girls around longer.
However, sometimes you’ll do everything “perfectly”, but she still won’t see you. In those cases, you
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likely didn’t do anything wrong – she probably just wasn’t looking for the same thing you were.
I’ve talked about this subject here: If a Girl Ghosts You?
Good Looking Loser has an even more in-depth article here: Sexually Unavailable for Unexplained
Reasons
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How I Procrastinate & Waste Time
June 5, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
So, I’m literally writing this article right now as a form of procrastination.
I’m working on Part 1 of my 3some guide. I could literally have it done today if I wanted to; it’s
already half-written. I find I get into these annoying procrastination habits though, when I have a big
project to do. Like, “I need to clean the house” – so I’ll spend 2 hours cleaning, and avoiding actually
sitting down to write.
Or I’ll go onto my forums and play around with a bunch of improvement and tweaks; stuff that only
makes a 1% difference.
I’ll login to my forums or the Good Looking Loser Forums 30 times in a couple of hours, seeing if
there’s any new replies, wasting time responding to stuff that doesn’t really require a response.
I’ll go on Tinder and swipe a bunch, or pay for a Boost even though it’s a dumb time to boost, just so
I can have a few girls to waste time messaging.
I’ll message a girl I’m seeing with some dirty shit, or tell her to send me some nudes, just to distract
myself.
Hell, I’m literally writing this entire post just so I can avoid doing what I really want to be doing –
my 3some guide.
Isn’t that weird? I literally WANT to write my 3some guide – not “should”, but actually “WANT” to
write it, yet I’m avoiding it. I don’t want to procrastinate, yet I’m here, doing exactly that.
I know it’s not just me though – we all do it. I’m curious what stuff you do. Write a comment below
and tell us your timewasting activities; the stupid things you do to procrastinate. (Just… make
sure you’ve already been productive today, and you’re not leaving a comment just to waste some
more time.)
I know some of you guys will say, “I read too much of your website Andy, or Good Looking Loser,
or any other self-improvement website – I read so that I don’t have to log off the computer and take
action and actually do the work.” I used to do exactly the same… I still do.
And now that I’ve indulged in some timewasting, now that I’ve given myself 10 minutes to
procrastinate? I’m off to go actually work on my mission. No more timewasting. See ya.
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Update: Done. I’ve published Part 1 of the How to Have 3somes guide here.
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How to Have a 3some [Part 1] – Finding the Girls
June 5, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction
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This was
a very fun evening.

1.1 – 3somes are Fucking Groovy
Ahhh, 3somes. Mage trois. Two for the price of one. Two pussies, one dick, a night of debaunchery.
Truly, a gift from the gods.
I’m not going to lie to you; having a 3some is probably the hottest thing you’ll ever do. Seeing
two girls going wild on each other, seeing them both turning each other on and getting horny as hell;
and then having them both turn their attention to you, is hot as fuck. Twice the pussy, twice the fun,
right? Nah, son – more like ten times the fun.
Pretty much every guy has thought about having a 3some, but very few ever actually make it happen.
They just leave it as a fantasy, convinced it’s out of the realm of possibilities.
I was no better – I fantasised about 3somes all the damn time, for most my my life. 3some/lesbian
videos were my go-to porn when I wanted to get off. I spent so much of my life sitting around
thinking, “My life would be complete if I ever had a 3some”… but I never in a billion years thought
it could ever happen. I couldn’t even fathom the thought of me – little old Andy – having an actual
3some with two real, live, human females.
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Another from the same day as the photo above.
I went for 30 years of my life without having one – because I wasn’t actually trying to have one. As
soon as I actually decided to make it happen, I had a 3some within 2 months. And I’ve had countless
more since.
Best of all, it was better than I ever thought it’d be. When you finally make it happen, when you
finally have two girls in bed with you, one riding your face, her pussy dripping all over your mouth
while the other girl bounces up and down on your hard cock, the two of them making out with each
other – you’ll understand why 3somes are held up as one of the pinnacles of male sexual
achievement. Threesomes are fucking amazing.
You know what else they are? Efficient; a great timesaver. Hear me out. When you get to a point
where you’re seeing multiple girls at the same time, there starts to become not enough days in the
week to see them all. Having 3somes means you get to see two of them at once, freeing your week up
a bit more for you to focus on other things (career, gym, etc). See? Time-efficient.
Let’s get cracking.

1.2 – Read My Tinder Guide First & Improve Yourself
This guide assumes you’ve already read my in-depth Tinder/Online Dating Guide. Even if you
don’t plan on doing online dating or using Tinder (ie you want to meet girls in-person/at bars/etc) –
still go through and read that guide. I cover everything from improving your looks & becoming a guy
girls want to fuck, to going on dates, having wild, mind-blowing sex, and retaining girls afterwards.
I also have a condensed, shorter version of the guide – read that if you don’t have time to read the
full guide.
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We tied her up & teased her for hours.
Seriously, don’t read any further until you’ve at least read through the condensed version. This
3some guide will be a little more advanced compared to the Tinder/Online Dating guide; I won’t be
covering basic concepts you should already know, like screening, playing the numbers game,
improving your appearance, going on dates, how to get laid, etc.
I also assume you’ve improved yourself to a point where you look pretty decent; you probably aren’t
going to be having a tonne of 3somes if you’re 250lbs and dress like shit. Fix it by starting here.
I’ll make this really bloody clear: Anyone can have a 3some. You don’t have to be some super
amazing player, you don’t have to have 100 lays under your belt. You just need to be moderately
attractive (if you’re not, work through this guide & improve your style/fashion/bodyfat), and then
actually try and have a 3some. Just like with getting laid normally, all you have to do is improve
yourself & your appearance, and hit on a bunch of girls until one says yes. (Or, in this case, until two
say yes).
That’s it. That’s all there is to it. There’s no secret trick you need to perform, no magic formula to
having a 3some – you just need to start asking every girl you meet if she’d be up for it, and
eventually some will say, “Oh alright you sexy little man, let’s do it”.
I get that if you’ve never had a 3some, you may feel like, “Easy for you to say, Andy. But that’s way
out of the realm of possibilities for me. I wouldn’t even know where to begin setting something like
that up.” I used to feel exactly the same way, before I decided, “Fuck it – I’m going to go all in and
try my absolute hardest to make this happen.” I promise you, if I can do it, you sure as hell can too.

1.3 – Proof I’m Qualified to Write this Guide

This was even hotter in person.
You know I’m all about showing proof on my site – nothing disgusts me more than people giving
advice with no evidence to back it up. Go check out my proof page for a list of pics, videos and
stories from girls I’ve met. I’ve also posted My Current BDSM Tinder Profile to show you what my
current Tinder/Hinge pics, bio and conversations look like.
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As of November 2020 when I’m writing this guide, I’ve had 24 unique threesomes (meaning,
different combinations of girls each time). In terms of repeat 3somes where I play with the same girls
multiple times, I’ve lost count – probably something like 50 repeat threesomes. Those numbers will
likely be more by the time you’re reading this; 3somes are something I plan on doing more of as time
goes on.
I’ve also had a 4some (MFFF); I wrote about it here.
If you want to know how it all started, here’s the story of my first 3some. And some more stories:
Andy and His Girlfriend Bang a 6ft1 Giant
Andy & Immy Bang Miss Giggles
Andy?s Girlfriend Takes a Girl?s Virginity
The 4some (MFFF)
Why Losing Fat Matters + Bonus 3some
Andy Fucks a Clown, Meets Woody Allen, and has a 3some
Andy gets into a 3some with a Sunflower
An Anal 3some
Andy & His Girl Bang a Lesbian Virgin
At the start, I had absolutely no idea how the hell to even make a 3some happen. I knew I really
wanted one, and I made it my goal to have one… but I felt completely in the dark. I’ve had to figure
this all out myself, I’ve made a million mistakes, had my time wasted a million times, gotten oh-soclose to having one then missed out at the last possible second. I went hardcore and made it my
number 1 mission, and even then it took 2 months until I finally had my first 3some.
Over time, and with practice, I’ve learned how to get really bloody good at meeting new girls for
3somes, and introducing girls I’m already seeing to my other girls for 3somes. I’ll try and give you
everything I’ve learned, and save you all the trouble I had to go through at the start.

1.4 – If I can Have 3somes, You Sure as Hell Can Too
Go read My Transformation Story – I started out obese, depressed and suicidal, with zero friends, an
alcoholic, porn-addicted, agoraphobic loser who had no reason to live. And now here I am, having
3somes (and 4somes) left, right and centre. If I can do it, you can do it.
So how’d I have my first 3some?
I gave myself permission to ask for it.
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Art by my girlfriend: immydraws
Yep – I just had to say to myself, “I’m allowed to ask girls for a 3some. I’m allowed to want this, and
make it happen. I give myself permission to try and make it happen – even if I suck at first.”
That’s literally it. There’s no magic formula, you don’t have to phrase it perfectly or be smooth when
you say it – the girls will either be up for it, or they won’t. Like everything else we do, you just have
to keep asking a bunch of girls, until you find 2 who want to try it with you.
I promise the worst that will ever happen is some girls you ask will say, “That’s not really something
I’m interested in.” She isn’t going to think you’re some dirty sex perv, she isn’t going to stop seeing
you; she’ll just politely tell you she’s not up for a 3some. No worries; go ask other girls and find 2
who are.
Before I’d ever had my first 3some, it’d been something I’d always dreamed of – but thought it was
distinctly out of the realm of possibility for “someone like me”. I didn’t think I was cool enough, or
confident enough, or sexy enough, or enough of a “player” to ever make something like that happen.
If you’re reading this, you likely think the same about yourself.
Even after I had my first one, I felt like it might have just been a fluke and it’d never happen again. I
posted this on the GoodLookingLoser forums the day after I had my first 3some:

So, I get it.
And you may be a little nervous to bring up the topic of a 3some with each girl – don’t stress. I was
nervous as hell in the beginning; it was fucking terrifying. I had to overcome my fear and just do it. A
huge number of girls said no, but eventually, two said yes. The answer is always, go talk to as many
girls as you can.
You’ll be surprised by the ones who’ll say yes – it’s often not the people you’d expect. The first girl I
had a 3some with, had never slept with a girl before me, and was so incredibly shy she’d never in a
billion years sleep with another girl on her own. She’d never have organised a 3some herself. The
only reason we had a 3some was because I asked for it.
The next girl I had a 3some with – she literally said to me, “I’m not bisexual, and not really crazy
about the idea to be honest.” I showed her pics of my other girl anyway, and she immediately
changed her tune – “Wow, she’s gorgeous”. A week later we’re all in bed together and she has the
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time of her life.
That’s how I’ve had most of my 3somes (another example) – by just asking every girl.
Seriously, that’s it. Go ask every girl you date/sleep with if she’s open to fooling around with another
girl, and some of them will surprise you by saying yes. Ask every girl you meet. Put in the work
and make it happen.
You’re in a much better position than I was – I’m literally telling you all the steps you need to take,
showing you what’s worked for me; there’s no reason you can’t have your first 3some 1 month from
now if you get started right this second. Particularly if you already have at least 1 girl you’re seeing
who’s open to exploring with another girl; all you have to do is find one more.

1.5 – The 4 Easiest Ways to Have a 3some
1. You’re already banging two girls, and you just introduce them to each other and have a
3some.
2. You ask your girl if she knows any other girls (friends/acquaintances) who might be up for
fooling around with you + her.
3. Your girl goes and directly finds another girl on Tinder/Hinge.
4. You go on Tinder/Hinge yourself and directly tell girls you’re looking for a 3some.
Those are the 4 easiest methods, and we’ll focus solely on them in this series. There are also other
ways to have 3somes:
5.
6.
7.
8.

You could go to a bar with your girl, and both try to seduce a girl together.
Or you could both try and seduce a girl you’re both already friends with.
You could meet two girls at a party and try to fuck them both.
You could hit on a girl and her friend in public (cold approach), grab their numbers and tell
them you should all get a drink together, and see what happens. (This would probably be
easiest with backpacker/travelling girls).
9. You could try and seduce a lesbian couple (that’s playing on hard mode – I’ll PayPal $50 to
anyone who shows me proof they’ve done this).
10. And of course, there’s also Male-Male-Female (MMF) 3somes.
I won’t be covering those last 6 here – just because I don’t have any personal experience with them
& they’re not how I personally like having 3somes. But if you’ve tried any of these methods yourself,
comment below. Same goes if you’ve got some wild stories of a MMF 3some – you banging a girl
with one of your mates or something – I love hearing different people’s experiences. Or if you’re a
bisexual dude and want to share a story of a bisexual 3some, go for it. No matter what type of
3some experience you’ve had, drop a comment below and tell us about it.
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There’s also a final, incredibly shitty way to try and have a 3some: You sit around fantasising about
how amazing it’d be to bang 2 girls at the same time. You secretly hope it’ll somehow magically just
happen, like some porn fantasy. You go to parties and get drunk and hope that 2 drunk girls will
somehow make a move on you and suck your dick, just like in the pornos.
Some guys do have 3somes this way, but let’s be real: This is like winning the god damn lottery;
you’ve got a 0.000001% chance of this ever happening to you by accident. If you’re reading my site,
you know we’re all about taking action here, and getting shit done; not waiting for Lady Luck to
grace us with her prescence. No point sitting around fantasising about a 3some; let’s make it fucking
happen for real.

1.6 – Be Persistent; Keep Trying
Speaking of luck, if you’re relatively inexperienced or nervous about having a 3some (or getting laid
in general), to some degree it’ll probably feel like there’s a lot of “luck” involved with all this. Yes,
to some degree that’s true – you can’t control which girls will be up for a 3some. All you can do is
hit on a lot of girls, and ask as many as possible if they’re up for fooling around with another
girl.

Art by my girlfriend: immydraws
And it may take you quite a few girls before you find two who are both open to it, and both find each
other attractive. If it does take a while, don’t stress – just keep trying, keep asking every girl you
meet, and try not to get too frustrated. Like I said, it took me 2 months of trying (and it was my
absolute number #1 mission) before I had my first one. Keep on trying.
The good news is once you get decent at finding bisexual/bicurious girls, once you know what to
look for, it becomes a hell of a lot easier. Especially as you become more confident at asking every
girl, and you make it more clear earlier on that you’re looking for a 3some. At this point in time, I
screen heavily for bisexual/bicurious girls (when I get their number, I ask them if they’d like to fool
around with another girl) – and as such, 3somes are pretty easy nowadays.
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I always advocate for going all-in and doing everything you can to reach your goals. If you want a
3some, use all 4 of the main methods in this guide, at the same time. Try every possible way you
can to have a 3some, come at it from all angles, and one of the methods will eventually work for you
(usually multiple methods).
Bottom line is: Don’t stress if it takes you a lot of rejections before you have your first one. Keep
persisting; success is literally inevitable if you just never quit.

1.7 – Focus More on the Girls than Yourself
This is a topic I cover more in Part 3, where I talk more about having the actual 3some itself. But
you’ll have a much better time – and be much more likely to retain the girls for more future 3somes –
if you focus on the girls, rather than yourself. As in, you focus more on them and their pleasure and
give them a chance to explore – rather than just, “I’m getting 2 girls to suck my dick lol.” (Though,
that is fun too).
After all, as much as this is a new experience for you – you’ll find for a lot of girls they’ve never
done anything with another girl. So not only are they probably having a 3some for the first time
(3somes aren’t super common), one or both of them probably hasn’t fooled around with another girl
before. If you give them a chance to really explore each other, to try different things, to really enjoy
and soak in the experience of being with another girl; they’ll be absolutely desperate to have another
3some with you. Being totally selfish and making the 3somes solely about you usually lowers your
chances of having more in future.
It doesn’t take a lot of effort – just pick one girl to focus on for a while, and you and the other girl
tease her, play with her body, make her feel good. Make her the centre of attention for a bit. Fuck
her too – while the other girl makes out with her or sucks on her nipples or sits on her face. Let her
enjoy the full experience of having a 3some and playing with another girl.

After a bit, switch it up – make the other girl the focus for a bit. Do all the same things you just did
to the first girl – give her the same chance to enjoy the whole experience. You’ll find if you make one
girl the focus at a time, it’s much hotter for everyone involved, and nobody needs to wonder what
they’re “supposed” to be doing. You both just focus on the girl who’s currently the centre of
attention, then after a while, swap.
One of the biggest fears girls have is “I don’t know what I’m supposed to do in a 3some” – if you do
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what I’m advocating, you get to simplify things. “We just make one girl feel good for a bit, then we
make the other girl feel good for a bit.” Easy.
I’ll go into more detail in Part 3 about what to actually do during the 3some itself, so don’t stress. For
now, just keep in mind – “If I can make sure they both have a pretty decent time, and focus on them
more than myself – they’ll absolutely want to do it many more times in the future.”
However, if you read all this and think, “Nah, Andy – that’s not how I want to do things. I want it to
be focused on me” then you can do that – it’s your life and you can do what you want to do. Just bare
in mind the girls may not have as good a time, and may not be as keen to repeat it.

Chapter 2 – Method #1: Bringing Together 2 Girls You’re Already Seeing

This is the simplest method – particularly if you’re already decent at getting laid/meeting new
women. All you have to do is ask every girl you date this question, until you find 2 who say yes:
“Ever fooled around with another girl, or thought about it?”
When two girls you’re dating/sleeping with say yes, congrats! You can introduce them to one
another. If you’re not already dating two girls, that’s an easy fix – go hit on more girls.
I also personally find this the most fun method of having 3somes (and foursomes), because you’ve
already vetted both girls – you already know you like both of them, you already know what their
personalities are like, and you’ve already had sex with them. It’s a lot of fun introducing two girls to
each other – like you get to “play host”, and be the matchmaker. Not to mention, you get full credit
for them both having a good time. After all, you engineered the whole thing.
You also get to feel more like you’re in the driver’s seat; like you’re in charge. They’re both “your
girls”, rather than one of them being a stranger you don’t really know. You’ll feel a lot more
confident directing them and taking the lead – which makes things a lot easier for all 3 parties
involved. Vs a 3some where you only know one of the girls; sometimes you can feel a bit like a 3rd
wheel at the start (which isn’t necessarily a bad thing – just different).
This is the method I’ve used to have about half of my 3somes. Here’s a couple of stories:
The 4some (MFFF)
Andy & Immy Bang Miss Giggles
Andy & His Girlfriend Bang a 6ft Giant
Andy Fucks a Clown, Meets Woody Allen, and has a 3some
Why Losing Fat Matters + Bonus 3some
The Anal Adventure + 3some
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2.1 – What to Say & How to Bring it Up
As I said, here’s how I like to phrase it:
“Ever fooled around with another girl, or thought about it?”
Asking every girl you date this question is the easiest way to set up a 3some, and it puts the power in
your hands – turning 3somes from a “lucky thing that just happens to lucky guys” to “I just need to go
out and actively date more girls, and actively ask every one of them if they’ve thought about fooling
around with another girl. Eventually 2 will say yes.“
I prefer not to say, “Are you bi?” or “Are you bi-curious?” because a tonne of girls will say they’re
not bi/bi-curious… but then that exact same girl will happily fool around with another girl and still
consider herself “straight”. I know, I know – girls can be a bit weird sometimes.
I’ve dated a handful of girls who’ve had multiple 3somes with me + another girl, yet identify as
straight. Even though they get massively turned on by the other girl, make out with her passionately,
cuddle her, etc. Often during the sex I will tease them and say, “Are you still straight?” with a
massive smile on my face. They’ll take a break from munching on the girl’s pussy and look up at me,
her lips literally wet with pussy juice, and say, “Stop mocking me, I told you I’m still straight” with a
completely serious face. Then they’ll go back to licking the girls pussy and making out with her.
So you’re missing out on opportunities if you specifically ask girls if they’re bi. Instead, just ask
them if they’ve ever thought about fooling around with another girl, and go from there.

I *heart* this.
I don’t usually like to get too analytical with “lines” or “what you should say” – because the words
you say are usually far less important than just trying with as many girls as possibly (“playing the
numbers game” gets you more results than trying to be perfect). But fuck it, let’s get nerdy anyway:
I like to say, “thought about it?” rather than, “fantasised about it?” because lots of girls think
about fooling around, but less of them will admit they’re “fantasising” about it. “Thought
about it” just implies the thought has randomly popped into her head; she’ll be far more likely
to admit this to you, rather than, “Yeah, I sit around fantasising about other girls.”
I like to say, “fooling around with another girl” rather than, “a 3some” because most girls are
fucking terrified about the concept of a 3some. It’s intimidating to them – it’s 2 people she has
to “please”. But if you ask her if she’s down for fooling around with another girl, that’s far less
intimidating – especially if you make it clear you’ll be right there to help her and lead things.
Much less scary for 99% of girls than “a 3some”.
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On that note, the stereotypical idea of a 3some is the guy getting all the attention and being
greedy, and both girls feeling a bit like they’re only there to fulfill his fantasy. If you make it
clear you want her to fool around with another girl, you’re making it much more appealing –
she gets to fulfil her fantasy along with yours; rather than you being selfish and her thinking,
“What’s in it for me?”
Now that we’ve gotten that nerdy shit out of the way, let me repeat – what you say matters much
less than just playing the numbers game and saying it to a lot of girls. Eventually two of them
will say yes, and you’ll be able to set up your 3some. I’ve had 3somes saying all sorts of different
stuff; the above template is just what I personally like to say.
Just copy-paste my template (or say it to girls in person) and get started right now – don’t overthink
this stuff.
When you ask each girl if she’s interesting in fooling around with another girl, it doesn’t have to be
smooth, or perfect, or confident – it’s ok if you’re nervous when you say it. My voice was literally
shaking the first ~5 girls I asked.
As for when to bring it up:
Sometimes I’ve brought it up after sex, when we’re cuddling and hanging out in bed, basking
in the afterglow.
Sometimes I’ve asked girls what’s on their bucketlist, and they’ve mentioned fooling around
with another girl, or having a 3some. Then I tell them, “Cool, I can introduce you to another
girl I’m seeing.”
Sometimes I’ve just sent this text to a girl I’m seeing. (“Ever fooled around with another girl,
or thought about it?”)
Most of the time these days I text girls before we meet up and ask them if they’re up for
eventually fooling around with another girl.
If you’re nervous, you might be the most comfortable bringing it up in bed immediately after sex. In
that moment, you’re both relaxed, feeling intimate, and she knows you won’t judge her (you’ve just
seen her naked and banged her brains out). Everybody lets their guard down immediately after sex.
This is the best time to have a conversation about it, where she knows she can open up to you and
show you her sexual/exploratory side without any judgement.
Again – you don’t have to be smooth when you bring it up. It’s ok if you stumble a bit if you’re
nervous. We aren’t aiming for perfection here. Remember, you have unlimited tries – there’s
infinite girls out there you can ask.
Try not to be too disappointed if a girl you really like doesn’t turn out to be curious to try fooling
around with another girl. I know that’s easier said than done – when I first started trying to have my
first 3some, I had a few girls I was dating say no and it really crushed me, because I’d put so much
emotion and investment into making it happen. And I really wanted it to be with those girls I was
seeing, because I already really liked them a lot.
I had to take a deep breath each time a girl said no, remind myself not every girl is going to be into
girls/3somes, and then move on and ask the next girl. If she isn’t down to clown with another girl +
you, no hard feelings – give yourself a pat on the back for having the balls to ask. And then go out
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and ask some more girls.

2.2 – Show them Each Other’s Photos
Once you have two girls who say yes to fooling around with another girl, you obviously have to show
each of them what the other looks like, to make sure there’s mutual attraction there. You can do
this in-person (eg when cuddling in bed after sex). Or text them each other’s photos:

And another 3some I had:
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A good example of a girl who was nervous, but very keen:
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In the above example, we’d previously discussed having a 3some. She wanted to; she was just
extremely nervous. Again, just do what I’ve already mentioned – remind her that the other girl is also
nervous. Remind her you don’t expect her to be perfect. And remind her it’s just a bit of
exploring/fooling around; there’s no expectations or anything special she has to do.
Another example:
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And another:

You can send a nude photo or two as well – just ask first to make sure they’re cool with you sharing
them.
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Always ask before sending nudes,
obviously.
If they’re both into each other (which is usually the case – most of them will say “She’s very pretty!”
or “She’s beautiful”), good job!
Final example:
Just don’t spend too much time talking dirty; as I’ve pointed out, talking dirty usually lowers your
chances of sleeping with girls. Sending them one or two of each other’s nude pics is fine; but if you
spend days and days being extremely dirty & sending 30 nude pics, you’re just building up her
nervousness and making her more likely to flake last-minute. You’re cockblocking yourself by
being overly dirty before the first meetup. Save it for after you’ve banged once.
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Enjoying this guide? Want more free stuff just
like this?
My 100% FREE guide “Andy’s 5 Most Powerful Sex Techniques” – sign up to have it delivered straight to your
inbox right this second:

Download for free
I respect your privacy. Unsubscribe at any time.

2.3 – I Don’t Have 2 Girls Yet?
Well, son, you better go and get 2 girls!
If you’ve only got 1 girl (or no girls), follow my in-depth Tinder/online dating guide and start
meeting more girls. Or go outside and start talking to girls in person – you can do 1 approach a day.
Have sex with them as I outline in that guide, and just ask them after the first time you have sex
(when you’re cuddling in bed) if they’ve ever fooled around with another girl, or thought about it. Or
ask them before you have sex – either is fine.
This is what I did early on – I’ve date and have sex with plenty of girls, and once I got to know them
a bit, I’d ask if they were up for a 3some. If they weren’t, no stress – I’d obviously keep on dating
them. I’d meet more girls and ask those new girls the same question.
These days I seek out almost exclusively bisexual or bicurious girls. You can do that too if you’d like
– ask girls before the first date (or bring it up during the date) the “Ever fooled around with another
girl, or thought about it? question.
Generally speaking, the earlier you ask the question, the quicker you’ll have your first 3some – since
you won’t be wasting time on girls who’ll never ever be up for fooling around with another girl.
Bottom line: If you want a 3some and don’t already have two girls, just go hit on more girls.

Chapter 3 – Method #2: Asking Your Girl if She Knows any Other Girls

Remember I said at the start you should be using all of these methods in conjunction with one
another? As well as trying to introduce 2 girls you’re dating to one another, you should also ask every
single girl you date if she knows any other girls/female friends who’d be up for a 3some.
Start with the usual question first (either in-person, or via text):
“Ever fooled around with another girl, or thought about it?”
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If she says yes, you can then ask her this next question:
“Got any female friends you’ve ever thought about playing with?”
Sometimes you’ll get lucky and she’ll say she knows someone who might be up for it.
1. Talk to her about it a bit and see if she’s up for fooling around with that friend of hers + you.
2. If she is, get her to show you some pics of this friend – if you like the way the friend looks,
awesome.
3. Get her to tell her friend something along the lines of: “I’m seeing this guy and he’s really
cute… What do you think about all 3 of us hanging out, having some wine, and seeing where
things lead?” (Get her to rephrase it however she wants – whatever she’s most comfortable
saying to her friend. However, I like including the phrase, “see where things lead” – that’s girlcode for “we all have sex”, but much less intimidating for her.)
4. If the friend says yes or maybe (some girls might be shy and they’ll say “Maybe….”), get your
girl to show her friend some pics of you.
5. Discuss with both of them a date/time to meetup (it’s often easier to add both girls to a group
Whatsapp/Facebook/etc chat so you can all talk at the same time).
6. Get them both to come to your place (meet in public first if they want to, but it’s not
mandatory). Have some wine or some drinks if it makes you all less nervous (not mandatory
either).
7. Make a move and have fun. I’ll go into details on how to make a move in Part 3; but in short, it
doesn’t really matter what you do. Kiss one of them, or tell them, “You guys should kiss”, or
just start rubbing one/both of them – I’ve done all those things and it all works just fine.
Everyone already knows exactly why you’re all there (to fuck, duh); so it doesn’t really matter
how you get the ball rolling.
This is exactly how I had my first 3some. I asked my girl if she knew any girls who wanted to fool
around with her. Her best friend was a virgin at the time but had always wanted to explore girls, and
also wanted to lose her virginity – awesome. We talked over group chat, set up a date, drank some
wine at my place and had the wildest 3some of my life (we all fucked for over 12 hours in total (with
breaks of course, and we even fell asleep a few times throughout the night, then woke up and fucked
some more)).
Here’s what my girlfriend Immy has to say about that 3some:

The first girl Andy and I had a threesome with was obviously the most scary for me. It was my friend
from high school. We’d always been pretty open with one another and she was actually the first
person I’d ever kissed, one drunken evening at a party (when I was far older than I’d like to admit).
Without being too explicit, the drunken kissing back then ended up being a lot of fun. Even I have to
giggle at the fact that we never mention it to one another again and baked a gingerbread house the
next day as if nothing happened.
So when I first started seeing Andy, he pushed me to ask her if she’d be interested in something
together. Skipping over the juicy details, after a lot of nervousness leading up, on the actual night, the
three of us had a lot of fun. It only happened with her the one time but it was the start of an ongoing
series of threesomes I’ve shared with Andy.
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Oh, and on a funny side note, I ended up living with this friend of mine for 9 months afterwards as
flatmates, continuing to never mention it. Maybe it would be fun to elaborate upon it in a story
another day.

You’ll be surprised how many girls have friends they fantasise about – or have maybe even kissed
once or twice while drunk at a party (that’s surprisingly common – about half the girls I ask have
done that. It’s a pretty normal thing for most non-conservative girls).

And my girlfriend also says:

I might be in a bubble of rather open minded people, but I’d say that almost all my female friends are
open to the idea of fooling around with another girl. At the very least, from those I’ve met, most have
experienced a little girl crush.

However – that doesn’t mean every girl will actually be game enough to do it. Sometimes fantasy
is different from reality. So don’t be too disappointed if a few girls tell you they have friends they
want to fool around with, but they’d never actually go through with it for real. Just keep on trying
with other girls, and keep trying all the other methods on this page as well.
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Chapter 4 – Method #3: You Directly Seek Out 3somes on Tinder/Hinge

Use this method once you already have a girl you’re seeing who wants to try a 3some with another
girl. You go on Tinder/Hinge/any other online dating app, and directly tell girls you’re looking for
another girl to fool around with you + your girl. Essentially, “We’re a couple looking for a third”.
If you haven’t already, read my Tinder/online dating guide first; go through and do everything on
there. Finding a 3some on Tinder/Hinge/etc will be exactly the same as traditional, normal
dating/hookups on Tinder/Hinge – you need to have the fundamentals handled first. Look decent,
have good pics, always be working on yourself and improving, use Boosts, message as many girls as
you possibly can.
Don’t use just Tinder and Hinge; try all of these apps and see which ones are popular in your
country/city:
Hinge (top priority)
Tinder (top priority)
TanTan (especially in Asia)
Badoo (especially in Asia & Europe)
Bumble
CoffeeMeetsBagel
Feeld (for kinks/BDSM/3somes/etc)
Taimi (Especially if you’re looking for bisexual girls for 3somes)
Happn
Hily
SeekingArrangements (only if you have money & are happy to buy girls a drink – you don’t
have to pay for anything more than 1 drink)
Skout
OkCupid
Plenty of Fish/POF
Paktor (in Asia)
(Any others that are popular in your country)
If you’re doing this while in a relationship, you can change your bio to:
“In an open relationship (she’s bisexual, and I’m good at sharing…)”
That’ll make it really obvious to girls exactly what you’re looking for – another bisexual girl to fool
around with you and your girl. It’s also better to be more upfront – you’ll save yourself and the girls
you match with a lot of time. If you’re not in a relationship and you’re just seeing a girl casually, you
can say “Seeing another girl as well” instead of “in an open relationship”. Or leave the line out
entirely if you prefer.
My plan below involves you directly telling girls on Tinder/Hinge/online dating you’re looking for a
3some.
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4.1 – Direct Tinder 3some Template:
Hey, you’re sexy. I’m [your name]. I’m looking for something very specific on here.
[Respond to whatever she says]. A girl I’ve been seeing really wants to have fun and fool around
with another girl together. Ever tried, or it is something you’d like to explore?
[Respond to whatever she says]. What do you like to do for fun?
[Respond to whatever she says]. I’m into [hobbies you’re into]. What part of [your city] are you
from? I live in [area you live in], she lives in [your girl’s area]. (Her name is [your girl’s name].)
[Respond to whatever she says]. You seem cool, we should all grab a drink together and make sure
we click. What’s your number? I’ll send you some photos of her too.
Example Conversations:
1
“I had sex with a lesbian”.
2
“I’ve always wanted to explore it more”
3
“I hooked up with a girl last weekend.”
4
“I hope you’re not highfiving too many strangers at the moment”
(Note: I’ve only just started using this method recently; all my past 3somes were using the other
methods. So I’ll add more example conversations here as we sleep with more girls using this
method).
As always, the words you say aren’t nearly as important as playing the numbers game and messaging
a tonne of girls until you find one who’s up for it. Just use the template above – simple, concise and
will save you a tonne of time and hassle. Experiment with your own templates if you absolutely must,
but I’ve found it doesn’t really change the results much – the girl either wants a 3some with you, or
she doesn’t.
This method of direct screening for a 3some can also be a lot of fun because you’re already seeing 1
girl – so you can tell your girl, “You and I will find another girl to be our little plaything”. Like you
and her are doing something fun together – you’re building something. This is the mindset my
girlfriend and I have had when she finds girls on her Tinder/Hinge for us to play with – it’s a fun
thing we’re doing together.
If you have a photo of you + your girl together, put that in your Tinder/Hinge profile as well.
Change your sexual orientation to bisexual, then change your “looking for” settings to “Show me
people of the same orientation first”:
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The reason we’re doing this is girls who openly identify as bi are obviously very happy to have sex
with girls and guys, usually more open minded, generally more open to having sex earlier (eg on the
first date). It’ll make your mission to have a 3some much easier.
Plenty of “supposedly-straight” girls will still have a 3some with you, of course (as I went into
above). It’s just that girls who are comfortable enough to openly identify as bisexual are easier to get
into bed with you and your girl.
And I’ll make this clear: we’re not only looking for girls who openly identify as bisexual or
bicurious. You will have a tonne of 3somes with girls who literally call themselves straight, but are
open to “fooling around with a girl” or “having a drink and seeing what happens”. In their mind, “it
doesn’t really count as bisexual – I was just having a bit of fun with this girl and this guy together.”
Remember, you’ll need to really play the numbers game here and copy-paste this template to a lot of
girls in order to find one who’s down. Don’t be disheartened if it takes you a while to find one,
especially at the start when you’re nervous/not all that confident. Most girls you match with on
Tinder won’t be up for a 3some, and that’s ok. It doesn’t matter how many girls you have to talk
to in order to get laid – all that matters is you got laid. If you have to talk to 100 girls to have sex
once, cool – you just got laid. While other nerds are busy calculating their “percentages” and “odds”
and “performance rates”, you’re busy sticking your penis in (two) pussies.
Once you find a girl who’s up for it, get her number, send her some photos of your main girl, and
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make sure she’s attracted to your girl. Make sure you show this new girl’s photos to your main girl
too – you obviously want them both to be attracted to each other.
You can then either meet the new girl by yourself first, or meet her with your girl in public
somewhere for a date, or get her to come straight to your place for the 3some right away. I cover all
these different options in Part 2.
It doesn’t really matter what you say when you’re organising the actual meetup/date – it doesn’t need
to be perfect. If you’re reading this 3some guide – you already somewhat know what you’re doing.
You’ve already read through my What to Text Girls guide. You don’t need me to tell you how to set
up a date. This new girl already liked you enough to give you her number, so just them both of them
each other’s photos, organise a date, have fun.
As I covered in my Tinder guide, you don’t need to waste time having long conversations over text or
texting a lot in the lead-up to the date. Just organise the date, maybe answer a couple of questions if
she has any, and then send her a text the morning of the date: “Looking forward to tonight” to make
sure she’s still coming. Texting a lot is largely a waste of time.

Chapter 5 – Method #4: Your Girl Finds New Girls

Art by my girlfriend: immydraws
Another option, and one that’s probably the most fun (and gets you the biggest bragging rights) is
asking your girl if she wants to go find other girls for you to bang together.
It’s also a hell of a lot of fun for your girl because, once she gets over the initial hurdle of “How the
hell do I make all the moves and take the lead?”, she’ll probably find it really fucking fun being in
charge for once. You will likely have to help her a bit at the start, since she won’t be used to getting
rejected on Tinder/online dating – because she’s used to doing most of the rejecting.
She also probably won’t be used to taking the lead/making the moves (which she’ll have to do if she
wants to bring in new girls on her own) – especially if she’s not a super-confident person. Don’t
stress; I cover all these topics and give her (and you) step-by-step instructions in Part 5.
Another reason this method is fun as hell is you don’t really have to put in much effort yourself, and
you’ll get 3somes “for free” (once you’ve put in the initial effort of helping her set up her Tinder and
telling her what to say – I’ll give her all the instructions in Part 5). It’s free sex just showing up at
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your doorstep with literally 0 effort – fucking awesome.
I’ve had a handful of 3somes doing this method. Here’s a few stories:
My Girlfriend Takes a Girl?s Virginity
3some with Sunflower Girl
Again, we’ll cover this method properly in Part 5.

Chapter 6 – Key Takeaways

1. Introduction
1. I went 30 years of my life fantasising about having a 3some, but never doing it. The second I
decided to actually do it, I had my first 3some within 2 months. You’ve gotta go all-in.
2. I’m not special. Remember before I started my self-improvement journey, I was a total loser &
a failure at life. If I can have 3somes, you sure as hell can too.
3. Read my Tinder Guide (even if you’re not using Tinder/online dating) and use it to improve
yourself.
4. There’s 4 (main) ways to have a 3some; use all of them. I’m serious; go all-in.
5. A lot of girls won’t be up for a 3some. Don’t get down about this. Go ask a bunch more girls;
play the numbers game.
6. Empathise with the girls and make it your goal for everyone to have fun.
2. Bringing Together 2 Girls You’re Already Seeing
1. Just ask the question to every girl you date, ?Ever fooled around with another girl, or
thought about it??
2. When two say yes, show them each other’s photos.
3. Set up a date (more on that in Part 2).
4. If you don’t have 2 girls, hit on more girls until you do (follow this guide).
3. Asking Your Girl if She Knows any Other Girls
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ask every girl you date, ?Ever fooled around with another girl, or thought about it??
Then ask her, ?Got any female friends you?ve ever thought about playing with??
Get her to ask her friend if she’d ever be up for a 3some.
Get her to show her friend some pics of you.
Plan a meetup.

4. You Directly Seek Out 3somes on Tinder/Hinge
1. Use the template I’ve given you to directly ask girls if they’re up for a 3some.
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2. Send them pics of your girl, and show your girl some pics of this new girl.
3. Go on a date (more on that in Part 2).
5. Your Girl Finds New Girls
1. I cover this in Part 5.

Got a question? Ask in the comments below, no matter how big or small the question. I’ll answer
everything, and will edit this guide to add in any extra information that comes from your questions.
In Part 2, we cover how to set up dates, what to do on those dates, and how to take things back to
your apartment for the actual 3some.

Did this guide help you out?
If this article helped you, sign up to my Patreon.
Not only will you be supporting me so I can make more content like this, but you’ll get access to
exclusive content I ONLY post on Patreon, access to me (ask me any questions you like), as well as
early access to all my content (sometimes weeks before everybody else sees it). Join the higher tiers
and you’ll even get a free coaching call every month – massive value. Join here:
KillYourInnerLoser on Patreon
-Andy
Part 2: Dates Before You Have Sex ->
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Storytime with Andy: The Daddy’s Girl from OkCupid
June 9, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
Here’s a story from May 2018.
Back in the day, OkCupid and POF used to be pretty damn decent for getting laid, once you weeded
out the girls looking for boyfriends. Both platforms aren’t all that great these days if you’re looking
to get laid.
This was one of the first few girls I had BDSM sex with – she was the 4th girl I’d actively hunted for
to try BDSM with. I was a bit of a newbie at it – didn’t have many toys, didn’t really know what I
was doing – and I was learning as I went. If you’d like to try BDSM but have no idea where to start,
just start with:
How to Blindfold Girls
How to Give Girls Mindblow Orgasms with No Effort
BDSM/Dominance
How to Build a Sexual Bucketlist
This girl was cute in her pics but nothing more than that. I kept an open mind and met her, and she
ended up being a totally wild thing in bed – awesome.
I originally posted this in May 2018 on the Good Looking Loser Forums. As always, any parts in blue
are direct quotes from the old post I initially wrote.

GOT LAID, bitches!
OK SO the chick I just shagged, she’s my 4th girl since trying this direct BDSM line. Just the usual
convo:
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Texted her, and out of nowhere she called me Daddy. (I didn’t prompt it, or ask for it). My kinda girl
(i’m hugely into the “Daddy” roleplay thing):
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Met her near my place, walked straight to my apartment and fucked within 10mins. HERE’S MY
DICK (also featuring her face, but you know you only want to see my ding dong):
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She actually got really horny and happy when I said I wanted to take a photo of her sucking my dick.
Posed for me with a big smile and everything.
Sex with her was truly fucking EPIC. I’m still wrapping my head around it all. Sometimes you just
really fucking click with a girl and it’s the most insane sex of your life, more addictive than cocaine. I
made her squirt in about 15 seconds (she’s never squirted before), she came like a billion times
(maybe a trillion (slight exaggeration)), she gave amazing head, her pussy was tight and insanely wet.
She kept looking at me with this insanely lustful look, like a fucking whore, and she had this evil
cheeky grin on her face because she knew exactly how to turn me on and drive me crazy. She did the
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classic cute innocent little girl voice, “Daddy… please fuck my little pussy…” I couldn’t resist her.
Had great tits too. She’s slightly curvy but not anywhere near chubby, and her tits are big for her size.
Didn’t use any bondage shit, i actually forgot… we were so caught up in fucking each other’s brains
out we didn’t think to get out the toys. we shagged for a good 3 hours (with breaks here and there).
She’s also interesting as fuck, pretty damn intelligent and great company. I like her quite a bit.
10/10 A++++++++

Pretty wild sex. Like I said, from her pics on OkCupid, you never would have guessed that the sex
would be all that mind-blowing. She was cute, but nothing amazing. The sex, however, was fucking
insane; one of the best lays of my life. This is a good lesson in keeping an open mind – even if a girl
is only “cute” in her pics, it’s often worth meeting her to see what she’s like in person. Many many
many times I’ve been blown away by how amazing a girl is; like she’s a sleeper hit.
Unfortunately we didn’t bang again – she texted later to say, “I had so much fun and that was
amazing, but I’m not sure I can handle more rough sex/BDSM. It was very intense.” I offered to be
more gentle next time, but she wasn’t up for it.
If you’re having rough/kinky sex, that’ll happen with one in about 20 or 30 girls – it’ll be a bit too
much for them, no matter how much you cuddle them afterwards & make sure they had fun (this is
known as aftercare). I’ve even had gentle BDSM sex with a couple of girls (as in, I just tie them up,
blindfold them, and spend an hour gently teasing them and making them feel good before fucking
them slowly) – and even that has been “too intense” for some girls.
If you’re into BDSM/kinky sex and it happens to you, don’t stress – you didn’t do anything wrong
(assuming you were nice to her after sex). Some girls just won’t want what you have to offer; kinky
sex isn’t for them. The solution, as always, is to go hit on more girls.
Any questions? Drop a comment below.
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Beginner’s Guide to Shibari Rope Bondage 3 – Dragonfly
Armbinder
June 12, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
(Heads up: links on this page are affiliate links – I earn a small commission if you buy. If you aren’t
comfortable with that, all good – buy a bondage rope from Amazon/somewhere else.)
Welcome back! In the previous episode we covered the Wrist + Head Tie pattern. Now we’ll do a
cool Dragonfly Armbinder pattern.
If you’ve never tried any BDSM or rope play before, that’s fine. As I said in the previous episode,
just tell your girl you want to give shibari a try. Show her the videos below, and if she’s into it, you
two can play around with it and explore it together.
Before we start, you’ll need:
A long bondage rope (35ft/10m or longer). Buy this one – I own it, it’s nice and soft so it
won’t hurt your girl’s skin. That rope also comes in purple and black.
A female human being (or you can do some shibari on your mates if buy ’em a beer or
something).
Grab a cheap blindfold while you’re there too; I’ve talked about how to make the most out of
blindfolds here.

Follow along with this tutorial (aren’t these two fucking adorable?)
As you’re doing these tutorials, it’s a good idea to talk to your girl (like the guy in the vid does). Ask
her how it feels, make sure it’s not too tight, etc. The whole point of these is for you both to have fun
while you’re doing it. I also like to play with her tits, make out with her a bit, rub her clit gently every
now and then, and get her really horny.
Tying your girl up should be something that turns you both on like crazy, so as soon as you
finish tying that last knot, the two of you are desperate to bang like rabbits. Think of shibari as the
perfect foreplay.
This time we did it with another girl, which made things a lot easier… Well, a lot easier for me. I got
to just sit there and watch my girlfriend do all the work, while I “supervised”. Here’s how ours turned
out:
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They both pointed out (several times) that I was being lazy and not really doing anything. Excuse
me? I was checking my phone and occasionally giving advice. Young people these days have no
appreciation for their elders.
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It’s all good though – I got the punish them both during sex. Full story here:
The Girl Who Can’t Take Compliments + Bonus 3some
If you try this pattern yourself: You may want to pull the ropes a little tighter (but check with your
girl to make sure it isn’t uncomfortable). Ours was very loose, and ended up coming off fairly easily
during sex.
If you try this yourself, leave a comment and tell us about it. If you have any questions – ask away.
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Miss Giggles + Immy’s Thoughts on the 3some [Storytime with
Andy]
June 12, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
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This story’s going to be a lot different to usual – my girlfriend wrote the last part of it from her
perspective. So if you’ve ever wondered what a 3some is like from a girl’s perspective, stay tuned.
Table Of Contents
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Solo Mission – Round 1
Solo Mission – Round 2
The 3some Mission
3some Round 2
Immy’s Perspective
Toys Used:

Solo Mission – Round 1
I’ll keep the first half of this story short; I know you care about the 3some, you dirty 3some-perv.
So I met this girl on Tinder a couple weeks ago. Decided to be a lot more explicit than my usual short
BDSM line; every now and then I like to mix things up, try something new. When you’ve had a lot of
lays, you’ve gotta keep shit fresh.
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Once I got her number, we chatted for a bit, and I pitched a meetup for the next day. Before I’d even
said where we were gonna meet, she asked for my address. She’s the 3rd girl in a week to ask for my
address and assume she’s just coming straight over, even though I haven’t invited them over.
(Previous girls were here and here). I’m guessing it’s because of COVID or something – all the
bars/cafes are closed, so girls just assume we’ll meet at mine.
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She comes over, and just like the last girl, she’s way cuter in person. I tell her that, and she giggles
like crazy, blushing and looking down at the floor. This turns out to be a theme – literally any time I
compliment her, she blushes and giggles and looks away. So going forward, she shall henceforth be
known as:
~ ~ ~ Miss Giggles ~ ~ ~
Miss Giggles turns out to be a lot of fun – she has a really hot body, is very thin, with cute tits. She
sent me this pic before we met up:

We talk for a bit – she’s a cool chick, studying law, quite intelligent and very happy-go-lucky. I take
her into the bedroom and get her to face my full-length mirror, with me behind her. I slowly undress
her, while making her look at herself in the mirror, staring into her own eyes. Girls love doing this;
they get mesmerised by watching themselves, especially if you whisper dirty words into their ear the
entire time.
When she’s naked, I get some baby oil and completely cover her in it, telling her to keep looking at
herself in the mirror. She’s in a trance at this point, and I whisper in her ear, “Look how good you
look. You’re so fucking sexy, aren’t you?” She giggles, but doesn’t break eye contact with herself, as
my hands run over her body, playing with her tits, oiling them up.
I reach up and wrap my hand around her throat, squeezing passionately and she moans, as I whisper
in her ear, “I’m going to take my time teasing you, making you beg for it.” This only makes her moan
more.
I get out my collar and leash and gently wrap it around her neck, just tight enough that she feels a
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constant gentle pressure, and I pull on the leash, instructing her to get on the bed. I take my time
teasing her some more, going down on her, and holy shit she’s sensitive – like, too sensitive. She tells
me she can’t handle much clit play because it’s too much for her, and even if I lick her as gently as
possible, barely even moving my tongue, she can’t stop herself from almost screaming.
I try licking fast for a bit and she wasn’t joking – she literally pushes me off and begs, “Please be
super gentle, it’s really too sensitive.” This should be fun.
I tie her wrists with some rope and have a lot of fun rubbing all around her pussy, teasing her – she’s
so sensitive I can pleasure her by rubbing near her pussy. I get out my magic wand vibrator and her
eyes widen – most girls do this when you first pull it out. The thing is fucking massive. Needless to
say, we only play with it for a little bit… it was way too intense for her.
Eventually I’ve had enough teasing so I grab Giggles, flip her over, throw on a condom (using my
condom trick to make it feel better) and start pounding her from behind. I’m yanking on the chain,
pulling her head back as I fuck her, spanking her ass and telling her how fucking sexy she looks. Of
course, true to her name she keeps giggling – it’s fucking hilarious seeing her moaning and giggling
at the same time, getting off while also cracking up.
Her body is driving me wild just looking at it and within a couple of minutes I feel like I can’t take
much more, so I change positions to give myself a mini break and stop from cumming. She’s riding
me on top, which just makes it worse – she looks so damn good bouncing up and down on me, so
after another 30 seconds I change positions again to stop from cumming.
I lay her down and go nuts on her, pounding her as hard as I can, with her moaning like crazy
underneath me, her body arched up into the air. I tell her she’s turning me on like crazy and you
know what I’m going to say next: she giggles.
Eventually I pull out and cum all over her tits, neck and chin and collapse on the bed next to her, both
of us pretty satisfied.
We hang for a bit then I walk her back to car (I always recommend walking girls to their car/train
station, rather than just kicking them out – it’ll massively help with retaining girls. Girls love a
gentleman).
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Afterwards I texted her my usual sexual bucketlist text:
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Solo Mission – Round 2
I meet Miss Giggles again a week later, and I tell her we’re going to tick off some of the things on her
bucketlist.
I strip her naked (god I love that body) and blindfold her, and she’s wet already, coating my fingers
as I reach down to play with her. I lay her down and we experiment with some hot wax (I use these
coloured candles), dripping it all over her body, especially around her nipples. She absolutely gets off
on this, and as each drop hits her skin she moans like crazy, arching her back, and generally being hot
as shit. I tell her how good she looks and, you guessed it, she giggles.
I ask her if she wants to try some anal stuff, since she’s never done anything before other than a
finger, once. She nods, and I tell her, “If at any point it feels even remotely uncomfortable, tell me.
This is supposed to feel fucking amazing the entire time – it’s supposed to feel good.” She nods,
nervously.
I do basically everything I listed in my How to Have Anal Sex Guide – lots of lube, using the
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buttplugs that increase in size, and being very gentle. After about 10 minutes of play, she’s up to the
biggest buttplug and absolutely loving it. I ask her if she wants to try my cock and she’s very nervous
but says yes. Again I remind her, “Remember this is meant to feel good. If it feels even the slightest
bit uncomfortable at any point, tell me.” She agrees.
Lots of lube, a condom, and lots of patience – and 5 minutes later my cock slips inside her ass. We
stay still for a bit as I let her get used to the size, but she quickly starts grinding very gently and
moaning. I like to do this the first time a girl is trying anal sex – when my cock first slides in her ass,
I remain completely still, and leave it up to her to start moving if she wants to, going at her own pace.
A couple minutes later she’s grinding a lot more passionately, pushing back on me, and I start sliding
all the way in and all the way out very slowly, teasing her, making sure she enjoys it. And holy shit
she does – she’s moaning like crazy. I tell her she looks hot and holy shit, for the first time she
doesn’t giggle – she’s too wrapped up in her own pleasure.
We go a little harder, a little more passionately, and after a few minutes I pull out, taking off the
condom and putting on a new one (never use the same condom to go from ass -> pussy). I slide in
her pussy and start fucking her as hard as I can, making her moan like crazy, and within a minute or
two I’m ready to blast. I pull out and cum on her face then do my “superhero trick” – immediately put
on another condom and slide back inside her pussy, fucking her some more. After a minute or two I
pull out and collapse next to her, catching my breath, the two of us completely spent.
“For a girl who’s never done anal before, you did a fucking good job, young lady.”

The 3some Mission
That was the warm-up; now for the real deal.
I already knew Giggles was bisexual (I asked her over text before meeting her). I texted her some
photos of my girlfriend and made sure she was down:
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I’ve said it a million times; 3somes really aren’t that hard, once you know how to do them. Go read
my How to Have 3somes Guide. It’s just a matter of asking every girl, and a few of them will say
yes.
About 30 minutes before she and my girlfriend are due to come round, I pump my dick up nice and
juicy with my Bathmate pump (I’ve talked about how to use it here). I’ve been using the pump a lot
more recently – I’m aiming to use it with most girls I have sex with, the first time we bang. It really
does make sex a lot more fun – your dick is more sensitive, it fills up more of her pussy, and the ego
boost from her saying, “Wow your dick is huge” always feels nice. Except this time, as you’ll see
below, it kinda worked against me…
Giggles and my girlfriend both arrive at roughly the same time, and we talk for a little bit, hanging
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out on the couch. As I said in my 3some guide, the start of the 3some doesn’t have to be smooth;
mine rarely are. I just randomly say, “Ok let’s go into the bedroom and do some shibari” and we all
walk in. Not smooth, not sexual, not flirty – who gives a fuck.
We strip off Giggles and I play with her tits a bit, and she’s back to her giggly self, barely able to
keep a straight face. As I’m pinching her nipples and caressing her body, my girlfriend undresses and
comes over with some rope.
We follow a YouTube tutorial and did what’s called a “dragonfly armbinder” pattern – looks pretty
cool. I talk about it more here, including a tutorial of how you can tie this exact rope pattern yourself.
I’d previously already asked her if she’s cool doing some photos for me to put up on the net, but I
double-check with her again and she doesn’t really give a shit.
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Giggles and my girlfriend are full-on making out at this point, and I’m torn between my artistic side
and my horny side… do I do the responsible thing and take more photos so I have more content for
my site, or do I follow my dick and join in with them?
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If you’re a red-blooded man like me, you already know which option you’d choose, so I reluctantly
put down my camera and throw myself into the mix. The two of them are naked now and turn to me
as I undress, and I jokingly tell them I’ll strip for them. Both of them look at me expectantly and I
say, “No, fuckoff, don’t watch me undress or I’ll get self-conscious.” I’m only half-joking… as I said
in a previous article, I still feel like a “fat guy”. After so many years as a chubby dude, it’s still a bit
weird to me that girls like my body now, and I’m often still a little self-conscious.
You’ll likely find the same thing happens to you as you improve yourself; sometimes you have
imposter syndrome, even after you’ve started getting success. Sometimes your self-esteem/opinion of
yourself takes a little time to catch up to your results.
Back to the sexy sex: We lay her down on the bed and tease her for a while, my girlfriend sucking on
one tit while I suck on the other, both of us smiling at each other. After a while neither of us can take
it anymore so I get behind my girlfriend and start fucking her, spooning her from behind as I slide in
and out, while she keeps playing with Giggles‘ tits and pussy, gently.
It’s so god damn hot fucking one girl while watching her play with another girl – especially seeing
them make out. Girls kiss so damn gently and softly – they’re always really soft and tender with each
other. There’s something so hot about it, especially if you get rough and start fucking the shit out of
them, spanking them, choking them, being wild – they still keep being gentle with each other. That
juxtaposition of rough paired with gentle at the same time is hot as hell.
My girl gets out one of my other vibrators (this one) and uses it on Giggles. It’s a completely
different type of pleasure for girls – it uses a “suction pulse”, instead of vibrating – girls say it feels
like someone’s sucking on their clit. Some girls like it more than the wand vibrator – it’s much direct
on their clit (you put it right on the clit), rather than the wand vibrator which covers the whole area.
My girlfriend much prefers the suction vibrator over the magic wand.
I pound my girl for a couple of minutes and feel like I can’t take much more, so I have to slow down,
and I pull out. I go down on Giggles, licking her softly while my girlfriend makes out with her,
giving myself a chance to calm down so I don’t cum too quickly. After a few more minutes, we start
back up again.
I fuck my girlfriend from behind doggystyle, pounding her as she eats Giggles out. Holy shit it’s a
sight to behold, so I tell them both to stay there while I get the camera. I slide back inside my girl and
tell Giggles to turn her head away from the camera so you can’t see her face. The two of them look so
damn good – you can see the result in the first pic at the very top of the page.
Giggles is getting really turned on at this point, still bound and not really able to move, just lying
there staring at my girlfriend and I as we fuck. My girl really gets off on having me all to herself
while another girl watches – I’m her man, and it’s up to her whether or not the other girl gets to have
me, or if she just has to lie there and watch. We both tell the girls we bang they have to be extra good
in order to have my dick, and that my girlfriend is being very generous if she decides to let them have
it. I encourage this myself – I literally tell them, “If you want my cock, you’re going to have to ask
Immy very, very nicely, and tell her why you think you deserve it….”
It’s a fun dynamic the two of us have encouraged in each other for the last year or so of our
relationship – I was the one who encouraged it first. My girlfriend wasn’t even remotely confident
enough early on and didn’t think she had the “right” to be greedy; like she didn’t think I was “hers”.
We had 100 conversations about it and I eventually convinced her, “Yeah, you dork – you’re my
girlfriend. You literally have more of a right to my dick than any other girl… You’re supposed to be
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greedy. You’re supposed to get first priority over sex with me.”
The girls absolutely love it too – they’ve all said they love being teased, being told they can’t have
my cock, and especially watching my girlfriend get what she wants, while they have to lie there and
just wait for it.
I keep banging my girlfriend hard, with Giggles lying there helpless, horny and desperate, the 3 of us
getting off on the power dynamic. My girlfriend gets my attention and pulls me close to her, and
whispers in my ear, “I want you to fuck her now.”
Fuck that shit turns me on, I can’t lie – it’s hot giving your girlfriend some power over other girls. I
slide out, jump on top of the tied up Giggles, and waste no time, sliding deep inside her and making
her gasp (thanks, Bathmate). At this point I’m really struggling not to cum, especially with my
girlfriend staring intently at both of us, her face overcome with lust, getting off on watching us.
We give Giggles a challenge – I tell her she has to be totally silent and not moan or giggle. My
girlfriend plays along, saying, “You can’t make a sound…” Well, Giggles lasts about 2 seconds
before she moans, which cracks all of us up. I tell her to give it a proper go, and she grits her teeth
and does her best, this time lasting for about 5 seconds of me thrusting before she moans quietly.
Adorable.
We play around with a few more positions, me swapping between them, before banging the hell out
of my girlfriend while the two of them lie next to each other, making out. I can’t take anymore and
pull out, cumming in my girlfriend’s mouth as Giggles watches. My girl moves back down and
makes out with Giggles, swapping the cum… my favourite thing to watch.
We all cuddle together for a while as I gently untie Giggles, the 3 of us basking in the afterglow.

3some Round 2
Oh, you thought we were done? Get fucked.
So the 3 of us are there cuddling and hanging out, when I start getting horny again. Not helped by the
fact my girl is playing with Giggles tits, which looks really hot. Soon enough the 3 of us are at it
again, only I’ve run out of condoms. Never fear, says Giggles, I have some!
She goes out to her bag and grabs me one and I go to put it on… only I’m having trouble. Takes me a
second or two to realise the ones Giggles has given me are way too small. Remember at the start of
this story I said using the Bathmate would come back to bite me? Well, with my dick bigger than
usual, and these condoms being smaller than I’m used to, I couldn’t get the damn thing on. It was
giving me legit PTSD flashbacks to the story of me losing my virginity.
After much struggle, I managed to get it about halfway down my dick… good enough, I suppose. We
all go to my couch at this point and I take turns fucking both of them, swapping between them, both
of them staring up at me, horny as hell. The hottest part is when I have one hand around each of their
necks, squeezing hard, fucking one girl then switching to the other, then back to the first – gently
choking both of them while I do. Insanely hot.
I pull out and rip off the stupid overly-tight condom and stand up, forcing both of them down on their
knees, and my girlfriend immediately goes straight for my cock and starts sucking (what a good girl).
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I grab the back of Giggles‘ head and yank her towards my cock too, and she eagerly sucks on it, the
both of them sucking me off together. If you’ve never had a 3some, drop everything you’re doing and
go read my 3some guide – you absolutely need to experience what it’s like to look down at 2 girls
sucking your cock together.
Fuck.
I can’t take much more so I shove my girlfriend on the couch, I get down on my knees and fuck her
missionary on the edge of the couch. Giggles is on her knees next to me and I’m making out with her
while fucking my girlfriend, and I’m pretty damn close at this point. Giggles is moaning like crazy,
I’m moaning like crazy, my girl is moaning like crazy – it’s enough to terrify (or arouse?) everyone
within a 5-block-radius.
Giggles is staring intently at my cock slamming in and out of my girl; she can’t take her eyes off it. I
say, “It looks so fucking hot, doesn’t it – seeing my cock sliding in and out. You can’t get enough,
can you?” All she can do is nod, silently.
I pull Giggles down so her ear is level with my mouth, and I growl in her ear, “You want me to
fucking cum in her little pussy?” Giggles is too caught up in the moment to even speak, so I repeat,
louder this time, “Do you want me to fucking cum in her pussy? Beg me.” She begs, “Please do it”
and I say, “Louder, fucking BEG me, LOUD.” She moans as she watches me thrusting in and out and
she says, much louder this time, “Please do it, please cum in her, I want you to cum in her!”
No resisting that – I cum instantly, pulling Giggles tight against me, squeezing her so hard I worry I
might break her, my other hand on my girlfriend’s tit, squeezing hard as I unload, the three of us
hitting a climax together even though I’m the only one cumming – it feels like we’re all sharing in
my orgasm. I’m pretty much screaming “Oh jesus fucking christ, oh fuck, oh fuck, oh fuck” as I
unload, eventually loosening my grip on both of them… The 3 of us just looking at one another, not
really saying much.
Remember my favourite trick after sex? I tell Giggles, “Ok so if you want to look like a superhero,
you need to just keep going and keep fucking girls after you cum. Even though it’s insanely-sensitive
and doesn’t really feel that good, she’ll still think you’re amazing.”
Giggles says, “Why are you doing it if it doesn’t feel good?”
I smile and say, “So the girl will think you’re cool, silly” and keep thrusting away for another minute.
My girlfriend’s moaning like crazy, Giggles is smiling at me, and my dick is so sensitive I feel like
my toes are going to curl.
After another minute or two I pull out and we all sit back, relaxing, and basking in the (second)
afterglow. I grab a couple glasses of water and we hangout some more, chatting, until eventually it’s
time to go. What a fun night.

Immy’s Perspective
I think I’ll always have a twinge of nervous energy when we meet a new girl. Her cute giggly
personality made it very easy to relax though.
Once we navigated to the bedroom, Giggles quickly became ours to play with. While I tied up her
arms in a fun pattern, Andy was choking her, kissing her, playing with her pussy. If felt very erotic in
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an animalistic sort of way. It was like we were preying on this poor defenceless girl, that happened to
also want it very badly. While I restrained her arms, Andy’s efforts made her whimper and moan.
This just made it more fun knowing once I was finished tying her up she’s be helpless to whatever
else we’d like to do to her for the rest of the night.
For quite some time, when Andy was fucking me on my side, I was face to face with Giggles. We’d
kiss one another, teasing her, all tied up while I got to have all the fun. She’d switch between kissing
me and sucking on my nipples. She was incredibly gentle and sweet, doing a very good job at turning
me on. It make her feel like our little girl that Andy and got to tease, and turn on too.
I got to confirm Giggles was definitely enjoying herself when I went down on her. It was very cute in
the lead up, when Andy had to convince her to ask for what she wanted. With a little coaxing she was
able to start begging, shyly forcing out something along the lines of: “Can you please lick my clit”.
At some point I figured I should share, and whispered to Andy that I wanted him to fuck her. I
couldn’t help it, given how sweet and gentle she was being. It almost felt as if she was trying really
hard to be a good girl for us, waiting patiently for her turn.
I definitely wasn’t disappointed in the turn out of my request. I was a very satisfied onlooker,
watching Andy fuck her, eliciting all sorts of noises, giggles included. She definitely seemed to
evolve into a more noisy creature, as she got lost in the pleasure of it all.
While all of this mischief was going on, I was playing with a vibrator. I would get myself more and
more turned on by spectacle, watching my boyfriend make another girl go a little crazy. I got a lot of
pleasure whispering filthy things into her ear, just making her more turned on.
It was like live porn, but far far better. I became more and more turned on hearing the moans and
quiet gasps, seeing the pleasure on Andy and Giggles‘ faces. I could feel the bed move as Andy
fucked Giggles slowly and then suddenly rough. It was an immersive form of voyeurism. Maybe the
best part was that at the end of it, when I got too turned on to just watch, I just joined in.
At some point we migrated from the bedroom to the couch in the living room, switching between
getting fucked and getting to watch and enjoy. At some point, while Giggles was lost in the feeling of
being filled up, I came up to Andy’s ear and felt the need to whisper to him: “you’re mine”. There
was an unusual sense of power in the situation. While that might seem a bit misplaced, I felt like I
was letting her get fucked by my boyfriend. I was getting off on it. At any point I could be greedy,
dominant, tease her, tell her she’s had enough, but I was choosing to sit back and enjoy the
performance.
Reaffirming this, the night climaxed with Giggles begging Andy to cum inside me, fucking me
roughly. Having Andy cum inside of me, made sure it was clear that I am his and he is mine.
?? Immy

Toys Used:
(These are all affiliate links).
BDSM Starter Kit (everything you need to get started with BDSM/kinky sex)
Magic Wand Vibrator
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Satisfyer (clit suction vibrator)
Candles (for wax play)

My girlfriend and I are still seeing Giggles now – she’s heaps of fun, easy to talk to, and incredibly
sexy.
We were also texting the other day, and had this convo:

I always find it interesting when a girl has never watched any porn, or never masturbated, or never
had an orgasm. I guess because I’m such a sexual person & I watch plenty of porn, I find it
fascinating when someone literally never has. This girl is very horny during sex, loves talking dirty
and sending nudes, and is a lot of fun to fuck – but we talked about it and she’s just never considered
looking at porn. She’s accidentally seen a few dirty vids, a few dirty pics, but they never really held
her interest.
Maybe she’s just not a whore like I am.
Do you guys actually enjoy reading these stories? Do you get something out of them? Let me
know in the comments below – tell me if I should keep writing them or not. What about my
girlfriend writing from her perspective – is that something you want to see more of?
UPDATE: We’ve seen her again a few more times. Here’s another fun picture we took together:
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How to have a 3some [Part 2] – Dates Before you Have Sex
June 15, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
Table Of Contents
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Chapter 1 – Introduction
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A recent
fun photoshoot we did together.
Alright, you little 3some-seeker! In Part 1, we covered how to find girls to have a 3some with, what
to say, and how to get things started. Now we’ll dive deep into the actual meetup.
I’ll be talking a bit about having a “date” here – but when I say date, I do not mean a full-on, really
long date. For the most part, long dates aren’t necessary with 3somes. For most 3somes, you’ll
already know one (or both) girls, and you’re all meeting up knowing full well that sex is on the table.
This isn’t a traditional dating situation.
So a short date (if you choose to have one at all) is really just a formality, and is only really needed if
one or both girls are super nervous. You meet in public, hangout for a tiny bit until both girls are
comfortable coming back to yours, then go back and have some sexytime. But most of the time you’ll
find girls are comfortable with just meeting in public, introducing yourselves to each other, then
immediately walking to your apartment.
This guide assumes you have your own apartment/place. If you don’t, that’s something you should
work on; read this and also read this. In the case you don’t have your own place, you’ll have to get
creative – eg ask both girls if either of them have a place you can all use.

1.1 – Girls Who’ve Had a 3some Before, vs Girls Who Haven’t
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Art by my girlfriend: immydraws
If one (or both) of the girls have had a 3some before, cool – she’ll know what to expect and she won’t
be as nervous. In many ways, this will make things easier.
If you haven’t had a 3some yourself but one (or both) of the girls have; awesome! Use that as an
opportunity to ask a bunch of questions about what it was like for her, what she liked/didn’t like,
what she would change, etc. It’s a good opportunity for you to learn and get a feel for what it could
be like. Not to mention, you’ll get some good feedback on what she enjoyed vs what she didn’t.
But you’ll likely find most of the girls who want to have a 3some with you are doing it for the first
time; and many of them have never done anything with a girl before. In that case, they’ll likely be
pretty damn nervous. Which leads me to…

1.2 – Everyone is Probably Going to be a Bit Nervous
(Including You)
We’ll cover the topic of nervousness and how to deal with it more in Part 3. But for now – don’t
focus on being perfect or being smooth or having “the best 3some ever”. Because no matter your
experience level, you’re probably going to be a bit nervous, and some parts of the 3some may be a
little awkward or uncoordinated.
That’s certainly how my first 3some went. I tend to get pretty nervous about a lot of things, and I was
pretty god damn terrified about my first 3some. I’d built it up so much, I’d wanted it for so long, and
it had been my number 1 mission for many months at that point. I put a lot on the line to make it
happen, and I had a lot of expectations. Needless to say, I was nervous as hell.
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Girls love writing on their bodies for us.
The day of the 3some, I ended up pacing back and forth in my apartment for hours, full of so much
nervous energy I literally couldn’t sit down. I had to channel that energy into something… so I
cleaned my house for hours and hours and hours and hours, just staring at the clock, willing it to
hurry up so we could get the damn 3some over with. But for all that nervousness (both girls were
even more nervous than I was); it ended up being a really fun night.
You probably won’t be as nervous as I was (as I said, I had really built the 3some thing up; I’d been
trying for months at that point). But if you do feel those butterflies in your stomach, go easy on
yourself – you’re supposed to be a bit nervous before your first 3some. It’s probably something
you’ve been thinking of for ages, it might be something you never thought you could do. It makes
sense you’d be nervous.
Even now, I’m still a tiny bit nervous before a new 3some – even though most of the time I’ve
already had sex with both girls separately. Don’t get me wrong, we’re talking only 1% of the
nervousness I felt the first few times. But there’s still a small sense of, “I hope this goes well” or “I
hope both girls like each other” or “I really hope this is fun.” And I’ve had plenty of 3somes – you
likely haven’t. Cut yourself some slack, and remind yourself: “It’s ok if I suck at this the first
time.”
The girls will also likely be nervous (I’ve literally never met a single girl who wasn’t nervous before
a 3some). I covered this in Part 1: When a girl tells you she’s nervous (or, you get the sense she is –
they all will be the first time), tell the other girl. As in, tell Girl #2, “Girl #1 is really nervous”. Girl
#2 will say, “Oh gosh, me too! Tell her to please not be nervous, I’ll be very nice to her, I promise.”
Then you can show Girl #1 what Girl #2 said, making her feel a lot more relaxed.
Here’s what Immy has to say about our first 3some:

The first threesome was with my friend from high school and I was beyond nervous. In the days
leading up to it, when I had saw Andy I was neurotic, worrying about every possible thing that might
go wrong. I went back and forth about whether I wanted to do it, and ultimately Andy reassured me
that everything would be okay.
Maybe you could say that doesn?t count because she was my friend, and was an exceptionally nervewracking experience. I which case, the next threesome was where Andy introduced me to a girl we
called ?Clown? girl. The night I met Clown girl, she was running late which drew things out and left
me even more time to get anxious and worked up. The whole day I was stressed and uptight, worried
if she?d like me, or if things would be awkward or if I wouldn?t really enjoy it, or any other one of
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the hundred benign things.
I practically begged Andy to let me have some drinks beforehand to calm down. (I actually forgot
how dysfunction I used to be, relying on alcohol to calm my nerves all the time). We walked a couple
of loops around the block to kill time before we saw her and I have no doubt I was clutching Andy?s
arm with a racing heart the whole time we waited. My nerves stayed at a high the entire time we
walked back to Andy?s apartment, when we sat and talked on the couch, and kept up until the point
we actually started having sex.
In contrast we don?t drink too often now, maybe a glass of wine on the rare occasion when we meet a
new girl but it?s never a necessity, and more of a nice little addition. I might get a little nervous 10-30
minutes beforehand when I meet girl for the first time but that?s about it. It?s a very different
experience now. I?m okay with the fact that it might be awkward or weird at some point, because
I?ve learned from experience that people are nice and it won?t matter.

And here’s what another girl texted me the morning before our first 3some:

Another example from a girl Immy and I are still seeing now:

If girls are nervous, just remind them it’s totally normal to feel a bit of nerves. Remind them you’ll
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all just have a bit of fun and fool around – there’s no pressure or expectations. Remind them you will
be taking the lead; all they have to do is enjoy it and have fun.
You can also tell her you are nervous too – especially if you haven’t had a lot of (or any) 3somes.
“Don’t stress, I’ll be honest – I’m fucking nervous too.” Awesome, now the two of you (well, the
three of you) are on the same team and can deal with the nervousness together. A lot of girls get
really nervous then start to feel like maybe it’s only them who’s nervous – if you show her that you
and the other girl are also a bit nervous, she’ll feel a lot better.
And so will you.
(Again, we’ll talk more about dealing with nervousness in Part 3.)

Chapter 2 – Two Girls You’re Already Seeing

If you’re bringing together two girls that you’re already dating and have already slept with
separately, then you don’t really need to have a date. You’ve already banged them both – all you
need to do is introduce them both to each other, go to your apartment and have some fun. You can
safely skip this entire part and jump straight to Part 3. Most of the content in this part is for when
you only know one of the girls, and the other girl is new.
You can have a date with the two girls you’re already dating if you absolutely really want to – but it’s
not required. You already know what both girls are like, you’ve already shown them each other’s
photos, and they already like the look of each other (and they both already like you, obviously). The
3some is all but guaranteed at this point. There’s not really any point having a long date – you may as
well just invite them both to your place and have a drink/chat for a bit and then have a 3some. They
already both trust you and trust your judgement.
That said, if you wanna go to a bar for an hour and have a drink first before heading back to yours, go
for it. It’s your life; do what you want to do.

Enjoying this guide? Want more free stuff just
like this?
My 100% FREE guide “Andy’s 5 Most Powerful Sex Techniques” – sign up to have it delivered straight to your
inbox right this second:

Download for free
I respect your privacy. Unsubscribe at any time.
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Chapter 3 – A New Girl

Here we’re talking about when you already have a girl you’re seeing, and then either you or her bring
in a new girl.

3.1 – Your Girl + Her Friend
If it’s a girl you’re already seeing, and she brings along her friend/another girl she knows – they
already know each other so you can usually just get them both to come to yours and have a
drink.

My girlfriend and I had a lot of fun with her.
I did basically the same thing for my first 3some – we met in public (this girl was nervous and not
comfortable coming straight to my place; fair enough). We went to a liquor store and bought a bottle
of wine, and walked straight to my place together and drank it. Then we all fucked the living shit
out of each other.
If the new girl is super nervous, she might ask to go grab a drink/coffee/etc first. In that case, don’t
have a really long date – that’ll literally just be a waste of time and it’ll prolong the nervousness for
all of you.
Just hangout the 3 of you for an hour at the absolute most, then at some point say, “Hey let’s get
out of here and go back to mine.” If she’s still nervous, just tell her – “Don’t stress, we’ll go slow
and see what you’re comfortable with – no pressure. How does that sound?” Most girls feel a lot
better as soon as you make it clear you’re not going to pressure them, and you’ll let them have the
final say as to what they’re comfortable with.
If you do have a mini-date like this (coffee/drink for an hour or so) – remember you don’t need to do
anything special. She’s already at least entertaining the thought of fucking you and your girl, or
she wouldn’t even be out on the date with you. Remember, she’s already seen your pics and already
thinks you’re at least attractive enough to meet. So just like I said in my Tinder Guide, you don’t
need to be smooth, or charming, or “win her over”, or do anything special. Just hangout for a bit,
accept the fact you’ll all probably be a bit nervous, and give yourself permission to be a bit awkward.
And don’t overthink the date itself. If you go to a bar/cafe, sit wherever you want to sit. If you want
to sit next to the new girl and have your main girl sit opposite you both, do that. If you want to sit
next to your main girl and have the new girl sit opposite you both, do that. If you want the two girls
to sit next to each other (opposite you), do that. None of it even remotely matters; she already likes
you and your girl to some extent, remember.
As for what to talk about: that doesn’t matter either. Go read: What to Talk About on Dates. Scroll
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down a bit in that article, and you’ll see I have a few examples of stuff you can talk about. You can
also talk about sex if you want to; or don’t if you don’t want to. Again, none of this really matters; the
only reason you’re on the date is if she/you/your girl are a bit nervous and just want to hangout a bit
before you have the 3some. You’re all already attracted to each other, or you wouldn’t have even met
up. The date is really just a formality.
As for touching in public: I personally never touch the new girl while at the bar/cafe; it’s just not
necessary. Do it if you want to, or don’t do it if you don’t want to. Again, she already likes you both
if she’s even willing to meet up with you. You’ll have plenty of chances to touch her when you’re
back at your place and she’s more comfortable and there aren’t strangers around to make her even
more nervous.
Bottom line: It’s easiest to meet in public, introduce yourself to the new girl and then all go back to
your place together (with a bottle of wine if you want). But if she’s too nervous to do that and wants
to have a date, keep the date short; the date is just a prelude to sex.

3.2 – Your Girl + a New Girl You Found
In this case we’re talking about:
1. A girl you’ve already had sex with; plus:
2. A new girl you haven’t had sex with yet.
We’re not talking about 2 girls you’ve already had sex with (that’s covered above).
In the case of a girl you’re sleeping with + a new girl you haven’t slept with, there’s multiple ways of
going about this. For the most part, it depends on what the new girl is comfortable with (and also
what you want to do).

This was a very fun afternoon.
Sometimes, you’ll find the new girl is more comfortable meeting just you alone first – without your
main girl there. Sometimes the two of you will just have a date together (coffee/drink), with no sex.
Once she’s comfortable meeting you first, she can then meet you + your girl, and you can have the
3some.
In that case, just have a normal date – do everything I wrote in my Tinder/online dating guide (but
skip the sex bit – unless you want to bang her first).
If you do want to bang her alone first (before the 3some) – do the same thing as above. Follow my
Tinder guide and have sex with her. Then the second time, meet her with your main girl for the
3some.
Or, all 3 of you can have a normal date together, in a bar/cafe/etc. You can hangout for an hour,
get to know each other, then invite her back to your place. Use the same line as above: “Hey, we
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should get out of here and go back to my place”. It doesn’t really matter what you say. Some girls
will say yes. Others might be too nervous and will want to wait until the 2nd or 3rd date before
having a 3some. That’s cool; there’s no rush here. Just hangout for a bit longer, walk both girls back
to their cars/the train/etc, and meet up for the 2nd date and see if she’s ready to have the 3some then.
Or, some girls will be totally cool with coming straight to your place along with your main girl,
and jumping right into the 3some. (I still always prefer to meet girls in public first and walk straight
to my apartment – that way you know she’s not a catfish.) You can also grab a Starbucks/coffee
takeaway and take them back to your apartment. My girlfriend and I have done this a few times – eg
this story and this story.
The point is – it doesn’t really matter what you do. Everything works. Just see what the new girl
is comfortable with; after all, she’s the one with the most reason to be nervous (she’s meeting two
new people). That can be very intimidating. Be real with her, ask her what she’s cool with, and go
with the flow. Things will go much smoother – and everyone involved will have a much better time –
if you empathise with the new girl and appreciate the fact she’ll be the most nervous. (Of course,
show some empathy to your main girl too).

3.3 – Your Girl + a New Girl She Found

Yum.
If your main girl went out and found another girl (eg on Tinder/Hinge) for you both to bang together,
your options are basically the same as above.
Often, the new girl will be much more comfortable meeting just your girl first, alone (without you
there). My girlfriend has done this a couple times. Sometimes they’ll just have a “friendly date” and
not have sex or anything, and then meet you the next date and have the 3some then. Or sometimes
your main girl will meet the new girl and have sex with her, just the two of them. My girlfriend did
this once, and enjoyed it.
Or, you can get the new girl + your main girl to meet each other for a bit first, and then you join
them after half an hour or so. That way the new girl will much less intimidated because she gets to
meet 1 person at a time. My girlfriend and I did this once – the new girl was too intimidated to meet 2
people at once, so I just joined them after an hour when she was already comfortable with my girl.
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Or, all 3 of you can have a normal date together, in a bar/cafe – my girlfriend and I have done this
a couple of times. After a bit you can invite the new girl back to your place – she’ll either say yes, or
say she wants to wait til the next date, just like above.
Or you can invite her straight to your place (or meet in public first and walk back together). Quite a
few of my 3somes have gone this way.
All of these options are equally as good. It depends on what you like, what you enjoy – and what your
main girl and the new girl are comfortable with.

Chapter 4 – Key Takeaways

1. Introduction
1. For the most part dates are just a formality if one (or both) girls are really nervous. Dates
are not mandatory if everyone’s comfortable going straight to your place.
2. The girls are most likely going to be nervous. Just empathise with them, tell them there’s no
expectations – you’ll all just meet and have a bit of fun. I’ll cover this more in Part 3.
3. You’ll probably be nervous too. Give yourself permission to be a bit awkward and clumsy
and not smooth – especially if it’s your first 3some. Again, I’ll cover this more in Part 3.
2. Two Girls You’re Already Seeing
1. If you’re already having sex with both girls separately, you really don’t need to have a date at
all. They both already trust you; you can invite them both to your place (or all 3 of you meet in
public and walk to your place).
3. A New Girl
1. Play this by ear; depending on what both girls are comfortable with.
2. All 3 of you can meet in public and walk straight to yours. Grab a bottle of wine if you like, or
don’t; doesn’t matter either way.
3. Or all 3 of you can have a short date together. After an hour at the most, say, “Hey let’s get
out of here and go back to mine.”
4. Or one of you (you, or your girl) can have a date with the new girl alone for a bit, then the
2nd person can join.
5. Or you (or your girl) can see the 2nd girl alone 1-on-1, without the other person joining.
Either have sex with her 1-on-1, or just have a date 1-on-1 (no sex). You’ll meet up again for
the actual 3some next time.

I’m already working on Part 3 – we’ll cover the actual 3some itself, including dealing with
nervousness, how to initiate the 3some (making a move), what the sex will be like, and a bunch of
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fun sex tips you can try out together. I’ll also include 5 really detailed stories of past 3somes,
including ones I haven’t written about it my usual Storytime articles. Stay tuned!
Any questions? Ask them in the comments below, no matter how big or small the question. I’ll
answer everything, and will edit this guide to add in any extra information that comes from your
questions.

Did this guide help you out?
If this article helped you, sign up to my Patreon.
Not only will you be supporting me so I can make more content like this, but you’ll get access to
exclusive content I ONLY post on Patreon, access to me (ask me any questions you like), as well as
early access to all my content (sometimes weeks before everybody else sees it). Join the higher tiers
and you’ll even get a free coaching call every month – massive value. Join here:
KillYourInnerLoser on Patreon
-Andy
<- Part 1: Finding the Girls
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Andy Donates Orgasms to a Shy Asian Powerlifter [Storytime
with Andy]
June 15, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
Cover image by: John Arano.

If you ever needed an endorsement for the magic wand vibrator I’m always talking about, this is it. I
literally just hold it on a girl’s clit, and 30 second to a minute later she’s having the best orgasm of
her life, and giving me full credit for it (even though I literally did nothing except hold the damn
thing). It’s great.
The story below was originally posted on the Good Looking Loser Forums in Feb 2020. Any parts in
blue are direct quotes from the old post I initially wrote.

Hinge is kicking ass for me lately. Banged a shy Asian chick:
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She wasn’t up for a nude pic (didn’t want her pics shared), so this will do for proof:

Met her in public, went to Starbucks and grabbed a green tea then sat out in public watching people
go by as we talked. She told me I look significantly better in person vs my Tinder photos. She’s the
5th girl in about 5 months to directly tell me that. It’s definitely time to upgrade some of my pics –
I’ve lost 14kg (31 lbs) vs how I look in the pics.
We chatted for 30 min or so, she’s very easy to get on with. She hits the gym and lifts properly,
which is awesome – not enough people do, especially not chicks. Her best lift is her squat – 90kg
(198lbs) is her 1RM. It’s pretty decent given she’s tiny (5ft0).
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We talked about sex a bit – she’s only fucked 2 guys in the past, and fooled around (oral sex) with
about 8 others. She’s never tried any toys, which I always find fascinating. She’s 24, and has wanted
to buy a vibrator for a while, but she’s just been too shy.
After 30min I invited her back to my place. Made out with her as soon as we got inside – she started
moaning the second I kissed her neck. Pulled her hair and choked her a bit while she kissed, which
turned her on like crazy. It’s always so fucking hot when a girl starts getting horny, and by the time I
put my hand down her panties she was dripping wet.
Carried her into the bedroom, fingered her and made her squirt, then we both got totally naked. Her
eyes absolutely LIT up when she looked at my cock, and I shit you not, she mouthed the words,
“Holy shit” whilst looking at it. I don’t even have a huge dick (here , if you must see it, you weirdos),
but a tonne of asian girls will give great compliments when they see your dick. If you ever need an
ego boost, fuck a small asian girl.
Whacked on a condom, fucked her for a bit in every position we could think of. She loved watching
herself in the mirror as I fucked her doggystyle – I have two giant full-length mirrors in the room.
Flipped over to missionary – she looked so hot underneath me (Asians are my kryptonite), and
expecially hot when I stood up, picked her up in the air, and bounced her up and down on my cock.
The fun bit was when I stopped fucking her for a bit and got out the magic wand vibrator (I use this
one). Her eyes went wide (it’s huge; comically so). We tried it on the lowest setting and her mind was
blown – “That feels so different to my fingers!” Let her play with it for a couple of minutes, and she
was right on the edge of cumming.
I lay next to her and slid my cock inside her while she kept playing with the toy, holding it on her clit
while I pounded her. Within a minute or so she said she was about to cum, and she had an eye-rolling
orgasm. The best part about the wand is girls will give you full-credit for giving them an orgasm;
even if all you do is hold the wand on their pussy and just wait. It’s like passive income, LOL – you
do nothing and the compliments just roll in for free. Passive orgasm income.
After she’d had enough of the vibrator, she looked me dead in the eyes and said, “I want you to fuck
me until you cum.” She had this look of total lust in her eyes – it was animalistic and so fucking
HOT. I pounded her and came within about 10 seconds, pulling out, ripping off the condom and
blasting her face… only I completely missed LOL, instead shooting it over her head and onto the
pillow/wall. Sometimes I can’t aim the fucking thing, even though I’ve had it for 33 years.
Afterwards walked her back to the train station and said goodbye. Will see her again for sure.
Got a few more numbers from Hinge but not sure if I’ll be able to meet them this week – got some
client work to do. We’ll see.

Toys Used:
(These are all affiliate links).
Magic Wand Vibrator
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We only saw each other 1 more time after that – she ended up leaving the country early. Pity; she was
a hell of a lot of fun.
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Andy Hooks Up With a Ghost [Storytime with Andy]
June 17, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
Cover image by: Patrick Tomasso.
Here’s an oldie but a goldie – the story of my 6th cold approach (talking to girls on the street during
the daytime) lay.
It’s also an interesting story, because this girl went cold on me and stopped replying after our 2nd
date. 99.99% of the time that means it’s game over – you won’t see her again. This is one of those
extremely rare times where she had a legit reason for “ghosting” – her phone had broken. She was
super glad I hit her back up a month or so later.
I originally posted this on the Good Looking Loser Forums in April 2017. As always, any parts in
blue are direct quotes from the old post I initially wrote.

DADDY GOT HIS 6TH COLD APPROACH LAY!
So this one is interesting as hell, and I owe my buddy a huge thanks. He suggested we try texting a
few old girls who’d ghosted us with this:
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I haven’t seen this girl in 5 weeks. She’s a cute 19yo Chinese uni student. We had two dates, kissed a
few times on the 2nd date, I tried a couple times to meet for a 3rd date but she ghosted me.
Invited her straight to my area, met her at the train station, grabbed her hand and walked her straight
to my apartment. She didn’t complain or ask where we were going. We got to my place, talked for
about 15 minutes while sipping on some water, then I kissed her.
This girl was absolutely 100% DTF. She literally replied to my text so she could get fucked. She
pretended to be shy and wouldn’t kiss me at first, so I said, “You’re not shy, you’re just pretending to
be”. She giggled and then it was on.
We made out, I touched her tits, then her pussy (soaking wet), put her hand on my dick over my
jeans. Sex was fucking awesome, I banged the shit out of her, spanked and choked and pulled her
hair, then came on her face. She looked so fucking sexy covered in my cum I put another condom on
and started fucking her again immediately.
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She tried to play the “I’m just an innocent little young Chinese girl” card. I’ve noticed a lot of
girls try to pretend to be innocent, and it must work on most guys (or they wouldn’t keep doing it).
Most guys want to believe the illusion that there are “good girls” and “bad girls”, and girls play on
that SO MUCH. This girl did it and I just instantly called her out on it, “Hahaha you are NOT
innocent, you’re incredibly openminded and cool, the opposite of shy.” She giggled and smiled so
wide, said, “No I’m innocent!” I laughed and said “Bullshit! I knew the first day I met you that you
were an adventurous girl”. She giggled and said, “Maybe…” I knew from the moment I met her this
girl was adventurous – she’s done cool shit like skydiving, she travelled to America by herself when
she was 14, she told me she was really glad to be away from her conservative parents, etc.
I’ve been really working hard over the last few months to kill that part of myself that still wants to
believe in the good girl vs bad girl shit. All girls will bang you if you push for it, even shy innocent
asian virgins. I’ve banged a chinese virgin on the 3rd date, a chinese fresh-off-the-boat girl on the 4th
date, I’ve played with L’s tits (the vietnamese virgin who’d never even kissed anyone before me),
banged “M” the shy vietnamese girl who’d only banged 1 guy before me. They’re all girls you’d
think would never be down to fuck some guy who hit on them in the middle of the street.
I’m also trying to kill that part of me that feels jealous when I hear about girls banging other
guys. The jealous part that fears, “Has she fucked guys who were better than me?” The way I’m
getting over that is exposure therapy; I’m intentionally asking girls about guys they’ve fucked, and
encouraging them to talk about their exes. I’m becoming a lot less judgemental, and girls are
definitely opening up to me a LOT more than they used to. They’re also not trying to pretend to be
innocent as much; and if they do, they quickly drop the act when they can see I won’t give a fuck if
they’re been promiscuous. The result is less girls manipulating you, and conversations that are
actually real instead of it feeling like a “war”, me vs them, fighting for power and trying to
manipulate each other and play games.
Being non-judgemental is just so much more relaxed.
Here’s something I never thought I’d say: I gained so much respect for this girl when she just
came straight over to have sex. That’s the opposite of how I used to think. I used to think if a girl
made you work for it, it meant she was a “good girl” (whatever the fuck that means), and if she gave
it up too easily she was a disgusting slut. What a terrible mindset. Now I feel like girls who give it up
easily are honest, open-minded and cool; and I respect them for not playing games and
manipulating. I like a girl more if she fucks me quicker.
God damn, this also taught me so much about sexual availability. 5 weeks ago she wasn’t available –
I tried 2 times to get her to meet up with me before she eventually ghosted me. Then last night she
just wanted to get fucked, and made it ridiculously easy for me.
He’s a cute selfie we took together, she’s cool with me posting it here since she covered her body:
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I no longer feel like my cold approach lays were just a fluke. Cold approach works. I can get laid
walking up to girls on the street. I want to push myself like crazy and hit 15 cold approach lays by the
end of the year (only 9 more to go).

I’ve mentioned the story above in a previous article: If a Girl Ghosts You… 99% of the time when a
girl ghosts you, you’ll never meet her, no matter how hard you try. As such, I’m hesitant to
recommend guys do what I did above and hit girls who went cold; 99.9999% of the time it’ll be a
waste of your time. The story above was way back in early 2017 when I was a bit of a newbie.
You’re welcome to do what I did – hit up girls who went cold. Just don’t be disappointed if they
never reply to you, or don’t end up meeting you. The vast majority of them won’t meet you; so
don’t get your hopes up and don’t beat yourself up if you don’t bang her.
The story above really is the exception to the rule.
Ever reconnected with a girl who initially ghosted you or went quiet? Drop a comment below
and tell us about it.
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The 4some (MFFF) [Storytime with Andy]
June 18, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
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A foursome with 3 girls is something I’ve wanted for a long while now; it’s just been a logistical pain
in the ass to set up. I’m happy that I finally made it happen.
The girls I date are cool with me talking about them and posting photos – but I prefer not to use their
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names. To make this easier to follow, I’ll give each girl a nickname – otherwise you’ll get confused
about who the hell I’m referring to.
1.
2.
3.
4.

My girlfriend
Miss Cum-a-Lot
Miss Switch
Me (Andy)

“Switch” is a BDSM term for someone who is sometimes submissive, and sometimes dominant –
they like to switch roles.
And I’ve nicknamed the third girl Cum-a-Lot because she ended up having more orgasms than I even
knew was humanly possible – over 30, in about 2hrs. What the fuck:

But first, the backstory:

The Lead-up
I’d wanted to set up a 4some for quite a few months – but there are some logistics you need to sort
out:
Obviously, you’ve gotta have 3 girls. Once you understand the process of meeting girls/getting
laid, this isn’t that hard (but you do have to put in quite a lot of effort to get there).
They’ve all gotta be bi, or curious about fooling around with another girl.
They’ve all gotta actually want to have a 4some, and be confident enough to do it. This was
actually the hardest part; I’d asked a bunch of girls in the past, but most of them said it sounded
fun, but they didn’t want to actually do it (they were too nervous).
They’ve all gotta be free on the same day to meet up.
None of them can be on their period (which is hard when there’s 3 of them to contend with).
But as you’ll see below, this didn’t end up mattering.
I’ve tried quite a few times in the past to set up a 4some, and one of the above factors has always
gotten in the way. A couple of times I came close, but one of the girls changed her mind last minute
(was too nervous).
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I also knew I only wanted to do it if all 3 girls were 100% cool with doing a photoshoot during it –
taking photos and videos of the whole experience. That’s something a lot of girls aren’t cool with
(and fair enough). So these days I screen exclusively for girls who want to take photos with me, who
are bisexual (or curious), and are attracted to my girlfriend (I show them pics of her). I literally don’t
meet girls who aren’t into the idea of photoshoots & 3somes – I make sure I ask every girl as soon
as I get their number.
At the time of writing, I’m currently seeing 4 girls who are all bi, all love doing photoshoots (we’ve
done plenty in the past), and are all up for playing with each other. I made things easier by having a
few 3somes with each of them first, so they’d all had a chance to meet each other in a less-pressured
environment. A 3some is a whole lot easier than a 4some.
So when the day of the foursome rolled around, I actually found myself pretty damn nervous; like,
really nervous. I kept thinking, “I bet one of them flakes”. But I’d talked to each of them a hell of a
lot in the lead-up to it, made sure they really wanted to do this, made sure they understood it was ok
to be nervous, made sure I addressed all their concerns.

Two of them were super worried they wouldn’t do a good job pleasing the other girls, so I made it
really clear nobody expected perfection, it was ok if it was a bit awkward and didn’t go smoothly. All
3 of them were nervous as hell, but we talked it through for about 2 weeks leading up to it, which
made them feel a lot better.
An hour before the girls were due to come round, I had a thought: “What if I can’t get it up?” I’d
already taken a Cialis pill just incase (I sometimes take one if I think I’ll be really really nervous).
But I reminded myself, “You goose, you already know it’s fine if you’re too nervous to be properly
hard; that’s happened a million times. Nothing bad ever happens; the girls never care. Chill.” Good
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pep talk; it worked. I’ve talked more about performance anxiety – and how to fix it – here.
I got all my toys laid out, moved my mattress out into the living room (there’s much better lighting
out there), and cleaned the hell out of my house.

All these
toys, and we didn’t end up using any of them…

The Foursome
Let’s get to it.
Miss Cum-a-Lot and my girlfriend come over at about the same time, and Miss Cum-a-Lot puts on a
cute little bunny outfit my girlfriend has. While waiting for the third girl Miss Switch to arrive, we
start playing with Cum-a-Lot a bit. She tends to be insanely-sensitive… as in, barely 30 seconds into
rubbing her clit she bites her lip hard, begging both of us to let her cum. I say, “Yes” and she grabs
my shoulder, her legs shaking as she orgasms.
She does this very cute thing when she’s about to orgasm, where she whimpers in a tiny little voice,
“Please, please, please…” Begging for permission to cum. If you don’t say yes, she’ll just keep
pleading, until the moment you nod your head or say yes, and then she’ll close her eyes and cum
hard. And when she cums, she cums hard – so hard you worry her pussy is going to break your finger
or your dick as she squeezes, her orgasm causing her pussy to clamp down like a vice. It’s hot as hell.
Turns out my girlfriend is on her period, which kinda sucks – it means I can’t really fuck her. (We all
just worked around it and had a hell of a lot of fun, so it didn’t end up mattering too much). Miss
Switch arrives and since the other 3 of us are already pretty horny, we attack Switch the second she
walks in the door. I pull off her top, the other two girls are hesitant but I tell them to come over and
they start kissing her, and it’s game on immediately. (Heads up: If you’re having your very first
3some and have no idea how the hell to get things started, just start taking one girl’s top off, or start
kissing one of them. It doesn’t have to be smooth.)
We’re juggling trying to make out with her and trying to take off her clothes, and as one of the girls
pulls Switch’s jeans down, they get stuck on her shoes. Rather than wait for her to bend down and
untie her own shoelaces, I just pick her up in the air (much to her delight) and tell the other girls to rip
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her shoes off. No time to waste, after all.
We all get naked… Well, I keep my socks on, which all 3 girls point out several times. (Anyone else
keep their socks on during sex – leave a comment below). My girl is giving me a blowjob while
Switch and Cum-a-Lot are making out, watching us. I knew Switch was fairly confident and is
starting to explore her more-dominant side, so in the leadup to this foursome I’d told her she could
spend most of it playing with Cum-a-Lot and dominating her.
It’s definitely working out; she takes complete control and starts fingering Cum-a-Lot like crazy.
Within 15 seconds she’s cumming, her second orgasm of the day and we’ve barely even started.
Quick side-note: I’d previously told Switch that Cum-a-Lot had once orgasmed 10 times with my
girlfriend and I. As soon as I told Switch this, she immediately told me, very directly, “I’m going to
beat your record.” And she sure as shit wasn’t kidding; as I wrote above, Cum-a-Lot ended up having
over 30 orgasms (we all stopped counting at some point). It really did feel like she was orgasming
nonstop the entire time we were playing.
Back to the story: Rather than doing a play-by-play like I usually do, I’m instead going to write about
a few of my favourite parts; the bits I remember most. There was a hell of a lot going on and I was so
caught up in it all that it’s kind of a blur; I can’t remember the exact order of things. It’s hard to keep
track of what’s happening when every single second someone’s orgasming, someone is giving you a
blowjob, two people are making out next to you someone is screaming, “Oh fuck I’m cumming!” All
your brain remembers is, “Holy shit this is hot, holy shit this is hot, holy shit this is hot.”
And the orgasms – jesus christ, the orgasms. We all spent so much time going down on each other,
fucking each other, using strapons (this is the one I own) that we all lost count of each other’s
orgasms. Obviously Cum-a-Lot came, well, a lot.
But Switch also orgasms pretty easily, and just from sex (she doesn’t even need her clit to be rubbed).
A couple times while she was dominating Cum-a-Lot, I’d come up behind Switch and start fucking
her (without her realising I was behind her). She’d immediately lose focus and completely drop all
signs of being dominant, completely submitting to me. She cums very easily herself; 30 seconds of
hard fucking is more than enough to make her orgasm. And when you’ve got 2 other girls in front of
you making out with each other, it’s really god damn hard to hold off cumming yourself. I had to take
a tonne of breaks.
We intended to take a lot of photos and videos (all 4 of us had previously brainstormed a bunch of
photos we wanted to do), but we kinda just forgot about it in the moment. We were all too wrapped
up in having fun; this really was fucking hot. I did remember to shoot a few though:
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The pics don’t do it justice. It is so much hotter in person – hearing 3 separate girls moan, watching
them all making out, hearing orgasm after orgasm after orgasm, the air thick with sex and pleasure.
There’s no end to it; even if you pause and go take a quick piss, you can hear the other 3 of them
moaning and cumming, and you race back so you don’t miss out on too much.
I had plenty of fun fucking two of them (I couldn’t fuck my girl because of her period). We tried
every position we could think of, but missionary was my favourite. At one point I was fucking Cuma-Lot missionary, while Switch was lying next to her, and my girlfriend was sitting up next to me so I
could kiss her.
So imagine yourself fucking one girl really hard missionary, your hand around her neck (which only
makes her moan harder) while she’s moaning, “Daddy, please fuck me harder, please make me cum!”
Your other hand is wrapped around the second girl’s neck, her mouth wide open in pleasure as she
furiously rubs her pussy for you, both girls staring straight into your eyes. And imagine your
girlfriend sitting up next to you, moaning in your ear, her tits pressed against your arm as she
whispers all sorts of dirty shit in your ear… “I want you to fuck her hard. Fuck her little pussy for me,
make her cum… she’s so desperate for it. Make her cum on your dick.”
And that’s only one moment – there were 30 moments just as hot as that one. Watching the look of
complete fucking lust on Switch’s face as she fingers Cum-a-Lot’s pussy as hard as she can, bringing
her to orgasm 30-something. Both girls seemed addicted to each other; my girlfriend and I could
barely pry them apart. Neither girl had ever played with another girl before meeting me, and at one
point Switch loudly declared, “Oh my god I think you’ve turned me gay.”
Cum-a-Lot was having a lot of fun too, obviously. She’s very cute and shy and “girly” – very
submissive. She blushes a lot and gets very shy around the topic of sex, and for most of it she had her
eyes closed, wrapped up in her own orgasms and not really paying attention to the rest of us. Every
time she got close to orgasm she’d do that little pleading thing: “Please, please… please…” before
exploding in a huge orgasm, her pussy clenching around whoever’s finger or dick or strapon dildo
was inside her. Each orgasm seemed more intense than the last – by the time we were done, she
couldn’t really move.
Another fun moment was her (Cum-a-Lot) hopping on top of my dick and riding me gently, smiling
and being shy when the other 3 of us stared at her and watched her. She put her hand over her eyes, a
little embarrassed by the direct attention. She was grinding slowly while the 3 of us just lay next to
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each other, watching her. I was barely even moving, but 30 seconds later she had a big orgasm (she
cums so freaking easily – at one point we told her she has a superpower).
At some point we decided to pose for the moneyshot too:

How fucking cool is that?
We switched positions and my girl gave me a blowjob while I lay down on my back. Switch lay next
to me, and Cum-a-Lot went down on her. It was fucking awesome laying next to Switch, the two of
us being dominant while our two “subs” went down on us. It was like some swingers thing, only
everyone in that room was my girl – they were all only there because I organised it. Life is good; I’ve
come a hell of a long way from the guy who never ever thought he could get laid.
My girlfriend had a lot of fun putting on the strapon and going to town on Switch. She did a pretty
good job – she’s a strapon expert now. I still remember how badly she sucked at it the first few times
she tried. Girls generally take a bit of practice to learn how to use a strapon; it sounds weird, but
every girl I have ever met will put it on and then have no fucking idea how to thrust their hips. They
do this weird “grinding” motion instead of thrusting or fucking. Whereas every guy just intiuitively
knows how to thrust his hips; hell, even then dumbest of animals know how to thrust their hips. It’s
probably biologically-programmed into the males of every species.
But girls? They’re hopeless the first few times, which is always fucking adorable to watch. Once you
teach them how to do it, they’re pretty good at it – and at this point, my girlfriend looks really sexy as
she’s pounding another girl. There’s an incredible hotness to a girl dominating another girl; they’re
still “feminine” while they do it. Even while they’re taking charge and being dominant, they’re still
really nice about it; they’re gentle, and almost “loving”, like they never truly want to hurt anyone,
even when they’re meant to be being rough and aggressive. Girls are nice.
I’m older than all the girls (I’m 33, they’re 20, 20, and 21) so I have a lot of fun playing with that.
Not just in a sexual sense; I love when girls call me Daddy (my girlfriend and Cum-a-Lot both love
calling me that; Switch just calls me “Sir” or sometimes “Hey you” when she’s feeling bratty). But I
deliberately tell them “dad jokes” or try and annoy them in ways that make them call me a “boomer”
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or “old man”. I make references to 90’s cartoons and 90’s nostalgia and then laugh at their confused
faces when they say, “What the hell are Power Rangers?”
It’s funny; I used to be paranoid that girls would never want to date a guy in his 30’s. I know a lot of
guys worry about “being too old”, especially when it comes to younger (18-21yo) girls. The thing
you’ll find is a tonne of girls could not give a shit about age. As long as you look your best and are
working on having your shit together, there are millions of girls out there who’ll love the fact you’re
an old man. I promise. It’s a million billion trillion times easier for me to get laid now that I’m 33
than it ever was in my 20’s; because I’ve worked on building myself into a better person each
day. You don’t have to be anything special; just take baby steps toward self-improvement every day.
I also “annoyed” the girls as much as I could by constantly saying, “Oh wow, that is so artsy” every
time I took a photo. “Wow you guys look artsy, I’m such an artsy photographer. This angle is so
artsy. That pose is so artsy.” At one point the normally-shy Cum-a-Lot said, “I’ll hit you if you say
“artsy” one more time.” Never one to back down from a challenge, I kept saying artsy for the entire
rest of the day. And yes, she did hit me… little brat.
But you guys don’t want boomer jokes, you want sex stuff. You know what the hottest part of all
was? There was a moment where I was fucking Switch doggystyle, while she was fingering Cum-aLot and my girlfriend was playing with a vibrator (this one). The three of them looked so damn hot,
and Switch’s pussy felt so damn good, but I told myself I wasn’t going to cum. I was really close, but
I was going super gentle, and just enjoying the sight in front of me.
Everything was going great, and then my girlfriend (playing with the vibrator) loudly announced out
of nowhere, “I think I’m going to cum soon.” I thought to myself, “Ahh shit, don’t say that – I’m
trying not to cum here, woman.” I slowed down my thrusts inside Switch even more, barely moving
at this point. Cum-a-Lot said, “I might cum soon too”, and I laughed and made a joke: “Wouldn’t it
be hilarious if everyone came at the same time? Ahh fuck, we should have actually planned that, we
could have worked really hard to time it perfectly. Would have been hot as hell.”
Switch looked back at me and said, with lust in her eyes, half-moaning: “If you want me to, I could
cum right now…” Before I even had a chance to think, the next thing I know my girlfriend was
loudly screaming, “I’m cumming, I’m cumming!” Cum-a-Lot started moaning, “Oh please, please,
please” as she started having an orgasm. Lust takes over and I started fucking Switch, and she
orgasmed immediately while the other two girls were still in the throes of orgasm. Imagine being me
in the middle of this, trying desperately not to cum; do you think you could hold off?
As the three of them are there moaning and making all sorts of noise, I’m thinking to myself, “Oh
fuck, don’t cum, don’t cum, don’t cum, this is too much fun and I want to keep enjoying this.” Turns
out it is scientifically impossible not to cum when 3 girls are cumming right in front of you – I bust
immediately. I cum a little in Switch, and then my girlfriend basically launches herself at me as I pull
out, the last drop of cum hitting her on the face.
Hot.
I grabbed the camera and told the other two girls they had to lick my cum off her face:
Now imagine instead of just watching this on a video, you’re actually there, participating. This
was by far the hottest thing I’ve ever done. Like some once-in-a-lifetime shit. The best part is we can
all do it again, as much as we want to.
I know it sounds like I’m totally making the mutual-orgasm bit up – how the fuck do 4 people
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manage to cum at exactly the same time? Proof:

Cum-a-Lot had a couple more orgasms, then she was pretty much done. We all started winding down
a bit, and just lay together and cuddled. The afterglow was really nice. I’ve already played with all
the girls a few times (and obviously I’ve dated my girlfriend for several years), so it was all pretty
comfortable. I really do like doing 3somes/4somes this way; introducing girls you’re already dating
to each other. There’s no awkwardness, you already like them all, and they’re all already comfortable
with you. Everyone’s affectionate to each other, everyone’s nice to each other – it’s intimate.

Toys Used
We actually didn’t end up using many toys; we were all a bit distracted…
Satisfyer vibrator
Strapon dildo
Bunnygirl costume (I don’t have a link, but search eBay/Amazon for “bunny girl costume” –
there’s plenty there).
(These are affiliate links – I earn a small commission if you buy, which really helps me out).
Afterwards, we all said our goodbyes and went on our merry ways.

Girl 1.
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Girl 2.

Another satisfied customer.
Are we going to do this again? You bet your fucking ass we are. This was a million times hotter in
person than I could ever explain in a post. All the pics and vids in the world can’t even remotely
compare to what it’s like to experience it for real; to have 3 girls be into you, and into each other. It’s
like watching 3 different porn videos in 3 different tabs, all playing at the same time, and all 3 of
them are moaning your name. Holy fuck.
If you want to repeat what I did, it’s not impossible – just get yourself one fuckbuddy/friends-withbenefits. Then go hit on a bunch of girls until you get yourself a second friends-with-benefits. Then
go out and hit on more girls til you have a third. I’ve written more-in-depth guides for this:
If you already have 1 girl you’re seeing, start here:
Andy’s How to Have 3somes Guide
If you aren’t seeing any girls at the moment, then start here:
Get Laid a Tonne on Tinder/Online Dating
Any questions, or comments, or wanna tell me what you thought of this story? Drop a message
below.
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Am I the Best a Girl has had?
June 23, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
GravyTrain over on our forums asked this question:

Hey bro I had a question about this.
You talked about that little feeling where you care about the other dudes she’s fucked. Even if there’s
no lovey dovey shit going on, I still think about it, like IE: Has she gotten railed out way harder,
bigger dick, more attractive dudes, AM I GOOD ENOUGH OR AM I THE BEST, IS SHE LYING
when she says I’m the shit etc…
You said get over that with exposure therapy. I see that. But I feel like that would make it worse
before it gets better?
Can you walk me thru exactly how to do this? I definitely have that issue. I want to be the BEST a
chick has been with and I know for a fact that’s not possible and I should not care. But I do.

This is a question I’ve gotten a lot; and it’s something myself and every single one of my mates has
had to go through. I’d wager a bet that 99% of guys worry about being the best a girl has had, and it
manifests in all sorts of different ways. Stressing about not being able to make a girl orgasm – “I bet
other guys in her past could make her cum.” Stressing about not being muscular enough – “I bet other
guys in her past were buffer and leaner than me.” Stressing about not having your shit together – “I
bet the other guys she dates have way more money than I do.”
This stuff really used to eat away at me early on, when I hadn’t gotten laid as much as I have now. Or
put another way: when I was more insecure and less confident about my sexual abilities. I
doubted my own abilities (because I didn’t have a lot of experience/practice), and so of course I knew
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I probably wasn’t the best she’d ever had.
You know what fixes it? Practice. Your insecurities/worries about being the best go away once
you’ve gotten decent at sex and you’re happy with where you’re at. If you own a magic wand, if
you’ve read my foreplay guide, if you’ve explored a lot of things from your sexual bucketlist, you’ll
eventually start to feel pretty damn confident in your bedroom abilities. If you know you can make a
girl cum 10 times in 15 minutes (by cheating and using the magic wand….), if you know you can
show her things she’s never tried before, you won’t stress so much about, “Am I the best?” You’ll
already know you’re pretty damn good; you won’t care what any other guy is like.
If you’re a little insecure and worry you’re not giving girls a great experience, then just aim to go out
and explore more. That can be with multiple women if you like; or with one girl you’re dating. Go
read my sexual bucketlist article and brainstorm a bunch of ideas you want to try. Ask your girl(s) to
write her own list of things you two can try together, and then have fun exploring everything and
practicing.
Essentially, by saying, “I worry I’m not the best a girl has ever had” – you’re saying, “I know I’m not
all that great at sex.” Then fix it by getting good at sex. Practice makes perfect; so go practice. You
won’t care so much about whether she’s had a bigger dick in the past when you know 50 different sex
techniques to blow her mind.

And remember, as with most things I talk about, you’re probably going to suck a bit at the start.
That’s perfectly ok. You’re probably going to be insecure about other guys she’s banging/has already
banged; that’s ok too. Your insecurities won’t disappear overnight. Just keep working on yourself,
keep making progress, and one day none of this will matter so much. One day you’ll wake up and
you truly won’t give a shit if you’re the best a girl has had.
And while we’re on the topic of perfectionism, let’s break down the notion of “best a girl has had”
for a second. Do you need to be #1 – or is being top 5 good enough? Why is your ego so hardcorefocused on being the absolute best in the whole entire universe; do you really think you’re that
special?
I don’t think I’m the best every single girl has had. I’m definitely in the top 3 for most girls. Some
girls I’ll be absolutely the best, while other girls I might only be top 3. That’s cool as hell. I don’t
need to be the best – because I’m not insecure about my abilities in the bedroom anymore.
It’s ok if other guys are better than me. It’s ok if some other guy has fucked her brains out and given
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her a better experience than I have. It’s ok if some other guy had a bigger cock than me; mine’s not
that big. I don’t really care; because I know I’ll meet some other girl who’ll think I absolutely am the
best she’s ever had. I don’t need to be every girl’s best, because on average, I’m in the top 3 most
girls have had. That’s alright by me.
Let’s also talk about the fact that neurotically-obsessing about being the best takes you out of the
situation and traps you in your own head. A cute girl is naked in your bed, enjoying your
company, moaning for you and begging you to fuck her, and all you can think about is some other
dude’s dick? She’s right there with you right now, so get out of your head, let the insecurities go –
they don’t matter. Have fun with her right now and give it your all, and you’ll often find just by not
being so in-your-own-head, you’ll actually give her (and yourself) a better experience because you’re
actually being present.
If you want some actionable steps you can take to overcome these insecurities, do what I did:
exposure therapy. Yep, you already know what I’m going to say: Start asking girls you date about
other guys they’ve slept with/are currently seeing. You don’t have to say, “DID YOUR LAST
BOYFRIEND HAVE A BIGGER DICK THAN ME????????????? ? ? ? ? ” You don’t have to
scream at her, “I KNOW YOU THINK I’M UGLY COMPARED TO OTHER GUYS YOU’VE
FUCKED!!!” then run away crying.
Just casually bring up the subject of exes – “What was your last BF like?”
“Out of all the guys you’ve ever dated or slept with, who was your favourite and why?”
“What qualities do you like in a dude, and what makes a guy the best to you?”
Or, you can volunteer your own info – tell her about your past relationships, what you like in a girl,
and then get her to reciprocate.
This is exactly what I did; I started opening up to girls and getting them to open up to me about past
exes/guys they were still seeing. I’d ask what they liked about those guys, what they didn’t like, and
try to expose myself to the information I was insecure about. It sucks at first (you’ll feel very insecure
about what she tells you), but with each new conversation, I found myself less and less terrified of
hearing about guys who were “better” than me. Eventually I just stopped caring. Exposure therapy
works.
What I found is girls get something different out of each guy they date. One guy they date might
have the hugest dick she’s ever had, but maybe he’s a bit of an asshole and doesn’t know how to be
honest. Another guy might be the most generous and giving guy she’s ever had, but he doesn’t fuck
her all that well. There are so many metrics you can use to define, “The Best”, that it’s essentially a
meaningless term.
The best could be:
The biggest dick she’s ever had.
The best foreplay she’s ever had.
The most honest and upfront guy she’s dated.
The best at keeping girls around (retention).
The guy who’s been the nicest to her and treated her the best.
The best mentor (teaching her about the world/offering guidance) she’s ever had.
The most exciting guy she’s had.
The funniest guy she’s ever had.
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The most dangerous guy she’s been with.
The roughest sex she’s had.
Giving her the most number of orgasms she’s ever had.
The most gentle sex she’s had, spending hours teasing her.
The best psychological sex she’s had (fucking her mind, making her beg, talking dirty to her
and stimulating her imagination).
The most emotional sex she’s had.
The best toys she’s ever tried.
Lasting the longest time in bed.
The wildest sex she’s had (3somes, rope bondage, etc).
I have a saying – “Other people have a different rulebook to you“; as in, other people have a
different set of rules, a different definition of what constitutes “good” or “the best”. So what you
personally classify as “the best”, may be totally different to what she counts as “the best”.
Go back and check how many dotpoints I wrote above. With all of those, how the fuck could any
one man possibly be the best a girl has had? You can’t possibly be the best at all of those things.
No doubt at least one guy from her past is better at one of those metrics than I am or you are. Oh shit,
that means we’re not the best! By using such an incredibly vague and wide range of metrics to define
“best”, you’re guaranteeing your own failure – you can’t possibly be the best at everything. You’ve
basically said “It’s all-or-nothing”; which is a huge fallacy.
You’re not being objective; you’ve set it up so that failing to be the best at any one of the above
metrics automatically makes you a failure. What if we use the reverse logic and instead say:
succeeding at being the best at any one of the above metrics automatically makes you a winner.
Let’s say you suck at everything on that list except you’re incredibly honest and real with her, and
you don’t ever bullshit her. Congrats! You’re the most honest guy she’s ever had. You’re the best!
Pick a metric – one you give a shit about or are already decent at – and aim to be the best at it (or, at
least top 3). “Honesty” is an easy one; aim to be as honest as you possibly can be, and you’ll
probably end up being the most honest guy she’s dated/had sex with (even if you aren’t always
perfect with your honesty). Or aim to own the wildest toys she’s ever seen (ropes, blindfolds, etc) and
give her experiences she’s never had before. Or learn a bit of BDSM with her and be the kinkiest guy
she’s ever met (or at least top 3).
I’ve had girls tell me (when I’ve asked) that I’m not the best at, say, rough degrading sex. Other guys
can probably fuck her way harder and rougher than I can; it’s just not something I like to do. I’ve had
girls tell me they’ve been with guys with waaaaaaayyyyyyyyyyyyyyy bigger dicks than me. Taller
guys than me. More muscular guys than me. Richer guys than me.Who cares; I know I’ll easily be in
most girl’s top 3 for BDSM (if not right there are the top). I’ll definitely be in most girl’s top 3 for
honesty (if not right at the top). Definitely in the top 3 for mentoring/guidance. I have a million of my
own strengths that I’ve acquired through practice; who cares if I’m not always the best at everything,
and for every single girl.
You get to set the rulebook. You get to set the metric you measure yourself by. Pick one thing (or a
couple of things) you can be awesome at, and work on them, improving yourself a little each day,
until you’re confident in your abilities. Then pick a new one and get good at that too. There was once
a time where I had no idea how to have sex, let alone do any BDSM, give a girl an orgasm, etc. I had
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to learn all of this and get good at it with practice; you sure as hell can too.
Eventually, you’ll be well-above-average in a variety of different categories, and you won’t care so
much about being “the best she’s ever had”. You’ll be happy with where you are, and you’ll be able
to say, “Who knows if I’m the best she’s ever had – I’m probably not. At least not in every single
category. But holy shit I’m pretty damn awesome. I like where I’m at.“
And the most important point of all: Does it even matter if you’re the best a girl has had? She’s
with you right now, spending her time with you, giving her energy to you, having sex with you. She
likes you enough and thinks you’re good enough to be with right now. So enjoy the present moment
with her, give it your all, fuck her brains out, date her if you two are more serious, spend a bunch of
quality time with her and make the most of what you’ve got.
Don’t waste the present by obsessing about her past.
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Make Yourself Taller – Height-Increasing Inserts/Insoles &
Elevator Shoes
June 26, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
(Heads up, I may get a small commission if you use my links to buy any of the things listed below – at no cost to you.)

The Insoles I’ve Tried and Recommend
Buy these on Amazon (affiliate link by the way):

(Buy the 4 Layer(3.54? / 9cm) version). Don’t worry about shoe-size – you can trim these down with
a pair of scissors to fit your shoe.
Part 1 Table Of Contents
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Insoles I’ve Tried and Recommend
What are they Like to Wear?
Height-Increasing Elevator Shoes
What Will Girls Say if I Wear Them?
Where to Buy Height-Increasing Insoles

Why would you want to use height-increasing inserts or insoles? Because they make you tall as fuck,
adding up to 3 inches to your height:
Celebs use them:
If you’re 5ft9 or above, you can put “6ft” in your Tinder/online dating bio. Congrats! You’re now a
tall dude. And if you’re below 5ft9, adding 3 inches to your height will make dating a hell of a lot
easier.
How much height do they add? If you grab these ones (buy the “4-layer (3.54? / 9cm) version”),
they’ll add up to 3.5 inches. They come as an interchangeable kit, so if 3.5 inches is too much, you
can just swap out one of the layers for a shorter one.
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Here’s a closeup of me using only 3 of the layers (not all 4 layers, which would have been even
taller), with my feet flat on the ground:
Roughly an 8cm increase (about 3 inches). I had to rotate the numbers in Photoshop because they
were upside down (my measuring tape started at 0 on the floor).
Again, if I’d used all 4 of the interchangeable layers, it’d be even taller – another half-inch.
Here’s what they look like with the layers on:
And here’s what they look like in boots:

What are they Like to Wear?
I don’t particularly need them myself – I’m already 6’2. But I wanted to try them out properly before
recommending them to my clients/you; I don’t recommend anything I haven’t personally used. So I
tried them out for about 2 months, putting them in my shoes/boots every single time I left the house.
The first thing I noticed on Day 1 was the entire world feels “weird”; like everything is a little…
shrunken down. Being 3.5 inches taller than usual will:
Make you feel like a freaking giant all of a sudden. You’ll find yourself feeling more confident,
you’ll puff your chest out a little more, and you’ll feel a bit more like a “boss” as you walk
around in public.
If you’re not used to being a hell of a lot taller than most girls you date, you’ll all of a sudden
notice things that never happened before. They’ll look up at you (because they’ll have to).
They’ll act a little more feminine around you, since you’re now literally bigger and seeminglymore masculine. Kissing them will be more fun because you get to lean down more to kiss
them.
Your apartment will feel “weird” if you wear your inserts – you’ll get this sense that someone’s
adjusted every single thing by 3.5 inches. The plates you’re used to getting out of the cupboard
will feel “wrong”. Reaching for the fridge will feel “weird”. Going to the toilet will feel “off”.
It’s extremely trippy and pretty darn hilarious.
Elevators you ride in every day will seem “wrong” – the buttons won’t be where you’re used
to.
Doorways on trains/cars/etc will seem “off” – you’ll feel like someone moved the entire world
down by 3.5 inches (technically that’s not far off…)
People will seem to respect you a little more, and literally look up to you.
Make people seem like little midgets compared to what you’re used to.
Hugging your friends will feel “slightly off” – like they’ve shrunk. Like you’re hugging a little
“toy” version of them.
Friends will comment that you seem taller.
None of that is exaggerated; if anything, I’m understating what it’s like to walk around with an extra
3.5 inches. And I was already a tall guy; if you’re shorter, the 3.5 inches is going to be a higherwww.TheRedArchive.com
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percentage change. (3.5 inches at my height – 6ft2 – is only an extra 4% increase. But 3.5 inches at
5’4 is a 4.7% increase.) The difference will really blow your mind – especially when these things are
so damn cheap to buy.
It took me a couple days to get used to walking in them, especially if you use all 4 layers to add 3.5
inches in total. It’ll be a bit like walking in high-heels – your heels will be elevated more than your
toes. After a couple days you’ll be able to walk in them normally (and even jog, if you want to – I
tried it and it wasn’t that difficult).
The weirdest thing for me was riding the bus I was used to riding every day – all of a sudden I had to
duck a little when getting on and off. Walking around in crowds was also weird – you’ll see what I
mean when you first try them. It’s like the entire population has shrunk by 3.5 inches. It’s pretty
damn amazing – you’ll feel like you’re tripping balls.
It makes dating a hell of a lot easier too – especially online dating. If you were previously just under
6ft (eg 5’9), you can now comfortable say you’re 5ft in your bio. Girls love taller dudes.
Just make sure your shoes are appropriate for the inserts – boots with a high “back” to them work
best, since it’s the back of your foot (your heel) that will be lifted. If your shoes only have a tiny back
and you use all 4 layers combined (for an extra 3.5 inches height), it might feel like your foot is about
to slip out of the boot. Either use less layers (I found I could still comfortably use 3 inches of extra
height with all of my boots), or use boots with a higher back to them.

Height-Increasing Elevator Shoes
You can also buy shoes that add a couple inches to your height, known as elevator shoes. Amazon
has plenty here. They just look like normal shoes; you can’t tell they add height. You’d use them
instead of the inserts/insoles. For example, these ones add around 2.5 inches:
Just bare in mind I haven’t tried them myself but a couple of my clients have, and they said they
work as well or better than the inserts – they say they’re a little easier to walk in them.
(The benefit of the inserts is you can use them with shoes you already own.)

What Will Girls Say if I Wear Them?
Girls absolutely will not care, I promise you. Like I said, I tried these for 2 months – and when I took
a girl back to my place, I was instantly 3 inches shorter when I took the boots off in front of her. Not
a single girl mentioned it. And even if they did, all I would have had to say is, “Yeah they make me
a littel taller, aren’t they cool? They’re like high heels for guys.”
Several of my coaching clients use inserts, and not a single one of them has had a girl mention the
fact they lose 3 inches when they take the shoes off. Girls don’t care.
Girls wear high-heels themselves, and you don’t run out of the room screaming, “Aaaaahhh, she’s a
midget!!!!!!” when she takes them off, do you? I promise you, she won’t either.
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Besides, if she’s already in your apartment (which is where you’ll be taking them off), she already
likes you – a lot. She doesn’t give a crap if you’re a little shorter without shoes on. She’s already in
your apartment with you, ready to get down to business, so stop stressing about your damn height and
focus on having fun with her and enjoying the moment.
But look, I do understand the insecurity. For years, I was paranoid about my receeding hairline/male
pattern baldness. I’d cover it up with hats/beanies – I’d literally never leave the house without
wearing one. And I was paranoid that as soon as I took my beanie off when we got back to my
apartment, girls were going to scream, “You’re bald!!!!!!!!!!” and run away. I used to have to take a
deep breath every time I took my beanie/hat off – I literally had to work up the courage to do it every
single time.
And guess what? Not a single girl ever cared. None. Zilch. All of them ended up doing the
horizontal tango with me and saw me again many times after that. The fact I covered up my baldness
with hats/caps didn’t matter – just like you dealing with your height by wearing insoles doesn’t
matter. Your height isn’t the problem you’ve convinced yourself it is.

Where to Buy Height-Increasing Insoles
Buy ’em on Amazon. These are the ones I’ve tried and recommend (these are affiliate links by the
way):

(Buy the 4 Layer(3.54? / 9cm) version). Don’t worry about shoe-size – you can trim these down with
a pair of scissors to fit your shoe.
The layers are interchangeable so if it’s too much extra height, you just swap out for one of the
shorter layers. The max height will add about 3.5 inches to your height, but you can add as little as 1
inch if you want to.
Any questions, leave a comment below.
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Share this:
Click to share on Facebook (Opens in new window)
Click to share on Twitter (Opens in new window)
Click to share on WhatsApp (Opens in new window)
Click to share on Telegram (Opens in new window)
Click to share on Skype (Opens in new window)
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Beginner’s Guide to Shibari Rope Bondage 4 – Rope Wrist Tie
with Leash
June 27, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
(Heads up: links on this page are affiliate links – I earn a small commission if you buy. If you aren’t
comfortable with that, all good – buy a bondage rope from Amazon/somewhere else.)
Welcome back! In the previous episode we covered the Dragonfly Armbinder pattern. Now we’ll do
a Rope Wrist Tie with Leash pattern.
If you’ve never tried any BDSM or rope play before, that’s fine. As I said in the previous episode,
just tell your girl you want to give shibari a try. Show her the videos below, and if she’s into it, you
two can play around with it and explore it together.
Before we start, you’ll need:
A long bondage rope (35ft/10m or longer). Buy this one – I own it, it’s nice and soft so it
won’t hurt your girl’s skin. That rope also comes in purple and black.
A female human being (or you can do some shibari on your mates if buy ’em a beer or
something).
Grab a cheap blindfold while you’re there too; I’ve talked about how to make the most out of
blindfolds here.

Here’s the tutorial my girl and I used; follow along yourself with your girl:
Follow through all the way to the end – especially the bit where he shows how to make a leash/lead
out of the excess rope.
Ours ended up like this:
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Pretty similar to the one we did in a previous episode, but this time you’re left with a lot of rope you
can hold onto and use as a leash. This one is also a lot more secure – no way she’s wriggling out of
this one.
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As I’ve said before, you’ll have the most fun if you use rope bondage as foreplay – tease your girl
while you’re doing it, play with her tits a little, rub her pussy, whisper dirty stuff in her ear and have a
lot of fun getting her horny and desperate. By the time you finish binding her wrists, she’ll be
dripping wet and ready for you to pull her lead and drag her into the bedroom.
If you try this yourself, leave a comment and tell us about it. If you have any questions – ask away.
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How to Start Hitting on Girls in Public (Cold Approach)
June 28, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Building on from a previous article, one thing I’ve told all my mates who want to start talking to girls
is: “It’s ok to completely suck at it.”
But first, a quick detour…

If You Can’t Talk to Girls At All
If you can’t force yourself to talk to a single girl while sober – even when you muster up all the
courage you have – then you have “approach anxiety”. Don’t stress; when I first started, I couldn’t
talk to a single girl either (I tried for weeks, for hours a day, pussying out on a few hundred girls until
I had a breakdown)
Do what I did: do the (completely free) Approach Anxiety Program on Good Looking Loser. I
completed it and kept a detailed log (with video journals) during my journey:

How I Beat My Approach Anxiety (Fear of Hitting on Girls)
If you really push yourself with the program, you’ll beat your anxiety in 2 or 3 months and be able to
hit on girls during any time of day or night.

If You CAN Talk to Girls
If you are able to talk to girls if you absolutely force yourself, then you probably have a fear that’s
holding you back from really going after it and getting laid a lot: “What if I get rejected or look like
an idiot?”
The thing is, it really doesn’t matter how nervous/scared/insecure you are when you hit on a
girl. She’ll be even more nervous than you – a stranger just walked up to her out of the blue and hit
on her. She often won’t know what to say, will be insecure and stressing about how she looks/if you
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like her/what other people think/etc. You being nervous often won’t even register to her because
she’s too busy being in her own head – just like you’re in your own head.
I asked quite a few of the girls I slept with, “Do you remember what I said to you or what we talked
about when I hit on you?” Not a single one could remember what I said – they were all too nervous at
the time to pay attention to what I was saying.
Start by reading this:
Anxiety Doesn’t Go Away (You Just Stop Caring)
Then aim to do just 1 approach a day:
1 Approach a Day

Andy and His Mates Sucked Too
My first 100 or so approaches were awful. I was terrified, shaking, I’d often lose my voice, I had
complete mental blanks and would forget how to even talk to a human. For a long while I felt so sick
every time I hit on a girl, I was terrified I’d actually throw up on her. I had days where I walked
around for four hours without talking to a single girl, pussying out on literally hundreds of
opportunities, until I hated myself so much I wanted to jump from a building. I was about as bad as
you could possibly be.
But you know what happened on the 26th girl I hit on? I had sex with her. For all my nervousness
and inability to talk, for all my fears of not being good enough… it didn’t matter. I still stuck my
nervous penis inside a female.
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I’ve taken a lot of mates out and pushed them to approach girls for the first time, and guess what –
they’ve all sucked as well.
One mate I took out for the first time took two and a half hours to talk to his first girl. He pussied
out hundreds of times, gave me every excuse under the sun, and must have repeated, “I can’t do this”
500 times. I had to give him several massive pep talks about how it was totally normal to do a bad job
– I had to give him permission to suck. Finally after 2.5 hours, he hit on his first girl.
He’s since gotten laid twice from girls he met on the street – despite being a total amateur at it. He’s
not super smooth, he’s not Mr Charming, he doesn’t always know what to say – but it doesn’t matter.
He’s still getting laid.
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Where to Hit on Girls
You can hit on girls anywhere – it literally doesn’t matter where. You’re just going up and saying
hi and asking for a number – it’s not something you should have to pump yourself up for (though I
understand you’ll need to at the start when it’s scary and new).
You can go out on the street during the daytime and hit on random girls. Maybe you’re sitting in a
coffee shop and you see a cute girl sitting by herself – go say hi. Or you’re on a train and there’s a
girl staring out the window. Go sit next to her and say hi. Maybe you want to go to bars and have a
bit of “liquid courage” in you, go do that (just don’t build that into too much of a habit – you don’t
want to become an alcoholic for the sake of getting laid). Don’t worry about what to say – start with
“Hi” or “Hey, I thought you were cute” or “Hey I’m [your name] *shake her hand*”.
Make things easier on yourself by building a nice easy habit – just go say hi to 1 girl a day, like I’m
doing at the time of writing this article.
Or jump on Tinder/Bumble/OkCupid/etc and talk to girls and ask them out on a date.
I didn’t write this article to give you an exact step-by-step breakdown of how and where to talk to
girls, or the exact words you should say – because it literally does not matter. None of that stuff
matters; all that matters is you give yourself permission to be fucking awful at this, as long as you
never quit. Your job is to just hang in there and keep approaching girls, and just trust (have complete
blind faith) that you’ll eventually figure out what to do and get better at it.
You have to give yourself permission to suck.

If You’re Worried about Other People Seeing You…
Many guys start out with this fear – “What if other people see me hitting on girls?” Luckily I’ve
answered that question in-depth for you here.

The End Goal
Eventually you want to get to a point where you just casually hit on any girls you see as you go about
your day. Your Tinder should be the same – you message a few girls a day with copy-paste templates
and then get on with your day. Hitting on girls should take no time, no energy, no willpower. It’ll be
something natural you just do. When you’re thirsty, you grab a drink. When you see a cute girl, you
go say hi. Simple.
In the mean time, as you work towards that ultimate goal, you’re going to suck for a while. You’re
going to be nervous, you’ll often feel like hitting on girls is impossible, you’ll have moments where
you want to quit – just hang in there and trust (blind faith, remember) that you’ll become elite at this
if you just keep putting in the work.
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Even now, with all my sexual experience, I still have days where I’m nervous and don’t talk to
girls. I talk about it in I Am Always Full of Doubt.
A tonne of times when I hit on a girl, it does NOT go smoothly – especially if she isn’t interested in
me. Guys who get laid a lot still get nervous, still make mistakes, still embarrass themselves. But it
doesn’t even slightly matter for getting laid – all that matters is you talk to a tonne of girls and try
to have sex with them.
No matter how terrified you are, you can do this.
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Andy Nuts in the Gut of a Big-Tittied 18yo (& Runs into Her a
Year Later) [Storytime with Andy]
June 30, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
Cover image by: Dainis Graveris.
Another trip down memory lane; this time learning another lesson about girls ghosting for seeminglyarbitrary reasons.
This story was originally posted on the Good Looking Loser Forums back in Sep 2018. As always,
any parts in blue are direct quotes from the old post I initially wrote.

Banged a really cute 18yo girl with huge tits:
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No nude photo because she specifically asked me not to take any. Fair enough.
Been too long since my last lay report; it’s clear I’ve become complacent because my sex life is
taken care of (currently have 3 fuckbuddies; two of whom I care a tonne about). It’s summer here in
Australia, so I’ll put more effort in. Expect more lay reports.
Met this girl in public, took her straight back to mine. Sex was insane – she’s VERY fucking
passionate and not super experienced. She’s very cheeky and a bit of a smart-ass, in a very cute way.
She has the HUGEST tits I’ve ever seen in my life. She said they’re E cups but they’ve gotta be
bigger than that – like F cups or some shit. She wasn’t chubby (more like curvy), so they look
unnaturally big on her, like she’s gonna fall over from the weight of them. She had super long
blonde hair too, it goes all the way down to her butt.
Tied her up and made her squirt all over my bed, was good fun. She was tight (could only fit 1 finger
at first), and everything was very new and novel to her, which is always a lot of fun. Will definitely
see her again.
At this point 3 of my 4 fuckbuddies are 18 (the other is 23). I’ve heard so many people on here say
shit like “I’m getting old, it’s creeeeeeepy for me to be hitting on young girls”. Or “I’m 25 and a
virgin; it’s too late for me now, that ship has sailed”. I’m 31, so if you think it’s too late for you at 20something, all I can say is…

18 year old girls love me MORE now that I’m 30+ than they EVER did in my 20’s.
It’s NEVER too late to turn your life around and start getting laid. Don’t make any excuses.

So, pretty great sex – she even wrote in capital letters in her original text that she was DYING TO
EXPLORE kinky sex. We cuddled afterwards, hungout for a while and she kept saying how excited
she was to see me again. Only – we didn’t end up seeing one another again; she kept dodging when I
was trying to set up the next hangout. She eventually stopped replying completely.
Why? Well, read on. A year-and-a-half later I matched with her again on Tinder, in Feb 2020:

Matched with this girl I matched with a year and a half ago, lol:
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It’s pretty funny; I live in a city with a population of 5 million. You wouldn’t expect to re-match with
many girls, but it happens quite a bit.

Toys Used:
(These are all affiliate links).
BDSM Starter Kit (everything you need to get started with BDSM/kinky sex)

Running into girls you’ve banged in the past like this will happen the more girls you sleep with –
you’ll run into them years down the track, or they’ll even come back and fuck you again – eg like I
did here.
On the subject of her ghosting me, I want you to pay particular attention to what she said the second
time we matched on Tinder:
“Nothing you did at all. It was just that I wasn’t ready for it that’s all.”
I’ve talked about this at length in If a Girl Ghosts You – some girls just aren’t going to be ready for
intimacy, or sex, or a relationship, or being in bed with a guy, or affection. It isn’t anything you did
wrong, so don’t beat yourself up over it. There’s no point stressing about, “What if I had done this
better, or that better, or said something different, or worked harder to keep her?” You can only
control a limited number of the variables; a lot of whether or not a girl sees you again has to do with
her and her frame of mind/mental state.
You can’t control other people. All you can do is control yourself and your actions – so go out there
and hit on more girls.
I didn’t end up meeting this girl a second time, even after matching again. After a week of not
agreeing to any of the meetups I pitched, she finally admitted again, “I’m sorry, I really don’t think
I’m ready for this again. Sorry to have wasted your time.” I appreciated her honesty.
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The Slight Edge – How to Achieve Anything (How I’ve
Achieved All My Goals)
July 1, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Buy the book here:

Buy The Slight Edge on Amazon
(affiliate link – I earn a small commission if you buy).
Table Of Contents
1. Chapter 1 – Introduction
1.1 – How This Book has Helped Me
1.2 – Key Concepts from the Book
1.3 – Extra Benefits of The Slight Edge
1.4 – Where to Buy the Book
2. Chapter 2 – Setting Goals
2.1 – How to Come up with Your Goals; Dream Big
2.2 – “I Will”, not “I want to”
2.3 – Make Your Goals Tangible, Positive & Achievable, with a Finish Line
2.4 – Deadlines are Key; Make Sure They’re Realistic and Achievable
2.5 – 1 (or 2) Main Goals You OBSESS About
2.6 – And then Set a Couple of Smaller, Easier Mini-Goals
2.7 – Write Your Goals Somewhere You’ll See Them Every Day (Calendar Reminders)
3. Chapter 3 – Achieving Your Goals
3.1 – Take Baby Steps Towards Your Goal Each Day
3.2 – Don’t Ever Quit
3.3 – Cheats for When You Lack Discipline/Willpower
3.4 – At the End of Each Day, Take a Look Back
3.5 – Accountability Partners
3.6 – How to Deal with Bad Days
3.7 – Be a Best Friend to Yourself
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3.8 – Are My Daily Habits Actually Helping Me?
3.9 – If Your Deadline is Looming (You’re Running Out of Time)
3.10 – When you Hit Your Goals
3.11 – Example Goals I’ve Achieved
4. Where to Buy the Book
Extra Resources

Chapter 1 – Introduction

This guide is much more than just a review of the book – it’s a comprehensive manual to success.
I’m going to give you a tonne of my own tips and tricks, and walk you through my own process
for achieving my goals. I’ll tell you exactly how I set my goals, how I come up with attainable
deadlines, how I deal with bad days and how I stay motivated for long periods of time (some of my
goals have taken years to accomplish).

1.1 – How This Book has Helped Me
When I first read The Slight Edge, it completely changed the way I view goal-setting and selfimprovement. I’d even go so far as to say it’s shaped my entire life philosophy; there’s a reason I’m
always going on and on about “each day, take one or two small baby steps towards your goal. Slow,
consistent progress over time.” I got that from this book.
Another philosophy of mine also comes from this book. “Shut up and actually take action; stop
sitting around overthinking things. Stop trying to be perfect and instead just start, and accept the fact
you’ll suck for a while. You’ll naturally improve over time.”
I’ve used The Slight Edge to achieve almost all of the big goals in my life, and countless smaller
goals as well.
I completed a 365 Project where I took a photo a day for an entire year, without missing a
single day.
Lost 35 kg by taking it one day at a time.
Built my main site (KillYourInnerLoser) and wrote 150+ articles (as of time of writing (June
2020)).
Built a coaching/counselling business so I could quit my regular job and be financiallyindependent.
Went from being a weakling in the gym to rack-pulling 200kg (441lbs).
Paid off $10,000 in debt by just chipping away at it, a bit at a time.
Overcame my social-phobia and started making friends by pushing myself to step out of my
comfort zone each day.
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Fixed my dating life by just talking to one girl a day out in public.
A tonne of smaller goals the book has helped me with. Things like:
Paying off other debts.
Building my social circle.
Getting a promotion at my old job.
Setting challenges & achieved them such as writing 33 articles in 21 days (over on my
main site), writing 5 articles in 10 hours, etc.
Writing a 130,000-word series on my main site (that’s longer than most novels.)
Forcing myself to do things I was terrified to do by using techniques from the book. eg I
got a tattoo (I’d procrastinated that for years), moved in order to chase my dreams, got a
vasectomy, etc.
Changing my diet and cutting out junk food.
Quitting addictions (alcohol, pornography, video games and sugary food).
My girlfriend has used it to achieve a tonne of her goals too.
She used it to get an internship with absolutely zero experience in the field.
She lost 10kg.
Started her own art business.
Overcame an eating disorder (bulimia).
Talked to 15 random strangers on the street (goal was she had to have at least a 5 minute
conversation with each one).
Learned to do the splits.
Deadlifted 100kg.
Moved out of home and became independent.
Did 1 piece of artwork a day.
A tonne of other, smaller goals.
Most of my coaching clients, as well as a number of my friends, use the principles from the book to
achieve their goals too. As a member from our forums, terry_crews, wrote:
I ordered this book at the recommendation of this site. I was not disappointed! Andy
summarized the book in previous articles about just making small improvements EVERY
DAY, even if they seem like nothing. I’d highly recommend this book to anybody.
“terry_crews”
The Slight Edge helps you be way more organised with your goals/life, and be way more committed
to getting the things you want. I read the book at least once a year, and so does my girlfriend. It’s
extremely motivating and feel-good, as well as very practical. It’s perfect for getting you back on
track if you’ve been a bit lazy lately… or if you’re embarking on your first big self-improvement
mission.
There are some gaps in The Slight Edge book – some areas I feel are a little short. This guide is my
spin on The Slight Edge – I’ve modified it a lot to add in everything I’ve learned over the years from
using it and reaching my own goals. Don’t get me wrong – The Slight Edge is an amazing book.
We’re just going to make it even better ?
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1.2 – Key Concepts from the Book
As I said above, I’ve made a few modifications to The Slight Edge formula. Here’s the core concepts
from the book + my own additions:
Work on your goals every day – aim to take one tiny little baby step towards your goals each
day. Even on your worst, most horrible day, you should still do something – even if it’s
something pathetically small and seemingly-insignificant. It all adds up.
Don’t spend months trying to come up with a “perfect” plan, or “researching”, or “educating
yourself” – just give yourself permission to suck and dive right in. Take action, RIGHT
NOW. You’ll be able to tweak and adjust your plan once you start anyway.
Have 1 or 2 main goals you pour most of your time and energy into. You can add a couple of
extra “mini-goals” at the same time; but they shouldn’t interfere with your main 1 or 2 goals.
Goals need to be tangible, realistic, achievable, and meaningful to you.
Set deadlines for your goals. Those deadlines also need to be realistic. You’ll never be
successful without the time-pressure of a looming deadline to push yourself; especially during
your lazy days/weeks.
Go all-in. Do whatever it takes to reach your goals by the deadlines you’ve set.
Reaching your goals requires sacrifices; you have to be willing to give things up. Maybe that’s
giving up your bad habits, or giving up the things that make you lazy/complacent, or giving up
time-wasting activities. Sometimes you have to say no to things to free up time/energy to work
on your goals.
The core message of the book, and my own philosophy is this:
Every day is either a step forward, or a step back. You’re either on the path heading towards
success, or on the path away from success.
Small habits matter, because they add up over time. eg: Let’s say you have a day where you’re
craving junk food like crazy. You decide, “screw it” and you go eat McDonalds for lunch, instead of
something healthy. In that one instance it won’t matter too much – it’s just 1 McDonalds meal. But
by taking the lazy path in that one moment, you’re opening the door for building a habit of regularly
choosing junk food in the future. Each time you make the “bad choice”, you’re building a habit of
straying from your goals. You’re ensuring it’ll be easier to make bad choices again in the future.
If instead you decide “Ok, I’ll go eat something healthy instead” – in the moment it won’t matter all
that much. Nobody loses all their bodyfat with just 1 healthy meal. But by choosing the healthy
choice, you’re building a habit of working towards your goals. You’re making it easier to make
good choices again in the future.
Good choices add up over time.
Tiny little baby steps add up over time.
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1.3 – Extra Benefits of The Slight Edge
An important part of The Slight Edge is setting clear deadlines for your goals, and doing everything it
takes to achieve those goals on time. Once you build a habit of always achieving your goals before
the deadline is up, you’ll start to believe, “Ok. I can literally do anything I set my mind to, as long as
I’m patient and willing to keep working on it, a little bit every day.”
You’ll be able to set a goal and give yourself, say, 3 months to complete it. You’ll know at the end of
those 3 months, you’ll have achieved the goal. This is revolutionary because it gives you a timeline
for your life. You’ll be able to look at your calendar, look at the goals you’ve set, and start planning
out, “Ok, in 3 months I’ll have achieved this goal. Then I can start working on this other goal I have.
That goal will probably take me…. 5 months? After that, it’ll be December, so then I’ll start working
on this next goal here. That one will take me about 9 months, so I’ll have it done by August next
year.” You’ll be able to map out the next 12 months or so of your life, and you’ll know exactly
where you’ll be at the end of it.
It’s exciting because you get to fantasise about what you want, what you want to achieve, what things
would be really cool to have – and then actually go and make them happen. Self-improvement is
supposed to be really fun and exciting – you literally get to have anything you want (as long as you’re
willing to work for it). It’s like being a little kid again; there are no limits, only your own
imagination.
If you don’t have any goals, or deadlines, or a map of how you want your next 12 months to go, it can
be easy to feel lost. A lot of people feel this way because they don’t have a timeline in front of them –
it’s all kind of wishy-washy, like they’re looking out to sea with have no idea what’s out there. They
might have some goals they want to work on, some things they want to achieve – but because they
haven’t set deadlines for those goals, they’re just sorta staring out into the void, with no idea when
those goals will happen (if ever?) They’re essentially letting out a big sigh and saying, “Hmmm, I
hope this all works out.”
The Slight Edge puts the power back in your hands – you’re now assertive and taking charge.
You’re not longer just a passive passenger in your own life, with goals “hopefully” working out on
their own, as if by magic/luck (life doesn’t work that way). Now you get to actually take the steps
towards your goals – just a little baby step each day. Now you actually get to make your goals
happen, instead of just wishing for them.
Knowing the goals you’re working on also makes it really fun when someone says to you, “Hey
how’s your life going?” or “Tell me more about yourself?” You’ll get really excited, because you’re
on a mission . You’ll say, excitedly, “Ok so right now I’m working on losing 5kg of fat, I’m learning
to rock climb with the goal being to go climbing in this mountain range a few hours from my house.
Then I’m going to start my own website; the goal is to publish my first article by the end of April. Oh
and I’m working extra shifts at work because I’m saving up to buy myself a new computer. In May
I’m going to start learning a bit of carpentry with my buddy, because I’ve always wanted to learn
that.”
Everybody else talks about doing cool things with their life. You’ll actually be doing cool things with
your life. Other people are passive; they’re sit around talking about the life they want to live
someday. You’re actually living it.
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You’ll also find yourself feeling more confident in what you want – you’ve written it down, set a
deadline, you know you’re going to get there with a little work each day. Your goals will be
solidified, and you’ll take them seriously.
You’ll find achieving your first couple of Slight Edge goals imbues you with a confidence, a sense of
self that’s unmatched by anything else.

1.4 – Where to Buy the Book
You need to buy the book and read it before you continue with this guide. The book is required
reading in order to get the most out everything I’m going to say – especially when it comes to goals.
SIGMA_1234 over on the forums said it best:
I gave Andy’sSlight Edge articlea read, and I have to say, it was really worthwhile doing so.
It made me see goal setting in a more structured way. I struggle with setting everything as
my main goal, resulting in me finishing none.
“SIGMA_1234“

Buy The Slight Edge on Amazon
(affiliate link – I earn a small commission if you buy).
It’s a very easy read – you can read it all in one sitting. It’s so well written and fun to read that it’s
almost like a motivational book (but obviously the point of the book is to take ACTION, not just read
yet another self-help book.)

Chapter 2 – Setting Goals
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2.1 – How to Come up with Your Goals; Dream Big
Think about what you ultimately want. And I don’t just mean goals you think are attainable for you
right now – I want you to dream big. Let your mind fantasise and come up with the wildest goals
you can think of – even if they’re goals that make you think, “I could never do that.” Even if they’re
goals that would take several years to achieve. Even if they’re goals that seem like a pipe dream –
completely impossible. I’ve achieved a bunch of things that at one point felt utterly impossible to me.
If you’re struggling to come up with goals you want to work on, go sit in a quiet park somewhere or
sit in your room and ask yourself this question:
What do I want?
It might take you a few minutes, or hours, or even days to really decide what you want. That’s ok;
just keep asking yourself, “What do I want?” and eventually something will come up. Deep down
you know what you really want; just give yourself permission to admit you want it, even if you think
it’s too far-fetched or too impossible. Nothing’s impossible, but you have to admit you want it first.
When I first started teaching my girlfriend The Slight Edge philosophy, and she achieved her first few
goals, it blew her mind that she was actually allowed to have the things she wanted. She was
astounded to learn that if you just work for it, you truly can have whatever you want. I jokingly told
her, “You can even get to the moon if you want to, as long as you take a baby step towards it every
single day.”
Once you’ve come up with the goals you really want, write them all down on a piece of paper or in
an online note-keeping app (I use Evernote). Again, don’t stress if the things you want seem
unattainable – every single big goal I’ve ever achieved seemed impossible to me before I started
working on it. We’ll break down the goals into smaller, more manageable steps anyway.
It’s important your goals are things you get really excited about; things you care about deeply and
will be motivated to work on. You’re going to have times where your goals are hard, you’re going to
have days where you have very little willpower or energy or motivation. If the goals you chose aren’t
really all that meaningful to you, it’ll be easier to give up/quit on your bad days. So make sure the
goals you set are ones you desperately want; then you’ll never quit.
We’re trying to make your life awesome; not just set arbitrary goals that have you spinning your
wheels for no real benefit.
When you’ve written all your goals down in a big list, you’ll probably feel like there’s a lot; maybe
too many goals. That’s perfectly normal; you don’t have to work on all of them at once. Don’t get
overwhelmed by how many things you want to change; we’ll be tackling them a couple at a time.
Keep all of your goals in that notebook/note-keeping app, and tell yourself it’s ok to postpone
some of them while you work on a couple of goals at a time.
The other goals aren’t going anywhere. You’ve got an entire lifetime to work on yourself, so don’t
stress.
The question I get asked the most is: Should I focus on dating first, or career first? My answer is
always dating first; for a million reasons I’ve covered in articles on my main site. Go 100% all-in
with your dating life, give it everything you’ve got for a few years, and tell yourself you’ll work on
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your career/finances once you’ve handled the dating phase of your life.
I’ve got my own huge list of goals I want to achieve – there’s over 100 things on it at this point. I
don’t let myself get overwhelmed by how many things I still need to do; I just work on a couple of
them at a time, and remind myself, “I have the rest of my life to do everything. No point stressing and
worrying about “running out of time.”

2.2 – “I Will”, not “I want to”
You need to phrase your goals as “I will do this” – implying you WILL be successful. Really, I’m
referring to going all-in, and taking your goals seriously. Do not say, “I want this goal” or “It’d be
really nice to have this goal” or the worst of them all; “I wish I could have this goal”.
When you use passive language like “I want” or “I wish”, you’re telling yourself it’s just a pipe
dream; something you’ll never really have. It’s why you hear people who’ve been fat for years say
things like, “I want to be thin” or “I’d really like to be thin”, instead of, “I will be thin”.
Instead, tell yourself you are going to be successful.
“I WILL get to 70kg by Jan 20th”.
“I WILL make $100,000 through my business.”
“I WILL benchpress 120kg.”
Take charge and decide you will achieve your goals.
When you make a goal, you have to sign a metaphorical-contract with yourself that you WILL NOT
fail it. Tell yourself you will be successful, no matter what.
My mindset has always been, “If I don’t do this, I have to kill myself. Failure is not an option.”
Yep, I literally frame my goals as “do or die”, “sink or swim”. I’m not saying you need to consider
suicide – but I can’t deny that all-or-nothing mentality has been probably the biggest reason I’ve
been so successful. As soon as you say to yourself, “I will succeed at this, no matter how long it
takes, or how many times I fail” – you’re guaranteeing your own success. I’ll talk more about never
quitting below.
You have to give yourself permission to do whatever it takes to be successful. Go all-in.

2.3 – Make Your Goals Tangible, Positive & Achievable, with a
Finish Line
The goals you set have to be:
Tangible: As in, a concrete number/value. Not, “I will get thin by December 12th” – how will you
know when you’ve achieved that? And what is “thin”? 80kg? 75kg? 70kg? You need to use an actual,
tangible metric. A better goal would be, “I will get to 70kg by December 12th.”
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Another example: “I will get more muscular by Feb 2nd” is not a tangible goal. Instead, rewrite it
with an actual metric: “I will get my weight up to 80kg by Feb 2nd” or “I’ll benchpress 100kg by Feb
2nd”.
Positive: Frame your goals as a positive thing you will achieve, rather than a negative thing you’ll
stop doing. For instance, “I will quit smoking by December 12th” is a negative-framing, and all
you’re going to do is burn through your willpower, sitting around thinking about the thing you’re not
allowed to do. Not doing something isn’t the end-goal; it’s a stepping-stone to achieving the actual
goal you want. Yes, quit smoking – but frame your goal as something positive you’re going to do
instead of the negative habit.
It would be better framed as, “I will run at 10km/hr pace for 10 minutes on the treadmill, by
December 12th.” That’s a positive goal that will probably require you to quit smoking in order to
achieve it; awesome. Now you have something positive to run towards, rather than just a negative
habit to run away from (with nothing positive to replace it with).
Another example: “I will stop pussying out with women by January 19th” is not a positive goal.
Reframe it as a positive goal: “I will hit on 100 girls by January 19th”.
People get stuck in downward spirals because they only focus on the negative – “I’m really unhappy
with where I am right now” – but they don’t then turn that into anything positive. Sitting in that cycle
of self-loathing will only cause you to become helpless and hopeless; you’ll have all these
insecurities and negative feelings, with no way to change anything.
Frame your goals in a positive manner instead.
Deadline: Your goals must also have a realistic and achievable deadline. We’ll cover deadlines in
detail below.
Achievable: The goals you set need to be achievable. If you set an unrealistic goal, you likely won’t
achieve it – which leads to frustration, disappointment and self-loathing. If you repeat this and set
multiple goals you can’t finish on time, you may start to believe you’re not capable of achieving any
goals – a horrific habit to build.
Instead, break those massive goals down into smaller goals. If you want to earn 1 million dollars,
break that down into a smaller goal – “I’ll earn $2000 from a new business I start, by June 26.” Once
you achieve that goal, you can then set a new target (eg $5,000), and then another new target, and a
new one after that – eventually working your way up to 1 million.
Finish Line: Your goals also need to have an end-point; they can’t be daily habits. By that I mean
you should write your goal as a tangible destination; rather than some habit you repeat. So don’t say,
“I will walk every day for 10 minutes”. You’re inevitably going to have bad days where you don’t do
any walking, and then what – you’ve failed your goal entirely?
Instead, write your goal as an end-point you can get to. eg: “I will walk a quarter-marathon (6.5
miles) by March 20th.”
Goal setting only works if you have an end goal; a destination to work towards with a deadline to
keep you on track. Daily habits help you achieve that goal; but they’re not a goal in and of
themselves.
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2.4 – Deadlines are Key; Make Sure They’re Realistic and
Achievable
Deadlines are the most important part of achieving your goals; nothing lights a fire under your ass
like only having a week or two left to complete your goal. You’ll often find the Pareto Principle
applies here – you’ll do 80% of the work in the last 20% of the weeks you’ve given yourself.
It’s very important you set very lenient deadlines – deadlines that give you enough time to absolutely
reach your goal on time. Always allow for extra time in case something goes wrong. For example,
for strength goals I’ve set myself in the gym, I set a deadline – say, 3 months from now. Then I’ll
allow for something going wrong: “What would happen if I hurt my leg or something and need to
take 3 weeks off?” I then add an extra 3 weeks to my deadline, to allow for unforeseen consequences.
So even if life throws me a curveball, I know I’ll still hit my goal on time.
Remember, you can always bust your ass and reach your goal early. I’m not saying to slack off and
be lazy for those extra 3 weeks. They’re only there as a safety net, incase something pops up you
hadn’t accounted for (which happens probably 90% of the time, especially with longterm goals).
It’s very important you set realistic and attainable deadlines, and make it your mission to get a few
successes under your belt. Your first few goals should be extremely easy and doable – start small.
Being successful with your first couple of easy goals helps you gain traction. Once you have a taste
of success and achieving a goal – even a small one – you’ll be hungry for more. Your success will
snowball. You won’t want to stop.
Over enough time, and with achieving enough goals, you you’ll start to feel like a successful
person. Achieving your goals will be the norm, not the exception. You’ll start feeling like you can do
absolutely anything you want. You can even get to the moon, if you want to. ?
I know it can be tempting to give yourself very short deadlines when you’re first starting out with
self-improvement. You’re acutely aware of all the things you want to change, and you feel like you
can’t afford to waste any time. I get that.
But trust me, speaking from my own experience and the experience of countless clients of mine, it is
better to set realistic deadlines you can actually achieve, so you can build a habit of completing
your goals. There’s nothing worse than setting 5 goals with very short deadlines, missing all of them,
and feeling like a complete failure. I’ve seen too many people throw in the towel and quit because
they screwed themselves with unrealistic deadlines. Don’t be one of them. You’re smarter than that.
It’s more important to be able to teach yourself: “I set very easy and achievable goals. Some of them
are stupidly easy and maybe I could have pushed myself more, but at least I can say I achieve 100%
of all the goals I ever set. Once I set a goal, it’s basically guaranteed I will achieve it.“
Keep your deadlines realistic and attainable – and allow a little extra time to account for the
unexpected.
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2.5 – 1 (or 2) Main Goals You OBSESS About
One question I get asked all the time is: “Which is better: having 1 or 2 main goals I really obsess
about… Or spreading myself out a bit and working on 10 little goals at once?”
My answer is always: Pick 1 or 2 main goals you obsess over, and pour 99% of your energy into
them. You can then add a couple of really small goals you work on in the background; but your main
1 or 2 goals will always need to take priority. Almost everything worth having requires you to go allin and give it everything you’ve got; there’s no point spreading yourself thin and half-assing 10 goals.
You’ll just end up “Jack of all trades; master of none.”
As I said earlier, when choosing which 1 or 2 main goals you’ll prioritise, you really need to be ok
with “neglecting” some of your other goals a bit. You really have to give the vast majority of your
time and attention to your 1 or 2 main goals. Write the other goals down in a notebook/note-keeping
app, and tell yourself you’ll come back to them after you complete your main 1 or 2 goals first.
Sometimes it won’t be clear to you which goal you should prioritise. Maybe you want to start
working on your dating life, but you’re 50lbs overweight and not sure if you should lose fat first, or
start talking to girls first. Different people will give you different advice (my advice is always to lose
a lot of the fat as your main goal, while also starting to talk to girls as a minor, secondary goal).
Generally speaking, it doesn’t matter too much which goal you work on first. You have plenty of
time to handle all your goals – so don’t stress about getting the order perfect. Just start working on a
goal – any goal – right now.
When setting the deadline(s) for your 1 or 2 main goal(s), really sit down and plan it out. You
might need to do a day or two of research (but don’t waste weeks researching – taking action is more
important than spending weeks researching). Research how long other people have taken to achieve
similar goals. Research what might go wrong; what pitfalls those people had. Think about whether
there’s any extenuating circumstances that might slow your progress compared to other people – or
any circumstances that might speed it up.
Once you’ve figured out how long you’ll need to complete the goal, add extra time onto it to
account for the unpredictable nature of this thing we call life. Generally speaking, I like to add
20% extra time just to be safe. (Remember, you’re allowed to complete your goal early – in fact, it
feels really bloody good to do so.)
I personally like to set big goals that will take 6-12 months to achieve, but you can pick shorter or
slightly longer goals if you like. I wouldn’t go too far over 12 months; that’s usually too far into the
future that it’s hard to stay motivated and enthusiastic for that long. If you have a goal that’ll take
over a year to complete, just break it down into a shorter goal. eg if your goal is to lose 50kg, break it
down to: “I will lose 25kg in 30 weeks.”
Your mindset with your main 1 or 2 goals needs to be: I will do whatever it takes to succeed. This
will usually mean becoming absolutely obsessed with it. Spend every spare second you have
obsessing about it, focusing on it. For example, if your goal is to lose 25kg in 30 weeks:
Every time you have some spare time, read through every fat-loss and exercise site/forum you
can find.
Listen to fat-loss podcasts/audiobooks on the way to work.
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During your lunch break at work, read every article on AWorkoutRoutine.
When you finish work, go for a 30 minute walk – even if you’re tired.
After dinner, spend the evening learning about calorie-counting, about macros and protein and
carbs and fat, etc.
Before you go to bed, post on a fat-loss forum to keep yourself accountable.
Then go to bed and dream about losing fat.
Wake up tomorrow and repeat the obsession.
Sidenote: You can still work on your other smaller goals – they’ll just be extra tasks you do when
you have some free time. You’ll be making small amounts of progress towards them, so it’s not like
you’re completely neglecting them or ignoring them; they’re just not your absolute main mission
right now. You won’t be obsessed with them like you will with your main 1 or 2 goals.
Obsessing about your goals is the best way to get shit done and live an awesome life. Forget all the
nonsense people spout about “moderation”. That’s normie-talk. Normies have no fucking clue how
good it feels to wake up every day and go for what you truly want in life. They have no idea how
good it feels to be taking baby steps towards their goals every day. Normies have no clue what it
means to feel alive.
When you set goals and start working towards them, you’ll wake up each day with a purpose,
knowing you’re on a mission, knowing you get to have absolutely anything you want – as long as
you’re willing to work for it. You’ll know you’re working towards things you truly care about.
Without a doubt, the reason I’ve been successful with all my big goals is because I’ve always become
obsessed with them. I think about them 16 hours a day, from the moment I wake up to the moment I
go to bed, and every spare second in between. It’s my unwavering obsession which has lead to my
success.
You will have to make some sacrifices along the way – you’ll have to give up some of your vices.
You’ll have to say no to certain things. You’ll have to put your goals first and prioritise them, and
sometimes that’ll mean saying no to things like going `clubbing on a Friday night and getting
completely drunk. Sometimes you’ll have to be the nerd who goes home at 10pm to get an early
night, so he’s fresh for the gym the next morning.
You’ll also have to give up your complacency – no more coming home from work each day and
playing video games for 4 hours before going to bed. No more lazing around on the couch all
weekend watching Netflix. No more wasting all your money on throwaway stuff you don’t really
need. To some degree, you’ll have to grow up and start being responsible – and you’ll definitely have
to start taking yourself seriously.
I never said success was easy; only that it’s inevitable if you’re willing to work for it. If it was easy,
everybody would be successful. Big dreams require big sacrifices.

2.6 – And then Set a Couple of Smaller, Easier Mini-Goals
Once you’ve set your main 1 or 2 goals and have chosen realistic deadlines (if they’re not realistic, go
back and change them now), you can add an extra couple of small goals if you want to. I call these
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“mini-goals”.
Let me make this really clear: Your mini-goals must absolutely NOT interfere with your main 1
or 2 goals. They can’t be big things like losing 15kg or talking to 200 girls or starting a business.
They have to be super small, super easy things like, “I’ll spring clean my kitchen” or “I’ll update my
resume” or “I’ll go to 2 meetups“. You want them to be so stupidly easy you’re almost guaranteed to
do them.
And when setting the deadline for your mini-goals, give yourself plenty of time to do them; don’t
pressure yourself with a short deadline. Because remember, your main 1 or 2 goals need to take
priority above all else. You don’t want to pile on extra stress from your mini-goals. They’re
supposed to be nice little “bonuses” that only take a couple days to complete. The idea is you work
on them whenever you have a spare hour or so here and there.
Make sure it’s only a couple of mini-goals at once; don’t go overboard. 3 mini-goals at the most
(on top of your 1 or 2 main goals). I like to use these mini-goals as a great way to finally complete
stuff I’ve been procrastinating for ages and putting off. Here’s some of the mini-goals I’ve set in the
past:
Cleaning out the fridge, washing all the racks, making it look brand new. Deadline: 2 weeks.
Sending 10 people a copy of my resume and seeing if anyone is hiring. Deadline: 2 months.
Add 5kg to my deadlift. Deadline: 2 months.
Taking 3 new photos for my online dating accounts. Deadline: 6 weeks.
Attending 5 new meetups. Deadline: 3 months.
Reading a book from start to finish. Deadline: 1 month.
Listening to 5 self-help podcasts. Deadline: 2 months.
Doing 10 pullups in a row. Deadline: 3 months.
Sell my old books. Deadline: 3 months.
Buy 2 new outfits. Deadline: 4 weeks.
As you can see, those mini-goals were really easy so they didn’t get in the way of my main 2 goals. I
gave myself really long deadlines – sometimes as much as a few months, even though most of them
only took a few hours to complete. And that’s the point. They’re supposed to be really easy minigoals you work on in the background, while focusing your attention on your main 1 or 2 goals.
Don’t overwhelm yourself by taking on too much. It’s better to take on too little, and finish all
your goals early. Then, you can just immediately set some new goals. There’s no punishment for
finishing all your goals early, but there’s some very huge negatives to missing your deadlines.
You want your mini-goals to be automatic victories to get you into the habit of setting a goal, setting
a deadline, doing a tiny bit each day to work towards it, then hitting your goal on or before your
deadline. You want success to become a habit; something you always achieve. Setting easy minigoals with long deadlines guarantees that.
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2.7 – Write Your Goals Somewhere You’ll See Them Every
Day (Calendar Reminders)
It’s important you display your goals (and their deadlines) somewhere prominent – somewhere you’ll
see them every day (or even better, multiple times a day).
Some people like to write their goals on a big whiteboard in their living room.
Other people write them as sticky notes on their bathroom mirror.
I stick my goals on my phone desktop (as a widget), so they’re right in my face every single
time I open up my phone.
I use the phone widget app called Countdown Widget to display the number of days left on each goal:
Every time I pull out my phone, this is staring me right in the face.
I also add my goals to my Google Calendar, and I add reminders to go off when the deadlines are
getting close. I like to set multiple reminders for my big important goals (the 1 or 2 main goals):
– 3 weeks before the deadline.
– 2 weeks before the deadline.
– 1 week before the deadline.
– 2 days before the deadline.
Whatever method(s) you go with, make sure your goals are always on your mind – you want to be
obsessing about them every single day. Particularly your 1 or 2 main goals.

Chapter 3 – Achieving Your Goals

3.1 – Take Baby Steps Towards Your Goal Each Day
This is a core concept I repeat over and over again on my main KillYourInnerLoser site – to be
successful, you only need to take a few small steps every single day. All you need to focus on is,
“Am I a tiny bit ahead of where I was yesterday?” You don’t need to be amazing, you don’t need to
take giant leaps (though, those are great if you can) – just aim to take one tiny step forward each day.
Those tiny little steps add up over time and compound into success.
This is exactly how I’ve achieved all of my goals – literally just taking tiny little baby steps forward
each day. Some of those steps are so pathetically small, they seem almost insignificant. But trust me,
they add up. We’re aiming for consistent, steady progress.
If you have some bad days or lazy days, that’s fine – just pick it up again tomorrow.
You’ve got this.
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3.2 – Don’t Ever Quit
In all my years of working on my own goals, and helping my girlfriend and friends and coaching
clients reach theirs, I’ve come to the conclusion there’s only one thing you need to do to be
successful:

Don’t. Ever. Quit.
That’s it – that’s the secret to success. Nothing else matters; just never quit. Never give up, never
stop pushing forward, and even on your absolute worst days when life kicks your fucking ass, just
keep hanging in there. Hold on for dear life and weather the storm. Don’t quit.
Because if you just hold on, if you keep going and never quit, you will eventually be successful. Even
if it takes you some insane amount of time like 10 years (don’t worry, it won’t), you will get there
eventually. If you ran a marathon and all you could do was crawl, after 24 hours you would
eventually crawl across the finish line and guess what? You’d have successfully finished a
marathon. When you finally achieve the goal you’ve been dreaming of for months/years, do you
really think you’re going to give a shit how long it took?
That consistent crawl is the key to success. Take at least 1 baby step towards your goal, every day.

3.3 – Cheats for When You Lack Discipline/Willpower
I’ve already written an in-depth guide on what to do if you don’t have a lot of discipline or
willpower:
Discipline & Willpower Don?t Matter
The key thing to note is: Contrary to what you may think about me, I don’t have a lot of
discipline or willpower. I’ve just found a whole bunch of “cheats” that let me get around the
problem and “cheat” my way to victory, without requiring any willpower or any discipline. Yep, I’m
a cheating scumbag.
I’ll quote one of the cheats from the full article here:
You can also “cheat” by making your habits so pathetically easy you can’t help but do them. If you
want to go to the gym, instead of saying, “I have to go to the gym and do my full workout”, you make
it so easy you can’t help but do it. “I only have to walk to the gym. As long as I step foot in the gym,
I’m successful. I’m literally allowed to walk into the gym and then immediately walk out – as long as
I go to the fucking gym.”
You’ll find by lowering your goal to “I’ll literally just step 1 foot into the gym”, you will always go
to the gym. That’s so pathetically small you will never skip it. On your absolute worst days – eg a
day where you have a really bad flu or something – you’ll drag your sorry ass to the gym, put one
foot inside, and then turn around and go home. Congrats! You were still successful – you stuck to
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your goal.
I know that seems very weak – after all, how the hell does stepping 1 foot into the gym actually help
you get a killer body? Because it’s building a habit. If your absolute worst day is “I still went to the
gym” – isn’t that better than “I sat at home being lazy”? It means the millisecond you feel better,
you’ll go to the gym and crush your workout – because you’ve already built a habit of going to the
gym.
And you’ll find on many “bad” days, if you can just drag your butt to the gym, often you’ll get there
and think, “Ok, I didn’t want to come to this stupid gym but I’m here now. Maybe I’ll just do some
lazy bicep curls or something then go home.” You’ll start doing your curls and you’ll realise, “This
feels ok, actually. Maybe I’ll do a bit of bench pressing too.” You’ll do that, and before you know it,
you’ll end up “accidentally” doing most of your workout. You’ll go home, feeling like a fucking boss
– it started out as a shitty day, and you turned it into a pretty damn successful day – just because you
stepped foot in the gym.
If you didn’t have that pathetically-small goal of “I will just step 1 foot into the gym”, there’s no way
you would have gone to the gym. It would have taken too much willpower – willpower you didn’t
have, because you were having a shit day. Having a super easy, pathetically-small goal ensures you
will always be successful – even on your bad days.
This is the concept behind the book Mini Habits – you set such a tiny task that your success is
basically guaranteed each day. Over time you’ll build up a habit of always actually working on your
goals (even just a tiny bit – baby steps).
Read the rest of the article for more tricks and ways to get around a lack of discipline/low willpower:
Discipline & Willpower Don?t Matter

3.4 – At the End of Each Day, Take a Look Back
At the end of each evening, have a quick look back at your day (you only need to spend a couple
minutes doing this.) What were your successes? What could you have done better? What have you
learned?
Was it overall a day where you moved forward, or did you overall move backwards? Think over all
the good things you did to move towards your goals, then think of all the things that moved you
further away from them. Was it more of a productive day, or more like a less-productive day?
Eg if you ate junk food twice in the day and spent $40 total, that might be considered a step back for
you in terms of building up your money/savings, and your health/fitness. But if you also hit the gym
and crushed your workout, and got a phone number off a cute girl, that’s a massive success. You’d
probably say the day was pretty awesome overall, and you just need to practice buying less junk food
(eg by cooking at home) tomorrow. The day wasn’t perfect, but overall you moved forward.
On some days, you’ll look back and it’ll be an overall negative day. Maybe you just sat around
procrastinating, not working on the goals you want to be working on. Maybe you gave in to selfmedication, playing hours and hours and hours of video games with nothing to really show for it. And
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let’s say no matter how hard you try, you can’t think of a single positive thing you did to move
forward today.
Don’t stress! No matter how bad the day has been, you can still save it. If you’re having a bad day
and you’ve done nothing, you still have time to fix it. Even if you only do the tiniest, most
insignificant thing possible – eg you do 1 pushup, or work on your business for 5 minutes, or
message 1 girl on an online dating app, or do 5 bicep curls – that’s way better than nothing. It’s
still a success. Doing something – even something pathetically small – is better than doing nothing at
all.
Do SOMETHING. Anything. Just do something.
Hell, even just planning out how you’ll do better tomorrow is a success. Sometimes we need to
have crappy days in order to learn from them. A “bad” day can still be a good day if you tell yourself,
“Ok, well at least I’ve learned what not to do. I won’t repeat today. Tomorrow will be better.”
You don’t have to have mind-blowingly good days each day. As long as you go forward a little bit,
that’s awesome. Yes, some days you’ll do such a tiny amount that it’ll be almost embarrassing – but
it’s still a tiny step forward.
30 tiny steps forward adds up to something decent.
90 tiny steps forward adds up to quite a lot.
180 tiny steps forward is even more.
365 tiny steps and you’ve done something very substantial.
I like to look back over my day at 8pm each night. I have a reminder on my phone that pops up each
night:
I like doing it at 8pm because if I’m having a bad day, there’s still plenty of time to save it before
I go to bed. (Feel free to set your reminder even earlier in the night if you want to.)
I’ve had so many “bad” days that I saved in the evening just by doing something small. Sometimes
the day was so horrible all I could manage was to tell myself, “Ok. This was a bad day. At least I’ve
learned a lot – I will do my best to not have another day like this. I’ll make tomorrow better.”
And 99.99% of the time, tomorrow does end up being better – because I told myself it would.

3.5 – Accountability Partners
You may find it helpful to have an accountability partner (or a few of them) – I certainly do. This can
be a buddy, or a girl/guy you’re dating, or other people on a self-improvement forum like mine.
I use my girlfriend as my main accountability partner, and also people on my forums. Every single
night, my girlfriend and I send a text to each other just before bed, with a list of reasons why today
was successful. (We try not to focus too much on any failures/negativity). We also write a list of
things we will do tomorrow to make it a successful day too. This keeps us both accountable and
kicking ass with our respective missions.
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3.6 – How to Deal with Bad Days
It’s inevitable you’re going to have days that don’t go so great. Days where you’re lazy, days where
you don’t get anything done, and days when you take 2 steps backwards. On those days, it’s normal
to feel frustrated. That’s fine, in fact it’s good – it can be amazing motivation. But turn that
frustration into a positive pep talk for yourself, rather than being a complete asshole to yourself.
Don’t say negative things like, “I was lazy today and didn’t hit the gym. I’m such a lazy piece of shit,
I’m a failure. I’ll never reach my goals.”
Instead you need to be positive and give yourself a pep-talk: “I was lazy today and didn’t hit the gym.
Come on, I’m better than this, I know I am. This is bullshit; I’ve gotta do better than this. Tomorrow
I’m gonna go to the gym and absolutely kill it, and make up for today. I know I can do better than
this.”
Notice the second example is still angry, and still frustrated – I’m not saying you need to pretend
everything is all wonderful and rosy. If you have a lazy day, yes, get fucking angry at yourself. You
were lazy, you should have done better. But turn that anger and frustration into a positive pep talk:
“Today sucked, but I will work harder tomorrow and make up for my shitty effort today. I can do
better.“
Another trick you can use at the end of a bad day is to say to yourself, “I have to sort of pretend
today doesn’t exist; just erase it from my memory and start tomorrow fresh. Forget about today.
Tomorrow will be awesome.” As I said to one of my coaching clients recently, every day you get to
start over; every day is a fresh start.
A bad day is not a failure, and it is not an excuse for you to beat yourself over the head. A bad day
just means you have lots of room to grow, and you’ll have a chance to kick some fucking ass
tomorrow. Remember, you get unlimited tries – you don’t have to be perfect at working towards
your goals, especially not at the start. You just need to make gradual progress over time, even if you
fail a million times along the way.
Failure is very much part of life, and you will fail plenty of times whilst learning to implement new
concepts like The Slight Edge. Failure is growth, failure is learning; be grateful for your failures
because they make you a smarter, more resilient and more experienced human being.
Working on your goals is supposed to be fun, so don’t be a dick to yourself. Build yourself up; don’t
beat yourself down.

3.7 – Be a Best Friend to Yourself
But if you still have a bad day, if you still can’t save it and the day’s a bit of a write-off; that’s ok. In
that case, think about how you’d treat your best friend if he had a lazy/bad day. You wouldn’t berate
him or tell him he’s pathetic or a pussy or a failure, would you? That’d be evil. No, you’d put your
arm around him, tell him, “Don’t stress, pick yourself up and work on your goals tomorrow. You got
this.” You’d push him to keep going; you’d be a best friend to him.
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You need to do the same with yourself; be your own best friend. Imagine the pep talk you’d give
your friend, and then give yourself the exact same pep talk. Tell yourself, “Come on, you can make
up for it tomorrow. You got this.” And then do something (healthy) to make yourself feel a little
better – cook a nice steak, reach out to a friend, post on a self-improvement forum so you get some
support, watch a funny movie to cheer yourself up. Do something nice for yourself – just like you’d
do something nice for your mate if he was bummed out.
Be kind to yourself.

3.8 – Are My Daily Habits Actually Helping Me?
Ask yourself: Are my daily habits actually moving me towards my goals, or are they leading me
away from them? Are my daily habits just distractions and time-wasting activities?
People often get caught up in daily habits that they think are helping them get closer to their goal, but
when they take a step back, they realise, “Holy crap… this habit wasn’t helping me at all. I’ve just
been spinning my wheels.”
Example: you might start a daily habit like, “I will walk on the treadmill for 10 minutes a day”. At
the start that’s an awesome, helpful habit – it gets you energised, it’s motivating to you, and it gets
you thinking about fat loss. The habit is serving a purpose.
But maybe after a few months that 10 minutes of walking is no longer really doing much. You’re
certainly not burning many calories from walking for 10 minutes; it’s not contributing much to your
fat loss. And by this point you’re not finding it inspires you or fills you with the motivation it did at
the start. It’s no longer as exciting and useful as it was before. Furthermore, your life has gotten a
lot busier now – and this 10 minutes of walking is really just taking up time you don’t really have
(especially when you factor in the 30 minutes it takes you to drive to and from the gym). It seems like
this daily habit is helping you (after all, on the surface level “walk for 10 minutes a day” seems like a
good habit). But you really analyse it, and come to the conclusion it’s no longer helping you.
When this happens – when you realise a daily habit is no longer serving you – it’s time to switch it
up. Maybe you change it to, “I’ll sprint for 10 minutes a day.” That burns a lot more calories, gives
you a lot more energy, and it’s motivating again. Or maybe you change it to, “I’ll skip the 10 minutes
of walking which will save me a lot of time. I’ll instead drop my calories by 200 cals per day.” Now
you’re losing more weight and saving time.
I usually take a step back every month or so and look at some of my daily habits. I ask myself, “Is
this getting me closer to my goal, or am I just doing this habit for the sake of doing it?”
Habits can be helpful, but they can also just distract you and make you think you’re making progress
when you’re really just doing busywork. The Slight Edge is more interested in you actually achieving
your goals – rather than it just appearing like you’re working on them.
There has to be a bigger goal behind each habit; a reason you’re doing it. Don’t do habits just to
do habits; you’re not a mindless hamster just going through the motions.
Sometimes you’ll analyse a habit and realise you were just doing it because someone told you to, or
because you thought you had to. “I will eat breakfast each morning” is a good example. Lots of
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people have that habit, because everyone tells them they “must” eat breakfast every morning. But
why? Is it helping you with your goal? Have you ever tried not eating breakfast, and seeing if it helps
or hinders you?
For some people, they’ll skip breakfast a few times, and feel absolutely shitty. Ok good – now you
have a goal behind your daily habit. “I’ll eat breakfast each morning, because otherwise I feel shitty.”
Some people – like me – skip breakfast and actually feel better – my energy is better, and I then have
more calories available to eat later in the day, so I get to have a nice big dinner. (This is called
intermittent fasting, and I absolutely love it). So for people like me, just blindly following the habit of
“I must eat breakfast every day because my mum told me to” isn’t a good daily habit to keep doing.
It’s moving me away from my goals; not towards them.
Obviously I’m not saying you should neurotically over-analyse every single thing you’re doing as
you go about your day. I don’t want you to turn yourself into a paranoid mess: “Oh my God, should I
be talking to my mates for an hour each day or is that a waste of time? Is brushing my teeth hindering
me from my goals? Should I not bother putting socks on before I put my shoes on?”
But every now and then, keep an open mind and ask yourself if some of your habits could be done a
little better.

3.9 – If Your Deadline is Looming (You’re Running Out of
Time)
If you’re getting into the final month or final few weeks before your deadline is due, remember what
I said: Do whatever it takes to reach your goal on time.
Even if it feels like you’re already doing everything you can, trust me: you’re not. There’s always
more you could do. You can always push a little harder, research if there’s something you’re missing,
ask friends for help, ask for help on my forums, or step things up to the next gear.
Especially with your 1 or 2 main goals – you have to be willing to do whatever it takes to reach your
goal by the deadline you’ve set. The only reason I’ve been successful with everything I’ve done is
because I told myself failure was not an option. That stubborn refusal to miss the deadline forced
me to do anything and everything I could to complete the mission. I dropped my ego and was willing
to do the things other people weren’t, and to reach out to others and ask for help if I needed it.
Example: I was a few days out from one of my fat loss goals, and I still had 1kg to lose. So I went
absolutely nuts – I took a day off work, and walked for 15 hours each day (I’m not exaggerating).
From the moment I woke up until the moment I went to bed, I was walking – taking walks outside,
walking up and down the stairs in my apartment building, pacing back and forth in my apartment. I
also dropped my calories really low (about 800cals) for the last 3 days. And guess what? I reached
my goal on time.
This was an entire day’s meal; less than 800 calories.
I also had a goal to pay off a bunch of my debt by a certain date. 1 month before it was due, I was
behind schedule. So I asked for a bunch of overtime at work (I literally asked other coworkers if I
could have some of their shifts; some of them said yes). I also sold a bunch of old things around the
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house I no longer needed. I drastically reduced how much food I ate; I survived on cheap rice and
nothing else, so my grocery bills were only $10 a week. And guess what? I reached my goal on
time.
Final example: I had a goal to deadlift 170kg by a certain date. With only 1 month left, I felt I wasn’t
going to make it. So I paid my weightlifting coach for a bunch of extra sessions (he’s pretty damn
expensive), and bought myself a tonne of extra food and just stuffed my face every day – I stopped
caring if I gained a bit of extra fat, because reaching my deadlift goal was my number 1 obsession. I
aimed to have the most perfect sleep each night (I did everything listed in my sleep artile), and started
forcing myself to have a nap as soon as I got home from every gym session to aid recovery. I stopped
seeing my mates for those last 4 weeks, so I could focus on the gym + eating + napping. And guess
what? I reached my goal on time.
Don’t make excuses. Don’t give up. Don’t say, “I won’t make my goal on time.” If you’ve left it til
the last minute (which I do 90% of the time….), grow a pair of balls (or flaps, if you’re a woman) and
do whatever the hell it takes to reach your goal on time.
Failure is a choice. So is success.

3.10 – When you Hit Your Goals
When you hit your goal, take the time to give yourself a reward. You have to give yourself a
massive pat on the back, celebrate with something awesome, and celebrate your accomplishments.
The more you celebrate the victories, the more motivated you’ll be to keep going and start on the next
goal.
Positive reinforcement.
Simply telling yourself, “I did a good job” is not reward enough. You need an actual reward;
particularly when you achieve one of your big goals. Some examples:
Go out for a celebratory drink with your mates and share your latest achievement with them.
Post about it on my forums and get the pat on the back you deserve.
Go grab a nice steak at a fancy restaurant.
Buy yourself something you’ve been saving up for.
Go sit in a quiet park somewhere and really soak in how good it feels to have accomplished this
goal.
Give yourself a day off where you just indulge – eg spend the entire day just playing video
games as a reward.
Take a few days off and get away – eg go on a roadtrip somewhere new and exciting.
It’s important you start thinking about these rewards before you start working towards your
goal. That way you can use the promise of a future reward as motivation to kick some ass with your
goals. The future rewards will serve as intrinsic motivation, keeping you working towards those goals
even on your bad/lazy days.
When I accomplish one of the small, mini-goals, I’ll usually give myself a night off and eat some
fancy food, celebrate with my girlfriend or a mate, and give myself a pat on the back. Then I’ll
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immediately set a new mini-goal to start working on.
When I accomplish one of the really big goals, I usually like to take a few days off before setting the
next big goal. (I tend to keep my days off to less than a week; otherwise I find I get lazy and it’s hard
to start the next goal). I’ll use the days off to go on a roadtrip, or do some meditating, or just get
outside and explore my local area and chill out a bit. I make sure I spend a lot of time giving myself a
pat on the back for achieving my goal. After a few days I’m super recharged and ready to crush my
next big project.
I’ll also use that free time to think about the goal I’m going to work on next. I ask myself the question
I wrote above: “What do I want?”
As I mentioned earlier, I have a giant bucketlist of all the things I’d like to eventually have in my life.
When I finish one of my big goals, I go through this big bucketlist and pick whichever thing excites
me the most from that list. If it’s a really huge goal I’ll break it down into a smaller “stepping-stone
goal”, and then I get started.
Remember, this whole process of self-improvement is supposed to be really bloody fun. Achieving
your goals is supposed to make you feel amazing. Take some time to reflect back on what you just
did – even if it was just one of the smaller goals. You said you were going to do something, you set a
deadline, and then you made it happen. You’re starting to teach yourself that when you say you’ll
do something, you’ll do it.
I also like to give myself rewards like going out for dinner, or grabbing a beer with my mates and
telling them about my latest goal (especially the big ones). Tell as many people as you know – share
your success. If you don’t have anyone to share it with, write a comment below and I’ll throw a
heap of praise on you ? Or come join the forums and post there.
Keep doing that – keep succeeding at your goals, even if you have a failure or two along the way. As
you build up more and more successes, you’ll start to know you’re someone who can achieve
whatever he sets out to achieve.
On a smaller timescale, I also give myself little rewards at the end of each productive day – just a
small reward for a hard day’s work. At the start of each day, I decide what I’ll accomplish today –
and what my reward will be for getting there. eg I might decide, “Today I want to publish 1 article. If
I do that, I get to cook a nice steak and lounge around and watch YouTube for a couple hours tonight
before bed.”

3.11 – Example Goals I’ve Achieved
I’ll cover 2 recent goals I’ve set and achieved; one of them a big (main) goal, and one of them a minigoal.
Big goal: Writing a Massive In-Depth Series
Over on my main site (KillYourInnerLoser.com) I wanted to write a massive 5-part series that I knew
would end up being longer than most novels. I procrastinated it for months, then finally decided, “Ok.
I’ll set it as a Slight Edge goal so I’m forced to do it.”
Deadline: I took a guess at how many words I thought the entire series would be, and guessed around
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80,000 words (it ended up being much more than that). Based on how long previous articles had
taken me to write (usually 3 days for a 3,000 word article including editing & proofreading. That
works out to be 1,000 words a day), I estimated how long I thought 80,000 words would take me. At
1,000 words a day, 80,000 words should have taken me roughly 80 days, or 11.4 weeks. I added on a
few extra weeks as a safety net incase anything went wrong.
Final deadline: 15 weeks.
I put the goal on my phone desktop, added it to my Google Calendar (with reminders), and got to
work.
For the first few weeks, I didn’t do much – mostly just procrastinated and worked on other goals. At
about the 6 week mark I started writing a bit; 30 minutes here, an hour there, and kept slowly
chipping away at the massive 80,000 word target I’d given myself.
By week 10 it was coming together, but I’d only written about 30,000 words, and I only had 5 weeks
left. At this point I knew I had to stop screwing around, so I went hardcore and did whatever it took.
I started writing on my commute to work every morning, I wrote on my phone during my lunch
break, I wrote on the way home from work. I’d write for a few hours at night, and I’d spend all
weekend writing, giving myself a bit of time off on Sunday evening to relax.
Week 12 I was starting to have thoughts like: “What if I can’t finish this on time…?” Failure wasn’t
an option, so I went full-throttle. I got up early before work and wrote for 2hrs, on top of all the
writing I was already doing. I started taking longer lunchbreaks at work (my workmates didn’t care),
and wrote for an hour instead of 30 minutes. I even snuck into the toilets at work sometimes and sat
in there for 30 minutes, writing on my phone (I had a pretty relaxed job where nobody checked up on
me). I started saying no to hanging out with my mates, instead banging away at my laptop, getting it
done.
By week 14 it was paying off; I’d now written over 100,000 words (well over my initial 80,000
estimate – this is why I tell you to allow extra time for unforeseen circumstances). I kept up that
crazy pace, writing for probably 7hrs a day (on top of a full-time job). By the final week, all I really
had to do was put the finishing touches on it.
I ended up writing 130,000 words in total, and I finished it a couple days before the deadline was due.
Awesome.
Why was I successful? Because I did whatever it took. By week 10 I started realising I was a bit
behind schedule, so I started hustling. By week 12 I was starting to worry I wouldn’t finish on time,
so I really cranked it up several notches, becoming totally obsessed. You can do the same with your
goals – if you’re starting to fall behind, or if you feel like you’re not going to make it on time, crank
things into overdrive and do whatever it takes to make your deadline.
Crunch time is where the magic happens.
Mini-Goal: 5000 Views in a Day on my Main Site
At the time I gave myself this particular goal (around March 2020), my daily views over on my main
site were on average about 600 daily views. I set myself the goal of getting 5000 views in 1 day.
Deadline: I had absolutely no idea how the hell I was ever going to get 5,000 views in a day; nor did
I have any clue how long it’d take to get there. Also factoring in the fact this was a mini-goal (not a
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big, main goal), I gave myself a really long deadline. I actually gave myself 6 months to get there –
plenty of time so it wouldn’t interfere with my 2 main goals. (In hindsight, that was a ridiculously
long deadline; but remember what I said. It’s better to reach your goal early than to miss the
deadline).
Final deadline: 6 months.
I put the goal on my phone desktop, added it to my Google Calendar (with reminders), and got to
work.
At first, I kinda neglected this mini-goal a lot. It was, after all, a mini-goal; I didn’t want it to get in
the way of my main 2 goals. But after about a month, I knew I was procrastinating it too much, so I
decided to sit down and do some research. I Googled things like, “How to promote site”, “How to
share site”, “How to increase views on blog”, etc.
After about 3 days of research, I found a bunch of forums and subreddits of a similar interest group to
my own site. I went on there and started helping people, posting useful comments and doing my best
to share my knowledge. Occasionally I’d include links to articles I’d written, where appropriate.
Traffic started picking up, and by April the average daily views had risen to about 800.
I kept this up whenever I had free time, making sure it wasn’t interfering with my main 2 goals.
Traffic on my site was gradually rising the more I helped other people, as you’d expect. I eventually
had a thought: “Instead of just commenting on other people’s posts, I should post my own articles on
Reddit.”
I started easy, dipping my toes in the water with a couple of my shorter, more-easily-digestible
articles. They did pretty well, and one day I had over 2,000 views in a day. “Holy crap”, I thought –
“This is it! If I want 5,000 views, all I have to do is keep posting my articles.”
I neglected the goal a bit for the rest of the month, focusing on my main 2 goals. But on May 9th I
decided to post one of my most heartfelt articles from my main site (an article titled “My
Transformation”), and it was a hit:
Goal achieved! And much earlier than planned – about 3 months early. Awesome.

Where to Buy the Book
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Buy The Slight Edge on Amazon
(affiliate link – I earn a small commission if you buy).

Extra Resources
The Slight Edge has a similar philosophy to two other books I’ve covered in the past – Mini Habits
and Jordan Peterson’s 7 Rules to Life. Grab them too from Amazon (both those links are affiliate
links); they both have a very worthwhile take on building habits and taking baby steps towards your
goals each day:
(Again, those are both affiliate links.)
A lot of my goal-setting methods also pull from principles I’ve learned through Good Looking Loser
– particularly the idea of “going all-in with your goals”:
Nothing in Moderation

Any questions? Ask me in the comments below.

Share this:
Click to share on Facebook (Opens in new window)
Click to share on Twitter (Opens in new window)
Click to share on WhatsApp (Opens in new window)
Click to share on Telegram (Opens in new window)
Click to share on Skype (Opens in new window)
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Proof.
July 3, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
There’s heaps of “getting laid advice” on the internet from guys who aren’t actually getting laid all
that much. They talk the talk, they tell you exactly what you should and shouldn’t be doing, spit
“broscience” at you – but you have no idea if they walk the walk and actually take action on their
own advice.

I’m so artistic with my camera angles.
That same concept applies to a tonne of sites on the internet – blogs people write, “expert” articles
people post, random comments people make on Youtube. They’ll talk as if they’re an expert – and
they might well be – but they don’t provide any proof of their expertise. You’re being expected to
blindly trust that the person’s advice comes from actual experience and isn’t just them parroting
something they read on a random website somewhere.
You often don’t even know what the person giving the advice looks like, or if they have their
shit together in any meaningful way. You have no way of knowing if it’s a successful 30yo guy
who actually knows what he’s doing… Or a 15yo kid at home banging away on the keyboard who
hasn’t followed a single piece of the “expert” advice he dishes out.
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3somes are always good fun.
Browse the net, and you’ll see dieting/exercise articles from women with no pics of themselves
anywhere on the site – you have no way of knowing she’s not a 200kg “curvy” woman who’s never
followed a meal plan in her life. Pickup Artists charge $1,000/hr with no actual proof they stick their
penis inside a vagina. There’s “get rich quick” advice from people who haven’t shown you a
screenshot of their bank account. Business advice from people who haven’t given details of any
businesses they’ve actually started and made successful.

And 4somes are even better.
The internet is full of unverified experts.
If a guy is talking about getting laid, “proof” means actual photos/videos of him with girls he’s met
or screenshots of girls he’s dated/had sex with – not just long unverifiable stories posted on a forum.
And if you yourself have just gotten laid, you’ll massively benefit from showing off your own proof
pictures (ask permission/consent first, obviously). Doing so will force you to take getting laid much
more seriously, and you’ll be more “all-in” – resulting in you getting laid much more. My lays
absolutely skyrocketed when I decided to take myself and my sex life seriously by posting actual
proof I was getting laid. As I said here, it’s impossible to get laid a tonne (100+ lays) without going
all-in.
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Me, after a hell of a lot of years working on myself.
Getting laid is something you should be proud of – something you should brag about. Posting proof
pics is your chance to show off and say, “Look what I achieved!”
All of this applies to me too – sure, I coach guys about sex, 3somes, relationships, honesty, gym, fat
loss, BDSM, Tinder, style, etc… But do I have proof I get laid?

My Rough Numbers

My rough lay count (as of 2020):
150+ online lays (Tinder, Hinge, OkCupid, Craigslist, POF, Bumble, etc). This has been the
vast majority of my lays and it’s the method I’m best at – particularly Tinder/Hinge. Yeah it’s a
high number, but I’m in my 30’s – I’ve had plenty of time to rack up the sexcapades. Full
disclosure: A huge number of my early lays were overweight/not-super-attractive girls (I
started out obese myself and they were the only girls I could get). Nothing against any of them;
they were pretty much all cool chicks & good people. Since about 2017 onwards, the girls have
been actually cute/hot, as you can see in the photos across my site.
Threesomes with 25 different girls (with many more repeat 3somes with the same girls). I’ve
written about a few of them here.
A foursome (MFFF) – I wrote about it here.
I’ve been in a relationship for a few years with my girlfriend Imogen – she’s a truly kickass
human being. She’s 21 (we met when she was 18), bisexual & seeks out other girls from her
own Tinder/Hinge/etc for us to play with together, and I also bang new girls from my own
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Tinder. We adore the shit out of each other & constantly push one another to absolutely crush
our goals. I love her to bits. She even writes for my site sometimes.
9 cold approach lays (walking up to girls during the day on the street/shopping centres/etc and
saying “Hey, you’re hot and I had to say hi. I’m Andy” then talking for a bit and asking for a
number). Haven’t done as much of this – partly because I get laid so easily on Tinder/online
dating.
Tonnes of BDSM sex – toys, whips, roleplays, the whole 50 shades of grey.
A myriad of interesting adventures (details below) – I’ve had 3somes, been with a few
strippers, had sex in public many many times, gotten into BDSM, met some crazies, had sex
with a tonne of girls within 30 minutes of meeting them, taught a few virgin girls BDSM. Best
of all, I’ve met some really awesome girls who’ve changed me for the better.

A very
fun afternoon.

My Current Tinder Profile (Including BDSM)
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Here’s the Tinder Profile I’m currently using, including explanations of what I text girls, how I
structure my dates, etc.
Here’s my comprehensive guide to How to Get Laid on Tinder, so you can follow in my footsteps.
Why have I chosen to put all this up on the interwebs, where I can be (and am) judged for it? I
pride myself on honesty and seeking the truth; I want my site to break down the bullshit & just be
real with people. Could you really trust someone who espoused those values if they weren’t a
completely open book?

I’m honoured.

Every single nude photo on this page & in every other article on my site are photos I’ve taken
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together with the girls I date/sleep with.

We all went home and had a 3some afterwards. Good times.
I’ll make this abundantly clear: I ask permission before ever sharing any nude pics of anyone; you
should ALWAYS do the same. Read my guide on taking nude pics of girls you sleep with. Just throw
out a casual, ?Yo, mind if I show your body off to my mates?? If you ask, most girls are fine with it.

I also make sure to remove all identifying information from all pics/screenshots; names, faces,
locations, phone numbers, I Photoshop out tattoos and birthmarks, as well as anything else that could
be used to identify someone. You should always do the same. (In some cases I specifically ask a girl
if she’s happy for me to show her face (without blurring it out) here on my site; some girls are totally
cool with it and don’t care at all.)
Generally speaking, most girls don’t mind you sharing their photos as long you block out their face
completely and any other identifiable information so nobody can tell it’s them. That way it just looks
like a nude photo of some random person, rather than her. I always show the photo to them before I
upload it to make sure they definitely approve. In short, don’t be a dick.

A Few Fun Stories from Girls I’ve Met
I haven’t written a story about every single time I’ve gotten laid; just the ones that have been the most
interesting. Most of these are from about 2017 to the present day.
Important: Bare in mind a couple of the below stories are from several years ago; I’ve changed a
hell of a lot since then – especially my mindset on women & people in general. I cringe when I read
how immature – and at times downright mean & bitter – I was back then, but my past is an important
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part of my evolution so it’s important I show it to you. I go into great detail about how my mindset
has changed in “You and Me”.
(Some of these links will require you to make a free account on GoodLookingLoser.com in order
to view):

Part of a BDSM photoshoot I did in 2019.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

5 3somes in 4 Weeks
Andy has a 4some (MFFF)
Andy & his GF Bang a 6ft1 Giant
Andy’s Girlfriend Takes a Girl’s Virginity
Andy Talks Dirty & Has a Girl Take the Lead
Andy Bangs Miss Giggles + Bonus 3some
Andy & Immy Have their 4th 3some in 3 Weeks
Andy Bangs a Canadian Super-hottie & Keeps an Open Mind
Andy Bangs a Double-Dater, and Why You Should Lose Fat + Bonus 3some
Andy Fucks a Girl in an Alleyway then Immediately Shags a Ginger Goddess
Andy Does the Funny Business with a Kinky Daddy’s Girl
Andy and a Ginger Flood His Bed (More of her and I together here and here and here)
Andy’s Epiphany about Not Going All-in with Getting Laid, & the Office Toilet Rendezvous
Andy Bones a Girl He Literally Just Met
Andy Boinks 4 New Girls in 3 days (Including a Lesbian)
Andy Fucks a Clown, Meets Woody Allen, and has a 3some
Andy Bangs 3 New Girls in 10 Hours
Andy Suggests BDSM to a Virgin
Andy & his GF Play with a Stripper
Andy’s Craziest Story of All Time (Podcast Episode)
Andy is Spellbound by a Witch
Andy & His Girlfriend Bang a Lesbian Virgin
Easy Free Sex Delivered Straight to Your Couch! (Podcast Episode)
Andy Makes a Moaner Moan & Realises He No Longer Wants Meaningless Sex
The Bridge is Green So We Have a 3some
Andy Gets Wild in a Park and then a Public Toilet
Andy Orders Italian from OkCupid
Andy Bludgeons the Flaps of a Daddy’s Girl
Andy Dishes Out a Facial
Andy & Imogen Don’t Pressure a Virgin
Andy Meets a Ghost
Andy Has a 3some & a New Lease on Life (Podcast Episode with my Girlfriend)
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33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.

Andy Ties Up the Tiniest Girl Ever
Andy Messes Up Some Titties
Andy Belts a Korean’s Ass
Andy Donates an Orgasm to a Shy Asian Powerlifter
Andy Ruins a Hippy’s Ass
Andy Plays with a Prostitute’s Tits in Public
Andy Does Depraved Stuff to Girls, and Also Mentors Them
Andy has his First 3some (with a Virgin & her Best Friend)
Another 3some with a Virgin
Yet ANOTHER 3some with a Virgin…
Andy Meets Another Circus Performer
Andy Buttplugs a Girl in Public & Realises Hinge is Awesome
Andy Nuts in the Gut of a Big-Tittied 18yo (& Runs into Her a Year Later)
Andy Blesses the Rains Down in Africa (& Thoughts on Open Relationships)
Andy has a 3some with Woody Allen Girl + Dungeons and Dragons Girl (more details here)
Andy Has some Afternoon Delight with a Big-Tittied Blonde
Andy Bleeds for a Rocker Girl
Any Doesn’t Really Want This Lay
Andy Hooks Up with a Long Lost Fuckbuddy (proof is here and more about her here).
Andy Ties Up a Shy Asian
The Girl who Knew Nothing About Sex
Andy Has to Work Hard for a Lay (more about her here)
Andy Finds Another Woman who’s Never Masturbated
Andy Belly-bumps a Crack Whore
Andy gets into a 3some with a Sunflower
Andy Half-Cums in a Park
Andy Plays with a 6ft German
Andy First Starts Screening for BDSM
Andy gives a Good Looking Loser the Good Dick
Andy has fun with a Virgin Vietnamese Girl
Andy Enters Mauritius
Andy Runs Away Mid-Sex
Andy Dodges Herpes
Andy Cave-dives a Stripper’s Ass & Fingers a Chubby Virgin
Andy & his GF Touch a Virgin’s Tits in Public
The Time a Crazy Japanese Mistress Tried to Use My Cum for Evil
Andy Lays the Woman in the Red Dress
Andy Gets it on with a Cool, Chinese Virgin
Andy Bangs a Pregnant Girl & a Submissive Girl
Andy Goes Wild on an 18yo Nympho
Andy Goes all the Way with a Super Sexual Girl from Craigslist
Andy Engages in a 3some with a Personal Trainer
Andy gets Excited over His First Approach Lay
Andy Regrets Compromising his Principles
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77.
78.
79.
80.
81.

Andy gives a Pickling to a Chubby but Sweet Girl
Andy Bangs 5 girls from Hinge in 14 days
Andy Gets Kinky
Andy Pile-drives a Cheerleader
Andy Bangs a Chubby Girl

I Wasn’t Always a Guy Who Got Laid…
…In fact I started out a lonely, fat, depressed loser. I go into lots of detail about my transformation
journey from zero to hero here. You can do the exact same thing – go start with my Tinder guide and
do exactly what I’ve done.

Fun fact: Her hands aren’t even tied together; the bow is just to look pretty.
I started out suicidal, obese, depressed, with absolutely no hope for redemption – I really felt like a
lost cause. Seriously, read through this and you’ll see how bad my life was when I first started out.
I never in a billion years thought I could do any of the stuff I?ve done. If you read through the first 30
or so pages of the detailed log I kept when I first started trying to get laid, I was scared, timid,
depressed and had the worst self-esteem ever. Most weeks I stayed inside my apartment and never
left – at least 3 out of every 7 days I’d just drink and watch porn and stay home and cry about how
much I hated my life, hated women, hated myself. I had to FORCE myself to leave the house and hit
on one girl a day just to convince myself I even deserved to TRY and get laid.
To go from that to a guy who regularly has 3somes without having to try, has a cute, ambitious and
intelligent girlfriend who adores him, is getting paid for his getting laid advice and actually has some
confidence and self-love still feels surreal sometimes.
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Yes please.
Life is fucking awesome – I get to explore BDSM and kinky sex, my girlfriend and I share plenty of
girls in 3somes together (she even brings in extra girls from her own Tinder account) and I have a
complete abundance of sex – more than I could ever need.
I will repeat this until the day I die: If I can change, anyone can. I was a total zero, and now I’m at a
point where I’m really damn happy with my life – I love being alive. I absolutely killed my inner
loser, and you sure as hell can too.

Proof of Other Things I Give Advice On

Yes, I wore this hat during sex.
I give Tinder advice; here’s my Tinder guide (with lots of proof).
I give weight loss advice; here’s my proof.
I give workout/strength advice; here’s my proof (and here).
I give 3some advice; here’s my proof.
I give BDSM/kinky sex advice; here’s my proof.
I give advice on overcoming aproach anxiety about talking to girls; proof is here.
I give self-improvement/beating depression/making friends advice; here’s my proof.
I give photography advice; proof I’m a professional photographer is here.
I give advice on erectile dysfunction; something I’ve dealt with and talk about here.
If there’s anything else I talk about that you’d like to see some proof of, comment below or
email and I’ll gladly do so. Ask and you shall receive.
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The Takeaway

Back when I was a lot chubbier and a lot more pale.
Always ask for proof before you believe some random “expert” on the internet. It’s one thing to
pass yourself off as Mr Knowledgeable; it’s another thing to have the actual lived experience.
Ask for proof before swallowing someone’s advice, and in the absence of it, take everything they
say with a grain of salt.
You’ve seen my proof. And I started off as the most timid, shy, loser ever – so if I can have success,
you sure as hell can too. Start with my in-depth Tinder and Self-Improvement Guide; I cover every
single step of improving yourself, meeting women, getting laid, and dating them afterwards.
No matter where you’re starting from (even if you’re literally a virgin), you can turn it around.
I have faith in you.
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14 Ways to Make Money Online
July 6, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Someone over on my forums asked this question and started a discussion on ways to make money
online:

I put together a quick brainstorm of ideas I’ve seen other people implement and be successful with.
As with almost everything, if you go all-in and take your goals seriously, you can be successful at
pretty much anything you choose. You can make money with every idea on this list, if you’re willing
to work for it.

1. Sell your skills on Fiverr.
This is exactly what my girlfriend just started doing. Everybody is decent at something; if you really
can’t think of a skill you can sell, then teach yourself something basic like video editing, Photoshop,
copywriting (writing articles) – and sell those.

2. Write an ebook or two.
Sell it on Amazon, or through an affiliate sales website (where other people will sell your book for
you and take a commission). Or sell it through your own site – a blog you own, or set up a splash
page/landing page.

3. Do Skype coaching on a topic you’re knowledgeable.
Just like I do. Start the way I did – contribute on a forum (here’s where I started), give out a tonne of
free advice, and when you’ve built up a reputation, people will want to pay you for tailored 1-on-1
advice.

4. Write a blog like mine.
And make money through coaching, affiliate links, donations, etc. (I only recommend this if you’re
willing to work your ass off; as I talked about here, this journey has been hell for me at times. You
will NOT get rich fast doing this, and it will NOT be easy. This site is the hardest thing I’ve ever
done, and I’ve done a lot). You also have to be prepared to have literally no life for several years
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straight; building a blog takes up 100% of your time and effort.

5. Set up an online store selling [insert almost any product you
could think of here].
Buy the products cheap from China – use Aliexpress, or buy even cheaper in bulk from Alibaba. Add
your own logo to them, or bundle them with another cheap product – do something to make your
product look more “upmarket”. Then sell it on ebay/Amazon/your own website.

6. Write posts on Medium.
Medium pays people per article, and the more traffic the article gets, the more you’ll get paid. If
you’re not sure what to write about, just pick anything you have some experience in. Weight loss?
Gym? Style? Maybe you’re an expert on cooking? Maybe you’ve got insights into your job/industry?
Maybe you just want to write entertainment posts? Fan-fiction? There’s plenty you can write about.

7. Stream on Twitch.
Get money from subs and donations. If you play video games, awesome – but you don’t have to be a
gamer to stream. Examples of non-gaming Twitch streamers who’ve found success:
Kitboga (he calls up scammers and fucks with them)
HealthyGamerGG (he does mental health counselling with people)
Richard Lewis (he’s a journalist who does reports and also just long rants sometimes)
DrawWithJazza (he streams himself drawing art and talking to his twitch chat)
ThatViolinChick (she streams herself playing music and talking to her twitch chat)

8. Edit other people’s YouTube videos for them.
It won’t take you long to teach yourself basic video-editing (you could learn it in a week), then hit up
a bunch of smaller Youtubers and offer to edit their videos. You may have to work for free at first
until the channel grows and they can afford to pay you. Or you may be able to negotiate a small
wage, and increase it as their channel grows.

9. Narrate books on Audible.
Go search for “public domain” books that don’t already have an audio book version, and record
yourself reading them using a decent-quality microphone. Pay someone on Fiverr to mix it and edit it
for you, then upload your recording to Audible and make money for each sale.
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10. Start a website where you do product reviews.
Earn money through Amazon affiliate links (like I have with my How to Increase Your Height
article). You can also reach out to companies and ask for a free review copy, so you’re not spending
your own money. Not everybody is going to give you free review copies when you’re just starting
out, but as you grow, you’ll start having more “clout” and will have more companies saying yes to
your requests.

11. Post about your sexual encounters.
Use affiliate links to make money through recommending toys you use yourself. Like I have with
articles like Miss Giggles + Immy?s Thoughts on the 3some. Some of the sex toy companies I use for
affiliate links:
TooTimid
Doxy Magic Wand
Lovehoney
Bathmate
Should go without saying, but always ask permission when taking nudes.

12. Write and sell erotic novels on Amazon.
Sell them as Kindle books. They can be short, aimed mostly at women, and you should be able to
write one book each weekend. Pay someone on Fiverr to create cover art for you to make it look
more professional.

13. Start your own YouTube channel.
Make money through Patreon, affiliate links, sponsorships, and ad revenue. Bare in mind just like
starting your own blog/website, it’ll likely take you a lot of effort to build up an audience and make a
lot of money.

14. Be a social media influencer.
That means building up a tonne of Instagram/TikTok/etc followers (usually by posting photos of
yourself/what you’re up to each day/entertaining content), and then using your influence to get
sponsorship deals/people paying you to talk about their products/etc.
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Got more suggestions? Come join the discussion on my forums, or leave a comment below with your
own suggestions. I’ll add them to this list.
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The Canadian Superhottie (Always Keep an Open Mind)
[Storytime with Andy]
July 11, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
Cover image by: Guillaume Jaillet.
Back in 2018 I’d had plenty of lays, but none with actually hot girls. Sure, I’d banged plenty of cute
girls and a few very cute girls – but no girls that actually make you go, ‘God damn, son – she’s
impressive.’
And then I met this girl. She was a huge deal for me – she was the first legitimately really really
really hot girl I’d had sex with. It did wonders for my confidence and made me feel like I “deserved”
to start chasing the hotter girls. Like I’d broken through some imaginary barrier and was now “a man
who hits on hot chicks” – almost like she gave me permission to do it. I’m really glad I met her.
This story was originally posted on the Good Looking Loser Forums back in October 2018. As
always, any parts in blue are direct quotes from the old post I initially wrote.

Met this super hot girl on Tinder:
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(I know the pic is shit, will take better one next time I see her. She was impatient and only wanted to
pose for half a second and then kept bugging me to put the phone down and fuck her more.)
This is a great one because I really didn’t want to meet her. I was super tired, in a bad mood, just
wanted to cancel the date and go to bed instead. I had to talk myself into it. I posted this to a
groupchat with some mates, just before the date:

Soon as I met her I thought “Holy shit she’s way hotter than any of my previous dates, ever”. She’s
WAY hotter than her pics, they don’t do her justice. She’s TINY, only weighs 45kg (100lbs). I told
her, “Damn, you’re way hotter than your pics. You look fat in some of your pics, I thought you were
gonna be a little fatty.” She’s got heaps of tatts, has these deep blue eyes that make you go “holy shit”
when she looks at you. She’s way hotter than her pics, and she knows it too – she acts like a hot girl.
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Very slim, you can see outlines of her abs.
Took her to a bar, she had a drink (I didn’t drink), took her by the hand and walked her back to mine.
She was very fun to fuck – one of my best lays. She moaned like crazy the whole time, her eyes
would roll back in her head every time I went nuts on her. She squirted all over my bed like 20 times,
my sheets were soaked. She kept smiling at EVERYTHING, it was very cute – when I handcuffed
her she had a huge smile like a kid at Disneyworld. She smiled when I played with ice on her body,
she was smiling at me the entire time in the bar while we were talking, she smiled & giggled every
time I’d spank her, etc. She hasn’t had a lot of experience with BDSM so some of it was very new to
her.
Because she’s so small, I had a lot of fun picking her up and bouncing her up and down on my cock. I
actually had to be a bit gentle when choking her – I felt like I very easily could have accidentally
crushed her neck because she’s so petite. Sex was so much fun with her, she’s very fucking wild.
She’s bi so I’ll get her to play with one of my other girls at some point.

Let me make this damn clear: I was on the verge of not meeting her, because I wasn’t really in the
mood and “couldn’t be bothered”. What turned out to be one of the hottest girls I’d banged at the
time, very nearly didn’t happen…
And true to my word, I never complained about being too tired for a date ever again. Any time I felt
like I “couldn’t be bothered” meeting a girl, I’d think back to this Canadian Superhottie, and the fact I
very nearly didn’t meet her because I was “too tired”. That was all the motivation I needed to go to
every subsequent date from then on.
I’ve always advocated keeping an open mind and forcing yourself to go to a date if you’re on the
fence about it. Whether that’s because you think the girl might only be cute at best, or maybe you’re
in a bad mood, or you’re super tired – or maybe you’re just nervous. Whatever the excuse, you need
to just shut your mouth, go to the date, and see what happens. 9 times out of 10, you’ll have an
awesome time – and sometimes you’ll end up meeting a girl who becomes a long-term fuckbuddy or
even a girlfriend.
Every time you don’t go to a date, you’re depriving the girl of meeting you. You two might end up
being a couple, and you would have deprived her of that chance had you pussied out. You’re actually
being an asshole to girls if you don’t meet them; they deserve to meet an awesome guy like you.
Go on as many dates as you can. You’re under no obligation to have sex with her if you don’t want
to, but at least just go to the date and give yourself that chance – you might be pleasantly surprised.
Lemme know how keeping an open mind has worked out for you – drop a comment below.
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My Journey to 100 Pushups [Part 1]
July 16, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Cover image by Lopez Robin.
So, I originally planned to get myself to 100 pushups in a row – as in, 100 pushups without a single
break or pause. Spoiler alert: this experiment didn’t quite work out as planned, but I learned a hell of
a lot – and I did make significant progress with my pushup count. I doubled my pushup count in 6
weeks, so that’s a pretty significant gain.
I’ve thrown this article together to hopefully inspire you to give it a go yourself; whether you want to
hit 100 pushups, or just improve your current pushup total.
I’m calling this Part 1, as I may come back and have another attempt at getting to 100 pushups
sometime in the future. It’s on my bucketlist, and definitely something I want to achieve before I die.

Introduction
Program I used:
100pushups.com
However, I’d recommend you use pretty much any other program, for reasons I’ll go into below.
Other options are this one and this one (and there’s probably even more out there – do your own
research).
What is the 100 Pushups Challenge?
The 100 Pushups Challenge is the goal you work towards during your training. There are three 100
Pushups Challenges, in increasing order of difficulty.
Foundation: Complete 100 pushups in 24 hours.
Intermediate: Complete 100 pushups in 5 minutes.
Advanced: Complete 100 consecutive pushups.
I wanted to get to the 3rd tier – being able to do 100 pushups in a row, without a break. I didn’t quite
get there, but I made massive progress on my pushup total. So I’m pretty happy. For comparison, I
started out only being able to do 15 pushups in a row – and by the end of the program I could do
over 33. Good progress.
This training program takes quite a lot of effort and was a struggle some days. You should only do it
yourself if you can definitely commit to it. By the time you’re halfway through the program you’ll
have to do 6 sessions of sessions of pushups per day, spread across the day – it’s certainly a lot of
time/effort. It was made a lot easier by the fact I work from home, but it wasn’t easy. You’ll have
days where you’re tired as hell, days where you don’t want to do pushups – so it’ll definitely be a
good test of your willpower/habit-building. I just told myself, “Shut up and do your pushups” and
that seemed to do the trick.
I’ll also add the caveat: I was cutting weight (losing fat) pretty heavily during this program, and
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didn’t have a lot of energy most days. This is likely a huge reason my progress was slow. If you do
the program and you’re not losing a lot of weight, your results should blow mine out of the water.
Regardless – any progress is good progress.
I started this program 27th April 2020. It’s a 6 week program. The day before I started, I did a test
to see what my max was – like I said, 15 pushups in a row.
Note: I was cutting (losing weight) pretty heavily during this entire program – I was awy way way
below maintenance calories. So assuming you’re not losing weight during the program, your results
will obviously be a lot better than mine (as you can see with my girlfriend’s results – she was only a
little below maintenance calories during it).
I set reminders to go off in my phone throughout the day, to remind myself to do the pushups. I use
the Loop Habit Tracker App (Android):

Week 1 (Start)
As I said, before starting the program I did a test of my maximum – 15 pushups was the result.
Week 1, the program I used started me off with:
Set 1 Early Morning:
– 7 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 7 pushups
Set 2 Midday:
– 7 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 7 pushups
Set 3 Afternoon:
– 7 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 7 pushups
The program started me out doing 6 total sets per day, doing about half of our max pushups every day
(so I did 7 pushups x 6 sets). Those sets are spread out across the day in 3 separate sessions, so you
have plenty of time to recover. They’re easy as hell – it never really feels like you’re doing much.
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(Which is the whole point of the program – it’s supposed to be incredibly easy the whole time as the
volume gently ramps up without you realising).
At the end of the week, I did a test of my maximum and got: 19 pushups. An increase of 4 pushups;
not bad when I was cutting fat at the same time.

Week 2
Set 1 Early Morning:
– 9 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 9 pushups
Set 2 Midday:
– 9 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 9 pushups
Set 3 Afternoon:
– 9 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 9 pushups
Set 4 Evening:
– 9 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 9 pushups
This week you start doing 8 total sets instead of 6, spread out across 4 sessions in the day. And
slightly more reps – this time I had to do 9 pushups per set and my girlfriend had to do 11 per set.
Still easy, and even though you have to do 4 sessions a day, they take 5 minutes so it’s no bother.
Test results at the end of week 2: 20 pushups.
Not great – only an increase of 1 more pushup. Don’t forget I was cutting (losing weight) though – so
any increase is a good increase. After all, baby steps added up each day should be your focus.

Week 3
Set 1 Early Morning:
– 10 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 10 pushups
Set 2 Late Morning:
– 10 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 10 pushups
Set 3 Early Afternoon:
– 10 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 10 pushups
Set 4 Late Afternoon:
– 10 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 10 pushups
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Set 5 Evening:
– 10 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 10 pushups
This week you start doing 10 total sets instead of 8, spread out across 5 sessions in the day. And
slightly more pushups per set.
Test results at the end of week 3: 22 pushups.
Not great – only an increase of 2 more pushups. Still losing weight, remember – so I’m ok with only
2 extra pushups while heavily cutting. After all, baby steps added up each day should be your focus.

Week 4
Set 1 Early Morning:
– 9 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 9 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 9 pushups
Set 2 Late Morning:
– 9 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 9 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 9 pushups
Set 3 Early Afternoon:
– 9 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 9 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 9 pushups
Set 4 Late Afternoon:
– 9 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 9 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 9 pushups
Set 5 Evening:
– 9 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 9 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 9 pushups
This week it made me do 15 total sets instead of 10, spread out across 5 sessions in the day. This
week it made me do slightly less pushups per set, but it works out to be a lot more pushups in total
because of all the extra sets.
So each set is easier; there’s just more of them.
Test results at the end of week 4: 23 pushups.
Not great – only an increase of 1 more pushup. Still losing weight, remember – so I’m ok with only 1
extra pushup while heavily cutting. After all, baby steps added up each day should be your focus.
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Week 5
Set 1 Early Morning:
– 11 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 11 pushups
Set 2 Late Morning:
– 11 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 11 pushups
Set 3 Early Afternoon:
– 11 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 11 pushups
Set 4 Late Afternoon:
– 11 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 11 pushups
Set 5 Evening:
– 11 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 11 pushups
Set 6 Right Before Bed:
– 11 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 11 pushups
This week it made me do 12 total sets instead of 15, spread out across 6 sessions in the day (so, 2 sets
per session). It actually ends up being slightly less total pushups each day vs the previous week; I
guess it’s now trying to train how many sessions I can do in a day (6 sessions instead of 5).
Test results at the end of week 5: 25 pushups.
Still cutting weight, remember.

Week 6
Set 1 Early Morning:
– 10 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 10 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 10 pushups
Set 2 Late Morning:
– 10 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 10 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 10 pushups
Set 3 Early Afternoon:
– 10 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 10 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 10 pushups
Set 4 Late Afternoon:
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– 10 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 10 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 10 pushups
Set 5 Evening:
– 10 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 10 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 10 pushups
Set 6 Right Before Bed:
– 10 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 10 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 10 pushups
This week it made me do 18 total sets instead of 12, spread out across 6 sessions in the day (so, 3 sets
per session). A lot more pushups in total which is awesome.
Test results at the end of week 6: 28 pushups.
Still cutting weight, remember.

Week 7
Ok, quick intermission: Here’s the point where I completely and utterly disagreed with the program.
It wanted me to do the exact same routine as I did last week – same number of pushups per set (10
per set), same number of sets (3 per session), same number of sessions (6 sessions).
No, fuck that. I’m here to progress – and I’ve already been feeling like this program isn’t pushing me
much at all. It’s way too easy, and I could have made way more progress if it’d pushed me. So I’ve
modified it this week to ignore what it’s telling me – I’m doing 15 pushups per set, not 10.
Set 1 Early Morning:
– 15 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 15 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 15 pushups
Set 2 Late Morning:
– 15 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 15 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 15 pushups
Set 3 Early Afternoon:
– 15 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 15 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 15 pushups
Set 4 Late Afternoon:
– 15 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 15 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 15 pushups
Set 5 Evening:
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– 15 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 15 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 15 pushups
Set 6 Right Before Bed:
– 15 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 15 pushups (rest 5 min)
– 15 pushups
So now I’m doing 270 total pushups in the day (instead of 180).
Test results at the end of week 6: 31 pushups.
Still cutting weight, remember.

Final Test:
I then took a couple days off to rest, and then did a final test. I got 34 pushups as my final amount.
So an overall increase of 19 pushups, while also cutting weight. Decent.

Thoughts on the Program
I really didn’t like the program I chose, for a variety of reasons. Above all else, it just wasn’t intense
enoguh, and it clearly slowed my progress. At no point did I ever feel like I was really being pushed
or challenged, and I think that was reflected in the fact my pushups only went up very slowly. I’d
suggest finding your own program – either this one or this one. (I haven’t done those myself so I
don’t know how good they are; but they’re bound to be better than the one I did).
The program’s website also sucks; it doesn’t let you go forward/backward at all, or repeat a day. So if
you miss a day, you’re screwed – there’s no way to tell the program you want to go back one day. So
basically, you can never have a single day off or you’re screwed.
Due to the way the website works, you also have to stick with the same device you first used to
access the website. ie, if you start the program on your phone, you can ONLY keep viewing the
program on your phone. It saves your progress to the device you’re on (via cookies), so if you then
want to switch to your PC, it counts you as a new user and it’ll make you restart the program. Again,
there’s no forward button either, so you can’t even skip to where you were up to.
If I do this 100 pushups challenge again, I’ll come up with my own system (instead of relying on a
website) – and will likely add more pushups per set. Eg if it tells me to do 10 pushups per set, I’ll
really do 15. etc. Most days I left a LOT in the tank – I never once got out of breath or tired or broke
a sweat.
But, all-in-all, an interesting experiment. I doubled my pushup total, which was cool. I’ll likely revist
again in the future.
If you take the 100 pushups challenge yourself, drop a comment below and tell me when you start it!
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Cold Approach Tricks: Set a Stopwatch / Timer
July 17, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Quick tip today: When you’re out trying to hit on girls (“cold approaching”), and you’re struggling to
do it: set a stopwatch to go off in 10 minutes.
Once you hit the Start button on that stopwatch, you have 10 minutes – and no more than 10 minutes
– to talk to a girl. It can be any girl, it doesn’t matter how you do it, it doesn’t matter how awkward or
nervous you are… but you absolutely must say hi to at least one girl before the time goes off. No
excuses – shut the fuck up and get it done. No thinking. Just do it.

Art by
my girlfriend: immydraws
What you’ll likely find is you spend the first few minutes making excuses, pussying out on a bunch
of girls, and coming up with all sorts of dumb reasons why you can’t do it. “She’s on her phone and I
wouldn’t want to annoy her.”
“That girl is with a friend, so I can’t.”
“That girl has her headphones on, and is listening to music.”
“That girl is super cute and probably already has a boyfriend.”
“That girl looks like she’s in a rush.”
“That girl looks like she’s waiting for someone, and it’d be awkward if they came over right as I’m
hitting on her.”
You know, the usual dumb excuses we make when we’re really just scared.
But as the stopwatch gets closer and closer to 10 minutes, you’ll start feeling more and more
adrenaline; “Oh fuck, I’m running out of time… shit… I can’t keep making excuses.” With 1 minute
to go, you’ll say, “Oh fuck it, I have to do this” and you’ll immediatley run up to any random girl
and say hi and tell her she’s cute. Congrats! You did it.
Nothing kicks your ass into gear and stops you procrastinating quite like time-pressure. Hitting on
chicks is nerve-wracking as hell, and we play all sorts of mindgames with ourselves, making dumb
excuses to rationalise why it’s ok to pussy out. It’s so easy to get stuck in our own head, wasting time
overthinking things and not actually hitting on any girls. It’s so easy to try and think your way out of
the problem, convincing yourself, “If I just think about this a little more, I’ll be able to talk myself
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into hitting on girls. I just have to give myself a pep talk, motivate myself and logic my way into doing
this.”
Thinking doesn’t help you talk to girls. Shutting the hell up and just doing it is the only thing that
works. You can’t think your way out of anxiety – jumping into the deep end is the only thing that
makes the fear go away. The pressure of a time-limit – really it’s a deadline – forces you to stop
thinking and start doing.
Take action.
I’ve done the stopwatch method with so many coaching clients (and myself – especially myself) over
the years. One guy who really stands out in particular is Radical over on our forums. It went exactly
as I described above – I gave him a 10-minute time limit, and he procrastinated for about 9 minutes,
making all the usual excuses we make when we’re nervous. With 1 minute to go I showed him the
stopwatch and, whilst cursing at me for “making me do this”, he jogged after a girl and hit on her
with only 30 seconds to go. Legend.
I also did this with a good mate of mine over a period of about 6 months, every single time we met
up. We used to meet during our lunch breaks Monday-Friday and hit on girls together, and every
single day we used the 10-minute stopwatch method with great success. It ended up being so
successful we started using a 2-minute stopwatch; you’re welcome to experiment with a time less
than 10 minutes too.
So if you’re struggling to hit on girls, if you find yourself making 100 excuses instead of just saying
hi to a couple of females, then try the 10-minute stopwatch trick. Leave a comment below if you’ve
ever tried something similar to this.
Update: Someone over on our forums has his own trick:

Me and my friends used to play this game called “Go.” We got it from the Simple Pickup guys who
used to be on youtube. You point to a girl and say “go!” You have 5 seconds to approach and if you
don’t then you drop and do 10 pushups no matter where you are. Or you pay them $5, pick your
poison lol
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Why Losing Fat Matters Above All Else for Getting Laid
(+Bonus 3some) [Storytime with Andy]
July 20, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
Table Of Contents
1.
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The Solo Mission
Non-Monogamy, Double-Standards and Open Relationships
Why Losing Fat Matters Most
The 3some
Toys Used:
The Takeaway:

The Solo Mission
Another recent lay, this time with a girl who was very nervous about meeting up. She ended up being
a total sweetheart, lots of fun in the bedroom – and we ended up having a 3some too.

I didn’t save the Tinder conversation, but it was basically the same as the previous girl (and most
girls I meet these days). I’ve covered what my Tinder profile looks like here.
I got her number, texted her, and she was a little more nervous than most girls:
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I talked to her a lot more than I usually would with most girls (normally it’s just, “Hey it’s Andy,
meet me at this place at this time and we’ll have sex.”) But she was clearly very nervous and unsure,
and needed a bit of reassurance, which I was happy to give.
Here’s a couple of nude pics she sent me before we met (she’s cool with these being here):

The day of our date rolls around and I pump my dick up with the Bathmate about 30mins before I’m
going to meet her. I’m going to start using the bathmate more – in the past I’ve used it every now and
then before meeting girls, and it’s always a hell of a lot of fun. Going forward I’ll use it on every girl.
(If you decide to buy one and start using it yourself, start slow – only pump for 5 minutes max, until
you get used to it).
I meet her in public, say hi, and we walk straight back to mine. The first thing I say when I meet her
is “Wow, you are much cuter than your pics” and she immediately fires back, “You’re much cuter
than your pics too.” Getting compliments from girls still gives me a huge ego boost – I can still
vividly remember a time when I’d never had a compliment from a girl about my appearance. Above
all else, losing fat and becoming lean has made the biggest difference – more on that below.
I know all you hornbags care about is the sex – it was pretty wild. I take her into the bedroom and we
go at it, and she’s still a little nervous and shy. I do my usual thing – I blindfold her, tease her for
ages, make her beg for it, and introduce her to some of my vibrators. She’s actually never used a
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vibrator before and claims she never ever ever masturbates – “I just don’t enjoy it all that much.”
Well, 30 seconds with my magic wand vibrator has her changing her tune – she’s screaming so loud I
have to cover her mouth. Afterwards she tells me, “Oh my god, I have to get one of those.” Well,
yeah – they’re cool as fuck.
We get to the sex part, and holy cow – all of a sudden her shyness fades away. She’s talking dirty,
moaning like crazy, and she’s incredibly sensitive. Multiple times she tells me, “Please keep going,
I’m about to cum” but jesus – I was I was so close to cumming myself the entire time, I had to keep
stopping/switching positions/taking a break or else I’d cum. I even said a couple times, “I can’t keep
going – you’ve got me right on the fucking edge of cumming.” She kept telling me, “Cum then!” but I
didn’t want to – I was having too much fun.
I’ve had a few guys ask me how to last longer in bed, because they stress about the fact that they can
only last a couple minutes during sex. I’m here to tell you I’m no different – I can only last a couple
minutes during sex too. Even with a condom on, I just never last that long; especially not when I’m
really into the girl and she’s moaning like crazy.
The trick is to switch positions, or take a break, or go slow for a bit, or literally stop thrusting entirely
(just stay still and whisper something in her ear like, “I’m going to make you wait for it, I love going
slow and teasing you like this.”) I go slow for about 30 seconds to calm myself down a bit, then I
start fucking her again. And when I get close to cumming again, I stop/slow down/change positions
again. You may have some notion that I’m some super stud that can last for hours – fuck no. I just
take a lot of “mini-breaks”.
I usually repeat this about 30 or so times during sex – and the girls fucking love it. Particularly if you
pair it with dirty talk and teasing her, like, “You want it so bad, don’t you. Tell me what you need…
tell me you want me to pound you hard and stop teasing you like this.”
She’ll always beg, “Please, please, please fuck me, I want you to just fuck me hard.”
And I always say, “No. I’m going to keep going slow, because I’m having too much fun.”
They absolutely love that.
I also just change positions when I’m about to cum, or do something else entirely. If I’m right on the
edge I’ll pull out and stop, and then get her to change positions – by the time you’re into the new
position, you’ll have calmed down a bit. Or I might switch to fingering her for a bit, to give myself a
break. Or maybe I’ll stop entirely and say, “I’m going to grab some water – want anything?”
If you cum too quickly, just steal this idea from me – take a bunch of very frequent breaks (I take one
of these mini breaks probably once every 2 minutes). Not only will that make you last longer, you’ll
also get to enjoy the sex for longer, and she’ll think you’re a fucking legend.
Back to the sex – so she has this look of pure fucking lust in her eyes, like a succubus, and after a
while I can’t take it anymore and feel myself starting to cum. I rip off the condom, aim at her face…
and kinda miss. I hit the pillow, the wall, her hair – I’ve mentioned in the past I just can’t aim when I
cum. Maybe I need to take a training course on How to Aim Your Dick. Maybe I need a scope on my
cock or something.
As soon as I cum, I do my favourite trick – I throw on another condom and slide back inside her and
fuck her some more. Yes I know your dick is incredibly sensitive after sex, and yes this is really
fucking hard to do (you have to force yourself to do it, especially when all you really want to do is
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lay down and catch your breath). But holy crap – girls love it. She’s REALLY turned on at this point,
her eyes open wide, moaning like crazy, and she just keeps repeating in disbelief, “How the hell are
you still fucking me after you just came???“
I keep thrusting for about another 3 minutes (it was kinda torture – every guy knows your dick is so
fucking sensitive after you cum), but still a lot of fun. After a couple minutes I pull out and collapse
next to her and cuddle for a bit.
Again she brings up the fact I fucked her immediately up the fact I fucked her immediately after
cumming – “No guy has ever done that before.” If you want a secret cheat code to blowing a girl’s
mind, just fuck her for a minute or two after you’ve just cum. You don’t have to go all that
hard/rough, it’s fine if you’re too sensitive to do it for more than 1 minute – just grit your teeth and
bear it for a minute or two, then stop. It’s worth it just for the cool story of, “Every time I cum, I then
immediately fuck her for another minute or two, because I’m a motherfucking beast.”

Non-Monogamy, Double-Standards and Open Relationships
Afterwards we chat for a bit about dating, relationships, and she asks about my girlfriend. As with
most girls I meet (I tend to attract sexually-open girls), she wants to date more than one guy at a
time… but she’s scared I won’t think that’s “ok” or “allowed”. I tell her I’m not her dad, I don’t mind
what she does, as long as she’s happy – after all, I’m banging other girls. I’m not going to tell her
what she should do.
She ends up opening up to me and tells me, very timidly, “Um.. I’m actually going on a date with a
guy after I see you today. We’re not going to have sex, but I thought maybe I should tell you.” I
laugh, tell her to have fun and let me know how it goes. She’s still really unsure, and even asks me,
“Do you think I should cancel on him? I’m not sure if this is slutty of me, is it wrong?” I reassure her
and tell her to chill – as long as she’s open and honest, and nobody’s being hurt, then she should live
her life.
I’ve found over the years as I’ve become less and less judgemental (I used to think “any girl who
dates more than 1 guy is a total fucking slut” – yeah, I was quite judgemental…), I’ve been rewarded
with much more honesty and trust. Girls open up to me now far more than they ever did in the past.
Not only does that result in more honesty, but the sex is a million times better. A girl that feels like
she can “let go” and open up to you, without being judged, will have the confidence to do absolutely
anything you want in the bedroom – because she knows you aren’t going to think less of her.
All that said; if you’re not open-minded right now and you’re a bit judgemental when it comes to
girls being sexual; don’t beat yourself up. As I said, I was incredibly judgemental for years – the
thing that fixed it was meeting more girls, getting to know them, and seeing that some of them were
the most fucking awesome people you’d ever meet. I found myself empathising more with them and
judging them less. Getting laid yourself also improves things – it’s hard to care how much sex a
girl is having when you’re having more.
I also want to make it clear that you don’t have to be cool with girls banging other guys – just
because I am, doesn’t mean you have to be. And I’m also only cool with my fuckbuddies banging
other guys – I’m not cool with my girlfriend sleeping with other guys and neither is she (she doesn’t
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want to). I can’t imagine that will ever change and neither can she, especially given we share all the
girls I meet with each other. If it ever did, we’d talk about it – given it’s a dealbreaker for me, we’d
end things on very amicable terms and I’d wish her all the best in life and thank her for everything
she’s ever given me.
Boundaries/preferences are a complicated thing, and you might find they’re something that changes
over time.
If you only want to date girls who’ll sleep with you and only you, then go for it. If you only want to
date girls who’ll sleep with you while you still sleep with other girls, then go for it – just be
incredibly open and honest about it, and you’ll find some girls who are cool with it. No, it’s not
“hypocritical” and it’s not a “double-standard”. Anyone who says that to you is a mental midget. You
and the girl don’t have to have the same preferences; that makes literally no sense. She might be fine
with dating a guy who sees other girls, whilst you want to date girls who sleep with only you – cool.
You’re both different people, you both have different preferences – again, only a mental midget
would think every relationship can be and should be 100% equal.
In other words; do whatever makes you and your girl happy.
I’m not advocating one way or the other; I fucking love open relationships with the girls I date
casually (because it means more sex, less drama, less jealousy, less manipulation, more 3somes). But
what’s right for me isn’t necessarily what’s right for you; you’re a man, so I trust you to make your
own decisions.
If you do want to be exclusive/monogamous with the girls you bang/date, just screen for it early on.
As in, mention it either before you meet up, or on the date, or straight after sex. Doesn’t need to be
super smooth or perfectly-worded; even just something like, “By the way, I prefer to have sex and
date people one at a time – as in, not seeing multiple people at once. If you like to sleep with more
than one person at a time that’s totally cool, but please let me know – in that case we’d just be
looking for different things. It’s best for us both to be upfront and honest about what we want.”
But make it very clear you won’t judge her if she wants non-monogamy; just tell her, “That’s cool if
you wanna bang other guys; it’s just not what I’m looking for, so let’s end things here.” Being nonjudgemental like this is important; if you come across as judgemental, some girls will just hide the
truth from you or actively lie to you, because they’re scared you’ll react badly. Then you’ll get stuck
in shitty situations where she tells you she’s only seeing you, while secretly texting/meeting up with
other dudes behind your back.
Honesty and openness makes things a million times easier for you – there’ll be no secrets or bad
surprises.
After she leaves, I text her:
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I later also text her my usual sexual bucketlist text to see what she’s into:

She came up with some good ones; there’s some pretty wild shit on her list we’re going to try over
the next few months. And the only reason she was comfortable opening up and telling me is because
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I made it clear I wouldn’t judge her for anything.

Why Losing Fat Matters Most
Let’s take a slight detour here and talk about fat-loss (don’t stress, the 3some story is coming). I’ve
been on a mission to get a lean jawline and abs over the last 4 months, and it’s paid off. I’m the
leanest I’ve ever been:

88kg on
the left; 73kg on the right. Yep, I’m actually lighter on the right.
I know it looks like I’ve gained muscle between those two pictures – but I actually haven’t gained
any muscle at all. The only difference is I’m about 15kg (33lbs) lighter on the right. (88kg vs
73kg).
Yep, the difference between those two photos is only bodyfat. I literally haven’t put on any more
muscle in the second pic (I haven’t been to gym in about 6 months, been focused on other
endeavours) – so I actually have less muscle in the second picture. I know it seems like an insane
difference. Like a different body entirely. To go from the “skinny” guy on the left to the “muscular”
guy on the right was literally just a matter of losing fat. Nothing else. I already had that muscle
underneath – it was just hidden under layers of fat.
Since getting this lean, everything has gotten easier. I get far more matches on Tinder, now that I’m
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using the pic on the right as my main pic (the pic of me with abs). Girls are far more into me – “Wow
you’re hot” is a regular reply to my first message on Tinder. They’re also saying yes to dates far more
than in the past, and they’re far more into me when we meet up. I literally feel like a different person
– like I’ve finally become a “hot guy”.
In person – wow. I’ve noticed the last 3 girls I’ve had sex with stare at my body during sex. Two of
them kept touching my chest and my abs, staring at me while I was fucking them. For me, that’s so
incredibly surreal – I started out as a fat mess, and I never in a billion years thought I could be “hot”,
let alone “sexy”. I catch the girls looking at me and lusting after me during sex and all I can think is,
“Wait, is she looking at my body? She likes I am hot? What the fuck?”
And getting lean has been the thing that’s done it for me. Yes, going to the gym helped – but scroll
back up and look at the pic on the left. I’d been going to the gym for 3 years when I took that pic,
and I looked liked shit. I’d built muscle; you just couldn’t see it. Getting lean is mandatory if you
want girls to lust after you. There’s no point building muscle if you’re just covering it up with 15kg
of fat.
Here’s an even more dramatic shot; me at my heaviest (104kg) vs 74kg:

Here’s some examples of how much losing fat can turn you into a different human being:
Once you’re really lean, it’ll blow your mind how girls will react when you take your shirt off. I’ve
literally had 3 girls now bite their lip or moan while watching me take my shirt off – yes, actually
fucking moan. I’ve never really had that before in my life – I’ve gotten compliments, yes. But I’ve
never had a girl stare at my body, unable to take her eyes off me.
It feels surreal – again, it doesn’t feel like I “deserve” it. My mind still hasn’t caught up to the fact
I’m an attractive guy yet. It’s really fucking strange, and a huge ego boost. They’re also touching me
way more during sex – putting their hands on my body more, stroking my arms/chest/tummy – it’s
awesome.
I even had a girl say the other day – “Your jawline is amazing”. That’s a compliment I’ve literally
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never heard before in my life – and it’s only because I got very lean. All the muscle and working out
in the world doesn’t give you a good jawline – only getting lean does.
Girls care about getting lean above all else – it’s the thing that’ll help you the most with getting laid,
if that’s your goal. No girls are drooling over the fact you can deadlift 180kg. They care about what
you look like – and being lean matters way more than being “big”. Especially with online dating,
where you can take a great photo of your body like I have above, and then get a million more
matches.
I even kept it real with this girl about how surreal it still feels:

My girlfriend does the same thing – she tells me over and over how good I look now, especially my
face. It’s still very surreal, and very cool.

How fucking cool is that – she told me that completely unprompted. If you want a huge bunch of
compliments that’ll make you feel absolutely amazing, lose fat. It really will change your life.
More awesome examples of how much losing fat improves your appearance:
128 Amazing Before & After Pics Reveal How Weight Loss Changes Your Face
50 Face Transformations from Losing Fat
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The 3some
Back to this girl – she mentioned she’s never done anything with other girls but has always wanted
to. I told her I’d introduce her to my girlfriend. I sent her some pics of my girl and she was very keen:

I had a bit of fun sending her a nude video my girl made specifically for her:
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(I know in the past I’ve mentioned it’s best not to talk dirty in the leadup to a date – but it’s entirely
different when you’ve already had sex with a girl(s). In that case, talk as dirty as you want – she
already likes you, she’s already fucked you a few times, so you’re not going to make her nervous by
talking dirty – she’s already sucked on your penis).
You’ll find 90% of the time when you’re organising a 3some, if either of the girls has never done
anything with another girl before, she’ll tell you she’s very nervous. Just reassure her, tell her you
don’t expect her to be perfect (read the top screenshot above – my exact words were, “I don’t expect
you to be perfect, at all.”) Most of the time they’re just worried they won’t know what to do, or
won’t do a good job, or won’t make the other girl feel good.
You’ll find girls who are very nervous will enjoy themselves the most if you go nice and slow, give
them both a chance to explore, and show her what to do. Literally show her and tell her, “This is
how you lick a pussy. Try this.” Show her how you do it, then give her a turn – and talk her through
it. Give her a chance to explore the other girl, let them kiss for a while (let them just lay there any
make out for 15 minutes if they want to, while you play with their pussies or gently fuck one of
them). The more you make the girls the focus of the 3some, rather than yourself, the more
they’ll want to do it again in future.
With the exception of 1 girl, every single other girl I’ve ever had a 3some with has wanted to do it
again, many more times. And above all else, it’s because I let both girls go at their own pace, explore
each other and try a few different things, and let them focus on each other – occasionally turning to
me and focusing on me for a bit. You can be the start of the show during the second 3some; but
the first one should be about the girls.
The 3some itself was fucking fun – we tie her up (if you want to try some rope stuff yourself, buy this
rope – it’s super-soft, girls love it). We spend ages teasing her, getting her all horny and desperate
and needy – it’s so hot having a girl under your control as she begs you to give her what she wants.
We played with candle wax a bit too – I bought some bondage candles (these ones) to drip onto her
skin. She absolutely loves it – it’s painful at first when the wax first hits your skin, but that quickly
turns into a weird sort of “pleasure” – then pain again as the next drip hits. Like a rollercoaster.
Because it’s her first time with a girl, I mentor her and teach her how to go down on my girlfriend,
how to finger her, how to choke her, and even let her play with a paddle and spank my girlfriend’s
ass. They both love all of it, and this girl is clearly having a lot of fun being a bit dominant for once.
Look at this cool mark we left using the spanking paddle. It happened to line up perfectly with a
birthmark she has, and it looks like a wine glass/champagne flute:
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Eventually I’ve had enough teasing and I start fucking my girlfriend doggystyle, while making this
girl watch – and holy crap, she loves it. She’s staring into my eyes, and then switching to looking into
my girlfriend’s eyes, the entire time that look of lust on her face. It’s hot as hell.
I pound my girlfriend harder and faster, and this girl is getting off on watching us – like she’s
witnessing a real, live porno. My girlfriend’s holding the wand vibrator on her pussy and I’m kissing
this girl while fucking my girlfriend. Finally this girl says the magic words: “Please show me how
you cum in her.”
Jesus that absolutely set me off – I cum instantly and it’s fucking powerful, my girlfriend screaming
like crazy, this girl screaming like crazy, and me moaning like crazy – it’s almost orchestral.
We all collapse but this girl isn’t done yet (where the hell did she get this sudden confidence) – she
tells my girl she wants to lick her pussy. My girlfriend sits on her face and she licks my girl clean…
jesus that’s hot. My girlfriend hops off and there’s still some cum on this girl’s face, so my girlfriend
leans down and licks it off her and they make out with it. I’m just about ready to die and go to
heaven at this point.
We hangout for another hour or so, chatting and cuddling, then eventually walk her back to her car
and say goodbye.
(If 3somes sound like fun – there’s no reason you can’t do the same thing. Go read my How to Have
3somes Guide right now.)
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Toys Used:
(These are all affiliate links).
Rope
Magic Wand Vibrator
Paddle

I’ll do a photoshoot with her next time we hangout – she’s already said she wants to, and is happy
for the pics to go up on the net (without her face in them).
At some point I plan on setting up a proper Instagram account so my photoshoots are more “legit”. I
have a tonne of fun doing photoshoots, and I’d like there to be a place I can show them all off. I think
it’ll make the girls more comfortable too – “Here’s my artsy Instagram, want to be a part of it?”
sounds much more appealing than, “I’m going to put these pictures up on my getting laid website,
ok?”
She also sent me this text recently:
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I’ve said it a billion times – always be as honest as you possibly can. Girls appreciate when you’re
upfront and tell them exactly what you want, rather than “dancing around the issue” or trying to hide
your intentions. In the past (years ago) I would have just lied to her and said, “Oh no, of course I
don’t just want to have 3somes and foursomes with you, I like you for you, I don’t really even want
to have 3somes lol!” And that would have created a situation in which we both just lie to each other.
After all, I would have set the framework for deception.
Instead, by being 100% upfront and just answering her questions 100% honestly, with no bullshit –
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she knows exactly what I want, and she can decide if she wants it to. And you’ll find 99.9% of the
time, girls are happy to “go with the flow” and go along with what you want to do – if you’re
honest about it. There’s no struggle, no trying to convince her, no having to hide your intentions or
hope she doesn’t ask.
Telling the truth and being real with girls makes things 1 billion times easier.

The Takeaway:
I want you to go lose some fat and report back with your results. Being lean will always trump being
big – especially when it comes to getting laid. Drop a comment below.
Same goes for if you’ve already lost fat – how did it improve your results? Did people compliment
you more? Were people just a little “nicer” to you once you started looking good? Was getting
laid/getting into a relationship easier? Share it below.
UPDATE 28th November 2020: I recorded a podcast talking about this topic in more detail. Listen:
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“I Can’t Get Laid Because…”
July 21, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
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I can’t get laid because I’m short/I’m not tall.
I can’t get laid because I’m Asian/I’m Indian/I’m not white.
I can’t get laid because Online Dating is dead.
I can’t get laid because I’m ugly.
I can’t get laid because I’m really ugly.
I can’t get laid because I’m fat.
I can’t get laid because I’m too old.
I can’t get laid because I live in a small town/there aren’t many women around.
I can’t get laid because women are all feminists now.
I can’t get laid because I’m a virgin/don’t have much experience.
I can’t get laid because I don’t have money.
I can’t get laid because I live at home/don’t have my own place.
I can’t get laid because I’m too skinny/have no muscle.
I can’t get laid because I’ve had bad experiences with women in the past.
I can’t get laid because I don’t have the time.
I can’t get laid because I’m depressed.
I can’t get laid because I’m autistic/awkward/weird.
I can’t get laid because women suck/I hate women.
I can’t get laid because I’m shy/nervous.
I can’t get laid because I don’t know how to talk to women/don’t know what to say.
I can’t get laid because I have a small penis.
I can’t get laid because I’m too young/I have a baby face/I look young/women don’t take me
seriously.
I can’t get laid because I have a crush on this one girl and my crush is really meaningful and I
don’t want to ruin it.
I can’t get laid because I don’t want to objectify women.
I can’t get laid because I value my privacy.
I can’t get laid because girls might reject me.
I can’t get laid because it’s too hard.

Everything I’m about to write can be summed up by this great video, so watch it before you read any
further:

I can’t get laid because I’m short/I’m not tall.
Watch this right now:
Then read this: A 5ft1 guy who gets laid more than you.
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If you still think being short is a total dealbreaker for girls (it’s not), then fix it. Wear heightincreasing inserts/shoes – they’re super cheap. They add up to 3.5 inches to your height, so you can
go from 5ft8 to 6ft. No excuses.
Or, date shorter women. There’s plenty of them.
Or, grow a pair of fucking balls and date taller women – you’ll have to hit on far more of them than if
you were tall, but so what. Are you going to bitch and moan, or be a man and deal with the cards
you’ve been given?
Or the best solution of all: stop whining about your imperfections and grow the fuck up. None of us
are perfect. I’m not perfect. Stop seeing your flaws as limitations, and start seeing them as simply
challenges for you to overcome.

I can’t get laid because I’m Asian/I’m Indian/I’m not white.
Shut the fuck up. The population of China is over 1 and a half billion people. India has another 1 and
a half billion. How did those people get here? Did they magically fall out of the sky, or did they
have sexual intercourse? Oh, their Indian/Asian parents had sex? Seems to fly in the face of, “I
can’t get laid because I’m ethnic.”
If you’re Asian, or Indian, or (insert some other ethnic group here), just man up and go hit on as
many women as humanly possible. If some girls have a problem with your skin colour, that’s their
preference – they can date whomever they want. Move on immediately to the next girl and hit on her.
Keep going until you find one who thinks you’re a badass.
Besides, it’s not your skin colour girls are put of by. They’re put off by the fact you’re a raging pussy
who complains about his skin colour. The fact that you’re weird about your ethnicity causes you to
act timid/weird around girls; THAT’S the turnoff. You’re embarrassed about your own skin colour
and people can smell that self-hatred a mile away. Saying, “I can’t get laid because I’m not white” is
an admission you’re ashamed of yourself & don’t like being you; nobody’s going to be turned on by
someone who doesn’t like themselves. Self-hatred is repellent.
If you stop seeing your ethnicity as a problem, other people will be less-inclined to see it as a
problem.
Asians and Indians are stereotyped, yes – so don’t play into those stereotypes. Asians are stereotyped
as weak, skinny, submissive. So be strong, buff, masculine. Indians are stereotyped as being weird
around women (“creepy”). So don’t be weird – just have a normal conversation and ask for her
number so you can grab a drink.
And the thing both of these races are stereotyped most for is being insecure about their race. If you
bitch about not having been born white, or you whine about girls not liking you as much as white
guys, you are fitting that stereotype. You are part of the problem. Stop reinforcing the very
stereotype you’re sitting here crying about.
You’re stuck with your race, so man up and be the best that your race has to offer. Are you
seriously going to tell me none of these Asian dudes can ever get laid?
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Are you seriously going to tell me none of these Indian dudes can get laid?

Some of those motherfuckers probably get laid more than me & my coaching clients – they certainly
have the potential if they go out and talk to lots of girls. I bet they don’t sit around crying about their
ethnicity like you do.
And if you think your accent is a turnoff for girls, change it. Either embrace the fact you’re a
foreigner with an accent and stop being apologetic for the way you talk (your insecurity is more of a
turnoff than your accent). Or do something to change it: Hire a speech coach/speech therapist.
Many dudes have done this, including my girlfriend’s father (he had a thick accent when he first
moved to my country. He realised the importance of sounding more like a local resident (especially
for business), so he saw a speech coach and now he sounds like a local speaker. You can do exactly
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the same thing.
Stop looking for excuses and start looking for solutions.

I can’t get laid because Online Dating is dead.
No it’s fucking not; here’s proof. What you really mean is Tinder requires you to look good and have
good pictures. Get your shit together and follow my Tinder guide and improve yourself, instead of
bitching that you can’t get laid when you look like shit.
If you really think Tinder is dead, go outside and talk to girls. If you can’t talk to girls, do this
(completely free) approach anxiety program like I did. If you can’t do that, go to bars/pubs with your
friends and talk to some girls. If you can’t do that, go to meetup.com and socialise with people and
meet women organically through that.
Stop spouting nonsense like “online dating is a waste of time” when thousands of dudes are going out
there getting pussy from Tinder/Bumble/etc as we speak.

I can’t get laid because I’m ugly.
Improve your looks. Wear better clothes. Groom yourself properly. Lose weight so your face looks
better. Gain muscle so you look buffer. Get tattoos/piercings. Max out your looks and make the most
of the hand you’ve been dealt.
Stop bitching; start improving.

I can’t get laid because I’m really ugly.
Do everything I just wrote above. Max out your looks and do the best with what I’ve got.
Then build a business. Become rich. Quit fucking whining and instead spend 2-3 years working 3
jobs and saving every dime until you can afford cosmetic surgery. Wear a suit all the time, groom
yourself immaculately, wear expensive accessories. Go on SeekingArrangements.com and buy girls a
drink in exchange for their love tunnel. Throw money at girls to sleep with you; either ridiculously
hot escorts, or just buy girls expensive cocktails and dinners, etc.
Stop making pathetic little bitch excuses, and start looking for solutions.
Many girls don’t give a fuck about looks as much as how much of a boss you are. Being a rich
motherfucker makes you a badass boss. Being a little crybaby who whines, “I’m uggggglyyyyyy!”
doesn’t.
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I can’t get laid because I’m fat.
Lose weight then, fatty. It’s not rocket science: consume less calories than you burn. Anyone can lose
weight, it doesn’t even take much discipline – I lost 77lbs/35kg.
While you’re losing weight, start talking to girls (in person or on Tinder). You need as much practice
as you can get.

I can’t get laid because I’m too old.
I’ve heard this complaint a million times; often from guys in their 20’s, which is fucking hilarious.
Guys can get laid well into their 50’s if they’re willing to work on themselves and become complete
badasses. I’ll bet a million dollars you aren’t past your 50’s yet; so man up and get to work. Improve
yourself. Be better.
Watch this:
Most of my coaching clients are in their 30’s, and I’ve worked with multiple guys in their 40’s and
even one in his 50’s. I was already 28 by the time I even started improving myself; 31 by the time I
figured out what I was doing.
Age doesn’t fucking matter. Don’t make excuses, don’t be a little bitch: literally any guy can
overcome his obstacles if he really wants to. Look at all the crap I had to overcome. If you say
you’re a “special case” who can never get laid – especially if you say you’re “too old” – you are
choosing to live a shitty life.

I can’t get laid because I live in a small town/there aren’t many
women around.
Then move.
If you can’t afford to move, see “I can’t get laid because I have no money”. Work 2 or 3 jobs if you
have to (I had to work 3 jobs while I hustled to turn my coaching into a full-time business). Save up
enough money to move somewhere with more women.
Quit bitching, and start setting yourself up to be able to leave your small town as soon as humanly
possible. Nobody is forcing you to live there; you’re choosing to stay.

I can’t get laid because women are all feminists now.
No, they’re not. I can count the number of actual feminists I’ve met on one hand. And as soon as I
met them, I was put off by their antisocial behaviour, so I just walked away immediately and went
and hit on another, more well-adjusted girl. Are you going to make excuses and let other people
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dictate whether or not you can get laid, or are you going to man up and go after it?
Stop reading unhealthy/toxic sites like The Red Pill Reddit, stop intentionally seeking out antifeminist rants on Youtube (I wasted years watching that crap), and just live your own life. While
you’re there obsessing about feminists and leftists and progressives and whatever other crap you’re
outraged about, the rest of us are out here swimming in pussy.
Besides, if you ever do happen to meet a feminist, you know what you can do? Block her and move
on. Quite a revelation, I know – but the block/unmatch button exists for a reason. If you meet a
feminist while talking to girls in person, you can immediately walk away.
You being outraged about feminism is no different to crazy SJWs being outraged about “toxic
masculinity”/whatever other nonsense they get pissed about. You’re just as bad as the people you
claim to hate. Move on and join the rest of us getting laid. There’s plenty of pussy for everyone.

I can’t get laid because I’m a virgin/don’t have much
experience.
Answer this question first: Do you actually want to lose your virginity?
A tonne of my coaching clients have been virgins. All of them eventually got laid, by manning up
and putting in the hard work. These guys who were virgins lost their virginity, instead of crying about
it. Yes, it took effort. Yes, it took time. Yes, we had to work through a lot of mental hurdles and I had
to convince them they deserved to get laid. But all of them were man enough to plow through the
hard times, and then go on to plow through some girls.
Start with my Tinder guide – it’s written with newbies/virgins in mind.
Or pay me for coaching & I’ll help you lose your virginity.
Or go try to have sex with any female friends you’re into.
Or ask your mates if they have any single friends they can introduce you to.
Or go to Meetup.com and make friends with girls, get to know them, and one thing will lead to
another.
Or go to bars/pubs at night, have a few drinks so you’re more confident, and just do your best
to say hi to at least 1 girl a night. You don’t have to be great at it, you can be clumsy and
awkward – all you have to do is keep trying every night.
Hell, pay a god damn prostitute – plenty of guys I know have done this. One of my mates lost
his virginity to a prostitute and was bloody glad he did, because he finally got to shed that
awful “I’m a virgin” label. Another guy (“S3nga”) on a forum I frequent – Good Looking
Loser – was unhappy about being a virgin, so I told him to go see a prostitute. 5 days later he
did it, and that shedding of the virgin label allowed him to then go on to go on something like
50 dates over the next year and get laid 10 or so times.
Don’t make the excuse of, “I’m too good for a prostitute” or “that’s beneath me”. Either pay a
prostitute, or do one of the several options I just listed above – there’s so many options there you
can’t possibly keep making excuses. Either lose your virginity (I know it’s hard and scary, but I hold
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your hand in my Tinder guide), or quit crying about it.
If you choose to use your virginity as an excuse, fine; but you don’t have the right to complain about
it if you’re not going to man up and make some changes like a big boy.

I can’t get laid because I don’t have money.
What a retarded excuse. Getting laid costs barely anything – nobody’s forcing you to buy girls drinks
(I don’t pay for anything). Tell girls to meet you for a coffee, ask the Starbucks cashier for a cup of
free water while your girl orders herself something else, and there you go – free date. I’ve done this
so many times I’ve lost count (I used to be a tightass with money – I was dirt poor and still got laid a
tonne).
If you’re going to complain, “But I need money to buy new clothes! And accessories! And other stuff
you need to get laid” then get a fucking job, you crybaby. Get a second job if you need to. I’ve lost
count of the number of 16-hour days I’ve worked, and 7-day-weeks without a break. Quit whining,
man up, do whatever it takes to get laid.

I can’t get laid because I live at home/don’t have my own place.
Move out.
If you can’t afford to, see the solution above – get a job (or a second job).
Fool around with girls in public – I’ve banged 40+ girls in public: in parks at night, in the backseat of
cars, in public toilets, in alleyways. Get creative. Stop complaining and start looking for solutions.

I can’t get laid because I’m too skinny/have no muscle.
Hit the gym – read my full guide. I started out so pathetically skinny and weak I couldn’t even do a
single pushup. Now I can rack-pull 200kg (440lbs).
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Even when I was a skinny bitch, I was still getting laid – quite a lot. You know why? Because I
refused to act like a victim and instead just hit on as many girls as humanly possibly, making it my
number 1 mission. I became obsessed with getting laid. I shut my mouth and put in the work and was
rewarded with plentiful pussy.
You can do the same. Go to the gym, pay a strength coach, get strong and big and sexy.

I can’t get laid because I’ve had bad experiences with women in
the past.
Haven’t we all? Jesus, I was in 2 horrific abusive relationships for almost 10 years total – I talk about
it here.
Again, are you going to let yourself be a victim? Are you going to let your past define you, or are you
going to man up and make something of yourself?
Go see a counsellor.
Pay me for counselling (I’ve worked with many guys who were severely depressed/had serious
mental issues/past trauma).
Talk to your mates about your past trauma.
Talk to family members you trust.
Post on a forum about what you’ve been through – I always recommend the Good Looking
Loser forums, but there’s plenty of other awesome forums out there.
I know it’s scary having to put yourself back out there and risk rejection/pain/trauma again. But that’s
nothing in comparison to how horrible you’ll feel if you live the rest of your life in the shadows,
instead of facing and conquering your fears. You’ve got to run towards fear, not away from it.
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I can’t get laid because I don’t have the time.
Piss off. Of all the excuses, this is the most bullshit. You have the time… you’re just scared.
Get laid on Tinder super efficiently (use my guide) – I barely spend 15 minutes a day on
Tinder.
Or go outside and talk to one girl a day. You don’t even have to be good at it, you don’t have to
be smooth – just say hello to one girl, ask for her phone number so you can grab a drink, and go
from there.
Don’t waste time texting; keep conversations strictly to organising the date. Long conversations
are a waste of your time.
Have super short dates – tell the girl you can only spare 15-30 minutes for a quick drink. Invite
her back to yours after the 15-30 mins is up, and try to bang her immediately. If she doesn’t
want to have sex with you that night, tell her that’s cool and walk her back to her car/train
immediately, so you’re not wasting any time.
All of that should only take you max 30 minutes a day. Either you want to get laid, or you don’t – but
don’t invent ridiculous reasons like, “I don’t have any time”.

Besides, I bet you have time to watch Netflix for hours a day after work, you lazy prick. You cannot
possibly tell me you have literally 0 minutes a day you can spend working on getting laid. I work 11
hours a day + have 2 jobs + write for this site + have a bunch of coaching clients + have a girlfriend +
go to the gym – and I still have 30 minutes a day I can spend hustling for pussy.

I can’t get laid because I’m depressed.
This one I empathise with; I was depressed myself (here’s how I fixed it) for many years. It’s fixable
though; if I can fix it, and many of my coaching clients can fix it, you sure as hell can too.
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Start with this book; it changed my life. You Can’t Afford the Luxury of a Negative Thought.
Go see a counsellor; it’s an important first step.
Or see me for coaching – I’m not a counsellor but I’ve helped a bunch of guys pull themselves
out of depressed and go on to build a life they’re proud of.
Talk to your family/friends and tell them how you’ve been feeling/what’s making you feel
depressed.
Post on a forum with guys who’ll support you – the Good Looking Loser Forums have a
subforum dedicated to depression.
Absorb as many self help books & positive YouTube vids and podcasts as you possibly can.
“Brainwash” yourself with positivity, even if you think it’s pointless. This is how I was able to
overcome my own depression/suicidal thoughts.
Talking to people is the most important first step; don’t face depression alone. It’ll eat you up.

I can’t get laid because I’m autistic/awkward/weird.
Don’t stress; so was I at the start.
My first 100 approaches, I was so weird I literally couldn’t talk. I was so overwhelmingly anxious,
nervous, terrified and shitting myself that my mouth would go completely dry, I’d forget my own
name (literally happened twice), couldn’t talk, and felt like I was about to throw up on the girl. I used
to have a mantra in my head, “Don’t throw up don’t throw up don’t throw up don’t throw up”.
You know the wildest thing? Despite how weird and fucked up I was during those first few hundred
approaches, I still got laid. I got laid 3 times in my first 100 approaches, despite feeling like the most
hardcore Captain Autismo guy in the universe.
You don’t have to be Mister Smooth or James Bond to get laid. It’s ok if you suck – in fact, I insist on
it. Getting laid doesn’t require you to be amazing; it just requires you to try. A lot of the time you’ll
get laid just by asking for it.
Besides, you’ll naturally become more comfortable, more confident, and less autistic/weird the more
girls you hit on. Confidence is just something that comes after you’ve put in the work and sucked
really badly for a while.
Go out and suck for a while. I bet you $100 your weird ass can get laid if you’re just willing to try.

I can’t get laid because women suck/I hate women.
Women don’t suck; you just have a bad attitude towards them. You’ll get what you subconsciously
desire; you think women suck, so you’ll attract women that suck. You’re in a self-fulfilling prophecy.
It’s totally fine; I hated women when I first started out. I was combative, angry, bitter – I treated them
all like they were the enemy.
I’ve talked about hating women/being bitter towards them in the past. The solution is to just try and
keep an open mind, and trust that you’ll start to hate them a little less the more time you spend with
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them.
Don’t lie to yourself and say, “Women suck, I don’t really want to bang them.” You do want to bang
them or you wouldn’t even be here reading this right now. You do care about getting laid, as much as
you protest otherwise. Start slow, try making friends with girls (meetup.com is a great place to start)
and try to deliberately search for the good in them.
Because there are a tonne of good women out there; it’s up to you to go find them.

I can’t get laid because I’m shy/nervous.
It’s absolutely positively ok to be terrified at the start – I certainly was. I was so shy and nervous I
could barely even remember my own name. A lot of my coaching clients are just as nervous at the
start. Everybody has to start somewhere.
If you’re really nervous and don’t think you can talk to girls, start with this (free) “approach anxiety”
program. It’s exactly how I overcame my shyness/nerves.
You can also start with my (also free) Tinder guide – I hold your hand the entire way, give ways to
deal with your shyness/nerves & help you deal with awkward situations.
At the end of the day, you’re going to be shy/nervous when you first start this stuff; that’s
unavoidable. You have to just take a deep breath, tell yourself, “It’s ok if I suck at this”, and just give
it a go.
Don’t let fear hold you back. You’re better than that.

I can’t get laid because I don’t know how to talk to
women/don’t know what to say.
It literally doesn’t matter what you say. Anything is better than you not even trying – even if it’s a
little awkward, a little weird, and entirely un-smooth. Just try anyway, and quit being a little excusemaking bitch.
In person, just say, “Hey I know this is a bit random but you’re really cute and I just had to say
hi. I’m [your name].” Then just talk for a minute or two (it doesn’t have to be longer than 1
minute) and then say, “Hey lemme grab your number and we’ll grab a drink or a coffee
sometime.” If she says no thankyou, cool – move on and talk to the next girl.
On Tinder/Bumble/online dating, just copy-paste my templates.
You don’t have to be good at this. You don’t have to be some perfect “alpha”. Just man up, get in
there, and start talking to some girls. Sitting on the sidelines because you “don’t know what to say” is
a lame excuse and you fucking know it.
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I can’t get laid because I have a small penis.
Stop complaining. Buy a Bathmate and make it bigger.
Besides, good sex isn’t even about having a big shlong – it’s about foreplay, teasing, playing with
toys, exploring your sexual bucketlist & trying out a bunch of fun fantasies/fetishes. Your dick
doesn’t even matter if you do everything else right – I’ve had plenty of nights where I did nothing but
tease the girl and explore foreplay with her, without even taking my underwear off.
I know your dick is a point of insecurity. I get that you feel like less of a man. I get that. Do your best
to work with what you’ve got. Practice your foreplay, start exploring fetishes/fantasies, and make
yourself a foreplay god. 99% of good sex is fucking a girl’s mind, not her body.

I can’t get laid because I’m too young/I have a baby face/I look
young/women don’t take me seriously.
Start taking YOURSELF seriously. A man doesn’t make pathetic excuses like “I look too young”. He
deals with rejection, ignores the girls who think he looks too young, and goes out and hits on as many
girls as possible until he finds one who doesn’t think he looks too young. Stop making imaginary
excuses and just deal with the fact all of us have our own flaws (I started out suicidal, fat, bald, pale
& ginger – didn’t stop me) and just take action to get laid.
Every guy has the potential to get laid a lot on Tinder/in person/in bars/on the street/anywhere else.
Yes, I really do mean every guy – even if you look too young or look like shit shit or have
deformities, are you going to let that hold you back? Or are you going to grow a pair of fucking balls
and say “Fuck you universe, you don’t get to beat me – I’m going to show you!) and bust your ass
doing whatever it takes to get some snatch?
Dress older (don’t dress like a boy, dress like a man). Grow facial hair if you can grow it. Gain
muscle so you naturally look more masculine. Fight back, instead of sitting around feeling defeated.

I can’t get laid because I have a crush on this one girl and my
crush is really meaningful and I don’t want to ruin it.
Quit being a giant raging pussy – man up and make a fucking move on your crush. Do you think
she’d be proud of you if she found out you’ve been hanging onto feelings but have been too cowardly
to make a move?
You don’t even know if she likes you – hence, you need to make a move and find out. If she does,
awesome! Now you guys can date. If she doesn’t, awesome! Now you can start hitting on more girls
and find one who does like you.
The “chemistry” you think you have with your crush is just an invention in your head. If you haven’t
actually made a move on her, then you have no tangible proof she actually likes you Your feelings
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are a fantasy; they’re not objective reality until the moment you actually ask her out and find out if
there’s something there or not.

I can’t get laid because I don’t want to objectify women.
Then don’t objectify them.
A core philosophy of my site is honesty and ethics – adding to the lives of the girls we date, and not
just having meaningless hookups or using girls.
You can be polite, super respectful and classy – and still get laid. Sex and being good to women are
not mutually exclusive.
If you think women don’t want sex, and trying to fuck them is “objectifying” – then holy shit, that’s
backwards. (I’m being harsh – maybe you just don’t have a lot of experience with women & you
think they’re not capable of impure thoughts).
But let’s look at it more critically: Do you literally think it’s your mission to tell women what they
want/don’t want? If a woman comes up to you and tells you she finds it really hot to be objectified
(plenty of women will happily tell you this, if they think you’re not going to judge them for it), will
you ride your chauvinist white horse and tell her she’s wrong to want what she wants? Will you
secretly think she’s a slut/whore if she wants to be objectified? Will you rationalise it as, “Good
women don’t want to be objectified”?
Grow up, man. Stop being so puritanical – everyone loves sex. Women love sex. A lot of women
love being objectified, or made to feel sexy – many even love being “used” in the bedroom.

I can’t get laid because I value my privacy.
Easily fixable.
Use Tinder with the setting, “Only Show me to People I’ve Already Liked” turned on. Nobody will
see your Tinder unless you already like them, meaning nobody has to know you’re on Tinder.
Meet girls in bars away from your family/friends/whoever you’re trying to hide your sex life from.
Bang them at their place, or in a hotel, or in the backseat of a car, etc.
“I value my privacy” really means, “I’m not really all that serious about getting laid.”

I can’t get laid because girls might reject me.
Yeah, they might. Man up and do it anyway.
Look, I get that rejection doesn’t feel nice – I don’t like being rejected. Nobody does. But are you
going to sit around like a pussy and give up, just because there’s a chance a girl might say no to you?
You’re terrified of failing, but you know what has a 100% guaranteed rate of failure? Giving up.
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So either choose to be a loser when it comes to your sex life, or man up and take a chance and risk
some possible rejection. Rejection is only temporary – you just have to feel sad for a bit, dust
yourself off, and try again with the next girl.

I can’t get laid because it’s too hard.
Pretty much every single item on this page can all be boiled down to – “Getting laid is hard, and I
don’t want to put in the effort.”
Yes, getting laid is hard. But I’ve given you a step-by-step guide on how to get laid on Tinder. And if
you want to do it with girls you meet in person, start here. No excuses. Grow a pair of balls and give
it a go. Nothing worth having ever comes easy; do you really want to live a boring, complacent life
where you know you’re suffering in abject misery?
You can improve yourself and start getting laid; anyone can. You just have to actually try – and that’s
hard. I know that; I know it better than anyone. I know it’s hard to gain momentum at the start when
you feel like such a loser. But the journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step; focus on one
small change you can make right now, and start working on the things that are stopping you from
getting laid.
I have absolutely zero respect for anyone who says, “I can’t get laid because…” and then doesn’t
choose to overcome those hurdles. You’re focusing on your problems instead of looking for
solutions; you’re choosing to be a loser. I want nothing to do with you, I can’t help you; because
you’ve already chosen to give up.
Now, it’s a very different story if you acknowledge your shortcomings and then work around them.
“I’m short and that makes it fucking hard to get laid. But I’m going to work my ass off and hit on 5
times as many women.” I respect the hell out of that; you’re focusing on solutions instead of bitching
about your “unluckiness”. Luck has nothing to do with success.
It’s not the complaining that’s the problem (we all complain, including me). It’s the giving up.
Success is literally inevitable if you just NEVER quit – but you’re going to choose to fail by giving
up? You have one life, you’ve been given a gift just by being here, and you’re going to spit in the
face of that precious gift and not even try?
You may as well lock yourself in your bedroom and get drunk & play video games for the rest of
your life, because there isn’t much point being alive if you’re a quitter.
If you think the universe has dealt you a bad hand, then FIGHT BACK. Give it everything you’ve
got and BE BETTER. Listen to this:
Be better. You got this, man.
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My COVID-19 Depression, & How I’m Fighting It
July 21, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Up until a few days ago, I was having a pretty rough time.
COVID-19 hysteria and the lockdowns haven’t been kind to me – particularly in my city (Melbourne,
Australia). I’ll leave all the nitty-gritty details out of it, but needless to say, we’ve been under a pretty
hardcore lockdown, and I haven’t been taking it well. People are social creatures; we don’t do well
with being caged. And I definitely haven’t dealt with it very well.
If you’re a reader of my work you know I’m a huge proponent of individual freedoms, finding your
own answers, and not manipulating anyone into doing what you want them to do. So being locked up
and told what to do and having my freedoms stripped away – and then making it illegal for us to even
leave our own city (there are border checkpoints around the city) – goes against every fibre of my
being. I’ve essentially been having an existential-crisis.
Up until a few days ago, I was drinking a bottle of whiskey a day (minimum) in order to cope. Don’t
worry, I’m a few days sober now – I won’t drink for the next few months at a minimum. Life lost a
lot of its meaning, and my goals seemed worthless – like there was no point to anything. (The clinical
definition of depression).
I’d go to start writing an article, and then think, “Why? What’s the point?”
I’d go onto my forums, read other people’s threads and go to reply to them, and think, “Why? What’s
the point?”
I’d see my girlfriend and she’d want to have sex, and I’d think, “Why? What’s the point?”
I’d start watching a funny YouTube video to cheer myself up then turn it off halfway through,
thinking, “Why? What’s the point?”
It’d get to 2am in the morning, and know that I “should” go to bed so I don’t feel horrifically-tired the
next morning… but I’d think, “Why? What’s the point?”
The world became a little more grey and desaturated; like the life had been drained from my very
being. After all, when you’re locked up against your will, unable to travel even a few miles outside
your neighbourhood/suburb… Unable to go outside without a valid reason and without wearing a
mask… Unable to sit in a cafe or sit on a park bench or hang out with your friends… And then being
unable to leave this madness and get away from it even if you want to, aka literally being
imprisoned… what’s the point of anything? When you stop living, is there really any point being
here?
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Art by
my girlfriend: immydraws
It’s not all doom and gloom though. I’ve been depressed before; I know how to handle this. I
immediately ran to my go-to manual on depression, You Can’t Afford the Luxury of a Negative
Thought. It’s helped immensely. If you’re depressed, please read this book. I’ve also found solace
talking to my girlfriend and two of my friends – though we’re not allowed to congregate in groups of
more than 2 people (not even in each other’s homes), we do our best to communicate in whatever
way we can. They’ve been my rocks.
I’ve also found a hell of a lot of comfort – and inspiration – in a book a coaching client of mine
recommended to me: How I Found Freedom in an Unfree World. It’s like this guy has tapped into my
brain and written out all of my thoughts on freedom, on not letting other people affect you, on just
getting on with your mission and working on your goals, regardless of what’s going on in life.

I absolutely recommend grabbing this book. Doubly-so if you’re struggling with lockdowns right
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now. It’s a how-to manual on focusing on the things you can change and not stressing about the
things you can’t. I’m only halfway through the book but I suspect by the time I finish it, I’ll be
recommending it as highly as something like The Slight Edge.
The final thing that’s helped me has been giving myself a schedule. My girlfriend was the one who
came up with this suggestion. I’m not normally one to have much of a schedule when it comes to my
writing, instead preferring to write like crazy in bursts of creativity and passion. But a symptom of
depression is feeling like your days just blend into each other; like there’s no clear finish to each day.
One day blurs into the next and before you know it you’re laying on the couch staring at the wall,
wondering if it’s Monday or Wednesday or if it really even matters.
So I set a made myself a schedule; meticiulously planned down to the exact minute. I’ve allowed
myself plenty of free time in the evening, but everything until 4pm is set in stone. I’ve set alarms that
go off at each stage, to keep myself on track.
8am: Wake up. Have shower, listen to positive podcasts. DO NOT CHECK EMAILS (I have a bad
habit of answering emails/starting work on my website before I wake up up, and it feels miserable. I
need to allow myself to wake up properly first).
8.30am: Spend 15 minutes planning out what I’ll do today – the tasks I want to have done.
8.45am: Spend 15 minutes writing an article. Yes, it’s only 15 minutes – but as a writer my biggest
issue is procrastination. If I can have 15 minutes of writing done before 9am, the rest of my day is
always infinitely more productive.
9am: Spend 30 minutes answering emails and responding to people on my forums.
9.30am: Spend 1.5hrs marketing (this usually means replying to people on Reddit/other forums and
helping them/offering advice, as well as posting some of my articles and sharing them around the net.
Basically, building my brand).
11am: Lie on couch and write articles for an hour. (I do my best writing whilst lying on the couch).
12pm: 1hr break. I usually eat food, or go for a walk (though, less of that since lockdown), or chill
and read a book. Whatever I feel like doing.
1pm: 3 more hours of writing on the couch. I allow myself as many “mini-breaks” as I want where I
watch a funny YouTube video for 10 minutes, or listen to a podcast for a bit, etc. As long as writing
gets done, I’m happy.
4pm: Free time. (I’ve been spending this doing more writing, mostly – but I’m allowed to do
whatever I want).
10pm: Bedtime.
This schedule really has worked wonders at pulling me out of my funk and giving me something to
focus on. I’ve found myself caring about my goals again, and having a purpose when I wake up. Yes,
the outside world has gone batshit insane – but How I Found Freedom has helped with that. And this
schedule has absolutely kept me on track and reminded me to focus on myself and the things I can do
each day to make my life – and the world around me – better.
If you’re struggling with mental health/depression due to lockdown, or even just feel frustrated
by it all – try some of the things I’ve listed above. Especially the schedule – you have no idea how
much sticking to a regimented timetable gives you a sense of purpose; a reason for being. It’s dumb,
maybe it’s meaningless and arbitrary, maybe the times & tasks you put down don’t really mean
anything… but it still works. It works and that’s all that matters.
But most importantly of all, reach out – don’t be alone. Post a comment below and tell me how you
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feel, or better yet, join my forums and tell us how you’re feeling. There’s a shitload of guys on there
who’ll absolutely help you and will genuinely care about you and pick you up. They’re an amazing
set of guys. You aren’t supposed to tackle depression/mental health stuff alone, so come make a post
and you’ll feel at least a little better. I promise.
And I’ll leave you with a quote from one of the best articles I’ve read all year, “The Return of
Brutalism“:
“There is an answer to this rampant incivility. Don?t let governments and their egregious
mismanagement of this crisis wreck your integrity, your capacity for love, your belief in rights, your
aspirations for yourself and others. The only way to fight back against Brutalism is with freedom
and beauty, and that begins in your own life.“
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Discipline & Willpower Don’t Fucking Matter
July 22, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
I’ll share something with you that cracks me up: A lot of people seem to think I have a lot of
discipline and willpower.
I’ll let you in on a little secret:
I’m incredibly lazy. I fail at my daily habits multiple times a week. I cheat on my diet. I skip
going to the gym (for months at a time). I give in to my addictions all the time.
I’m anything but disciplined and strong-willed. I spend hours a day lazing around on the couch,
mindlessly watching stupid shit on Youtube. Give me a choice between doing what I should do, and
doing what I want to do, and I’ll almost always go with the thing I want to do.
I’ve always been poorly-disciplined. And you know what? It doesn’t matter. I’ve learned to be kind
to myself, to not beat myself up for it, to just accept my laziness and make the most of my life
anyway.
So how have I achieved any of my goals? How have I gotten laid so much, lost a tonne of weight,
published a 130,000 word Tinder guide, done a photo-a-day challenge without missing a day, started
this website, become a life coach, rack-pulled 200kg, blah blah blah?
Because even though I’m a lazy piece of shit sometimes (often), even though I lack willpower and
discipline sometimes (often), I still take tiny little baby steps forward each day.
There’s a reason I never shut up about the book, The Slight Edge. It is THE reason I’ve been able to
achieve 95% of my goals, without any willpower, and certainly without any discipline. As long as
you’re working on your goals a tiny bit each week, as long as you’re taking more steps forward than
backwards (even if those steps forward are pathetically small), you’ll eventually hit your goals.
Progress is measured over the long-term; it doesn’t matter how many lazy days you have, as long as
you also have some good ones thrown in there too.
The bad days don’t matter.
It really doesn’t matter how many fuckups you have, or how many times you cheat on your diet or
get lazy with your goals. It doesn’t matter how many times you fail, or embarass yourself, or pussy
out on a challenge. All that matters is you just never quit.
Seriously, I wish you could be me for just a day, so you could see how incredibly ill-disciplined I am.
Maybe one day I’ll set up my camera and do a time-lapse of my day so you can see how much of it is
spent lazing around on the couch, self-medicating, avoiding the things I know I “should” be doing. I
know it’s easy to look at my accomplishments and say, “I bet he’s a badass” – I’ve lost count of the
number of times people tell me they can’t do what I’ve done because “I’m not a badass like you,
Andy.”
Bullshit.
I’m the last person on Earth you’d ever call a badass (if you really knew me) and I do not want you to
use your “lack of discipline” or “lack of willpower” as an excuse not to achieve your own goals. You
can find your own success, if you’re willing to put aside the notions of willpower and discipline, and
instead focus on just taking baby steps each day and never ever quitting.
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There’s other things you can do too – I’ve spent years figuring out how to get myself – a very lazy
bastard – to actually work on his goals. I call these things my “cheats”. One cheat that’s helped is
bribing myself – and boy do I use this one all the damn time.
I bribe myself to go to the gym. “If I go to the gym today, I’m allowed to buy an expensive steak and
enjoy it.. but only if I actually go to the gym.”
I bribe myself to write articles like this one. “If I write an article, I’m allowed to then spend the rest
of the night watching mindless Youtube videos until I fall asleep.”
I bribe myself to do even basic tasks like doing the dishes or cleaning my house – I have to bribe
myself every single time I need to do chores. “If I start cleaning the house, I’m allowed to listen to
my favourite music or a podcast I’m really into.”
Steal this cheat from me – use it yourself. Bribing has been my go-to method for dealing with my
lack of willpower and my total unhinged laziness. Bribing yourself with nice rewards really does
make it a lot easier to do the things you don’t really want to do. It really is really damn effective –
you’re giving yourself a planned reward for completing tasks you don’t really want to do. Just make
sure you pick bribes that are healthy – don’t tell yourself, “If I go to the gym today, I get to inject
heroin into my arm!”
And on the flipside – be careful with berating yourself and yelling at yourself to work on your goals.
It definitely works for some people (if it does – great). But I’d caution against doing it too often; it
can very quickly develop into a pathology or devolve into self-hatred. Most guys who are into selfimprovement are already cunts to themselves sometimes; you might find a bit of love and kindness
works better at actually getting yourself to work on your goals.

You can also “cheat” by only working on one or two big goals at a time (it’s fine to also work on a
couple of small goals at the same time – as long as they’re very small goals). Prioritising just one or
two big goals makes it a hell of a lot easier to put in the consistent daily work – because you’ll simply
have more free time, more mental energy and more emotional energy to focus on those one or two
big tasks, rather than being stretched thin across a bunch of big goals.
Right now, as of April 2020, I’m prioritising writing for my site and working out at home. I’m
completely neglecting getting more lays – I’ve uninstalled Tinder for a while (I already have a
girlfriend and a couple of fuckbuddies). Because I’m going hardcore with writing and the gym and
nothing else, I don’t have to rely on willpower or discipline or forcing myself to tackle multiple giant
goals at once.
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At other points in my journey, I’ve focused solely on getting laid + going to the gym – and neglected
just about everything else. I put aside my career, my finances, my social life and a bunch of other
things, just so I could go hard with getting laid and improving my body. And again, that didn’t
require much willpower or discipline – because I only had to tackle a couple of things at a time. Slow
and steady won the race for me.
You can do the same – just pick one or two big goals you want to achieve, and make those your main
priority. If you have extra smaller goals to add on, just make sure they’re very easy to do and take
almost no effort – the idea is they shouldn’t be draining your willpower or discipline. Focus on the
one or two big goals, and you’ll find you don’t really need much willpower at all.
You can also “cheat” by making your habits so pathetically easy you can’t help but do them. If you
want to go to the gym, instead of saying, “I have to go to the gym and do my full workout”, you make
it so easy you can’t help but do it. “I only have to walk to the gym. As long as I step foot in the gym,
I’m successful. I’m literally allowed to walk into the gym and then immediately walk out – as long as
I go to the fucking gym.”
You’ll find by lowering your goal to “I’ll literally just step 1 foot into the gym”, you will always go
to the gym. That’s so pathetically small you will never skip it. On your absolute worst days – eg a
day where you have a really bad flu or something – you’ll drag your sorry ass to the gym, put one
foot inside, and then turn around and go home. Congrats! You were still successful – you stuck to
your goal.
I know that seems very weak – after all, how the hell does stepping 1 foot into the gym actually help
you get a killer body? Because it’s building a habit. If your absolute worst day is “I still went to the
gym” – isn’t that better than “I sat at home being lazy”? It means the millisecond you feel better,
you’ll go to the gym and crush your workout – because you’ve already built a habit of going to the
gym.
And you’ll find on many “bad” days, if you can just drag your butt to the gym, often you’ll get there
and think, “Ok, I didn’t want to come to this stupid gym but I’m here now. Maybe I’ll just do some
lazy bicep curls or something then go home.” You’ll start doing your curls and you’ll realise, “This
feels ok, actually. Maybe I’ll do a bit of bench pressing too.” You’ll do that, and before you know it,
you’ll end up “accidentally” doing most of your workout. You’ll go home, feeling like a fucking boss
– it started out as a shitty day, and you turned it into a pretty damn successful day – just because you
stepped foot in the gym.
If you didn’t have that pathetically-small goal of “I will just step 1 foot into the gym”, there’s no way
you would have gone to the gym. It would have taken too much willpower – willpower you didn’t
have, because you were having a shit day. Having a super easy, pathetically-small goal ensures you
will always be successful – even on your bad days.
This is the concept behind the book Mini Habits – you set such a tiny task that your success is
basically guaranteed each day. Over time you’ll build up a habit of always actually working on your
goals (even just a tiny bit – baby steps).
Focusing on the end goal is another good “cheat” – let yourself fantasise about your end
destination, what your life will look like when you get to your goal. If you’re trying to lose fat, and
you’re finding it hard to go to the gym, let yourself really obsess about what it’s going to be like
when you have the body you’ve always dreamt of.
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Get a big piece of paper out (or use your laptop) and write down exactly what your life will look like
when you hit your goal. In the case of going to the gym, let your mind go wild:
“When I get down to 10% bodyfat, I’ll finally have abs, which is something I’ve always wanted but
never thought was possible. I’ll feel so fucking proud of myself for finally looking elite; I’ll be able to
look at myself in the mirror and smile. I probably won’t even believe that’s me staring back; what a
feeling that’ll be.
And girls – oh the girls! They’ll be all over me, especially if I take some decent photos on Tinder.
Taking photos will be a million times easier – as my bodyfat goes down, it’ll take less and less effort
to shoot good photos. When I’m lean, I’ll have an amazing jawline, so I’ll literally just have to stand
there and I’ll naturally look good in every photo. I won’t have to go out and shoot 300 photos just to
get one decent one; I’ll be able to take 5 photos and look good in all of them.
I’ll get a million more matches on Tinder, and the girls will be a million times more receptive to me
and will meet up with me far more often. Some of them will even call me ‘sexy’ – like Andy said
started happening to him as he got lean. The girls that meet me will be far easier to bang, and they’ll
be way more into me during sex. Many of them will tell me how good my body looks, which will be
incredibly validating – I never ever dreamt I could have a girl tell me I have a good body. That’ll
seem so surreal and I’ll probably even cry with joy as soon as she leaves. [Andy’s note: Yes, I have
done this].
I’ll feel like I’m “allowed” to finally have all the wild sex I’ve always wanted. In my mind, ‘only
attractive guys get to have 3somes’, so now that I’m an attractive guy, I guess that means I’m
allowed to have 3somes and sex in public and have girls stick around for ages and really like me.
Holy cow. I’m allowed to be a player now.
People will be nicer to me in general (the halo effect), and I’ll get more looks on the street – I’ll feel
noticed. It’ll be easier for me to get promotions at work, because people will respect me more –
they’ll assume if I look this good, I must be worth something. I’ll find people wanting to be my friend
more. It’ll seem like the whole world is nicer to me now that I’m lean.
Best of all, I’ll have proof that I’m capable of doing something that’s pretty hard – I’ll have proof
I’ve achieved a big goal. And not just any goal – this will be a big goal that requires discipline, and
patience, and many months to achieve. I’ll know that if I’m able to achieve something big like this, I
can go on and achieve the next big goal, and the next, and the next. I’ll be showing myself proof I
can literally do anything. The sky’s the limit.
———–
Pretty god damn motivating, right? Focus on that every day, read it out loud to yourself in the
moments where you’re lacking motivation and lacking willpower. It might seem like I have a lot
of discipline and willpower, but really I’m just “cheating” a lot by focusing on my goals and
fantasising about how amazing it’ll be when I achieve them – especially in the moments where I
struggle to do the things I “should” be doing.
My friends who’ve achieved great things do the same – they obsess about the goals they want to
achieve, and how their life will look when they get there. Then they take tiny little baby steps each
day towards their goals; no willpower required.
When it comes to discipline with vices and addictions, I have no willpower there either. Put a bottle
of whiskey in my house and it’ll be gone 2 days later. Leave me at home alone and chances are I’ll
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waste half the day jerking off to porn. Tempt me with junk food and I’ll likely eat all of it, until I’m
6000 calories deep and bloated and gross and feeling utterly disgusted with myself.
So, cheat like I do – remove those vices so you’re not tempted. I never ever ever have alcohol in
my apartment; otherwise I’ll just drink it. If I’m going to a bar, I leave my wallet at home and just
drink water. I use a browser extension to block porn websites so I can’t visit them. I make sure
there’s never any junk food of any kind in my apartment – I haven’t had junk food in my cupboard
for the last 5 years.
It goes deeper – I know there’s certain things I couldn’t stop myself from doing (I have a very
addictive and obsessive personality, as two of my coaching clients have even pointed out). I’ll never
try any drugs that have even a hint of addictiveness to them. Alcohol was enough of a learning
experience for me (I held off having my first drink until I was 22, and when I started drinking, I
quickly became a drunk-every-day alcoholic).
I’m bad with eating too, especially when I’m on a diet. I have such little willpower I’ve literally
thrown food out so I won’t be tempted to eat it… Then gone through the bin and dug it out and eaten
it anyway. The way I stop this is by “ruining” the food – eg running it under the tap so it’s soaked and
wet, or breaking it into little bits and pouring salt all over it before I put it in the bin. That’s not
glamorous, but I’m human.
I’m really not kidding when I say I have zero discipline when it comes to my addictions, so I just
never put myself in a situation where I’d have to use willpower to control myself. You can steal my
“cheat” here too – get rid of all temptation. Maybe you struggle with food; get rid of it. Maybe you
play too many video games; uninstall them all. Maybe you watch too much Netflix – cancel your
account. Out of sight, out of mind.
You can have those vices back once you’ve achieved a few of your goals – after all, rewards are nice.
But if they’re hindering your progress right now and getting in the way of your success, remove
them.
I’ve discovered other “cheats” that help me – I struggle with writing for this site sometimes – and my
lack of willpower and discipline hasn’t helped. The way I’ve made it work is to not have a structured
or planned time in which I write. I just laze about on the couch (usually watching YouTube), and
when I feel like writing, I write. Yeah, that’s lazy – but it requires zero willpower and zero discipline.
And given I’ve written over 278,000 words for this site so far, I think it’s working for me.
The final “cheat” I’ve discovered is to outsource your motivation. I don’t have any discipline with
the gym – I’m a lazy bitch. So I pay an expensive powerlifting coach to keep me accountable and
force me to keep making progress. I’m not motivated so I literally hand him money to be motivated
for me. I get to be a lazy bastard, knowing that as long as I’m paying him, he will motivate me and
push me and force me to reach my goals.
If you’re struggling with your diet, pay someone to keep you accountable. If you’re struggling to
keep up a habit of hitting on girls, pay someone to keep you accountable. Stop relying on your own
fleeting/non-existent discipline, and just pay someone else to be your external-discipline.
Most of my coaching clients aren’t super disciplined, but it doesn’t matter. They’re doing what I do
with my strength coach; outsourcing their motivation to me. They pay me for weekly check-ins so I
can keep them accountable and push them if they’ve been lazy, and help them get back on track if
they’re in a rut. They know they sometimes struggle with discipline, so they pay me to be disciplined
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for them.
If this is something you want yourself – contact me. I’ll kick your ass into gear.
And finally, I’ve said this a million times – you can’t assume I have my shit together all the time, just
because I’ve achieved a few goals. I’m full of doubt, full of insecurities – that’s just part of being a
human. The only reason I appear to have my shit together is because my successes cover up my
failures; my highs distract from my lows. I’m also a very optimistic person who prefers to focus on
the good, rather than get bogged down in the bad; so most of what I show you is my successes.
The only way I’ve been able to achieve anything is by implementing all these little cheats, and
figuring out ways to bypass discipline and willpower. Yes, I’ve actively avoid discipline and
willpower – I run from them. I’m a lazy bastard, but I’m also a cunning one ?
You can do the same. Steal all of my cheats, and trick yourself into looking like a disciplined person.
You can be a complete fucking trainwreck and still achieve great things. Being a bit of a loser
doesn’t exclude you from being a winner.
Go out there and fucking win.
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How I Beat My Approach Anxiety (Fear of Hitting on Girls)
July 23, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Before 2015, I’d only ever hit on one girl in public in my entire life – a cute girl I danced with while
drunk at a club when I was 22. We ended up hooking up and having a lot of fun together, and even
though it felt like pure luck, there was a small part of me that felt kinda fucking baller for making
something happen. This was a girl who’d never met me before, who before that night had no idea I
even existed – and she was cute as hell, too. I made all the moves, I took the lead (even though I
needed a lot of that liquid courage to do so). Man, “cold approach” is fun.
And then 6 years went by without me ever hitting on a single other girl. I tried – oh how I tried. I
watched hundreds (thousands?) of “pickup artist” videos on YouTube, blown away by their
confidence and charisma (though I can see now how a lot of them are scammers). I got into “social
experiment” videos too; videos where guys would walk up to random girls and say funny/weird/cute
things to them, completely unafraid of negative reactions. These were men, I decided, and I wanted to
be a man too.
I tried to emulate these gods of pickup, these smooth-talking casanovas… but I “couldn’t”. I went out
and tried – for weeks and weeks and weeks – and all I could do was walk past 10,000 girls without
stopping a single one of them. I knew exactly what I wanted to say, I knew exactly how it would go –
after all, I’d seen thousands of videos at that point. But there’s a stark difference between watching a
video and doing it in the real world; there’s a bitch of a thing we call, “approach anxiety”.
And no matter how hard I tried, no matter how many days I went out, I couldn’t get over it. “What if
someone sees me?”
“What if she has a boyfriend?”
“What if she calls me a creep?”
“What if I forget my line?”
“What if I get arrested for harassment?”
“What if….?”
These worries became a huge stumbling block, holding me back, driving me mad, as I walked around
the streets for hours and hours and hours a day, stuck in my head. And the longer I kept pussying out,
the more I beat myself up, torturing myself with the worst self-talk imaginable. “You’re a pathetic
piece of shit. Why can’t you just hit on a girl? It’s not even that hard, you’re so disgusting, just do it
you fucking loser.”
But I couldn’t.
I knew there were solutions – I’d heard about an Approach Anxiety Program on GLL. But I wasn’t
ready to admit defeat – I wasn’t ready to ask for help. I felt like doing the approach anxiety program
was akin to quitting; like I would be admitting I wasn’t man enough to fix this by myself. I think I
even knew at the time it was pure ego.
And then one day, I had a moment. A choice. I was at a park, with a cute girl sitting on the grass,
shoes off, clearly there to stay for a while. She was reading a textbook of some kind, her long brown
hair billowing in the wind. She looked up at me and smiled… And I chickened out and walked past
her.
I went and sat on a bench about 50m from her, contemplating my next move. I knew this was my “do
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or die” moment – everything was perfect. She was there just reading a book; she wasn’t in a rush.
Nobody else was around. She was cute as hell; young, 20-ish, obviously a university student. The
moment was oh-so-perfect, and yet I was oh-so-terrified.
I got up… and felt myself walking away from her, fear overcoming me. I walked to the edge of a
lookout area, looking down at the parklands below. I must have stood there for 20 minutes or so,
stuck in my head, knowing this was my moment to actually grow a pair of balls and do it. I knew it
had to be now; it had to be this girl. There’d be no moment more perfect than this, and if I couldn’t
do it now, maybe I wasn’t supposed to hit on girls.
I pulled out my phone, texted my mate, and told him, “There’s a cute girl here in a park I’m at. If I
don’t go over and talk to her, I have to sign up for the Approach Anxiety Program and admit I need
help.” I put my phone away, turned, and saw her still sitting there.
I don’t know what made me walk towards her. Something inside me knew I couldn’t pussy out; not
this time. I’d pussied out hundreds (thousands, really) of times in the last few months. No more. I
started marching towards her, one foot after the other, mentally-rehearsing all the lines in my head
from the thousands of YouTube videos I’d watched. Before I was ready, there she was, looking up at
me and smiling, with a soft, “Hi” breaking me from my thoughts.
Instinct kicked in, and I channeled my inner-YouTuber. “Hey, you’re cute. What are you reading?”
I can’t remember much of the conversation – only that she was incredibly sweet, incredibly beautiful,
and incredibly nice to me. After a few minutes I nervously asked for her number, and she said she
had a boyfriend. Never fear, I’d prepared for that – my YouTube training came in handy.
“Oh you have a boyfriend? Well I have a goldfish.”
She looked at me, puzzled. “Huh?”
I smiled the biggest smile I could muster and said, “Oh. I thought we were talking about shit that
doesn’t matter.”
She laughed, I politely said goodbye and told her to enjoy her day, and I wandered off. I had done it.
I didn’t feel victorious, though. I went and sat down on a bench, trembling with adrenaline, barely
able to type a message out to my mate. “I did it. But I can never do that again. I can’t go through that
again. I need to do the approach anxiety program.” I knew I needed a bit of help.

Taking the Help
That very same day, I started the (free) Approach Anxiety Program on Good Looking Loser to beat
my approach anxiety. It’s an intensive 6-week program that starts you out super gentle – you literally
just have to walk up to girls and say, “Hey, do you have the time?” From there, the program gently
and slowly ramps up to asking for directions, then asking for restaurant recommendations, then a
bunch of other stuff, before you finally start directly telling girls they’re cute (in the 6th week). It’s a
very gradual increase in difficulty, giving you plenty of exposure therapy and holding your hand the
entire time.
I signed up, started a journal on the forums there (you can use my forums for the same purpose now),
and got stuck in.
Well, I should say I tried to get stuck in. I struggled with the first day of the drills, where all you have
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to do is ask girls for the time. I tried and failed like 15 times before I could finally ask 1 girl. But I did
it, and ended up making my way through the entire program and went on to hit on girls and get laid.
So if a complete trainwreck like me can do it, you sure as hell can too.
Below, I’ll be copy-pasting the journal entries I made during the process, so you can follow along and
see how I progressed. I suggest you check out the full log I kept during the program. There’s a
hell of a lot more I wrote that I’m cutting out; not to mention you’ll get to see other people’s
responses to my posts, see how people picked me up when I was down, etc. The full log:
Andy kills his inner loser (AA VLOG)
I went all-in and completed the entire program in ~3 months; I gave it everything I had. You can
definitely complete the program in a similar timeframe if you push yourself. But even if it takes you 6
months, that’ll be the most productive 6 months of your life. Being able to walk up to any girl and hit
on her is a skill every man should have… but barely any do. You’ll be a top 1% dude by default.
I’m just going to copy-paste the notes from my log as-is, with no editing whatsoever. Bare in mind
this is from way back in 2015 when my mindset on women, dating, honesty, etc was very different –
for all the reasons I’ve explained in You and Me. In a lot of these posts I sound like a raging dickhead
who hated women; at the time I was pretty damn bitter and angry at the world. I use words like
“bitches” and “sluts” – stuff that makes me cringe now. So keep that in mind if a lot of the stuff
below doesn’t sound like “me”. I also complain a lot about online dating – which is hilarious, given
how much I love it now.
And I’ll make it damn clear – I in no way endorse the atitudes I used to hold. I realise I’m putting
myself out there a lot by including the below logs in their completely unedited rawness. But my past
is an important part of who I’ve become now, so there’s no point pretending it doesn’t exist. Part of
being a human being is growing and developing and (hopefully) becoming a better and less-dickish
person over time.
Use the rest of this article as an example of how far I’ve come – I went from “All girls are sluts
and bitches” to endorsing honesty, ethics, keeping women on your team and being empathetic to
them. You know, treating them like people.
It starts from Day 2 – because Day 1 was just me signing up for the program.
The journal entries that start with “Day ___” are referring to that particular day of the Approach
Anxiety Program. I also include extra entries that weren’t part of the approach anxiety program – just
random days where I posted on the forums about other things like getting laid, my progress in the
gym, etc.
EDIT April 2021: Here’s a couple guys who’ve also finished the program recently – I’ll link to their
full logs so you can see their entire journey.
Manganiello’s log
Toast’s log
EDIT March 2021: A question I get asked quite a lot is, “The AA Program takes a LOT of hard
work. Is it worth it?” It was for me, and pretty much everyone else who finishes the program. Here’s
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what one of the guys in The Winners Club had to say about it:

Now, on to my own journal I kept whilst doing the program:
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Taking the Help
Day 2 (04 Sep 2015)
Day 3 (05 Sep 2015)
Day 4 (06 Sep 2015)
Day 5 (07 Sep 2015)
Day 6 (08 Sep 2015)
Day 7 (09 Sep 2015)
Day 8 (10 Sep 2015)
Day 9 (10 Sep 2015)
Day 10 (11 Sep 2015)
Day 11 (12 Sep 2015)
Day 12 (13 Sep 2015)
Day 13a (14 Sep 2015)
Day 13b (15 Sep 2015)
Day 14 (15 Sep 2015)
Day 15 (16 Sep 2015)
Day 16 (18 Sep 2015)
Day 17 (19 Sep 2015)
Day 18, Day 19 (21 Sep 2015)
Day 20 (24 Sep 2015)
Day 21 (25 Sep 2015)
Random Notes (26 Sep 2015)
Random Notes (27 Sep 2015)
Random Notes (28 Sep 2015)
Day 22, Day 23, Day 24 (29 Sep 2015)
Day 25 (30 Sep 2015)
Day 26, Day 27, Day 28, Day 29 (30 Sep 2015)
Day 30 (01 Oct 2015)
Random Notes (02 Oct 2015)
Day 31 (02 Oct 2015)
Random Notes (04 Oct 2015)
Day 33 (06 Oct 2015)
Day 33 (08 Oct 2015)
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69.
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Random Notes (08 Oct 2015)
Random Notes (09 Oct 2015)
Day 34, Day 35 (08 Oct 2015)
Random Notes (12 Oct 2015)
Random Notes (15 Oct 2015)
Random Notes (16 Oct 2015)
Random Notes (17 Oct 2015)
Day 36 (17 Oct 2015)
Day 37 (18 Oct 2015)
Random Notes (18 Oct 2015)
Random Notes (19 Oct 2015)
Random Notes (21 Oct 2015)
Day 38 (19 Oct 2015)
Random Notes (22 Oct 2015)
Random Notes (24 Oct 2015)
Day 39, Day 40(a) (27 Oct 2015)
Random Notes (24 Oct 2015)
Random Notes (29 Oct 2015)
Day 40(b), Day 40(c) (29 Oct 2015)
Day 40(d), Day 41 (30 Oct 2015)
Random Notes (31 Oct 2015)
Day 42 (04 Nov 2015)
Day 43 (05 Nov 2015)
Random Notes (07 Nov 2015)
Random Notes (08 Nov 2015)
Day 44(a) (12 Nov 2015)
Day 45 (14 Nov 2015)
Random Notes (15 Nov 2015)
Random Notes (19 Nov 2015)
Random Notes (24 Nov 2015)
Day 46(a) (26 Nov 2015)
Day 46(b) (27 Nov 2015)
I Stopped The Program at Day 46 and Took a 5-Month Break
First Cold Approach (18 May 2016)
Random Notes (20 May 2016)
First Number from Cold Approach (27 May 2016)
Random Notes (30 May 2016)
Random Notes (22 Jun 2016)
Random Notes (24 Jun 2016)
Random Notes (27 Jun 2016)
Random Notes (01 Jul 2016)
Random Notes (06 Jul 2016)
Random Notes (07 Jul 2016)
Random Notes (08 Jul 2016)
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79.
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87.

Random Notes (09 Jul 2016)
Random Notes (11 Jul 2016)
Random Notes (12 Jul 2016)
Random Notes (14 Jul 2016)
Random Notes (15 Jul 2016)
First Date from Cold Approach (16 Jul 2016)
First Lay from Cold Approach (27 Jul 2016)
And the Rest is History…
I’ll Say it Again – I was a Dick.
The Takeaway

Day 2 (04 Sep 2015)
Current Week: Week 1 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
Hey all. I wrote an intro about myself here:
www.goodlookingloser.com/forums/introduc…s/132367-yo-i-m-andy
(Forgive the shitty video quality, it’s night time here and my camera doesn’t work well in low light.)
Summary:
– I’m Andy, 28, Australia. Have never cold approached EVER in my life until one I did a couple of
days ago that went semi-ok. But I couldn’t force myself to do any more after that.
– I can get laid decently ok from online game/social circles, but I fucking hate both of those avenues
and want to be a fucking MAN who can walk up to a chick and hit on her.
– Tried the “asking girls for the time” thing just as a test. I kept making excuses for each chick,
“Can’t ask her she’s on the phone. Oh that chick is with her boyfriend I can’t ask her. Those chicks
are talking, it’d be rude to interrupt.”
– I realised these excuses were fucking bullshit… and I’ve been making these excuses MY WHOLE
LIFE. It’s the reason I’ve never hit on any chicks.
– I FORCED myself to just ask for the time and it got fucking insanely easy. Did like 15 in a row in
the space of like 10 minutes, some people even saw me ask multiple people but I didn’t really care
– Something I didn’t mention in the vid: I had to GIVE MYSELF PERMISSION TO
INCONVENIENCE PEOPLE. Yes, it might be “rude” to interrupt someone who’s on the phone.
So fucking what. I have the right to be rude/inconvenience them.
– I’m fucking ready to do this AA program. I’m terrified beyond belief, but: “If it’s worth having, it’s
worth fighting for.”

Day 3 (05 Sep 2015)
Current Week: Week 1 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
Signed up for POF account.
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Summary:
– I hate online dating. But I know there’s a lot of benefits while doing the AA program so I’ll shut
my mouth and do what I’m told. YOUR JOB IS TO EXECUTE THE PLAN.
– I have 2 fuckbuddies (maybe 3, we’ll see) at the moment. That makes me want to not put effort into
the online dating, but I DO NOT want to get complacent just because I have reliable pussy at the
moment. Comfort is death. Chris did a post on
this: www.goodlookingloser.com/entry/get-laid/…-the-undersexed-male
– Messaged about 30 chicks, I’m being picky and only messaging hot girls between 18-24yo. A
couple wrote back. I’m gonna focus mostly on the AA drills and probably won’t do much with the
dating profile unless I’m bored one night or something. My main focus is to kill my AA so I don’t
have to do online dating in the future.
– A little nervous for tomorrow (starting the drills). The drill itself is easy; I’m just nervous about
taking that first step out of my comfort zone.

Day 4 (06 Sep 2015)
Current Week: Week 1 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
Asking girls for time
Summary:
– Did it in about 5 or 10 minutes, asked about 10-12 girls + 3 guys (just because I could).
– Bad Idea Bear was talking about how a girl told him he’s weird for doing this, and it threw him off
a little. I intentionally wore my watch, and rolled my sleeve up to make it REALLY obvious, while
asking everyone for the time. Just to look like a really big fucking weirdo.
– Good mindset to have while doing this: “Your mission is not to think. Your mission is to DO.”
– As Chris said in Day 2’s Audio: “Your job is to execute the plan”.
– So shut your mouth, and do as you’re fucking told. Do the drill. Don’t think about it, JUST DO IT.
“I HAVE NO CHOICE”

Day 5 (07 Sep 2015)
Current Week: Week 1 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
Summary:
– Asked 5 chicks for time. Made it “weirder” to give myself a challenge – I wore my watch and
pretended I left my glasses at home and couldn’t read. Completed in about 20mins (not many women
around).
– For the “asking 5 chicks for time, more quickly”: Chris said a guy on the forum “JoeKnowsPussy”
did it in 2 mins. I wanted to beat that. Stood outside a university and did it. Video (and description)
below.
– Afterwards was so pumped, had SO MUCH SOCIAL MOMENTUM. I think people can tell, your
body language is different and you have a different “vibe”. A random stranger stopped me to talk to
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me about my necklace. People smile at me more, and I started saying “Good morning” to absolutely
every person I walked past (I live in a huge city so nobody ever does this).
– Shout out to Bad Idea Bear at the end of my video, you’re inspiring me man, keep killing your AA.
Timed Challenge:
I tried to make it a little more weird and out of my comfort zone by pretending I didn’t have my
glasses and couldn’t read my own watch.
00:20 -> 2:09 is the time from when I finished the intro -> got the last girl to tell me the time. So
that’s 1min49seconds. BUT LOL I spent the first 43 seconds walking – there were no chicks around!
So if we cut out the walking time it’s actually only 1min 6seconds. But I think the walking time
should be included, I mean I could have sprinted in that time, I was lazy and chose to walk.
So official time is: 1min 49seconds.
Terrible video quality lol. I had to hold the phone in my hand so it wasn’t so obvious I was recording.
Chicks 2 and 3 were walking barely 3 metres from each other and definitely saw me ask both of
them. Same with chick 4. She was REALLY fucking hot, like 9 or 10, and had this big buff guy next
to her. She was funny, she couldn’t read my watch “Sorry, I’m really not good at that”. Lol retard.
She pulled her phone out to give me the time. Chick 5 I fucking jogged to get to her lol.
HOLY FUCKING SHIT THIS WAS SO MUCH FUN. I was SO nervous before I started. But when I
finished I felt like I could smash through anything. And you can’t tell from the vid, but chicks 4 and 5
were REALLY hot. Like 8, 9 or 10 kinda hot. And they smiled and were NICE to me. I have
seriously never talked to chicks that hot in my life, other than if I absolutely have to (like in a
workplace or something).
Especially the last chick, and she had this cute American accent. I was so close to saying “Wow, your
accent is so cute” but remembered I was supposed to be doing a timed challenge. But on that note – I
had to STOP myself from saying “Your accent is cute”. I was about to say it AUTOMATICALLY.
The words were about to fall out of my mouth until I stopped myself. I’m starting to realise that
hitting on girls is NATURAL, but we’ve all been conditioned to think it’s weird. It’s “against the
rules”. Yet it’s the most normal, natural thing in the entire world. My body urges me to do it, I’m
compelled to look at hot chicks and find them attractive and say hi to them and try to fuck them.
It’s not weird to hit on chicks.
It’s weird NOT to.

Day 6 (08 Sep 2015)
Current Week: Week 1 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
Hey sluts, today was day 6. Asking for time + directions + “have you been there”?
Summary:
– Pretty obvious from this video (I’m laying down) I still have more weight to lose. Been following
Chris’ “no carb” eating plan, lifting heavy 3x per week. FATTY.
– Made the drills “harder” by asking EVERY one of the 15 women for the time + directions + have
you been there (you’re only supposed to do that to 5 of them).
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– Wore my watch again too, though unlike yesterday it was covered by my jacket. Still makes me
feel like a secret badass
– Not many women this time of morning (everyone’s at work) so even though I did it to EVERY
woman I could find (even old women/groups of women/girls with their boyfriends) it still took me
about an hour and a half to get to 15. Felt like such a grind. But it was a good chance to practice
“Shut my mouth and do as I’m told”. My job is not to think, my job is to DO.
– Because I couldn’t find many women, I started getting REALLY HAPPY as soon as I saw a
woman, to the point I’d cross the street to talk to her. This is fantastic – I want to be this happy to see
hot girls to the point I cross the street to hit on them.
– Had 1 bad reaction which threw me a little. One woman freaked out when I asked for time, acted
like I was a monster. Instead of feeling self-conscious I got angry that she was so fucking weird and
yelled at her as she walked away. Felt better. She’s a fucking weirdo.
– Had a couple of great reactions and conversations which I talk about in the vid
– Watch the to VERY END of the video, in the last few seconds I share an inspirational message
to all of you

Day 7 (09 Sep 2015)
Current Week: Week 1 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
Asking girls for time + directions + have you been there.
Feeling lazy today so I’ll skip the VLOG and just type.
Last night did day 7 drill. I’ve noticed the more I do these drills, and the more I talk to people…
People are starting to randomly talk to ME. I’ve had random strangers ask me for directions. This old
guy came up to me and asked me if I knew what time a certain office opened. I smiled at these two
guys in the city, and they stopped, turned around and asked me if I knew any good restaurants to eat
at (they were American tourists). I really must be giving off a different “vibe”, strangers didn’t really
talk to me much before.
I guess I never really gave anyone eye contact before. I never looked into people’s eyes. Now I do it
to 100% of strangers I walk past. I’ve noticed girls looking at me more on the train too. I don’t know
if they’re “checking me out” but the eye contact is nice and it’s always cute when they shyly look
away.
So the drills: I was on my way to a restaurant in the city centre, so I completed all the drills on the
way there. I did a few of them at the train station at peak hour (5.30pm) and I think that was a
mistake. Everyone was in a rush, they’re all dressed in suits, and they’re probably the worst people to
do this on – most of them look super depressed and probably work jobs they hate so they’re not in a
good mood. 3 girls in a row completely ignored me/were rude. Not gonna lie, it threw me a bit. It
really shook my confidence.
Started having neurotic thoughts like “Maybe I’m ugly. Maybe I’m fat. Maybe I’m a fucking weirdo
asking people for the time, why am I even doing this? Why did those 3 chicks in a row act like
bitches to me, it must be me.” Part of me didn’t want to complete the drills but I told myself I didn’t
have a choice and I had to persevere.
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I forced myself to complete the drills and I was glad I did. One old lady was really sweet and really
happy when I asked the “have you been there?” question. And this cute Indian chick was smiling so
much right from the moment I said “Hey excuse me”. A couple more people kinda walked away as I
was asking, so I followed them and walked with them like a weirdo while they answered my
questions. I think that’s a strategy I’ll use more – if they don’t stop, I’ll just run after them until they
give me what I want (answers to my questions). One group of girls + guys, I asked the girl for the
time but she kept walking so I called, “Don’t walk away.” She stopped, came back and said sorry
then gave me the time. I’ve noticed strangers usually comply when you tell them what to do. Good
example of this:

Day 8 (10 Sep 2015)
Current Week: Week 2 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
Extra stuff not in the video:
Last night one of my fuckbuddies came over. She’s a solid 8, does amateur modelling, cute little thin
asian 18 year old. Very loyal fuckbuddy, been at it for about 5 months, comes over once a week
whenever I text her. The sex is insane, we go at it for hours and she screams the house down.
Having a hot fuckbuddy makes this AA program SO much easier. Whenever my confidence gets
knocked a bit from a “weird” reaction, I think “I can’t be that much of a loser. I have a hot fuckbuddy
who can’t get enough. There must be other women out there who’ll be into me too.”
Still doing POF but I fucking hate it, I’m dragging my heels. Bitches on there are so entitled, and not
that hot. Got 1 number so far, some day this week I’ll message a bunch more girls when I can be
bothered.
I’m definitely giving out a different vibe now when I’m walking around. So many people talking to
me. In the space of 30minutes this morning, all this happened: 1 stranger asked ME for the time. One
guy asked for directions. One girl asked for directions. Two guys asked about the necklace I’m
wearing, where I got it, then he shows me his gold necklace, we banter for a bit. WAY more girls are
smiling at me as I walk past, like maybe 30 in the space of 30mins.
Strangers NEVER used to ask me for directions/time/comment on my clothes. And I mean NEVER –
I’d go weeks with nobody talking to me in public. I’m not sure if my vibe is different – I’m definitely
smiling more and walking more upright like I’m on top of the world. My style is better than it used to
be too. But it must be the vibe. Something in my body language is saying to people “Hey I won’t bite
your head off if you ask me for directions, so feel free!” I think I used to be angry/depressed when
walking around, without even realising it. My body language was definitely more closed off.
I know we’re not supposed to focus on the reactions – we’re meant to just do the drills. But it gives
you such incredible social momentum when you have these cute little “moments” with girls. And not
just girls – I’m talking to more men too. I feel like I’m reconnecting with the world. I wonder how I
went 28 years without doing something like this. How did I go all those years without talking to
strangers? What the fuck?
The weird thing is I have an example of someone who talks to EVERY random stranger – my
grandfather. All his life he has made jokes, flirted with cute girls (favourite line he always uses: “You
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know darling, if I was 50 years younger…. I’d still be too old for you”.) He’ll stop random strangers
in the street to ask them stuff, or comment on what they’re wearing, or tease them. He acts like the
entire world is HIS playground, and he can do whatever he wants. Most people love him for it.
He also gets a lot of negative reactions, lots of people who just don’t get his jokes and who look at
him as if he’s a freak. All my life I cringed when that happened, and I wished he would stop joking
around and just be normal. I got embarrassed to be around him in public. My whole family gets
embarrassed by him, but have all learned to live with it. And he always acted like he didn’t even
notice the awkwardness of the “rejection”. I always assumed he was fucking stupid or something –
how the fuck could he not tell that he’d just made it awkward for that poor stranger? Is he socially
retarded? Can’t he see the tension in the air? Is he a fucking idiot?
It took me way too long to realise yeah, he can see the tension. He knows he just embarrassed that
random stranger. He is 100% aware they think he’s a fucking freak who should sit at home all day
instead of going out and bothering strangers with his stupid jokes. He knows that person didn’t find
his joke funny, and they think he’s the creepiest motherfucker ever – ESPECIALLY because he’s
old.
So yeah. He knows he’s getting rejected.
He just doesn’t care.

Day 9 (10 Sep 2015)
Current Week: Week 2 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
(I did this set of drills on the same day as “Day 8” – hence they both have the same date, 10th
September 2015).
Asking for time + Ever been to [restaurant] + Do you like it?
Summary:
– Had one chick COMPLETELY go out of her way to ignore me. I went full retard and chased after
this bitch, yelling at her and demanding an answer until she gave it to me.
– Rest went ok. Few bad reactions, few good ones, just like normal
– I’m getting used to the bad reactions. I don’t fear them any more. I know they’ll happen and I’m
learning to accept them and move on to the next girl
– Sitting on train next to an attractive woman, approach anxiety came up. My mind started inventing
reasons why I couldn’t do the drill on her. I forced myself to do it and I’m so glad I did. No more
excuses. Just do the drill.

Day 10 (11 Sep 2015)
Current Week: Week 2 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
Im in the city about to meet a mate so I just typed this instead of vlog.
Did the drill, took about an hour and 15, not many women around.
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Everyone was really friendly and easy to approach. Best drill ive done. I think i was more calm than
usual. And ive started “planting” myself which seems to work. So ill say “excuse me” and stop, and
wait for them to come to me. Then wait til they say “hey whats up?” before i ask for time.
I think i was rushing it too much before. And i think i was being “awkward” without realising it. I
know the point is to just do the drill and not worry about being smooth or getting good reactions. But
its worth pointing out with nothing but doing the drills over and over, you naturally get better and
drills become easier and youre less nervous.
I tried to focus mostly on hot chicks tonight. All of them were super nice and helpful.
Walked past this really hot chick. She looked at me and we held eye contact for about 5 seconds, both
of us smiling. I was kinda mesmerised, i should have done the drill but my brain stopped working lol.
I should have turned around and run after her. In future i wont make that mistake again – i will turn
around and rum after a chick i want to talk to.
Only one kinda weird reaction, nothing major. Asked one woman for time + where’s the cinema +
seen anything good lately. We were walking together and actually made some convo and seemed to
be vibing. Eventually i say ‘hey im going this way but whats your name?” and i put my hand out to
shake hers. She makes this face and gets creeped out says “uhhhh….. Why do you need to know my
name?” me: “so i can shake your hand and say thankyou” she: “thats ok” and walks off.
What a weirdo. And maybe this is confirmation bias, but she was 30-something. And average
looking. All the weird reactions ive had have been around that age.
Im gonna focus only on hot chicks in the future. If im going to get blown out, i at least want it to be
by a hotty. Not some average bitch
PS.
Lol i needed to know the time. I went to pull out my phone and then thought “Wait a minute….”
turned to the cute brunette next to me and asked for time.
Its literally easier to ask a stranger for the time than it is to pull my phone out.
This cute girl was talking loudly on the phone she’s like “Im getting so mad… Im going to regret it
on monday but im just so fucking mad”. Sounds funny when a cute girl swears so i looked at her and
smiled. She got embarrassed and says “Oh im so sorry”. I smile and say “Nah, that’s alright cunt”.
HER FACE WAS PRICELESS.

Day 11 (12 Sep 2015)
Current Week: Week 2 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
Ask for time + know anywhere that sells phones + what kind of phone do you have + do you like it
Summary:
– Did it at a shopping centre (mall). Went really well
– Not a single bad reaction. Im getting more good reactions lately. I put it down to a few things:
1. Im “planting” myself. So if a chick is walking towards me, I say “excuse me” to get her
attention. Then I stop and stand still (before, I would keep walking until we were standing next
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to each other). By standing still, I make come to me which seems to stop them being in a rush
and they stick around and let me finish all my questions. Highly recommended.
2. I’m talking slower. Much slower, like I’m more relaxed and have all the time in the world to
talk. Before I was rushing just to get the drill done, I was firing off the questions one after
another like a drill sergeant. Now I’m slowing down which seems to make them slow down
too.
3. Im also smiling more because I’m having fun now and I’m not so nervous. I’m making little
jokes/comments and stuff without even meaning too. I’m just naturally more relaxed, which is
a product of doing this so many times over and over and over again. So the conversation is
more relaxed.
– One chick who I did the drill on later saw me do it on another chick. She smiled, and I said to her “I
still can’t find a phone store!” She laughed.
– On the last chick i went into the samsung store and asked for directions to the apple store and told
her I hate samsung. Lol.
– Hot chicks are really friendly, 90% of the time. Can’t believe I used to be scared of them.

Day 12 (13 Sep 2015)
Current Week: Week 2 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
TODAY YOU HAVE TO WALK AROUND ACTING LIKE A BETA!
(Ask for time + know anywhere that sells romantic candles + i’m planning a romantic candlelit
dinner for my girlfriend + i’m the sweetest guy ever).
Summary:
– GIRLS ARE GAY. Lol. Every one I talked to just went “awwwwwwwwwwwwwwww” and turned
into a mushy pile of mush. So gay. But utterly hilarious. This drill was really, really, really fun.
– Did it in a really boutique mall, all the girls were divas, which was cool. Lots of 9’s and 10’s to
practice on, and they were all super nice and friendly right from the start.
– 100% good reactions. Conversations are flowing SO MUCH EASIER now. And it’s 100% down to
me; I’m more relaxed, I’m talking slower, my face isn’t tense anymore (when I first started the AA
program I was so tense and nervous), I’m not in a rush, I’m “outcome independent” as in I truly don’t
care if they give me a bad reaction or a good one. (But I do like the good ones of course). All of that
seems to make the girls relaxed in my presence too.
– This new “skill” of asking people for directions and shit is really helpful. I was in a new area today
and I stopped a couple of strangers to ask if they knew where the closest fish and chips place was,
and also asked where a bank was. It’s kinda more “fun” than pulling out your phone to look it up.
– After the drill, I went to a soap making class, made some awesome fucking soaps, was heaps of fun.
I attached a pic, check that shit out:
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Day 13a (14 Sep 2015)
Current Week: Week 2 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
Ask for time + know anywhere that sells nice win + i got a promotion + what wine do you
recommend
Summary:
– Didn’t feel like doing the drills. Forced myself to do it, I told myself “All I have to do is ask ONE
girl, and then I can come home”. That motivated me to leave the house.
– I talked to 4 girls. Will finish the rest tomorrow
– Had great reactions. Especially the last chick she walked me all the way to the liquor store! Holy
crap. And was over the moon excited when I said “I got a promotion”. I wanted to ask for her number
she was pretty darn hot too.
– Have been so slack with Plenty of Fish. I’ve only messaged about 50-100 chicks in total in the last
2 weeks. Got 4 numbers and a possible date set up on friday, we’ll see how it goes.

Day 13b (15 Sep 2015)
Current Week: Week 2 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
Ask for time + know anywhere that sells nice wine + i’m celebrating [insert stupid reason here] +
what type of wine do you recommend.
I gave myself a challenge by telling girls I was celebrating really crazy stuff lol.
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Summary:
– Gave myself a challenge by telling girls I was celebrating “my girlfriend’s pregnancy test came
back negative and I’m celebrating”, “My STD test came back negative and I’m celebrating”, “I just
broke up with my girlfriend so I’m celebrating”.
– It was fun, all the girls laughed.
– Problem was I was really nervous and scared as to what sort of reactions I would get, so I took
WAY too long to do all the girls. Kept skipping girls and making excuses. Took about 2 hours in total
(should have been able to do it in 30 minutes)

Day 14 (15 Sep 2015)
Current Week: Week 2 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
High five 10 girls. Then high five 10 more, but quicker.
Summary:
– THIS WAS THE BEST FUCKING DAY SO FAR HOLY SHIT I LOVED IT. SO MUCH FUN.
– First round did 10 chicks in about 20 mins. Second time did it in about 15 mins.
– Roughly 50% of girls gave me a high-five. The ones who didn’t were usually confused or just
weird. I no longer take these “rejections” to heart; instead, now I’m thinking “Ok, I’ve just screened
you out because you didn’t want to high-five me. Now I know you’re uncool and I shouldn’t waste
my time on you.” I’m starting to feel this “outcome independence” shit. I won’t lie, it still affects me
a TINY bit when I get rejected, but it’s more like an afterthought, “that sucked. Ok, here comes the
next girl!”
– ASIAN CHICKS WERE THE BEST! All of them laughed and gave me a high five. Two girls in
particular giggled SO MUCH and then when I walked away, I turned back and they were still
giggling and they waved at me. So fucking cute.
– Another 2 chicks at the train station, I high-fived one and her friend giggled, so I turned to the
friend and said “Aww you feel left out? YOU GET A HIGH FIVE TOO!” lol.
– Didn’t mention in the vid but one girl when I went to high five she was a little confused, she
laughed nervously and was like “I don’t even know you though?” I said “YOU HAVE TO HIGH
FIVE ME!” I practically screamed it with excitement. She was like “uhhhhh”. I said “You have to! It
is literally against the law for you to leave me hanging, you have to high five me.” SHE DID NOT
HIGH FIVE ME. I REPEAT, THE BITCH DID NOT GIVE ME A HIGH FIVE.
– I can’t even begin to tell you how much fun this was. Chris, if you read this, I love you. You’ve
changed my life, and it’s only been 14 days. Holy shit.
Online dating:
– Plenty of Fish is going really well now. Got 4 dates this week (I’m doing 2 on wed night, 2 on fri),
plus another 2 who are busy but might meet up next week. I’m finding what works best is to just be
chilled, start with “Hey [name], you’re cute. Watcha up to?” Smalltalk for a bit, make a few jokes,
tease them a bit, ask the basics like where do you live, what do you do for work. After maybe 5-10
messages ask for the number. Only one or two have not given me their number so far.
– Three of the chicks seem REALLY excited to meet me. Like, over the top excited. Two of them
said they’ve only been on one or two dates on POF, and the dates went bad. So there must be a bunch
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of really shitty guys online. I think you can do decently well as long as you look ok, are chilled and
don’t say “HEY SEXY SHOW ME UR TITS LOLLOLOL”
Anyone else have thoughts about online dating? Please share, I’m keen to hear what has/hasn’t
worked for you.

Day 15 (16 Sep 2015)
Current Week: Week 3 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
Day 15:
High five 10 girls in HALF the time you did it yesterday. That means I had to do it in 10 minutes.
My times:
1st attempt: FAIL
2nd attempt: 15 minutes = FAIL
3rd attempt: 4 minutes SUCCESS!
4th attempt: 2 minutes FUCK YEAH!!
Holy shit. Today/tonight was the best day since starting this program. I’m on cloud 9 right now.
Drills Summary:
– First time I failed miserably. Tried again, failed miserably. I was getting rejected SO MUCH. I
came close to giving up and quitting. I really did. I got really down on myself.
– But I told myself to just fucking do the drill. I decided to try for something harder than 10 minutes;
I gave myself 5 minutes.
– That time pressure made all the difference. Suddenly I was doing EVERYTHING IT TOOK to get
the high fives. I went into a cafe and interrupted girls who were eating, I did it on groups of girls,
girls who were on the phone, etc.
– Victory felt so amazing. Then I did it again, this time in 2 minutes. FUCK YEAH!
– This was a GREAT way to see which girls are cool, and which girls are pathetic fucking losers. I
guess this is what screening is. You quickly see which ones deserve your time
– I’ve noticed I am WAY more confident and socially free. I give strangers compliments when I like
their clothes/hair/etc. If someone is listening to a song, I’ll get their attention and tell them I dig the
song. I can give eye contact to EVERY girl I’m interested in. This is a big deal for me. Before, I was
shy and would NEVER look a girl in the eyes. It terrified me. Now I can look for 5-10 seconds (they
always look away first).
POF Date Summary:
– POF date went well. She’s cute (about a 7). Hell, she’s sexy. Very fun, very friendly, kinda shy and
she was VERY nervous but she warmed up pretty quickly. Even talked about sex stuff though it took
her a while to open up about that.
– We were talking about what it’s like to be a girl on Plenty of Fish. She said most of the guys were
dirty, eg “Can I see nudes of you” and one guy asked her to come over for a 3some. Lol. So to
succeed with online dating you really just have to have a cool vibe, decent pics and not be a creepy
motherfucker. She deleted her account yesterday actually.
– I told her I was high fiving strangers today (didn’t tell her why). She didn’t believe me, told me to
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prove it by highfiving a girl next to me. I turned to the girl next to me and asked for a highfive (and
got it). My date was impressed. Interesting thing is I felt NO ANXIETY, it was the easiest thing in
the world. It felt incredibly natural. So easy it was almost boring.
– We went for a walk and I told her she was going to have a turn at high fiving a stranger. It took a
bit of convincing but she agreed. She tried like 30 times but couldn’t work up the courage to even put
her hand up in the air. She got really angry at herself. I knew exactly what she was feeling. Finally
she asked a girl for a high five, but got rejected BADLY. But then tried it again on a guy who was
super fucking awesome. She was over the moon, I was so fucking proud of her. Seriously. Insanely
awesome of her.
– It also felt REALLY GOOD to be able to show off a skill most people can’t do (high-fiving
strangers). It felt REALLY GOOD to be able to do it so fucking easily, like it was nothing to me. She
seemed impressed, and the sense of pride I felt was amazing. This is the first time I’ve taken the time
to feel proud of the effort I’ve put in so far.
– Should have escalated with her more, but oh well. Will do next time we hangout.
– When I got home, I have messages on POF from 8 separate chicks. And my date texted me to say
she loved tonight. All that feels so good. I feel like everything is starting to fall into place.

Day 16 (18 Sep 2015)
Current Week: Week 3 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
High five 20 chicks who are sitting or standing (not moving).
Challenge: High five 2 girls who are smoking cigarettes
Summary:
– Best day ever. Started off nervous and anxious, like every other day. Got lots of rejections at the
start but they didn’t bother me at all.
– Once I got my social momentum, everything fell into place. I got like 20 high fives in a row with 0
rejections (actually, it’s more like 30 in a row – I did another 10 after I recorded that video).
– Had SO MUCH FUN with it. Did a variety of chicks. Girls on the phone, girls with their
boyfriends, groups of girls, did 3 girls on the train (and they kept giggling when they saw me do it on
other people). Did lots in front of massive groups of people, all of whom saw me. I finally feel like I
don’t care if I look like an idiot in front of a crowd of strangers. I never thought I’d say that in my
entire life.
– Did the challenge (high five a smoking chick). Was just like any other chick I guess, though I was a
TINY bit nervous.
– I lost count of how many people I high fived today + tonight. Probably like 40. I was in such a good
mood I was complimenting strangers, smalltalking with people, etc. I love social momentum.
– I feel like I am important. Like I am worth something. One chick I asked for a high five, and she
said “Why?” I looked her in the eyes for a few seconds and said “Because I am asking for one.” (She
gave it to me). I feel like I no longer need a reason, or an excuse, to do these drills. Why should I
need a reason to ask for a high five? Why should I need a reason to hit on a girl? I do it because I
want to, and that’s all the reason I need.
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Day 17 (19 Sep 2015)
Current Week: Week 3 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
Sing ABCs to strangers
Challenge: Sing forever until the girl leaves
Summary:
– Found this drill a challenge at first. There’s no way to do it without looking weird. Some people
looked at me like I was mentally fucking disabled – especially when doing the challenge. Quite a lot
of bad reactions but I found them amusing, like “Haha you don’t get my little game, you’re the one
who loses”
– Once I got into it and relaxed, I got a lot more comfortable and just had fun with it. Got good
reactions after that, a couple of girls sung the rest of the song for me. One girl sung it but got a letter
wrong lol, so I laughed and walked off. 10 seconds later I got a tap on the shoulder, turn around, it’s
her and she sings the rest of the song to prove she can. How fucking awesome is she?
– I did the challenge on 3 separate girls. One was visibly freaked out, but we were at a pedestrian
crossing so she couldn’t leave (well, she could have, but she chose to wait). She was visibly scared,
as if I was going to rape her (as if I’d let my penis anywhere near a dumbass who can’t take a joke)
most awkward 2 minutes of my life. 2nd chick just left after 2 rounds. 3rd chick was AWESOME, I
talked about her in the vid.
I’ve started noticing a lot of girls get nervous when you talk to them – even the hot girls. It’s
something I didn’t notice until the last few days, now that I’m generally a little more relaxed I’m
paying more attention to the girls and their body language. I feel SO happy knowing they’re human
and they get nervous when they meet a stranger. Used to think hot girls were somehow above my
level and were magical unicorn beings who were super confident and never shy. How fucking wrong
I was.

Day 18, Day 19 (21 Sep 2015)
Current Week: Week 3 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
Day 18: Ask for time + do you like my shirt + I just got it, not sure about it + i’m gonna wear it but
keep the tags on so I can take it back
CHALLENGE: Time + like my shirt? + my boyfriend got it for me + I think it’s gay
Day 19: hi how’s it going + do you know if there’s a hair salon around here + i’m getting the bieber
haircut + what’s your fav haircut for guys
CHALLENGE: start off with “hi how’s it HANGIN’?”
Summary:
– For day 19 I did the challenge 3 times. For day 20 I did the challenge on EVERY girl, started off
with “Hi how’s it hanging?”
– Heaps and heaps of bad reactions especially since I did it at an “international school” with heaps of
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Asian girls who barely spoke english. Lots of girls got creeped out with “how’s it hanging”. Powered
through, wasn’t toooooo hard
– Today felt like a grind, didn’t enjoy it all that much. Did the drills and that’s all that really matters
– In the vid I have a question to anyone who’s finished the program, or is further ahead, or
even Chris if you read this. Question starts around 1min24seconds.
I think I can feel my anxiety decreasing a little bit. Once I have that “social momentum”, I have
absolutely NO ANXIETY whatsoever. Absolutely ZERO. I could do absolutely anything and talk to
absolutely anyone – a few times I’ve *almost* hit on a chick but then reminded myself I’m not
supposed to do that yet.
The other day there was this group of 10 big, buff looking police officers in uniform walking in the
city. I should point out I normally have a HUGE fear of cops. I walked up to the biggest cop and said
“Hey man, random question, do you guys have real guns or tasers only?” One of them looked at me
like I was a fucking criminal weirdo, and actually said “You know only nutbags ask us questions like
that.” I just laughed at him. But another one of them answered my question and we chatted for about
2 mins or so. Then I fistbumped him when I left lol. You know how fucking WEIRD it is to ask that
question to a bunch of cops? But it took zero effort, the words rolled off my tongue before I even had
to think about it. I want to experience that social freedom more often.
The problem is getting to that point. Anxiety sucks so much in the hours before I leave the house, and
it doesn’t go away until about the 5th or 6th chick I do the drill on.
I do the same thing you do though – I make excuses not to leave the house. “I have to do the
washing”, “I should put the dishes away”, “Lemme just have a shower real quick”, “I’m tired I
should take a nap first”. Dumb excuses which waste a good hour or two and only make me MORE
ANXIOUS. How do you push through those excuses?
The only thing that’s worked for me is to just try and act like a robot – so, stop thinking, start doing. I
FORCE myself to grab the keys, wallet, phone, FORCE myself to walk towards the door, in spite of
the fear. FORCE myself to clear my mind and not let a single thought happen. Empty my head of
everything and just DO THE DRILL. It takes all my willpower though, I hope at some point it
becomes a habit so it’s not so fricking hard.
I’m past that point “where there’s no giving up”. I think for me it was the second day of high-fives
(where you do them super fast). I struggled so much at first, then pushed myself and absolutely killed
it. That was the point of no return for me. On that day I knew 100% I’d finish this program no matter
what it takes. I’ll kill myself before I give up on this AA program. I would literally rather die than be
a quitter.

Day 20 (24 Sep 2015)
Current Week: Week 3 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
(We don’t say “bathroom” or “restroom” in australia, we say “toilet”)
Ask for time + know where the toilet is? + i mean the men’s toilet + i hope it’s clean + the men’s
toilets are normally gross
CHALLENGE: I made it more challenging by saying to every girl “Do you know where the toilet
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is? I need to take a piss“
– Watch to the end of this video. It may be my best video of all time. I’ve discovered Chris has
made a fundamental error in creating this program. Yep, I hate to say it but Chris really fucked
up by not including a certain type of drill in the program.
– Thanks Bad Idea Bear (and others) for everything
– Drill went well. I’m learning to ENJOY the stupid questions. Saying “No, I mean the men’s toilets”
was SO MUCH FUN. I like acting like a fool. I really love when the girl looks at me like I’m fucking
retarded. 20 days ago that was the most TERRIFYING thing ever, but now it’s so much fun. They
probably text their friends to say “I just met this fucking retard” lol
– On the last girl, I stood RIGHT OUTSIDE the men’s toilets. And then asked a girl, “Do you know
where the toilets are”. Lol.
– Had 3 days off in total this week, went on a few POF dates.
– I find myself messing with people SO MUCH now. Just now I was at this bar, and I went up to this
guy who I’ve never met in my life. I’m like “Hey man, it’s me, Andy, remember we met at that
party?” I shake his hand and he’s like “Oh yeah, maybe, I kinda don’t remember”. I say “Yeah fair
enough you were pretty drunk. Anyway man, how have you been?” He was really awkward and
confused, it was hilarious. I have no reason why I did that, I just felt like doing it so I did it. I’ve also
been stopping strangers a lot to compliment them on their clothes/fashion/style (men and women). I
just feel like talking to people all the time now.
– Check this out, while doing today’s drill I took a selfie in a toilet lol:
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Day 21 (25 Sep 2015)
Current Week: Week 3 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
Squeeze 10 girls in a row in a bar/club
CHALLENGE: Go to another bar/club and do another 10
– I was so fucking terrified of this one. More scared than any other day so far.
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– Did the first 10 in a bar, went ok but I didn’t feel like I’d overcome the fear
– Went to another bar did another 15 or so, ABSOLUTELY KILLED IT. HOLY SHIT. Felt like I
owned the bar, like I had the right to touch every woman without asking permission. I felt like a
fucking GOD. Like all the women belonged to me (even the ones with boyfriends).
– Banged the girl I went on a 3rd date with. She is an ANIMAL in the sack, I have bite marks lol.
Now I have 2 fuckbuddies, yay. I want more though.

Random Notes (26 Sep 2015)
[I wrote the following in response to something someone asked me in my log]:
Honestly man, just don’t hook up with anyone over 25. And younger is better. That’s my rule. I
didn’t know this chick was 27 because as I said she deleted her POF account super quick after giving
me the number and I obviously missed the fact she was 27.
It’s rarely worth it. They give you SO MANY MORE PROBLEMS, so much drama. They’re more
like “strong independent women” at first, and you have to “break them in” like a fucking wild horse.
You have to be super dominant until they eventually start acting really feminine and submissive. But
even then, they still give you drama. And you can’t keep them as fuckbuddies for very long before
they start saying “Where is this going?” They’re also less likely to try kinky shit, less likely to follow
orders in the bedroom (and outside it), etc. If you don’t respond to their texts for a day or two, they
will call you out on it “How come you didn’t answer me?” They’re almost all looking to settle down
and have kids since they’re running out of time. Feminists have that saying “You’re just afraid of a
strong independent woman, you can’t handle her”. Wrong. They’re not scary, they’re just annoying
as fuck.
Basically, if a woman is single by age 27, there’s usually something wrong with her. There’s a
reason she’s still single at that age. She’s either been slutting it up like crazy in the past (which seems
to affect a woman negatively given enough time) or there’s something else. Yeah there’s exceptions,
there are perfectly awesome 27 year old women out there, but I don’t have the time or patience to go
through all the broken 27yo women to find the cool ones.
Compare that to like 18 year olds. My other fuckbuddy is this super hot 8/10 asian girl who’s super
feminine and fun and loyal as fuck. She comes over on short notice for nothing but sex. We have
never done anything but fuck and hangout for a bit afterwards. Been doing it for 6 months, never
given me any drama, never asked for more. Twice she’s been on her period, so I’ll text “Your mouth
isn’t on its period” and she’ll come over and give me a blowjob. Seriously. She’s tried any kinky shit
I tell her too and loves me taking the lead. And other 18-21yos I’ve been with have been that chilled.
No 27 year old would EVER do that.
[And to another question someone else asked]:
I still have AA. It doesn’t go away. Sometimes it’s so bad I feel sick in my stomach like I’m going to
throw up. It’s just that you learn to overcome it and not care so much about it.
Last night was fucking TERRIFYING for me. One of the scariest things I’ve ever done in my life. I
even had thoughts of “Just go home, don’t do the AA program anymore”. So if I can do it, you can do
it.
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[And another]:
What confidence? I’m very unconfident until I start the drills each day. If you saw me at the start
of every day, you’d see me pacing around the house, full of anxiety, procrastinating walking out the
door.
“There is a healthy amount of selfishness involved in getting what you need.” Yeah. The drill I just
did last night – squeezing a bunch of girls on the arm in a bar – required a HELL of a lot of
arrogance. I had to tell myself “I am better than every fucking person in this bar. I am literally a God
to these people. The women should feel blessed to have me touch them.” Part of this AA program is
developing a “sense of entitlement” as Chris puts it.
“We condition ourselves to think in these fucked up, limiting ways.” Yeah they’re called “limiting
beliefs”. Everyone has them, they’re the automatic thoughts that pop into your head whenever you
think about trying something new, or doing something hard. We don’t have to listen to those limiting
beliefs though.

Random Notes (27 Sep 2015)
Been lazy yesterday and today (Sat and Sun), haven’t done any drills. I’m not tooooo worried – it’s
not anxiety stopping me, it’s laziness. Complacency too – the girl I banged on thurs is coming over
again tonight. I am going to fucking destroy her pussy, she’s a wild child. So it feels like there’s less
“urgency” to do the drills. Have also just made an okcupid account (only had a POF one before),
spent all day spamming hundreds of girls and now I have like 50 messages waiting to be answered.
I’m actually looking forward to doing drills – it’s week 4 which is the FUNNYMAN shit. Stupid
laziness. If nothing else, this afternoon I’ll go do the “know where I can buy suspenders?” drill on
just 1 girl. Better than nothing.

Random Notes (28 Sep 2015)
[I wrote the following in response to something someone asked me in my log]:
Really appreciate that, Mike. Seriously.
Yeah I need to pull my finger out and stop fucking around. The last 7 days, I’ve only done 3 drills –
WTF. Before that, I was absolutely killing it, only had 1 day off but made up for it by doing 2 x drills
the day after.
“If you skip a day you’re postponing what you really want.” Yeah. I mean I *kinda* tried to use the
days productively to get laid (twice with that chick from POF) and went nuts on OkCupid/POF… But
getting laid is NOT my main priority right now – the AA drills are. Dunno why I let myself go this
week, it’s pure laziness. Also let my diet go, ate so much junk food/shitty meals/carbs (I’m doing
Chris’ keto diet). Drank too much and didn’t get enough sleep either. Too much porn too. Shit week.
“Fuck comfort, we both know it’s not what you came here for. You’re better than that.” I needed to
hear that. Thanks. Complacency is a killer. I think the danger is it’s relatively easy enough to get laid
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from online only. And when you have some success (bang a girl), it’s so tempting to relax with the
AA stuff. Fuck that.
Made a note to check out David Dieda, cheers.
EDIT: Oh, he’s the author of The Way of the Superior Man. That’s been on my todo list for ages.

Day 22, Day 23, Day 24 (29 Sep 2015)
Current Week: Week 4 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
Suspenders, sesame street, what do you want for birthday
– had a slack week, only did 3 drills in last 7 days. bad idea bear and mike both helped me kick my
butt into gear. Thanks, men.
– bad idea bear, i talk in the vid about your uneasiness when it comes to malls
– killed it today. Talked to 75 girls. Did the challenges on all 3 drills. Told 30 girls (and quite a few
with boyfriends) “im not a rapist” LOL.
– banged the chick from POF again. look at my neck in this vid, bitch gave me bite marks lol. Got a
date with a different chick for tomorrow night. Gonna focus more on the AA though, don’t wanna get
tooooo wrapped up in online dating or I get complacent.

Day 25 (30 Sep 2015)
Current Week: Week 4 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
What’s for lunch
– Did it at 6pm, in the city. It went terribly – people are disgustingly rude after work.
– Most chicks wouldn’t even stop to talk to me (NEVER happens in a mall/store/on the street)
– Horrible day. I did the drill + challenge on all 15 though. It was like pulling teeth. I really had to
grind through.
– Had one good experience I didn’t mention. A woman didn’t give me an answer, just kept saying “I
don’t know what’s for lunch.” 20 mins later I see her again, she looks at me and points and has a
huge smile. I yell out “You know what’s for lunch yet??” She yells back “Bread??”
Tonight’s date:
– 23yo Colombian chick from POF. MUCH cuter in person.
– Fun, feminine, sweet, demure, cute. Her accent drove me wild. Slightly submissive – she expected
me to take charge with everything (which I always do anyway) but it’s nice when a woman is
naturally feminine and submissive instead of this “strong independent woman” shit.
– Took her to a bar. Convinced her my beer was actually urine, lol girls believe anything if you say it
with a serious face and keep the act up all night. She also thinks I may or may not be a drug dealer
lol. (And the other night, after I fucked a different girl, I convinced her I was a virgin and she took
my cherry. She still kinda half-believes me). The trick is to just NEVER drop the ruse, remain serious
forever and they’ll forever be going “No for real… Are you messing with me? You have to tell me
the truth”. So much fun. NEVER DROP THE RUSE.
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– So tonight’s date: touched her a bit. Just little touches on the arm, hand on back, that stuff. I dont do
Chris’ more aggressive escalation (I will eventually) so for now I’m just doing safe friendly/flirty
touching.
– Took her for a walk. Told her to highfive a stranger, she didn’t want to (“I’m so shy! And what the
hell why would you do that anyway?!?”) She argued for about 5mins then I demonstrated a highfive,
then said “Your turn.” She did it FIRST TRY on the very next person to walk past. That’s awesome.
– While walking, I really wanted to kiss her. So I just grabbed her and looked down at her. She
looked at me expectantly and closed her eyes. Kissed her, she was really into it.
– About 15 seconds after the kiss she yells “WAIT YOU HAVE TO TELL ME FOR REAL! DID
YOU REALLY DRINK URINE AT THE BAR??? BECAUSE I JUST KISSED YOU!”
– Will take her to a bar near my house next time and push for the bang

Day 26, Day 27, Day 28, Day 29 (30 Sep 2015)
Current Week: Week 4 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
Who’s your daddy
Hey bro, where’s the beach
Nerd glasses
SUPER HIGH FIVE
– Fucking killed it today. 4 days of drills (and I’ll do another day tonight). Did it at a university. So
many cute girls there. All of them ultra friendly and played along.
– Tapping people on the shoulder WHEN THEY’VE ALREADY SEEN YOU is fucking hilarious
and weird
– Security guard caught me but was really chill dude, chatted for a bit.
– Flexing for 30 seconds in public with everyone watching was hard at first but you quickly get used
to it.
– 10/10 super high fives, not one refusal! WINNER!

Day 30 (01 Oct 2015)
Current Week: Week 4 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
Holy christ. So nervous. But once i started it was amazing. Saying “cute” loudly so the girl hears as
you squeeze her on the arm is AMAZING. I can’t explain it… When you try it you’ll know what i
mean. It feels like the most masculine thing in the world to touch a girl and tell her she’s cute. Like
you’re laying claim to her. No permission needed. Who cares about the consequences. Holy fuck.
I think I only did 15 (i lost count) and I have no more time tonight so will just do the rest tomorrow
night. No joke, I think this is something I want to do every time I go out for the rest of my life.
Got a date in about 5 mins with the columbian chick i kissed the other night. I’m on cloud 9 right
now im gonna kiss the shit outta her when i see her.
Im so fucking PUMPED. This AA program is the most memorable thing ive ever done in my life.
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Tomorrow is day 31 where you have no drills just reflecting and journalling. Looking forward to it.
EDIT: I also did the last nerd glasses “would you fuck me” challenge tonight.

Random Notes (02 Oct 2015)
Last night had 2nd date with 23yo colombian chick from POF. Took her to a bar near my house. I
knew she was DTF because she kept finding ways to casually ask about my apartment, “Where is
your apartment?” “Do you live alone?” “Is your apartment nice?” etc. I find it so adorable how
females always talk in “covert” language so you’ve gotta read between the lines. Girls are so cute.
Go back to my apartment and as soon as I kiss her she’s massively into it, absolutely no games. Bang
like rabbits, we fall asleep. We barely sleep, instead we wake up and fuck again. Man, she’s like ultra
horny – as soon as we finished the second time, she’s cuddling and gently kissing me and rubbing my
legs, “accidentally” brushing against my dick. It’s that “covert” language again lol. So I grab her and
we fuck again. 20 minutes later she starts rubbing me again, gives me a blowjob. We start fucking but
I was way too tired to finish a fourth time (we basically didn’t sleep), had to stop halfway through.
She’s keen to meet again, so now I officially have 3 fuckbuddies. It feels so fucking good. It makes
you SO much less needy when you have multiple girls you can invite over. I’m starting to feel like I
might be able to do this playa stuff for real.

Day 31 (02 Oct 2015)
Current Week: Week 4 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
Feels like I’m getting there. I think I need more evidence that I can do this before I’ll start to believe
it. We’re all playas-in-the-making.
Last night with my mate:
Last night my mate and I caught up and walked around the city for a while. This is the mate I’ve
mentioned a few times, the one who is thinking about doing this AA program. So I showed him a few
drills. I did some of the first drills (asking for time). It was CRAZY how far I’ve come. I had my
phone in my hand and turned on (so the screen was bright), and my watch on my arm. I asked 4 girls
in a row (in the space of like 15 seconds, so fucking quick) for the time, all of them saw and heard me
asking other girls. Two of them stared at my phone and my watch and gave me a weird look, but I
pushed and they gave me an answer.
I could not have done that in the first week. But now it’s so easy it’s boring. I tried some other shit
like I walked around with my hand in the air for 60 seconds (didn’t take it down) and got a bunch of
high-fives without me saying a word. I said some silly stuff to hot girls like “Excuse me. Can you tell
me which way is up?” Made jokes to hot chicks and if they ignored me, I yelled “HEY. HEY. YO.”
until they looked at me then I repeated my joke. Lol. Good fun. I screamed “CUNT!!!” loudly in a
restaurant for no reason.
My mate asked me a few times, “Were you nervous just then, as you were doing that?” I honestly
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wasn’t. I told him “Not at all. If anything, it was almost kinda boring. Well, not boring, because the
drills are fun to do. But I felt like a robot just going through the motions, I was actually thinking
about something else while I was doing it”. That’s social freedom.
Then I got my mate to try the asking girls for the time. He kept pussying out a few times, and it was
driving him insane. He knew logically it’s easy to ask for the time, but the AA kept kicking in. Was
fascinating to watch. Eventually he did 5 girls in about 30 min. Then I pushed him to try again but
quicker, so he did 5 girls in 14 minutes. Solid effort. He tried a few high fives too and got them, plus
a rejection or two.
So he can clearly do some of the drills. I’ll push him to start the program for real.
Day 31:
So today is the self-reflection day. I’m going to type out my thoughts rather than say them; I’m more
eloquent/detailed when I write. I’ll just randomly throw my thoughts out as they come to me.
My favourite fuckbuddy (18yo hot asian girl, amateur model, been banging for about 5 months)
casually said “i love you” today. Interesting. She’s super fucking loyal, comes over whenever I text
her, even just to give me a blowjob. Never expects anything. Goes crazy when I bang her. Knows I
fuck other girls and doesn’t care, but she doesn’t want to bang other guys (even though I told her to
go for it, I don’t care). Super super feminine personality. Truly an awesome fuckbuddy.
Which single drill was the hardest for you?
Hmmm, that’s a hard question to answer. There hasn’t been a single day I’ve gone home without
completing the drill. One of the high-five days I failed twice (when I had to do it in a certain time
frame). But then I immediately did it 2 more times and killed it. Other than that, nothing’s been
terribly impossible. I guess I found the “who’s your daddy” one hard to start, I was in a bad
headspace that day. Maybe I’ll repeat that one sometime. It was actually a fun drill once I got started.
I actually think the first week was the hardest. Asking for directions and shit. I found that really hard
at first. Just because I’d never done anything like that before. These days most drills are easy –
ONCE I START. I’m always nervous for the first one or two girls.
How are things going so far?
Holy shit. I don’t even know where to start… I’m a different person to who I was 31 days ago. I’ve
embarrassed myself in public so many times it doesn’t even register anymore when I do it. I honestly
don’t even notice people staring at me when I’m being a weirdo. I’m so comfortable talking to
ridiculously hot chicks – something I NEVER EVER EVER thought I would be able to do in my
entire life. Hot chicks aren’t any different to ugly ones. I’m so much more social – I talk to strangers
(men and women) all the time in public now. In fact it’s weird not to. I hate sitting in silence, I’d
rather chat to people. I talk to shopkeepers and ask about their day, I chat with bartenders, I have long
chats with taxi drivers, I talk to strangers on the train, I make jokes with people on the street. I can’t
believe how little I used to talk to people.
I’ve had success with online dating, banged 2 chicks, which is cool. Man, this program improves
every aspect of your life…
I have so many memories, so many awesome memories. So many hilarious and awesome chicks. So
many cool memories, especially week 4. This has been my favourite week so far. Flexing after
“Where’s the beach?” was the most exhilarating thing I’ve done. I loved saying “I’m not a rapist” to
30 chicks, I still can’t believe I did that. I feel like I’ve made some really cool friends here on the
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forum too – shout out to Bad Idea Bear, Mike, Javier and others.
I wake up every day knowing I’m doing something worthwhile, knowing I’m truly improving my
life. When I look at other people, I see how meaningless some of their lives are. They don’t talk to
anyone they don’t know, they don’t have sex much, they don’t do anything exciting, they never try
anything new. I truly feel like I’m cooler than 99.99% of people. Especially girls – I feel like I’m
cooler than almost every single girl in my city. They might be hotter than me but they’re certainly not
cooler.
How does the future look?
Fucking hell. Life’s already amazing. I can’t even imagine where I’ll be at the end of week 6, let
alone week 8. I feel like I can conquer anything. I already feel like I’m ready to hit on chicks, but I’ll
wait til week 6 to start doing it for real. Fucking hell. I can’t believe how much my AA has
disappeared. It’s insane the shit I can do. My mate was seriously impressed last night when we were
walking around, but it felt so mundane and boring and EASY. Absolutely no effort. I can’t believe
that. Holy shit.
Chris, from the bottom of my heart, thankyou for this program.
You’ve put so much effort into it. It’s lifechanging stuff. The audios each day are as much fun to
listen to as doing the drills themselves. I feel like I’ve gotten to know you as a person, and you’re a
really awesome dude. It’s obvious how much you care about helping guys improve themselves.
You’re a really genuine dude. Thank you for everything.

Random Notes (04 Oct 2015)
Short check-in: No drills over this weekend (it’s sunday night right now). I work weekends, and by
work I mean pretty much 16hrs both days so I can make enough money to work less during weekdays
to do drills. Start at 7am finish at 11pm.
Not too worried about the two days off. I have almost zero nervousness about the next drill. Day 32,
it’s EASY AS FUCK. Ask for time, then directions, then give a non-sexual compliment or 2. Fucking
easy.
Recently I’ve had a few hot chicks reply to me on POF. They’re actually replying to me and chatting
for a bit, but it never seems to go anywhere. I’ve tried all sorts of “game” – my game is actually
pretty good. I used to be a nerdy fucking follower of all the PUA blogs so I do know my shit. But
game just can’t make up for my lack of raw sex appeal. Chris says it constantly but I’m now starting
to really see it for myself.
So it’s frustrating me. I’m skinny-fat at the moment, no muscle. I look shitty without a shirt, so I
can’t post the shirtless pics that would help me get girls like the one above. I’m not even 20% of what
I could be in terms of looks/style.
A few months ago I tried using a fake profile on Tinder, used a buff guy’s shirtless pic. Had
HUNDREDS of matches, mostly 8s, 9s, 10s. All were super fucking friendly and easy to talk to, it
felt like I could do no wrong.
I wanna be that buff dude. But it’s not my number 1 goal at the moment (AA is, obviously). So it
feels kinda like I’m not making much progress. I’m losing weight, just slowly. Gaining strength in
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the gym, just slowly.
I think… Once the AA program is done, I’ll make getting buff my next main focus (and I’ll do cold
approaches as I go about my day).
Chris is right that a lot of PUAs have mad game, but they look like dogshit. Absolute fucking dogshit.
It hurts their potential MASSIVELY. I don’t want to be the ugly guy with mad game.

Day 33 (06 Oct 2015)
Current Week: Week 5 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
(I say “day 32” in the vid but I meant 33)
THE CRAZIEST SHIT HAPPENED ON A DATE, HOLY CHRIST. I talk about it at the start of the
vid.

Day 33 (08 Oct 2015)
Current Week: Week 5 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
GUYS
I FUCKED A 9
A GIRL AS HOT AS IN THE POF PROFILE I POSTED ABOVE
AND SHE THOUGHT I WAS A PLAYA.
You have to watch this vid. Holy cow guys. Hottest girl I’ve ever banged. The whole time I kept
thinking “You are too hot for me. What the fuck are you doing in my apartment.” Jesus. And at the
end of the night she said something that blew my fucking mind. You gotta watch the vid.

Random Notes (08 Oct 2015)
[I wrote the following in response to something someone asked me in my log]:
The “oneitis” thought is a really good question, I’m glad you said it. I definitely feel like “Fuck, I
really want to see her again” WAY more than usual simply because she was my first hot chick.
But I get that feeling anyway with every girl – I don’t like one night stands. I’ve tried it lots in the
past and I just can’t force myself to enjoy it. One night stand sex can be awesome, but I personally
prefer to keep a girl around for a while to have sex with. I’ve been banging my favourite fuckbuddy
for 6 months now.
So I get minor “oneitis” feelings with every girl I bang, especially if I’ve been banging her for a
while. I genuinely give a shit about my 6-month fuckbuddy. But as long as you’re aware of it, you
can “keep a lid on it” and manage your emotions. I’d never, ever tell my 6-month fuckbuddy any of
the stuff I just wrote. It’s easier to keep her chasing me and seeking my approval – she gets genuinely
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excited and GRATEFUL when I tell her I’m free to chill out.
And the best way to minimise “oneitis” is to have a few girls you’re sleeping with + actively be
working on getting more. If I couldn’t see my favourite fuckbuddy anymore I’d be genuinely sad
(really sad), but there’s (at least) 2 other girls I could have sex with + go out and find some more.
Re: the crazy chick:
Man I wish she was just joking. At first I thought she was messing with me but she kept laughing
while talking about how she busted this chick, and saying she got away with it. She also said she
could murder someone and get away with it because she’d tell them she was bi polar.
And after I left, she texted me a bunch of times, shit like “I should have told you I was weird” “Lol
sorry I’m not what you are looking for” “Hey I know I’m not like other girls” “Sorry I was a little too
quirky for you lol” -> I ignored every one of these texts but she just kept texting.
“And about the hot one, I wish that you start getting used to that.” I still feel like it was a fluke, like it
was just luck. I still don’t believe I “deserve” hot chicks yet, I really don’t. Last night was scary
because I honestly felt like she was too hot and I was scared to kiss her. I have this feeling like I
won’t see her again, she’ll regret the sex or something and not talk to me again. I honestly think it
would hurt my confidence if I didn’t see her again, I’d really take the rejection personally. As dumb
as that is.
I’m super confident with less attractive girls, but I’m really insecure with hotties still.
I guess that’s something we’re all working on, right?
—–
Conversation with the 9:
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Im seriously excited. Andy could be becoming a playa??? This chick definitely seems to think so, she
said it a billion bloody times last night. When she comes over ill see if i can talk her into letting me
take a good photo of her (with my good camera). Will post it on here.
Lol, after sex last night when we were in bed, i said “sweet. Now i can ring my mum and tell her i
lost my virginity”
She cracked up then said “how many girls have you used that on?”
This bitch is savvy.
No drills today, i got 3hrs sleep thanks to the 9, and have been zombie all day. Yeah that’s an excuse,
but who cares.
I broke things off with one of my fuckbuddies, the 27yo. I wasnt hugely into her, and she’s definitely
seeking a proper relationship. And I dont feel like having to keep up a lie by saying “sure lets date
and be monogamous”. I let her down easy (“its me, not you”) and she took it well.
So now my 3 girls are:
1) the hot 18yo asian ive been seeing for 6 months
2) the hot 9 from last night who ill bang again on Monday
3) the 23yo cute Colombian, she’s coming over again in a few hours
I can’t believe i have 3 fuckbuddies, all of whom genuinely make my dick rock hard. And all 3 of
them are fairly cool and fun to talk to, i never feel like i have to “tolerate” them in order to get sex. I
like their company.
Also in the last 9 weeks ive lost 6kg (thats like 11 pounds i think?) My strength has gone up a TINY
bit in the gym – im just glad it hasnt gone down since ive been cutting pretty hard
Life is good. And it’s only going to get better.
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Random Notes (09 Oct 2015)
Another day without doing drills. Colombian came over really late, banged until 4am. Only got few
hours sleep, 2 nights in a row. Zombie all day.
Putting a pause on online dating. Cancelled a couple of dates. I know the benefits, but I clearly
can’t do online dating + AA program. I get caught up in the fun of dates + fucking new girls, and
forget AA is my priority.
So no more until I finish the program. I won’t even log in until I finish week 8. I don’t need it
anyway – I have 3 fuckbuddies. Only 3.5 weeks from the end of the program, I need to finish this.
Gonna go out after work and do the drill on just one girl, to keep momentum up.

Day 34, Day 35 (08 Oct 2015)
Current Week: Week 5 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
ANDY IS BACK. Feels good to be back, boys. Had like 4 days off, fucking hell. I won’t do that
again.
Day 34:
Banana phone!
Pissed some grumpy bitch off and she yelled at me. 20 minutes later I did the same drill on her again
(without realising!!) and she got even more angry. HAHAHAHAHHA
Day 35:
U MAD BRO?!?!??!?!?!?!?!

Random Notes (12 Oct 2015)
[I wrote the following in response to something someone asked me in my log]:
I’ve got a few things going on: I work 7 days a week (including about 12-16 hours on sat + 12-16hrs
on sun), lift weights 3 times a week, I’m cutting (losing weight) so I don’t have much energy most of
the time, online dating+sex (which I’ve cut back on because it was getting in the way of the AA
program), couple of sports commitments 2 nights per week.
So I’m definitely busy. But it’s about “making it your number 1 priority” as Chris says. For example,
a couple of weeks ago I had 2 days without doing drills, I got so annoyed at myself I actually took a
day off work and spent most of it at a University and did 5 days worth of drills. One day I had
absolutely NO energy because of my diet, so I cheated on my diet and ate a bunch of carbs so I’d
have energy for drills. Actually, I’ve done that twice now. I’ve skipped 2 workouts (I normally
NEVER skip workouts) so I’d have enough time for drills. Some days I really have had no time for
drills, so I’ll just ask one or two women for the time, just so I feel like I’m still doing something. I’ve
been having success with online dating/sex, but it was getting in the way of the AA program so I’ve
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completely stopped the online dating (which was hard to do – it’s hard to say no to sex). I’ve said no
to quite a few social gatherings so I could do drills instead.
So that’s what I mean by #1 priority – being willing to sacrifice all the other stuff you care about in
order to have time for the AA program. I’m not saying it’s easy (it’s an incredibly hard program).
That’s why the only way you’re going to get through it is by making it your top priority (Chris even
says this when you sign the petition on day 1). If not, I’d honestly consider waiting until a time when
you can make it your #1.
@Dag: Lol I was SO NERVOUS to say “I’m not a rapist”. I was so excited because it’s such a crazy
drill, I even texted my friend and said “I’m about to tell 30 girls I’m not a rapist, wish me luck.” The
first 3 girls I did it on was so hard but you just gotta force yourself to say it. After about the 5th girl
it’s REALLY easy, you’ll be surprised. I said it in front of lots of girls with boyfriends and groups of
girls so in total probably about 60 people heard me say it. They all found it HILARIOUS and I got
good responses from everyone.
“U mad bro” maybe just say “Are you angry?” The whole point of week 5 is to be SERIOUS, you’re
not supposed to joke or be funny or laugh. So “Are you angry?” will work.
For the phone, just sing “ring ring ring ring!” then say “Hey, is that your phone ringing? I think your
phone is ringing.” Like I said, week 5 is supposed to be serious week, so just try and convince the girl
her phone is ringing, don’t worry about “banana phone”.
Yeah I laugh a lot throughout the day. This morning I was laughing loudly about the super angry
woman from yesterday.

Random Notes (15 Oct 2015)
Checkin: No drills the last 3 days, lol. I completely fucking wrecked my sleep, I get to pick my work
hours and I’ve ended up working all night and sleeping during the day. Next week will be more
regular hours. To make sure I don’t lose social momentum I’ve been asking a few chicks for the time
and making smalltalk. Will get back into drills in the next day or two.
Tonight I just had maybe the best sex of my life. Really hot asian chick, super petite, maybe an 8.
(She was already “in the pipeline” before I took the break from online dating). Met in a bar near my
place, chatted for a while, then took her back to mine.
She was really nervous, like really really really really nervous. She later told me she’s only had sex
with 3 guys, all of them were asian guys, and she’s never had casual sex in her entire life. She’s very
“asian” – works really hard, strict family, only ever been in longterm relationships, hasn’t tried any
drugs, etc. She said she had the thought “What the hell am I doing???” about 20 times before meeting
me.
Jesus, the sex was fucking amazing. She’s REALLY petite and thin so at first I was “too big” for her.
(I’m average sized). I can’t tell you how much of an ego boost it is to hear “Oh god it’s so big” over
and over during sex. She kept complaining I was hurting her and I’d slow down and then she’d yell at
me for stopping lol. I didn’t use the bathmate beforehand and I don’t think I will with her, she was
tight enough already. She was also pretty “conservative” – she kept blushing and smiling when I said
dirty things to her. Cute.
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We got to my place at about 6.30, and banged until about 11.30 (with breaks in between of course).
Jesus it was insane, seriously probably the best of my life. Fucking hell. She absolutely loved having
her hair pulled, being spanked, hand on the neck, etc. Towards the end she really came out of her
shell and said “fuck my pussy, fuck me!” which surprised me.
Will definitely see her again. She was really cool too – super feminine and giggly, loved being teased
(all girls do). But also very intelligent and cool to talk to – she’s got a high-level job, lots of money,
smart. She’s actually older than me (31) which normally I never bother with but she doesn’t seem to
have any of the hangups older girls normally have. Being asian she also looks about 20 lol. I actually
said to her quite a few times, “No way you’re 31, I seriously don’t fucking believe you. You’re too
happy and giggly to be 31. You’re supposed to be a bitter old bitch by now.”
Been lazy with the AA program but I don’t even give a fuck right now. Jesus this was a good night.
God damn. Seriously. Sitting here thinking this really was the best bang (well, bangs) I’ve had.
But I feel like a pussy because I can only get laid through online dating. I wanna be a boss (like
you’re becoming) who can get laid through cold approach. I could never be satisfied or feel good
about myself if online was all I could do. It doesn’t feel masculine; it feels cowardly.
The asian girl from last night is the last date I had lined up, so after this I should be good. No more
dates planned, haven’t messaged anyone else on OkCupid/POF. So I’ll just bang the 3 girls I have
now (the 9, my 18yo longterm fuckbuddy, and this asian girl from last night). I dropped two of the
other girls I had (columbian girl, and the 27yo from a while back), they were both only averagelooking and I found them both kinda boring to talk to after a while.
Lol how cool is this: If I only see each girl once a week, that’s sex every 2 days. Hahaha eventually I
want to have 7 fuckbuddies and try and bang all of them in 1 week.
Some interesting stuff starts happening when you have a few fuckbuddies though. I asked the 9, and
the asian girl from last night if they’re bi. Both said they’re curious but have never tried, but are very
interested. I’ve never had a 3some, never even see two girls kiss (outside of porn). It’s been a lifelong
fantasy but something I never ever ever ever ever thought would happen. I always thought it only
happened to “lucky” guys. Now I realise I have the power to MAKE it happen if I want, and that’s
pretty fucking awesome.
Or a foursome… or fivesome… Hell, why not. Lesbian orgy in my bedroom, holy fucking shit.

Random Notes (16 Oct 2015)
Quick check-in: Did a tiny bit of Day 36 today. Only spoke to 2 girls.
Just been feeling so shit (mentally) this last week or two. Using every excuse not to do drills and not
to go out. Seriously, I’ve barely left the house. I felt a bit better after doing the drill on 2 girls but still
just wanted to come home and crash.
Part of it’s my shitty diet, part of it is lack of sleep, but most of it is poor attitude/motivation. I’ve
been feeling “blah” towards the AA program for a week or two now. I’m DEFINITELY not going to
quit – I want to finish it and I definitely will. It’s more a lazy “can’t be bothered doing it now, I’ll do
it later” thing.
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And I think subconsciously I’m procrastinating because I only have 2 more drills left until I get up to
the actual hitting on girls with the “Hey, you’re cute” stuff. I’m a little nervous, sure, but that’s not
the main reason I’m procrastinating. I thought about it a lot this morning and I still feel like I don’t
“deserve” to hit on hot chicks. Like I don’t have the right. Like “who is this ugly guy, who does he
think he is, he shouldn’t be hitting on chicks out of his league”.
My mindset is improving (slowly) – I absolutely 100% think I’m “above” ugly/average chicks now. I
won’t even talk to any girls that aren’t at least “cute”. 2 months ago I didn’t even think I deserved to
bang average/ugly chicks. This week I dropped 2 of my fuckbuddies because they weren’t cute
enough – that’s a HUGE step for me. So there’s definitely an improvement. But I still have a hell of a
lot of way to go. I’ll get there, it’ll just take a long time.
Re: what I was saying the other day about chicks loving it rough… The asian girl from a couple of
nights ago texted me “There’s some wicked bruising on my neck and back” and sent me two photos
of her neck, lol. It’s funny how they brag about it and try and show it off to you. It’s like a badge of
honour for them I guess. “Look how hard this guy fucked me”
She’s also pretty self-aware and open about what she wants (well, what all women want):
“I loved being totally consumed by you”.
“I was but an innocent bystander and you had your way with me”
“Do you like me being petite because then I stand no chance against you? “
I can’t believe I used to buy into the feminist, equality crap. I used to believe women wanted soft,
gentle lovemaking where you’d constantly ask them what they wanted and make sure to do your best
to please them. Funny thing is, lots of women actually think they want that; then when you fuck their
brains out and dominate them they change their tune and say things like the quotes above.

Random Notes (17 Oct 2015)
Saturday today, so I work all day. Went out for a minute before work & did drill on 1 chick. Great
reaction to compliments & I thought “fucking hell… Why have I been lazy the last week, I forgot
how fun these drills are.” On lunch break I’ll head out & do couple more.
Taken 3 days off from work next week. I wanna get a headstart on Week 6 & get it done ASAP.
Enough fucking around. Realistically I should have week 6 finished by mid-week next week. Then I
get to finally join Dan in the realm of hitting on chicks for real. Holy shit.
Asian chick from other night (I should start using names so it’s easier… Ok, her name starts with
“Kr”)… Kr texted me a bunch last night (Friday night). Bitch is hornyyyyyyyyyyy. We’re gonna
bang again on monday. It’s really fun banging a chick who doesn’t have a lot of experience. She’s
obviously had lots of sex, but only with her 3 longterm boyfriends and they must have all been plain
“vanilla” in the bedroom. So everything is very new and novel to her. It’s fun.
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Day 36 (17 Oct 2015)
Current Week: Week 5 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
Guys. This was by far the most important day I’ve had since starting this program.
You gotta watch the vid.
I’m kinda at a loss for words. I never ever in my entire life thought I could do what I did today.

Day 37 (18 Oct 2015)
Current Week: Week 5 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
The day/night got even more epic. Seriously the best day I’ve had in years.
Tomorrow I officially start week 6. The actual hitting on chicks. Holy shit.

Random Notes (18 Oct 2015)
[I wrote the following in response to something someone asked me in my log]:
@NumberOneStag: Cheers man. Definitely recommend the AA program. It’s so much fun and I’d
even recommend it to guys who don’t have AA. It’s just an awesome, awesome life-changing
program.
@Mike: Dude that was the best thing you’ve posted. You blew my mind.
Funny, I didn’t really think about it like that. Talking to strangers during the day is so damn
normal now. It’s as normal as tying my shoelaces.
You’re right, most guys have to be drunk to even talk to girls. Last night in the clubs EVERYONE
was hammered and sloppy (and it was only 11pm), and I bet I was the only sober person there. And I
noticed nobody was talking to anybody else. What I mean is, people had their own “groups”. And
none of those groups intermingled. And I was like the ONLY single guy there by myself – I went to
like 3 clubs, 3 bars, and I was the only person who wasn’t there with other people. I did a fair bit of
clubbing when I was younger and my experience was the same – nobody was there by themselves.
Nobody was sober. And almost nobody actually talked to anyone else.
Man, you really put it into perspective. Yeah it’s weird that we’re comfortable during the day. And
this week (week 6) is when things really get real, since you’re being so direct with girls. I dreaded
doing the night time stuff, I’m looking forward to doing this daytime stuff. I’m nervous and excited
as hell. Whereas I’d rather stick my dick in a blender than do night time stuff.
And think about it: Daytime is WAY better. The chicks aren’t wearing 10 tonnes of makeup. It’s
bright outside, so you can actually see what they look like (it’s hard to tell in a club). They’re by
themselves, so they don’t have the bitch shield up, and their friends aren’t there to cockblock you.
They’re nicer during the day. You’re both sober, so it’s a real interaction, instead of this weird sloppy
drunk shit. You can hit on them while you’re just going about your normal day, instead of having to
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spend time and money actively going to a club to get laid. Plus you REALLY set yourself apart since
nobody ever does this shit. Guaranteed that 100+ girls have already told their friends “holy shit, this
guy came up to me and sung ABCs at me today! WTF!” or “This guy just walked up to me, said
“YO. You’re cute.” It was so random!!!!!”
“By most peoples standards that borders on insanity.”
Yep. I’ll take crazy and creepy over “normal” any day though.
For me, goals are:
– Get ripped. Been skinny-fat all my life, I want a good body and good strength that will see me
through to old age. And it’ll MASSIVELY help with picking up chicks (especially on tinder lol).
– Photography career. I have the potential, I’m extremely talented with the camera/photoshop. Have
been in a few magazines. I started to find success last year but put it on hold for all of this sex stuff
Interesting you want to do the GOA program. I’m tempted, and maybe I’ll do parts of it at some point
(because as you’ve said in the past, if something generates fear in us, it’s worth tackling). But at the
same time, I don’t think I’ll really ever go out at night – I’m usually busy most nights with social
stuff/sports, and I like it that way. You’ll absolutely kill the GOA program after doing the AA prog.
What’s the social anxiety program? Do you have a link?
Lol I’m up because it’s 11am in the morning here in aussie land.
@Mike:
Getting your own apartment is AMAZING. When I split with my ex about 7 months ago, I got my
own pad. Decked it out with nice artwork, lots of plants, nice couch, amazing silk sheets on the bed,
home gym with squat rack and shit, etc. It does WONDERS for your sex life. You can invite girls
over without worrying about logistics. And girls seem to stick around for much longer (as in, keep
coming back and stay your fuckbuddy) when you have a really nice place and no roommates. I’ve
noticed they all seem impressed by my place too – it’s a really nice pad with amazing balcony views.
Nothing screams “financially independent with his shit together” than having a really nice, deckedout apartment close to the city centre.
Also means you can be REALLY loud with sex, and you can fuck them in every room of the house
which is fun
I’m kinda “lost” when it comes to future goals. But I’m not too worried, I know I’ll figure it out when
I get there. Right now I’m just hitting this AA/sex stuff hard and enjoying every second of it. Still
blows my mind that I have the power to get laid. I have a sex life – a GOOD sex life. And it’ll only
get better. Holy shit.
You’re really motivated, Mike. You inspire me.
EDIT: There’s also some sexual goals I want to meet. A few fantasies I want to play out. The biggest
one is having a 3some. I have a feeling I’ll be able to make that happen pretty soon – most girls are bi
or at least bi curious.

Random Notes (19 Oct 2015)
Didn’t have a whole lot of time today so I spent it on lifting weights and working, didn’t do drills.
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Probably an excuse but oh well, I had a great day.
The 31yo Asian chick “Kr” came over at 4pm. She only just left a few mins ago – it’s 11.45pm. Lol
we fucked for 7+ hours (with a few breaks of course). My dick is so tired I was lucky to get it up at
the end. I feel like my kegal/PC muscle is dead. I’m really not exaggerating, it was literally 7 hours of
sex and chatting in between.
She was WAY more sexual this time compared to the first time. About halfway through started
talking really dirty and being really horny. She initiated sex a couple of times (last time she was too
shy).
She really hasn’t done a whole lot sexually. I mean she’s had sex a lot but only with her 3 long-term
relationships. During sex I stuck a finger in her ass, she went completely wild and said she’s never
had that before. I pulled out during sex and came on her face, never done that. Asked her about a few
things like has she had sex in public, nope never. Never kissed a girl (but she’s curious to try). I made
her taste her own pussy juice, she’s never tried that.
She’s definitely the best root (bang) I’ve ever had. Hands down. And it’s made even better by the fact
she’s REALLY fucking tight, which feels mindblowingly good.
She’s pretty cool to talk to. I enjoy her company. More than most girls. She’s intelligent, feminine,
cool, sweet, pretty open and loves to laugh.
I honestly feel like 99% of girls in my country aren’t good for anything else except sticking your dick
in – most are boring, shallow and not all that great to converse with. I know that sounds like I have a
shitty attitude but I really really really try to keep an open mind, but girls keep letting me down.
So it’s nice to find one who’s actually cool.
We’re gonna hang out again on friday. I also have a couple of dates this week. I know, I know… AA
is my focus. But what the hell, I like sex/going on dates.
TODAY WAS A GOOD DAY.
@NumberOneStag: Lol @ the girl asking you to be your boyfriend. I used to be the biggest pussy
who thought it was “disrespectful to ejaculate your semen on a lady’s delicate facial features.” I
thought women would HATE it – because they SAY they hate it. But as soon as you do it they go
insane. Last night when I pulled out and went to cum on her face, she grabbed my dick and started
sucking like a crazy bitch, which surprised the hell outta me. (She’s really coming out of her shell,
lol)
I’ve noticed the more “passionate” you treat a girl in the bedroom, the more feminine, affectionate
and clingy she gets afterwards. If I absolutely go nuts on a girl and do every crazy thing I want, pull
her hair, choke her, etc… Then afterwards she’ll snuggle up to me like crazy.
It’s about being dominant, and doing whatever the hell you want to do. Doing whatever turns YOU
on. Men get turned on mostly by visual and physical stimulation. Women get turned on by feeling
DESIRED. Nothing turns a woman on more than seeing YOU turned on by HER. If you want to get a
woman dripping, say things like “You drive me crazy” or “I lose myself when I fuck you” or “I love
the way you look on my dick, I just have to pound the shit out of you” or “You make me turn into an
animal”. Or do it without words – grab her and kiss the shit out of her, fuck her wildly, do all the stuff
we keep talking about like pulling her hair and spanking and going crazy. Fuck her like a caveman
would, let all your animal instincts out. Ignore every retarded thing feminists say – women want to be
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RAVAGED, fucked, pounded, 50 Shades of Grey style (as long as you look good).
My favourite move (that I keep forgetting to mention) is when you’re on top doing just regular
missionary position… grab her wrists/forearms, move her hands above her head and pin them down
on the bed. Grip her wrists/forearms tight (don’t hold her hands, you should be gripping her wrists),
apply a bit of pressure, push down and keep them there. She’ll struggle a little bit but as soon as she
realises you’re stronger and she’s “helpless”… EVERY single girl does the same thing: her eyes will
get really wide, she’ll moan/gasp, and her pussy will instantly get wetter.
Really can’t believe I used to think sex was all about being gentle & “making love” & holding hands
while you gazed lovingly into each other’s eyes. “Treating the girl with respect” and making sure you
asked her before every sex act – I even asked before changing positions.
In case you can’t tell, I fucking hate feminism. I listened to all the retarded bullshit that says you
should treat girls with respect and be gentle. “Masculinity is “a silly archaic, outdated notion that has
no place in today’s modern society”.” All the shit that says you should “just be yourself” and not
worry about improving. “You should just wait to see if a girl likes you, instead of being bold and
making a move BEFORE you know if she likes you.” “You’re a rapist if you kiss a girl without
asking her first.” I was honestly ashamed to be a man and tried my best to be more feminine,
emotional, etc. I did everything that women SAY they want (nice guys aka beta faggots), and ignored
what women actually DO (get attracted to masculine, dominant men – men who put themselves first).
I hated being a man. I despised myself. I felt like masculinity was “wrong”, that I had this part of
myself I had to bury and suppress – because that’s what feminism teaches us.
You wouldn’t recognize the old me.
EDIT: There’s this story I forgot to tell. VERY relevant to GLL and stuff Chris has said. So the asian
chick “Kr” from last night has this male best friend, he’s like 30. He’s VERY good looking (Kr
showed me some pics, he could be a male model), absolutely KILLER style, his clothes/accessories
are amazing, buff as fuck, low body-fat, super-successful career (he’s a surgeon I think), rich,
decently tall. He’s seriously like top 0.0001% of men, no joke. The kind of man we all try to become.
I said to her, “Holy shit. This guy is seriously top 0.0001% of guys. He could just stand in a bar and
women would come up to him.” She said “YEAH! They do! Women come up to him all the time, it’s
crazy!”
But he has NO luck with women. Absolutely no fucking luck. He paid $80 to get a “Tinder coach” (I
didn’t even know that was a thing) and constantly tells Kr how bad his lovelife/sex life is. Don’t think
he’s been laid in quite a while.
Why? Because he’s missing the most important part: confidence, or “killer instinct” as Chris
calls it. The guy has no BALLS. He is a nice guy to the very core. He’s super clingy whenever he
gets a girlfriend, and smothers them and they end up leaving.
He doesn’t know how to execute and he has no game-plan, so when girls hit on him in a bar, he’ll just
talk to them for 4 hours and get drunk with them, but not kiss them, let alone take them home. Girls
throw themselves at him (could you guys imagine girls throwing themselves at you? holy shit) and he
still can’t fuck them.
I said to her, “Jesus… This guy should be killing it.”
Kr: “Yeah, and he’s such a nice guy too.”
Me: “HAH! ‘Nice guy’ is the worst thing you can call a man, that’s the kiss of death. I’d rather be a
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douche, or a dickhead, or a complete abusive psychopath asshole, than a nice guy.”
Her: “But you are a nice guy….”
*At that point I beat the shit out of her. Well, maybe not, but I did grab her and tickle the shit out of
her until she took it back*
^ I wanna talk about that for a second. She thinks I’m a “nice guy”. I tease her relentlessly and poke
fun at her constantly. I call her “adorable” and patronise her non-stop. I ignore half of what she says.
I’ve lost count of the number of times she’s said “You never believe anything I say!” or “You never
take me seriously!” or “stop calling me cute!” When she first came over yesterday she was telling me
a story, I interrupted her and said “Take your clothes off”, she protested so I just stripped her and then
said “Ok, you may continue your story now.” I told her during sex “I don’t care if you orgasm, as
long as I’m having fun”. I constantly make “your momma” jokes and constantly tell her that her mum
is a better lay than she is, lol. I shoved a finger in her ass, I came on her face, I pull her hair and
choke her and slap her ass and do whatever the fuck I want with her. During sex when she says “Slow
down” I go harder.
By all accounts, most women would say I’m horrible to this girl, I’m abusive, I’m a total douche to
her, I don’t respect her. Yet she says I’m a nice guy. I’ve had this a couple times before – girls will
say I’m nice or they like the way I treat them, even when I do the opposite of what most people
would say is “treating a girl nicely”. Women in actual abusive relationships will often rationalise with
things like “Yeah he punches me 3 times a day, but deep down I know he’s got a soft side, he’s really
a nice guy”.
Yet more proof you shouldn’t be a total pussy – as Chris says, being too assertive is better than being
too submissive.

Random Notes (21 Oct 2015)
Lol I broke my “rule” and went nuts on OkCupid/Tinder/POF. Got like 20 numbers, got dates lined
up for most nights this week. It’s addictive lol. I’m addicted to the whole process: Being attracted to a
cute girl, chatting her up, grabbing her number, setting up a date, flirting on the date, sticking my dick
in her. The whole thing is so much fun. I’ve changed my opinion on online dating so much. In my
first/second Vlog post on here, I said I hate online dating. Now I love it. Yeah, it’s never going to be
as good as cold approach in terms of quality. But it’s a good avenue for getting laid once you get
decent at it. When I start cold approaching, I’ll keep doing online dating as well.
Girls on Tinder are sluts. Try asking this question to girls, once you’ve sent a couple of casual
messages: “So what are you looking for on here?” Half the time they’ll directly tell you “Someone to
have a little fun with” or “A good kisser!” Holy shit. That shit never happens on POF/OkCupid. Got a
date tonight with a 20yo cute chick who said she’s looking for a good kisser, and has been
MAJORLY flirty via text. Calling me handsome, good looking, etc. Bitches be crazy on Tinder.
Generally speaking, I like girls who are a little less overt in their sluttiness. I’ll still bang these
girls (as long as they’re not completely disgustingly slutty, like “I’m just looking for cock”), but I
have a lower opinion of them because of their overtness. If they’re this overt and slutty with you, that
means they’re this overt and slutty with other guys. Which hey, bitches can do what they like, but
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they’re directly communicating “Hey I’m not much more than a wet hole to fuck. Don’t bother
getting to know me.”
Also seeing the 31yo Asian “Kr” on friday. We’ve hung out for 12 hours total now, I’m really
starting to like her. Best sex of my life, she’s very intelligent, not slutty at all, very very affectionate
and feminine, loves to joke and smile, and she’s VERY into me. Been a few months since I really
liked a fuckbuddy. It’s a nice feeling.
When you bang girls, you don’t have any expectations about them being cool – most girls AREN’T.
The AA drills teach you that. Chris actually says the vast majority of girls are boring as fuck in
the Day 38 audio . So it’s a really nice surprise when a girl is cute + cool + intelligent + sexually
available + into you + not slutty, because that combination is EXTREMELY fucking rare.
I’m not nervous on dates anymore, I just realised this morning. Insane. I seriously feel no anxiety,
no nervousness. The only thing I’m feeling is “I hope this girl is cool and cute in person”. Before I
used to think “I hope I don’t screw up, I hope she likes me, I hope my jokes are funny, I hope I don’t
make a fool of myself, I hope I have the courage to kiss her.” I have none of those thoughts any more.
Holy shit.
I feel like I don’t put my money where my mouth is enough on here; by that I mean I rarely post
proof that I’m doing the things I say I’m doing. This forum is all about accountability and showing
proof. I’ll start posting pics of the girls I bang/date.
First attachment is the 31yo asian “Kr”, I’ll take another pic of her next time she’s here.

Next two attachments are my 18yo longterm fuckbuddy “Ti”.
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Day 38 (19 Oct 2015)
Current Week: Week 6 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
I was going to quit today. As in, quit the entire program. I really mean that.
Funny story: Chatting to this cute girl on tinder, got her number. Ask where she’s from. She says the
same suburb as me. Lol… Ok which street? The same street…. Wtf. Which number? She lives 13
houses down from me. That’s like 50m (150 feet). She’s coming straight over (not going to a bar
first, just straight to my apartment) in like 30 minutes, as soon as I finish posting this vlog. Will let
you know how it goes.

Random Notes (22 Oct 2015)
GUYS HAHA OMG That was epic
So the Tinder chick comes over. We talk for about 30 min, seems to be going ok. I grab her and kiss
her. She’s kinda into it, kinda not. She was kissing me back, but was hesitant, then she stops me and
says “This isn’t going to happen…”
Me: “Why’s that?”
Her: “I’m not sure if I want to…”
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Me: “Fair enough. Let’s call it a night.”
She stays sitting on the couch. Like she didn’t really want to leave and was just putting up “last
minute resistance”
Her: “This is awkward……..”
Me: “How is it awkward? This is the part where you leave. See ya.”
She leaves.
Holy shit, I just got “rejected” (maybe I rejected her, depends on how you look at it) and I’m actually
HAPPIER than if I’d banged her. I feel like I learned more. And it felt good to just instantly boot her
out of my apartment when she wasn’t going to give me what I wanted. In the past I would have kept
her around and tried to “work on her” and convince her and spend hours trying to “earn” her vagina.
Can’t tell you how many times I have been in this exact scenario and fought tooth and nail for hours,
suffering blue balls, to try to get the girl to fuck me.
Now it’s like SORRY BITCH, I have 3 cute fuckbuddies who want my dick, and possibly more in
the pipeline, and there’s an infinite supply of women in this city. Tomorrow night “Kr” is coming
over to bang like rabbits. Sat night I have a date set up with a new girl, and next week already have 3
dates planned. And soon I’ll be cold approaching. You get ONE CHANCE with me, and if you play
games, you done. You fucking done.
Never in my life did I think I would EVER be in a position where I call the shots. I literally call the
shots when it comes to my sex life. I have the power to get pussy, and the power to reject pussy. I
can’t believe this is me. I can’t believe this is my life. This doesn’t feel real.
Holy shit I feel good right now. Rejection = me feeling good. Wow.

Random Notes (24 Oct 2015)
Last night hung out with Kr again (31yo asian) for the 3rd time. Came over at 5pm, stayed til 2am.
Lots of sex and some interesting conversation. Awesome night.
Despite being very corporate and career-minded, she’s extremely feminine and traditional. Last night
I realised just how much. Had a lot of awesome conversations about masculinity, femininity, picking
up chicks, having sex, etc. I’ll just talk about the stuff that’s relevant to other guys here.
She mentioned she wants a man who can “just get it”, as in he just KNOWS what to do (in terms of
sex, but also with life in general). And if she ever has to tell him or guide him or teach him, that ruins
the entire point of him being a man.
And she wants to be told what to do, have the man make all the decisions about everything. (Bare in
mind this is a career woman who’s VERY corporate and very high up in her job). She left her last
boyfriend after 7 years because he just wouldn’t take the lead no matter how much she tried to get
him to. “I became a nagger, trying to nag him to be a man, and I hated myself. I hated who I became.
But he just had no desire to lead and be the man.”
Talked about dominance, and power, and how she finds submitting to a dominant man VERY sexy.
She said it’s “the way things are meant to be”. She was curious about what it feels like to be a man,
what it’s like to have power over her, she seemed fascinated by it.
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We talked about how 99% of guys aren’t men – they’re pussies. She said she feels really bad for
them because they’re missing out on masculinity and they’ll never get what they want if they don’t
TAKE IT. She said she wants a man who knows his place in the world, who’s experienced, who
knows how to get what he wants and doesn’t ask permission for anything.
Talked about consent, she said asking for consent (as in, “Can I kiss you?”) is more disgusting than
being raped. And she was being serious. She said a man is supposed to just grab her and kiss her but
no man has ever done that to her, other than me. (She was only in 3 relationships in the past with
“nice guys”). A man is supposed to ravage her and fuck her brains out without ever uttering a word,
it’s supposed to be wild and passionate and animalistic, sex is supposed to “just happen” like he can’t
control himself. Basically, just take what you want.
So basically everything GLL advocates; take what you want, make the first move, be strong,
dominant and masculine. Don’t sit around waiting for “the right moment” or for a girl to “give you a
sign”. Just make a move and see what happens.
Edit: I’ve had this conversation with a number of girls and they all say basically the same shit. And
even if they won’t overtly admit to all this, they still respond positively when you do the things
written above.
@BIB:
“Sexual disgust at insecure men is a real thing.”
Dude, fuck yeah. When I first start AA drills each day, I get negative reactions – because I’m
nervous, tense, “not in the zone” yet, etc. When I finally relax, reactions are usually positive. It’s a
pattern I’ve seen almost every fucking day.
Last night we talked about “disgust” quite a lot. Some other shit she said:
When she makes eye contact with a guy in a bar or something, if he can’t hold her eye contact (he’s
submissive and looks away first), she doesn’t even want him anywhere near her. And she is a very
sweet and friendly and SHY girl, so she’s not a bitch AT ALL. But she can’t help but have that very
visceral “disgust” feeling. She said it’s the HUGEST red flag, and it means he’s not the kind of guy
who can be a man and take the lead.
Asking permission is obviously disgusting to her. I made her watch this video:
She literally couldn’t watch it, she kept covering her eyes and yelling at me to turn it off. She said it
was disgusting. (That’s when she said the “I’d rather be raped” comment)
I also tried some other things to have a bit of fun with her. I always tease her (well, every chick) and
poke lots of fun at her. She said (with a smile) “You’re such a meanie, do you ever say anything
nice?” I looked her in the eyes and in a serious voice said “You are the most beautiful girl I have ever
seen.” She absolutely fucking CRACKED UP and yelled at me and play-hit me, saying “BARF!
Don’t ever say shit like that again!” And yet nice guys try their hardest to give out as many
compliments as possible, thinking it will win the chick over.
She hates indirect approaches. She finds it disgusting, creepy, weird, like he’s a snake trying to
weasel his way into conversation even though she and he both know he’s there to hit on her. To
clarify, I said “What counts as direct/indirect for you?” She said being direct is “hey, how’s your
night going?” Indirect is more like “Oh that’s a nice shirt” or “Hey let me ask you a question: Do you
like roses or lillies? I’m having a bet with my mates over there.” (Basically, doing stupid PUA shit).
So her (and most, I think) women’s idea of “direct” is actaully what we on GLL would call indirect
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lol. I said to her “Ok what about: ‘Hey, you’re cute. I’m Andy. Watcha up to?'” She looked at me
funny and said “Guys don’t do that, I’ve never heard of that”. LOL.
Again, she is a very very sweet, shy girl. But she can’t stop from being disgusted by insecure, nonmasculine guys. Think of how you feel when you see an obese, short-haired, disgusting, sweating,
pierced+tattooed, loud-mouthed, masculine, angry feminist. That’s how girls feel around beta/pussy
guys. (Incidentally she went on a big discussion about how much she hates feminism too).
“We should be super happy that the world is becoming more feminized.” Yeah. It’s good for us. I
told Kr I feel kinda bad for her and other chicks though. They’re so desperately craving masculinity
and it’s such a fucking rare thing. I’m not even that masculine/dominant (YET), but she told me she’s
never met a guy like me, let alone been hit on/fucked by one. Now part of that is because she’s asian
and shy and has only really done the longterm relationship thing. But also because there really aren’t
many guys who do masculine shit anymore. Next time you’re on a busy bus/train, take a look at how
many men are in shape. Almost none. The absolute best you can say about most if they have my
bodytype (skinny, with a bit of fat). Buff guys are like 1 in 50. And go to a bar and look at how many
are absolute pussies who can’t even hold eye contact with girls, let alone work up the courage to say
hi. Masculinity is dead.
“Holy shit man, I wonder if the children they’re indoctrinating are taking it seriously.”
Of course some people take it seriously and get indoctrinated. I fucking did. When the feminism
message is so consistent and starts from such a young age, plus the fact there aren’t as many male
role models around any more, plus the fact most teachers are female, plus everything shown on TV,
movies, etc… plus how much masculinity gets ridiculed… etc etc… Of course you believe it. It’s all
you’ve ever known.
Side notes, this is fucking hilarious:
www.rapecrisisscotland.org.uk/resources/rcstoptenposta4fin.pdf
At first I thought it’s obviously a parody, it’s so satirical and over the top and just dumb. Blew my
mind to find out it’s actually on an official Scottish GOVERNMENT website:
https://www.rapecrisisscotland.org.uk/campaigns-top-tips/
“3. If you pull over to help a woman whose car has broken down, remember not to rape her.”
it’s like “oh fuck, I accidentally just shoved my dick in another woman while fixing her car without
asking first, WHOOPS. hahaha silly me, always so absent-minded.”

Day 39, Day 40(a) (27 Oct 2015)
Current Week: Week 6 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
Day 39:
Day 40(a):
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Random Notes (24 Oct 2015)
Ok, sex update:
Kr (31yo asian) coming over tonight. And the hot girl “Ka” from a few weeks ago coming over on
friday. Both of them have told me they’re bi-curious; neither of them have ever done anything with a
girl but both want to try.
So tonight I’m going to talk to Kr and see if she’s still up for it. Will show her a couple of pics of Ka
and just get a feel for how she feels about it. Then on Friday I’ll chat to Ka and show her pics of Kr.
They’re both hot, and I’ll be able to tell each of them what the other one is like in bed (to stir up their
imagination) so fingers crossed.
I’m seriously fucking nervous, lol. There’s potential here for me to not only see two chicks exploring
each other for the first time, but two CUTE chicks. In my apartment. My very first 3some (but of
course I’ll pretend I’ve done this a million times before). One step at a time though, gotta make sure
they’re both still open to the idea, and both like the look of each other.
Attached a few pics of the hot 21yo, Ka. (She’s the one on the right).
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Random Notes (29 Oct 2015)
Last night with Kr (31yo asian) was cool. Awesome sex, good chats. I asked her if she still wants to
fool around with a girl, she said yes. She’s nervous about it (she said “I’ll need a bottle of red wine
first”) but clearly wants to try it. Showed her a pic of Ka (the hot 21yo) and I got the sense she was a
little “intimidated” by the fact Ka is younger and hotter. So I grabbed her and fucked her right then
which probably made her feel better.
She has nothing to worry about though, lol. I actually prefer sex with her (Kr the 31yo), she’s way
more passionate, incredibly tight, tiny and petite and really gets into it.
So tomorrow Ka the 21yo is coming over. Will talk to her about the idea and show her a pic of Kr
and tell her about her. I already know she’s up for it, she’s told me a few times it’s her biggest
fantasy. Then it’ll just be a matter of setting a date for them both to come over. Jesus, so
nervous/excited.
Any of you guys had a 3some – got any tips? I’m thinking it’s best to make the night about THEM,
rather than me. So by that I mean I’ll obviously be the “director” and the one who initiates it (since
they’re both nervous and haven’t done anything with a girl), but it’ll be best if I make it their fantasy
rather than my fantasy. So more a chance for them to both try out bisexuality and we all fool around
together – rather than “Andy gets a 3some!” I feel like that would be a better experience that’d make
them more likely to want to try it again later. (Remember, I want to keep my fuckbuddies around –
“pump and dump” isn’t my style)
Any other tips?
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Day 40(b), Day 40(c) (29 Oct 2015)
Current Week: Week 6 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
Day 40(b):
Day 40(c):
I also deleted my tinder, OkCupid and POF accounts. Deleted all the youtube videos in my “Watch
Later” playlist. Deleted the music from my phone. Cleared all the junk from my apartment. Deleted
my porn stash, threw out my alcohol. I’ve just been distracting myself so much lately. I wasn’t being
honest with myself: The AA program stopped being my main priority some time around week 5.
I feel like I want the AA program to be my main goal again.
Tomorrow Ka (21yo hot chick) is coming over. But Kr (31yo asian) just messaged me also wanting
to come over. My hopes rose for the 3some – but Ka (21yo) is really nervous and asked if we can do
it the next time, not tomorrow night. They’re both definitely keen (but they’re both nervous as hell),
so now I just have to set a date.
Ka (hot 21yo) texted me: “I just want to have a nice time with you tomorrow. I’ve been looking
forward to it.” Aren’t girls sweet sometimes?
Here’s something fun though: I’m going to bang Ka when she comes over at 5pm. We’ll hang for a
couple hours, then she’ll leave. Then Kr is coming over later in the night at like 10pm. 2 bangs in one
night will be fun. Only ever done that once in my life and it felt like an epic achievement. Good
cardio workout too.
Mike and Dan, cheers to you both. Dunno where I’d be without you two.
@Dan: “You made me realize how many hours a day I spend avoiding my thoughts.”
“Avoiding my thoughts” is exactly what I’ve been doing for the last 2 months. Like I’ve been
TERRIFIED to be alone with my thoughts. Just like you, I’ve been filling every single second with
music/podcast/Youtube/reading/something so that I don’t have to be alone.
I’ve spent the last 16 hours (well, minus the 8hrs of sleep) doing nothing but thinking. Been thinking
about all the reasons I started the AA program in the first place. All the things I want from life, the
man I want to become.
Quote from The Rational Male, my favourite site:
The real test for a man is how he lives with himself, alone. Precious few men ever truly allow
themselves to be alone and learn real independence and self-reliance.
– From The Myth of the Lonely Old Man
In a few minutes I’ll be finishing work an hour early to go knock off some drills. Will post the vlog
when I’m done.
Thanks again to both of you.

Day 40(d), Day 41 (30 Oct 2015)
Current Week: Week 6 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
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Day 40(d) and Day 41:
Andy’s thoughts on “banging hot girls you don’t really like”:
Extra stuff on “sluttiness”: When a chick is REALLY vocal about sex stuff (without you asking) it
just comes across as unfeminine. That’s what I was trying to get at.
Also, she was casually mentioning stuff about relationships, eg “If you and I get into a relationship,
you should know I’m very jealous of other girls”, asking about if I believe in marriage, saying things
like “Do you like thai food? I could never be with someone who doesn’t like Thai food”, etc. Bitch,
no. Just, no. Nobody ties Andy down, lol. My dick is too valuable to belong to just one girl.
Edit: She just texted me this:
“not that you need your ego stroked to inflate your head even more than what it already is… but my
body is still going crazy. i’ve had a lot of crappy sex so idk if it means much but you’re the best i’ve
had… you’re amazing in bed, keep it up dude!!!! ahhhhh xxxx”
Hmmmmmmm. That’s a fucking epic ego boost of course. Still don’t think it’s worth it to have to
endure an annoying personality. It also occurred to me now might be a good time to drop her,
because she’ll only get more attached (and more crazy) the longer things go on. Especially based on
the text above. And she’s already acting clingy (asking about relationships) when we’ve only banged
twice.
I feel like these are huge red flags, and I’d be an idiot to ignore them. “Never stick your dick in
crazy”. She’s really fucking hot though, god dammit. But then again, if I can get a chick as hot as her
once – I can get another one.
Thoughts?

Random Notes (31 Oct 2015)
So Kr (31yo asian) came over at about midnight and we banged/talked for about 3 hours. Sex with
her is 10 times better than the hot 21yo. The asian girl is way more passionate, WAY tighter, tries
hard to please me, and she’s tiny and petite (only weighs 50kg/110pounds) so I can pick her up and
toss her around. Plus she’s actually fun to talk to/hangout with, which is pretty fucking rare (most
girls are boring/dumb).
Just to try something different, I had a crack at this:
www.goodlookingloser.com/forums/bang-her…his-gll?limitstart=0
Couldn’t make her squirt but gave her 3 orgasms (she said it was a record for her) which was pretty
fucking fun. She went CRAZY, like she was screaming and she almost passed out and she couldn’t
talk for about 20 minutes afterwards. If you guys haven’t done it you’ve gotta give it a try, it’s
HEAPS of fun.
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Day 42 (04 Nov 2015)
Current Week: Week 6 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
Day 42 aka 4 HOURS OF HELL
No shit, hardest day of my life.
I forgot to say in the video, but as I was walking through the shopping centre, there are these
balconies where you can look down to the bottom floor. I honestly had thoughts of “If I jumped right
now, this would all be over.” I’m serious.

Day 43 (05 Nov 2015)
Current Week: Week 6 of the Approach Anxiety Program.

Random Notes (07 Nov 2015)
No drills today because…. I was fulfilling something I’ve had on my “sexual bucketlist” for ages
now.
In one of the recent audios Chris talks about fetishes/fantasies/sexual bucketlist stuff. And it got me
thinking, so I wrote down a list of fantasies/stuff I want to try. Having sex with a virgin is something
I’ve never done. So last week I put an ad on Craigslist. Few chicks replied, got chatting to one 18yo.
She was nervous as FUCK because she’s never done anything more than kissing, but she’s sick of
being a virgin and wants to lose it with an older guy who knows what he’s doing (all her friends lost
their virginity to young boys while drunk and all of them regretted it).
We’ve been texting/emailing for a week, she came round today and we hung out for a couple hours.
Got on pretty well, she’s mature/intelligent for an 18yo. She’s not hot – probably a 5 – but she’s
skinny and I’m willing to bed a 5 if it means exploring something I’ve never tried before.
So we go back to mine. Jesus she was nervous. Her whole body was shaking when I started kissing
her. Then she just grabbed me and hugged me tightly and didn’t want to let go for like 5 minutes, we
just sat there hugging. She had no idea how to kiss (but by the time she left a few hours later she was
pretty good). The tiniest things just drove her crazy, like kissing her neck I swear she almost had an
orgasm lol.
She was fucking adorable when giving me a blowjob. She kept constantly asking “Am I doing it ok?
Is this ok? Am I going ok?” She was clumsy at first (teeth, owww) but with some guidance she
actually became fucking good. Made me cum by jerking me off (again, constantly asking “how about
this? faster or slower? Is this ok?”)
Ended up banging twice + she also made me cum with the handjob. Holy fucking christ I was not
expecting her to be THAT tight. I mean obviously virgin = tight, duh. But like… I struggled to get a
finger in at first. And it took almost 2 hours before I could even get the TIP of my dick in. And that
was using a shitload of lube and fingering her for an hour. Had to go INCREDIBLY slow, but it was
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worth it because I was terrified of hurting her, and managed to avoid that. Second time we banged I
got about half my dick in, lol. There was lots of blood but she said she wasn’t in pain, just mild
discomfort.
She got REALLY clingy, which I thought might happen. Like, wanting to hold hands when I walked
her home, then saying “I’m being so clingy aren’t I, oh god”. Asked me like 5 or 6 times, “So are we
doing this again? I know I already asked you that.” Kept asking me “Did you like doing that with
me?” And during the sex she said “I’m high on love right now! haha just kidding!”
I think I’ll see her again. She wasn’t hot but the sex was definitely good, and obviously it will be a
million times better as she gets less tight. I don’t know if I’d feel great about myself if I deflowered a
virgin and then just booted her to the curb. And I gotta admit, there’s something fun about teaching a
virgin. They truly have NO idea how to do anything, and they’re so fucking eager to please. And she
seemed to really enjoy every single little thing. She also surprised me with a few things – eg after she
jerked me off, my dick and her hand were covered in cum. She said “What am I supposed to do
now?” I laughed and said “Uh.. there is no ‘supposed to’. Do whatever you want.” So she timidly
licked some of the cum off my dick.
Definitely recommend banging a virgin. Just bare in mind you will 100% have to lead
EVERYTHING and be the teacher, and the chick is going to get majorly attached. Also takes an
insane amount of patience if you don’t want to hurt her. And it’s a strange experience because there
you are, just having sex, which is something you’ve done many times before. But the person you’re
doing it with is having her mind blown because this is a totally new experience for her.

Random Notes (08 Nov 2015)
[I wrote the following in response to something someone asked me in my log]:
Haha virgins are hilarious. What other funny stuff did your girl do?
Girl I was with kept asking me in the most deadpan voice, “How would you rate this experience so
far?” Like she was doing a survey. Fucking made me crack the fuck up every time.
Twice I teased her about something for being a girl, and she said in the most SERIOUS voice, “I do
not conform to gender stereotypes”. And then proceeded to conform to every female stereotype you
could ever think of.
When we were about to have round 2, she said “I don’t want to.” I said “You alright? Still nervous?”
“I just don’t want to.”
*Then she starts kissing me*
I stopped her and said “Fair enough, you don’t have to. But we can’t keep making out – it turns me
on and makes me want to fuck you. So stop kissing.”
She gets this serious look on her face and says “Do you only want me for sex??”
“No, I want you for your riveting conversations”
*We had sex again*
We have literally met up FOR SEX, we were under no illusions it was anything but a “let’s fuck”
meetup. She was literally meeting me to lose her virginity. We met on fucking CRAIGSLIST lol.
And she says the classic female nonsense “Do you only want me for sex??????” Lol bitches are
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fucking hilarious

Day 44(a) (12 Nov 2015)
Current Week: Week 6 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
Been in a funk the last week. I’ll spare the details because they don’t really matter. What matters is
pulling myself out of it.
Today on the way to tennis I walked past lots of chicks. Got some eye contact from a few but usually
1-2secs.
One chick gave about 3 secs, and I smiled and she smiled back. Then I said “cute.” Felt fucking
awesome. Masculine. Doing this shit is so radically different from what society says is “normal” or
“acceptable”.
Tomorrow I’ll get back on the horse properly. I wanna get to day 46 so I can cold approach.
EDIT:
Ok, did a couple more after tennis. I seem to be getting a lot more eye contact (maybe because I’m in
a good mood?) Got a few to smile back at me which is fucking awesome. One girl giggled when I
called her cute.
Did other stuff too like telling people I liked their shirt, etc. I enjoy being social. Makes me feel alive.
Tomorrow will be a good day. I already feel like I’m in a better mood.
I’m (slowly) learning to take action even when I don’t feel like it. Take action and your mood
improves. It’s NOT “improve your mood and then take action”.

Day 45 (14 Nov 2015)
Current Week: Week 6 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
(I “skipped” day 44 because it was taking too long. I will definitely go back and do it after I’ve done
day 46. I want to get better at maintaining eye contact, I can see how it’s a useful skill. And its fun
and flirty.)
As for day 45…it took SO FUCKING LONG. 2.5 hours. It’s Saturday here and I did it in a shopping
mall. You’d think there would be heaps of pairs/groups of girls…. But no. Mostly families, and girls
with their mothers, and shitloads of teen girls (i dont wanna do drills on under-age girls). Lots of girls
by themselves. But barely any girls in pairs/groups.
It was fucking painful. 3.5hours of walking (if you include the few reps of day 44). It was so
frustrating and I did not enjoy it. At one point I got really demanding when two girls wouldn’t shake
my hand, I basically forced them to in a really creepy way after they’d already said “thanks, we’re
not interested” because I didn’t want to repeat the rep.
It wasn’t all bad tho. This one guy was talking with his coworker, the coworker said “Here, you hold
the keys”. I happened to be walking next to the guy so i put my hand out and said “I’ll hold the keys,
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bro”. He holds them out and says I can have them. I looked at him for the longest time, thinking he
was fucking with me. Then I took them. He started walking off, so I followed him. I said “Why did
you give your keys to a random stranger? What if i throw them away? Or rob your store?”
He was like “I dont mind”
Me: “What are these keys for anyway? What do they open?”
Him: “A door”
I lolled.
We walked for a bit and I’m just looking at him, thinking “this dude is a fucking champ…”
I eventually hand the keys back to him and he laughed. Gave him a friendly slap on the shoulder and
said” I like you man. You’re fucking funny. “
He told me to enjoy my day and he left.
Seriously what a fucking cool dude.
I now do almost all my highfives without saying a word. I just point at the girls, stand in their way
and put my hand up. Works well. Only time i ever say” Yo, highfive” is if they’re looking at their
phone or not looking at me.
I have 2 hours left before I have to work. I really want to start day 46. But I am fucking
EXHAUSTED. 3.5hrs of walking around without having eaten much. I’m grabbing food now, but I
feel like I’m about to pass out. I’ll just do one or two girls and see how I feel.

Random Notes (15 Nov 2015)
Loool had 3 spare hours between work shifts today, was going to do drills. Ended up getting laid
instead. All good, will do day 46 tomorrow (monday).
So I ticked a few things off my bucketlist today, without even meaning to. Met this 18yo chick
online, again on Craigslist (what is it about craigslist and 18yo chicks…) We flirted and texted for 2
days, got her to come over (straight to my apartment). Really feminine, cute, giggly, has a really
soft/demure voice. She smiles so much in that cute way some girls do. I’d say she’s maybe a 7, but
once we had sex holy cow she’s an 8+.
I greeted her downstairs then as soon as we were alone in the elevator I pulled her to me. She said
“Oh, wait, so soon?” then I kissed her and she was REALLY into it, kissed me back passionately.
Kissing girls in the elevator on the way up to my apartment is now my go-to move.
Things she ticked off my bucketlist:
– African chick. Holy shit she has the hugest, juiciest lips, perfect for kissing
– HUGE pussy lips/clit (has always been a turnon, have never found a chick this “well-endowed”
though lol)
– squirter
– cums REALLY fucking easily. she came like 6 times, and can easily come from her clit, being
fingered, or being fucked. Also got wet REALLY fucking easily, she was constantly wet and when
we had a break I could make her wet again in like 30 seconds.
– she wants to be my slave. we were talking and she told me she’s hugely turned on by 50 shades of
grey and wants to submit to me. The sex we had was pretty fucking rough; pulled her hair, choked,
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made her gag on my dick, slapped her ass, slapped her pussy, pinched her nipples as hard as I could,
bit her neck, pinned her down, etc. She loved all of it and wants more than that but she’s nervous as
hell about it
– relatively inexperienced. She’s obviously had sex, she knows how to give a good blowjob. But she
was really fucking nervous. When we were cuddling af ter sex (which is an awesome time to get
honest answers out of girls by the way, thankyou oxytocin) she said she’s never gone to someone’s
house and had sex. Also told me she’s never cum during sex (which sounds insane, given she came 6
times without me putting in much effort). She was also really fucking cuddly/affectionate and
“clingy” in that cute way young girls often are. When she left she kept wanting to kiss me and hug
me and then said “Please text me, whenever you get a chance, if you want to”. Cute as fuck.
Fucking awesome sex, definitely gonna see her again. She’s only about 30 min away by train, pretty
convenient. We didn’t hangout too much (we were limited on time) but she seems cool enough, and
is pretty feminine and took all my jokes/teasing well.
Highly recommend Craigslist to you guys. I haven’t really heard it mentioned on here or anywhere
else for that matter – I think the general feeling is it’s “seedy” as fuck and I used to think the same
thing. And there are some REALLY fucking creepy as fuck guys on there. Which is why I do exactly
what I do with online dating – just post a really normal ad, “Chill guy looking for cool girl to hangout
with”, don’t mention sex, and you get a few normal chicks replying back. Chat to ’em just like
normal, ask for a number and text just like normal, then organise a hangout.
There’s a HUGE number of women who browse Craigslist and read all the ads and get turned on by
fantasising about doing all the dirty things they’re reading (it’s like porn for them) – but they’d never
actually want to meet. It’s like an escape for them, a way to imagine being a dirty girl (just like 50
shades of grey – look how much of a bestseller the book is and a blockbuster the movie is). But if
they see your “normal” ad, as long as you’re not being too creepy, they’ll sometimes meet you. Have
met a few girls this way to see the pattern repeating.
The reason it’s awesome is once you write a few template ads, you can just repost them every few
days, takes literally 2 minutes. And just leave them there and you get a few replies every day or so. In
some ways it’s better than online dating because the girls are responding to YOU, whereas with
online dating you have to chase them.
If anyone wants tips on writing an ad, or wants to know where to post it or when to post it, etc, hit me
up

Random Notes (19 Nov 2015)
Ive been procrastinating so much lately. I’ve only got to do one more drill – day 46 – before I can
cold approach.
Im standing so close to the edge, I’m so close to being a man who cold approaches. I’m so fucking
close.
But something’s holding me back. Hell, I’m holding myself back. I still haven’t convinced myself
I’m “allowed” to do this shit. I know logically I can do it, I just keep holding myself back.
Fucking hell. It’s painful to be so close, and yet so far. Cold approaching feels like it’s a lifetime
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away, like I’ll never get there… Even though I could be there TOMORROW if I wanted.
Fuck these thoughts. Fuck these chains I’ve put on myself. Do I deserve to cold approach? I don’t
know. But can I do it? Yes, yes I can. I just have to fucking DO IT.
At least I’m still getting laid 2-3 times a week. Africann chick coming over tomorrow again. That
doesn’t really satisfy me though; I want to cold approach, not “cheat” through online dating.
This program really does bring out your insecurities. I’ll be a much better man once I make it
through. I’ve already improved a tonne, got more to do though.
…
After typing all this I went out and walked around, made eye contact with quite a few chicks, smiled
at a couple. Didn’t do drills but I always feel better when I’m out amongst people. Better than sitting
at home alone feeling sorry for myself.
I’ll get through day 46. Just a matter of time.

Random Notes (24 Nov 2015)
Been fucking around the last week. Got back into weightlifting and have started fixing my sleep (my
sleep pattern has been ATROCIOUS for years, I can’t remember the last time I got 8 hours sleep, and
I never go to bed at a reasonable time).
But I’ve been avoiding the AA program. So I took the next 3 days off work. Massive hit to the wallet,
but fuck it, I need to get this shit done. I only have to finish day 46 (talk to 24 girls) and then I can
cold approach.
Enough fucking around. LET’S GET THIS SHIT DONE, SON

Day 46(a) (26 Nov 2015)
Current Week: Week 6 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
@taco_smasher: Hey cheers man. Appreciate that. I was stuck on the high fives at first, but you’ll
eventually smash it.
“the only difference is that you guys are powering through it.”
Lol, no. I’ve been fucking around with week 6 for a month now. So don’t feel like you’re doing any
worse than anyone else. We all have to fight our own battles. Stick at it man, you’ll get there.
In Australia, we have a saying for girls you find attractive: “I’d go through her like lightning through
a wet dog”
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Day 46(b) (27 Nov 2015)
Current Week: Week 6 of the Approach Anxiety Program.
I am absolutely exhausted. Mentally and physically drained. I feel broken, like I have nothing left. I
am struggling, more than I ever have in my life.

I Stopped The Program at Day 46 and Took a 5-Month Break
At this point I actually stopped the program – not because I was giving up, but because you’re
allowed to stop at Day 46 and start hitting on girls. (The program actually continues on into Week 7,
but you don’t have to do it). If you get to Day 46 of the program yourself, it’s your call whether you
want to continue with the program, or start hitting on girls, or both.
Problem is, I didn’t actually hit on any girls right away… I had a really rough patch for about 5
months, dealing with some health issues and other stuff, and I didn’t hit on a single girl. I kept a
detailed journal of those 5 months. After that was sorted, I started hitting on girls properly. The log
continues here.

First Cold Approach (18 May 2016)
I, killtheinnerloser aka Andy, make the written acknowledgement that no matter what, tonight I will
cold approach at least ONE girl and then post about it on here. Writing this means I have no choice
but to do it.
-Andy
[11 hours later]:
I did it. I fucking did it. I just did a fucking cold approach.
I still have insane amounts of AA, but I will beat it.
I will do this.

Random Notes (20 May 2016)
Fuck yeah, bitchesssss. I pussied out for an hour today, then made a promise to Mike and Dan I
would cold approach within the next 2 mins. Fucking did it, she was married but extremely flattered
and thanked me. Did another but she ignored my approach.
I CAN FUCKING DO THIS. No, fuck that. I am actually fucking doing this. Holy shit.
The world is my oyster. It’s an EXHILARATING thought to realise you’re allowed to hit on ANY
girl you see. I’ve been restricted all my life to just online dating/social circles. I feel fucking FREE,
like breaking out of a prison.
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Fucking hell this is fun.
At this point, I consider my AA dealt with. Obviously I still have it when cold approaching, but I
now have the tools to deal with it. I know how to deal with it, and more importantly, I now know that
I CAN deal with it. I’m giving myself evidence every time I do it.
I don’t even know where to begin thanking Chris for the program. Fucking hell, it’s changed my
fucking life. Not just a little bit. EVERYTHING is different. I have confidence I never had before. I
start random conversations with strangers (guys and girls). I high-five random people all the time.
I’m confident on dates. I used to be TERRIFIED of talking to girls, now it’s almost easier than
talking to guys.
If anyone is thinking of doing the AA program, even if you think there’s no way you could succeed –
just give it a try. I went into it not sure how it was going to go, I wasn’t sure if I’d ever get to a point
where I could cold approach. But the program fucking works, as long as you WANT to succeed.
A lot of people helped me succeed – Dag, Eric, and others. But there’s 2 who pushed me more than
anyone else. Dan (Bad Idea Bear) and Mike (Mikesplosions). We talk on Skype all the fucking time,
these two bitches have pushed me pretty much daily. I owe much of my success to them. Cheers,
lads.
I’m going to start posting a cold approach log here:
www.goodlookingloser.com/forums/field-re…loser-s-approach-log
Follow that shit for more entertaining VLOGS, duck-spotting and my beautiful face.

First Number from Cold Approach (27 May 2016)
FUCK YES DADDY DID IT! DADDY GOT A FUCKING NUMBER FROM COLD
APPROACH!!!
i can get a number
its possible
holy fuck

Random Notes (30 May 2016)
Quick update: today went out for a bit to cold approach. pussied out a huge bunch of girls (like 30,
fucking hell) then finally had enough of being a bitch and just walked straight up to one.
she was asian, super cute, told her she was cute and shook her hand. as I was shaking her hand, i had
the urge to just hang onto her hand – so i did. i used to be terrified at the thought of even trying that,
but for some reason, holding hands with a stranger feels like the most natural thing in the world (will
come back to this point in a sec)
asked for her number, she looked like she wanted to but was like “ummmmmm… i dunno…” I
teased her and was like “dooooo ittttt, go on, goooo onnnnnn, what’s your number” but she
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eventually said no. still a super fun interaction and way better than my other ones.
so the holding hands thing: it’s weird, but it felt natural. and why shouldn’t it be natural to touch a
girl and hold her hand if you like her? it reminds me of being a little kid again. you just do whatever
you want, with no rules, nothing you “should” or “shouldn’t” do. you just do whatever you feel like.
and when a guy likes a girl, why shouldn’t he hold her hand?
holding hands with a stranger is so fucking amazing to me – i’ve come SO FUCKING FAR in the
last year or two. i honestly NEVER used to touch girls – not even female friends. I was terrified to
even HUG my female friends, I used to shake their fucking hands when i’d see them and when saying
goodbye. how fucking autistic is that? even with my girlfriends, i’d NEVER do any public displays
of affection – not even holding hands, let alone kissing (even with girls I’d been dating for years).
so to hold some random girl’s hand 2 seconds after meeting her is a revelation to me.
and the truly exciting thing is, I have so fucking far to go. this is barely even the beginning.

Random Notes (22 Jun 2016)
Quick update: went out to approach today after a month off (healing from the vasectomy + being
lazy). AA came back BIG TIME, walked around pussying out on at least 100 girls. Know how long I
was walking around the mall, feeling anxious, sick to my stomach? THREE HOURS. THREE
FUCKING HOURS.
Finally I decided “this is fucking stupid. I’m approaching the next cute girl I see”. So I did.
Cutest little asian girl, ultra shy, only talked for like 30 seconds then asked for her number. Will text
her in a bit to see if it’s a live number.
Jesus christ. 3 hours of anxiety. 3 hours of hell. I’m exhausted. I’m eating some lunch, gonna try and
rest, then push on and so some more.
I will become a god at this. No matter what, I will do it.
EDIT: Did another approach on a super hot chick who was polite but VERY not interested.
Walked around for another 4 hours, kinda half-heartedly. Didnt approach again.
Clearly 2 approaches in 7 hours is absolute shit. But I’m going to keep doing this every monday,
wednesday and friday until I get good. Theoretically, it wouldn’t be hard to do 50 approaches in 7
hours. Gonna fucking smash this.
One thing I noticed is a lot more girls are giving me eye contact, some even smile. Obviously that
doesnt mean “omg bro she wants ur D so fucking bad, what a slut” but it’s still nice. Losing weight
has definitely helped. In 4 weeks I’ll be below 14 percent bodyfat for the first time in 13 years, so
will bulk a little.
On the plus side, I got in 7 hours of exercise lol.
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Random Notes (24 Jun 2016)
quick update. day off today, was supposed to workout and then go cold approaching. i did neither.
finally went out after dark for a walk. no intention to cold approach, im in the worst mood, angry at
myself for wasting the day. see a cute girl, AA comes up. for some reason i force myself to just stop
her, and did my approach.
this has taught me a few things. one, even when in the WORST mood ever, you have to just move
your feet, go through the motions and work on your goals. dont let your mood dictate your actions.
two, cold approaching will eventually become a habit where you just approach without even thinking
about it, no aa, no nerves.
three, girls who aren’t interested are still really polite.
edit: lol just saw an old fuckbuddy of mine on the train. i stopped seeing her after she got chubby. she
awkwardly moved away. girls are adorably weird.

Random Notes (27 Jun 2016)
did 2 approaches today. technically 3, but the first one ignored me and gave me a weird look when i
tried to stop her so it doesnt count.
i got rejected HARD by the next girl, she was stone cold bitchy and almost disgusted by me hitting
on her. i let it affect me way more than I wish i had. i let it smash my confidence.
forced myself to do another girl, she was nicer but said she had a boyfriend. i could have done more
but i let myself get down.
one of my fuckbuddies is coming over so i ran out of time, but definitely not happy with my
performance today. 2 girls is pathetic, i easily could have done 10 if i hadnt let myself be affected by
the first 2 rejections.
pissed at myself.
i have to think positive though. the one positive is i am getting quicker at approaching – i only
pussied out for 30 mins before approaching (slowly improving). and despite feeling really fucking
low, i still did another approach. and every single rejection is one step closer to the next “yes”

Random Notes (01 Jul 2016)
Short update. I pussied out for 4 hours today. So close to going home. Then I changed my mindset to
the same mindset I had during the AA program. “Just do the drills, dont worry about the reaction”.
All of a sudden it got easier, I did 5 approaches in about 45mins.Could have been WAY faster than
that but I was near passing out from walking for 5 hours. 4 rejections, 1 number.
Had to call it quits after that, I’ve been out almost 6 hours as I type this, and I’m playing tennis
tonight. I’m almost dead, gonna pass out.
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Changed work roster to now have 6 mornings off per week, will go out every day and aim to do 10
approaches per day (50-60 per week). I need to beat this, it’s SLOWLY getting easier. Time to step it
up a notch or 2.

Random Notes (06 Jul 2016)
My fuckbuddy came over on weekend so I didnt do any approaches, and last 3 days I’ve been feeling
really down. Weather has been rainy, freezing and miserable. All of that is just convenient excuses
though to shy away from pushing through approach anxiety.
My biggest hurdle with drills/approaches has always been getting out of the house. Once I’m outside,
99% of the time I finish the drills/approaches.
Today I started something new: telling myself I don’t have to approach today, but I do have to leave
the house. If I sit around in my apartment there’s a 0% chance I’ll approach. If I at least leave the
house, there’s a greater-than-zero percent chance I’ll approach.
I’m out right now at my favourite shopping centre, dont plan on doing any approaches (though
haven’t ruled it out). Already feel a million times better being out here.
Gonna build “leave the house everyday” into a habit, something I do every day without thinking
about it. At the moment I’m way too sporadic with my approaches, and it’s taking a lot of willpower
to force myself to leave the house and go do some. If I’m already out, approaching is WAY easier
and less forced.
99% of success is just showing up.

Random Notes (07 Jul 2016)
woke up late, feeling like shit. first thought, “fuck it, dont go out today”
second thought, “shut the fuck up and get in the shower.”
out the door within 30mins which is a good change, I normally fuck around for an hour or so.
determined to build this into a habit, so every morning I just get out of bed, shower, go into the city
and do a few approaches before work. and even if i dont approach, at least im out and about, getting
some fresh air and being around other people.
i work from home, which means if i dont make myself go out, i could in theory just stay at home for
like 3 days straight. if i do that, i feel insanely depressed.
didn’t approach today, but i didnt push myself to.

Random Notes (08 Jul 2016)
Woke up feeling shit again, haven’t been sleeping. So fucking tempted to watch porn, cheat on my
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diet and just waste the day. Instead, I caught the train to the city centre. It’s a small victory.
I’m realising how much I’ve been self-sabotaging. Like 3 times a week I’ll make excuses not to leave
the apartment. Or I’ll jerk off to porn, feel drained afterwards and not go out. I’ve been doing this 3
or more times a week – I’m literally wasting HALF of my life.
So while it seems minor, building the habit of “leave the house every fucking day NO MATTER
WHAT” is absolutely my number one goal right now.
Everything gets better when I leave the house.

Random Notes (09 Jul 2016)
Went out for 2hrs, 0 approaches. 0 for the week. Disappointing, but at least I’ve gotten out of the
house every single day this week. Being outside battling AA is better than being inside inventing
excuses not to try.
Weight loss has been on point, I’m 16% bodyfat according to my calipers. Lowest Ive been in my life
(have been a fat fuck since I was a teen). Losing roughly 0.8kg per week. Estimated 9kg to go to hit
8-10% bodyfat (I’m completely guessing).
So I’m off to a good start (consistently leaving the apartment). Need to build on that and start actually
approaching.

Random Notes (11 Jul 2016)
Tempted to pretend today didn’t happen and not post a log. But whole reason I have this is to keep
myself accountable.
Went out for 3hrs, no approaches. Not good enough. Pathetic, to be honest.
When I finally break through this and get comfortable approaching, this hell will have been so worth
it.
Will keep on pushing myself no matter how long this takes.

Random Notes (12 Jul 2016)
[I wrote the following in response to something someone said to me in my log]:
“What you’re doing is not working and you’re banging your head against the wall. “
I needed to hear this.
My ego wants to disagree with you, but you may be right. Taking that 5 months off after the AA
program really fucked me up. My self-talk is fucking AWFUL at the moment because I don’t have
any positive momentum, and I’m talking myself out of each approach. I have no social momentum,
no positive feelings, no hope, etc – I’m walking around feeling miserable, feeling like a little bitch.
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No wonder I’m not approaching. And every day of walking around for 3 hours not approaching is
just reinforcing those negative thoughts.
I need to give myself credit for the little victories – the very fact I’m here facing up to this shit,
uncovering my (many) insecurities and fighting against my AA is a success in itself. I could easily
say “You know what? Cold approach is hell, I’m just going to only get laid from online dating for the
rest of my life” and I’d easily have a half-decent sex life, WAY better than your average joe. But I
want more, I don’t want to be average/mediocre. I don’t want to be comfortable. I should give myself
some credit for that.
I’ve already done the “leave the apartment” thing for 7 days in a row now. I’m going to give myself
this week to keep going out, and if I feel like trying a few approaches I will (last week I did 5
approaches within 45 minutes, and it was relatively easy). But won’t force myself.
If by the end of the week I haven’t made any improvements, I’m going to do exactly what you said –
start with basic drills I can EASILY do and work up from there.
Cheers man, really fucking appreciate it.

Random Notes (14 Jul 2016)
Haven’t been sleeping lately. Went out today, so tired I was a zombie just walking around. Zero
intention of approaching, was just happy to make it out of the house.
Saw this cute Jap chick, and before I even realised it, I was telling her she was cute. Completely on
autopilot. This shit is slowly becoming a habit.

Random Notes (15 Jul 2016)
Went out today, told myself I had the day off and was just going to walk and get some fresh air +
exercise, with no approaches.
But I’ve screwed something up in my brain: It’s literally impossible to be outside now without
thinking “I should approach”. Like I just can’t relax and walk around, I absolutely HAVE to try
hitting on chicks.
Tried to fight it for an hour or so, eventually gave in and decided to try approaching. Failed
miserably, especially on one chick in my grocery store I walked past like 20 times lol. Not too
bothered though.
It’s slowly becoming funny – rather than frustrating – when I pussy out. I’m starting to chuckle to
myself when I’m a pussy. Slowly starting to enjoy this process.
As I type this, all I can think is “Why the fuck am I on GLL when I could be out there approaching?”
Gonna go out again in 10 mins, because why the fuck not.
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First Date from Cold Approach (16 Jul 2016)
Just had my first cold approach date.
Was one of the chicks I got a number off last night. “E”, 19, Chinese chick who’s only been in
Australia 2 weeks. She was spamming my phone like crazy, I’ve never ever had a chick this excited
to hangout. If this is an indication of what cold approach girls are like, I can’t wait for more. With
online dating, the chicks are NEVER that excited to meet. It always feels like it’s “take it or leave it”
with them, like they have 100000 other options and you don’t even matter. This felt different.
“E”‘s English isn’t quite fluent yet, and I usually speak fast which didn’t help. Slowed down my
speech and she understood everything, so date was super easy after that. Just had a coffee date in the
same shopping mall where I met her. Touched her a bucketload., held hands at one point. Taught her
a bunch of English swearwords (Lol she already knew 90% of them), hearing her say “cunt” and
“fuckface” in her cute little Chinese accent was epic. She taught me some chinese swear words.
“baichi” is my favourite.
She mentioned wanting to be friends at the end of the date, though it felt more like a “I want to see
you again” thing rather than friendzoning. Next date i’ll make it more intimate/sexual and will kiss
her to see if she’s either in or out. My go-to method is ALWAYS to kiss a girl on the first date,
usually within an hour, so she knows where I stand. For some reason I didn’t with this chick, even
though there were definitely a couple of points where I normally would. I’m definitely playing it too
safe, partly because she’s so conservative, partly because this is my first cold approach date and I
really really really really really really want to get my first cold approach lay.
When I left, she hugged me 3 times, and texted me 15 minutes after I left. Again, infinitely different
to online dating.
Also, didn’t approach today. Definitely could have, but didn’t push myself. Was just happy going on
the date.
2nd date with “E”:
[I didn’t actually post about it at the time. It must have gone well, since we then had a 3rd date a few
days later.]
3rd date with “E” (20 Jul 2016):
3rd date with the 19yo super conservative Chinese girl “E” who’s only been in Australia 2 weeks I
cold approached. She was much more relaxed and let me hold her hand a LOT more tonight, and
touched me a lot more. I tried to kiss her (3rd time I’ve tried) and she pushed me away. This time I
kissed her neck and she yelled “Ahhh you kiss me!” Cute as fuck. Kissed her neck later in the night
too.
When I was about to say goodbye to her, we were both sitting on a bench. I said “Have you ever been
kissed in public?” She said “no no no no, I never do that.” I’m leaning back in my chair with a smile
on my face like a cocky motherfucker, and I say “You have to kiss me, now.” She says “Only on the
cheek”. Just like last time, I say “Nah, on the lips or it doesn’t count.” She hesitates, but clearly wants
to. I encourage her, “Go on, do ittt, dooo ittt” She smiles and says “Am I allowed to say no?” I say
“Nope”. She leans over and kisses me quickly on the lips – more like a peck.
So I’m making progress, and estimate I’ll bang this chick on the 15th date LOL. This is so far out of
the ordinary for me (like I said, I always bang on the 1st, 2nd or 3rd date – there is no 4th date). But I
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really wanna see where this goes, I love a challenge. I’m a masochist.

First Lay from Cold Approach (27 Jul 2016)
FIRST COLD APPROACH LAYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY! Banged the asian girl “E”.
Also, at one point she said my dick was “Scary!” I said “What do you mean?” She said “Too big, too
enormous”. I fucking love compliments like that. Guys, get a Bathmate, it’ll make your dick “scary”.
Extra shit: she does NOT know how to give a blowjob hahaha. I put my cock in her mouth and she
just stayed still. Like didn’t move her head. I waited 10 seconds, she just stayed still – no head
movement, no licking, no sucking, it was hilarious. I ended up grabbing her head and just facefucking her lol.
Was super rough with her too (I always am), choked her neck, slapped ass, pulled hair, talked dirty to
her etc. She liked it.
So one important thing that’s been reinforced is AWALT – “All Women Are Like That”. Don’t make
the mistake of thinking just because she’s 19, super conservative and only been in western
civilisation for 2 weeks… that she’s somehow different from any other girl. She still wants to be
banged rough and pounded like a whore, she still wants your dick, she still needs you to be
aggressive and kiss her even if she turns her head away on 4 fucking separate occasions.

And the Rest is History…
I went on to get laid a tonne more after that – over 140+ times in total (as of writing). I only got laid
9 times in total from cold approach; the rest have been through online dating, which has become my
forte. Proof of most of my lays here, including plenty of pics, videos and stories of all the awesome
girls I’ve shared my time with.
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I’ll Say it Again – I was a Dick.
I want to make it super-clear again, I don’t condone a lot of the old attitudes I had back in 2015. I
was very crass towards women, I definitely didn’t treat them like they were on the same team as me,
and I wasn’t always honest. And god damn, giving girls numbers like calling them “8’s” and “9’s” is
oh so dorky. Honesty is my policy now, and I’d never advocate anyone act the way I did in a lot of
these posts.
But again, I’m not going to erase my history – part of being a human is growing and evolving.
Sometimes that means you look back and cringe; I guess most people don’t have actual video
evidence of some of the cringeworthy things they’ve done/said.

The Takeaway
The program absolutely changed my life, giving me an insane amount of confidence, self-assurance
and a respect for myself that has carried on to this day. I wouldn’t have done even one-tenth of the
things I’ve achieved if I hadn’t done this AA program. I wouldn’t have gone on to start this website,
become a mentor, and try to positively change other people’s lives. The AA Program made me into a
better man for sure.
Again, feel free to read through the entire original log so you get more context and can see other
people’s replies. If hitting on girls in person is something you want to do – or even if you just want
the insane confidence that comes from being able to do a bunch of this crazy stuff, go try the program
yourself:
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Good Looking Loser Approach Anxiety Program [Week 1]
I’ve seen a tonne of people come through the program over the last 4 years. And for every 1 guy that
made it, 30 guys didn’t. The vast majority of people who start the program, don’t see it through
to the end. Why? Because they quit.
And the guys who are successful – they’re not successful because they’re “special”, and it’s not
because they’re “more disciplined than you” or any of that crap. The guys who are successful just
never quit – even when it’s hard.
If you want the secret to success, the secret to beating your approach anxiety, the secret to getting laid
a tonne, the secret to achieving anything in life, it’s this:
Don’t. Fucking. Quit.
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My Vasectomy [Storytime with Andy]
July 23, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Cover image by Louis Hansel.
In preparation for my How I Beat my Approach Anxiety article, I was going through some of my old
journal entries. I found the old logs I wrote leading up to my vasectomy back in 2016, so I thought
I’d share them in their unedited form so we can all have a laugh together. They’re pretty amusing.
I also have a Q&A section at the end if you’re contemplating a vasectomy yourself.

The Leadup
So, a vasectomy was something I knew I’d eventually get – once I’d worked up the courage to have a
doctor hack open my most tender area. I’ve never wanted kids, I’ve always known I’ll never want
kids; so a vasectomy was an inevitability for me.
But I was scared – so bloody scared. I put it off for years, telling myself, “I’ll do it when I’m ready.”
Finally I came to the following realisation during an LSD trip on 17th May, 2016 (the following is
from a diary I wrote in during the LSD trip):

This is the fucking SECRET TO LIFE: You don’t have to be amazing, or productive, or successful.
You have to be BUSY, and you don’t have to be perfect, you don’t have to have all the right answers,
you don’t have to have everything planned out before you start. You just START, and you FIGURE
IT OUT ALONG THE WAY.
You just fucking TAKE ACTION and then figure out the answers along the way. Even this LSD trip
right now – I was not ready, I mean I didn’t have anything planned out… But I jumped right in.
And holy fuck, have I forgotten the first time I took LSD? It was the day before flying for my
grandfather’s funeral, remember??? Holy fuck… The day before. That was the worst time to take it, I
was not ready. But I thought “fuck it, jump right in.” And it was the BEST DECISION OF MY LIFE
– I was so zen and at peace when I arrived to his funeral. Everything was ok, everything made sense,
and I was able to accept his death.
That attitude, that “fuck it, let’s just jump in and do it” attitude, that risk-taking, THAT is
masculinity. We take risks. We jump right in. We do insane shit. Before we’re ready. Before we’ve
thought it through. Before we have all the answers. But somehow, we figure things out along the
way, and we’re better off for the experience.
I need to do the same shit with my vasectomy. It’s time to just jump straight in and DO IT.

Yep, an LSD trip gave me the courage to do it. (LSD has given me courage to start a lot of my
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goals/missions).
I did a tonne of research, found the best vasectomy clinic in my city, and booked it in so I couldn’t
chicken out. The following are all the journal entries I wrote over on the Good Looking Loser Forums
back in 2016, leading up to the vasectomy.

“Are You Sure?” (01 Jun 2016)
[I had a few people ask me on the GLL Forums if I was absolutely sure about the vasectomy. Here’s
my reply]:
To repeat, “When I was 16 I knew… I would never have kids. Ever.”
Appreciate the “are you REALLY sure about this” from you guys though. I 100% fully realise it’s
something I can never take back. I accepted that a long time ago, have just been working up the
courage to actually do this.

Day Before (02 Jun 2016)
[At this point I was nervous as hell, but I knew I’d made a good choice with the doctor I chose. I’d
done my research, his clinic had amazing reviews; all that was left to do was wait.]
Quick update: Tomorrow is my vasectomy. Nervous, obviously (a doctor is going to hack into my
nuts), but this is something I’ve put off for a few years now so it needs to be done.
I’ve honestly become totally paranoid and completely fucking OCD during sex these last few months.
I can’t enjoy sex – I check the condom like 5 times during sex to make sure it hasn’t broken (I had
one break when a girl wasn’t on the pill about 6 months ago, I nearly had a heart attack). I make sure
I always bust my nut in the girls mouth and make her swallow it lol – that’s how paranoid I am about
getting a girl pregnant. I can’t even cum on her body any more without freaking out – and I sure as
hell can’t cum inside her (even while wearing a condom). It’s at the point where sex is becoming less
enjoyable because all I can think is “this could potentially make her pregnant, I’m playing with fire”.
My life is starting to come together, I have my own apartment, job I love, I’m getting fit, starting to
chase girls, learning to cold approach – I would fall apart if I ever got a girl pregnant.
I’m going to feel SO much better after the procedure, I’ll be able to relax again.
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The Day Of (3 Jun 2016)
[I woke up extremely nervous, but just wanting to have it over and done with. I posted this on the
forums to keep myself distracted while I waited for the doctor to cut my balls off I mean give me the
V.]
Nervous, but really I just want to fucking have it done so I can relax. Will post an update tomorrow.
@RogerRoger: It’s 3 months – you gotta keep using condoms for 3 months to “clear the pipes” of
any residual sperm. After that you get your cum tested to make sure there’s no sperm.
Still gonna keep using condoms after that (for STDs) but I’ll be able to relax, not have to be paranoid
if one breaks, not be paranoid about cumming on the girl’s tits, etc.
Last night I got laid, it was almost “accidental”. So this girl I mentioned earlier, the one I kissed in
the busy shopping mall. I’d made tentative plans to meet her last night, but I completely fucking
forgot about it (been more focused on the vasectomy). She texted me yesterday to ask if we’re still
on. I was so tempted to say no, but thought fuck it, could use the distraction. So we meet.
I had absolutely NO plans to try and get laid – my apartment is a mess, there’s vasectomy paperwork
everywhere, and my mind was on other things. So I just took her for a walk around my area, we went
to a park and just sat on the swings chatting, etc. Felt more like 2 friends hanging out rather than a
date. I was cool with that – was just grateful for the distraction. And she’s pretty easy and relaxed to
talk to, she’s interested in my life, etc.
We’re walking back towards the train station, I’m about to walk her home. At some point I kiss her,
pretty passionately, squeezing her ass hard, and she’s REALLY into it, moaning and doing that thing
girls do where they “melt” and you kinda have to support them so they don’t fall over lol. We keep
walking to the train station and in my head I’m debating – should I take her to my apartment, or to
the train station? I thought “fuck it” and walked her to my apartment. She doesn’t even say anything
(normally girls will nervously say “Oh, are we going to your place….”)
In my apartment, sitting on the couch, I’m STILL thinking “I don’t know if I can be bothered fucking
tonight.” She’s definitely cute, not super cute but cute (6/10). Again, “fuck it” so I kiss her
passionately and she’s REALLY into it. She was more into it than me. She was clearly really really
nervous, shaking a little bit. I love when girls are nervous during sex, they’re so cute.
Sex was pretty awesome, only lasted about 15 minutes, her pussy felt amazing. She was really
turning me on and I tend to be really rough when I’m turned on (hair pulling, choking, calling them a
whore, faceslapping, etc). I wasn’t too rough with her but halfway through she told me I was. I said
“It’s your fault, you’re turning me on so much, I can’t help myself.” Drove her crazy.
By the way, women get turned on by a guy being turned on. Magic words to say are things like “You
drive me insane” or “I can’t stop myself” or “I just HAVE to have you” etc. Women fucking LOVE
that shit.
So good sex, we chatted for a bit after, I walked her back to the station. She messaged me a few hours
afterwards which was cool. Will definitely see her again but she goes back to Singapore in 3 weeks
so there’s a time limit on it.
ENOUGH CHIT CHAT, TIME TO GO GET MY NUTS CUT OFF
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After the Operation (3 Jun 2016)
[I think the below quote says it all…]
im high as fuck guysssss
so the vasectomy was amazing. everybody from the nurses to the secretaries was friendly as hell.
i walk in, they check my paperwork and then show me an instructional video.
dr comes in, Dr Andrew, he’s super fucking cool and funny, we start chatting about my photography,
his daughter is also a photographer. really chill dude, made me feel right at ease.
he asks me why i dont want to have kids, i say “Because theyre gross”, he cracks up and says “all
right lets do this thing”.
so i go lay on a table, the nurse (nurse Jenny) is super fucking funny too. she and Dr Andrew and I
are joking the whole time. i had my headphones to listen to music but ended up just talking shit with
them the entire time. it was only about 20mins (felt like 5 mins though).
they gave me a local anaesthetic but also this drug thing called a “green whistle”. i could suck on it as
much as i wanted. no shit, IT GOT ME HIGH. like legitimately fucking HIGH like having 100
BEERS. my words were slurred, i couldnt stop giggling, and my head was spinning (in a good way).
the whole time cracking jokes with the dr and the nurse, got to tell my favourite joke too: “How do
you know when there’s a doctor in the room? He’ll tell you.”
As for pain, NOTHING. A very very slight “pinch” when the local anaesthetic was injected but it was
barely noticeable. nothing after that. i told the Dr I’d been putting off a vasectomy because i was
scared of the pain. lol he said “youre a pussy, real men get vasectomies, i even gave myself my own
vasectomy”.
once it was all done, they even called a taxi for me. fucking cool people, everyone there was so
friendly and chilled. the whole thing from start to finish including waiting was only 1.5hrs.
so glad I did this.
so the local anaesthetic hasnt worn off yet, doc said there MAY be some pain, but only minor. some
guys get no pain at all. will update tomorrow or the next day, but supposedly just panadol is enough.
there is that weird “discomfort” feeling like when you get kicked in the balls. you know how it feels
“weird” in your tummy? i have that. it’s not pain, just that “weird” feeling.

(05 Jun 2016)
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*rap beat starts playing*
[the intro doesn’t rhyme because i’m cool as fuck and don’t even bother with that rhyming shit until
later on, son]
check it, check it, it’s ya boy Andy coming at ya from the land down under
nuts are healing nicely, little tender but s’all good
lemme throw a little something at ya that I just whipped up
better lock away yo momma cause this beat will make her panties DROP, SON
alright now here we go
*music steps up*
[ALRIGHT NOW WE GONNA RHYME, S’GONNA BE TIGHTER THAN YO MOMMA’S
BLOWJOB SKILLZ]
kids are gross and I never wanna have ’em
a doc laid me down, grabbed my nuts and then he stab ’em
cut open my tubes so no sperm can cum out
so now i don’t have to have a condom when I spout
yeah, yeah, alright
my life would be over if I ever had a child
i’d much sooner die ’cause that’d be much more mild
all i wanna do is fuck bitches and make cash
so that’s why the doc went cut, hack and slash
my nuts,
yeah yeah,
my nuts
*MUSIC INTENSIFIES*
my boys are still tender but they healing up nicely
can’t wait to bend yo momma over & cum in her thricely
she’ll be like “damn boy what if you get me preggers?”
I’ll tell her something wise about the choosers and the beggers.
yeah, yeah,
tight
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Seriously though you guys better hide your mothers, once i’m healed up it’s time to wreck some
snatch.

Resting Up (10 Jun 2016)
[I rested for about a week – jsut to make sure everything was absolutely healed up. I stayed on the
couch for about 5 days – I wasn’t in pain or anything, but I wanted to give myself extra time to heal.
It’s my nuts, after all – the most important part of a man’s body (other than his heart (that’s so gay)).]
Been stuck at home the last week since the big V. Haven’t really been in pain, more like my nuts are
“tender”. Figured I’d err on the side of caution and rest up, so I’ve barely left the house other than to
go to the grocery store.
Healing up pretty well, today I feel pretty much normal. Nuts look normal, no scar (tiny slight scab
but it’s healing). Tested out the plumbing today by jerking off. Was fucking terrified, to be honest –
hardest orgasm I’ve ever had to have, lol. I kept backing off at the last second, scared my nuts would
explode or I’d die or something haha. I had approach anxiety toward my orgasm lollll.
But nothing to worry about. Everything looked normal when I came. Same amount (slightly more
than usual since I haven’t jerked off in 9 days). Same colour, same consistency, same smell, same
taste (just kidding). Gonna rest up a few more days, jerk off a couple more times to make sure it’s
definitely all good, then get back into cold approaching and banging my fuckbuddies.
It’s funny, girls have the worst timing. Since I’ve been out of action and haven’t seen any girls the
last 2 weeks… The girl I’ve been banging for 5 months, “J”, has texted me a few times over the last 2
weeks – so has the more recent girl I banged. When girls miss you/want your attention, they use
ANY random excuse to text you. They write the most irrelevant, retarded shit lol. “J” told me about
some tv show she watched, texted to tell me her sister is having a baby, and other shit. The new girl
“Ja” texted to tell me about some building they’re putting up across from her apartment, and some
video game she saw someone playing. Totally inane stuff. Girls are fucking adorable as shit when
they like you. They turn into little kids.
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Pregnancy Scare (19 Jul 2016)
[The following happened shortly after my vasectomy but before I’d been given the all-clear by the
doctor saying it had been successful. So I still wasn’t 100% sure I was “shooting blanks”.]
so im woken up super early by my fuckbuddy “J” calling to tell me she’s missed her period and
thinks she might be pregnant. cue a freakout from me. of course i remain calm on the phone and
calmly tell her to buy 3 pregnancy kits and let me know the result. I’ve never cum in her by the way.
and yes, i had my vasectomy, but that can take up to 12 weeks before you get the “all clear”. so my
heart is racing, im in freakout mode.
after thinking about it, this may be a cry for attention. since i started the cold approaching 3 weeks
ago, ive basically been ignoring “J” and havent hung out with her for 3 weeks. another girl did this to
me after i stopped talking to her for 2 months.
so add those two times together with the time i had a condom break, ive now had 3 pregnancy scares
in 9 months. and im not even a fucking big-time hotshot player, other guys on here are fucking way
more bitches than I have been.
so when some of you say “hey bro are u sure about vasectomy? seems pretty permanent bro, you
should reconsider, should wait for vasagel… THIS IS WHY I GOT A FUCKING VASECTOMY.
so i went out, no fucking intention to approach. im feeling like” i fucking hate women” right now.
using “i think im pregnant” for attention is pure evil, if thats whats happening here. my mood is 0,
energy is 0. but bad idea bear pushed me to do approaches. walked around for 30 min and just felt
worse and worse. was like “fuck it” and did one on an asian chick. voice was monotone, i couldnt be
fucked, just asked for a number with no smalltalk. no number, obviously.
feel like this is important though. 3 weeks ago if i had a day like today, i would have stayed home,
cheated on my diet, watched porn and maybe even skipped my workout. instead i did a cold approach
while mood+energy = 0.
so ive taught myself you dont even have to be feeling good to approach. this is the worst mood I’m
ever going to be in, coupled with the fact i dont even want to talk to females right now… and i still
approached.
consistency/habit will lead me to victory.

A few months later I got the all-clear from the doctor that I was now, officially,
~~~ S T E R I L E ~~~
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Questions I Get Asked:
“What if you regret it?”
I won’t.
“Why don’t you want kids?”
I knew when I was 16 I didn’t want kids, or marriage. I’m 33 as of 2020; that hasn’t, and won’t,
change.
“But, like, what if you change your mind?”
No.
“No but seriously Andy, vasectomies are a huge thing. And you might decide you do really want
kids later dude. I’m just warning you.”
No.
“But I just think you might have a change of heart one day and…”
No.
“Did it hurt?”
Fuck no. It was fun, as you can see in the story above.
“I’ve been thinking of getting one myself. Can you advise me if I should or not?”
I’m not willing to give you quick advice on such a life-changing decision. If you want to hit me up
for a coaching call and cover it in-depth over an hour, we can do that. If not, then do your own
research, spend a lot of time deciding if you want to do it, talk to all of your family and friends first,
etc. This has to be your decision, not anybody else’s.
“I definitely want one. How should I go about finding a doctor/clinic?”
I spent months researching – I googled “Best vasectomy doctor in [my city]” and a bunch of other
searches. I ended up going with one of the most expensive ones, because he’d been doing
vasectomies for his entire career and knew what he was doing. His was also the only vasectomy
clinic that offered anti-anxiety medicine beforehand if you were nervous (they call it “the green
whistle”).
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It cost me $1380 Australian Dollars – far more than all the other clinics. I’m so so glad I spent that
much on it, given it was an important decision and I didn’t want anything to go wrong with my
dick/balls.
Here’s the full invoice + their location details, if you happen to live in Australia and want a good
recommendation:

“How long did it take to heal?”
A few days. The first day, I just stayed in bed the whole day. It wasn’t painful, just felt “weird” down
there. The second day I laid on the couch most of the day just to make sure I’d definitely healed.
After that I was pretty much fine. I waited a couple weeks before jerking off (they tell you to wait,
then jerk off a few times to “clear the pipes” before you’re all-clear).
“Did you get a test to say you were definitely ‘shooting blanks’?”
Yep, a couple months after it was all done, I went to a pathlogy lab to give a semen sample. The test
came back all-clear; the vasectomy was a success. No sperm.
“Do you notice any difference in any way – amount of semen/ejaculate, etc?”
Nope, can’t tell the difference. Looks to be about the same amount I shot as before the vasectomy.
Colour looks the same, consistency is the same, girls tell me it takes like normal sperm.
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If you have any other questions, drop a comment below.
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17 Reasons to Date Younger Women
July 25, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
This comes from a coaching call I had a while back with a guy who wants to date younger women,
but felt a little “weird” about it. We brainstormed a big list of all the reasons younger women can be
more fun, in order to convince him to stop caring what others think and just go for what he wants.
I’ll make it clear this isn’t me telling you to date younger women; nor is it an “attack” on women
older than 25 or 30. You should always date whomever you want to date; if you like older women, go
for it. This guide is written for guys who want to date younger women, but feel like it’s “weird” or
“wrong” – or they’re worried about other people judging them. Think of it as me giving you
permission to go after the girls you want to go after. As long as the girls are happy, and you’re
happy, it’s all good.
Articles mentioned in the video:
Retention Guide
Give Girls Experiences They?ve Never Had
Eventually You?ll End Up Settling Down
How to Have Anal Sex Guide
How to Blindfold Girls
BDSM Guides
Quick summary of the video (go back and watch it first, I flesh out these ideas a lot more):
1. It’s more ethical. Dating younger girls is more ethical (at least for you right now at this point
in your life). You?re not leading anyone on. With a 30+ yo woman, they often expect
something a little more serious. You either need to kinda lead them on (I’d never advocate
this), or if they say they’re ok with you being casual, you always have this doubt in your mind
that she secretly hopes it’ll turn into something more. My experience has been the vast majority
of older women who say they’re ok with casual, are secretly hoping you’ll change your mind or
fall in love with them.
2. Physically more attractive.
3. Fun and spontaneous. Older women tend to be a bit more reserved and less likely to throw
caution to the wind and do something wild.
4. Less responsibilities. Younger girls are more likely to do something completely unplanned –
whereas an older woman has responsibilities and can?t just drop it at your whim.
5. More open to different types of relationships and partners.
6. Fewer expectations and ?rules? for what they want in a partner. Less hoops you have to jump
through. Younger women are more likely to go with the flow.
7. More passionate during sex. Sex is better, more wild. Younger girls tend to have less
hangups, especially with kinks/fetishes.
8. Less baggage, because they?re less inexperienced. So they tend to be more open and less
?hardened? by past experience. Even me myself I was more carefree and fun when I was
younger before I had a lot of experience, because each new person was so novel and fun.
9. More loyal. Because you?re one of the few guys she?s been with, she?ll be more attached and
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10.
11.
12.

13.
14.

15.
16.

17.

more into you – doubly so if you give her experiences she’s never had before.
Less issues. If you?re 35 and single, and you don?t want to be single, there probably is some
reason you haven?t found a guy yet.
More affectionate – for the reason above.
More energetic. Bubbly. Younger girls give you an energy – a feminine energy – that instantly
makes you just feel nice. Especially after a long week at work – it’s nice to get some of that
young, feminine energy to take your mind off things.
Inexperienced – you get to experience new stuff with them. Like taking someone to
Disneyland for the first time and seeing their excitement.
Your values are in line with theirs – as in, if you’re looking for something casual, they’ll
usually line up with what you want. You?re not ready to settle down yet but a 30yo woman is
more likely to want that.
Less judgemental – usually because they?re younger and more agreeable and just a little more
open to new ideas. They tend not to have so many preconceived notions that are “set in stone”.
More feminine and nice. Younger girls are just more friendly because they?re not old enough
to have built up bossiness/domineering. I’m not saying every single 30+yo woman is bossy.
But there are certainly less bossy 18yos than bossy 35yos.
Because you want to. Seriously – if you want to date younger women, fucking go for it. It’s
your life, and as long as she’s happy and you’re happy, that’s all that matters. Two people
adding to each other’s lives.

In short, if you want to date younger women – go for it. Don’t let other people tell you what to do.
Fuck the haters.
Got any others to add to the list? Drop a comment below and tell me, and I’ll add them.
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Realising I No Longer Want Meaningless Sex [Storytime with
Andy]
July 29, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
Cover image by: Jon Tyson.
Here’s a lay story from recent times – and more importantly, discussion about the types of
relationships and the types of girls I’m looking for these days. Long-gone are the days where pussy
was fun by itself; the days where I didn’t mind if I had a one-night stand, as long as it meant another
notch in my belt. The days where quality didn’t matter, her personality definitely didn’t matter, and
all I cared about was getting my sausage sucked.
The more lays I’ve had, the more my standards have risen – not just standards in girls, but standards
in the type of relationships I have. I’ll go into more discussion at the end of the article.
I met this girl using my usual BDSM line (shown in the screenshot below). As a reminder, here’s the
Tinder profile I use these days (I was using a pretty similar set of photos back when I banged this
girl).
The story below was originally posted on the Good Looking Loser Forums on Feb 2020. As always,
any parts in blue are direct quotes from the old post I initially wrote.

3rd lay from Hinge in 11 days, and I’m not even trying – I’m focusing way more on my website than
getting laid. I barely have any free time these days, which tells you how easy it is to bang on Hinge at
the moment. Move over Tinder, Hinge is gonna take your crown.
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She didn’t want me to take any photos of her (she was super shy), but literally said it was ok if I
recorded her moaning. Go figure….
She was moaning like crazy while I fucked her, and you can hear me spanking her here, which she
loved – she had this look of lust every time I did it:
So this girl was another girl who’s never ever tried toys – not even a vibrator. I have no idea how I
keep meeting so many girls who’ve never tried a toy. How the fuck are there women out there
who’ve never tried a vibrator? Mind blown.
She was VERY shy when we met up – turns out she’s never had sex on a first date and never really
had casual sex. It’s always been relationships for her. She’s also never tried BDSM or any rough
stuff. She’s tried mentioning it to some of her exes, but they always freaked out about it and judged
her for it.
That’s one thing girls struggle with – most guys aren’t like the guys here. Most guys are weird and
insecure about sex, and not really all that open-minded about kinky/rough sex. We have a skewed
perception of what the average guy must be like, because in here, we’re ALL kinky and want to have
sex. Most guys aren’t like that though. And all these poor girls want to try being tied up, having their
hair pulled, etc – but they mention it to their boyfriends, and the boyfriends either dismiss it, or often
try it but only half-heartedly. It’s not much fun if the guy isn’t really dominant by nature – it just
comes off as limp-wristed.
So we grabbed a bottle of wine and took it back to my place and just hungout. We ended up talking
for 2 hours before even fucking – she’s interesting as hell, pretty intelligent, very open-minded, and
had some cool stories of her previous relationships and lack of BDSM/rough sex. I take my time
when I find a girl who’s good to talk to, because they’re like 1 in 10.
Eventually made a move on her and she started moaning from the moment I put my hand on her
neck. Took her to the bedroom, blindfolded her, covered her in baby oil and took my time teasing
her. She started moaning as loudly as you hear in the video above – holy shit she was wild. Fucked
her in every position I could think of, eventually nutted all over her blindfolded face, and the rest is
history.
Not sure if I’ll see her again though. She’s not into the idea of playing with another girl – she said
“It’s really not my thing, even if you paid me a million dollars I wouldn’t be into it. At all.” That
makes it less fun, knowing I can’t share her with my girlfriend or any other girls. One of my goals is
to have a 4some, and given I have limited time for meeting girls right now (busy with full-time job +
coaching + writing), I don’t want to spend time on a girl who isn’t up for fooling around with other
girls.

Toys Used:
(These are all affiliate links).
BDSM Kit (everything you need to get started with BDSM/kinky sex)
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On the subject of this girl (and other girls) being afraid to bring up the subject of kinky sex
with their partners: This is exactly why I mention in my Tinder guide you should aim to be as nonjudgemental about sex as possible. The more open-minded you can be, the more she’ll be
comfortable opening up to you about some of her fantasies and kinks – and the better the sex will be
as a result. Sex where she’s having to hold back is never as good.
On the subject of not seeing her again: She was a hell of a lot of fun and I’m really glad we met,
but her being completely against the idea of ever fooling around with my girl was a dealbreaker. I
sent her the text I recommend here.
It might sound a little nuts to hear me say, “If a girl doesn’t ever wanna bang my girlfriend, that’s a
dealbreaker.” It might sound nuts to say I’m pretty much only looking for 3somes (or girls who are
open to a 3some later on down the track) – and it might seem nuts for me to not see her again,
especially when the sex was so good. But when you’ve had more than enough sex, when you get
beyond the point of sexual apathy, you get to a point where you’re only willing to bang a new girl if
she brings something new to the table. Sex just for sex’s sake becomes a bit… empty.
In essence, I’m referring to the things I discussed in Eventually You’ll End Up Settling Down. The
stage I’m at now is building something with my girlfriend – we’ve been together for several years,
she adds a hell of a lot to my life, and sex with other girls is something I want to share with her
(rather than me going off and banging girls by myself). It’s just not as much fun by myself, and to
some degree, it feels “weird” doing it separately from my girlfriend. Like I’m off having a fun
adventure that she’s not invited to. Like I’m building something with some other girl, instead of
her.
A good analogy is it’s like if you went to an amazing restaurant and had the best meal ever… but
then you weren’t allowed to take any of your friends to the restaurant. It might be fun once or twice
by yourself, but it’s much better shared.
I also require the girls I/we bang to be building towards something themselves – what I talked about
here. She has to be a very openminded girl who wants to work on her sexual bucketlist with me/my
girl. Or she has to be into doing photoshoots with me, and be cool with me putting them on my site.
Or she has to be working on her own self-improvement and building something in her own life I can
get share in (eg her own business, or career, or making herself a better person, etc). In short, I’m no
longer looking for meaningless, throwaway sex – that stopped being fun a long time ago.
This girl was actually the catalyst for me being even more upfront with girls on Tinder and telling
them before we even meet that I’m only looking for bisexual/bicurious girls. I ask them this question
before we meet:
“Ever fooled around with another girl, or thought about it?”
If the answer isn’t “yes” or “I’d like to try one day”, then I don’t meet her. Best not to waste
anybody’s time.
In future I’ll be writing more content around non-monogamy, open relationships, jealousy, figuring
out the dynamic that works best for you and your main girl, when to transition from your “player”
phase to your more serious “starting to settle down” phase, etc. In the mean time if you have any
specific questions, drop a comment below and I’ll answer. Same goes if you have a particular topic
you’d like to get my thoughts on – suggest it and I’ll write an article about it.
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I’m interested to hear your thoughts on non-monogamy/open relationships. Have you tried one? Did
it work out for you? Was it smooth sailing, or were there hurdles you had to overcome? Drop a
comment below and share.
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Thoughts on Open Relationships as I Bless the Rains Down in
Africa [Storytime with Andy]
July 30, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
Cover image by: Damian Patkowski.
This is one of my very earliest lays – all the way from back in September 2016. As I’ve discussed
many times, my view on women has changed a lot in the years since 2016, If some of the story below
doesn’t sound like “me”, that’s why.
I met her on Craigslist – which used to be a fucking awesome way of having kinky, casual sex
(before they shut down the Casual Encounters section). I’ve written about Craigslist here.
As always, any parts in blue are direct quotes from the old post I initially wrote.

Craigslist african chick:
African (as in, actually from Africa) chick replied to one of my craigslist ads, a “50 shades of grey”
style ad about training a slave, etc. Got her to come straight over. She’s about a 5 in person – she’s
average in every possible way. Not ugly, not fat, just plain. She has big tits tho, mmmm. I grab her
within 5 minutes and roughly pull her close to me, she starts shaking lol. Like, actually shaking nonstop. Don’t think she gets laid much – she’s really fucking nerdy (studying for a PHD in bio-science
and something else).
Sex is fucking awesome tho, I just go full retard on her. Slapping, spitting in her mouth, choking her
while telling her she belongs to me, making her tell me what a filthy cunt she is, etc. She’s super into
it, you have no idea. Afterwards we hang and chat, she’s pretty cool. Super smart, very self-aware, I
enjoyed her company. After she left she texted me this long message about how nice it was to meet
me and she’d really like to see me again. Adorable. Will keep her as a fuckbuddy for now, since a) I
can do WHATEVER I want to her; b) her personality & intelligence is a nice change from usual girls.

I ended up seeing her for about 9 months, and we grew pretty close over that time. We’d hangout and
chat, talking about career, friends, the meaning of life, self-improvement (she was very interested in
my self-improvement journey and started implementing changes in her own life). She started working
on her fitness and eventually ran a few Spartan Races to really challenge herself. She was a cool
chick, I liked her a lot.
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She was also lots of fun in the bedroom, and got off on doing “homework” tasks that I gave her. Each
week I’d give her different tasks she needed to complete before the next time we hungout. Stuff like:
“Take a photo of your tits while you’re at work, with your coworkers in the background.” (She
did this one a few times)
“Every day for a week, take a photo of a different dildo/hairbrush/other object in your pussy.”
“Send me a video of you getting yourself right to the edge of orgasm, but stopping at the last
possible second. Do that 3 times in a row.”
“Go to a few public monuments/tourist spots, and take a photo of you flashing your tits in front
of the monument.”
“Practice using a dildo to get your ass ready to take my cock.” (I’ve talked about giving girls
this homework in How to Have Anal Sex).
Here’s one she sent me:

The fuckbuddy dynamic really worked well for both of us. We were both super independent at the
time, and neither of us were looking for anything serious. She could go off and have her own life,
dedicate herself to her career, while having fun doing these homework tasks and seeing me once
every couple of weeks to bang. Each time we hungout it was like two old friends catching up – we’d
tell each other what we’d been up to, she’d often ask me for advice, and we’d fuck each other’s
brains out.
Sometimes the hangouts were so great we’d hangout for 2 or 3 hours before having sex, because
we’d be deep in conversation. Something I don’t normally recommend you do; she even asked me a
couple times, “Don’t you want to fuck me?” I’d tell her I was just so caught up in the awesome
conversation… then I’d flip her over, rip her clothes off and fuck her brains out.
But if I’m honest, I actually prefered the friendship and the talks and the hanging out, compared to
the sex. Sex with her was decent, but I really did long for the conversations – she was fucking
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amazing to talk to. I started seeing her more and more as a friend, and the sex almost got in the way.
Don’t get me wrong, the sex was pretty good – I’d just find myself rushing the sex in order to get to
the hanging out part.
Eventually we both got busier and busier, and the time between hanging out grew longer and longer.
Eventually we both stopped hitting each other up, and just kinda faded out of each other’s lives.
There’s a part 2 to the story. A couple years later this happened:

Here’s an interesting one. Years ago I banged this African girl and we became pretty close
fuckbuddies for about a year. Out of the blue I got this text a few days ago from an unknown number:
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Met up with her, had a chat for an hour about what’s changed in each other’s lives, was pretty
interesting. She’s been up to quite a lot, including… oh fuck that. You dirty little cunts came for
the sex pic:
She’s been dating a guy for 2 years (non-monogamously). Normally I never get with girls who have a
boyfriend (she actually brought that up before we banged – “I know you said ages ago you don’t like
girls with boyfriends because of potential drama, so are you ok with it?”). Thought about it and as
long as the dude knows and is cool with it (and he’s banging other girls), I’m fine with it.
I remember why I stopped seeing her in the first place – I absolutely *loved* chatting to her (she’s
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pretty interesting and highly intelligent – PhD in Bio-chemistry) but the sex was always pretty good
but I really wanted to hangout and chat to her. Back in those days (we’re talking 3 years ago) I had
this whole “It’s beta to be friends with a girl you’re not fucking, bro!!!!!!!!” thing going on so I just
kinda faded out of her life, and I guess she faded out of mine too (we were both independent). What
I’ll do this time is tell her I’m not DTF, but see if she wants to be friends. I suspect she’ll say yes –
there’s no feelings between us. She’s actually someone who’d make a solid friend.
We talked a bit about the fact I’ve started writing about dating – I enjoy telling girls and general
strangers about my site and other shit now. Even tonight I met a friend of a friend, and when he asked
what I do I told him about my blog. I used to hide my self-improvement/getting laid stuff from
“normies”. I know that’s the general consensus on here too – most people aren’t super comfortable
telling everybody “I’m into getting laid”. It feels really nice to be free of that burden, to not have to
worry what others will think. I’ve been telling people about my website/my sex life/etc for about a
year now, and it’s nice not to have to hide anything.
She mentioned I seem a lot different to how I used to be. I asked her what she meant and she said I
seem more chilled, more mellow, more comfortable with myself and less like I was putting on a
front. That’s interesting – I did used to be hella insecure and always trying to look like a “cold, tough
alpha” – whereas now I like myself and I’m more relaxed and carefree. It’s cool that she knew the old
me, and she noticed a huge change in the new me.

We didn’t end up being friends – she was in a relationship, and even though he was cool with it, the
more I thought about it the more I felt like I was probably just going to take away from their
relationship. It was clear she still had feelings for me to some extent; it didn’t feel fair to the other
dude. I knew I would have been more than just a casual fuckbuddy at that point; I mean she literally
hit me up years later to reconnect. I felt like it was my responsibility to not make things messy for
the two of them.
You’ll often find open relationships can work well when you have 1 partner you care about, and
everyone else you fuck more casually. You still care about the other girls and you still like them –
you just can’t deeply care about them or fall in love with them. I’m not 100% sure if it works if you
care deeply about multiple people at once. I’ve tried it in the past and it was always messy (I tried 3
times with 3 separate combinations of girls). I don’t have an answer as to whether or not it can
work; I guess that’s something to figure out.
If that’s something you want to try yourself, go for it – just bare in mind it’ll probably be messy,
people’s feelings might get hurt, and you might find yourself thinking, “This is way more intense
than I was prepared for.”
I’d love to know your experiences with open relationships/non-monogamy. Have you tried an open
relationship(s)? Did it work? Did it not work? What went right? What went wrong? Are you still in
an open relationship now? Leave a comment and let me know.
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The Red Quest on Modelling the Behaviour You Want to See
from Girls
August 1, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
There’s a solid blog I’ve been following for the last year or so, called The Red Quest. He covers
getting laid, dating, open relationships/non-monogamy, Tinder, cold approaching, BDSM and
dynamics between men and women. Oh, and sex clubs. He writes from a very mature, wise point of
view – it’s very clear he’s experienced and has spent a lot of years getting laid. I’m not sure how old
he is, but I get the sense he’s older than me – his writing certainly comes across as wiser and more
“adult”.
He wrote a great article a couple days ago I had to share with you guys called, What Does ?quality?
GirlMean? The final paragraph in particular really stuck out to me, because it echoes the stuff I write
about on treating girls like they’re on your team (“You and Me“):

You should also model good behavior. Do you want a woman who is thin? Invite her to the gym.
Make food with her (zero sugar of course). If you model and encourage good behaviors you will
often get them in return. If you do the opposite, you will get the opposite. ?Quality? often creates its
own quality. If you cannot get ?quality? the problem is often looking at you in the mirror.

Essentially he’s talking about concepts I cover in my retention guide, particularly mentoring girls.
You’d be surprised how much girls lap up any little bit of advice you give them, taking on feedback
and moving in the direction you want with only the slightest little push. And you’d be surprised how
many of them are desperate to get into self-improvement, if only someone would show them.
I posted this comment in reply to his article:
“So many guys don?t get this. They?ll sit around decrying, ?I can?t find a woman who has [insert
quality they?re looking for].? Not realising women are pretty agreeable/like to go with the flow, so it
doesn?t take much effort to help mould a girl into what you?re looking for. As you say, it doesn?t
take much at all ? bring her into your life, invite her to come along when you go to the gym, and
boom ? she?s on board.
I?ve especially found this to be true when it comes to self-improvement ? most girls are *dying* to
learn Red Pill skills like having a mission, stoicism/resilience, becoming a better version of yourself,
improving your looks (especially this one!) All it takes is a little gentle encouragement.
You call it ?modelling behaviour?, I refer to it as ?mentoring? girls (because I usually do in a very
overt, direct and verbal way ? literally telling them the qualities I?m seeking in my sexual/romantic
partners and giving them advice on how to improve themselves). I like your idea of modelling the
behaviour too, particularly if you?re a bit more of a ?hands-off? guy who doesn?t have the time ? or
the inclination ? to overtly mentor girls. Just model the behaviour you?re looking for, give her little
nuggets of wisdom every now and then, and you?re good to go.”
His reply:
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Whether you call it modeling or mentoring or something else, I feel like I very rarely see this idea
mentioned? yet it?s important? people can change, and will change in response to the right stimulus.
A girl who is good in some ways but maybe has some aspects you don?t like, might pick up new
hobbies/habits. I mentioned this in some other posts but I like, for example, reading with girls? if
there?s a book I like or just finished or find interesting, I?ll give it to the girl and talk to her about it.
A lot of girls recognize that smartphones and social media are retarded but somehow lack the
direction to do something different. If I give a little direction she may reprioritize or change.
Plus? then she?ll have something to talk about on social media, amid all of her bikini pics?
One thing I?ve been thinking about here and there, is that most guys online don?t really get to the
later/deeper stages of game or women or life. The deeper levels are rarely accessed or discussed.
https://theredquest.wordpress.com/2019/10/17/what-do-i-mean-by-levels-of-game-seduction-discussi
on. You can tell something about a guy who gets there? when relatively few do, or seem to. Guys
who f**k a lot of chicks often come to empathize with chicks, who have a bunch of problems (often
self-imposed) of their own, which guys who don?t get laid enough don?t or can?t perceive. I like
Nash?s blog for example because he has stories about the later levels, when most guys fall off early
on.
If you?ve laid her out a few times? you?ve got the status to encourage *some* changes?
https://theredquest.wordpress.com/2019/02/20/status-coolness-first-then-evangelize-for-whatever-the
-thing-is/
? girls who are truly f**ked up probably can?t change, but a girl who has some good qualities is often
yearning to improve, as you point out? she will show you who she is over time. Offer her books and
she remains on social media for 5 hours a day? Tells you something. Invite her to the gym and she
keeps saying no? Tells you something. Seems interested in cooking with you but always falls off?
Tells you something. Goes out drinking a lot? Tells you something (including that she?s not going to
be faithful and that she?s going to destroy her body? could also be telling you her psychology is bad).
IMO? set up good models for her? if she rejects good models? she?s shown you the kind of girl she
is. You picked up that comment, which was a bit of a throwaway? some of the similar comments in
past posts have mostly been ignored by most readers, and I don?t think I?ve ever seen this basic idea
mentioned in forums.

One of the other commenters on that article, DaysOfGame, had this to say:

Like Andy, I?ll be explicit, I?ll say, ?I like this/that in a woman.? That same part of a woman that can
be insecure will take this like instruction. If women are empathetic, and you announce a strong
preference, she?ll try it on.
That, plus positive reinforcement: ?You did XYZ and I loved it. Keep doing that, it?s very feminine.?
I?m not into trying to overtly control (I think that usually insecurity, and the girls know it too). I
don?t like to beat up on girls either (I?ll just leave). But I can ?shape behavior.?
Shaping a girl into what you want is another form of dominance. And it can be pro-social. I think it is
the natural path.
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This idea that women are children appeals to me. ?Teaching? children is only natural.

Good stuff.
All of this discussion reminds me of the quote: Be the change you want to see in the world. If you
want a girl to show you a certain set of behaviours, model that for her. Or actively mentor her like I
do, if that’s your thing.
Go check The Red Quest out – he’s got some pretty solid stuff. I must admit I wish his website
was a little easier to navigate (I’m dying for a menu bar with categories to more easily find topics I’m
interested in), but if you’re willing to do a bit of digging, there’s some great stuff there. Articles I’ve
enjoyed:
Sex skills for guys: psychology, preparation, and practice
Tough conversations. Downside of being known as a player
There is a very large amount of randomness (noise) in pickup and game
Tell your girl to use a vibrator during sex, and other bedroom tips and sex skills for guys
Couple-to-couple dating mechanics, and keeping a texting roster for sex clubs
Jealousy and non-monogamy
He also gives out a totally free book (100% free, no email signup bullshit or anything like that) on
sex clubs and open relationships:
Free eBook: Non-Monogamy, and Game
Like I said, it’s very clear this guy’s talking from a place of vast experience; unlike a huge percentage
of the getting laid advice on the internet. Give him a follow, and tell him I sent you. ?
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The Realisation that Hinge is Awesome [Storytime with Andy]
August 2, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
Cover image by: Dainis Graveris.
This story was originally posted on the Good Looking Loser Forums back in Feb 2020. As always,
any parts in blue are direct quotes from the old post I initially wrote.

Guys, You gotta fucking get on Hinge. I started using it again, I forgot how frickin’ easy it is to get
matches – not to mention all the girls reply to your messages (unlike Tinder, there’s almost NO girls
on Hinge looking for validation/trying to spam their Instagram/snapchat accounts).
I edited my Tinder guide and put more info about Hinge. Go read this (scroll down to “Hinge”):
killyourinnerloser.com/tinder-guide-2/#hinge
Ive gotten 12 phone numbers in the last 2 days. Barely any effort – and without having to buy
Boosts like you have to on Tinder. I also signed up for Bumble again and same shit – lotsa matches.
I’m getting FAR more matches than I do on Tinder.
I’ve gone through my Tinder guide and edited it a tonne, to make it more about “Tinder + other
dating apps”. I’ve put more of an emphasis on Hinge and Bumble, and written up some tips on how
to get more matches on them.
First new lay of the year (been focusing hardcore on writing/coaching/work):
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Had some fun and told her to put a buttplug in before coming to meet me in public. She sent me this
pic before we met up:
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Good times.
She ended up being a bit chubbier than in her pics, so I won’t see her again. (I know she looks skinny
in her pics; unfortunately, she’s not.) But the sex was pretty damn good and she’s a total sweetheart –
truly a really nice chick. She just got out of a very longterm relationship and hasn’t really had casual
sex before, so this was new to her. She was great – very good at talking dirty, but in a very soft, sweet
way… Almost romantic. Was hot, in a “nice” way.
Afterwards we chatted for a bit – she’s very easy to talk to, very likeable. Really really likeable, with
a very soft voice, always smiling, and tells plenty of jokes – but in a really soft, sweet voice. After we
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hung out I walked her to her car. Such a pity she’s not thinner, because I really *want* to see her
again… But my dick says no.
Not sure how many more lays I can get this week – like I said, I have a TONNE of numbers… but
my girlfriend is crashing at my place for a couple weeks while she finds a new apartment. We’ve
talked about it and she feels a bit shit if I ask her to leave the apartment so I can fuck another girl
(that’s kinda fucked up). I’m getting to a point where I’m not super desperate for any more lays; I’d
rather focus on my girl.
With the number of matches I’m getting on Hinge + Bumble, I don’t really care if I lose some of the
girls I’ve matched with – there’s plenty more to be had.
So guys, GET ON HINGE. Read my Tinder guide – I talk about how best to use Hinge.
Oh and look how god damn adorable this is. Saw another girl’s profile on Bumble:
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I want to fucking adopt her, and all her little friends.
I want to fucking adopt her, and all her little friends.
??
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?? ?? ?? ??
??

This girl was one of the first few girls I banged on Hinge – I later went on to bang 5 girls in 14 days
just from Hinge alone, at a time when getting laid wasn’t my main focus (writing for this site has
been my number #1 mission for a while now). And all without buying any Boosts like you’d have to
from Tinder – I just paid for a Preferred Membership and that’s it.
If you want to get stuck into Hinge – just go through my Tinder/Hinge Guide and specifically read
this section on Hinge. You’ll have the most success if you pay for a Preferred Membership for one
month – that’ll allow you to message unlimited girls. Then spend a Sunday morning (early morning –
eg 8am) messaging a tonne of girls with the same copy-paste template. You’ll need to vary 1 word in
the template each time, otherwise your messages may not send through (just change one word, eg say
“Hi” instead of “Hey, then go back to “Hi”, then “Hey” again – alternating back and forth).
Message at least 100-200 girls every Sunday morning (or any other time, but Sundays seem to work
best for me). As long as you have decent pics, watch the matches roll in. You’ll find girls are a lot
more serious on Hinge and much more willing to meet up – you’ll have less flakes, less girls fucking
around and just seeking attention, less girls wasting your time. Hinge seems like the “serious” app for
people who actually want to meet up; whereas Tinder’s gained a bit of a reputation for being a way to
kill time for a lot of girls who never plan on meeting anyone.
Don’t get me wrong, Tinder’s still awesome; but don’t neglect Hinge.
Tried Hinge yourself? Write a comment below and tell me how your experience has been.
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How to Meet Girls in Hostels [Guest Post by Radical]
August 5, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Cover image by: Marcus Loke.
The following is an in-depth hostel guide Radical made over on our forums, posted here with
permission.

Sup. I?m Radical, and I love travelling and adventure.
And also, I love hostels.
To me they symbolise freedom from being tied down to one location, to a rent, to a small flat I was
sick of seeing, to a stale social circle and to a shitty job I hated. For me they facilitated a host of new
experiences in every brand new city I ventured to, and relationships with countless new people that I
met along the way. Their existence, in no small part, enabled me to make the best decision I have
made to date – quitting my career focused life path in a major European capital, and fucking off to
see the world.

My experience
I have travelled around Europe and the US almost exclusively using hostels for accommodation. And
since that period of adventure I have spent the last 2 years living in Australia – during which time
spent several months in hostels on a long term basis.
My experience is entirely what shapes the advice in this article. If your personal plan is doing a week
or long weekend somewhere via the hostels then I maintain most of this is still applicable. Just be
aware I am writing this from a history of extended travel periods.
With regards to girls: To date I have slept with 10 different girls that I met in hostels, or pulled
them back to a hostel for sex. 3 were retained to varying degrees. My estimate is I have managed to
have sex in hostels some 30 or so times and I was mostly in dorm rooms.
I could and should have done a lot better to be honest. I have only been serious about self
improvement and getting laid for the past year, and during that time I have mostly opted to live in a
flat – either shared or on my own. The majority of my hostel lays occurred when I wasn?t close to
being maxed out; in looks, style, social freedom and experience. I have followed the GLL concepts
since 2014 when I found the site, but I had certainly not gone all in. Some good mates of mine have
posted insane results from hostels. 2 in particular, that I still hang with occasionally, claim lay counts
over 300 and I witnessed a lad (ex model as it happens) shag 6 girls in 5 days.
A big mistake: for half of my US travels I was staying faithful to a girl so did not attempt to get laid.
I turned down some opportunities which I now regret and had to watch my friend clean up. To be
precise I have been single for roughly 9 months of the time I spent living in hostels. I do not advise
this travel style if you are in a relationship.
The two main different types of hostels: Short term only and long term stays.
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I will be primarily talking about short term hostels. These I loosely define as somewhere you cannot
stay for more than 2 weeks. It is the main experience I imagine most readers will have.
Long term stays I have only experienced in Australia, as it is an integral part of the backpacker
culture. If you plan to stay in a particular city for longer than your hostel will allow then it is perfectly
possible to jump between different hostels in that city, or sometimes the hostel will allow you to
come back if you had a break from staying there for a few days.
The difference between the two can be night and day. You will find it easier to make friends in short
term stays as the long term hostels encourage cliques among the residents. Those can be tricky to
break into if you are only around short term, and residents may even be a bit anti-social to short
termers. There will be long term specific advice dotted throughout this article as well though, so pay
attention if you are interested or you are specifically coming to Australia/other countries with these
hostels.

Why should you choose hostels over airbnb / hotels / sleeping in
a rental / finding a girl to stay with / kipping in a bus station or
ditch?
For this part I?m going to assume you are travelling alone or maybe one other travel buddy at most.
You should opt to travel alone as well in my opinion, but that’s a case for another article.
Vs Airbnb or Hotels: It is the inexpensive travel option. I have yet to visit a city where it wouldn’t
be cheaper to stay in the hostels vs hotels. Airbnb can be an option for sure if you have a travel
companion but you will end up isolating yourself with that companion which has its own issues.
Vs sleeping in a rental: This is a different kind of travelling, it’s certainly the right option if you are
with a companion and there is a lack of hostels. Usually it’s because you are travelling to see nature
not cities, or in a country that is lacking in big towns and cities – like New Zealand por ejemplo. I do
feel too isolated when I do this.
Vs finding a girl locally to stay with: If you are capable of doing this consistently then be my guest.
I could see it causing potential drama and being a high risk way of travelling. I have met lads that
used the couchsurf app and ended up sleeping with hosts, it didn?t come across that appealing to
swap sex for somewhere to crash.
Vs kipping in a bus station or ditch: it sounds like you may have been lacking the appropriate
funds to go travel in the first place. Try to avoid sleeping rough. I have slept in airports and
greyhound stations before waiting for transfers, it’s not enjoyable.

In general though why are they great?
Against the most obvious accommodation alternative, i.e. hotels or airbnbs, they are the more
adventurous choice.
Continually choosing to stay mixed in with a large group of strangers in every new city will benefit
your development as a person. They are for the most part safe in my experience, at least where I have
travelled. And these places attract people with the same open and adventurous mindset that you
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should have. You will, after some practice at it, be able to build a cool, short term social circle – to go
on adventures with in the city or famous area you have chosen to visit. And hopefully meet some
cute, open minded girls along the way.
Additionally I have found it easy to make long lasting deeper connections with many of the travellers
I rolled with. It’s sick when you can rock up in their city, wherever that is, and drop them a message.
More often than not they will come meet the guy the had a fucking good time hanging with on their
own holiday/journey.
At this point I basically have a global network of people that I can go bounce between on my way
round. I’m not saying you couldn?t build this without hostels – many of us are globally networking
through the forums for instance – but I think it?s a great learning curve for young guys who need to
learn networking skills. Especially if you want to do it fast and in a non-forced sort of way.
Finally it will 100% get you comfortable meeting and hanging with girls if that is something that you
struggle with or have little experience of. And potentially you will get over the paralysing, oneitis
causing effect hot girls can have on the more inexperienced – because you will have to share a dorm
room or two with a hot chick. Typically when you see girls on travels and/or share space with them,
it’s hard for them to present as well as they can on say instagram. Also you spend more time with
them and realise they are just people, most of them are pretty fucking cool too.

Who is this aimed at?
Younger guys primarily – as in the 18-25 range. I 100% consider travelling to be a viable option for
those in this age range that are focused on self improvement, or merely just enjoying their formative
years. Now this isn’t to say I?m telling older guys not to use hostels, but it will be harder for you.
One of the reasons being many hostels have age limits (often designated as youth hostels). There are
reportedly hostels in the larger cities aimed at older travellers but I have not stayed at any to date.
Younger guys will more naturally fit into the usual crowds that show up to hostels. And if you are
just out of education and lacking in funds then hostels are basically a necessity if you wish to travel.
This is also specifically aimed at guys with good English. I can?t really emphasise this one enough. It
is the international language as far as travellers go. Even in countries I have visited where it is less
spoken (Eastern Europe) the travelling community is dominated by young English speakers. And it
would hamper your ability to connect with people if you can?t understand the conversations
happening. Caveat to this one is that I have not experienced travelling as a non english speaker so this
is observation based.
Finally if you have maxed out your looks (at least to above average) and have the ability to approach,
this already puts you head and shoulders almost all other male travellers. It’s certain that a guy that
has his shit together by the standards of GLL or Andy would absolutely clean up in hostels.

The How To Do It Part
Booking: HostelWorld is a good app for finding and booking hostels easily – it’s what I use. You can
also do it via Booking.com and any other site of that ilk too – sometimes there will be better deals on
those. These sites also have rate and review sections which is a nice bonus. I trust the ratings/reviews
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on hostelworld more because it’s a niche app used mostly by travellers whereas booking.com is more
normie ridden.
Checking in: It?s better to always ensure you show up in daylight hours and when the reception is
open. Not all receptions are open 24 hrs. Generally you will need to provide a passport at check in –
if you are a native of the country check the hostel isn?t international only beforehand as well.
Passports can also be left as collateral if you are having payment issues on arrival.
Travel Light: As light as you can manage guys. Hostels do not always have great storage and if you
are travelling with a couple of big suitcases you are gonna find dorm rooms where even that will max
out the available space. After your essentials (i.e. toiletries, electronics, chargers, a week’s worth of
underwear and socks, footwear etc) you should only need like 2-3 decent outfits for going out. You
should pack hiking gear too, which could feasibly double as gym wear if you want to visit gyms
while travelling. My wardrobe is pretty minimal (but stylish) most of the time anyway. I don?t
recommend taking any more than one large backpack worth – a 35L-45L one in terms of capacity
plus a smaller one for day trips. Beyond just a lack of storage its best to stay as mobile as you can
too, hostels have a habit of making you move rooms if you extend or complain about a room.
Making travel friends: Confession time. I was terrified that I would be unable to connect with
people and make friends when I first left the UK. I had booked a return flight from LA with 3 months
between landing and return (the length of a tourist visa), and I had a recurring fear that I would be
stuck in a hostel room in LA for the entire time on my own.
In essence the process is exactly the same making friends from a more stable location, except easier.
You have to force yourself through the awkwardness and fear you feel to talk with people and form
instant connections that all humans are capable of. It’s easier because the sheer number of
opportunities you have to meet new people is way higher in hostels, and they are all trying to make
travel friends as well (for the most part).
What do you talk about you ask? After a while you realise you have the same intro conversation
with everyone: where are you from? Where are you going? Where have you travelled before? What
are you going to get up to in this city/area?. It’s really simple small talk anyone can do and the main
subject is travelling itself for the most part. Get a couple beers down you first if you have to but make
sure you introduce yourself to people and start these small chats. Pro travel insight: names are always
the last thing that comes up in these beginning conversations. Not sure why, guess no one really cares
what your name is.
At the beginning due to social fear I would predominantly make friends with my roommates. This
had the obvious drawback of relying on being put with good roommates.
As I gained more confidence I would chat to new people wherever you can find them – hint it?s the
communal areas. The tv rooms, the kitchen, the smoking area, the dining tables or the pool if there is
one. Breakfast is the best in my opinion for that, most hostels have a free breakfast of sorts and little
in the way of table space to accommodate the hungry, broke backpackers that need this. From
meeting in this way the best thing to do is propose some sort of sightseeing or traveller activity that
you and whoever you have met can go on together. Typically you meet other small groups of
travellers and latch on to them, or you bring a small group together that wants to do the activity.
However, the absolute best way to meet people when you are a scared newbie is through organised
hostel activities. Daytime these are usually hikes, city tours, or some sort of adventure activity. At
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night – and these are by far the best – it’s usually a bar crawl. As long as you can legally drink in the
country you are travelling in you basically get invited to a party every night with a group of other
young travellers.
Once you have been around the block a bit, and transformed into Mr Social, it is important to learn
how to make the fun night adventures happen without relying on the hostels. The hostel organised
stuff is merely a good start point. Often there will be nights where these sort of events don?t run,
either because there?s not much nightlife other than the weekends in that city, or because there aren?t
enough people in the hostel to make it worth it. If a bar crawl failed to take off I used to get the hostel
rep to introduce me to anyone else that was interested that night and then suggest we should all go out
together – has a pretty high chance of working. Often other people will just invite you out if you
seem chill. Be chill.
3 day friends – a concept: This is a personal reflection I had about the people you meet when
travelling. You are looking for friends, or a fling with a girl, that will last 3 days – and you enjoy it
for what it is. Anything that happens longer than that or in the future is a bonus (and I do recommend
hitting particularly fun friends or girls you slept with up again later on obviously). It’s the average
amount of time most people passing through will stay in a hostel and it’s the shortest time I will give
any city or spot worthwhile. I like to give places I enjoy at least a week of my time, and on average I
will have rolled with at least two distinct groups on average during that week.
Short term travel companions: While I am not a big advocate of travelling with more than just one
other person long term, I am definitely a big advocate for forming a short term travel group (usually
for some sort of transport between places to visit, or a group to go see something worth checking out
that is remote). This leads into another skill you will develop naturally when jumping hostels –
judging character quickly and effectively, and therefore screening in the personality types you vibe
with most. It’s also the reason you need to force yourself to beat social fear. You can?t guarantee you
will screen in the right people if you dont screen enough people. And you don’t want to be stuck in a
rental/dorms for a week with someone you can?t stand.
Locals: This will test your lack of social fear more than meeting people in hostels for sure. In hostels
new people come to you, to meet locals you have to go out to them. Especially in smaller towns, I
highly recommend leaning into the fact you will be exotic/a curiosity to them (particularly with local
girls). This obviously varies a bit, a guy from LA passing through San Fran on a weekend might not
be so interesting to a local girl. Try your best to start conversations with everyone. A few weeks of
doing that it gets easy, and you start to really enjoy it.
Online dating while travelling: Andy is far and away the main resource for Tinder, read his guide
first. Generally I advise being honest about your traveller status when firing up Tinder in a city you
are passing through. Screen in the girls that like it. Also be honest about being in a hostel. You will
still find girls that will meet you for a drink. Obviously you will need to make a move on the first
date and propose either going back to hers or you figure out a way to have sex in the hostel (more on
that fun problem solving later).

Girls
So maybe a few of you have essentially skimmed the post to get to this section or jumped here
straight away. I implore you not to skip anything preceding this section. You will miss out on some
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truly worthwhile experiences if all you aim to do is torpedo into hostels in search of hot girls on their
travels. However I do have some insight into how to approach this and also just practical information
on the ?how to? of having sex in hostels.
To start with I don’t believe in game/seduction at all. Lets get that out of the way. Good Looking
Loser and Scotty solved the equation ages ago.
Look Good + Talk to Girls + Good Logistics = Getting Laid.
You directly make it clear to a girl you find her attractive. This screens out girls who aren?t interested
for whatever reason (sexual availability etc) and screens in those that will potentially have sex with
you. Learn to take rejection well and move on immediately – it’s the number one area you can and
should train with exposure therapy. Don?t do obviously stupid shit like start to be pushy/clingy after
she said no, or worse get drunk and soppy over a girl that turned you down. Also in hostels it’s better
to make your intention known early because you can quickly become a 3 day friend to girls before
you had a chance to say you liked her.
There is a particular scene where Good Looking Loser covers that has a lot of crossover with hostels.
In this blog he covered the LA Party Scene which he experienced in his 20s:
A Brief Introduction to Party Game and “The Scene”
The core takeaway: the easiest way to pull girls on a night out is to meet them at a pre-party
first. Hostels just hand you this scenario with travelling girls, without you having to break into
exclusive Hollywood social circles. Either the night out will be organised by the hostel, or you can
tag along with a group that wants to go out, or you can organise something yourself with your
winning personality. Whatever is happening typically there will be about 1-2 hrs of pre-party in the
hostel. This is where you meet more new people, and hang with people you already met previously.
It’s the same as the breakfast scenario, except usually there is more alcohol. Then you go out, mess
around in the city, and then you come back and potentially party after. Or a girl responded to you
well and it’s a different kind of after party. Fun times.
Definitely good to find some way of being alone with a girl who likes you for sure. Hostels are pretty
communal so just isolate yourself with her however – on a night out it’s pretty easy. Daytime you just
invite her out for a trip just the two of you – if she does like you then she won?t care much what you
are doing as the activity.
There’s a catch though. Of the original equation above I don?t think it will come as much of a
surprise when I say that the biggest obstacle hostels can pose is logistics. Afterall you?re in a dorm
room?. and she?s most likely in a dorm room (note: girls will often be in girls only dorms – but the
alternative is unisex hence why you will share with girls often too).
So you?ve met a chick, you made a move and she likes you too. You both clearly want to have sex.

What are the options?
Get a private room for one night: For a while this was the only route I took. I was more terrified a
girl just wouldn?t agree to very public sex in a dorm room than actually having an issue with the
situation myself. God damn this can get expensive. Private hostel rooms can really get close to what
hotels charge. Don?t expect the girl to split the cost with you as well, I can?t recall any of the girls
who knew I was getting it to facilitate sex with them offering to pay a share. This isn?t that
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sustainable an option but certainly worth it every now and again as a treat/break from slumming it in
the dorms. You do run a slight risk here as you are betting against whatever percentage chance it is
that the girl you are sure is DTF will back out at the last minute. This has actually not happened to me
thankfully, I?ve either been the right amount of intuitive or the right amount of cautious.
Get comfortable having sex in a dorm: Actively tried to avoid this for the longest time. I wasn?t
that comfortable either asking for or doing this until I was living in long term stays. Most likely
because it’s a lot more accepted in hostels where peeps are living there months on end. There is a
shared understanding, and the nicer people will often give you the room so you can have fun. The
tricks for going at it undercover(s) still apply in short term stays though.
1. Get a bottom bunk. Top bunks suck, and not just for the purpose of sex. Ask the reception if
they can guarantee you a bottom bunk when you sign in. Not asking gets you nowhere.
2. Take advantage of an empty dorm when you know everyone will be gone for a while.
3. A towel up is your friend, just get her to quiet down a little.
4. At like 2am most of your roommates will just sleep through it.
5. Creaky beds you can usually dampen with well placed clothes wedging it against the wall
etc.
6. Just don?t give a shit! Like many a young lad before you – the cool roommates won?t care,
most won?t say anything to you. If you get a complaint it’s rare you?ll be kicked out over this.
Find a private(ish) part of the hostel that’s free: Not my style at all, but this is the source of many
a great hostel story. The classic ?I had sex in this place? story. I?m not laying claim to any of these
examples but I know they all happened; as in most cases I was friends with both parties. Frankly they
are all testament to horniness, perseverance and ingenuity:Disused stairs (my longest running travel buddy spent an hour looking for somewhere with this
chick, attempted eventually on some stairs that were closed for repairs. Got caught, ran away and
then booked a private room for 150 euros)
The corner of a smoking area in full view of some French lads. They thought no one could see
them but they didn’t go far enough round a corner.
Toilets. A ton of these stories. Including a mate who banged a hostel receptionist in one and she
claimed it was her ?usual spot?.
Private shower rooms. One of the few I have done. If there is a private shower room with a lock its
everyone’s first shout in a pinch. Will often be taken, unreliable.
Staff room. A ballsy one for sure but surprisingly a regular story.
A nearby park. One of my better mates has done this with 3 different girls.
So that just about wraps up the how to suggestions on girls. Honestly Chris and DC7 gave girls that
go travelling a dismissive rant on their recent podcast together. And I?d just like to retort that the
best girls I?ve ever met and hooked up with have been met through travels. Often open minded,
often less risk averse, often strong, persevering young women. They are all broke af though.
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Some extra things:
Weirdos: There are going to be some weirdos. To be precise there are going to be some weirdos in
the dorms you sleep in. Hostels attract a colourful cast of characters. I have shared rooms with
homeless buskers, sex workers, drug dealers and ex gang members. I have also shared rooms with
millionaires, doctors, rich kids, popular youtubers, models etc. The people you meet really run the
full gambit. But the vast majority, especially in the big cities, will just be early to mid twentysomethings who are trying to see the world as cheaply as they can. The extremes will not be the
norm. You should enjoy what you can of them when you meet them though. My story of running into
a rich guy – who was in a hostel for some reason – was in Vegas. The dude had hit millionaire status
when bitcoin exploded back in 2017, he took me and another mate out to the Bellagio for bottle
service at a club. Crazy fucking night, he dropped $40k. [Andy’s note: I’ve included the story of this
below].
Price is going to vary: I still have yet to really figure out why some places were so expensive
(relatively speaking) and some were so cheap. Basic rule tends to be that competition drives the
average dorm price down, so it explains why Miami has some of the cheapest hostel rooms in
America. Big party towns tend to have good hostel options.
Cleanliness will vary: If this is an issue for you it will be a problem. Some hostels are good at
keeping it fresh. Some really aren?t. I?ve stayed in a long term stay so unclean and disorganised that
we may as well have been squatting in abandoned flats. I?ve seen the absolute worst and I survived it
– for 2 months. But you aren?t me, so if this is something you know will bother you then I
recommend you scout ahead using whatever info you can find. This is a big concern for a lot of
travellers and it will usually be the number 1 issue among the bad reviews.
Screening online: There?s a lot of info online to allow you to screen hostels – but if you can I
recommend actually visiting the hostel first before you book a stay there. My usual trick is to book 1
or 2 nights only and then scouting other local hostels in person if it’s bad.
Security: Security for your personal items in hostels isn’t great – always have a padlock, don?t travel
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with anything you couldn’t cope with losing if you can help it. Other guests stealing my shit hasn?t
happened to me much. I have lost more stuff in hotels – fun story lost a grand in cash. In terms of
general security that depends a ton on the city in question. Most of them will have some sort of night
manager. In terms of a non guest breaking into the hostel I?ve only experienced it once. And it was a
drunk/or high homeless man who didn?t know where he was.

Q&A / Frequently Asked Questions
I?m going to leave this section here for any questions that people have. I will answer in the
responses but I will also retype them and add them here.
“AGF” asked me on my log: Will the guide also include specific recommendations for hostels you
liked the most?
So I think it’s better to advise which cities had the best range of hostels in my experience. If you want
a specific one off recommendation just PM me.
This is a full list of cities where I have stayed in hostels. My favourites are in bold:
Australia: Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Sunshine Coast, Byron Bay.
USA: Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle, Vegas, Hawaii, Phoenix, Albuquerque, Austin, New
Orleans, Miami, New York, Philadelphia, Washington DC, Asheville, Nashville, Savannah.
Europe: Brussels, Frankfurt, Munich, Salzburg, Linz, Bratislava, Budapest, Krakow, Prague,
Berlin, Amsterdam.
The standard in these cities is so good you will find it hard not to have a good time.
Vegas specifically I want to explain: I used the hostels as a way to avoid paying the price of the on
strip hotels at the weekend. Went to hostels first, found some good lads to split hotel rooms with,
went back to the hostels after they left and it was the weekend. Repeated the previous tactic again the
2nd week. Cheap, fun and crazy 10 days in Sin City.
“If I want to say, do this across Europe(From he UK like yourself) How long would you recommend I
spend traveling? Working a full time job with 25 days off per year off limits me quite a bit.“
You definitely should give it go dude. Just be sure to double check if a place has an age cap. I don’t
think many do but i have seen it before, its often 35 though when I have noticed it.
25 days is how long I travelled Europe for actually. You can get an inter-rail ticket for that length of
time. Otherwise you can do what my mate did and request unpaid leave, he was actually starting a
new job and requested some time in between leaving the old place and starting in the new place.
Prague, Budapest, Amsterdam and Berlin – mandatory imo.
Jay M asked:
How much harder is it for older guys (30s)? I always wanted to do this but never had the
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opportunity/freedom. Now the virus has basically stopped all travel, and I probably won?t be able to
travel until my mid-thirties or so. :/ Do people find you creepy if you?re older?
Is it just about not having too old of a vibe? I look young at least.
Radical replied:
More a vibe. I wouldnt worry too much if it?s someone in their early mid thirties. The crowds might
be a bit younger in some countries compared to others. I?ve rolled with lads who were like 31/32 and
they fitted in to the groups that form very easy. You wont meet a lot of girls doing hostels in that age
range it must be said, so he should feel comfortable going for younger chicks as a necessity.
On my age recommendation btw ? My basis for pitching the guide to 18-25 is because that?s the age
bracket where guys get a bit lost looking for what they are going to do after school and I think its a
great option.
[Andy?s note: I don?t get laid in hostels, but on Tinder/in person I?ve pretty much exclusively gone
for 18-21yo girls (I?m 33). Younger girls won?t think you?re creepy, as long as you improve your
appearance and look decent. I?ve written about this a few times:
Age Doesn’t Matter
Getting Laid a Lot Requires You to be “Creepy”
[Andy’s note: If you have a question, drop a comment below and I’ll get Radical to answer it for
you.]

The Vegas Story
I asked Radical for some more info on the “Vegas story” he mentioned.

I’ll tell the Vegas story:
Me and an Israeli friend I had made (own story in itself, shared a Vegas hostel room with an
Egyptian, an Israeli and a Saudi and it was class) couldnt find enough people to go out in the hostel
and were asking everyone there if they wanted to go to the strip – it was like Wednesday or Thursday
night so not as many takers as usual
This guy we thought was a weirdo – who was in his 40s – popped up out of nowhere and told us he
had booked bottle service at a club at the Bellagio (the one with the fountains) and he wanted some
friends to come join him
He was an ex poker pro turned day trader and this was literally the week BTC hit 19k
We rock up and legit an entire half of the club is roped off for just us 3 – I mean the rest of the room
was packed barring our section. Grey goose on ice with like 4 bouncers who’s only job was to get us
what we wanted. The rich guy had them invite and bring girls over to him ffs lol. They would escort
us to the toilet and stuff and everytime they did anything the guy would tip them $50. Had some
cigars, had way too much to drink, we had a view over the fountains when the music show would
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start every 30 mins. The bouncers basically indicated they would get us anything we wanted as long
as they got a tip.
My mate went off and banged some random Jewish chick who loved that he was in the IDF. The rich
guy tried to buy another 2 bottles with BTC but the club owner wouldnt go for it so we suddenly got
kicked out lol after like 4 hrs.
I spent the rest of the night with him as he was going to catch a flight (these days if i had failed to
pull a girl from being in VIP like that I’d curse myself but this was old pussy me). He dropped an
extra 10k on craps but I won like a grand and we were ordering white russians til 9am. Basically dont
assume everyone staying in a hostel is a poor loser. The reason he stayed in the hostel was its because
he used it as a base for his poker trips when he was younger and he was back for nostalgia basically.

More Info
AGF over on our forums also had this to say:

I have mostly stayed in hostels in Southeast Asia (SEA) and there are some things to consider that I
couldn’t find in the hostel guide:
* never book the cheapest hostel in SEA. Hostels can be dirtcheap there (like 3-$4 per night) but
that’s not where the hottest girls will stay. It’s worth it to get hostels in the price range of $15 – $20
for a dorm room in SEA (especially in places like Bali). Those hostels usually have excellent
facilities, a nice pool, extremely clean, comfy beds and they attract the hottest girls. Examples are the
Puri Garden Hostel in Bali (packed with hot girls that are into Yoga) and the Kos One Hostel (also in
Bali and looks more like a 5-star resort than a hostel; the current prices are not correct though).
* it helps googling “best hostel in XYZ for female travelers”. Look what hostels rank #1 on Google
for that search term and you will most likely find hostels that have a lot of female travelers
* some cities are not recommended for hostels (e.g. Bangkok or Jakarta) because Airbnbs are so
cheap and the local girls are actually a better alternative to go after. In other places (usually the
poorer ones like Myanmar, Laos, Cambodia; or remote places in Thailand, Indonesia, Vietnam, or
Philippines with very few hot locals) it is a better strategy to stay in hostels if you want to get laid. If
you are in doubt whether a place is good for local girls or not, simply change your location on Tinder
and try it for 3 days. That usually gives you a good idea if you need a hostel or not.
* bringing local girls back to your hostel in SEA is not a good idea. Most hostels don’t allow that and
keep a very close eye on it. They know if someone is a local or not. It’s also uncomfortable for the
girl. The way the status hierarchy and “saving face” works in Asia, most girls will feel like you’re
low value if you try to bring her back to a hostel because you can’t even afford a proper hotel.
Backpacking is not something a lot of Southeast Asian girls do. They don’t understand that you’re on
a longer trip and need a cheaper place to stay. If you want to go after local girls, book an AirBnB
after you’ve scheduled some dates in a city you’re going to.
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[Andy’s note: If you want to contribute a guest post and can match Radical’s quality, message
me or leave a comment below.
I pay for guest posts – either cash, or a free coaching session with me.]
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Don’t Kill Yourself.
August 10, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Hey you.
I know you’re feeling pretty fucking shitty right now – and you’ve been feeling shitty for a long time.
In fact, maybe you can’t even remember a time when you didn’t feel shitty.
You look around at everyone else and they all seem happy – which only makes you feel worse. Why
can’t you be like them? Maybe you’ve long-since given up hope you ever could be like them.
I know life sucks – I’ve fucking been there. I’ve been on the brink of suicide – for years – constantly
trying to work up the courage to actually fucking end it… but unable to work up the balls to take that
final step. I know how shitty it feels to want to die; to feel that at the very core of your being, a
feeling that’s with you 24/7, and is only temporarily dulled by distractions like video games, alcohol,
time spent with others (pretending to be happy so you won’t be a burden to them).
I also know it gets better if you make it better. I know there’s a way out – it doesn’t have to end the
way you think it will.
I can’t promise to make you feel better in one single article, or one single video, or with one book. I
can’t promise you the words on this page will fix you. But I’ve been in your situation before and the
one thing that made it better was knowing there was even just a tiny sliver of hope – even though that
sliver was fucking tiny.
So all I ask is you go through this list, read and watch everything I link to, and wait just one more
week before you end things. Just wait a bit – that’s all I’m asking.
Start with this:
Some of the comments on that video are quite important. Read them.

Then buy this book (if you can’t afford it, email me and I will personally PayPal you the money to
buy it):
You Can?t Afford the Luxury of a Negative Thought
Work your way through that – just read a couple pages a day. That book went a hell of a long way to
pulling me out of depression and making me feel like maybe, just maybe, there was a way for me to
be truly happy.
Then read my thoughts on depression, suicide, hopelessness, feeling like it’s too late for you, failure
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and trying to reach your goals:
How I Beat Depression & Learned to be an Optimist (My Story)
What to do When You Feel Hopeless and Helpless
My Transformation
Stop Being a Cunt to Yourself
Discipline & Willpower Don?t Fucking Matter
When You?re In a Rut?
You Are Here Now.
I Am Always Full of Doubt
Don?t Worry, You?re Making Progress (Bad Days are Ok.)
If you want step-by-step instructions on improving yourself and turning your life around, start here:
How to Make Friends
The Slight Edge (How I’ve Achieved all my Goals)
How I Lost Weight (77lbs / 35kg)
Fixing Your Sleep (Sleep is Paramount)
Improving Your Looks
How to Start Anything
Write a Daily Action Plan (Todo List)
How to Get Strong/Gain Muscle
Give Yourself Permission to Suck
How to Get Laid on Tinder
How to Start Hitting on Girls in Public
I Can?t Get Laid Because?
I’m also available for counselling if you need to talk – I’ve worked with several clients who were
depressed, and helped them gradually overcome it. If not me, then I’d encourage you to talk to
someone – a friend, a family member, a helpline, a counsellor, someone you trust.
Or come post on our forums and tell us what’s going on in your life. There’s plenty of us on there
who’ve been through depression so we’ll absolutely empathise and help you.
Don’t tackle this shit alone.
Change something – anything – starting right now. Just take one small, tiny, seemingly-insignificant
baby step towards fixing your issues. You need to think of suicidal thoughts as a fucking battle –
FIGHT them and BEAT them. This is a war you’re raging against your suicidal ideations; you really
do need to declare war on them and conquer them.
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Most of all, please stick with us. I promise you even if it feels like nobody else gives a shit whether
you live or die, someone does.
I do.
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TIWS Day 1 – The Inner Winner Show
August 14, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
Day 1 of 365: Sup guys – kicking off my first ever podcast!
It’s a little rough around the edges, but as I mentioned in Give Yourself Permission to Suck, it’s more
important to just get started, rather than stressing about making things “perfect”. My first guest was
my girlfriend Imogen – she did a pretty solid job.
Here’s a photo of where we were sitting during recording:

I plan on doing some of these with guests, some just by myself, and some “call-in” shows with other
friends of mine/clients of mine/random people who are also on their own self-improvement journeys.
If you have any questions you’d like me or my girlfriend Imogen to answer, drop a comment below
and we’ll cover them in a future podcast.
Same goes if you have a particular topic you’d like me to cover, or a particular question – ask away.
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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TIWS Day 2 – Give Yourself Permission to Suck (Redux)
August 18, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
Episode 2 is out:
Day 2 of 365: This is the second time I?ve talked about my favourite concept ? accepting you?re
going to be terrible when you first start a new goal, and throwing yourself in the deep end anyway.
00:28 What I’ve been up to
02:00 What I want this show to become
04:04 If you’d like to be on the show yourself…
04:57 30 days of podcasting
05:48 Nerves, and giving yourself permission to suck
09:00 If you have questions you’d like answered
10:18 The next podcast
11:00 The Takeaway

Shownotes:
Libertarian podcast I was on:
http://www.mcfloogle.com/212
My coverage of Melbourne?s police state:
https://kyil-extra.com/melbourne-police-state/
Give Yourself Permission to Suck:
https://killyourinnerloser.com/give-yourself-permission-to-suck/
The Slight Edge:
https://kyil-extra.com/slight-edge/
Contact me if you have questions or would like to be on the show:
https://killyourinnerloser.com/contact/
As always, if you have questions or topics you’d like me to cover, drop a comment below or email
me.
-Andy
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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TIWS Day 3 & Day 4 – How to Pleasure Women, Whether
Penis Size Matters & Orgasms
August 19, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:

Part 1:
And Part 2:
First topic: Does dick size matter?
John asked: ?Could you spare a minute or two of the podcast talking about dick size? Yes,
cringy, I know. But it is an insecurity for men, similar to height, hair, muscles, etc. Does one
absolutely have to be hung (8 inches or more) to be considered good at sex and give women
decent pleasure? Or can the average 6 incher do the job? Of course, different women have
different preferences, but I still want your opinion.?
Well John, we can definitely spare a minute or two of the podcast ? we?re going to spend the
entire podcast talking about this stuff.
Make it clear it?s not cringy, it?s a legit question a tonne of guys ask.
My dick is 6.5 inches (roughly). So I?m not massive. Ask Immy if she?s satisfied, what her
thoughts are on dick size?
John?s specific question ? do you have to be hung to be good at sex and give women decent
pleasure? So I don?t have a big dick, and I give women WAY above and beyond decent
pleasure.
In her opinion, have all the girls we?ve slept with together cared about my dick size?
Guys stress about dick size ? why? Because they don?t think they can please a woman.
Foreplay is more important.
How to have good foreplay. Read out a lot of the foreplay
guide: https://killyourinnerloser.com/tinder-guide-4/#32-the-foreplay
Read out the dirty talking guide: https://killyourinnerloser.com/tinder-guide-4/#33-the-sex
Psychological play, teasing a girl, making her beg, etc.
I?ve had a tonne of times where I literally don?t use my dick. I mention this in my performance
anxiety article.
Orgasms, or no orgasms ? do girls care?
How many times do I make girls orgasm? Most of the time I don?t.
Do girls feel disappointed if they don?t orgasm?
Obviously imogen is just one girl, but remember we talk to and ask most girls we sleep with all
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these questions. And I?ve always talked to girls after sex about all these questions.
Screening: John mentioned ?Different women want different things?. Yep. There will be a few
women who WANT a huge dick. Maybe they?re super fussy and those girls literally won?t
sleep with you if you?re
Guys with tiny dicks ? eg 4 inches or less. What to do? Focus on foreplay, get into BDSM (I?ve
got plenty of guides on my website), focus on sexual bucketlists.
Bathmate: You can use it to increase the girth (width) of your dick, and some guys also use it
for length increases. I have a bathmate guide on my site. Bare in mind I get a commission if
you buy through my site, so factor that in when you?re reading the guide.
However, let?s be clear: I don?t want you to go out and buy one thinking you need to make
your dick massive in order to pleasure women. We?ll cover pleasuring women below. Get the
bathmate because you think it?d be fun (it?s absolutely fun as hell) ? not because you think you
need it.
Talk about why it?s fun ? makes your dick fat as hell. When you jerk off, it?s like it?s not your
dick ? feels really weird. Your brain keeps saying ?Something is wrong, this isn?t my dick? ?
your hand is used to your dick being a certain size, so it feels weird when it?s bigger.
Second topic: Pleasing women vs just having fun WITH her.
Your job isn?t to please a woman or give her pleasure. I mean yes you do want her to feel good,
obviously. But that?s not your mission.
Your mission is to have fun WITH her. It?s ?you and me?, not ?you vs me?. You?re on the
same team. You?re exploring TOGETHER.
This isn?t a test ? she?s not giving you a grade, or a score out of 10. She?s not judging you.
Don?t feel like you have to jump through a bunch of hoops and do everything to please her ?
that?s a weird ?transactional? view of sex. You?re not giving her something. You?re exploring
TOGETHER. You?re giving each other pleasure ? it?s not ?man must make woman feel good?.
Try a bunch of different things with her. Experiment and just try stuff.
Sex is supposed to be fun for YOU too, so put yourself first. Obviously don?t neglect her, but
you should be putting your own excitement and pleasure first. That way you?ll be really turned
on and then you can share that with her.
Women get turned on by being WANTED. By being DESIRED. They get turned on by seeing
that you are turned on by THEM. So get yourself really fired up (we?ll go into how to do that
below). Make yourself WANT her, and focus on doing the things that really turn YOU on.
Become an animal who can?t control himself. Literally say stuff like ?I can?t stop myself when
I?m around you? or ?You drive me crazy? or ?You make me want you?.
Give out tonnes of compliments ? ?I love your tits?, ?Holy shit you?re sexy?, ?Jesus you turn
me on so much?, ?You have the hottest ass?. Girls get really, really, really turned on and feel
really bloody good by you just saying whatever is on your mind.
Someone once asked me ?How do I compliment women during sex? I literally don?t know
how. Tell me what to say.? Really it?s about just saying whatever thought pops into your head.
And thinking LESS, and just blurting it out. Eg if you think ?Wow she has cute tits? literally
just blurt out ?You have cute tits?. If you think she looks pretty, just blurt out ?You look
pretty?. Stop overthinking it, it doesn?t have to be smooth or perfectly worded ? just blurt out
whatever is in your head.
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99% of my compliments are just random shit I?m thinking right in that moment. ?God you?re
hot? or ?You make my cock so hard? etc. I?m not good at compliments ? I?m just very
GENEROUS with my compliments and I?m constantly telling girls how much they?re turning
me on, I say it during the entire time we?re having sex nonstop.
Sexual bucketlists. How to write, how to explore, etc.
How to get her to write her own and share with you.
Sexual bucketlists also make it a fun thing between the two of you, and helps with retention.
Talk about my concept of building things.
Every week you get to tell her ?This week we?ll try this next thing from the list?. It?s an
exciting adventure for both of you, and again reinforces that concept of ?building things?.
Magic wand as a cheat to give mind-blowing orgasms. When you use it you?ll just
automatically pleasure every chick ? it?s a cheat code.

Shownotes:
Magic Wand vibrator for crazy orgasms (affiliate link):
Doxy Massager Original
Bathmate dick pump:
How to Make Your Dick Bigger (Bathmate)
Foreplay guide:
https://killyourinnerloser.com/tinder-guide-4/#32-the-foreplay
Sex guide/talking dirty guide:
https://killyourinnerloser.com/tinder-guide-4/#33-the-sex
Performance anxiety guide:
Andy’s Guide to Fixing Erectile Dysfunction (ED) & Performance Anxiety
It?s ?You and Me?, not ?You vs Me?:
It’s “You and Me”, not “You vs Me”
How to write Sexual Bucketlists:
How to Build your Sexual Bucketlist
Building things with girls:
Get Laid on Tinder [Part 5] – Retention; Seeing Girls Again
BDSM guides:
https://killyourinnerloser.com/category/sex-dating/bdsm/
Immy?s Thoughts on Being Alpha:
Immy’s Thoughts: On Being Alpha
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
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daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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TIWS Day 5 & Day 6 – Open Relationships & Boundaries /
Run TOWARDS Fear
August 22, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:

Day 5 – Open Relationships & Boundaries
Day 5 of 365: Andy and Imogen talk about their open relationships, seeing other girls together,
setting boundaries and being on the same team in a relationship.
This podcast comes from a listener question: “I would like to know your thoughts on open
relationships. Don?t get me wrong, it?s not that I want to meddle with your lives, but I would like to
know how your opinion on open relationships, and how you deal with boundaries, jealousy, and the
stuff that comes with it. (In my case, the thought of my LTR sleeping with other men would be really
annoying, but on the other hand, I want to sleep with every woman I find attractive).”

Day 6 – Run TOWARDS Fear
Day 6 of 365: Andy & his guest Imogen tackle fear the best way they know how; head-on.
The Takeaway:
Run towards fear – don’t avoid it.
The more you practice embracing fear, the easier it’ll become.
Exposure therapy is pretty much the only way to overcome fear. You can do this gradually one
step at a time, or jump straight into the deep end.
Running towards fear sucks in the moment; but future you will thank you.
When you feel the fear talking; yell out STOP. Then use the “3 2 1 GO” technique. Stop
overthinking and just jump in there and do it.

Shownotes (Episode 5):
How to Breakup Amicably:
https://killyourinnerloser.com/how-to-breakup/
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Shownotes (Episode 6):
My First Tattoo Story:
https://killyourinnerloser.com/andy-gets-a-tattoo/
My Vasectomy Story:
https://killyourinnerloser.com/my-vasectomy/
Aiming High Means Falling Far:
https://killyourinnerloser.com/aiming-high-means-falling-far/
Elon Musk on Fear:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YH1txRfa0oY
Give Yourself Permission to Suck (my first article):
https://killyourinnerloser.com/give-yourself-permission-to-suck/
How I Beat my Approach Anxiety:
https://killyourinnerloser.com/how-i-beat-my-approach-anxiety/
I Am Always Full of Doubt:
https://killyourinnerloser.com/doubt/
Comments by “Will” throwing himself into the fear:
https://killyourinnerloser.com/you-and-me/#comment-64
As always, if you have a question/topic you’d like me to cover, or if you’d like to come on as a guest
– drop a comment or email me.
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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How to Use the Doxy Magic Wand
August 24, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Buy the exact wand vibrator I own (heads up, that’s an affiliate link), shipping all around the world
(just set your country/currency at checkout):

Prices are in British Pounds by default, so just change your country/currency. It comes with adapters
for every country, so it’ll work with your power outlet.
Table Of Contents
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Introduction
Podcast Talking About the Magic Wand
How to Use
Pulse Setting:
Edging
Orgasms & Multiple Orgasms:
What Girls Think of It:
Girls Who Struggle to Orgasm
When Do I Use it?
How to Clean It
Other Details

Introduction
Here’s a how-to guide on using the wand:
One thing I never shut the hell up about is my magic wand vibrator – it is the BEST toy I have, out of
all the million-and-one sex toys I own. If you have nothing else, buy one. (You can buy any good
wand vibrator, I just recommend this particular Doxy one because it’s the one myself and my mates
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have used for a couple years. If you buy a different one, just make sure it plugs into the wall (not
battery powered), and make sure it has good reviews).
Wand vibrators (the powerful ones you plug into the wall) are “set and forget” – you just turn it on,
hold it against her pussy, and the toy will do the rest. It’s the lazy man’s orgasm-generator.
For the longest time, I avoided having any toys, because it would have hurt my ego & damaged my
pride. Back in my early days of getting laid, I wanted to be an “alpha male” – I was convinced I had
to satisfy women with just my hands/dick/mouth, and that toys were “cheating”. Even when I first
started having BDSM sex, I didn’t have any toys – I just used my suit tie as a blindfold, and I’d spank
girls with my hand. No ropes, no vibrators, no whips or chains or anything like that.
Eventually one of my mates convinced me to buy a couple of toys and try them on girls. I started with
a blindfold and handcuffs, and holy shit, that was so much fun. I then tried a whip, and every girl
absolutely loved it. Finally I faced my fears and bought a couple of vibrators, convincing myself I
wasn’t “less of a man” if I let a toy make girls cum instead of using my hands/mouth/dick.
As my mate said (the one who convinced me to start buying toys): “Well for me it’s more that the
toys can do stuff I can’t. It adds to the experience for the girl. No matter how good you are, a toy at
the right moment makes it better for the girl.”
And god damn am I glad I listened to him. I tried a few different vibrators (some were shit, some I
still use to this day). Eventually I worked my way up to a huge magic wand, and it blew my fucking
mind. Not least of all because of how bloody big it is – it’s the same length as my elbow to the tip of
my outstretched fingers.
It’s so god damn powerful, it sounds like a chainsaw:
No plushies were harmed in the making of this (but they were deeply pleasured).
Still not convinced? Here’s what 2 guys who took my advice and bought one had to say:
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Seriously – this thing is godlike.
I’ve tried 2 other wand vibrators in the past (the other two were battery powered, with no cord), but
the batteries sucked – they only lasted about 20 minutes. The wands were also nowhere near as
powerful as this one is. Vibrators you plug into the wall will always be a million times more powerful
than battery-powered ones.
I use it as a “cheat” or shortcut for good foreplay – I don’t have to do anything other than lie down
next to her and hold it on her pussy, and just wait. She’ll cum without me even doing anything. If
you’re inexperienced, a virgin, or nervous: this is your cheat code to begin decent at foreplay. Just
hold this thing on her pussy and you’re good to go.
I also use it to tease her – I hold it on her clit until she’s close to cumming, then pull it away, making
her cry out and beg for more. Put it back on her clit until she’s close again then take it away,
repeating this over and over, until she’s a wet, quivering mess, begging me to fuck her. Good times.
It’s also great if you’ve been really busy lately and have a lot of things to think about, or a lot of
stresses/worries bouncing around your head. Just turn it on to the absolute lowest setting (so it’ll take
ages to make her cum), put it on her clit, and then just lie on her tummy, letting yourself think about
whatever it is you need to think about. I’ve had times where I just lie there for 30 minutes planning
out my goals, or thinking about something that’s been bothering me – while she’s in orgasmic bliss.
At the end of it she tells me how amazing a job I did… meanwhile all I really did was spend some
time in my own head, planning things out. It’s fucking awesome; you don’t even have to
concentrate and she’ll be thanking you for giving her the best orgasm she’s ever had.

Podcast Talking About the Magic Wand
My girl and I recorded an entire episode talking about how to use the magic wand, whether or not
girls really care if you make them orgasm, why some girls struggle to orgasm (even with a toy), some
tricks to blow her mind, and a story about a girl who could cum from just her nipples.
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How to Use

Top button:
Power/Hold down for pulse mode.
Middle button: Increase power.
Bottom button: Decrease power.
Plug it into the wall and turn it on (push the Power button). It’ll start itself on the last setting you used
(which is the lowest setting if you’ve never used it before.) Most girl’s eyes light up when they hear
the sound it makes – if you like, turn it to the highest setting just to watch her go, “Oh my god!”
(Make sure you turn it back down to the lowest setting before using it).
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Get her to lie down on her back then just put it on her clit and hold it there – that’s literally it. (For
some girls, her clit will be too sensitive – just hold it slightly below her clit, against her pussy). You
really don’t have to do much except for hold it there and she’ll think you’re the god of pleasure.
When you first put it on her pussy, start on the lowest setting. Often the highest setting is way too
strong, and some girls will say they can’t cum from that because it’s just too much. Start on the
lowest setting and see how she responds. Slowly ramp it up one setting at a time, waiting 30 seconds
or so on each setting. Each time, ask her how it feels and if she wants more intense, or if she likes it
the way it is right now (just bare in mind at some point she may not be able to respond properly, too
wrapped up in her own pleasure). If she says it’s good, just leave it on that setting. If she asks for
more, go up one level. If she says it’s too sensitive, just take it down one setting.
At some point as you’re slowly going up in power, some girls will just have an orgasm – fucking
awesome. Keep playing with her and give her more orgasms if you like, or put the toy away and fuck
her brains out ? Other girls will need you to go all the way up to the highest setting – you can
jokingly call them a Power Queen.
Have fun with the vibrator – it’s something you and the girl can just mess around with and try a
bunch of different things together. You can tease girls’ nipples with it (on the lowest setting) –
most girls love how it feels (but her clit will feel better). You can give her a back massage with it (or
get her to give you one) – you literally just have to hold it in spots on her back, or slowly move it
around.
You can also play around with different positions – some girls love going doggystyle, with you
pushing the toy against her clit from behind. It’s also fun to make her stand up, and you stand behind
her, sliding it between her legs. Then tell her to close her legs, clamping down on it as it presses
against her clit.
You can also get her to ride on top of your dick, with the vibrator pressed against her clit. It has a
very long cord (3m/7ft), so you’ll be able to move it around wherever you want.
It’s good fun using it whenever you’re fucking her – the vibrations will hit your cock, running up and
down the length of it, feeling bloody awesome. I usually thrust very slowly when doing this, and
sometimes I even just hold still, with my cock only halfway inside her pussy. That way I can really
feel the vibrations, but also feel the sensation of her pussy clenching around my dick, especially as
she cums. If you and her play around a bit and practice, it’s possible for you both to cum at the
exact same time, which is hot as hell.
Try it doggystyle with your dick in her – push her down so she’s lying totally flat on the bed (on her
stomach), with the vibrator underneath her. Then slide your cock inside her pussy and lay down flat
on top of her. When I do this, I just stay completely still, with my cock inside her, the vibrating
pulsing through her clit and the base of my cock.
I’ve cum from this (without thrusting/fucking her at all) – it’ll take like 5 minutes and be very slow
building, but when you do cum it’s like a wave, slowly washing over you. Make sure you don’t move
at all, to get the full effect. It’s fucking instense – it’ll blow your god damn mind. It doesn’t feel like
a normal orgasm; it’s slower to build up (you feel like it’s building up over minutes, rather than
seconds) and more powerful when it hits, and it lasts much longer – you’ll feel like you’re cumming
nonstop for 30 seconds. It’s mind-blowing.
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Pulse Setting:
To turn Pulse Mode on, make sure the vibrator is currently OFF, and then hold the Power Button for
about 1 full second.
Pulse Mode is a bit confusing to explain, but essentially it starts at the lowest vibration setting and
works its way to the highest vibration, then instantly resets back to the lowest vibration and repeats.
When you’re in Pulse Mode, pushing the (+) Button doesn’t increase the intensity of the vibrations –
it increases the speed at which the vibrator goes from lowest vibrations to highest vibrations. So if
you push the (+) Button a bunch of times, the vibrator will start going from lowest to highest very
quickly (it’ll take about half a second to go from lowest to highest vibration, then reset back to lowest
and take another second to go to highest, and repeat).
If you push the (-) Button a bunch of times, then the vibrator will go from lowest to highest vibration
very slowly (it’ll take about 10 seconds to go from lowest vibration to highest vibration).
It makes more sense if you watch the video:
1. The vibrator is turned OFF, so I hold the Power Button for 1 second to initiate Pulse Mode.
2. Pulse mode starts on the FASTEST pulse for me (I had previously pushed the (+) Button a
bunch of times to turn it onto the FASTEST pulse mode). I leave it on FAST pulse for a bit so
you can see.
3. Then I push the (-) Button a bunch of times so it goes down to the SLOWEST pulse mode.
You can see it now takes like 10 seconds to go from lowest vibration to highest vibration, then
resets back down to lowest.
4. Then I push the (+) Button a bunch of times again, so it goes back up to FASTEST pulse
mode. Now it’s only about half a second between lowest to highest vibration.
5. To turn the vibrator off, just hold the Power Button again.
Different girls will like different pulse settings, so play around and ask her which one feels the best
for her. Some girls also like it nice and slow at the start, and then progessively faster as time goes on,
hitting the fastest setting right as she’s getting close to cumming. Other girls prefer just the normal
setting
Sometimes I use the pulse mode; othertimes I just leave it on the normal setting (constant vibration).
It depends on how I’m feeling, or what the girl tells me feels the best.
The pulse mode works better than the normal setting for some girls in particular. They seem to love
the fact it’s constantly changing in intensity – when it’s just a constant setting, some girls will
struggle to orgasm, but the pulsing sends them over the edge.
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Edging
If you’ve never edged a girl (or yourself), you’re missing out. Edging is when you get her right to the
edge of orgasm, but then stop right before she’s about to cum, so she’s oh so close… but not quite
there. (If you stop too late, she’ll still cum, but it’ll be a half-orgasm – known as a “ruined orgasm”).
Edging is fun as hell – nothing drives a girl crazier than getting her close to the edge then stopping,
waiting 15 seconds, then starting it all back up again and getting her right to the edge… then stopping
again. Girls go fucking mad for this; it’s the secret to good foreplay. You just have to keep teasing
her like this for 20 minutes until she’s absolutely begging you to fuck her, desperate to do absolutely
anything for you.
The wand makes it so much easier to edge girls – just hold it against her clit til she’s about to cum,
then pull it away and wait 15 seconds, then repeat. Easy.
You can also tell her she isn’t allowed to orgasm until you give her permission. So every time she
gets close, she has to look you in the eyes and beg, “Please let me cum…” The first 5 times she asks
you, say “No.” in a very firm voice and make her pull the vibrator away from herself. She’ll be a
horny, desperate, quivering mess. After a few times of this, say, “Yes.” and watch her absolutely
fucking explode.
Bonus points if you talk dirty to her while she’s edging herself (or while you’re edging her). “You’re
such a horny little slut aren’t you, right on the edge of cumming, so desperate to explode but knowing
you’re not allowed to do so without my permission. It makes you so fucking horny knowing I’m in
control of your orgasm, doesn’t it? Maybe I won’t let you cum at all.. maybe I’ll make you wait
weeks before I let you have that release.”

Orgasms & Multiple Orgasms:
Giving girls an orgasm with the wand is easy as hell – just hold it on her clit and play around with the
settings until you find one she says feels the best. Then just hold it there and think about what you’re
going to have for dinner. I’m not even joking – you can literally let your mind wander while you’re
holding it there, and she’ll have an orgasm without you having to try.
When girls orgasm from a wand vibrator, they’ve told me it’s a completely different orgasm to what
they’re used to – because it’s so overwhelming and fucking strong, they completely forget where
they even are. They forget literally everything else, their head is completely empty and they’re not
thinking about any of life’s worries, or the usual girl insecurities like whether you think she’s pretty,
or if she’s doing a good job for you, etc. They can just let go and be consumed by the impending
orgasm, riding it as it comes, and being in complete bliss.
It’s like a “spiritual” orgasm. An orgasm of the soul. (Maybe I’m turning into a hippie).
And if you hold it on her clit even after she’s cumming, even when she’s telling you it’s too sensitive
(you may have to turn it back down to the lowest setting), if you just keep it there despite her
protests, in another minute or so often she’ll have another orgasm, and then another, and another, all
her orgasms starting to blend together into one big long orgasm. Congratulations! You’ve just made
a girl have multiple orgasms. (That’s their superpower; our superpower is being able to pee
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standing up, so it’s a fair trade-off).
One day my girlfriend decided to see how many times she could cum in a certain period of time. She
hit 14 orgasms within about 45 minutes. And as I’ll go into detail below, that’s mind-blowing for
her in particular; when we first met, she had never had an orgasm in front of anybody else, and used
to take over an hour to have one orgasm by herself.
You can also tie the vibrator to a girl’s pussy if you have some ropes – girls go nuts for this. Tie
her up, blindfold her, tie the wand to her pussy and just leave it there while you go do something else
(like watch a football game, wash the dishes, or grab a bowl of popcorn and watch her orgasm over
and over, unable to move or get away from the vibrator, completely lost in countless orgasms).
The best part about the wand is girls will give you full-credit for giving them an orgasm; even if
all you do is hold the wand on their pussy and just wait. It’s like passive income – you do nothing
and the compliments just roll in for free. Passive orgasm income.

What Girls Think of It:
My girlfriend said:
Prior to using the wand, I really really struggled to orgasm. It was a huge point of frustration hearing
stories from friends who could use their hand and orgasm in less than 10 minutes. It would take
anywhere from half an hour to an hour on my own, watching porn using a typical vibrator on the
highest setting.
The idea of having an orgasm with someone else seemed pretty impossible once there was the added
challenge of self-consciousness. [[Andy’s note: Some girls find it almost impossible to orgasm in
front of someone else. More on that below.]] When Andy first let me try the wand, my first
impression was: Jesus Christ this is powerful. I could understand while this style of toy would have
the girls in porn screaming. While it did take quite a long time, the sheer power of the toy got me
over the edge maybe in an hour the first time.
After that, it was then a slow process of having orgasms quicker and quicker, figuring out what felt
good with the wand and feeling less self-conscious. It was very quickly a favourite toy. After a while
I found I didn’t need it on the highest setting, and now it generally takes roughly 5 minutes from start
to finish. Just for fun I tried to orgasm as quickly as possible a few times, and with the wand I got
there in under a minute. [[Andy’s note: Remember, this is the same girl who used to take over an
hour to orgasm]].
It’s been a lot of fun using it with other girls too. Because it’s so bloody big it’s hard to miss the
target. And most other girls seem more than satisfied with how strong it can get. If anything, most
can’t take the highest setting.
———————
Every other girl I’ve used it on has loved it too – it blows a lot of their minds. Another girl I dated a
while ago had the same struggle as my girlfriend; she too had never orgasmed in front of anyone. I’ll
talk more about her below, but it took us a few sessions with the vibrator before she was finally able
to let go and cum. She was blown away – she had it in her head that she would never be able to
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orgasm in front of anybody else, and even by herself she struggled to orgasm even in the perfect
setting with no distractions.
My mates and coaching clients who’ve bought one also rate them highly – the two comments I get
most are, “Jesus it’s so bloody big” and “Holy fuck it’s powerful… like, too powerful.”
This is pretty much the reaction of all my mates who I’ve encouraged to get one:

Girls Who Struggle to Orgasm
Orgasms for girls are a bit (a lot) different to guys. Guys can cum pretty easily, from any sort of
stimulation – blowjobs, sex, handjobs, grinding against a pillow (no, I’ve never done that (Ok, I did it
when I was younger)). Sure, sometimes you might take a fair bit of stimulation, but for the most part,
as long as there’s a bit of stimulation, you will cum fairly easily.
Girls require more than physical stimulation to cum – they also have to “let go”. Orgasms for girl
are much more of a “release” – meaning, if she’s too tense or too stressed, she might not be able to let
go and orgasm. Their orgasms require not being in their own head too much or having too many
stresses or distractions. (Some girls can cum easily and don’t have much trouble letting go, but
there’s a hell of a lot of girls who really struggle). Which is why a lot of girls have a “routine” when
they’re giving themselves an orgasm:
Some girls will run a bath and burn some incense, then play with themselves for an hour gently
before finally orgasming.
Other girls use a very specific vibrator they’ve discovered works for them, on a very particular
setting in a very particular spot on their clit.
Some girls require a clear head – they can’t orgasm if they have a lot of things on their mind.
Other girls can only come by themselves – they find it too distracting if somebody else is there.
Some girls watch porn in order to turn themselves on a lot, and sometimes have to watch an
hour or more of it before they can be “present” enough and be in tune with their own body
enough to actually orgasm.
Some girls need candles and nice music and have to have a shower first in order to feel “pretty”
before they can orgasm.
Really, the reason some girls struggle to orgasm without these routines is they’re in their own head
too much. (Guys do the same thing – some of us struggle with performance anxiety/erectile
dysfunction because we’re in our own head too much). When a girl is in her own head too much,
sometimes it gets so bad she literally “can’t” orgasm because she can’t get past the thought, “It’s
impossible for me to cum.” It becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy, where she’s convinced she can’t
orgasm, and she can’t stop obsessing about the idea of not having an orgasm. And if you obsess about
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not having an orgasm, then guess what? You’re probably not going to have an orgasm.
This is actually the main reason I bought my wand a few years ago. I’d met a couple of girls who had
never had an orgasm (or who really struggled to have one), and I did some research into it. There
were a shitload of people saying wand vibrators were the way to go; you can just hold it on her clit
and she’ll orgasm eventually, as long as you’re patient. And they were right.
The first time my girlfriend ever used it, she used to take ages to cum – I had to hold the vibrator on
her clit on full-power for about 1hr before she came. It was a test of endurance for both of us; my arm
kept getting sore, she could feel herself getting tired, but we just held on. Eventually after a bloody
hour (and a million “almost orgasms”), we finally got there. It was worth it in the end, but it was a lot
of work.
With practice and patience, over time she started being able to orgasm quicker and quicker, and can
now easily cum within 1 minute. Pretty impressive from the girl who originally took an hour.
Just bare in mind if your girl struggles to orgasm, getting quicker is going to take a lot of
patience from both you and her. And if she really finds orgasming difficult, you may not be able to
make her orgasm the first few times you try the vibrator.
The best thing to do if you have a girl who struggles to cum is talk to her about it beforehand.
Make it clear you’ll both have a play with the toy but you don’t expect her to orgasm – don’t put any
pressure on her or she may not be able to relax and let go if she’s worried about letting you down.
Tell her you’ll just try for a while but if she can’t cum, it’s all good. And make sure you really don’t
get frustrated if she can’t cum. You can both just try again next time.
One girl in particular I did this with took quite a few times before she could release. We tried with the
wand 2 times and she got really close but couldn’t quite “let go” and relax enough to orgasm – she
was in her own head too much, worrying about disappointing me. The third time we tried, we put on
a movie to watch and just concentrated on that, with the vibrator between her legs. After about 30
minutes she went really quiet, and I realised she looked like she might orgasm. A minute or two later
she started moaning like crazy, her body arching as she let it all out, and then she started giggling like
crazy. She had this giant smile on her face and told me she couldn’t believe she’d had her first
orgasm in front of someone.
She was over the moon about it:
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When Do I Use it?
Honestly? I use mine about 90% of the time I have sex, especially with new girls who haven’t tried
a wand vibrator before. And especially with any girls who tell me they have trouble orgasming in
front of somebody else – it’s so much fun taking on that challenge (even if it takes us a few sessions),
and eventually blowing her mind when she’s able to have an orgasm. Girls are always so damn proud
of themselves when they’re able to just let go and release that orgasm.
You don’t have to use it as much as I do; sex is all about having fun and exploring, not whether or
not you can make a girl orgasm. I want to make it really damn clear you’re not “less of a man” or
“a failure” if the girl doesn’t cum. Her orgasm doesn’t matter anywhere near as much as whether or
not you two both clicked and had fun. Foreplay/teasing/making out/delaying her pleasure and making
her beg is always much more important than giving her an orgasm.
That said, the wand vibrator is fucking fun to use, and it makes edging/teasing and orgasms infinitely
easier. Plus it’s funny seeing every girl’s jaw drop when you first turn it onto the highest setting and
it whirs up to the loudness of a chainsaw – that never gets old to me.

How to Clean It
Most toy-makers say you really just have to use hot water and soap to clean your toys. I’m usually a
little more thorough:
1. Hot water + soap.
2. Alcohol spray (70% isopropyl).
3. Toy Cleaning Spray
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Soap: Just use any soap. I like liquid soap (from a pump bottle) because it’s easier to apply than a bar
of soap.
70% Isopropyl Alcohol: Buy a big bulk container of it from ebay/Amazon, as it’ll be much cheaper.
Then buy an empty spray bottle for a couple of bucks.
Toy Cleaning Spray: Use any toy cleaning spray that has good reviews. I use this one.
Make sure you do not submerge the whole toy under water, and do not get any water on the
“wand” part of the toy. ONLY get water on the rubbery “head” of the toy – the rest of the toy you
can clean with a damp sponge or some alcohol spray. Even then, be careful not to get the head too
wet (it’s an electric toy, after all).
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Other Details
It may get warm to the touch after about 10 minutes of being on the highest setting. It’s never hot,
and it never gets in the way of pleasure – so if yours gets warm, it’s normal. Most girls won’t even
notice when they’re in the throes of pleasure. But remember I’ve left it on for over an hour, multiple
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times, and never had a problem.
Where I keep it – I have it in a special cupboard in my bedroom with all my toys. When I’m about to
meet a girl, I take the wand out and have it plugged in, sitting right next to my bed where she can see
it (some of them ask about it and want to try it before I’ve even suggested it).
If you’re a sex freak like me, you can even try “jerking off” with it – just hold it against the base of
your cock. (I personally don’t like putting it on the tip of my cock because it’s too sensitive). You can
also wear a pair of underpants, and then hold the wand over the top, so there’s a layer of fabric
between your dick and the wand (this seems to help with the sensitivity issue). On the highest setting,
you’ll probably cum in like 30 seconds – it’s fucking insane.
Buy the exact wand vibrator I own (affiliate link), shipping all around the world (just set your
country/currency at checkout):

Prices are in British Pounds by default, so just change your country/currency. It comes with adapters
for every country, so it’ll work with your power outlet.
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Andy Orders Italian from OkCupid [Storytime with Andy]
August 25, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
Cover image by: Mae Mu.
Here’s a story from a few years ago of an Italian girl I met on OkCupid, who ended up being a
longterm fuckbuddy and a friend.
The story was originally posted on the Good Looking Loser Forums way back in Dec 2017. As
always, any parts in blue are direct quotes from the old post I initially wrote.

Got laid.
Italian chick from okcupid. Was EASY MODE. She invited me to a bar, we’re both super touchyfeely from the start. She was VERY flirty and made it obvious she was into me from the moment we
sat down – leaning in close, touching my legs, holding my hand, etc. Happy to make out with me. We
hung out for 45min, then I invited her back to mine.
We fucked from 11pm til 5am, holy fuck. She was insatiable, she kept seducing me and wanting to
fuck again and again. Good fun.
Super chilled girl, very easy to talk to about sex, non-monogamy, etc. She’ll make a good fuckbuddy.
Gives AMAZING head.
Some selfies she showed me from when she did some amateur modelling (she’s on an amateur porn
site – hence the watermark).
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And check out this shit she drew on my leg while I was getting some work done. I was just typing
away on the computer and she told me she was drawing artwork on my leg, so I just let her do that as
long as she wasn’t too distracting.
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I didn’t even realise what she was writing until it was almost completely done. It made me crack the
hell up. She’s pretty hilarious – tells a tonne of jokes, fiercely intelligent and very witty. I think she’s
destined for great things, she’s got a hell of a lot of potential.
Also got a few more dates lined up from tinder/okcupid. I dunno why I stopped doing online dating.
Its so fucking easy to get laid.

This is a great example of when a girl wants to fuck you, she’ll make it easy for you. She literally
invited me to the bar, flirted like hell with me the entire time, we kissed, went back to mine and
fucked.
I didn’t mention it in the original story, but she was very sensual during sex – I’m talking some
Tantric stuff. She used to cover herself in oil, lie on top of me and grind her body against me, making
out passionately and moaning in my ear, talking incredibly dirty. She had this very seductive, very
sultry sexy Italian accent and she knew exactly what to say to drive me wild.
She was very affectionate and intimate during sex, as well as being very sensual – she’d rub me all
over, kiss every inch of me with her lips, all while one of her hands was between her legs, gently
rubbing her clit.
Out of the bedroom she was also a pretty cool, very sweet and caring person – she made a great
fuckbuddy. As I touched on above, she was incredibly intelligent – one of the smartest girls I’ve ever
been with. Conversations were always deep and very stimulating; absolutely no shallow smalltalk.
We saw each other for almost a year, until she sadly had to leave the country. We actually stayed in
touch for a couple of years afterwards (something I pretty much never do with girls). We’d shoot
each other a text once every couple of weeks to let each other know what we were up to, what our
lives were like, and occasionally send some nude photos or get off over video call. She became a
pretty good long-distance friend.
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CHALLENGE: Start a 365 Day Project
August 26, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Well guys, I’ve lost my god damn mind.
I’ve decided to do something utterly insane: 365 podcast episodes in 365 days.
Why?
Because I’m impulsive as hell. And also because I don’t want to sit here living under a police
state with nothing to show for it. If these fascist psychopaths are going to lock me down, I’ll fight
back by having the most productive year of my life. Fuck them.
Besides, it was only yesterday I released a podcast episode about facing your fears and not being a
pussy. This is bloody terrifying, but I need to do this. I wouldn’t be able to look myself in the mirror
if I pussied out.
I’ve done a 365 project before – my 365 photography project. I was successful with that and didn’t
miss a single day, so I’m up for the challenge again. That 365 project was absolutely LIFECHANGING; I had so many ups and downs, I evolved as a person and a photographer at absolute
lightspeed, and every day I woke up feeling like I had a purpose. The 365 project became my
mission, my reason for existing – it defined me.
It really was a magical time to be alive, and god I’ve missed it.
I want you to join me. Pick a challenge – anything you want to become elite at – and let’s do it
together. 365 days in a row is like cramming several years-worth of experience into 1 year; by the
end of it you’ll be truly elite. Some ideas you could pick:
– 1 approach a day (talk to one girl a day).
– 1 piece of content a day (art, Youtube video, write something, record a song or piece of music,
draw something, do a podcast).
– Workout every single day (mix the workouts up so you don’t fatigue any one particular muscle
group).
– Email one celeb/influencer/famous YouTuber/Instagrammer a day and ask them if you can work
for them or contribute a project for them.
– Tell 1 person a day how grateful you are for them.
– Email one person you respect or look up to every single day to thank them for their work, or ask
them a question like “What’s one thing you wished you knew when you first started?” etc
– Give 1 stranger a compliment every single day for a year.
– Take 1 photo a day.
– Do 1 volunteer community project a day.
– Write 1 poem a day.
– Anything else you’ve always wanted to get good at or practice; doing something for 365 days will
absolutely make you an expert on that subject.
I’m absolutely serious: I want you to join me. Let’s make the next 365 the most amazing 365 days
of our lives.
If you decide to do this, reply with a commitment that you won’t skip a day.
I’m terrified of what the next 365 days have in store for me, but I’m also really really excited.
www.TheRedArchive.com
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Here’s my podcast talking about it:

Follow-up:
5 other people have also signed up already!
Imogen’s 1-art-a-day:
https://www.instagram.com/art.with.immy/
Bad Idea Bear’s 1-guitar-lick-a-day:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCe6A9DJ8CXGN1VjezJppCkw/videos
Crisis_Overcomer’s books:
https://www.amazon.com/Fotis-Chatzinicolaou/e/B00LW9I9HY/ref=dp_byline_cont_ebooks_1
1 Pushup a Day Challenge:
https://stephenguise.com/take-the-one-push-up-challenge/

More Episodes
For all the latest episodes, go to my dedicated podcast website:
The Inner Winner Show
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CHALLENGE: How to Get a Phone Number in 1 Message
August 27, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Cover image by Christian Wiediger.
Guys, I’ll hit you with a challenge: I want you to get a girl’s number – and then have sex together
– but you’re only allowed to use one message:

“[Name], I’m taking you out for a drink, a flirt, and if you’re a good girl – strawberries & blindfolds.
What’s your number? I’ll shoot you a text.“
The wording you use isn’t that important; play around and try different messages. The only goal of
this challenge is for you to get her number in 1 message, and then sleep with her/date her. I don’t care
what you say or how you do it (obviously, try not to lie/manipulate/deceive…) There’s no other rules
to this challenge, so go out there and make it happen. Drop a comment below to let me know how it
goes.
You can also try this in person (cold approach/daygame) – walk up to a girl and in 1 or 2 sentences
get her number (without her speaking first). Eg: “Hey, this is random as hell but you’re hot. Lemme
grab your number, we’ll grab a drink sometime.”
Again, doesn’t matter what you say – as long as you only say 1 unbroken “sentence” without her
speaking.
I’ve only tried this a couple times today (and gotten 1 number so far) – right now it’s illegal for me to
meet girls, given my state’s completely insane lockdown laws. So I’m handing over the torch to
you; try it yourself, post the results below in a comment.
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The Polish Cold Approach [Storytime with Andy]
August 29, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
Cover image by: Daniel von Appen.
This is one of my ballsiest approaches and one of my earliest lays – all the way from back in
September 2016. As I’ve discussed many times, my view on women has changed a lot in the years
since 2016, If some of the story below doesn’t sound like “me”, that’s why.
As always, any parts in blue are direct quotes from the old post I initially wrote.

Holy chittt guyz,nuts cold approach yesterday:
See this cute girl in a red dress (if you see a girl in a red dress you are legally obliged to hit on her),
approach her. She’s REALLY smiley, tells me I’m handsome after I call her cute (never had that
happen before). She’s Polish, cute accent, very energetic and happy, super easy to talk to. She’s cute
but old – guessing she’s 30-something.
We’re walking, she says “Where are we going?” So I put my arm around her and start leading her
around the shopping centre, talking. I’m touching her a BUNCH, like as much as I would be on a
date, arm around waist, holding hands, etc. She’s only been in Australia 13 days so I say “Have you
done any Aussie things?” She says no so I take her to a supermarket, buy her a jar of Vegemite and
make her taste it, lol. She hated it.
I get her number, then walk her to her destination, I’m still touching her on the waist, holding hands,
grabbing her ass, etc. Then pull her in super close, arms around waist. I go for a kiss but she pulls
back a little and it doesn’t happen. She replied to my text afterwards tho, so number is live.
I’m tripping hard because I literally only spent 15 minutes with this girl, and went from “Hi you’re
cute” to touching her like crazy and holding her in an embrace and attempting a kiss. I knew logically
all this shit was possible, but to actually do it myself is nuts.
Here’s the really nuts part: I didn’t think about any of it. It was all instinct. I was not even conscious
of what I was doing, I was just doing what I always do on every date… Only with a girl I JUST met.

This girl was a huge deal for me back in 2016 – not only was she really really hot, very very feminine
(Polish girls usually are) – but I was a fucking baller when I hit on her. I had my arm around her
waist from the moment I met her and was very touchy-feely; something that just seemed completely
www.TheRedArchive.com
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impossible to me at the time (she was the first girl I’d ever been that hands-on with from the moment
I met her; I normally took until date 2 or 3 to touch girls).
I have no idea what inspired me to do that; I think I just finally had my “fuck it” moment and decided
to go all-in. After that I was a lot more comfortable touching girls I’d only just met, especially on
dates; this girl did wonders for my confidence.
We had a first date and hungout for 2 hours, but she was far too shy to kiss me (I tried a couple
times). We then went on a second date:

FUCK YEAH I BANGED THE POLISH CHICK!
Jesus christ. So this girl is the one that first time I cold approached her, I was just a fucking
superhero, touching her instantly, holding her around the waist, touching her ass, even tried to kiss
her within 20min of meeting her.
But then on the first date, I hungout with her for like 2 hours and she wouldn’t kiss me. Here’s us
wearing traffic cones though:
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So tonight she comes to where I live, I meet her at my local train station. Right away I hold her hand,
touch her a lot, etc. Bring her back to my place and as we’re in the elevator, she says “Oh… I thought
we were just going to go for a nice walk tonight…” Bad sign.
We chill at mine, talk for a while, finally I’m like “fuck it” so I kiss her. She’s more into it this time,
she starts SHAKING with pleasure/excitement, but asks me to stop. So I back off, chat for a bit, then
start making out again. This time touch her ass, tits, pussy, then she stops me and says “Andy…
wait… it’s too soon…”
I keep doing this dance, back off and chat for a bit, then heat her up again, I can tell she REALLY
wants me but she’s super conservative. Eventually I get her top off, and bra off, and it’s game on…
Only she stops me again when we’re completely naked in bed, “wait, I can’t do this, it’s too soon
andy…” So I chat for a bit, then heat her up again… fingering her, she’s moaning like crazy, she is
WET as fuck, but keeps stopping me with “it’s too soon, we shouldn’t do this”.
I eventually say, “Do you want this or not?” We talk for a bit, she’s just normally not moving this
fast, and she says, “Is it ok to do this?” I say “Yeah, it’s ok” and then immediately we start banging –
like she just wanted to make sure she wasn’t doing something “wrong” or being “bad”. I kinda felt
bad for her – she wanted to fuck me but she felt like she “wasn’t allowed to”.
It starts off so fucking slow and gentle, like some hollywood romance movie or some shit. literally
“making love”, LOL. but I start getting more and more turned on, rougher and rougher, and she starts
to go a little crazy… eventually I went full retard, choking her until she couldn’t breathe, forcing her
to suck my cock until she choked then holding her head down for longer, slapping my cock against
her face, the usual. She was REALLY into it, like crazier than any other girl i’ve banged. HANDS
DOWN BEST SEX OF MY YOUNG ADULT LIFE.
She had this crazy look in her eyes when I was very rough, it was the look of a crazy, completely
lusty chick. You see it very rarely, only a few girls ever do it – those are the best girls. The girls who
literally go CRAZY over your cock.
We banged for like 3hours (with breaks in between) eventually I can’t hold off any more so I pull out
and move towards her face. She goes NUTS, like a fucking banshee, like a woman possessed,
yelling “YES, YES, YES, GIVE IT TO ME!” and just sucks the living fuck out of my cock, like a
fucking vacuum cleaner. I swear to god I almost fucking passed out from pleasure, it was INSANE.
She keeps sucking me for like 3 minutes after I cum then I have to get her to stop, it feels TOO good
and I’m going to die from pleasure.
Best bang ever. The weirdest thing is I very nearly didn’t even bother setting up the date with her,
because i assumed she wouldn’t be DTF since she was weird about kissing me first time. Goes to
show you should ALWAYS push things as far as you can – don’t disqualify a girl ever.
She’s also really intelligent (degree in mining engineering), REALLY happy-go-lucky (she smiles
CONSTANTLY, non-stop) and has a very witty sense of humour. Cool chick, will DEFINITELY
bang again fo’ sho’.
AND FUCK YEAH BOYS this means I’m up to 4 fuckbuddies on rotation. French chick who’s
really into me is coming over 2 nights from now… FUCK I hope I bang her to complete my goal of 5
girls.
OH GOD DAMMIT LIFE IS GOOD. FUCKING THANK YOU CHRIS YOU SEXY LITTLE
CUNT FOR THE AA PROGRAM AND EVERYTHING ELSE. FUCKING LOVE YOU, FULL
www.TheRedArchive.com
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HOMO

That moment where she was screaming, “GIVE IT TO ME” made me cum so fucking hard, and she
gulped up all of it. It was like something out of a porn scene. Even many years later, it’s still etched
into my brain as one of the most erotic moments of my entire life.
“Chris” in the story above refers to Good Looking Loser – the site responsible for the majority of my
lays. The “AA Program” refers to this approach anxiety program – I still recommend it to people to
this day. If you’re struggling to talk to girls you don’t know, absolutely do that program.
I owe a great deal of my success to Good Looking Loser – and you’ll find a hell of a lot of my ideas
are extensions of the foundation he built. If you like my stuff, go check his site out.
Let me know your ballsiest, best cold approach story – drop a comment below.
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Why You Are NOT Meant to Live My Lifestyle Forever, &
Why Traditional Relationships are “Normal”
August 30, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
Want a traditional relationship, or monogamy, or a girlfriend? This podcast is for you.
This is probably my most important podcast yet – I dive into why you shouldn’t compare yourself to
me, and why you shouldn’t assume my life is “cool” or “glamourous” or “perfect”. You need to build
your own life, chase your own goals, and not aim to just directly copy-paste what I’ve done.
If you want a traditional relationship, or marriage + kids, or a loyal girlfriend – this podcast is a
must-listen.
In short, my only goal with my site/coaching/podcast is for you to achieve YOUR goals and for you
to be HAPPY. My goal isn’t to make you a copy-paste clone of me.
On that note, I am very rare for wanting lots and lots of sex and non-monogamy. The vast majority
of men want monogamy (eventually) and marriage/kids (eventually). If you want these things too,
awesome! Embrace the fact you want them, and work really fucking hard to achieve them. Go all-in.
You may want to have a casual sex/open relationship phase for a while – awesome! Treat it like a
chapter in your life and go 100% all-in, and make it the best phase of your life. (If you want open
relationships forever, that’s very achievable too – I’m proof of that. Again, do whatever YOU want to
do, not what you think you “should” do. Don’t compare yourself to others.)
On this site I show you mostly the “highlight reels” of my life. I’m not a cool, super-awesome guy;
I’m just above-average. I don’t go to parties or clubs or raves, etc. Most of my weekends are boring.
You don’t have to be a super cool dude in order to get laid a lot (though if you are, great!)
If you get caught up in thinking girls are “sluts” for having a lot of sex, that’s something to work
on. A girl who has a lot of sex isn’t a bad person. In the same way you wouldn’t go to Disneyland
and say “Man, a lot of people have been on this ride, that’s disgusting, I’m not riding it” – don’t do
the same thing with girls who’ve explored their sexuality. Just have a bit of fun with them, see them
for as long as you’re both happy to see each other, and let go of your judgemental
mindset/insecurity/jealousy.
Concepts like “All Women Are Like That” are incredibly myopic and downright wrong. You can’t
judge people based on their POTENTIAL behaviour; nor can you judge the entire gender by their
worst possible aspects. If we accept “all women will cheat on you and leave you”, then it’s just as
valid to say “all men will rape you”. Poor attitudes like this only serve to make you bitter, angry,
resentful and miserable. You’re setting yourself up for failure; if you believe women suck, it’ll
become a self-fulfilling prophecy. I’ve talked about this before, here:
You don’t need “fuckboi” attributes in order to get laid a lot. Physical attractiveness is important, as
is good style/fashion/dress-sense. Those things will help you in every aspect of your life.
You also don’t need to be a “BDSM god”. Just write a sexual bucketlist and get girls to write their
www.TheRedArchive.com
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own, and explore those things together.

Shownotes:
OBSESS about your goals:
https://kyil-extra.com/slight-edge/#25-1-or-2-main-goals-you-obsess-about
How to Write a Sexual Bucketlist:
How to Build your Sexual Bucketlist
Magic Wand Vibrator:
How to Make Girls Orgasm with No Effort (Magic Wand)
Andy’s counter-argument to “All Women Are Like That”:
AWALT: Don’t Write Off All Women Just Because a Few Weren’t Great (The Red Pill)
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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You Can’t Afford the Luxury of a Negative Thought
September 1, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
Today we’re doing a deep-dive on probably the most important book I’ve ever read; You Can’t
Afford the Luxury of a Negative Thought. I have a review of the book here.
I walk you through a few of the exercises in the book, and show you exactly how I overcome a lot of
my own negative thinking patterns, with plenty of actual examples of me using these techniques
myself.
Definitely recommend grabbing the book – everyone I’ve ever recommended it to has said it’s lifechanging. Grab the book here.
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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Mentoring Girls, Age Gaps & Not Being Controlling
September 1, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
A listener “Siamese_Dream” asked these great questions:
I would definitely like to hear you talk about the age gap, and about what you call mentoring in
relation to it.
Is there an element of more of a “father/daughter” dynamic, which means you can’t mentor
women of your age ?
How do you do it overtly without being controlling ?
How do you decide that a girl is “moldable” into your standards or that you can’t make her
change ?
How much can you expect for her to be able to change ? As in for example, could you
transform a girl that has never worked out per se into a gym bunny ?
Did you never get friction with girls, as in “you should just love me for who I am right now and
not have all those standards”?
Feel free to ask your own questions and I’ll answer them on an upcoming podcast – either email me,
or comment below.

Shownotes:
Imogen’s Artwork (Fiverr):
https://www.fiverr.com/immydraws?up_rollout=true
Jocko Willink Podcast:
The Red Quest on Modelling behaviour you want to see from girls:
The Red Quest on Modelling the Behaviour You Want to See from Girls
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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Q&A with Imogen: What’s it Like Being Andy’s Girlfriend?
September 4, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
We (well, mostly my girlfriend) answered a bunch of your questions about what it’s like dating me.

Part 1:

Part 2:

Topics Covered:
These are questions people have asked me to ask Imogen. And some of them are my own
questions I’ve thrown in there too.
What’s your favourite thing in the bedroom?
How’d you get into BDSM?
What does it feel like being submissive/being dominated?
What does it feel like for Andy, being dominant? What does the power feel like?
What was our first 3some like?
The story of being ok with me posting our stuff on the internet for people to see, how you
overcame shyness.
Conversations we had about it, me making sure you were ok with it, taking your feelings into
consideration.
Is it weird dating a guy who puts his stuff out there on the net?
When did I first tell you about my website, and what was your reaction?
Others have asked: What do you (Imogen) think of my forums and guys coming together to
improve themselves, have sex, find girlfriends, etc?
What type of girls do we both prefer?
Different types of BDSM dynamics?
Confident girls – do we/does she like them?
Telling her mother we’re in an open relationship where we see other girls?
What’s our plan for the future – what are our goals?
Being a power couple?
Will we ever invite the girls we date to come on the podcast?
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Shownotes:
Pink Toy (Imogen’s favourite vibrator):
https://shrsl.com/2gqk9 (That’s an affiliate link).
Previous podcast talking about porn and abusive sex:
https://www.buzzsprout.com/1279346/episodes/5167201
Story of Our First 3some:
https://killyourinnerloser.com/my-first-3some/

Got your own questions you’d like to ask a girl, or questions for
Imogen specifically?
Ask away – drop a comment below or email me and we’ll answer on the podcast.
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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Love my content and want to be a part of me building my
YouTube channel?
September 7, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
(Cover image by NordWood Themes)
Want to be a part of the Kill Your Inner Loser project?
I need a video editor – or someone who’s willing to teach themselves (you don’t have to be great at it
at first – you can learn over time and improve along with me (I’m new to YouTube too)). I do not
require you to know what you’re doing, as long as you’re willing to go all-in and be my ride-ordie on this. I will build a fucking huge YouTube channel; you guys already know I achieve the things
I say I’m going to achieve. You’ll earn my loyalty, and I reward those who are very loyal to me.
The first requirement is that you already love my content. This isn’t an opportunity for a video editor
– this is an opportunity for someone who likes my shit and wants to help me build it up, and
become part of my projects.
The real benefit is you’ll have access to me as your mentor/friend. Ask me questions anytime you
need, get advice on dating/happiness/life/fitness/anything else. You’re essentially getting free
coaching/mentorship whenever you need it. You help me build my YouTube and I’ll help you build
your fucking life.
I can’t pay much right now – $5 USD/vid. That will increase as I start getting revenue. As channel
grows, I’ll give you a fixed rate + some percentage of my revenue, so as my channel grows, we both
win. We can negotiate rates as things progress – the goal here is for me to help you earn good money
as I start earning good money. The point of this is for me to give you payment in the form of
mentoring/coaching at first – and once I’m earning money from YouTube, start rewarding you
financially too.
You’ll be rewarded for going above and beyond and using your own initiative to grow the
channel/get more views. If you have ideas on marketing/social media/etc, you’ll have free reign to
experiment and try different things. eg if you try something and get a crazy number of views for a
video, you and I will figure out a way to reward you for that (money once the channel is earning, or
even more mentorship, or I’ll edit some of your Tinder photos for free, etc).
My girlfriend is also starting her own YouTube channel about business/art/content-creation/eating
disorders (bulimia/anorexia), and general mental health. If you can edit a few of her vids too that’d be
awesome (we’ll discuss pay/other things I can do to make it worth your while there).
Basically, if you love the content I make and want to be a part of it, this is your chance. I’ll make this
clear: I really am looking for whoever is the most PASSIONATE about the work I do/what I’m
trying to achieve, and is willing to work hard to help us both make that happen together.
Interested? Message me.
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Interview with Tristan Nigro (DashedHopes)
September 10, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
Andy is joined by the buffest Canadian you’ll ever meet – Tristan Nigro – to talk fitness, getting
started on Youtube, content creation, and that one time he got naked in a Planet Fitness.

Tristan
being his wild self.

Shownotes:
Tristan Nigro’s Youtube channel (go subscribe to him, show him a bit of love!):
https://www.youtube.com/c/TristanNigro1/videos
Wearing a Speedo in Planet Fitness:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZuoGuV7iAPk&t=214s
Tristan’s Epic 5-Year Transformation:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GO-VRgSjPIo
Cardio Does Not Increase Weight Loss:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QB-ULMwsLko
Good Looking Loser Approach Anxiety Program:
https://www.goodlookingloser.com/anxiety/program-index/approach-anxiety-program-week-1-1
How I (Andy) beat my own approach anxiety (using the same program):
www.TheRedArchive.com
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https://killyourinnerloser.com/how-i-beat-my-approach-anxiety/
Good Looking Loser Forums:
https://www.goodlookingloser.com/forums
Joe Rogan interview with Ronny Coleman:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mi5OlUE3BLc
Want a question answered on the show? Send it to me here:
https://theinnerwinnershow.com/contact/
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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The Craziest Story of My Entire Life (Storytime with Andy)
September 13, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Cover image by Amaury Gutierrez.
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
A story I’ve been hinting at for years – a girl who absolutely lost her mind and called the police + fire
department + ambulance on me.

Part 1:
Part 2:

Shownotes:
The stick that was in her foot (it was twice as long as this before they broke it off):
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Want a question answered on the show? Send it to me here:
https://theinnerwinnershow.com/contact/
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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Listen in on One of My Coaching Calls!
September 16, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Ever wondered what my coaching calls are like? Here’s a full, raw 2hr coaching call I had recently
(posted with his permission). We covered everything from the meaning of life to finding satisfaction
in relationships, as well as how to be honest with the opposite sex. Oh, and a couple crazy stories
about getting off over your own image in the mirror, ala American Psycho…
After the call, he posted on the Good Looking Loser forums:
“Had one of the best conversations of my life with Andy.
I highly recommend getting a coaching call with Killyourinnerloser. It gets your head right.
And there’s nothing like having an outside perspective – especially from someone not in close
proximity to you – taking a close look at what your struggles/concerns are.”
The biggest takeaway from this call: “For every girl you lose because you’re upfront & honest, you
gain one girl BECAUSE you were upfront & honest.”
Want to hook up your own coaching call with me? Contact me here and let’s kick some ass.
SHOWNOTES:
Be coached by me:
https://killyourinnerloser.com/coaching/
My YouTube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxqSbTtRlqz3hTWFlis1_bA
Podcast about the Crazy Girl Story:
https://www.buzzsprout.com/1279346/5240242
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The Meaning Of Life & How to Be Happy
September 17, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Cover image by Jacqueline Mungu.
Struggling to get over an ex, and want to know the meaning of life and how to be happy? Tune in!
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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Why Obsession is Mandatory
September 27, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Definitely the best podcast I’ve recorded so far: A kickass chat with an awesome guy from my
forums – Chad. We discuss girls, goals, the meaning of life, COVID and how fucking delicious
Southern food is.
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
SHOWNOTES:
Find Chado on Instagram:
https://instagram.com/chad2192?igshid=1nip34q4icioi
Find Chado on my Forums:
https://killyourinnerloser.com/forums/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=136
“Southern Sausage Gravy” meal I cooked after this call:
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Good Looking Loser:
https://www.goodlookingloser.com/
App to stop you distracting yourself:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.stayfocused&hl=en_AU
Jim Sterling:
https://www.youtube.com/user/JimSterling
What is the Meaning of Life Podcast Episode:
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https://theinnerwinnershow.com/38/
GravyTrain Interview:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PPrS18XzXco
Good Looking Loser “Going Out Alone at Night” (Free Program):
https://www.goodlookingloser.com/how-to-go-out-alone-to-bars-part-1
This is All Just a Big Experiment:
https://killyourinnerloser.com/this-is-all-just-a-big-experiment/
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Recommendations / Support Me
October 12, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

Buy Stuff I Recommend
I earn a small commission if you buy anything listed here – it really helps me out. I only recommend
stuff I personally use and love; stuff that’s genuinely changed my life. I know everything below will
improve your life too.
MUST BUYS
Sex/BDSM Toys
Books
Improve Your Looks
Productivity Hacks

MUST BUYS
1. You Can’t Afford the Luxury of a Negative Thought
This should be the first book you ever buy if you?re serious about overcoming depression, working
through negative thoughts, are struggling to be consistent with your goals/habits, or just need a kick
of motivation. I talk about this book all the time; here’s a step-by-step walkthrough I did, guiding you
through a couple of the exercises from the book.
2. Magic Wand Vibrator
If you want the cheat code to giving girls orgasms, BUY THIS. It’ll blow your mind how easy it
makes it to make your girl cum – you literally just switch it on, hold it against her pussy, and she’ll be
catapulted to the moon. She’ll love you for it. Here’s my in-depth guide on giving girls crazy
orgasms using this toy. We’ve also covered it ina full podcast episode.
3. The Slight Edge
The go-to manual for achieving your goals, this book has been the reason I’ve achieved everything
I’ve ever achieved. You absolutely must buy this book; the methods in it are legitimately lifechanging. I wrote a MASSIVE 12,000 word guide to using the book which expands on all the
concepts from the book, and I give you a bunch of lifehacks and productivity hacks as well.
4. Bathmate Penis Pump
I use this pretty much every time I have sex now, to pump my dick up and make itwaybigger than
normal. If you can’t help but feel a little insecure about your dick size, grab this – it’ll instantly help.
Here’s a guide I wroteon getting the most out of your Bathmate.
5. DSLR Camera + Lens (Canon EOS RP + 50mm Lens)
Absolutely mandatory if you want a killer Tinder profile to get you laid a tonne, as I talked about in
my Tinder Guide. Smartphone photos simply won’t cut it – if you want to stand out like I do in my
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Tinder profile, you need a proper DSLR. Don’t take my word for it – plenty of other guys have said a
DSLR is mandatory for them getting laid a lot on Tinder.
6. Blue-Light-Blocking Glasses (Orange Glasses)
If you’ve never tried these orange glasses, I’m about to blow your mind. They stop the blue light
from your phone/PC/household lighting from keeping you awake at night. Put them on 1-2hrs before
you want to fall asleep, and you’ll find yourself getting drowsy, even while staring at a phone
screen.They cost basically nothing, and they’ll legitimately change your life, especially if you’ve
always struggled to fall asleep because of too much screen-time.
Everyone I’ve ever recommended these two has told me, “Holy shit, these things make me fall asleep
hours earlier than usual!”

Books
First, make sure you grab You Can’t Afford the Luxury of a Negative Thought and The Slight
Edge I mentioned above. Both books are mandatory to get the most out of life and kick ass with your
goals.
I also highly recommend:
No More Mr Nice Guy by Robert Glover
Buy this if you find yourself being walked all over, being a people-pleaser, and not being able
to stand up for yourself.
The 5-Minute Meditator by Eric Harrison
The go-to book on meditation, it makes meditating so simple literally anyone can do it at any
time during the day.
How I Found Freedom in an Unfree World by Harry Browne
Brilliant book on not letting other people dictate your happiness or success.
Extreme Ownership by Jocko Willink
Same as above – Jocko’s an absolute badass and he teaches you to take responsibility for
everything in your life, instead of blaming others.
Don’t Sweat the Small Stuff (And It’s All Small Stuff) by Richard Carlson
Brilliant book at giving you some perspective and helping you overcome negative thoughts.
Instant Calm by Paul Wilson
Great book for people who tend to overthink things, or anyone with anxiety.
12 Rules for Life by Jordan Peterson
Similar to “The Slight Edge”, Peterson’s book gives simple, actionable advice to start changing
your life.
The Little Book of Calm by Paul Wilson
Another brilliant book for dealing with overthinking/overworrying & stress.
Mini Habits by Stephen Guise
The companion book to “The Slight Edge”, Guise gives another perspective on taking baby
steps towards your goals.
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Sex/BDSM Toys
First, make sure you grab theMagic Wand Vibratorand the Bathmate I listed above. Both will
make you a sex god.
BDSM Starter Kit
If you want to get started with BDSM, I honestly recommend just getting this kickass bondage kit –
it’s what I started with. Comes with absolutely everything you’ll need: handcuffs, blindfold, soft
rope, gag, collar + leash, whip, and clips to tie them all to each other (so you can bind her arms + legs
together). Comes in purple or pink. This kit is a great starting point, and then you can add some of the
extra toys below (make sure you grab the magic wand too).
Satisfyer Pro
My girlfriend Imogen loves this toy even more than the Magic Wand, and every girl we’ve tried it on
loves it too.Here’s a videoof us using it with another girl. It creates a “sucking” sensation on her clit,
and is far more of a slow build-up vs the magic wand. Grab this toy as well as the magic wand so you
can mix it up – hard and intense with the magic wand, then slow it down for a few minutes with the
Satisfyer. You’ll drive her wild and have her screaming like a banshee. Rechargeable battery means
no cords, and it’s even waterproof so you can use it in the shower. We discussed this toy inthis
podcast episode.
Rope (for bondage/tying/Shibari)
Great for tying your girl up and doing whatever you want to her – she’ll love it. This rope also comes
in purple and black (using the same link). I own 5 ropes myself (I’m very into bondage).Here’s a
rope-tying (Shibari) tutorial I did – and here’s another.
Paddle (for Spanking)
A must-have for the BDSM connoisseur; girls absolutely love being put over your knee and spanked
with one of these. Here’s a story where I used it with a cute Asian girl I was seeing.
Pinwheel
Though it looks intimidating as hell, this tiny little spikey roller is a hell of a lot of fun. Don’t worry;
it doesn’t pierce the skin & it doesn’t hurt at all. You gently roll it over her skin to cause an incredible
tingling sensation – every girl I’ve tried it on says it feels like electricity flowing throughout her
body. Combine it witha blindfoldand she’ll be on cloud 9.
Nipple Clamps
Put these on your girl’s nipples for increased sensitivity, and you’ll have her moaning like a banshee.
Candles (for Wax-Play)
Note: Do not use regular cheap candles – make sure you buy these specific wax-play candles, as they
burn at a lower temperature and won’t burn your skin.
Wax play is a huge part of BDSM – there’s nothing more erotic than the heat of dripping wax on a
girl’s skin. Start out on a non-sensitive area like her legs, and eventually work your way up to her
nipples; she’ll be writhing in pleasure. You get to paint her like a canvas, while she gets off on your
creative process.
Costumes (for Roleplay)
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I’ve got several costumes I get girls to wear during sex to spice things up – the “bunnygirl outfit” is
my favourite. Chicks love diving into a bit of roleplay with you; make it a fun thing you do together.
Buttplug Kit
As I mentioned in my How to Have Anal Sex guide, a buttplug kit makes anal sex 10 billion times
easier. Make sure you grab lots of lube (this one is good) before you play with her dirt road.
3some Strapon Dildo
Plan on having a 3some with two girls? A strapon is a must – makes 3somes ten times more fun.
There’s nothing hotter than watching one of your girls pound away at the other one while you sit and
enjoy the show.

Improve Your Looks
First, make sure you grab the DSLR Camera I listed above. A good camera is basically a
requirement if you want to get laid a lot on Tinder/Hinge – no point going to all the effort to improve
your looks if you’re not going to use a proper camera to take high-quality pics.
Height-Increasing Inserts/Shoes
The shoe inserts go inside any of your current pair of shoes to make you a few inches taller –
awesome. I also list a few height-increasing shoes you can buy to give yourself a little more
verticality. I’ve got a guide to using them properlyhere.
Facial Hair/Beard Trimmer
I use this daily to trim my facial hair, shave underneath my chin, and even shave my chest hair.
Makes grooming a super simple process that only takes a couple minutes – it’s saved me a TONNE
of time.

Productivity Hacks
First, make sure you grab the blue-light blocking glasses I mentioned above.
Wakelight (Alarm)
Find yourself waking up groggy, tired and miserable? This thing is a gamechanger.This wakelight
slowly ramps up the brightness over a period of 20-30 minutes, simulating the sun rising naturally. It
also plays soft nature sounds to wake you up (but also has a normal backup loud alarm if you’re a
heavy sleeper). You wake up MUCH more gently compared to that horrible jarring alarm sound we
all hate. It’s legitimately improved how I feel every morning upon waking.

Support Me
If you’d like to give a quick thanks and support my content, you can do so with one of the options
below. It’s always much appreciated.
-Andy
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Patreon (Exclusive Content!)
Get access to me (I answer your private messages), exclusive extra content, early access to videos
and podcasts, as well as a tonne of other bonuses by supporting me on Patreon here:

PayPal (Once-off Donation)
Send me $5 to say thanks for my contenthere:

Coaching, Mental-Health Counselling
Looking to upgrade your life to the next level? Want guaranteedresultsfrom somebody who?s been
in your shoes & overcome the same shit you?re going through ? someone who hasverifiable proof he
gets laid a tonne& is in a kickass open relationship?Contact me& we?ll crush your goals together.
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Take Massive Action
October 15, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Listen to the narrated version of this episode:
So, I’ve been feeling a little restless lately – a little unhappy. Still got so far to go with paying my
bills, and feels like there’s a shitload of work to do before I get there. Like it’s a mountain I won’t
ever be able to climb.
Often with our goals – particularly our big goals – we feel like it’s hopeless, like success will never
come. Like it’s a pipe dream; something we’re desperate to have, but we feel like we’ll never quite
get there.
Often that makes you self-sabotage, or give up, or just don’t work as hard as you need to in order to
make it happen. I’ve certainly done my fair share of this – with girls, with getting laid, with finances
and with my website right now. I procrastinate, I avoid the work, or I take too long with it and try and
make it too perfect and edit it and edit it again and edit it one more time. Instead of just shutting up
and getting it done, and moving on to the next task.
I have a million things to do, and I let myself get overwhelmed, and then I start feeling hopeless –
like, “I’ll never be able to do all of this.”
The answer, as always, is to TAKE ACTION. I’ve talked about this in a previous podcast episode:
Day 32: Talk About what You HAVE Done, Not What You WILL Do. Taking action is the cheat
code to life; it’s the answer to every single one of your problems.
You take massive action, and do something huge that’ll move you towards your goals. So today I’m
giving myself a challenge to do 5 podcast episodes in a day.
I’ve done challenges like this in the past – twice on my blog I’ve written 5 articles in a day. And in
the past I did 5 podcasts in a day. It’s a huge challenge, and it takes it out of you, but it’s very doable.
Especially since I’m in hotel quarantine – it’s not like I have much else to do with my time.
If you’re feeling a bit hopeless, or useless, or like you can’t make it – take massive action. Throw
yourself in and make a commitment like I have, do somtehing like 5 projects in a day. Something
that’ll take you 10-12 hours to complete, and once you’ve done it, you can lay on the couch and relax
and pat yourself on the back.
And for accountability – tell a few people you’re going to do it. I have a Telegram group I’m in, and I
told them all I was going to do 5 podcasts today. You need to declare that you’re going to do it and
get people to hold you accountable so you won’t back out.
When you’re feeling hopeless, or like you’ll never get to your goals, the best thing to do is TAKE
MASSIVE ACTION, RIGHT FUCKING NOW. Just do something – ANYTHING – to move
towards your goals. Throw yourself in the deep end.
It’s fine to feel hopeless. It’s fine to have doubts. I have a million doubts about ever being able to pay
my bills. I’ve always been a financial loser. And guess what? I felt the same way about my sex life
but I fixed that and went on to get laid a tonne. I felt like a loser with my body but I lost 77lbs and
fixed that. I felt like a loser because I had 0 friends but I fixed that. So everything is fixable –
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including my money – and it is for you too. You’re not alone if you feel like a loser; chances are even
the guys you look up to like me feel like a loser sometimes too.
Finally, take some god damn action. You just listened to an entire podcast about taking action – now
it’s time to actually do something. Get a plan of action, coaching and support from somebody who’s
been in your shoes & overcome the same shit you’re going through.Check out my coaching
packagesand I’ll kill your inner loser too.
UPDATE: I completed my goal and did the rest of the 5 podcasts:
Follow my podcast:
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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Don’t. Ever. Fucking. Quit.
October 18, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Listen to the narrated version here:
All the years I’ve been helping other guys, either through my website or on other forums, and with all
the people I’ve seen make it – and even more who haven’t made it – I’ve tried really hard to figure
out exactly why some people are successful and others aren’t.
Are you born into success? Are you just “lucky“, as many people say? As in, it’s preordained, and
some people are just meant to find success, while others are always meant to be losers? Is that “just
the way it is”?
Or is success a choice? Do you choose to be a winner? Do you choose to make it? Do you choose not
to be defeated, choose not to give in?
And what makes a winner? What makes a loser? What makes someone successful – and is there a
way to predict if someone will be successful?
I’ll tell you what, after all this time, I’ve gotten ok at telling who is serious vs who isn’t serious. But I
use the word “OK” for a reason – it’s so goddamn hard to predict who’s actually going to stick in
there and keep hustling and working for as long as it takes until they reach their goal. So a better
question to ask is: With all my years of coaching and helping other guys and being into selfimprovement, do I have a secret for success?
Do I have any tips?
Can I tell you how to be successful?
Yeah, I can. All this time, all these people, everyone I’ve ever met, all the people who made it and all
who didn’t, there’s literally only ONE thing that matters – Just don’t fucking quit.

Literally nothing else matters. That is the ONLY thing you need to do in order to be successful.
You don’t have to be competent. You don’t have to be amazing. You don’t have to be good. You can
be a complete fucking hopeless mess, you can be full of insecurities and doubts and uncertainties and
have no idea what you’re doing or if you’re gonna make it. You can feel like you don’t belong – I’ve
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talked about Imposter Syndrome all the damn time. I have imposter syndrome a lot. None of that
matters – I’m a hopeless mess, and I still achieve things. None of my clients are perfect either. The
only thing that matters is that you just don’t fucking quit. Ever.
Hang in there – that’s all you have to do. Tell yourself, “I’ll just keep working on this, and I won’t
give up.” On your bad days, just survive – tell yourself, “I just have to get through today.” That’s it.
Your only mission is to never ever stop, never ever quit, and I promise you, you’ll eventually get to
your goal. Even if it takes you 10 fucking years, as long as you NEVER quit, you will get there.
I have 3 articles I want you to read, right now:
1. What to Do When You’re in a Rut
2. Don’t Worry, You’re Making Progress
3. Aiming High Means Falling Far
And that’s it – that’s the secret to success. Just don’t ever quit. It’s the only advice you need to hear
from me – you could literally ignore every other thing I’ve ever said, except for that. Don’t. Ever.
Fucking. Quit.
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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124 Approaches in a Day: RogerRoger Breaks Records
October 19, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
(Cover image by Floris Andr)
A couple of months ago, one of my coaching clients had a crazy idea: “I want to hit on 100 girls in a
single day.”
Nuts. But I’ve seen it done before (a guy on the Good Looking Loser Forums did 122 approaches in a
12 hour period). And this client of mine – RogerRoger – is a very headstrong guy; when he sets his
mind to something, he gets it done. If anyone could hit on 100 girls in a day, it’d be him.
And with me being stuck in hotel quarantine for 2 weeks, what better time to help someone else hit
on girls so I can live vicariously through him? I offered to stay up all night with him (we’re in
different timezones – nighttime for me, daytime for him) and be his personal cheerleader during the
whole thing.
We spoke at length over multiple coaching sessions, coming up with a detailed gameplan of how he
was going to get it done. We considered him travelling to other cities with more people (his town
isn’t super populated), we did tonnes of research, and in the end he settled on doing it in his own
town. Partly for the bragging rights, partly so he could actually go on dates with any girls whose
number he got.
The goal was to just do 100 approaches (for the sake of doing 100 – for the bragging rights); rather
than focusing on the actual outcomes. As long as he did 100 approaches, that was a success; no
matter how many girls gave him their numbers.
Did he succeed? Here, I’ll let him tell you himself:
To prepare, we planned out the locations he’d do it in (several shopping malls, a university campus,
and a few other places), planned out what he was going to wear, what he’d say to the girls (we came
up with a bunch of different things to say, to keep it fresh and stop him getting bored). We planned
out meal breaks and other logistics.
We talked about the inevitable “wall” he was going to hit somewhere in the middle of this journey;
somewhere around the 60-girl mark. Marathon runners face the same wall. The start is always
exciting, new, novel – adrenaline is pumping and each approach will feel like an exciting adventure.
And the end will be fun too; the last 20 girls, you’ll be super motivated because you’re almost at the
finish line.
But the ones in the middle; oh, how those will suck. The novelty of this mission will have worn off
by then. And you’ll still be so far from the finish line, it’ll feel like the end will never come. That’ll
be the struggle point. That’s what I was here for. I’d already planned a bunch of motivational pep
talks to give him, ways to help him reframe this into an exciting adventure, rather than a grind. After
all, that’s why he was doing this – because it was an awesome challenge, an exciting adventure;
something to tell his mates and maybe even his grandkids.
I prepared myself too; snacks ready (keto-friendly!), I planned out how I was going to keep myself
awake all night, readied my playlist of motivational music.
I wanted both of us to be truly ready for this; if he was going to do it, I was going to make damn sure
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he had every chance for success. The day approached, nervousness mounted, excitement built. The
day before, RogerRoger posted on my forums:

Legend.
I felt my own excitement build as hour 1 drew closer. Would I do a good job pushing him? How
would we deal with any roadblocks he ran into, or mental fatigue? Would he be able to get this done?
Would I fall asleep (we were starting the whole adventure at 11pm my time)? Those questions
bounced around in my head as the hours ticked by. Until, finally, it he sent me a message telling me
he was ready to get started.

We’d previously agreed I would keep a tally of how many girls rejected him, how many said they had
a boyfriend, and how many girls gave him a number. We even came up with a fun little code – he’d
quickly type “R” (rejection) to me if the girl wasn’t interested, “B” if she had a boyfriend, and “N” if
he got a number.
A few minutes after he started, he was straight into it:

At this point he decided to really go for it, and stop wasting time on girls who were on the fence and
not super into him: “I?m going to call it a rejection and bounce early if they?re sorta obviously not
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interested rather than pushing on from now on”
Fast forward a bit, and barely 30 minutes after he’d started, he was 10% of the way through:

At this rate, he’d be finished the whole thing after only 5hrs. But could he keep up this kickass pace?
Only time would tell. I shoved some snacks into my mouth, took a piss, and returned to my laptop,
ready to cheer on this cold approach marathoner.
At this point he’d gone 10 approaches without a number – not great. But he was busting them out and
not hanging around to chat the girls up much. He decided to switch things up and do one of the other
pre-planned “lines” he and I had come up with; one of the sillier ones:
“Do you know how I can get to Sesame St? Are you single? What’s your number?”
How’d it go? 3 more rejections & 1 “I have a boyfriend” with the new line. Ouch. What the hell kind
of girl doesn’t like Sesame St? Clearly these girls didn’t know a real man when they saw one. He
didn’t mind though – “Last girl was best reaction so far. Actually both girls were super sweet.” He
went home quickly to change into more comfortable clothes, and went back out to keep soldiering
on.lit
RogerRoger knocked out a bunch more – all of them rejections – as he passed the 20-girl mark. At
this point I felt like maybe he was being a little too cavalier; after all, 20 approaches and 0 numbers
isn’t great odds. You usually expect a fair bit better than that, and I didn’t want to see my boy
sweating out there for nothing. Just as I was about to talk to him about it, he beat me to the punch,
collecting his first number:

Just over 1 hour in, already 23 approaches down and 1 number – he was making good pace. At this
pace, maybe I wouldn’t have to stay awake until 8am. I knew I wouldn’t sleep any time soon
anyway; I was far too invested in this.
A bunch more approaches, no new numbers, and he crossed the 33 mark; one-third done. Only 1
number so far though, so I suggested we switch things up and aim for some more numbers (since at
this point he’d been focusing more on just getting in a tonne of quick, speedy approaches). He
agreed:
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He was called into work for a meeting at this point, so we took a break for an hour or so. As I sat in
the dark, 1:07am in the morning, I pondered: would he make it to 100? I knew the question already
had an answer; RogerRoger is the kind of guy who gets shit done. Of-fucking-course he was going
to make it to 100.
As soon as he was back (2:21am, my time) he busted out a bunch of approaches in rapid succession.
He was a man on a mission, here to kick ass and take names. On girl #50, he got another number.
Awesome.
The next 20 approaches were uneventful – most had boyfriends or politely turned him down. As he
neared the home stretch, girl #71 gave him her number. It was 4:12am my time at this point, and my
eyes were weary. Only 29 more to go…
RogerRoger was starting to fatigue, so he took a break for a bit, and then came back strong. A few
more rejections as he powered through, nearing the finish line – only 20 more to go. I’d been up for
24 hours straight at this point, but felt revitalised as RogerRoger rounded the last turn.
During the final straight, he got quite a few numbers in quick succession, boosting his mood a bit –
and mine. Saving the best til last. And then the magical number 100 hit, and I felt a tremendous sense
of… relief? Sadness that it was over?
Oh dear reader, it was not over yet. RogerRoger kept texting me, the symbols still coming in – “R
B B N R B N”, in rapid-fire now, him picking up the pace. 100 became 105 became 110, and I
realised he was going to go for the record: 123. And in a much, much faster time than the previous
record.
As the numbers kept climbing, as he drew closer and closer, my excitement grew. We kept up our
little code of letters, not talking much, just focusing on the mission.
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We’d both been at it for over 9 hours now; each of us battling our own individual mission. Him, out
there on the front lines, doing the work. Me, struggling to keep myself awake post 24-hours without
any zzz. I knew I had the easier job of course, but it did feel odd having such a huge disconnect
between what we were going through. I paused to ponder how he must be feeling, how sore his body
must be, whether he was elated or just exhausted, and I wondered if he’d spent much time thinking
about what I had been up to these last 9 hours as we sat these 14,500km apart from one another,
connected only by the mission at hand.
“2 more to go”.
As we drew closer to the conclusion, I started to feel a strange sense of sadness knowing it was all
about to be over. It felt like we’d been on an epic adventure together… well, he’d been on an epic
journey while I sat around in my pyjamas. But I’d had fun living vicariously through him, and
keeping tally the whole time – like I was his personal cheerleader, but without the cute skirt and pom
poms.
“Last one”.
“R”
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And with the 18th letter of the alphabet, it was completed.
“One more R”
Of course he had to be a show-off.

Here’s the final tally:
Rejected (“R”) Has a Boyfriend (“B”) Got a number (“N”) Total
81
30
13
124
I also recorded the exact order in which they happened, if you care (yeah, we went full-autism on this
project):
RBBRRRRRRR
RRRBBBBRRR
RNBRBBBRRB
RRRRRRRRRB
RRBRRRBBRN
RRBRRNBBBR
RBRRBBRRRR
NRRRRRBRRR
BRRRRNRNRN
RBNBRNRRBB
BRRRBNNRRR
NRRRRNRRRR
RRRR

Afterthoughts:
It’s funny looking at that grid of all the little symbols… and then reminding yourself each one of
those represents a human. An interaction, a conversation, a moment in time, a memory. Some of them
good (“N”), some of them neutral or not great (“R” and “B”). He’d walked up to 124 girls and told
them they were cute/attractive and hit on them. And all in only 9.5 hours, smashing the previous
record of 122 in 12 hours. (In case you’re wondering, 17 is the most number of girls I’ve personally
talked to in a day.)
If you look at the distribution of the numbers, you can see he went long periods without a number,
then all of a sudden had a bunch of numbers close together. That’s the nature of the game; it’s
incredibly random and strange.
I’ll make it clear to any newbies reading: RogerRoger got far less numbers than you will if you
put in more effort. His mission was to bang out a tonne of approaches; not necessarily to get
numbers. He kept his conversations ultra short (barely even talking), walked away at the slightest hint
of her hesitating, and wasn’t really aiming to get as many numbers as he normally would. His mission
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with this project was to approach 100 girls; not to get a bunch of numbers.
And boy did he succeed – and in rapid time too. What a fucking legend.
And now it’s your turn – RogerRoger and I are handing over the mantle to you. It’s up to you to go
out there and hit on a bunch of girls – maybe even beat his record if you’re feeling game. At the very
least, use him as motivation to go talk to twice as many girls as your previous record. If 15 is your
record, talk to 30. If 10 is your record; 20. And if you’ve only ever talked to 1 girl in a day, aim for 2
today. Challenge yourself, push yourself, and kick some ass.
If you want me as your personal cheerleader like I was with RogerRoger – contact me and we’ll kick
some ass together. I’ll teach you how to overcome your approach anxiety, push you to go out there
and talk to a bunch of cuties, and put penis-in-vagina the way God intended. Message me.
Above all else, go out there and slay with your goals.
-Andy
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How to Get Started with BDSM
October 21, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
My girl Imogen and I cover the basics of BDSM for the absolute newbie, including how to get started
from scratch.

Part 1
Part 1 covers toys, techniques and household items you can use to blow her mind:

Part 2
Part 2 covers power dynamics, roleplaying and different names to call each other (Sir, Master,
Mistress, Daddy, etc):

Sex Toys Mentioned:

BDSM Starter kit we recommend:
Buy on Adam and Eve (affiliate link)

Magic Wand we mentioned:
Buy the Doxy Magic Wand (affiliate link)
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Follow my podcast:
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
(Cover image by Artem Labunsky)
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How Do I Trust My Girlfriend?
October 31, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Cover image by Dave Lowe.
Andy answers a listener’s questions about struggling to trust his girlfriend, being too suspicious and
insecure, and how to learn to open up and be real.
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
SHOWNOTES:
You Can’t Afford the Luxury of a Negative Thought:
https://kyil-extra.com/recommendations#luxury
It’s You and Me (you’re both on the same team):
https://killyourinnerloser.com/you-and-me/
Honesty is an Ideal You Work Towards:
https://killyourinnerloser.com/honesty-is-an-ideal/
Immy’s Thoughts on Honesty:
https://killyourinnerloser.com/what-honesty-looks-like-in-a-relationship/
Hit me up for coaching if you’re struggling yourself:
https://killyourinnerloser.com/coaching
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A 3some, A New Lease on Life & An Update
October 31, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
My girlfriend Imogen and I had a bit of fun this weekend. This was a girl she met on her Tinder;
here’s what she texted:
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And here’s us talking about it, what it was like, etc:
Afterwards:

Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
(Cover image by: Taras Chernus)
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Another 3some with a Virgin
November 3, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
My girlfriend and I met another virgin girl (our 3rd) this weekend and had a bunch of fun with her.

Here’s the full episode where we talk about it, as well as giving advice on how to make sure a virgin
actually enjoys herself (how to deflower her without causing her any pain/discomfort):
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This was the 3rd time we’ve had a 3some with a virgin; here’s the other two stories:
Andy’s Girlfriend Takes a Girl’s Virginity
Andy has his First 3some (with a Virgin & her Best Friend)
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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How Getting Laid Makes You a Better Man (Is Having Lots of
Sex a Meaningless, Shallow Goal?)
November 11, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
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Getting Laid Teaches You to Do Something Hard.
Getting Laid Boosts your Ego & Gives You Validation.
Getting Laid Improves Your Looks, Style & Body.
Getting Laid Gives You Interesting Stories.
Getting laid Makes You a More Empathetic Person.
Getting laid Makes You a Sex God.
Getting Laid Lowers How Much Drama You Put Up With
Getting Laid Makes you More Confident and Self-Assured.
Getting Laid Gives You an Abundance Mentality.
Getting Laid Gives You Freedom (So You Can Move on).
Getting Laid Allows You to Give Back to the World.
Getting Laid Means You Won’t Manipulate Women.
Getting Laid Makes You More Open-minded (You’ll Meet New People).
Getting Laid Helps You Pick a Better Girlfriend When (If) You Decide to Settle Down.
Getting Laid Makes You a Better Boyfriend/Partner/Husband.
Getting Laid Gives you Responsibility.
Getting Laid Forces you to Work Through Your Insecurities.
All of this is Predicated on You Not Chasing Meaningless Sex.
Key Takeaways.

This article is dedicated to Ed, who first suggested I write about this.
One thing guys struggle with and go back-and-forth with is this apparent contradiction between
getting laid a lot, and being a “good” man. Mainstream media/normies tend to focus on the possible
negative aspects of getting laid; chasing shallow, temporary highs, using women, having meaningless
sex that doesn’t improve your life.
Quite a lot of guys have asked me if getting laid is superficial. It’s something a lot of guys worry
about; am I just being shallow by chasing girls? Is this just self-indulgence, hedonism; is this
ultimately just a waste of time?
Sure, if you chase a bunch of one night stands, and never improve yourself, and never aim to add to
the lives of any of the girls you sleep with, then getting laid would quickly become very shallow,
meaningless, and probably pretty depressing. But you’re not here for that shallow shit; you read
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my website because you want to improve yourself, you want to leave girls better than you found
them, you want honesty with the girls you sleep with. You want sex that adds to your life, adds to her
life, and makes you a better man.
I wrote this article to help you give yourself permission to get laid. I don’t want you to hold back, or
put aside your goal of building an awesome sex life, because you’re worried about this all being
shallow or meaningless. And look, I get it – I held back for the longest time because I thought what I
was doing was shallow, stupid, a waste of time. I avoided going all-in, I didn’t put in the work I
needed to put in, all because I had this deep, dark fear that getting laid might make me a worse (more
shallow and vapid) human being.
And it wasn’t just that – I was afraid to go all-in with getting laid, because I hadn’t yet handled my
career/finances. I was almost 30 (and about to have a mid-life crisis) because my life wasn’t what I
thought it was “supposed” to be. I was poor – massively in debt (about $25,000 AUD). I didn’t have
a good job, let alone a career. All my mates were making hella bank, getting promotions at work, and
I was just sitting around being a mess. Who the fuck was I to think I had the right to go out and try to
get laid, when my finances were a mess and my life wasn’t where it was supposed to be?
Thing is, I couldn’t focus on career. I couldn’t focus on making money. I couldn’t start a business. I
couldn’t do much of anything; because I was so caught up in the fact I knew I couldn’t really get
laid. It ate away at me, it drove my self-esteem down, it made me feel worthless. I knew even if I had
the best career in the world, even if I was making a million dollars a year, I’d feel like a loser if girls
didn’t like me and I couldn’t get laid.
I know a bunch of guys who are crushing it with their work – earning $200,000+ a year. Hell, most of
my regular clients are on $150,000+ (USD) a year… yet they’re deeply unhappy. Why? Because
they can’t get laid. As they’ve told me, all the money in the world can’t replace knowing you can get
laid.
Go read this killer article by GLL:
How to Stop Feeling Guilty For Prioritizing Your Sex Life (When You Think You Should Be
Doing Other Things)
I’m so so glad I decided to put my sex life first. The journey of getting laid has improved my life a
billion times over, as we’ll go into below. I’ve been able to fall in love (something I used to be
fucking terrified of), have healthy relationships, I’ve been dating my girlfriend for 2 years as of 2020,
I’ve mentored a lot of girls, started this website, helped a tonne of guys through my coaching.
And once you get to a point where your sex life is handled (mine certainly is), when you feel like you
can have as much sex as you want with no effort (or you’ve found yourself an awesome girlfriend
who makes you a better person), you’ll be in a position to move on to crushing the next goal.
I’m a much kinder, understanding, patient and giving human being than I was before – because I’ve
handled my own needs and fixed the thing that was making me the most unhappy: knowing I couldn’t
get laid. I used to be bitter and hateful, angry at the world and at women for not sleeping with me;
that’s all gone away now.
How else does getting laid improve your life and make you a better man?
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Getting Laid Teaches You to Do Something Hard.
Let’s be clear: When you’re a newbie, when you don’t quite know what you’re doing, getting laid is
fucking hard. Especially getting laid consistently, and getting laid without too much effort. In some
cases (definitely in my case), that can take years of improving yourself, tens of thousands of
rejections, a tonne of insecurities you have to work through, a million failures, a million moments
when you want to give up. If building a kickass sex life was easy, everybody would do it.

And putting yourself through that grinder – going through all that pain and suffering and coming out
the other side a success story – teaches you something no natural can ever know. You’ll understand
the power of setting a goal and working on it relentlessly for months or years, never ever giving up.
You’ll understand the power of the slight edge – taking baby steps towards your goal every single
day. You’ll understand how to deal with rejection. You’ll understand not everybody will like you.
You’ll understand sacrifice, you’ll understand pushing yourself when all you want to do is give up,
and you’ll understand the power of perseverance.
Most importantly of all, you’ll realise you are capable of far more than you ever thought possible.
After all, if you just achieved something 99% of the male population could never even fathom doing
themselves, there’s nothing that can stop you. You’ll know you can achieve any goal you set your
mind to – as long as you put in the work.
Know what else getting laid a lot teaches you? The numbers game. You’ll understand that achieving
anything in life is just a matter of trying, trying again, then trying again, then trying again. If you
want a kickass job, just apply to 500 firms and one of them will say yes. If you want a kickass social
circle, just meet 100 people, and a few of them will be absolute legends. If you want to build your
own business, just fail 50 times, and eventually you’ll be successful. Everything in life you could
ever want is right there for the taking, and all you have to do is put in the hard work and play the
numbers game.
You’ll wake up one day and say to yourself, “If I could bang 50 girls, which took a hell of a lot of
work and effort and time and patience… Nothing’s stopping me from making a million dollars.
That’ll just take a few years of consistent daily effort… but it’s not impossible. I got laid a lot, so I
can definitely do this.”
Getting laid teaches you that you can have anything you want.
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Getting Laid Boosts your Ego & Gives You Validation.
Normies and mainstream dolts criticise guys who want to get laid, using tired rhetoric and complete
drivel like, “You only want to get laid to stroke your ego and get validation!”
No shit, sherlock.

Of-fucking-course getting laid boosts your ego. Achieving any big goal does. That’s the entire
fucking point of achieving anything; so you can prove to yourself that you’re more capable,
stronger, smarter, better. Ego is just another word for self-esteem; something you should absolutely
be aiming to increase and improve every single day you’re on this Earth.
Validation too – it’s oh-so-important. Most guys who find my site feel like a loser, they feel like
they’re not worth a damn, like they’re not important; like the universe has stamped on their forehead,
“You Don’t Matter.” Having 10 girls sleep with you and be nice to you and be really into you
absolutely strips away that feeling of, “I’m not important”. After all, if these girls like you and think
you’re great, then you must be at least slightly ok as a human being and as a man, right?
When most guys first start working on their sex/dating life, validation is the main draw that brings
them to my site and others like me. It’s great motivation to push yourself to improve, to push yourself
to start getting laid, to work on yourself and become a better human being. Validation from girls,
validation from other guys – it’s all important. A coaching client of mine said it best: “To be honest a
big part of this is about being viewed as elite by other people and getting laid a lot would make me
someone who definitely is”.
Humans care about what others think of them; that’s unavoidable. Validation will meet a lot to you at
the start, especially the first few times a girl is really sweet to you. You’ll cherish those memories for
years to come. And yes, over time as you gain confidence and start to achieve your goals, you’ll
naturally care less about what others think of you. You’ll become more self-assured, you’ll need less
validation from others; your own opinion of yourself will be more important. But you’ll still care
what others think to some degree; I certainly still care what you think of me right now. I want you to
like me, I want you to think I’m smart and wise and experienced and a good person.
Maybe those things are “ego-validation” and I should “dissolve my ego” and “stop seeing
validation”… but I don’t think I’m supposed to. I don’t believe any human is supposed to be
completely ego-less, nor should they ever completely stop seeking validation from others. None of us
are an island; we’re not supposed to completely 100% shut off the opinions of others. To do so would
be a very lonely and cold existence indeed.
Validation is a very very valid – and deeply important – reason for you to start getting laid.
Maybe it’s the most important reason of all; there is no greater injustice in the universe than a man
(or any person, really) going to their grave feeling like they didn’t matter. Feeling like they weren’t
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really all that important. Feeling like they could have – and should have – had more.
You fucking matter. Go get laid.

Getting Laid Improves Your Looks, Style & Body.

One beautiful side effect of trying to get laid and starting to build an awesome sex life is you must
improve yourself and your looks if you want real success. Improving the way you look and
becoming a more attractive person is mandatory. Getting laid requires you to become a better looking
– and a healthier – human being.
And you have no idea how much improving your looks and your health will improve the rest of your
life. I’m talking about the Halo Effect here; the better you look, the better everyone around you will
treat you. You’ll start finding yourself getting noticed by people on the street, girls will want to talk
to you more, friends will seem more interested in you, job promotions come far easier. People
naturally want to be around attractive people.
Not to mention you’ll feel better, sleep better, be happier and more productive, less depressed; better
in every way.
Getting laid will make your entire life orders of magnitude better.

Getting Laid Gives You Interesting Stories.
The stories – oh the stories! I have 10 million of them (perhaps a slight exaggeration) and I’m always
adding more. Stories about strippers, 3somes with virgins, sex in public, sex with girls within 10
minutes of meeting them, BDSM sex, crazy girls, and many many more. I’ve never felt more alive
than in the moments when I’m out there creating these amazing memories I’ll still hold onto when
I’m old and grey. Getting laid a tonne makes you feel alive.
And sharing those stories with others – getting them as excited and passionate to improve their own
lives and create their own wild memories – is what life is all about. We’re not meant to sit on the
couch feeling depressed about our mediocre existence. We’re not supposed to have an average,
boring, lame sex life. We’re supposed to be out there living life, exploring, having fun, doing cool
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shit – and then inspiring others to join us on this journey.
Getting laid makes you feel more alive than you ever could have dreamed of.

Getting laid Makes You a More Empathetic Person.

A lot of guys (particularly The Red Pill guys) struggle with anger and bitterness towards women; or
at the very least, mistrust towards them. There’s one very simple answer to this: go meet more
women.
Meeting a bunch of girls, getting to know them, talking to them, learning about them and
understanding them (and of course putting your sausage in their bun) – these are the keys to
becoming a more empathetic, cool human being. The more girls you talk to and have sex with/date,
the more you empathise with them, understand their struggles, empathise with their emotions, what
makes them tick, etc. This is something I talked in-depth about in my retention guide.
I myself used to absolutely despise women; I blamed them for all my problems, directed all my anger
and frustration at them, and generally acted like a bit of a cold psychopath towards them. But as hard
as I tried to dislike them, the more I got to know them, the more I realised they were just fellowhuman beings like me. Women are just humans with a pussy.
And as I started to soften and not be such a raging dick, they started being even nicer to me, and I got
laid far more often. I moved on to my eventual philosophy of “You and Me on the Same Team“, and
holy crap – it’s so easy to get laid these days. Not to mention, 100% of the girls I sleep with are
genuinely awesome people who treat me with kindness, respect, and a whole lot of filthiness. You’ll
find girls become a whole lot more kinky and depraved in the bedroom when they can tell you won’t
judge them and won’t think less of them.
You’ll also likely find yourself starting to mentor girls and teach them about the world, about dating,
about men and women, about life. It’s a natural consequence of figuring out the secrets to life; you
want to share them with others.
Every single one of my coaching clients and guys on my forums who go on to get laid a lot, become
more empathetic people, especially in regards to women. It’s hard not to like women when you spend
so much time with them; they’re pretty damn lovable.
Getting laid makes you a cooler dude.
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Getting laid Makes You a Sex God.
Heaps of practice in the bedroom quickly translates to far better sex for you and all the girls lucky
enough to partake in some coital adventures with you. You’ll know how to make girls orgasm with
ease, you’ll be a foreplay master and a BDSM expert, you’ll have written up a massive sexual
bucketlist to explore with girls, and you’ll know how to last for hours (if you want to). You’ll have
mastered the art of multiple male orgasms, you’ll be a rough sex god, and women will be begging
you for more.
Sex is 10 million times more fun when you know what you’re doing; trust me.
You’ll also understand women better; you’ll know what makes them tick in and out of the bedroom,
often better than they know themselves. You’ll know what they’re insecure about (so you can
reassure them and make them feel sexy so they’ll want to be truly dirty and filthy with you). You’ll
know how to bring shy girls out of their shell.
Getting laid helps you understand what women want, and you’ll be able to give it to them.

Getting Laid Lowers How Much Drama You Put Up With

I’ve talked about it many times on my site and in my podcasts; I used to have a drama-filled life
when it came to girls. I’d tolerate crazy girls, I’d get caught up in fights, I had my fair share of
abusive relationships. I used to put up with all that because I thought that was what I deserved. I
genuinely didn’t think I deserved any better.
As I got laid more, I started realising I didn’t deserve to be putting up with all that bullshit and
nightmare-fuel. I met a tonne of really cool girls who didn’t cause any drama, and I started craving
that relaxed, stress-free life more and more. Eventually I started screening out girls who showed the
slightest hint of drama, and life became a billion times easier.
Every single one of my mates, and guys on my forums, and coaching clients who’ve started getting
laid have all moved away from drama and towards more chilled girls. Which in turn makes your
entire life run a lot more smooth. It’s hard to enjoy your life when it’s constantly full of bullshit,
stress, nagging, angst and misery.
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Getting laid makes life a lot more… chill.

Getting Laid Makes you More Confident and Self-Assured.
There’s something magical about knowing you can get laid whenever you want. There’s so much
self-assurance that comes with it; it’s life-changing. It becomes your superpower.
That confidence and self-assuredness translates to you being more fun to be around, more fun to hang
out with at parties, funnier and with a better sense of humour, and just generally cooler all round.
People will sense your confidence and gravitate towards you, wanting to be friends with you.
Socialising becomes a million times easier; not least because you aren’t so neurotic, insecure, and
anxious about “not being cool or confident enough”.
You also become more ok with the fact you’re not always perfect, you won’t always be “alpha”, and
you won’t always have the answers. You stop struggling so much and find an inner peace with it all,
completely accepting and embracing the fact that sometimes you really suck. And in doing so you
reach a sort of Zen-like confidence and calmness where life doesn’t kick your ass even 1/50th as
much as it used to. “Sometimes I suck – hell, often I suck. But who gives a shit; I really like who I
am.”
Getting laid makes you glad that you are you.

Getting Laid Gives You an Abundance Mentality.

The second-most painful feeling known to man is oneitis; that feeling of being so dependent and
hopelessly needy with one particular woman that he can’t think of anything else. Losing your mind,
going crazy over her, making emotional and erratic decisions that only make you feel worse about
yourself… but unable to quit her or move on.
And the most-painful feeling, worse than even oneitis, is having no girls at all.
The solution is to go out and talk to more girls, get laid a bunch, and build the sex life you deserve.
When you get to that magical place of knowing you can get laid, no longer will you be manipulated
or held hostage with implied (or direct) threats of a girl withdrawing her pussy or turning you down.
You’ll never worry about what to say around a woman, or worry you’re doing the wrong thing, or
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worry about what you “should” do. You lose that awful “walking on eggshells” feeling most guys
have with girls, where they’re terrified if they don’t please the woman and do everything right, she’ll
leave him.
And as a result, you’ll be a man who does what he wants.
You also won’t care about rejections anymore – how the hell can you care about being rejected when
50 other girls already liked you enough to sleep with you, and you know there’s countless more out
there who’d love to get to know you? You get to a point where you don’t even notice rejections
anymore – they don’t even register to you. All you focus on and all you care about are all the kickass
girls who sleep with you and have a good time with you.
You’ll also sleep with hotter women, the more abundance you have. It’s hard to walk up to a
superhottie and hit on her when you don’t have much experience. Go get laid 10 more times and
you’ll feel your confidence rising, to the point where you can finally hit on – and start to sleep with –
the women you actually want to sleep with.
Getting laid makes you a man with options.

Getting Laid Gives You Freedom (So You Can Move on).
Freedom – the most important of goals, and the thing you should strive for above all else. A man
cannot be happy when he’s a slave; a slave to what others want, a slave to his own emotions, a slave
to his own unmet needs. And when you’re stuck in the “I can’t get laid” phase, you feel those chains
so acutely they become at times unbearable.
When you get to a point where you have true abundance when it comes to women, you’ll feel truly
free, no longer shackled by your inability to have sex. And with that area of your life handled, you’ll
be able to spend your time however you want, giving your undivided attention to whatever goal or
mission you choose next.
A lot of people call this “abundance mentality”, a pretty apt phrase. You know you have an
abundance of women – and you know if you ever run out, you just have to go out and talk to more
girls and you’ll have a new one within a few days. It’s this knowledge you can get laid that takes
away a huge chunk of your stress and allows you to move on.
Some guys live it up at this point, going wild with crazy sex and truly having the time of their lives.
Others choose to settle down and have a long-term partner or start a family. Others keep getting laid
but make it a background goal like I have, while they focus on their new mission. Getting laid is a
phase – so give it 100% of all you’ve got, go all-in, and have as much fun with it as you possible can
while it’s still amazingly fun and fresh and new and rewarding.
Eventually, it’ll be time to move on to the next new, rewarding mission – but you’ll never truly be
able to move on if you don’t get laid as much as you truly want to.
Getting laid lets you spread your wings and fly.
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Getting Laid Allows You to Give Back to the World.

Similar to increasing your empathy, getting laid puts you in a position where you can give back to the
world. It makes you less self-centered and more focused on others; more selfless.
I never would have become a coach, or set up my forums, or dedicated all my time to helping others
improve their lives if I hadn’t handled my sex life and gotten laid a lot. When I couldn’t get laid, I
wanted to help other people but I just… couldn’t. I was too caught up in my own pain, frustration and
loneliness to ever be much use to anybody else.
I see this a lot; guys on my forums desperately trying to help others, but unable to really give much
back when they’re still unfulfilled themselves. There’s a reason flight attendants tell you to put on
your own oxygen mask before helping others; you’ve gotta meet your own needs in order to help
others meet theirs.
I have so much time, care, energy, love to give to other people; solely because I gave myself
permission to get laid a lot. My website, my forums, my podcast, all the people I’ve helped and all
those people who’ve gone on to help others – none of that exists if I hadn’t gotten laid a lot.
Watch the first 1min50seconds of this video:
Peterson says it best: “If you were able to reveal the best of yourself to the world, then you would be
an overwhelming force for good.”
Getting laid allows you to better serve and help others.

Getting Laid Means You Won’t Manipulate Women.
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Art by my girlfriend: @artwithimmy
The more you empathise with women, the more cool girls you meet, the more you’ll want to treat
them decently and not bullshit them. Especially as you feel yourself building up an abundance
mentality – you won’t see any reason or need to ever lie or manipulate. You won’t need to “trick”
girls into bed with you; not when there’s 50 other women waiting around the corner to jump on your
dick. You’ll start seeing sex less as “using each other” or “taking from each other”, and more like
what it really is: two people who want the same thing (a fun time – good sex and someone cool to
chill with).
You’ll relax and be a lot more honest, knowing if one particular girl doesn’t reciprocate or appreciate
your honesty, you’ll simply move on.
Getting laid makes you an honest, chilled dude.

Getting Laid Makes You More Open-minded (You’ll Meet New
People).
Something that surprised me about my getting laid journey was how much more open-minded and
less-judgemental it made me.
I used to be very judgemental about girls, about other cultures, about other races; I had all sorts of
preconceived notions. But through the process of meeting tonnes of women, I met a bunch of people I
never would have met otherwise; people from all sorts of different backgrounds, experiences, cultures
and countries. The vast majority of them turned out to be absolutely amazing human beings, and I
found myself learning more about other people than I ever thought possible.
Getting laid – particularly if you try and keep an open mind – naturally means you’ll meet a lot of
new people outside of your usual bubble. People with different ideas, opinions, likes, dislikes,
philosophies, principles and values. You’ll meet people of different political leanings, people whose
entire life philosophy is different to yours, people you used to instantly dismiss but now find yourself
empathising with and understanding properly. You’ll become less binary, less regimented and more
open to new experiences and new people.
You realise a lot of your preconceived notions about certain people were complete bullshit;
falsehoods and assumptions fed to you (usually by your parents, or the media) because pigeon-holing
people and writing them off before even meeting them is far easier than actually being objective and
unbiased in your opinions. You’ll likely find yourself starting to seek out a more nuanced version of
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the truth – not just with people, but with most of the things you thought you knew. After all, most of
what you think you know is complete and utter bullshit.
All of which makes you way, way cooler to be around – and opens you up to a future full of
friendships with people you otherwise would have ignored or avoided.
Getting laid makes you more open-minded, objective and rational.

Getting Laid Helps You Pick a Better Girlfriend When (If) You
Decide to Settle Down.

Without a lot of sex and dating experience, it’s impossible to know what truly constitutes a great
girlfriend. If you haven’t met and slept with that many girls, you can’t possibly be expected to know
what qualities to look for, what your deal-breakers are, what red flags to look out for, what your
boundaries are, and when you should walk away vs when you should keep trying.
Too many guys jump straight into a relationship far too soon with the first girl who shows them the
tiniest bit of interest, settling for far less than they deserve. Not only is that unfair on you, but it’s
unfair on her; can you really be a good boyfriend or husband if you’re always wondering, “Could I
have done better?”
In contrast, guys who’ve gotten laid a lot know what qualities they like in a girl, they know what
they’re looking for, and they know how to play the numbers game in order to find girls they truly
want. And when (if) they do settle down, they’ll be with a girl they chose to be with; a girl who lives
up to their standards. A girl they can be proud to have on their arm. A girl they respect.
Getting laid gives you the tools and the confidence to find absolutely awesome women who’ll
truly make your life better.
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Getting Laid Makes You a Better Boyfriend/Partner/Husband.

And because you’ll have met a lot of girls and had a lot of dating experience, you yourself will be
able to give more as a boyfriend/husband/partner. You’ll have had a lot more practice handling the
ups and downs of a relationship, you won’t be so bothered by the little things, and you’ll understand
and empathise with women a lot more. You’ll treat your girl like she’s on your team, instead of her
being “the other”.
If you decide to get into a long-term relationship or get married, you won’t have that nagging voice in
your head saying, “Am I missing out by settling down? Am I chaining myself?” You’ll already have
had your fill, and you’ll be able to commit 100% to your woman without any thoughts of other
women.
A tonne of guys end up in long-term relationships when they haven’t had much sexual experience,
settling down before they really feel ready to. Years later, they have doubts and feel like they’ve
“missed out” – they haven’t explored their sexuality or really discovered what they’re capable of in
terms of getting laid.
I feel for those men (and their girlfriends/wives). It’s tempting to start feeling bitter and resentful
towards your partner (who did nothing to deserve it) – “If I hadn’t settled down with you, I could be
out there having lots of fun sex.” What a nightmare position for both people to be in.
I myself had a realisation that I’m a better man when I’m out there getting laid (or know that I can get
laid if I want to). Back in Feb 2018, I posted this on the Good Looking Loser Forums. It’s a little
crass (I was young; forgive me), but it gets the point across:

I realised today I’m a better man when I hit on chicks.
More importantly:
I’m a better fuckbuddy/boyfriend when I’m talking to/dating/fucking lots of girls.
I feel so fucking HAPPY and MASCULINE and SURE OF MYSELF when I hit on 10+ chicks a
day. Like, nothing in the world matters and I have my shit sorted. Everything else could fall apart and
I wouldn’t care.
When I’m in a good mood like this, I feel like I have so much happiness/love to give. I’m NICER to
my fuckbuddies. I’m not needy, I’m not clingy, I don’t lean on them for validation/emotional support.
Instead, I can support THEM, and make sure they’re happy. I feel like doing fun stuff with them (like
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roadtrips).
I actually spend QUALITY time with my fuckbuddies when I’m hitting on lots of girls.
So…
I can’t ever get complacent. The last month with [my fuckbuddy] I’ve been clingy and needy
because I’ve only been seeing her, and I haven’t really been approaching. I relied on her too much for
emotional support/validation/entertainment/sex/etc.
This is an important realisation.

And when (if) you do decide to settle down, you won’t have doubts about your girl. You’ll know
she’s the best (or close to the best) of all the women you’ve ever been with. You’ll be confident you
chose the best candidate for the position of your woman. No doubts, no uncertainties, no mid-life
crisis where you fawn over, “what if?”.
John Greenleaf Whittier said it best:
“For of all sad words of tongue or pen,
The saddest are these: ‘It might have been!'”
When you get laid a tonne and know you can get laid, you’ll be 100% committed to the girls you
want to commit to.
Getting laid allows you to be more loyal if/when you decide to commit.

Getting Laid Gives you Responsibility.
Getting laid doesn’t just give you responsibility; it requires you to take responsibility. For possibly
the first time in your life, you’ll have to grab the reins and take control of your life, and admit all your
failures have been your fault – not just bad luck. You’ll need to step up to the plate, man up, and
decide you’re going to start taking action to fix things. Getting laid requires you to grow up in a
very big way.
Over time, you’ll start naturally taking more responsibility towards the wellbeing of the girls you
sleep with, responsibility towards yourself and always being on a path of self-improvement and selfbetterment, responsibility towards your fellow man to give back and help him get laid too.
Jordan Peterson even goes so far as to say responsibility is the meaning of life, and I happen to agree.
Getting laid makes you a more responsible and mature man.

Getting Laid Forces you to Work Through Your Insecurities.
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Like 10 years of counselling all crammed into 1 or 2 years, getting laid brings all your insecurities
and things you’ve been avoiding to the surface.
GoodLookingLoser said it best: This Process Will Strip You Down and Force You To Confront Your
Demons. When you date a lot of girls, all sorts of shit will come up: “Do I deserve to get laid? Why
am I such a loser? Other people are cooler than me. I’m not good enough to do this. I’ll never make
it.” You might get depressed, you’ll likely break down and cry 50 times during this process (I did); at
times it’ll be a battle.
I struggled with these insecurities – and a billion more – for years. But as I got laid more and more, I
found myself naturally working through these insecurities, facing them, combating them, and
eventually – conquering them. It was a long, hard process (self-improvement always is). But it was
the most incredibly rewarding thing I’ve ever done.
There’s a reason I put this one last on the list. More than everything else on this page, overcoming
your mental barriers and becoming a more healthy person leads to the biggest, most drastic changes
of all.
The good news is if you want to get laid, you won’t have a choice in facing these insecurities. You’ll
have to face them – you’ll need to run towards your fears. That inevitability, that “Oh shit I guess I
have to face this if I want to get laid” makes it a lot easier to tackle. You really don’t have a choice
here – whether you want to or not, this process is going to drag you kicking and screaming through
what’ll often times feel like heavy-duty counselling/therapy.
And just like with good therapy, you’ll come out the other side a much happier, more well-rounded,
more resilient and able man. You’ll be ready to tackle the world, ready to take on whatever
challenges life throws at you, ready to kick some fucking ass.
Getting laid is years worth of counselling, for free.

All of this is Predicated on You Not Chasing Meaningless Sex.
Meaningless sex (sex with girls you’re not that into and don’t want to see again) is fine a couple of
times, but can quickly become unsatisfying, particularly as you gain more experience. Doing it a few
times when you’re desperate for more experience is probably par for the course, but if you keep
deliberately seeking out meaningless sex with girls you’re not into, it can quickly become shallow
and feel empty. There’s a reason I don’t encourage you to have too many one night stands.
For the most part, you want to be building something with most of the girls you bang – as I talked
about in my retention guide.
And to be clear, casual sex is fine (most of the girls I sleep with are casual) – just aim to have sex
with girls you’re actually into and attracted to.
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Key Takeaways.
I wrote this article for you to give yourself permission to go all-in with getting laid. Yes, you’ll
probably have to neglect your career for a couple of years. Yes, you’ll have to put aside your dreams
of settling down. Yes, you’ll have to put aside a lot of things; but it’s more than worth it. The
alternative is spending your whole life knowing you can’t really get laid, and having a sense that
none of your other achievements really matter, because deep down, you “failed” with women.
Don’t let yourself be a “failure”. Give this getting laid thing everything you have, go all-in, play it
with all you’ve got and don’t hold anything back. Not only will it be massively rewarding in itself,
but it’ll also make you a better man – in every possible facet of your life.
If you’re still struggling to go all-in and give yourself permission to get laid, I get it. It took me years
to finally allow myself to focus 100% on getting laid. Message me for a coaching call and I’ll give
you the permission you struggle to give yourself. I’m here to help.
Now go out there and get your dick wet.
-Andy
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Yet Another 3some with a Virgin, and How to Have 3somes
with your Girlfriend & Girls SHE Meets from Tinder
November 13, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Another 3some with a virgin this week – that’s 2 virgin girls in less than a week.
More importantly, Imogen and I talk you through how you can get your girl to set up her own Tinder
profile to find girls for you to fool around with together, as well as the mistakes couples usually make
when trying to find a 3rd. Check it out:
This was the 4th time we’ve had a 3some with a virgin; here’s the other stories:
Andy’s Girlfriend Takes a Girl’s Virginity
Andy has his First 3some (with a Virgin & her Best Friend)
Another 3some with a Virgin
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
(Cover image by Alexander Krivitskiy)
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4th 3some in 3 Weeks
November 15, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
My girl and I had sex with another girl a couple days ago – our 4th girl in the last 3 weeks. We used
the same template on her Tinder profile we’ve been using for ages now:
My girl: “Hey, you’re sexy. I’m Imogen. I’m looking for something very specific on here.”
Other girl: [Usually says: “Thanks! What are you looking for?”]
My girl: “A guy I’m seeing has been teaching me BDSM lately. Every experienced a 3some/BDSM
dynamic before, or is it something you’d like to explore?”
Other girl: [Usually says: “I’d like to explore it”]
My girl: “Cool. What part of [our city] are you from? We both live in [area of our city]. His name is
Andy.”
Other girl: [Usually says: “I’m from [her area]”]
My girl: “We should all grab a drink and make sure we click. What’s your number? I’ll send you
some BDSM examples from photoshoots we’ve both done together too, if you like.”
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We grabbed this girl’s number, met for a drink, took her back to ours and had a tonne of fun with her.
She was an absolute cutie – very sexy, super shy and inexperienced, and just starting to come into her
own (she’s only 19 and just discovering her sexuality).
Podcast episode talking about it with my girlfriend:

Here’s the previous 3 threesomes we’ve had in the last couple of weeks:
Yet Another 3some with a Virgin, and How to Have 3somes with your Girlfriend & Girls SHE
Meets from Tinder
Another 3some with a Virgin
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A 3some, A New Lease on Life & An Update
Wanna have a 3some yourself? It’s infinitely easier than you think it is – if I can do it, you sure as
hell can too. Here’s some guides I’ve written to get you started:
3some Guide
How to Have 3somes with your Girlfriend & Girls SHE Meets from Tinder
If you’re still stuck, contact me for coaching and I’ll kick your ass into gear. Let’s fucking go.
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
Cover image by: Roman Khripkov
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Girls who Say they Want a Relationship in their Tinder Bio
November 22, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.

Notes from the show: Remember thatTinder is a public-facing platform.It is essentially social
media. Girls are much less likely to be honest and say “Lol I want a big dick” (I know some do put
that in their bio, but they usually at least try to pass it off as a joke); they’re more likely to say the
things that sound polite and nice and feminine and respectful.

I’ve lost count of how many girls I’ve banged that said “No hookups” or “No fuckbois” or “Looking
for a relationship”.
Also,relationships and casual sex are not mutually exclusive.While she’s seeking a relationship,
she might get a bit of casual sex on the side, until she finds a decent guy to go monogamous with. So
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she’slooking for a relationship(that’s her ultimate goal), but she’s willing to have a bit of casual fun
in the meantime.
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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5 3somes in 4 Weeks
November 24, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
My girlfriend Imogen and I met another cutie for a 3some this week – the 5th girl we’ve met in 4
weeks. She was super petite, super sweet, lots of fun, and very very eager to please.
Some photos she sent us before we met up:
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We met her through Imogen’s Tinder, like the last few girls we’ve met:
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We met up at a bar, grabbed a couple drinks, then took her home. She was a hell of a lot of fun, but
was super nervous – she’d only ever had sex twice, and was incredibly tight. Took a lot of lube, a lot
of patience, and a hell of a lot of going slow, but eventually she opened up and that was when the real
fun started.
We taught her a few different positions (she loved being on top the most – and we loved the view,
she’s super petite and very tiny). She loved being blindfolded and handcuffed too, with Imogen
whispering all sorts of dirty stuff into her ear while I went down on her cute, shaved little pussy.
She also very much got off on watching Imogen masturbate with the magic wand vibrator (this one) –
she was watching wide-eyed as Imogen got closer and closer to the edge. She couldn’t take her eyes
off her. I was fucking this girl (let’s call her Shortie) harder now, pounding away while we both
watched Imogen getting herself off with the vibrator.
Eventually I pulled out and came all over Shortie’s face, and got her to make out with Imogen with
my cum – super hot. Hot enough that a few minutes later I was ready to go again, and I fucked
Shortie even harder this time, her moans only making Imogen moan even harder as she got swept up
in her own orgasm, which was enough to send me over the edge too, filling Shortie up until the 3 of
us collapsed in a heap, catching our breath.
Good times.
And the previous 4 3somes we’ve had:
Yet Another 3some with a Virgin, and How to Have 3somes with your Girlfriend & Girls SHE
Meets from Tinder
Another 3some with a Virgin
A 3some, A New Lease on Life & An Update
4th 3some in 3 Weeks
Keen for a 3some yourself? I’ve got you covered – go read my 3some guide:

How to Have 3somes Guide
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The Time a Crazy Japanese Mistress Tried to Use My Cum for
Evil [Storytime with Andy]
December 4, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Cover image by Jase Bloor.
A wild story about a crazy bipolar nutcase.
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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How to Find Dominant Women
December 11, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Can you find dominant women out in the wild… or is there a better way?
Listen to the episode:
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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If You Don’t Take Yourself Seriously, How Can You Expect
Anyone Else to?
December 16, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
This whole article is also available as a podcast where I read it out:

Good Looking Loser has a great quote I’d like to expand upon:

Go read his full article here; it’s great.
In my time writing for this site, coaching guys to improve their lives, running my daily podcast and
running my forums I’ve gotten pretty good at figuring out who’ll actually achieve success, vs who’ll
fall off the wagon and quit after a few weeks or months. One of the biggest predictors of success is
something I mention all the time: going 100% all-in and taking yourself seriously.
There’s a reason I tell you over and over and over and over again, “You have to take yourself
seriously. You have to obsess about your goal. You need to go all-in and not hold back.” Along with,
“Don’t ever quit”, those two things are all that really matter when it comes to achieving your goals –
any goals.
Guys can’t see it themselves (most of us aren’t objective when it comes to ourselves), but so many of
them aren’t taking themselves even remotely seriously, but they expect everyone else to. They dress
like shit, but then expect girls to give them their phone numbers. They’re 30lbs overweight and can’t
see their abs or jawline, but they expect to be getting laid every single week. They don’t play the
numbers game and aren’t hitting on at least 30 girls every single week, but they expect to get to 100
lays.
In short, they’re fucking around, not taking themselves seriously, being too afraid to go all in. It’s a
fear thing; I get that. A fear of rejection. A fear of giving it everything they have, and then still failing
anyway (which hurts way more than not really trying). But what do we do when we have a fear?
We run TOWARDS it. Not away from it.
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I’ve seen guys not take their self-improvement seriously either; skipping the gym, or just kinda
fucking around when they get there, half-assing a workout routine instead of paying a professional
coach or trainer to kick their ass into gear and force them to succeed.
I see it on my forums too – guys saying, “I’ll take myself seriously” but then barely posting more
than once a month, expecting shit to improve magically without any real effort on their part. We
prompt them and tell them to post more, to share more, to actually go all-in and use the forums the
way they’re intended to be used – as a daily journal, a place to log what you’re working on, ask for
feedback, have other people motivate you and help you… But if they’re not actually taking
themselves seriously, our words fall on deaf ears.
I’ve seen guys not take themselves seriously when they email me – literally thousands of people at
this point. I get emails from guys saying, “I’m going to kill myself if I don’t fix my sex life” and “I’m
ready to go all in, please help me”. Guys will write me 20 paragraphs of essentially rambling,
avoiding doing the ACTUAL WORK and going outside and talking to girls, or beating their approach
anxiety like I had to do, or going to the gym, or buying the self-help book I always talk about.
I’ll reply to these guys and say, “Look, you’re reaching out to me for help. Here’s my coaching
packages – if you’re actually serious, pay me and I’ll absolutely turn your life around.” I’m offering
these guys a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity; a chance to crush their goals, build the sex life they’ve
always dreamt of, from someone who’s banged 150+ women, had a stupid amount of 3somes,
overcome depression and 10 years of suicidal thoughts. Do you know how much I would have
fucking killed to have someone who’s literally an expert – an actual expert – on the things I want to
achieve, give me his time and expertise and his care. Because care I do – I really fucking care – but I
only care about the people who take themselves seriously.
And yet a huge portion of the guys who email me aren’t serious. 70% of them never reply to my
email, never hit me up for coaching, never do much of anything to change their circumstances. I’ve
learned not to write too much in my email replies because I know there’s a good chance they’re just
fucking around and don’t actually want success. They don’t take themselves seriously, so why the
fuck would I take them seriously?
And the ones who do reply, who do hit me up for coaching – I take them seriously. They take
themselves seriously. They go on to build themselves up and lo and behold, the world starts to take
them seriously. They improve their Tinder profiles, they go outside and start talking to girls, they
dress better, they hit the gym. They do all the things they need to be doing. They start getting laid
because girls start taking them seriously. Those girls start sticking around and retention becomes a lot
easier, because they’re taking themselves seriously.
The difference between the idiot who emails me and wastes my time just to complain (aka the idiot
who doesn’t take himself seriously) – vs the guy who’s actually serious about turning his life around
– is night and day. Night and fucking day.
And if you’re currently not taking yourself seriously, this is the vibe you’re putting out into the
world. You’re saying, “I don’t take myself seriously. So none of you should ever take me seriously
either. I’m just here to fuck around, to half-ass things, to dick about and never achieve anything.”
Nah, fuck that. That’s not why I’m here. If you’re reading my blog or listening to my podcast, that’s
not why you’re here either. We’re here to get shit done. We’re here to build something amazing.
We’re here to live an awesome life, to be something more than we are right now. We’re here to be
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taken fucking seriously.
Let’s take a breather here. A slight rest, a small break. This whole article came from an email I got
last year, and I’ve been letting this article slowly brew over that time, and evolve it has. I had an
email from someone asking me for free coaching – yes, you heard that right, free coaching. The very
definition of not taking yourself seriously, having no skin in the game, not even trying. After politely
telling him not to insult my intelligence and telling him he needs to take himself more seriously if he
wants to improve his life, his reply was even more weaselly and pathetic:
“bro I didn?t have the money at the time I told you I?m a broke college student with no job at the
time I had 10 dollars which was for me eat and I was willing to give it to u who are u to gauge how
serious I am but sorry to waste your time bro u obviously don?t even care about helping a young guy
reach his goals”
He sent a second email 2 minutes later: “I?d be willing to give u 30 dollars which is all the money I
have rn man just help me out please lol”
And a 3rd email 10 minutes after that: “Please bro lol”
Does that sound like someone who takes himself seriously? Do people who take themselves seriously
beg to save a couple of bucks, put the word “lol” at the end of every email, abbreviate and misspell
half the words in their emails, spam you every 2 minutes instead of waiting for your reply, and use
emotional blackmail like, “u obviously don’t even care about helping a young guy reach his goals”?
A friend of mine told me, “This guy is definitely material for a profound article” – and that was
fairly prescient of him. Before he’d even said it, I knew I wanted to turn that email (and the many
more I’ve had exactly like it) into an article. So here we are.
And it’s not just him; I’m not singling this guy out. I get probably 5 emails a week from someone
asking me, “can I just have 5 minutes of your time” to fix their entire fucking life. And they’ll
literally phrase it like that – “Can I just have a 5 minute call with you” or “Can you just write a really
short reply to my email”. Absolute madness – they admit to me everything they want to fix, every
problem that’s causing them depression and frustration and pain and misery… but then follow that up
with, “I’m not actually serious about fixing any of it, because I only want to dedicate 5 minutes of
your time and my time to fixing it.”
What they’re actually saying is, “I feel guilty about not fixing my life when I know I so easily could,
but if I waste 5 minutes of your time then I can at least tell myself I tried. Then I can go back to
Netflix and spilling Dorito crumbs all over myself as I lie there in laziness and filth and
complacency.”
This laziness and lack of people taking themselves seriously shows up in other places too. Nowhere is
this more apparent than on Tinder. There’s a reason my massive (free) Tinder guide has a huge
section in the first chapter about taking yourself seriously and going all-in. Too many guys screw
around on Tinder, putting barely any effort in, getting zero matches, then declaring, “Online dating is
a scam!” No, YOU’RE the scam.
When I ran my big Tinder experiment trawling through 1000+ male Tinder profiles, I saw so many
guys who were just fucking around. They had shitty bedroom selfies, or meme photos, or they were
sticking their tongue out and being silly in every single photo they had. If you’re only on Tinder to
“have a laugh” or “try it out for a bit” or “see what’s out there”, get off my website. Girls aren’t going
to take you seriously, and I sure as shit am not going to take you seriously. You don’t belong here,
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my content isn’t right for you – if you’re not willing to take yourself seriously and have the selfawareness and the humility to admit, “Ok. I want to achieve my goals” then you aren’t a person I
ever want to interact with. I have no time for and I cannot stand people who cannot take
themselves seriously.
Life is a gift; you have but one life. One lifetime and then it’s all over. If you’re going to squander it
by half-assing everything, pretending you “don’t actually care lol” when we all know you really do,
then to me you’re nothing but an un-self-aware NPC, coasting through life and “letting things happen
to him” rather than taking the reigns and deciding YOU will be the captain of your ship.
If you sign up to my forums, you’ll see I have a contract you have to agree to and sign before you can
even use the forums – plus you have to upload a photo of yourself and have it as your profile avatar.
You have to publicly declare, “I, Andy, promise to take myself and my goals seriously.” It’s a huge
barrier to entry – because I’m trying to weed out the timewasters and the guys who haven’t gone allin. If you don’t take yourself seriously enough to admit you’re serious, and you don’t take yourself
seriously enough to put your face out there, you’re only half-invested in your own success, dipping
your toe in the water instead of jumping right in.
Someone gave a great analogy about paid coaching that I think also applies to my forum signup
process:
“Think of it as a “jacket required” policy for a high(er) end club. Some place that has some sort of
dress code and / or cover charge that’s peanuts to a guy that has his shit together, but is a hindrance
to losers that can’t understand why they should have to tuck in their shirt just to get a drink. Bottom
line: Your joint. Your policies.”
And that’s exactly what I was aiming for – if you’re not willing to do the bare minimum and admit
you want to take yourself seriously and achieve your goals, you aren’t going to do what it takes to be
successful. Achieving your goals is hard, it takes monumental effort, there’ll be so many days when
you have a breakdown and struggle to go on. But if you’ve previously made that commitment and
told yourself you take your goals seriously, then that previously-made promise will be the glue that
holds you together during your moments of struggle and weakness. If you don’t take yourself
seriously, you’ll end up quitting when things get hard.
I’ve even had to learn my own lesson about taking myself seriously, particularly when it comes to my
coaching and helping people. Really, we can define that as, “my business” or “my finances”. My
coaching obviously costs money – far more than it did when I first got started. Half the reason is
obviously so I can pay my bills, but a bigger reason is to get rid of all the idiots who are just here to
fuck around and aren’t actually serious. If you put up real money, you’re investing in your future and
declaring, “Ok. I’m fucking ready to take this self-improvement and getting laid thing seriously. Let’s
do this.”
And that makes me want to bust my god damn ass and pour my heart and soul into helping you,
because I know you’re actually serious and you’re actually worth my time and my effort. People are
drawn towards and actively want to help those who take themselves seriously.
When I first started coaching, I charged barely anything – I think I started at $20 USD for a 1hr call.
And guess who hit me up for coaching? People who weren’t even remotely serious about improving
themselves. At that point in time, I even had a few people message me and say, “You should charge
more. I don’t know how you can possibly help me for $20.”
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In a way, I wasn’t taking myself seriously.
Once I started putting my prices up (a gradual process over the last few years), I started taking my
coaching more seriously, and putting in way more effort with each client. I started finding myself
spending 2 hours or more preparing for each call, writing notes, planning out how I was going to help
this guy – and then I’d spend another 2 hours after the call writing homework and a plan of action for
him. The calls themselves even went from 1hr calls to often 2.5hr calls – as long as it took to
absolutely make sure I was helping the guy.
And the side-effect of me taking myself and my coaching more seriously (in other words, treating it
more like a business than just a “hobby”) was that my clients started taking me more seriously. They
listened more, they followed the advice I gave them, they went all-in with what I told them to do.
That meant better results for them – I actually started helping more people as soon as I started taking
myself seriously. Looking back to when I only charged $20 per call, how the hell could I expect
anyone to take me seriously when I wasn’t taking myself seriously?
So I want you to make a promise to yourself, just like I’ve had to do, to take yourself seriously.
Admit you want the things you want. Admit you really want to achieve your goals. Admit you’re
willing to do whatever it takes to achieve them, even if that means working really bloody hard for a
few years, risking a tonne of rejection, and putting it all on the line. You must be willing to take a
chance, be vulnerable, dive off that cliff and hope you figure out how to fly. I know it’s scary, but
we’ve all been through it many times over. Success requires you to take yourself seriously and go all
in.
If I can do it, you sure as hell can too.
And if you’re ready to take yourself seriously and want a plan of action to actually get it done, advice
on overcoming your mental hurdles and homework tasks and follow-up calls to keep you
accountable, hit me up for coaching so I can fast-track your success and save you months or years of
struggles and wasted time:
My Coaching Packages
Now go out there and take yourself seriously. You deserve good things. I know you can achieve
them, or you wouldn’t be here. But you absolutely must take yourself seriously.
After all, if you don’t take yourself seriously, how can you expect anybody else to?
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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Andy & Imogen Don’t Pressure a Virgin [Storytime with Andy]
December 20, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
(Cover image by: Tamara Bellis)
Imogen and I recently met a very cute, but extremely shy 18yo virgin girl who’d never kissed, never
held hands, but was super curious to learn about guys, girls and BDSM.
Imogen met her through her Tinder:

For reference, here’s the photos and bio Imogen is using currently:
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Here’s a couple of podcasts we did talking about our experiences with this girl, how much fun it was
teaching her, and more:
And part 2 where I talked about how much of a sex-demon she’s starting to become:

The magic wand vibrator we used with her (highly recommended, there’s a reason I never stop
talking about this thing):
How to Make Girls Orgasm with No Effort (Magic Wand)
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Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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Screening Early vs Screening Later
December 24, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
(Cover image by Anna Vi)
This article is also available as an audio version on my daily podcast, The Inner Winner Show:
First, let’s define terms: Screening means “filtering” – as in, filtering out the girls you don’t want,
and filtering in the girls you do want. It’s another way of saying finding your target audience, and
focusing your attention on them. Showing (or directly telling) a girl what you’re looking for, and
seeing if she can give that to you.
To expand a little, screening usually refers to showing a girl you want something sexual, and
screening out the girls who are only looking for something super serious (ie girls who take ages
before they’re ready to have sex – girls who’ll probably just end up wasting your time).
If you read my site and listen to my podcast, you’re already familiar with the idea of screening. But
what most guys don’t think about is whether to screen really early on (being upfront), or waiting until
later on before screening.
It’s possible to screen really late in the interaction with a girl, and that’s what most simps or ultra nice
guys (as in, guys who are a total doormat) do – they go on 20 dates with her, kinda be ultra
boyfriendish or even just a friend, one day working up the “courage” to get her drunk and just kinda
hope it magically leads to sex. Or, they’ll be her friend for months or years and make shitty halfassed moves every 6 months like saying, “Do you think you could ever fall in love with someone
you’re friends with?” Blegh. Ahhh. It hurts to even think about that level of cringe.
It’s a terrible strategy – a lot of the time she goes, “What the fucking fuck????? You’re actually into
me? What the hell, I thought we were friends? You never even HINTED that you were attracted to
me, I assumed you were gay??” We’re all on board with the concept that screening this late is a
really, really terrible idea.
Or, you can screen a little earlier – like what the average nice guy does. Go on 7 dates, be kinda semiromantic on them, go out to dinner and movies, eventually have her over and cook her dinner at your
place or something, watch Netflix and after 3 hours you eventually make an awkward move. This
kinda works, but you’ll find a lot of girls will get sick of waiting that many dates and they’ll just
assume you’re never going to actually make a move, and they’ll leave. A lot of them will even feel
unattractive, thinking you didn’t make a move because you weren’t that into her.
Plus even if you do have sex, you’ve shown her it’s not a high priority and you’re not a super sexual
guy, so she isn’t going to be as wild and crazy with you (vs someone like me who fucks her on the
first date – I’m showing her it’s totally cool to be really sexual and I won’t judge her for it. So she’ll
do nasty filthy kinky shit with me she wouldn’t even THINK about doing with you.) You’re literally
getting worse sex because you chose to wait so long.
If you’re reading or listening to this and you realise I’m describing you – maybe you can have sex
with girls only after you’ve been on a handful of dates – your mission should be to practice screening
earlier, so you’re being more upfront with girls and wasting less time on girls who aren’t that
sexually-open. Over time, and with practice, you’ll get better at screening earlier and earlier, and
making it more clear you’re a sexual guy who’s up for some fun (even if your ultimate goal is a
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relationship). And yes, even if a relationship is what you want, your best path to get there is by
having sex early – rather than waiting. Girls love sex, so don’t be the weirdo with the MadonnaWhore Complex.
In short, your goal should be to improve at screening earlier and earlier with each new girl you meet,
until you’re comfortable showing that you’re a sexual guy with a pair of balls between his legs.
I’ve talked about this concept of gradually improving over time in many articles on my site and in
many podcasts. It’s the basis of how I’ve achieved most of my goals – The Slight Edge. And just like
I said in the article Honesty is an Ideal You Work Towards, your mission should always be to get a
little better with each passing day, with each girl you date, and with each goal you achieve. In that
article I said you want to work towards being more honest, earlier and earlier with each new girl you
date. And I’ll say the same for screening – you want to be screening earlier and earlier with each girl
you date/have sex with, so after a while you’re at a point where you show girls right upfront that
you’re a sexual guy with a working dick – again, even if you ultimately want a relationship.
And to be clear, I’m not saying you need to fuck girls within 5 minutes of meeting them (though that
can be fun). But you need to be making it clear you like and enjoy sex, and expect it to happen as
soon as she’s ready – rather than waiting an arbitrary amount of time just for the sake of it. Show
girls upfront that sex is important to you, and that you’re not here to be friends – you want
sex/dating/relationships (or some combination of those).
So, back to examples. The next step up would be to push yourself to have sex with girls within 3
dates. That’s a massive step up from taking 7 or 10 dates before you screen for sex, and shows her
you’re a more sexual guy to whom having coital relations is actually important. You can also push
yourself to kiss her on the 2nd date, and the 1st date once you’re confident. Even if she isn’t ready to
kiss or isn’t ready to bang yet, at least you’re showing her sex is important to you. And as a redblooded male with a dick in his pants, sex is important to you, right?
Then you want to aim to have sex by the 2nd date – screening girls in or out. Your mindset should be,
“I’m a sexual guy, I’m into you – let’s have sex. No hard feelings if you don’t want to, but I’ll go talk
to other girls and find one who does want to fuck me.”
Once you’re decent at screening girls by the 2nd date, your mission should be to figure out how to
have sex with girls on the first date – or at the very least, show her on the first date that you want to
have sex with her. That can be subtle – inviting her back to your apartment after hanging out with her
for a few hours. Or it can be more overt if you like – actively talking about sex, or touching
her/kissing her on the date. Just something to show her you have a dick in your pants and you’re not
afraid to use it. Again, if you don’t want to have sex on the first date that’s fine – but you still need to
show her you’re a sexual guy to whom sex is important.
And let’s be clear – if she isn’t ready to have sex on the 1st or 2nd date that’s cool – you can see her
again for another date and just try again to make a move and lead towards sex. The key here is that
you’re showing her you’re a sexual guy, rather than a guy who’s too afraid to admit he wants to bang.
Eventually you want to get to a point where you show girls upfront that you’re a sexual prospect. If
you’re on Tinder/Hinge/Bumble, you’d do so by having pictures that make you look sexy/sexual –
topless photos of your abs, or BDSM photos like I have in my profile:
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You don’t have to go as crazy as I have with the BDSM/sexual picture; feel free to be subtle. Even
just a picture of you shirtless, or a photo of you with a female friend who’s hot is more than enough
to give off, “This guy has sex” vibes. You don’t have to look like a massive player (though it
absolutely helps) – but at the very least, a guy who’s capable of having sex.
Or you can screen with the messages you send when you ask for a girl’s number: “I’m not looking for
anything super serious, but if you’re up for a drink, a flirt and to see what happens, drop me your
number and I’ll send you a text.” If you’re looking for a relationship, you should still go into it
casually at first, and let it naturally build into a relationship over time. Don’t force a relationship right
off the bat.
You can even throw in a bio that makes it clear you’re a sexual prospect. This can be overt, or subtle
if you prefer (eg “It’s much more fun with the lights off” or “When I was little, girls hated when I
pulled their hair. Funny how some things change.”)
Even my girlfriend Imogen has moved towards screening far earlier on Tinder when she goes looking
for girls for us to play with together:
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And if you’re talking to girls in person, you can screen upfront by saying this when you first hit on
them: “Hey, I know this is random but you’re sexy and I wanted to say hi. I’m Andy. *Shake her
hand.*”
Why should you screen this early – especially if you ultimately want a relationship? Because it cuts
down on timewasters, eliminates girls who have hangups about sex (no offence to those girls, but the
sex with them is never all that good), and ultimately sets a relationship off on the right foot. Not to
mention the more sexual you can be upfront, the more masculine you come across as; which is
always a good thing. You look like a man who’s unafraid of himself and unafraid of his own desires;
in a world full of men who tuck their dick between their legs and call themselves a new-wave
feminist, admitting you’re a sexual guy is incredibly attractive to girls.
Pretty much always, you want to be screening as early as you possibly can. Even if your eventual
goal is a monogamous relationship with a girl you settle down with, don’t you want that to be with a
girl who’s open about sex and wants to have a good time with you in the bedroom? You don’t have to
bang her on the first date, but you do need to get across to her that sex is important to you and your
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sexual needs are important to you and need to be met. You’re basically showing her, upfront, what
you expect out of the girls you date.
You can also screen for things that aren’t sex-related. Screen for girls into the same hobbies as you, if
that’s important to you. Screen for intelligent girls if you can’t stand ditzy girls (I certainly can’t). I
screen for self-aware girls; maybe that’s important to you too. Screen for it if it is. Maybe you like
girls who take care of their appearance and wear makeup all the time; screen for that if it’s important
to you. I personally like very feminine, submissive, sweet and caring girls – so I screen for that, and I
immediately unmatch any girls who seem more dominant. Screening is just another way of saying,
“Going after the girls you really want.”
Of course, this is a balancing act. If you’re a total newbie, I recommend you keep an open mind and
go on a few dates with girls who only tick some of your boxes, just to get a bit more sexual
experience. But once you get more confidence and more experience, you’ll find yourself developing
preferences for types of women you like, and you’ll find yourself naturally screening for those girls.
You’ll find as you start to build up more options (by talking to more girls), you’ll naturally screen
harder and harder. You’ll experiment with different things like inviting a girl straight to your place.
You’ll try telling another girl, “Wear something sexy for me tonight.” You’ll start giving off vibes of,
“I’m a sexual guy who expects sex from the girls he interacts with”. Which leads to more sex, more
passionate sex, and less time-wasting.
And again, even if you ultimately want a relationship, when you do build something with a girl,
you’ll know you started off on the right foot. She’ll know you’re a sexual guy (because you showed
her from the moment she met you), so amazing, kickass sex will always be a part of your
relationship.
So push yourself to screen as early as you possible can; the earlier the better. If right now you’re
really struggling to screen early, don’t stress – just aim to improve over time. Aim to screen earlier
and earlier with each new girl. It takes practice, and you’ll be nervous as hell as you figure this shit
out, but you’ll get there. I myself used to often take 8 fucking dates before having sex with a girl;
now I bang 100% of the girls I meet on the first date. If I can improve at screening, you sure as hell
can too.
As you gain more experience, you’ll find yourself naturally wanting to screen harder earlier on,
because your tolerance for timewasting will diminish. As you have more and more girls in your life,
you start only seeking out the girls who want the same thing you want – fun sex – and screen out the
ones who are only looking to waste time or fuck about or lead guys on. I haven’t seen any guys
screen LESS aggressively as they get more sexual experience – even guys who want a relationship.
Being sexual upfront works for casual sex, friends with benefits, and full-on relationships.
And we could have a whole conversation about how screening earlier is also more honest – if you
show girls right from the start that you’re a sexual guy, you won’t be leading any of them on. You
won’t be bamboozling them when you eventually do make a move – they’ll have expected it from the
moment they met you. Again, even if your goal is a relationship, you should still be getting across the
message that sex is important to you.
After all, a relationship without a strong sexual foundation is really just a friendship.
Want help with screening earlier, or anything else you’re struggling with? If you’re serious about
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improving your life, hit me up for one of my coaching packages and I’ll kick your ass into gear.
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Hats Are a Cheat Code for Bald Men
December 27, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
A friend of mine and the moderator of my forums, Radical, wrote this article I wanted to share with
you – it’s something pretty close to my heart. I’m a bald guy myself, and the only way I was able to
build an amazing dating life was by wearing hats/beanies; it was my cheat code. Radical found the
same cheat code worked for him, so here’s his piece on the concept:

Style Advice ? Hats Are a Cheat Code for Bald Men
For men with noticeable hair loss there are a few options on the table to deal with it that you can put
into action.
You can try to regain your hair, either chemically or through surgery.
Or you can try and get a haircut that will hide it. I know Andy had some luck with this and found a
creative barber.
These though are at the early, prevention stage of hair loss.
The chemical side of things (minoxidil + finasteride + ketoconazole shampoo) eventually stopped
being effective for me and hair transplants are not currently within budget.
Additionally, my hairline and remaining overall thickness does not allow a haircut to solve the issue.
I do recommend persisting with the most optimal haircut possible, as I still do, even if that is a
buzzcut.
For those of us beyond the pale we would look at other options.
You can openly accept your baldness and shave it off, adapting your entire style around the chrome
dome look. The typical way forward here is to favour more of a smart, dressy style. Lots of buttoned
shirts and suits etc.
Or you can go the way I advocate and embrace hats.
Hats are a cheat code.
One year ago, I made the drastic decision to accept I wasn?t happy with how my life was going and
seek help. I packed up and left Sydney for Melbourne. The purpose of this trip was to meet Andy
(KillYourInnerLoser) for coaching in person. Sat in a coffee shop near Melbourne Central we broke
down every relevant aspect of my life and formulated an action plan for how to proceed.
We had, for the most part, settled on my goals and the areas of my life to focus on. Near the end of
our discussion I felt the need to halt the conversation mid flow. I had to inform him of the one thing
that I was most self-conscious about. That insecurity that would always limit my potential with
regards to looks.
He stopped me and said: ?It?s your hair, right??
He then took of his cap and showed off his own hairline. It was excessively receding into a widow?s
peak, with large dead zones in the temple areas back to the middle of his scalp.
?I?m not going to lie to you and try to make you feel better about something that obviously sucks.
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Your hair is bad. But just do what I do and wear a cap or beanie? he said with a shrug.
It is hard to explain how much this helped. And I think to Andy it was just a throwaway
line/suggestion.
But from there I immediately took action and bought myself a decent cap.
I literally went shopping straight after for that purpose.
This is the current state of my hair loss at 27:
Hair loss was a huge deal in my life from the start of my adulthood. I was unlucky, genetically
speaking, as I began to lose my hair at around 19 and it was noticeable by 22. I had an obsessive
depression about it for years. I would see it in every reflection, I would take numerous pictures every
day along with videos from every angle to confirm that yes it was an issue.
I would waste time frustrating myself over a reality that I was not properly confronting. But now I did
have a solution. And it was obvious.
This change I went through falls into a period of metamorphosis, where I had to grapple with
presenting myself in a new style. I had to embrace the concept of ?edge? and research ?streetwear? so
that I would be wearing up to date and fashionable clothing. It was harder than I like to admit
accepting myself as someone who wore these clothes, even someone that just tried to look good
wearing decent clothes. But it is a process that is 100% worth it, and in order to progress it is
necessary.
Most of you will need to accept your style sucks and you have no idea what you are doing. But you
will also need to try the clothes on for a while before they feel like ?you?.
So why have I come to love and appreciate hat styling so much?
Hats can be easily, and with little expense, incorporated into your style. And there is zero reason not
to have this in your arsenal even with good hair. There are several different types of hat and the
correct tyle can be found for any occasion. For streetwear you have snap backs and baseball caps (of
which there is a near limitless supply of options). Toques and beanies can be accessorised with plenty
of different looks. And even with smarter styles such as dress wear you have flat caps as an option.
See for an example one of Andy?s style inspirations: the Instagram model magic_fox. Here he
displays how to wear a flat cap in a modern setting.
Credit: @magic_fox
See how he makes it work with:
Knitwear
Streetwear
Smart casual wear
Even shorts and a t shirt!
Now this guy is in an incredibly high percentile for attractiveness and style awareness. He also has an
good head of hair remaining, as evident in the rest of his instagram. And yet he still blends hats in as
an accessory for his outfits.
**Flat cap style is a little bit harder to pull off than baseball caps and beanies, but I will write about it
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in the future.
If you are going to take anything from this article let it be the following: style is fundamentally a
matter of presentation.
You are trying to put the best physical version of yourself out there, in your photos and in real life.
To this end we work on ourselves in the gym, we diet down, we get tanned, we whiten our teeth etc.
These are all things that take time, some quite a lot of time.
Style though can be fixed immediately. It can and should be the fastest shortcut you take in this
journey.
And caps will get those of us with poor hairlines to the best possible presentation fast. Caps can also
be an accessory that will add you some ?edge? quickly ? at least the ones I recommend.

What is Hatfishing?
Hat fishing is a meme that started among girls a couple of years ago. The basic idea is that guys in
real life and in dating profiles guys use hats to appear better looking.
I, unironically, think this is a great. This tells us there are clear and obvious presentation gains to be
made with this knowledge.
Its more than just covering up areas of missing hair though.
If you have an irredeemable hairline you have probably noticed that a straight or solid hairline is
considered more aesthetic. The reason for this lies, in part, because a good hairline frames your face.
It squares off the top of your head and provides extra layers of angle and symmetry to your face,
which typically defines how attractive someone?s face is.
That is why I consider hats the cheat code for bald men.
You get squared off symmetrical effect instantly with extraordinarily little effort. The effort comes
from working in hat options to your overall style without looking trash in the process. Which is
where I can help.
Potentially though this is a recommendation for every guy to see if it helps his presentation, not just
us baldies. Guys with overly large foreheads for instance will benefit too.

My Recommendation
I going to recommend the best basic cap that you should have in your wardrobe. You need versatile
staples to build your style around, and I believe everyone should own this hat in the way you should
also have slim fit jean options, slim fit plain t shirts, tailored dress shirts and white leather sneakers
etc.
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The Flexfit 5 Panel Cap by Yupoong – Buy it on Amazon (affiliate link).
Unbranded, single colour and comes in two sizes.
I have always preferred Flexfit hats. Compared to the adjustable caps they fit so much easier and
there is no fiddling around with the straps when they come loose.
If you prefer adjustable caps you can get the same 5 panel design with a strap on Amazon (affiliate
link):

Yupoong – Classics Wool Blend Cap
What you want to build is a selection of hats that are a good style but also unbranded and in single
colour. This allows for maximum versatility and combination with your wardrobe.
This one is similar in design to a baseball cap but importantly it does not look like a sports cap. Leave
the sports caps for the gym or hiking?. and leave the golf caps for golf. I see a lot of golf caps day to
day.
I have owned this make of cap both and branded and unbranded as per below:
It’s sleek, fitted and stylish.
Which is the combination we are searching for.
Avoid the following:
Hats that are too bulky and make your head larger or block-y.
Garish colours.
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Loud oversized branding. You do not want to be a walking billboard.
For reference my typical day to day style is what I would define as casual street style. That is what
this hat works best with.
Any questions leave a comment (or post a question in my log here), and I will happily answer.
– Radical x
Note from Andy: Go check out Radical’s self-improvement and fashion blog, TheHatfish.com,
especially if you’re a bald guy. He’s also got a kickass YouTube channel focusing on more
mainstream self-improvement, dating advice, travel advice, and general advice on making friends and
living a more kickass lifestyle. Absolutely worth checking out; I have no doubt he’s going to blow up
in future.

Share this:
Click to share on Facebook (Opens in new window)
Click to share on Twitter (Opens in new window)
Click to share on WhatsApp (Opens in new window)
Click to share on Telegram (Opens in new window)
Click to share on Skype (Opens in new window)
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Questions to Ask Yourself if You Want a Successful Life
December 28, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
If you want to live a successful, kickass life – one where you don’t self-sabotage and get in your own
way – there’s a number of questions you’ll need to ask yourself. Questions most people shy away
from at best – or at worst, actively run away from. Questions like, “Why am I here?” “What is the
meaning of life?” “Do I deserve to be successful?” Without taking the time to start asking yourself
these questions, you’ll never get to the heart of your issues, and you’ll never truly be able to go all-in
and achieve real, measurable success – and happiness.
So listen to all these of these podcasts below, and then I want you to start asking yourself all the
questions I’ve written out below. But start with the podcasts first:
Below are all the questions I mentioned during these podcast episodes.
Remember, the goal isn’t to just rush through all these. Take your time, let the answers slowly come
to you over time; some of these questions might take you months or years to fully answer. And your
answers are likely to evolve over time, particularly as you achieve goals, start working on new ones,
gain new life experiences and new perspectives, etc.

1st batch of questions:
1. Why does Andy (and other successful players) deserve to get laid a lot, but not me? Why am I
special?
2. Andy was a total loser at the start, so if he can get laid a lot, why can?t I?
3. Am I just putting up bullshit excuses like these ones?
4. Why does Andy deserve to overcome his depression, but not me?
5. Why wouldn?t girls like me? Is there really something wrong with me? Can I improve that or
work around it?
6. Do I want to feel helpless and hopeless? Does my hopelessness help or protect me in some way
? am I getting something out of it? (Watch this podcast, it covers this topic in great detail and
will blow your mind).
7. Do my flaws really mean no women will ever like me? Can I make up for my flaws by having
some really strong, awesome strengths?
8. What attributes would a player have, that I don?t?
9. Can I work on getting those attributes?
10. Do I deserve to be miserable and unhappy? Why? Why do other people deserve to be happy,
but not me?
11. Am I destined to be a failure for life, or can I change that?
12. Did the universe/God/whatever preordain me to be a failure? Does that have to be the case, or
can I rise up and change the course of my own life?
13. The guys that are players ? not all of them were players at the start [I ? Andy ? am a good
example of this]. So they literally learned how to get laid a lot, learned how to improve
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themselves, learned how to lose fat, learned how to make friends, learned how to beat
depression, learned how to overcome their negative thoughts? Can?t I just learn all those
skills too, one by one?

2nd Batch of Questions:
1. What are your goals? Not what do you deserve, but what do you want? Dream big, even if you
think it’s stuff you’ll never actually have.
2. What are your main blockages? What’s holding you back?
3. Are you just asking me for permission to go all-in and make getting laid your number 1
goal?
4. Do you have a fear that girls won’t like you if they see the real, vulnerable you?
5. Do you worry if you have sex with too many girls, the girls will think you’re a bad person/not
like you?
6. Do you worry about what other people will think of you?
7. Do you worry you’re not good enough to get laid; you’re not really a player, you’re not equal
to Chris/Scotty/me/anyone else?
8. Do you worry that having a tonne of sex will ultimately be meaningless – you’ll achieve all you
want to achieve with girls but will still be unhappy at the end of it?
9. Do you worry having too much sex is “disrespectful” to the girls you bang; do you worry about
using them for sex? (That doesn’t have to be the case – it isn’t for me).
10. Do you resent women? Are you jealous of them, or think they have it easier than guys, or hate
that they get to be the choosers – they can reject you for any reason they want?
11. What places are you scared to hit on girls? (Supermarket will give different anxiety vs train
station vs a girl sitting down vs a girl walking fast, etc)
12. Anything else you worry about, or any fears or “sticking points”?

3rd Batch of Questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Do I deserve happiness?
What does happiness mean to me?
What do I want?
What do I value?
Do I deserve?
Am I important?
Are my needs more important than other people? Do I have the right to ask for what I want?
What am I scared of? Is there anything I?m avoiding/putting off?
(If you’re depressed) Is my depression serving me some purpose?
What makes me happy?
Is there something I?ve never dealt with?
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12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

What am I grateful for?
Is it ok if I’m not perfect? Is it ok if I’ll never be perfect?
If I could change one thing about my life, what would it be?
What’s stopping me from making that change right now? What’s holding me back?
If I fail or run into some roadblocks, am I a failure?
Am I honest with people? Could I be more open and real?
What do I like about myself?
What do I dislike about myself? If I could change anything, what would I change first?
I most likely will never complete my todo list before I die (there?ll always be more to do). Am
I ok with this? Am I ok with never getting everything done?
Do I have a fear of death?
Do I let my fear of death dictate my actions? Do I let my fear of death rule me and make me
procrastinate working on my goals?
What am I so afraid of?
(If you’re depressed) Do I need my depression or can I let it go?
Who are the people that are most important to me? Have I told people I’m grateful for them?
(If you had a rough childhood or some past trauma) Did I deserve the bad things that happened
to me? Did I ?earn? those things or was it just random bad luck?
What is the meaning of life?
What is happiness?
Why do we want things?
What is existence?
How did I come to be?
Why am I here?
Why does achieving a goal make me feel so good?
Will we ever have everything we want? If not, is that still a satisfying/successful life?

Links mentioned in these episodes:
If You Don’t Take Yourself Seriously, How Can You Expect Anyone Else to?
What to Do When You Feel Hopeless and Helpless
The Only Thing that Matters: Just Don’t Ever Fucking Quit
Join my Patreon for exclusive content, ask me questions for upcoming episodes, and even a free
monthly Zoom call with me.
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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Why Am I Getting Shit Tested?
December 28, 2020 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Cover image by: Engin Akyurt.
This article is also available as an audio version:
Subscribe to my podcast for daily podcasts, advice and more.
First, let’s define terms: A shit-test is when a girl passive-aggressively insults you, or overtly says
something rude to “test your manhood”. In other words, it’s someone being incredibly rude to you.
I’ve covered why it’s a terrible idea to try and pass “shit tests” here. Screen those kind of people out
of your life; life’s too short to waste it on assholes.
If you’re getting “shit tested” a lot, it’s because:
a) You dress/look like shit (easily fixed by improving your appearance)
b) You’re being indirect with your approaches, and not actually saying what you mean (easily fixed
by saying, “Hey you’re really cute and I wanted to say hey.” to make it more clear you’re actually
hitting on her.)
So, fix those two things. Immediately.
Here’s how to fix your appearance.
Here’s what to say when you hit on girls in person.
Here’s what to say when you hit on them on Tinder.
Once you stop wasting time on girls who “shit test” you, and eliminate “shit tests” out of your life (by
improving your appearance and being more direct when you hit on girls), dating/getting laid becomes
so much easier and far more fun. Being with chicks who don’t shit test you is like a breath of fresh
air – they’ll keep it real with you, there’s less drama, they’ll be on the same team as you. Sex comes
easier; whereas if you’re with girls who “shit test” you constantly, it’ll feel like sex is like drawing
blood out of a stone.
You also feel like more of a man – it doesn’t make you feel very masculine if you have to jump
through hoops and “pass” a girl’s shit tests. I never understood the appeal of the pickup artists’ idea
of “passing her shit test”… Sorry, are we having sex, or are we sitting down for a fucking exam?
Girls who don’t shit test you are showing you they WANT to sleep wtih you. The sex is always
better, more passionate, more wild. Here’s a great quote from a Rational Male article – Wait For It?
“A woman who wants to fuck you will find a way to fuck you. She will fly across the country, crawl
under barbwire, climb in through your second story bedroom window, fuck the shit out of you and
wait patiently inside your closet if your wife comes home early from work ? women who want to fuck
will find a way to fuck.”
If you’re getting “shit tested” a lot – it means you need to work on your appearance. Lose weight,
dress better, if you’re on Tinder, take better Tinder pics, wear some accessories, hit the gym and gain
muscle, get a better haircut, whiten your teeth, etc. Guys who improve their looks to a point where
they look decent, don’t get shit tested anywhere near as much – barely at all. If girls are “shit testing”
you a lot, it says more about you than them, so it’s time to improve yourself.
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I get why some guys want to “pass shittests” – those guys love the thrill of the hunt, they love
jumping through hoops, they love playing games, and manipulating women, and trying to dodge
certain women’s manipulations, and trying to “conquor” her and “win”. If you enjoy that stuff, go for
it – but just don’t read my website. We have entirely different philosophies and I don’t think you’re
going to agree with my world view.
The issue is a tonne of guys DON’T want to play games, they DON’T want to have to jump through
hurdles… but they’re been indoctrinated by some loser pickup artist who’s convinced them you
MUST pass shit tests in order to get laid. Let’s be honest – most pickup artists look like fucking shit;
like something the dog threw up. I almost vomit when I look at the average pickup artist, and they’re
not even hitting on me; I can’t imagine how nauseated the average girl feels when one of these
complete messes hits on them. THAT’S the cause of all these supposed “shit tests” – it’s women
saying, “Jesus Christ why the hell are you hitting on me? You need to lose some weight, dress better,
and pack on a bit of muscle.”
Shit tests go away when you improve yourself. And when you get to a point where barely any women
“shit test” you, you won’t have any time or patience for the rare woman who tries to shit test you.
You’ll screen her out immediately, and go talk to the 99% of women who’ll be feminine, sweet, and
nice to you.
After all, if you want to get laid a tonne, you need to be more efficient and use your time
productively. Looking like shit and passing “shit tests” is not a very productive use of your time. Go
hit the gym, lose some fat, come onto my forums and ask for advice on your style/fashion. Get
yourself to a point where “shit tests” aren’t even a concept anymore.
Shit tests aren’t the problem. You are the problem.
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Ask EVERY Girl for a Phone Number (Cold Approach)
January 2, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Listen to the podcast episode:
For many of us, 2020 was a bitch of a year – especially when it comes to talking to girls and getting
laid. No use getting down about the past – let’s take some action. Let’s start 2021 off with a bang,
and absolutely go all-in with crushing our goals.
Start by going outside and talking to girls. Make 2021 the year you get laid a tonne with girls you
talk to on the street during the daytime/nighttime. If you struggle with approach anxiety, read:
How I Beat my Approach Anxiety
Good Looking Loser Approach Anxiety Program (free)
1 Approach a Day
If your looks need improving – which ALL of us benefit from – lose fat, gain muscle, hit the gym,
improve your style – the basics. Go onto my forums and start a log there for accountability to kick
your ass into gear.
Getting laid becomes 50 times easier as you work on yourself. Here’s a quite from Joe from my
Patreon:
“An old mentor of mine told me pickup is like learning how to sell a 30-year-old beat up car.
Improving yourself is like quitting the shitty used car dealership and going to sell for Tesla.”
-Joe
When hitting on girls, ask every single one of them for a phone number. 100% of the girls you hit
on. Why?
1. Especially when you’re a newbie, you have absolutely no idea whether a not a girl will
actually give you her phone number – even when the conversation is horrible and awkward
and terrible. A tonne of those girls will still give you a number, despite the bad conversation –
so you need to be asking every girl for a number. No exceptions. Ask all of them.
2. It builds a habit – you’ll be in the habit of asking every girl for a phone number, so you’ll
never have to think about it or have to “work up the courage” to ask for her number. It’ll just be
a super simple, easy habit you do with every single girl you talk to.
Now go out there and talk to a tonne of girls. Let’s make 2021 a killer year; no excuses.
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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Should I Cold Approach or Use Tinder?
January 4, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
(Cover image by: Tibor Pai)
Listen to this episode:
This episode was supported by the Bathmate – I’ve got a full-on guide to using it to blow her mind in
the bedroom.
Summary from the episode:
I get this question a lot – should I hit on girls in person, or use Tinder/Hinge?
Answer will usually be both – learn to get good at BOTH, and then see which one you prefer. Or
you’ll likely find you like both methods.
If you’re currently only doing one or the other, if you start doing both, you’ll massively open up your
potential dating pool. A lot of girls aren’t on Tinder – you’ll only meet them in person. And a lot of
girls aren’t interested in hooking up with random strangers on the street they don’t even know – they
want to vett you on Tinder first.
So use both.
As for types of girls – some guys find they get hotter girls in person. I hear that a lot. Me personally I
get hotter girls on Tinder – because my pics are extremely sexual (I have BDSM pics). If your pics
aren’t decent yet on Tinder, you’ll likely get hotter girls in person. And if you get really decent pics,
you might find you get hotter girls on there.
But again, do both. If you don’t get many matches on Tinder, don’t quit – improve your pics, a little
at a time.
Some guys hate on Tinder/online dating – thinking you’re “not a real man” if you do it. You already
know my thoughts on that. But I do get where they’re coming from, even if they’re clumsy and
childlike in their expression.
There was a really long period of time where I was convinced getting laid online was the “coward’s
way”, and real men hit on girls out on the street. I really would have felt like a pussy, or like I was
cheating, if I got laid online and neglected learning to get good at talking to chicks on the street.
Once I got laid a bit from cold approach (not a lot – 9 times in total), I felt like I’d satisfied my ego
enough and proven to myself I could do it. Then I started focusing on what I really wanted (having
lots of sex and exploring my sexual bucketlist) – online was the best way to do that.
Again – that’s why I recommend you learn to get good at both. If you’re terrified of talking to girls in
person, run towards that fear and overcome it. Start here. If you have no idea how to get laid online,
start here.
As for some more differences between the two:
Online dating once you get good at it, requires NO effort to get laid. It’s easy mode.
But there’s an initial investment period with online dating – gotta learn how to take great pics,
learn how Tinder works, etc (Use my tinder guide).
In person makes you feel like more of a man – because you’re legitimately doing something
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99.99% of other guys cannot do.
I recommend every guy learns how to get laid in person – even if you ultimately end up doing
what I’ve done and move to solely online dating and Tinder/Hinge.
For the last couple of years I’ve been super happy doing Tinder/Hinge only – when you’re
having 3somes, the occasional 4some, and banging basically TOO MANY new girls with zero
effort from Tinder, I don’t personally get much benefit from talking to girls in person anymore.
But for newbies and anyone who hasn’t done in person, go get good at that.
There’s also carry-over from getting good at cold approach; it’ll make you a more confident
man overall, you’ll be better at dates (even with Tinder girls), you’ll be more ballsy and more
able to pull the trigger.
Tinder you can be more hookup-focused; I literally show girls in my Tinder photos and bio that
I’m looking for BDSM. So I can bang them within 15 minutes of meeting them and do wild
kinky BDSM shit with them – something you aren’t going to do as quickly with cold approach.
In that regard, Tinder is the best place to explore your sexual kinks and get more sexual
experience overall.
Can still do all that shit with a cold approach girl; there’s just less up-front screening, which
usually means a little more effort before you get to the BDSM part. Eg maybe you have to
hangout for an hour or two on a first date before you go back and do wild kinky filthy shit.
Cold approach and online dating are both absolutely solid ways to get laid, find a girlfriend, get more
sexual experience and hookup with some cuties.
So go out there and do both.
SHOWNOTES:
Bathmate Pump:
https://theinnerwinnershow.com/bathmate/
How to Get Laid on Tinder (My Guide):
https://killyourinnerloser.com/tinder-guide/
How I Beat My Approach Anxiety (Fear of Hitting on Girls):
https://killyourinnerloser.com/how-i-beat-my-approach-anxiety/
There is No Such Thing as “Alpha”:
https://killyourinnerloser.com/alpha/
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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Coaching with Andy (sfw)
January 11, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
You love my articles/podcasts, you get a kick out of seeing all my lay reports (you dirty perv), you
want to do what I’ve done. You’re on this page because you want me to help you build an elite life
other guys will envy.
I went from a total zero (I was obese, suicidal, with zero friends and no hope in life) to a guy who
gets laid whenever the hell he wants, with whomever he wants.

What I’ve accomplished so far:
– 150 lays (roughly, I stopped counting properly a few years ago), mostly from Tinder/online but a
handful from daygame/cold approach too.
– 25 3somes (25 different combinations of women, with many more repeat 3somes with the same
girls – a couple hundred times at this point) plus a couple of FFFM 4somes.
– Overcame 9 years of depression & suicidal tendencies.
– Went from “I can’t even do a single pushup” to comfortably deadlifting 175kg.
– Went from the most negative person you’ll ever meet, to a total optimist.
– Went from a financial loser with $15k worth of debt, to being able to quit my job and go full-time
with coaching and mentoring guys.
I’m in ahappy loving relationship with my 21yo girlfriend Imogen – we have sex with girls together
in 3somes and have a tonne of fun in the bedroom with them. She’s a total sweetheart and she
regularly comes on my podcast with me to talk life, love, self-improvement, making the world a
cooler place. I love her to bits.
I’ve helped countless guys improve their own sex lives, including a bunch of guys who were
complete virgins who had no idea what the hell they were doing – guys who are now crushing itwhen
it comes to their goals. I’ve also worked with guys who were depressed, guys who felt hopeless,
guys who felt like it was too late for them. I’ve written tonnes of articles about depression & suicidal
thoughts; it’s something I spent years overcoming myself.

Truth is, since the day I was born I didn’t feel like I truly “deserved” to live an epic life or to have
any girls like me or to be worthwhile in any capacity. Like I was destined to always be a
fuckingzero. Everything you’ve seen me accomplish since then has been a rebellion against that;
me standing up and saying, “Fuck you, universe. I deserve all the cool shit I see other people
getting. I’mnota fucking loser. Ideservethe shit they have.”
If I can do it, you sure as hell can too.
Alright Andy, I'm ready to be helped. Let's fucking go.
Here is a 2-part interview with one of my coaching clients Ed, to show you what coaching will do for
youif you’re willing to work your ass off and push yourself.
Ed went from a depressed, unconfident virgin at 31 to an ass-kicking machine with a tonne of
confidence, plenty of lays, and he goes out and shoots photos with models for his Tinder/Instagram
now:
Here’s some infield videos and vlogs from a guy I took out who’d NEVER talked to a single girl in
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his entire life. Within a few hours I had him talking to 20 girls; a couple days later it was 27 girls. He
got 5 phone numbers and a couple of dates, all from one coaching session with me:

These guys aren’t special, they don’t have something you don’t have – they’re just regular dudes
who pushed themselves out of their comfort zones and didn’t fucking quit.If these guys (and
hundreds of others), can do it, you sure as hell can too.
So what do you want from life? What shit keeps you up at night, stressing you out, eating away at
yoursoul? What do you really want, but feel like you’re “not allowed to have”?
What do you actually WANT?

Coaching Options:
I offer two coaching packages to get you the results you want: group coaching, and 1-on-1 coaching:
Desperate for a coaching program that gives you on-going accountability, advice and motivation
throughout each week, and a brotherhood of like-minded guys who are absolutely crushing their
goals and achieving crazy shit?
The guys in this group are absolutely crushing it, going out everyday and talking to 20+ girls a day
(even guys who before they signed up had never talked to ANY girls in their entire life). They’ll have
your back, push you to do what they’ve done, and I’ll be right there as well helping you build
yourself into an absolute legend.
This is THE place to be if you want to start kicking some fucking ass in life.

The guys who’ve enrolled in this coaching program are all dudes who are ABSOLUTELY
SERIOUS about crushing their goals – they’re all guys just like yourself who are willing to invest,
go all-in and build something epic. We all have each other’s backs. They’re absolute legends – and
I want you to be a part of it too.
I’m alsoway more open (I share more of my personal life) in this coaching program than I am in
articles/podcasts/etc – I talk about my goals, my finances and how I’m making money from this
site/my coaching, I cover the things I’m working through and what my plans for the future are.
You’re getting an inside look on how I accomplish my goals, and how you can too.

If you?ve been trying to get in touch with me on the forum or via emailto ask me questions &
be mentored by me,Become a Winneris the place to do it. I don?t have time to do so on my forums
anymore, so this coaching program is the place to be if you want my support/advice/motivation.
Let’s save you years of pain and figuring things out on your own, struggling and feeling like
you’re lost, feeling like it’s hopeless, feeling like you’re never going to make it.
Let’s fast-track your success and all but guarantee you hit your goals.
Let’s get you around a bunch of like-minded guys who’ll give a shit about you, have your back, and
push you to do the things you never thought possible.
Let’s get you motivated every single day, with myself and the other guys pushing you when you’re
having a bad/lazy day and need a shove in the right direction.
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You can’t tell me you’re serious about building a kickass life if you’re not willing to invest in
yourself.
Join the community now, and you’ll also get immediate access to recordings of every previous group
coaching session we’ve had as well.
Do you haveanyidea how much I would have killed to have direct access to my mentor (Chris
fromGoodLookingLoser)? I?d have cut off my left testicle for the kind of attention, care and ongoing
accountability I’m offering you here.
Let’s fucking go.

Whatever you’re currently struggling with, if you work with me and put in the effort, we’ll build
you into a kickass human being.
Helping guys with their mental wellbeing and helping them rise from the ashes is the topic that’s
closest to my heart. I spent more than a decade of my life in chronic depression, constantly suicidal,
wishing I had the balls to end my life but never actually working up the courage to do it. I felt
worthless, useless, hopeless, helpless – like there was no way out. All I wanted was for life to not
suck so much, for me to not spend every waking second in desperate despondency. I just wanted to
feel normal, like everybody else.
Here’s what other guys in the group are achieving right now:
* Losing their virginity
* Building an elite sex life (3somes, BDSM, friends-with-benefits)
* Overcoming depression
* Finding an amazing girlfriend
* Being honest & real with girls
* Building an awesome social life
* Becoming financially-independent/starting a business
* Improving their looks/self-improvement
* And a tonne more.
Jump on a free call with me to make sure you're a good fit for the group.
If you’re willing to work hard, our group coaching sessions together will do more for you than years
of therapy. I’ve heard this so many times I’ve lost count now: “Andy, in one coaching call you helped
me more than all the counsellors I paid thousand and thousands of dollars to.”

I give you real conversations, real advice and real empathyfrom someone who’s been in your
shoes, worked through it, and come out the other side. Most therapists/counsellors have no idea
what the hell it feels like to spend hours and hours a day wanting to kill yourself, thinking women
will never like you, wondering if you’ll ever have friends, for years and years. Most therapists talk
from a point of “theory”, but they’ve never actually overcome huge issues themselves and more
importantly gone on to be successful and crush their goals. I have. And so have the other
members in the group.
Now let’s get you the life you deserve.
Jump on a free call with me to make sure you're a good fit for the group.
MUST READ FIRST: This package is only for guys who are serious and willing to invest in their
future; I will ONLY work with you & fast track your results if you're actually ready to go all-in with
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your goals. I'll be pouring a tonne of my time and attention into you; you'll be getting my undivided
care during that time. As such, you need to make absolutely sure you're 100% committed to building
an awesome life.. × Dismiss alert
And here it is – the package you sign up for if you’re hardcore serious about building a truly elite sex
life, and getting the life you’ve always wanted. This is premium 1-on-1 coaching with me. I’m not
fucking around, and I expect you not to fuck around either. This package is not cheap, and I only
offer it to guys who are 100% ready to invest in themselves and go all-in with taking themselves
seriously.
No longer will you have to feel like a loser, alone, wishing you had a killer sex life. I felt that way
foryears– I know exactly how you’re feeling. I went through so many lonely nights crying my eyes
out sitting at home in my apartment by myself, feeling like a complete and utter zero, completely
convinced nobody would EVER want me. I hate the idea that anybody is sitting there feeling the
same hell I used to feel. I hate the idea you just want women to fucking like you, but you think that’s
utterly impossible. I want you to finally feel what it’s like to bewantedby women, to get that
validation you’ve been craving for years (trust me, it feels fuckinggoodbeing wanted). I’m here to
pull you out of the mud and get you the elite sex life you’ve always wanted.
Best of all, you can have all the lays you want in an ethical way – being 100% upfront and honest
with all the women you sleep with.
No pickup artist lines to memorise.
No manipulation or using women.
None of the drama.
Just 100% “keeping it real” and being authentic.
Coaching with me is like2 years worth of progress crammed into a few short months– you’re
shortcutting your success, saving yourself a TONNE of heartache and pain, and building a life other
guys will be envious of. I put a ridiculous amount of effort into this package – I’ll pour my heart and
soul into getting you laid.You’re investing in yourself, and saving yourself years of struggling,
having to figure everything out yourself, and never making any progress. Hence, “fast-track to
success”. Iwill make sure you succeed – as long as you’re willing to do the work.
Jump on a free call with me to make sure we're a good fit.
Wanna learn how to walk right up to a girl on the street and be fucking her a couple hours laterlike
I did here? Sick of feeling like a feeling like a complete and utter pussy every time you see a cute
girl, giving anything to have the confidence to go up to her and say hi… but you justcan’t?
Approach anxiety (that feeling of wanting to talk to a girl but being unable to do it) is a complete
bitch. Iget it; I went through absolute hell with my ownapproach anxiety; struggled for years until
finally I cracked the code and figured out how to beat it.Here’s a log I kept(including video diaries)
of my journey beating it and learning to hit on girls.

I had so many lonely nights, so many nights pacing back and forward in my apartment, angry and
frustrated and completely lost, asking myself, “What the fuck is wrong with me? Why can’t I hit on
girls? Do I deserve to be a fucking loser? Will I ever beat this thing?”
I went through absolute hell – and I want to make sure you don’t have to.
Do you really want to spend the next several years floundering when it comes to women, getting
rejected over and over, feeling like you’ll never reach a point of abundance, wishing you could
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have that true “I don’t give a fuck” mentality I talk about?
Do you really want to feel alone, wondering if you’ll ever have the kind of sex life and relationship
intimacy you truly want deep down?
Do you really want to settle with an average-looking woman and have average kids and live in an
average house and have an average life, knowing you could have done better if you’d decided to
take yourself seriously?
Do you really want to watch everybody else crush their goals and kill it on a daily basis, while you
sit idly by, feeling like you’re missing out?
No?
Then let me help you do what I have done, and more importantly, get you what I have.
Jump on a free call with me to make sure we're a good fit.

And what’s waiting for you on the other side of going all-in with coaching with me? Tonnes of
wild sex like I’ve had, including sex in public, banging girls within a couple hours of meeting them,
3somes (and4somes), BDSM, open relationships, wild adventures, financial independence and a
killer life.
You deserve all that(and more), so stop wasting time and hit me up so I can help you. I’ll give you
all the shortcuts and show you exactly what to do so you don’t have to struggle and suffer for years
like I did.
NOTE: I'll make it clear this is my most hardcore form of coaching - it's not cheap and is only for
guys who are EXTREMELY serious about kicking ass. It's only for those who want the premium
Andy experience - you and I will dominate your goals, together. You've got the chance to save
yourself years of struggling, of wasting time not making as much progress as you could be - start
taking yourself seriously and sign up for this package. × Dismiss alert
I’ll help you build the life you’ve always wanted & make sure you never have to be lonely again.
Jump on a quick call with me to make sure we’re a good fit to kick ass together – but only contact me
if you’re absolutely ready to go all-in:
Jump on a free call with me to make sure we're a good fit.

"But..." (Bullshit Excuses)
“I can’t afford it/I don’t have much money…”
Then you’re not actually serious. Plain and simple. Go read this, right now:If You Don?t Take
Yourself Seriously, How Can You Expect Anyone Else to?You either want to change your life and
achieve your goals, or you want to sit there and make bullshit excuses and lie to yourself.
Do you know how much I would have killed to be able to do 1-on-1 coaching with my mentor, Chris
from GoodLookingLoser if he offered it? I would have paid $15,000 for him to help me avoid the
years of suffering, pain, struggles, hardship and total hell I had to go through. I would have taken
out a fucking bank loan in order to pay him if he gave coaching (he didn’t, unfortunately) – I’d
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have done anythingto fast-track my success and avoid all those years of misery. And that’s what I’m
offering you – the chance to save yourself years of struggling and fast-forward to the part where you
actually get laid and actually crush your goals and actually get to enjoy your life.
Hell, and speaking of bank loans – I literally took out a $10,000 bank loan in order for me to move to
the centre of my city and work less hours at my job for ~6 months, so I could stay in a central
apartment and go all-in with getting laid. Best decision I ever made – I took my sex life seriously,
improved to where I am today, and made about 3 years worth of progress in 6 months. I saved myself
3 years of struggles and pain. Again, if you’re actually serious, you’ll do whatever it takes to get
your shit together.
Are you really going to choose to save a few dollars (which you’ll likely waste on bullshit and selfmedication, let’s be honest) instead of getting your priorities right, fixing your life and giving
yourself the sex life you’ve always dreamed of?
Come on, let’s be serious – you are wasting money on stupid stuff you don’t actually need right this
second. Buying take-out food when you could be cooking it yourself, wasting money on
alcohol/going out, money on self-medication instead of dealing with the actual problem so you don’t
need to self-medicate anymore. Stop wasting that money – invest in coaching and put it towards your
goals instead. Grow some balls, put your money where your mouth is, and decide your future is
worth investing in.
Want to end up old and alone, or worse – in an unhappy relationship, knowing you had a chance to
build a kickass sex life and find a great woman, but instead you just went with what was
‘comfortable’ and ‘easy’? No? Let’s make sure that doesn’t fucking happen then.
Hit me up and let’s start.

“Can youactuallyhelp me?”
Short answer:Yes. Long answer:Yes, if you’re willingto work hard, do the homework tasks I give
you and actually commit to building an awesome life. Everyone has the power to change, and I’ll be
the catalyst for you building a kickass life.I give you the tools , the support & the solid plan tohelp
you fix yourself.
If you want me to have a profound impact on your life, YOU have to work for it, and YOU have to
be the one to make the changes. I’ll guide you, give you all the wisdom and motivation I have, but at
the end of the day YOU need to be the one to take life by the horns, take matters into your own hands
and build an awesome life. I’ll be right there with you.

“Now’s not the right time/I should make some more progress
first”
Already got you covered; watch this:
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“I should focus on my career first.”
This discussion comes up from time to time, and the answer is always: Focus on your sex life first,
and worry about your career once that’s handled.
Can you really focus on your career when you feel deep down you’re aloser with women?
Can you really give your finances much time or attention when you’re constantly distracted by
thoughts of, “If only I could get laid…”?
All that ends up happening every single time I see a guy try is he half-asses his career for a couple
years, then comes back to our forums and says, “Ok, I’m finally ready to admit I need to get laid first
and stop wasting time.”
You can’t build an epic sex life without focusing on it 100% – your career isn’t going anywhere. You
can work on it after you’ve gone all-in with building a sex life/finding a girlfriend/whatever it is you
truly want deep down.
If you’re happy with an average, mediocre sex life, than more power to you. But I know myself and
every guy I’ve ever talked to doesn’t want to be average with women – we all want to get laid
whenever we want without feeling like it’s “just luck”. Be honest with yourself: You want to be good
with women, not lucky with women.
I’ll quote a couple paragraphs from an article I wrote:
“I was afraid to go all-in with getting laid, because I hadn’t yet handled my career/finances. I was
almost 30 (and about to have a mid-life crisis) because my life wasn’t what I thought it was
“supposed” to be. I was poor – massively in debt (about $25,000 AUD). I didn’t have a good job, let
alone a career. All my mates were making hella bank, getting promotions at work, and I was just
sitting around being a mess. Who the fuck was I to think I had the right to go out and try to get laid,
when my finances were a mess and my life wasn’t where it was supposed to be?
Thing is, I couldn’t focus on career. I couldn’t focus on making money. I couldn’t start a business. I
couldn’t do much of anything; because I was so caught up in the fact I knew I couldn’t really get
laid. It ate away at me, it drove my self-esteem down, it made me feel worthless. I knew even if I had
the best career in the world, even if I was making a million dollars a year, I’d feel like a loser if girls
didn’t like me and I couldn’t get laid.”
I am so so glad I decided to handle my sex life first; it put me in a muchbetter position to handle then
go on to handle my finances (through this website and helping other guys).
Sort out your sex life first, and you’ll be in a much better position to dominate your career. Getting
good with women improves your life in a billion ways that’ll positively-benefit your
career/everything else. Read this:How Getting Laid Makes You a Better Man (Is Having Lots of Sex
a Meaningless, Shallow Goal?)

“It’s too late for me/ I’m too old”.
No, it’s not.Shut up and read this. I didn’t even start my self-improvement/getting-laid efforts until I
was 28. I was a complete and utter failure at life right up until that point, and if it wasn’t too late for
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me at 28, it’s not too late for you no matter your age.
It’s orders-of-magnitude easier for me to get laid in my mid-30’s than it EVER was in my 20’s. I
know I’m only going to get laid more – and more easily – as I enter my 40’s and really start having a
kickass life. Don’t let age be the reason you continue to live your life as a sad loser like I did for all
those years.

Because here’s the thing: can you really afford to keep buying pickup artist books, memorising
10,000 lines and routines that don’t actually get you laid, hanging around nerdy forums where
nobody actually sticks their penis in a vagina, going onThe Red Pilland reading about how much
women suck? Or are you ready to actually take some damn action and fix your sex life? Let’s go.
Message me and we’ll get cracking.

“I’m too short / I’m not white like Andy / [some other reason
why Andy is ‘better’ than me]”.
Sorry, fuck that bullshit. Already wrote an entire article answering these bullshit excuses: “I Can’t
Get Laid Because…“
And here’s a 2-part interview with one of my clients Ed, who was 5ft6 & a 31yo virgin when he first
started coaching with me.
And here’s a 5ft1 guy who gets laid more than you.
My site’s helped thousands of guys who were shorter than me, older than me, younger than me,
blacker/more Asian/insert-some-other-race-here, guys with less money than me, guys with more
money than me, guys with mental issues, guys with severe hangups about women. You know the
ONE thing they all had in common? They didn’t let dumb excuses hold them back. They took action
in spite of their fears, hesitations and doubts. Hell, I have doubts all the time. Read this:I Am Always
Full of Doubt. Then shut the fuck up and send me a message so we can get started improving your
life.

“I’m depressed.”
I’ve said it a million times but I’ll say it again: if I can overcome my depression, you can too.
Helping guys overcome depression and move past negative thinking is the thing I am absolutely most
passionate about above all else. I can’t even begin to describe to you how fucking horrifyinglypainful
and miserable my life was for over a decade. I was obese, depressed, suicidal, withzerofriends, in
abusive relationships for 9 years total, I was an alcoholic with a bad porn addiction, agoraphobia
(inability to leave the house), I hated myself and all I wanted was to die so it could all finally be
over. Here’s my full story (including how I fixed it):My Transformation Story.

I was the very definition of a loser, a failure, a nobody, a miserable wretch. No matter where you’re
at or how deep in a hole you feel, I absolutely promise you it’s fixable. After all,if I can do it, you
sure as hell can too.
NOTE for guys with depression:
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NOTE for guys with depression: if you’re struggling with depression, before we continue, I want
you to read these 3 articles. It’s important.
1. How I Beat Depression & Learned to be an Optimist (My Story)
2. Don’t Kill Yourself.
3. When You Feel Hopeless and Helpless…
Then I want you to answer the questions I laid out for you in that 3rd link. If you want me to help
you fix your depression, I only accept clients who’ve filled out those questions honestly and in detail,
in order for me to see that you’re serious about improving things and taking action (even if it’s hard).

“I have too far to go, I have too many changes to
make.”
And so your genius idea is to try and do that by yourself? Struggle for years and years like I did
because I was too “proud” to ask for help, making 10 million mistakes, having no idea what the fuck
I was doing, feeling completely hopeless and useless? You have a chance to fast-track your success,
skip literally years of pain and suffering, and get the ball rolling right now. Stop wasting time
focusing on all the changes you need to make, and just make the first change: hit me up for coaching
so I can help you.
No man is an island. So stop trying to be one. Message me.

“I’m not a player/I’m too much of a loser/this isn’t me.”
If I had a dollar for every single time I felt like a loser, like a fraud, like a complete imposter who
didn’t really deserve to get laid: I’d be a god damn billionaire. Go read throughthe log I keptof my
self-improvement/getting laid journey, and you’ll see for most of it I absolutely did not believe I’d
ever become a player, or that I deserved to get laid a lot. Here’s some quotes from that log:
“I thought about it a lot this morning and I still feel like I don?t ?deserve? to hit on hot chicks. Like I
don?t have the right. Like ?who is this ugly guy, who does he think he is, he shouldn?t be hitting on
chicks out of his league?. But2 months ago I didn?t even think I deserved to bang average/ugly
chicks.”
Another quote:
“I still feel like it was a fluke, like it was just luck. I still don?t believe I ?deserve? hot chicks yet, I
really don?t. Last night was scary because I honestly felt like she was too hot and I was scared to kiss
her. I have this feeling like I won?t see her again, she?ll regret the sex or something and not talk to
me again. I honestly think it would hurt my confidence if I didn?t see her again, I?d really take the
rejection personally.”
Another quote:
“Do I deserve to cold approach? I don?t know.”
Hell, even after I had my first 3some, I still didn’t feel like I “deserved” to get laid. Here’s what I
wrote the day after the 3some:
“I don?t have much of a sense of entitlement; I know it doesn?t seem like it from my logs, but I still
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don?t believe I ?deserve? to get laid. But I feel like this 3some was a huge step to becoming ?a guy
who gets laid?.”
A tonne of my coaching clients say the same stuff to me – “I’m not cool enough to get laid”. They
then go on to build kickass sex lives the average guy can’t even dream of. If they can do it, you sure
as hell can too.
Please, please, please don’t let “I don’t deserve to get laid” be the reason you hold yourself back. I
felt exactly the same way too. You can overcome it – let me help you. Send me a message and we’ll
start.

“I’m nervous/not sure what to say on the call”
Most people who hit me up are nervous – that’s completely fucking normal. I myself am nervous
every single time I do something that I haven’t done before – read this.
Don’t stress – I prepare a tonne of notes before each call, so I’ll be carrying most of the conversation
(less pressure for you). I do most of the talking, I guide the session – leave the “heavy lifting” to
me.Don’t let nervousness be the reason you hold back; you need torun towards fear.
Jump on a free call with me to get the ball rolling.

Still scared to dive in and ﬁx your life? Jump on a free
call with me to discuss whatever it is you're worried
about.
Yep – call me on the phone/Zoom/Skype/Whatsapp/whatever (click here and we’ll book it in) and
ask me any questions you have. We’ll dive in an figure out why you’re holding back from doing a
coaching package – whether it’s fear of going all-in and actually taking your life seriously, or a worry
you won’t ever actually be able to change, etc. No sales bullshit, no pressure (I can’t be bothered
trying to convince anyone who’s not serious – it’s not my job to convince you to build an awesome
life). But I will happily talk through whatever your concerns are and find a way we can win together.
Book in a quick (free) call with me.

More Testimonials from Guys Who've Become Elite
TAKE MASSIVE ACTION
You’re at the bottom of the page. You’ve read all you need to read. Stop procrastinating and decide
you’re actually going to TAKE MASSIVE ACTION and fix your fucking life.

Now let’s get going.Contact meand I’ll kick your ass into gear, starting right now.
-Andy
Alright, I'll stop making dumb excuses & actually fix my fucking life.
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How to Avoid STDs (Are They as Scary as People Make Out?)
January 12, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
(Cover image by: Dainis Graveris)
Are STDs something to freak out over – or are the risks overblown?
Listen to the podcast episode talking about this:
SHOWNOTES:
Bathmate:
https://theinnerwinnershow.com/bathmate
Honest Guide to STDs (by Mark Manson):
https://markmanson.net/std-guide
Everybody is Lying to You, All The Time:
https://theinnerwinnershow.com/51/
Summary from the podcast:
STD risks are massively overblown. Read this: Your Honest Guide to STDs.
Almost all STDs are curable.
You likely already have an STD (HPV).
The nurses at two of my local STD clinics literally will not test me for most of the STDs,
because I have no symptoms. They literally advise us not to go get tested unless we’re already
showing symptoms.
READ THIS: You need to do your own research. YOU need to go research the risk of
catching each STD, and figure out what level of risk you’re comfortable taking. It’s not my job
to tell you to wear a condom or not wear a condom. You’re an adult, do your own research. It’s
your life, not mine.
Pregnancy is the STD you really need to be afraid of. And is the main reason for wearing a
condom.
I personally lower my STD risk by not having sex with girls who’ve had a lot of sex (party
girls), or girls who do hard drugs or drink a lot, etc.
I use condoms with every girl I’m not sure about.
A lot of the time, I’ll use condoms until I get to know the girl and trust her (eg she’s gotten
tested herself).
I also get tested once a year. So does my girlfriend.
Again, do your own research and then figure out your own stance on condoms/protection. If
you still can’t figure it out, just default to always wearing condoms, for your own peace of
mind. (But I still want you to do your own research).
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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How to Take the Lead Without Being Controlling
January 13, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
You can listen to this as a podcast episode:
Quite a few guys have asked this question – “How do I differentiate between taking the lead and
being masculine… vs being too controlling?” Or put more simply, “How can I take the lead without
turning into a control freak?”
Easy – by taking the lead and asking for her input, before making the final decision. You’re the
captain of the ship, but she’s your first mate.
It looks like this:
1) Take the lead by initiating the conversation.
2) Ask for her input, listen to it and take it into consideration.
3) Make the final decision.
An example:
You: “I’m hungry, let’s go get some food. How’s pizza?”
Her: “That sounds really good, I’d love pizza.”
You: “Cool, let’s go.”
In this example, she’s completely happy to go along with your plans (most of the time, most girls are
happy to go with the flow) – but you still gave her a chance to give a bit of input. You asked her,
“How’s pizza?” If she really didn’t want pizza, you gave her a chance to tell you, and you would
have picked something else. But you still took the lead by offering pizza in the first place.
So, you took the lead – while still asking for her input. That’s all you ever have to do in order to not
be controlling – just ask for a bit of input.
Compare that to an example of being too controlling:
You: “I’m hungry. We’re going to go get pizza.”
Her: “Oh, ok.”
In this example, you obviously haven’t even offered her a choice. You’ve told her what you’re both
going to do. Sometimes chicks dig that – especially in the bedroom. But if you do it all the time, and
never give her a chance to give some input, that’s when you stray over into controlling territory.
It’s also possible to go too far in the other direction, and ask for too much input, whilst also not even
bothering to take the lead. An example:
You: “I’m hungry. What do you think we should eat?”
Her: “I don’t know. What do you feel like?”
You: “I don’t know, what do you feel like?”
Her: “I’m happy to eat anything, so let’s pick whatever you like.”
You: “No I’m happy to go anywhere as well, so tell me what you want.”
Her: “Umm…”
Yeah. Shit. I’ve seen so many guys do this – they won’t even bother trying to take the lead, and they
basically dump it on the girl, expecting her to make all the decisions. 99% of girls don’t find your
complete lack of direction very attractive.
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So hit that middle ground – take the lead and offer a plan/solution, ask for her input on it, then
make your final decision.
For bigger decisions (eg decisions that are more important than just where you’re going to eat
dinner), I like to explain the rationale behind my final decision. Particularly if my final decision is
different to what she said she wants. I’ll talk it through with her, show her where I’m coming from,
make it clear to her I took her input on board, and explain why I’ve chosen a different decision. If
you want someone to go with your idea rather than their own, explaining the rationale behind your
decision is the only way to get them on board so they’re not resentful.
I also like explaining my thought process to people for the reason that it helps me think through why
I’ve made a particular decision so I’m more sure about it. And it’s a brilliant teaching moment,
especially if you’re dating younger or more shy/less assertive girls. A lot of them literally don’t have
the tools to easily make decisions yet; I like to teach them those tools, give them little techniques on
being more assertive (this book helps, so does this one).
A lot of times a girl will give me her input and it’s immediately clear if we went with her suggestion,
it’d be a bad idea. In those cases, I’ll take a bit of time to explain why her suggestion wouldn’t work,
and then I’ll give her a chance to come up with a better decision with me. Or, I’ll pick a better
decision, and again explain my rationale and thought process behind it so she doesn’t feel like I’m
just rejecting her idea and steamrolling over the top of her.
If all this sounds like a lot of work, don’t stress – a lot of this stuff only applies once you’ve been
seeing a girl for a while. Early on, particularly on the first couple of dates, most girls will be fully ok
with you taking the lead and making almost all of the decisions – as long as you make a token gesture
to get her input. Again, even just a casual, “Does that sound good?” is perfect. As in, “Let’s grab a
drink at 6pm at [this bar]. Does that sound good?”
As I said earlier, I’ve also seen some guys over-worry about “being controlling”, and go too far in the
other direction, and end up not taking the lead at all. Remember, as the man it’s your “job” to take the
lead, so to speak. 99% of women don’t like taking the lead; they prefer you to do it.
After you’ve had sex with a girl, you then want to continue taking the lead. When you next want to
meet up with her, it’s up to you to send the message saying, “Hey cutie, free tomorrow night at
6pm?” and then inviting her over to your place to bang again. You should always be the one planning
dates/sex/hangouts – of course, allowing her the room to give her input if she wants to. And let’s be
clear, you should be steering things towards what you want – whether that’s a fuckbuddy situation, a
relationship, whatever. 99.9% of girls want a man who leads; they’re very happy following a guy
who (appears to) know what he wants. As long as you ask for a bit of input along the way, most
girls are very happy to go with what you want to do, 95% of the time.
And don’t feel like you always have to know exactly what you want. It’s ok to be unsure sometimes. I
don’t always know exactly what I want. In those cases, you can still lead by initiating the
conversation and asking for her input. The very act of initiating the conversation is taking the lead.
An example: “Hey I’ve been thinking we should try something new and fun in the bedroom. What’s
some things you’ve always wanted to try?” If she doesn’t have any immediate suggestions, you can
both jump on this site and “research” some fun ideas together.
So again, taking the lead doesn’t mean you’re controlling. Taking the lead doesn’t mean you never
ask for input. I ask for input all the time, especially with my girlfriend (someone I’ve been seeing for
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a few years now). The longer you date a girl, the more you’ll start to ask for her input; the more
you’ll respect her input.
Girls will love you for being masculine enough to take the lead, but also considerate/decent enough to
always give them an opportunity to tell you if they really don’t like your plan. You’re going to find
just by allowing them the chance to give input if they want to, 99% of the time they’ll just say, “I’m
happy with your plan, let’s do it”. The fact you keep the door open to her input is what makes her
trust your judgement and what makes her more likely to just defer to whatever you suggest.
So:
1. Take the lead.
2. Ask for her input, take it into consideration.
3. Make the final decision.
SHOWNOTES:
Bathmate:
How to Use the Bathmate to Get That Big Dick
No More Mr Nice Guy:
https://kyil-extra.com/recommendations/#no-more-mr-nice-guy
When I Say No, I Feel Guilty:
https://kyil-extra.com/recommendations/#when-i-say-no-i-feel-guilty
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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Winner’s Mindset vs Loser’s Mindset (Female Listener)
January 18, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
(Cover image by: Giorgio Trovato)
Do you have to be perfect in order to have True Love? ? Is The Red Pill correct that every woman
will eventually leave you?
Note to guys: This podcast is absolutely applicable to you – the first bit is directed at females, but
most of the rest of the episode is aimed at men.
Listen to the episode:

SHOWNOTES:
Why You are NOT Meant to Live My Lifestyle Forever:
https://theinnerwinnershow.com/11
Eventually You’ll End Up Settling Down:
https://killyourinnerloser.com/settling/
There is No Such Thing as Alpha:
https://killyourinnerloser.com/alpha
My Patreon (early access to episodes, I answer your questions, and even free monthly coaching calls
with me):
https://patreon.com/killyourinnerloser
Previous episode from a female listener, talking about similar topics:

Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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How You Can Encourage Others (Even If You’re a Total
Newbie)
January 18, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
How sharing a little bit of encouragement helps you retain girls, build an awesome life for yourself
and make the world a better place.
Listen to the episode:
SHOWNOTES:
Coaching I Offer (I guarantee I’ll absolutely change your damn life):
https://killyourinnerloser.com/coaching
Why I Write for This Site:
https://killyourinnerloser.com/why-i-write-for-this-site
My Forums:
https://killyourinnerloser.com/forums
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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3 Ways to Live with a Woman and Still Be Productive
January 19, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
My top 3 techniques for making sure you – and she – absolutely crush your goals without distracting
each other when you live together.
Listen to the episode:

Summary:
We’re going to talk about living with a woman, but still being hella productive
Dick too small? Her pussy too large? Never fear, the bathmate is here! Use the bathmate pump
to pump your dick up just before sex, make that sausage nice and fat, and she’ll think you’re a
sex god. I use mine whenever I want to put a little more oompf into my coital relations – good
times for all. If you use my link, you get free shipping, and I get a small commission – so
you’re helping me keep creating more killer content for you, which is hugely appreciated. Link
in the shownotes below, or go to killyourinnerloser.com/bathmate
So I normally live on my own – I’ve always been a guy who needs his own space. I just can’t
function with someone else in my space.
With COVID lockdowns and all the psychotic shit that happened in Melbourne where I used to
live, my girlfriend Imogen and I moved and went to stay with her mother for a few months. So
I made the choice to live with Imogen and her mother temporarily, because it was better than
being in Melbourne.
That town started bringing in more fucked up laws just like Melbourne, so we planned a move
to Brisbane. But in order to move there, we had to already have a place of residence or they
wouldn’t let us in. Yep, more draconian bullshit.
So we had to just grab an apartment – any apartment – without being able to inspect it first. It
was easier for us to just find 1 apartment rather than have to dick about finding 2. So we made
the compromise to live together for a year until the lease is up, and then we’ll live in separate
apartments again.
So I’ve had to adjust and figure out ways to still be productive while having your girl with you.
Because living with a woman can be INCREDIBLY distracting – especially if they also work
from home like Imogen does.
You want to fuck each other all the time. You want to hangout and just chat, and have some
cuddles, and spend time together. All that shit feels really really really nice… but I got to a
point a few months ago where I was doing it too much, and using her as a distraction or
procrastination from my goals.
So this has been a good exercise in me figuring out how to live with a woman and enjoy having
some female company, without ruining my productivity.
Number 1 has been sleeping in separate bedrooms. This is absolutely mandatory for any couple
that both have missions they’re working on and both want to be productive. Sleep is paramount
– I’ve even written an article on that (link in shownotes below). You cannot be productive if
your sleep is dogshit. And it’s bloody hard to get good sleep if you’re sharing a bedroom with
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someone.
If you fuck your sleep up, it’s damn-near impossible to get as much done. No matter how hard
you try, you just won’t be as productive, as creative, as motivated, as energetic as you can be
with (roughly) 8hrs of undisturbed sleep.
So fix your sleep ABOVE ALL ELSE. Good sleep – sleep in separate bedrooms, in a cool or
cold room, as black as possible, on a comfortable bed with comfortable pillows and earplugs –
is game-changing for your productivity.
Not just that, but your entire life will be better – you’ll be happier, more creative, your brain
works faster – everything is orders of magnitude better if you sleep in your own bed.
Imogen and I both start winding down for bed at roughly 9pm – we’ll both go into our own
bedrooms, read a book or watch a YouTube video (always using our blue-light-blocking
glasses so the screentime doesn’t keep us awake – link in shownotes below to those glasses so
you can see what I’m talking about).
The second thing that’s worked for us is both having our own daily todo lists of all the tasks we
want to accomplish. And no matter what, that list MUST be done.
In order to get that list done, I set aside time where I am not allowed to be distracted by
Imogen. I’ve drilled it into her, “I literally want you to IGNORE me until this time”. Most days
it’s 3pm – so I’m not to be disturbed before then. I’ve literally told her, “I don’t want you to
talk to me, or say anything to me, or ask me if I want something to eat, or ask me if I want a
glass of water – you have to ignore me. And I must do the same with you – I have to ignore
you.”
(Obviously if there’s an emergency we’re allowed to talk to each other, of course. But for the
most part, it’s “do not disturb” until 3pm”).
Sunday is our day off – we spend the ENTIRE day together from the second we wake until the
second we go to bed. That’s our “couples day” where we go on a roadtrip, do a weekly checkin (link in shownotes below to an episode we did talking about how productive our weekly
check-ins have been for us).
It may sound a little “cold” to literally ignore each other until 3pm, but for us, that’s been
lifesaving. It’s the only way we can both be productive without distracting each other. Because
we love the fucking shit out of each other, and every second I spend with her feels really god
damn good. Which means it’s so damn tempting for me to just spend all day with her,
procrastinating working on my site, or doing podcasts, etc. It feels really nice just being around
her, and that can quickly turn into complacency. Which is not what either of us want.
I’m also at the stage right now where I’m hustling – so is she. We both have financial goals we
want to hit, so now isn’t the time for us to spend all day cuddling and procrastinating. We can
do that shit once we’ve hit our financial goals.
So if you’re in the same position where you’re currently working on some big goals, but you
also live with a woman – talk with her and get her to listen to this podcast. Talk about setting a
certain block of time aside each day that’s your “do not disturb” time – and use that time to
absolutely SMASH your goals. Then once that time is up, you can spend all the time you like
together.
The benefit of this is you’ll find when your do not disturb time is over, you’ll feel like you’ve
accomplished some really huge things that day – because you were FOCUSED. So you’ll be
able to relax and really enjoy your time with your girl in the afternoons/evenings, fully focusing
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on HER, without any distractions from work.
I got this from a guy called Alex Becker, who gives business and life advice and mentors guys.
This is exactly what he does with his woman (I think he’s actually married) – they don’t disturb
each other until the afternoon, and then he can absolutely give her his wholehearted attention,
without even thinking about work. He even turns his phone off so he literally can’t be
distracted, and just gives her the entire rest of his day. She’s said she likes this better, because
he’s completely with her and living in the moment, without thinking about work (because he’s
already handled his work shit for the day).
So give this a try, if you’re living with a woman. Sleep in separate bedrooms so your sleep is
absolutely perfect. And set a certain block of time aside each day as your “do not disturb” time.
If you’ve got big goals you want to achieve, have the do not disturb time be quite a big block of
time (mine is 8am-3pm; 7hrs). If you’ve already handled your biggest goals, and your income
is pretty passive, you can set aside a smaller block of time.
If you can create a divide between “work time” and “couples time”, you’ll be able to 100%
focus on both, and go all-in with both. Work deserves your undivided attention. Your girl
deserves your undivided attention. The only way to do that is to create a hard wall between
them, so they don’t bleed over into each other.

Shownotes:
Bathmate (free shipping with my link, plus you directly support me – cheers):
https://killyourinnerloser.com/bathmate
Sleep is Paramount:
https://kyil-extra.com/sleep-is-paramount/
Blue-light-blocking Glasses:
https://kyil-extra.com/sleep-is-paramount/#blue-light-blocking-glasses
Weekly Check-ins:
https://theinnerwinnershow.com/40/
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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Bathmate Unboxing and How-To Guide
January 22, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Quite a few of you have asked me for a more detailed guide on using the Bathmate, so I put together
a guide as well as a full unboxing:
I’ve also got a more in-depth written guide on using it, as well as a bunch of nude pics of girls I’ve
used the Bathmate on (you dirty pervs):
How I Use the Bathmate
If you want to grab the Bathmate yourself using my link to get free shipping (and support me), use
this link:
This is the exact site I used to buy mine (affiliate link):

Any questions about the Bathmate in general, drop a comment below and I’ll answer.
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Lying is Easier in the Moment, but Harder in the Longterm
January 27, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
(Cover image by: Pawe? Czerwi?ski)
Listen to the audio version:
Let’s start with this question:
“Can’t I just save myself the trouble and lie to a girl to get laid/get what I want?”
Sure – if you want extra drama, guilt on your conscience (it almost always catches up with you), the
extra pressure from having to remember and keep up your lies, the feeling that you can never quite
trust the girls you’re with (because why would you trust them when you’ve been lying to them and
haven’t built a sense of trust/honesty?)… then lie if you want to. In other words, lying may seem
easy in the moment, but it always comes back to bite you.
You’ll find when you start doing the opposite and instead embracing honesty, you’ll naturally filter in
girls who are also willing to meet your honesty with full honesty themselves. No more games, no
more tricks, no more bullshit – just two people saying exactly what the fuck they mean, and not
trying to “beat” each other. Which leads to less drama – you’ll never get caught out in a lie or have an
argument. You’ll never feel the tension from having to lie to each other, always treading carefully in
case the other person is manipulating you too.
Being honest and just being “real” with girls is so much easier. Once you get decent at practicing
honesty (start here), sex/dating/relationships become a relative walk in the park. You get to just say
what you mean without having to phrase anything “perfectly” or worry about how she’ll react. And
you’ll be able to ask simple questions of girls, and get back an honest answer 95% of the time. Easy,
fun sex without any of the bullshit drama.
To be fair, I understand why guys are often tempted to tell a small lie in the moment – it’s fairly easy.
An example – a girl asks you, “Are you sleeping with other girls?” You worry she won’t like if you
say yes (because you’re relatively new to the concept of honesty, and you don’t have any evidence
that women will receive your honesty well). So you go with the easy, tempting lie and say, “No, I’m
not sleeping with other girls.”
Easy in the short term. She accepts your answer and it seems to have worked. But now, you find
yourself having to hide your phone from her and make sure she never sees it. You also find yourself
second-guessing whether other girls you’re sleeping with have left a hair-tie, or an earring, or
something else in your apartment that she might see. Any time she comes over, you find yourself
turning your phone on silent so she won’t hear any texts that might come in from other girls. I’ve
been in this situation before (I wasn’t always honest back in the day), and it absolutely sucks. It feels
like you can’t actually enjoy all the sex you’re having because you’re too busy worrying whether the
girls will eventually find out you’ve been bullshitting them.
Lying is easy in the short term, but an absolute pain in the long-term.
Lying also isn’t necessary. You can get laid like crazy with a tonne of hot girls while also being
completely open, honest, transparent and upfront. In fact, I’ve gotten laid more the more upfront
I’ve been. Not to mention, the sex is far more fun, wilder, kinkier; precisely because they can see I’m
not manipulating them, and they can let go and be in the moment with me. They trust me, they can
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see I’m being honest, so they don’t need to be on their guard or hold back.
So start being real with girls. Drop the games, start being honest about what you want, and treat them
like they’re on the same team as you.
SHOWNOTES:
Check out my Patreon for early access to all episodes, ask me questions I’ll answer on podcasts for
you, and even a free monthly coaching call at the higher tiers:
https://patreon.com/killyourinnerloser
How to Be Honest:
https://killyourinnerloser.com/honesty-is-an-ideal/
You and Me (On the Same Team):
https://killyourinnerloser.com/you-and-me/
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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The Become a Winner Coaching Program
January 28, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Desperate for a coaching program that gives you on-going accountability, access to me to ask me
questions and get heaps of advice and motivation throughout the week, and a like-minded
brotherhood of guys who are on a mission to crush their goals?
Join myBecome a Winner coaching programand get weekly group coaching calls, as well as DAILY
access to me via our private Facebook community for feedback and motivation and support from
other guys who are as serious as you about kicking some serious ass.
This is THE place to be if you want to start kicking some fucking ass in life, and live an elite
life.
Desperate for a coaching program that gives you on-going accountability, access to me to ask me
questions and get heaps of advice and motivation throughout the week, and a like-minded
brotherhood of guys who are on a mission to crush their goals?
Join my Become a Winner coaching program and get weekly group coaching calls, as well as DAILY
access to me via our private Facebook community for feedback and motivation and support from
other guys who are as serious as you about kicking some serious ass.
This is THE place to be if you want to start kicking some fucking ass in life, and live an elite
life.
Click here to sign up for the Become a Winner coaching program
The guys who’ve enrolled in this coaching program are all dudes who are ABSOLUTELY
SERIOUS about crushing their goals – they’re all guys just like yourself who are willing to invest,
go all-in and build something epic. We all have each other’s backs. Every day we all post tips and
tricks we’ve learned on being more successful, we motivate the shit out of each other and lift each
other up when someone’s having a bad day. (Of course I give plenty of my own advice and answer
everybody’s questions too). They’re absolute legends – and I want you to be a part of it too.
One of my guys has this to say about the coaching program:
Every single week, we do a group coaching call where I answer all your questions about problems
you’re having, questions about getting laid/overcoming depression/making
friends/Tinder/relationships/sex/etc. I answer every single question and keep everyone on track with
their goals, and push you to build a kickass life.
I’m also way more open (I share more of my personal life) in this coaching program than I am in
articles/podcasts/etc – I talk about my goals, my finances and how I’m making money from this
site/my coaching, I cover the things I’m working through and what my plans for the future are.
You’re getting an inside look on how I accomplish my goals, and how you can too.
If you?ve been trying to get in touch with me on the forum or via email to ask me questions & be
mentored by me, Become a Winner is the place to do it. I don?t have time to do so on my forums
anymore, so this coaching program is the place to be if you want my support/advice/motivation.
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Let’s save you months/years of pain and figuring things out on
your own, struggling and feeling like you’re lost, feeling like it’s
hopeless, feeling like you’re never going to make it.
Let’s fast-track your success and all but guarantee you hit your goals.
Let’s get you around a bunch of like-minded guys who’ll give a shit about you, have your back, and
push you to do the things you never thought possible.
Let’s get you motivated every single day, with myself and the other guys pushing you when you’re
having a bad/lazy day and need a shove in the right direction.
You can’t tell me you’re serious about building a kickass life if you’re not willing to invest in
yourself.
Join the community now, and you’ll also get immediate access to recordings of every previous group
coaching session we’ve had as well.
Do you have any idea how much I would have killed to have direct access to my mentor (Chris
from GoodLookingLoser)? I?d have cut off my left testicle for the kind of attention, care and ongoing
accountability I’m offering you here.
Let’s fucking go.
Click here to sign up for the Become a Winner coaching program
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Is it a Double-Standard to Sleep with Other Girls, While
Wanting a Monogamous Girlfriend?
January 29, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
(Cover image by: Gregory Pappas)
Listen to the audio version of this article:
I get asked this question from time to time – “Is there anything wrong with me wanting to sleep with
lots of girls, but preferring them to only want to sleep with me?” I’ve talked about the idea of
“double-standards” here:
Storytime with Andy: Why Losing Fat Matters Above All Else
Open Relationships & Boundaries
But it’s a topic with a lot of nuance to it, so I’d like to have another crack at it.
The short answer is: As long as you’re not forcing or manipulating girls into only sleeping with you
(which would be very controlling), then do whatever you want to do. If you want to sleep with
multiple girls but only sleep with girls who’ll be monogamous to you, then screen for that. (That
said, we’ll be diving into why I don’t necessarily recommend you do that).
And there’s a tonne of women out there who are cool with only sleeping with 1 guy – and many who
actively want that. A lot of girls literally could not give a toss if you’re banging multiple girls (as
long as you’re honest and upfront about it), but they don’t like the idea of sleeping with multiple guys
themselves. My girlfriend Imogen is a great example of this – early on when we were casually dating,
she came to me and said, “I know you’ll always sleep with lots of girls, but I don’t like the way it
feels for me when I see more than one guy. So I’m just going to see you, if that’s ok.”
She’s not the only one – in fact, most girls I’ve slept with prefer to just sleep with 1 guy at a time.
I’ve lost count of the number of girls who’ve said, “I don’t mind if you see multiple people, but I’ll
just see you”. Hell, even as I write this, there’s a girl Imogen and I are seeing together, who directly
asked us how many other girls we’re seeing. We told her, and her answer was, “Ok, but I only like to
see one person at a time, so I’ll just see you two”. (Yes, I’m aware of the irony of that statement…)
Now, maybe all this has got a lot to do with the fact I prefer submissive/very feminine women, and
I’m less into extroverted, party girls (the type of girls who’d probably seek out more nonmonogamy). Submissive and shy women tend not to want to go out and bang a lot of guys at the
same time. The point is, there’s a shitload of women out there who would love to only see you, while
you see multiple women (again, as long as you’re honest with everyone).
I do have to address the elephant in the room though – you need to sit down and really ask yourself
the question: “Am I just doing all this out of insecurity?” Are you saying you only want girls who’ll
sleep with just you, because you’re insecure…
Other guys will have a bigger dick than you
Other guys will “take her away from you”
Other guys will fuck her better than you
Other guys will have more money than you
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Other guys will be buffer than you.
Other guys will be leaner than you.
Other guys will be stronger than you.
Other guys will be better than you.
I had to ask myself this question early on in my getting-laid journey. “Am I just being insecure here?”
And I had to be honest with myself and admit, “Yeah. I’m scared other guys will be better than me,
and she won’t want me anymore.”
It’s the elephant in the room. It’s painful to admit. That’s why I want you to be really honest with
yourself: Are you insecure, like I was?
If so, tackle it. Beat it. Run towards your fear and conquer it. In my case, I beat it by working on my
own self-improvement (start here) and getting myself to a point where I really liked myself. Having a
lot of sex helped too – once I was at a point where I’d had sex with far more than the average guy, I
really wasn’t worried about girls running off with other guys and ditching me.
The final step was humbling myself, and admitting I probably wasn’t the absolute number 1 human
being on the planet. I probably didn’t have the biggest cock a girl had ever had. Maybe I wasn’t the
tallest guy she’d slept with. Definitely not the richest. Maybe not the best. Did it matter? It sounds
clich but once I got to a point where I liked myself, I didn’t really give a fuck about other guys. I was
good enough, and that’s all that mattered.
I was able to let go and tell girls, “Sleep with whomever you want to sleep with. It’s all good.” Here’s
a quote from a story I wrote about a girl I slept with a few years ago:
She ends up opening up to me and tells me, very timidly, “Um.. I’m actually going on a date with a
guy after I see you today. We’re not going to have sex, but I thought maybe I should tell you.” I
laugh, tell her to have fun and let me know how it goes.
I also found myself becoming less and less judgemental of girls having sex in general too. I used to
think “any girl who dates more than 1 guy is a total fucking slut” (Yeah, I was quite judgemental…)
Since dropping that insecure view of female sexuality, I’ve been rewarded with much more honesty
and trust. Girls open up to me now far more than they ever did in the past. Not only does that result in
more honesty, but the sex is a million times better. A girl that feels like she can “let go” and open
up to you, without being judged, will have the confidence to do absolutely anything you want in the
bedroom – because she knows you aren’t going to think less of her.
All that said; if you’re not open-minded right now and you’re a bit judgemental when it comes to
girls being sexual; don’t beat yourself up. As I said, I was incredibly judgemental for years – the
thing that fixed it was meeting more girls, getting to know them, and seeing that some of them were
the most fucking awesome people you’d ever meet. Just the act of having more sexual experience and
dating more girls helped me – just like it’ll help you too. I found myself empathising more with girls
and judging them less. Getting laid yourself also improves things – it’s hard to care how much sex
a girl is having when you’re having more.
And look, at the end of the day, it’s your life – if you absolutely don’t ever want to be ok with girls
banging other guys – fine. Just make sure you never control them or tell them what to do, and instead
screen really hard for girls who only sleep with 1 guy at a time.
I’ll also make it clear I’m cool with my fuckbuddies banging other guys if they want to (it’s their life)
– but if so, I don’t personally make them a girlfriend. One of my requirements for a girl to be my
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girlfriend (where I pour time and energy and resources into her) is she only see me. Imogen only
fucks me (and other girls we see together). Again, I didn’t force her to do that – I literally said to her,
“See whomever you want, I don’t mind.” She made the decision on her own to only see me. 6-12
months later when we got to a point where things started to get more serious, I was happy to
girlfriend her. If she’d wanted to keep banging other guys, no stress – I would have kept seeing her,
just only as a casual friends-with-benefits.
And if at any point she decided she wanted to start banging other guys (at this point, that’s not going
to happen, but let’s do a hypothetical) – I’d end things with her on very amicable terms and wish her
all the best, and thank her for all the time we spent together.
That’s what healthy boundaries, without controlling anyone, looks like. Have your boundaries or
deal-breakers, state them very clearly and upfront, and see if the other person wants what you’re
offering. If you both want the same thing, fucking awesome! If not, no hard feelings – you’ll both go
and find someone who can give you what you want.
And as for the topic of “Isn’t it hypocritical or a double standard”? Here’s what I’ll say:
If you only want to date girls who’ll sleep with you and only you, then go for it. If you only want to
date girls who’ll sleep with you while you still sleep with other girls, then go for it – just be
incredibly open and honest about it, and you’ll find some girls who are cool with it. No, it’s not
“hypocritical” and it’s not a “double-standard”. Anyone who says that to you is a mental midget. You
and the girl don’t have to have the same preferences; that makes literally no sense. She might be fine
with dating a guy who sees other girls, whilst you want to date girls who sleep with only you – cool.
You’re both different people, you both have different preferences – again, only a mental midget
would think every relationship can be and should be 100% equal.
Because really, how equal can you possibly make a relationship? If you’re older than her, well that’s
not equal – especially if you’re much older than her. If she does all the cooking, well that’s not equal.
If you’re her rock most of the time and you pick her up when she’s sad about something – well that’s
not equal.
It’s incredibly naive to think any relationship can ever be truly equal. There’s too many variables,
people have too many different strengths and weaknesses and preferences – you can’t expect there to
always be a balance. Most relationships have a power dynamic where one person has slightly more
power than the other – that’s just the way it goes.
Only children and nae idiots want everything to be “equal”. As long as both people in a relationship
are adding to each other’s lives and making each other better people, then everything is absolutelyfucking-beautiful.
I’ll wrap up by saying: Step 1 needs to be to work through those “Are you being insecure?” questions
above, and make sure you’re definitely no longer feeling insecure. At that point, most guys are happy
to casually date girls who are sleeping with other guys, but only girlfriend a girl who’s just seeing
them. (Some guys are also ok with girlfriending a girl who’s sleeping with other guys). But if after
working through the insecurities, if you can honestly say you’re definitely not insecure – and you still
want even your casual sexual partners to only sleep with you – then go for it. It’s your life; I just
want you (and the girls you sleep with) to be happy.
SHOWNOTES:
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Bathmate pump (use my link for free shipping, plus you support me):
https://killyourinnerloser.com/bathmate
Previous two articles/podcasts talking about this topic of one-sided-open-relationships:
https://theinnerwinnershow.com/5/
https://killyourinnerloser.com/why-losing-fat-matters-above-all-else/#non-monogamy-double-standar
ds-and-open-relationships

Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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Best Apps to Get Laid in 2021
January 30, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
(Cover image by Mika Baumeister)
Looking to get that dirty dick of yours all wet with a nice moist gash in 2021? Don’t worry son, I’ve
got you covered – here’s the apps I slay on (proof here).

1. Tinder

No surprises, you knew this was going in the top spot. Tinder is absolutely mandatory for getting laid
in 2021. Doubly-so with the world going batshit over COVID and locking down bars everywhere;
inviting girls straight over to your place from Tinder has never been easier.
Tinder’s been my go-to app for most of my lays, especially since I have a very polarising profile with
BDSM pictures (view it here). The majority of chicks on there are on there to have a bit of fun,
provided you look good and have good pics. No stress if you’re not there yet – start with my massive
(free) Tinder guide.
A few of my Tinder lays:
The 4some (MFFF)
Five 3somes in 4 Weeks
The Girl Who Took the Lead
The Canadian Superhottie
My Girlfriend Takes a Girl?s Virginity (3some)
Another 3some with a Virgin
Yet ANOTHER 3some with a Virgin?
The Korean, the Paddle, and the Sore Ass
Even more stories listed here.
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2. Hinge

Hinge has been pretty good to me over the last year or two, particularly since I’ve been putting in a
bit more effort on there. My favourite strategy is paying for Preferred Membership and copy-pasting
an opening message to 200-300 girls in a morning, then letting the matches roll in. Here’s my Hinge
guide.
A few of my Hinge lays:
Andy Bangs 5 girls from Hinge in 14 days
The Realisation that Hinge is Awesome
Andy Donates Orgasms to a Shy Asian Powerlifter
Realising I No Longer Want Meaningless Sex
Even more stories listed here.

3. Bumble

Bumble is a bit more of a relationship-y apps, and the whole “girls have to message you first!” thing
is an idiotic decision that doesn’t really work in practice – most girls will send you a pathetic “hi” and
expect you to take the lead anyway. But it’s still possible to lay pipe on Bumble in 2021. Just make
sure Tinder and Hinge are your main focus, and use Bumble as a backup.
A few of my Bumble lays:
Andy Fucks a Clown, Meets Woody Allen, and has a 3some
Andy Half-Cums in a Park (you’ll need to make an account to view that)
Andy Ties Up a Shy Asian (you’ll need to make an account to view that)
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Even more stories listed here.

Honourable Mentions
If you live in a European country, Badoo is a pretty popular app – a few coaching clients of mine
have gotten laid on there.
I used to get laid on OkCupid and Plenty of Fish quite a bit too (here’s a story, and another (you’ll
need to make an account and sign in to read that)), but those sites are both pretty dead these days.
I’ve also gotten laid on CoffeeMeetsBagel (here’s a story – you’ll need to make an account to view
that) but the apps is geared more towards friendships and serious relationships.
I also had a few lays on Craigslist back in the day when they had a “casual encounters” section –
here’s a story and here’s another. Unfortunately they shut down their casual encounters section a few
years back. How I miss those days.
Now go out there and get some pussy. No idea where to start? Here you go.
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How to Give Her Rollercoaster Sex
January 31, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
(Cover image by: Matt Bowden)
Listen to the episode:
Notes from the episode:
I went on my first real rollercoaster yesterday. It was amazing.
I understand why people use the metaphor “It was like a rollercoaster ride”.
Quite a lot of girls have mentioned the sex I have with them feels like a rollercoaster. So let’s
talk about how to do that.
Blindfold her so she has no idea what’s going to happen next (just like a rollercoaster).
Rollercoasters have moments where it’s fast, then moments where it’s slow and anticipation
builds, then right back into it.
To do this, fuck her hard and fast for 10 seconds, make her moan and scream, then go
REALLY slow or stop moving entirely.
Or go really deep, then shallow for a while. Make her beg out loud for you to fuck her hard
again.
“Tell me what you want” or “It feels so good me teasing you, doesn’t it… I bet you don’t want
me to ever go hard again, you just want me to go slow like this forever, don’t you? Just teasing
you…”
Also switch positions a lot. (This all has added benefit of making you last a lot longer, since
you’re taking constant short breaks).
Being really rough then being super gentle – spanking her hard, biting her, then gently
caressing or cuddling her.
Rollercoasters have a climax – use my magic wand vibe to give her an orgasm. I’ve got a guide
on giving girls orgasms with it.
Rollercoasters have restraints – use handcuffs, or ropes (use bdsm ropes only – normal ropes
can hurt the skin).
Rollercoasters are loud – put music on. I like music you can go deep with – I’ll leave a link to a
Spotify playlist below. Makes it feel more like you’re meditating during sex.
Can also moan, talk dirty. If you’ve never talked dirty, just tell her what you like –
compliments. “Your tits are so hot” “I fucking love the way you feel” “God you’re turning me
on” “I love your body” etc.
You can moan and be loud yourself – allow yourself to let go and don’t hold back. Girls love
when you’re loud, and they complain when you’re too quiet (because it seems like you’re not
actually enjoying yourself).
Rollercoasters throw you around a lot. Throw her around.
Pick her up and bounce her on your dick.
Flip her over doggy style, push her down, pull her hands back.
Manhandle her.
This is why we push going to the gym so much – you gotta get stronger so you can throw her
around a bit.
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Rollercoasters also leave you immediately wanting to go again. If you fucked her right, she’ll
be begging you to meet up again for more.

SHOWNOTES:
My Patreon to listen to podcasts a month before everyone else:
https://patreon.com/killyourinnerloser
How to Blindfold Girls:
https://killyourinnerloser.com/how-to-blindfold-girls/
Magic Wand vibrator (how-to give her mindblowing orgasms):
https://killyourinnerloser.com/magic-wand/
Restraints I recommend:
https://www.pjatr.com/t/TEFNS0xNQUZGR0ZEREFFREtLTEc?sid=support&url=https%3A%2F%
2Fwww.adameve.com%2Fadult-sex-toys%2Fkinky-bondage%2Fbondage-kits%2Fsp-ouch-intermedi
ate-bondage-kit-107331.aspx
Spotify Playlist of type of music I have sex to:
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/37i9dQZF1E4taTWL8P3K2P?si=hTS8z7FlRcm5ofk3S93DxQ

Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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You Deserve to Be Here.
February 8, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Audio version of this article:
Hey you.
I’m directly talking to YOU.
You probably feel like you don’t deserve to be here, like other guys in my community are better than,
further ahead that you, more special than you, cooler than you.
Many of you tell me you don’t feel like you deserve to be here. 2 guys in particular who everyone
else would say is elite told me, one after the other, 2 days apart, that they don’t feel like you deserve
to be here.
One in particular even said he’s jealous of the other guy and compares himself to that guy all the time
– and then that other guy told me 2 days later that he feels like a massive fraud who doesn’t belong.
If you guys knew who I’m talking about (I’m sure some of you can guess) you’d be gobsmacked that
these 2 guys don’t feel like they belong. MANY of you have told me you look up to these two, and
feel like you’ll never get to these guys’ level.
I told one of them all of this and he said, “I?m so insecure I never woulda guessed people look up to
me. Like your article about always being filled with doubt – you?re insecure too. But you seem so
confident.”
It’s a great point – I’m insecure about a million things. Of course I am, I’m human. I’m not perfect.
And a tonne of you tell me on coaching calls that you’re insecure and don’t feel like you belong, like
you’re not cool enough to be trying to get laid.
I’ve lost count of the number of you that feel like you don’t belong in the group of “guys who get
laid” or “guys who are improving their finances” or “guys who are losing weight” or just generally
“guys who are working on improving themselves”
I’ll tell you right now, cool has nothing to do with it. “Good enough” has nothing to do with it.
“Deserve” has nothing to do with it. Success is EARNED, it is not deserved. If you want success, if
you want to reach your goals, it doesn’t matter whether you’re good enough or cool enough or
deserve it – in fact, you WON’T be good enough at the start.
You haven’t EARNED it yet.
All that matters is you keep pushing forward, keep striving for more, and never ever quit.
A couple of years ago when I was a bit more of a newbie on the GoodLookingLoser Forums, I always
felt like I didn’t belong. Like I wasn’t good enough. Even when having my first 3some, I literally felt
like I still didn’t belong on the forums… like it was just a “fluke” and I’d “gotten lucky” and sooner
or later they’d all find out I was actually a loser. I didn’t feel like I could ever be a player.
I didn’t feel like I could ever be cool enough.
The same thing with my finances – I’d always been in debt. I never felt like I deserved not to be in
debt. Even when I got to a point where I could go full-time with coaching, I felt like I was an
imposter. A fraud. Like I’d just gotten “lucky”, whatever the fuck that means.
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News flash, most people who succeed feel like “I just got lucky” for a long time, until they finally
internalise “No I EARNED this”. But that takes time; often months, sometimes years. It’s so normal,
so common, to feel like an imposter and a fraud even after you succeed at something. But I promise
you that fades eventually and you realise, “I worked hard to get here. It wasn’t luck. It was hard
work, a stubborn refusal to ever quit, and just taking tiny little baby steps towards my goal every day.
I deserve to be here.”
Many of you on my forums, many of you reading my website or listening to my podcast, have told
me you often feel like you don’t belong here, you’re not cool enough to be here, not good enough to
improve yourself and achieve your goals.
I’m talking to all of you.
You fucking deserve to be here.
You’re so much better than the average guy.
You care enough to fix your issues.
You’re aware of your flaws and you’re actively working on them.
You have the courage to admit you want something more from life, you don’t want to be complacent.
You’re terrified of getting to the end of your life and having regrets, and you’re brave enough to face
that fear and do something to prevent it from happening.
You’re terrified of being average. You’re terrified of not being good enough. You’re here addressing
that fear, learning, taking action, working on yourself. You’ve run from average and run towards
something greater; you’ve sought out other people who want to be better too.
I know when you’re so acutely aware of all your flaws, all your insecurities, all the reasons you aren’t
good enough, it’s very easy to feel like you don’t belong.
It’s very easy to feel like you’re an imposter.
It’s very easy to feel like other guys are better than you, that you’re on your own, that they’re all in a
club together and you’re an outsider. That you’re not the cool kid and you can never be with the other
cool kids.
But that isn’t the case. We all felt like losers at the start – hence the name of my main website, Kill
Your Inner Loser.
I felt like the world’s biggest loser, for YEARS I felt like I didn’t belong and shouldn’t be here.
But even with all my insecurities, fears and doubts, I still made it. Even the loser called Andy was
able to make it, despite never believing he deserved to.
And if I can do it, you sure as hell can too.
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What Do You Want, vs What Do You Think You Deserve?
February 10, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Listen to the audio version of this article, where I go into more detail and talk about things not
covered in this article:
Here’s an exercise I want you to do right now. Ask yourself this question:
What do I want?
Come up with all the goals you want to work on, all the things you want to achieve, the person you
want to become. Tell me the things you’d give anything to have, even if you think they’re years away
(or maybe altogether impossible).
Then I want you to ask yourself this question:
What do I think I deserve?
Often you’ll find there’s a huge discrepancy between what you want, and what you think you actually
deserve. Sometimes there’s a disconnect.

Maybe you feel like the things you want are way too far off; like you’re at the bottom of the
mountain, unsure how the hell you’ll ever get to the top. Well, the answer to that is simple – one step
at a time, as I wrote in my Slight Edge article. That old clichholds true; the journey of 1000 miles
begins with a single step. Stop looking so far ahead, stop obsessing about how far you still have to
go, and just do what’s right in front of you: take it one single day at a time.
Other times you feel like you simply aren’t good enough to have the things you want; like your goals
are things only “cool” people get to have, or guys who are “good enough” or “worthy”. I’ve covered
that here: You Deserve to Be Here. Sometimes you even feel completely hopeless, convinced there’s
no possible way you’ll ever make it. If so, read this: What to do When You Feel Hopeless and
Helpless.
It doesn’t really matter why there’s a disconnect; all that matters is you recognise it and be aware of
the fact you feel like you don’t deserve your goals. Because otherwise you’ll likely end up selfsabotaging, not going all-in, being too afraid of failure and not doing whatever it takes to win.
And believe me, I’ve been there myself. I spent the longest time self-sabotaging, not doing whatever
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it took to succeed, because I was convinced I didn’t “deserve” to get laid. I ended up taking 5 months
off from self-improvement/getting laid and just sat around depressed and miserable, making the
excuse of “I have to fix a health issue” that really wasn’t that big a deal. I did that because I was
scared, I was terrified that I didn’t deserve to reach my goals.
I did the same thing with this site and my coaching, spending the first 2 years making practically no
money and having to work a full-time job at the same time, all because I was convinced I didn’t ever
“deserve” to be a full-time coach.
That disconnect between “what I want” and “what I deserve” isn’t something you need to beat
yourself up over. Often the cure is to just be aware of it, do everything you can to make sure you
don’t self-sabotage, and then push forward towards your goals in spite of the disconnect. Almost
everything I ever achieved was in spite of the fact I really didn’t think I deserved it. In fact, I’m pretty
much always full of doubt, but I still manage to achieve my goals. Just because you don’t believe
you deserve your goals, doesn’t mean you’re correct.
So go back and ask yourself those two questions. “What do I want? What do I think I deserve?” If
there’s a disconnect, admit it and start being aware of it. Beat it by sharing it on my forums and ask
for help overcoming it, or hit me up for coaching and we’ll tackle it together. Often just the fact
you’re aware of the disconnect is enough to stop you self-sabotaging.
I’ll leave you with something tangentially-related I wrote to a guy on my forums: “When you get to
the finish line you won’t give a shit how long it took you. You’ll just be happy to be there.”
SHOWNOTES:
The Slight Edge: https://kyil-extra.com/slight-edge/
When You Feel Hopeless and Helpless: https://killyourinnerloser.com/hopeless-and-helpless/
You Deserve to Be Here: https://www.buzzsprout.com/1279346/7300288
I am Always Full of Doubt: https://killyourinnerloser.com/doubt/
My Forums: https://killyourinnerloser.com/forums/
Coaching with Me: https://killyourinnerloser.com/coaching/
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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Make Girls Say “Yes” to Sex with You
February 11, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
(Cover image by: Miche Eckert)
Listen to the audio version of this article:
Don’t worry, I haven’t gone off the deep end; I’m not about to rant at you about consent.
And chill out feminists; this isn’t an article about manipulating women into saying yes to sex with
you.
Sit back, relax and let me regale you with a tale of a girl I slept with many years ago, when I was in
my transitional period between being a weirdo Red Piller, and being a bit more normal with how I
treated girls.
As I’ve talked about before, I used to see women very much as my enemy, as the thing to overcome,
as beings to be conquered. Pretty combative mindset, I know, but we’re talking quite a few years ago
now. I’d been on a couple dates with this particularly shy and very cute Asian girl and had invited her
over to my place “to drink wine together”. I think we all know that’s an invitation to have a little of
the old hanky panky.
We hung out for a bit, got a little drunk, and I made a move on her. We made out, fooled around a bit,
but she was hesitant to go all the way and actually bang. These days I’d just say, “No dramas, I’m not
going to push you tonight” (not that I ever have girls be hesitant with me anymore, given my BDSM
tinder profile), but back then I was a follower of most pickup artist and Red Pill advice. And their
general advice was, “You’ve gotta be persistent! Bust through that Last Minute Resistance?!
So I kept making out with this girl, kept trying to take her panties off, and each time she’d say, “Not
yet.” It felt like this non-stop battle between us; me trying to get her more horny so she’d hopefully
say yes, her wanting it but also not wanting it at the same time, a battle of will between us, none of it
much fun for me. Finally after an hour of making out and me getting more and more horny, it became
pretty damn clear she didn’t want to bang. So I said, somewhat frustrated at the time, “Ok, let’s finish
up for the night. I’ll walk you downstairs to your car.”
She was a little sad, a little disappointed, but we said our goodbyes. 15 minutes later she calls me and
said, “I’m still in the carpark, I haven’t left. I’m just scared of getting hurt. I’ve never done this
before, I’ve never done anything outside a relationship. I’ve only ever had sex with 1 guy.”
This moment was very much a turning point for me. In the past, I’d always just lied to girls to get
what I wanted, telling them what they wanted to hear… even if we both knew it was complete
bullshit. But for the first time ever, I’m not sure why, but I decided to try just being real with a girl,
being completely honest and letting her decide whether or not she was going to fuck me. No
manipulation, no games, no pushing, no hidden agenda.
I said to her, “Look. You called me because you want me to make your decision for you. I could lie
to you and tell you what you want to hear right now, but you’re a big girl, I’m not going to tell you
what to do. You either decide to take a chance and see what happens, or you don’t. Either way it’s
your decision, and I’m not going to make it for you.”
She thought for a bit – actually, a long while. I told her to take 10 minutes to think about what she
wants, and call me back. 20 minutes later she did, and we had – get this – an actual conversation
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about it. This was huge for me; this was the first time I’d treated a girl like she was on my team, a
person with her own wants and needs and desires… rather than “the thing standing in my way and
stopping me from getting my next notch”.
We talked for a bit, about her fears of this being a one night stand. I told her and said, “I don’t like
one night stands. It’s up to you if you want to take a chance.”
Eventually she said, “Ok, I want to try with you.”
I wanted her to actually say exactly what she meant, since I’d just spent the last 2 hours trying to have
sex with her, to no avail. If we were going to fuck, I wanted her to tell me she wanted to fuck.
I said, “Try what?”
She replied “You know…”
“Say it.”
It took a hell of a lot of back and forth, a lot of me being a stubborn bugger and continually saying to
her, “Say exactly what you want. Tell me what you want” and her being super shy and coy, saying,
“You know what I want… Do I have to say it?” Finally she said, in a timid little voice, “Oh god…
Ok then, I want to have sex with you.”
This was a big moment for me. It felt like the first time a girl had directly told me she wanted to have
sex with me, rather than me “convincing her” to sleep with me. This felt somehow more real; like I
hadn’t just cheated or won some game of seduction. I’d just put my cards out on the table and said, “I
want to fuck you. Do you want to fuck me?” And she’d said yes.
I told you this wouldn’t be an article about consent, and it isn’t. It’s a tale of how much better, how
much filthier, how much kinkier and wilder sex is when you don’t play games with girls, don’t try to
manipulate them into sleeping with you. A huge part of the reason I have such wild sex with girls is
because I’m 100% real with them and I don’t push them to sleep with me. I just put out the vibes, the
energy of “I want to sleep with you. Want to sleep with me?” and I sleep with the girls who are down.
In this case, when this girl came back to my place she was completely different; like a different
person. No more “Not yet”, no more resisting, no more us being two combatants trying to overcome
each other. She made out with me extremely passionately, holding nothing back, my hands on her
tits, finger deep inside her pussy. She was moaning like crazy, and we had (at the time) what was the
best sex of my life.
We had sex for 5 hours in total (with plenty of breaks in-between), and by the end I was spanking
her, pulling her hair, calling her dirty names and choking her while I fucked her brains out. And
remember, this was a girl who a few hours earlier kept stopping me and didn’t want to go any further.
I posted the story on the GoodLookingLoser forums the next day, along with my sentiments at the
time:
“So there you go. Being 100% honest & completely real worked for me. Who’d have thought.
Laying my cards out on the table, saying “I want to have sex with you” worked. There were no
games, no manipulation, just 100% directly stating what I want.”
And being honest and real with her was such a stark contrast to everything I’d done in the past with
previous girls. I’d followed all the usual advice for “beating last minute resistance”, using sneaky
methods like making out with them and grinding on them while pretending I “just wanted to cuddle”,
etc. It felt horrible – I hated the fact I was lying to girls and playing this stupid game everybody
plays. But I thought that’s what you were supposed to do. After all, there’s a hell of a lot of advice
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out there telling you to do exactly that.
And ever since I started being 100% real and honest with every girl I dated and had sex with, I don’t
have any of that guilt. And the sex is always much wilder, much kinkier, much filthier – what an
awesome bonus.
I specifically seek out girls who are comfortable talking about sex openly, and I make them tell me
they want to have sex with me. If we’re going to fuck, I want her to fully, 100% admit she wants it,
and wants me – and I didn’t coerce or trick her or any bullshit like that. And not for some “consent”
nonsense like they spout at you on university campuses. But because her admitting she wants to fuck
me feels really fucking nice to hear. Who wouldn’t want to hear that as a compliment? It’s incredibly
validating.
You guys deserve to know the girl you’re banging is fucking you because she wants YOU, not
because you “tricked” her into it or “pushed through her last minute resistance” or any of that. That’s
why I push honesty, being real and just laying your cards out on the table with girls. That’s why I tell
you to just walk up to girls and say, “Hey, you’re hot. I’m Andy. What are you up to?” That’s why I
tell you to be just as direct on Tinder, instead of beating around the bush. The more upfront and direct
you can be with girls, the better it feels when they fuck you. They’re fucking you for you, not for the
things you said or the games you played or the pickup lines you rehearsed.
Getting girls to say yes to you can also be incredibly fun and incredibly fucking hot in the bedroom
itself. Making them say the words, “I want you to fuck me” before you stick your dick in them is hot
as hell, for both you and her. Teasing them with just the tip of your cock, not putting it in, gently
rubbing against her pussy for so long she starts to go crazy, then saying to her, “Tell me what you
want. Say it.”
Most girls love begging you to fuck them, begging for your cock, begging you to do whatever you
want to them. Most girls haven’t been given the opportunity to beg – most guys are so desperate to
have sex with girls, they can’t even fathom making the girl ask YOU for permission or beg you for
sex.
As for why girls are more kinky and more wild with you when you don’t play games: being truly wild
and filthy in the bedroom requires you to be able to “let go” and relax, and not have to worry about
whether this person is going to take advantage of you. To be truly depraved and kinky and filthy,
girls have to be able to trust you. And can you really trust someone who’s being manipulative,
pushy, avoiding just using his words to directly tell you what he wants?
So go out there and be more real, more direct, and more honest with girls, more often. If you’re
struggling, read my how-to guide on learning to be more honest and direct: Honesty is an Ideal You
Work Towards. You’ll be rewarded with easier sex, less games, less of a battle in the bedroom, and
far, far wilder and kinkier sex overall. Not to mention, being honest is a fucking great way to live
your life, and better for her.
That’s a win-win overall.
I’ll add in the caveat that if you want girls to want you, you’ve got to improve your looks to a point
where you look above-average. That’s easy enough and something literally every man can do. Follow
this guide.
Now go out there and get that dick wet.
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SHOWNOTES:
Honesty is an Ideal You Work Towards: https://killyourinnerloser.com/honesty-is-an-ideal/
How to Improve Your Appearance:
https://killyourinnerloser.com/tinder-guide/#chapter-2-improving-your-looks
My Patreon: https://www.patreon.com/killyourinnerloser
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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How to Last Longer in Bed
February 12, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
Listen to the podcast talking about this, where I cover way more things not mentioned in this
article:
So, right off the bat: Most girls don’t care how long your penis is inside them; as long as you’ve
spent a bit of time on foreplay, fooling around, teasing her. You know, the other stuff. Yes, your dick
will often be the star of the show, but it’s not the only star.

For the most part, guys tend to get very caught up in their own heads about “how long I last once I
put my dick in her”, to the point of neurosis. I used to be exactly the same way myself, before I
worked out, “Hey wait… I can just throw in a little foreplay and hey presto! Good sex.”
All that said, I myself like to last for a while – not because I think I “need” to, but because having
sex for a long time is a hell of a lot of fun. If you’re in the middle of enjoying something, why
would you want it to end?
So as long as you’re reading this article for the right reasons – because you enjoy sex and want it to
last longer, rather than because you think “I’m not a man if I can’t last for ages” – keep reading.

Have Lots of Foreplay
The easiest way to last longer is to not use your dick – do everything but. Go down on her, finger her,
play with her tits, make out, tease her, caress her all over. By slowing things down and making her
wait a little longer before she gets your dick, you’ll have her dripping wet and begging you to fuck
her – so by the time you do shove your sausage in her bun, she’ll already think you’re a sex god.
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As I said in my foreplay guide, you really should just be focusing on foreplay – have 1hr of foreplay
where you tease her the entire time and have her begging for you to fuck her, then finally give her
what she wants. Even if you only last 30 seconds, it’ll be hot for her – because you’ve been spending
the entire time teasing her and it’s built up into an explosive climax. She won’t think “Dammit he
only lasted 30 seconds”, she’ll think, “Holy fuck that was intense – all that teasing and then he fucked
me and exploded straight away. We were both so built up he couldn’t hold back, that’s actually really
hot.” (Girls have told me this).
That said, I get that a few guys might still want to practice lasting a bit longer, solely because then it
means they get to enjoy sex for longer (sex is pretty damn fun). Just make sure you’re doing this
because you enjoy sex, not because you think you need to last for hours to please her. Lasting ages
isn’t the most important thing; tonne of teasing and foreplay is.
Go read my foreplay guide:
Andy’s Foreplay Guide

Keep Going After you Cum
This is a badass technique once you get decent at it – but fair warning: it’ll be hard to do the first
couple of times you try. After you cum, force yourself to keep fucking her (and you will have to force
yourself – you’ll likely be super sensitive). It’s hard as hell to do, and everything in your body will be
telling you to stop, but if you push through it’ll start to feel really good again after a minute or two.
I’ve done this before and ended up cumming again, which is cool as hell. And trust me, girls will
think you’re an absolute monster if you keep ramming them after you bust a nut – it’ll be something
no guy has ever done with her before.

Kegel Exercises
You can also practice lasting longer with kegels – listen to the podcast at the top of this page where I
talk more about them. Strengthening these muscles allows you to squeeze right when you’re about to
cum, and hold yourself off from actually cumming. Over time, as these muscles become stronger,
you’ll have almost complete control over when you actually cum.
Your kegel muscles are the same muscles you use to cut off a piss mid-stream; so you already know
how to squeeze them. Strengthening them is just a process of working them just like you would any
other muscle in the gym. Here’s a workout guide doing just that:
Kegels Exercises For Men
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Edging

You can also strengthen your kegel muscles by “edging” yourself – getting yourself right to the edge
of cumming, completely stopping all stimulation (stop touching your dick), and squeezing those
kegel muscles like crazy to try and stop yourself cumming. You can do this while jerking off – stop
as soon as you feel like you’re really closer to cumming, and squeeze like crazy. Or do it during sex
or during a blowjob – right when you’re close, immediately pull away from her and don’t touch
anything (tell her what you’re doing, so she doesn’t think something’s wrong).
Repeat this as many times as you can, until you finally can’t take it anymore and go over the edge.
Keep practicing this over time, and you’ll find yourself having more and more control over your
actual orgasm.
Hell, you can make it a fun game you both play together – “How many times can we both get me
right to the edge before I can’t hold back any longer?” Most girls find that hot as hell, because
they’ve most likely never been in the position of teasing a guy and getting him close to the edge like
that.
And don’t stress if you screw it up the first 10 times you try it – it’s fine if you try to hold off but
accidentally cum. Just keep practicing and you’ll get better over a few weeks/months.

Take Frequent Breaks
If you feel like you’re not lasting as long as you’d like in bed, and don’t feel like you have the selfcontrol/kegal muscle strength to stop yourself from cumming, then you just do what I do – cheat by
taking lots of breaks. When you feel like you’re getting close to cumming, just pull out and do
something else instead – start fingering her, eating her out, playing with her tits, making out with her,
etc. Do that for a few minutes, then go back to actual dick-in-pussy sex again.
Or you can have a longer break; go grab a glass of water, go to the toilet, hang out and chill with her
a bit, cuddle and talk for a few minutes, etc. After 5 or 10 minutes, you can go back to sex, and you
won’t feel like you’re about to cum.
Don’t worry about the girl thinking it’s weird you keep stopping. Even if she does ask, just say,
“You’ve got me really close to cumming, but I’m having so much fun I want to keep going. I’ve gotta
take breaks to stop myself from cumming“. You’ll actually get a few compliments for taking breaks –
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a few girls will say afterwards, “I loved that you kept changing and doing different things. I never
knew what would happen next.” I’ve talked about that here: How to Have Rollercoaster Sex.
This is my secret technique to having marathon sex sessions (6+ hours of sex). I don’t have a super
strong kegal muscle, and I’m not some guru when it comes to sexual self-control. I just cheat by
taking frequent breaks – usually a 5-minute break after every 5 minutes of sex.
Taking breaks also takes the pressure off you – you won’t feel like you have to be some sort of epic
sex god. You can just be Mr Regular Guy who only lasts 5-10 minutes, but stretch that out to an hour
or more of sex + cuddling + fooling around + more sex + a break + more sex.

Having sex with breaks is also a hell of a lot more fun than regular sex. You get to fuck each other’s
brains out, then have a rest and cuddle, talking a bit and getting to know each other better. Then you
get to make out and turn each other on again, fucking like rabbits for a few more minutes – then
hangout and maybe watch something on Youtube/Netflix together. Then back to crazy sex for a bit.
It’s a very fun way to spend an afternoon/evening – much more fun than just shoving your cock in
her and pounding away nonstop until you cum.
If you cum too quickly, just steal this idea from me – take a bunch of very frequent breaks (I take one
of these mini breaks probably once every 2 minutes). Not only will that make you last longer, you’ll
also get to enjoy the sex for longer, and she’ll think you’re a fucking legend.

Try some BDSM
Similar to the foreplay tip above, experimenting with a little BDSM is a great way to slow things
down and ramp up her pleasure. You don’t have to go crazy – try blindfolding her and teasing her
body for a while, try tying her up and making her beg for your cock (start here), try grabbing an ice
cube out of the freezer and gently rubbing it over her body.
The good part about tying her up is you can really slow things down and tease her – including during
the actual sex. Fuck her really gently, going as slow as you like, and make it part of the whole
BDSM/teasing dynamic. Again, she’ll think you’re a sex god – and because you’re going really
slow, you’ll be able to last a lot longer.
I’ve got a guide on getting started with BDSM here:
How to Get Started with BDSM [Part 1]
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How to Get Started with BDSM [Part 2]

Keep Practicing
As I’ve said before, pretty much everything we do is a number’s game. What that means is, if you
suck at something, all you need to do is practice it a tonne of times, and you’ll eventually get pretty
decent at it.
Lasting a long time in bed is the same thing – if you don’t last very long, don’t stress. Just practice
trying to last a little longer with each time you have sex, and eventually you’ll get good at it. Throw
in a bit of foreplay, and you’ll be well on your way to rocking her world.
I completely sucked at sex at the start – it’s normal. I promise you’ll get better over time, like with
everything else.
SHOWNOTES:
Magic Wand Vibrator: https://killyourinnerloser.com/magic-wand/
Foreplay Guide: https://killyourinnerloser.com/tinder-guide-4/#32-the-foreplay
How to Get Started with BDSM: https://theinnerwinnershow.com/73/
Part 2: https://theinnerwinnershow.com/74/
How to Have Rollercoaster Sex: https://www.buzzsprout.com/1279346/7170841
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
(This article’s cover photo by Liana Mikah on Unsplash)
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You Should Create Something
February 24, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
(Cover image by: @bamagal)
Listen to the episode:
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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Sexual Homework Tasks to Give to Girls
February 27, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Some fun, kinky ideas to give to girls you’re seeing.
Listen to this episode:
SHOWNOTES:
BDSM Test: https://bdsmtest.org/select-mode
The Winner’s Club (my private accountability + coaching group):
https://killyourinnerloser.com/the-winners-club/
Sexual Bucketlist: https://killyourinnerloser.com/sexual-bucketlist/
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
(Cover image by Ava Sol)
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Other People Have a Different Rulebook to You (Empathy)
March 1, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Why people aren’t always going to do what you want them to do… and how to deal with the
frustration that comes from that.
Listen to the episode:

SHOWNOTES:
Pickup Artists are Theatrical Wizards Who Don’t Actually Want to Get
Laid: https://killyourinnerloser.com/pickup-artists-are-theatrical-wizards/
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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Are You Trying to Have Sex, or Trying to get Validation?
March 2, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Validation should never be your ONLY focus, and here’s why.
Watch the episode:

Don’t put yourself in the friendzone. Actually try and
get PUSSY, not just validation.
SHOWNOTES:
Getting Laid for Ego Validation is Perfectly Ok: https://killyourinnerloser.com/getting-laid-for-ego/
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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When Should I Lower or Raise My Standards? (The Ebb &
Flow of Standards)
March 3, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Listen to this as an audio:
A question a couple of coaching clients and guys on my forums have asked me is, “Can I raise my
standards a bit, or would that mean I’m being too picky with girls?” (By “standards”, we’re
specifically talking about dating/having sex with more attractive and hotter girls).
My answer is always, “If you want to raise your standards a bit, go for it. If you end up getting no
girls, then just lower your standards a little bit again – or bust your ass working on your selfimprovement & making yourself more attractive so you can get those hotter girls.”
The way I’ve always seen standards is they ebb and flow, depending on your current situation.
Sometimes you raise them because you have plenty of options. Sometimes you lower them when you
have less options. Standards do increase over time (there’s a general upwards trend as you improve
yourself), but you’ll often have periods where you lower them, temporarily. And periods where you
raise them, temporarily.
Once you get to a point where you’re confident in your ability to get laid, you might even uninstall
your dating apps and stop hitting on girls in person. I often uninstall Tinder/Hinge when I have too
many girls, just so I’m not distracted and can properly focus on my mission (this site, coaching
people, my podcast). Then after 3-6 months some of my friends-with-benefits might move on and I
have less girls again, so I’ll reinstall Tinder, bang a few new girls and retain a few, and uninstall
Tinder again.
You’ll also find yourself raising your standards and being much more picky with whom you
date/have sex with. You’ll say to yourself, “Ok, I’m seeing enough girls right now so I’m pretty
happy. There’s certain types of girls that don’t make me as happy (maybe it’s to do with
attractiveness, or a certain type of personality trait you don’t like, etc).
“While I have plenty of other girls in my life, I’ll raise my standards and only go for ‘quality’ girls –
the type of girls I really like.”
At this point, when you have a lot of girls in your life, you can afford to be really picky. You can
chase ONLY the girls you really really really want. You can be really fussy when it comes to
personality traits. You can go for a specific type of girl, or a type of dynamic – eg screening hard for
BDSM, or looking for redheads only, or dating only 18-21yo girls.
If you’re at a point where you have an abundance of options, your increased pickiness will be
awesome – you’ll get more of the girls you want, while wasting less time on the girls you’re not
crazy super into. Awesome.
Sometimes, however, you’ll get to a point where a couple of the girls you’re seeing drop off, and you
get to a point where you don’t really have many girls in your life at all. You think to yourself,
“Hmmm, maybe my standards are too high – I went from having lots of girls to having no girls.
Maybe I should lower my standards again, just a bit, until I have a girl or two in my life again.” So
you lower your standards just a bit (it doesn’t have to be a lot – maybe you just keep more of an open
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mind and be a little less picky).
I’ve done this many times in the past – I’ve had points where I had a tonne of girls (5+ fuckbuddies at
once) so I’d have really high standards and be very fussy, and only meet girls who ticked every single
checkbox I had. After 6 months I sometimes got to a point where I had no girls again – and then I’d
have to be a bit more openminded and be a little less over-the-top-fussy, stop excluding girls for
insanely-picky (almost trivial) reasons and then I’ll get a couple more girls.
Your standards are a balancing act – they depend on your current situation. Your current level of
abundance. How many girls you have in your life – how many options you have.
So, whenever you think, “Am I being too fussy? Or not fussy enough?” Ask yourself:
Am I happy with my current level of fussiness? Am I happy with how many girls I have in my life
right now?
If you’re not happy – be more / or less fussy, depending on your current number of options with girls.
If you have very few girls, be a bit more openminded. If you have a tonne of girls and feel yourself
getting overwhelmed and running out of days in the week to go on dates with them, cool – you can
afford to be more fussy.
Another thing to think about is – “Is my current level of fussiness making me feel lonely?” If you’re
lonely from a lack of options, then yes, it’s time to swallow your pride and be a bit more openminded
with the girls you go on dates with. Remember, you don’t have to sleep with them – even just going
on a few dates can make you feel like you’ve got some options again. And of course, always be
working on your self-improvement so your standards can gradually increase over time.
And conversely, if you have plenty of girls and feel like you’re becoming unhappy putting up with
bad behaviour from certain girls, or compromising your principles – then stop putting up with it, raise
your standards, politely tell that girl you don’t want to see her anymore, and then you’ll be happier.
Your standards will also depend on your goals, to an extent. Some guys want to just have as much
sex as possible and gain as much experience as possible, exploring the wide breadth of girls and
relationships available. Some guys put a number on this; eg, 100 lays. For those guys, having skyhigh standards runs counter to their goal; if they’re extremely over-the-top fussy, they’re only going
to make themselves depressed with how little progress they’re making towards their goals.
Other guys have the goal of having a really awesome girlfriend, and they do not want to just get laid
at all costs. Some guys genuinely don’t enjoy having truckloads of sex. For those guys, they still need
to go on a lot of dates and meet a lot of women – but they don’t have to have sex with them. They can
afford to be more choosy/picky with who they shove their dick into; they can have higher standards.
More precisely, they can be a little less fussy at the dating stage (and go on plenty of dates with lots
of women so they have plenty of candidates to pick from), but then be more fussy with whom they
actually have sex with.
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The “Am I happy right now?” question really is key. You might look at your current success and
see that you haven’t had sex in a month because you’ve turned down a bunch of girls, and you’ll say,
“Am I happy? No, I’m not.” Ok, time to be a bit more open-minded.
Or you might be in that exact same situation – no sex in a month – and ask yourself, “Am I happy?”
You might honestly answer yes (just make sure you’re being honest with yourself) – you might be
focused hardcore on the gym + career, and you’re happy to wait a little longer to meet a really cool
girl who meets your higher standards. Or maybe you already have a casual friends-with-benefits girl
you’re seeing, so you’re happy to take your time finding a second girl. As long as you are honestly
really happy and you’re not deluding yourself, then awesome – keep your standards where they are.
This is one of those things where it’s not up to me to tell you whether you should lower or raise your
standards right now. YOU need to ask yourself if you’re currently happy, and go from there.
And if you find yourself sometimes lowering your standards, only to later raise them again (or vice
versa), that’s completely normal. That’s part of the process.
SHOWNOTES:
Bathmate (free shipping if you use my link, plus you help support me):
https://theinnerwinnershow.com/bathmate/
You’re Not Obligated to Have Sex with Someone:
https://killyourinnerloser.com/not-obligated/
Always Keep an Open Mind:
https://killyourinnerloser.com/always-keep-an-open-mind/
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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Everything in Life is a Numbers Game
March 4, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
The numbers game applies to making friends, getting a job, making content, overcoming mental
hurdles, and so much more.
Watch the episode:
My coaching client who applied to 69 jobs:

The spreadsheet I kept of all the magazines I applied to:
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(Click
image to enlarge) I submitted my portfolio to over 218 different publications, often as much as 5
attempts per publication.
As you can see above, I submitted my photography portfolio to over 218 different
publications/magazines. Many of them I submitted 5 times to the same place. Out of the 218 places I
applied to, only 29 published an article, interview or magazine piece about my work.
So I got rejected or ignored by 189 of the places I applied to. Yet the rejections don’t matter – all that
matters is some magazines and websites published my work.
Stop digging around the self-help books and websites looking for that magical quick fix. Stop
thinking that imagining is the same as doing. Start doing, and you’ll see results. You’ll become great
at anything.
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Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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How to See Multiple Girls at the Same Time
March 6, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Whether to be honest about seeing multiple girls, how to handle the logistics, how often you should
see them, and more.
Listen to the episode:
SHOWNOTES:
Honesty is an Ideal You Work Towards:https://killyourinnerloser.com/honesty-is-an-ideal/
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How to Kiss a Shy or Virgin Girl
March 8, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Andy and Imogen discuss how to kiss girls who are super shy or turn you down for a kiss.
Listen to the episode here:
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
(Cover image by: Hassan Ouajbir)
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Fantasise About Your Goals (to Make You Believe They’re
Possible)
March 12, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
This is one of my most important concepts, and something I think is going to absolutely help you
guys with believing you CAN achieve the goals you’re working on.
Watch the vid:
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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Petplay (How to Try it)
March 20, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
What is petplay, why is it hot as hell, and why should you try it? (Bonus 3some story!)
SHOWNOTES:
Collar and Leash kit we
recommend:https://www.pjtra.com/t/TEFNS0xNQUZGR0ZEREFFREtLTEc?sid=support&url=https
%3A%2F%2Fwww.adameve.com%2Fadult-sex-toys%2Fkinky-bondage%2Fbondage-kits%2Fsp-ou
ch-intermediate-bondage-kit-107331.aspx
Magic Wand vibrator we used:https://killyourinnerloser.com/magic-wand
How to Have Rollercoaster Sex: https://theinnerwinnershow.com/168/
Patreon: https://killyourinnerloser.com/patreon
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my DAILY podcast, The Inner Winner Show. I release
daily episodes, guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on
all these platforms:
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One of My Guys Had His First 3some! (Success Story)
March 23, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
One of the guys in my mentorship group – The Winners Club – recently had his first ever 3some.
What a legend.
Sign up for the Winners club for DAILY support from me and the other guys in the group:
https://killyourinnerloser.com/the-winners-club/
The Magic Wand I mentioned: https://killyourinnerloser.com/magic-wand
My Forums: https://killyourinnerloser.com/forums/
Patreon: https://patreon.com/killyourinnerloser
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Make the Gym FUN
March 24, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
I’ve noticed something in the general “manosphere”/masculine self-improvement communities.
A bunch of people tell you, “Shut up and lift, bro!” but they don’t address – or even seem to
acknowledge – that a lot of guys don’t want to lift.
A lot of guys don’t enjoy lifting heavy weights.
A lot of guys don’t enjoy sweating their tits off in the gym.
A lot of guys don’t enjoy the monotony of it; the mind-numbing repetition of doing the same thing
over and over again, just with slightly heavier weights each time, or slightly more reps each time.
I get it.
In fact, I’ll tell you a little secret…. I hate the gym.
“But Andy, I’ve heard you talk about how much you love the gym before. What gives?”
Well, I’ve learned to love the gym, by “cheating”. I’ve figured out a way to make it so I actually
enjoy lifting weights, enjoy the repetition, and enjoy doing the same thing over and over.
There’s two main tricks I do – the first is gratitude. While I’m in between sets, sitting there waiting
to start lifting again, I’ll pull out my phone and message one or two people I’m grateful for, and tell
them how much I appreciate what they do for me. Sometimes it’s my mother; other times my
girlfriend. Sometimes it’s a mate, sometimes it’s you (my readers/listeners), sometimes I’ll jump on
my forums and tell everyone how damn grateful I am to everybody.
It doesn’t matter who you’re grateful towards; it can be anyone, for any reason. Just bang out a quick
message in between sets – keep it short and sweet. “I really appreciate you for having my back.” “I’m
glad I have you as a mate, you’re fucking awesome.” “I really appreciate you pushing me to be
better.” “I’m really grateful to know someone as kickass as you.”
Gratitude is shown to have an extremely positive effect on happiness and longevity; it feels really
fucking good. Telling someone you appreciate them and are grateful for what they’ve done for you
makes you feel really damn good, and it makes them feel really damn good. There’s also the added
bonus that often they’ll reply and tell you how grateful they are towards you too – win/win.
You don’t even have to tell them (though I recommend you do); even just spending that time in
between sets thinking of things you’re grateful for fills you with that warm, tingly feeling and makes
the time fly by. Hell, even think to yourself, “I’m grateful for this gym. I’m grateful for the weights.
I’m grateful I can improve my body, and work towards my dating/women goals. I’m just… grateful.“
The second tip I’ll give you is to meditate.
As you’re lifting, focus intently (as intently as you possibly can) on nothing but your muscles. How
they feel, how tight they are, consciously squeeze them as hard as you possibly can. Most
bodybuilders do this as a way to make themselves work harder (it’s great for that); I’m telling you to
do it as a way to also make lifting fun. Put everything else out of your mind and just focus hard on
how your muscles feel, how they’re moving, how they’re tensing and flexing, and count out the reps
in your head. Focus on nothing but your muscles, your body and you enter this beautiful, zen state of
lifting – it’s like the entire rest of the world disappears and it’s just you and your muscles.
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It’s… peaceful. Relaxing. It feels fucking wonderful once you get decent at it (it might take you a few
attempts before you can focus 100% on just your muscles and forget about the other distractions
around you).
There’s also the added benefit that you’ll lift with better form (because you’re focusing so intently on
making sure all your muscles are firing properly and in the right position).
So try gratitude between sets, and meditating during your lifts, and let me know how it goes. These
two tricks have been a gamechanger for me; I’ve gone from hating the gym to absolutely loving it
and looking forward to my 4 workouts a week. In fact, the last few months I’ve actually been going 5
or 6 days a week, just because gratitude + meditating make it so damn fun.
If you need help with a workout plan, or need an accountability partner to push you, hit me up for 1on-1 coaching or join The Winners Club if you’d like ongoing (daily) accountability.
Now get your ass in the gym (and actually enjoy it).
-Andy
Cover image by: Nathan Dumlao
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How I Beat Depression & Learned to be an Optimist (My
Story)
March 26, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Listen to me read this entire post as an audiobook:
I owe thanks to both my girlfriend and one of my coaching clients, “M“, who both suggested I write
more about the nitty gritty details of my past depression and suicidal thoughts. Over the time I’ve
known her, my girlfriend has also gone through an equally-drastic turnaround and overcome her own
depression & other hurdles, in the process becoming a very mature, capable, optimistic young
woman.
This won’t just be all about depression though. Another commenter, Edgywolf, also asked me this
a few months back:

So that’s what this article will be – partly about depression, partly about how I became an optimist,
and partly about exactly how you can do the same thing. I’ve talked quite a bit about my
transformation in the past, but I only briefly touched on my depression, my history of abusive
relationships and my suicidal thoughts. So this will be a fleshing-out of the previous article. I hope
you get something out of it.
-Andy
Table of Contents:
Chapter 1 – Despair
Chapter 2 – Optimism
Chapter 3 – Hope
Resources

Chapter 1 – Despair
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Art by
my girlfriend: immydraws
I suppose I should start somewhere at the beginning. This isn’t going to be a complete autobiography
of my entire life, but rather a few key moments in time that explain how & why I got to a point where
I felt so damn hopeless and done with life. I might jump forwards and backwards in time as I write
this – it might be messy in parts – but so is life itself.
We’ll start with my early high school days. I had a pretty good childhood; loving parents, some
decent friends, hobbies I enjoyed. For a while I was bullied at school from time to time, but nothing I
couldn’t handle. At some point I learned to stand up for myself, and when a few of the bullies saw me
fight back, the bullying stopped entirely. Things weren’t bad; nothing was really wrong.
And yet, I wasn’t happy.
I’m not sure when I first realised I wasn’t ok with being at school. Maybe sometime around age 12. I
hated school. Hated it. The subjects didn’t interest me or challenge me, the teachers were clueless &
mostly uninterested, save for 1 or 2 of them. Homework felt like torture and punishment, and I felt
like I was stuck in a prison for hours and hours a day with people I didn’t like and wouldn’t choose to
be with, if I had the choice. I knew I’d be allowed to leave when I was 18, but that seemed like an
eternity away, and I wasn’t sure I’d ever make it. I felt trapped.
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I used to have nightmares about school, on an almost daily basis. Nightmares about forgetting to do
homework. Nightmares about teachers yelling at me. Nightmares about getting into fights.
Nightmares about not being cool enough to fit in. Nightmares about being stuck in school forever and
never graduating. Nightmares about never getting to make my own choices, or do the things I wanted
to do, or spend my time how I wanted to spend it.
I think this quote sums up my feelings about the mandatory “education” system:
There is nothing on earth intended for innocent people so horrible as a school.
George Bernard Shaw
I could go on about my hatred and disdain for school; but minds far greater than mine have already
said everything I ever could.
I spent years going through the motions, as many of us do at that age; making “friends” (really, just
people I spent time with to pass the time; I cut off every single high-school friend I’d made within a
year of leaving school), doing the bare minimum rote-learning against my will in order to pass, trying
to get through the mind-numbingly dull lessons, desperately hoping I could keep my sanity intact
until I was allowed to leave. On the surface I seemed ok, and my parents and family were none the
wiser. I seemed like your typical teenage boy.
But I knew something wasn’t ok. I knew I wasn’t meant to be caged in school like that; I knew it was
fucked up. I was just too young to have a choice; too nae to understand myself and too inexperienced
to know my one strongest value and guiding principle is: I always have to have my freedom. I need
to be free. This is something I realised many years later, and it explains why I was so damn
miserable during my childhood years; I felt like my life was controlled (mostly by the school
system); I was a passenger in my own life – a prisoner who had to do as he was told – and that’s not
something I deal with very well.
Years later I found an old diary I’d written when I was 14 – a diary I’d completely forgotten about. In
it I talked about how “empty” I felt, how lonely I felt, and I mused about whether or not I was
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depressed (looking back, I obviously was). Disillusioned with the whole education system, the fact I
was locked up there, with no way to leave. Even at the time I knew “depression” was the right word
for how I felt, and depression is the word I’d written in that diary.
As the years went on, I felt more and more isolated from my fellow students too. I was really wellliked; in fact, I was pretty damn popular, mostly due to making silly jokes and being a bit of a
smartass in class to make all the other kids laugh. That was my way of fitting in; being the “class
clown” became a shield, a shell, a way to protect myself from ever having to be vulnerable. A mask I
could put on to make people laugh and smile so they never actually asked me, “How do you really
feel? Are you actually ok?“
So people liked me… But I didn’t feel “cool”. I can’t explain why; I just never felt like I fit in. Like I
wasn’t part of the “in-crowd”, an outsider to the tribe, someone who didn’t belong. So I’d turn down
invitations to hangout with people, instead staying at home playing video games or teaching myself
to program or taking apart my entire PC, cleaning it, learning how it all worked, putting it back
together again. I’d turn down party invitations too – I never went to a single party throughout all of
high school or university. (In fact, I’ve still never been to a proper “party” in my entire life – I later
realised it’s just not my thing). But the more I turned down invitations, the more of a hermit I
became. My parents, concerned for my welfare, even started pointing out to me that I wasn’t doing
much socialising anymore, but I was able to lie well enough and tell them I was happy and they had
nothing to worry about.
My parents were actually brilliant in all of this. They’d constantly encourage me to go to parties and
hang out with my friends. They warned me that saying no to everything would mean eventually
people would just stop inviting me to things. My dad took me to play tennis with a bunch of people
each week, which was at least some socialising, but I was too shit scared to really talk to anyone
there.
Eventually, the other kids just stopped inviting me to stuff. That hurt. Of course, I don’t blame them
– you can only invite someone to hangout with you so many times before it starts to hurt you every
time they keep saying no. But even though it was my own doing, it still hurt.
At some point I discovered pornography too – though, back in those days porn was pretty damn
primitive. Anyone who was alive back then will tell you the internet was not what it is today. We
were on 28.8k dialup internet (later 56k – wow!). It’d take several minutes to download a tiny, lowresolution picture, and video pornography didn’t even exist back then. But those images were enough
to hook my young teenage mind, and I found myself looking at more and more porn, finding creative
ways to get around my parents snooping through my internet history. By the time I was 16, I was
absolutely addicted to pornography, to the point where it was seriously interfering with the rest of my
life and my happiness in general.
I also started playing more and more video games, and started shutting myself in my room more. I’d
come home from school and look at porn for hours until my parents got home, then play video games
until I went to bed. Needless to say, with how much I hated school, my lack of real social interaction,
my spiralling porn and video game addiction, and my general depression and feeling of “something is
wrong, I feel trapped”, my mental health started to take a dive.
My parents staged an intervention… well, multiple interventions. They forced my to get an afterschool job, pushed me to leave the house and hangout with other kids my age, and limited my access
to video games and the internet. At one point my dad even took my computer out of my room and put
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it in the living room so they could monitor my access. All of that helped a little… but I was still
depressed. And now it was almost… worse… because I couldn’t just hide in my room and play video
games and watch porn to escape from the shitty feelings. Now I didn’t have my self-medication tools
to at least distract me temporarily.
Looking back, I’m not sure why I was so against socialising with the other kids. It’s probably just
that I didn’t really like any of them, and didn’t really click with any of them. But one thing I do know
is the more anti-social I became, the bigger a problem it grew into. Again my parents tried to help,
and pointed out many times that it wasn’t healthy for me to have basically no friends. Well, I had
“friends” at school – but I didn’t hang out with anyone outside of school.
It became a vicious cycle. Because I wasn’t hanging out with other kids, I felt like a weird freak; I
became the loner. Which made me feel like maybe I wasn’t good enough to hangout with any of
them. I started thinking they were all out there living the coolest lives ever, while I was stuck at
home, being a loser. Yes, that was entirely my own doing… and to this day I’m not entirely sure why
I started being such a loner. Maybe I just felt like I was the only one in school who felt like school
was prison; torture (nowadays I know plenty of people felt like that – but I didn’t know that at the
time). I felt like everyone else was coping with school, but to me it was absolute hell on Earth. I felt
like the outsider right from the beginning.
After a while the loner thing became my identity and I felt hopeless and helpless – like there was no
way for me to fix it. I’d become a loner, and I’d always be one. It felt like me vs the world, and not
in a good way. It felt like everybody was against me, or didn’t notice me, or had forgotten me
entirely. I spent more and more time just being by myself. And since I didn’t like myself and didn’t
like my own company, that was a tortured existence to say the least.
I must admit, there were some positive side-effects of my self-inflicted solitude. I got pretty decent at
Photoshop (a skill I still use to this day), and taught myself how to program/code. I wrote a lot of
weird little software projects and made a tonne of Flash games (remember Flash?). I learned how
computers worked, learned how to navigate the ever-growing internet, taught myself how to do my
own research and discover new interests and learn more. Oh how I loved gaining knowledge; I’m so
blessed to have grown up with the burgeoning internet.
Of course, the internet also made porn far more accessible to me and other young boys looking to
self-medicate and escape their lives. For me it started out the way it does with most teenage boys –
I’d look at pretty innocent pictures of pretty women, secretly wishing they could be my girlfriend.
Over time I needed more and more hardcore stuff, like a drug addiction that kept escalating, until I
was at a point where only the filthiest, most degrading porn would make me feel anything. It got to
such a bad point that I was spending hours and hours a day looking at porn, and by the time I was 23
I was looking at porn for sometimes upwards of 8 hours a day.
But I’m getting ahead of myself.
Throughout all my childhood, my mother was absolutely wonderful and always there for me. But my
dad, no so much. Don’t get me wrong – I learned a lot about stoicism & masculinity from him, but
more through observation at a distance, rather than any life lessons he wanted to give me or wisdom
he wanted to impart. In fact, the best way to describe how my dad raised me is, “He didn’t.” Some
fathers are abusive, some fathers are wonderful, some fathers are deadbeats, some fathers are absent.
My father was just kinda “there”.
He barely ever talked to me, and any time he did, it was no more than a sentence or two. With my
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sister and my mother he’d do far more talking but with me I felt like he just couldn’t be bothered.
Like I was a burden, a hassle, something “in the way”. Like the task of being a father to me, teaching
me to be a man, wasn’t his to fulfil. I felt like I had to figure out most things entirely on my own –
how to deal with bullies, how to talk to girls, how to shave. Oh, how I fucked that one up – the first
20 times I tried shaving, I didn’t even know you needed shaving cream or to wet your face first. I
scrapped and cut the shit out of my face for months, until finally my mother noticed my scratched-up
face and taught me how to do it properly. Something a father should have taught a son, for sure.
Dealing with my emotions and my hormones was also something that would have benefited from
some fatherly wisdom. My father has never been great at expressing himself – I call him
“emotionally-autistic” at the best of times. Any emotions – either in himself or expressed by someone
else – cause him to shut down and go silent, as if he can’t handle them. I learned how to deal with my
emotions through my mother’s teachings, but she’s only one person, and what I really wanted was for
my dad to teach me as well. I needed to be taught how to be a man – having to figure it all out for
myself absolutely made me feel like the universe didn’t really give a shit about my welfare. Like I
wasn’t important; like I didn’t matter.
I can remember asking him quite literally hundreds of times to throw a ball with me and play catch,
or play tennis with me, or take me fishing, or take me to the hardware store with him, or just hangout
with me and bond a little. 99% of the time he’d make an excuse like, “I’m tired from work” or
“Another time, I promise”… and of course, “another time” usually meant several more months of
begging, pleading, nagging, feeling like a burden. Every now and then he’d relent and take me to the
hardware store with him, and even a couple of times fishing. Those were some of the highlights of
my life, and even to this day, I have incredibly fond memories of those times. But we’re talking once
every 3-6 months, and for a young man who already feels lost and disillusioned with his life, longing
for just a little bit of attention from his father, once every 3 to 6 months is not enough.
Looking back, I know my father loved me – and our relationship is a little better now. Not perfect; in
fact, far from great. But I know he loves me now, and that’s all I ever wanted. There’s many reasons
why he was so ambivalent in his parenting. The biggest of which is he was terrified he was going to
be a bad father like he thought his father had been to him… Funnily enough causing a self-fulfilling
prophecy that ensured the very thing he was terrified of was exactly what ended up happening.
Loser’s mindset and all of that. I’ve long-since moved past it and forgiven him, but man… as a
teenager and in most of my 20’s it absolutely ate away at my soul. Feeling like your father doesn’t
give a shit about you is rough, and I empathise with everyone who went through something similar.
By the time I came out of high school, I was well and truly bitter, jaded, miserable and kinda fucked
up. I had no social skills after neglecting them for years. I was lost, unsure what I was supposed to do
with my life, with a really bad porn addiction, a bad video game addiction, and no hope for my
future. I had literally zero friends (I’d dropped most of them shortly after leaving school). Not having
much of a plan, I did what everybody kept telling me I should do: I went to university.
What a mistake. More of the same – it felt like I was still trapped, being forced to study for exams
and work on assignments and learn things I didn’t really want to learn. I made no friends at
university, hated every semester, and as time went on and my depression spiralled, I stopped going to
class. I ended up taking a year off, and then when I came back, I still couldn’t force myself to go to
class, and was eventually suspended until I could get my shit together. They were pretty nice about it,
even offered me counselling, which I of course turned down. I wasn’t ready to admit to anyone – not
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even myself – that I needed help.
During those university years, from about age 19 to 23 or 24, life got worse; way worse. I had a
girlfriend I lived with, but it was not a pretty relationship. It started out normal enough: we’d met
during high school and liked each other well enough. She was my first, and I was hers. On paper it
sounded like a sweet story. But my mind was all sorts of fucked up and I was not in a place to be
dating anyone. She wasn’t much better – a lot of that was my fault – and the two of us were a match
made in hell.
As the relationship went on, we’d fight more and more. Small arguments and disagreements at first,
but over time, it turned into full-on abuse. That is the right word for it – we were abusive to each
other, sometimes violent, rarely empathetic. She’d say the most evil, malicious, fucked-up things a
human being could ever say to another human being… and I’d try to one-up her by saying something
even worse. Each day was a competition to see what creative insults and evil shit we could come up
with. Things like, “You’re nothing without me. Nobody else will ever love you, because you’re
pathetic. You’re stuck with me, and I hate you. You don’t deserve someone who loves you.” Two
people trying desperately to ruin the other person, before that person ruins them, until one of us was
reduced to tears enough to leave the room, leaving the other one the victor. I’m not proud of that
time in my life, and I’m sure she wouldn’t be either.
Looking back, we clearly both hated ourselves more than we hated each other, so we used one
another as punching bags for all our pent-up self-hatred, rage and vitriol. We were miserable
together, but we stayed because the alternative seemed worse – being truly alone. We were in an
enmeshed relationship neither of us knew how to get out of.
By this stage I was deeply suicidal too, and would have suicidal thoughts multiple times a day. She’d,
of course, use that against me, often telling me to do it, and that I was a pussy for not being man
enough to end my life like I was always saying I wanted to. I started to idealise the thought of
suicide, knowing it’d be an end to all my misery and suffering. I’d get the knife out of the kitchen
drawer and hold it to my wrists, often in front of her in the middle of a fight, willing myself to do it as
she egged me on.. but I never could.
I’d be crossing the road and I’d see a big truck or bus coming towards me, and I’d think to myself, “If
I just close my eyes and stop right here, this could all be over.” I researched different ways of ending
my life, from pills (they often just kill your liver, leaving you in agony for the last couple weeks
before you die from it), to slitting my wrists (I was terrified of the pain), to jumping off a building
(I’d heard horror stories of people who survive the fall only to be a vegetable for the rest of their
lives). I wanted out, but I couldn’t find a way that didn’t also involve pain. I was terrified of being
alive, but I was also terrified of the pain of death.
I went through years of feeling like this; years of daily suicidal ideations. Years of misery, suffering,
torturing myself and her, and her giving back every bit as good as she got. Years of pain, and the
good times became less and less frequent, the happy memories fading into the background the more
fights we had, until there was nothing good left. Just… suffering.
I made myself a promise: “I will be dead by the time I turn 30”. That became my mantra; I’d repeat it
every time I had a dark moment, or a bad fight with my girlfriend, any time life wasn’t worth living
(which was most days now). In a weird way it gave me comfort and resilience; all I had to do was
keep toughing this pain out, and if I could make it to 30, I was allowed to die. It gave me hope, oddly
enough – death at 30 would bring an end to all my suffering. I started looking forward to hitting 30,
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because it meant I could die.
Looking back, I can see now the only reason I picked 30 was because I was so terrified of having to
go through with it, that I picked an age that seemed unfathomably far away (funny now as I sit here
writing this, I’m almost 34). By putting it off until I hit 30, I didn’t have to keep wrestling with
wanting to kill myself vs being terrified of the pain. I could worry about that when I was 30; I’d cross
that bridge when I came to it. After all, that was almost a decade away.
So the awful relationship continued, with both of us doing our best to hurt each other seemingly as
often – and as deeply – as we could. I ended up cheating on her countless times, with girls I wasn’t
even attracted to and didn’t actually want to sleep with. Obese, equally-unhappy girls I met on
Craigslist or in chatrooms after weeks/months of talking to them. By this stage my own health had
taken a nose dive and I was pretty chubby too, with no style or dress sense, no grooming, and a lot of
days I wouldn’t even shower. Each time I’d cheat on my girlfriend I’d feel like an absolute evil piece
of shit, breaking down and crying, often in front of the girls themselves. I’d swear to myself that I’d
never do it again, and for months, I wouldn’t. Only to repeat the cycle again.
And the lying – oh how the lying tore me up. Having to hide my cheating from the person I claimed
to love, claimed to care about, absolutely destroyed my psyche. Having to look her in the eyes and
pretend I wasn’t going behind her back was horrible. There’s a reason I always advocate honesty –
something unspeakable happens to your soul when you tell a lie over and over and over again. It’s…
dark.
But with the relationship being so horrible and miserable, and my life being a complete trainwreck,
I’d inevitably want to go back to finding some escape. And the thrill of sex with someone else – the
thrill of cheating on someone, as fucked up as it is – was an escape from my miserable existence…
Even if that escape was always short-lived and always just brought more pain.
I knew at the time it was fucked up, vile, evil, totally against who I am as a human being and the
values I hold… but I was in too much self-pitying, pain and anguish to care. When you’re deep in
nihilism and feeling sorry for yourself, convinced that nothing matters, it’s very easy to justify
hurting someone else.
My girlfriend caught me once or twice, reading text messages on my phone and confronting me. I’d
always downplay it and pretend it was just fantasy, not reality, but of course she wasn’t dumb. She
just had low self-esteem, and would yell at me for a day but then just kinda… forget about it and the
cycle would go on. It was about as toxic a relationship as you could ever imagine; two people chasing
the bottom of the barrel and dragging each other down every step of the way. Each day was a new
chance to see how much lower we could go; how much darker we could become. Stare into the abyss
for long enough, and eventually the abyss stares back at you.
I could keep talking about my toxic relationship for ages; we were together for about 5 or 6 years in
total. There’s a lot of darkness to cover there, but if I did this story would be the length of 10 novels. I
don’t think there’s much to gain from us spending the next 20 paragraphs exploring the depths of
human suffering and misery. Needless to say, the relationship was the most pain-inflicting thing two
people could ever do to each other, and no matter how many words I write about it, I’ll always fall
short in explaining how tragic a time it was.
I also missed my family – my girlfriend and I had moved over 2000km away from both our families.
I especially missed my mother; terribly so. I felt lost without her – she had always there for me, and
phone calls are never going to be the same as a hug in-person. I even missed my father – for all his
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flaws, I still loved him to bits. I still missed being around him. Compounded with the fact I didn’t
have friends, I felt incredibly lonely.

To cope with things, I turned to something I’d never actually tried – alcohol. I had my first drink
sometime in my early 20’s, even though I’d always told myself (and anyone who would listen), “I’ll
never drink in my entire life; I’ve seen how drunk people act. I’m better than that.” But when faced
with the pain of a mutually-abusive relationship, no friends, no hope, daily suicidal thoughts, no
direction in life and a deep-seated self-hatred, alcohol sure looks inviting.
It started out slowly – a beer here, a glass of wine there. I liked the way it made me feel, and just like
porn, video games, tv and cheating, I liked the way it distracted me in the moment from the rest of
my life. Sure, every time it wore off I came crashing back down to reality, but by this stage I was
spending most of my time hiding from reality anyway, and alcohol was another great tool in the fight
against self-awareness. It helped me avoid having to admit to – and fix – my problems.
I splashed out and bought a few different expensive liquors, and over the next few months added
more and more to my collection. I bought a cocktail recipe book and told my girlfriend I was
“learning to make cocktails”. And at first, that’s what I did – I learned about 50 recipes and actually
got pretty damn good at it. I could do shaker tricks, I knew what swizzle sticks were, I knew that
setting an orange peel on fire gives a different flavour to just putting it in raw, I knew how to make
simple syrup, I could measure shots by eyeball and I knew all the different names for all the different
types of glasses. For the first time in a long time, I had a hobby I was kinda passionate about.
But of course, when you make cocktails, someone inevitably ends up drinking them, and that
someone was always going to be me. You know where this story is going – the cocktail-making was
a nice, convenient rationalisation for my drinking habits. I started getting drunk daily, and then
multiple times a day, and then I was basically drunk all the time. And drunk people don’t make
healthy, rational decisions – I looked at more porn, I cheated on my girlfriend more, the fights got
even more fucked-up, I spiralled deeper and deeper into darker and darker recesses of my mind. I had
a job throughout all this – a job I was actually fairly decent at and paid ok – but it was becoming
harder and harder to keep my alcoholism and mental problems out of the workplace. Eventually I quit
because I knew I was going to have a breakdown.
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Once I no longer had a job, things really went downhill. I did nothing but look at porn, watch anime
and TV shows, and sleep. My sleep schedule was totally fucked, my head was a mess, but I didn’t
care.
My porn use at this time got worse and worse. Often it was 8 to 12 hours a day, to the point where my
dick wasn’t even hard anymore – I couldn’t get it up. Sometimes I’d still keep trying to jerk my soft
dick, pathetically and desperately attempting to keep it going so I didn’t have to go back to my
horrible, shit life, wanting any distraction from my own self-pity and misery. Looking back, it’s
obvious I had a huge porn and sex addiction. (I later got counselling for it and went to a “Sex
Addict’s Anonymous” help group.) All the sex I had back then with random girls I found on
Craigslist and forums was very self-destructive; an addiction I threw myself into just to distract
myself from the pain and self-hatred… even if it was always short-lived.

The deeper into misery and depression I got, the more I lost my grip on reality, and lost my
attachment to the outside world. I became a recluse who’d never go outside, at this point surviving
solely on the savings I’d put aside over the last couple years at my job. But that money was only
going to last for so many months, and as the numbers in my bank account kept counting down, I
found myself feeling like a complete breakdown was on the horizon. I started avoiding reality
entirely, barely going outside, ordering food delivered to the house or getting my girlfriend to bring
food home. She enabled me, not really being all that concerned with how little I was going outside. It
got so bad that towards the end, I couldn’t even go outside to check the mailbox; she had to come
with me.
And whenever I did force myself to go outside, it was absolutely horrific; I was a paranoid wreck.
Years of self-hatred meant I was utterly convinced I was a terrible human being that everyone was
secretly judging. I’d look around, scanning everybody’s faces to see if anyone was looking at me,
thinking I was a piece of shit. If someone even looked in my general direction, I’d take that as proof
they were all secretly looking at me, secretly hating me, secretly knowing how shit a human being I
was. I’d so internalised this idea that I was a horrible excuse for a human being, that I just assumed
it was the objective truth. I didn’t even see it as low self-esteem; more like I was just being honest
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and correct in my evaluation of myself as a worthless piece of shit. Perhaps even less than worthless,
because I also felt like a burden to anyone and everyone who ever had to come in contact with me.
Surely they’d all be able to see that just by looking at me.
Eventually, I just stopped going outside.
But before I got to this point, I still had one person I spent time with in-person who clearly cared
about me – my grandfather. I could write books and books on my grandfather; he’s by far the biggest
character I’ve ever met in my life. My grandfather’s ability to spin a tale made the movie Big Fish
seem like amateur stuff. He had the gift of the gab, and was able to “spin a yarn” and tell a story with
seemingly no effort, to anyone and everyone he met, a hundred times a day. He’d chat to strangers, to
children, to old ladies and middle-aged men, to shopkeepers and postal workers, and everyone else he
crossed paths with. He had so many jokes and wisecracks – hundreds, maybe even thousands of them
– and he’d sing songs and tell limericks and do everything he could to put a smile on as many faces
as possible.
My grandfather was the king of cheering people up, of making them smile, of getting shy people to
open up with his wonderful sense of humour, amazingly wild and often fantastical stories, and his
cheeky smile. He was a lover of life, a lover of people, and one – if not the – kindest person I’ve ever
met.
I hated him.
I hated everything about him – his joy for life, how easily he seemed to make friends with anyone
and everyone, his inexorable, unrelenting optimism, his love of humanity. He held up a mirror to my
own self-hatred, my own inadequacies and my own darkness; he was the yang to my yin.
Hating someone who’s been nothing but kind, loving and good to you his entire life is a quick route
down a very dark, evil and lonely path – it wears away at your very soul. I knew I shouldn’t hate him
– he was the embodiment of “good” – but that’s precisely why I hated him. I felt like he was the very
opposite of me, and the more good deeds he did, the kinder he was to me and to everybody else in his
life, the more obvious it was that I was not a good person. Or at least, I wasn’t acting like one.
Eventually it got to a point where I’d spend less & less time with him, see him less, avoid his
phonecalls. I was always polite to him, and I don’t think he ever knew that I hated him (thank god –
he didn’t deserve that). I think even at the time, even through all my malice and self-hatred, I knew
being mean to him was a bridge I could never un-cross; it was the ultimate sin. He was the most
“good” person I’ve ever met in my life, and hurting him felt unredeemable at the time.
Years later, after I fixed my depression and turned my life around, I was so much kinder to him – I
wrote him long letters telling him how proud I was to have him as my grandfather, how much I
admired him, how good he was to my grandmother, how much he taught me about being kind to
others and making people smile. I’ll always be grateful to him, and I’m glad we had a stronger
relationship in the years after I overcame my depression.
But during the period where I hated him, and hated myself, I grew more and more resentful of
existence itself. I felt like everything was pointless, meaningless, like this tortured existence of mine
was some cosmic joke against me – like I was the victim. I was miserable, hateful, angry at the
universe and everyone in it. I thought my grandfather was a nae idiot who didn’t really know how
evil the world was. Later on as I got older I came to learn he knew EXACTLY how dark and evil the
world can be – he just chose to focus on the positive. But at the time, I thought he was just ignorant
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and child-like.
My mind at the time was a constant flurry of noisy thoughts – I was neurotic, overthinking
everything, and anxious, angry and scared all the time. I was like an animal running on instinct most
of the time; I had a very short fuse and I’d have a knee-jerk, instant reaction to almost everything.
There was never a pause between me feeling an emotion and then reacting to it. Think how a scared
dog acts – snarling at everyone, reacting to the tiniest things – that was me. I had no self-awareness,
no critical thought, everything made me angry, and I was almost like a robot – acting on instinct and
emotion with zero awareness of what I was doing or how I was acting. “An animal running purely on
instinct” really is the best description of how I was.
Needless to say, I had zero friends by this time, and even if I had wanted some (I didn’t, I just wanted
to be alone), I wouldn’t have had the skills or the knowledge on where to even start making some.
Any time my family would call, or visit once a year, I’d put on a smile and lie to their faces,
pretending everything was ok and I wasn’t in a deep, dark pit of hopelessness and despair. They
suspected I was depressed, and would often ask me about it, but I’d always lie and insist I was
wonderful. I was so terrified of anyone finding out about my depression I went above and beyond to
put on a happy face and not let them see the cracks forming underneath.
My girlfriend, to her credit, told me several times to go talk to a counsellor or a psychologist, but I
avoided it. I was shit-scared people wouldn’t be able to handle the horrors of the real Andy, and if
they found out how dark my thoughts were, they’d reject me and run away. A few times I looked up
some psychologists in my area, but just didn’t have the courage to tell someone, “I’m a total piece of
shit and I want to kill myself every hour of every day. I’ve tried to do it hundreds of times now but I’m
too much of a coward to actually do it.”
The hardest thing to deal with was the feeling I was wasting my potential, wasting my life. I felt
horrific guilt at the very core of my being. I felt like I was throwing my life away; wasting
opportunities that had been given to me. Both my parents had said to me all my life, “You’re capable
of truly great things, Andy. We know you’ll make an impact on the world”.
But I couldn’t. I couldn’t do anything. So trapped in my own misery and obsession with suicide, there
was no way in hell I was going to fix my issues the way things were going. I’d been headed down a
dark, fucked-up path for a decade at this point; I was a runaway train headed towards the inevitable
train-wreck. I was getting close to my breaking point, dangerously close to the edge… Something
had to give.

Chapter 2 – Optimism
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And give it did, though implode would be a more apt word. My life came crashing down one day
when my girlfriend finally worked up the courage to do what I wished one of us had done sooner: she
told me she was done, and broke up with me. Everything fell apart that day.
I’d pretty much run out of savings, and my porn, alcohol, video game and TV addictions had all
gotten to a point where I couldn’t tell where one day ended and the next one began. The day she left I
had no choice but to call my parents, sobbing like a pained animal, years of built-up suffering and
anguish bubbling over and out across the phoneline. I couldn’t even tell them what was wrong,
instead just saying, “Daddy… Daddy… Mummy…” like a child crying out for help over and over and
over again. That was an incredibly painful experience for both of them; no parent wants to hear their
son like that.
They were amazing, despite their incredible hurt and pain from finding out I’d lied to them and hid
my problems for a decade. Me hiding it and lying to their faces over and over again really, really,
really hurt them, but they were gracious about it. They said they’d strongly suspected I had been
bullshitting them all these years, but since I’d always been so insistent everything was great, there
wasn’t much more they could have done.
My mother was an angel during this time, jumping on the very next flight and flying across the
country to be with me that night. I can remember that conversation vividly: She looked me dead in
the eyes (though I was looking down at the ground) and lovingly, but extremely firmly, said, “You
need to tell me everything that’s going on with you. Everything. No more lies.”
It took some effort, but over the next 5 or 6 hours I told her everything that’d I’d been feeling, all the
dark thoughts I’d been having, how I’d wanted to kill myself for many years now. I told her about the
porn and alcohol and how I was out of control. I told her I couldn’t go outside anymore. I told her all
of it. And through everything she never judged me, but said the one thing I really needed to hear
most: “This is your rock bottom. You don’t go any lower than this. You will now start to pull yourself
out of the hole you’ve gotten yourself into. I will help you, but you have to look up now, and not go
any lower.”
The weeks that followed are a bit of a blur – I was a complete mess. I was finally letting out all the
hurt and anguish and torment I’d been bottling up inside for years, so I wasn’t exactly rational. On
top of that, I was grieving like crazy over my girlfriend leaving. Yes, we’d been horrific to one
another, but she was the first girl I’d ever dated, the first girl I’d ever kissed, the first girl I’d ever had
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feelings for; my “high school sweetheart”. I was so utterly convinced at the time that she was “the
one” for me, despite how abusive and toxic and dangerous a pairing we were. Not having her felt like
I was literally dying – I really did feel like this was what death must feel like.
My mother helped me get rid of most of my furniture the next day, and I packed my suitcase and flew
back home with her, to stay with her and Dad. I was terrified of how my Dad was going to handle all
of this, so certain he was going to hate me.
But the most painful part was he didn’t hate me… he hated himself. He struggled to move past the
fact I’d lied to him – often to his face whenever they’d come to visit – about my depression. The
whole time he’d known something was wrong, the way a parent just knows something isn’t quite
right with their kid, but I’d always told him everything was fine and he shouldn’t worry. He blamed
himself for not pressing the issue a little more, for not grilling me more, for not doing something
when the alarm bells had been ringing in his head for years.
He also blamed himself for not being there for me, and I couldn’t even disagree with that – that had
certainly been a factor in my depression. Months later when he was in a better place, my mother
gently, but truthfully, said to him: “Yes. Perhaps if you had been there for him a little more, things
might have turned out differently.” It took him about a year to get to a point where he was ok.
Those first few weeks at my parents’ place were rough as hell. I’d spend hours a day when they were
at work just crying, sobbing, screaming, bawling my eyes out for literally hours and hours and hours
at a time, until no more tears would come out, until no more sound could escape my throat, until I
was silently screaming, inaudibly howling. Like I was getting out every last bit of emotion I had been
bottling up for years; like wringing out every last drop of liquid from a sponge. I felt hopeless, full of
despair, pain, anguish, now even more than ever, because I finally had to face up to everything I’d
felt, everything I’d done, every mistake I’d made, all the years of wasted time and bottled hurt and
the guilt of cheating for years, on top of all the abuse to and from my girlfriend. And without my
coping mechanisms of porn, or alcohol, or video games, or anything else, I just had to sit there – in
that pain – and endure it.
After a week, my parents gave me a to-do list to do every single day, to occupy my time. It was
always little, easy tasks like “do the dishes”, “fold the laundry”, “make your bed”. I remember at the
time saying to both of them, “My life is over, the love of my life left me, I want to kill myself, what
the hell is the point of this stupid list?!?” But my parents were firm, and told me, “Just do as you’re
told. Do the list.” I argued, I told them the list was idiotic and pointless and a waste of time, but my
parents are stubborn sons of bitches… that’s where I get my own stubbornness from.
“Do the list.”
So I begrudgingly did their stupid list while they were at work, in between hours of crying and
sobbing and screaming into pillows and punching the couch or my bed or sometimes my own face –
anything to get all the pain out. It was cathartic sometimes, but I felt like there was a never-ending
well of pain I was drawing from; like I could never get it all out. In between bouts of
crying/screaming – and sometimes even during those bouts – I’d do things from the to-do list. I’d
wash the dishes whilst crying into the sink, staring at my own reflection in the window and thinking
how fucking bad a person I was. I’d fold the laundry whilst sobbing, or yelling, or screaming like a
wounded animal. I’d make my bed, vacuum the house, mow the lawn, all whilst expelling the pain
I’d built up over the last decade.
And as I kept doing that stupid list each day, something strange happened. I started to feel like I’d
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done something each day… like I’d achieved something. Yes, it was all meaningless bullshit –
monotonous household chores – but it was better than nothing. My parents started telling me they
were proud of me each day for getting the list done, and I started to take pride in my own ability to
get through that list. I had started to catch the self-improvement bug.
I started asking them for more tasks, and as the weeks went on, I started adding my own stuff to the
list. I realised that if I could make my bed, vacuum the house, do the dishes and mow the lawn… then
I could fix other things too. Success snowballs. Jordan Peterson talks about making your bed and
doing other small chores as the cure for depression in his book, 12 Rules for Life. It absolutely
works; it’s something I’ve used to help a tonne of my coaching clients. And sorry Mr Peterson, but
my mother and father beat you to the punch 7 years before you released your book.
I’ll give credit to my father too for being there for me at this stage – as he started to move past the
shock and hurt from being lied to over the last decade, he did a better job being a father to me. I can
remember a time he and I were sitting in a restaurant, eating pizza and talking. I was still a little
weird about being around people, still paranoid people were looking at me or judging me or talking
about me. I can remember looking around at the other tables a lot, until he said, “What’s wrong?”
“Everyone’s looking at me, they’re probably talking about me too.”
I vividly remember him looking around to make sure nobody was actually looking (of course,
nobody was looking at me) and then he said in the most serious, matter-of-fact voice he could muster,
“Andy. Nobody gives a shit about you. They’re all too busy with their own problems to care
about you.“
That statement hit me like a tonne of bricks. It was something about the way he said it, the bluntness
of his words (my dad never swears). In just that one moment, it was like he waved his magic wand
and fixed my paranoia about other people watching me – I instantly realised he was right. Nobody
did give a shit about me. Nobody cared if I was fucked up, or depressed, or had issues. Nobody was
sitting there judging me. I was the only one judging me.
That gave me the impetus to deal with my agoraphobia properly. My first few timid steps outside
were terrifying – I remember a 10 minute walk around the block being about all I could manage the
first day. Then I tried being out for as long as I could – I managed almost an hour. I realised if, “If I
can be out for an hour, then I can do 2 hours”. 2 hours turned into 3, and the next day I set myself the
hardest task of all: “I’ll go to a shopping centre and be around people.”
I walked for about 30 minutes to get there, the entire time my heart racing, threatening to explode out
my chest. I walked into the shopping centre expecting something bad to happen – people to point at
me and yell, “Look at the freak!” or something – but… nothing. Everything was ok. I walked around
for about 30 minutes, even working up the courage to say hello to a worker in the grocery store,
eventually walking back outside and starting the walk home. I remember calling my mother as I
walked home and saying, “Mum. Guess what I just did? I went to the shopping centre by myself for
30 minutes.” She was so over-the-top elated and proud of me, almost crying tears of joy over the
phone. That gave me even more motivation to go even harder.
This is why I’m always going on about The Slight Edge, and just taking tiny little baby steps each
day – this stuff snowballs. One day you’re suicidal, can’t leave the house, feel like your entire life is
falling apart around you… but if you just take tiny little baby steps every single day – even if all you
can do is make your bed or do the dishes – you have no idea what greatness you’re truly capable of
achieving. Before you know it, you’re outside around other people and things are ok. For someone
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who’d been a recluse for several years by this point, this was fucking magical.

It didn’t stop there. I’m skipping some details, but over the next year I pushed myself to go to bars
alone and go clubbing by myself 3 to 5 nights a week and talk to bartenders, waitresses, random
strangers. I even made quite a few friends along the way. It was terrifying at first, but I knew I could
do it – after all, if I could do my to-do list in the middle of anguish and despair, and could then start
going outside despite my agoraphobia, then I could go to a bar alone. The Slight Edge in action.
I started seeing a counsellor to help me work through everything. I remember talking to her about
going to bars and clubbing, and she was elated for me – “That’s a huge step!” She asked who I was
going out with, and I told her I was going alone, in order to face my fears and agoraphobia. “Wait…
What?” She was in complete disbelief, telling me nobody goes to clubs and bars by themselves –
that’s something 99.9% of the population cannot do. That was one of the first moments where I gave
myself a pat on the back for something I’d achieved; one of the first moments I actually felt proud of
myself.
My father helped me fix up my resume and then drove me around town, pushing me to go into every
business and talk to the owner, shaking their hand and introducing myself and asking if they had any
job openings. I handed out about 50 resumes one day, and the very next day I had a job – and a bunch
more offers I had to politely turn down.
I started adding, “I’ll cook dinner” to my to-do list a few days a week, and even though I sucked at
first, I got pretty decent at following recipes and cooking some pretty good food. I’d cook every
single night for my parents, eventually branching out and trying harder and harder dishes. After a
year I was very competent and I’d even cook for guests, which I really loved doing. A hobby I was
passionate about – much like I had been with the cocktail-making – but with no unhealthy
consequences this time.
My counsellor started to teach me CBT – Cognitive Behavioural Therapy. It’s a fancy way of saying
“focus on the positive instead of the negative” – exactly what the book You Can’t Afford the Luxury
of a Negative Thought focuses on. Our sessions ended up giving me epiphany after epiphany after
epiphany – like each week I’d walk out of there a completely new person. It was amazing and deeply
helpful to have someone who would just listen and let me talk, and help me discover how my mind
worked and how to improve myself, in a judgement-free environment.
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Throughout all of this, I was still in pain over the breakup with my girlfriend, and I didn’t want to
admit things were actually over. I tried calling her a couple of times and she was nice enough to pick
up, but both times she told me, “I think it’s best we don’t talk.” After the second time, my parents
gently told me, “Don’t call her anymore, honey. She doesn’t want you to.” I really struggled with
that.
I remember a conversation in the car with my mother, where I was talking about how much it was
killing me not having my girlfriend. Yes we’d been toxic to one another. Yes we’d been horrible,
abusive, fucked-up, evil. But I did love her. And my young, nae brain felt like I’d never find love
again – like I’d ruined my one and only chance. My mother was empathetic, but gently said, “You’ll
find love again. You’re a very kind-hearted young man; you’re a beautiful person.” I remember that
compliment really meaning something to me, because I’d spent so many years thinking I was such a
piece of evil, vile filth. That compliment really stuck with me.
But I turned to her and said, “I won’t find love again. Even if I do, it won’t be the same… It won’t be
her. You don’t understand, mum. You don’t get it. You don’t know what I feel for her. I’ll never find
another girl like that.” She replied, matter-of-factly, “There’s 4 billion other girls on the planet, Andy.
Some of them will be just as good as her. Some of them will be better.“
I remember that flooring me… it was my first exposure to the concept of it’s a numbers game. I
couldn’t argue with her logic, and even though my heart said she was wrong, a part of me knew there
could be other women out there. But it was the last part of what she said that really hit me hard:
Women better than her? Better? How was that possible? Of course, in time I came to realise how
utterly on-the-money she was with what she said. There are plenty of women out there who are
better. My mother’s always been very wise, and I’m incredibly grateful she gave me that dose of
reality when I needed it most.
And over the rest of the year, I didn’t just recover; I flourished. At some point I read You Can’t
Afford the Luxury of a Negative Thought, as well as a few of the other books I talked about here.
Those books help me decide it was time to start focusing on being happy. After all, I’d spent the last
8 years being pessimistic & negative, and that hadn’t worked out for me. Maybe it was time to try
being an optimist.
I started looking for the silver lining in everything. If something went wrong, I’d try to look for some
way this could be a good thing. Maybe a life lesson it was trying to teach me. Maybe some way this
would actually benefit me in the long-run, even though it seemed negative in the moment.
I still had a tonne of negative thoughts – all the time, constantly, seemingly every minute of every
day. Years of negativity and self-hatred was a hard habit to break. My counsellor told me to find
things to be grateful for – reasons to be happy, even in a negative situation or event. At first it was
hard – I’d have a negative thought, then try to find something positive to be grateful for, but my mind
would say, “That’s a stupid reason to be grateful. Who the hell would be grateful for this shitty
situation?”
I had to fight that thought – by yelling in my mind, “NO! I’m grateful for this!” I had to have that
struggle multiple times for the same issue – sometimes 100 times – often doing it for hours, driving
myself crazy. I’d keep combating it and replacing it with a positive thought, over and over again,
until eventually my mind would get tired of fighting me and say, “Ok fine asshole, you win. I’ll stop
saying this particular negative thought. But here’s another negative thought for you to deal with
instead…” I then had to fight that new negative thought 100 times over the next few hours or days
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until it went away too.
I can’t say all of this was an easy process – I had to force myself to do it, and there were times I felt
like I was going a bit insane. It felt weird to be having debates in my own head, like I’d lost the plot –
but I did it anyway. I felt like I was fighting my own mind, fighting a never-ending onslaught of
negative thoughts. But I refused to lose – I didn’t want to give in – because giving in to the negativity
was worse than being “crazy”. So I kept it up, turning thousands of negative thoughts into positive
ones and looking for the good in everything I possibly could. I was literally brainwashing myself into
thinking positively, by countering every negative thought with a stern, “NO!” and then thinking of a
positive thought instead, every chance I got, hundreds of times a day.
This process of searching for things to be positive about became my life – it became something I did
constantly, at all times – and that’s something that’s very much become who I am as a person today.
Almost every piece of content I do for my website, my podcast and my YouTube has a positive
takeaway, a point I want to give you; a silver lining. I look for the positive in everything – even
really negative events in my life. One of my missions with my content is to teach you how to find the
positivity in everything too.
And after a few weeks of debating with myself, feeling like I was being “crazy” by having these
arguments with my own mind, something magical happened. I realised there were slightly less
negative thoughts bouncing around my head. My mind was… quieter. Not all the time – I still had
some horrible, dark thoughts a few times a day – but they were clearly diminishing in frequency. And
more importantly, there were moments where there was nothing but nice thoughts in my head.
Thoughts like, “I could be happy… I think that’s possible. I think one day I could be really happy.”
Thoughts like “The world is kind of… nice.” Thoughts like, “I think I like people. People are…
good.” And occasionally, maybe once or twice a month, “Maybe I’m good too.”
Over the next few months those moments of nice thoughts – those moments where I felt nothing but
peace and contentment – lasted longer and longer. Sometimes for hours, sometimes for almost an
entire day. I kept debating any negative thoughts that came up, swatting them away – they were now
mere annoyances rather than all-consuming torrents of self-abuse. I got to a point where the good
thoughts became the norm and the negative thoughts were the minority. Life became… nice. I liked
my thoughts.
No, I liked myself. I liked who I had turned myself into.
I became obsessed with focusing on the positive, and the world started to become warmer to me,
brighter, more full of colour, less dark. I finally realised the truth about my grandfather – he wasn’t
nae, or ignorant about the world – he just made a conscious choice to focus on the positive each day.
Now when I hung out with him, I’d look at him with a kind of awe and reverence, finally
understanding that he was perhaps one of the smartest men I could ever know. He hadn’t been the
dipshit, going through life ignorant about the way things really were. I had been. Holy shit.
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Fast-forward almost a decade and these days I barely have any negative thoughts. I can’t even tell
you how few I have, because I honestly don’t remember them. Swatting them away – focusing on the
positive and looking for that silver lining with each negative thought – has become such a habit I do it
automatically without thinking about it. It’s a habit I’ve reinforced millions of times over the last 10
years. It was incredibly hard during those first few weeks, but like everything else, you get better at
what you practice. If your head is full of negative thoughts, forcing yourself to think of at least 1
positive thought for every 1 negative thought you have is a brilliant starting point. Over time you’ll
build up a habit of doing this every time you have a negative thought, and now congratulations!
You’re being more fair and balanced with your thoughts – 1 positive thought for every 1 negative
thought.
These days I don’t even realise I’m focusing on the positive – it takes no mental effort. It’s like
there’s a janitor permanently in my head, sweeping away the negative thoughts before they even get a
chance to manifest into conscious thought, and replacing them with positive ones. I almost never
ruminate on the negative, and I certainly never talk to or about myself in the negative. I have become
an optimist. I still have struggles sometimes – I’m only human – and I obviously still get sad or
lonely or a bit down sometimes. But I don’t get negative about feeling negative – I don’t beat myself
up for it. I accept the sad emotions without any judgement, without any debasing self-talk.
It wasn’t all smooth sailing to get to the present day though; I made plenty of mistakes and got
complacent over most of my mid-to-late 20’s. I got into another bad relationship and gained a bunch
of fat, stopped hanging out with friends as much and became a bit directionless, before eventually
finding Good Looking Loser and starting my journey there. I lost weight (77lbs), hit the gym, beat my
approach anxiety, figured out a healthy relationship framework with a woman I adore (my girlfriend
Imogen, obviously), went on to have tonnes of 3somes, and got to the point I’m at now. And now is
pretty damn amazing. Life is fucking lovely.
Thank god I didn’t kill myself.
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Chapter 3 – Hope

So that’s my story thus far. Of course, I’ve skipped a lot of details; it’s hard to distil almost 20 years
of your life down into a concise article. But the takeaway message is: I came from a very dark place,
with years of self-abuse, cheating, self-inflicted pain and all sorts of mental issues, and I turned it all
around mostly by focusing on the positive and taking action to change things (starting with a small
daily todo list). If I can do it, you sure as hell can too.
So now let’s talk about you.
Whether you’re depressed as hell, feeling lost, or even if you just have a couple of unhelpful thinking
habits, I’m going to do my best to give you some resources and a plan for action to start turning
things around. I can’t stand the idea of even one person having to suffer through what I had to suffer
through, so please let me help you. Please listen to what I say below, and at least just try a couple of
the things I suggest.
If you’re extremely depressed, I know you’re hurting. I know you feel alone, and I know it seems like
nobody truly understands the hell you’re living in. And they don’t understand – even I can’t
understand your exact circumstances and how you feel. I’m not you.
I do understand it gets better though, if you just start by taking one tiny baby step. You don’t have
to do anything monumental. I know it’s incredibly hard to want to do anything, so let’s start small.
I’m not telling you to fix your entire life, and I don’t want you to think about how far you have left to
go or how many problems you need to fix. Let’s start small, with one thing, and get that sorted first.
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No matter where you’re at right now, no matter what struggles you’re dealing with, it is all fixable, I
promise.
Even if your circumstances are worse than mine were, even if your hell is darker than mine was,
you’re not a special kind of fucked up; you can turn it around. But you do have to take action – even
just a tiny little baby step. Your problems aren’t going to magically fix themselves. I wish I could
snap my fingers and fix things for you, but I can’t – You need to be the one to fix your life.
“If it is to be, it’s up to me.”
Watch this video (it’s mandatory before you keep reading – it perfectly sums up a lot of what I’m
about to tell you):

Start Small
Start small. Really small. Pathetically small. Smaller than you think is even reasonable. If you feel
really depressed and hopeless and feel like you can’t do anything right now, start by making your
bed. This is the exact advice Jordan Peterson gives in 12 Rules for Life, it’s the core concept of the
book Mini Habits, it’s mentioned in The Slight Edge, and of course it’s the life-saving advice my
parents gave me when they made me do that “stupid” to-do list every single day.
Yes, some days you won’t want to make your bed – you’ll say it’s a waste of time, it’s stupid, it’s
pointless, “Why even bother when existence is meaningless and everything in my life sucks?” One of
the biggest mistakes people make in life is saying, “I feel shitty, so I won’t work on my goals right
now. I’ll wait til I feel better.” The thing is, working on your goals is what makes you feel better.
If you just sit around waiting for the depression to fix itself, you’ll be waiting forever – depression is
often a response to your current circumstances. So let’s fix those circumstances and build a life
you can get excited about. That only comes by taking action right this second, in spite of the fact you
may not want want to.
So please, I’m asking you to trust me – like I had to just trust my parents. Just do those small little
tasks each day – even just one like making your bed – and I promise it’ll start to snowball. Each day
you complete your to-do list, no matter how “pathetic” and “pitiful” the things on that list are, give
yourself a pat on the back. Come post on my forums and tell us what you did – I promise all the
guys on there will give you a massive pat on the back. Or join my Winners Club if you’d like me
personally to give you a pat on the back and push you each day – that’s what I’m here for. Or tell a
friend or family member – but you need to share your daily victories with someone. When you’re
depressed, you desperately need all the encouragement you can get.
Over time, as you start to build that to-do list into a habit, and as you start to rack up more of those
little victories and that sense of accomplishment you get from ticking things off your daily list, you’ll
start to feel a little emboldened. “Maybe I could add a few more things to my list…” Add them. As
you achieve them, you’ll add more, and you’ll start to grow courageous enough to do some bigger
things like fixing up your resume, cleaning up your diet, fixing your sleep. Keep pushing, slowly but
surely gaining more confidence, and before you know it you’ll be doing things that right now seem
utterly impossible. Like I said, don’t think too far ahead or you’ll just feel overwhelmed; instead,
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focus on the tiny little baby step(s) you can take today.
There’s a guy on YouTube I follow called BigNoKnow – a guy who’s suffered from depression and
severe anxiety for years. In a Q&A video, he was asked, “What’s the one thing that’s gotten you
through all your mental issues?” His answer:
“Having a routine. Doing mundane tasks every single day, even when I don’t feel like it.
That is the only thing that’s kept me sane.”
There are other habits that’ll help you – going outside, getting some fresh air, fixing your sleep,
cutting down on caffeine and alcohol, removing stress from your life, making friends. Start slowly
building those habits up one at a time, with little baby steps each day.
When you’re depressed, when it’s hopeless, when you feel like there’s no way out, make a list of
tasks to do each day. Do something – anything – each day and keep on slowly pushing forward a day
at a time. You won’t feel like doing it, you’ll likely fight against it the first few days or weeks, but
force yourself to do it and you’ll slowly start to pull yourself out of the hole that you’re in.

You Can’t Afford the Luxury of a Negative Thought
While you’re taking those tiny little baby steps, grab a copy of You Can’t Afford the Luxury of a
Negative Thought. It’s absolutely mandatory for overcoming depression, or just improving your life
in general. Even if you’re not depressed, grab this book. I recommend it to EVERYONE reading
this right now, no matter if you’re depressed or perfectly happy. Buy it.
Now.
I mean it.
This book will literally change your life, but only IF you do the exercises in it and build them into
habits, just like I did.
And building habits is what this book is all about – it teaches you to focus on the positive and see the
silver lining in most situations, just like I learned to do by forcing myself to swat away the negative
thoughts and come up with positive ones to replace them with.
It’s also an incredibly positive and motivating book in itself; I go back and re-read it every now and
then when I want to feel absolutely spectacularly positive about my future and my life. It’s the very
definition of a “feel-good” book, whilst also helping you build those positive habits that’ll last long
after the initial motivation wears off.
I even did a podcast walking you through a few of the exercises from the book (I do them with you
live on the podcast), so you can see what I’m talking about:
I told you the book was good. Buy it. Seriously. It’ll help.
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My Other Resources
I’ve written a tonne of articles that directly cover overcoming depression, dealing with that
overwhelming feeling of “it’s hopeless” or “it’s too late for me.” Here’s where I’d suggest starting:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Don’t Kill Yourself.
What to do When You Feel Hopeless and Helpless
Always be Working on Something if You Don?t want to Become Depressed
The Meaning Of Life & How to Be Happy
Questions to Ask Yourself if You Want a Successful Life
Don?t Worry, You?re Making Progress (Bad Days are Ok.)
Discipline & Willpower Don?t Fucking Matter
Stop Being a Cunt to Yourself
Give Yourself Permission to Suck
When You?re In a Rut?
I Am Always Full of Doubt
You Are Here Now.
“I’m Losing My Will to Change”
Shut Up and Be Grateful
My Transformation
My Recommended Reading List

If you keep doing those little baby steps each day, you’ll get to a point where you’re in a decent place
(be patient with yourself – that may take you a few weeks or months to slowly build up your daily
good habits if you’re in a really dark place like I was). Good work – I’m fucking proud of you.
Now it’s time to start really improving your life, and building a life worth living. Fitness, improving
your looks, having friends who care about you, having hobbies and most importantly having goals
you care about. Start by reading these step-by-step instructions on improving yourself and turning
your life around:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

How to Make Friends
The Slight Edge (How I’ve Achieved all my Goals)
How I Lost Weight (77lbs / 35kg)
Fixing Your Sleep (Sleep is Paramount)
Improving Your Looks
How to Start Anything
Write a Daily Action Plan (To-do List)
How to Get Strong/Gain Muscle
How to Meet Women on Tinder/Online Dating
How to Start Hitting on Girls in Public
I Can?t Get Laid Because?
How to Relax (The 5 Minute Meditator)

Building an awesome life really is just a process of taking tiny little baby steps each day and
improving yourself, a tiny bit at a time. Life gets better with each improvement you make, I promise.
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Make self-improvement your religion.
Make building yourself up your life’s purpose.

Focus on the Positive / Cognitive Behaviour Therapy (CBT)
As the book You Can’t Afford the Luxury of a Negative Thought will teach you, focusing on the
positive (looking for the silver lining, or coming up with 1 positive thought to counter each negative
thought you have) is absolutely the way to rewire your brain and turn yourself from a pessimist into
an optimist. I literally changed my entire personality by doing this exercise over and over again until
it became an ingrained habit – you’re reprogramming yourself. Psychologists use the term
Cognitive Behaviour Therapy (CBT) which really just means being aware of your thoughts and then
countering the negative thoughts with positive ones – exactly like I did myself. I’m giving a very
simplified version of CBT, but that’s the gist of it.
Start with You Can’t Afford the Luxury of a Negative Thought – it teaches you CBT without using the
complicated jargon psychologists use. And in the mean time, while you work on being more positive,
remember this: You have control over the positive thoughts, but less-so your negative ones.
Everybody has negative thoughts (they’re called intrusive thoughts) – they often just come into your
head without you wanting them to. So don’t beat yourself up if you have negative thoughts, don’t get
mad at yourself, don’t say, “Why the hell do I have all these negative thoughts, what the hell is wrong
with me?” Now you’re just adding one more negative thought to the pile.
Instead, take a deep breath, remind yourself that everyone has negative thoughts, and focus on
looking for a positive thought or making one up. You can’t control some of your negative (impulsive)
thoughts, but you can choose to come up with a positive thought. If you’re bombarded by negative
thoughts for an hour, you have the choice to think positive thoughts for 1 hour and 1 minute – thus
outlasting the negative. You may not always have the choice to not be negative – sometimes you find
yourself in a negative mood which is out of your control – but you definitely have the power to
then find something to be positive about.
Gratitude is also a great answer here – finding things to be grateful for in your life. I covered how to
use gratitude in a podcast episode, and Mark Manson wrote a great article called Shut Up and Be
Grateful. Go listen to/read both of those.

Making Friends/Having a Support Network
I’ve said this to a tonne of my coaching clients: No man is an island; you can’t do this alone. You’re
not supposed to. Let others help you; rely on them, let them support you, and when you’re in a place
where you’re able to, support them in return. Together you’ll build each other up; the whole is
greater than the sum of its parts.
If you have no friends (I didn’t for many years), here’s my guide on making friends.
Sign up for our forums and come introduce yourself. There are plenty of people on there who are
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either currently working through depression, or have overcome it; I promise they’ll be incredibly
welcoming and encouraging to you. I know it’s hard to talk about this shit – particularly if you’ve
bottled it up for months or years like I did – but just start small. You don’t have to write your entire
life story like I have here. You only have to write a sentence or two about yourself and where you’re
at, and over time you’ll learn to gradually share more and open up a little bit. Baby steps, remember.
The people on my forums are truly awesome human beings who’ll have your back, motivate you and
encourage you, and support you so you don’t feel so alone with battling your depression. You can’t
beat depression alone, so don’t try to. If you want the next step up from the forums, you’re welcome
to sign up for my Winners Club, which is an even more supportive version of the forums (and you’ll
get daily access to me for support/encouragement/counselling/etc).

On top of that, start telling any friends or family members you trust about how you’ve been feeling,
what you’re struggling with, any dark thoughts you’re having, etc. You don’t have to blurt out, “Hey,
I’m depressed!” if you’re not comfortable; just start small, with those tiny little baby steps. “I’ve been
feeling a bit shit lately” or “I feel like I can’t achieve anything” or “I feel like I’m wasting my life and
running out of time”. Little conversations that’ll help you open up and not feel so damn alone – being
alone is your enemy when you’re trying to overcome depression.
I wish I hadn’t taken pretty much a decade to tell my parents that I was depressed; I was making
myself needlessly suffer for all that time when I could have reached out and ask for help. Nobody
overcomes depression without a support network of at least one or two people they can talk to when
they’re having a bad day, and nobody builds an awesome life without having people in their corner
who are rooting for them. You’re not a pussy for asking for help. And you are certainly not a
burden, even though I know it can often feel like you are. People want to help you; so give them the
opportunity to.

Medication
I’m going to very briefly mention medication (anti-depressants) here, because I’d be remiss not to
mention it. Medication does work for some people. However, I usually list it as a last resort, and only
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after trying all the things in this article, as well as getting regular exercise and fresh air (go outside
every day). Anti-depressants can have side-effects, and in many cases can take a bit of work to come
off of.
But if you’re really suffering, and you really feel like there’s just no point, and you can’t bring
yourself to take action (and now remember, even just one tiny little baby step counts as an action);
anti-depressants can help. Talk to a doctor first, and know that they should only ever be a temporary
solution to get you through the initial hump, while you start taking action and doing the things that
will naturally start making you feel better. And then, when you’re ready – and with the direction of
your doctor – you can slowly taper off them.
But again, I’d do everything else listed here first. 99% of people I give counselling to end up
improving their lives and never needing medication by just taking those tiny little baby steps every
day to start clawing their way out of the hole.

Counselling
I absolutely recommend talking to someone about your depression, your life, the reasons you’re not
happy – you need someone who’ll both listen and care. If you go to a counsellor/psychologist, that
last point is the most important – you have to feel like they care about and want to see you do well.
Psychologists/counsellors are just people; which means some of them will be great, some of them
will be average, and some of them will be utterly incompetent. Too many people go to one or two
counselling sessions, don’t click with their counsellor, and declare, “Counselling doesn’t work!”
Counselling absolutely does work – but you’ll likely need to shop around a bit and try a couple of
them before you find one who you feel comfortable talking to.
I also offer depression counselling if you need it – you’re welcome to send me a message & I’ll help
you. I’ve helped tonnes of people with depression using all of the methods I mentioned above (as
well as a few more). You can pay per session with me, there’s no obligation to see me every week or
anything – just any time you need to talk. And one thing I can promise you – probably more than any
counsellor or psychologist you’ll go to – is I’ll absolutely give a shit about you. I really, really, really
care – deeply – because I went through almost a decade of hell myself. I do not want to see anyone
else have to suffer through what I went through, and I’ll do everything in my power to change your
life – I’ll pour my heart and soul into helping you work through your depression.

I don’t want this article to devolve into an ad for my services, but I wanted you to know that I offer it
if you need it.
The bottom line – whether you see me, or another counsellor, or a psychologist, or just rely on other
friends & your own support network – is your problems can be fixed. I promise even if you think it’s
hopeless, even if you think your problems are significantly worse than anybody else’s and you can’t
be helped (something I’ve heard from about 50 clients at this point, all of whom went on to massively
improve their lives) – everything is fixable. You can be helped. As The Cosmic AC said in my alltime favourite short story, Isaac Asimov’s The Last Question:
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“No problem is insoluble in all conceivable circumstances.“
Which means, if you just keep trying, you will eventually solve any problem and overcome any
hurdle – as long as you just keep going. You can change your brain, change your habits, improve
your life – just like I improved mine. Please reach out to someone – me, or a psychologist/counsellor,
or friends and family, or even an internet forum – and fix things.
Please. Take the fucking help.
You’ve read all the way to the end. Now it’s time to start taking some action. Read through this
whole article again if you need to, and then start with Chapter 3 – Hope. Start working through the
list of resources I wrote, start writing a daily to-do list of tiny little tasks you can work on – even if
it’s just “I will make my damn bed”. Build a support network, reach out to a counsellor if you need it,
and start challenging those negative thoughts and looking for positive thoughts. You can do this.
I was a complete and utter mess of a human being; I cheated, I was vile and evil to people who were
nothing but kind to me, I hated myself and I took out my anger and self-hatred on everybody I could
– especially myself. The world was dark, cold, unimaginably depressing and life was not worth living.
I was able to overcome all that and beat my depression and turn myself into an optimist. If I can do it,
you sure as hell can too.
I promise.
-Andy
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Pain and Pleasure
April 4, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Why spanking and other forms of pain are a hell of a lot of fun – for her, and for you.
BDSM Starter Kit we recommend (it has a paddle and other fun stuff):
https://www.pjtra.com/t/TEFNS0xNQUZGR0ZEREFFREtLTEc?sid=support&url=https%3A%2F%
2Fwww.adameve.com%2Fadult-sex-toys%2Fkinky-bondage%2Fbondage-kits%2Fsp-ouch-intermedi
ate-bondage-kit-107331.aspx
How to Give Girls Rollercoaster Sex: https://theinnerwinnershow.com/168/
Want ongoing accountability and daily coaching from me, a support network of like-minded guys and
daily feedback on your self-improvement journey? Join my private group The Winners Club for all
this and more – I’ll absolutely kick your ass into gear and make you successful:
https://killyourinnerloser.com/the-winners-club/
Patreon: https://patreon.com/killyourinnerloser
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Why I Advocate Honesty (Why the Truth Matters)
April 5, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Spoiler: It’s not because “it’s the right thing to do”…
Honesty is an Ideal You Work Towards (how to be honest):
https://killyourinnerloser.com/honesty-is-an-ideal/
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31yo Virgin Short Guy Now Gets Laid a Tonne?
May 1, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
You guys are gonna absolutely LOVE this 2-part interview with a guy who’s been absolutely
CRUSHING it lately, Ed.

When he first started seeing me, he was unhappy with his life, still a virgin at 31, with severe erectile
dysfunction and a whole lot of hopelessness. Through sheer hard work and an unwillingness to quit,
he’s turned his life around and transformed himself into an absolute badass.
How much of a badass, you say?
He’s gone from a 31yo virgin to a guy who’s had sex with 12 women as of writing.
He goes out and does photoshoots with models for his Tinder/Instagram.
He’s cut off all the unhelpful people who were holding him back, and build a support
network/friendship group of like-minded legends.
He’s gone from “skinnyfat” to having a solid set of abs.
He’s become a bit of a celebrity on my forums for how far he’s come.
His erectile dysfunction is 10% of what it used to be, and he’s gaining confidence in the bedroom
with every passing week.
Oh, and he’s only 5ft6, silencing all those stupid excuses people make like, “I’m short, it’s
impossible to get laid.“
In summary, Ed’s turned himself into an absolute legend and a man worthy of respect. Here’s the
interviews we did, I think you guys will get a quick out of them:
Absolute legend.
I’m obviously SUPER proud of Ed for how far he’s come, and how much he’s worked his ass off
since I met him. We’ve been through many highs and lows together, and the main reason he’s been
successful is he just didn’t quit. I’ve said before, the secret to success is taking tiny little baby steps
every single day, and repeating to yourself over and over: “I will NEVER. FUCKING. QUIT.”
If you want coaching yourself, send me an email and let’s fucking go.
Now go out there and crush your goals.
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Tinder Burnout
May 5, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Here’s something a bunch of you need to hear, particularly if you’ve been getting frustrated with your
lack of success with women online:
And once you’re done watching, go take a break and chill for a bit.
Life is meant to be enjoyed, remember. Getting laid is meant to be fun.
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How to Beat Your Approach Anxiety
May 9, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Can’t talk to girls? Find yourself pussying out every time you try to work up the courage, feeling like
it’s absolutely impossible to overcome?
I used to be exactly the same way, pussying out on girls for years, hating myself for not being a man,
until finally I decided to do something about it and actually conquer my approach anxiety.
A guy from my forums – Manganiello – recently conquered his anxiety too. We had a chat about how
beating his approach anxiety and being able to talk to women has changed his life.
Watch this if you’ve been desperate to talk to girls yourself, but are too nervous, or think “I don’t
have enough free time to dedicate to beating my nervousness/anxiety”:
Seriously – if you’re unable to talk to girls right now, do the Approach Anxiety program. It’s 100%
free, I did it myself (here’s a log I kept during the entire thing) – I wouldn’t have gotten to where I
am without it.
You deserve to talk to women, you deserve to date them and have sex with them and build an
awesome fucking life.
So stop making excuses. Go out there and do it.
-Andy
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I Don’t Feel Great, Guys.
May 13, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
I’ve been feeling a bit down the last few days – long story. But I sat down to do a podcast anyway,
and what resulted was me pouring out a lot of stuff I’ve been through over the last few years, my
story in building up this site/my coaching, and how fucking grateful I am to all of you for giving a
shit about me.
If you’re feeling down yourself, please do what I said in the vid – jump on my forums and make a
post about what you’re going through, and come up with some things to be grateful for.
If you need coaching or want to chat, that’s here. If you can’t afford coaching, there’s also The
Winners Club here.
But above all else, go take action. Don’t put it off. Do something, right this second.
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STOP Suppressing Your Emotions! (They’re Trying to TELL
You Something.)
May 18, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Guys.
I see too many of you thinking you’re a giant pussy if you ever feel too angry, or get down, or have a
week where you’re sad, or get butthurt over a girl rejecting you.
I see too many of you thinking there’s something “wrong” with you if you aren’t able to immediately
bounce back from a negative experience; as if the act of feeling anything negative means you’re a
failure, not masculine enough, not manly enough. Not a real man.
I see too many of you thinking you need to suppress your emotions at all costs, bottling them up and
moving on from them within seconds, as if emotions are something you should never feel if you want
a successful life.
What the fuck are you guys doing. You’re throwing away some of the most useful and helpful
information you will EVER get; discarding the best motivation you’ll ever find in the known
universe. Your emotions are INCREDIBLY useful, and I see too many of you thinking they’re a
problem when in most cases they’re the SOLUTION.
Watch this video, it’s going to absolutely change some of your lives when you realise you’ve been
doing emotions all wrong:
And for god sakes, please start being GRATEFUL for your emotions. They’re incredibly helpful, if
you harness them for good.
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Short Guys Will NEVER Get Girls??
May 23, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
If you’re someone who worries about his height and is concerned women will reject you for it, watch
this video:
Seriously, watch it. I see too many guys getting depressed and giving up hope just because they’re
short. I’m here to tell you being short is NOT the dealbreaker you think it is, and you’re just using it
as an excuse to do the hard work you need to do if you want an awesome sex life.
Come on, be real with yourself – you’re being a pussy, and you’re using “But I’m short!” as the
world’s most convenient – and most pathetic – excuse.
Man up and do the work. If you want an awesome sex life, you need to WORK for it. Nobody’s
going to give it to you.
Get out there and make it happen.
-Andy
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Feel Like You Missed Out on Your 20s?
May 25, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Here’s a topic that’s extremely close to my heart – guys in their late 20’s or 30’s feeling like it’s “too
late” for them, feeling like they’ll never get laid, feeling like that ship has sailed.
And look, I get it – I myself didn’t really start trying to get laid and working on my self-improvement
until I was about 28. And god knows I had a lot of anxiety (“terror” is a better word for it) around
whether or not I’d ever be able to get laid. I was convinced it was “too late” and I’d missed out on too
much time to ever be able to build the life I wanted.
And guess what?
I was fucking wrong.
Getting laid in my 30’s is not only possible – it’s really freaking easy. By dedicating myself to my
own self-improvement and making sure I was just a little bit better every single day, I built myself a
sex and dating life I’m incredibly pleased with. I get laid now far easier than I ever could in my 20’s
– completely blowing my fears of “it’s too late for me” out of the water.
All those fears I had, all those insecurities, all the worry that women wouldn’t like me in my 30’s or
that it’d be too late to change… That was all complete BS.
Completely unfounded.
Complete nonsense.
I’ve never been so unbelievably glad to have been wrong about something in all my life.
If you find yourself with the same fears – “I missed out on my 20’s!” – I’m here hat you need is a
dose of harsh reality; a pep talk. That’s what I’m here for:
Now get out there and build the life you want. Build a life that’d make the 20-year-old you incredibly
jealous; and incredibly happy.
And if you need some coaching to get your mind right – click here.
-Andy
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Coaching with Andy
May 26, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
NSFW: This article contains nude pics.
Disclaimer: Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload every nude photo. Happy to remove
pics/stories – contact me.
You love my articles/podcasts, you get a kick out of seeing all my lay reports (you dirty perv), you
want to do what I’ve done. You’re on this page because you want me to help you build an elite life
other guys will envy.
Life’s too short to fuck around, so here’sa taste of the life I am offering you:
Yep, that’s me (well, my dick with 3 girls I dated). I went from a total zero (I was obese, suicidal,
with zero friends and no hope in life) to a guy who gets laid whenever the hell he wants, with
whomever he wants.

What I’ve accomplished so far:
– 150 lays (roughly, I stopped counting properly a few years ago), mostly from Tinder/online but a
handful from daygame/cold approach too.
– 25 3somes (25 different combinations of women, with many more repeat 3somes with the same
girls – a couple hundred times at this point) plus a couple of FFFM 4somes.
– Overcame 9 years of depression & suicidal tendencies.
– Went from “I can’t even do a single pushup” to comfortably deadlifting 175kg.
– Went from the most negative person you’ll ever meet, to a total optimist.
– Went from a financial loser with $15k worth of debt, to being able to quit my job and go full-time
with coaching and mentoring guys.4
Here’s tonnes of my lay stories, complete with pics and videos.
I’m in ahappy loving relationship with my 21yo girlfriend Imogen – we have sex with girls together
in 3somes and have a tonne of fun in the bedroom with them. She’s a total sweetheart and she
regularly comes on my podcast with me to talk life, love, self-improvement, making the world a
cooler place. I love her to bits.
I’ve helped countless guys improve their own sex lives, including a bunch of guys who were
complete virgins who had no idea what the hell they were doing – guys who are now crushing itwhen
it comes to their goals. I’ve also worked with guys who were depressed, guys who felt hopeless,
guys who felt like it was too late for them. I’ve written tonnes of articles about depression & suicidal
thoughts; it’s something I spent years overcoming myself.

Truth is, since the day I was born I didn’t feel like I truly “deserved” to live an epic life or to have
any girls like me or to be worthwhile in any capacity. Like I was destined to always be a
fuckingzero. Everything you’ve seen me accomplish since then has been a rebellion against that;
me standing up and saying, “Fuck you, universe. I deserve all the cool shit I see other people
getting. I’mnota fucking loser. Ideservethe shit they have.”
If I can do it, you sure as hell can too.
Alright Andy, I'm ready to be helped. Let's fucking go.
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Here is a 2-part interview with one of my coaching clients Ed, to show you what coaching will do for
youif you’re willing to work your ass off and push yourself.
Ed went from a depressed, unconfident virgin at 31 to an ass-kicking machine with a tonne of
confidence, plenty of lays, and he goes out and shoots photos with models for his Tinder/Instagram
now:
Here’s some infield videos and vlogs from a guy I took out who’d NEVER talked to a single girl in
his entire life. Within a few hours I had him talking to 20 girls; a couple days later it was 27 girls. He
got 5 phone numbers and a couple of dates, all from one coaching session with me:

These guys aren’t special, they don’t have something you don’t have – they’re just regular dudes
who pushed themselves out of their comfort zones and didn’t fucking quit.If these guys (and
hundreds of others), can do it, you sure as hell can too.
So what do you want from life? What shit keeps you up at night, stressing you out, eating away at
yoursoul? What do you really want, but feel like you’re “not allowed to have”?
What do you actually WANT?

Coaching Options:
I offer two coaching packages to get you the results you want: group coaching, and 1-on-1 coaching:
Desperate for a coaching program that gives you on-going accountability, advice and motivation
throughout each week, and a brotherhood of like-minded guys who are absolutely crushing their
goals and achieving crazy shit?
The guys in this group are absolutely crushing it, going out everyday and talking to 20+ girls a day
(even guys who before they signed up had never talked to ANY girls in their entire life). They’ll have
your back, push you to do what they’ve done, and I’ll be right there as well helping you build
yourself into an absolute legend.
This is THE place to be if you want to start kicking some fucking ass in life.

The guys who’ve enrolled in this coaching program are all dudes who are ABSOLUTELY
SERIOUS about crushing their goals – they’re all guys just like yourself who are willing to invest,
go all-in and build something epic. We all have each other’s backs. They’re absolute legends – and
I want you to be a part of it too.
I’m alsoway more open (I share more of my personal life) in this coaching program than I am in
articles/podcasts/etc – I talk about my goals, my finances and how I’m making money from this
site/my coaching, I cover the things I’m working through and what my plans for the future are.
You’re getting an inside look on how I accomplish my goals, and how you can too.

If you?ve been trying to get in touch with me on the forum or via emailto ask me questions &
be mentored by me,Become a Winneris the place to do it. I don?t have time to do so on my forums
anymore, so this coaching program is the place to be if you want my support/advice/motivation.
Let’s save you years of pain and figuring things out on your own, struggling and feeling like
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you’re lost, feeling like it’s hopeless, feeling like you’re never going to make it.
Let’s fast-track your success and all but guarantee you hit your goals.
Let’s get you around a bunch of like-minded guys who’ll give a shit about you, have your back, and
push you to do the things you never thought possible.
Let’s get you motivated every single day, with myself and the other guys pushing you when you’re
having a bad/lazy day and need a shove in the right direction.
You can’t tell me you’re serious about building a kickass life if you’re not willing to invest in
yourself.
Join the community now, and you’ll also get immediate access to recordings of every previous group
coaching session we’ve had as well.
Do you have any idea how much I would have killed to have direct access to my mentor (Chris
from GoodLookingLoser)? I?d have cut off my left testicle for the kind of attention, care and ongoing
accountability I’m offering you here.
Let’s fucking go.

Whatever you’re currently struggling with, if you work with me and put in the effort, we’ll build
you into a kickass human being.
Helping guys with their mental wellbeing and helping them rise from the ashes is the topic that’s
closest to my heart. I spent more than a decade of my life in chronic depression, constantly suicidal,
wishing I had the balls to end my life but never actually working up the courage to do it. I felt
worthless, useless, hopeless, helpless – like there was no way out. All I wanted was for life to not
suck so much, for me to not spend every waking second in desperate despondency. I just wanted to
feel normal, like everybody else.
Here’s what other guys in the group are achieving right now:
* Losing their virginity
* Building an elite sex life (3somes, BDSM, friends-with-benefits)
* Overcoming depression
* Finding an amazing girlfriend
* Being honest & real with girls
* Building an awesome social life
* Becoming financially-independent/starting a business
* Improving their looks/self-improvement
* And a tonne more.
Jump on a free call with me to make sure you're a good fit for the group.
If you’re willing to work hard, our group coaching sessions together will do more for you than years
of therapy. I’ve heard this so many times I’ve lost count now: “Andy, in one coaching call you helped
me more than all the counsellors I paid thousand and thousands of dollars to.”

I give you real conversations, real advice and real empathyfrom someone who’s been in your
shoes, worked through it, and come out the other side. Most therapists/counsellors have no idea
what the hell it feels like to spend hours and hours a day wanting to kill yourself, thinking women
will never like you, wondering if you’ll ever have friends, for years and years. Most therapists talk
from a point of “theory”, but they’ve never actually overcome huge issues themselves and more
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importantly gone on to be successful and crush their goals. I have. And so have the other
members in the group.
Now let’s get you the life you deserve.
Jump on a free call with me to make sure you're a good fit for the group.
MUST READ FIRST: This package is only for guys who are serious and willing to invest in their
future; I will ONLY work with you & fast track your results if you're actually ready to go all-in with
your goals. I'll be pouring a tonne of my time and attention into you; you'll be getting my undivided
care during that time. As such, you need to make absolutely sure you're 100% committed to building
an awesome life.. × Dismiss alert
And here it is – the package you sign up for if you’re hardcore serious about building a truly elite sex
life, and getting the life you’ve always wanted.This is premium 1-on-1 coaching with me.I’m not
fucking around, and I expect you not to fuck around either. This package is not cheap, and I only
offer it to guys who are 100% ready to invest in themselves and go all-in with taking themselves
seriously.
No longer will you have to feel like a loser, alone, wishing you had a killer sex life. I felt that way
foryears– I know exactly how you’re feeling. I went through so many lonely nights crying my eyes
out sitting at home in my apartment by myself, feeling like a complete and utter zero, completely
convinced nobody would EVER want me. I hate the idea that anybody is sitting there feeling the
same hell I used to feel. I hate the idea you just want women to fucking like you, but you think that’s
utterly impossible. I want you to finally feel what it’s like to bewantedby women, to get that
validation you’ve been craving for years (trust me, it feels fuckinggoodbeing wanted). I’m here to
pull you out of the mud and get you the elite sex life you’ve always wanted.
Best of all, you can have all the lays you want in an ethical way – being 100% upfront and honest
with all the women you sleep with.
No pickup artist lines to memorise.
No manipulation or using women.
None of the drama.
Just 100% “keeping it real” and being authentic.
Coaching with me is like2 years worth of progress crammed into a few short months– you’re
shortcutting your success, saving yourself a TONNE of heartache and pain, and building a life other
guys will be envious of. I put a ridiculous amount of effort into this package – I’ll pour my heart and
soul into getting you laid.You’re investing in yourself, and saving yourself years of struggling,
having to figure everything out yourself, and never making any progress. Hence, “fast-track to
success”. Iwill make sure you succeed – as long as you’re willing to do the work.
Jump on a free call with me to make sure we're a good fit.
Wanna learn how to walk right up to a girl on the street and be fucking her a couple hours laterlike
I did here? Sick of feeling like a feeling like a complete and utter pussy every time you see a cute
girl, giving anything to have the confidence to go up to her and say hi… but you justcan’t?
Approach anxiety (that feeling of wanting to talk to a girl but being unable to do it) is a complete
bitch. Iget it; I went through absolute hell with my ownapproach anxiety; struggled for years until
finally I cracked the code and figured out how to beat it.Here’s a log I kept(including video diaries)
of my journey beating it and learning to hit on girls.
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I had so many lonely nights, so many nights pacing back and forward in my apartment, angry and
frustrated and completely lost, asking myself, “What the fuck is wrong with me? Why can’t I hit on
girls? Do I deserve to be a fucking loser? Will I ever beat this thing?”
I went through absolute hell – and I want to make sure you don’t have to.
Do you really want to spend the next several years floundering when it comes to women, getting
rejected over and over, feeling like you’ll never reach a point of abundance, wishing you could
have that true “I don’t give a fuck” mentality I talk about?
Do you really want to feel alone, wondering if you’ll ever have the kind of sex life and relationship
intimacy you truly want deep down?
Do you really want to settle with an average-looking woman and have average kids and live in an
average house and have an average life, knowing you could have done better if you’d decided to
take yourself seriously?
Do you really want to watch everybody else crush their goals and kill it on a daily basis, while you
sit idly by, feeling like you’re missing out?
No?
Then let me help you do what I have done, and more importantly, get you what I have.
Jump on a free call with me to make sure we're a good fit.

And what’s waiting for you on the other side of going all-in with coaching with me? Tonnes of
wild sex like I’ve had, including sex in public, banging girls within a couple hours of meeting them,
3somes (and4somes), BDSM, open relationships, wild adventures, financial independence and a
killer life.
You deserve all that(and more), so stop wasting time and hit me up so I can help you. I’ll give you
all the shortcuts and show you exactly what to do so you don’t have to struggle and suffer for years
like I did.
NOTE: I'll make it clear this is my most hardcore form of coaching - it's not cheap and is only for
guys who are EXTREMELY serious about kicking ass. It's only for those who want the premium
Andy experience - you and I will dominate your goals, together. You've got the chance to save
yourself years of struggling, of wasting time not making as much progress as you could be - start
taking yourself seriously and sign up for this package. × Dismiss alert
I’ll help you build the life you’ve always wanted & make sure you never have to be lonely again.
Jump on a quick call with me to make sure we’re a good fit to kick ass together – but only contact me
if you’re absolutely ready to go all-in:
Jump on a free call with me to make sure we're a good fit.

"But..." (Bullshit Excuses)
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“I can’t afford it/I don’t have much money…”
Then you’re not actually serious. Plain and simple. Go read this, right now:If You Don?t Take
Yourself Seriously, How Can You Expect Anyone Else to?You either want to change your life and
achieve your goals, or you want to sit there and make bullshit excuses and lie to yourself.
Do you know how much I would have killed to be able to do 1-on-1 coaching with my mentor, Chris
from GoodLookingLoser if he offered it? I would have paid $15,000 for him to help me avoid the
years of suffering, pain, struggles, hardship and total hell I had to go through. I would have taken
out a fucking bank loan in order to pay him if he gave coaching (he didn’t, unfortunately) – I’d
have done anythingto fast-track my success and avoid all those years of misery. And that’s what I’m
offering you – the chance to save yourself years of struggling and fast-forward to the part where you
actually get laid and actually crush your goals and actually get to enjoy your life.
Hell, and speaking of bank loans – I literally took out a $10,000 bank loan in order for me to move to
the centre of my city and work less hours at my job for ~6 months, so I could stay in a central
apartment and go all-in with getting laid. Best decision I ever made – I took my sex life seriously,
improved to where I am today, and made about 3 years worth of progress in 6 months. I saved myself
3 years of struggles and pain. Again, if you’re actually serious, you’ll do whatever it takes to get
your shit together.
Are you really going to choose to save a few dollars (which you’ll likely waste on bullshit and selfmedication, let’s be honest) instead of getting your priorities right, fixing your life and giving
yourself the sex life you’ve always dreamed of?
Come on, let’s be serious – you are wasting money on stupid stuff you don’t actually need right this
second. Buying take-out food when you could be cooking it yourself, wasting money on
alcohol/going out, money on self-medication instead of dealing with the actual problem so you don’t
need to self-medicate anymore. Stop wasting that money – invest in coaching and put it towards your
goals instead. Grow some balls, put your money where your mouth is, and decide your future is
worth investing in.
Want to end up old and alone, or worse – in an unhappy relationship, knowing you had a chance to
build a kickass sex life and find a great woman, but instead you just went with what was
‘comfortable’ and ‘easy’? No? Let’s make sure that doesn’t fucking happen then.
Hit me up and let’s start.

“Can youactuallyhelp me?”
Short answer:Yes. Long answer:Yes, if you’re willingto work hard, do the homework tasks I give
you and actually commit to building an awesome life. Everyone has the power to change, and I’ll be
the catalyst for you building a kickass life.I give you the tools , the support & the solid plan tohelp
you fix yourself.
If you want me to have a profound impact on your life, YOU have to work for it, and YOU have to
be the one to make the changes. I’ll guide you, give you all the wisdom and motivation I have, but at
the end of the day YOU need to be the one to take life by the horns, take matters into your own hands
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and build an awesome life. I’ll be right there with you.

“Now’s not the right time/I should make some more progress
first”
Already got you covered; watch this:

“I should focus on my career first.”
This discussion comes up from time to time, and the answer is always: Focus on your sex life first,
and worry about your career once that’s handled.
Can you really focus on your career when you feel deep down you’re aloser with women?
Can you really give your finances much time or attention when you’re constantly distracted by
thoughts of, “If only I could get laid…”?
All that ends up happening every single time I see a guy try is he half-asses his career for a couple
years, then comes back to our forums and says, “Ok, I’m finally ready to admit I need to get laid first
and stop wasting time.”
You can’t build an epic sex life without focusing on it 100% – your career isn’t going anywhere. You
can work on it after you’ve gone all-in with building a sex life/finding a girlfriend/whatever it is you
truly want deep down.
If you’re happy with an average, mediocre sex life, than more power to you. But I know myself and
every guy I’ve ever talked to doesn’t want to be average with women – we all want to get laid
whenever we want without feeling like it’s “just luck”. Be honest with yourself: You want to be good
with women, not lucky with women.
I’ll quote a couple paragraphs from an article I wrote:
“I was afraid to go all-in with getting laid, because I hadn’t yet handled my career/finances. I was
almost 30 (and about to have a mid-life crisis) because my life wasn’t what I thought it was
“supposed” to be. I was poor – massively in debt (about $25,000 AUD). I didn’t have a good job, let
alone a career. All my mates were making hella bank, getting promotions at work, and I was just
sitting around being a mess. Who the fuck was I to think I had the right to go out and try to get laid,
when my finances were a mess and my life wasn’t where it was supposed to be?
Thing is, I couldn’t focus on career. I couldn’t focus on making money. I couldn’t start a business. I
couldn’t do much of anything; because I was so caught up in the fact I knew I couldn’t really get
laid. It ate away at me, it drove my self-esteem down, it made me feel worthless. I knew even if I had
the best career in the world, even if I was making a million dollars a year, I’d feel like a loser if girls
didn’t like me and I couldn’t get laid.”
I am so so glad I decided to handle my sex life first; it put me in a muchbetter position to handle then
go on to handle my finances (through this website and helping other guys).
Sort out your sex life first, and you’ll be in a much better position to dominate your career. Getting
good with women improves your life in a billion ways that’ll positively-benefit your
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career/everything else. Read this:How Getting Laid Makes You a Better Man (Is Having Lots of Sex
a Meaningless, Shallow Goal?)

“It’s too late for me/ I’m too old”.
No, it’s not.Shut up and read this. I didn’t even start my self-improvement/getting-laid efforts until I
was 28. I was a complete and utter failure at life right up until that point, and if it wasn’t too late for
me at 28, it’s not too late for you no matter your age.
It’s orders-of-magnitude easier for me to get laid in my mid-30’s than it EVER was in my 20’s. I
know I’m only going to get laid more – and more easily – as I enter my 40’s and really start having a
kickass life. Don’t let age be the reason you continue to live your life as a sad loser like I did for all
those years.

Because here’s the thing: can you really afford to keep buying pickup artist books, memorising
10,000 lines and routines that don’t actually get you laid, hanging around nerdy forums where
nobody actually sticks their penis in a vagina, going onThe Red Pilland reading about how much
women suck? Or are you ready to actually take some damn action and fix your sex life? Let’s go.
Message me and we’ll get cracking.

“I’m too short / I’m not white like Andy / [some other reason
why Andy is ‘better’ than me]”.
Sorry, fuck that bullshit. Already wrote an entire article answering these bullshit excuses: “I Can’t
Get Laid Because…“
And here’s a 2-part interview with one of my clients Ed, who was 5ft6 & a 31yo virgin when he first
started coaching with me.
And here’s a 5ft1 guy who gets laid more than you.
My site’s helped thousands of guys who were shorter than me, older than me, younger than me,
blacker/more Asian/insert-some-other-race-here, guys with less money than me, guys with more
money than me, guys with mental issues, guys with severe hangups about women. You know the
ONE thing they all had in common? They didn’t let dumb excuses hold them back. They took action
in spite of their fears, hesitations and doubts. Hell, I have doubts all the time. Read this:I Am Always
Full of Doubt. Then shut the fuck up and send me a message so we can get started improving your
life.

“I’m depressed.”
I’ve said it a million times but I’ll say it again: if I can overcome my depression, you can too.
Helping guys overcome depression and move past negative thinking is the thing I am absolutely most
passionate about above all else. I can’t even begin to describe to you how fucking horrifyinglypainful
and miserable my life was for over a decade. I was obese, depressed, suicidal, withzerofriends, in
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abusive relationships for 9 years total, I was an alcoholic with a bad porn addiction, agoraphobia
(inability to leave the house), I hated myself and all I wanted was to die so it could all finally be
over. Here’s my full story (including how I fixed it):My Transformation Story.
I was the very definition of a loser, a failure, a nobody, a miserable wretch. No matter where you’re
at or how deep in a hole you feel, I absolutely promise you it’s fixable. After all,if I can do it, you
sure as hell can too.
NOTE for guys with depression:
NOTE for guys with depression: if you’re struggling with depression, before we continue, I want
you to read these 3 articles. It’s important.
1. How I Beat Depression & Learned to be an Optimist (My Story)
2. Don’t Kill Yourself.
3. When You Feel Hopeless and Helpless…
Then I want you to answer the questions I laid out for you in that 3rd link. If you want me to help
you fix your depression, I only accept clients who’ve filled out those questions honestly and in detail,
in order for me to see that you’re serious about improving things and taking action (even if it’s hard).

“I have too far to go, I have too many changes to
make.”
And so your genius idea is to try and do that by yourself? Struggle for years and years like I did
because I was too “proud” to ask for help, making 10 million mistakes, having no idea what the fuck
I was doing, feeling completely hopeless and useless? You have a chance to fast-track your success,
skip literally years of pain and suffering, and get the ball rolling right now. Stop wasting time
focusing on all the changes you need to make, and just make the first change: hit me up for coaching
so I can help you.
No man is an island. So stop trying to be one. Message me.

“I’m not a player/I’m too much of a loser/this isn’t me.”
If I had a dollar for every single time I felt like a loser, like a fraud, like a complete imposter who
didn’t really deserve to get laid: I’d be a god damn billionaire. Go read throughthe log I keptof my
self-improvement/getting laid journey, and you’ll see for most of it I absolutely did not believe I’d
ever become a player, or that I deserved to get laid a lot. Here’s some quotes from that log:
“I thought about it a lot this morning and I still feel like I don?t ?deserve? to hit on hot chicks. Like I
don?t have the right. Like ?who is this ugly guy, who does he think he is, he shouldn?t be hitting on
chicks out of his league?. But2 months ago I didn?t even think I deserved to bang average/ugly
chicks.”
Another quote:
“I still feel like it was a fluke, like it was just luck. I still don?t believe I ?deserve? hot chicks yet, I
really don?t. Last night was scary because I honestly felt like she was too hot and I was scared to kiss
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her. I have this feeling like I won?t see her again, she?ll regret the sex or something and not talk to
me again. I honestly think it would hurt my confidence if I didn?t see her again, I?d really take the
rejection personally.”
Another quote:
“Do I deserve to cold approach? I don?t know.”
Hell, even after I had my first 3some, I still didn’t feel like I “deserved” to get laid. Here’s what I
wrote the day after the 3some:
“I don?t have much of a sense of entitlement; I know it doesn?t seem like it from my logs, but I still
don?t believe I ?deserve? to get laid. But I feel like this 3some was a huge step to becoming ?a guy
who gets laid?.”
A tonne of my coaching clients say the same stuff to me – “I’m not cool enough to get laid”. They
then go on to build kickass sex lives the average guy can’t even dream of. If they can do it, you sure
as hell can too.
Please, please, please don’t let “I don’t deserve to get laid” be the reason you hold yourself back. I
felt exactly the same way too. You can overcome it – let me help you. Send me a message and we’ll
start.

“I’m nervous/not sure what to say on the call”
Most people who hit me up are nervous – that’s completely fucking normal. I myself am nervous
every single time I do something that I haven’t done before – read this.
Don’t stress – I prepare a tonne of notes before each call, so I’ll be carrying most of the conversation
(less pressure for you). I do most of the talking, I guide the session – leave the “heavy lifting” to
me.Don’t let nervousness be the reason you hold back; you need torun towards fear.
Jump on a free call with me to get the ball rolling.

Still scared to dive in and ﬁx your life? Jump on a free
call with me to discuss whatever it is you're worried
about.
Yep – call me on the phone/Zoom/Skype/Whatsapp/whatever (click here and we’ll book it in) and
ask me any questions you have. We’ll dive in an figure out why you’re holding back from doing a
coaching package – whether it’s fear of going all-in and actually taking your life seriously, or a worry
you won’t ever actually be able to change, etc. No sales bullshit, no pressure (I can’t be bothered
trying to convince anyone who’s not serious – it’s not my job to convince you to build an awesome
life). But I will happily talk through whatever your concerns are and find a way we can win together.
Book in a quick (free) call with me.

More Testimonials from Guys Who've Become Elite
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TAKE MASSIVE ACTION
You’re at the bottom of the page. You’ve read all you need to read. Stop procrastinating and decide
you’re actually going to TAKE MASSIVE ACTION and fix your fucking life.

Now let’s get going.Contact meand I’ll kick your ass into gear, starting right now.
-Andy
Alright, I'll stop making dumb excuses & actually fix my fucking life.
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I’m Going to Destroy Your Limiting Beliefs
June 5, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
People seem to think I don’t have any limiting beliefs, I don’t have doubts, I’m not full of uncertainty
and insecurity.
In short, a lot of people seem to think I have my shit together.
Hah.
I wish.
Truth is I have a million limiting beliefs and I often wonder if my goals are possible, if I’m good
enough to achieve them, or if I’ll just end up being a massive failure.
I want you to watch this video – I go through a TONNE of the limiting beliefs I’ve had about myself
and my own ability to succeed over the last 6 or 7 years since I started my whole self-improvement
journey:
Please don’t EVER let your limiting beliefs/doubts/insecurities stop you from taking action.
Everything I’ve achieved has been IN SPITE OF my limiting beliefs.
It’s fine to doubt yourself; but you also need to be taking action at the same time.
Now go out there and DO SOMETHING – take action. Even just a tiny little baby step today, right
now.
Don’t wait until you feel “ready”. That day will never come; there’ll never be a “perfect” time to
start. So start now, before you feel ready.
Go.
Even if you’re scared.
You got this.
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We Banged a Lesbian Virgin
June 10, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Here’s my girlfriend’s pics/bio:

The convo:

The girl we met:
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[Infield] PlaytimeIsOver Hits on 27 Girls
June 15, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
I’m so damn excited to share this story with you – one of the guys in the community I’m most proud
of.
I’m of course talking about PlaytimeIsOver from my forums – a guy who’s absolutely gone from
zero to hero in a single weekend.
You see, he’d NEVER talked to a single girl in his entire life, and was convinced it’d take him 5 to 9
months before he’d even be able to START talking to girls.
Of course, I knew that was absolute bullshit – I knew if he really wanted to, he could start hitting on
girls RIGHT THIS SECOND.
So he flew over to my city for some coaching, we took a few Tinder pictures, and I got his mind
right.
2 hours later, he hit on his first ever girl.
A few hours later, he’d hit on 7.
The next day, 20 girls.
A few days later, 27 girls.
Several phone numbers collected, a couple of dates, and now he’s a guy who talks to girls.
All because he decided not to accept his own bullshit limiting beliefs, and TAKE ACTION. It wasn’t
easy for him – in fact, he was absolutely terrified. But he did it anyway, in-spite of all the fear.
He and I recorded a few of his approaches, as well as a few vlogs during the whole thing, where he
goes through what he’s thinking, how he’s feeling, how scared he is, and how good it feels to push
past those fears and come out the other side. He’s the definition of “feel the fear and do it anyway”.
Absolute legend – I couldn’t be more proud of him. I’m super excited to see where he goes in future.
I want you to hear things in his exact words, so here’s what he posted after doing his first 20
approaches:
20 Cold Approaches
This week I had coaching with Andy. We met in person over 2 days, about 10 – 12 hours in total. I
was originally planning to just get some good Tinder photos, tell him about my plans and maybe get a
pat on the back.
I thought that there was a slim chance that I do 1 approach. If the conditions where perfect, if I had
psyched myself up enough, there was a 5% chance he could push me into doing 1.
I ended up doing 20 full approaches, “hey I thought you where cute, my name is … Can I get your
number?”
Andy was very clever in his strategy to get me to approach. He made it seem that we where just going
to take Tinder photos, that was anxiety inducing as it was in the middle of the city. He asked me to
ask a girl for the time, not wanting to look like a wuss in front of Andy, I did. My heart was beating
out of my chest for that first one but still managed it.
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He got me to ask 2 more girls for the time which I did fairly easily as I have done up to day 6 of the
AA program.
He then pointed to a cute Asian girl on her phone and said “go hit on her”.
About a million emotions rushed through my head. Pure panic “shit this is happening”, sorrow from
already knowing I was going to pussy out the moment he said it, about 3 excuses simultaneously shot
through my brain (she’s on her phone, too many people, the sun’s in my eye?) In about a millisecond
I had recovered from the shock, thought about it, and admitted defeat, walked passed her.
He gave me a chance to reattempt it but there was a cop there and as I started looking at the girl, the
cop was trying to see what I was so interested in, which freaked me out.
Up until this point the day had been going well, but I felt a heavy burden of failure on my shoulders. I
had failed Andy, I had failed you guys, and most importantly I had failed myself.
I sat with that feeling of failure, a feeling I have felt many times in my 12 years of adulthood. A
familiar feeling. You really are just a loser after all.. a failure I was sure to ponder on for months, or
years to come.
Andy said “That’s okay, it took Radical 5 attempts, so if you can approach a girl before then, you’ll
beat him”.
I don’t know why, but I instantly got as fucking pumped up as I have ever been. I spread my arms
wide and thought “let’s fucking doing this”. In that moment I felt like could have killed a fucking
gorilla, wrestled a rocket to the ground, I was going to do this no matter what.
Approach 1:
5 minutes passed until we found another girl. Andy said “she’s got the Biggest tits, you have to go
talk to her”. She was walking away from us fast and we where in the most crowded part of the city.
Fuck it! I was gonna do it!! I walked quickly up behind her, stopped her, and in the highest pitch
voice ever managed to crack out a “hey I know this is random but I thought you where cute and
wanted to say hi”. She seem bewildered and was still walking away from me, smiled, said she had a
boyfriend. I said no worries and left.
After that, it was like a barrier had been broken. Shit, that wasn’t that hard??? The stress of
anticipation of approaching was WAY harder than actually approaching.
Approach 2:
Girl walking to work. Stopped her with a shaky voice, talked really fast, apologised to her twice and
said I was nervous. She gave me her insta, she was cute.
Approach 3:
Girl sitting in a bench, Andy thought it would be a good challenge. 19yo biracial girl. She said “you
good dude?” When I sat next her. Very awkwardly blurted out some words. She said “you seem
really nervous, you don’t do this often do you?”. Said she got me, she was super confident. Turns out
she was a sex worker, and she gave me some tips about how to approach girls. Very nice girl, gave
me her number.
Approach 4:
Can’t remember.
That was Day 1. Day 2 we thought it would be cool to try to record approaches so almost instantly we
got into it. It was extra hard to do approaches because I had to stop a girl in a position that Andy
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could film, while holding my phone as a mic.
Approach 5:
nice blonde girl who had a bf (on video)
Approach 6:
worst reaction of the day, she looked at me weird and wouldn’t pull out her ear phones or stop, just
gave me a disturbed look and kept walking. (On video)
After that I was getting nervous from standing in the same place doing approaches while trying to
film it. We kept moving and decided not to film so I could do more approaches.
Approach 7:
very nice girl sitting in a bench. The conversation went really well. Turns out she was 17! I told her
she looked older and left straight away.
Approach 8:
Asian girl walking in a mall. I stopped her and she seemed flattered. Chinese girl who didn’t speak
much English, I asked her about her day and how long she’d been here. She called me cute at one
stage. Got her number.
Approach 9:
Girl at uni sitting down. Had a good chat with her, sun was in her face. She seemed nice but did say
she had a boyfriend.
Approach 10:
Girl reading a book, said she had a boyfriend. (On video).
Approach 11:
small asian girl waiting for a friend. Good convo, she had a boyfriend.
Approach 12 – 15:
Andy set a timer if 30 minutes to get to 15. This part was a bit of a blur and I don’t remember every
approach. One of them was a red headed girl who turned out to be a lesbian. She seemed super aggro
when I spoke to her, but when I told her she was cute she smiled and said “I’m gay but thank you”.
One was a girl who gave me STRONG eye contact so I chased her for 40m. She stopped me and let
me know she had a boyfriend. (Audio)
After that I thought I was done for the day, but Andy bad more in store.
Approach 16:
Girl sitting down, turned out to be a crackhead. Almost laughed calling her cute, felt bad, she said “na
I redy get E man”
Approach 17:
Andy picked the bitchiest looking girl he could find. Leather jacket, lip filler, makeup to a T. Didn’t
even look at me just said she had a boyfriend.
Approach 18:
Another scary looking girl in a jacket. Seemed offended I was talking to her. Told her she was cute,
she at least smiled, said she had a boyfriend.
Approach 19:
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Girl sitting and eating. Said she looked cute, she almost spat her food at and smiled and seemed
flattered. We had a good chat, I picked her accent and asked where she was from, Brazil. Spoke for a
bit and said I’m from Sydney, said she’ll be there in a couple weeks. Got her number, went well.
Approach 20:
Probably the 2nd worst approach, she wouldn’t really stop walking, she seemed like she wanted to
gtfo so I didn’t ask for her number and said bye.
Conclusion:
It felt like I achieved 9 months of work in 2 days. Having Andy as my wingman was invaluable.
Every excuse I had he blasted out of the water. He had the perfect balance of just enough pressure,
but not shutting me down. I learnt so much about AA that I didn’t know. Like how there are many
types of AA. I found it straight forward to approach girls sitting or walking away from me, but hard
for girls walking behind me, or girls who looked like they are too young.
I did wuss out about 7 times.
Hanging out with Andy was like listening to a 10 hour podcast just for me. I was curious if it would
be worth the money (though I was always happy to pay) but it was ridiculous value for money. Many
of the approaches where actually pretty fun as well, I was smiling a lot. Once the anxiety dissipated it
became enjoyable.
If you’d like to be coached like PlayTimeIsOver was, check out my coaching packages and I’ll kick
your ass into gear.
Now go out there and talk to some girls.
-Andy
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The Many Forms of Approach Anxiety
June 29, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Approach anxiety can be like a hydra at times – cut one head off, and another grows back in its
place…
SHOWNOTES:
PlaytimeIsOver Infield Approach Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2MpSjd90KzY
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SeniorPeppers Wants You to Get Laid
July 4, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
I ask a guy who’s had 100+ lays about his epic fat loss journey, how he overcame his fears and
learned to hit on girls, and what advice he has for those of you who want to follow in his footsteps.
RedShirt Year: https://www.goodlookingloser.com/laid/index/shut-your-mouth-rookie-redshirt-year
Relax, You’ll Eventually Get Pussy:
https://www.goodlookingloser.com/laid/picking-up-women/relax-youll-eventually-get-pussy
My alpha male parody article:
https://killyourinnerloser.com/keno-and-escalation-during-the-corona-crisis/
Interview with the blind guy ThePhoenix: https://theinnerwinnershow.com/79/
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Chase Amante from Girls Chase
July 8, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Here’s an interview with the legendary Chase Amante from GirlsChase/SkillSeducer Forums for an
interview, and it was pretty damn interesting. For those of you who don’t know him, he runs a
massive getting laid/getting girls site – Girls Chase – and most of his philosophies are very similar to
ours.
Concepts like, “It’s all just a numbers game – go talk to more girls”, “try and sleep with every girl as
SOON as possible – don’t wait”, “there is no such thing as the one”, “self-improvement has to come
first”, and “There’s no point focusing on the negative – focus on what baby steps you’re going to
take.” He also has his own mini “approach anxiety program” similar to the one I did myself on
GoodLookingLoser.
Can’t Stop Thinking About Her, Here’s Why You Need to Talk to More Girls:
https://www.girlschase.com/content/cant-stop-thinking-about-her-heres-why-you-need-meet-more-gi
rls
How to Get Girls – The Last Post You’ll Ever Need:
https://www.girlschase.com/content/how-get-girls-last-post-youll-ever-need
Pickup and the Game of Asymmetric Returns:
https://www.girlschase.com/content/picking-girls-and-game-asymmetric-returns
Chase’s forums – SkilledSeducer Forums: https://www.skilledseducer.com/
Newbie Assignment (for beating approach anxiety):
https://www.skilledseducer.com/threads/newbie-assignment.34/
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You Don’t Have to SUFFER to Reach Your Goals
July 19, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
How I’ve been making myself suffer – for YEARS – because I wanted validation from you guys.
Want COACHING with me, legendary results and an elite dating/sex life? I offer group coaching,
and more hardcore 1-on-1 coaching:
https://killyourinnerloser.com/coaching-sfw
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I Am Grateful to (Almost) All of You
July 31, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
I have something to say to everybody who’s ever read my site, watched my videos, or listened to my
podcast:
I love you guys. You’re all fucking legends.
Let’s keep pushing.
-Andy
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Radical’s Style Guide
August 1, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

Andy?s foreword:
Many of you have asked for a basic style guide that tells you exactly what to go out and buy – here it
is, written by Radical. Radical?s THE style guy on my forums and absolutely knows his stuff; this is a
great beginner?s guide. I?ve also added my own thoughts throughout. I wanna see you guys taking
action and implementing his advice; improving your style has a massive effect on getting laid, on how
your friends, family and colleagues treat you, and how the world in general sees you. So no excuses;
improve your damn style.
-Andy
Radical writes:

The Aim of this Article
My goal for this article is to give a newbie the key points for dressing in a style that will get you
noticed by girls and give you the best chance of getting laid.
If you do what we tell you to do here, you will have a low chance of being turned down on dates or
on approach because of how you are dressed.
Along with general advice, I will also lay out an outfit for you to buy so you won?t have to second
guess your options, as many newbies are prone to do.
Why do you need good style?
Dating is a numbers game and men with bad style are KILLING their odds in this numbers game.
We see it all the time from guys who rock up to the forums wanting to start their self-improvement
journey. They have their fitness and bodies in check, some of them are socially free and able to
approach girls at will?. but their style is utter trash.
With online dating we talk about how it is in essence a marketing exercise, a case of presenting
yourself in the best light possible so you get more likes and can talk to more girls. Adopting great
style is that process, but in real life. Take your presentation seriously and girls will take you more
seriously as an option.
Andy?s thoughts: Style – the way you present yourself to the world – is the FIRST thing people will
notice about you. It?s your FIRST impression; your first chance to show that you actually give a shit
about the way you look, your first chance to show that you take yourself seriously. If you have poor
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style and dress like crap, you?re signalling to girls – and the greater population – that you don?t take
yourself seriously. And if you don?t take yourself seriously, why should anybody else take you
seriously?
I feel a need to aim a quick message at gym bros directly: unless you live in Hawaii or the Caribbean
you can?t go around showing off your body in day-to-day life and hope to get by with girls that way.
And even if you live in those places you need to dress up for going out at night I assume. Hell, even
if you could walk around topless forever this is not optimal. Everyone needs to learn how to dress
yourself in a way that girls respond well to. And guys who are good looking already are missing out
on gains in that area by ignoring style.
Getting your style on point will have direct carryover into online dating. Andy and I see all the time
guys asking for help with their Tinder profiles and upon posting their pics we see the guys are
presenting a bland style in their pictures. Annoyingly those pictures would often otherwise be ok if
the guy didn?t look like ?Mr Nice Guy? because of his clothes. You want to nail the presentation in
your online dating pictures. Focusing on style is one of the easiest ways to get an edge over the
masses of competition you face in the online dating environment.
With regards to the mental aspect of dating, you will also get a huge confidence boost from knowing
you are dressed well. It?s up there with the confidence of knowing you are good looking. Anyone
who has ?looks-maxxed? knows that mental transformation that comes along with that process – guys
who have gone from seriously overweight to lean for example. It?s the same phenomenon with better
clothes. You will see girls checking you out on the street, people in general will respond better to you
than they did before. It?s all part of the ?halo effect?. Great style is something that garners instant
respect and more interest from the opposite sex.
Andy?s thoughts: The best part about style is once you nail it (which really doesn?t take much time
or effort), you?re set. Unlike gaining muscle/losing weight which can both take months or years, you
can make MASSIVE improvements with your style within a week. So there?s really no excuse for not
improving your style right this second.

General Advice on Dressing Sexy
Get lean
There?s no sugar-coating this, you need to be lean. Typically, this is the first port of call for any man
embarking in self-improvement. Modern living has led most of us into that comfortable, skinny fat or
overweight limbo at some point in our lives. Andy wrote a fantastic article about this issue called
?getting lean matters above everything else?, and it is a sentiment I wholeheartedly agree with. The
rough aim is to get down to visible abs with a defined jawline. Being lean carries over into making
you look better in clothes as well. You will still be able to dress in a good style for dating if you are
overweight, but it is playing on hard mode. I?d prefer you to put your time and energy into weight
loss as opposed to sorting your style if you have a lot of weight left to lose.
It is also recommended that you put on some muscle. Get into the gym, lift some heavy shit, eat well
and this will happen by accident. This is not the priority over being lean though. You can get laid
while being skinny, Andy back in the day was good proof of this and I am not exactly walking round
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like a bodybuilder either. And neither are most male fashion models.
Andy?s thoughts: Your general grooming is important too. Trim/sculpt your facial hair; nobody likes
a dishevelled neckbeard. Go get a stylish haircut. Whiten your teeth. Cover the basics.
Accessories are sexy
If you followed Andy’s content for any length of time you will have heard him implore you to start
wearing accessories. Rings, necklaces, watches, fucking anything. Arguably the thing that separates
guys dressing like wallflowers from guys who stand out will be the accessories they choose to wear.
Purely because bland guys will opt to wear none at all.
Y?all need to get some bling!
My recommendation is a maximum of 4 accessories and a minimum of 2 in any outfit. Anything
beyond 4 and you will look cluttered, anything below 2 and no one will really notice you are wearing
them.
Examples of accessories: hats, watches, necklaces, rings, chains, scarfs. You get the idea.
Andy?s thoughts: Again, you want to look like you actually put in some effort; like you actually
bothered to try. Putting on a ring, a watch, a necklace, perhaps a hat shows that you actually CARE
about the way you look, and didn?t just roll out of bed, throw on a loose pair of pants and an old
shirt and leave the house looking like a slob. Put some effort in and show you care.
Fit is crucial
Getting clothes that fit you could not be more critical to dressing well and it is the first thing you
should consider before any clothing. In my full style guide, it is a mandatory step that you buy or
borrow some measuring tape and work out all your clothing measurements. This will help inform
which sizes you need, especially if buying online. Tighter fits such as skinny and slim have been in
style for the past few years and it remains that way. These will only work if you nail the sizes.
Brands don?t really matter
I will recommend some specific brands here, but I don?t want anyone reading this to obsess over
those brands. It is not the brands which are important. The cut, the fit, the colour, the texture, these
are all factors more important than the brands. If something on here isn?t available in your region,
and you find alternatives that match the item I have laid out, then go for it. I have picked the ones that
I personally own and can vouch for. But again, it is not about the brands, that is the least important
part of style.

The Outfit
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Buy the items we’ll be mentioning (these are NOT affiliate links):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Alpha Industries Bomber Jacket Black
Zara Slim Fit T-Shirt Black
ASOS Slim Fit Jeans Black
Adidas Stan Smiths White/Navy
Silver Pendant Necklace & Rings
Alternative options: Boohoo Jeans Charcoal

Explanations
(All the items mentioned are linked above.)
Black slim fit jeans
These need to fit you as close as possible. I recommend in my full style guide that you take your
measurements to make better use of online size guides. The important measurements for jeans are
your waist, hips, and inseam. Crucially the bottom of the jeans should hug your calves and the jeans
should end at your ankle. A big mistake I see is having excess denim bunching up above the shoes,
you can roll up if you have some excess, but the preference is you buy jeans of the correct length in
the first place. The jeans should also be paired with a black belt that has a metal buckle.
Something I also like to do instead of just pair the black jacket with black jeans is to opt for the
charcoal/black wash option. Technically they are grey jeans, and it creates a subtle contrast that I like
instead of going full monotone black.
Adidas Stan Smiths
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Low cut white leather tennis shoes are something of a short cut to looking like a fuck boy.
Contrasting to the all-black outfit they will stand out just as the accessories do. I recommend Stan
Smiths because these are the shoes I own but any type of shoe that matches this description will work
here.
Black Zara t shirt
The T-Shirt should hug your bicep and the slim fit means its tighter around your waist as well. Trends
have gone away from longline T-shirts recently, so my recommendation is the basic crew neck slim
fit T-Shirts sold by Zara. It should be easy enough to locate a store near you. I get asked about Vnecks and I?m not the biggest fan of them vs a crew neck. They are fine but don?t go for a
particularly deep V-neck if you are a fan.
Bomber Jackets
Bombers are an option that should be present in every man?s wardrobe. They are usually on the
lighter side of outerwear so can be worn comfortably even in warmer climates. They come in a range
of textiles including leather and suede. The brand I am wearing in the pictures is the Alpha Industries
MA-1 bomber. This brand was popular among the style aficionados back on GLL, many of whom I
consider mentors in style. It is well regarded outside of our community as well for the quality but it is
an expensive option. I do typically recommend spending the bigger money on quality outerwear but
if the price tag is an issue I have a couple of value heavy recommendations. Topman or Jack & Jones
both do solid MA-1 bombers for a more reasonable price. The Jack & Jones option I like because it is
sleek and minimalistic option.
A bit of advice I was given with bombers was that you should buy a size down from what would
normally be your fit if the jacket is oversized. The Topman bomber for instance you can go for a M if
you would normally be a L. The Alpha Industries and Jack & Jones bombers though are true to size
so just go with what you would normally get.
If you are going with Alpha Industries, cut off the big red tag that comes with it.
Pendant necklace
The necklace I?m rocking here is a St Christopher pendant in silver. It?s a popular pendant type and
you will probably see it around. He was the patron saint of travellers and anyone familiar with me
through Andy?s forums will know I?m a big traveller, so this one spoke to me above the other
options. Like tattoos, its beneficial if the jewellery means something to you as you will end up
wearing it more and feel less weird about doing so. Other good pieces like this are the compass
pendants in silver. My preference is towards thin chains and smaller pendants, this matches my
overall taste in jewellery ? minimalist and understated.
I am also wearing two metal rings on index and ring finger. I got the tungsten index ring from a
jewellery shop and had it sized. The other is from ring packs I bought from H&M.
I recommend TwistedPendant for buying good accessories.
You can go a bit bigger with jewellery than I do but don?t take it too far, like say Lil Pump and Flava
Flav.
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All dark clothing
The first striking thing about this outfit is that we are going all black/dark except the Stan Smiths.
Wearing all black is the fastest way I can get you to looking like a player.
I first clocked on to this trick reading the log of an old Good Looking Loser legend called BoyToy, he
used to take this look as far as he could, even wearing a pair of black leather gloves. All black is now
a reliable staple for me whenever I’m not sure about what to wear for a date, it suits pretty much any
complexion you can have.
For a long time, I didn’t think I suited black. Because I am naturally pale, I long held onto some
fashion advice I read years back saying pale guys should never wear black as it accentuates the issue.
I even worried that I would look a bit like a goth trying to wear only black. Both of those musings
were obviously wrong, everyone looks great in black and it?s a standard one to fall back to if you are
unsure about colour combinations in general.
Andy?s thoughts: Going all-black is a cheat code for guys who haven?t fully figured out style yet.
Almost everybody looks good in all-black; it?s a great default option.

Actions to Take
Piecing this outfit together is the first action you can take towards the style needed for dating. Wear
this sort of outfit as much as you can so you feel comfortable looking like someone that gets laid.
Other actions you can take for improving style
Buy the outfit recommended.
Go shopping, try other clothes on and take pictures.
Bring those pictures to the forums for feedback.
Alternatively join Andy?s group coaching and ask for feedback there ? As well as Andy, I can
vouch there are lads in there with great style who know what they are looking at.
Buy a bunch of accessories and find out what styles and options you like wearing, not wearing
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any isn?t good enough if you want to get laid a lot.
Download my full style guide for beginners that goes even further in depth than this article and
also suggests items to build a wardrobe around.
For those who want more bespoke style advice and a fast track to fixing this area of the getting
laid puzzle, I am offering one on one style coaching. For those interested email
thehatfish@outlook.com.
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Accountability Partners & Weekly Check-ins
September 9, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Want the cheat-code for self-improvement; a method to keep you on track and guarantee 10x the
success you’d otherwise get? Grab yourself an accountability partner who’ll have your back and push
you to crush your goals.
Talking points in the video above:
Weekly check-ins with an accountability partner are of my most mandatory requirements for
self-improvement.
First thing I get ALL my coaching clients to do
In fact, if you’re a coaching client of mine, you’re watching this vid now because it’s the first
step of working with me. So, hi.
Do a check-in once a week
Why accountability?
Guard rail that keeps you on track
Even if you have the worst week ever, it will only ever be 7 days and then your partner pulls
you back on track
So you’re minimising the amount of laziness you’ll ever have
And if you DIDN’T do a check-in, you might go several weeks of still fucking that thing up.
After a few weeks, you’ll suddenly realise, “Oh shit! I haven’t been doing the habit I said I was
going to do! Why did I forget it? Crap!” And you get back on track… but you’ve just wasted
several weeks.
But a check-in means you only go 1 week before you realise you’ve stopped doing the habit
you said you were going to do. Rather than several weeks. So you’re literally saving yourself
several weeks – which absolutely adds up over months or years.
You can just see each other on Zoom/in person once a week for the check-in, and not message
each other during the week. Do this if you’re short on time.
Or you can message each other throughout the week anytime you need to, if you’d prefer that
(but still do the weekly check-in questions of course).
Imogen my girlfriend is my main accountability partner.
Every night we also text each other before bed with “Today was a success because:” and all the
reasons it was a success.
You don’t have to do that (but you can if you want to). A check-in once a week on Zoom or in
person is fine.
I have multiple accountability partners.
Imogen is the one I do these weekly check-ins with, but I also have quite a few friends who
keep me accountable.
I also have several different coaches and counsellors I see weekly.
In short, if you want an elite life, you need to use other people for accountability and
motivation.
3-monthly and annual ones:
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I recommend putting a reminder in your calendar for every 3 months – sit down with your
accountability partner (or do it by yourself if you want) and write down all the progress you’ve
made, all the things you’ve achieved, all of your successes.
Do the same thing at the start of every year. Make sure you add a calendar reminder for it.
Most guys in self-improvement REALLY struggle to give themselves a pat on the back for
their achievements and progress, and instead just beat themselves up for not having achieved
the next goal yet.
Doing a check-in every 3 months, and again once a year, lets you zoom out a bit more and see
if you’re making progress over a longer period, or want to do more.
It also makes self-improvement WAY easier because you’re literally giving yourself more
positive feedback, more often. Everybody likes praise and positive feedback – it’s incredibly
fucking motivating.
These weekly, 3-monthly, and annual check-ins will literally make you achieve 10x the goals
you would without them. No exaggeration. They’re a turbo-boost to your success.
Where to find?
Needs to be someone who also has goals, even if different goals
Post on forums
Ask friends who also have goals (even if different goals)
If wanna join my group coaching, I set you up with an accountability partner in the group
In person always works best but zoom is fine too.
Make sure it’s ON CAMERA, not texting or audio. You need to both be paying attention, being
focused, etc – take this thing seriously.
What questions to ask:
Did I do what I said I’d do this week?
If not, how can I make sure next week is better? What changes do I need to make?
What were my successes this week? (And give yourself CREDIT for those things).
What do I want to do next week?
Most check-ins last less than an hour for most people. Mine and Imogen’s last several hours,
just because we do it on our roadtrip day anyway, and we like to go into depth with the
questions
Other benefits of the check-ins:
Help you become the person you wanna be
eg if you have a personality trait you want to develop, eg being more masculine, or being more
calm, you can ask this each week: “Did I practice being more masculine this week? What were
my successes?”
That helps shape you into the person you want to become, slowly over time.
Having weekly check-ins also means you’ll never “forget” to work on your goals, or stop
caring about them. Even if you forget for a week, your accountability partner will remind you
at the next check-in and get you back on track.
It’s important to be POSITIVE with these check-ins. If you didn’t work on your goals or didn’t
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do the things you said you’d do, focus on what you’ll do to fix it. DON’T beat yourself up.
That achieves nothing. Fix it – look for SOLUTIONS, not problems.
Bare in mind your questions will change over time; you want to be adjusting your questions
depending on what your current goals are, your current struggles, etc
Outro:
It’s MANDATORY for you guys to be using an accountability partner.
It’s been my secret to success – I let other people help me with motivation and accountability.
I wouldn’t be where I am today without it.

Want COACHING with me, legendary results and an elite dating/sex life? I offer group coaching,
and more hardcore 1-on-1 coaching: https://killyourinnerloser.com/coaching
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Self-Improvement Requires Sacrifices & Takes Time
September 19, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Something a lot of you need to hear: Reaching any lofty goals requires you to PRIORITIZE, say no
to some of the fun stuff in life, and knuckle down for a while and GRIND GRIND GRIND. But holy
cow, is it worth it.
Listen to the episode:
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my podcast, The Kill Your Inner Loser Podcast. I release
guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on all these
platforms:
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Steel Yourself Against Normie Opinions (Fuck Being Average)
October 5, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
One thing a tonne of you are likely to run into as you progress with your self-improvement is normies
(average people) trying to tell you your goals are silly, or unrealistic, or shallow, or not worth
pursuing.
They’ll attempt to take the wind out of your sails, trying to tell you you should pick the “safe” option
instead; the easy, comfortable life. They’ll tell you to go to university and get a safe job, find a safe
woman, have a safe marriage, raise safe kids and life a safe life.
What they won’t tell you is that’s a fast-track to mediocrity, depression, and an unshakeable sense
that you wasted your potential and did nothing of note with your life.
The answer? Ignore normie opinions, build a tribe of like-minded individuals who all want something
more, who want to be better, build more, have more, give back more to the world.
Listen to the episode where I tell you how to do exactly that:
And then go out there and build yourself a tribe of absolute legends. Start with my article on building
friends – it’s got everything you need to get started.
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my podcast, The Kill Your Inner Loser Podcast. I release
guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on all these
platforms:
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Always be Working on Something if You Don’t want to Become
Depressed
October 20, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
This article is also available as an audio version you can listen to here:
One thing that took me probably too long to figure out in life is whenever I stop working on my
goals, whenever I don’t have a clear direction I’m headed, I get depressed. Very depressed. The kind
of deep depression that makes me not want to get out of bed because there’s no point to anything, no
point to existence. The kind of depression that makes me want to hit the bottle and never stop.
I’ve dealt with depression before; for almost a decade. The way I overcame it back then was by just
doing stuff – anything – to keep myself busy. Doing chores, pushing myself to read books and go
outside and walk around and cleaning my room and washing the dishes and just keeping busy. At first
the busywork felt like just that – menial busywork. But over time, I started to feel like at least I was
doing something, even if I thought it was utterly meaningless. But something magical started to
happen – the more and more busy I made myself (even if it was just doing chores and killing time),
the more I “forgot” about the fact I was depressed.
I’ve kept that habit up of keeping busy and filling my days ever since then – for almost 10 years now.
And what used to just be menial busywork I’ve swapped out for deeply fulfilling goals I’m always
working on; things that bring me true joy. Helping others with my coaching/this site, doing a podcast,
spending time with friends and my girlfriend, going on roadtrips and adventures, creating a tonne of
kickass memories with girls. Filling my life with exciting moments and goals I’m working on is what
brings me meaning. The act of always working on something brings me meaning.
And this isn’t just me – many of my coaching clients and my mates have figured out the same thing.
When you’re not working on something, when you have nothing exciting to fill your days with, life
can quickly start to feel pointless. One of my mates and I had a very recent discussion about this and
he said, “I figured out quite a while ago if I don’t have something I’m working on or something I’m
building, I don’t feel like getting out of bed in the morning.”
I’ve lost count of the number of guys who come to me for help with their depression, only to tell me,
“I don’t have any goals, there’s nothing I’m working towards each day.” As soon as I give them a
couple of goals (tiny goals at first – I don’t expect a depressed person to immediately crush a
monumental goal right off the bat), they start feeling a little better. As they keep working towards that
goal, and then the next goal, and the next, all of a sudden they experience the same thing I did all
those years ago – they almost “forget” about their depression.
And as soon as they stop working on their goals, or fall back into old habits, the depression returns
immediately. So working on goals = depression slowly starts to diminish, not working on goals =
depression immediately comes back in full force. You can’t get a more obvious A/B testing outcome
than that.
There’s no reason to be alive if you’re not working towards something.
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Art by
my girlfriend: immydraws
If I stop doing things, stop having a routine, stop having goals I’m working towards and things I’m
working on, within 1 week I’ll slip into depression. I’ve lost count of how many times I’ve done this
over the last 10 years – I’ll have a day where I tell myself, “Fuck it, I deserve a day off from my
goals. I’m doing nothing today.” A break is fine, but a lot of the time I’ll extend that into 2 days, then
3, then a week, then 2. Suddenly I’ve lost motivation to work on my goals, I’ll stop showering, I’ll
jerk off to porn for 6 hours a day, I’ll stop working hard with my podcast/site, I won’t see my friends,
I’ll stop playing sports, I’ll stop talking to girls. And of course, I’ll start feeling depressed.
This happens every single time I stop having something I’m working on, something I’m building.
Without fail.
And then I’ll have a moment of realisation where I remember, “Oh shit you idiot – you stopped
working on your goals! You stopped having a routine! You stopped building something! OF
COURSE you’re going to feel depressed – what’s the point in being alive if you’re only stagnating?”
I’ll immediately get back on track with my goals, and within a day or two I’ll suddenly feel
motivated, rejuvenated, inspired and full of energy. The sky will be a little bluer, the world will be a
little brighter, my life will be a whole lot more meaningful again.
When I have something I’m working towards, it’s like the world is my playground. Every day I wake
up just absolutely thrilled to be alive, I spend every single second of my day trying to pack in as
much productive time as I can because I’m super excited to get to my next goal. I have a smile on my
face, just absolutely happy to be here.
I know that’ll all change the moment I stop doing something. Right now if I let go of my routine
and my goals, within a week I would be depressed.
I read somewhere that depression is your body trying to tell you something – it’s a signal, a warning
sign to tell you you’re fucking up. For me, depression is my body telling me to keep up the
momentum, do my daily tasks, and to always be working towards something. Depression is my body
saying, “You know that working on a mission makes you happy. Why did you stop?“
I’ve talked about all of this before in The Meaning Of Life & How to Be Happy. Being happy really
is just a process of constantly keeping busy, constantly distracting yourself; really, another way of
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saying, “Just being in the moment”. Happiness is just being in the moment, focusing on what you’re
doing right now, and filling your time with as many meaningful moments as you possibly can.
Having something you’re working towards is the best way to do that, because you can fill most of
your moments with productive time where you get that positive feedback every time you take a step
towards your goal.
Keep busy. Always be working towards something. Take breaks; sure. I certainly do from time to
time. But don’t let those breaks become complacency; don’t let them become depression. Life is
most meaningful – and depression most distant – when you have a goal you’re working
towards.
SHOWNOTES:
The Meaning Of Life & How to Be Happy:
https://theinnerwinnershow.com/38/
Sick of feeling like a loser? I’ll kick your ass into gear:
https://killyourinnerloser.com/coaching
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my podcast, The Kill Your Inner Loser Podcast. I release
guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on all these
platforms:
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Don’t Be Average – Don’t Accept Society’s Blueprint For Your
Life
October 29, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Listen to the audio version of this article – I talk about a few things not included in this article.
This will be a rambling podcast/article – it’s a collection of several half-written out ideas I’d thought
I’d throw together and finally flesh out a bit.
I’ll start you off with a single idea: Most people are comfortable/complacent and don’t ever stop to
think about what they want from life. They just do what everybody else is doing, for the sole
reason of: “Everybody else is doing it.”
Sure, everybody else is doing it. That’s because everybody else is average. Here’s what average
looks like:
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Fuck average. Fuck “normal”. Fuck doing what everybody else is doing – that’s a one-way ticket to
a mediocre, average life.
People go to university, just because everybody else is doing it. People fall into relationships with
people they’re not that into, just because everybody else is doing it. People settle for a marriage that
has a greater-than-50%-chance of divorce, just because everybody else is doing it. People have kids
without even stopping to think, “Do I want kids? If so, what kind of parent do I want to be? How can
I find a partner who’ll be a great mother to my kids?”
To be clear, I’m not saying marriage, kids, starting a family are goals you shouldn’t go for. In fact,
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those are some of the most rewarding things you could do in life. But make sure you actually want
those things, and aren’t just doing them because “That’s what everybody else is doing!” Life’s too
short to blindly follow along with other people. After all, most people are totally full of shit and have
no idea what the fuck they’re talking about:
And if you do want those things – marriage, kids, a certain career, etc – decide you’ll be the
absolute best at each one of those goals. Go 100% all-in and crush everyone around you. If you
want kids, be the best motherfucking father the world has ever known. If you want marriage, go all-in
and decide you’ll build the most kickass, most rewarding marriage on the planet, and then do
whatever the fuck it takes to make that a reality.
Don’t hold back.

Those who aren’t willing to go 100% all-in and do whatever it takes to be happy/successful; we call
those people “average”. And is the average person happy – I mean truly, wonderfully, beautifully
happy? Of course not. Not even close. Henry David Thoreau said it best:
“The mass of men lead lives of quiet desperation.?
The average person is complacent, lazy, comfortable… god I shudder at that word. Comfortable. As
if there’s nothing more to achieve, no next hurdle to overcome, no next mountain to scale.
“Comfortable” is another way of saying, “I’ve given up.”
And I get why the average person is happy being complacent – it’s easy. It’s secure. The path is
already laid out for you; you just have to follow it. Find an average-looking woman, have averagelooking kids, be average with your health and average with your career, die at an average age and
have an average number of people attend your funeral. None of that is hard; it kinda just happens
with absolutely zero effort.
In contrast, pushing yourself is fucking hard; it takes a hell of a lot of effort. We’ve set some crazy
goals for ourselves here – stuff the average person could never even contemplate, let alone be
arrogant (and ballsy) enough to actually attempt. Make no mistake; If you’re into self-improvement,
you’re playing life on hard mode.
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Fuck
society’s rules.
But do you have any other choice? I mean YOU, the person reading this right now. Are you the type
of person who can just be average and do whatever everyone else is doing just because it’s easy? I
certainly can’t. I don’t want to get to my deathbed, regretting the things I didn’t do, the goals I didn’t
even bother trying to achieve. I don’t want to get to the end and know I could have done more, had
more, been more…
Of all sad words of tongue or pen, the saddest are these, ‘It might have been.‘
John Greenleaf Whittier
The whole point of this article – and the podcast you should have already listened to above (go back
and listen to it) – is to get you to sit down and think about what you truly want. Your future is
something you should do because you planned to do it; not something you just “fell into” because
everybody else was doing it. Pick the goals you want to achieve. Be the person you want to be.
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I’ve already mapped it out for you, and shown you everything you need to do. Go read this and do the
exercises in it, right now:
Questions to Ask Yourself if You Want an Awesome Life
Those exercises will help you start thinking about what you actually want from life, who you are,
who you want to be. They’ll stop you being average.
The average person sucks. Don’t be the average person, unless you want to be full of regrets when
you start getting old. I want you to be able to embrace old age full of peace, knowing you lived the
life you chose, did the things you wanted to do, instead of just doing what everybody else is doing.
I’ll leave you with a great song I love – Ready to Start by Arcade Fire.
“All the kids have always known
that the emperor wears no clothes.
But they bow down to him anyway.
Because it’s better than being alone.”
SHOWNOTES:
Questions to Ask Yourself:
https://killyourinnerloser.com/questions-to-ask-yourself
Society is Lying to You About Everything:
https://theinnerwinnershow.com/51/
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my podcast, The Kill Your Inner Loser Podcast. I release
guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on all these
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platforms:
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No Longer the Underdog… Now What? (Fear of Success)
November 3, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
So a guy who’s currently in my group coaching program recently had a huge epiphany he shared with
the group; he’s in a weird sort of transition period.
You see, this guy has always been the underdog; all his life he’s felt like he didn’t matter. He’s had to
struggle, fight, claw his way out of the hole he was seemingly born into and make something of
himself. I know how that feels; I’ve been there.
And he’s had the exact same attitude I used to have – that “Fuck you!” attitude towards everyone else
around him. That attitude has served him well (just like it served me well); it’s been the fire that’s
gotten him to crush it with business, crush it with women, crush it with his body, and truly make
something of himself. That underdog narrative he’s been telling himself has really, really, really
helped him get to where he is right now – someone who’s “made it”.
But lately something weird’s been happening. Though he still sees himself as “the underdog”, other
people no longer see him as such. In fact, they see him as the guy who has his shit together, the guy
to turn to in a crisis, the guy you can rely upon. The guy with the answers. In other words, the guy
who’s made it.
And he’s felt himself pulled in two different directions. On the one hand, he wants to keep building,
keep crushing it, climb higher, make more money, make more friends, have more success with
women, build something special. Build and grow and become even better.
But on the other hand, he’s tempted to self-sabotage… to subconsciously (or maybe consciously)
screw everything up so he can go back to being the underdog again… because that’s comfortable.
That’s what he knows. He knows how to be the underdog, but he doesn’t know how to be the guy
with his shit together.
What we’re talking about here is a fear of SUCCESS. Or rather, a fear of all the extra responsibility
that comes from being successful – all the extra stuff you have to do. The person you have to be. And
not getting to fall back on that old, “I’m the underdog” safety net.
And make no mistake about it, being successful can be intimidating. You have to do the actions that
successful people do. If we’re talking about your sex life – you have to talk to women you don’t
know, you have to go on Tinder and play the numbers game, you have to get rejected, you have to do
a decent job in the bedroom, and many more things. There’s pressure that comes from being
successful.
If we’re talking business, you have to be reliable in a crisis, you have to ask people for money, you
have to dress the part, you have to have your shit together, you can’t afford to have many bad days,
you can’t just not show up to work just because you don’t feel like it. You have to be mature and
somewhat professional.
And it’s bloody tempting to go back to your old ways, to be the underdog victim again, to say “Fuck
you!” to the world, to declare, “It’s me vs the world!” and have that comfortable chip on your
shoulder again. Because it’s what you’re used to; you know how to play that role. You can be the
underdog. You’ve done it all your life.
I felt that myself, once I started to get a little taste of success. I was so terrified of having to keep it
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up, terrified of people finding out I was an imposter, terrified of having to keep pushing forward,
terrified of what goals I’d have to work on after the current one. Success is fucking terrifying.
The answer is to take a deep breath and tell yourself it’s ok if you’re not always perfect. You can still
be a bit of a train wreck and be successful – I don’t fully have my shit together. Most of my
successful clients don’t fully have their shit together. Elon Musk doesn’t fully have his shit together.
Most successful people don’t; taking action is always more important than being perfect. Just
start moving towards success, accept that sometimes you’ll feel like an imposter, and try your best
not to self-sabotage.
Back to this client of mine – he also has a fear of losing that fire and passion that comes from being
an underdog. When you’re an underdog, you get to STRUGGLE and FIGHT and it’s almost
romantic. It’s like a Hollywood underdog story, with you taking centre-stage as the leading man.
I myself was doing exactly this – I was so obsessed with the romantic underdog story, me vs the
world, and making myself the hero of the story. I’ve talked about this before. I didn’t want to let go
of being the underdog, and just move into being Successful, Happy Andy. It was a hard transition that
took me probably a year or two to fully wrap my head around, and be ok with no longer needing to be
the underdog, the fighter, the angry young man.
But when you do let that underdog story go, and move into a more mature, self-accepting place in
your life, is you can relax and just be ok. You no longer have to be on edge, constantly fighting
against the world, against your invisible enemies, against all the people supposedly holding you
back… often just figments of your imagination. You can instead have your goals pretty easily by just
putting in a bit of effort and working on them, and being patient enough to stick with your selfimprovement. You no longer have to have this massive dramatic David vs Goliath battle. It’s just you
working consistently on a goal, taking baby steps every day, and reaching your goal after enough
time has passed. Then you move onto the next goal. Then the next. And life is just kind of… nice.
Easier. More pleasant. You get more things with less effort.
That’s right – you don’t have to suffer or have all this drama bullshit where you can say FUCK YOU!
to the world and prove you’re a winner. You’re allowed to just quietly grind away at your goals, like
all those Sigma Male Grindset memes, and reach your goals quietly and comfortably.
So if this resonates with any of you, and you’re thinking, “Holy shit, that is me – I’m always trying to
be the underdog and people always tell me I have a chip on my shoulder”? You’re allowed to chill
out a bit and enjoy the process of grinding for your goals. It doesn’t have to be this big huge underdog
story.
Or maybe you’ll ignore my wisdom here and just do what I did – and what this client of mine did.
Maybe you’ll say I’m a big hypocrite – “Andy, you used the underdog story, the chip on your
shoulder story, and used it to push yourself to dramatically change your life! If that underdog story
worked for you, why not me?!?” And you’ll use that underdog fire and passion and say FUCK YOU!
to the world and prove to everyone that you’re worth a shit, that you matter, that you can achieve
greatness, that you’re not meant to be a loser. You’ll use the underdog story to motivate yourself and
bust your fucking ass, and you’ll make it – like I did, and like this client of mine did.
That’s an option too.
Just be ready for the next chapter of your life where you no longer feel like the underdog – where you
finally feel like you actually have your shit together, and people actually respect you. Enjoy it and
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relax into it and don’t try to fight it; and especially don’t self-sabotage it. Because that moment you
no longer need your underdog story will definitely come; it’s inevitable.
And it’s a really beautiful place to be.
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Screening Early vs Screening Later
November 4, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
First, let’s define terms: Screening means “filtering” – as in, filtering out the girls you don’t want,
and filtering in the girls you do want. It’s another way of saying finding your target audience, and
focusing your attention on them. Showing (or directly telling) a girl what you’re looking for, and
seeing if she’s up for the same thing.
To expand a little, screening can also refer to showing a girl you want something sexual (if that’s
what you’re looking for) and screening out the girls who are only looking for something super serious
(ie girls who take ages before they’re ready to have sex – girls who’ll probably just end up wasting
your time).
If you read my site and listen to my podcast, you’re already familiar with the idea of screening. But
what most guys don’t think about is whether to screen really early on (being upfront), or waiting until
later on before screening.
It’s possible to screen really late in the interaction with a girl, and that’s what most simps or ultra nice
guys (as in, guys who are a total doormat) do – they go on 20 dates with her, kinda be ultra
boyfriendish or even just a friend, one day working up the “courage” to get her drunk and just kinda
hope it magically leads to sex. Or, they’ll be her friend for months or years and make shitty halfassed moves every 6 months like saying, “Do you think you could ever fall in love with someone
you’re friends with?” Blegh. Ahhh. It hurts to even think about that level of cringe.
It’s a terrible strategy – a lot of the time she goes, “What the fucking fuck????? You’re actually into
me? What the hell, I thought we were friends? You never even HINTED that you were attracted to
me, I assumed you were gay??” We’re all on board with the concept that screening this late is a
really, really terrible idea.
Or, you can screen a little earlier – like what the average nice guy does. Go on 4 dates, be kinda semiromantic on them, go out to dinner and movies, eventually have her over and cook her dinner at your
place or something, watch Netflix and after 3 hours you eventually make an awkward move. This
kinda works, but you’ll find a lot of girls will get sick of waiting that many dates and they’ll just
assume you’re never going to actually make a move, and they’ll leave. A lot of them will even feel
unattractive, thinking you didn’t make a move because you weren’t that into her.
Plus even if you do have sex, you’ve shown her it’s not a high priority and you’re not a super sexual
guy, so she isn’t going to be as wild and crazy with you (vs someone like me who fucks her on the
first date – I’m showing her it’s totally cool to be really sexual and I won’t judge her for it. So she’ll
do nasty filthy kinky shit with me she wouldn’t even THINK about doing with you.) You’re literally
getting worse sex because you chose to wait so long.
If you’re reading or listening to this and you realise I’m describing you – maybe you can have sex
with girls only after you’ve been on a handful of dates – your mission should be to practice screening
earlier, so you’re being more upfront with girls and wasting less time on girls who aren’t that
sexually-open. Over time, and with practice, you’ll get better at screening earlier and earlier, and
making it more clear you’re a sexual guy who’s up for some fun (even if your ultimate goal is a
relationship). And yes, even if a relationship is what you want, your best path to get there is by
having sex early – rather than waiting. Girls love sex, so don’t be the weirdo with the Madonnawww.TheRedArchive.com
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Whore Complex.
In short, make it your goal to improve at screening earlier and earlier with each new girl you meet,
until you’re comfortable showing that you’re a sexual guy with a pair of balls between his legs.
I’ve talked about this concept of gradually improving over time in many articles on my site and in
many podcasts. It’s the basis of how I’ve achieved most of my goals – The Slight Edge. And just like
I said in the article Honesty is an Ideal You Work Towards, your mission should always be to get a
little better with each passing day, with each girl you date, and with each goal you achieve. In that
article I said you want to work towards being more honest, earlier and earlier with each new girl you
date. And I’ll say the same for screening – you want to be screening earlier and earlier with each girl
you date/have sex with, so after a while you’re at a point where you show girls right upfront that
you’re a sexual guy with a working dick – again, even if you ultimately want a relationship.
And to be clear, I’m not saying you need to fuck girls within 5 minutes of meeting them (though that
can be fun). But you need to be making it clear you like and enjoy sex, and expect it to happen as
soon as she’s ready – rather than waiting an arbitrary amount of time just for the sake of it. Show
girls upfront that sex is important to you, and that you’re not here to be friends – you want
sex/dating/relationships (or some combination of those).
So, back to examples. The next step up would be to push yourself to have sex with girls within 3
dates. That’s a massive step up from taking 7 or 10 dates before you screen for sex, and shows her
you’re a more sexual guy to whom having coital relations is actually important. You can also push
yourself to kiss her on the 2nd date, and the 1st date once you’re confident. Even if she isn’t ready to
kiss or isn’t ready to bang yet, at least you’re showing her sex is important to you. And as a redblooded male with a dick in his pants, sex is important to you, right?
Then you want to aim to have sex by the 2nd date – screening girls in or out. Your mindset should be,
“I’m a sexual guy, I’m into you – let’s have sex. No hard feelings if you don’t want to, but I’ll go talk
to other girls and find one who does want to fuck me.”
Once you’re decent at screening girls by the 2nd date, your mission should be to figure out how to
have sex with girls on the first date – or at the very least, show her on the first date that you want to
have sex with her. That can be subtle – inviting her back to your apartment after hanging out with her
for a few hours. Or it can be more overt if you like – actively talking about sex, or touching
her/kissing her on the date. Just something to show her you have a dick in your pants and you’re not
afraid to use it. Again, if you don’t want to have sex on the first date that’s fine – but you still need to
show her you’re a sexual guy to whom sex is important.
Eventually you can get to a point where you show girls upfront that you’re a sexual prospect. If
you’re on Tinder/Hinge/Bumble, you’d do so by having pictures that make you look sexy/sexual –
topless photos of your abs, or BDSM photos like I have in my profile:
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You don’t have to go as crazy as I have with the BDSM/sexual picture; feel free to be subtle. Even
just a picture of you shirtless, or a photo of you with a female friend who’s hot is more than enough
to give off, “This guy has sex” vibes. You don’t have to look like a massive player (though it
absolutely helps) – but at the very least, a guy who’s capable of having sex.
Or you can screen with the messages you send when you ask for a girl’s number: “I’m not looking for
anything super serious, but if you’re up for a drink, a flirt and to see what happens, drop me your
number and I’ll send you a text.” If you’re looking for a relationship, you should still go into it
casually at first, and let it naturally build into a relationship over time. Don’t force a relationship right
off the bat (I’ll explain why below).
You can even throw in a bio that makes it clear you’re a sexual prospect. This can be overt, or subtle
if you prefer (eg “It’s much more fun with the lights off” or “When I was little, girls hated when I
pulled their hair. Funny how some things change.”)
Even my girlfriend Imogen has moved towards screening far earlier on Tinder when she goes looking
for girls for us to play with together:
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And if you’re talking to girls in person, you can screen upfront by saying this when you first hit on
them: “Hey, I know this is random but you’re sexy and I wanted to say hi. I’m Andy. *Shake her
hand.*”
Why should you screen this early – especially if you ultimately want a relationship? Because it cuts
down on timewasters, eliminates girls who have hangups about sex (no offence to those girls, but the
sex with them is never all that good), and ultimately sets a relationship off on the right foot. Not to
mention the more sexual you can be upfront, the more masculine you come across as; which is
always a good thing. You look like a man who’s unafraid of himself and unafraid of his own desires;
in a world full of men who tuck their dick between their legs and call themselves a new-wave
feminist, admitting you’re a sexual guy is incredibly attractive to girls.
Pretty much always, you want to be screening as early as you possibly can. Even if your eventual
goal is a monogamous relationship with a girl you settle down with, don’t you want that to be with a
girl who’s open about sex and wants to have a good time with you in the bedroom? You don’t have to
bang her on the first date, but you do need to get across to her that sex is important to you and your
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sexual needs are important to you and need to be met. You’re basically showing her, upfront, what
you expect out of the girls you date.
You can also screen for things that aren’t sex-related. Screen for girls into the same hobbies as you, if
that’s important to you. Screen for intelligent girls if you can’t stand ditzy girls (I certainly can’t). I
screen for self-aware girls; maybe that’s important to you too. Screen for it if it is. Maybe you like
girls who take care of their appearance and wear makeup all the time; screen for that if it’s important
to you. I personally like very feminine, submissive, sweet and caring girls – so I screen for that, and I
immediately unmatch any girls who seem more dominant. Screening is just another way of saying,
“Going after the girls you really want.”
Of course, this is a balancing act. If you’re a total newbie, I recommend you keep an open mind and
go on a few dates with girls who only tick some of your boxes, just to get a bit more dating/sexual
experience. But once you get more confidence and more experience, you’ll find yourself developing
preferences for types of women you like, and you’ll find yourself naturally screening for those girls.
You’ll find as you start to build up more options (by talking to more girls), you’ll naturally screen
harder and harder. You’ll experiment with different things like inviting a girl straight to your place.
You’ll try telling another girl, “Wear something sexy for me tonight.” You’ll start giving off vibes of,
“I’m a sexual guy who expects sex from the girls he interacts with”. Which leads to more sex, more
passionate sex, and less time-wasting.
And again, even if you ultimately want a relationship, when you do build something with a girl,
you’ll know you started off on the right foot. She’ll know you’re a sexual guy (because you showed
her from the moment she met you), so amazing, kickass sex will always be a part of your
relationship.
So push yourself to screen as early as you possible can; the earlier the better. If right now you’re
really struggling to screen early, don’t stress – just aim to improve over time. Aim to screen earlier
and earlier with each new girl. It takes practice, and you’ll be nervous as hell as you figure this shit
out, but you’ll get there. I myself used to often take 8 fucking dates before having sex with a girl;
now I bang 100% of the girls I meet on the first date. If I can improve at screening, you sure as hell
can too.
As you gain more experience, you’ll find yourself naturally wanting to screen harder earlier on,
because your tolerance for timewasting will diminish. As you have more and more girls in your life,
you start only seeking out the girls who want the same thing you want – fun sex – and screen out the
ones who are only looking to waste time or fuck about or lead guys on. I haven’t seen any guys
screen LESS aggressively as they get more sexual experience – even guys who want a relationship.
Being sexual upfront works for casual sex, friends with benefits, and full-on relationships.
And we could have a whole conversation about how screening earlier is also more honest – if you
show girls right from the start that you’re a sexual guy, you won’t be leading any of them on. You
won’t be bamboozling them when you eventually do make a move – they’ll have expected it from the
moment they met you. Again, even if your goal is a relationship, you should still be getting across the
message that sex is important to you.
After all, a relationship without a strong sexual foundation is really just a friendship.
And if you need help with screening earlier, or anything else you’re struggling with – I offer
coaching here.
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Be So Good that People Call You Privileged
November 23, 2021 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
This is a follow-up to a previous article, You’re So Lucky…
I saw a great tweet the other day that really resonated with me:

I can absolutely relate to this – I’ve had many guys say, “Andy, you’re so lucky to have gotten to a
point where you have tonnes of sex, 3somes with your girlfriend, you quit your job and work
whenever you want, etc”. Basically – “You’re privileged”.
But is it really privilege? Was I born with it? Fuck no – I earned all of it.
I overcame years of depression and suicidal thoughts; I don’t think I need to tell you that was
incredibly fucking hard.
I lost 77lbs, started going to the gym, and spent years working on my physical appearance.
I overcame my approach anxiety by talking to thousands of girls (which was fucking hard, by the
way – I had many breakdowns and moments where I wanted desperately to quit).
I overcame a buttload more too – all the shit I wrote about here. None of it was easy. All of it took an
incredibly amount of hard work. And the payoff? Now I get to sit here and enjoy the fruits of my
labour, having people tell me I’m very lucky and privileged to be here.
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And I’ll be honest; at first it bothered me. At first it used to drive me fucking insane that people
would ignore (or just not be aware of) all the god damn hard work I put in to get here. Hell, I even
had someone comment on my YouTube that “The only reason Imogen is with you, is because you
have money” – which was utterly hilarious to read, given how god damn poor I was for the first 2
years of our relationship.
But the further I got in my journey, the more successes I had, and the more of these “You’re so
lucky” comments I got, something interesting happened. I started seeing them as a compliment; an
admission I’d come a damn long way. After all, if some people honestly thought I must have
“cheated” (been born into success, or lied about my achievements, or been privileged, etc) then holy
shit, I must have done something pretty impressive. After all, people don’t call you privileged when
you have very little.
So why am I telling you all this? Multiple reasons; to show you when it comes to goals like getting
laid, or making money, or losing fat, or building an elite body – there is no privilege. There aren’t any
shortcuts. There’s only hard work, the long grind, getting rejected a million times, making a million
mistakes, and picking yourself up and continuing forward. You can do all the shit I’ve done – and
ideally even more – but you do need to work for it. I’ll make it clear; this shit takes work. It takes
effort. You need to have realistic expectations of what you’re getting yourself into here. This journey
hasn’t been a walk in the park for me, but Jesus H Christ, it’s been worth it. When you get to a point
where people are telling you you’re lucky, your life is pretty fucking special.
I’m also telling you all this so you don’t look at people who are ahead of you, and dismiss the hard
work they had to put in to get there. When you tell yourself, “That guy is so lucky”, what you’re
doing is taking away your own agency, and giving yourself an excuse not to do what he has done.
“He’s so lucky” is a cop-out so you don’t have to get off your ass and change your life. Well guess
what, fucker? That guy who’s “so lucky” isn’t any different from you. He’s not any more special than
you are, he’s not any more disciplined than you are (well, at least he wasn’t when he started), and
he’s not more “deserving” than you are. He just put in the effort over a long enough period of time to
get where he is now.
And guess what that means? It means you can do it too, if you stop making excuses and start taking
action.
And I’m also telling you all this in the hope that you’ll push yourself hard enough, far enough, and
for long enough that one day you wake up and people say to you, “You’re so lucky. I wish I could be
privileged like you and have what you have.” That’s waiting for you, if you’re willing to put in the
hard work.
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Now go out there, bust your ass for a few years, and make some average people very jealous. I can’t
wait for you to join me atop the mountain.
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Be Grateful for Approach Anxiety (Sex/Dating)
January 20, 2022 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Listen to this episode in audio form:
Approach anxiety can feel overwhelming at times; it’s terrifying, often paralysing, all-consuming,
scary as shit. But I want you to do something for me: I want you to reframe the way you look at
approach anxiety.
I want you to see it for what it is: It’s a chance to grow.
It’s a chance to move from fear into courage.
It’s a chance to grind like an RPG game – you’re grinding experience and levelling up your character.
You’re growing more confident as you talk to more women, you’re learning what works and what
doesn’t work, you’re improving your masculinity, your stoicism, your social skills, your ability to get
laid. You are improving with every approach you do, just like a video game.
It’s also a chance to confront your demons and do things most men don’t do; most men couldn’t even
contemplate the very idea of saying hello to a woman they don’t know, let alone asking for her
number, let alone going on a date with her, let alone inviting her back to his place, let alone having
sex with her.
And imagine if you never confront those demons, never choose to improve at getting laid… Instead
you get into a relationship with the first woman who’s even remotely nice to you and you just feel
like a fraud, you can’t fully give to her, you can’t fully love her from a stoic, happy place – because
you feel like an imposter who hasn’t fully faced all his fears. You never beat your approach anxiety,
you never got laid properly, you never had a handle on your sex life, you never improved yourself or
worked on yourself in any meaningful capacity. You just… “let life happen”.
Approach anxiety is also a mirror held up to your deepest fears and insecurities – stuff you’ll repress
for the rest of your life. It shows you what you’re afraid of, and it challenges you to go work on those
things. It challenges you to tackle the shit that’ll mess with you if you don’t face it. Because if you
don’t deal with those fears and insecurities, they will subconsciously rule you and steer your life.
You won’t be the captain of your own ship. You won’t be the master of your fate.
But if you do work on your approach anxiety; if you do confront those demons and face them with
courage, you’ll no longer be controlled by your fears. And then your life will be your own – you
won’t be a reactionary animal who just knee-jerk reacts to everything. You’ll know everything you
achieved was by your own hand, and you earned it. It’s yours to keep.
And think about this: wouldn’t it be worse if you DIDN’T have approach anxiety?
Imagine if you didn’t have a fear of hitting on girls – because you’d just given up, like the average
guy?
The average guy doesn’t even THINK about hitting on girls in public, he doesn’t even think it’s a
possibility. So he has no anxiety about it.
But what a shit life that’d be. Complacent, having no choice over who you date or fuck or marry.. just
coasting along and having to put up with the first girl who pays you even the slightest bit of attention.
You’d be a passenger in your own life… a victim of circumstances.
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So be grateful you have anxiety. Be grateful you care. Be grateful you want something more.
The life we’ve chosen – one of self-improvement, goals, achievements, kicking ass, building
something – is much much harder than the life most people choose.
We have to face our fears, face our demons, improve and get better – that shit is hard.
It’s terrifying.
But it’s ultimately more rewarding. We get to hit higher highs than the average person could ever
dream of.
And besides, you know what’s really scary? Being complacent, living an average life, being barely
ok, having to self-medicate like the average person does with food, alcohol, netflix, video games,
cheating on your wife, porn.
Does that sound happy to you?
Does that sound fun?
Nah.
So we don’t really have a choice, do we. We can’t live that life. We’re destined for self-improvement.
It was always inevitable. So be grateful to your anxieties and fears.
They’re telling you what you should work on next.
They’re a lighthouse, guiding you to the next mission, the next thing to conquor, the next victory.
Your approach anxiety is a GOOD thing, I promise. One day it’ll disappear (for the most part) and
you’ll remember fondly the days when just saying hi to a girl used to terrify the living shit out of you.
And you’ll be grateful for how easy it is now, how far you’ve come, how much you’re grown.
Anxieties and fears are our best friends. We just have to stop fighting them, and start working WITH
them.
Run towards your fears.
Go out there and crush your goals.
Subscribe to hear the latest episodes from my podcast, The Kill Your Inner Loser Podcast. I release
guides, life advice, stories of what I’ve been up to, and much much more, available on all these
platforms:
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Cold Approaching When You’re Nervous, Should You Be
Aloof with Girls, & 3 Ways to Build Massive Confidence (Free
Patreon Content)
March 31, 2022 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
With my recent announcement that I’m no longer releasing extra content on my Patreon (you can still
donate if you’d like to support me), I’ve decided to give you guys all of the exclusive content for free,
right here. Enjoy.

(Cold Approach) When You’re in a Rush or Nervous
NOV 24, 2020 AT 4:00 AM
So, you see a cutie during the daytime and want to hit on her, but you’re nervous as fuck – or you’re
in a rush and literally don’t have time. What do?
Well, do what I’ve always done and do a Turbo Approach?! Hit on her like normal, then immediately
jump to asking for her number. What does that look like?
You: “Hey, I know this is a bit random but you’re super cute and I wanted to say hi. I’m Andy.”
*Shake her hand*
You: “Hey I’m in a bit of a rush, but let me grab your number and we’ll grab a drink sometime.”
*Get her number*.
This is brilliant for when you’re in a rush and really don’t have time to have a full-on conversation,
but it also works wonders when you’re inexperienced and nervous. A tonne of guys stress themselves
about what to say to a girl during an approach, how to keep the small-talk going, etc; this eliminates
all of that. It’s less pressure on you to be a great conversationalist, and you’ll still get a few numbers
from it (I’ve used it probably ~200 times myself when I’ve been nervous/in a rush).
Go try it, and lemme know how you go.
-Andy

Can you be enthusiastic with girls, or should you be aloof?
FEB 6, 2021 AT 9:34 PM
Someone in my coaching program asked me this question:
“I feel I have to hold back enthusiasm to seem ?cool? but obviously this isn?t the case – Craig
Ferguson attracts ALL the girls and he?s suuuuuper enthusiastic all the time. How can I get rid of
this stupid idea I have to be aloof?”
Awesome question – here’s my response.
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I’m a little “beta faggot” when it comes to girls – I’m super enthusiastic, I give a billion compliments,
I literally say “I really like you” and “I really want to keep seeing you again”. I do all the things The
Red Pill tells you not to do.
Some girls won’t like you not being “cool” or “aloof”. You WILL screen out some girls if you stop
being cool/aloof. Awesome, screen those girls out. This is all a numbers game – there’s a billion girls
who’ll love you being enthusiastic and open and honest and “beta”.
Here’s the key point: I get laid just as much now (well, more) than when I was red pill and “alpha”
and “mysterious”. I’m just banging different girls (more open and honest girls who don’t like games).
The lay number is the same.
Here’s the thing – being aloof is one strategy. Being very open and enthusiastic is another strategy.
Both work; it’s just a matter of what YOU like to do. I personally don’t like being aloof (it’s a tonne
of work) – much easier to be my normal, down to Earth self without having to worry about being
“alpha”.
Life’s much easier when you drop the bullshit, stop playing games, and just be authentic.
-Andy

3 Ways To Build Massive Confidence (Dan Henry’s Advice)
APR 3, 2021 AT 8:59 PM
Was watching this video tonight and thought I’d share it here – super relevant to all of us:
This guy gives money-making advice, but this video applies to all of you no matter what goals you’re
working on (girls, money, overcoming depression, fitness, etc). His tips are basically a rewording of
my concepts, “Give Yourself Permission to Suck” and “You can’t just BE confident, you have to
EARN confidence through experience”.
He’s got a tonne of useful videos on his channel, particularly for any of you looking to make money
(or just achieve your goals in general).
Now go out there and kick some ass,
-Andy

Challenge: Get a Girl to Not Wear Panties
DEC 2, 2020 AT 9:23 AM
A fun little challenge for you…
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CHEAT CODE for Meditating
APR 29, 2021 AT 9:00 PM
Haven’t shared this before in a podcast, so I’ll share it here on my Patreon. If you’re looking for a
quick way to meditate, just watch this video and focus on the train tracks:
It’s amazing when you just focus on the train tracks, and let everything else fall away. You start
meditating, and it’s like all the rest of the world just passes you by, and none of your problems matter
any more.
I’ve used this video probably 50 times in the past (ESPECIALLY during the Approach Anxiety
Program when I was learning how to talk to girls) and it absolutely got me through my most
anxious/stressed moments.
I also love the music – it’s by an artist Ulrich Schnauss who has some incredibly relaxing music.
If you get something out of it, lemme know.
-Andy

Remember to have fun. This is all just a game.
MAR 20, 2021 AT 8:09 PM
I’ve been pretty stressed lately, and taking my website, my coaching, and my finances way too
seriously. I went out for a walk with Imogen tonight and saw these big balls in a park.
I can’t say why, but something about them was magical, and captured my attention for long enough
that I forgot about some of my stresses. I was just purely in the moment, and it was… Nice.
We often get so caught up in our goals and self-improvement that we forget to have fun along the
way. I see so many guys who are working their asses off to try and get laid, they become so wrapped
up in it they start taking it way too seriously. They forget to enjoy themselves. They go on a date with
a girl and get so caught up in what to say, when to kiss her, how to be honest, when to kiss her, when
to invite her back, when to make a move – so caught up in anxiety and overthinking – that they forget
the whole reason they’re on the date in the first place was because *dating girls and having sex is
fun*.
Don’t get me wrong: I’m a huge proponent of going all-in and taking all this stuff seriously. Just
don’t forget to have a little fun along the way. Something like 97% serious, and 3% a little more laid
back. You can still achieve greatness while enjoying the journey. Sometimes I forget that myself.
Tonight helped me remember.
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The ol’ pegs-on-the-nipple trick…
FEB 27, 2021 AT 7:00 PM
Alright you kinksters, want to know my go-to sex tip that costs you literally nothing?
Grab a couple of clothes-pegs, and put them on a girl’s nipples when you’re teasing her, during
foreplay. She’ll be moaning like crazy, getting off on the way it feels – and it’ll look hot as hell.
When you take them off, her nipples will be crazy-sensitive (most girls loudly moan when you
remove the pegs). Gently lick her nipples or rub them (softly!) and she’ll be putty in your hands.
If you want to be extra-awesome, leave them on the entire time you have sex with her – she’ll love
you for it.
Until next time, sex-nerds.
-Andy

Challenge: Take a Girl to a Sex Toy Shop
MAR 13, 2021 AT 9:59 AM

Challenge: Buttplug During Sex
JAN 23, 2021 AT 4:00 PM
Buttplugs I recommend: Booty Boot Camp Training Kit

Challenge: “You’re Sexy”
DEC 14, 2020 AT 4:00 PM

Making Friends is a Number’s Game
DEC 1, 2020 AT 6:00 PM

Edge Your Girl
FEB 6, 2021 AT 4:00 PM
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Vibrator I recommend (Doxy Magic Wand): https://killyourinnerloser.com/magic-wand/

Challenge: Beat Her Orgasm Record
JAN 9, 2021 AT 3:59 PM

Cautionary tale: when I procrastinated getting laid and wasted
5 months…
JAN 2, 2021 AT 11:00 AM

Llama Explains: How to Get Pussy
DEC 5, 2020 AT 6:00 PM
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How to Unfuck your Finances [Money]
April 4, 2022 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
I know quite a few of you are struggling with debt (I certainly was during my getting laid phase), and
you feel like you can’t quite get a handle on your finances – like you’re always one step behind. Trust
me, I’ve been there – feels like absolute hell.
One of the guys in my group coaching program – a guy named Paw – shared a post in the group
about how to get your head above water, claw your way back from debt and start actually saving and
making some money. This guy has worked 6 or so years with a finance company, and has written 300
or so articles on finances. He knows his shit.
I’m posting it here with permission in the hopes you guys will get a lot out of it. He’s covering the
basics, but that’s where a lot of us need to start. This article is aimed more at guys who are
currently struggling financially, rather than a guide on “how to get mega rich”. There’s an entirely
different toolset needed to get rich, obviously. The below info is for guys in debt, guys who are
struggling to get a handle on their finances, and guys living month to month who want to have more
“wiggle room” each month.
Guest post by Paw:

I noticed a bunch of you guys in here have money issues of some kind. Hope this helps someone.

How to Unfuck Your Finances
First of All, Why Should You Listen to Me?
I have been working with a finance website for the past 6 years. We have more than a million
monthly visitors across 26 countries. Throughout the years, I have probably written 300 articles on
different topics within personal finances and taught almost half of the team.
I am still in process of working on my own wealth, and I am still pretty far from being a millionaire.
That said, if I stopped working today, I would not have money trouble for the next five years at least.
While I do not recommend you become a stingy fuck, learning how to properly manage your finances
is extremely valuable and will improve your life. So let?s go.
Wealth Equation
There is a very simple way to become wealthy. A little richer month after month. The equation is
this: spend less, earn more, invest the difference.
Live well below your means, and you will never be fucked and you will have the freedom to do
whatever you want, regardless of employers, for example.
So here is a 4-step guide to unfuck your finances:
1. Make a Budget
To see where you stand, you need to know how much money is coming in and how much is going
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out. Make a list of every single income stream and every single expense you have. That’s all a budget
is.
Check your bank statement(s) and make a list.
Approximately how much money is coming in and going out? You don?t need to go all OCD on this,
but you need to know more or less.
[Andy’s note: I actually recommend you do go “all OCD” and write out EVERY SINGLE
THING you spend money on. It’s too easy to bullshit yourself and ignore all the little costs (eg
Spotify memberships, those coffees you have every morning before work, etc) – it’s too easy to
tell yourself “those don’t count”. I recommend you write out EVERYTHING you spend money
on so you have an absolutely 100% true idea of how much money you’re spending, and aren’t
surprised by any extra stuff you had overlooked. I’ve written out a full, “OCD” budget myself
many times and it’s helped me so so much to get a handle on my expenditure.]
If you are surprised at some of the things you spend on, GOOD. It means there is a lot of room for
easy improvements.
2. Cut Stupid Costs
One thing that?s extremely important to understand is that saving money is EASIER and MORE
POWERFUL than earning more.
Why?
Because you can multiply saving with time. You might spend 1 hour this month figuring out how to
save $100 per month without downgrading your lifestyle. That?s $1200 per year.
Think about it like this. If I asked you to work 1 hour for $1200, would you do it? The answer is
obvious. Most of you will be able to save at least $100 extra per month, if not more, without
downgrading your lifestyle whatsoever.
Now, you could spend longer figuring out how to save more, if you find that productive.
Anyway.
The three biggest expenses for most people are housing, transportation and food. You will be able to
check this in the budget you made. Finding a good apartment deal, starting to bike instead of driving
and not eating out often will save you a lot. Remember 8 times of eating out per month for $20 is
$160/month or ~$2000/year. Yes, you could save $1000 just by ?only? eating out once per week
instead of two. Think of how many Tinder boosts that is per month.
It?s up to you how hardcore you want to go, of course. Again, I don?t think you should become a
stingy fuck because that?s not just a good mindset to walk around with. That said, it?s worth knowing
how to think this way, not being stupid with your money and then deciding what you want to do from
there.
I?ll throw in a 4th expense category, which is ?random shit you don?t need?.
Look through all your expenses and cut out anything you have not used more than once in the last 60
days. ESPECIALLY monthly expenses.
Cutting a monthly expense will save you a lot of money.
[Andy’s note: I agree with Paw here; most people spend inordinate amounts of money on really
really silly things they don’t actually want or need or even enjoy all that much – if money is an
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issue for you, cutting these out is a super quick fix. The biggest example is buying girls drinks on
dates – so many guys don’t actually want to buy girls drinks, but do it because they think they
“have to”. For years I never bought a single girl a drink, or coffee, or anything else – and it
made no difference to how much I got laid.]
Cutting down works too. If you can go from paying $30 on your phone bill to $15, you?re saving
$180 per year. Worth it for 5 minutes of work?
3. Earn More Money
Earning more can potentially be as powerful as saving, but it?s harder. You can?t just spend one hour
figuring out how to earn an extra $100 per month. At least that $100 will not repeat itself every single
month without any input from your side, like it could with saving.
Or maybe it could, if you got an asset that makes you $100/month without any maintenance. More on
assets later.
With earning, you will (usually) need to put in more effort to earn more, meaning you?ll invest your
time.
I’m not going to get into exactly how to earn more money, since there are infinite ways [Andy’s
note: Here’s a couple of suggestions.] That said, as you develop your skills and career, you will
naturally start earning more.
The KEY thing to do when you start earning more is to keep your current lifestyle. DO NOT inflate it
at the same rate as your earnings.
If you start making an extra $1000 more per month, don?t upgrade your lifestyle. Live in the same
apartment, or only spend an extra couple hundred of dollars. Remember that $100 per month is $1200
per year.
Even if you?re currently spending 100% of your take home pay, you will be fine if you start earning
more but don?t upgrade your lifestyle.
This advice applies unless you are not comfortable at this moment. Upgrade your lifestyle to a point
where you are comfortable to take solid action, then keep it at that level.
If it?s noisy as fuck in your neighbourhood and you can?t sleep and it?s messing with your
productivity, it?s worth it to spend an extra couple of hundred extra per month on an apartment to get
good sleep and be happy and productive.
If you start earning more, you can also choose to only upgrade 10%, for example. I mean, if you
make $1000 extra, you upgrade $100 if you feel the need.
There is a point to be made here about simply earning more being enough. If you just focused on
earning more and started making 50k per month, why would you have to worry about saving,
budgeting or anything else?
This only works if you don?t inflate your lifestyle at the same rate as your earnings.
You might have more comfort if you spend more, but your mind will adapt to it quickly. You will
feel pretty much the same as before after a certain threshold. [Andy’s note: This is called the
Hedonic Treadmill. Here’s a decent video on it.]
And you would be surprised how much people will upgrade their lifestyle. Better to live well below
your means, COMFORTABLY than having a bunch of shit you don?t need anyway.
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Read the book: The Millionaire Next Door.
4. Invest Your Money
Invest money either in money-making assets OR in yourself, e.g. in coaching, training, etc.
[Andy’s note: The BEST thing you can invest in is YOURSELF – coaching, books, courses, etc.
You’re shortcutting your success, avoiding all the mistakes and pitfalls you’d otherwise make,
and upgrading yourself means you will never lose those skills. Nobody can take them away
from you.]
This is the exception to the ?don?t upgrade your lifestyle? advice. If you buy a standing desk for $500
and it makes you more productive, that?s an investment that will pay dividends.
You?ll have better health, be sick less often, be more productive etc. You can also invest in coaching
that will help you earn more money or upgrade your skills.
You can also set aside money to spend on things you truly value in your life. Tinder Platinum, for
example.
Once it?s relevant, I would also invest in stocks/p2p lending/cryptos/your own business/real estate
etc. Things that could potentially be worth more in the future than they are today.
I?m not a financial advisor, and remember that all investing comes with a risk of losing that money.
That said, if you invest $1000 bucks per month and gain 5% return per year (pretty conservative),
after 10 years you will have earned about $35.000 ONLY from compound interest. That?s about 3k
per year. After 20 years it?s about $170.000 (7k/year). From doing basically nothing.
This is how you leverage what you have earned and make your money work for you. Keep in mind
that investing is a long-term strategy, not for quick gains. That would be trading (or gambling
depending on your skill level).
From the book Rich Dad, Poor Dad: buy assets, not liabilities.
If you buy assets instead of consumer goods, you will never be fucked.
More Tips:
Saving 50% of your take home pay means retiring in 17 years.
If you save and invest 50% of your take-home pay, you can ?retire? after 17 years, if you get a
return of 5% per year.
At this point, the return of your assets will cover your monthly expenses, plus you will have a
pile of cash.
Retirement in this sense means that you don?t have to work for money and can do whatever
you want without depending on anyone. Essentially fuck you money.
As an example of this, if you take home $4000 per month and $2000 covers all your expenses,
you?re good after 17 years. You don?t need to bust your ass for 50 years like most people.
Can you save and invest 75%? Now it?s 8,5 years.
Read this:
https://www.mrmoneymustache.com/2012/01/13/the-shockingly-simple-math-behind-early-reti
rement/
Build up an emergency fund before investing.
You should have at least 2 months worth of monthly expenses saved up and available before
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you think of investing anything. Preferably 6 months, depending on your risk tolerance.
Don?t invest money you need soon.
If you?re saving for an apartment or know you need some money for something soon, don?t
invest that money. Doing that will significantly increase the risk of losing money.
Prioritize debt if you have it.
While there is some chance that your debt might be cancelled, I would prioritize paying it off.
If you pay off debt with an interest rate of 8% that?s like a GUARANTEED 8% return on your
money.
So make extra payments if you can.
There are exceptions to this, where you have good debt. If you have taken out a loan to invest
into your business, you are leveraging that money you have lent.
That is very different from consumer debt [Andy’s note: “consumer debt” = debt from
buying a new phone, TV, video games, etc – things that don’t earn you more money or
make you more productive.]
Good money habits become autopilot eventually.
Just like any other habit, you will be able to manage your money well without any effort. It will
simply be the way you think about it.

Summary
Action steps to take right now to unfuck your finances:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Create a budget to get an overview
Cut out dumb expenses and things you don?t use
Earn as much as you can
Invest the difference.

[Andy’s note: Drop a comment below and let Paw know if his advice helped you.
And if you wish to contribute a guest post and can match this article’s quality, message me or
leave a comment below.]
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You’re Ruining Society By Fucking Lots of Women? (Don’t Let
Anyone Talk You Out of Your Goals) [Self-Improvement]
April 4, 2022 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
A few weeks ago, someone left this comment on my YouTube channel:

Which spawned 2 hours of me talking about how you guys need to be damn careful you don’t let
other people talk you out of your goals, particularly in the early days when you’re vulnerable to
gaslighting/having the wind taken out of your sails. In other words, how to steel yourself against
normie opinions.
I also touch on the importance of mental health and inner peace as you work on your goals, and told a
very personal story from my childhood.
I hope you get something out of this video.
And resources – please use these if you’re not in a great place in your life:
Don?t Kill Yourself: https://killyourinnerloser.com/dont-kill-yourself/
What to do When You Feel Hopeless and Helpless:
https://killyourinnerloser.com/hopeless-and-helpless/
How I Beat Depression & Learned to be an Optimist: https://killyourinnerloser.com/depression/
Coaching, if you need it: https://killyourinnerloser.com/coaching
My forums: https://killyourinnerloser.com/forums
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BDSM How-to Guides
April 6, 2022 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Here’s all the BDSM guides and how-tos I’ve created:
How to Get Started with BDSM [Part 1]
How to Get Started with BDSM [Part 2]
My BDSM Tinder Profile
How to Give Her Rollercoaster Sex
Blindfolds; The Secret Cheat Code
How to Have Rough Sex
How to DIRTY TALK During Sex
PAIN (and Pleasure…)
How to Pick a Girl Up DURING Sex
Petplay
Sex Homework for Your Girl
Beginner?s Guide to Shibari Rope Bondage 1 ? Rope Dress & Star Chest Harness
Beginner?s Guide to Shibari Rope Bondage 2 ? Wrist + Head Tie
Beginner?s Guide to Shibari Rope Bondage 3 ? Dragonfly Armbinder
Beginner?s Guide to Shibari Rope Bondage 4 ? Rope Wrist Tie with Leash
BDSM & 3some Q&A
And a few lay reports that include BDSM:
The Korean, the Paddle, and the Sore Ass
The First Time I Started Screening for BDSM
The Daddy?s Girl from OkCupid
The 18yo Nympho
Andy, his Girl & the Cute Stripper
(The rest of my lay reports are here).
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What Comes After Getting Laid? [General]
April 8, 2022 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Watch the video version of this article:
A lot of guys who are just starting out think, “If I could just get laid, I’d be happy and all my
problems would fade away”.
And yes, it is true that getting laid makes your life a LOT more awesome, in a million ways you
couldn’t even begin to fathom. I’ve talked about that in How Getting Laid Makes You a Better Man.
But that’s not where the journey ends. When you’ve improved yourself and gotten laid a tonne,
you don’t suddenly hit the end credits screen of life, nobody comes down from the heavens above to
congratulate you on finally making it, and life doesn’t just end. Yes, you’ve gotten laid a tonne. Yes,
you feel like you’ve done something truly awesome; something most guys will never do. You’ve
achieved something great; something nobody else can ever take away from you. But that’s not the
end of your story; you have many more years (decades) left to live, many more things to accomplish,
many more ways to spend your time, many more journeys to embark upon. Self-improvement will
still be calling out to you, beckoning you to try something new, to learn and grow, to start the next
exciting, new chapter.
Getting laid is just the beginning. It really is.
Life is full of boundless possibilities, and you have such a ridiculously long time on this Earth; you
have endless opportunities to try a million different things, to grow in a bazillion different ways, to
experiment and make a trillion mistakes and learn from them, to go on a gazillion adventures and
fundamentally change who you are as a human being. You have unlimited room for growth; getting
laid is the first part of a truly amazing life that’s yours for the taking.
You want examples? Here’s a few, in no particular order:
Making more money/starting your own business/getting promoted and working your way to the
top of your career field.
Building a tribe, building a group of loyal friends who’ll have your back no matter what. (I’ve
got a few tribes myself – I’ve personally built my own inner circle of loyal friends, plus my
group coaching clients feel like a tribe, plus you my audience, plus my forums).
Fitness and health – losing weight, gaining muscle, building that dream body you want or
pursuing a strength goal.
Relationships, kids, marriage (if it’s something you want). Raising the next generation,
finding an awesome woman and building something epic with her, raising some wonderful
human beings and leaving behind an amazing legacy.
Love and long-term intimacy; exploring the depths of human connection, finding out what the
words I love you truly mean.
Exploring different types of sexual pleasure – 3somes, exploring your sexual bucketlist, tantric
sex, karma sutra, BDSM, rough sex, gentle sex, learning to give women orgasms, learning to
give yourself multiple orgasms (yes, that’s a thing. Yes, I do it all the time.)
Making sex more efficient. For guys like me, Caleb Jones, and others, we become super
efficient at sleeping with new women, and better at keeping women around for longer
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(retention). For other guys, they get into a relationship and build a strong sexual relationship
with their partner.
Travelling. Going to new places, having new experiences, meeting new people, exploring new
cultures, seeing the world and all it has to offer.
Enlightenment. Truth. Knowledge. Purpose. Some form of spirituality; or another way of
phrasing that is, “Why am I here? What is the point of all this? What’s my meaning of life?”
Finding peace. Letting go, learning to be more stoic, not being so bothered by external events,
being more resilient when life throws up hurdles, removing attachment to things, letting go of
fear, anger, frustration, pride, ego. Meditating more and relaxing.
Mentorship, lifting other people up (men and women). Some guys phrase this as “giving
back”. Helping others get to where you are now. (This is why I started my channel, started
writing articles, coaching, my forums, etc. To get you guys to where I am now, and beyond.)
As for which one to pick, after you’ve gotten laid; that’s entirely up to you. I’m not your Dad; it’s not
up to me to tell you how you should orient your life. But I’ll tell you something that’ll make you feel
a little better: by the time you’ve achieved the massive goal of handling your sex life, you’ll have
taught yourself a tonne of important skills – hard work, initiative, resilience, persistence. You’ll be in
a pretty good position to be making the decision of where your life should go next. Trust me, you’ll
know what to work on next when the time comes. So all you’ll need to do is trust your gut as to
what you want to do; after all, once you’ve gotten laid a lot, your gut instinct would have served you
pretty well thus far.
(But hey, if you’re still stuck – most guys jump into making money after getting laid a lot. So if you
really can’t decide, start working on the money side of things, and see how you feel after a few
months of that.)
So yes, getting laid is absolutely amazingly rewarding, a hell of a lot of fun, an important step for
becoming a well-rounded, happy, masculine man… But that’s not where your story ends. If you take
one thing from this article, it’d be this: I don’t want you to make the nae mistake of thinking, “If I
just get laid a tonne, my life will be complete!” No. Your life will be unimaginably better; that’s for
sure. But getting laid is just the beginning of a wonderful journey that’ll span the rest of your life.
Getting laid is step 1; and it’s arguably one of the most exciting steps, since for most guys it’s your
first really big goal you’ll achieve – a goal that for some of you, might take a couple of years. That’s
exciting, it’s novel, it’s new, it’s fun, it’s incredibly rewarding.
But you know what’s even more amazing than getting laid? The fact you get to repeat the selfimprovement process all over again with the next goal, and then the next, and then the next. How
amazing is it that you get to have whatever you want in life, as long as you’re willing to take action
and work towards it? There are days I wake up so unimaginably happy because I know the secret to
life: The entire world is our oyster; we’re literally allowed to have anything we want, if we put in the
work.
The only question left is to ask ourselves what we actually want.
So, what do you want?
You’re allowed to have it.
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7 Things I Wish I’d Known When I First Tried Getting Laid
(Guest Post by PlayingWithFire) [Sex/Dating]
April 22, 2022 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Got a killer guest post here from Alex of Playing with Fire, full of advice he wished he could give his
past self. For those of you who don’t know Alex, he runs a successful YouTube channel about getting
laid, dating, retention, and all that good stuff. As an intro to his stuff, I recommend you watch two
interviews we did together, answering a tonne of questions about BDSM, Tinder, 3somes and more:
Alex is a genuinely good dude who’s been nothing but really fucking nice to me – he’s a chill dude.
He also has his shit together when it comes to getting laid and screening hard. A lot of his advice and
philosophies line up pretty nicely with all the stuff we preach over here on the the KYIL side of town,
as you’ll see in this guest post below.
So if you like my stuff, you’ll like his stuff – go check him out and tell him I sent you.

A guest post by Alex Vilenchik of Playing with Fire
If you?ve followed my content on YouTube or read my written materials, you might be surprised to
know that I haven?t always been a guy who had success with the ladies. In fact, I didn?t lose my
virginity until age 19, and for many years after that I still really had no clue what I was doing.
The only reason I?ve gotten to the point in my life where I can get consistent results is through lots of
hard lessons and working on myself. I?ve learned a LOT in that time, many of these things I wish I
could go back and tell myself when I was first trying to get laid. Since I can?t do that, I wanted to lay
them out for you ? so that if you?re going through the same journey I went through, you can save
time and avoid some of the missteps I experienced.
In this article, I?m going to share the 7 biggest things I wish I?d known from the beginning.
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1. Your Ability to Get Laid is a Function of Your SMV (Sexual
Market Value), Game, and Volume
Getting Laid = SMV + Game + Volume. By increasing any part of that formula, you will increase
your ability to get laid. It?s truly that simple. Ideally, you should try to work on all parts of that
formula. Many guys focus only on ?looksmaxxing? or believe that ?looks don?t matter, only game
does.? I?m here to tell you that it?s bullshit. All of these matter. Let?s look at them one by one:
First, looks. Looks have inherent limitations. If you?re a 5 naturally, you?re probably not going to
become a 9 or 10, no matter how much work you put in. But you can probably become a 6 or 7. And
every point you increase in looks, you?ll see exponentially better results with women. If you?re
trying to get laid and you?re not putting the time into looking good (like hitting on the gym, working
on fashion and grooming, etc.), you?re hurting your ability to get laid.
Second, game. Game is really important, even if it?s sometimes overstated as a magic bullet. The big
thing about game is that, unlike looks, game is something fully in your control ? you can improve to
an elite level no matter who you are. With regard to Tinder texting (and other apps), your text game
matters a whole lot. I see tons of guys who look great but have dogshit text game, miss out on tons of
lays (but they still get laid decently often, because looks also matter).
Finally, volume. You can?t get laid without having volume ? so that not only means swiping often,
but it also means using all the data apps at your disposal (Hinge, Bumble, etc.). Ideally, it also means
you do some forms of cold approach as well. It?s simple math: If you are able to convert 1-in-10 girls
to a date, and you match with 1-in-10 girls you swipe on, you?ll need to swipe 100 times to get a
date. Just like game, volume is completely in your control.

2. Momentum is key to your success as well.
Momentum also plays a big role in your success with women. Think about it: if you?re in a bad cycle,
you?re going to get down, and it?s hard to get out of it. If you get into a positive cycle, where you?re
meeting chicks, and you?re having some level of success ? success breeds more success. What you
want to try to get is a series of wins, even if they?re small wins.

3. A lot of conventional wisdom is wrong.
There are a ton of conventional, popularly shared beliefs that are just flat out wrong about dating in
general, and online dating specifically. Don?t get stuck in the box, but force yourself to think outside
of the box.
If you?re on Andy?s site, you?re probably aware of some of the things that are bullshit, but I want to
lay a few of them out to be very clear. All of these pieces of ?conventional wisdom? are wrong:
Don?t use shirtless Tinder photos ? you?ll look like a douche (wrong – as long as you?re in
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good shape)
Don?t sext girls (wrong)
Don?t be direct with girls (wrong)
Don?t invite a girl straight to your house, girls won?t accept that (wrong)
Don?t double text a girl ever (wrong)

4. You can?t trust most ?dating gurus?.
It?s one of my most important learnings. A lot of ?dating gurus? are completely wrong, or worse,
frauds. Don?t idolize people just because they have big followings on YouTube or social media.
Being a dating coach myself, I have seen behind the curtain ? and a lot of these dudes are flat out
lying.
Now, some guys are legitimate (like Andy from Kill Your Inner Loser). But you need to put in the
work to see whether the guys you?re following are slayers or pretenders.
Ask the tough questions. Ask for proof of results. If all they?re doing is talking, that?s a red flag.
Basically, go into your journey with an open mind, but don?t believe everything you hear.

5. Screening is very important.
Don?t. Try. To. Seduce. Every. Girl. I see this way too often ? guys put way too much effort into a
girl who?s not a good fit, or worse, they get down or in their head because they couldn?t get with a
girl who they didn?t screen.
It’s essential to screen for girls who are looking for the same thing as you. Get the idea out of your
head that you can seduce every girl. It?s not true. Instead, seduce the ones who want the same thing
as you.
Lots of chicks want marriage/a relationship/etc. If you want hookups or casual sex, for example, you
need to screen out those who want other things. Remember, there are millions of girls out there. You
don’t need to be able to attract all of them, only a few. Use screening to your advantage.

6. Being polarizing is key.
I used to test out 2 different profiles on Tinder. I had a generic one that followed all the ?conventional
wisdom? (I looked like a decently nice guy, I had a safe and non-sexual bio, I ahd no shirtless pics,
etc.). Then I had one that was incredibly sexually aggressive (BDSM memes, shirtless pics, an
extremely sexual Tinder bio, etc.). I?d get a lot less matches on the sexually aggressive profile, but
I?d get way more lays from it.
By being polarizing, you?ll appeal to less girls, but the ones you appeal to will be much more likely
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to meet up with you and fuck you.

7. Don?t tie your identity into your results with women.
This is crucially important: Don’t tie your self-esteem and self-worth to your success with chicks. A
lot of guys who get into the game have low confidence / self-esteem. In fact, I was one of those guys
when I started. I would have these massive ups and downs. I?d feel great when I’d hook up with a
girl, but then I?d feel like shit when I’d strike out.
The sooner you can get to a point where you can separate those two things, and think highly of
yourself regardless of your better outcome, the better off you’ll be. Having your identity tied to
success with women will leave you in mental turmoil and make you burnout.
A good analogy is to think about going to the gym. If you?re regular at going to the gym, you
probably do care about your physical appearance to an extent. But you probably don?t tie your
identity to your results at the gym ? if you don?t lift as much as you did last time, you?re not going to
go home and be miserable and feel down and out on yourself. Your identity is separate from the gym.
You need to separate out your identity from your results with women, too. As a bonus for doing this,
you’ll also be more successful with girls, because they can sense that you don’t care, and that will
actually result in you getting more girls.

Conclusion: 10 Years in the Game, Lots of Lessons Learned
When I first started going after women, my results were shit because I had bad game, average looks,
and not enough volume. After investing a decade and literally thousands of hours into improving my
game, my looks, and my volume, I see a world of difference. I?m able to consistently bang attractive
girls, even though the dating market has gotten a lot harder over these years.
This article is focused on those who are on a journey like mine. It?ll help you a ton in that journey to
avoid some of the learnings and understand the lessons I?ve gathered over these years. So reject
conventional wisdom, allow yourself to become more polarizing, be skeptical of ?dating gurus,? but
most of all, don?t make your identity about this stuff.
– Alex

[Andy’s note: Go check out Alex’s channel Playing With Fire – dude is killing it over there with
100k subscribers at the time of writing.
He’s also on TikTok here. ]
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The 18yo OnlyFans Queen (3some) [Lay Report]
April 23, 2022 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics. Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload these
photos. Happy to remove pics/stories – contact me.
My girlfriend Immy and I met a very cute 18yo girl the other week, and this story is a bit different to
my usual stories. The way in which we met her was a a unique method to how I usually meet girls.
All the pics in this article are of her – she, Immy and I did a photoshoot together. She’s cool with me
putting the pics up (she’s an OnlyFans content creator herself, as we’ll talk about below).
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So we met her (let’s call her “G” – she’s the girl on the right, in front of Immy) using a method I
haven’t talked about before – Seeking Arrangements. I don’t pay for girls on there – I’m upfront
with them and directly tell them we don’t offer any financial arrangements/money. For this to work
you have to have a hell of a lot to offer girls. Immy and I have built ourselves up to the point where
we offer a lot to the girls we date:
BDSM
Mentorship (I’m basically giving girls free coaching; given the price of my coaching, this is a
good deal for them)
Exploring their bisexual side, with us teaching them how to please another woman
Business advice/making money advice
Photoshoots (allowing them to use any pics we take for their OF/social media/etc)
In my first text, I literally tell them we’re looking for girls to mentor, teach BDSM, help them explore
their sexuality and do some photoshoots with. Then I chat for a couple messages, ask about their
goals and their hobbies, what they want from life, etc. If I like them, I tell them we’re not looking
for a financial arrangement, instead providing mentorship, coaching/business advice, BDSM
photography and all that good stuff. I grab their number and set up a normal date as per my Tinder
guide and go from there.

At some point maybe I’ll talk a little more about Seeking Arrangements – I’ve now met a few girls
off there. But again, you need to have a hell of a lot to offer if you’re not going to offer money, on
a site which is all about offering money. I don’t recommend you use Seeking Arrangements without
having a hell of a lot of things to offer girls; otherwise you’ll just be wasting your time, and wasting
theirs. If you’re not in that position yet, build yourself up – go through everything I wrote in this
guide and work on getting yourself to a point where you have a hell of a lot to offer girls.
Back to the story: right off the bat “G” is super enthusiastic over text, super keen to meet us, and
very grateful for the chance to do photoshoots with her. Hell, she even offers to pay us money for any
photoshoots we take together. I tell her, “Lol it’s cool, we’ll just have some fun and take some photos,
no need to pay us.” What a sweet girl.
We organise the meetup, and then Easter holidays throw a spanner in the works; all trains lines are
closed. Fuckkkk. Normally I’d say, “Alright, let’s just meet in a week or two”, but I felt like it’d
make good content for you guys if I found a way to make this work – proving to you what I’m always
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saying about how getting laid requires you to “always look for SOLUTIONS, not problems”. I tell
her to catch the replacement bus halfway to us, and we’ll drive the other half of the journey and pick
her up. That should work.

But fuck, another spanner: the replacement buses she’d have to take would mean it’d take her about
4hrs to get to us, and 4hrs to get back home. Not really feasible. Doubling down on my efforts to
prove the point that if you guys really want to get laid, you’ll find a way to make it work, I throw
out: “Ok, grab an Uber to speed up some of the journey, we’ll drive half of the way there and pick
you up.” She agrees, and it’s game on.
Immy and I throw on a Spotify playlist of our favourite roadtrip music, drive an hour to the halfway
point, and we all grab a coffee together and hangout for a bit to make sure she’s cool/not a catfish. As
soon as she shows up she’s absolutely adorable as shit (her cuteness/adorableness doesn’t fully come
across in the pics here). Very very very nervous, to the point of shaking and being ultra quite. Hey,
she’s only 18 and she’s meeting 2 people at once, and for BDSM – I’d be nervous too.
We grab a Starbucks, she insists on paying for hers herself (what a good little feminist), we go to a
park and chill, just shooting the shit and getting to know each other a bit. She opens up to us about
her life, her goals, her hopes and dreams – all that good stuff. The more we talk, the more she gets up
a bit of confidence, and Immy and I both give each other our secret code to say, “I like this girl, let’s
take her back to our place.“

We jump in the car and drive the 1hr back to our place, chatting the whole way as she really starts
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coming out of her shell. She tells us about her OnlyFans and the guys she’s met on there, how they’re
all really nice, what it’s been like telling her friends and family about her OnlyFans (they’ve been
mostly supportive), how the hell she’s confident enough to show off her body given how absolutely
shy and nervous she is meeting people in public.
We talk about how she hasn’t done any BDSM, hadn’t really done much with girls other than kissing
a couple times while drunk. We talk about how excited she is to, “Let you guys do whatever you like
to me.” What a good girl. We talk about what’s on her sexual bucketlist, what toys she wants to try,
what comes to mind for her when she thinks of BDSM.
I tell her about my site, my coaching, my dreams of leaving the world better than I found it, and she’s
on board with all that and wants to have a positive impact on the world herself. I’m always a big fan
of chicks who are optimists/want to have a positive impact on those around them.

Eventually we’re back at our place, sitting on the couch, and she’s clearly ultra nervous. I’ve talked
in my 3some guide about how to initiate a 3some, and the best advice I can give you after all the
3somes I’ve had is you do not need to be smooth at initiating the 3some. There’s no magical way
to initiate a 3some; you just do it.
I turn to G and say, “Come with me“. I take her by the hand and Immy follows, getting her to lay
down on my bed. She immediately blurts out, “I don’t know what I’m doing” and Immy and I laugh,
reassuring her, “Don’t stress, we’ll tell you what to do. Just relax and enjoy it and leave everything to
us.”
Once she warms up, she turns out to be a hell of a lot of fun in the bedroom, and incredibly sexy, with
an amazing body (god bless being 18). Shy at first, but she opens up as we show her our toys (she
loved this vibrator most of all), whips, paddles, chains and leashes. Great kisser, amazing tits, and
super affectionate and very sweet, with a sort of sexy vulnerability to her, as you can see in some of
the pics here.
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The hottest part being when I grab her and fuck the living shit out of her while Immy watches,
playing with a vibrator and getting herself off at the sight of G and I going at it. God that’s one of my
favourite things; my girlfriend watching me bang the hell out of another girl, whispering dirty shit in
my ear, “Does her little pussy feel good, baby? Fuck her harder, make her your little slut“… God
dammit.
We show her the rest of our toys, Immy goes down on her and licks her pussy for ages (which G
absolutely loves), and we take a few breaks here and there to cuddle and hangout. (This is a
cheatcode for if you can’t last long in the bedroom; just take frequent breaks and cuddle/chill/go back
to gentle foreplay, to stop yourself from cumming).
We fuck some more, chill some more, and she asks to take a few photos with us (we’d previously
shown her our artsy nudes). I grab out the camera gear, my fancy studio lights, and we have a
shitload of fun taking photos together, the two of them making out and playing with each other while
I’m snapping away. God this stuff makes my dick so hard it hurts, but I soldier on and snap a bunch
of photos.

Honestly, doing these kinds of photoshoots is something I really really miss. With all the BS that
happened in 2020 and 2021, and Immy and I moving 4 times to escape lockdowns/mandatory
vaccines/vaccine passports and all the other totalitarian crap, I sold all my camera/lighting gear and
we just haven’t really done many photos since. Getting back into it awakened something inside me;
as I said to Immy afterwards, “Taking photos and being creative again in this way has made me feel
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alive again.” We’ve got plans to do a tonne more photoshoots (not just with G), so stay tuned, I’ll
post them on my site.
We hangout for a while more, talking about her OnlyFans and her plans to grow that. I give her the
same spiel I give anyone who asks for business/content creation advice: You’ve gotta focus on
giving value above all else. Give as much as you possibly can, don’t take – create the best content
possible – and people will want to reward you with money to say thanks. We talk her through ways
she can do this on her OnlyFans – by doing more artsy photos rather than just “jerkoff material”, by
giving advice to the guys who subscribe to her, by being kind and empathetic to the dudes who
subscribe (basically, actually giving a shit about them), by being entertaining and interesting, etc.

After another sex session, it’s getting late in the day so we jump in the car and drive her back to the
halfway point, stopping at this fancy little bakery to all grab meat pies. We sit in the car to get out of
the cold, eating them and chatting, reminiscing about the awesome day we’ve just had. A lot of these
quieter, simply moments outside of sex are often the memories I remember most with girls; “It’s the
little things you remember“. Some of my favourite times are basking in the afterglow after sex, and
this evening is no different. It’s just… nice.
Eventually we drop her off and hangout with her for a bit until her Uber comes, laughing at some
adorable little dog that comes up to us and seems to want to hang out with us rather than its owner.
Uber comes, G goes, Immy and I drive back home, and reflect on a really awesome day of sex,
photography, good company and interesting conversations.
There are times where I’m really glad I get to live this life; really grateful for all the people who
helped me get here. There are times where I thank the universe I get to be alive and have the
opportunity to work my ass off and earn beautiful moments like this one. There are times where I
pause and think, “Thankyou, whoever/whatever gave me this chance at happiness.”
There are times where I thank my past self for all the hell I went through to get to this point; all the
hard work I put in, all the times I wanted to quit but didn’t, all the times I felt like I wasn’t going to
make it, but I kept going anyway. There are times where I’m so unbelievably happy and grateful for
how far I’ve come and the fact it was all so worth it, I could just cry.
Today is one of those times.
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Now it’s your turn – I want YOU to go out there and make a 3some happen for yourself (even if you
don’t feel ready – fuck “being ready”. Every guy can have a 3some, if he actually puts in the effort
to try, no matter what experience level you’re at).

How? Grab my hardcore “How to Have a 3some (Even If You Don’t Feel Ready)” video course + 2
ebook bundle. It completely holds your hand, covering every single step of having a 3some:
Mindset (destroying the belief that you ?aren?t ready? for a 3some yet)
How to find the girls who are up for 3somes
Setting up your Tinder/Hinge to maximise efficiency and cut down on time-wasting
What to do on dates, how to get the girls back to your place
How to initiate the 3some
Exactly what to do during the 3some itself (how to make it hot as hell)
How to make both girls orgasm; how to blow their minds so they?ll come back for more
How to make the girls desperate to have more 3somes with you (retention)
Eliminating jealousy between the girls, so everyone involved has a good time
How you can get girls to bring you more girls themselves, without any input from you!
The last half of the training is the best part: I go into detail about how you can get a girl to bring in
more girls for 3somes (yep, free sex for you!) like I?ve done with my girlfriend Immy. She and I
wrote that part of the training together (she contributed a tonne of content, so you can hear what a
3some is like from a woman?s point of view), and it?s aimed at WOMEN ? as in, we talk directly to
your girl, we literally tell her every single step she needs to take, so she can do it all herself, without
you having to do a damn thing.
So all YOU need to do is hand her the guide and say ?Go bring me free 3somes!?
Get serious about your sex life – grab your copy here (video course + 2 ebooks):
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Grab it now!
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TRAIN Yourself to Enjoy Things You Hate (Pavlov’s Dog)
[Productivity]
April 28, 2022 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Listen to the audio version of this article:
Recently one of my mates was telling me he has a daily habit he wants to lock in – meditating each
night. For whatever reason, he keeps finding himself avoiding it… despite really wanting to build this
habit. It’s like there’s some resistance there.
We talked for a bit and I explained to him, “The resistance is just because you haven’t made
meditation into a habit yet. You just need to train it into a habit – do it enough times that it becomes
easy and no longer takes any willpower.“
And this is a topic that comes up a hell of a lot with guys in my audience, guys on my forums, my
coaching clients. It’s all variations on the same theme: “How do I make myself do something I
seemingly don’t want to do?” It applies to going to the gym (lord knows I felt a hell of a lot of
resistance there when I first started going).
It applies to going outside and talking to girls – how many of you want to start hitting on chicks, but
for some reason or another, you just… “can’t”?
It applies to losing weight, cutting your calories and not stuffing your face. You hear this all the time
– “No matter how hard I try, I just can’t stop eating as much.“
A quick-and-easy answer is to reframe the thing you want to do (the habit), and not be so negative
about it. Instead of saying “The gym is hard” or “I can’t lose weight” or “Talking to girls is difficult”,
you reframe it and tell yourself it’s going to be easy. “I can talk to girls, that’s not hard.” Or make it
positive: “Going to the gym is going to be fun”. And then find ways of making the habit fun. So with
the gym, listen to some awesome music to get yourself amped up. With girls, go out with a wingman
so it’s 100x more fun (and easier). With cutting calories, remind yourself of how much fucking fun
it’s going to be to hit your goal weight.
Another trick that works is slowing down; ie “relaxing into it”. So with the gym, you’d slow down on
each rep/set, take your time and be present in the moment, tell yourself “I’ll be at the gym for a
couple hours instead of trying to rush through it and hate every moment. I’ll slow down and actually
enjoy this thing, I’ll take my time with it.“
By slowing down, you’re more present, you stop trying to rush through it or “just get it over with”.
Instead, you’re forced to slow down and relax and actually find ways to enjoy it… instead of trying to
hurry it up.
But you want to know the biggest trick you can use to train yourself to enjoy your habits? Use
rewards, so you’re training yourself like Pavlov’s Dog.
For those who don’t know the context: “Pavlov’s dog” is an experiment where a guy – Ivan Pavlov –
trained his dog to associate outside stimulus with that of food. In other words – he’d blow a whistle
and make a sound, and then immediately feed the dog. Over time, the dogs came to associate the
sound of a whistle, with food – with a reward. Eventually he could blow the whistle and the dog
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would start salivating, even with no food present – the dog knew “whistle = food”.
You can do the same thing with yourself, with habits you’re currently struggling to build. In the case
of not wanting to go to the gym, you can take a snack to the gym (a small donut, a protein bar, a
sugary drink). Or get some music you really really really love. Then, every time you go to the gym,
eat that snack or listen to that song you love. Or you can use the reward afterwards – eg playing video
games for 30 minutes after your gym workout. The reward itself doesn’t matter; just try to pick one
that is relatively healthy (eg don’t pick “I’ll shoot heroin straight into my dick after each gym
workout” or “I’ll play video games for 4 hours”).
Over time, your brain will start to associate the gym with that snack you like, or that song you love,
and you’ll start to look forward to the gym – because your brain knows you will get the reward
(the snack, or the video game, or the song).
Your mission is then to go the gym, or go outside and talk to girls, or cut those calories (or whatever
habit you’re trying to build) – and to do it for an entire month. Just make it your absolute mission
to keep the habit up for a month, using your Pavlov reward, and never break that streak for a month.
What you’ll find is after a month it’s way easier to keep that habit up, without having to force
yourself anymore. Now you can start to reduce and eventually eliminate that snack/song/video
game/etc reward – you won’t need the reward anymore. Just doing the habit itself becomes the
reward; you’ll find it’ll feel weird not to do the habit, because you’ve been so consistent with it over
the last month. The habit will become so easy it’ll be like brushing your teeth.
Congrats! You’ve trained yourself like Pavlov’s dog.
This is exactly how I built the habit of going to the gym, even when I really didn’t want to at first.
It’s how I built the habit of talking to 1 girl a day. It’s how I built the habit of meditating each night.
It’s how I built the habit of walking 12k steps a day. All of this was done by using a reward to train
myself for the first month, then gently removing the reward when I no longer needed it and the habit
was self-sustaining.
Again, your only mission is to keep up the habit you’re trying to build for a month until it’s
completely ingrained in you, and it becomes easy. Don’t beat yourself up if the habit is hard during
the first few weeks; every new habit is hard at the start. That’s what your reward is for; to get you
through the difficult patch in the beginning. Just keep conditioning yourself with that reward, keep
up the habit, and eventually it’ll become easy as 1-2-3.
You got this.
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4some & Podcast with 2 OnlyFans Girls [Storytime]
May 4, 2022 | by Andy | Link | Original Link

NSFW: This article contains nude pics. Everyone here is 18+. I have permission to upload these
photos. Happy to remove pics/stories – contact me.

Had another 4some recently and did a photoshoot with all 3 girls, which was an absolute blast
(they’re all happy for me to put these photos up):
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The story behind this is pretty funny – the girl on the left is a girl we’ve played with before. We
matched with the girl on the right a few days later, and it turns out the two of them know each other –
they’re friends from high school. Pretty hilarious coincidence.
The two of them had never played together, but asked if they could both come together to play with
Immy and I, shoot some photos, and come on our podcast to shoot the shit. Of course we said yes.
The day rolls around, both girls are nervous and a bit awkward, but we get down to business and fool
around, fucked each other for a bit. We only ended up having about 30 minutes of sex; the vast
majority of the day was taken up with taking the photos you see here and doing a podcast together.
Speaking of which, enjoy:

The sex we did have was a lot more chill than my last 4some; I’m a lot more confident (less
nervous/less neurotic) than I was back then. Immy’s come a long way too and is a hell of a lot more
confident, so things ran a lot more smoothly.
We’ll meet both girls again and do more 4somes; they both had a tonne of fun, and so did we. Good
times.
And if you’d like to do the same thing yourself (3somes/4somes with girls) – grab my How to Have
3somes Guide and get yourself started.
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Now it’s your turn – I want YOU to go out there and make a 3some happen for yourself (even if you
don’t feel ready – fuck “being ready”. Every guy can have a 3some, if he actually puts in the effort
to try, no matter what experience level you’re at).

How? Grab my hardcore “How to Have a 3some (Even If You Don’t Feel Ready)” video course + 2
ebook bundle. It completely holds your hand, covering every single step of having a 3some:
Mindset (destroying the belief that you ?aren?t ready? for a 3some yet)
How to find the girls who are up for 3somes
Setting up your Tinder/Hinge to maximise efficiency and cut down on time-wasting
What to do on dates, how to get the girls back to your place
How to initiate the 3some
Exactly what to do during the 3some itself (how to make it hot as hell)
How to make both girls orgasm; how to blow their minds so they?ll come back for more
How to make the girls desperate to have more 3somes with you (retention)
Eliminating jealousy between the girls, so everyone involved has a good time
How you can get girls to bring you more girls themselves, without any input from you!
The last half of the training is the best part: I go into detail about how you can get a girl to bring in
more girls for 3somes (yep, free sex for you!) like I?ve done with my girlfriend Immy. She and I
wrote that part of the training together (she contributed a tonne of content, so you can hear what a
3some is like from a woman?s point of view), and it?s aimed at WOMEN ? as in, we talk directly to
your girl, we literally tell her every single step she needs to take, so she can do it all herself, without
you having to do a damn thing.
So all YOU need to do is hand her the guide and say ?Go bring me free 3somes!?
Get serious about your sex life – grab your copy here (video course + 2 ebooks):
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Grab it now!
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How to Have a 3some (Even If You Don’t Feel Ready)
May 24, 2022 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
It’s done! Finally completely finished the “How to Have 3somes (Even If You Don’t Feel Ready)”
video course + 2 ebooks.
Immy and I talked about 3somes a tonne here:
Was a shitload of fun doing the guide/training – about 9 people came to the live training, and we had
a tonne of fun together. Immy came too and spoke for a few parts, we answered a bunch of questions,
it went amazingly well.
However. Holy fuck, my upstairs neighbours decided to JACKHAMMER THE FUCKING
FLOOR during the live training – what in the fucking fucking fuck. We asked them to stop but “We
can’t, we have to get this done”. They promised it would just be for one day… then they did the same
thing for the second day of training. I swear, I put so much effort and time into planning this live
training thing, I was so nervous that something would go wrong, we planned everything down to the
tiniest detail… And then the neighbour jackhammers the damn floor.
Such is life, I guess.
I made a fancy book cover for it too, check this out:

How cool does that look? (Pretty damn cool).
If you want to grab a copy, you can do so here:
How to Have 3somes (Even If You Don’t Feel Ready)
What’s insane to me is I’ve already sold a few copies and it’s only been live for 2 days – how crazy is
that? It’s technically my first ever passive income – I literally went to bed, woke up, and “I earned
money while sleeping”. It’s something I always wanted but it always seemed like a “pipe dream” to
me; something unattainable. Turns out, like everything else, all I had to do was actually try. The
same as any goal really; all you have to do is try.
Thanks again to everyone who came to the live training – you guys were awesome to hang out with,
your questions were fucking amazing, and I appreciate the little testimonials you did at the end of the
training. The whole experience was a tonne of fun.
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I’ll be working on another video course soon – probably going to do my “How to Get Started with
BDSM”. It’s probably going to be pretty damn long – there’s so much I can say about kinks,
exploring sexual bucketlists, BDSM, and all that fun stuff. Kinky sex is my schtick – I have a tonne
to share with you guys. Can’t wait.
If you have any BDSM/kinky sex topics in particular you want me to cover in it – or if you have any
particular questions –email me and tell me, and I’ll cover those topics in the guide.
Oh and of course…..
Go out
and
crush
your
goals
?
-Andy
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12 Girls in 12 Weeks? This Guy KILLED His Inner Loser!
[Sex/Dating]
May 25, 2022 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
Yeah, so holy shit… This guy killed it.
This coaching client of mine – Rene – went from “I’ve only banged 2 girls in my entire life” to
having a 3some within 2 weeks, banging 12 girls in 12 weeks, almost having a 4some, having a girl
write him a love letter and write him a song, mentoring another guy and helping that guy lose his
virginity, as well as a HELL of a lot more.
Interview with him, so you can hear the story from his point of view:
Dude is an absolute legend – he worked his ass off to achieve all of this. He really really went hard.
He’s destined for greatness; can’t wait to see how far he goes in life.
If you’d like to replicate his results and work with me, hit me up for coaching. If Rene can go from 2
lays to 14 lays in just 12 weeks, you can too – he’ll be the first person to tell you he’s not special.
Use his story as motivation to go crush your own goals. Life is yours for the taking, if you take
action like Rene has.
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This Guy Broke a 2 YEAR Dry Spell in 2 DAYS! [Sex-Dating]
May 26, 2022 | by Andy | Link | Original Link
It’s been a killer week on the KillYourInnerLoser front, and here’s another super impressive story
from a guy who broke his dry spell within 2 days of actually trying – and went on to sleep with 10
girls in 12 weeks.
Oh, and the kicker? He’s not even remotely maxxed out, he’s not super confident, and his head was
full of doubts when he started. He’s the definition of “If he can do it, you sure as hell can too.“
Listen to the full story and have your mind blown:

You know what I’m going to say – it’s your turn now. Go out there and build something absolutely
amazing. This guy is not special, but he did the work day in, day out. He had plenty of stumbles, he
made plenty of mistakes, but none of that even mattered – because he showed up every day and put in
the effort. You can absolutely do the same thing, so GO DO IT.
If you want coaching with me like this guy has, sign up for my coaching package. Let’s build you an
amazing dating, business, fitness, social and spiritual life, no holding back.
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